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ABSTRACT
Photographic parameters necessary for detailed interpretation of
the Ranger VII pictures are listed for all of the A- and B-camera photo-
graphs and for selected P-camera photographs. Parameter accuracies
and the method of data generation are discussed.
h INTRODUCTION
This Report is intended as a supplementary tool for
use in the analysis of the Ranger VII photographs of the
Moon. As such, it contains a comprehensive list of
the photographic parameters necessary for the detailed
interpretation of the unrectified Ranger VII photographic
atlases and film strips. The intent is to supply data in a
form useful to the largest possible audience, including
those who do not have photographic facilities at their
disposal for rectification of the pictures. However, addi-
tional data are supplied for use in reproducing the ob-
ject scene geometry.
A brief description of the method, assumptions, and
accuracies which characterize the computation of the
tabular photographic data is given. Each block of tabu-
lar data is identified by a tabular data number, the atlas
frame number (if appropriate), and the frame number
appearing on the original film recording of the mission.
Ih THE RANGER TELEVISION SYSTEM
The Ranger Block III spacecraft television system
contained six cameras, divided into two separate chan-
nels designated F and P. The complete system has been
discussed adequately in the Ranger atlas series; however,
the camera characteristics are repeated here (Table 1).
The reticle pattern deposited on the faceplate of each
vidicon differed for the F and P channels. The reticle
patterns and the associated dimensions of the F-channel
cameras are Shown in Fig. 1. Because of the decreased
target size used for the P cameras, the reticle pattern
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
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aThe actual field of view in one direction was somewhat smaller than the given numbers because of the presence of a mask at the edge of the vldlcan target
which was used to determine scene black on each scan of the electron beam.
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Fig. I. Reticle dimensions for _channel cameras
was designed differently. The pattern type and dimen-
sions are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Reticle dimensions for P-channel cameras
In some cases, it was necessary to use a vidicon tube
with an F-type reticle pattern for a P camera. In these
instances, only the center reticle is visible, as all other
reticles fall outside the P-camera target area. This was
the case for the Ranger VII P1 camera.
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IIh METHOD OF COMPUTATION OF SPACECRAFT-PHOTOGRAPH PARAMETERS
A. Computer Program Description
The photographic data contained in this Report were
generated by a computer program which uses a hyper-
bolic approximation to the spacecraft trajectory near im-
pact (Ref. 1). Knowledge of the attitude-sensor locations
within the spacecraft and the sensor stimuli locations (Sun
and Earth) in Moon-centered coordinates permitted com-
putation of the spacecraft orientation. The oscillations
and motion of the spacecraft as determined by the telem-
etry data were incorporated as a correction to the calcu-
lated orientation. Preflight calibration data were utilized
to provide an initial determination of the camera system
pointing direction in terms of spacecraft coordinates. The
computer program spacecraft-camera model could then
be used to compute the location of any picture point on
the lunar surface in terms of lunar latitude-longitude
coordinates.
For accurate photographic parameter computations,
however, one cannot rely completely on preflight cali-
bration data, and a verification or derivation of the cam-
era parameters from the flight data is necessary. Among
these camera parameters are camera cycle time, focal
length, vidicon target dimensions, and true camera orien-
tation within the spacecraft. With the knowledge of these
parameters and the indicated spacecraft characteristics,
the mapping from the Moon to the camera vidicon sur-
face is then completely specified.
B. Solution for Camera Parameters
The camera cycle time during actual flight could be
verified by postflight examination of the magnetic tapes
which recorded the data, along with an accurate 1-Mc
time base signal. The postflight determinations of cycle
time yielded values that deviated less than 0.01% from
the design value; however, the postflight values were
still used in the computations. Because of shutter stroke
unknowns, the time at which the last picture was exposed
could be determined no more accurately than ±0.002 sec.
This value may be of some consequence in the computa-
tions for the last picture parameters but certainly is of
little significance for all other picture computations.
The preflight evaluation of the camera pointing direc-
tions within the spacecraft may not be representative of
flight alignment for several reasons, among which are
accuracy of original data, biases in the spacecraft sensor
system, and launch vibrations. During the construction
of their series of Ranger lunar maps, the Aeronautical
Chart and Information Center* determined the latitude-
longitude of the surface point covered by the central
reticle from each camera at various times during the de-
scent. These data were used by JPL to solve for the
pointing direction of each camera that would best fit
the observed data. All corrections were made by chang-
ing the pointing direction of the camera within the space-
craft coordinate system. The "magnitude of shift of the
pointing directions as compared to the preflight values
was about 0.5 deg. Note that this procedure does not
...... _,_ misalig._m_nt _ff_et_ due to attitude-sensor
biases from camera misalignment, but does allow a com-
bined correction for both types of errors.
Measurements from the film data showed a variation
in the dimensions from reticle to reticle of up to 6%.
These variations were found by comparing the distance
between two reticles at different locations within the
frame. The 6_ variation applied, usually, to measure-
ments made in widely separated areas of the frame and
may have been due to local nonlinearities in scanning
rate, or other camera electronic characteristics. It re-
mained to be determined, however, whether these varia-
tions could be caused by inaccuracies in the placement
of the reticle pattern on the vidicon surface and, finally,
what the true focal length of each camera was. One could
not, of course, solve independently for the reticle loca-
tions and focal lengths.
It was necessary to obtain additional data from the
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, this time in
the form of surface points covered by the corner reticles
of each camera during descent. Assumption of a focal
length then made possible a best fit of the data to solve
for the reticle location on the vidicon surface. It was
found from these data that for a selected focal length,
the reticles on the F cameras were within ±0.06 mm (1 a)
of their theoretical location, with the mean value very
close to the theoretical position. Because of the small
fields of view on the P cameras, the data scatter was
large, but the mean values of the solution for these reti-
cles remained very close to the theoretical values. Even
though the data scatter in all cases was larger than one
would desire, the distributions were such as to give high
confidence in the theoretical reticle positions. Thus, it
was assumed that the reticles were deposited accurately.
*United States Air Force, St. Louis, Missouri.
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One should note that the readout linearity specification
of the camera system was 2% of the picture dimension,
which, in extreme cases, could give reticle-to-reticle vari-
ations on the order of 6 to 8%. In the course of the above
solutions, the rotation of the individual cameras with
respect to their theoretical locations was also obtained.
Assumption of the reticle locations as correct, then,
made possihle, the solution of the camera focal distance
from vidieon snrfaee to lens exit pupil that best fit the
observed data. Again, the data scatter was rather large
for the narrow-angle cameras. The focal lengths of three
lenses were measured prior to flight, and upon compari-
son of the preflight and empirically derived postflight
values, it was found that they agreed quite well (see
Table 2).
Table 2. Pre- and postflight focal-length determinations
Focal distance, mm Preflight lens


















The data scatter is reflected in the tolerances listed for
each focal distance. A nominal value for the Angenieux
25-mm lens was found to be 25.75 mm; unfortunately, indi-
vidual measurements were not made on the Ranger VII
A, P:_, and P_ lenses. Camera P1 had no comer reticles, so
that no postflight determination could be made.
C. Assumptions and Accuracies
It has been assumed thus far that the trajectory can be
approximated by a hyperbolic path (where the parame-
ters are matched at impact with the true path), and that
the theoretical reticle locations and the preflight mea-
sured focal lengths are correct. One other assumption
made of necessity for the table generation was that of
the Moon being a spherical body of radius equal to that
chosen for the impact location.
The assumptions of the reticle locations and focal
lengths were previously shown to have been reasonable,
at least in comparison to the observable data scatter.
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Fig. 3. Reticle number assignment, F.channel cameras
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A comparison study of hyperbolic trajectory approxima-
tion to the integrated trajectory model has shown differ-
ences in altitude and time computations of less than
0.01% in the worst case. Finally, since all the computa-
tions were referenced to zero time at impact, and since
the trajectories were steep with respect to the surface
altitude variations, the assumption of a spherical Moon
caused negligible errors.
Further, the impact point specified by the Aeronautical
Chart and Information Center has been used. No uncer-
tainties have been quoted for this point, but the latest
orbit determination from tracking data gives a 1-a uncer-
tainty ellipse of 0.10 × 0.03 deg semimajor and -minor
axi_ dh,,emiu.a aiid a value of 0.10 dog magnitude Off-
ferenee from the ACIC point.
D. Location of Points Within Each Camera Frame
In determining the points within each frame for which
to compute photographic parameters, it is logical to use
the reticle locations. Sets of such points were chosen, and
each reticle for which calculations were made was given
a number which corresponded to a point number in the
tabular data (see Figs. 3 and 4).
A special problem arose, however, where a reticle was
only partially shown or where no corner reticles existed
(as in the case of camera P1). For a partial reticle, the
point was chosen at the intersection of the reticle and
the edge of the frame. In the case of camera P1, points
were selected at the two corners opposite the mask, and



















Fig. 4. Reticle number assignment, P-channel cameras
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IV. CONTENT OF TABLES
A. Time- and Camera-Independent Parameters
The first page of the tabular data lists those quantities
which are essentially time- and camera-independent for
the duration of the picture-taking sequence. These quan-
tities are particularly useful in ..............roonnd'r_,oHng _h._..._.l-,;.._v,,j,_,_
scene geometry on, say, a spherical globe (Fig. 5).
Subsolar point-the selenocentrie latitude and longi-
tude of the surface point intersected by the vector from
the center of the Moon to the Sun.
Sub-Earth point-the selenocentric latitude and longi-
__ 1 r .1
tuue uz tile surface point intersected by the vector from



























Fig. 5. Definition of $ubsolar, sub-Earth, and vertical impact paints
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Vertical impact point-the selenocentric latitude and
longitude of the surface point intersected by the vec-
tor from the center of the Moon which describes the
asymptotic direction of the spacecraft trajectory.
B. Time- and Camera-Dependent Parameters
The main body of the tables consists of data blocks
pertaining to each picture listed. Each data block is di-
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ALT-the spacecraft altitude above the surface of
the Moon (kilometers). A spherical Moon of radius
equal to that of the impact location is assumed.
LAT, LON-the subspacecraft point (degrees); i.e.,
the selenocentric latitude and longitude of the surface
point intersected by the vector from the center of the
Moon to the spacecraft.
R-the magnitude of the vector from the center of
the Moon to the spacecraft (kilometers).
V-the spacecraft Moon-fixed velocity magnitude,
i.e., with respect to the Moon's surface (kilometers per
second) (Fi z. 6).
1. Frame Identification
The parameters listed specify
which the data are generated.
the photograph for
TAB NO.-a number used to identify the table
frames. The numbering starts at l and increases se-
quentially for each frame.
ATLAS NO.-the number that identifies, and is as-
signed to, those frames which appear in the Ranger
atlas series. In the Ranger VII A and B atlases, the
PHOTO NO. and ATLAS NO. are identical. In all
other atlases, this is not the case.
POD NO.-the number of the frame as it appeared
in the primary original mission data. In all cases, cal-
culations are made for the last frame from each cam-
era, so that the position of the frame in the overall
sequence from camera initiation to impact is easily
computed.
GMT-Greenwich Mean Time at which the photo-
graph was exposed. This time is assumed to be known
within ±0.005 sec.
2. Trajectory Data
Trajectory data are those data necessary to describe
the position and direction of movement of the spacecraft
with respect to the Moon. The parameter headings are
listed and explained below.




Fig. 6. Definition of path and azimuth angles
PTH-the angle between the Moon-fixed velocity
vector and the local horizontal plane, positive upward
(degrees) (see Fig. 6).
AZ-the azimuth direction of the projection of the
Moon-fixed velocity vector into the local horizontal
plane referenced to the local north direction, positive
east of north (degrees) (see Fig. 6).
3. Photo Data
The parameters in this sub-block are a function of both
photograph number and position within the photograph.
For this reason, several points within the frame format
are specified, and parameter values are derived for each
of these points. The points within each camera format
7
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are taken at the reticle locations. Figures 3 and 4 identify
the point number associated with each reticle of the
Ranger VII cameras. In some cases, data are not derived
for all reticles. Note also that the number 1 is not used
to identify the reticles; this number is assigned to the
velocity vector and, when it appears in the table, the ve-
locity vector is within or near the field of view of the
camera. The specification of this point, then, locates
the point of zero image motion within the frame.
The parameters for which calculations are made at
each picture point are described below. In all that fol-
lows, a spherical Moon with radius equal to that of the
impact location is assumed.
The user is cautioned that angles are not preserved in
the rectification of photographs. Thus, the angular values
given in these tables are valid only for the unrectified
Ranger pictures.
PT-the point number or reticle for which the calcu-
lations are made (see Figs. 3 and 4).
LAT, LON-the surface point selenocentric latitude-
longitude coordinates covered by the reticle (degrees),
hereafter referred to as the observed surface point.
RANGE-the distance from the camera to the ob-
served surface point (kilometers).
AZ S/C-the picture-plane azimuth angle to the
spacecraft, with respect to the picture reference and
positive clockwise (degrees). This azimuth is found by
obtaining the projection of the observed-surface-point-
to-spacecraft vector into the local horizontal plane, and
then mapping the projection into the picture or image
plane (Fig. 7).
AZN-the picture-plane azimuth angle to true lunar
north, with respect to the picture reference and posi-
tive clockwise (degrees). This azimuth is found by ob-
taining the projection of the lunar-center-to-north-pole
vector into the local horizontal plane and then map-
ping the projection into the picture plane.
AZSUN-the picture-plane azimuth angle to the Sun,
with respect to the picture reference and positive
clockwise (degrees). This azimuth is found by obtain-
ing the projection of the lunar-center-to-Sun vector into
the local horizontal plane and then mapping the pro-




Fig. 9. Possible loci of semimajor axes of length A, result-
ing from mapping of surface circle with radius A*
The following quantities describe the "skewness" of
the photographs. In particular, these quantities detail the
manner in which a circle on the surface, centered at
the observed surface point, is mapped into an ellipse
in the picture plane (Fig. 8).
10
AZA-the picture-plane azimuth angle to the major
axis of the ellipse resulting from the mapping of a
circle on the surface into the picture plane, with re-
spect to the picture reference and positive clockwise
(degrees).
A*-the radius of the circle on the surface that, upon
being mapped into the picture plane, results in an
ellipse of semimajor axis A (A* in kilometers). In the
case of the Ranger A and B cameras, the picture
ellipse dimension A (Fig. 9) is specified as one-half
the distance to the adjacent reticle. In the P cam-
eras, the dimension A is related to the "base dimen-
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
sion" d as defined in Fig. 10. In Figs. 9 and 10, circles
of radius A are circumscribed about each reticle for
which data are derived. These circles indicate the locus
of end points to which the semimajor axis of the ellipse
resulting from imaging the surface circle of radius A*
will map.
B/A-the ratio of the semiminor to the semimajor
axis of the ellipse resulting from the mapping of a
circle on the surface into the picture plane.
The following quantities are useful for reproducing the
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Fig. 10. Definition of base dimension d and possible loci of semimajor axes of
length A, resulting from mapping of surface circle with radius A*
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AZPHAZ-the picture-plane azimuth angle to the
phase plane, with respect to the picture reference and
positive clockwise (degrees). This azimuth represents
the line of intersection of the plane containing the
phase angle (i.e., the phase plane) and the picture
image plane. This is the only direction in which the
picture may be scanned to derive exact elevation data
when the two-angle lunar photometric function (Refs. 2
and 3) is used (Fig. 11).
INCD-the light incidence angle (degrees); i.e., the
angle formed by the local normal (assuming a spheri-
cal Moon) and the vector from the observed surface
PHAZ-the phase angle (degrees); i.e., the angle
formed by the vector from the surface point to the Sun
and the vector from the surface point to the camera.
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
EMISS-the emission angle (degrees); i.e., the angle
formed by the local normal (assuming a spherical
Moon) and the vector from the surface point to the
camera.
ALPHA-the luminance longitude angle (degrees).
This angle is the projection of the emission angle into
the phase plane, with a sign convention applied. The
angle is negative if it overlaps the phase angle and
positive otherwise. The lunar photometric function is
commonly written as a function of this angle and the
phase angle.
The final two parameters of the table are used to pro-
,7_clr_n _eparate scalin_ technique from that of the surface
circle mapping.
SCALE and PT to PT-the surface arc distance be-
tween the two points listed (kilometers).
REFERENCES
1. Kirhofer, W. E., Television Constraints and Digital Computer Program, Technical Report
No. 32-667, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California (to be published).
2. Rindfleisch, T. C., A Photometric Method for Deriving Lunar Topographic Information,
Technical Report No. 32-786, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
September 15, 1965.
3. Willingham, D. E., The Lunar Reflectivity Model for Ranger Block III Analysis, Technical
Report No. 32-664, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November 2,
1964.
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TIME- AND CAMERA-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
RA-V[I CAMERA FA
TAB NO I ATLAS PHOTO NO 1 POD SEQUENCE NO 8
JULY 3111964 13 HR 8 MIN 52 SEE 561 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TU IMPACT ALT LAT LBN R V PTH AZ
1016.238 2095.91858 -3.304 -35.74# 3831.374 1.936 -74.755 117.031
PHU[O DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/E AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[2.184 -17.369 2283.64547 -8.4 7.2 -76.1 75.5 10..13083 0.899 -93.1 70.8 38.2 35.5 31.7 O. O- 1
2 -13.099 -30.197 2158.76868 -26.2 5.2 -78.8 63.8 102.481'3 0.938 -90.1 58.5 47.* 20.2 9.2 380.10777 l- 2
3 -6.556 -37.338 2102.22369 28.6 2.0 -80.5 78.2 98.76499 0.998 -85.5 50.6 53.0 6.6 -2.7 290.98U33 2- 3
A -6.221 -30.734 2112.00934 -56.4 3.8 -81.8 51.6 99.90674 0.980 -85.1 57.1 47.6 10.5 9.3 199.04560 3- 4
5 -5.866 -23.b07 2166.08078 -74.3 5.4 -82.6 34.7 101.96115 0.936 -84.6 63.9 42.2 21.9 21.6 208.93931 4- 5
6 -12.8dZ -22.912 2213.96072 -49.2 8.4 -81.2 48.2 104.71918 C.884 -90.1 65.4 42.0 28.3 22.1 214.17325 5- 6
7 -20.723 -21.416 2321.A5020 -3..# 12.9 -81.0 57.3 109.32460 0.786 -95.7 68.0 42.3 38.8 21.1 241.43122 6- ?
8 -Z0.749 -29.400 Z254.02603 -16,4 7.3 -77.0 70.9 106.6239/ 0.846 -95.2 60.7 47.7 32.7 7.1 226.[5709 7- 8
9 -20.974 -36.904 2241.16312 6.0 1.6 -72.7 86.6 105.49186 U.862 -g*.8 56.0 53.0 31.3 -6.2 212.46480 8- 9
10 -13.382 -]7*114 2145.16257 [0.0 1.8 -76.1 U3.9 101.46645 0._53 -90.1 5[.9 52.8 18.4 -3.3 230.0_864 9-10
11 -6.554 -37.338 2102.22369 28.4 2.0 -80.5 78.2 98.76A99 0.99_ -85.5 50.6 53.0 6.6 -2.7 206.92627 10-11
12 71.204 -*4.030 2[30.79425 107.Z 1.6 -84.8 31.4 9/.94574 0.990 -82.1 *3.5 58.7 15.5 -15.3 259.08221 1[-12
13 -U.89# -37.553 2100.28665 146.0 2.3 -84.9 67.7 96°30054 0.985 -8[.5 49.9 53.5 5.5 -3.7 196.38128 12-13
I* -0.519 -31.071 2110.15698 -117.9 2.9 -8,.8 33.3 98.60537 0.999 -UU.7 56.4 48.2 9.9 8.0 196.65871 13-14
15 -0.053 -Z6.276 2163.201[1 -102.7 3.2 -84.3 17,9 100.66050 0.950 -79.9 63.2 42.9 21.5 19.9 206.28608 14-15
16 0.540 -16.#42 2268.5/971 -98.1 3.3 -83.3 10.7 104.08575 U.856 -#8.8 70.7 37.8 34.1 32.6 228.91982 15-16
1# -5.670 -16.105 2274.05389 -79.9 6.8 -83.1 24.3 105.53697 0.8*2 -84.0 71.5 3#.0 34.6 3'.5 183.06855 16-17
18 --[2.741 -14.718 2331.38843 -61.3 11.5 -83.5 36.7 [08.#3169 0.784 -90.2 73.6 36.6 39.6 35.8 Z24.08691 17-18
L_ -_G.9&8 12.170 ?A&n &2g94 -47.5 18.* -88.8 46.2 11'.29927 0.6#Z -96.3 76.6 37.0 48.9 36.6 259.891_6 18--19
ZO -31.576 -6.680 2720.9/95B -37.9 31.1 -93.Z _._ _Z_.i_AOG v. AC_ _2._ _9 & _.0 63.2 39.3 354.059*8 19--20
21 -30.396 -18.b20 2521.86279 -26._ 21.3 -83.5 63.8 117.18975 0.620 -101.1 72.3 '3.1 52.7 18.6 311.93bZ1 ZU-_*
22 -30.038 -28.064 2A32.6007| -[1.8 [[.5 -77.[ 75.6 113.50108 _.693 -100.1 64.4 48.* 47.[ 2.2 247.33683 21-22
23 -30.167 -36.703 2414.42651 4.3 1.3 -71.3 88.5 112.07205 0.713 -99.3 57.4 53.6 45.8 -_2.6 226.37333 22-23
24 -30.733 -45.]95 2459.53021 19.8 --9.* --64.9 11.9 112.55174 0.682 -98.7 51.0 58.8 41.8 --27.2 227.5*877 23-24
25 --21.390 -44.426 2278.4##17 26.7 --*.6 --67.6 13.0 L05.7A16A 0.837 -94.4 A7.6 58.3 35.0 -19.4 284.23308 24-25
26 -13.735 -4*.036 2178.84552 40.J -1.8 -72.4 [5.6 101.63134 0.931 -90.1 *8.4 58.2 23.8 -15.7 232.13740 25-26
27 --6.876 -43.941 2133.84204 68.9 0.I --78.6 21.9 99.[3482 0.982 --85.8 '4.1 58.3 16.1 --14.6 207.77953 26-27
28 --1.204 -4*.030 2130.79425 107.2 1.6 -84.8 37.4 97.9*5/* _.99_ -82.1 '3.5 58.7 15.5 --15.3 171.80571 27--28
TAB NO 2 ATLAS PHOTO NO 2 POD SEQUENCE NO 10
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 8 MIN 57 SEC 681 M_
TRAJECTORY OATA SEE TO |MPAC[ ALT LAT L(IN R V PTH AZ
1011.119 2086.35Z26 -3.3Z2 -35.7[2 3821.808 1.938 -74.728 117.026
PHUIO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZ50N AZA A* 8IA ALPHA2 1NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-12.115 -17.386 2273.19089 -8.5 7.1 -76.1 #5.* 103.66#13 0.899 -93.1 70.7 38.2 35.5 31.6 O. 0- 1
-13.099 -30.155 2146.19238 -26.2 5.2 -78.9 63.8 101.99633 _.938 -90.[ 58.5 47.* 20.3 9.2 378.38702 1- 2
3 -6.582 -37.266 2092.64862 27.8 2.0 -80.5 #8.0 98.3[562 R.998 -85.5 50.6 53.0 6.6 -2.7 289.72069 2- 3
4 -6o2)[ -30.691 2[02.54904 -56.4 3.8 -81.8 51.6 99.45919 0.988 -85.1 57.1 67.6 10.6 9.3 198.153,4 3- 4
5 -5.898 -23./94 2186.64028 -74.2 5.6 -82.6 3,.8 101.50721 0.936 -84.6 63.9 '2.3 21.9 21.6 208.U2122 6- 5
6 -12.883 -22.902 2204.19006 -49.2 0.4 -81.2 48.2 I0_.25703 0.884 -90.1 65.5 42.0 28.3 22.1 213.24130 5- 6
7 -20.689 -2[.414 2311.13550 -3'./ 12.9 -81.0 87.3 108.83889 0.787 -95.7 68.0 42.3 38.8 21.1 240.32999 6- 7
8 -20.714 -29.361 2243.96268 -16.* /.3 -77.0 70.8 106.14789 0.846 -95.2 60.7 '7.7 32.6 7.2 Z25.16302 7- 8
9 -20.937 -)6.830 2230.96*90 5.9 1.6 -72.8 86.4 105.01170 U.662 -94.8 54.1 53.1 31.3 -6.1 211.51772 8- 9
10 -[3.380 -37°0'I 2135.A6286 9.8 1.8 -76.1 83.7 101.00764 0.953 -90.1 82.0 52.8 [8.4 -3._ _28.97716 9--10
11 --6.582 -37.266 2092.64862 27.8 2.0 -80.8 78.0 98.31562 0.99_ -85.5 50.6 53.0 6.6 -2.7 206°00074 I0-11
[2 -1.258 -43.926 21_0.67920 107.1 1.6 -84.8 36.5 9#.4809[ U.991 -82.[ 43.6 58.7 15.* -[5.2 257.83033 [1-[2
13 -U.952 -37.480 2090.5#816 146.1 2.3 -8'.9 67.4 95.84192 0.984 -81.5 50.0 53.8 5.4 -3.6 195.*|943 [2-13
I* -0.57_ -31.027 2100.55734 --117.5 2.9 -8'.7 33.5 98.15624 0.999 --80.8 56.4 '8.2 9.9 8.0 195.76373 13--14
15 --0.1|I -24.203 2183.4139# --102.5 3.2 --8'.3 18.1 100.20476 C.950 -79.9 63.2 42.9 2[.4 20.0 205.36287 14-15
16 0.479 -16.764 2258.226A1 -98.0 3.6 -83.3 10.9 103.61023 0.85/ -78.8 70.7 37.8 34.0 32.5 227.83776 [5-16
17 -5.504 -16.128 2263.85654 -79.8 b.8 --83.1 24.4 108.06346 0.842 --84.0 71.5 37.0 3A.6 34.5 182.24510 16-17
18 --_2.742 -1'.746 2320.97476 --61.3 11.5 --83.5 36.8 108.24740 0./84 --90._ 73.4 36.7 39.6 35.8 223.10190 17--[8
19 --20.931 -12.215 2449.50317 --*#.5 18.4 --85.8 46.2 113.7826[ (i.073 --96.3 76.6 37.0 48.9 36.5 258.64132 18--19
20 --31.476 -6.787 2707.63223 -37.9 31.0 -93.1 53.4 124.|7980 (..470 -I02.2 82.5 38.0 63.0 39.2 351.64992 19-20
21 -30.309 -18.6'| _510.19223 -26.3 2[.2 -83.5 63.7 116.64743 0.621 -101.1 72.3 43.1 52.6 18.6 309._7887 20--21
22 --29.953 -28.032 2421.38962 --11.9 11.5 --77.1 75.8 112.9778U 0.69A -I00.I 64.4 '8.* 47.0 2.3 246.[7558 2[-22
2_ -_0.079 -36.624 _*03.0#086 *.2 1.4 -71.3 88.* 111.54461 O.TI_ -99.3 57.4 53.6 45.8 -12.5 225.33642 22-23
24 --30.638 -45.263 2447.44772 19.7 -9.2 -65.0 11.7 111.99852 U.084 -98.7 51.0 58.8 48.7 -27.0 226.35235 23-24
25 --21.348 -44.313 ?267.75598 26.b --4.4 --67.7 12.8 10_.24390 C.838 -94.4 47.6 58.3 34.9 --[9.2 282.54955 24--25
26 --13.731 -43.93U _168.70071 40.U -1.7 -72.4 15.4 IUI.15811 0.932 -90.[ 45.5 88.2 23.7 -15.6 _31.00188 25-26
27 -b.903 -43.837 2123.85410 60.0 0.1 --78.6 21.5 98.67U88 U.982 --85.8 44.2 58.3 16.[ -14.5 206.81996 26--27
_B -[.258 -43.926 2120.67920 107.[ 1.6 --84.8 36.5 97.4809[ 0.99/ --82.1 43.6 58.7 15.4 -15.2 170.99782 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VIL CAMEKA FA 2
TAB NO 3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 3 POD SEQUENCE NO 12
JULY 3[,[964 [3 HR 9 M]N 2 StC 8UL MS
TRAJECTURY dATA SEC ]0 iMPACt ALT EAT LON R V P7H AZ
1005.999 20/6.77678 -3.340 -35.677 38[2°234 1.939 -74,/0[ 117,02[
PHO[U DATA
PT LA7 LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A[ 81A AZPHAZ [NCO PtlAZ EMIS ALPHA 5CALE PT-PT
I -12.[86 -t7.4U4 2262.92722 -6.6 7.[ -76.[ 75.3 [03.20385 0._99 -93.[ lO.1 38.2 38.6 3[.6 O. O- [
2 -l}.09g }0.[i7 Z[36.58743 -28.3 5.2 -78.? 63.7 101.53986 U.93_ -90°l 58.5 47.4 20.3 9.3 _76.17816 [- 2
3 -6°61[ -3/.[g/ 2083.012[? 27.2 2.0 -80.5 17.7 97.666/7 0.998 -85.5 50.7 53.0 6.6 -2.6 288._46lh 2- 3
4 -6.282 -30.05[ 2093.06445 -56.3 3.8 -8[.7 5[.6 99.0[049 U.981 -85.[ 51.[ 47./ [0.6 9.3 [9/._5903 3- 4
5 -_.9_U -23.184 L[46°74994 -74.t 5.4 -82.6 36.9 t0[.05094 u,938 -84.6 63.9 62.3 2[,9 2[.6 207.09308 4- 5
h -i_.684 -Z2.Hgb 2L94.362/3 -49.2 8.4 -81.2 48.2 i03.792[9 U.884 -90.[ 68.5 42.0 28.3 22.| 2[2.30264 5- b
t -2U.b_4 -21.41_ t300./5272 -34.l [2.8 -8].0 57,3 |0_.34997 0./87 -95.7 88.0 42.3 38,8 2t.] 239.Z[848 6- 7
-23.67(I X9.$21 ?233.8647d -16o5 7.3 -77.0 /C.? 105.67018 o._4_ -__2 60._ 4_.7 32.6 ?.Z Z24.[5436 7- 8
9 -2_.80'J -$6.I_0 22_(_.?hA_ 5._ [.G -72._ _6.3 I04._3128 t}.86_ -94.8 54.[ 53.[ 31.3 -6.0 210.56/09 8- 9
[U -lJ.)i_ 16.972 2[25.7592_ 9.6 [.8 -_6. I 83.5 100.54808 o.951 -90.[ 52.U 52.9 1_.4 -3.2 22/.90459 9-IU
II -e,.bll $1.}9/ 7c83.012[! _/.2 2.0 -80.5 71.7 9/.86617 ().998 -_5.5 50.7 53.0 6.6 -2.b Z05.07641 |O-El
12 -I.3IZ -41.d2_ 2llO.SgOl2 luh.9 |.6 -84.7 35.7 97.0[/25 u.99/ -$_2.1 43.7 88./ 15.3 -LS.[ 256.5854h [l-12
[3 -l.OUh -_/.4L0 /080.8112_ 146._ 2._ -84.8 01.2 95.386_Z U.984 -_1.5 80.[ 53.5 5.3 -3.b i94.46294 12-13
[_ -D.6_[ =J0.987 /090.9_68 _, -Ill.[ 2.9 -84.1 33.7 9/.I047_ h.999 -HU.8 58.5 68.2 9.9 8.[ 194.U6677 [_-I_
[5 -0.[69 -24.253 2[43.8H09'# -102.4 3.3 -84.2 18.3 99.74695 ().950 -19.9 6].2 43.0 2|.4 20.U 204.43U2| [4-|5
[6 0.41_ -[6.19| 2247.7_45'_ -9/._ _.4 -H3.3 if,| [03.[3123 U.85_ -18.9 /0.6 _7.8 34.0 32.5 _26,/_56/ [5-[6
17 -5.53U -i6.154 Z253.575Z0 -_9.1 O._ -_3.1 _4.5 104.586[[ U._4_ -84.l _L.5 37.6 $4.5 34.5 L81*41512 16-[7
18 -12.744 14./79 23[0o495/0 -b[.2 li.5 -83.5 _6.8 107.75888 _.18_ -9U.2 /3.3 38.7 39._ 3_.8 222.[0592 [/-[8
19 -20.895 -[2.268 24_8.25871 -4/.b lB.3 -85.8 46.2 113.26045 t).678 -_6.3 /6.5 37.0 6H.8 36.4 25_._I17H 18-19
20 -3[o37_ -b.902 2694. l[44[ -37.9 30.U -93.0 53._ 123.56012 _.47_ -[01.2 82.4 36.0 62.9 39.0 _49.[938| [9-Z0
21 -30.222 -18.688 2498._3198 -26.3 2[.2 -83.4 63./ 11_.[0094 U.625 -[Ol.l 72.$ 43.1 52.5 18.5 _07.96190 20-21
22 -29°809 -Z8.UUO 24[0.|_522 -i[.9 /1.5 -77.2 /5.6 112.45_54 (_._95 -[00.[ 84.4 68.4 46.9 2.3 244.99[/9 2[-22
23 -29.992 +J6.55[ 239[.7[014 4.1 1.4 -7[.4 88.3 I|[.UI/U3 u./15 -99.3 5/.4 53.6 45.7 -12.4 _24.Z9437 22-23
24 -3u.542 -45°[37 2435.4_323 [9.b -9,[ -65.1 [1.6 [[[.44/[7 (J._85 -98.6 5[.I 58.8 4_.6 -26._ L25.I_bB_ 23-14
25 -2|,30_ 46._04 2257°06003 26.b -4.3 -67.8 [2.6 [04.74/_/ U._'; -94.4 41./ 58.4 34.9 -[9.1 280.8_69J 24-25
26 -14.7/_ 43._28 2L_8.51_3[ 39.8 -1./ -72.5 lS.l 100.88593 ).932 -90.1 65.6 58.2 23.7 -[5.6 _29.86980 25-26
2/ -b.9_b 43°I_7 ?l[3*8893[ 88.4 U.[ -78.b 2[.0 98.20/_9 _.98_ -H5.8 44.3 58.3 [O.U -14.5 _05._623f) 26-27
2_ -1.3i2 _}.824 2[LU.59012 106.9 [.0 -84.7 35.7 91.01725 U.99/ -_d.L 43.1 5_.7 [5.3 -15.[ [70.[9193 27-2_
TAB NO 4 ATLAS PHOTO NO 4 POD SEQUENCE NO 14
JULY 31,['_64 l_ H8 9 M[N l S_C 921 MS
IRAJECII:RY L)ATA SEE TO IMPAC[ At/ LAI tUN R V PTH AZ
1090._tg Z067.19849 -3,358 -35.64[ )80_.65_ [.94[ -74.673 [[7.0[7
PHUIO uAIA
Pl LAT LON RANGE AZS/t ALN A/SUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHA2 INCD /HAL EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -L2.[51 -L/.422 2252.65494 -[_.t 1.1 -76.2 /5.2 [02.73901 0.U9_ -'_4.1 10.1 3_.2 _5.4 31.b O. O- I
2 -14.099 _0.080 2126.96899 -26._ h.2 -/8.V o3./ 10|°082/5 tj.938 -_U.[ 58°6 47.6 _U.3 9.3 _75.I988? I- z
) -b.6_9 -_7.[29 207_.49[00 26.7 Z.0 -80.5 7/.5 97.4[/94 0.99_ -_.5 50.8 53.[ 6.6 -2.5 287.[69[0 2- 3
4 -6.3[2 -_0.013 Z083.5683U -56.Z _._ -_[.l 51.6 98.56[26 U.98/ -_5.[ 5_.2 67.7 |O.l 9.4 [96.3636[ 3- 4
5 -5.9t,2 -23.776 2|37.0A165 -74.0 _.A -82.6 35.0 [00.59363 0.936 -_4.6 63.9 42.3 2|.9 2[.6 206.16183 6- 5
b -[2.8[$5 Z2.891 2[64.5L425 -49.2 8.4 -8[.2 4_.3 103.32835 U.884 -90.[ 65.5 42.0 20.3 22. L dlI._6198 5- 6
I -20.619 Z[*AZ[ 2290.34S6/ -34.1 l_._ -81.0 5/.3 107.85990 0.187 -95.7 68.0 42.3 _8.1 2l.I 238.10355 6- ?
8 -20.664 _29.293 _223.751Sb -16.5 T.3 -7_.1 1_.7 [Ub.ig[7b U.848 -95.2 60.8 47.7 32.6 7.2 223.14123 7- 8
9 -2_).882 -_6.69[ 27[0.85023 5.7 |.b -72.9 _6.2 I04.05087 0.863 -94.8 56.2 53.1 31.2 °6.U 209.0[508 8- 9
IU -i3.3/b -16.105 2[[6.0694[ 9.5 [.H -76.2 _3.4 LOU.O_936 0.953 -90.[ 52. I 52.9 I8.4 -3.1 226,83I_0 9-10
l[ -b.b4g _/.[29 20/3.89[00 26.7 2.0 -80.5 /1.5 9/.41/94 0.99_ -_5.5 50._ 5_.[ 6.6 -2.5 204.[4738 lO-|l
[2 -L.3_5 -43.124 210U.50610 [06.8 L.6 -84.6 34.8 90.55)8[ 0.998 -62.L 43.8 5_.7 15.2 -15,0 255.33820 ll-12
13 -1.0_1 -_1,3_L 2O/I.I6l_l [46.4 2.3 -84.8 66.9 94.92/00 0.984 -81.5 80.[ 53.5 5.2 -3.5 193.50803 12-13
14 -0.66/ -30.94/ 2081.3C63/ -Ll6._ 2.9 -84.7 33.9 9/.25252 0.999 -80.8 56.5 48.2 9.9 8.l i93.96902 L3-L4
15 -0.227 -24.244 2133.73178 -L02.2 3.3 -86.2 18.5 99.?8840 U.950 -79.9 63.2 43.0 2L.4 20.0 203.49469 14-15
Ib 0.356 -16.818 2237.33884 -gT._ 3.4 -83.3 LI.3 I02.6511/ 0.t_58 -78.9 70.b 3/.8 33.9 32.5 225.62853 [5-[6
17 -5.572 -16.182 2263.26700 -79./ 8.8 -83.[ 24o6 [04.10755 0.843 -86.1 71.5 37.U 34o5 34.6 L80._8315 IS-|/
[8 -[2.746 -[6.8[3 2_99o98590 -6[.? [1.5 -83.5 36.9 [0/.26850 0./85 -90*2 73.3 38._ 39.5 35.7 22[.I0842 17-[8
[9 --20.857 -[2.3[9 2A26o9788| -67.5 18o_ -85.8 46.2 [[2.73663 0.6/5 -96.3 76.5 37oU 48*7 36.4 256.097L2 [8-|9
20 -3[.2_3 -7*0[8 2680o5809[ -37°9 30./ -92.g 53.4 122.93800 U.475 -L02.2 82*3 38.0 62.7 38.8 3_6o/3718 19-20
2[ -30.[35 -18.69_ 2486._502 -26°3 2[.[ -8[°4 63.7 I[*).5532[ 0.62_ -[0[.[ 71.2 _3.2 52._ [8.5 _05.93846 20-2[
22 -29o784 -27.980 2398.86523 -12.U II.4 -77.2 /8.4 [[[.92657 0.696 -[00.[ 84,4 48.4 48.9 2.6 243o60223 2[-22
23 --_9o90_ -_6.479 2380o3_2[ 4o[ [.4 -71.5 08o2 LI0.48930 0./L6 -99.3 57.5 53o7 45.6 -12.3 223.25062 22-23
24 -30._46 -65°0[2 2623o370_3 L9o5 -9.0 -65.2 L[.4 [10._96_9 0._87 -98.6 hi.| 58.8 48.5 -26.? 223°98582 23-24
25 -2[.265 -6_.097 2266o36_77 2_o4 -4o3 -67.g [2.4 [04o25L03 0.840 -94.4 47.8 58.4 34*8 -[9.0 _79.21042 2_-25
26 --[3./2[ -63./2? 2148o45831 39ob -[o/ -72.b [4.8 [00.213_/ 0.933 -90.[ 65*/ 58°2 23.b -[5.5 228°73829 25-28
27 -8°95/ -43.838 2[03o92767 68.2 0o[ -78.6 20.b 97.7_525 U.983 -85.8 44.4 58*6 L5.9 -|6.4 20W.90478 2_-27
28 -_*385 -_3.724 2[00o50_[0 [06°8 [.6 -86°8 34.8 98.55381 U.998 -82.[ _3.8 58.7 [5.2 -15o0 I_9.386_4 22-28
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aJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI| CAMERA FA 3
TAB NO 5 ATLAS PHOTO NO 5 POD SEQUENCE NO 16
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 9 M[N 13 SEC 41 M8
TRAJECTURY DATA SEE IU ]MPACI ALT LAT LUN K V PTH AZ
995.759 2057.61[[5 -3.376 -35.608 3793.066 1.943 -74.646 117.012
PHO[O DATA
PT LAE LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZStJN A2A A* B/A ALPHAZ |NCD pttA2 ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -12.148 -[7*439 2242.31372 -8.8 7.[ -76.2 75.1 102.27399 r;.90D -93.1 70.7 38.2 t5.4 31.6 O. O- 1
2 -13.098 -30,043 2117.3426_ -26.4 5.2 -78.9 63.6 I00.62528 0.938 -90,I 58.6 47.5 20.3 9.3 373.blU36 I- 2
3 -6.668 -37.0bl 2083.90353 26.1 2.U -80.5 77.3 96.96887 0.998 -85.5 50.8 53.1 6.6 -2.5 285.89082 2- 3
4 -8°342 -30.574 Z074.06531 -56.L 3.8 -81.7 51.7 90.11170 6.981 -85.[ 57.2 47.7 [0.7 9.4 195.46764 3- 4
5 -5°994 -23.768 2127.32544 -73.9 5.4 -82.5 35.1 100.13839 0.938 -84.6 63.9 42.3 21.9 21.6 205.22995 4- 5
6 -12.888 -22.886 2174.65802 -49,I 8.4 -81.2 98.3 102.86015 0.885 -90.I 85.5 42.0 28.3 22.L 210.42027 5- 6
7 -20.584 -21.425 2279.93097 -34.8 [Z.8 -81.0 57.2 [01.36941 0.188 -95.7 68.0 42.3 38.7 21.[ 236.988[0 6- 7
8 -Z0.608 -29.259 22[3.63031 -16.6 7.3 -77.1 70.b 104./1296 0.847 -95.2 60,8 47.7 32.b 7._ 222.12782 7- 8
9 -20.824 -36.822 2200.3)240 5.6 1.7 -73.0 88.0 103.56952 0._83 -94.8 54,2 53.L 31.2 -5.9 208.88243 8- 9
10 -13.373 -36.837 2106.33234 9.3 1.8 -78.2 83.2 99.629/3 U.953 -90.[ 52.2 82.9 [8.4 -3.1 _25.75749 9-10
11 -6.668 -37.061 2063.90353 26.[ 2.0 -80.5 77.3 96.9688/ u.998 -85.5 50.8 53.1 6.6 -2.5 203.21949 10-11
12 -1.419 -43.623 2090.41895 106.7 1.5 -84.8 33.9 98.09023 8.99_ -82.1 43.9 58.7 15.1 -[4.9 284.09338 11-12
13 -1°I15 -37.272 2061.44681 146o5 2.3 -84.8 68.7 94,46987 0.984 -8[.5 50.2 53.5 5.2 -3.4 192.55337 12-13
[4 -0.743 -30.908 2071.67059 -116.4 2.9 -84.6 34.1 96.00026 U.999 -8U.8 56.6 48.3 9.9 8.1 193.07083 13-14
[5 -0.286 -24.236 2[23.81726 -[OZ.O 3.3 -84.2 L8.8 98.82962 0.950 -79.9 63.2 43.0 21.4 20.0 202.55877 [4-15
16 0.294 -[6.866 Z226.87970 -97.1 3.5 -83.2 11.4 102.17096 0.858 -78.9 70.6 37.8 33.9 32.4 224.52[92 15-[6
17 -5.606 -16.210 22_2.95348 -79.6 6.9 -83.0 24.7 t0_.o2814 U.843 -84.1 71.4 37.0 34.5 34.4 179.75102 16-17
18 -12.747 -14.847 2289.47000 -61.2 [l.b -83.5 36.q 106.77806 0.786 -90.2 73.3 36.7 39.5 35.7 220.L0609 17-[8
19 -20.820 -12.371 2415.69397 -47.5 18.2 -85.8 46.3 112.2[260 h.670 -96.3 76.6 37.0 48.6 36.3 254.82311 18--19
20 --31.171 --7.133 2667.02209 -37.9 30.5 -92.8 53.4 122.31814 0.477 --102.2 82.2 38.0 62.6 38.? 344.29651 19--20
)1 --_(_-()47 -18./24 2474.85516 -26.4 21.0 --8_.4 O3.6 1[5.00534 0.625 -101.1 72.2 43.2 52.3 18.5 303.92792 20--21
23 --29.816 -36.406 2368.97647 4.0 1.5 -71.6 88.[ 109.96138 0._17 -99.3 57.5 53.7 45.5 -12.2 222.20652 22-23
26 -30.351 -44.887 241[.33890 [9.6 -8.9 -65.4 Ll.3 110.34567 (I.688 -98.6 5L.Z 58.9 48.4 -26.5 222.80655 23-26
25 -21.223 -43.989 2235*67075 26.3 -4.2 -68.0 12.2 103.(5447 b.8_U -94.4 47.9 58.6 34.7 -18.9 277.54830 24-25
26 -13.716 -43.626 2138.3)2_2 39.5 -1.l -72.6 14.6 99.74155 0.933 -90.1 45.8 58.2 23.6 -15.4 227.60690 25-26
21 -6.984 -43.838 2093.96140 68.0 O.L -78.8 20.2 97.2823U 0.983 -85.8 44.5 58.4 15.9 -14.3 _C3.94865 26-27
28 -1.419 -43.623 2090.41895 [06.7 1.5 -84.6 33.9 96.09023 0.998 -82,L 43.9 58.7 15.1 -14.9 [68.58076 27-28
TAB NO 6 ATLAS PHOTO NO 6 POD SEQUENCE NO 18
JULY 3[e1984 13 HR 9 MIN 18 SEC [60 NS
IRAJECIORY 8ATA SEC IO IMPACI ALT LAT LUN 8 V PTH AZ
990.639 2048.01875 -3.394 -35.57D 3783.472 1.944 -74.8[8 L[7.OO7
PHOTU DATA
Pl LAT LON RANGE AZSIC A/N AZSDN AZA Ae B/A AZPHA2 IN_D PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -12.|_9 -17,457 2232.08389 -8.8 7.1 -70.2 15.0 101.809U8 U.90U -93.1 lO.? 38.2 35.3 31.5 O. O- l
2 -1).099 -30.011 21U7*69724 -26.4 5.2 -78.9 63.6 100.16687 U.9_ -90.L 58.6 47.5 20.3 9.3 372.[7288 [- 2
3 -6.698 -36.998 2054.32242 25.6 2.1 -80.8 77.1 96.52148 0,998 -_5.5 50.9 53.1 6.b -2.4 28A.60721 2- 3
4 -8.373 -30.540 2064.53537 -56.0 3.8 -81.7 51.7 97.66088 P.98/ -85.1 57.3 47.7 10.7 9.4 196.68906 3- 4
5 -6.021 -23./65 2117.54584 -73.8 5.4 -82.8 35.2 99.6759/ J.936 -84.6 63.9 42.3 21.9 21.6 204.28436 4- 5
6 --12.888 -ZZ.887 2164.74323 -49.1 8.4 -81.2 48.3 102.39117 (I.885 -90.2 65,5 42.0 20.3 22.0 Z09.47423 5- 6
7 -20.551 -21.434 2269.46207 -34.8 12.8 -81.0 57.3 106.87647 U.18_ -96.7 68.0 42.3 38.6 21.0 235.86979 6- 7
8 -20.575 -29.231 2203,49991 -16.8 7.3 -77.[ 70.5 104.23373 0.841 -98.2 60.8 47.7 32.5 7.3 221.09755 7- 8
9 -20.788 -36.5_8 2190.14612 5.b 1.7 -73.0 85.9 103.08998 0.866 -94.8 54.3 53.1 31.1 -5.9 207.70833 8- 9
i0 -[3.373 -36.773 2096.63[68 9.1 [.8 -76.2 83.L 99.L?088 _.953 -90.[ 52.2 52.9 [8.4 -3.0 _24.69_07 9-10
11 -6.698 -36.998 2054.32242 28.b 2.1 -80.5 7?.1 96.52148 6.998 -85.5 50.9 53.[ 6.6 -2.4 202.29476 I0-11
12 -1.474 -43.528 2080.36594 106.5 1.5 -84.5 33.1 95.62815 U.99_ -62,[ 44.0 58.8 15.0 -[4.8 252.85444 11-12
13 -1°171 -37.208 2051.73172 146.5 2.3 -84.7 66.6 94.01338 0.984 -81.5 50.3 83.6 5.1 -5.4 191.60566 12-13
14 -0.801 -30._73 Z062.00150 -116.0 2.9 -86.6 34.3 96.34378 0.999 -80,8 56.6 48.3 9.9 8.1 192,16940 13-14
15 -3.345 -24.232 2113.g5245 -I01.g 3.3 -84.1 Ig.O 9_.361_3 0.950 -79.9 63.2 43.0 21.3 20.0 201.60867 14-15
16 0.231 -16.880 2216.30106 -97.6 3.5 -83.2 IL.6 101.68539 0.859 -78.9 70.6 37.8 33.8 32.4 223.38511 15-16
17 -5.642 -16,244 2222.52649 -79._ 6.9 -83.0 24.8 103.i4410 0._43 -84.L 71.4 37.0 34.4 34.3 178.90974 16-17
L8 -12.750 -14.888 2278.84222 -61.[ 11.5 -83.5 37.0 106.28237 0.786 -90.2 73.2 36.1 39.6 35.6 219.09606 11-18
19 -20.784 -12.431 2406.29153 -47.4 18.2 -85.7 46.3 111.68302 d.67/ -96.3 76*4 37.1 48.6 36.2 253.53683 18-19
20 -31.071 -7.257 2653.34637 -37.9 30.4 -92,T 53.4 12_.69109 _.47'; -102.2 82.1 38.1 82.4 38.5 34X.83538 19-20
21 -29.96[ -18.758 2463.01783 -26.4 20.9 -83.4 63.6 114.45522 ().620 -lOL.l 72,[ 4_.2 52.2 18.5 301,85615 20-21
22 -29.616 -27.936 2376.32373 -12.0 ll.4 -77.2 75.2 110.87463 0.698 -100.1 64.3 48.4 46.7 2.5 241.40196 21"22
23 -29.732 -)6.340 2357.68898 4o0 1.5 -71.8 88*0 109.43641 d.718 -99.3 57.5 53.7 45.4 -12.[ 22[.16140 22-23
24 -30.259 -44.769 2399.43265 19.4 -8.7 -65.5 LI.2 109.HOUSU U.690 -98.6 51.2 58.9 48.3 -26.4 221.64863 23-24
25 -21.[84 -43.887 2225.05099 26.2 -4.2 -68.| 12.[ I03.26153 0.841 -94°4 48.0 58.4 34.7 -18.8 275.92435 24-25
26 -13.714 -43.530 2128.26215 39.3 -1.1 -72.7 14.3 99.271/6 U.933 -_O.I 45.9 58.2 23.5 -15.3 226.49074 25-28
2? -7.012 -43.444 Z084.03677 67.7 0.2 -78.6 19.8 96.8212_ 0.984 -85.8 44.6 58.4 [5.8 -14,2 Z02o99593 26-27
28 -1.474 -43.528 2U_0.36594 106.5 1.5 -86.5 33.1 95.62816 0.998 -82.L 44.0 58.8 15.0 -14.8 167.77838 27-28
17
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RA-VI[ CANEMA FA
TAB NO 7 ATLAS PHOTO NO 7 POD SEQUENCE NO 20
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 9 NIN 23 SEC 280 MS
TRAJECTUSY DAfA SEC TO IMPACT AL7 LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
985.5[9 2038.41566 -3.4L2 -35.535 3773.87[ [.9A6 -76.59L [[7.002
PHUTU DATA
PT LA7 LON MANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Am 81A AZPHAZ IN CO PHAZ EM]S ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
[ -12.13[ -[7.675 2221o78667 -8.9 7.1 -76.5 7A.9 1OI,3438A 0.900 -93.1 70.6 38.2 35.3 31.5 O. 0- |
2 -13.|01 -29.980 Z098+04202 -26.5 5.2 -78.9 63.5 99.7080[ 0.938 -90.| 58.7 67.5 20.3 9.3 370.75562 1- 2
3 -6°728 -36.935 2044.73697 25.2 2.1 -80.5 77.0 96.074[A 0.998 -85.5 51.0 53.1 6.7 -2.4 283.32[78 2- 3
6 -6.405 -30.507 2054.99530 -55.9 3.8 -81.7 5|,8 97.20958 0.987 -85.[ 57.3 67.7 10.8 9.6 193.66955 3- 6
5 -6,DG[ -_3.763 2107.75036 -73.7 5.6 -82.5 35.3 99.Z[680 0.936 -86.6 66.0 62.3 2[.9 2|.5 203.3361| 6- 5
6 -12.891 -22.888 2[56.81253 -69.[ 8.6 -81.2 68.6 101.92166 0.885 -90.2 65.5 62.1 28.3 22.0 208.52660 _ 6
7 -20.5[7 -21.466 2258.97791 -34.8 12.7 -81.0 57.3 106.38275 0.789 -95.7 68.0 62.6 38.6 21.0 236.75055 7
8 -20.56[ -29._O3 ZL93.36[08 -[6.7 7.3 -77.2 70.5 103.756l[ 0.867 -95.2 60.9 67.7 32.5 7.3 2_0.06669 1- 8
9 -20.763 -_a._q_ 2 7qQ_R 5-_ !.? 73.1 85.6 [02.6_0_9 t_._b_ -94.8 56.3 53.L 3|.! -5.8 206.15338 8- 9
IO -13.373 -36.71[ 2086.92752 9.0 1.9 -76.3 02.9 98.71186 0°953 -90o| 52o3 52.9 18.6 -3o0 223o62745 9-10
II -6.7_8 -36.935 2066.73697 25.2 2.1 -80.5 ?7.0 96.07416 0.99D -85.5 51.0 5J.l 6._ -2.6 _0[.31002 10-Ll
12 -l.529 -63.433 ZO70.31561 [06.6 1.5 -86.5 32.6 96.16620 0.999 -82.1 46. L 58.8 L6.9 -16.7 251.61658 ll-12
[3 -1.227 -_7.144 2042.0126_ 146.5 2.3 -84.7 66o5 93.55706 I)o98_ -81o5 50.3 53.6 5.0 -3.3 190.65912 12-13
14 -0.858 -30._39 ZO52.32Z39 -115.7 2.9 -86.5 ]6.6 95.8865i 0.999 -80.8 56.6 68.3 9.9 8.2 191.26709 13-16
15 -U.606 -24.229 Z104.0[212 -101./ 3.3 -86.L Iq.2 97.90494 0.951 -79.9 63.2 63.0 21.3 [9.9 200.65599 14-!5
16 O.167 -L6.916 2205.7007[ -97.5 3.5 -83.2 11.8 101.L9884 Uo859 -7_.9 70.5 37.9 ]3.8 32.3 222._4609 15-16
ll -5.67r -16.279 7212.07718 -79.6 6,9 -83.0 25.0 102.65965 0.866 -84.l 7L.4 37.1 36.6 36.3 178°06?02 16-17
16 -12.153 -[6.929 2268.19162 -61.[ 11.5 -83.5 37.1 [05._8562 0.787 -90.2 73.2 36.7 39.4 35.5 218.08384 17-18
19 -20.768 -12.691 2392+86619 -6_.4 18.1 -85°7 66.3 l[[.[5239 0.618 -96.3 76.3 37.1 68.5 36.[ Z52.24905 [8-19
20 -30.970 -7.381 2639.66226 -37.9 30.Z -92,6 53.6 121.06366 0.662 -102.2 82.0 38.l 62°3 38.3 339.38511 19-20
21 -29.8T6 -18.T93 245[.16858 -26.6 20.8 -83.6 63.6 113.90663 ().628 -[01.1 72.1 63*2 52.[ 18.4 299.18663 20-21
22 -29.534 -27.917 2365.05516 -IZ.I 11.6 -77.3 75.2 11U.34877 0.699 -100.1 66.3 48.5 66.6 2.5 240.18771 21-22
23 -29.647 -36.276 2366.36755 3.9 1.6 -71.7 87.9 [08.91115 O.TI_ -9_.3 57.5 53.7 45.3 -12.0 220.11575 22-23
26 -30.16/ -44.653 2387.56642 19.3 -8.6 -65.6 11.1 109.25688 0.691 -98.6 51.2 58.9 68.1 -26.2 _20.49524 23-26
25 -21.165 -43.786 2214.63927 26.l -6.[ -68.2 [1.9 [02.76895 0.862 -96.6 68.0 58.6 36.6 -18. T 276.30956 26-25
26 -13.71[ -43._35 2118.19560 39.2 -1.6 -72.7 l_.l 98.80215 0.936 -90.1 46,0 58.3 23.5 -15.2 225.37697 25-26
27 -7.06[ -43.350 2076.[1469 67.5 0+2 -78.6 19.4 96.36026 0+986 -85.8 64.7 58.6 15.8 -14.| Z02.04576 26-27
28 -1.529 -63.633 2070.3_56[ /06.4 1.5 -8_.5 32.6 9_.16620 U.999 -82.1 46._ 58.8 14.9 -i6+7 L66.97636 27-28
TAB NO 8 ATLAS PHOTO NO 8 POD SEQUENCE NO 22
JULY 3[_1964 [3 H8 9 _IN 28 $EC 400 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACt ALT LAT LUN M V PfH AZ
900.399 2028.80682 -3.630 -35.699 3766.262 [.968 -76.563 |[6°998
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N MANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A A2PHAZ |N_O PHA2 ENIS ALPHA SCAL_ PT-PT
-L2.|22 -[7.692 2211.N7656 -9.0 7.| -76.3 76.9 100.87818 0.900 -93.[ 70.6 38.3 35.3 31.5 O. O- |
-[3.|02 -29.968 2088.31860 -26._ 5.2 -78.9 63.5 99.26876 0.938 -9U.| 58.7 67.5 20.3 9.3 369.33[78 |- 2
-6.758 -36.872 2035. L4465 26.7 2.1 -80.5 76.8 95.6265[ 0.998 -85.5 51.0 53.l 6.7 -2.6 282.03518 2- 3
6 -6.63/ -30.673 _065.64821 -55.7 3°8 -8[.7 51.8 96.75796 0.9_ -85.L 57.3 67.7 10.8 9.6 192+P6966 3- 4
5 -b.09N -23.160 2097.94869 -7|.6 5.5 -82.5 35.5 98.75334 0.936 -86._ 64.0 62.6 2!.9 21.5 202.38/68 6- 5
6 -12.893 -22.889 2166.8_633 -69.U 8.6 -81.2 65.6 [0[.45_35 (_.88_ -90.2 65.5 62.[ 28.3 _2.0 20_.51822 5-
? -20.683 -21.655 2268.68626 -36.7 12.7 -81.0 57.3 [05.88868 0.789 -95./ 68.0 62.6 38.0 21.0 233.6_063 6-
8 -20.507 -29.[75 2183.213/5 -16._ _.3 -77.2 10.5 [03.27609 0.867 -95.2 60.9 67.8 32+5 7+3 219.03106 7- 8
9 -20.717 -36.631 2[69.16296 5.6 1.7 -73.| 85.7 102._306[ 0.866 -94.8 5_.4 53.2 31.| -5._ _05.79_7! 8- 9
lO -[3.372 -36.668 Z077._1530 8.9 1.9 -76.3 82.8 98.252_4 0.953 -90.L 52.3 52.9 18.6 -3+0 222.56201 9-[0
11 -6.768 -]6.872 2035.16665 26.7 2.1 -80.5 76.8 95.62651 0.998 -85.5 51.0 53.[ 6.7 -2.6 200._6424 |O-l[
12 -[.585 -63.338 206U.26116 106.2 1.5 -B_.6 31.6 96.70605 0.999 -82.I 66.2 58.8 14.8 -[6.7 250.37892 [I-|2
L3 -[.28] -_7.080 2032.28781 166.5 2.3 -86.6 66.3 93.1001l 0.986 -8[.5 50.6 53.6 6.9 -3.3 |89._1255 12-13
16 -0.916 -30.805 2062.63785 -||5._ _.9 -86.5 36.8 95.62935 U.999 -80.8 56.7 68.3 9.8 8.? 190.30627 13-14
|5 -0.666 -76.227 2096.06711 -10|.6 3.6 -86.1 [9.5 97.66203 0.95| --79.9 63.2 63.0 21.3 19.9 [99._U308 |6-15
[6 0.[04 -16.969 2195.U9839 -97.6 3.6 -83.2 12.0 [00.7|220 0.860 -78.9 70.5 3T.q 33.7 32.3 221.[0413 [5-[6
17 -5.713 -16.316 2201.623_8 -79.6 6.9 -83.0 25.1 [02.[7660 0.866 -86.1 71.3 37.1 36.3 36.2 177.22607 16-17
18 -12.750 -14.97l 2257.53598 -bl.O LI.5 -83.5 37.2 105.28863 0.78_ -90.2 73.[ 36.8 39.3 35.5 217.0_101 1_-18
19 -20.712 -12.551 2381.63903 -67.6 18.1 -85.7 66.6 11U.62163 D.679 -96.2 76.2 37.[ 68+6 36.0 250.96207 18-|9
20 -30.8_U -7*503 2625.99496 -37.9 30.1 -92.6 53.6 120.43696 0.686 -102.2 81.9 38.1 62.1 58*1 336.95139 19-20
21 -29.790 -18.828 2639.31738 -26.6 20.7 -83.4 63.6 1_3._519[ 0.029 -101.l 72.0 63.2 52.0 [8.6 297.73L58 20-21
2_ -29.45[ -2_.897 2353.77838 -12.1 _l.3 -77.3 75._ I09._2261 0.70D -lOO.l 66.3 68.5 66.6 2.5 238.91661 2_-22
23 -29.563 -_6.Z0q 2335.06021 3.8 1.6 -71.7 87.8 108.38680 O.720 -99.3 57.b 53.1 65.3 -|[.9 _9.06956 22-23
26 -30.0?6 -44.536 2375.6581_ [9.2 -8*5 -65.7 |_.9 [08.?[286 0.69] -98.6 51.3 58.9 68.0 -26.[ 219.36286 23-26
_5 -2[.105 -63+685 2203o820H3 26.U -6.1 -68*2 11.8 _02.27606 G.862 -96.6 68.[ 58.6 36.5 -18.6 LI2.69778 26-25
26 -[].709 -63.339 2108.12_80 39.0 -l.b -72.8 [3.9 98,33222 0.936 -90.1 66.1 58.3 23.6 -[5.1 226.2627_ 25-26
_7 -?*070 -_3.256 2066.[8680 67.3 0.2 -78.6 [9.0 95.89902 0.986 -85.8 64.8 58.6 L5o7 -L4.1 20[.09676 26-2?
28 -_o585 -63.338 2060o26L14 106.Z 1.5 -86.6 3Lo6 96.70605 0°999 -82.[ 66o2 58.8 16.8 -_6.7 166._7410 2_-28
18
JULY 3L*1964 13 H8 9 HI_ 33 $_C 520 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DA[A
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ$/C AZN
1 -12.113 -17.510 2201.15948 -9.0 7.1
-13.103 -29.912 Z078.72842 -26.5 5.2
-6.988 -36.605 2025.53947 24.Z 2.1
4 -6.468 -30.436 2035.91425 -55.6 3.8
5 -6.127 -23.753 2088.19043 -73.5 5.5
6 -12.895 -22.885 2134.98264 -49.0 8.4
7 -20.450 -21.459 2238.05020 -34.8 12.7
8 -20.473 -29_142 2173.08231 -16.7 7.3
9 -20.681 -36.363 2159.55087 5.3 1.7
10 -13.37Z -36.581 2067.48840 8.7 1.9
11 -6.788 -36.805 2025.53947 24.2 2.1
12 -1.640 -43.239 2050.11047 106.1 1.5
13 -1.339 -37.012 2022.55219 146.5 2.3
14 -0.973 -30.166 2032.96783 -11_.9 2.9
15 -0.525 -24.219 2084.16696 -101.4 3.4
16 0.041 -16.978 2184.58383 -97.3 3.6
17 -5.748 -16.343 2191.25775 -79.3 6.9
18 -12.158 -15.006 2246.97556 -61.0 11.5
19 -20.875 -12.604 2370. I3019 -47.4 18.0
20 -30.771 -7.616 2612.53L71 -37.9 29.9
_' -_q.704 -18.855 2427.54880 -26.4 20.6
22 -29.369 -27.872 2342.52805 -IZ.2 11.3
23 -29.478 -36.137 2323.73651 3=8 1.6
24 -29.984 -44.414 2363.71332 19.2 -8.4
25 -21.066 -43.579 2193.15424 25.9 -4.0
26 -13.706 -43.239 2098.00580 38.8 -1.6
27 -7.099 -43.158 2054.22031 67.0 0.2
28 -1o640 -43.239 2050.11047 106.1 1.5
JULY 31e1964 13 H8 9 HIM 38 SEC 640 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ$/C AZN
1 -12.104 -17.528 2190.83337 -9.1 7.1
2 -13.104 -29.675 2069.09190 -26.6 5.2
3 -6.818 -36.737 2015.92729 23.6 2.1
4 -6.500 -30.397 2026.3750_ -55.5 3.8
5 -6.160 -23.745 2078.42990 -73.4 5.5
6 -12.897 -22.881 2125.08755 -49.0 8.4
7 -20.416 -21.463 2227.611_9 -34.8 12.9
8 -20.439 -29.108 2162.94431 -16.8 7.3
9 -20.645 -36.294 2149.33029 5.2 1.8
10 -13.371 -36.613 2057.75339 8.b 1.9
11 -6.818 -36.737 2015.92729 23.6 2.1
12 -1.695 -43.139 Z040.07396 105.9 [.5
13 -1.395 -36.943 2012.61111 146.6 2.3
14 -1.031 -_0.727 2023.29410 -114.5 2.9
15 -0.585 -24.211 2074.26599 -101.2 3.4
16 -0.022 -17°006 2174.07379 -97.2 3.7
17 -5.783 -16.371 2180.89429 -79.2 6.9
18 -12.761 -15.040 2236.41742 -60.9 ll.5
19 -20.639 -12o657 2358.82687 -47.4 18.0
20 -30.672 -7.726 2599.09634 -37.9 29.8
21 -29.619 -18.882 2415.78345 -26.4 20.5
22 -29.286 -27.847 2331.27408 -12.2 11.3
23 -29.393 -36.U65 2312.40665 3.7 1.7
24 -29.891 -44.291 2351.76334 19.1 -8.3
25 -21.026 -43.472 2182.47852 25.8 -4,0
26 -13.703 -43°138 2087.88068 38.7 -1.6
27 -7.127 -43.059 2044.24591 66.8 0.2
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9 ATLAS PHOTO NO 9 POD SEQUENCE NO 24
ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
2019.19110 -3.449 -35.463 3754.646 1.949 -74.535 116.993
A! 8/A AZPHAZ IN_D PHAZ EMI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
100.41255 0.900 -93°1 70.6 38.3 35°2 31.4 O. O- 1
98.79015 0.938 -90.1 58.7 47.5 20.4 9.4 367.76918 1- 2
95.17770 0.998 -85.5 51.1 53.1 6.7 -2.3 280.75384 2 3
96.30692 C.981 -85.1 57.4 47.8 10.8 9.5 191.87081 3- 4
98.29391 0.936 -84.7 64.0 42.4 21.9 21.5 201.44934 4- 5
100.98346 0.885 -90.2 65.5 42.1 28.3 22.0 206.63470 5- 6
105.39723 0.789 -95.7 67.9 42.4 38.5 21.0 232.51912 6- 7
102.79481 0.848 -95.2 60.9 47.8 32.5 7.3 218.01269 7- 8
101.64963 0.865 -94.8 54.4 53.2 31.0 -5.7 204.84423 8- 9
97.79234 0.953 -90.1 52.4 53.0 18.4 -2.9 221.49459 9-10
95.17770 0.998 -85.5 51.1 53.1 6.7 -2.3 199.51692 10-11
94.24028 1.000 -82.2 44.3 58.8 14.7 -14.6 249.13633 11-12
92.64356 0.984 -81.5 50.5 53.6 4.9 -3.2 188.76034 12-13
94.97503 0.999 -80.8 56.7 48.3 9.8 8.2 189.46313 13-14
96.98114 0.951 -79.9 63.2 43.1 21.3 19.9 198.76066 14-15
100.22945 0.061 -78.9 70.5 37.9 33.6 32.3 219.98933 15-16
101.69313 0.845 -84.1 71.3 37.1 34.3 34.2 176.38842 16-17
104.79608 U.788 -90.2 73.1 36.8 39.3 35.4 216.06843 17-18
110.09642 0.680 -96.2 76.2 37.1 68_3 36.0 249.69581 18-19
119.81971 0.487 -102.2 81.8 38.1 62.0 38,0 334.59144 19-20
112.80703 0.630 -101.1 72.0 43.2 52.0 18.3 295.76461 20-21
i0;.2;7_7 C.7_ 19_.! _4_ _R._ 46.5 2.6 237.78649 21-22
107.86099 0.721 -99.3 57.6 53.8 45.2 -11.8 218.02754 22-23
108.16607 0.694 -98.6 51.3 58.9 47.9 -25.9 218.18066 23-24
101.78089 0.843 -94.4 48.2 58.5 34.5 -18.5 271.07740 24-25
97.86031 0.934 -90,1 46.2 58.3 23.6 -15.1 223.14224 25-26
95.43601 0.985 -85.8 44.9 58.4 15.6 -14.0 200.13930 26-27
94.24028 1.000 -82.2 44,3 58.8 14.7 -14.6 165o36880 27-28
10 ATLAS PHOTO NO lO POD SEQUENCE NO 26
ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
2009.56824 -3.467 -35.426 3745°024 1.951 -74.507 116.988
A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMI S ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
99.94654 0.900 -93.1 70*6 38.3 35.2 31.4 O. O- 1
98.33123 0.931 -90°1 58.8 47.5 20.4 9.4 366.18988 1- 2
94.72856 0.998 -85.5 51.2 53.2 6.7 -2.3 279.47183 2- 3
95.85565 0.987 -85.1 57.4 47.8 10.9 9.5 190.97178 3- 4
97.83436 0.936 -84.7 64.0 42.4 21.9 21.5 200.51160 4- 5
100.51541 0.885 -90.2 65.5 42.1 28.3 22.0 205.69072 5- 6
104.90566 0.790 -95.7 67.9 42.4 38.5 20.9 231o40777 6- 7
102.31521 0.848 -95.2 60.9 47.8 32.5 7.4 216.99501 7- 8
101.16845 0.865 -94.8 54.5 53.2 31.0 -5.6 203.89028 8- 9
97.33185 0.953 -90.1 52.5 53.0 18.4 -2.9 220.42637 9-10
94.72856 0.998 -85.5 51.2 53.2 6.7 -2.3 198.58867 lO-11
93.76402 1.000 -82.2 64.4 58.8 16.6 -14.5 247.89367 11-12
92.18639 0.983 -81.5 50.6 53.6 4.8 -3.2 187.80779 12-13
94.52090 0.999 -80.8 56.8 48.3 9.8 8.2 188.56169 13-14
96.52020 0.951 -80.0 63.3 43.1 21.2 19.9 197.81886 14-15
99.74690 0.861 -78.9 70.4 37.9 33.6 32.2 218.87720 15-16
101.21198 0.845 -84.1 71.3 37.1 34.2 34.1 175.55306 16-17
104.30363 0.788 -90.2 73.1 36.8 39.2 35.4 215.06610 17-18
109.57148 0.681 -96.2 76.1 37.1 48.3 35.9 248.43146 18-19
119°20374 0.489 -102.2 81o7 38.1 61.8 37.8 332.25037 19-20
112.26030 0.631 -1Ul.O 72=0 43.3 51.9 18.3 293.81554 20-21
108.77236 0.702 -100.1 64.3 48.5 46.4 2.6 236.60104 21-22
107.33488 0.722 -99.3 57.6 53.8 45.1 -11.7 216.98536 22-23
107.61904 0.696 -98.6 51.4 58.9 47.8 -25.8 217.01858 23-24
101.28529 0.844 -94.4 48.3 58.5 34.4 -18.4 269.45959 24-25
97.38798 0.935 -90.1 46.3 5_.3 23.3 -15.0 222.02098 25-26
94.97265 0.985 -85.8 45.0 58.5 15.6 -13.9 199.18284 26-27
93.76402 I°000 -82.2 44.4 58.8 14.6 -14.5 164.56301 27-28
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RA-VII CAAERA FA 6
TAB NO 11 ATLAS PHOTO NO 11 POD SEQUENCE NO 28
JULY 3]_1964 [3 HR 9 8IN 43 SEE 760 AS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
965,039 ]999.93808 -3,686 -3_.39_ 3735.393 [.953 -74.678 [[6.983
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ [N[D PHA2 ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
] -12.095 -17.566 2180.69811 -9.2 7.1 -78.4 76.6 99o680ll 0.900 -93.l 70.6 38.3 35.2 31.6 O. O- 1
2 -|3.]05 -29°838 2059.40898 -26.6 5.2 -79.0 63.6 97.8719] 0.937 -90.1 58.8 47.6 2U.6 9.4 364.80567 l- 2
3 -6.868 -36.669 2006.30853 23.1 2.1 -80.6 76.2 96.279]9 0.998 -85.5 5].3 53.2 6.7 -2.2 278.18872 2- 3
4 -6.531 -30.359 20[8.82852 -55,6 3,9 -81.6 51.9 95.60406 0,986 -85.[ 57.5 67.8 L0,9 9.5 [90.07214 3- 6
5 -6.193 -23.738 2068.66226 -73.3 5.5 -82.5 35.8 97.37667 0.936 -84.7 66.0 62.4 21.9 21.5 199.57329 6- 5
6 -[2.899 -22.876 2115.18627 -49.0 8.6 -81.2 48.S ]00.04698 0.885 -90.2 65.5 62.1 28.2 22.0 206.74577 5- 6
? -20.362 -21.667 2217.16615 -36.8 12.6 -81.1 87.2 106.61369 0.790 -95.7 67.9 62.6 38.5 20.9 230.29558 6- 7
8 -20.605 -29.075 2152.79767 -16.8 1.3 -?7.3 70._ 01-_2! _._0 _.Z 60._ _i._ _2.6 7.6 215.97670 7- 8
9 -Z0.6_; -36.225 Z|JO. LU[86 5.1 1.8 -73.3 85.3 IO0.68690 0.865 -94.8 56.5 53.2 31.0 -5.6 202.93861 8- 9
10 -[3.3/0 -36°665 _068.0]065 8.4 [.9 -76.6 82.3 96.87100 0.953 -90.[ 52°5 53.0 18o3 -2.8 219o_5163 9-10
11 -6.848 -36.669 2006.30853 23.[ 2.1 -80.6 76.2 94.27919 0.998 -85.8 5].3 53.2 6.? -2.2 197.65960 10-II
12 -1.750 -63.O39 2029.97369 105.6 1.5 -84.3 27.3 93.25898 0.999 -82.2 64.8 58.8 16.5 -16.4 246.65122 |]-12
13 -1.461 -36.874 _U03.C6502 166.7 2.3 -84.8 65.8 91.72928 0.981 -81.5 50.6 53.6 4.7 -3.1 186.85536 12-13
14 -1.088 -30.688 20[3.61672 -116.1 2.9 -86.6 35.5 96.06671 0.999 -80.8 56.8 68.4 9.8 8.3 187.65984 13-14
15 -0.664 -24.203 2066.35962 -lOl*O 3.6 -84.0 20.1 96.05901 0.951 -80*0 63.3 43.1 21.2 19.9 196.87659 ]6-15
lb -0.064 -]?.035 Z]63.56024 -97.1 3.7 -83.1 [2,6 99.266]9 0.802 -78o9 10.6 37.9 33.5 32.2 217.76560 _5-[b
]7 -5.818 -I6.600 2L70o5252A -79.1 7.0 -83.0 25.5 100.73058 (I.866 -84.1 71.3 3T.l 34.2 36. I I76.7|752 16-_7
18 -]2.763 -15.015 2225.85260 -60.9 ]1.5 -83.6 37.6 103.81081 0.T89 -90.2 73.0 36.8 39.2 35.3 214.06300 17-18
19 -20.603 -12.709 2367.51813 -67.6 18.0 -85,6 46.5 109.06628 0.681 -96.2 76.1 37.2 68.2 35.8 267.16764 18-19
20 -30.874 -7.836 2585.61188 -37.9 29.6 -92.1 53*5 118.58827 (I.691 -]02.2 8].6 38.1 6].1 37.7 329.92257 19-20
21 -29.533 -18.908 2604.01379 -26.5 20.4 -83.3 63.5 111.713J1 0.633 -lO[.O 11.9 63.3 51.8 18.3 291.87760 20-2[
22 -29.203 -Z?.821 2320.O1367 -12.2 I[.Z -77.4 rS.0 [08.26686 O.TOJ -/O0.l 66.3 48.5 66.3 2.6 235.41596 21-22
23 -29.308 -35.993 2301.07156 3.6 1.? -71.9 87.5 106.80853 0.723 -99.3 81.6 53.8 65.0 -11.6 215.94273 22-23
26 --29°799 -66.L68 2339.8L296 19.0 -0.Z -66.0 /0.5 107.07201 G.697 -98.6 5].4 89.0 47.7 -25.6 2[5.85812 23-26
25 -20.986 -R3.$65 2171.79718 25.7 -3.9 -68.5 1[.2 L00.18944 0.664 -94.6 68.3 58.5 34.3 -]8.3 267.86520 26-25
26 -13.700 -63.037 2077.76966 38°5 -1.6 -73.0 ]3.1 96.9|537 0.935 -g0.1 46.4 58.3 23.3 -14.9 220.89936 25-26
27 -7.156 -42.959 2036.26663 66.5 0.2 -78.7 17.7 96.5090? 0.985 -85.8 45.1 68.5 15.5 -L3.8 198.225?7 26-27
28 -[.75U -43.039 ZO29.97369 105.8 ].5 -86.3 27.3 93.25898 0.999 -8_.Z 46.5 58.8 ]6.5 -16.6 163.7570! 27-28
TAB NO 12 ATLAS PHOTO NO 12 POD SEQUENCE NO 30
JULY 3111966 13 HR 9 A|N 68 SEE 880 AS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
959.920 1990.30093 -3°_06 -35,353 3725.756 1.955 -76°450 ][8.978
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/L AZN AZSUN AZA Ae _2A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12.U86 -17.563 2170.15384 -9.3 T*O -76.4 14.5 99.01292 0.900 -93.1 10.6 38.3 _5.1 31.6 O. O- |
2 -13.105 -29.802 2069.72501 -26.6 5.2 -?9.0 63.6 9T.41178 0.937 -90.2 50.8 67.6 20.4 9.6 363.05149 1- 2
3 -6.878 -$6.602 1996.68417 22.6 2.1 -80.4 76.0 9].82969 C.998 -85.5 51.3 83.2 6.7 -2.1 276.9P209 _- 3
6 -6°562 -30.321 2001.2685_ -55.3 3.9 -8[.6 _[.9 96.95179 0.986 -88.1 57.5 67.8 10.9 9.5 189.[7123 3- 6
5 -6.226 -23.131 2058.87280 -73.2 5.5 -82.4 35.9 96.91397 0.936 -64.7 64.0 62,N 21.9 21.5 198.63|23 6- 5
6 -12.901 -22.873 2105.256_8 -48.9 8.4 -81.2 68.5 99.5?729 0.885 -90.2 65.5 62.2 28.2 22.0 203.79762 5- 6
7 -20.347 -21.672 2206.68488 -34.8 12.6 -81.1 51.2 105.92021 0.790 -95.7 67.9 62.5 38.4 20.9 229.17856 6- T
8 -20.370 -29.062 2162.62988 -16.9 1.3 -77.3 70.2 101.35621 0.868 -95.2 61.0 67.8 32.4 7.6 214.95278 l- 8
9 -20.57] -36.157 2128.86236 5.0 1.8 -73.4 85.2 100.20484 o.66_ -94.8 56.6 53.2 30.9 -5.5 201.97890 8- 9
]0 -]3.369 -36.378 2038.25943 8.2 1.9 -76.6 82.2 96.609?6 _.95J -9U.1 52.6 53.0 18.3 -2.7 218.2865D 9-10
11 -6.878 -36.602 1996.6861_ 22.6 2.1 -80.4 76.0 93.82969 0.998 -85.5 5].3 53.2 6.7 -2.1 196.12929 10-11
12 -1.805 -42.939 2019._8006 105.6 1.5 -86.2 26.5 92.75589 _.999 -82.2 44.6 50.9 14.4 -16.3 265.61068 li-[2
13 -1.50T -36.807 1993.31633 146.8 2._ -84.6 65.7 91,27255 0.983 -UI.6 50.7 53.7 6.6 -3.0 188.90669 12-13
14 -1.145 -30.650 2003.92493 -113./ 2.9 -86.3 35.7 93.61173 U.999 -80.8 56.8 48.6 9.8 8.3 186.75702 13-14
15 -0=703 -24.195 2084.6]697 -100.9 3.5 -86.0 20.3 95.59700 0.95I -80.0 63.3 63.1 21.2 [9.9 195.93098 14-15
16 -0.]67 -17.064 2153.019/6 -97.0 3.7 -83.1 12.8 98.78027 0.862 -78.9 70.6 37.9 33.5 32.2 216.64810 15-16
I? -5.852 -16.630 2160.12426 -79.0 7.0 -83.0 25.6 100.26772 0.846 -8_*1 71.2 37.1 34.2 36.1 173.87964 16-17
l_ -12.765 -15.Ill 2215.24969 -60.9 II.5 -83.4 31.6 103.31635 0.T89 -90.2 73.0 36.8 39.2 35.3 213.05519 11-18
19 -20.566 -12./63 2336.16269 -4T.3 17.9 -85.6 46.5 108.51891 D.682 -96.2 16.0 37.2 68.1 35.8 245.89577 18-19
20 -30.474 -1.967 2572*19073 -37.9 29.5 -92.0 83.5 1l?.97018 0.496 -102.2 81.6 38.2 61.5 37.8 321.58571 19-20
21 -29.467 -18.936 2392.20638 -28.5 20.4 -83,3 63.5 111.16659 0.636 -[01.0 71.9 63.3 51.7 ]8.3 289.92653 20-21
22 -29.120 -27.796 2308./2796 -]2.3 [[o2 -77.6 74.9 10/.72019 0.704 -100.1 66.3 68.5 46.3 2.7 236.22292 2]-22
23 -29.222 -35.922 1289.72658 3.6 1.8 -?2.0 87.6 106._8[b? 0./26 -97.3 57.7 53.8 46.9 -]1.5 214.87732 22-23
26 -29.?0/ -46.046 2327.86?00 [8.9 -8.] -66.] 10.6 106.52522 0.699 -98.b 51.5 59.0 67.6 -25.5 214=/0106 23-26
25 -20.966 -43.259 2161.11627 25.6 -3.9 -68.6 ll.O ]00.29363 U.d65 -96.6 68.6 58.5 36*3 -18.2 2,66.23389 26-25
26 -13.696 -42.937 2067.61969 38.3 -1.5 -73.0 12.8 96.46283 0.935 -90.[ 66.5 88.3 23.2 -[6.8 219o77775 25-26
27 -7.]84 -42.86] 2024.29066 66.3 U.2 -78.7 1/.3 96.04563 0.985 -85.9 45.2 58.5 15.5 -13.7 197.26830 26-27
28 -]°805 -42°939 20_9.88004 105ob [.5 -86.2 26.5 92.?5589 0.999 -82*2 66.6 58.9 ]6.6 -16.3 162.9515b 27-28
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8A-VII CAMERA FA 7
TAB NO 13 ATLAS PHOTO NO 13 POD SEQUENCE NO 32
JULY 3[,1966 13 HR 9 HIN 64 SEC 0 MS
TSAJECTORV DATA SEC ro IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
954.800 [980,65637 -3.523 -35.316 3716.[[2 [,956 -74,421 [[6,973
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
[ -12.0/7 -IT.581 2159.80029 -9,4 7.0 -78.5 74,4 98.54530 0,900 -93.[ 70,5 38.3 35,1 31,3 0. 0- 1
2 -13,[05 -29,766 2040.03450 -26.7 5.2 -79.0 63,3 96,98126 0,937 -90.2 58.9 47,6 20.4 9.6 36[,69257 1- 2
3 -6.901 -36.536 1987,05304 22,1 2.1 -80.6 75,8 93,37992 0,998 -85.5 51,6 53.2 6,7 -2.[ 275,61630 2- 3
4 -8,593 -30,283 1997,70114 -55,2 3,9 -B[,6 5[,9 94,49919 0,986 -B5,[ 57,5 47,B [[,0 9,6 188,26976 3- 4
5 -8,228 -23,724 2049.07608 -73.[ 5.5 -82,4 36,0 96.45233 0.936 -84.7 64.0 62,6 2[,9 2[.5 197,68851 6- 5
6 -12.902 -22,869 2095,3[64! -48,9 8.4 -81.2 48,6 99,[072[ 0,885 -90.2 65,5 62,2 28.2 2[.9 202.84852 5- 6
7 -20.312 -2[.477 2196.19690 -34,8 12,6 -8l.[ 57,2 103.62632 0,791 -95.6 67,9 62,5 38,6 20,9 228,06057 6- 7
8 -20,332 -29,009 2132.453[9 -18,9 7.3 -77,3 70*2 100,87279 0.848 -95,2 6[.0 67.8 32,6 7,4 Z13,92810 7- 8
9 -20,536 -36,089 2118°61478 4,9 1.8 -73.4 85,1 99,72260 0.866 -94,8 54,6 53.2 30,9 -5,6 201,02L41 8- 9
10 -[3,368 -36,3[[ 2028,5003[ 8,[ [,9 -76,4 82o0 95,968[3 0,953 -90,[ 52,7 53.0 [8,3 -2,7 217,2[_96 9-10
II -6.907 -36.236 1987.05304 22,1 2.l -80.4 75,8 93.37992 0,998 -85.5 51.6 53,2 6,7 -2.l 195,79806 [0-11
12 -1,859 -62.840 2009.78281 102,4 [.5 -84.1 25,7 92,25329 0.999 -82.2 44,7 58,9 14,3 -[6,2 244,[7021 [[-12
L3 -[,562 -36,739 1983,56239 146,9 2.3 -84,4 65°8 90.8[585 Q°983 -8[,6 50°8 53.7 4,5 -3.0 186o95607 [2-[3
L4 -[,202 -30.611 1994,22932 -[13,6 3.0 -84.3 35,9 93.15667 0,999 -80,8 56,9 68.6 9,8 8.3 [85,85370 13-[4
[5 -0,762 -24.188 2044.50478 -100,7 3,5 -03.9 20*6 95,[3672 0,952 -80.0 63,3 43,[ 21,2 19,9 194.98498 [6-15
16 -0,209 -[7,094 2[42,41455 -96,9 3,8 -83.1 13,0 98,29618 0,_63 -79,0 70,6 37,9 33,4 32,1 215,53118 [5-16
l? -5,887 -16.459 2149,71741 -79,0 7.0 -82,9 25,7 99,76459 0,866 -84,[ 7[,2 37.2 34,1 36.0 [73,04[35 [6-[7
[B -[2,767 -[5°[47 2204,63986 -60,8 [[.5 -83.4 37,5 [02,82[5[ 0.790 -90.2 73,0 36.8 39.1 35,2 2[2.04659 iT-[8
[9 -20.529 -[2.8[6 2324.80[67 -47.3 17.9 -85.8 46.5 107.99128 0.683 -96.2 76.0 37.2 48.[ 35.7 244.62637 [8-19
20 -30,374 -8,058 2558,72040 -37,9 29.3 -9[,9 53,5 117,35258 0,696 -102,2 8[,3 38,2 61.6 37,4 325,26218 [9-20
_t -_Q._I -18.964 2380.39056 -26,5 20,3 -83.3 63,5 110.61561 0.635 -101.0 7[,8 63.3 5[,6 18.2 287,98658 20-21
22 -29,036 -27,772 _297,43564 -l_,_ AL,_ 77,_ 7_,_ _07 !o1_ n. TN5 -[00,1 64°3 48,6 46.2 2,7 233,03029 21-22
23 -29.136 -35.852 2278.372[3 3.5 1.8 -72.X 87.3 105.75452 0.72_ -99.3 57.7 53.8 4_.8 --Ll._ ¢_oo_3_ 22 22
24 -29,6[4 -63,925 23[5,92032 [8,8 -8.0 -66.2 [0,2 105,97840 0,700 -98.6 5[,5 59,0 47.5 -25,3 213,54527 23-24
25 -20.905 -A3,153 2150.42953 25.5 -3.8 -68.7 10.8 99,79159 0,866 -96.6 68,5 58.5 34,2 -18,| 264,62611 26-25
26 -[3,693 -62,037 2057,48358 38,2 -1,5 -73.L 12,6 95.96999 0.936 -90,1 46,6 58,4 23,2 -14.7 218,65557 25-26
27 -7,212 -42.763 2016,3G949 66,0 0.2 -78.7 16,9 93.58196 0,986 -85.9 65,3 58.5 [5,6 -13.6 196,31021 26-27
28 -[,859 -42,840 2009,7828[ [05,4 1.5 -86,1 25,7 92,25329 0,999 -82,2 44°] 58,9 [4,3 -[4,2 162,14580 27-28
TAB NO 14 ATLAS PHOTO NO 14 POD SEQUENCE NO 34
JULY 31m1964 [3 HR 9 MIN 59 SEC [20 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
969,680 [971,004_L_ -3,5_Z -3_,2?9 3706,_60 1,958 -76.393 11/a, 968
PHOTO DATA
PT LAY LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[2,068 -[7,599 2[69.A3T44 -9,5 7o0 -76.9 74.3 98.07720 0,900 -93.[ 70,5 38.3 35,[ 31,3 O. O- [
2 -[3,[05 -29,729 2030,33609 -26,7 5.2 -79,0 63,3 96,69033 0,93? -90,2 58,9 67,6 20,6 9.5 359,91715 [- 2
3 -6,936 -38,467 [977.41426 2[.5 2.1 -80.6 75,6 92.92977 0,998 -85.5 5[,5 83,2 6,7 -2*0 276.32553 2- 3
6 -6,623 -30,265 [988,[2779 -55,1 3°9 -81,6 52,0 94,06630 0,986 -85,[ 57,6 67,8 [[,0 9,6 187,36777 3- 6
5 -6,290 -23,7[7 2039,27620 -73,0 5.5 -82.4 36.[ 95,99094 0,936 -84.7 64,0 62,5 21,9 2[,5 196,74615 6- 5
6 --[Z,90_ -22.865 2085,3T335 -68,9 8.4 -8[°Z 48,6 98,63689 0,805 -90,2 65,8 42,Z 28,2 21.9 20[.89876 5- 6
7 -20.277 -21,481 2185.70346 -36.8 12.6 -8[.[ 57,2 102.93217 0.791 -95,6 67,9 42,5 38,6 20,9 226.94203 6- 7
8 -20,300 -28.9T6 2[22.26746 -[T.O 7,3 -77.6 70,[ 100,39093 0.869 -95,2 6[,0 67,9 32,4 7,5 212,90386 7- 8
9 -20,699 -_6.020 2[08.35617 9,8 [.9 -73.5 85.0 99,23944 0,868 -94,8 54.7 53.3 30,9 -5,4 200,06321 8- 9
lO --13,366 -36,266 2018.73158 7_9 [°9 -76,5 81.9 96,48605 0,953 -90,1 52,7 53,0 [8,3 -2,6 216,[6195 9-[0
l[ -b.936 -36.467 1977.61428 2[.5 2.[ -80.4 75.6 92.92977 0,998 -85,9 8[.9 53.2 6°T -2.0 [94.88568 [0-[1
[2 -[.916 -92.760 1999.67960 105.3 1.6 -84.1 26.9 91.79082 0.998 -82°2 66.8 58.9 14,2 -16.[ 262.92958 11-[2
[3 -l,6[7 -36.670 1973.80299 167,0 2.3 -86.3 65,3 90.35914 0.983 -81,6 50,8 53.7 6,5 -2.9 [84,003[0 [2-13
16 -1,258 -30,572 1984.5299[ -113,0 3,0 -86.3 36,l 92,70181 0.999 -80,8 56,9 48,6 9,8 8.4 184.95014 [3-16
15 -0,82[ -26,180 2036.57373 -[00.6 3,5 -83.9 20,8 94.67261 0,952 -80,0 63.3 63,1 2[,1 19o9 194.03955 [6-15
16 -0,271 -17,122 2131.93645 -96,8 3.8 -83.[ 13-[ 97.B[230 0.863 -79,0 70,3 38,0 33,6 32,1 216.41692 [5-16
[7 -5,9_1 -16.488 2139,31253 -78.9 7,0 -82.9 25,8 99.28155 0,847 -86°[ 7_.2 37.2 36,1 36.0 [72,20365 16-[?
[8 -[2°768 -[5°[82 2194.03070 -60,8 ll.6 -83.4 37,6 102.32669 0.790 -90,2 72,9 36,8 39ol 35,2 211°03781 17-[8
19 -20,692 -12,869 2313,44296 -67.3 17.8 -85.5 46,5 107.66377 0,684 -96,2 75,9 37.2 48,0 35,6 263,35395 18-19
20 -30,275 _8o[67 2865,27069 -37,9 29.2 -91.8 53.5 [16,73594 0,498 -[02°2 8[,2 38,2 61,3 37,2 322,95614 [9-20
21 -29.274 -18,991 2368,57510 -26,5 20.2 -83.3 63,5 110.06655 0,636 -101.0 11.8 43,3 51,5 18.2 286,06268 20-21
22 -28,953 -27.766 2286.13528 -12,_ [1,2 -77°5 74.8 106.66585 0.706 -100,1 66,3 68°6 66,1 2,8 231.83956 2[-22
23 -29.050 -35,780 2267,00925 3.5 1.8 -72.1 87,2 105.22694 0.726 -99,3 57,7 53.8 46°8 -1[.6 2[2,80694 22-23
26 -29.521 -43,803 2303.96387 18.8 -7,8 -66,3 lO,l 105.63113 0,702 -98,6 5h6 89.0 47°9 -25,1 212.38950 23-24
25 -20,865 -43.046 2[39,73[02 25,3 -3.8 -68.8 [0oT 99.30092 0,846 -94,6 68,6 58.5 36,[ -[8.0 263.01935 29-25
26 -13,689 -42,736 2067,3368? 38,0 -[.5 -73.[ 12,3 95,49667 0,936 -90,1 46,6 58,4 23,[ -[6.6 2[7,532[4 25-26
27 -7,240 -62.664 2006,31976 65,8 0.2 -78,7 [6,5 93.11787 0,986 -85*9 A5.4 58,5 [5,3 -[3.6 195.35079 26-27
28 -[.916 -_2,760 1999.67990 [05,3 [.6 -84.[ 26o9 9[,75082 0,99_ -82,2 66,8 58°9 [6,2 -[6,[ [61o33932 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAHESA FA 8
TAB NO 15 ATLAS PHOTO NO 15 POD SEQUENCE NO 36
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 10 HIN ¢ 5[C 260 85
TRAJECTOSY UATA 5EC TO IHPACT AL7 LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
9¢4.560 [961.36534 -3.56[ -35.262 3696.801 |.960 -76.364 116.963
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON 8ANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Aw 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHA2 EHI5 ALPHA SCALE. PT-P7
L -12.059 -17.617 2[39.06555 -9.6 7.0 -76.5 7¢.2 97.60798 0.900 -93.[ 70.5 38.3 35.0 3[.3 O. O- 1
2 -13.|03 -29.687 2020.63870 -26._ 5.2 -79.0 63.2 96.02947 0.937 -90.2 59.0 ¢7.6 20.¢ 9.5 358o17379 1- 2
3 -b.96J -36.393 1967.155H1 21.0 2.1 -80.6 75.¢ 92.¢7744 U.998 -85.5 51.5 53.2 6.8 -2.0 273.03972 2- 3
6 -6.652 -30*20[ |978.56166 -55.1 3.9 -8[.6 51.9 93.59¢03 0.986 -85.1 57.6 ¢7.8 ll.l 9.6 186.¢6768 3- ¢
5 -6.321 -23.703 2029.52731 -72.9 5.5 -82.4 36.2 95.53[92 0.936 -8¢.7 64.0 ¢2.5 21.9 21.5 195.81658 ¢- 5
6 -12.902 -22.855 2075.67136 -¢0.9 8.¢ -81.2 ¢8.6 98.16853 0.885 -90.2 65.5 62.2 28.2 2[.9 200.95090 5- 6
7 -20.2¢0 -21.400 _175.24362 -34.8 [2.6 -8[.L 57.2 102.43903 0.192 -95.6 67.9 4_.5 38.3 20.9 225.823¢5 6- 7
8 -20.263 -28.937 2112.06940 -|7.1 7.3 -77.¢ 7C.0 99.908¢9 0.8¢9 -95.2 _l.r) ¢79 _._ 7.5 2[[.094_3 7- 6
9 -20.659 -35._¢6 _09H.84_7_ _.7 L.'; -73.6 0_._ 98.7540/ 0.866 -9¢.8 54.7 53.3 30.8 -5.3 199.10489 8- 9
10 -13.36_ -J6.170 Z008.92905 7.7 2.U -76.5 8[.7 95.02239 0.953 -90.1 52.8 53.| L8.3 -2.b 215.05774 9-10
11 --8.963 -36.393 1987.75581 21.0 2.[ -80.¢ 75.¢ 92.47144 0.998 -85.5 51.5 53.Z 6.8 -2.0 [93.92775 lO-l|
12 -l.966 -62.635 L989.536_I I05.2 I.¢ -8¢.0 2¢.0 9|.Z_360 O.998 -82.2 ¢¢.q 58.9 l¢.L -L¢.O 261.68¢20 11-12
|3 -1.670 -36.596 [964.0J542 147.2 _.3 -8¢.3 65.| 89.90202 0.983 -81.6 50.9 53.7 ¢.6 -2.9 183.0458_ 12-[3
[¢ -l.313 -30.528 1974.85458 -112.6 3.0 -8¢.2 36.3 92.25121 0.999 -80.8 57.0 ¢8.¢ 9.8 8.¢ 184.04927 |3-14
15 -0.87/ -Z¢.166 2026.70¢93 -100.¢ 3.5 -83.9 21.0 94.2|_90 0.952 -80.0 63.3 43.1 2|.I 19.9 193.10787 1¢-15
16 -0.33l -[7.144 Z12[.5C998 -96.T 3.8 -83.[ 13.3 97.3336U 0.666 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 Z13._3430 [5-k6
17 -5.953 -16.510 2129.0lL¢¢ -78.8 7.0 -82.9 25.9 98.80329 0.8¢7 -84.1 71.2 37.2 34.1 33.9 171.374|3 [6-17
[8 -|2.76_ -[5._|0 2183.5|9|0 -60.8 [[.¢ -83.¢ 37.6 101.83647 0.79| -90._ 72.9 36.9 39.0 35.[ 2_0.03643 [7-18
19 -20.453 -12.9[¢ 2302.1_643 -67.3 [7.6 -85.S ¢6.6 106.94108 0.685 -96.2 75.9 37.2 ¢7.9 35.5 242.09422 18-|9
ZU -30.1T¢ -8.267 Z53[.gE¢s[ -37.9 29.0 -9|.8 53.5 116.12600 0.500 -102.1 81.| 38.2 61.1 37.1 320.68505 [9-20
_l -_9.lHb -|9.0|1 2356.7_056 -26.5 2U.I -83.] 63.4 |09.5|892 0.638 -101.0 71.8 ¢3.3 51.4 18.2 286.21560 20-2l
22 -28.866 -21,115 2274.8C548 -12.¢ 1l.[ -77.5 76.7 106.13705 U.f07 -[00.1 66.3 68.6 ¢6.1 2.8 _30.67066 21-22
_3 -28.96| -35.702 2255.56711 3.¢ L.9 -TZ.Z 87.L |04.6955¢ 0.727 -99.3 57.7 53.8 ¢6.7 -||.2 2|1.75806 22--23
24 -29.624 -¢_.676 2291.67657 18.7 -7.7 -66.¢ 9.9 [0¢.87767 0.704 -98.6 51.6 59.0 ¢7.2 -25.0 2|1.21572 23-2¢
25 -20.8_1 -¢2.933 2128.939_0 25.2 -3.7 -68.g 10.5 98.79995 0.867 -94.¢ ¢8.7 58.6 36.| -[7.9 261.38000 2¢-25
26 -13.683 -¢2.b29 2037.120_2 37.8 -[.5 -73,2 12.0 95.020|5 0.936 -90.L 46.7 58.4 23.1 -[4.5 _16.39174 25-26
27 -T.266 -42.559 [994.2_82 65.5 0.2 -78.7 16.0 92.65143 0.986 -85.9 ¢5.5 _8.5 15.3 -[3.5 ]9¢.38210 26-27
28 -1.966 -¢2.635 L989.5362[ 105.2 |.6 -84.0 _6.0 9L.24360 U.998 -82.2 ¢¢.9 58.9 14.L -14.0 [60.52906 27-28
TAB NO 16 ATLAS PHOTO NO 16 POD SEQUENCE NO 38
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 lO MIh 9 5EC 359 M5
7RAJEC[OSY UATA _bC 10 IMPACT AL; LA7 LUN R V PTH AZ
939.¢¢0 195[.67883 -3.580 -35.206 368_.134 [.962 -74.335 [_6.958
PHU[O DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSON AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ _M[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12.050 -L7,635 2128.68430 -9.7 7.0 -76.6 76.1 97.13836 0.900 -93.1 70.5 36.3 35.0 31.3 O. O- l
2 -13.101 -29.645 Z010.93288 -26.9 5.2 -79.1 63.[ 95.56821 0.937 -90.2 59.0 47.6 20.5 9.5 356._2660 1-
3 -6.990 -36.320 1958.09[02 20.¢ 2.1 -80.4 75.2 92.02492 0.998 -85.5 51.6 53.2 6.8 -1.9 271.1528B _
-bo6Bl -30.158 1968.99966 -55.0 3.9 -81.6 51.9 93.16139 0°986 -85.2 57.7 67.9 11.I 9.6 185.56659 ¢
5 -6.351 -23.690 2019.77056 -72.8 5.5 -82.¢ 36.3 95.07253 0.936 -84.7 64.[ _2.5 21.9 21.5 194.88626 6- 5
6 -12.901 -22.8¢5 L065.56049 -¢8.9 8.4 -8[.2 68.6 97.69975 0.885 -90.2 65.5 62.2 28.2 21.9 Z00.0021B b- 6
? -20.203 -21.¢78 2164.77490 -34.9 [2.5 -81.1 57.2 101.94667 0.792 -95.6 67.9 _2.5 38.3 20.9 224.70408 6- 7
8 -20.22_ -Z8.898 21U1.86285 -17.[ 7.3 -77.5 69.9 99.¢2566 0.8¢9 -95.2 61.1 ¢1.9 32.3 7.5 210.88386 7- B
9 -20.¢19 -35.871 ?087.72821 6.6 1.9 -73.6 86.7 98.26826 0.867 -94.7 54.8 53.3 30.8 -5.2 198.14592 8- 9
10 -13.358 -36.097 1999.[1929 7.5 2.0 -76.5 81.5 9¢.55839 0.954 -90.1 52.9 53.1 18.3 -2.5 213.97301 9-10
[1 -6.990 -36.320 1958.09102 20.¢ 2.1 -80.¢ 75.2 92.02¢92 0.998 -85.5 51.6 53.2 6.8 -1.9 192.98919 |0-1|
12 -2.019 -62.529 1979.39017 105.0 |.¢ -84.0 23.1 90.73700 0.997 -82.2 65.0 58.9 L6.0 -13.9 240.¢390_ 11-12
13 -|.724 -_6.522 1954.26200 147.5 2.3 -84.2 64.9 89.¢¢_95 0.983 -81.6 51.0 53.7 ¢.3 -2.8 |82.08880 |2-|3
14 -|.367 -_0.¢83 1965.17313 -||2.2 3.0 -84.2 36.5 91.80047 0.999 -80.9 57.0 _8.¢ 9.8 8.¢ 183.14799 13-14
15 -0.93¢ -2_.152 2014.82913 -100.2 3.5 -83.8 21.1 93.75311 0.952 -80.0 63.3 ¢3.2 2l.l 19.9 192.17558 14-15
16 -0.391 -17.165 2111.0801l -96.6 3.9 -83.L 13.5 96.85¢66 0.864 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 212.2516¢ 15-|6
17 -5.985 -|b.532 2118.70313 -78.8 7.0 -82.9 26.0 98.32670 0.8¢7 -84.1 7L.l 37.2 34.0 33.9 |70.5¢¢32 |6-|7
18 -12.768 -|5.238 2172.99942 -60.7 11.¢ -83.¢ 37.b 101.36586 0.791 -90.2 72.9 36.9 39.0 35.1 209.03¢27 17-18
19 -20.¢14 -|2.959 2290.92310 -¢7.3 17.7 -85.5 ¢6.6 |06.¢1808 0.686 -96.2 75.8 3_.2 ¢7.9 35.5 260.83¢57 18-19
20 -30.07¢ -8.366 2518.66608 -37.9 28.9 -91.7 53.5 [[5.51641 0.502 -102.[ 81.0 38.2 61.0 36.9 318.¢2783 19-20
2[ -29.097 -19.031 2345.00|56 -26.6 20.0 -83.3 63.4 108.97108 0.639 -[0|.0 7[.7 ¢3.¢ 51.3 [8.Z 282.37690 _0-21
22 -28.779 -27.683 226_.67006 -|2._ ||.[ -77.6 74.b 105.60799 0./08 -[00.[ 66.3 _8.6 ¢6.0 2.9 229.50135 21-22
23 -28.872 -35.626 2246.12143 3._ 1.9 -72.3 87.0 104.16399 0.728 -99.3 57.8 53.9 ¢¢.6 -ll.l 210.71085 22-23
2¢ -29.327 -43.5¢5 2279./8766 |8.6 -I.6 -66.6 9.8 [U¢.32432 0.705 -98.b 51.7 59.0 ¢7.1 -26.8 210.04386 23-24
25 -20.777 -42._20 ?t10,14365 Z5.1 -3.7 -69.0 10.3 98.2988[ 0.8¢8 -96.¢ ¢8.7 58.6 36.0 -[7.8 259.74512 2¢-25
26 -13.676 -¢2.522 2026.89986 37.b -1.¢ -73.3 11.8 96.54341 0.937 -90.1 46.8 58.¢ 23.0 -16.¢ 215.25130 25-26
27 -7.29| -_Z.¢56 1984.23152 65.3 0.2 -78.7 15.6 92.1848U 0.987 -85.9 65.6 58.5 15.2 -|3._ 193.¢1290 26-27
28 -2.019 -¢2.529 |979.39017 [05.U 1.¢ -8¢.0 23.1 90.73700 0.997 -82.Z ¢5.0 58.9 14.0 -13.9 L59./18_9 27-28
22
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[I CAMERA FA 9
TAB NO 17 ATLAS PHOTO NO 17 POD SEQUENCE NO 40
JULY 31,1964 13 HR [0 N|N [4 SEC 479 MS
TRAJECIORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
936.32D 1962.00685 -3.599 -35.[66 3677.460 1.963 -76.306 |16.953
PHUTQ DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12.041 -[7.653 2118.29355 -9.0 7,0 -76.6 7A.O 96.66877 0.900 -93.1 70.5 38.4 35.0 31.2 0. O- 1
2 -13.099 -29.600 2001.23306 -27.0 5.2 -79.1 63.0 95.|0723 0.937 -90.2 59.0 67.6 20°5 9.6 356.60[77 1- 2
3 -7.0[8 -36.2AA 1968.61776 19.8 2.[ -80.6 74.9 91.57191 0.998 -85.5 51.7 53.3 6.8 -1.8 270.66875 2- 3
6 -6°709 -30.111 1959.63637 -55.0 3,9 -81.6 51.9 92.68897 0.986 -85.2 57.7 47.9 11.2 9.7 186.66661 ]- 6
5 -6.381 -23.076 2010.03612 -72.7 5=6 -82.4 36.3 94.61608 0.936 -86.7 66.1 62.5 21.9 21.5 193.96119 6- 5
6 -12.900 -22.833 2055.67297 -68.9 8*6 -8[.2 68.6 97.23207 0.885 -90.2 65.5 62.2 28.2 21.9 199.05627 5- 6
7 -20.166 -21.473 2[56.33707 -36.9 12o5 -81.1 57.1 [01.65516 0.792 -95.6 67.9 62.5 38.3 20.9 223.5906.1 6- 7
B -20.187 -28.856 2091.66623 -17.2 7.3 -77.5 69.8 98.96325 0.869 -95.2 61.1 67.9 32.3 7.6 209.88156 T- 8
9 -20.379 -35.796 2077.40663 6.5 1=9 -73.7 86.5 97.78219 0.86T -96.1 56.8 53.3 30.8 -5.1 197.18866 8- 9
10 -[3.354 -36o021 [989°30157 7.3 2°0 -76.6 81.3 96.09600 U.956 -90.1 52.9 53.1 18.3 -2.6 2[2.88857 9-10
[1 -7.018 -36.266 1968.61776 19.8 2.1 -80.6 76.9 91.57191 0.998 -85.5 51.7 53.3 6.4 -1.8 192.06986 10-11
12 -2.071 -62.621 1969.22398 106.9 1o6 -83.9 22.2 90.22855 O.997 -82.2 65.1 58.9 13.9 -13.8 239.19182 11-12
13 -1.777 -36.645 1966.68187 [67o8 2.3 -86.2 66.6 88.98769 0.983 -8[.6 51.1 53.7 6.2 -2.7 [81.12923 12-13
[6 -1.422 -30.636 1955.69611 -111.8 3o0 -86.2 36.6 91.35112 0.999 -80.9 57.1 68.6 9.8 8.5 [82.26739 13-16
15 -0.990 -26o136 2006°97669 -100.l 3,6 -83.8 21.3 93.29620 0.952 -80.0 63.3 63.2 21°1 ZO.O [91.26862 16-15
16 -0,650 -17.186 2|00°69250 -96.5 3,9 -83.0 13,7 96,37758 0.86S-79,0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 211.10171 15-16
17 -6.018 -16.55| 2108.63802 -78.7 f.[ -82.9 28.1 97.86807 0.868 -86.1 7hl 37.2 36.0 33.9 [69.71810 16-17
18 -12o76/ -15.263 2162.52896 -60.7 1[.6 -83.6 37=7 100.85755 0./9[ -90.2 72.9 36°9 39.0 35.0 208.03797 17-18
19 -20.375 -13.001 2279.72698 -67.3 17.7 -85.5 66.6 105.89812 0.687 -96.2 75.8 37.2 67.8 35.6 239.50766 18-[9
Z0 -29.975 -8.658 2505.68700 -3T.g 28.8 -91.6 53.6 116.91231 0.506 -102.1 81.0 38,2 60.9 36.8 316,21657 19-20
_1 -_nnH -19.O67 2333.26601 --26.6 I9o9 --83.3 63.3 108.62566 0.660 -101.0 71.7 63.6 51.3 [8.2 280.58730 20-21
22 -28.693 -27°668 2252.15512 -12.5 IL.t -Ir.o T_._ _._77_ _790 -!nn.I 66.3 68.6 65.9 2°9 228.36661 22-22
23 -28°782 -35._63 2232.67557 3.2 ZoO -72.6 86.8 103.63236 0.729 -99.3 57,8 53.9 66.5 -11.0 ZO9.ObbO_ _L--lJ
26 -29.23[ -63°613 2267.68390 18.5 -7,5 -66.7 9.6 I03.770II 0.707 -98.6 51.7 59,0 67.0 -26.6 208.86967 23-26
25 -28.733 -62.706 2[07.32730 25.0 -3°6 -69.1 1O.O 97.79667 0.869 -96.6 68°8 58.b 33.9 -17.7 258o11174 26-25
26 -13.670 -62.613 2016.65790 37°6 -[o6 -73.3 11.5 96.0656? 0.937 -90.1 67.0 58.6 23.0 -16.3 216.10949 25-26
27 -7.3[7 -62.366 1976.16663 65.0 0°2 -78°7 I5.1 91.71721 0.987 -85.9 65.7 58.6 [5.I -13.3 192.66162 26-27
28 -2.071 -62=621 1969.22398 106o9 Io6 -83.9 22=2 90.2285_ 0.997 -82.2 65.1 58°9 13.9 -13.8 158o90661 27-28
TAB NO 18 ATLAS PHOTO NO 18 POD SEQUENCE NO 42
JULY 31_[964 13 HR 10 M|N 19 SEC 599 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTH AZ
929.200 1932.32352 -3.618 -35.128 3667.779 1.965 -76.277 116.968
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE P?-PT
I -12.O32 -11,67[ 2107.89349 -10.0 7o0 -76.7 73.8 96.20[78 0.900 -93.1 70.5 38.6 36.9 31.2 0. 0- [
2 -13.098 -29.539 1991.62000 -27.1 5.3 -79.1 62=9 96.65038 0.937 -90.2 59.1 67.6 20.5 9.6 352.29416 1- 2
3 --7.066 -36.153 [938.72607 18.9 2.1 -80.4 76.5 91.11696 0.998 -85.5 51.8 53.3 6.8 -1.8 269.21003 2- 3
6 -6.738 -30°069 1969.96666 -55°0 3°9 -81.6 51.8 92,23990 0°985 -85°2 57°8 67.9 11.2 9.8 183o77639 3- 6
5 -6.611 -23.661 2000.67392 -72.6 5°6 -82.6 36.3 96.[6380 0.936 -86.7 66.1 62.5 22.0 2[.5 193.07688 6- 5
6 -12.900 -22.002 2065.98686 -68.9 8.6 -81.2 48.5 96.77391 0.885 -90.2 65.6 42.2 28.3 22.0 [98.13359 _- 6
? -20.131 -21.668 2166.16968 -35.0 12,5 -81.2 57.1 100.9754_ 0.792 -95.6 67.9 62.5 38.3 20.9 222.51782 6- 7
8 -20.151 -28.795 2081.58258 -17°3 ?°3 -77.5 69.7 98o666[1 0.869 -95.2 61oL 47.9 32.3 To6 208.9367_ 7- B
9 -20.361 -35.699 2067.D8209 4.3 2°0 -73.8 86.3 97.29805 0.868 -96.8 56.9 53.3 30.7 -5.0 196.26682 8- 9
10 -13.351 -35.929 1979.673/[ 7°0 2o0 -76.6 81.0 93°62913 0°956 -90,1 53,0 53.1 18,3 -2.3 211.80831 9-10
11 -7.066 -36.153 1938.72607 18.9 2ol -80.6 76.5 91.11696 0.998 -85.5 51.8 53.3 6.8 -1.8 191.11103 lO-ll
12 -2.125 -62.298 1958.96660 106.8 1,6 -83.9 21.1 89.70685 0.996 -82.2 65.2 58.9 13.8 -13./ 237.92923 1[-12
13 --1.83[ -36.35_ 1936.67615 168.6 2.3 -86.1 66.2 88.52727 0.983 -81.6 51.2 53.? 6.[ -2.6 180.15182 12-13
16 --1.677 -30.376 1945*882_9 -111.3 3.0 -86.1 36.7 90.91169 0.999 -80.9 57.1 68.6 9.9 8.6 181.35618 13-16
I5 -1.047 -24.103 1995.28656 -99.9 3°6 -83.8 21.5 92.84271 C.952 -80.0 63.4 63.2 21.1 20.0 190.35806 14-15
16 -0.509 -17.186 2090.6G901 -96.6 3.9 -83.0 13.8 95.91396 0.865 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33*2 32.0 210.19399 15-16
17 -6.050 -16.551 2098.69316 -78.6 7.1 -82.9 26.2 97.38603 0.867 -84.[ 71. l 37.2 36.0 33.9 168.91800 16-17
18 -12.768 -15.267 2152.62319 -60.7 11.6 -83.6 37.7 100.38617 0.791 -90.2 ?2.9 36.9 39.0 35.0 207.08626 17-18
19 -20.339 -13.017 2268.98825 -67.6 17.7 -85.5 46.5 105.39967 0.687 -96.2 75.8 37.2 67.8 35.6 238.42215 18-19
20 -29.883 -8.516 2693.03699 -38.0 28°6 -91.5 53.4 116.36186 0.506 -102.1 80.9 38.2 60.8 36.7 316.23676 19-20
2[ -28.924 -19.038 _321.88602 -26.7 19.9 -83.3 83.2 107.89690 0.661 -lOl.O 71.7 63.6 51.2 18.2 279.06685 20-21
22 -28.609 -27.592 2261.00632 -12.6 11°1 -77.7 76.4 106.55926 0.109 -100.1 66.3 68.6 65.8 3.0 227.28327 21-22
23 -28.695 -35.663 2221.25119 3.[ 2.1 -72.5 86.6 103.[0135 U.731 -99.3 57.9 53.9 66.4 -10.9 208.66515 22-23
26 -29.[36 -43.26I 2255.66/70 18.6 -7.3 -66.8 9.4 [03.20908 0._09 -98.6 51.8 59.0 46.9 -26.6 207.66862 23-26
25 -20.690 -62.510 2096.60152 26.8 -3.5 -69.2 9.7 9/.28923 U.850 -9_.6 48_9 58.6 33.8 -17.5 256.66507 24-25
26 -13.664 -62.286 2006.3C925 37.2 -I°6 -73.6 II.I 93.58296 0.93_ -90.1 67.[ 58._ 22.9 -16.2 Z12.95730 25-26
27 -7.366 -42.223 1963.98926 64.7 0°2 -78.7 16.5 91.26666 0*987 -05.9 65,9 58.5 15.0 -[3.1 19[.66080 26-2?
28 -2.125 -62.298 [958.96660 106.8 1.4 -83.9 21.1 89.7068_ 0.996 -82.2 65.2 58.9 [3.8 -13.7 [58.0858[ 27-28
23
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|| CAMERA FA 10
TAB NO 19 ATLAS PHOTO NO 19 POD SEQUENCE NO 44
JULY 3LI1986 13 HR [O M|N 24 SEC 719 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
924.080 [922.6]486 -3.638 -35.090 3658.090 [.967 -74.240 116.943
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AlA At 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -12.023 -17.689 2097.48425 -10.2 7.0 -76.7 ?3.6 95.73440 0.899 -93.| 70.4 38.4 34_9 31.2 O. O- l
2 -|3.096 -_9._77 1981.99852 -Z7.3 5.3 -79.1 62.7 94.19312 0.936 -90.2 59.2 41.6 20.b 9.7 369.98827 1- 2
3 -7.074 -36.062 1929.02974 18.| 2.L -80.6 74.2 90.86205 0.998 -85.5 51.9 53.2 6.8 -1.7 267.950|3 2- 3
4 -6.768 -29.988 1940.66563 -55.0 3.9 -81.6 51.7 91.79067 0.985 -85.2 57.9 47.9 11.3 9.U 182.88195 3- 6
5 -8.642 -23.609 1990.90633 -72.b 5.8 -82.3 36.4 93.7|308 U.935 -84.7 64.1 42.5 22.0 21.6 192.L8760 4- 5
6 -12.900 -22.171 2036.29002 -49.0 8.6 -81.2 48.5 96.31523 0.884 -90.2 65.6 42._ 28.3 22.0 191.2097[ 5- 6
7 -20.096 -2|.423 2133.95038 -35.0 [2.5 -81.2 57.0 100.49526 Uo192 -95.1 67.9 A2.5 38.3 20.9 22|.64376 6- 7
8 -20.115 -28.136 2071.49014 -[7.5 7.3 -77.8 69.5 97.98867 0.869 -95.2 61.2 47,9 32.3 7.7 207.99(;_4 7- "
9 -20.302 -35.606 2056.75421 4.1 2.0 -73.R A_.O _C,_G_66 u._ -94.8 55.0 53.3 30.7 -4.9 |95.30077 8-
LO -_._o -36.8J7 1969.66036 6.7 2.0 -76.7 60.7 93.16600 0.956 -90.1 53.1 $3.1 18.3 -2.3 210.7276_ 9-10
11 -7.016 -36.062 1929.02976 18.| 2.1 -80.4 76.2 90.8620S 0.998 -85.5 51.9 53.2 6.8 -1.7 190.17160 lO-ll
12 --2.1_9 -42.174 [948.66603 104.6 [.6 -83.8 20.0 89.18237 0.996 -82.2 65.4 58.9 13.7 -|3.8 236.66780 11-12
13 -1.885 -36._62 1924.86786 149.1 2.3 -86.1 63.7 88.06735 0*902 -81.6 51.3 53.7 4.0 -2.5 179./7553 12-13
14 -1.532 -30.312 1936.28302 -110.8 3.0 -86.} 36.8 90.67211 0.999 -80.9 57.2 48.4 9.9 8.6 |80.66070 13-1A
15 -L.103 -_4.070 1985.58619 -99.1 3.6 -83.7 21.6 92.3908S 0.952 -80.0 63.4 63.2 2_.2 20.0 |89.46666 16-|5
16 -0.867 -|7.183 _080.816JJ -96.3 6.0 -83.0 13.9 98.44988 0.865 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 209.20500 |5-16
11 -8.081 -16.550 Z088.5_711 -78.6 7.1 -82.g 26.3 96.92346 0.861 -86.1 71.1 37.2 34.0 33.q 168.1171[ 16-|7
18 -IZ.7b9 -15.210 2142.30460 -60.1 11.4 -83.4 37.T 99.91419 0.791 -90.2 72.9 36.9 39.0 35.0 206.12925 17-18
19 -23.30J -13.033 2268.23798 -67.6 17.6 -85.5 46.5 104.900_9 0,68t -96.2 75.7 31.2 47,7 35.6 237.2551] 18-19
20 -29.791 -8.573 2680.51886 -38.0 28.5 -91.5 53.4 [|3.77099 0.50/ -102.1 80.8 38.2 60.7 36.7 312*26086 19-20
21 -28.840 -19.029 2310.Aq82q -26.7 19.8 -83.3 63.2 107.36710 0.662 -101.0 71.1 43.4 51,1 18.3 277.54296 20-21
ZZ -28,526 -27.5_6 2229.85062 -12*1 11.| -77,7 76.3 104,03836 0.710 -|00.1 64.4 A8.8 65.8 3.1 226.21845 21-22
23 -28.60/ -35.342 ?209.82498 3.0 2.1 -72.5 86.5 102.57025 0.732 -99.3 57.9 53.9 44.3 -10.7 207,623A4 22-23
24 -29*03_ -63.108 2263.26716 18.2 -7.2 -66.9 9.2 102.65002 0.710 -98.6 51.9 59.0 A6.7 -24.2 206.611_1 _3-24
25 -20.661 -62.436 2085*675_9 26.6 -3.5 -69.4 9.5 96.78119 0.850 -94.A 69.0 58.6 33.7 -17.4 254.82396 26-25
26 -13.659 -62.160 1995.989J5 36.9 -1.3 -73.5 I0.7 93.10015 0.938 -90.1 47.2 58.4 22,8 -14.1 211.80559 25-26
27 -1.311 -42.100 1953.813|6 64.6 0.2 -78.7 13.9 90.77208 0.988 -85.9 46.0 58.5 14.9 -13.0 190.48001 26-27
28 -2.179 -62.176 1968.686U3 104.6 1.6 -83.8 20.0 89.1823r 0.996 -82.2 65.4 58.9 13.7 -13.6 157.26501 27-28
TAB NO 20 ATLAS PHOTO NO 20 POD SEQUENCE HO 46
JULY 31t|9_6 13 H8 10 MIN 29 SEC 8_9 RS
TRAJECIURY DATA SEC 10 IMPAC1 ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
918*960 1912.93851 -3.657 -35.052 36_8.39_ 1.969 -75,218 116*938
PHUIO DAIA
PI LAI LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
1 -12.016 -17.707 2087.06S3| -10.3 7.0 -76.8 73.4 95.26657 0.899 -93.1 70.4 38.4 34.9 31.1 O. O- I
,3095 29611_97238s89214 s3 791 626 931,360.936902 5924,8206 98 3,7.69746_:
-7.102 -35.971 1919.32817 17.2 2.1 -80.4 73.8 90.20726 0.998 -85.5 52.0 53.2 6.8 -1.6 266.68843
5 -8.191 -29.926 1930.93669 -55.1 3.9 -81.3 $1,6 91.340S9 0.985 -8S,2 5/.9 41.9 11.6 9.9 181.98891 3- 6
5 -b.412 -23.576 1981.31912 -72.S 5.6 -82.3 36.4 93.26166 O._3b -86.7 64.2 62.5 22.1 21.6 191.29753 4- 5
6 -12.900 -22.74l 2026.51642 -69.0 8.6 -81.2 68.6 95.85577 0,886 -90.2 65.6 _2.2 28.3 22.0 198.2841! 5- 6
I -20.061 -21.398 2123.13285 -35.| 12.5 -81.2 58.9 |00.01616 0.192 -95.7 67.9 42.5 38.3 2|.0 220.36764 6- 7
8 -20.019 -28.676 2061.38S83 -11.6 7.3 -77.8 69.4 97.51061 0.869 -95.2 61.2 47.9 32.3 7.8 207.04081 7- 8
9 -20.263 -35.510 2046.62116 3.9 2.1 -73,9 83.8 96.32303 0.888 -94,8 SS.I 53.3 30.6 -6.8 194.35588 8- 9
10 -13.365 3S.74S 19S9.8C1_S 6.6 2.1 -76.7 80.4 92.69861 U.956 -90.1 53.2 53.1 18.3 -2.2 Z09.66675 9-10
11 -7.102 -35._1| 1919.32877 11.2 2.1 -80.6 13.8 90.20126 0,998 -8S.S $2.0 $3.2 6.8 -1.6 189.23164 10-1l
12 -2.233 -42.051 1938.39091 I06,5 1.4 -83.8 18.9 88*8615_ 0.995 -82.2 65.S 58.9 13.9 -13.4 23S.40/93 11-12
13 -1.939 -_6.172 1915.05518 169.7 2.3 -84.0 63.3 87.60779 0.982 -HI.6 51.4 $3.7 3.9 -2.6 |78.20076 12-_3
16 -1.581 -30.251 1926.63512 -110.3 3.0 -84.0 36.8 90.03203 0.999 -80.9 5/._ 48.6 9.9 8.7 179.5667A 13-16
15 -1.160 -24.038 |975.8756/ -99.5 3.6 -83.1 21.8 91.93839 0.951 -80.0 63.4 43.2 21*2 20.1 188.57317 14-15
16 -0.626 -17.186 2070.60479 -9b.2 _.U -83.0 l_.l 9_.98498 0.865 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 208.21213 15-16
17 -8.113 -16.$50 2078.56026 -78.5 7.1 -82.8 26.3 96.65995 0.841 -84.1 71.1 37.2 34.0 33.9 167.31485 16-17
18 -12.769 -15.275 2132.16269 -60. T 11.4 -83.6 37.7 99.46113 0.791 -90.2 12.9 36.9 39.0 35.0 205.17159 17-18
19 -20.261 -13.0SO 2247.48140 -67.4 17.b -85.5 66.5 104.40029 0.688 -96.2 7S.7 37.2 47.7 35.4 236.08460 18-19
20 -29.699 -8.632 2668.09399 -38.1 28.4 -91.6 53.3 I13,19889 0.509 -I02.1 80.8 38.2 60.6 36.b 310.28362 19-20
21 -28.75_ -lq.021 2299.09189 -26.8 19.8 -83.6 63.1 106.83763 0.662 -101.0 11.7 43.3 51.1 18.3 276.U1461 20-21
22 -28.441 -27._81 2218.68662 -12.8 ll.L -77.8 76.1 103.51697 0./IL -LO0.1 64.4 48.6 65.7 3.2 225.14962 21-22
Z3 -28.519 -_5.242 2198.39734 2.8 2.2 -72.6 86*3 102.03911 0.733 -99.3 58.0 53*9 64.2 -10.6 206.60093 22-23
26 -28.941 -62.957 2231.06465 18.| -7.0 -67.l 8.9 102.09012 0./12 -q8.6 52,0 59.0 46.6 -24.0 20S.278S7 23-24
25 -20.603 -62.302 2074.553/I 26.4 -3.6 -69.5 9.2 96.27453 0.851 -94.6 49.1 58.6 33.6 -17.2 253.18917 24-25
26 -13.653 -_2o036 1985.61104 36.6 -1.3 -73.5 10.3 92.61746 0.939 -90.1 4/.3 58.4 22./ -13.9 210.65509 2S-26
27 -7.39/ -61.977 1963.63896 66.0 U.2 -78.7 13.2 90,29958 U.988 -85.9 46.1 58*5 14.8 -12.9 I89,69916 26-27
28 -2.2_3 -42.051 1938.39091 106.b 1.6 -B3.8 18.9 88.66152 U.995 -82*2 65.5 58.9 13.5 -13.4 156.66463 27-28
24
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 11
TAB NO 21 ATLAS PHOTO NO 21 POD SEQUENCE NO 48
JULY 31,1964 13 HR IU HIM 34 5£C 959 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH A?
913.840 1903.23456 -3.677 -35.013 3638.690 1o97[ -74,189 [16,933
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/L AZN AZSUN _ZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| -12.005 -17.725 2076.63678 -[0.5 7.0 -76.8 73.Z 94.79812 U.899 -93.1 70.4 38.4 36.8 31.l O. O- 1
2 -[3.094 -29.388 1962.71536 -27.6 5.3 -79.2 6d.4 93.27610 U.936 -90.2 59.3 47.6 20.6 9.8 348.66225 I- 2
3 -7.[29 -35.882 1909.62453 16.4 2.2 -80.4 73.4 89.75269 0.998 -85.5 52.[ 53.2 6.8 -[.5 265.42277 2- 3
4 -6,826 -29.807 [921.41150 -55.1 4.0 -8[.5 5|.5 90.88993 0.985 -85.2 58.0 47.9 |1.4 9,9 181,09445 )- 4
5 -6.503 -23.646 1971.70486 -72.4 5.6 -82.3 36.4 92.80882 0.935 -84.T 64.2 42.5 22.1 21.7 190.40207 4- 5
6 -12.900 -22.713 2016.82970 -49.0 8.4 -81.3 48.4 98.39474 0.884 -90.2 65.7 42.2 28.3 22.[ 198.35483 5- 6
7 -20.025 -21.376 21[3.47784 -35.[ 12.5 -81.2 56.8 99.53129 G.793 -95.7 68.0 42.5 38.2 2[.0 219.28648 6- T
8 -20.042 -28.619 2U51.26190 -17.7 7.6 -77.7 69.3 97.03163 0.850 -95.2 6[.3 47.9 32.3 7.9 206.08350 7- 8
9 -20.224 -35.4[8 2036.08475 3.8 2.1 -74.0 83.6 95.83626 0.869 -94.8 55.1 53.3 30.6 -4.7 193.40914 8- 9
LO -13.342 -35,655 [949.98862 6.1 Z.[ -76.7 80.2 92.23308 0.954 -90,I 53.3 53.1 I8.3 -2.[ 208.56594 9-[0
11 -T.[29 -35.882 [909.62453 16.4 2.2 -80.4 73.4 89.75269 0.998 -85,5 52,1 53.2 6.8 -1,5 188.29108 [0-11
12 --2.287 -41.930 1928.[2807 104.4 [.4 -83.7 17.9 88.14353 0.994 -82.2 45.6 58.9 [3.4 --[3.3 234.15085 [I-|2
13 --1.993 -36.082 1905.24118 150.4 2.3 -84.0 63.0 81.148T5 0.982 -81.6 51.4 53.7 3.8 -2.3 177.22895 12-13
14 -I*642 -30.19[ 1916.9925[ -109.9 3.0 -84.0 36.9 89.59053 0.999 -80.9 57.3 48.4 10.0 8.8 [78.67147 [3--14
[5 --1.216 -24.008 I966.13622 --99.3 3.7 --83.? 21.9 91.48464 0.95[ --80.0 63.5 43.1 21.2 20. I 187.6T431 I6-15
10 -0.685 -17.186 2060.24771 -96.1 4.0 -82.9 14.2 94.51806 0.865 -77.0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 207.20851 19-16
11 -b.[45 -16.553 2068.53516 -78.4 7.[ -82.8 26.4 95.99423 0.647 -84.[ 7|.I 37.2 34.0 33.9 166.50814 16-17
18 -12,770 -15.282 212[.96747 -60.1 11,4 -83.4 37.7 98.96558 0.791 -90.2 72.8 36.9 39.0 35.0 204.20806 11-[8
19 -20.230 -13.070 2236.62238 -47.4 17.6 -85.5 46.5 103.89707 0.688 -96.2 75,7 37.2 47.7 35.4 234.90504 18-19
20 -29.606 -8.694 2455.52924 -38,[ 28.3 -9[.4 53.3 112.62310 0.5[0 -102.2 80.7 38.2 60.5 36.5 308.28994 19-20
21 -28.671 -19.016 228T.6A[39 -26.9 [9.7 -83.4 63.0 106.30551 0.643 -101.0 71.7 43.3 51.0 [8.3 274.46002 20-21
22 -28.357 -27,429 2201.491¢_ -L_._ Li.i 7_.C _%.C [O_ao_&_ _712 -100.[ 64.4 48.6 45.7 3.3 224.06962 21-22
23 --28.431 -35.145 2186.91061 2.7 2.3 -72.1 06.1 101.50805 0.734 -99.3 88.0 53.9 44.Z -[U._ zu_._;oO7 ZZ 23
24 --28.845 -42.809 2218.86899 18.0 -6.9 -6?.2 8.7 [01.53273 0.?[4 -98.6 82.0 59.0 46.5 -23.8 _04.09279 23-26
25 -20.560 -42.17[ 2063.64667 24.2 -3.3 -69.6 8.9 95.76799 0.852 -94.4 49.2 58.6 33.5 -[7.1 25[.56373 24-25
26 --13.648 -4[.911 1975.27423 36.4 --[.3 -73.6 9.9 92.13526 0.939 -90.1 47.4 58.4 22.7 -[3.8 209.50726 25-26
27 -?.424 -4[.856 1933.47583 63.? 0.2 -78.? 12.7 89.82758 0.989 --85.9 66.2 58.5 14.7 -[2.8 188.$1961 26-2?
28 -2.287 -41o930 1928.12807 104,4 1,4 -83.? 17.9 88.14353 0.994 -82.2 45,6 58.9 13.4 -13.3 [55.625|8 21-28
TAB NO 22 ATLAS PHOTO NO 22 POD SEQUENCE NO 50
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 10 HIM 40 SEC 79 MS
IRAJECTOR¥ DATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAr LON R V PTH AZ
908.721 1893.52341 -3.696 -34.975 3628,979 1,97d -74o159 116.928
PHOTO DATA
P? LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -li.996 -17.744 2066.19910 -lO.T 7.0 -76.9 73.0 94.32930 0.899 -93.2 70.4 38.4 34.8 3[.I O. O- [
2 -[3.092 -29.299 1953.05630 -27.7 5.3 -79.2 62.3 92.81761 0.936 -90.2 89.3 47.6 20.7 9.9 343.22800 1- 2
3 -7.151 -35.794 [899.91530 [5.6 2.2 -80.4 73.1 89.29815 0.998 -85._ 52.2 53.2 6.8 -1.4 264.[5602 2- 3
4 -6.855 -29.807 1911.87892 -55.1 4.0 --81,5 51.4 90.43894 0,984 --_8.2 58.0 47.9 II.5 10.0 180.19957 3- 4
5 -6.533 -23.516 [962.08016 -72.4 5.6 --82.3 36.4 92.35558 0.935 -84.7 64.2 42.5 22.1 21.7 189.50548 4- 5
6 --12o900 -22.685 2007.0?243 --49.1 8.4 -8103 48.4 94.9332[ 0.884 -90.2 65.7 42.2 28.4 22.1 194.42446 5- 6
T -19.990 -21.354 2[03.2[164 -35.2 12.5 -81.3 56.8 99.04790 0.793 -95.? 68.0 42.5 38.2 21.0 218.20426 6- ?
8 -20.006 -28.562 2041.12912 -[7.8 ?,4 -77.7 69o1 96.55223 0.850 -95.2 61.3 67.9 32.3 7.9 205.[2471 ?- 8
9 -20.185 -38.325 2025.74257 3.6 2.[ -74.1 83.4 95.34922 0.869 -94.8 55.2 53.3 30.6 -4.6 192.46191 8- 9
I0 -13.339 -35.566 1940.[0989 5.8 2.1 -76.8 T9.9 91,767[? 0.954 -90.2 53.4 53.1 18.3 -2.0 207.48452 9-10
11 -T.[57 -35.794 [899°91530 15.6 2.2 -80.4 73.1 89.29815 0.998 -85,5 52.2 53.2 6.8 -1.4 187.35000 [O-ll
12 -2.340 -41.809 1917.86551 104.2 1.4 -83.? 16.8 8?.62666 0,994 -82.2 45.8 58.9 13.3 -13.Z 232.89485 11-[2
13 -2.048 -35.993 1895.42368 151.[ 2.3 -84.0 62.6 86.6899? 0.982 -81.6 51.5 53.7 3.7 -2.2 176.25810 12-13
14 --1.697 -30.131 [907.34398 --109.4 3.1 -83.9 37.0 89.14887 0.999 -80.9 57.4 48.4 10.0 8.8 177.77593 13-[4
15 -[.2T3 -23.977 1956.3891[ -99.1 3.? -83.6 22.1 91.03084 0.951 -80.0 63.8 43.1 21.2 20.2 186.77449 14-15
16 -0.743 -17.189 2050.08191 -95.9 4.1 -82.9 14.4 94.050?4 U.868 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 206.20382 15-[6
17 -6.IT? -16.556 2058.49939 -T8.4 7.2 -82.8 26.5 95.52802 0.847 -84.1 ?I.[ 37.2 34.0 33.9 [65.10201 16-17
18 -12.770 -15.289 2111.76001 -60.T 11.4 -83.4 37.7 98.48948 0.79[ -90.2 72.8 36.9 39.0 35.0 203.24302 17-18
19 -20.194 -13.090 2225.17063 -47.5 [7.5 -85.5 46.4 [03.39325 0.689 -96.2 75.7 37.2 47.7 35.4 233.12429 I8-19
20 -29.513 -8.755 2442.95804 -38.l 28.2 -91.4 53.2 112.04700 0.512 -102.2 80.7 38.2 60.4 36.5 306.30091 19-20
21 -28.586 -[9.011 2276.18182 -26.9 19.? -83.4 62.9 105.77297 U.644 -IOL.O ?[.7 43.3 51.0 18.3 272.90673 20-21
22 -28*273 -27.376 2196.30432 -13.0 11.1 -77.9 73.9 102.47202 O.?[J -100.1 64.4 48.6 45.6 3.4 222.98822 21-22
23 -28.34J -35.048 2175.54163 2.6 2.3 -72.8 85.9 100.97690 0.735 -99.3 58.1 53.9 44.[ -[0.3 284.55091 22-23
24 -28.749 -42.66[ 2206.69968 17.8 -6.8 -67.4 8.5 100.9750_ 0.715 -98.6 52. L 59.0 46.3 -23.6 202.91016 23-24
25 -20.517 -42.040 2052.73892 24.1 -3.3 -69.7 8.6 95.26L43 0.853 -94.4 49.3 58.6 33.5 -16.9 249.94329 24-25
26 -[3.642 -41.787 1964.93552 36.1 --1.2 -T3.? 9.5 91.65300 0.940 -90,I 47.5 58.4 22.6 -13.T 208.38989 25-26
21 -7.451 -41.735 1923.31139 63.3 0.2 -78.7 12.1 89.35852 0.989 -8_.9 46.4 58.5 14.7 -12.6 1fl?.53979 _6-27
28 -2°340 -41.809 1917.86551 104o2 [.4 -83.7 16.8 87.62666 0.994 -82.2 45.8 58.9 13.3 -13.2 154.80582 27-28
25
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-Vll CAMERA FA 12
TAB NO 23 ATLAS PHOTO NO 23 POD SEQUENCE NO 52
JULY 31_1964 13 H8 10 R[h 45 SEC 199 RS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO ]NPAC7 ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
903.601 1883.80429 -3.716 -34.938 3619.260 1,974 -74.129 116.923
PH070 OATA
Pi LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
I -11.987 -17.762 2055.75146 -10.8 7.0 -76.9 72.8 93.86035 0.899 -93,2 70.4 38.4 34.8 31. L O. O- 1
2 -13,091 -29*240 1943,39423 -27,8 5,4 -79.2 82.2 92.35848 [_.g]6 -90.2 89.4 47.6 20*7 10.0 340,97593 1- 2
3 -7.185 -35,704 1890.20102 14.H 2.2 -80.4 72,8 88.84364 0.998 -85,5 52,3 53,2 6,8 -1.3 262°88942 2- 3
4 -6.804 -29.747 1902.34215 -55.1 4.0 -81.5 51.3 89.98774 0.984 -H5.2 58.1 47.9 11.6 10.1 179.30462 3- 4
5 -6.§6_ -23.485 1952.65447 -72.3 5,7 -82.3 36.5 91o90218 C.934 -_4.7 64,3 42*5 22.2 21,7 188*00928 4- 5
6 -12.900 -22,657 1997,31447 -49,1 8.4 -81,3 48,3 94,47164 0*884 -90.2 65o7 42.2 28.4 22.1 193.49442 5- 6
7 -19,955 -21,332 2092.94833 -35,3 12.5 -81.3 56.7 98.56464 O,/9_ -95.7 68.0 42,5 38,2 21.l 217,L2361 6- 7
B -19.970 -28.504 2030.99606 -I/o9 7.4 -77.8 69.0 96.07202 U.850 -95.2 61.4 47.9 32.2 8.0 204.16717 7- 8
9 -20.146 -35.233 2015.399L7 3,4 2._ -74.1 R_-? 9_._62!2 _o_'; -_.a _._ 53.3 t0.8 -4.5 191.51509 8- 9
l_ _3.3_6 -35._/0 L9_0,25716 5,5 2.1 -76.8 79.6 91.30112 0.954 -90.2 53.5 53.1 18,3 -1.9 206.40421 9-10
11 -7,18_ -J5,/04 1890.20L02 14,8 2.2 -80,4 72.8 88,84364 0.998 -85.5 52,3 53.2 6.8 -1.3 186,40858 10-11
LZ -2.394 -41.688 1907.59_2_ 104.1 1.4 -83.6 15.7 87.1102_ 0.993 -82.2 45.9 5_.9 13.1 -L3.U 231.63921 11-12
13 -2._02 -35.903 L885.60106 151.9 2.3 -83.9 62.2 86.23L28 U.082 -81.6 51.6 53,7 3.b -2.1 175.28748 12-13
14 -1.752 -30.071 |897,69106 -109.0 3.1 -83.9 37.1 88,70732 I.O00 -80.9 87.4 48.4 lO*O 8.9 1/6.88027 13-14
15 -1.37_ -23.941 1946.639_4 -98.9 3.7 -83.6 22.2 90*57632 0.951 -80.0 63.5 43.L 21.2 20.2 185.87503 14-15
16 -0.802 -17.191 Z039.91734 -95.8 4.1 -82.9 14.6 93.88348 0.865 -79*0 /0.3 38.0 _3.2 32.0 205.2007[ 15-18
17 -5.210 -16.558 2048.46524 -78*3 /.2 -82.8 26.6 95.86187 Uo847 -84.1 71.1 37.2 14.0 33.9 164.89566 16-17
18 -12.71| -15.295 2101*55652 -b0.7 11.4 -83.4 3/.7 98.U1355 U.791 -9U.2 /2.8 36.9 39.0 35.0 202.27898 17-18
19 -2_,15/ -13,110 2214.92880 -47,5 17.5 -85.5 46.4 102,88989 0,689 -96.2 75.7 3/,2 47.6 35.3 232.54692 18-19
20 -29,421 -8.818 24J0.41855 -38,2 28.1 -91,3 53,2 LLL.47235 0.SlJ -102,2 80.6 38.2 60,3 Jb.4 304,32947 19-20
21 -28*502 -19.005 2_64.73532 -27*0 19.6 -83.4 62.8 10_.24103 0.648 -101.0 71.6 43.3 50.9 L8.4 271.J6660 20-21
22 -28.189 -27.J23 2185*118L3 -13.1 1_.1 -77.9 r3.8 101.94973 0./1_ -lO0.1 64,5 48.6 45.5 3.5 221,90988 21-22
23 -28.256 -34o950 2164.11884 2.5 2.4 -72.9 85.7 10U.44602 0.736 -99.3 58.| 53,8 44,0 -10.1 203.52705 22-23
24 -28.654 -42.513 2194.54031 17.7 -6.6 -67.5 8.3 100.41178 U._L7 -90.6 52,2 59.0 46.2 -23.4 201.73042 23-24
25 -20.414 -41.9U9 2041°83105 23.9 -3.2 -69.8 8.3 94.75485 0._54 -94.4 49.4 58.6 33.4 -16.8 248.33000 24-25
26 -13.63/ -4l.Oo3 1954.59328 35.9 -1.2 -73.8 9.1 91.17056 0.940 -90.1 47.7 58.4 22.5 -13.5 207.21390 25-26
27 -/._78 -41o6[4 1913.14221 63.U 0.3 -78.7 11*5 88.88323 U.990 -85.9 46.5 58*5 14.6 -12.5 186.55978 26-27
28 -2.394 -_Io688 1907.59824 104.1 1.4 -83.6 15.7 87.11023 _o993 -SZ.Z 45.9 58.9 13.1 -13.0 153.98618 27-28
TAB NO 24 ATLAS PHOTO NO 24 POD SEQUENCE NO 54
JULY 81,1964 13 HR 10 NIN 50 SEC 319 MS
TRAJECTURV UATA 5EC TO |RPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH 12
898.481 1874.07779 -J.136 -34.896 3609.533 1.976 -7_.099 I16.918
PHUrG OATA
PT LAt LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8iA A2PHA2 INCO PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.978 -17.780 2045.29445 -11.0 7.0 -77.0 72.7 93.39178 _.899 -93.2 70.3 38.4 34.7 31.0 O. O- 1
2 -13.090 -29.178 L933.73970 -28,0 5.6 -79.2 62.0 91.89966 ().935 -90.2 59.4 47.6 20.7 10.0 338.67589 l- 2
3 -7.214 -35.613 1880.48328 13.9 Z.2 -80.4 72.4 88.38935 (;.9g_ -85.5 52.4 53.2 6.8 -1.2 251.62571 2- 3
4 -6,914 -29,6_6 1892,8C804 -55,2 4,0 -81,5 51,2 89,53666 0,98_ -85,2 58,2 47,8 11,7 10,1 178,41038 3- 4
5 -6,595 -23.453 1942,8391_ -72,2 5.7 -82.3 36,5 91.44931 _.934 -84,7 64.3 42,5 22.2 21,8 187.t1597 4- 5
6 -12.900 -22.626 1987.57347 -49.1 8.5 -81.3 40.3 94.0108/ U.803 -90.2 65.7 42.2 28.4 22.2 192.56598 5- 6
7 -19,920 -21,307 2082.71262 -35,3 12.5 -81.3 56,6 98,0826_ 0.79] -95,7 68,0 62,5 88,2 21,1 Z16,0496_ 6- 7
8 -19,934 -28,444 2020,878/1 -18.1 7.4 -77,8 88,8 95.59414 0,850 -95,2 61°4 _7,9 32,2 8,1 203,21528 /- 8
9 -20,108 -J5°138 2005,06351 3,2 2.2 -74,2 82,9 94,37538 0.869 -94,8 55.4 53,3 t0,5 -4,4 190.57050 8- 9
10 -13,333 -35,384 1920,40521 5,2 2,2 -76,9 79,3 90,83510 0.954 -90,2 53,5 53,1 18,3 -1,8 205,32701 9-10
11 -7.214 -35.613 1880.4832R 13.9 2.2 -80.4 72.4 88.38935 0.998 -85.5 52.4 53.2 6.8 -1.2 185.46811 10-11
12 -2.449 -41.505 1897.32011 104.0 1.4 -83.6 14.7 86.59331 0.993 -82.2 46.0 58.9 13.0 -12.9 230.38311 11-12
13 -2.157 -15.812 1875,77231 152.7 2.3 -83.9 61.9 85.77248 0.982 -81.6 51.7 53.7 3.5 -2.0 lT4.3LbUr 12-13
14 -1.8U8 -30,009 L888,0379] -108.5 3.1 -83.9 37,2 88,2664_ L.00U -00,9 51.5 48.4 10.1 9.0 175,98506 13-14
15 -L,386 -23,914 1936.89757 -98,8 3.7 -83.6 22.4 90,12242 O,951 -80.0 63,6 43.1 21,3 20.2 184,97805 14-15
lb -0.862 -17.192 2029.7721l -95.7 4.1 -82.8 14.7 93.11701 0.86_ -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.1 204.20409 15-16
17 -6,242 -16,558 2038.45462 -78,Z 1,2 -82.8 26.6 94,596/8 0,841 -84.1 71.1 37,2 34.1 33,9 164,09130 16-17
18 -12.772 -15._99 2091.38501 -60./ 11.5 -83.4 37.8 97.53908 0./91 -90.2 72.8 36.9 39.0 35.0 201.31967 17-18
19 -20.122 -13.126 22U4.13571 -41.5 11.5 -85.5 46.4 102.38878 0.689 -96.2 75.6 37.2 47.6 35.3 231.38125 18-19
20 -29,33U -8.8/1 2417,97482 -38.2 28.0 -91.3 53,2 110,90209 0.515 -102.2 80.5 38,2 60.2 36.3 302,39681 19-20
21 -28.419 -18,996 2253.340L2 -27.L 19,6 -83,4 82.8 104.71147 0.64_ -101,0 71,6 43.3 50.8 18,4 269.85924 20-21
22 -28,LO7 -_7,268 2173,96426 -L3.Z 11.2 -78.0 73.6 101,42892 0.714 -100.1 64,5 48,6 45.5 3.6 220,_4209 21-22
23 -28,170 -34.880 2152.71829 2,3 2,5 -73.0 85.6 99.91614 _.737 -99.3 58.2 53.8 43,9 -10,0 202.50740 22-23
24 -28.560 -42.363 2182,39905 17.6 -6,5 -67.6 8.1 99,86126 0,/19 -98.6 52.3 59,0 46,1 -23.2 200,55349 23-24
25 -20.432 -41,776 2030.92580 23,7 -3.L -69.9 8,0 94.24836 0.855 -94,4 49,5 58.6 33,3 -16,6 246,72746 24-25
26 -13.632 -41.537 1944.24673 35.6 -L.2 -73.8 B.7 90.68791 0.94L -90.1 4_.8 58.4 22.5 -13.4 206.07U76 25-26
27 -7,505 -41.491 1902,96465 62.b 0°3 -78.7 10,9 88,41055 0.990 -85,9 46.6 58,5 14,5 -12,4 I85,58019 26-27
28 -2.649 -41.565 1897.32011 I04.0 1.4 -83.6 L4.7 86.59331 0.99J -82.2 46.0 58o9 13.0 -12o9 153.16605 27-28
26
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RA-V|I CAMESA FA 13
TAB NO 25 ATLAS PHOTO NO 25 POD SEQUENCE NO 56
JULY 3111964 13 HR 10 H|N 55 SEE 439 MS
TRAJECTURY OATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
893.361 1864.36351 -3.756 -36.857 3599.799 |°978 -76o069 116.913
PHOTO OATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 81A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.969 -17.798 2034.82758 -11.2 7.0 -77.0 /2.5 92.92280 0.699 -91.2 70.3 38.5 36.7 31.0 0.
o-_2 -13.090 -29,117 1924.07603 -28.1 5.4 -79.2 61.9 91.6#O40 0.935 -90.2 59*5 47.6 20.8 10,1 336.37729 1-
3 -7.243 -35.522 1870.76011 13.1 2.2 -80.4 72.1 87.93505 0.998 -85.5 52.4 53.2 6.8 -1.1 260.36079 2- 3
4 -6.944 -29.624 1883.26605 -55.2 4.0 -81.5 51.1 89.08521 0.984 -85.2 58. Z 47.8 11.7 10.2 177.51571 3- 4
5 -6.626 -23.421 1933.21388 -72.2 5.7 -82.3 36.5 90.99598 0.934 -84.1 64.3 42.5 22.3 21.8 186.82157 4- 5
6 -12.901 -22.596 1977.82115 -49.! 8.5 -81.3 48.2 93.56957 U.883 -90.2 65.8 42.2 28.5 22.2 191.63833 5- 6
7 -19.885 -21.283 2072.46469 -35.4 12.5 -81.3 56.5 97.60014 0.193 -95.7 68.0 42.5 38.2 21.1 214.97428 6- 7
8 -1_.899 -28.384 2010.75162 -18.2 7.4 -77.9 68.7 95.11500 C.850 -95.2 61.5 41.9 32.2 8.1 202.26189 T- 8
9 -2D.07_ -35.044 1994.72154 3.0 2.3 -74.3 82.7 93,88832 0.870 -94.8 55.4 53.3 30.5 -4.3 189.62535 8- 9
10 -13.331 -35.292 1910.5469l 5.0 2.2 -76.9 79.0 90.36879 0.954 -90.2 53.6 53.0 18.3 -l.7 204.24940 9-10
11 -7.243 -35.522 1870.76013 13.1 2.2 -80.4 12.1 87.93505 0.998 -85.5 52.4 53.2 6.8 -1.1 184.52683 10-11
12 -2.504 -41.442 1887.04205 103.0 1.4 -83.5 13.6 86.07752 0.992 -82.2 46.1 58.9 12.8 -12.8 229.12807 11-12
13 -7.212 -35,721 1865.9_974 153.5 2.3 -83.8 61.5 85.31394 0.982 -81.6 51.8 53*7 3.4 -1.9 173.34566 12-13
14 -1.864 -29.948 1818.37845 -108.0 3.1 -83.8 37.2 87.82534 1.000 -80.9 57.6 48.4 lO.l 9.0 175.08954 13-14
15 -1.444 -23.882 i927.14732 -98.6 3.7 -83.5 22.5 89.66815 0.951 -80.0 63.6 43.| 21.3 20.3 184*08005 14-15
16 -0.921 -17.192 2019.61729 -95.6 4.2 -82.8 14.9 92.65014 U.865 -19.0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.1 203.20619 15-16
17 -6.275 -16.558 2028.43240 -78.2 7.2 -82.8 26.7 94.13116 0.847 -84.2 71.1 31.2 34.1 33.9 163.28624 16-17
18 -12.773 -[5.304 208|.20026 -60.6 11.5 -83.4 37.8 97.06400 0.791 -90.2 72.8 36.9 39.0 35.0 200.35895 17-18
19 -20.086 -13.143 2193.32849 -47.5 11.5 -85.5 46.4 101.88702 0.690 -96.3 75.6 37.2 47.6 35.3 230.21398 18-19
20 -2_.239 -8.921 2405.52191 -38.2 27.9 -91.2 53.1 110.33140 0.616 -102.2 80.5 38.2 60.1 36.3 300.46758 19-20
Zl -_0oJ36 18.1_7 2_',_._ _7 -_7.1 19.5 -83.4 62.7 104.18141 0.647 -101.0 71.6 43.3 50.8 18.4 268.35220 20-21
22 -28.024 -_7.212 2162.80246 -13.3 11.2 -78.0 13.5 _Uu._vii_ 0.7Z; ,_,, i _4_ 48.6 45.4 3.7 2|9.1T264 21-22
23 -28.083 -36.751 2141.31451 2.2 2.6 -73.1 85.4 99.38610 0.738 _99_3 _8.2 83.8 43,8 -9.8 201.48140 ¢¢-LJ
24 -28.466 -42.214 2170.26328 17.4 -6.4 -67.8 7.8 99.30501 0.720 -98.6 52.3 59.0 46.0 -23.0 199.37960 23-24
25 -20.389 -41.643 2020.0194| 23.5 -3.1 -70.1 7.8 93.74181 0°855 -94.4 49.6 58.6 38.Z -16.5 245.12961 24-25
26 -13.627 -41.411 1933.89790 35.3 -1.1 -73.9 8.3 90.20515 0.941 -90.| 47.9 58.4 22.4 -13.3 204.92807 25-26
27 -1.533 -41.368 1692.78551 62.3 0.3 -78.7 10.2 87.93780 0.990 -85.9 46.7 58.5 14.4 -12.3 184.60033 26-27
28 -2.504 -41.442 1887.04205 103.8 1.4 -83.5 13o6 86°07752 0°992 -82.2 46.1 58.9 12.8 -12.8 152.34573 27-28
TAB NO 26 ATLAS PHOTO NO 26 POD SEQUENCE NO 58
JULY 3l_1964 13 HR 11 HIN 0 SEE 559 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEE TO IHPAC1 ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
888°240 1854.59916 -3.776 -34.817 3590.055 1.980 -74.039 116.908
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA AQ 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.960 -17.816 2024.34914 -11.4 7.0 -77.0 72.3 92.45263 0.899 -93.2 70.3 38.5 34.7 31.0 O. O- 1
-13.088 -29.058 1914.38814 -28.3 5.4 -79.3 61.7 90.97999 0.935 -90.2 59.6 41.6 20.8 10.1 334.11457 1- 2
-?.271 -35.433 1861.02806 12.3 2.2 -80.4 71.7 87.48037 0,998 -85.5 52.5 53.2 6.9 -1.0 259.09102 2- 3
4 -6.973 -29.564 1813.7C653 -55.2 4.0 -81.5 51.0 88.63293 0.98J -85.2 58.3 47.8 11.8 10.3 176.61950 3- 4
5 -6.657 -23.390 1923.56198 -72.1 5.7 -82.2 36.6 90.54140 C_.914 -84.7 64.4 42.5 22.3 21.8 185.92278 6- 5
6 -12.900 -22.567 1968.03415 -49.2 8.5 -81.3 48.2 93.08664 0.883 -90.2 65.8 42.2 28.5 22.2 190.70510 5- 6
? -19.850 -21.260 2062.11133 -35.5 12.5 -81.4 56.5 97.11547 4.793 -95.7 68.0 42.8 38.2 21.2 213.89083 6- ?
8 -19.862 -28.326 2000.59209 -18.3 7.5 -77.9 68.5 94.63434 U.850 -95.2 61.5 67.9 32.2 8.2 201.30117 7- 8
9 -20.031 -34.951 1984.35818 2.9 2.3 -74.3 82.5 93.40028 0.870 -94.8 55.5 53.3 30.4 -4.2 188.67718 8- 9
10 -13.328 -35.201 1900.67372 4.7 2.2 -76.9 78.8 89.90177 0.954 -90.2 53.7 53.0 18.3 -1.6 203.16750 9-10
11 -7.271 -35.433 1861.02806 12.3 2.2 -80.4 71.7 81.48037 0.998 -85.5 52.5 53.2 6.9 -1.0 183.58335 10-11
12 -2.858 -41.320 1876.77008 103.7 1.4 -83.5 12.6 85.56384 0.992 -82.2 46.3 58.9 12.7 -12.6 227.87485 11-12
13 -2.266 -35.631 1856.10361 154.4 2.3 -83.8 61.2 84.85584 0.982 -81.6 51.9 83.7 3,3 -1.8 172.37714 12-13
14 -1.919 -29.88? 1868.70703 -107.6 3.1 -83.8 37.3 87.38343 1.000 -80.9 57.6 68.4 10.1 9.1 174.19300 13-14
15 -1.500 -23.851 1917.31663 -98.4 3.8 -83.5 22.7 89.21295 0.951 -80.0 63.6 43.1 21.3 20,3 183.17850 14-15
16 -0.980 -17.194 2009.43173 -95.5 4.2 -82.8 15.0 92.18191 U*865 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.1 202.20153 15-16
17 -6.301 -16.560 2018.37204 -78.1 7.3 -82.8 26.8 93.66360 0.841 -84.2 71.1 37.2 34.1 33.9 162.47819 16-17
IB -12.773 -15.310 2070.96686 -60.6 11.5 -83.4 37.8 96.58668 0.791 -90.2 72.8 36.9 39.0 35.0 199.39157 17-18
19 -20.049 -13.162 2182.45706 -47.5 17.4 -85.5 46.4 101.38228 0.690 -96.3 75.6 37.2 47.5 35.3 _29.03451 18-19
20 -29.147 -8.986 2392.97607 -38.3 27.8 -91.2 53.1 109.75644 0.518 -102.2 80.4 38.2 60.0 36.2 298.51347 19-20
21 -28.25l -18.9_0 2230.46513 -27.2 19.5 -83.5 62.6 103.64844 0.648 -101.0 71.6 43.3 50.7 18.5 266.82119 20-21
22 -27.940 -_7.159 2151.59662 -13.4 11.2 -78.1 73.4 100.38453 0.715 -100.1 64.5 48.6 45.4 3.8 218.69197 21-22
23 -27.996 -34.653 2129.88177 2.1 2.6 -73.2 85.2 98.85478 0.739 -99.3 58.3 53.8 43.7 -9.7 200.46295 22-23
24 -28.371 -42.066 2158.11557 17.3 -6.2 -67.9 7.6 98.74830 0.722 -98.6 52.4 59.0 45.8 -22.8 198.20792 23-24
25 --2N.346 -41.511 2009.10370 23.3 -3.0 -70.2 1.5 93.23468 0.856 -94.4 49.7 58.6 33.1 -16.3 243.52986 24-25
26 --13.622 -41.287 1923)56443 35.0 -1.1 -74.0 ?.9 89.72219 0.942 -90.1 48.0 58.4 22.3 -13.1 203.78291 25-26
27 -7.560 -4_6 18_2.60701 61.9 0.3 -78.8 9.7 8_.46508 0.991 -85.9 46.9 58.5 14.3 -12.1 183o6189R 26-27
28 -2.558 -41.320 1876.77008 103.7 1.4 -83.5 12.6 85.56384 0.992 -82.2 46.3 58.9 L2.7 -12.6 151.52_80 27-28
27
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RA-VI| CAMERA FA 14
TAB NO 27 ATLAS PHOTO NO 27 POD SEQUENCE NO 60
JULY 3L,[96_I [3 HR 11MIN 5 SEC 678 85
TRAJkC[U_Y DATA SEL TO [MPACI ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
8H3.12[ [844.85172 -3.796 -34°777 }580,307 1.982 -74,008 [16.902
PH010 OA[A
P| LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AIN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A A2PHAZ ]NCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
[ -[[.951 -[7._t5 2013._6464 -11.5 7.0 -77,[ 72.1 91.98090 U.899 -93.2 70.3 38.5 34.6 30°9 O, O- [
2 -I3.005 -_9.000 1_04.669UH -28.4 5.4 -7_.3 6[.6 90.518[0 0.935 -90°2 59.6 47.6 20.8 [0.2 33[.9[944 l- 2
3 -?.29/ -15.145 [85[.29025 [i.5 2.Z -HO.4 7[.4 87.02527 0.g98 -85.5 52.6 53,2 6.9 -0.9 257.81387 Z- 3
4 -7,00[ -Zg.506 1864.[2738 -55.Z 4.1 -_[,5 56.9 88.|7973 0.083 -85°2 58.4 47.8 L[*9 10.3 [75o72143 3- 4
5 -8.6_6 23,362 ]9[_.81518 -72.0 5.7 -82.2 36*6 90.0852[ 0o9_ -84.7 64.4 42.5 22.3 21.9 [85.0175q 4- 5
6 -[Z.Rg_ -22.54[ [g58.[g850 -49.2 8.5 -8[._ 48.[ 92.62141 U.HR_ -90.2 65.8 42.2 28.5 22.3 [89.76481 5- 6
7 -[9.8[2 Z[,24U _05[.RLOOb -35.5 [Z.5 -81.4 56.4 96.62758 _.79J -95.7 68. L 42.5 38.2 21.2 212.7958! _- 7
8 -19.8_4 -28.Z7[ 1990.3_685 -[8.4 ?.5 -77.9 6R.& 94.!_50 _2.&;5C -99°_ bL.6 4_o9 32°2 8.3 200°32874 7- 8
q - Q a_'C _4._;Gl E_73.9_0_U 2.I _.4 -74.4 82.3 92.9[U_6 U.870 -94.8 55.6 53.3 _0.4 -4.[ [87.7244[ 8- 9
|0 -[3.323 35°I_3 [090.18450 4.4 2.2 -77.0 ?8.5 8_.4340[ U.954 -90,2 5)°8 _3o0 [8o3 -[,5 202.07889 9-10
il -/.2'_7 35._I_ 185[.290Z5 [1.5 Z.2 -80.4 I[.4 87.U2527 ().998 -85.5 52.6 53.Z 6.9 -0.9 L82.63655 I0-[I
i2 -2.01_ _41.2U0 1866.51614 103.5 1.4 -81.4 II.6 85.0534_ 0.991 -82.2 46.4 56.9 12.b -12,5 226.62492 [1-12
[3 -2.31'_ -35.543 1846.27052 155,4 2.3 -_-/ 60.8 S 4.39861 0o_/8_ -81-6 52-0 5]*7 3"2 -['7 [?['4|[9q [2-[_
[A -I°972 -_9o828 [859.0/52[ -L07,[ 3.1 -83./ _5,6 86.9317_ [.0011 -_I0.9 51.7 48.4 [0.2 9._ L/3°Z954( [3-[4
15 -1.555 23.b22 EGO/.58[28 -98.2 3.8 -83._ 22.8 88.756_5 (}°951 -80.0 63.7 4_.1 21,[ 20.4 |82°27167 [4-[5
|6 -1,0J8 -|7.[qg 1999.20_5 -95.4 4.2 -82.8 [5o2 91._[185 0.866 -tg.U 70.3 38.0 33.[ 32.1 20_.[8605 [5-16
[I -6.33H I_.565 Z008.25682 -?8.[ 1.3 -82.I 26,9 93.[g398 _o_4! -84.2 ?[.[ 3_.2 14.1 33*9 161.bb570 16-[7
[8 --[2,_12 |5.J2U 2060._058 --60.b [[.5 -8_.4 _7°8 96.[0600 0°79[ -gO,2 7Z.8 ]6.9 3W.O 35.0 |98°41363 I]-18
[9 -20.0]I -13.]8& 21/[.4848_ -47°b [?.4 -88.5 46.3 100.8728/ U.Ag[ -98.3 75.b 37.2 47.5 35.3 X27.83443 [8-19
20 -_9.052 -9.U52 /J8U.27295 -38.3 2(.7 -91.I 53.0 [09.[7425 (}°5[9 -[02.2 80.3 38.Z 59.9 36.[ 296.5[[70 [9-20
2[ -28.[64 -18.g?8 ?_[8.8969[ -27°3 [9.4 -8_.5 62.5 [03.1_081 (}.64H --101.0 7[.6 43.3 50.6 18.5 _65.2W624 20-Z[
22 --27.854 27.L09 Z[40._2233 -[_.5 [I.2 -78.t ?_.Z 99°888[5 U.I[6 -[00.L b_.6 4_.b 46.3 3,9 2[7.59257 21-22
Z3 -2/.g(}6 34.5%9 2_[8.4C500 2.0 2.? -73.3 88.0 98.32148 U._4_J -99°3 88.3 53.8 43.7 -9.6 _99.4_L25 22-23
24 -28°21J -4[.922 2148.94839 [7,Z -6.[ -68.0 7.4 98.19083 0.724 -98.6 82.5 89.0 45,7 -22.6 [97°0)836 23-24
25 -29.301 -4L.IOZ L_gH.L184L 23.1 -2.9 -70.3 7.2 92._2756 ()._5_ -94.4 49.8 58.5 _3.0 -[6.Z 24[.92352 24-25
26 -13.615 -4[.165 1913.1';089 34.8 -[.l -74.0 ?.6 89.23926 0.942 -90.I 48.[ 58.4 22.2 -[3.0 _02.63321 25-26
27 -/.505 4[.120 18/2.437/3 6i.6 0.3 -78.8 g.[ 86.99279 0.991 -88.9 47.0 58.5 14.2 -12.0 L82.63624 26-27
Z8 -Z.610 4[.z00 |866,51614 [03°5 i.4 -83.4 [[.6 85°05]44 0.99i -82._ 46.4 58,9 |2.6 -[2,5 /50,_0656 27-28
TAB NO 28 ATLAS PHOTO NO 28 POD SEQUENCE NO 62
JULY 3I,[9_4 l_ HR 1[ MIN LU SLC 798 MS
TRAJECIORY OATA SLD rO IMPACI ALT tAT tON R V PIH AZ
8/8.00[ 1835,09427 -3.8[7 -34.731 3570.550 1,984 -73.9/U ll6.89_
PHOTO I)AIA
PT LA[ LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA A_ _/A AIPHA2 |N_U PHAZ EMIS ALPIIA SCALh P|-PI
L -1[.94_ [7.883 2003.33851 -[l.7 7.0 -77.L (1._ 9L.50_68 (J.899 -93.2 70.3 38.5 _4.6 30.9 O. O- l
2 -13.0_2 -28,*143 [894.g3921 -28.6 5.4 -79.3 6[.4 90.05569 0.9_4 -90.2 59.7 41,6 20.9 [U.J 329.12458 [-
3 -7.324 -35.25/ 184£.54514 [0.7 2.2 -80.4 ?|.l 86.57002 0.998 -O5.5 52.7 53.Z 6.q -0._ _56._52/ Z- J
4 -7.029 ÷29°447 L_54.93857 -55°_ 4.i -81.5 _0.8 81.72607 0.90} -85.2 58°4 47.8 LI.9 [0.4 i74.d226/ 3- 4
5 -6.715 -23.J33 lgO4.1PO9(_ -72.u b.8 -82.2 56,6 89.62849 t).q_1 -84./ 64.4 42.5 22.4 21. () [84.11[0'_ 4- 5
6 -[2.89/ _Z2°516 1948.35011 -49.2 8.5 -8[.3 48.[ 92.15558 O.RBZ -90.2 65.9 4_.2 28.5 22.3 188.823[I 5- 6
7 -19.775 -2[.22[ 204[o4355 _ -35-6 [2-4 -8[°4 56-3 g6.[3908 0"]9| -95"7 68°[ 42"5 _8"2 Z['2 _I|°b'_6 6- 7
8 -[9°_H5 -d8°216 1900,[7001 -[8.5 7)5 -_*0 68°_ _J,_6814 5.8_) -95,2 6[°6 47.9 32.2 8._ |99.354_2 ]- 6
9 -[9.94_ 14./70 I963.5673/ 2.5 2.4 -74.5 82.1 92.42[26 U.871 -94.8 55.? 53.3 10.3 -4.u 186.170_0 8- 9
[0 -13o318 35.024 Ld80.88727 4.L 2.3 -_?.0 78.2 08.965_6 0°954 -qO°_ 53.9 $3.0 [8.3 -[.4 Z00.90976 9-[0
11 -7.3Z_ -35.257 184[.54514 [O./ 2.2 -80.4 7[.[ 80.57002 (),_gH -85.5 52.7 53,2 6.9 -0.8 |8[o688gZ [O-l[
[2 -2.662 -4L.080 |866.259f2 |03.4 1.4 -83.4 [0.6 84.54392 U.g9| -82.2 46.5 58.9 L2.b -12.4 _25._[552 [L-12
[3 -2.372 -35.455 1836.43[50 156.) 2.) -83.? 60.5 83.94151 (),98[ -81.6 52.1 53.7 _.l -1.8 l?O.447_q 12-13
[4 -2.026 -L9.770 [849.3_505 -[Ob._ J.[ -83./ _5.7 86.48434 Io000 -80.q 5?.8 48.4 I0*2 9.Z [72.39?)8 [3-[4
[5 -[.6[[ _]°793 |_9_.??189 -98.0 1.8 -83.4 23,0 8_.29990 0°950 -80°0 63.7 43°[ 2[*3 20.4 18[._6_65 [4-|5
[6 -L.096 -|?°203 _gBR.96&_5 -gS._ 4.3 -82.7 [5.3 9[.24129 (_.866 -?9.0 _0.3 _8.0 33.1 32.1 200.[6928 15-_6
l? -b.369 -L6o_69 [998.[28?4 -78.U ?.3 -82.? 26.9 92.72_57 0.84/ -84.2 7[.L 3T.2 14.[ 33.9 [60.85242 [6-[7
18 -12.77[ |5.329 2050.34006 -60.b 1[.5 -83.4 31.8 98.62465 O.?q[ -90.2 72,8 36.9 39.0 35.0 191.4_4[2 ??-IS
[9 -[9.972 LI.209 2[60.49783 -4?.8 I?.4 -85.4 46.3 I00.36277 0.691 -96.3 75.6 37.2 47.5 35.3 226.b_291 I8-19
ZO -_8.gRb -q.[L7 2367.582[6 -38.4 27.b -9[.L 53.0 LOR.89L?L 0.521 -[02.2 80.3 38.2 89.8 36.[ _94.51498 [9-20
2[ -28,07? 18.976 2207.3[708 -27._ L9.3 -83.5 62o4 102.b?2b/ 0.64q -IdL.O 7[,b 43.3 50.6 [8.5 263.6?289 20-Zl
22 --Z?.768 -Z].059 Z_2g.0J928 -[J.6 ILo2 -78.2 (3.1 9_.331_6 0.71/ -_UUo_ 64.6 48o6 45.2 4.0 Z|6.49157 2L-ZZ
_3 -27.8[? -J4.464 _[06.92365 |.8 2.7 -73.4 84,8 9_.78797 0./4L -9g.3 58.4 53.8 43.6 -9,4 [98.39895 22-23
24 -28.[?6 -4[*?78 2133.78467 [7.0 -6.0 -68*2 7,2 97.63353 0.?25 -98*6 82.6 59oU 45.6 -_2.4 [95.8?[34 23-24
25 -Z0o256 -41.254 1987.250U0 23.0 -2.9 -70*4 6.9 92.220[[ {I.858 -94.4 49°9 58.5 33.0 -[6.C 240.32[6[ 24-25
26 -13.607 4[°043 1902.83293 34°5 -l.O -74.L ?.2 8_.75612 U.943 -90.L 48.2 58.4 22.2 -_2.9 20[°4840[ 25-26
27 -?.610 -41.0U? 1862=26459 6[.2 0.3 -78.8 8.5 86.52012 0.992 -85.g 47.[ 58.5 [4.[ -[[.9 L8[.65290 26-27
28 -2.662 -4[,080 1856.259/2 [03*4 L.4 -83.4 LOo6 _4o54Jg2 Do991 -82*2 46=5 58og [2°5 -_2o4 L49o88712 27-28
28
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[| CAMEKA FA 15
TAB NO 29 ATLAS PHOTO NO 29 POD SEQUENCE NO 64
JULY 31yl964 13 HR II HIM 15 SEC 918 M5
TRAJECTURY OATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
872.881 1825.32901 -3.837 -84.697 3860.784 1.986 -73,947 116.892
PHOTO DAIA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.933 -17*871 i992.8626T -11.9 T.U -77.2 71.7 91.03605 0.899 -93.2 70.3 38.5 34.6 30.9 O. O- [
2 -13.079 -28._86 [885.20248 -2_.7 5.4 -79.3 61.8 89.59296 0,934 -90.2 59.7 47.6 20.9 [0.3 527.51645 I- 2
3 -7.350 -35.169 1831.79369 10.0 2.3 -80.4 70.8 86.11461 U.998 -85.8 52.8 53.2 6*9 -0.7 255.25596 2- 3
6 -7.057 -29.309 1844,96414 -55.3 4.1 -81.4 50.7 87.27215 0.983 -85.2 58.5 67.8 12.0 10.5 173.92372 3- 4
5 -6.744 -23o304 1894.47404 -71.9 5.8 -82.2 36.6 89.17158 0.933 -84.7 64.8 42.5 22.4 21.9 i83.20472 4- 5
6 -12.895 -22.489 [938.49667 -49.3 8.5 -81.3 48.0 9|o60951 0.882 -90.2 65.9 62.2 28.6 22.3 [87.88079 5- 6
7 -19.731 -21.201 2031.05580 -35.6 12.4 -81.4 56.2 95.65033 0.793 -95.7 68.1 42.5 38.2 21.2 2[0.59679 b- 7
8 -19.747 -28.160 1969.94591 -1_.7 7.5 -78.0 68.1 93.18443 0.850 -95.2 61.6 67.9 32.2 8.4 198.38094 7- 8
9 -19.908 -34.680 1953.16005 2.4 2.4 -74.6 81.9 91.93117 0.871 -94.8 55.7 53.3 30.3 -3.9 185.81707 8- 9
LO -[3.313 -34.936 1870.98207 3.0 2.3 -77.1 78.0 88.49734 0.954 -90.2 54.0 53.0 18.3 -1.3 199.89958 9-|0
11 --_.350 --J5.169 1831.79359 10.0 2.3 --80.4 70.8 86.11461 0.998 --85.5 52.8 53.2 6.9 -0.7 180.74031 10--11
12 -2.714 -40.960 1845.99918 i03o2 1.3 -83.3 9.6 84°03486 0.990 -82.2 46.6 58.9 12.3 -12.3 224.12650 [1-12
13 -2.424 -35.366 1826.58709 157.4 2.3 -83.6 60.2 83.48454 0.981 -81.6 52.2 53.7 3.0 -lob 169.48303 [2-13
16 -2.080 -29.710 1839.64[08 -106.3 3.1 -83.7 35.8 86.03075 1.000 -80.9 57.8 48._ 10.3 9.3 171°49920 13-14
15 -1.666 -23°764 1887.96864 -97.8 3.8 -83.4 23.1 87.84305 0.950 -80.0 63.7 63.1 21.4 20.4 180.65607 14-15
16 -1.154 -[7.207 1978,72746 -95.2 4.3 -82.7 15.5 90.77081 0.866 -79e0 70.3 38.0 33.1 32.1 199.[5418 [5-16
17 -5.400 -16.574 1988.00050 -7_.9 7.3 -82.7 27.0 92.25314 0.84/ -84.2 71.1 37.2 34.1 33.9 160.03922 16-[7
[8 -12.770 -15.339 2040.01836 -60.6 11.5 -83.4 37.8 95._4325 U.792 -90.2 72.8 36.9 39.0 35.0 196.45431 17-18
19 -[9.934 -13o_32 2149.51105 -47.6 17.3 -85.4 46.3 99.85268 0.692 -96.3 75.5 37.2 47.4 35.2 225.63211 18-19
20 -28o861 -9o181 _354o86322 -38.4 27°4 -91.0 53.0 108.00970 U.522 -102.2 80.2 88.2 59.7 36.0 292°52767 19-20
£i 27.9 _In -1R.q73 2195.73563 --27.4 19.3 -83.5 62.4 102.03444 0°650 -101.0 71.6 43.3 50.5 18.6 262.10832 20--21
22 -27.681 -27.009 2117o75055 -l_°t xx.L 73.2 ?_ n _.80431 0o718 -[O0.1 64.6 68°6 45.2 4.1 215.39177 2[-22
23 -27.727 -34=370 Z095.63616 1.7 Z.8 -73.6 84.7 97.25418 0./42 -_9.J _o.4 03._ _._ -Q_ 197.36672 22-23
_4 --28°078 -4[°634 2121o61777 16.9 -5.8 -68.3 6.9 97.07608 U.721 --98.6 52.6 59.0 45.4 -22°2 [96.70569 23-24
25 -20.2li -41.]24 1976.31412 22.8 -2.8 -70.8 6.6 91.71231 0.859 -94.4 50.0 58.5 32.9 -18o9 238.72237 24-25
26 -1_°600 -40.920 1892.46753 34.2 -1.0 -74.2 6.8 88.27264 0.943 -90.[ 48.3 58.4 22.[ -12.8 200.33429 25-26
27 -7.635 -40.887 1852.08534 60.9 0.3 -78.8 7.9 86.04757 0.992 -85.9 47.2 58.5 14.0 -1[.8 180.66858 26--27
28 -2.714 -40.960 1845.99918 103o2 1.3 -83.3 9.6 84.03486 0.990 -82.2 46.6 58.9 [2.3 -[2.3 |69.06736 27-28
TAB NO 30 ATLAS PHOTO NO 30 POD SEQUENCE NO 66
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 11 MIN 21 SEC 38 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
887.761 1815.55585 -3°857 -34°656 355[.011 1.987 -73.916 116.087
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LGN RANGE AZ5/L AZN AZSUN AZA Ae O/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM|5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.924 -17.890 1982.34676 -12.U 6.9 -77.2 71.6 90.56303 U.899 -93.2 70.2 38.5 34.5 30.8 O. O- [
2 -13.075 -28.827 1875.45927 -28.8 5.5 -79.4 61.2 89.12992 0.934 -90.2 59.8 47.6 20.9 10.4 325.29005 1- 2
3 -7.37_ -35.080 1822.03532 9.2 2.3 -80.4 70.6 85.65899 0.998 -85.6 52.9 53.2 6.9 -0.6 253.97623 2- 3
4 -1.004 -29.329 1835.34486 -55.3 4.1 -81.4 50.6 86.81800 0.982 -85.2 58.5 47.8 12.| 10.5 173.02470 3- 4
5 -6.713 -23.274 [884.77107 -71.8 5.8 -82.2 36.7 88.7[459 0.933 -84.7 64°5 42.5 22.5 22.0 182°29906 4- 5
6 -12.893 -22.462 1928.64011 -49.3 8.5 -81.3 48.0 91.22330 (J.882 -90.2 65.9 42.2 28.6 22.3 186.93788 5- 6
7 -19.700 -21.181 202U.67268 -35.7 12.4 -81.4 56.2 95.16142 0o793 -95.7 68.1 42.5 38.2 21.3 209.49773 6- 7
8 -19.70_ -28.104 1959.714bi -18.8 7.5 -78.1 68.0 92.70038 U.850 -95.2 61.7 47.9 32.2 8°5 197.40798 7- 8
9 -19.867 -34.589 [942.743[2 2.2 2.5 -74.6 81.6 91.44064 0.871 -94.8 55.8 53*3 30°3 -3.7 184.86310 8- 9
10 -13.308 -34.846 1861.06861 3.5 2.3 -77.L 77.7 88.02843 0.964 -90.2 54.1 53.0 18.3 -[.2 198.B0830 9-10
11 -7.376 -35.080 1822.03532 9.2 2.3 -80.4 70.4 85.65899 0.998 -85.6 52.9 53.2 6.9 -0.6 179o79072 10-11
12 -2.766 -40.839 /835.73332 103.1 1.3 -83.3 8*6 83.52614 0.990 -82.2 46.8 58°9 12.2 -12.1 222.87775 11-12
13 -2°477 -35._77 1816.73956 158.5 2.3 -88.6 59.9 83.02768 0.981 -81.6 52.3 53.7 3.0 -I.6 168o51872 12-13
14 -2.134 -29.650 1829.94424 -105.9 3.2 -83.6 35.8 85.57702 1.000 -80.9 57.9 48.4 10.3 9.4 170.60115 13-14
18 --1.722 -23.734 1878.16164 -97;7 3.9 -83.4 23.2 87.38620 0.950 --80.0 63.8 43.1 21.4 20.5 179o54927 14-15
16 -1.212 -17.210 1968.49608 -95.0 4.3 -82.7 15*6 90.30058 0.866 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.1 32.1 198.14193 15-16
17 -6.431 -16.577 1977.87589 -77.9 7.3 -82.7 27.1 91.78288 0.847 -84°2 71.1 37.2 34.1 33.9 159°22625 [6-17
18 --12.769 -15.347 2029.69925 -bO.6 [1.5 -83.4 37*8 94.66198 _.792 -90.2 72.8 36.8 39.0 35.0 195.47464 17-18
19 -19.895 -13o255 2138o52856 -47.6 17.3 -85.4 46.3 99.34280 0°692 -96.3 75.5 37.2 47.4 35.2 224.23251 [8-19
20 -28.767 -9.244 2342.18161 -38.4 27.3 -91.0 52.9 107.42869 0.5_4 -102.2 80.1 38*2 59.6 35.9 290.55098 19-20
21 -27.903 -18.970 2184.15469 -27.5 19.2 -83.5 62°3 I01.49624 0.651 -101.I 71.6 43.3 50.6 18.6 260.55483 20-21
22 -27.596 -26.968 2106.45642 -13.8 11.2 -78.3 72.8 98.27700 0.719 -lO0.1 64.6 68.6 45.1 4.1 214.29404 21-22
23 -27.637 -34.275 2083.94104 1.6 2.9 -73.5 84°5 96.72003 U.743 -99.3 58.5 53.8 43.4 -9.1 196.33463 22-23
24 -27.981 -41.489 2109.44449 16.8 -5*7 -68=4 6.7 96.51832 _o729 -98.6 52.7 59.0 45°3 -22.0 193.54107 23-24
25 -20.165 -40.995 [965.36850 22.6 -2.7 -70.6 6.3 91.20405 0.860 -94.4 50.1 88.5 32.8 -[5.7 237.12522 24-25
26 -[3°592 -40.797 1882.09291 34.0 -1.0 -74.2 6.4 81.788/Z 0.944 -90.2 48.5 58*4 22.0 -12.6 199.18336 25-26
27 --7.660 -40o766 1841.89859 60°5 0.3 -78.8 7.4 85.57648 0.992 -85.9 47.4 58.5 13o9 -11o6 179.68324 26-27
28 -2*766 -40.839 1835.73332 103ol 1.3 -03.3 8.6 83°52614 G.990 -82.2 46o8 58.9 12.2 -12.1 148.24716 27-28
29
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA [6
TAB NO 31 ATLAS PHOTO NO 31 POD SEQUENCE NO 68
JULY 3[11966 13 HR [[ N[N 26 SEC [58 MS
tRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO ]HPACT ALt LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
862.66[ [805,71672 -3.878 -36.6[6 356[,230 [.989 -73.885 116,88[
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE P3-PT
I -L[.916 -[7.908 197[.82089 -[2.2 6.9 -77.3 7[.6 90.08958 0.899 -93.2 70.2 38.5 36.5 30.8 0. 0- [
2 --[3.072 -28.769 [865.70677 -29.0 5.5 -79.6 6[.0 88.66666 0.936 -90.2 59.8 67.6 20.9 [0.5 J23.06658 |- 2
3 -7.602 -36.99[ 1812.27126 8.6 2.3 -80.6 70o[ 85.20329 0.998 -85.6 53.0 53.2 6.9 -0.5 252.69515 2- 3
6 -7,[[2 -29*270 [825.73736 -55.3 6°[ -8[.6 50.5 86.36365 0.982 -85.2 58.6 67.8 12.l [O.b [72.12507 3- 6
5 -6.8U3 -23.265 18?5.05716 -71.8 5.8 -82.2 36.7 88.257[3 0.932 -86.7 66.5 62.6 22.5 22.0 181.39217 6- 5
6 -12.891 -22.635 [9[8.772[7 -69.3 8.5 -8[.3 67.9 90.75854 0.882 -90.2 65.9 62.2 28.6 22.6 [85.99368 5- 6
7 -[9.662 =Z|.[6| 20[0.27780 -35.8 [2.6 -81.5 58.[ 96.67196 0.796 -95./ 68.1 62.5 38.[ 2[.3 208.39756 b- 7
8 -19.669 -28.068 [969.67382 -[8.9 7.5 -78.[ 67.8 92.21581 0.850 -95.2 6[.7 67.9 32.2 8.5 [96.6_1 7- e
9 -[9.825 -36.698 1932.3|995 2.0 2.5 -76.7 8[.6 90.q_Q_ _.87_ _6._ _.9 53.3 30.2 -3.b [83.9086g 8- 9
[0 -[3.302 -35.7_7 1_;!_83_ _.Z _.J -27.[ 77.6 8/.55920 0.956 -90.2 56.[ 53.U [8.3 -[.L [97.71679 9-10
11 -7.602 -36.99[ 1812.27126 8.6 2.3 -80.4 70.[ 85.20329 (t.998 -85.6 53.0 53.2 b.9 -0.5 178.86039 [0-[1
[2 -2.8[/ -60.7[8 [825.66667 [0_.9 [._ -83.2 7.6 83.01835 _.989 -82.2 66.9 58.9 [2.[ -12.0 22[.62971 |[-12
13 -2._Zg -35.[H8 1806.8868[ 159.7 2.3 -83,6 59,6 82.57099 D.gBI -81.6 52.6 53.7 2.9 -[.3 167.55515 [2-[3
[6 -2._bI -_9.590 [82U.26052 -[05.5 3.2 -83.6 35.9 85.[229/ _.99_ -80.9 57.9 68.6 [0.3 9.6 169./0267 [3-[6
15 -1.77_ -_3.703 1868. J6606 -97._ 3.9 -83.3 23.6 86.92896 0.950 -80.0 63.8 63.1 2[.6 20.5 178.6616[ [6-[5
[6 -[.270 -[/.213 1958.25490 -96.9 6.6 -82.7 [5.7 89.82992 0.866 -19.0 70.3 38.0 3J.[ 32.[ [97.[2866 [5-16
I/ -8.661 -16.581 1967.73967 -77.8 7._ -82.7 21.1 91.31209 0.861 -86.2 7[.[ 37.2 36.| 33.9 158.61268 [6-17
[8 -|2.768 -[5.356 2019.36719 -60.6 [[.5 -83.6 37.8 96.[8009 0.792 -90.2 72.8 36.8 39.0 35.0 [96.6936R [7-[8
19 --|9.856 -[3.27/ 2[27.532/8 -¢7.7 [7.3 --85.6 68.2 98.83_29 0.895 -90.3 75.5 3/.2 67.6 35.2 _23.0J[72 18-[9
20 -28.672 -9.307 2329.69359 -38.5 21.2 -90..9 52.9 [06.86698 0.526 -[02.2 80.[ 38.2 59.5 35. U 288.57925 19-20
2l -27.816 -18.967 21/2.56662 -2/.5 [9.2 -83.5 62.2 [00.95760 0.652 -lOl.[ /[.5 63.3 50.6 [8.6 259.00285 20-21
22 -27.508 -26o908 2095.15525 -[3.9 I[.[ -78.6 72.7 9/.76936 0.720 -[00.[ 66.6 68.6 65.0 6.2 213.[9679 2[-22
23 -27.566 -_6.180 2072.66318 1.5 2.9 -73.6 86.3 96.18515 0.766 -99.3 58.5 53.8 63.3 -9.0 [95.30215 22-23
26 -27.883 -61._65 Z097.21667 [6.6 -5.6 -68.6 6.5 95.96082 0.130 -98.6 52.8 59.0 65.2 -21.8 192.31906 23-26
25 -20.119 -40.865 1956.42155 22.A -2.7 -70.1 6.0 90.69576 0.860 -96.6 50.2 58.5 32.7 -[5.6 235.53286 24-25
26 -13.586 -60.676 1871.7[559 33.7 -0.9 -76.3 6.0 87.30668 0.966 -90.2 68.6 58.6 22.0 -12.5 [98.03311 25-26
27 -7.686 -60*645 [831.7096_ 60.[ 0.3 -78*8 6.8 85.10121 0.993 -85.9 6/.5 58.5 13.8 -[[.5 [78.89753 26-27
28 -2.8[1 -60.1[8 1825.66667 102.9 1.3 -83.2 1.6 83,01835 0°989 -82*2 66,9 58.9 12.1 -12.0 167.62677 27-28
TAB NO 32 ATLAS PHOTO NO 32 POD SEQUENCE NO 70
JULY 3[t196_ [3 HR 1[ HlH 3| SEC 278 MS
TRAJECTDR_ OATA 5EC TO IMPAC1 ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
857.5Z2 /795.98587 -3.899 -36.575 353/.661 [.991 -73°856 116*876
PHOTO 9ATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 81A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ [HIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
[ -11.905 -17.926 196[.28523 -[2.6 6.9 -77.3 7[.2 89.6|572 0.899 -93.2 70.2 38.5 36.5 30.8 O. O- l
2 -[3.068 -28.711 1855.965[b -29.1 5.5 -79.6 60.9 88.20252 U.936 -90.2 59.9 67.6 2[.0 [0.5 320.86002 1- 2
3 -7.428 -36.902 1802.50151 7.6 2.3 -80.6 69.8 86.76752 0.99H -85.6 53.1 53.2 7.0 -0.5 251.61265 2- 3
6 -/.139 -29.2[[ [816.[2169 -55.3 6.[ -8[.6 50.4 85.90853 _.982 -85.2 58.7 47.B [2.2 _0.6 [71.22696 3- 6
5 -b.832 -23.2|5 1865.33322 -7[.7 5.8 -82.2 36.7 87.79920 0.932 -86.1 66.6 62.A 22.5 22.0 180.68610 6- 5
6 -12.889 -22°609 1908.89306 -69.6 8.5 -81.6 67.9 90.28926 0.882 -90.2 66.0 62.2 28.6 22.6 185.06836 5- 6
7 -19.626 -21.16l 1999.87123 -35.8 12.6 -8[.5 56.0 94.18195 0.196 -95.7 68.[ 62.5 _8.1 21.3 207.29614 6- 7
8 -[9.6_0 -27.992 [939.22372 -19.O 7.5 -78.2 67.7 91.73092 O.851 -95.2 61.8 67.9 32.2 8.6 195.65752 7- 8
9 -19.783 -J6.607 [92L.89063 1.8 2.5 -76.8 81.2 90.6587[ U.8/2 -96.8 55.9 53.2 30.Z -3.5 182.95329 8- 9
10 -[3.29/ °36.668 1861.22[68 3°0 2.6 -77.2 71.2 87.08966 0.955 -90.2 56.2 53.0 [8.3 -1.0 [96.62688 9-IU
ll -1.628 -36.902 1802.5G151 /.6 2.3 -80.6 69.8 86./6752 0.998 -85.6 53.[ 53.2 7.0 -0.5 [77.88923 10-[l
12 -2.869 -60.597 1815.19960 [02.8 1.3 -83.2 6.7 82.51151 0.989 -82.2 67.0 58.9 1[.9 -11.9 220.38248 [l-12
13 -2.581 -35.098 1/97.029/5 161.0 2.3 -83.5 59.3 82.11666 0.981 -81.6 52.5 53.7 2.8 -[.3 166.59236 12-13
16 -2.261 -29.53l 1810.53006 -105.1 3.2 -83.6 $5.9 86.66862 0.999 -B0.9 58.0 68.A 10.6 9.5 168.80379 [3-16
15 -L.8_2 -L3.873 1858.52190 -9/._ 3.9 -83.3 23.5 86.67L33 0.950 -80.0 63.8 63.l 21.A 20.6 177.73256 16-15
16 -[.321 -17.216 1948.0C600 -96.8 6.6 -82.7 [5.9 89.35882 0.866 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.1 32.[ 196.[1362 15-16
[T -6.692 -16.586 1957.59195 -77.8 7.6 -82./ Z/.2 90.84017 D.861 -86.2 7[.[ 37.2 36.1 33.9 157.59830 [6-17
18 -12.767 -15.365 2009.02226 -80.6 11.5 -83.6 37.8 93.69762 0.792 -90.2 72.8 36.8 38.9 35.0 L93.5[088 [7-18
[9 --19.818 -13.3OO 21[6.52386 -67.1 [7.2 -85.6 66.2 98.32117 0.693 -96.3 75.5 37.2 67.3 35.Z 22[.82972 18-19
20 -2B.5/7 -9.369 23[6.79926 -38.5 2/.[ -90.9 52.8 [O6o26518 0.52/ -[02.2 80oO 38.2 59.6 35.8 206.61256 19-20
21 -27.728 -18.966 2160.96506 -27.6 19.[ -83.6 62.| [00.61856 0.853 -[0[.1 71.5 63.3 50.3 [8.6 257.65216 20-21
22 -27.42[ -26.858 2083.86705 -[4.0 [L.[ -78.6 72.6 97.22[60 O./20 -[0Uo[ 66.7 68o6 45.0 4.3 Z[2.09620 2[-22
23 -27.656 -3_.085 2060.96281 1.3 3.0 -73.7 86.1 95,65136 0.765 -99.3 58.6 53.8 63.2 -8.9 194.26927 22-23
26 -2/.785 -41.2U2 2085.11666 [6.5 -5.6 -68./ 6.3 95.60359 0.732 -98*6 52.8 59.0 65.[ -2L.6 [9[.21969 23-26
25 -20.0_3 -60.736 L963.61363 22.2 -2.6 -70.8 5.8 90.18738 O.8b[ -96.6 50.3 58.5 32.6 -15.6 233°94506 26-25
26 -[3.576 -60.551 186[.33580 33.A -0.9 -76._ 5.6 86.82053 0.966 -90.2 68.7 58.4 2[.9 -[2.6 196.88326 25-26
21 -/.709 -60.526 1821,51863 59.7 0.6 -78.8 6.2 86.62798 0.99_ -85.9 67.6 58.5 13.7 -I[.6 L77./I162 26-2/
28 -2.869 -60._9/ 1_15.[9960 [02.8 [.3 -83.2 6.7 82.5[L5[ 0.989 -82.2 67.0 58.9 [[.9 -[1.9 [66.60629 27-28
3O
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 17
TAB NO 33 ATLAS PHOTO NO 33 POD SEQUENCE NO 72
JULY 31F1964 [3 H8 11 MIN 36 SEC 398 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC rO IMPACT ALT LAr LON R V PTH AZ
852.402 [786*[8886 -3.920 -34.533 3521.644 [.993 -73.822 [[6.87[
PHOTO UATA
P! LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.896 -[7.945 [950.73932 -12.6 6.9 -77.6 71.0 89.16142 0.89? -93.2 70.2 38.6 34.4 30.8 O. O- 1
2 -[5.065 -28.653 ]846.[7390 -29.3 5.5 -79.4 60.7 87.73815 U.934 -90.2 60.0 47.6 21.0 [0.6 318.61659 [- 2
3 -7.456 -36.813 1792.72572 6.9 2.3 -80.4 59.5 84.29166 0.998 -85.6 53.2 53.2 7.0 -0.6 250.|2881 2- 3
6 -7.L66 -_9.[5[ [806.49746 -55.4 4.[ -8[.6 50.3 85.453[9 U.982 -85.2 58.7 67.8 12.3 10.7 |70.32¢26 3- 6
5 -6.861 -23.[86 |855.59869 -71.7 5.8 -82.2 36.7 87.36071 0.932 -84.7 64.6 42.4 22.6 22.1 [79.5_469 4- 5
6 --12.881 -22.382 [899.00209 -69.4 8.5 -81.4 47.9 89.82[62 0.88[ -90.2 66.0 42.2 28.7 22.6 [D4.[0[75 5- 6
7 -19.586 -21.[2[ 1989.45233 _35.9 12.6 -81.5 55.9 93.69[35 0.794 -95.7 68.1 62*5 38.[ 21.3 206.19360 6- 7
8 -19.59| -27.936 [920.96370 -[9.2 7.5 -78.2 67.6 9[.2455[ 0.85[ -95.2 6[.8 67.9 32.[ 8.7 196.47988 7- 8
9 --[9.762 -34.3[6 [91[.45468 [.7 2.6 -74.9 8[.0 89.96729 U.873 -94.8 56.0 53.2 30.2 -3.6 |81.99739 8- 9
[0 -[3.29[ -36.578 183[.28813 2.7 2.6 -77.2 76.9 86.61980 0.954 -90.Z 54.3 53.0 18.2 -0.9 [95._3244 9-10
[[ -7.454 -36.813 1792.72572 6.9 2.3 -80.6 69.5 84.29[66 0.998 -85.6 53.2 53.2 7.0 -0.6 [76.95744 10-[1
[2 -_.921 -40.476 1806*93[[2 [02.6 1.3 -83.1 5°7 82.00558 0.988 -82.2 47.[ 58.9 [|.8 -[[.8 219o[3585 [[-[2
1_ -2.633 -35.009 1787.16800 162.4 2°3 -83.5 59.0 81.65807 0.981 -8[.6 52.6 53.7 2.7 -1.2 165.63028 12-|3
[4 -2.294 -29.47| 1800.8|239 -[04.7 3.2 -83.5 56.0 86.2139[ 0.999 -80.9 58.[ 48.4 10.6 9°6 [67.90440 [3-14
15 -1.887 -23.643 1868°68864 -97.2 3.9 -83.3 23.7 86.01328 0.950 -80.0 63.9 43.1 21.6 20.6 [76.8225_ [4-[5
16 -[.385 -L7oZ[9 1937.74272 -94.7 4.4 -82.6 [6.0 88.88725 0.866 -79.0 70.3 38.0 33.[ 32.1 [95.09749 [5-16
17 -6°523 -16.588 [947.43205 -77.7 1.4 -82.7 27.3 90.36889 U.847 -84.2 7[.1 37.2 _6.[ 33.9 156.7829] [6-17
18 -12.766 -15.374 1998.66310 -60.6 [[.5 -83.4 37.8 93.21450 0.792 -90.2 72.6 36.8 38.9 35°0 192.52677 [7-[8
19 -19.779 -[3.322 2105.50104 -47.7 17.2 -85.4 46.2 97.80940 0.694 -96.3 75.6 37.2 47°3 35.1 220.62653 [8-19
20 -28°482 -9.432 2306.09750 -38.6 27°0 -90.8 52.8 [05.68302 0*529 -[02.2 80.0 38.2 59°3 35.7 284.65042 [9-20
21 -27.661 -I8°961 Z[49.35565 -27.7 19.0 -83.6 62.0 99.8790[ 0.654 -10[.| 7[.5 43.3 50.2 |8.7 255.90256 20-21
22 -21.335 -Z6.UUI LUI_._JLX7 Z_._ _._ --7_ _ 7_.6 96.69308 0.72[ --[OO.l 64. T 68.6 64.9 4.4 Z[0.99207 21-22
23 -27°366 -33.991 2069.43930 1.2 3.0 -73.8 83.9 95.[[683 0.146 -_.J _O.o _._ _._ _.? !o_ _fl_ 2_-23
26 -27.688 -41.058 2072.95715 16.4 -5.3 -68.8 6.0 94.86659 0.733 -98.1 52.9 59.0 44.9 -2[.4 190.0628_ 23-24
25 -20.028 -40.607 1932.52382 22.1 -2.5 -71.0 5.5 89.67894 0.862 -94.4 50.4 58.5 32.5 -[5.3 232.36[98 24-25
26 -[3°568 -40.428 [850.95308 33.2 -0.9 -74.5 5.2 86.33624 U.945 -90.2 68.8 58.4 2[.8 -[2.3 [95.73377 25-26
27 -1o733 -40.404 [81[.32518 59.4 0.4 -78.8 5.6 84.15456 0.99_ -85.9 47.T 58.5 [3.7 -[1.3 [76.72534 26-27
28 -2.921 -40.476 [804.93112 [02.6 1.3 -83.[ 5.7 82.00558 0.988 -82.2 47.[ 58.9 [[.8 -11.8 [65°?8570 27-28
TAB NO 34 ATLAS PHOTO NO 34 POD SEQUENCE NO 74
JULY 3[p1964 13 HR [[ MIN 4[ SEC 5[8 MS
TRAJECFURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT AL7 LAT LON R V PTH AZ
867.282 1776.38397 -3.96[ -36.492 35[[.839 [.995 -73°79[ [16.865
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.887 -17.963 [940.18338 -12.7 6.9 -77.4 70.8 88.66670 0.899 -93.2 70.2 38.6 34.6 30.7 O. O- 1
2 -13.06[ -28.595 1836.39331 -29.6 5.5 -79._ 60.6 87.27334 0.933 -90.2 60.0 67.6 2|.0 [0.6 3[6.39384 [- 2
3 -7.480 -34.724 1782.96408 6.1 2.3 -80.4 69.2 83.83571 0°998 -85.6 53.3 53°2 7.0 -0.3 248.84368 Z- 3
4 -7°[94 -29°092 1796.8669[ -55.6 6.[ -8[._ 50.3 84o997_6 0.981 -85.2 58.8 47.8 12.3 [0°8 [69°42299 3- 4
5 -6°890 -23.156 [865.85403 -7[.6 5.8 -82.2 36.7 86.88186 U.931 -84.7 66.6 42.4 22.6 22.[ 178.66408 6- 5
6 -12.885 -22.355 1889.09981 -69.4 8.5 -8[.4 67.8 89.35304 0.88l -90.2 66.0 62.2 28.7 22.5 183.15383 5- 6
7 -19.548 -2[oL0| [979.02161 -36.0 12.4 -81.5 55.9 93.200[9 0.796 -95.7 68.1 42.5 38.[ 21.4 205°08973 6- 7
8 -19.552 -27.88[ 1918.69420 -[9.3 7.5 -78.3 67°6 90.75964 0.851 -95.2 61.9 47o9 32.[ 8.7 193.50072 7- 8
9 --19.700 -34.225 1901.0124[ 1.5 2.6 -74.9 80.7 89.47558 _.873 -94.8 56.1 53.2 _0.1 -3.3 18[.04086 8- 9
[0 -[3.286 -34.489 1821.34798 2.4 2°6 -77.3 16o6 86.[6963 0°954 -90.2 54.6 53.0 [8°2 -0.8 [94o43968 9-10
[[ -7.480 -34.124 1782.94408 6.1 2.3 -80.4 69.2 83.8357[ 0.998 -85.6 55.3 53.2 7.0 -0.3 175.98494 [O-[L
12 --2.972 -40.355 1794.66199 [02.5 [.3 -83.[ 4.8 8[.50057 0.988 -82.2 47o3 58.9 ||.7 -[[.6 2[7.88999 1[-12
[3 -2.686 -34.919 [777.30179 163.8 2.3 -83.4 58.7 81.20183 0.981 -81.6 52.7 53.7 2.6 -1.[ 166.66891 [2-13
[6 --2.347 -29°411 [79|.08783 --104.2 3.2 -83.S 36.0 83.75890 0°999 -80.9 58. I 48.4 10.5 9°7 [67°0046[ 13-[4
15 --[°943 -_3.613 [838.84679 --97.U 3.9 -83.2 23.8 85.55483 0.950 -80.0 63.9 43.[ 2[.5 20._ [75.9[150 14-15
16 -[.443 -17.222 [927.4_[69 -94o6 4.5 -82.6 |6.2 88.4[525 _.866 -79.0 T0°3 37.9 33.1 32.1 I94.08009 |5-16
17 -6.554 -16.592 1937.26060 -77.6 7.4 -82._ 27.3 89.89648 0.847 -84.2 7[.1 37.2 34.1 33.9 155._6683 16-17
_8 -[2.764 -15.383 [988.29222 -60o6 11.5 -83.4 37.8 92.73079 0.792 -90.2 72.8 36.8 38.9 35.0 19[.54120 17-18
[9 -19.740 -13.345 _094.46503 -47.7 [7.2 -85.4 46.2 91.29703 0.694 -96.3 75.4 37.2 47.3 35.1 2[9.42233 [8-19
20 -28.387 -9o495 229[.38947 -38°6 26.9 -90.8 52.8 105.[0056 0.530 -[02.2 79.9 38*2 59.2 35.6 282.69303 [9-20
2[ -27.554 -[8.959 2137.73712 -27°7 19.0 -83.6 61.9 99.33905 0°655 -[0[.[ 71.5 63.3 50.2 18.7 _54.35438 20-2[
22 --27°248 -26o7_7 2061°20822 -14.2 _[*[ -78.5 72.3 96°[6443 0.722 -[00°[ 64.7 48°6 44.8 6.5 209.88857 2[-22
23 -27.276 -33.897 2037.93301 [.l 3.1 -73.9 83.7 94.58218 0.741 -99.3 58.7 53*8 63.[ -8.6 [92.20|93 22-23
24 -27.590 -40.9[6 2060o805[[ [6.2 -5°2 -69.0 5.8 94.28984 G°735 -98.7 53.0 59°0 44.8 -21°3 [88.90847 23-24
25 -19.982 -40._78 [921.57277 21°9 -2.5 -71.1 5.2 89.17045 0.863 -94.4 50.5 58.5 32.4 -15.2 230.78352 24-25
26 -13.560 -40*_05 1840.5676l 32°9 -0.8 -76.5 4.9 85.85183 0.946 -90.2 48.9 58.4 21.8 -12.l 194.58488 25-26
27 -7.758 -40.283 1801.12949 59.0 0.4 -78.9 5.0 83.68104 0.994 -85.9 47.8 58.5 [3.6 -11.1 175.73867 26-27
28 -2o972 -40°355 1794.66[99 [02o5 [.3 -83.[ 4.8 81o50057 0.988 -U2.2 47.3 58.9 11°7 -[1*6 146.96S0[ 27-28
31
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI[ CAMEKA FA 18
TAB NO 35 ATLAS PHOTO NO 35 POD SEQUENCE NO 76
JULY 3_t1964 13 HE 11 M[N 46 SEC 638 MS
TRAJECIURY UATA SEC fO [HPACr ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
862.162 [766.57108 -3.962 -3¢.¢50 3502.026 [.997 -73.759 1[6.860
PHO?O OATa
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AlN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ IN_O PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PE
I -11.878 -17.982 1929.61754 -[2.9 6.9 -77.8 70.6 88.I9203 0.899 -93.2 70.1 38.8 36.4 30.7 O. O- I
2 -[3°058 -28.536 1826.60967 -29.5 5.5 -79°5 68.5 86°80836 0°933 -90°Z bO.I 67.6 21.l 10*7 316*17255 [-- 2
3 --?*507 -34,636 1/73.18916 5,3 2°3 -80.4 68.9 83.38003 0.998 -85°6 53.6 53.2 7.0 -0.2 267.85823 2- 3
6 -?.222 -_9.033 1787.22565 -55.6 6.2 -81.6 50*2 86.5616l 0.98[ -85.2 58*9 67.8 L2.4 [0.0 [68.$2125 3- 4
5 -8o919 -23.12/ [836.09926 -7[.5 5.9 -82.1 J6.8 86.42268 0.931 -86o? 64.7 62.4 22°7 22.1 [77.75197 6- 5
b -12.8H3 -22.329 [879./9112 -69o5 8°5 -81.6 67.8 88.88635 Uo88[ -90*2 66°0 62*2 28°7 22.5 [82o20607 5- 6
7 -lg.SlU -21°08l 1968.59058 -36°0 12*6 -81.6 55.8 92.70902 0o/94 -98°? 68.2 62.5 38.1 21.6 203°98840 b- ?
8 -19o513 -27°825 1908.62711 -19.4 ?°6 -78.3 b1*3 90.27390 0o851 -98o2 61.9 67°9 32.1 8.H _q_82092 7- 0
9 -19.659 -36.[34 1890.8768[ 1.3 2.6 -75:Q 80.5 _;.984_ U._t_ -94.8 58.2 53.2 30.[ -3.2 [80.08673 8- 9
_ -I_.ZG_ -J4._UU 1U11°_0823 2.[ 2°6 -77.3 16.3 8_.679_7 U°986 -90.2 56*5 53*0 lU.2 -U°? 193°34965 9-[0
1| -?.507 -36.636 17/3*[5916 5.3 2.3 -80.4 68.9 03.38003 0.998 -R5.6 5J.6 53.2 7.0 -0.2 [75.0330H [O-11
12 -3o02_ -40°234 1/86,39228 102,3 [.3 -83.1 3.9 80.99669 0o98_ -82oZ 47°6 58,9 11.8 -[[.5 _16o66696 11-12
[3 -2.739 -36°830 1167.430[6 165°3 2.3 -83._ 58.6 80.1456l 0._81 -8[.6 52.7 53.1 2.5 -l.0 163*?0832 12-13
16 -2.601 29.351 1781.35616 -[03°8 _.2 -03.4 36.1 8_.30345 (;,999 -80.9 58,2 68,_ [0.5 9. I 166oi0612 IJ-14
[5 -[°998 -23.804 1828.99251 -96.8 6.0 -83.2 23°9 85.09580 0.950 -OO.O 63.9 63.1 21.5 20.7 176.99889 16-15
lb -[.5U1 -LIoZ26 [911.[880[ -94.5 6.8 -02.6 16,3 87°962_Z 0°866 -19.0 70.3 3/.9 3Jol 32oi 193o06013 LS-lb
17 -6.585 -16*897 1927.07607 -11o6 1.4 -82.1 27o6 89.623_5 0°861 -86.2 7[.[ 31.2 _6.[ 33.9 188.I497_ [6-17
[8 -12o783 -[5°392 1977.91182 -60.6 [1.5 -83.3 37.9 92,26665 0,?92 -90.2 72,7 38o8 _8.9 35.0 190o85589 [1-18
19 -[9.701 -13.368 2083.62755 -6?.8 [1o[ -85.6 46o1 gU.18488 0°694 -96°3 75.4 37.2 61.2 35.1 _18.2212R 18-19
20 -28.29J -9°$57 2278.7C[63 -38.6 26.8 -90.8 52.7 [06.8190[ 0o53_ -[02.2 79.8 38.2 59.1 35.U d80.15232 19-_0
21 -_7.667 -18.955 Z126*1316_ -Zl.8 18.9 -83.6 61°9 98.799/0 0.650 -lO[.[ 7[.5 63.3 50oi [8.? Z52o8[19[ 20-2l
2_ -21°I62 -26°/07 2069o89989 -14*3 11.1 -78.6 ?2°2 95°6364? 0°/23 -100.I 86°7 68.6 46.0 6.6 _08o78586 2L-22
23 -27.187 -33°H02 2026.64633 0.9 3.2 -76.0 8_°U 96.04864 0.148 -99.3 58.? 5J.8 63.0 -8.4 19[.1695[ 2Z-23
24 -27.494 -40.?73 _068.68304 18.1 -5,[ -69. L 5°6 93.73665 O.13f -98,7 53.[ 59.0 66*? -21.1 187.78898 23-26
28 -1_.937 -60°_69 1910.635[_ 21.7 -2.6 -?l.2 6.9 88*66257 0°_64 -96.6 50.7 58.5 J2.6 -15.0 229.21698 26-25
26 -[3.552 -40°182 1_30°[0796 32°8 -0,8 -76,6 4.5 85.36167 0°966 -90.2 49.0 58.4 21o? -12.0 193.66000 25-26
2? -7.783 -60.162 1790.93536 58.6 U.4 -78.9 4.5 83.Z0758 U.996 -85.q 48.0 88.5 13.5 -_1.0 176°75336 26-27
Z8 -3°02_ -_0.23_ 1786.39226 102°3 L.3 -83.[ 3.9 80°99049 0°981 -82.2 61.6 58.9 11.5 -11.5 [66.i6488 27-28
TAB NO 36 ATLAS PHOTO NO 36 POD SEQUENCE NO 78
JULY 31_1964 13 HR I1 H[8 5I SEC 75? NS
TRAJkCFURY BA?A SEC TO ]MPACI ALT LA_ LUN R V PTH AZ
837.042 1786.75U09 -3.983 -36.608 3692.205 1.999 -73.727 116.855
PH_KO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN A2A A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.86_ -18o000 1919.041_4 -13.1 6.9 -77.5 ?0°5 87.7[?29 O.H9_t -93.2 70.1 3U.b 34._ _0. I O. U- [
2 -13.085 -28._78 1816.820/b -29°/ 5.5 -79.8 boo3 86.34316 0.933 -98.2 80*1 6_*6 2[°l [0.8 311°95228 1- 2
3 -I.5_4 -36.547 1763.3/826 4.6 2.3 -80.6 88.6 82.92455 0.999 -88.6 53.6 53.2 ?.[ -O.[ _46.Z1253 2- 3
6 -1.280 -28°9?6 1/77o51860 -55°4 6*2 -81.4 bO*l 84.08881 0.981 -85.2 58.9 61.8 12*b lO.9 [67.81901 3- 6
$ -bo94_ -23°098 1826.33430 -?[.5 5.9 -82.1 36.8 85.96262 0.93l -84.1 64.7 62.4 _2.? 22.2 176.83838 6- 5
6 -[2°88l -22*_82 1869.27686 -49*5 8.5 -0[.4 61.7 88.41531 (}°HS[ -90.2 Ub.l 62.2 _8*7 22.5 181._58_6 5- b
? -19.673 -21*06[ 1958.15680 -_6,[ IZ.4 -8[.6 85.7 92.21171 U.194 -95.? 88.2 6d.5 38.[ 21.4 202.88862 b- 7
8 -19.618 -Z?°IU9 [_98o15976 -[9°5 I.U -78.4 b?*l 89.18816 0.85[ -9_.2 62.0 61o9 32.[ 8.9 19[.8402fl ?- 8
9 -19.619 -_4.063 1880.14694 l.l 2.7 -75.1 80.3 88.692_5 0.87_ -94.8 56.2 53.2 _0.0 -3.[ 179.1_877 U- 9
10 -[3.2?6 _6°_10 1801.4_725 i.a 2*4 -?7.3 76,[ 85*20925 0.954 -90.2 56.6 5_.0 i8°2 -0.1 I92.Z6202 9-I0
11 -7.534 -34.56? 1763.37024 4.6 Z.3 -80.6 68.6 82.92655 (}.99_ -85.6 53.6 83.2 ?.[ -O°I 176.08165 [O-[l
12 -_*071 -_0*116 1/16.1210_ 102.1 1.3 -83.0 2.9 80.69_31 0.98? -82.2 67.5 58.9 ll.6 -11.6 215.40048 11-12
[_ -2.792 3_.761 |757.58_13 lbUo9 2._ -83.3 88.2 80.2R942 0.98[ -Slob 52.8 53.1 2.5 -0.9 L62.7_86fl LZ-13
14 -2.656 -L9.292 [??L,U[[bU -103.4 3.2 -83.4 38,1 82.86760 0.999 -80.9 58.3 68.4 IO.b 9.8 i65.20298 [3-16
15 -2.086 -_3.554 [8[9.1265| -96.8 4.0 -83.2 24.1 f16.83626 0.949 -80.0 64.0 43.[ 21.S 20.7 [74.0H_2H 16-[5
16 -1.560 -li.230 I9U6.88387 -96°4 4.5 -82.6 16.5 8?.46912 U.886 -79.0 70.3 37.9 33.1 32.[ 192.03785 15-16
11 -6o616 16o601 1916o81811 -77.S ?.4 -82.6 27.5 88.96982 0.861 -86.2 7[.1 37.2 34.[ 33.9 154°33202 16-17
18 -12.762 -15.602 [987*52165 -60.6 1[.5 -83.3 37°9 91.76206 O.lgZ -90.2 ?2.7 36.8 38.9 36.9 189.57026 17-18
19 -19*66_3 -13,39l 2072.386[I -61,8 17.1 -85.4 68.1 96.27[89 0.895 -96.3 75.6 37.2 41.2 35. l 217o82255 18-19
2_ -28.200 -9.61/ _66.82798 -38.? 26.7 -q0.7 52.7 _03.93810 0*533 -102.2 79.8 38.2 59.0 35.5 2?8.8252[ 19-20
dl -21o38[ -[8.951 2116.5_6_3 -2?.9 18.9 -83.6 61.8 98.260?3 0.657 -IOl.i 71.8 63.3 50.1 18.7 251.27608 20-21
22 -2?.0?7 -26.bbb 20_8.600/5 -[6°6 _1.L -78.6 72.0 98*10896 _.126 -100.1 66°7 68.6 66.? 6.? 20/°68366 21-22
23 -27.09H -_3./08 2016.9142l 0.8 3.2 -76.l 83.6 93.51538 0.169 -99.3 58.8 53.8 62*9 -8.3 [90.[3809 22-23
26 -2?.399 -40.83[ 2038.58828 18o9 -5.U -69.2 5.3 93.[8815 0.73_ -98.7 53.1 59.0 66.b -20.9 [86.81375 23-26
25 -19.892 -40.220 [899./0743 21.5 -2.3 -71.3 4.6 88.15816 0*884 -96.6 80.8 58.5 32.3 -14.9 227.UU089 26-25
ZU -[3.$48 -68o089 1819.81203 32.3 -Uo8 -76.? 6.1 86*8838] O*QUb -90.2 69.2 58.4 21*U -ll.q 192.29833 25-28
27 -7*809 -40*042 1780.76178 58.2 0.4 -78.9 3°9 82o73413 0.995 -88.9 48oi 58.5 13.6 -10.9 [73*76901 26-2?
28 -_o0/? -40._[6 1776o_2163 102.[ 1.3 -83.0 2*9 80.49331 0°987 -82.2 47.5 58.9 11.6 -11.6 143o32628 29-28
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RA-VII CAMERA FA I9
TAB NO 37 ATLAS PHOTO NO 37 POD SEQUENCE NO 80
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR II MIN 56 SEC 877 H5
TRAJECTDRY DAtA 5EC TO IMPACT A17 LAT LON R V PTH AZ
831.922 1746.92093 -4.004 -34.366 3482.376 Zo001 -73.695 }16.849
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.860 -18.019 1908.45490 -13.2 6.9 -77.6 70.3 87.24209 0.899 -93.2 70.1 38.6 34.3 30.6 Oo O- I
2 -13.053 -28+420 1807.02226 -29.8 5.6 -79.5 60.2 85.87750 0.933 -90.2 60.2 47+6 21.l 10.8 309o73291 1- 2
3 -7.56[ -34.458 1755.57506 3.9 2.4 -80.3 68.3 82.46894 0.99g -85.6 53.5 53.2 7.I 0.0 244.98531 2- 3
4 -7.278 -28o915 1767.92310 -55.5 4.2 -81.4 50.0 83.62820 0.961 -85.2 59.0 47.8 12.6 11.0 166.716[| 3- 4
5 -6.9/8 -23.069 1816.55876 -71.6 5.9 -82.1 36.8 85.50226 0.931 -84.7 84.7 42.4 72.7 22.2 175.92351 4- 5
6 -12.880 -22,276 i859.34674 -49.5 8.b -81.4 47.7 87.94571 0.881 -90.2 6b.I 4_.2 28.8 22.6 180.30913 5- 6
7 -19.435 -ZI.041 i947.71010 -36.1 12.3 -81.6 55.6 91.72581 0./94 -95.7 68.2 42.5 38.1 21.5 201.78757 6- 7
8 -19o437 -27.7[3 1887.88222 -19._ 7.8 -78.4 67.0 89.30189 0.851 -95.2 62.0 47.9 32.1 9o0 190o55799 7- 8
9 -19.578 -33,952 [869.70604 0.9 2.7 -75.2 8C.1 88.U0139 U.874 -94.8 56.3 53.2 30.0 -3.0 178o17207 8- 9
10 -13.272 -34,221 1791.51910 1o5 _.5 -77.4 75.8 84.73870 0.954 -90.2 54.6 53.0 [8.2 -0.6 191.17385 9-}0
11 --7.561 -34.458 [753o57506 3.9 2.4 -80.] 68.3 82.46894 0.999 -85.6 53.5 53.2 7.I 0.0 173.12958 10-11
[2 -3.130 -39,994 1763.849_2 101.9 1.3 -83.0 2.0 79.99101 0.987 -82.2 47.6 58°9 11.3 -11.2 214.15673 ||-12
13 -2.845 -34.652 1747.67133 [68.7 2.3 -83.3 57.9 79.83336 _.981 -81.6 52.9 53.7 Z.4 -0.8 161.78930 12-13
14 -2.510 -29°233 1761.86198 -103.0 3.2 -83.4 36.2 82.39142 0.999 -80.9 58.3 48.4 10.6 9.9 164.30134 13-14
15 -2°_10 -23.525 1809.25153 -96.4 4.0 -83.1 24.2 84.17626 0.949 --80.0 64.0 43.1 21.5 20.7 173.16874 14-15
16 -1.618 -17.234 1896.57265 -94.3 4.6 -82.5 16.6 86.99528 0.867 -79,0 70.3 37.9 33.0 32.1 191.01434 }5-16
17 -6.648 -16,606 1906.66937 -77.5 7.5 -82.6 27.6 88.47564 0.847 -84.2 71.1 37.1 34.1 33.9 153.51343 16-17
18 -12.761 -15.411 1957.11790 -60.6 11.5 -83.3 37.9 91.27679 0.792 -90.2 72.7 36.8 38.9 34.9 188.58306 }7-18
19 -19.624 -13.413 2061.3_015 -47.8 17.1 -85.4 46.1 95.75857 0.695 -96.3 75.3 37.2 47.I 35.1 215.82261 18-19
20 -28o}06 -9.678 2253.36647 -38.7 26.5 -90.7 52.6 103.35681 0.535 -102.2 79.7 38.2 58.9 35.4 _76.90232 19-20
21 -27.295 -18.948 2102.92657 -27.9 18.8 -83.7 61.7 97.72127 0.658 -101.1 71.5 43.3 50.0 18.8 249.7_735 20-21
22 -26.991 -Zb. OUO LU_t.L_Joo -i.,_ _._ 7_._ ?I._ ?_._9_05 _ 7_ -Inn1 _4.R 48.6 44.7 4.8 206.57949 21-22
23 -27.010 -33.613 2005.49815 0.7 3.3 -74.2 83.2 92.982L4 C.750 -99.1 58.8 53.8 42.8 -8.2 189.1060R 22-23
24 --27.304 -40.488 2024.49130 15.8 -4.8 -69.4 5.1 92.62605 0.740 -98.7 53.2 59.0 44.4 -20.7 185o4_075 23-24
25 -19.848 -40.091 1888.77753 21.3 -2.3 -71.4 4.3 87.64761 G.865 -94.4 50°9 58.5 32.2 -14.7 226°10894 24-25
26 -13o539 -39.936 1809.43275 32.0 -0oI -74.7 3.7 84.39952 0.947 -90.2 49.3 58.4 2}.6 -[1.7 191.|5696 25-26
27 -7.834 -39.921 1170.54547 57.8 0.4 -78.9 3.4 82.26056 0.995 -85.9 48.2 58.5 13.3 -10.8 172.78415 26-27
28 -3.130 -39.994 1783.84982 101.9 1.3 -83.0 2°0 79.9910! U.987 -82.2 47.6 58.9 11.3 -11.Z 142.50399 21-28
TAB NO 38 ATLAS PHOTO NO 38 POD SEQUENCE NO 82
JUlY 31,1964 13 HR 12 MIN 1 SEC 997 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACI ALT LA7 LON R V PTH A2
826.802 1737.08365 -4.026 -34.324 3472.539 2.003 -73.663 116.844
PHO70 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A AI 8/A AZPHAZ IN CO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.851 -18.037 1897.85822 -13.4 b.g -77.6 70.1 86.76615 0.899 -93.2 TO.I 38.6 34.3 30.6 O. O- [
2 -13.050 -28.364 1797.20296 -29.9 5.b -79.5 60.1 85.41084 0.932 -90.2 60.2 47.6 21.2 10.9 _07.57325 1- 2
3 -7.588 -34.371 1743.77412 3.1 2.4 -80o3 68.0 82.0[526 0.999 -85.6 53.6 53.2 7.L 0.1 243.69348 2- 3
4 -7.307 -28.858 1758.24858 -55.5 4.2 -81.4 49.9 83.17050 0.980 -85.Z 59.0 47.8 12.6 II.D 165.81124 3- 4
5 -7.008 -23,042 1806.74985 -71.3 5.9 -82.1 36.9 85.04035 0.930 -84.7 64.8 42.4 22.8 22.2 175.00242 4- 5
E -X2.878 -22.252 1849.38211 -49.b 8.b -81.4 47.b 8!.47_38 0.880 -90.2 86.1 42.2 28.8 22.6 179.55598 5- 6
7 -19.398 -21.023 1937.22266 -36.2 12.3 -8L.6 55.6 91.23197 0.794 -95.7 68.2 42.5 38.1 21.5 200.68128 6- 7
8 -19°398 -27.659 1877.58197 -19.8 7.b -78.5 66.9 88.81459 U.851 -95.2 62.0 47.9 32.1 9.0 189.56727 7- 8
9 -19.538 -33.863 1859.26079 0.8 2.8 -75.2 79.9 87.50955 0.874 -94.8 56.4 53.2 30.0 -2.9 177.21275 8- 9
I0 -13.267 -34.134 1781.56432 1.2 2.5 -77°4 75.8 84.28783 0.954 -90.2 54.7 53.0 18o2 -0.5 190.08510 9-10
II -7.588 -34,371 I743.77412 3.1 2.4 -80.3 68.0 82.01326 0.999 -85.6 53.6 53.2 7.1 O.l 172.17649 10-11
12 -3°183 -39.875 1753.58757 101.8 1.3 -82.9 1.2 79.49102 0.986 -82.2 47.7 58.9 11.2 -11.1 212o91472 11-12
13 -2.899 -34o565 1737.78510 170.4 2.3 -83.3 57.7 79.37747 0.981 -81.8 53.0 53.7 2.3 -0.7 160.83225 12-13
14 -2.565 -29.175 1752o09496 -102.6 3.3 -83.3 36.3 81.934_4 0.999 -80.9 58.4 48.4 10.6 9.9 163.39784 13-14
15 -2.107 -23.497 1799.34526 -96.3 4.0 -83.1 24.3 83.7[486 0.949 -80.0 64.0 43.1 21.5 20.8 172.24735 14-15
16 -[.677 -17.241 1886.21262 -94.2 4.6 -82.5 16.8 86.51926 0.867 -79.0 70.3 37.9 33.0 32.1 189.97952 15-16
17 -6.679 -16.613 1896.40825 -77.4 7.5 -82.8 27.6 87.99909 0.847 -84.2 TI.I 37.1 34.1 33.9 152.69069 16-17
18 -12.760 -15.423 1946.65712 -60.5 11o5 -83.3 37.9 90.78890 0°792 -90.2 72.7 36.8 38.9 34.9 187.58983 17-18
19 -19.585 -13.439 2050,20926 -47.8 11.0 -85.4 46.1 95.24217 0.696 -96.3 75.3 37.2 47.1 35.0 214.61309 18-19
20 --28o011 -9°743 2240°58328 -38.7 26°4 -90.6 52.6 102.77175 Uo536 -102.2 79.6 38.2 58.8 35.3 274.96446 19-20
21 -27.208 -18.947 2091.27151 -28.0 18.8 -8_./ 61.6 9_.17962 0.658 -lOl.| 71.5 43.3 49.9 18.8 248.[7537 20-21
22 -26.906 -26°558 2015.96255 -14ob 11.1 -78._ 71o8 94oO5206 0.725 -100.1 64.8 48.6 44.6 4.8 205.46400 21-22
23 -26*922 -33.522 1992.01918 0.6 3*3 -74.2 83.0 92.44882 0.751 -99.3 58.9 53.8 42.7 -8.0 188.07063 22-23
24 -27.209 -40.349 2012.41820 15.7 -6.? -69.5 4.9 92.07296 0.741 -98.7 53.3 59.0 44.3 -20.5 I84.33251 23-24
25 --19o804 -39.964 1877.85913 21ol -2°2 -71.5 4°0 87.14064 U.866 -94.4 51.0 58.5 32ol -L4.6 224.56419 24-25
26 -13o532 -39.815 1799.06218 31.8 -0./ -74.8 3._ 83.91578 0.947 -90.2 49.4 58.4 21.5 -11.6 190.01769 25-26
27 -7.860 -39.803 [760.35756 57.4 Uo4 -78.9 2.8 81.78737 0*995 -85.9 48.3 58.5 13,2 -10.7 i71.80027 26-27
28 -3o183 -39.875 L753.58757 lOlo8 1.3 -82.9 1.2 79.49102 0.986 -82,2 47.7 58.9 11.2 -ll.l 141.68430 27-28
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RA-VI| CAHERA FA 20
TAB NO 39 ATLAS PHOTO NO 39 POD SEQUENCE NO 84
JULY 31w[984 13 HR 12 HIN 7 SEC 117 HS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPAC_ ALT LAE CON R V PTH AZ
821.682 [727.23822 -6,067 -36.281 3662.696 2.005 -73.631 116.838
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A, 81A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-1[.86[ -18.056 1887.25126 -13.5 6,9 -77.7 69.9 86.28956 0,899 -93o2 70.[ 38.6 34.2 30.6 O. _ [
-13.041 -28.3[0 [787.36720 -30.[ 5.6 -79.6 59.9 8_.94360 0.932 -90,2 60.3 47,b 21.2 [0.9 305.66906 2
3 -7.615 -36.286 [733.96698 2.5 2.6 -80.3 67.7 81.55765 0,999 -85.6 53.7 53,2 7.[ 0.2 262.39818 2- 3
6 -?.3J5 -28.802 1768.55923 -SS.5 6.2 -81.6 69.9 82.?[209 U.980 -85.2 59*L 67.8 12.7 1[.| 166.90685 3- 6
5 -7.038 -23.0[7 [796.91689 -71.3 5.9 -82.[ 36.9 84.57732 0.930 -86.7 66.8 62.6 22,8 22.2 [74o07716 6- 5
6 -[2.876 -22.229 [839.39107 -69.6 8.6 -8|.4 67.6 87,00180 O.880 -90.2 66,1 62.2 28.8 22.6 178.39999 5- 6
7 -[9.360 -2[.007 |926.7G586 -36.2 |2,3 -81,? 55,5 90.73676 0.796 --98.7 68,2 62,5 38.0 21.5 199o57126 6- ?
8 --19.360 -_7o607 [867.2860_ -[9.9 7.6 -78.5 66.7 88.32666 tJ.85[ -95.2 62.[ 67.9 32,1 9.[ [88,57087 7- 8
9 -19.697 -33.775 [868.8C865 0.6 _.8 -75._ 79.7 81 0171;0 _._7_ -_._ _O.) 5J,Z _.V -Z.8 116.25164 8- 9
iU -13.263 -36.068 [771.60268 1*U 2.5 -??.5 75.3 83.?9662 U,956 -90,Z 54,8 53.0 18.2 -0.6 [88.99583 9-10
|1 -7.6[_-J4.286 1733o96698 2.5 2°6 -80.3 67.7 8[.55745 0.999 -85.6 53.7 53,2 ?.| 0.2 17[.22271 [0-11
[2 -3.236 -39.758 1r43,33009 |0[.6 [.3 -82.9 0.3 78.99268 0.986 -82.2 67°9 58.9 11.0 -[1.0 211,87397 11-12
[3 -2°952 -36.6?9 [727.89613 [TZ.Z 2.3 -83.2 57.4 78*92168 0.98[ -8[.6 53.[ 53.7 2.Z -0.6 159o87665 [2-13
[6 -2.619 -29.119 [762,31665 -102.2 3.3 -83-_ 36.3 8[.67684 0,998 -80.9 58,6 68.6 10.7 [0.0 162.69300 13-16
[5 -2.223 -23.47[ 1789.61689 -96,[ 6.1 -83.1 26.5 83.25266 0.969 -80.0 64, l 43.1 Z[.6 20.8 17[.32200 16-15
16 -[°/36 -[7.249 [815.81986 -96,[ 4.6 -82._ 16,9 86,06178 0.86/ -?9.0 70.3 31.9 33,0 32.1 188.93765 [5-[6
[7 -6.7[0 -[6.621 [886.11186 -77.J 7,_ -82.6 27.7 87.52093 _.867 -86,2 /1,[ 37.2 36.[ 33.9 151.86522 [8-17
18 -[2.?59 -18,431 1936.[5730 -60.b 11.5 -83.3 37.9 90.299[8 U./92 -90.2 72,7 38.8 38.9 36.9 |86.5920[ 17-[8
19 -[9.546 -13.467 _039.04346 -67,9 [/.0 -85.4 66.[ 96.72369 0.696 -96.3 /5.3 3?.2 61.[ 35.0 213.39787 18-19
ZO -27.9[7 -9.809 2227.16983 -38.8 26.3 -90.6 52.6 10_.[8635 0.538 -102.2 79.6 38.2 58.7 38,3 2/3.0L968 19-20
21 -2/.121 -18.968 2079,5866[ -28.1 18.7 -83.T 61.5 96,63647 fl.659 -[01.[ 71.6 63,3 69.9 [8.8 266.59966 20-21
22 -28.82U -26.5[[ _004.6[606 -16.1 1/,1 -78.8 71.7 93.52228 0o126 -I00.1 66.8 68.6 66.5 6.9 206,34108 21-22
23 -26.8J6 -33.63[ 1980.53651 0.6 3.6 -74.3 82.8 9[,91536 0.752 -99.3 58,9 53.8 62.7 -7.9 [87.03288 22-23
26 -2/,11_ -60.211 2000.358[8 15._ -6.6 -69.6 _.7 91.52052 0,/63 -98./ 53.6 59.0 66.2 -Z0.3 183,1977[ 23-26
25 -[9.760 -39.839 lH66.966/? 20.9 -2.2 -7[.6 3.? 86.63396 U.867 -94.6 5[.1 58.5 32.0 -16.6 223.025[0 26-25
26 -[3.525 -J9o695 1788.69692 3[.5 -0o? -76.9 2.9 83.63219 0.967 -90.2 69.5 58,4 21,6 -[[.5 [88.87968 25-26
27 -7.886 -39.685 1150.[/3[! 5/,0 0,4 -78.9 2.3 81.31632 0.996 -85.9 48.5 58.5 [3.2 -[0.5 [70,81673 26-27
28 -3.236 -39.758 [163.33009 101.6 1.3 -82.9 0.3 78.99268 0.986 -82.2 67.9 58,9 [1.0 -[1.0 160.86503 27-28
TAB NO 40 ATLAS PHOTO NO 40 POD SEQUENCE NO 86
JULY 3111966 [3 HR [2 HIh 12 5£C 237 HS
TSAJEC][18¥ OATA 5EC 10 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
816,562 1717.38636 -6.069 -36.238 3652.860 2.007 -73.§98 L16o833
PHOTO 0676
P[ LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.832 -18.076 [876,63367 -[3.1 6.9 -77.? 69.8 85.81269 0.898 -93.2 70.1 38.7 34.2 30.5 O. O- [
-13.066 -Z8o255 1777.52126 -30.2 5.6 -79.6 59.8 86.47548 0.932 -90.2 60.3 47.6 2[.2 11,0 303.32513 L-
-7.662 -34.Z00 1726.15295 1,8 2.6 -80.3 67.6 8[.10145 0.999 -85.6 53.8 53.2 7.2 0.3 24[.10162 2-
6 -7.363 -28.766 1738.86073 -55.5 6.2 -8[.6 69.8 82.25325 G.980 -SS.Z 59.2 67.8 12.7 11.1 163.99773 3- 6
5 -7.068 -22.991 1781.07323 -71.2 5.9 -82.l 36.9 86.11379 0.930 -86.1 66.8 62.6 22.8 22.3 173.15060 6- 5
6 -[2.875 -22.207 1829.38802 -69.6 8.6 -8[,4 67.6 86.52865 0.880 -90.2 66.2 42.2 28.8 22,6 [77.66280 5- 6
7 -[9.322 -20.992 1916.17651 -36.3 12.3 -8|.7 55.6 90.26093 U.795 -95.? 68.2 62.5 38.0 21.5 198.66002 6- 7
8 -19.321 -27.554 1856,93550 -20.0 7.6 -78.5 66.6 87.83?80 0,851 -95,2 62.1 67.9 32.1 9.1 18/.57293 7- 8
9 -19.656 -33.688 1838.34875 0.6 2.B -75.6 79.5 86.52689 0,875 -96.8 56. S 53.2 29,9 -2.7 [75.28931 8- 9
10 -13.258 -33.962 [761.63278 0./ 2.5 -77.5 75.1 83.32505 0.956 -90.2 56.9 53.0 [8,2 -0.3 IB/o90612 9-10
II -7,662 -34,200 1726.15295 1.8 2.6 -80.3 61.4 81.10165 U.999 -85.6 53.8 53,2 7.2 0.3 170.288[0 10-11
12 -3.288 -39.660 1733.07062 101.6 1.3 -82.8 89.5 78.69507 0.985 -82.2 68.0 56.9 10.9 -10.9 210,63357 l[-12
[3 -3.006 -36.393 1717.99170 176.2 2.6 -83.2 57.2 78.66595 O.gBL -81.6 53.2 53.7 2.2 -0.5 158.9215_ [2-13
16 -2.676 -29.062 1132.52669 -[01.8 3.3 -83.3 38.6 81.01890 0.998 -80.9 58.5 68.6 10,? 10.0 161o58759 13-[6
15 -2.2?9 -23.4_5 1779,67937 -95.9 6°[ -83.0 26.6 82.78963 00969 -80.0 66.1 63.| 21.6 20.8 [70.39559 16-15
16 -1.795 -17,257 1865.41718 -93,9 4.? -82.5 l?.l 85.56386 0.867 -79,0 70.3 3?.9 33.0 32.1 187.89667 15-16
l? -8.762 -16.630 1875.80367 -T7.3 7.5 -82.6 27.8 87.06223 0.867 -86.2 ?1.1 37.2 36.1 33.9 151.03893 16-17
18 -[2.758 -[5.451 1925.66623 -60.5 11.5 -83.3 37.9 89.80885 0.?92 -90.2 72,? 36.8 38.9 36.9 185.59278 17-18
19 -19.507 -13.695 2027.86620 -47.9 17.0 -85.6 46.0 96.20659 0.69/ -96.3 75.2 37.2 67.0 35.0 212.18162 18-19
20 -27.822 -9.876 2216.96928 -38.8 26.2 -90.5 52.5 [0E.59665 0.560 -102.2 19.5 38.2 58.6 35.2 271.01985 19-20
21 -27.036 -18.969 _067.88712 -28.1 18.6 -83.? 61.5 96.09285 0.660 -[Ol.l 71.6 63.3 69.8 18.8 265.02562 20-21
22 -26.736 -26.665 1993.25687 -[6.8 11.1 -?8.8 71.5 92.99210 0.727 -100.1 66.8 68°6 66.5 5.0 203.21674 21-22
23 -26.?65 -33.36[ 1969.04893 0.3 3.6 -76.6 82o? 91.38189 0.?53 -99.3 58.9 53.8 62.6 -7.8 [85.99666 22-23
2_ -27.020 -60.(176 1988.3C029 [5.6 -6.5 -69.7 6.6 90.96819 0.?66 -98.7 53,5 59.0 66.[ -Z0.1 [82.06675 23-26
28 -[9.7[5 -39./16 1856.02975 20.8 -2. L -T1.7 3,A 86.12709 U.867 -'/6.6 51,2 58.5 32.0 -16.3 22[.68968 26-25
26 -13.518 -39.576 1778.32329 31.2 -0.6 -76.9 2.6 82.96860 0.968 -90.2 69. b 58.6 21,4 -[1.6 187.76182 25-26
27 -7.911 -19.56_ 1739.98692 56.6 0.5 -78.9 1.8 80.861[[ 0,996 -85.9 48.6 58.S [3.1 -[0.4 [69.83260 26-27
28 -3.2_ -39o660 [/33.0/0_2 [0[.6 [.3 -82.8 89.5 78.69807 0o986 -82.2 68.0 58.9 10.9 -10.9 [60_04585 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 2[
TAB NO 41 ATLAS PHOTO NO 41 POD SEQUENCE NO 88
JULY 31t1966 [3 HR 12 NIN 17 SEC 357 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 10 IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
811.642 [707.52263 -¢*09| -36.|95 3662.970 2.009 -73.566 [[6.827
PHUTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA AD 8/A AZPHAZ IN CO PHAZ EM| S ALPHA SCALE PT-P¢
1 -[1.823 -18.093 1866.0060[ -_3.9 b.9 -77.7 69.6 86.33602 0.898 -93.2 70.0 38.7 36.[ 30.5 0. 0- 1
2 -13.06C -28.201 1767.66989 -30.3 5.6 -79.6 59.7 84.00635 U.932 -90.2 60.6 67.6 21.3 [|.0 30|°22277 [- 2
3 -7.667 -36.1[b 1716.32805 1.1 2.6 -80.3 67.2 80.66666 0.999 -85.6 58.9 53.2 7.2 0.6 239.79928 2- 3
6 -7,390 -28.69[ 1729.16606 -55.5 6.2 -8[.3 69.7 8[.79366 0.980 -85.2 59.2 ¢7.8 12.8 [1.2 163.08918 3- 6
5 -7.096 -22.967 1777.20778 -71.1 6.0 -82.1 37.0 83.66926 0.930 -84.7 66.8 62.6 22.9 22.3 172.22082 6- 5
6 -12.872 -22.185 1019.35278 -49.6 8.6 -81.6 47.5 86.05398 0.88U -90.2 66.2 62._ 28.8 22.6 L76.68067 5- 6
7 -19.283 -20.977 1905.60181 -36.4 12.3 -8[.7 55.6 89.76298 U.796 -95.7 68.2 62.5 38.0 21.5 197.33975 6- 7
8 -[9.28[ -27.503 [866.57065 -20.1 7.6 -78.8 66.5 87.36?48 U.851 -95.2 62.2 67.9 32.0 9.2 186.56858 7- 8
9 -19.616 -33.602 1827.85970 0.3 2.9 -75.6 79.2 86.03101U.87_ -96.8 56.6 53.2 29.9 -2.6 176.32366 8- 9
10 -[3.252 -33.876 175[.66375 0.5 2.6 -77.5 7_.8 82.85256 0.956 -90.2 55.0 53.0 18.2 -O.Z 186.8|022 9-[0
11 -7.667 -36.115 1716.32805 1.1 2.6 -80.3 67.2 80.66666 U.999 -85.6 53.9 53.2 7.2 0.6 169.31023 [0-11
12 -3.360 -39.523 1722.81335 101.2 1.3 -82.8 88.7 77.99878 0.985 -82.2 68. l 58.9 [0.8 -10.8 209.19395 l[-12
13 -3.058 -36.308 1708.09769 176.2 2.6 -83.[ 57.0 78.0[066 0.981 -81.6 53.3 53.7 2.1 -0.6 157.96736 12-13
16 -2.727 -29.006 1722.73009 -101.5 3.3 -83.2 36.5 80.56055 0.998 -80.9 58.6 68.6 10.8 10.1 [60.68138 13-16
15 -2.334 -23.620 1769.52838 -95.8 4.1 -83.0 2_.8 82.32621 0.969 -80.0 64.1 6_.3 21.6 20.9 [69.66693 16-35
16 -[.853 -17.266 1856.99600 -93.8 6.7 -82.6 17.2 85.085[5 0.867 -79.0 70.2 37.9 33.0 32.1 186.868ll [5-[6
17 -6.772 -16.660 1865.66715 -77.2 7.5 -82.6 27.9 86.56225 0.047 -86.2 71.1 37.2 36.1 33.9 150.21021 16-[7
18 -[2.756 -15,667 1915.09026 -60.5 [1.5 -83.3 38.0 89.3[666 0.792 -90.2 72.7 36.8 38.9 36.9 186.5_712 [7-18
19 -19.666 -13.525 20[6.62700 -67.9 [6.9 -85.6 46.0 93.68281 0.698 -96.3 75.2 37.2 67.0 36.9 210.95276 18-[9
20 -27.725 -9.965 2202,06358 -38.8 Z6.1 -90.5 52.5 101.O0503 0.56[ -[02.2 79.6 38.2 58.5 35.[ 269.11695 19-20
2[ -26.946 -18.952 Z056.12676 -28.2 [8.6 -83-7 61.6 95.56621 0.66] -[01.[ 71.6 63.3 69.7 [8.8 263.63389 20-21
_ ZG,G67 2_._0 !75[.e_77 q -!4._ I1_1 -7R.9 71,6 92,65951 0,728 -[00,[ 66,8 68,6 66,6 5,[ 202,08258 21-22
23 -26,655 -33,252 1957,51988 0,2 3.5 -76,5 82.5 90.84610 0.756 -99.3 b.U 5_,_ q_,_ -7,o 106,_C?_ ZZ _3
_6 -28.926 -39,938 1976.21135 15.3 -6.6 -69.9 4.2 90.6[45[ 0.766 -98.7 53.5 59.0 66.0 -19.9 [80,9306t 23-26
25 --[_,669 -39,569 [_65,09187 20,6 -2,0 -71*8 3,2 85,b1927 0,88_ -96,_ 51,2 58.5 31,9 -16,2 219.96708 26-25
26 -13.510 -39.65? 1767.93886 3[.0 -0.6 -75.0 2.2 82.66603 0.968 -90.2 69.7 58.6 21.3 -ll.3 186.59898 25-26
27 -?.936 -39.651 1729.79208 56.2 0.5 -78.9 1.2 80.36768 0.996 -85.9 68.7 58.5 13.0 -10.3 168.86580 26-27
28 -3.360 -39.523 1722.81335 [01.2 1.3 -82.8 88.7 ?7.99878 0.985 -82.2 68.| 58.9 [0.8 -10.8 139.22573 27-28
TAB NO 42 ATLAS PHOTO NO 42 POD SEQUENCE NO 90
JULY 3[t1966 13 HR [2 MIN 22 SEC 677 MS
7RAJECTURY DATA $EC 70 INPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
806,323 1697,6_2[0 -6,[[3 -36,[_1 3633,101 2,0[1 -73,533 [[6,82[
PHOTO DATA
P? LA[ [ON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ [HIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P1
I -[1.816 -[8.112 1855,36772 -16,0 6.9 -77.8 69,6 8_,85667 0,898 -93,3 70,0 38,7 36,1 30.5 O, O- 1
2 -13.035 -28.167 1757.76151 -30.6 5.6 -79.6 59.6 83.53662 0.932 -90.2 60.6 67.6 21.3 11.1 299.12929 1- 2
3 -7.692 -36.030 1706.6961_ 0.5 2.6 -80.3 66.9 80.18735 0.999 -85.6 56.0 53.2 7.2 0.6 238.69403 2- 3
6 -7.617 -28.636 1719.61887 -55.5 _.3 -81.3 69.7 81.33367 0.979 -85.2 59.3 67.8 12.9 _1.2 162.[7969 3- 6
5 -7.[24 -22.962 1767.32671 -71.[ 6.0 -82.1 37.0 83.18397 0.930 -84.7 66.9 62.6 22.9 22.3 171.28903 6- 5
6 -12.868 -22.166 1809.29680 -69.7 8.6 -81.6 67.5 85.57835 0.880 -90.2 66.2 62.2 28.8 22.7 175.51536 5- 6
7 -19.263 -20.963 1895.00049 -36.6 [2.3 -8[.7 55.3 89.26377 0.795 -95.7 68.2 62.5 38.0 21.6 196.21503 6- 7
8 -L9.260 -27,652 [836,[8353 -20,2 7.6 -78.6 66,3 86,85603 0,852 -95,2 62,2 67,9 32.0 9,3 [85,56063 7- 8
9 -19.371 -33.5[5 1817.35366 0.1 2.9 -75.5 79.0 85.53635 0.875 -96.8 56.7 53.2 29.8 -2.5 [73.35598 8- 9
10 -13.266 -33.791 176[.66156 0.2 2.6 -77.6 76.6 82.37966 0.956 -90.2 55.1 53.0 18.2 -0.1 185.11162 9-10
[1 -7,692 -36,030 1706,69616 0,5 2,6 -80.3 66,9 80,18735 0,999 -85,6 56,0 53.2 7,2 0,6 [68,35053 [0-1[
[2 -3.390 -39o607 1712.55560 101.0 1.3 -82.8 87.9 71.50362 0.986 -82.2 _8.2 58.9 10.l /10.6 207.95682 11-12
13 -3,L09 -36°222 [698o1926[ 178,6 2,6 -83,1 56,8 77.55509 0,98[ -8[.6 53,6 53,7 2,0 -0,3 157,0[3R[ [2-_3
16 -2.780 -28.951 1712o9251[ -101.1 3.3 -83.2 36.5 80.10182 0.998 -80.9 58.6 68.6 10.8 10.2 [59.77668 13-14
15 -2.389 -23,395 1759.56619 -95.6 4.[ -83.0 26.9 81.86227 0.969 180.0 66.1 63.1 21.6 20.9 168.53671 16-15
16 -l.9lO -17.275 1846.56107 -93.7 6.7 -82.6 17.6 86.60504 0.867 -79.0 70.2 37.9 33.0 32.l 185.79935 15-16
17 -6.802 -16.650 1855.[[17l -77.1 7.5 -82.6 28.0 88°08162 0.8_7 -86.2 7[.l 37.2 36.[ 33.9 169.38004 16-[7
[8 --[2.753 -15,683 1906,51120 -60,5 1[,6 -83.3 38,0 88.82328 0.793 -90,2 72,7 36,8 38,9 36,9 [83°57786 17-18
19 -19.625 -13.555 2005.35768 -47.9 [6.9 -85.6 66.0 93.15956 0.698 -96.3 75.2 37.2 66.9 36.9 209.T1827 18-19
20 -27.628 -10.015 2[89.09857 -38.9 26.0 -90.6 52.5 100.61160 0.563 -102.2 79.3 38.2 58.6 35.0 267.16768 19-20
21 -26.856 -18.955 2046.32906 -28.2 18.5 -83.7 61.3 96.99802 0.662 -101.1 71.6 63.3 69.6 18.9 261.83640 20-21
22 -26.558 -26,375 [970.61156 -15.0 [[.1 -78.9 7[.3 93.92566 0,72_ -[00.1 66,9 68.6 64,3 5,[ 200,96359 21-22
23 -26,566 -33,166 1965.96977 0ol 5.5 -76,6 62.3 90.30959 0,755 -99.3 59,0 53,8 42.4 -7.5 183.90432 22-23
26 --26,827 -39,803 1966.11002 15.1 -6.3 -70.0 6,0 89,86031 0.T67 -98,7 53,6 59.0 63.8 -19,8 179,79705 23-26
25 -19.623 -39.666 1836.16249 20.6 -2.0 -71.g 2.g 85.[[095 0.869 -96.6 51.3 58.5 31.8 -16.0 218.40335 26-25
26 -[3o50[ -39.338 1757.56599 30.7 -0.6 -75.0 1.8 81.97928 0.969 -90.2 49.8 58.4.21.3 -1[.1 185.65606 25-26
27 -7.959 -39.335 1719.59656 55.8 0.5 -78.9 0.7 79.89605 U.997 -85.9 68. B 58.5 12.9 -10.2 167.85778 26-27
28 -3._90 -39.607 1712.55560 101o0 1.3 -82.8 87.9 77.50362 0.986 -82.2 68.2 58.9 10.7 -10.6 [38.60550 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 22
TAB NO 43 ATLAS PHOTO NO 43 POD SEQUENCE NO 92
JULY 311t964 13 HR 12 MIN 17 SEC 597 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC [0 ]MPAC! ALT LA[ L{}N R V PTH AZ
_(!].20] 1687.77362 -4.135 -34.L08 3423.229 2.013 -73.b00 I16.816
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ$1C AZN AZSLJN AZA Ai B/A AZPHAZ INSO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PI
] -IL.8Ub -18.L3u I044.7L912 -14o2 6.9 -77.8 69.3 84.37466 O.Ggd -93°3 70.0 38.7 _4.1 30.S O. O- ]
Z -L).030 -28.096 1767.86360 -30.5 5.6 -79.6 Sg.5 R3.ObbUI u.)3Z -90.2 00.5 67.b 21.3 11.1 29T,b3576 1- 2
3 -7.7]6 -33,965 1694.65)6) -0.2 2.4 -80.3 66.7 79./29HT C,999 -55.6 54.[ 53.2 7.3 0.b 237.|6726 2- 3
6 -7._46 -Z_.581 1709.0829_ -55o_ 4.J -81.J 49.6 80.812_6 (I.grJ -05.2 59.3 6_.6 [Z.9 1[.3 L61.16_I[ J- 4
5 -T.L53 -22.918 1757.4152L -7L.O 6.0 -82.1 37.0 82.7_821 0.929 -64.7 64.9 61.4 22.9 ZZ.3 170.35_99 4- 5
b -12.865 -22*L43 1199.22932 -49.7 8.6 -81.b 47.S 85.10218 0.6_0 -90.2 66.2 42.2 28.9 22.7 L74.54900 5- 6
7 -19.201 -20.949 t864.3_741 -36.5 |2.3 -6[.1 55.) 68.7440L LJ./_', --95.7 68.2 4d.5 ]8.0 2[.b 195,05905 6-- 7
B -19.20U -2T.4OZ 1825.756T1 -20°3 ?.6 -78.7 66.2 86.36_Ib U.6Sd -95.2 62.2 61.9 32.0 9.¢ 164.5%12_ 7-
g -Ig.)2B -]_.47q R_ q_nr,_ -0_0 2.9 -75.6 tO._ 6_.u_i_4 (J.Sf6 -94.8 56.1 53.2 2g.8 -2.4 Ir2.]R148 8- 9
10 -13.139 -33.T06 L131.6J191 -U*l 2.6 -77.6 7_._ 8[,90601 0.954 -90.2 55.1 53.0 15.2 -0.0 154*61208 9-10
II -1.715 ]3.945 l&9_.65365 -0.2 2.4 -BO._ 66.7 79.1_961G,9_'i -_b.6 54.[ 53.2 7.3 0.5 167.3900C _0-[[
12 -3.641 _39._90 L102.2951_ ]00.6 L.3 -82.7 6/.2 71.00514 t).98_) -52.2 46._ 56.9 10.5 -I0.5 _Ob.I_bOl 11-]2
13 -_.lbl -34.131 L656.15220 -1T9.3 2.4 -83.1 bb.6 71.09974 U.981 -HI.6 5).5 53.7 2.0 -0.2 156.06060 LZ-13
14 -2.633 -28.595 1103,11264 -IO0*f _.3 -83.1 36.6 T9.6_274 {}.996 -80.9 58.7 4_.4 lU.8 16._ |58.86/00 13-16
15 -2.446 -23._69 1749.5950H -95._ _.L -83.0 25.0 61._9793 U.9_9 -80.0 6_.2 6].1ZI.6 20.9 16/.60842 /4-15
16 -l.957 -il.Z_ LH3_.ILbb] 93.b 4.6 -82.4 Lt.S 6_.L_610 L.86_ -19.0 70.2 31.9 32.9 32.1 184.14955 15-1b
11 -6.832 -Lb.hbO 1_44.16469 -7l.l To6 -82.5 28.0 65.60006 o.841 -8_.2 71.1 31.2 3_.L 33.9 /46.54895 16-17
16 -IZ./SO -1S.499 L69).91951 -60.5 11._ -63.3 38.0 65.3_932 U.193 -90.2 72.6 3b.B ]6.8 34.B 162._0700 17-16
19 -|9.363 -L3.566 199_.015/_ -41.9 _h.9 -85.4 46.0 92.63569 q.699 -96.) 75, L 3/.2 46.9 34.9 206.48314 L6-19
20 -21.530 I0.0_5 2116.1_944 -36.9 25*9 -90.4 52*_ 9).B_lgB U._4b -1U2.2 19,3 38.2 58.3 3_.9 265,LB_25 19-20
21 -26./66 -16.959 21]32.524_9 -28.3 18.4 -83.1 hi.2 9_.4_942 0.66_ -lOL.l ll.4 43.3 49.b 18.9 _40.14139 20-21
22 -26.670 -26._31 1958.96fiU_ -15.1 11.1 -79.0 ll.2 9].39146 12.(29 -lOD.l 54.9 48.b 64.] 5.2 199,80)68 21-22
23 -26.613 -33,076 193_*41516 -0.0 ].b -74.1 82.| 69.17291 (.756 -99.3 59.1 53.8 42*3 -1.4 I82*85728 22-23
24 -26.129 -39.h66 lgS2.0LLUU 15.0 -4.| -70.1 3.? 89.30_25 0,/4_ -9d.l 53.7 59.0 4).7 -19.6 178.88517 23-26
25 -19.578 -39.342 1623.190_2 ZO.Z -l.9 -72.0 2,6 64.60250 0.5T0 -9_.4 51.4 58.5 $1.? -13.9 216.66363 26-25
26 -13.492 -J9.120 1141.14911 30.4 -Oob -TS.] 1.5 81.4943R _.9R9 -90.2 _9.9 58,_ 21.2 -ll.O 184.309)2 25-26
27 -1.983 -39.218 1709.)9365 55._ 0.5 -79.0 U.2 79.4_025 O.t/g1 -55.9 48.9 56.8 12.B -10.1 166*869]7 28-2T
28 -3*641 -39.290 1702.2957_ 100.6 J.3 -_2,7 b].2 71._0876 C,98_ -_2.2 6_.4 58.9 10.5 -|0.5 131.5_517 27-28
TAB NO 44 ATLAS PHOTO NO 44 POD SEQUENCE NO 94
JULY 31,|.)6_ 13 H5 12 HIN 32 SEC Ill MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC I0 I_PACT ALT l_I LUN R V PTH AZ
796.053 Lb17.8_554 -_.LS1 -3_*08_ 3613.)_2 2.0]5 -73.487 115*B10
PHUIO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZSIC AZN AISUN ALA A_ 5/A AZHHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -1L.796 -L8.169 1634.0591z -14.3 8.9 -7T.9 69.| 83.896_4 (_.598 -9],) 70.0 35,7 34.0 30.4 O. 0- l
2 -]_.OZ_ -26.041 [131.9630L -30.6 5.t -79. T 89.6 62.59550 U.9][ -90.2 60.5 6T.b 21.3 [1.2 296.96552 L- 2
3 -1.T44 -33.861 lhBG.ALU91 -0.6 2.4 -80.3 b6._ 79.ZT285 0.999 -65.6 5_.2 53.2 7.3 0.6 235.880)5 2- 3
4 -7.611 -18.527 1699.9]159 -55.5 4.3 -8].3 49.5 00.41182 _.9/9 -85.2 59.4 _7.8 13.0 11.3 lbO.AS?Ib 3- 4
5 -7.161 -22.M95 L147.5d12_ -TU.9 6.0 -_2.0 ]?,l 02,2S|6/ 0.929 -0_.7 84.9 _2.4 23.0 22.4 159.419_4 4- 5
6 -12.862 -22.122 LT89.15251 -69.7 6.b -8|.5 41._ 84.52553 (;,580 -90.2 66.2 62.2 28.9 22.7 173.58_28 5- b
I -1_.164 -20.936 I873.17S38 -36.5 |2.2 -61.8 55.2 88.26430 tl.lgb -95*_ 08.2 62.5 38.0 21.b 193.96123 6- 7
B -lg.lbU 27._52 1815.39187 -20._ t.b -18.1 O_.l 6_,57256 C._52 -95.2 62.3 _1.9 32.0 9.6 183.54010 7- B
9 -19.267 _3.344 11_6.3_2_% -0.2 _.0 -TS.6 76.6 84.5_1L0 U.816 -94.8 56.8 53.3 29*8 -2.3 171.41953 8- 9
10 -13.234 -33*521 llZL.6_Ibb -U.3 2.& -T7.6 14.[ 81.4_219 0°954 -90.2 55.2 53.0 18.2 O.O 183.S18_9 9-10
LL -7./44 -]3.651 1564.81091 -0._ _.4 -80.] bb._ 79.2T255 [}.9_'_ -68.8 54.2 53.2 7.) O.6 166.43119 lO-ll
12 -3.493 -_9o17_ 1692.01563 100.6 1.3 -82./ 56.6 /b.S|5|6 0.984 -82.2 48.5 58.9 10.4 -10.4 205o_7803 11-11
L) -_.214 34,052 16/6*36_54 -l//*O P.4 -8).0 5_._ 16.6_420 0.981 -B1*8 53.b $3.7 ].9 -O.1 155.10865 12-13
|_ -2*86/ -26.840 L693.285_4 -I00.4 3.3 -63.] 38.7 79.18Z99 0.99_ -80.9 56. I 66.4 I0.9 10.3 157.95808 13-14
15 -Zo50U -23,_45 IT39.b0219 -q5.2 4.2 -82.g 25*2 8U.93256 0.9A9 -R0,0 84.2 _3.1 21.6 21,0 Ibb*67051 14-15
|b -2.0_6 -I?.294 IH23.6_149 -9_.5 _.B -82.4 17./ 83.6_6_5 d.566 -/9.U /0.2 38.0 32o9 32.1 IB).69367 ]5-]6
17 -6.853 -16.672 |83_.35336 -/7*0 7.b -82.5 28.| 65.1[/55 0°84/ -64.2 7l.| 31.2 ]4.| 33.9 14T.71622 ]b-17
16 -12.748 -LSoSL6 L863.J]LU2 -b0.5 ]1.4 -83.3 38.0 8/.8_468 Uo/93 -90*2 72*6 36.8 38o8 34.B L81o55668 17-IB
19 -19.34_ -lJ.bl7 [982.15565 -48.0 |8.8 -85,6 45.0 92,1|158 0.599 -96.3 75ol 3/.2 48.8 34.8 2D7,25218 18-|g
20 -27.434 10.155 _153.22339 -38.9 25oT -90.3 52.4 99.22538 Uo546 -IU2.2 79.2 _8o2 58°2 36.9 Z53,24156 19°20
21 -25.618 -18.96] 21320.14|41 -28°4 16.4 -83.7 bl.2 93.90181 ().6_6 -)01,| 7].3 _3.3 49.5 18.9 238.54958 2D-2J
22 -25*J_3 16.187 194T.5511_ -1_.Z _L*l -/9.U 71.0 90o85B53 _*7_U -10Uo_ 54.9 68.8 44°2 5.3 198ob5338 21-22
23 -Z5.36_ -]2.989 1922.898(_'_ -0.2 3.6 -74.8 81.9 89.2_tgI 0o15T -99,3 59.1 53.8 62,2 -7.3 IRI*_1223 22-23
24 -28.634 -39.534 1939.g_8( L4o9 -4.U -70.2 3.5 8B.T5452 Uo/SU -96.T 53.7 59.0 43.6 -19.4 177.53980 23-24
25 -Lg.53L -]9,219 [612.2_51/ ZO.O -1.9 -72.L 2._ 84*09529 0,_7U -94.6 51,5 58.5 31.8 -]3.8 215.3417[ 24-Z5
26 -13.685 -J9.102 1/J6.166_9 30.2 -0.5 -75.2 1.| 8].01005 _.949 -90.2 50,| $8.4 ZI.L -10.9 183*L?tT6 25-26
27 -B.006 _g, t03 169g.198/8 55.0 6.5 -79.0 89,7 76.96670 0.99{ -85.9 49.0 58.5 12.B -10.0 185.88346 26-2T
28 -).493 -]9o176 |_92.U3683 LOU.b 1.3 -82.7 86.6 75.b_515 0.984 -82.2 48.5 58.9 10*4 -10.6 136*76538 27-28
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PJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|I CAMERA FA 23
TAB NO 45 ATLAS PHOTO NO 45 POD SEQUENCE NO 96
JULY 3[_[964 [3 HR 12 Mlh 37 SEC 837 MS
TRAJEOIORY DATA SEE T0 IMPACt ALT LAr LDN R V PTH AZ
700.963 1667.99096 -4,[79 -34.0[9 3403.446 2.017 -7),433 116.804
PHOTO UAIA
P7 LAI LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A[ B/A AZPHAZ INED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -1|,786 -[8,168 1823.38963 -14,5 6,9 -77,9 69,0 83,41557 0,898 -93,3 7O, O 38-/ 34,0 30,4 O, O- 1
2 -13,023 -27,988 1728,05472 -30.8 5,7 -79,7 59,2 82,12462 0,93| -90,2 60,6 47,6 2[,4 11,3 292,90[99 |- 2
3 -7,771 33,177 1874,96248 -I.4 2,5 -80,] 66.2 78,81581 0.999 -85,6 54,2 53,2 7,3 0,7 Z34,57243 2- 3
4 -7°499 -28,475 [690, ib80[ -55,5 4,3 -81,3 49,5 79,99034 0,979 -89,Z 59,4 47o8 [5,1 i|,4 [99,499_B 9- 4
5 -7,211 -22,81[ 1737,60680 -70,9 b.0 -82,0 _7.| 81,78455 0,929 -64,7 64,9 42,4 23,0 22,4 168,48188 4- 5
6 -12,860 -22,102 [779.06459 -49.7 8,6 -81,5 47,6 84,14831 0,680 -90,2 66.3 42,2 28,9 22,7 [72,61670 5- 6
T -|9,|25 -Z0,923 1863.15504 -36,6 12,2 -8[,8 85,[ 87,74419 0.796 -95,7 68,2 42.5 37°9 2[=6 192°846|2 8- 7
8 -19.12[ -27,302 1805,00397 -ZO,5 ?,7 -78,8 66,0 85,38095 0.852 -95,2 62,] 47,9 32,0 9°4 [82,52741 7- 8
9 -[9,245 -33,259 1785,84486 -0.4 3,0 -78,7 78.4 84,05281 0,876 -94.8 $6,9 $3,3 29.7 -2,2 170,45109 8- 9
IO -13,229 -33,937 [711,61900 -0,6 2,6 -T?,7 /3,9 80,95938 0,954 -90,2 55,3 53,0 18,3 O,l 182,42554 9-10
[1 -T.TT[ -3],777 [674,96248 -[,4 2.8 -80,3 66.2 T8,8158[ 0,999 -85,6 54,2 53,2 7,3 0,7 165°47241 LO--[[
[2 --3,566 -39,059 L68|.77631 100,3 1.8 -82,8 85,T 76,02236 0,983 -82,2 48,6 58,9 10,3 -[0,3 204,24036 |I-[2
|3 -3,267 -33,968 1668,44087 -174,4 2,4 -83,0 56,2 76,18861 0.980 -81,6 53,6 53,7 1,9 -O,l 154.15669 |2-13
14 -Z.942 -ZB.786 1683.44926 -LOO.O 3,4 -B3.1 36.8 TB.TZZT9 0.998 -80.9 58.8 48.4 |0,9 [0.3 [97.04829 i3-[4
[5 -2,588 -23,321 [T29,89639 -95,1 4,2 -82,9 25,3 80,46664 0.948 -80,0 64,2 43,1 21,6 Z|,O 185,73376 14-15
16 -2.085 -ll,J08 [813.15068 -93.4 4,8 -82.3 [7.8 83.16308 0.868 -79.0 10.2 38.0 32,9 32.[ [82.635)0 15-|6
[7 --6,895 -16,683 1823,94640 --76,9 7,6 -82,5 28,2 84,6343_ 0,84? -84,2 71.| 37.2 34*1 33.8 146,88245 |6-17
[8 -[2,T47 -[S.538 [872,68846 -60.5 [[.4 -83,3 38,1 8_.5391_ 0,793 -90,2 72,6 36,8 38,8 34,8 180,54523 [T-18
19 -19,30] -[3,648 197[,49|47 -48,0 16,8 -85,4 66,0 9[,58696 0,TOU -96,3 75,1 37,2 46,8 34,8 206.02302 18-19
20 -27,338 -10,224 2|$0,30032 -39,0 25,6 -90,3 82,4 98,63291 0,548 -102,2 79,1 38,2 58,I 84,8 261,30875 19-20
?! _ _,,* -I_ u_7 _t)AR.q_77_ -2R,4 |8.] -83,8 61,[ 93,35417 0,665 -[01,| T1,3 43,3 49,4 |8,9 237,06009 20-21
22 -2_,297 -26,246 1936.13625 -15,3 [1,[ -79,1 70,9 90,32569 Uo131 -[UU,L b*,_ _b,6 _,Z 5,_ L;,SZZ_ Z1 22
23 -26°296 -32,90[ 191[.38840 -0,3 3,7 -74,8 8[,8 88.70]25 O,[S_ -99,3 $9.2 53,8 42,2 -7,1 180,76724 22-23
24 -26,540 -39,400 [927,93405 14,8 -3,9 -70,4 3,3 88,Z0353 0,752 -98,7 53,8 59,0 43,5 -19,Z [76,4LT36 Z3-24
25 -[9,486 -39,096 [80|,3453[ 19,9 -1,8 -72,2 2,| 83,58831 0,87[ -94,4 5[.6 58,9 3[,6 -[3,b 2[3,82739 24-25
26 -|],477 -38,985 [726,38489 29,9 --0,8 -75,Z 0,8 80,$2579 0,950 -90,2 50.2 $8,4 21,1 -[0,8 182,036_I 25-26
27 -8,033 -38.987 [689,00282 54,5 0,8 -79.0 89.2 78,4131| 0,991 -8_,9 49,2 SO,S 12,7 -9,8 [64,898|0 26-27
28 -3o546 -39,059 1681,77631 100,3 1.3 -82,6 85,7 76,02236 0,98_ -82,2 48,6 58,9 10,3 -[0,3 135,94570 21-28
TAB NO 46 ATLAS PHOTO NO 46 POD SEQUENCE NO 98
JULY 31,1964 13 HR |2 MIN 42 SEC 956 MS
TRAJECTGR¥ UATA SEC IQ IMPACI ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
T85.843 16S8.08T04 -4.202 -33.975 3393.542 2.0[9 -73.408 116.T99
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
1 -[1,777 -18,[86 1812,70903 -14o6 6,9 -78,0 68.8 82,93532 0,898 -93*3 69,9 38,7 34,0 30,4 O, O- |
2 -[3,020 -27,936 [7[8,13620 -30,9 b,7 -79.? 59,[ 81,6532_ 0,931 -90,2 60,6 4T,6 21,4 11.3 290,83817 |- 2
3 -?,797 -33,693 1665,10707 -2,0 2,S -80,3 65,9 ?8,35854 0,999 -85.6 54,3 53,2 7,4 0,8 238,26295 2- 3
4 -7,928 -28,419 1680,41936 -55,S 4,3 -8[,3 49,4 79,48843 0.978 -8_°2 59, S 47,8 |3,1 [[,4 158,53266 3- 4
5 --7,241 -22,_48 [T27,67581 -70,8 b.O -82,0 37,2 81,31694 0,929 -84,7 68,0 42,4 23,0 22,4 107,54276 4- S
6 -12,858 -22,082 1768,9648[ -49,7 8,6 -81,5 41,4 83,67065 U,879 -90,2 66,3 42,2 28,9 22,? 17[,64892 5- 6
7 -19,086 -20,9[0 1852,52245 -36,6 _2,2 -81,8 55,1 87,24350 0,196 -95,7 68,3 42,5 37°9 21,6 [9|,12362 8- 7
-[9,082 -27,252 [794,59953 -20,6 7,T -78,8 69,8 84,_8878 0,8S2 -98,2 62,4 _T,9 32,0 9,5 18|,51324 7- 8
9 -19,204 -33,|/4 1T75,33893 -0,5 3,0 -75,8 78,2 83,55816 0,87( -94,8 56,9 53,3 29°7 -2.1 169,48179 8- 9
10 -[3.2_4 -_3.453 [70[.60246 -0.8 2.7 -TT.7 73.7 80.48559 U.954 -90.2 59.4 $3.0 18.3 0.2 18[._32L5 9-10
11 -7.797 -33,093 |668,1C707 -2,0 2,8 -80,3 65,9 78.55856 £},999 -8_,6 54,3 53*2 7,4 0,8 164,51258 |O-I|
[2 -3.898 -38,943 i87[,51328 100.1 1,3 -82.6 85,0 75,$3017 0,98_ -82,2 48,7 $8,9 10,2 -10.2 203.00296 I|-12
13 -_,320 -33,884 [688.51|57 -17|,8 _,4 -82.9 36°I 75,73303 0.980 -8|.6 53,7 53,7 |,8 O,O 153,20529 12-13
|4 -2.996 -28,/31 [673,60509 -99.6 3.4 -88.0 36,8 78,26225 0,996 -80,9 58,8 48,4 [0o9 10,4 156,[3786 13-14
IS -Z,612 -23,297 1T19,58|70 -94,9 4,2 -82,9 25°5 80,00029 0,94_ -80,0 64,3 43,1 21°7 2[,0 [84,_9601 [4-15
[6 -2,144 -[7.316 [802,65036 -93,3 4,9 -82.3 18,0 82,68079 0,868 -79,0 70,2 38,0 32,9 32,l |81.57595 [5-16
17 -5,926 -16,695 |813,52808 -76,9 7,6 -82,5 28,3 84.15056 0,847 -84,2 7[,0 37,2 34,0 33,8 146,04785 16-17
18 --[2.745 -[5.551 1852°053[U -60.4 1[.4 -83.3 38.[ 86.84311 _.793 -90.2 72.6 36.9 88.8 34.8 179.83222 [7-18
L9 -19,26_ -13,680 1960,18146 -48,0 16,8 -8S,4 46,0 9[,06176 0.70[ -96,3 75,0 37,2 46,7 34,8 204,79267 18-19
20 -27,243 -10,294 2137,3_207 -39.0 25,5 -90,2 82°_ 98.04019 0,58C -102,2 79,| 38,2 58,0 34,7 259,38109 19-20
21 --28,803 -18.971 |997,16437 -28,5 18,3 -83,8 6|,0 92,80609 0,666 -101,1 71,3 63,3 49o4 18.9 2)5,47309 20-21
22 -26,211 -26,200 [924,7[288 -15.3 [1,I -79,1 70,8 89.79246 0,732 -lO0,[ 64,9 48,6 44o[ 5,4 [96,38043 21-22
23 --26,207 -32,814 [899,8?306 -0,4 3,7 -74,9 81,6 88,16836 0,759 --99,3 59,2 53,8 42,1 -7,0 179,72|48 22-23
24 --26.446 -39,267 1915,90457 14,6 -3,8 -70.5 3,1 87.65260 0,753 -98,7 53,9 59.0 43,4 --[9,0 178o29636 23-24
28 --[9,442 -38,974 1790.42169 19,_ -1,8 -72,3 1,8 83,08116 0,872 -94,4 5[.7 58,5 31,5 -[3,5 212.31642 24-25
26 -13,470 -38,_67 17[8,99852 29,b -0,8 -75,3 0,4 80,04131 0,950 -_0,2 50,3 58,4 21,0 -[0,7 180,90096 25-26
27 -8,059 -38,811 |678,80289 54,1 0,5 -79,0 88,7 77,99932 0,99_ -88,9 49,3 58,5 12,6 -9.7 163,91214 26-27
28 -3.59_ -38.943 167[.51328 LOO.[ 1.3 -82.6 85.0 7_.530[? 0.983 -82.2 48.T 58.9 10.2 -[0.2 i)5.[257L 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[i CANE_A FA 2A
TAB NO 47 ATLAS PHOTO NO 47 POD SEQUENCE NO 100
JULY 3111966 13 HR 12 MIN 68 SEC 76 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
780,723 [6¢B,17_62 -6.226 -33.930 3383.630 Z.021 -73.366 116tT93
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
L -LL.768 -L8.205 L802.01781 -14.8 8.9 -78.0 68.6 82.45486 0.898 -93.3 69.9 38.8 33.9 30.3 O. 0-- 1
2 --13.016 -27.88| 1708.21701 -31.0 5.7 -79./ 59*0 8|.18184 0.931 -90.2 60.7 47.6 21.4 11.4 288.72473 [- 2
3 -7.824 -33.607 1655o24669 -2.7 2.5 -80.3 65.7 77.90[05 U.99_ -85.6 54.4 53'.2 7.4 0.9 23[.95466 2- 3
4 --7.555 -28.363 1670.65553 -55.5 4.3 -8[.3 49*4 _9,02650 0.9?8 -85,2 59.6 47.8 [3.2 LL.5 157.6Z030 3- 4
5 -1.270 -22.823 1717.75357 -70.7 6.0 -82.0 37.2 80°84972 0.929 -B4.7 65.0 42.5 23.0 22.4 [66.60656 4- b
6 -[2.855 -22.060 [756.87395 -49.8 8.6 -81.5 47*4 83.[9335 0.879 -90.2 66.3 42.2 28.9 22.8 170.68196 5- 6
7 -19.047 -20.895 [841.90146 -36.7 12.2 -81.8 55.0 86_74336 _.796 -95.7 68.3 42.5 37.9 2[.6 190.603[_ 6- 7
--l_.163 -33.087 1764.82504 -0.7 3.[ -75.8 78.0 83*06312 0.877 -94.8 57.0 53.3 29.7 -2.0 168.51336 8- 9
10 -13.21_ -_3.367 1691.57797 -[.l 2.7 -77.8 73.4 80.01143 0.954 -90.2 55.5 53.0 18.3 0.3 [80.23826 9-10
l[ -7.824 -33.607 1655.24469 -2.7 2.5 -80.3 65.7 77o90[05 0.999 -85.6 54.4 53.2 7.4 0.9 163.55192 10-[1
12 -3.650 -38.826 1661.2394[ 99.9 1.3 -82.5 84.2 75.03751 0.983 -82.2 48.8 58.9 10.1 -[0.0 201.78504 |1-[2
[3 -3.373 -33.798 1648.57683 -|68.8 2._ -82.9 55.9 75.27148 0.980 -81.6 53.8 53.7 1.8 0.1 [52.25308 12-13
14 -3°050 -28.675 1663.76215 -99°2 3.4 -83.0 36°9 77°8017_ 0._t -80.9 58.9 48.4 11.0 10.5 155.22812 /3-14
15 -2.668 -23.272 1709.57692 -94.7 _.2 -82.8 25°6 79.53431 0.948 -80.0 64.3 43.1 21.7 21.0 163.86124 14-15
16 -2.203 -17.325 1792.11296 -93.2 4.9 -82.3 18.1 82,1995[ 0.868 -79,0 70.2 38.0 32.9 32.1 /80.52386 15-16
17 -6.957 -16.?05 1803.13164 -76.8 7.6 -82.5 28._ 83.66779 0.847 -84.2 71.0 37.2 34.0 33.8 145.21512 16-17
18 -12.743 +15.566 1851.44142 -60.4 11.4 -83.3 38.1 86,34819 0.794 -90.2 72.6 36.9 38.8 34.8 178.b220| 17-18
19 -19.223 -13.709 1948.90195 -48.0 16.7 -85.4 45o9 90.53?98 0.701 -96.3 75.0 37.2 48.7 34.7 203.56762 18-19
20 -27.147 -10.360 2[24.49826 -39.0 25.4 -90.2 52.3 97,44998 0.55[ -102,2 79,0 38.2 57.9 34.6 257.47351 19-20
21 -26.415 -18._13 1985.39203 -28.5 18.2 -83,8 61.0 92°25898 0.b67 -101.1 71.3 _3.8 49.3 18.9 233.90902 20-21
22 -26.124 -26.155 1913.29_43 -15.4 L1.0 -79.2 IU,7 89,25945 O.?3Z -100.1 64.9 48.6 44.0 5.5 195.24547 21-22
23 -26.118 -32.7_6 L888.35252 -0.5 3.8 -75.0 81.4 87,63320 0.760 -99.3 59.3 53.8 42.0 -6.9 178.67747 22-23
24 -26.352 -J9.132 1903.06302 14.5 -3.7 -70.6 2°8 87°10108 0*/5_ -_8.7 54.0 59.0 63.3 -18.9 174.17492 23-24
25 -19.391 -38.849 1779.48364 19.5 -I.7 -72.4 1,5 82.5733J 0.872 -94.4 51.8 58.6 31.4 -13.3 210.80601 26-25
26 -[3.463 -38.748 [705.59822 29.3 -0.4 -75.4 0o0 79.55618 0.950 -90.2 50.4 58.4 21.0 -10,5 179.76422 25-26
27 -8.0U4 -38.754 1668.59039 53.? 0.5 -79.0 88.2 77.52496 0.998 -85.9 49.4 58.5 12.6 -9.6 162.92485 26-27
28 -3*650 -38.826 1661.23941 99.9 1.3 -82.5 84°2 75,03751 0.983 -82.2 68o8 58.9 10.1 -10.0 134.30482 27-28
TAB NO 48 ATLAS PHOTO NO 48 POD SEQUENCE NO 102
JULY 3111964 13 HR 12 HIM 53 SEC [96 NS
TRAJECTUR¥ DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT [ON R V PTH AZ
775.603 1638.25366 -4.247 -33,885 3373.709 2.024 -73°332 [16.787
PHOTO DATA
PT LAr LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZ$UN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 ENIS ALPHA SCALb PT-P?
I -11.759 -[8.224 1791.31573 -14.9 6.9 -78.[ 68.5 81,97397 0.898 -93.3 69.9 38.8 33.9 30.3 O. O- 1
2 -13.012 -27.827 1698.28918 -3l.[ 5.1 -79./ 58,9 80°71003 0.93[ -90.2 60.8 67.6 2[.5 11.4 286.60170 1- 2
3 -7.850 -33.521 1645.31517 -3.3 2.5 -80.3 65*4 77144335 0.999 -85.6 54.5 53.2 7.4 0.9 230.64528 2- 3
4 -?°583 -28.3U7 1660.8841[ -55.5 4.3 -8[.3 49.3 78.56423 0.978 -85.2 59.6 41.8 13.2 11.6 156.10165 3- 4
5 -7.300 -22.798 1/07.82413 -70.7 6.1 -82.0 37*2 80°38217 0.928 -84.7 65.0 42.5 23.1 22.5 165.66987 4- 5
6 -12.853 -22.038 1748.71490 -49.8 8.6 -81.5 47°3 82,71567 0.819 -9U.2 66.3 42.2 26.9 22.8 169.11407 5- 6
7 -19.008 -20.880 1831.27242 -36.? 12.2 -8[.8 55°0 86.24284 U.796 -95.7 68.3 42.5 3?*9 2[.7 [89._8234 6- 7
8 -[9.003 -27.[48 1713.78244 -20.8 7.7 -78.9 65.6 83.90388 U.852 -95.2 62.4 47.9 32.0 9.6 179.49287 7- 8
9 -19.12[ -32.999 1754.30313 -0.9 3.[ -75.9 77.8 82,5677[ D.877 -94.8 57.[ 53.3 29.6 -1.9 167.54435 8- 9
LO -13.21J -33.28[ 1681.545_9 -1._ 2.7 -77.8 73.2 79°53688 0.954 -90.2 55.5 53.0 18.3 0.4 179.14356 9-10
II -7.850 -33.521 1645.31517 -3.3 2.5 -80.3 65.4 77,44335 0.99_ -85.6 54.5 53.2 1.4 0.9 [62.59056 [0-11
12 -3.102 -#8.709 1650*96161 99*6 1.3 -82.5 83,5 74.54528 0.982 -82.2 69.0 58.9 9.9 -9.9 200.52728 1[-12
13 -3.426 -33.?[1 1038.6_641 -165. r 2.4 -82.9 55°7 74,82194 0.980 -01.6 53.9 53.7 1.7 0.2 [51.30105 12-13
14 -3.105 -Z8.618 1653.91304 -98.9 3.4 -83.0 37.0 77,34094 0.99/ -80.9 59.0 48.4 11.0 10.5 154.3[/97 L3-14
15 -2.724 -23.2_6 1699.566_0 -94.6 4.3 -82.8 25.8 79,06819 0.948 -80.0 64.3 43.| 21.7 21.1 162.92616 14-15
16 -2.261 -[7.333 1781.69180 -93.1 4.9 -82.3 [8.3 81o71806 U.868 -79.0 70.2 38.0 32.8 32.1 179.47230 15-16
17 -6.988 -16./14 1792.72975 -76.8 7.1 -82.5 28,4 83.18478 0.847 -84.2 71.0 37.2 34.0 33.8 144.38192 [6-17
L8 -L2.741 -15.581 1040.82339 -80.6 11.4 -83.3 38.1 85,85291 0.794 -90.2 72.6 36.9 38.8 34.? 177.51L08 17-L8
19 -19.182 -13.738 L_37.6L739 -48.0 16.7 -85.3 45.9 90°uL397 U.702 -96.3 75.0 37.2 46.7 34.7 _02.34287 [8-19
20 -27.052 -10.425 2111.629J3 -39.1 25.3 -90.Z _2.3 96.86000 0.55J -102.2 78.9 38.2 57.? 34.5 255.57328 [9-2D
21 -26.327 -18.974 1973,81534 -28.6 18.1 -83.8 60.9 91o71166 0.668 -LOL.I 71.3 43.3 49.2 18.9 232.350?7 20-21
22 -26.038 -26.109 190[.86987 -[5.5 LL.O -79.2 7Do6 88.72614 0.733 -LO0.L 66.0 48.6 43.9 5.6 194.LL075 2[-22
23 -26.030 -3Zo636 [876. B268; -0.6 3.8 -75.1 8L.2 8/°09780 0.76[ -99.3 59.3 53.8 41.9 -b.8 LT/,633L5 2Z-23
24 -28.257 -38.996 189[.82034 14.4 -3.6 -70./ 2ob 86.54951 _.756 -98.7 54.0 59.0 43.1 -18.7 173.0546[ 23-24
25 -19.352 -38.?25 L768.53978 19.3 -1.6 -72.5 L.2 82,06523 0.873 -94.4 51.9 58.6 31.3 -13.2 209.29858 24-25
26 -13.455 -38.628 [695*1_L44 29.U -0.4 -75.4 89.7 79°0?0?6 0.951 -90.2 50.5 58.4 20,9 -L0*4 178.52729 25-26
27 -8.L09 -38.637 [658.3/224 53.2 0.6 -79.0 87°7 77.05034 0.99_ -85.9 49.5 58.5 [2.5 -9.5 [61.93686 26-27
28 -3.702 -_8.7U9 1650.98L41 99.6 L.3 -82.5 83.5 74°54528 Q.982 -82.2 49.0 58.9 9.9 -9.9 [33.48342 2/-28
38
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|| CAMERA FA 25
TAB NO 49 ATLAS PHOTO NO 49 POD SEQUENCE NO 104
JULY 3[.1966 [3 HR [2 NIN 58 $EC 3[6 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [RPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
770.¢83 [628.326[3 -¢o270 -33.8¢3 3363.779 2.026 -73.298 [[6.78[
PH01U DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ --11.750 -18.243 1780.80291 -15.L 6.9 -78.[ 68.3 81.49257 0.898 -93.3 69.9 38.8 33.9 30.3 O. O- [
Z -[3o008 -_7.772 [688.35077 -3[.Z 5.7 -TP.B 58.8 80.23T72 U.930 -90.2 60.8 47.6 21.5 [[.5 286.479[0 |- 2
3 -7.877 -33.435 1635.4_850 -3.9 2*5 -80.3 65.2 76.98560 1.000 -85.6 56.6 53.2 7°5 [.0 229.33629 2- 3
6 -7.61[ -28.25[ 1651.10326 -55.5 4*4 -8[.3 49.2 78.[0150 0.978 -85.2 59.7 67.8 13.3 1[.6 [55.79380 3- 4
5 -7.329 -22. f73 1697.88356 -70.8 6*[ -82.0 37.3 79.91610 0.928 -04.7 65.[ 42.5 23.1 22.5 [66.73[87 6- 5
6 --[2.850 -22.016 1738.66361 -69.8 8*6 -81.5 67.3 82.23739 0.879 -90.2 66.3 62.2 29.0 22.8 [68.74676 5- 6
7 -18.969 -20.865 1_20.63043 -36.8 12.2 -8[.9 56.9 85.76171 0.797 -95.7 68.3 62.5 37.9 2[.7 188.36012 6- 7
8 -[8.963 -27.096 1763.35858 -20.q 7.7 -78.9 65.6 83.61013 0.052 -95.2 62.5 67o9 31.9 9°7 178.48083 7- 8
9 -19.079 -32.9[2 1743.77312 -[.0 3,[ -76.0 77.6 82.07[9[ 0.877 -94.8 57.[ 53.3 29.6 -1.8 [66.57665 8- 9
[0 -[3.207 -33*[95 167[.50667 -[.6 2.7 -77.8 72.9 79.06195 0.954 -90.2 55.6 83.0 18.3 0*5 [78.06833 9-10
[1 -7.877 -33.635 L635.49850 -3.9 2.5 -80.3 65.2 76.98560 1.000 -85.6 56.6 53.2 7.5 1.0 161.62811 [0-11
[2 -3.755 -38.59[ 1660.68095 99°6 1.3 -82.5 82.8 74.05368 Uo982 -82.2 69.1 58.9 9.8 -9.8 [99.28972 [[-[2
[3 -5.679 -33.625 1628.69029 --182.5 2.6 --82.8 55.5 74.36640 0.980 --8[.6 56.0 53.7 [.7 0.3 [50.36933 [2-[3
16 -3.[59 -28.562 1646.05603 -98.5 3.6 -82.9 37.0 76.87978 0.997 -80.9 59.0 68.6 |[.[ [0.6 [53.40725 [3-[4
[5 -2.780 -23.220 [689.54662 -96.6 6.3 -82.8 25.9 78.60157 0.948 -80.0 64.3 63.1 2[.7 21.1 16[.98997 [6-15
16 -2.320 -[7.362 [77[.20044 -93.0 5.0 -82.2 [8.5 8[.23616 0.869 -79.0 70.2 38.0 32.8 32.[ [78°6[959 [8-16
[7 -7.0[9 -[6.726 [782.3[564 -76.7 7.7 -82.5 28.5 82.70120 U.867 -86.2 7[.0 37.2 36.0 33.8 [43.54789 [6-[7
[8 -[2.739 -[5.596 [130.|9176 -60.4 [[.6 -83.3 38.[ 85.357[2 0.794 -90.3 72°6 36.9 38.8 36.7 [76.49858 |7-|8
[9 -[9.[62 -[3.767 1926.31905 -68.0 [6.6 -85.3 65.9 89.68931 0.702 -96.3 75.0 37.2 46.6 36.7 20[.[|698 [8-19
20 -26.957 -[0.490 2098.75320 -39.R 25,2 -90.[ 52.2 96.26967 8.554 -[02.2 78.9 38.2 57.6 36.5 253.67763 [9-20
2[ -26.239 -18.975 [96[.82816 -28.6 18,1 -83.8 60.8 91.|6386 0.669 -[01.[ 7[.2 63.3 69.[ [9.0 230.79399 20-21
23 -25.961 -32°567 1865.29587 -0.8 3.9 -75.2 81.L 86.562|5 0.162 -99.3 59.6 53.8 4Lo8 -6.6 [76.50803 22-23
26 -26.163 -38.86[ [879.77890 [6.2 -3.5 -70.9 2.6 85.99799 0.757 -96.7 56.1 89.0 63.0 -[8.5 [7[.9357L 23-26
25 -[9.307 -38.600 1757.592[6 19.[ -[.6 -72.6 0.9 8[.55696 0._74 -94.6 52.0 58.6 3[.3 -[3.1 207.79639 26-25
26 -[3.66/ -38.509 1686.78006 28.8 -0.6 -75._ 89.3 78.585[[ 0.981 -90.2 50.6 58.4 20.9 -10.3 [77.69047 25-26
27 -8.134 -38.5[9 1648.15013 52.8 0.6 --79.0 87.2 76.57556 0.998 -85.9 69.6 58.5 12.6 -9.4 160.96807 26-27
28 -3.155 -38*59[ [660.68095 99.4 [.3 -82.5 82.8 76.05368 0o982 -82.2 69.[ 88.9 9.8 -9.8 132.66191 27-28
TAB NO 50 ATLAS PHOTO NO 50 POD SEQUENCE NO 106
JULY 3[t[966 [3 HR 13 R|N 3 SEC 636 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO |RPA_T AkT LAT [ON R _ PTH AZ
765.363 [618.38580 -6.293 -33.79_ 3353.861 2.028 -73.264 116.775
PH070 OATA
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZSIC A6N AZSUN AZA Ao B/A AZPHA_ INCO PHAZ ERLS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[L.760 -L8*Z6[ 1769.87903 -[5.2 6*8 -78.[ 68.1 81.01052 0.898 -93.3 69.9 38.8 33.8 30.2 O. O- 1
2 -[3.005 -27.7[8 1678.39619 -31.3 5.7 -79.8 58.7 79.76663 U.930 -90.2 60.9 67.6 2[.5 L[.5 282.3B366 [- 2
3 -T.903 -33*350 1625.6[609 -_.5 2.5 -80.3 66.9 76.527[7 1.000 -85.6 56.7 53.2 T.5 l.[ 228.0199R 2- 3
6 -7.639 -28.196 1661.30774 -55.5 4.6 -81.3 49.2 77=63808 0.977 -85.2 59.7 67.8 13.6 1[.7 156.87864 3- 6
5 -7.358 -22.769 L687.92116 -70.5 6.| -82.0 37.3 79.66500 0.928 -84.7 65.1 62.5 23.1 22.5 163.79028 6- 5
6 -[2.867 -2[.995 L728.52792 -69.8 8*6 -8[.5 67.3 81.75799 0.879 -90.2 66.4 42.2 29.0 22.8 167.77300 8- 6
7 -[8.930 -20.851 1809.96222 -36.8 [2.2 -BE.9 54.8 86.23935 U.797 -95.7 68.3 62.5 37.9 21.7 187.23678 6- 7
8 -[8.923 -27.065 [752.9175L -2[.[ 7.7 -79.0 65.3 82.9[677 0.853 -95.2 62.5 67.9 3[.9 9.7 177.46606 7- 8
9 -19.038 -32,826 [733.23651 -1.2 3,1 -76.0 77.4 8[.57572 0.878 -94.8 57.2 53.3 29.6 -1.7 L65.60257 8- 9
10 -[3.202 -33.109 166[.45525 -[.9 2.8 -77.9 12°7 78.5866[ 0.956 -90.2 55.7 53.0 18.3 0.6 176.95238 9-[0
1| -7.903 -33*350 1625.61609 -4.5 2.5 -80.3 66.9 76.52717 [.000 -B5.8 54.7 5_.2 7.5 [.1 [80.66660 [0-[[
[2 -3.807 -38.676 [630.60192 99.1 [.3 -82.6 82.[ 73.56326 0.98[ -82.2 49.2 58.9 9.7 -9.7 198.05281 11-[Z
13 -3.532 -33.539 [6[8.73787 -159.2 2.4 -82.8 55.3 73.9[08[ U.980 -8[.6 56.1 53.7 [.7 0.4 [49.39867 12-13
16 -3.2[3 -28.506 [634.18591 -98.2 3.4 -82°9 37.[ 76.6180[ 0.997 -80.9 59.1 68.4 1[.[ [0.6 152o49512 [3-16
[8 -2.836 -23.[95 1679o50676 -96.2 4.3 -82.7 26.1 78.[3405 0.948 -80.[ 66.4 63.1 2[.7 21.1 1_[.05062 14-15
[6 -2.378 -17.351 1760.68[[5 -92.8 5.0 -82.2 18.6 80.75299 0.869 -79.0 70.2 38.0 32.8 32.1 177.36133 15-16
17 -7.050 -16.735 [771.87120 -76.6 Z.7 -82.6 28.6 82.21624 0.847 -84.2 7[.0 37.2 3A.O 33.8 142.7]157 16-17
18 -12.737 -[5°6[3 1819.52660 -60.6 [[.4 -83°3 38.2 84.85971 0.794 -90.3 72.5 36.9 38.7 36.7 [75.48231 [7-[8
[9 -[_.[01 -[3.797 L9L6.98369 -48.1 [6.6 -85.3 65.9 88.96292 0.703 -98.3 76.9 37.2 48.6 34.6 [99.88652 18-19
20 -26.86[ -10.557 2085.83168 -39.1 2501 -90.0 52.2 95.67752 0.556 -[02.2 78.8 38_2 57.5 36.4 251.77855 L9-20
21 -26.151 -[8.978 [950.01358 -28.7 18,0 -83.8 60.7 90.61479 0.670 -10[.[ 7I.Z 63.3 49.[ [9.0 229.22785 20-_[
22 -25°865 -26.0[8 [878.98619 -[5.7 [[.0 -79.3 70.3 87.65794 0.735 -100.[ 65.0 68.6 43.8 8.8 191.83280 21-22
23 -25.852 -32.659 [853.759[9 -0.9 3.9 -75.3 80.9 86.02628 0.763 -99.3 59.6 53.8 41.8 -6.5 175.54067 22-23
26 -26.068 -38.728 1867.7_519 [4.1 -3.6 -71.0 2.L 85.66687 0.759 -98.7 54.2 59.0 42.9 -[8.3 [70.81903 23-24
25 -[9°261 -38.477 [746.66590 18.9 -1.5 -72.7 0.6 81°0_876 0.B75 -96.6 52.[ 58.6 3[.2 -12.9 206._9664 24-_5
26 -13°440 -38.390 1676.36861 28.5 -0.3 -75.5 88.9 78.09966 0.952 -90.2 50.7 58.4 20.8 -[0.2 [76.35432 25-26
27 -8.[59 -38.402 1637.92812 52.3 0.6 -79.0 86*7 76.[0073 0.999 -85.9 69.8 58.5 12.3 -9.3 159.95950 26-27
28 -3.807 -38.676 1630.40192 99*[ [.3 -82.6 82.[ 73.86326 U.98[ -82°2 49°2 58.9 9oT -9.7 [3[.8406[ 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[I CASERA FA 26
TAB NO 51 ATLAS PHOTO NO 51 POD SEQUENCE NO 108
JULY 3111964 13 HR 13 RIB 8 SEC 556 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO |MPACr ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
760.243 1608.43878 -4.316 -33,74B 3343.894 Z.030 -73.230 lL6.770
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INtO PHAZ EM|_ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -IL.731 -18.280 1759.14424 -15.4 6.8 -78.2 68.0 80.52794 0.898 -93.3 69.9 38.8 33.8 50.2 O. 0- 1
2 -L3.001 -27.665 1668.43036 -31.4 5.1 -79.8 58.6 79.29101 0.930 -90.2 60.9 47.6 21.6 Ll.b 280.29074 l- 2
3 -7*929 -33.265 16L5.72226 -5.1 2.5 -80.3 64.7 76.06867 I.UOU -85.6 54.8 53.2 7.6 1.2 226.10396 2- 3
4 -7.668 -28.[41 163Lo502LZ -55.5 4°4 -81.3 49.1 77.17418 0.97/ -85.2 59.8 47.8 L3*6 LL.7 153.90264 3- 4
5 -7.387 -22.725 1677.9_650 -70.5 8.1 -82.0 37.4 78.97533 0.928 -84.? 65.1 42.5 23.2 22.5 162.847L4 4- 5
6 -12.844 -21o974 17L8.37875 -49.8 8.6 -81.5 47.2 81.27793 0.879 -90.2 66.4 42.2 29.0 22.8 166./9960 5- 6
I -18o891 -20.837 1799.27969 -36.9 12.2 -81.9 54.8 84./3631 0.791 -95.1 68.3 62.5 37.8 21.7 186.10799 6- 7
8 -l_.803 -26.995 L792.46674 -2L.2 7.7 -79.0 65.2 82.42226 0.853 -95.2 62.6 47.9 31.9 9.8 176.44535 7- 8
9 -!5.99_ _2.7_ 1722.C375_ 1.6 3.2 -T6.l it.2 _L.Uf_L_ U._/_ -_4.8 57.3 53.3 29.5 -1.7 L64.62970 8- 9
I0 -13.196 -33.024 1651.39746 -Z.Z _.8 -77.9 72.5 78.11087 0.95_ -90._ 55.8 53.1 18.3 0.6 175.85_76 9-10
11 -7.9d9 -33.265 1615.72226 -b.L 2.5 -80.] 64.7 76.06861 1.000 -85.6 54.8 53.2 7.6 1.2 159.10045 lU-Ll
12 -3.859 -38._50 1620.12053 98.9 L.3 -82.4 81.4 73.07340 0.981 -02.2 49.3 58.9 9.6 -9.6 196.b1602 If-12
13 -3.585 -33.454 1608°7T940 -355.7 2°4 -82°8 55.2 73°45519 0.980 -81.6 54.2 53.7 1.6 0.5 148.44790 L2-1_
14 -3*267 -28.45L 1624.3C726 -9/.8 3._ -02.9 37.2 75.95585 0.991 -80.9 b9. l 68.6 IL.l lO.l L51.58229 13-14
L5 -2.892 -23.170 1669.45630 -94.0 4._ -82.1 26.2 77°66603 0.948 -80*L 64.4 43.l 21.7 21.2 160.10950 14-15
L6 -2°437 -L1.361 L750.14987 -92.7 b.U -82.2 18.0 80.Z6929 0.869 -19.0 10*2 38.0 32.8 32.0 LTb.30LSl 15-16
17 -7_08L -16.148 1761.41278 -76*6 1.1 -82.6 28*7 81*73063 0.841 -84.2 /l.O 37.2 34.0 33*8 L41.H7409 16-17
18 -12.715 -15.629 i608._4586 -60.4 It.4 -83.3 38._ 8_.36168 U.194 -90.3 72.5 36.9 ]8.7 34.7 174.46_33 17-18
19 -19_060 -13.828 1903.63190 -48.1 16.6 -85.3 45.9 88.43518 Ii. IC_ -96.3 14.9 37.2 48.5 34.6 Lq8.65454 18-[9
20 -26,766 -10.623 2012.91L96 -39.2 25.0 -90.0 52.2 95.08490 0.550 -102.2 TS.T 38.2 57.6 34.3 249.08327 L9-20
21 -28.06_ -18.981 1938.18668 -28.0 18.0 -83.8 60.6 90.06514 0.67L -101.1 71.2 43.3 49.0 19.0 227°66245 20-21
ZZ -25.718 -Z5.914 i861.526Z0 -18.8 IL.0 -79.4 70.2 87*12300 U.736 -IOU.L 65.0 _8.b 43.8 5*8 190.68900 21-22
23 -25.76J *]2.372 1842.21689 -L.O 3*9 -75.3 80*_ 8_.490t4 0.764 -99.3 59.5 53.8 41._ -6.4 174.49233 2Z-23
24 -25.9/4 -38.595 1855.112_3 13.9 -3.3 -71.1 1.9 84.89882 0.180 -98.7 54.3 59.0 _2.8 -18.2 L89.10367 23-24
25 -L9o216 -38.353 L735.6960_ 18.1 -L.5 -72.8 0.3 80.5404L 0._75 -94.4 52.2 58.6 31.1 -L2*8 204.79809 24-25
26 -13.432 -38.2/1 1663.95230 28.2 -0.3 -75.b 88.6 77.6L300 0.952 -90.2 50.8 58.4 20.7 -LO.L L75.21819 25-26
21 -8.L84 -38.286 1627.70230 51.9 0.6 -79.0 86.2 75.625?4 0.999 -85.9 49.9 58.5 12.3 -9.2 158.97034 26-27
28 -3.859 -]8.350 L620.12063 98.9 1.3 -02.4 8L.4 73.07340 0.981 -82.Z 49.3 58.9 9.6 -9.6 13L.01870 27-28
TAB NO 52 ATLAS PHOTO NO 52 POD SEQUENCE NO 110
JULY _Lt1964 L3 HR 13 N[h 13 SEC 876 MS
7RAJECIOSY UAIA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
755*124 1598*48328 -4.339 -33.702 3333.939 2.032 -73.L95 II6.764
PH070 _A_A
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ IN_D PHAZ EKIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.722 -18.299 1768.39868 -15.5 6.8 -78.2 67.8 80.04486 0.89H -93.3 69.8 38.8 33.7 30.2 0. O- [
2 -12.9_6 -21.611 1658.483_I -31.6 _.8 -79.8 58.4 18.81689 0.930 -90.2 61.0 _1.6 21.6 LI.6 278.19827 L- 2
3 -7.958 -33._79 L605.8_10 -8.7 2.6 -80._ 66.5 75.80991 l°O0_ -88.6 54.9 83.2 7*6 |.3 225._8625 2- 3
4 -7*694 -28o_86 162L°68703 -55.5 4.4 -81.3 49.1 76.70984 0.911 -8_.2 59.8 41.8 13.8 LI.8 153.04881 3- 4
5 -I.416 -22.701 |667.96069 -70.4 6.1 -81.9 37.4 78.5051_ U.92_ -84°I 65.1 42.8 23.2 22.b 161.9026_ 4- 5
6 -12.841 -21.956 1708.21719 -49.9 8°6 -81.8 47.2 80.79729 0°819 -90°2 66°4 42.2 29.0 22.9 i6_.82498 5- 6
I -18.85L -20.824 i788°58427 -36.9 12.1 -8L.9 54.7 84.23266 0.191 -05./ 68.3 42,5 37.8 21.7 184*97990 6- 7
B -L8.843 -26.944 1732°00098 -21.3 1.1 -79.0 bS.L 81.92123 0.88_ -95.2 62.6 47.9 31.9 9.8 175.42503 _- 8
9 -18_954 -]2.654 1712.1_246 -L.5 3.2 -76.2 77.0 80.582|8 0.H78 -94°8 51.4 53.3 29°5 -1.6 163.o_584 8- 9
IU -13*191 -_.939 164L.33141 -2.4 2.8 -77.9 72.3 77°63474 U.954 -90.Z 58.9 53.1 18.3 0.7 174.15842 9-10
11 -T.956 -J3.179 1606._2310 -b.7 2.6 -80.3 64.5 75.60991 I.UU_ -85.6 84.9 53.2 7.b 1.3 158.7_826 IO-11
12 -3.911 -_8.241 1609.83644 98.0 1*3 -82.3 80.8 72._8429 0.981 -82.2 49.4 58.9 9.5 -9.4 195.51964 11-12
13 -3.638 -33.368 L598.81525 -152.2 2.4 -82.7 55.0 72.99954 O.'/8U -_1.6 54.3 53.1 1.6 0.6 L47.49168 |Z-L3
14 -3.321 =28+395 1614.42056 -91.4 3.5 -82.8 37.2 75.49331 0.997 -80.9 59.2 48.4 LL.2 10.8 150.66879 13-14
15 -2.948 -23.|46 1b59.396_6 -9_.9 4.4 -82.7 28.3 71.19159 0.948 -80.1 64*4 43.1 21./ 21.2 159.16/47 14-1_
16 -2*496 -t7.37| 1739.60847 -92.6 5.1 -8_.Z |8.9 79.78513 0.869 -79.0 70.2 38.0 3_.8 3_.0 175.24063 15-16
17 -?.LIL -16.157 1750.942_8 -76.5 7.7 -82.4 28.8 81.24441 0.H48 -_4.2 71.0 37.2 34.0 33.8 141.03867 L6-17
18 -12.732 -15.646 1798.15166 -60.6 LL.4 -83.3 38.2 83.86281 0.194 -90.3 72.5 36.9 38.7 34.7 173.44496 1/-18
L9 -19.01_ -L3.888 1892.26688 -48.1 16.8 -85.3 45.9 87.q0802 0.704 -96.3 74.9 37.2 _6.5 34.6 197.42155 18-19
20 -26.670 -L0.bgo 2059.9/05H -39.2 24.8 -89.9 52ol 94.49191 0.559 -I02.2 78. b 38.2 87.3 36.2 247.99250 19-20
21 -25_97S -18.983 L926.34952 -28*8 17.9 -83.9 6C.6 89.5L501 0.672 -L01.1 7L.2 43.3 48.9 Iq.u 226.09H74 ZO-21
22 -25.&91 -_5.930 1886.05730 -15.9 11o0 -/9.4 70.0 86*88766 0.730 -I00.I 6_.0 48.b 43.7 5.9 1'89o84397 21-22
23 -25_674 -_2.284 L830.66931 -1.1 4,0 -75.4 80.5 84.95378 0./66 -99.3 59.5 53.9 41.6 -6.3 173,44316 22-23
24 -25.888 -38.46| 1843.60153 13.8 -3.2 -71o2 1o7 84.34683 Uo762 -98._ 54.3 59o0 42.1 -L8=C 168.58962 23-24
28 -19.171 -]8.230 L724.7_22_ 18,6 -l.4 -73.0 _,1 80.03187 0.8/6 -94.4 52.3 58.6 31.1 -12.7 203,30465 24-25
26 -13.426 -3_.[53 [653.5_137 2_o9 -0.3 -75.7 88o2 7/.12_| 0.952 -gQ.Z 50o9 58.4 20o7 -9.9 174.08215 28-26
27 -8*208 -_8.169 1617.47232 51.4 0.6 -79.0 H5.7 75.18058 0.999 -88.g 50.0 50.5 12.2 -9.O L57.98068 26-27
2H -3,911 -38oZ6l Lbug.83644 98.6 1.3 -82°3 _0.8 72.58429 U.981 -82.2 49*4 58o9 9.8 -9.4 130.L966q 2/-28
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TAB NO 53 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 13 RIN Z3 SEC 916
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHO[O DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C
1 -11.703 -18.337 1726.87404 -15.8
2 -12.988 -27o506 1638.45641 -31o8
3 -8.008 -33.0ll 1586.0D090 -6.9
4 -I°749 -Z7.978 1602o01649 -55.5
5 -7.474 -22°650 1647.93253 -70.3
6 -12o835 -21.9L4 1687.83183 -49.9
7 -18.771 -20.799 1767.12621 -37.0
8 -L8.702 -26.845 1711*02647 -21°5
9 -18.869 -32.484 1690.99551 -1.9
10 -13.179 -32.770 162L.17245 -2.9
11 -8.008 -33o011 1586.00090 -6.9
12 -4.014 -38.009 1589.28736 9B.1
13 -3.743 -33o199 1578.86717 -145.0
14 -3.429 -28°286 1594o61166 -90.7
15 -3.060 -23.098 L639.22545 -93.5
16 -2.613 -17.393 1718.45767 -92.4
17 -7.173 -16.782 1729.92633 -76.4
18 -L2°727 -15.683 1776.68048 -60.3
19 -18.937 -13.923 1869.44638 -98.1
20 -26.478 -10.826 2034.02702 -39.3
21 -25.797 -18.992 L902.6O788 -28.9
22 -25.517 -25.843 L833.07555 -16oi
23 -25.495 -32.112 1807.55553 -1.4
24 -25.691 -38.198 L819.63312 13°5
25 -19*080 -37.986 1702.83205 18.2
26 -13.408 -_7.917 t632.683il 27.3
27 -8.258 -37.937 1597.00734 50.5
28 -4.014 -38.009 1589o26736 98°1
SEC TO INPACI ALT LAT tON
750.004 1588.51885 -4.362 -33.656
AZN AZSUN AZA A" _/A AZPHAZ IN=D
6.8 -78.3 67.7 79.56108 0.898 -93.3 69. B
5.8 -79.8 58.3 78.34196 0.93_ -90.2 61.0
2.6 -80.3 64.2 75.15081 1._00 -85.6 54.9
4.4 -81.2 49.0 76.24478 C.977 -85.2 59.9
6.1 -81.9 37.4 7B.03390 0°927 -84°8 65.2
8.6 -81.5 47.2 80*31548 0.878 -90.2 66.4
12.1 -81.9 54.6 83.72773 0.797 -95.7 68.3
7.7 -79ol 64.9 81.43136 U.853 -95.2 62.6
3.2 -76.2 76.8 80.08480 0.818 -94.8 57.4
2.8 -78.0 72.0 77.L5818 0.954 -90.2 56.0
2*6 -80.3 64.2 75.15081 1.000 -85.6 54.9
1.3 -82.3 80.1 72.09621 U.980 -82o2 49°6
2.4 -82.? 54.9 72.54379 0.980 -81.6 54.4
3.5 -82.8 37*3 75.03014 0.99? -80.9 59.3
4.4 -82.6 26*5 76.72820 0.948 -80.1 64.5
5.1 -82.L 19ol 79.29970 U,869 -/9.0 70.2
7.8 -82.4 28.9 80.75688 0.848 -84.2 71.0
11.4 -83.3 38.2 83°36245 0°794 -90.3 72.5
16.5 -85.3 45.9 87.37847 0._05 -96.3 74.8
24.7 -89.9 52.1 93o89718 0.561 -102.2 78°6
17.8 -83.9 60.5 88.96358 0.673 -lOl.l 7L.2
4.0 75.5 _0.3 ;;;;_ o_,66 -99.3 59.6
-3.1 -71.4 1.4 83.79418 0.763 -96.7 54.4
-L.4 -73.0 89.8 79.52338 0.877 -94.4 52.4
-0.2 -75.7 87.9 76.64140 U.953 -90.2 51.I
0.6 -79.1 _5.3 74.67535 L.O00 -85.9 50.1
1.3 -82.3 80.1 7Z.09621 0.980 -82.2 49.6
TAB NO 54 ATLAS PHOTO NO
MS
SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON
744.88_ 1518.54544 -4.386 -33°609
AZN AZSUN AZA AI 8/A AZPHA2 [NCD
6.8 -78.3 61.5 79.07679 0.898 -93.3 69.8
5.8 -79.9 58.2 ?7*86652 0.930 -90.2 61ol
2.6 -80.3 64.0 74.69143 |.000 -85.6 55.0
4.4 -81.2 49.0 75.17925 0.V76 -85.2 60.0
6.2 -81.9 37.5 77.56213 0.92? -84.8 65.2
8.6 -81.5 47.2 79.83307 0.078 -90.2 66.4
12.1 -82.0 54.6 83.22219 0.198 -95.7 68.3
7.7 -79.1 66.8 80.93496 0.853 -95.2 62.7
3.3 -76.3 76.6 79*58702 0.879 -94.8 57.5
2.8 -78.0 7L.8 76.68121 0.954 -90°2 56.0
2.6 -80.3 64.0 74.69143 L.OOO -85.6 55.0
1.3 -82.3 79.5 71.60869 0.980 -H2.2 49.7
2.4 -82.6 54*7 72.08798 0.980 -81.6 54.4
3.5 -82.8 37.4 74.56659 0.996 -80.9 59,3
4.4 -82.6 26.6 76.25836 0.948 -80.1 64.5
5°1 -82.1 19.2 78.81379 0.870 -79.0 70.2
7.8 -82.4 28.9 80.2687L 0.848 -84.2 71.0
11.4 -83.3 J8.3 82.86144 U.795 -90.3 72.5
16.5 -85.3 45.8 86.84826 0.705 -96.3 14.8
24.6 -89.8 52.1 93.30205 0.562 -102.2 78.5
17.8 -83.9 60.4 88.41163 0.614 -lOl. L 71.2
11°0 -79.5 09.8 86.51494 0.738 -100.1 65.1
4.1 -75.6 80.1 83.88023 0.767 -99.3 59.6
-3.0 -7Lo5 1.2 83.24357 U.764 -98.7 54.5
-1.3 -T3.1 89.5 79.01471 0.877 -94.5 52.5
-0.2 -75.8 87.5 ?6.15505 0.953 -90.2 51.2
0.6 -79.| 84.8 74°19994 1.000 -85.9 50.2
1.3 -82.3 79.5 71.60869 0.980 -82.2 49.7
27
53 POD SEQUENCE NO 112
R V PTH AZ
3323.9?4 2.034 -73.100 116.758
PHAZ ER|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.8 33.7 30.1 O. O- 1
47.6 2L.6 11.7 Z76.13353 _53.2 ?.b 1.4 224.06515
47.8 13.5 11.8 152.12741 3- 4
42.5 23.2 22.6 160.95447 4- 5
42.2 29.0 22.9 164.84760 5- 6
42.5 37.8 21.7 183.84858 6- 7
47.9 31.9 9.9 174.3998_ ?- 8
53.3 29.5 -1.5 162.61996 8- 9
53.1 18.3 0.8 173.66033 9-10
53.2 7,6 1.4 157.16907 10-11
58.9 9.3 -9.3 194.34328 II-12
53.7 1.6 0.7 L46.54816 12-13
48.4 lI.2 10.8 149.15384 13-14
43.1 21_8 21.2 158.22200 14-15
38.0 32.7 32.0 174.[7406 _5-16
37.2 34.0 33.8 140*L9494 16-17
36.9 38.7 34.7 172.42163 17-18
37°2 46.4 34.5 196o18380 18-19
38.2 57.2 34.2 246.09851 19-20
43.4 48.9 19.0 224.52571 20-21
48.6 43.6 6.0 188.39296 21-22
53.9 41.5 -6. l 172.39L62 ZZ-ZJ
59.0 42.6 -17.8 167.47750 23-24
58.6 31.0 -12.5 201.81538 24-25
58.4 20.6 -9.8 172.94677 25-26
58.5 12.1 -8.9 156.99083 26-27
58.9 9.3 -9.3 129.37467 27-28
54 POD SEQUENCE NO 114
R V PTM AZ
3314.001 2.036 -73.125 116.752
PHAE ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.9 33.7 30.1 O. O- 1
47.6 21.6 11.7 274.06978 L- 2
53.2 7.7 1.4 222.74232 2- 3
47.8 13.6 11.9 151.20812 3- 4
42.5 23.3 22.6 160.00495 4- 5
42.2 29.0 22.9 163.86880 5- 6
42.5 37.8 21.8 182*71615 6- 7
47.9 31.9 9.9 173.37299 7- 8
53.3 29.4 -1.4 161.70306 8- 9
53.1 18.3 0.9 172.56180 9-10
53.2 7.7 1.4 156.80186 I0-]I
58.9 9.2 -9.2 193.10725 11-12
53*7 1.6 0,7 145.89887 12-13
48.4 11.3 10.9 148.83816 13-14
43.1 21.8 21.2 157.27537 14-15
38.0 32.7 32.0 173°10626 15-18
37.2 34.0 33.7 139.J5317 16-17
36.9 38.7 34.6 171.39681 17-18
37.2 46.4 34.5 194.94493 18-19
38.2 57.1 34.1 244.20894 19-20
43.4 48.8 19.0 222.95431 20-21
48.6 43.6 6.0 187.24051 21-22
53.9 41.4 -b.O 171.33913 22-23
59.0 42.5 -17.6 166.36656 2J-24
58.6 30.9 -12.4 200.32909 24-25
58.4 20.6 -9.7 171.81139 25-26
58.5 12*l -8.8 156.00047 26-27
58.9 9.2 -9.2 128.55245 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI! CAHERA FA 28
TAB NO 55 ATLAS PHOTO NO 55 POD SEQUENCE NO 116
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 13 RIN 29 SEC 36 RS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
739.76¢ [568*56329 -61609 -33.562 33061019 2.039 -73,090 [[6,766
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A A2PHAZ IN_D PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALC PT-PT
I -LI.696 -18.356 1716.09503 -16.0 6*8 -78.6 67.6 78.59198 0.898 -93.3 69.8 38.9 33.6 30,1 0. 0- 1
Z -12.986 -27.656 1628.66LJ0 -31.9 5.8 -79.9 58.1 77.39056 0,929 -90.2 61.1 67.6 21,7 11.8 272.00662 1- 2
3 -8.036 -32.926 1576.07819 -7.6 2.6 -80.3 66.6 74.22528 lo000 -85.6 55.1 53.2 7o? 1.5 221.61779 2- 3
6 -7.776 -27.924 1592,I6660 -55.5 4.6 -81.2 48.9 75.31327 0.976 -85.2 60. U 47.9 13.7 11.9 150,28802 _ 6
5 -7.503 -22.633 1637.90169 -70.2 6.2 -81.9 37.5 77.08983 U.926 -84.8 65.2 42.5 23.3 Z2.b 159.05611 5
6 -12.832 -2L.895 1677.62066 -69.9 8.6 -81.5 47.1 79.35001 0.H78 -90.2 66.5 62.2 _9.1 22.q 162.8886q 5- 6
7 -18.731 -20.787 1756.37786 -37.1 12.1 -82.U 54.5 82°71606 0.79H -95.7 68.3 62.5 37.8 21,b 181.5_34 6- 7
8 -IU,722 -26.795 1700.$2236 -21.6 _.7 -79.2 64.7 80.43802 0.85_ -95.2 62.7 6_.9 31.9 |0.0 172.34465 7- 8
9 -18.821 -32.399 1680.41399 -2._ ___ -76._ 7_._ 7_.G_b_ u._7_ -96.8 51.6 53.3 2_.4 -1.3 160.12515 8- 9
LO -13.173 -32.086 1611.0799| -_.2 2.9 -70.0 1|.6 76.20J83 0.954 -90.2 56.1 53.1 18.3 1.U 17L.46223 9-10
11 -8.036 -32.926 [576.07819 -7.6 2.b -80.3 66.6 74.22_28 !.CO0 -85.6 55.1 5_.2 7.! 1.5 155.8_379 _0-|1
12 -4.066 _37.893 1578.91789 97.8 1.3 -82.2 78°9 71.12165 U.98(J -82*2 49.8 58.9 9.1 -9.1 191._7127 11-12
13 -3.796 -33.[14 1568.88374 -L41.4 2.5 -82.6 54.6 71.632L2 (}.980 -81.6 54*5 53.7 1.6 0.8 144.6697b 12-13
16 -3.48_ -28.231 1586.69_85 -96.4 3.5 -82.7 37.6 74.10265 0.99_ -80.9 5_.6 68.6 11.3 10.9 167.92182 13-16
15 -3.[16 -23.{)74 1629.12570 -93.4 4.6 -8_.8 2_.8 75.T8809 0.968 -_0.| 66.5 63.1 21.8 21.3 156.3216_ 16-15
16 -2.672 -17.406 1707.86739 -92.3 5.2 -82.1 19._ 78.32744 0,870 -79.0 70.1 36.0 32.7 32.0 172.0_66 15-16
11 -7.204 -18. f94 1719.60060 -76.3 7.8 -82*4 29.0 79.78001 0.848 -84.2 71.0 37.2 36.0 33.7 138.51066 |6-17
18 -12.725 -15°701 1765.92508 -60.3 LI.6 -83.3 38.3 82.35983 0.Z9_ -90.3 72.b 36.9 38.7 36.b 170.37054 17-|8
19 -18.896 -]3.')55 1858.0166_ -48.1 16.6 -85,3 65,8 86.3_T67 0._06 -96.3 _6.8 37.2 6_.3 36.5 193._()513 10-19
2U -26.302 -10_896 2021.04/73 -39.3 26.5 -89.8 52.0 92.T0666 0.566 -102.2 78.6 38*Z 57.0 34.0 262.32666 19-20
21 -25.709 -18._96 |890._2169 -_9.0 17. T -83.9 b0*3 0/.85923 0.615 -lOI.l 71.1 63.6 60.7 19.0 Z_1.38_36 20-21
22 -25.429 -25.800 1821.51089 -16.2 11,0 -79.8 69.7 86.97794 0.739 -I00.| 65.1 68.6 43.5 6.1 186.08697 21-22
23 --2_.406 -32.025 |79_.98970 -1,5 6.1 -75._ 80,0 8_,34306 G._68 -99.3 59.7 5_.9 61.6 -5.9 170o28582 22-23
24 -25.597 -38.067 L807.60884 13o6 -2.9 -71.6 L.0 82.69298 0./66 -98.7 54,6 59.0 62.3 -17.5 165.25662 23-24
25 --19.035 -37.863 1691.86907 18.0 -1.2 -73.2 89.2 78._0580 0.8T8 -96.5 52.6 58.6 30.8 -12.3 198.86_62 26-25
26 -13.40C -37.199 1622.250_2 27.0 -0.2 -75.8 87.2 75.66863 0.953 -90,2 51.3 58.6 20.5 -9.6 170,67599 25-26
27 -8.282 -37.H2L 1586.76770 50.0 0.7 -79.1 82.0 73.72356 1,000 -85.9 50._ 58.5 12,0 -8.7 155.00932 26-27
28 -4.066 -37,893 1578,9_789 97.8 1,3 -82.2 78.9 71.12165 0.980 -02.2 69.8 58.9 9.1 -9.1 127,72992 _7-28
TAB NO 56 ATLAS PHOTO NO 56 POD SEQUENCE NO 118
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 13 NIN 34 S8C 155 MS
TRAJSCTGRY DATA SEC 10 [_PAOT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
7_6.644 1558.5_220 -_.633 -33.515 3296.027 2,061 -73.055 116.7_0
PHOTO DATA
PI LA7 LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHA2 IN_D PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
i -11.685 -18,375 1705.30686 -I6.L 6.8 -78.6 67°2 78.10682 0.898 -93.3 69.8 38.9 33.6 30.0 O. U- l
2 -I2.979 -27.400 1618.42066 -32.0 5.8 -79.9 58.0 76.9[433 0.929 -90.2 61.2 6_.6 21.7 11,8 269.91233 1- 2
3 -8.059 -32.841 1566.14807 -8.0 2.6 -80.3 64.2 73.75766 1.000 -85.6 55.2 53.2 7.8 Lo6 220.093_5 2- 3
4 -7.806 -Z_.869 1582.31194 -55.5 6.8 -81.2 68.9 74.8670_ U.97_ -85,2 60,1 67.9 13.7 12.0 169°36785 3- 4
5 -7.532 -22.609 1_27.8_010 -70.1 6.2 -BI.9 37.6 76.61749 !_,927 -84.8 65.2 42.5 23.3 22.6 158.1043| 4- 5
6 -L2o828 -21.074 1667.40782 -69.9 8.7 -81.6 6_.I 78.86701 0,878 -90.2 66.8 42.2 29.1 22.9 161.90839 5- 6
7 -18.691 -20._73 L765.62956 -37.1 12.1 -82,0 54.5 82.20990 0.798 -95.T 68.3 62.5 37.7 21.8 180.44916 6- 7
8 -18.681 -26.7_6 1690.01308 -21./ 7.7 -79.2 64.6 79,94084 0,853 -95.2 62.8 67.9 31.9 |O.I 171,3!783 7- 8
9 -|8.784 -_2._L3 1669.82422 -2.2 3.3 -76.4 76,2 78.59025 0.879 -96.8 _T.6 53.3 29.4 -1.2 159.74732 8- 9
10 -)3.|67 -32.600 1600.9_903 -3.6 2.9 -78.I 71.3 75.72605 0.956 -90.2 56.2 53.1 18.3 [.I 170*36208 9-10
11 -8°059 -32.86I [566.|4807 -8.0 2.6 -RO.3 66.2 73,75766 1.000 -85,6 55,2 _3.2 7.8 1.6 154.86485 LO-|L
12 -_.118 -32.777 1568.68103 97.b 1.3 -82.2 78.3 70.63661 0.979 -82.2 69.9 58.9 9.0 -9.0 190.63499 I[-12
)3 -3.848 -33.029 !558.89439 -137._ 2.5 -82.6 54.4 71.17626 0.980 -81.6 56.6 53._ 1.6 0°9 143_10031 12-13
14 -3o53T -28.175 1574.77464 -96.1 3.5 -82.T 37.5 73.63855 0.996 -80.9 59.4 48°6 11.4 _1.0 I47.00555 [3-14
15 -3.|12 -23.069 1619.02658 -93.2 6.6 -82.5 26.9 75.3/784 0.947 -80.L 66.5 63.1 21.8 21.3 155.3810] 16-15
16 -2.730 -|7.4[5 1697.284_8 -92.Z 5.2 -82.[ 19.5 7/.86|41 0.870 -79.0 ?O.I 38.0 32.7 32.0 !70.97263 15-16
17 -_.234 -L6.806 1708.880_6 -76.2 7.8 -82.6 29.1 79.29157 U.848 -86.2 71.0 37.2 36.0 33.? 137.66850 Lb-17
L8 -12.722 -15.718 L755.17586 -60.3 LI.4 -83.3 38.3 81.85850 0.795 -90.3 72.6 36.9 38.6 36.6 169.36488 L7-18
L9 -18.856 -13.986 L846.59656 -48.2 16.4 -85.3 65.8 85.18716 0.707 -96.3 74.7 37.2 _6.3 34.4 192.46800 _8-19
20 -26.285 -10.960 2008.08167 -39.3 24°6 -89._ 52.0 92.11266 0._66 -102.2 78.6 38.2 56.9 33.9 260.45209 19-20
21 -25o620 -18.999 1878.86178 -29.1 17.7 -83.9 60.3 87.3071[ U.676 -I01.1 71.1 63.4 68,6 Lg.I 219.82894 20-21
22 -25.342 -25.156 1810.06661 -16._ IL.0 -19.6 69*5 86.66086 0.740 -100.L 65ol 48.6 63.6 6.2 184.93659 ZI-2Z
23 -25.31T -31.938 1784.41846 -1.6 6.2 -75.8 79.8 82o80560 U._69 -99.3 59.7 53,9 61o3 -5,8 169,23306 22-23
24 -25.502 -37.935 1795.5/836 13o3 -2.8 -71.7 0°7 82.14202 0.767 -98.7 54°7 59.0 42.2 -17.3 164.14699 23-24
25 -|8.9H9 -37,160 1680.89790 17.8 -1.2 -73.3 88.9 7T.99666 0.879 -96°5 52.7 58.b 30.8 -12oL 197.36607 24-25
26 -13.392 -37°68| 1611o80841 26.8 -O.l -?5.9 86.8 75.I8135 0.954 -90°2 5[.6 58.4 20.5 -9.5 169.5_965 25-26
27 -8.307 -37._04 L5/6.51909 69,6 U.7 -79.1 81.5 73.22987 1.00U -85.9 50.5 58.5 1|o9 -8.b 156o01725 26-27
28 -6oL18 -37.777 1568.68103 9_.b 1o3 -82.2 /8.3 70.63461 U.979 -82.2 49.9 58°9 9.0 -9.0 126.90669 27-28
42
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
8A-VII CAME8A FA 29
TAB NO 57 ATLAS PHOTO NO 57 POD SEQUENCE NO 120
JULY 3111966 [3 HR [3 MIN 39 SEC 275 MS
TRAJECTORY DA7A SEC T0 18PACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
729,526 1548,57236 -6,657 -33,667 3286,028 2,063 -73,019 IL6,733
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -1[.676 -[8,393 Lb96,5G356 -Lb,3 6.8 -78.6 67,0 77,62113 0.898 -93*3 69.7 38,9 33,5 30.0 O, O- 1
2 -12.976 -27.367 1608.38889 -32.1 5.8 -79.9 57.9 76.63758 0.929 -90.2 61.2 67.6 21.7 11.9 267.82060 1- 2
3 -8.085 -32.756 1556.21028 -8.5 2.6 -80.3 66.0 73.28967 1.000 -85.6 55,3 53.2 7.8 1.7 218.76668 2-
6 -7,831 -27,816 1572o66733 -55,5 6,5 -81,2 68,8 76,38037 0,976 -85,2 60, L 67,9 L3,8 12,0 168o66683 3- 6
5 -7.561 -22.585 1617.82690 -70.L 6.2 -81.9 37.6 76.1666[ 0.926 -84.8 65.3 62.5 23.3 22.7 157.15312 6- 5
6 -12.825 -21.856 1657.18231 -50.0 8.7 -81.6 67.1 78.38335 0.878 -90.2 66.5 62.2 29.1 23.0 160.92668 5- 6
7 -18.651 -20.760 1734.86797 -37.2 [2.1 -82.0 56.6 81.70313 0.798 -95.7 68.3 62.5 37.7 21.8 179.31673 6- 7
8 -18.640 -Z6.696 1679.69260 -21.8 7.8 -79.3 66.6 79.66312 0.653 -95.2 62.8 67.9 31.8 10.1 170.28939 7- 8
9 -18.762 -32.227 [659.22583 -2.6 3.6 -76.5 75.9 78.09126 0.880 -96.8 57.7 53.3 29.3 -1.1 [58.76867 8- 9
10 -L3.161 -32.515 1590.86966 -3.7 Z.9 -78.1 71.1 75.26786 0.956 -90.2 56.3 53.1 18.3 1.2 169,26121 9-10
Ll -8.085 -32.756 1556.2[028 -8.5 2.6 -80.3 66.0 73.28967 1.000 -85.6 55.3 53.2 7.8 L.7 153.89685 [0-11
12 -6.169 -3?.660 [558.38110 97.2 1.3 -82.2 77.7 70.16810 0.979 -82.2 50.0 58.9 8.9 -8.9 [89.39887 [1-12
L3 -3,90[ -32,963 [568.89876 -136,L 2.5 -82.5 56.3 70.72029 0,980 -8L,6 56.7 53,7 L.6 1,0 162,75112 12-13
16 -3.591 -28.119 [566.86602 -95.7 3.5 -82.6 37.6 73.17607 0.996 -80.9 59.5 68.6 1[.6 11.0 146.O8856 13-16
15 -3,228 -23,025 I608,91756 -93,0 _,5 -82.5 27,0 76,86713 0,967 -80,1 66.6 63,L 2L,8 2L,3 156,63321 [6-15
16 -2.788 -17.625 1686.69070 -92.[ 5.2 -82.0 19.7 77.35690 0.670 -79.0 70.1 38.0 32.7 32.0 169.90602 15-[6
IT -7,265 -16,817 [698.36828 -76,2 7,8 -82,6 29,2 78.80256 0,868 -86.2 71,0 37.2 36,0 33.7 136.82538 16-17
18 -12,719 -L5,736 [766,61260 -60,3 1L,6 -83,3 38,3 81,35653 0,795 -90,3 72.6 36,9 38,6 36,6 168,31773 LT-L8
19 -18.812 -L6.018 1835.16256 -48.2 16.4 -85.3 65.8 85.25616 0.707 -96.3 76.7 37.2 66.2 36.4 191.22969 18-19
20 -26.189 -11.026 1995.11612 -39.6 26.3 -89.7 52.0 91.51787 0.567 -102.2 78.3 38.2 56.8 33.9 238.58616 19-20
21 -25.53[ -19.002 1866.95L02 -29.L 17.6 -83.9 60.2 86.75450 0.677 -IOL.L 71.1 63.6 48.6 L9.1 218.27408 20-21
_¢ -¢>,256 -_5.712 1778.5_89_ 16._ i79 -7o 7 _04 _.90_35 0.7_0 -100,1 65,1 68,6 43,6 6,3 183.78689 21-22
23 -25.227 -31.851 1772.86135 -L.7 6.2 -75.8 79.6 82.26789 0.770 -99.4 59.8 53.9 6l.Z -5.b L_.Zr_J_ ¢¢-¢_
26 --25.608 -37.803 [783.56816 13.1 --2.7 -71.9 G.5 81.591ll 0.769 -98.7 56.7 59.0 42.1 -17.1 163.63860 23-26
25 -18.963 -37.6[7 L669. gZL60 17.6 -l.L -73.6 88.6 77.68688 0.879 -96.5 52.8 58.6 30.7 -12.0 [95.88535 26-25
26 -L3.383 -37.562 1661.36064 26.5 -O.L -76.0 86.6 76.69602 0.956 -90.2 51.5 58.6 20.6 -9.6 168.60350 25-26
27 -8.33l -37.587 1566.26598 69.l 0.7 -79.1 8l.L 72.7365[ 1.000 -85.9 50.6 58.5 11.9 -8.5 153.02658 26-27
28 -6.169 -37.660 [558.38[[0 97.2 1.3 -82.2 77.7 70o[6610 U.979 -82.2 50.0 58.9 8.9 -8.9 [26.08305 2/-26
TAB NO 58 ATLAS PHOTO NO 58 POD SEQUENCE NO 122
JULY 31e1966 13 HR 13 HIN 66 5EC 395 MS
TRAJECT08¥ OATA $EC TO IMPACt ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
726.606 1538,56329 -6.681 -33.619 3276,019 2.065 -72.986 116.727
PHOTO DA7A
P7 LAT LQN RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA Aa 8/A AZPHAZ ]NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-/1.666 -[8.612 [683.69077 -16.4 6.8 -78.5 66.9 77.13513 0.898 -93.3 69.7 38.9 33.5 30.0 O. O- 1
-12,970 -27,292 1598.35300 -32.2 5.8 -79.9 57,8 75,9606J 0,929 -90,2 6L,3 67,6 21,8 LL,9 265,69363 1-
3 -8.111 -32.669 [566.26508 -9.1 Z.6 -80.3 63.7 72.82136 L.OOU -85.6 55.6 53.2 7.9 [.8 217.66059 2- 3
6 -7.858 -27.758 1562.57927 -55.5 6.5 -81.2 68.7 73.91352 0.976 -85,2 60.Z 67.9 13.9 L2. L 167.52595 3- 6
5 -7.590 -22.560 1607.78587 -70.0 6.2 -81.9 37.6 75.67183 0.926 -84.8 65.3 62.5 23.6 22.7 156.20358 6- 5
6 -12.821 -21.832 1666.9586_ -50.0 8.7 -8h6 67.1 77.89978 0.878 -90.2 66.5 62.2 29.1 23.0 159.96505 5- 6
7 -18.610 -20.766 1726.11000 -37.2 12.l -82.0 54.3 81.19653 0.798 -95.7 88.3 62.5 37.7 21.8 178.[8136 6- 7
8 -18.599 -26.662 1668.96815 -21.9 7.8 -79.3 64.3 78.94523 0.856 -95.2 62.8 67.9 31.8 10.2 169.26337 7- 8
9 -18.699 -32.139 1668.61917 -2.5 3.6 -76.6 75.7 77.59188 0.880 -96.8 57.8 53,3 29.3 -1.0 157.78990 8- 9
LO -[3.156 -32.628 1580.75151 -4.0 2.9 -78.2 70.9 76.76928 0.9S4 -90.2 56.6 53.[ 18.3 L.2 168.15959 9-10
tl -6.111 -32,669 L566.26508 -9.1 2.6 -80.3 63.7 72.82[36 1.000 -85.6 55.6 53.2 7.9 1.8 [52.92408 |O-11
L2 -q.221 -37.562 1568.07257 96.9 1.3 -82.L 77.0 69.66142 0.979 -82.2 50.2 58.9 8.7 -8.7 188.16223 11-12
13 -3.953 -32.856 1538.89723 -130.5 2.5 -82.5 56.1 70.26636 0.980 -81.6 54.8 53.7 1.6 1.1 16L.80147 12-13
16 -3.665 -Z8.063 1556.9L536 -95.4 3.6 -82.6 37.6 72.70947 0.996 -80.9 59.6 68.4 11.6 11.1 165.17178 13-16
15 -3.283 -22.999 1598.81L95 -92.9 6.5 -82.5 27.2 76.37656 0.967 -80.1 64.6 63.1 21.8 21.6 L53.48711 14-15
16 -2.867 -17.636 1676.10912 -91.9 5.3 -82.0 19.8 76.86892 0.870 -79.1 70.1 38.0 32.7 32.0 168.86623 15-16
17 -7.295 -16.828 1687.82668 -76.1 7.8 -82.3 29.3 78.31406 0.868 -86.2 70.9 37.2 36.0 33.7 135.98336 16-17
18 -12.716 -15°752 [733.66100 -60.3 11.6 -83.3 38.6 80.85509 0.795 -90.3 72.6 36.9 38.6 36.6 |67.29[82 17-18
19 -18.770 -16.067 1823.76687 -68.2 16.3 -85.3 65.8 84.72596 0.708 -96.3 76.7 37.2 66.2 36.6 189.99681 18-19
20 -28.093 -11.090 1982.18005 -39.6 26.2 -89.7 51.9 90.92686 0.569 -102.2 78.2 38.2 56.7 33.8 236.72996 19-20
21 -25.642 -19.003 L855.07097 -29.2 L7.5 -83.9 60.1 86.20237 0.678 -L01.l 71.L 63.6 68.5 L9. L 216.73665 20-21
22 -25.167 -25.667 L787.03366 -18.5 L0.9 -79.7 60.3 83.36583 0.761 -LOO.[ 65.1 68.6 63.3 6.3 182.63751 21-22
23 -25.138 -31.763 1761.25880 -1.9 4.2 -75.9 79.4 81.72990 0.77L -99.6 59.8 53.9 61.L -5.5 167.12667 22-23
24 -25.313 -37.670 1771.50972 13.0 -2.6 -72.0 G.2 8L.03980 U.770 -98.7 56.8 59.0 62.0 -[6.9 161.92996 23-26
25 -18.897 -37.693 1858.93393 17.4 -1.1 -73.5 86.3 78.97677 0.880 -96.5 52.9 58.6 30.6 -LI.9 196.60797 26-25
26 -[3.375 -37,642 1590,90196 26,2 -U,[ -76.0 86,[ 76,20617 0,954 -90*2 5L,6 58.6 20.6 -9,2 L67.28629 25-26
27 -8.356 -37.669 1556.00262 48.6 0.7 -79.[ 80.6 72.26273 0.99_ -85.9 50.7 58.5 11.8 -8.3 152.03070 26-27
28 -6,221 -37°562 1568.0/287 96,_ L.3 -82,L 77.0 69o66L62 0.979 -82,2 58.2 58.9 8,7 -8.7 125,25869 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 30
TAB NO 59 ATLAS PHOTO NO 59 POD SEQUENCE NO 124
JULY 3[wl964 13 HR [3 N|N 49 SEC 515 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LA[ L0N R V PTH AZ
719.Z84 [_28o_2b -4._0_ -_3,3_ 3266,00[ 2,048 -72.968 _[6.72[
PH0rO DATA
PT LAT [ON RANGE AZS/C A£N AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[[°657 -[8.63[ [6?2.86659 -[6.6 6.8 -78.5 68.7 76.65036 0.898 -93.3 69.7 38.9 33.5 29.9 O. O- [
Z -[2.966 -27.228 1588.36157 -32.6 5.9 -80.0 57.6 75.68580 0.929 -90.2 6[.3 67.6 21.8 [2.0 263.Z9932 [- 2
3 -8.[38 -32.576 [536.31775 -9.8 2.7 -80.3 63.6 72.3529[ 0.999 -85.6 55.5 53.2 7.9 [.9 216.[2865 2- 3
4 -?°884 -27,693 i5_2,75327 -55,_ 4°5 -81.2 68,6 ?3°44866 U,975 -85,2 60.3 67.8 13°9 [2.2 [46,61209 3- 4
5 -7.617 -22.526 [597.83965 -69.9 6.2 -8|.9 37.6 75.20365 0.926 -86,8 65,3 62.5 23.6 22.7 155o2756[ 6- 5
6 -[2°8[7 -2[.80[ [636.83688 -50.0 8.7 -8[.6 67.0 77.62[02 0.877 -90,2 66.6 62.2 29.[ 23.0 [58.97637 5- 6
7 -[8.570 -20.720 [713.67036 -37.3 [2.0 -82.[ 56.2 80.69552 0.798 -95.7 88.6 42.5 37.7 21.9 |77°06655 6- 7
8 -[8.558 -26°58[ [658.49530 -22.[ 7.8 -79.3 66.1 78.66975 0.856 -95.2 62.9 67.9 3[.8 IO.3 I_R.?AAR3 7--
9 --[8.658 -_2._ __0[009 -2._ 3._ 7_._ 75.S 77.U_LJZ U.880 -94.8 57.8 53.3 29.3 -0.9 [56.82098 8- 9
10 -L3.L6T -32.333 [570,63065 -4°3 3.0 -78.Z 70.6 76.29056 0,956 -90,2 56,6 53.[ L8,3 [,3 167,05828 9-10
[[ -8.i36 -32.576 1536.31775 -9.8 2.7 -80.3 63.6 72.3529[ 0°999 -85.6 55.5 53.2 7.9 1.9 15[.9527[ [0-[|
[2 -6.272 -_7,6[5 L537.72302 96,6 [.3 -82.[ 78.3 69.[7060 0.978 -82.2 50.3 58.9 8.6 -8.6 [86.92353 [[-12
[3 -_.005 -32./6[ [528.895[[ -[26.6 2.5 -82.5 53.9 69.80909 0.980 -8[.6 56.9 53.7 [.7 [.2 [60,_6786 [2-13
[6 -31698 -27.997 1565.027L5 -95.0 3.6 -82.6 37.6 72.24679 0.996 -80.9 59.6 68.6 [[.5 [[.2 [66.26[98 [3-[6
[5 -3.338 -22.966 I588.80009 -92. r 6.5 -82.5 27.3 73.9|02[ 0.96? -80.[ 66.6 63.1 ?l,9 2[.6 [52.56186 16-[5
[6 -2°906 -17.¢32 1665,69067 -91,8 5,3 -82.0 20,0 76,39017 0,_70 -79.0 7Uo[ 38.0 32.? 32.U [67°82672 L5-16
[7 -7.325 -16.827 1677.67186 -76.0 7.9 -82.3 29.3 77.833[3 0.868 -86.2 70.9 37.2 36.0 33.1 [35.[5686 [6-17
[8 -[2.713 -15.756 [723.09[62 -60.3 [L.6 -83.2 38o3 80.362[3 0.79_ -90.3 72.6 36.9 38.6 36.6 [66.28593 [7-[8
[9 -[8.729 -[6.066 1812.56660 -68.2 [6.3 -85.3 65.7 86.20587 O.?O_ --96.3 76.6 37.2 66.2 36.6 [88.19327 18-19
20 -25.999 -[L.137 [969.56980 -39.6 24.L -89.6 5[,9 90._658[ 0.570 -[02,2 78.2 38.2 56.6 33.7 236.9526[ [9-20
2[ --25.354 -[8.992 1863.36627 -2g.3 [7.5 -86.0 60.0 85.65763 0.678 -[0[.[ 7l.l 63.6 ¢8.6 [9.1 215.2991[ 20-2[
22 -25.0r9 -25.bl0 [775.58592 -[6.6 [0.9 -79,8 69,[ 82,83[35 0,?52 -[00.2 65,2 68.6 43.2 6.4 [81._3258 2[-22
23 -25.06R -3[.686 |769.67757 -2.0 6.3 -76.0 T9.2 8I.[9118 L).?7[ -99.6 59.9 53.9 6[.0 -5.6 166.0_T78 22-_3
26 -25.2[8 -37.526 [759.6[280 [2.8 -2.5 -?2.[ 89.9 80.68556 0.771 -98.7 56.9 59.0 6[.9 -[6.7 [60.8[8[7 23-24
25 -[8.850 -37.359 I66T.89383 [7.2 -[.0 -73.7 88.0 76.666[5 0.88[ -96.5 53.0 58.8 30.5 -[[.7 [9_.923[_ 2_-25
26 -13.366 -J7o313 [580.39558 25.8 -0.0 -76.1 85.6 73.7[6[[ 0.955 -90.2 5[.7 58.6 20.3 -9.[ [66.[2293 25-26
27 -8.380 -37._63 1565.69_59 68.0 0.7 -79.1 80.1 7[.76605 0.999 -85.9 50.8 58.5 |1.1 -8.2 15[.03[7¢ 26-27
28 -_.272 -37.615 L531,72302 96.6 1.3 -B2.1 16,3 69.[7040 0.91_ -82.2 50,3 58.9 8,6 -8.6 [26.¢3066 2?-28
TAB NO 60 ATLAS PHOTO NO 60 POD SEQUENCE NO 126
JULY 3[,196_ 13 M8 13 MIN 56 SEC 635 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAr LON 8 V PTH AZ
7[4.[64 [_18.5[810 -_._30 "}3.322 3253.973 2.050 -72.91i [16°715
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT ION RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- _/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EMiS ALPHA SCAL_ PT-PT
I -11.648 -18.450 1662.0][02 -I6.8 6.8 -78.6 66.5 76.16506 0.898 -93.3 69.7 39.0 33.6 29.9 0, 0- I
2 -[Z,959 -27.165 1578.35856 -32.5 5,9 -8U.O 5T,5 75.0[06[ 0.928 -90,2 6[.6 67.6 2L.8 L2.1 260,90933 1- 2
3 -8.[61 -t2._79 1526.36316 -10.5 _.7 -80.3 63.1 71,884l_ 0.999 -85.6 65.6 53.2 8.0 2.0 216.81690 2- 3
6 -7.91l -27._28 1562.91802 -55.b 6.5 -8[.2 58.5 72.98327 0.975 -85,2 60.3 67.8 i6,0 i2.3 165.69742 3- 6
5 -7.665 -22._92 I587.88025 -69.9 6.3 -81.8 37.6 76.73666 0.928 -8_.8 65.6 _2.5 23.5 22.8 15_.36590 6- 5
6 -L2.813 -2L.T70 L626.70062 -50,L 8.7 -8L.6 66,9 76.94157 0.877 -90.2 66.6 62.2 29.2 23.[ 158.00206 5- 8
7 -18.529 -20.695 1102.81532 -37.6 12.0 -82,l 5_.1 80.19378 0,799 -95.! 88.6 42,5 37.7 2[.9 175.94612 6- ?
8 -18.517 -26.519 [668.010_5 -22.2 7.8 -79.6 64.0 77.953/0 U.85_ -95.2 62.9 _1.9 31.8 10.3 167.26812 ?- 8
9 -[B.6[2 -_l.q_6 |827.39297 -3.0 3.5 -76.7 _5.2 76.69239 0.880 -9_.8 57.9 53.3 29.3 -0.7 [55.85[06 8- 9
10 -13.[60 -32.237 1550.50[50 -6.6 3.0 -78.2 70.3 73.81165 0.953 -90.2 56.5 53.0 18.3 1.5 165.95513 9-10
I[ -_.[6[ -32.679 [526.36316 -|0.5 2.7 -80.3 63.1 I[.88615 C.99_ -85.b 55.8 53.2 8.0 2.0 [50.98060 lO-II
[2 -_,323 -37,289 I527,31118 96._ [.3 -82.[ 75.6 68.68012 _.97H -82.2 50._ 58.9 8.5 -8.5 185.68515 [I-12
[3 -6.051 -32.686 L518.88716 -[2_.9 2.5 -82._ 53.7 69.35386 0,98U -81.6 55.0 53.1 1.7 1.3 139.89_72 [2-[J
[6 -3.75[ -27o932 1535.12999 -96.7 3.6 -82.5 37.6 71.78369 {,.995 -80.9 59.7 _8.6 11.6 [I.3 I_3.35150 [3-|6
15 -3.393 -22._29 I5f8._1678 -92.5 6.5 -82._ 27._ 13.66_33 0.9_1 -80.l 66.7 63.1 21.9 21.5 lSl.b_Sl_ 16-15
[6 -2.960 -IT.430 1655.2586[ -91.7 5.3 -82.0 20.[ 75.9108[ (1.870 -79.0 10.[ 38.0 32.? 32.0 [66.80_2[ [5-[6
17 -1.35_ -16.827 i667.10166 -78.U 7.9 -82.3 29.6 77.3515l (_.8_ -86.2 70.9 37.2 36.0 33.7 [36.32633 16-17
[8 -12.709 -15.76l l?12.5O653 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.3 79.8683_ 0.795 -90.3 72.6 36.9 38.6 36.6 165.27808 17-18
19 -18.688 -l_.081 [801.325_5 -68.3 16.3 -85.3 45.7 83.68695 U./O8 -96.3 76.6 37.2 66.1 36._ 18/.>8986 18-[9
20 -2_.905 -l[.[8_ 1956.90520 -39.5 26.0 -89.8 51.8 89.786[3 0.511 -102.2 78,1 38.2 56.5 33.? 233.L7875 [9-20
2[ -25.265 -18.981 183[.6079[ -29.3 17.6 -8_.0 59.9 85.11186 0.679 -IUI.I 71.1 63.3 _8.6 19.2 213.88239 20-21
22 -2_.991 -25.554 1766.12810 -lb.! [0.9 -?9.8 69,0 82.2966[ 0./42 -10Oo2 65.2 66.6 _3.2 6.5 180._2537 2[-22
23 -2_.957 -31.566 1738.09126 -2.2 6.3 -76.1 79.0 80.85363 O.77_ -99.6 59.9 53.8 61.0 -5.2 165.06798 22-23
26 -25.122 -_7.383 1767.3L826 [2.6 -2._ -72.2 89.? 79.93162 U.77J -98.? 55.0 59.0 6[*8 -[6.5 i59o70398 23-26
25 -[8.803 -J?.228 1636,8512[ [6.9 -0,9 -73.8 8/,6 75.95[62 0.88| -96.5 53.[ 58*6 30.5 -[[.5 [9[.66176 26-25
26 -13.357 -37.186 1569.88559 25.5 -0.0 -76.2 85.2 73.22588 0._55 -90.2 51.9 58.6 20.3 -8.9 166.97970 25-26
2? -8.603 -37.2[6 [535.38566 67.6 0.? -79.1 79.5 71.26593 0.999 -85.9 51.0 58.5 11.7 -8.1 150.0326R 26-27
28 -_.323 -37.289 L527o37L78 96.3 1o3 -82.[ 75.6 68°68012 0.978 -82.2 50.6 58.9 8.5 -8.5 123.60278 2?-28
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bJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[] CAMERA FA 31
TAB NO 61 ATLAS PHOTO NO 61 POD SEQUENCE NO 228
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 13 M|N 59 SEC 755 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
709.044 1508,48190 -4.55# -33,274 32#3.937 2.052 -7_.875 116,709
PHUTO DATA
PI LAT LON RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ I NCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.639 -18.469 1651.18407 -17.0 6.8 -78.6 66.2 75.67927 0.897 -93.3 69.7 39.0 33.4 29.9 O. 0- 1
2 -12.953 -27.101 1568.34613 -32.7 5.9 -80.0 57.3 74.53#58 0.928 -90.2 61.5 47.6 21.9 12.2 258.51336 1- 2
3 -8.186 -32.38# 1516.40161 -11.1 2.7 -80.3 62.9 71.41505 0.999 -85.6 55.7 53.2 8.0 2.1 213.49982 2- 3
4 -7.937 -27*563 1533,07201 -55.6 #.5 -81.2 48°# 72*51750 0.97# -85oZ 60°4 #7°8 14.1 12.3 14#.78221 3- #
5 -7.673 -22°458 1577.91191 -69.9 6.3 -81.8 37.6 74.26502 0.925 -8#.8 65.4 42.4 23.5 22.8 153.41544 4- 5
6 -12.809 -Z[°738 1616.55#05 -50.| 8.7 -81.6 #6.9 76.4616# 0.877 -90.2 66.6 #2.2 29.2 23.1 157.02854 5- 6
7 -18.#88 -20.670 1692.15013 -37.5 12.0 -82.1 54.0 79.69157 0.T99 -95.7 68°4 #2.5 37.7 21.9 17#o82689 6- 7
8 -18.475 -26o458 [637.51610 -22.3 7.8 -79.4 63.8 77.45719 0.85# -95.2 63.0 #7.9 31.8 10.4 166.2685# 7- 8
9 -18o568 -31.850 1616.76825 -3.2 3.5 -76.8 75.0 76.09210 0.881 -94.8 58.0 53.3 29.2 -0.6 15¢.880#9 8- 9
10 -13.133 -32.I#2 1550.36#70 -4°9 3.0 -78.3 70.0 73.33197 0,953 -90.2 56.6 53.0 18.3 ].6 16#o85356 9-10
11 -8.186 -32.384 1516.48161 -11.1 2.7 -80.3 62.9 71.41505 0.999 -85.6 55.7 53.2 8.0 2.1 150o00745 lO-ll
12 -4.374 -37.163 1517.017#9 95.9 1.3 -82.0 75.0 68.190#0 0.978 --82.2 50.6 58.9 8.3 -8.3 18#.#6691 11-12
13 -4.109 -32.571 1508.87369 -119.# 2.5 -82.4 53.# G8.89862 0.980 -81.6 55.1 53.7 1.8 1.4 138.9#193 12-13
1# -3,804 -27.867 1525.22591 -9#.# 3.6 -82.5 37.6 71.3Z026 0.995 -80.9 59°8 48.# 11.6 11.3 142.44058 13-1#
15 -3.4#7 -22.89# 1568.74596 -92.3 4.6 -82.# 27.5 72.97611 0.946 -80.1 6%7 #3.1 21.9 21.5 150.70777 14-15
16 -3.017 -17.429 1644.81960 -91.6 5.# -81.9 20,2 75,#3113 0°870 -79*0 70ol 37.9 32.7 32.0 165.78139 15-16
17 -7.384 -16.826 1656.72238 -75.9 7.9 -82.3 29.4 76.86949 0.848 -84.2 71.0 37.2 34.0 33.7 133.49510 16-17
18 -12.706 -15.766 1701.90796 -60.3 11.# -83.2 38.3 79.37#15 0.795 -90.3 72.# 36.8 38.6 3#o6 164.26916 17-18
19 -18.646 -14.097 1790.09805 -#8.3 16.2 -85.3 _5.7 83.16360 O.709 -96.3 7#.6 37.2 46.1 34.3 186.38597 18-19
20 -25.811 -11.231 194#.25807 -39.6 23.9 -89.6 51.7 89.18631 0.573 -102.2 78.1 38.2 56.# 33.7 231.40567 19-20
_i Z_.;77 _2'_7o I_IORA_O --29.4 17.# -84.0 59.8 84.56595 0.680 -101.1 71.1 #3.3 #8.3 19.2 212.42815 20-21
22 -24.903 -25.498 1752.66301 -16.8 10.9 --t_._ oo.6 ;_.7_2 _.7 &_ -lnN._ 65.2 48.6 43.1 6.6 179o31773 21-22
23 -24*867 -31,467 1726.50023 -2.3 4.# -76.2 r8.7 80.11487 0.77J -99.4 60.0 53.8 40.9 -_.Z z_.00;71 2_ 2_
2# -25.026 -37.2#0 1735,22#41 12.5 -2.3 -72.# 89.4 79.37732 0.774 -98.7 55.1 59.0 41.7 -16.3 158.59320 23-24
25 -18.756 -37°092 1625.80#32 16.7 -0.9 -73.9 87.3 75.#3848 0.882 -94.5 53.2 58.5 30.# -11.4 189.96335 2#-25
26 -13o3#7 -37°055 1559.370#5 25.1 0.0 -76.2 8#°8 72.735#0 0.955 -90.2 52.0 58.4 20.2 -8.8 163.836#8 25-26
27 -8.427 -37.089 1525.07083 #6.9 0.8 -79.2 79.0 70.7#817 0.998 -85.9 51.1 58.5 11.6 -7.9 149.03254 26-27
28 -#.374 -37.163 1517.017#_ 95.9 1.3 -82.0 75.0 68.190#0 U.978 -82.2 50.6 58.9 8.3 -8.3 122.7/_32 27-28
TAB NO 62 ATLAS PHOTO NO 62 POD SEQUENCE NO 130
JULY 31_1964 13 HR l# M|N 4 $EC 875 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
703.925 1#98.#3649 -4,579 -33,225 3233.892 2.054 -72.839 116.702
PHOTO OAiA
PT EAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPflAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.629 -18.488 1640.32555 -17.2 6.8 -78.7 66.0 75.19327 0.897 -93.3 69.7 39.0 33.# 29.8 O. O- 1
2 -12.9#8 -27.036 1558.33125 -32.9 5.9 -80.0 57.1 7#.05863 0°928 -90.2 61.5 #7.6 21.9 12.2 256.07785 1- 2
3 -8.211 -32.288 1506.43381 -11.8 2.7 -80.3 62.6 70.94566 0.999 -85.6 55.8 53.2 8.1 2.2 212.18556 2- 3
4 -7.964 -27.497 1523.22533 -55.7 4.6 -81.2 48.3 72.05163 0.974 -85.2 60.5 #7,8 14.2 12.4 1#3.867#9 3- 4
5 -7.701 -22.422 1567.94781 -69.8 6.3 -81.8 37.6 73.79579 0.925 -84.8 65.4 42.4 23.6 22.9 152.48703 4- 5
6 -12.804 -21.705 1606.41187 -50.2 8.7 -81.6 46.8 75.98192 0.877 -90.2 66.6 42.2 29.2 23.1 156.05558 5- 6
7 -18.448 -20.643 1681.49121 -37.6 12.0 -82.1 53.9 79.18965 U.799 -g5.7 68.4 #2.5 37.7 22.0 173.7088# 6- 7
8 -18.433 -26.395 1627.02017 -22.5 7.8 -79.5 63.6 76.96062 0.854 -95.2 63.0 47.9 31.8 10.5 165.27191 7- 8
9 -18.525 -31.752 1606.13667 -3.4 3.6 -76.9 T4.7 75.59147 0.881 -94.8 58.1 53.2 29.2 -0.5 153.91073 8- 9
10 -13.126 -32.045 1540.22067 -5.3 3.0 -78.3 69.7 72.85216 0.953 -90.2 56.7 53°0 18.4 1.7 163.75048 9-10
11 -8.211 -32°288 1506.43381 -11.8 2.7 -80.3 62.6 70.9#566 0.999 -85.6 55,8 53.2 8.1 2.2 149.03367 10-11
12 -#.#25 -37.035 1506.65547 95.6 1.3 -82.0 74.3 67.70065 0.977 -82.2 50.7 58.9 8.2 -8.2 183.2087# 11-12
13 -4.161 -32.4T# 1498.85538 -116.1 2.5 -82.3 53.2 68.##354 0.980 -81.6 55.2 53.7 1.8 1.5 137.98903 12-13
1# -3.857 -27.800 1515.32123 -94.0 3.6 -82.5 37.6 70.85680 0.995 -80.9 59.8 #8.4 11.7 11.4 141.53026 13-1#
15 -3.502 -22.857 1558.72064 -92.2 4.6 -82._ 27.6 72.50912 0.946 -80.1 64.7 43.1 22.0 21.6 149.78251 14-15
16 -3.074 -17.426 1634.39529 -91.5 5.4 -81.9 20.# 74.95210 0.870 -79.0 70.1 37.9 52.7 32.1 164.76469 15-16
17 -7.413 -16.824 16#6.35703 -75.9 7.9 -82.3 29.5 76.38809 0.847 -8#.2 71.0 37.1 34.0 33.7 132.66613 16117
18 -12.702 -15.769 1691.32611 -60.3 11.4 -83.2 38.3 78.88062 0.795 -90.3 72.4 36.8 38.6 34.6 163.26185 17-18
19 -18.604 -14.112 1778.89001 -48.3 16.2 -85.3 #5.6 82.64317 0.709 -96.3 74.6 37.2 46.1 3#.3 185.18597 18-19
20 -25.717 -11°276 1931.64723 -39.6 23.8 -89.6 51.7 88.60817 0°574 -102.2 78.0 38.2 56.4 33.6 229.64801 19-20
21 -25.088 -18.957 1808.13025 -29.5 17.3 -84.0 59.7 84*02066 0.681 -101.1 71.1 43.3 #8.3 19.3 211.00916 20-21
22 -24.816 -25.440 17#1.20053 -17.0 10*9 -80.0 68*6 81*22595 0.744 -100.2 65.3 48.6 #3.1 6.7 178.21#98 21-22
23 -24.777 -31.368 171#.90550 -2.5 #.5 -76.3 78.5 79.57611 0.774 -99.4 60.0 53.8 #0.8 -4.9 162.96903 22-23
2# -24.930 -37.095 1723.12395 12.3 -2.2 -72.5 89.1 78.82289 0.776 -98.7 55.2 59.0 #1.5 -16.1 157.48298 23-2#
25 -18.709 -36.957 1614.74733 16.5 -0.8 -74.0 86.9 74.92507 0.883 -9#.5 53.4 58.5 30.3 -11.2 188.48651 2#-25
26 -13.338 -36.925 15#8.84494 24.7 0.1 -76.3 84.4 72.2#4#4 0.956 -90.2 52.1 58.# 20.1 -8.7 162.69263 25-26
27 -8.451 -36o961 151#.74687 #6.3 0.8 -79.2 78.4 70.25015 C.998 -85,9 51.2 5B.5 11.5 -7.8 1#8.U3149 26-27
28 -4.425 -37.035 1506.655#7 95o6 1.3 -82.0 7#.3 67./0065 0.977 -82.2 50.7 58.9 8.2 -8.2 121.9#537 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|I CAMERA FA 32
TAB NO 63 ATLAS PHOTO NO 63 POD SEQUENCE NO 132
JULY 3L_[964 13 HR [4 MIN 9 SEC 995 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 10 IMPACT AL7 LAT LON R V PTH AZ
698.805 1888.38162 -6.603 -33.175 3223*83? 2.057 -72.802 [[6.696
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON HANGE AZSIC A2N AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ 1N_0 PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P1
I -[[.620 -18.507 1629.65518 -[1.4 6.8 -78.7 65.8 74.706?3 0.897 -93.8 69.6 39.0 33.3 29.8 O. O- l
2 --[2.962 -26.971 1568.3063[ -33.0 S.9 -80.[ 57.0 73.58210 0.927 -90.2 6[.6 67.6 22.0 12.3 253.66732 l- 2
3 -8.236 _32.191 1696.65866 -[2.5 2.7 -80.3 62.3 70.67592 0.999 -85.6 55.9 53.2 8.1 2.3 2[0.86928 2- 3
6 -?.990 -21.63l 1513.36772 -55°7 6.6 -8[.2 68.2 71.58526 0.976 -85.2 60.5 67.8 [6.3 12.5 162.95190 3- 6
5 -7.728 -22.38/ 1557.96996 -69.8 6.3 -81.8 37.6 ?3.32592 0.924 -86.8 65.5 62.4 23.6 22.9 151.55685 6- 5
6 -12.800 -21.672 1596.25666 -50.2 8.7 -81.6 46.7 75.50148 U.876 -90.2 66.7 62.2 29.3 23.2 155.0_097 5- 6
? -[5oA06 -20.616 1670.81631 -3?.6 12.0 -82.2 53.8 78.68697 0.799 -95.7 68.6 A2.5 37.7 22.0 172.58926 6- 7
8 -18o39L -26.332 1616.51113 -22.6 T.8 -79.5 63°6 76.66365 U.656 -95.2 63.1 67.8 31.8 lO./, 1_4.273_2 T G
9 -[8.68[ -31.656 1595.69681 -3.6 3.6 -7h-Q ?_._ 75._067 U._UL -96.8 58.2 53.2 29o2 -0.6 152.93992 8- 9
_0 -!_._ _1._ I_JU.U6818 -5.6 3.[ -78.6 69.4 ?2.37196 0.9_ -90.2 56.8 _3.0 [8.4 1.8 [62,66676 9-10
11 -8.236 -32.1_1 1696.65866 -12.5 2.? -80.3 62.3 ?0.67592 0.999 -85.6 _5.9 53.2 8.1 2.3 148.05894 10-11
[2 -6o676 -J6.907 L696.291_6 95.3 1.3 -81.9 73.6 67.21166 0.977 -82.2 50.8 _8.9 8.0 -8.0 18|.97081 11-[2
13 -_.2L2 -32._78 1688.83095 -1|3.1 2.5 -82.3 53.0 67.98845 U.98| -8|,6 55.3 53.7 1.9 [.6 137.03657 12-[3
16 -3.910 -27.733 1505.60718 -93°? 3.6 -82.¢ 37.6 70*39291 0.995 -80*9 59.9 A8.6 11.8 1[.5 140.61920 13-18
15 -3.556 -22.821 L5A8.68320 -92.0 6.6 -82.3 2?.6 72.06158 U.96h -HD.1 6A.8 63.1 22.0 21.6 168o85567 [6-[§
16 -3.131 -17.623 [623.95650 -91.6 5.6 -8[.9 20.5 7_o67262 0.8?0 -79.0 70.1 37.9 32.? )2.1 163o76589 15-16
17 -?*642 -16o822 1635.97520 -?5.8 8.0 -82.3 29.5 75.90593 0.661 -84.2 71.0 37.1 36.0 33.8 13[.83579 [6-17
[8 -12.698 -15o?72 168U.72610 -60.3 [[.6 -83.2 J8.3 78.38626 U.795 -90°3 72.6 36.8 38*6 36.6 162.25259 [7-18
19 --[_.562 -[4.128 [767.66281 -68.4 16.2 -85.3 45.6 82.12185 0.70_ -96.3 76.6 37.2 46.[ 36.3 183.98396 [8-[9
20 -25.6_3 -L[o_ZO 1919.02058 -39°7 23.7 -89.5 51.6 88.02929 U._15 -[02.2 78.0 38.2 _6.3 33.6 227*89185 [9-20
2[ -25.000 -I8.965 1796.35371 -29.6 17.3 -86.1 59.6 83.67410 D.681 -lOI.1 71.[ 63.3 68.2 19.3 209.5882? 20-2[
22 -26°728 -25.383 [729.72736 -IT.[ 10.9 -80.U 08.5 80.69028 0.766 -100.2 65.3 88.6 63.0 6.8 177.10989 2L-22
23 -_6.686 -31.268 1703.3C533 -2.7 6.5 -?6.6 76.3 79.03711 0.7/5 -99.6 60.1 53.8 60.7 -4.8 161.92929 22-23
26 -2_.835 -36.951 1711.02605 12.1 -2.1 -72.6 88.8 78.26859 0./77 -98.7 55.3 59.0 6[,4 -[5.9 156°3/835 23-26
25 -[8.662 -_6.822 1603.68765 16.2 -0.8 -74.L 86.6 ?6.41156 0.883 -96.5 53.5 58.5 30.2 -[1.1 [87*013[[ 26-25
2b -1_.328 -3b.795 1538.31566 26.6 0o1 -76.6 _3.9 71.75331 0.956 -90.2 52*2 58.6 20.1 -8.5 161.56901 25-26
27 -8.676 -_6.833 1506.41968 ¢5.7 0.8 -?9.2 77.9 69.75268 0.998 -85.9 51.3 58.5 11.6 -7*7 167.02997 26-2?
28 -6.676 -36°90? 1496.29[_6 95.3 1.3 -8[*9 73.6 67.2116_ 0.977 -82.2 50.8 56.9 8.0 -8.0 121.11601 27-28
TAB NO 64 ATLAS PHOTO NO 64 POD SEQUENCE NO 134
JULY 31_L966 [3 HR L6 MIN [5 S_C 115 MS
TSAJECTORY DATA SIC 70 IMPAC[ AL_ LAT LON R V PTH AZ
693.685 1_78.31781 -6.628 -33.125 32_3.773 2°059 -72.765 1_6.690
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ IN CO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[[.ALl -18.526 1618.57352 -17.6 6*8 -78.8 65.6 76.21948 0.897 -93.A 69.6 39.0 33.3 29.8 O* O- 1
2 -[2.936 -26.907 1538.25992 -33.2 6.0 -80.1 56.8 73.[06?5 0.92? -90.2 61.6 67.b 22.0 [2.6 251.26913 1- 2
3 -8.26[ -32o096 1586.67513 -13.2 2.? -80.3 62.0 70.00579 0.999 -85.6 56.0 53.2 8.2 2.A Z09.64961 2- 3
A -8o016 -27.366 1503.89620 -55°8 6.6 -81.Z _8.1 71.[1813 0.973 -85.2 60.6 _7.8 16.3 [2.6 142.03459 _- 6
5 -7.756 -22.352 1567.96779 -69.7 6.3 -01.8 37*6 72.85692 0.924 -84.8 65.5 62.6 23.7 23.0 150.62259 6- 5
6 -12.795 -21.661 1586.07045 -50.3 8._ -81.6 46.7 75.01978 0.8?6 -90.2 66.7 62._ 29.3 23.2 [56.10356 5- 6
? -18°365 -20.59[ 1660.11235 -37.T 12.0 -82.Z 53.7 78.[8293 0.799 -95.7 68*5 62.5 37.7 22.1 171.66629 6- 7
8 -18.369 -26.211 1605.98_7[ -22.8 ?.9 -79.6 63.3 75.96560 0.856 -95.2 63.1 67.8 3[.8 10.7 163.26881 ?- 8
9 -18.637 -31.557 1584.8_825 -3.8 3.6 -77.0 76.2 7A.58907 0.881 -96.8 58.2 53.2 29.1 -0.3 151.96690 8- 9
_0 -13.111 -3L.853 1519.90685 -5.9 3.1 -78.4 69.2 71.89131 0.953 -90.2 56.9 53.0 18.6 1.9 161.54229 9-10
11 -8.261 -32.096 1486.47513 -k3.Z 2.T -80.3 62.0 70.00579 0.999 -85.6 56.0 53.2 8.2 2.6 [67.08321 10-1[
[2 -6°527 -_6.781 1685.92986 96.9 1.3 -81.9 73.0 66.72382 0.97/ -82.2 51.0 58.8 7.9 -?.9 180.73340 11-12
13 -6.26A -32.282 1A78.79999 -110.2 2.5 -82._ 52.8 67.53326 0.98L -81.6 55.6 53.6 2.0 1.8 136.08500 [2-13
16 -3.962 27.668 1695.67881 -93.6 3.1 -82.8 37.7 69.92835 0.996 -80.9 60.0 48.4 11.8 11.6 139.70659 [3-1A
15 -3.610 -22.786 1538.62337 -gL.H 6.? -82.3 27,7 71.57301 0.966 -80.L 66.8 43.1 22.1 21.7 147.92500 14-15
16 -3.187 -iT.A2[ L613.48592 -91.3 5.5 -81.8 20.6 73.99132 0.870 -79.0 70.2 37.9 32.7 32.1 162.72056 15-16
17 -7._71 -L6.822 1625.55907 -75.8 8.0 -82.3 29.6 75.62221 0.861 -8_.2 7[*0 37.[ 36.1 33.B 131.00273 [6-17
18 -[2.696 -L5.777 1670.08827 -60.3 11.4 -83.2 38.3 71.89011 0.795 -90.3 72.4 36.8 38.6 3_.6 161.23907 17-18
19 -18.520 -1_.165 1756.39363 -68.4 16.2 -85._ 45.5 81.59857 0.7LO -96.3 76.5 37.2 46.0 3A.3 182._7664 18-19
20 -25.529 -LI.367 1906.36732 -39.7 23.6 -89.5 51.6 81.44826 0.576 -102.3 77.9 38.2 56.2 33.6 226.13016 19-20
21 -26.911 -18.936 1784.60620 -29.7 L7.3 -86.1 59.5 82.92730 0.682 -101.1 71.1 _3.3 A8.2 19.6 208.[5561 20-21
22 -2A.639 -25.327 1718.23596 -[7.2 [0.9 -80.1 68*3 80*15378 0.765 -100.2 65.3 A8o6 _3.0 6°9 175o99806 21-22
23 -2_.596 -31.170 1691.69931 -2.8 6.6 -76.5 78.0 78.69?86 0.7?6 -99.6 60.2 53.8 60.7 -A.6 160.88696 22-23
26 -26.739 -_6.809 1698.93665 11.9 -2.0 -72.8 88.5 77.71671 0.778 -98.7 55.3 59.0 61.3 -[5.7 155.26777 23-26
25 -18.6[_ -_6.&88 1592.63039 L6.0 -0.? -76*2 86.2 73.898[6 D.H86 -9_.5 53.6 58.5 30.1 -L0.9 185.56388 26-25
26 -[3.3[9 -36.666 1527.78703 24.U U.I -76.6 83.5 71.2622L 0.956 -90.2 52.3 58.3 20.0 -8.6 [60.60623 25-26
;!7 -8.498 -36.706 1696.09334 45.L 0.8 -?9.2 77.6 69.2562/ 0.99_ -85.9 51.5 58.5 1[.6 -7.5 166.02856 26-27
28 -6o527 -36.78[ 1485.92984 96.9 1.3 -B[.9 73.0 66./2382 0.977 -82.2 51.0 58.8 7.9 -7.9 120.28686 27-28
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BJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-Vll CAHEgA FA 33
TAB NO 65 ATLAS PHOTO NO 65 POD SEQUENCE NO 136
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 HIN 20 SEE 235 HS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO |NPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
688.565 [668.Z6456 -6.653 -33.075 3203.700 2.06[ -72.728 [[6.683
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LOH RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A! 8/A AZPHA2 INtO PHAZ EH[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[1.602 -18.565 T607.67998 -[7.8 6.8 -78.8 65.6 73.73[|2 0.897 -93.6 69.6 39.0 33.2 29.7 O. 0- 1
2 -[2.930 -26.866 [528.[8616 -33.3 6.0 -80.[ 56.7 72.62600 0.927 -90.2 6[.7 67.6 22.0 12.5 268.93698 [- 2
3 -8.286 -32,003 1676.68152 -[3.8 2.8 -80.3 61.7 69.535[8 0.999 -85.6 58.1 53.2 8.2 2.8 208.22263 2- 3
6 -8°062 -27.303 [693.59358 -55.8 6.6 -8[.2 68.0 70*66973 0*973 -05=2 60.7 47.8 [4.6 [2.6 [4|.[[383 3- 6
5 -7.786 -22.32I 1537.91980 -69.7 6.4 -8[.8 37.6 72.38[77 0.926 -86.8 65.8 62.6 23.7 23.0 [69.67966 4- 5
6 -[2.791 -21.613 [575.83673 -_0.3 8.7 -8[.6 66.6 76.53573 U.876 -90.2 66.7 42.[ 29.3 23.3 [53.[2068 5- 6
7 -[8.32¢ -20.570 [649.35297 -37.8 [2.0 -82.2 53.7 77.67627 0.799 -95.7 88.5 42.5 37.7 22.[ 170.33638 6- 7
8 --[8.307 -26.2[2 1595.42572 -22.9 7.9 -79.6 63.1 75.46585 0.854 -95.2 63.2 47.8 3[.8 [0.7 162.25306 7- 8
9 -[8.393 -31.466 [574.[8825 -4.0 3.7 -77.[ 73.9 76.08716 0.882 -96.8 58.3 53.2 29.[ -0.2 150.98943 8- 9
[0 -13.[03 -3[.760 [509.734[6 -6.2 3.[ -78.4 68.9 7[.6|014 0,953 -90.2 57.0 53.0 18.4 2.0 160.43698 9-[0
11 -8.286 -32.003 1476.48152 -[3.8 2.8 -80.3 61.7 69.535[8 U.999 -85.6 56.[ 53.2 8.2 2.5 166.[0626 [0-11
[2 -4.578 -36.656 [675.57593 94.5 [.3 -8[.9 72.4 66.23797 0.916 -82.2 5[.[ 58.8 7.8 -7.8 [79.69651 1[-[2
[3 -_.316 -32.[89 [668.760[0 -107.7 2.6 -82.2 52.6 67.07768 0.98[ -81.6 55.5 53.6 2.1 1.9 135.13680 [2-13
[6 -6.0[5 -27.605 [485,525[8 -93.0 3.1 -82.4 37.7 69.46264 0.994 -80.9 60.0 48.4 [1.9 11.7 [38.79075 [3-14
15 -3.665 -22.756 1528.52028 -9[.7 6.7 -82.3 27.8 71.10269 0.965 -80.1 64.9 63.1 22. l 2[.7 146.98619 16-15
£6 -3.265 -[7.623 1602.94933 -91o[ 5.5 -8[.8 20°8 73.50729 0.870 -79.0 70.2 37.9 32.7 32.[ [6[.68062 [5-[6
17 -7.501 -16.825 1615.07324 -75.7 8.0 -82.2 29.7 76.93529 0.867 -84.2 71.0 37.1 34.l 33.8 130.16405 16-17
18 -12.690 -15.785 1659.31618 -60°3 11.4 -83.2 38.3 77.39042 0.795 -90,3 72.6 35.8 38.6 34.6 160.21721 [7-18
[9 -18.478 -[6.186 1745.03671 -68.5 16.[ -85.3 65.5 81.07120 0.?10 -96.3 76.5 37.2 46.0 34.3 18[.55737 [8-19
20 -25.634 -[[.619 1893.56763 -39.8 23.5 -89.5 5[.5 86.86232 0.578 -102.3 77.9 38.2 56.1 33.5 224.34966 [9-20
2I -26.822 -[8.927 1772.76491 -29.8 [?.2 -86.[ 59.4 82.37695 0.683 -[01.1 ?[.0 43.3 48.1 19.4 206.89161 20-21
zz -z_._z Z_.2;_ _72_.71_ _ -17__ tO.9 -80.l 68.[ 79.6157I 0.746 -100.2 65.3 48.5 42.9 7.0 174.87096 21-22
23 -26.505 -31.D75 [680.08621 -3.0 6.6 -76.6 77.8 I/._OLt U.;;7 ;;._ CC.Z _A 4n_ -4._ 159o83899 22-23
24 -26.644 -36.670 1686.86476 1[.8 -[.9 -72.9 88.2 77.16176 0.780 -98.7 35.4 59.0 41.2 -15.6 [56.[6397 23-26
25 -18,567 -36.558 158[.58276 15.8 -0.6 -76.3 85.9 73.3852[ 0.885 -96.5 53.7 58.5 30.1 -[0.8 [84.08060 24-25
26 -[3.309 -36,539 [5[7.26553 23.7 0.2 -76.5 83.L 70.77[64 U.957 -90.2 52.5 58.3 20.0 -8.2 159.26526 25-26
27 -8.521 -36.582 1483.77385 46.5 0.8 -79.2 76.9 68.76[73 0.997 -85.9 5L.b 58.5 [[.3 -7.6 145.02777 26-27
28 -6.578 -36.656 [675.57593 94.5 1.3 -8[.9 72.4 66.23797 Q.976 -82.2 5[.1 58.8 7.8 -7.8 [19.45829 27-28
TAB NO 66 ATLAS PHOTO NO 66 POD SEQUENCE NO 138
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 14 NIN 25 SEE 356 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT AL7 LAT LON R V PTH AZ
683.645 1658.[6187 -6.679 -33.02_ 3[93.6[7 2.066 -72.690 [[6.677
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am O/A AZPHA2 INtO PHAZ EH|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 --[[.592 -[8.564 [596.77467 -[8.0 6.8 -78.9 65.2 73.2_22[ 0.897 -93.4 89.6 39.[ 33.2 29.7 O. O- [
-[2.925 -26.785 [5[8.[0028 -33.5 6.0 -80.[ 56.5 72.[6668 U.927 -90.2 6|.8 67.6 22.[ [2.5 246.62646 [- 2
3 -8.310 -3[.91l [466.67993 -[4.4 2.8 -80.3 61.5 69.06419 0.99_ -85.6 56.2 53.2 8.3 2.8 206.89378 2- 3
6 -8.058 -27.26[ 1683.682U4 -55.8 6.6 -8[.2 _7.9 70.[8081 0.973 -85°2 60.7 67.8 [6.5 [2.7 160.19216 3- 6
5 -7.81[ -22.290 [527.85844 -69.6 8.4 -8[.8 37.8 7[.9080[ 0.923 -84.8 65.6 42.4 23.8 23.0 148.73503 6- 5
6 -[2.786 -21.585 L565.58821 -50.6 8.7 -81.7 46.5 76.05097 0.876 -90.3 66.8 42.[ 29.4 23.3 152.[3606 5- 6
7 -[8.282 -20.568 1638.57809 -37.9 [2.0 -82.2 53.6 77.[6887 0.799 -95.7 68.5 62.6 37.7 22.[ [69.20470 6- 7
8 -[8.265 -26.154 1586.85431 -23.[ 7.9 -79.7 63.0 74.96572 0.854 -95.2 63.2 47.8 31.8 [0.8 [6[.23520 7- 8
9 -[8.348 -3[.370 1563.51952 -4.Z 3.7 -77.2 73.7 73.5868[ 0.882 -96.8 58.6 53.2 29.1 -0.0 [50.0[087 8- 9
[0 -[3.096 -3[.667 1699.55261 -6.6 3.1 -78.5 68.6 70.92855 0.953 -90.2 57.1 53.0 18.6 2.1 159.33083 9-10
1[ -8.3[U -3[._1[ 1466.67993 -14.6 2.8 -80.3 61.5 69.06619 0.999 -85.6 56.2 53.2 8.3 2.6 [A5.12827 [0-ll
[2 -_.629 -36.532 1665.2[947 96.2 [°3 -8[.8 71.8 65.75273 0,976 -82.2 5[.2 58.8 7.6 -7.6 178.25979 [[-12
13 -6.367 -32.096 1458.71375 -105.3 2.6 -82.2 52.4 66.62203 0.981 -81.6 55.6 53.6 2.1 2.0 [36.18696 12-13
14 -6.068 -27.562 1675.56216 -92.? 3.7 -82.3 37.7 68.99669 0.996 -80.9 60.1 48.3 12.0 11.7 [37.87411 13-16
15 -3.720 -22.722 1518.40560 -91.5 4.7 -82.2 28.0 70.63142 0.945 -80.[ 66.9 63.[ 22.[ 21.7 166.06585 [4-[5
16 -3.302 -17.625 1592.3991[ -9[.0 5.6 -81.8 20.9 73.02266 O.B?O -79.0 70.2 37.9 32.7 32.1 160.63838 [5-[6
17 -7.530 -[6.828 [604.57[87 -75.6 8.0 -82.2 29.7 76.64766 0.867 -84.2 71.0 37.1 36.1 33.8 129.32612 16-17
[8 -[2.686 -[5. r96 1668.64288 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.3 76.88993 0.795 -90.3 72.6 36.8 38.6 36.6 [59.[9332 [7-18
[9 -[8.635 -[4.187 L733.66219 -68.5 [6.[ -85.3 45.5 80.54300 0.71[ -96.3 76.5 37.2 66.0 36.3 [80.33638 [8-19
20 -25.338 -11.471 1880.77456 -39.8 23.9 -89.5 51.4 86.27575 0,579 -[02.3 77.8 38.2 56.0 33.5 222.57155 19-20
21 -26.732 -18.920 [760.9[00_ -29.8 17.1 -84.1 59.3 81.82596 0.684 -101.L 71.0 43.3 68.0 19.6 205.22655 20-21
22 -26.66_ -25.222 1695.[7378 -[7._ [0.9 -80.2 68.0 79.07715 0.767 -[00.2 65.6 48.5 42.8 7.[ 173.14185 2[-22
23 -26.615 -30.980 1668.46317 -3.1 6.7 -76.7 77.8 77.6[86[ 0.718 -99.6 60.3 53.8 40.5 -4.3 158.78992 22-23
26 -2_.548 -36.531 [676.79413 11.6 -1.8 -73.0 87.9 76.60883 3.181 -98.7 55.5 59.0 41.1 -15.6 153.06136 23-24
25 -18.520 -36.427 1570.5315! 15.5 -U.6 -74.4 85.6 72.87213 0.885 -9_.5 53.8 58.5 30.0 -10.6 182.62033 26-25
26 -[3.299 -36.613 1506.73941 23.3 0.2 -76.5 82.7 70.28046 0.957 -90.2 52.6 58.3 19.9 -8.[ [58.[2424 25-26
27 -8.545 -36.457 1473.65032 63.9 0.8 -79.2 76.6 68.26761 !.991 -85,9 51.7 58.5 11.2 -7.3 164.02669 26-27
28 -6.629 -36.532 1465.219_7 9_.2 [.3 -8[.8 71.8 65.15273 U°976 -82°2 5[.2 58.8 7.6 -7.6 [18.6293[ 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 36
TAB NO 67 ATLAS PHOTO NO 67 POD SEQUENCE NO 140
JULY 3|11964 13 HR 16 MIN 30 SEC 676 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPAC[ ALT LAT LON R V P?H AZ
678.325 1668.06970 -6.706 -32.976 3183.525 2.066 -72.853 116.67U
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ IN_D PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.583 -18.583 1585.85742 -18.1 6.8 -78.9 65.0 72.75261 0.897 -93*% 69.6 39.1 33.2 29.7 O. O- 1
2 -12.919 -26.725 1507.99831 -33.6 6.0 -80.2 58.6 71.66659 0.926 -90.2 61.8 67.8 22.1 12.6 266.33686 1- 2
3 -8.335 -31.819 1656.66962 -15.0 2.8 -80.3 61.2 68.59279 0.998 -85.6 56.2 53.2 8.3 2.7 205*56186 2- 3
6 -8.096 -27.£79 1673.75580 -55.9 6.7 -81.L 47.8 69.71120 0.972 -85.2 60.8 67.8 14.6 12.8 139.26896 3- 4
5 -7.839 -22.259 1517.7T637 -69.8 6.4 -81.8 3T.7 71.4332T 0.923 -86.8 65.6 62.6 23.8 23.1 147.78716 4- 5
6 -12.181 -21.558 1555.31703 -50°6 8.8 -8[.I 66.5 73.56515 C.875 -90.3 66.8 62.129.6 23.3 151.16911 5- 6
7 -18.261 -20.528 1627.71882 -37.9 12.0 -82.3 53.5 76.66033 0.199 -95.7 68.5 42.6 37.6 22.2 168.07052 6- 1
8 -18.223 -26.U97 1516.26587 -23.2 7.9 -79.7 62.8 76.66618 0.856 -95.2 63.3 67.8 31.8 10.9 lbO.2l,l/ 7- 8
9 -I_.3U6 -31.278 1552.86116 -6.6 3.7 -77._ 73;5 73o082U4 _.88, -96*8 58.5 53.2 29.1 O.L 169.03037 8- 9
10 13.GG_ -3i._ _689.38137 -6.9 3.2 -78.5 08.6 70.66660 0.95_ -90.2 57.2 53.0 18.6 2.2 158.22395 9-10
11 -8.336 -_1.819 1656.66962 -15.0 2.8 -80.3 61.2 68.69219 0.998 -86.6 56.2 5_.2 8.3 2.1 166.14960 10-11
12 -6.6/9 -36,609 1656.86221 9_.8 1.3 -81.8 71.2 66.26833 0.916 -82.2 51.3 58.8 7.5 -7.5 177.02312 11-12
13 -_.619 _32.006 1668.66O0_ -103.l 2.6 -82.2 52.2 66.18621 0.981 -81.8 55.7 53.6 2.2 2.1 133.23553 12-13
16 -_*I21 -Z?.6UO 1685.58606 -92*6 3.7 -82.3 31.7 68.52976 0.996 -8U.9 60.2 68*3 12.0 11.8 136.95616 13-16
15 -I.776 -22.890 1608,21176 -91._ 6.1 -82.2 28.1 70.15950 U.965 -80.1 66.9 63.1 22.2 21.8 165.10252 14-15
16 -J.359 -17.628 1581.82381 -90.9 5.b -81.8 21.0 72.53687 J*870 -19.0 70.2 37.9 32.1 32.1 159.59188 15-16
11 -1.559 -16.833 1596.06300 -75.6 8.0 -82.2 29.8 73.95871 O._6r -86.2 71.0 37.1 36.L 33.8 128.68201 16-17
18 -12.682 -15.806 1637.8U138 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38*3 16.38806 U*195 -90.3 72.6 36.8 38.6 36.6 15_.I6628 17-18
19 -18.392 -14.210 1722.25668 -68.5 16.1 -85.3 65.6 80.01_26 0.711 -96.3 16.5 3/.2 65.9 36.3 119.11151 18-19
20 -25.263 -11.526 1867.96111 -39.9 23.3 -89.6 51.6 85.68?63 0.581 -102.3 ?7.7 38.2 55.9 33.6 220.19108 19-20
21 -26.662 -/8.916 1769.03029 -29.9 17.1 -84.2 59.2 81.27382 0.685 -101.1 71.0 63.3 68.0 19.5 203.7596_ 20-21
22 -2_.376 -25.110 1683.62128 -lr.6 10.9 -80.3 67.8 78.51185 0.761 -IU0.2 85.6 68.5 62.8 7.2 172.60777 21-22
23 -26.326 -30.88_ 1658.8_510 -}._ 6,7 -76.8 17.6 76.87826 O.?f9 -99.6 60.3 53.8 60.6 -4.2 157.73871 22-23
26 -24.653 -36.396 1662.72762 11.4 -1.7 -73.2 81.6 76.05616 ().78_ -98.7 55.6 59.0 61.0 -15.2 151.96011 23-26
25 -18.612 -36.297 1559.6/920 16.3 -0.5 -76.5 85.2 72.35900 0.886 -99.5 53.9 58.5 29.9 -10.5 181.16360 26-25
26 -13.290 -36.2_8 1696.21086 23.U 0.3 -76.6 82.3 69.78936 U.957 -90.2 52.7 58.3 19.9 -8*0 156.98375 25-26
27 -B.568 -36.336 1963.12679 6_.3 0.9 -79.2 75.9 67.77619 0.997 -85.9 51.9 58.5 11.2 -7.1 163.02521 26-27
28 -_.619 -36°609 1656.86227 9_.8 1.3 -81.8 11.2 65.26833 U.9/0 -82.2 51.3 58.8 7.5 -7.5 117.B0033 27-28
TAB NO 68 ATLAS PHOTO NO 68 POD SEQUENCE NO 142
JULY 31,1966 13 FIR 16 HIN 35 5_C 596 NS
TRA3ECTORY UATA SEC TO IRPACI ALT LAT LUH R V PTH A2
673.205 1637.96799 -6.130 -32.923 3/73.623 2.068 -72.b15 116.666
PHOTO OAIA
PI LAT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N A2SUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -II.516 -18.603 1576.92819 -18.3 6.8 -79.0 69.9 72.26218 0.897 -93.6 69.5 39.1 33.1 29.6 O. O- 1
2 -12.912 -26.666 1497.87621 -33o7 6.0 -80.2 56.3 71.18556 0.926 -90.2 61.9 67.6 22.2 12.7 262.08606 1- 2
3 -8.360 -31.128 1666.6691_ -15.5 2.8 -80.3 bO.9 68.12094 U*998 -85.6 56.3 53.2 8.9 2.8 2_6.22575 2- 3
6 -8.121 -27.119 1663.81111 -55.9 9.7 -81.1 97.7 69.26072 0.972 -85.2 60.9 67.8 16.6 12.8 138.36362 3- 6
5 -7.867 -22.231 1507.66661 -69.5 6.4 -81.8 31.7 70.95726 0.923 -86.8 65.6 42.6 23.9 23.1 166.83956 6- 5
6 -12.776 -21.532 1565.01566 -50.6 8.8 -81.7 68.6 73.07790 U.Ut5 -90.3 66.8 62.1 29.6 23.9 150.15891 5- 6
7 -18.199 -20.509 1616.96626 -38.0 12.0 -82.3 53.6 76.15022 0,799 -95.7 68.5 _2.6 37.6 22.2 166.93215 6- 7
8 -18.180 -26.061 1563.65596 -23.3 1.9 -79.8 62.6 73.96283 U*856 -95.2 63.3 61.8 31.8 11.0 159.18688 7- 8
9 -18.26G -31.186 1562.15218 -_.6 3.8 -77,3 73.2 72.57878 0.882 -99.8 58.6 53.2 29.0 0.2 168.06719 8- 9
10 -13*081 -31.686 1679.159_5 -1.2 3.2 -78.6 68.1 69.96395 0.953 -90.2 57.3 53.0 18.6 2.3 157.11609 9-10
11 -8.360 -_1.728 1666.66976 -15o5 2.8 -80._ 6(J.9 68.12096 0.998 -85.6 56.3 53.2 8.6 2.8 163.16960 10-11
12 -6.730 -36.287 1666.50630 93.4 1.6 -81.8 70.6 66.78503 0.976 -82.2 51.5 58.8 1.6 -7.6 175.78656 11-12
13 -_._71 -31.913 1638.59826 -lOL.O 2.6 -82.1 52.1 65*11013 0*981 -81.6 55.8 53.6 2.3 2.2 132.28673 12-13
16 -_.116 -Z?.619 1655.59315 -9/.1 3.7 -82.3 3P.7 68.06221 0.993 -8G.9 60.2 48.3 12.I 11.9 136.03618 13-16
15 -3.82_ -22.680 1698.11223 -91.2 6.8 -82.2 28.2 6q.68660 0.965 -80.0 65.0 63.1 22.2 21.8 166.15676 16-15
16 -3._16 -11.432 1571.21182 -90.8 5.6 -81.1 21.2 ?2.06966 0.870 -79.0 70.2 37.9 32.7 32.1 158,53769 15-16
11 -7.588 -16.839 1583.67675 -75.5 8.1 -82.2 29.9 73.66808 0.861 -86.2 71.0 31.1 36.1 33.8 127.63669 16-17
18 -12.678 -15.816 1627.07666 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.3 75.88613 U.195 -90.3 72.6 36.8 38.6 34.6 157.13639 17-18
19 -18.369 -16.Z35 1710.79900 -68.b 18.0 -85.3 68.6 79.68128 0.711 -96.3 76.6 37.2 45.9 36.3 177.88059 18-19
ZU -25.167 -11.579 1855.06760 -39.9 23.2 -89.6 51.3 85.09706 0.582 -102.3 77.7 36.1 55.8 33.6 219.00633 19-20
21 -26.553 -18.910 1737.11691 -30.0 1/.0 -86.2 59.1 80*72003 0.685 -lOL.l 71.0 63.3 67.9 19.5 2U2.26875 20-21
22 -26.285 -25.120 1672.06729 -17./ 10._ -80.3 o/.? 7?.99758 0.?68 -100.2 65o6 48.5 62.7 7.3 171.68589 21-22
23 -26*233 -J0*/95 1865.198_8 -3.9 6.7 -76.8 77.2 76.33776 U.780 -99.6 60.6 53.8 60.3 -6.1 156.68629 22-23
26 -26.358 -36.258 1650.66823 11.2 -1.6 -73.3 87.6 7S.50383 0.?86 -98.? 55.7 59.0 60.8 -15.0 150.86061 23-26
25 -18.625 -_6.169 1568.62812 15.1 -0.5 -?6.8 86.9 71.86596 0.887 -99.5 56.0 58.b 29.9 -10.3 179./I062 26-25
26 -13.280 -36,163 1685.68199 22*6 0.3 -78.7 81.9 69.29_25 0.958 -90.2 52.8 58.3 19.8 -7.8 155o86606 25-26
27 -B.591 -J6.211 1652.79919 62.T 0.9 -79.Z 75.6 61.2817L U.991 -85.9 52.0 58.5 11.1 -7.0 162.02363 26-27
28 -6.?_0 -36.287 1664.50630 93.6 1.6 -81.8 70.6 66,?8503 0.976 -82.2 51.5 58.8 7.6 -7.6 116o97135 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 35
TAB NO 69 ATLAS PHOTO NO 69 POD SEQUENCE NO 144
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MIN 40 SEC 714 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON _ V PTH AZ
668,085 1427.85703 -4.755 -32.872 3163.312 2.07[ -72.577 H6,657
PHUTU DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSON AZA AQ 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ [HIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.565 -|8.622 1563.98732 -18.5 6.8 -79.0 64.7 7[.17120 D.897 -93.4 69.5 39.1 33.1 29.6 O, 0-1
2 -[2.906 -26.607 [487,74197 -33.9 6.0 -80.2 56.1 70.70392 U.926 -90.2 61.9 47.5 22.2 12,7 239,83654 1- 2
3 -8.385 -31.637 1436.42175 -[6.1 2.8 -80.3 60.7 67.64870 0.998 -85.6 56.4 53.2 8.5 2.9 202.88755 2- 3
4 -8.[47 -27.059 [453.85547 -55.9 4.7 -8[.L 47.7 68.76972 0.912 -85.2 60.9 47.8 14.7 [2.9 137.41733 _Z 45 -7.894 -22.202 i497.54314 -69.5 6.4 -81.7 31.7 70.48058 0.923 -84,8 65.7 42.4 23.9 23.2 145.88019 5
6 -12,7/1 -2[.506 i534.69917 -50.5 8.8 -81.7 46.4 72.58994 0.875 -90.3 66.8 42.1 29.4 23.4 149.16706 5- 6
7 -18.156 -20.490 1606.09850 -38.L 12.0 -82.3 53.3 75.63938 0,799 -95.7 68,5 42.4 37.6 22.2 165.19251 6- 7
8 -18.138 -25*985 L553.03362 -23.5 7,9 -79.8 62*5 73.46029 0.854 -95,3 63.4 47.8 31.8 11.0 158.15456 7- 8
9 -18.215 -31.095 1831.45435 -4.8 3.8 -77.4 73.0 72.07510 0.883 -94.8 58.6 53.2 29.0 0.3 147.06282 8- 9
[0 -[3*073 -31.393 1468,94872 -7.4 3.2 -78.6 67.9 69,48098 U.953 -90.2 57,3 53.0 18.6 2.4 156.00766 9-10
li -8.385 -31.637 1436.42175 -16.1 2,8 -80.3 60.7 67,64870 0.998 -85.6 56.4 53.2 8.5 2.9 [42,18826 [0-[1
[2 -4.781 -36o165 1434,[4742 92.9 1.4 -81.7 70,1 64.30226 0°978 -82.2 51.6 58*8 7,3 -7.2 174.55005 ll-12
13 -4.522 -31.822 1428.52980 -99.1 2.6 -82,1 51.9 65,25393 0,98[ -81.6 55.9 53.6 2.4 2.3 [3[,338|7 12-13
14 -4.227 -27.358 1445.59084 -91.8 3.8 -82.2 37,8 67,59425 0.993 -80.9 60.3 4_o3 12.2 12.0 135.11539 13-14
L5 -3.884 -22.630 1487.94109 -91.0 4,8 -82.[ 28.3 69,2[277 0.945 -80.0 65.0 43.1 22.2 21.9 143.20550 [4-15
[b -3.473 -17.437 1560.58664 -90.7 5,7 -81.7 21,3 7I,56|45 0.870 -79,0 70.2 37.9 32.7 32,1 157,48157 15-16
17 -T.618 -16.845 1572.89133 -75,5 8.[ -82,2 29.9 72.97668 0*847 -84.2 71.0 37,1 34.[ 33.8 126.79021 16-17
10 -12.673 15.828 [616.25522 -60,3 11.4 -83.2 38.3 75.37944 0.795 -90.3 72,3 36.8 38.6 34.6 156.10066 [7-|8
19 -18.306 14.259 1699.32619 -48.6 16.0 -85.3 45,4 78.94849 O.TIZ -96.3 74,4 37.1 45,9 34.2 176.648[2 [8-19
20 -25.051 -11,634 1842.17500 -39*9 23,[ -89,4 5[,3 84.50588 0.583 -[02.3 77.6 38.1 55,T 33.3 217,220[0 19-20
>I -_-463 18.906 [725,18639 -30.1 17o0 -84.2 59.0 80.16562 0.686 -101.[ TL.O 43,3 47.8 19.5 200°78269 20-2[
22 -24.196 -25.071 1660.46283 -Lt._ iU._ -ou., 0:.: 77._L_ n 7_ -lnn_ 65.4 48.5 42.T 7.4 170.32207 21-22
23 --24.143 -30°703 1633.55661 -3.6 4,8 -76,9 76,9 75.79695 0.780 -99°4 60.5 53.8 40.3 -3.9 155.b28/_ LZ-Z_
24 -24o262 -36.122 1638.60954 [l.l -1.5 -73.4 87.1 74.95[55 0.785 -98.T 55.8 59.0 40.T -[4.8 149.76169 23-24
25 -18.378 -36.041 1537.37308 [4.8 -0.4 -74.7 84.6 7[.33273 0,887 -94,5 54,| 58.5 29.8 -10.2 178.26038 24-25
26 -13.270 -36.039 [475.14824 22.3 0.3 -76.7 81.5 68.8069[ 0,958 -90.2 52.9 58.3 19.8 -7.T [54.70427 25-26
2? -8.614 -36.U89 [442.46935 42.1 0.9 -79.3 75.0 66,78958 0.997 -85.9 52.1 58.4 l|.0 -6.9 J4[.02156 26-27
28 -4o781 -36o165 1434.[4742 92.9 1o4 -8[.? 70.[ 64.30226 0,915 -82.2 5[.6 58.8 7.3 -7*2 i16.14205 2_-28
TAB NO 70 ATLAS PHOTO NO 70 POD SEQUENCE NO 146
JULY 31_1964 [3 HR 14 MIN 45 SEC 834 MS
?RAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
662.965 1¢17.73636 -4.78[ -32.820 3153.[92 2.U73 -72.539 116.650
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE P?-PT
I -1[,555 -18,641 [553.03426 -18.7 6.8 -79.1 64,5 71.27963 0.897 -93,4 69.5 39.1 33.0 29.6 O. O- 1
2 -12o900 -26.549 1477.59509 -34.0 6,0 -80.2 56.0 70.22170 0.926 -90,2 62.0 47.5 22.2 12.8 237.59204 1- 2
3 -8.409 -31.546 1426.38512 -16.b 2.9 -80.3 60.5 67.17605 0.998 -05.6 56.5 53.[ 8.5 3.0 201.54730 2- 3
4 -8°173 -26.999 1443.88838 -56.0 4.7 -81,1 47.6 68,29819 0.971 -85,2 61.0 47,8 14.8 13,0 136.48999 3- 4
5 -7.922 -22,173 1487.40607 -69,4 6.5 -81.7 37.7 70.00328 0.922 -84.0 &5.? 42.4 23.9 23.2 144.92414 4- 5
6 -12o766 -21.481 1524.36768 -50°5 8.8 -81.7 46.3 72.[0126 0.875 -90.3 66°9 42.1 29.5 23.4 [48.17346 5- 6
? -18o114 -20.472 [595.23486 -38.2 12.0 -82.3 53.2 75.12781 0.799 -95.8 68.5 42.4 37.6 22.3 164.65130 6- 7
8 -[8.095 -25.929 1562.39822 -23.6 7.9 -79.9 62.3 72,95714 0,854 -95.3 63,4 47.8 31.8 11°[ 157.12213 ?- 8
9 -[8.[71 -31.004 I520.74699 -5.0 3.8 -77.4 72.7 7[.57098 0.883 -94.8 58.7 53.2 29.0 0.4 146.07724 8- 9
10 -13.065 -31.302 1458o72830 -7.7 3.2 -78.6 67.6 68.99?55 0.953 -90.2 57.4 53.0 18,4 2,5 154.89837 9-10
11 -8.409 -31.546 1426.385i2 -[6.6 2.9 -80,3 60.5 67.17605 0.998 -85,6 56.5 53.1 8.5 3.0 i4|.20617 lO-ll
12 -4o831 -36.042 1423.78503 92._ 1.4 -81.7 69.6 63.81998 0.975 -82,2 51.7 58.8 7.1 -7.1 173.31341 I[-12
13 -4.574 -3[.731 1418o45415 -97.4 2.6 -82.[ 51.8 64.79759 0.98[ -81.6 56.0 53.6 2*5 2.4 130.38972 12-13
14 -4.280 -27.297 14_5.51888 -91°5 3.8 -82.2 37.8 67.12582 0,993 -80,9 60.4 48.3 12.2 12.0 134.19370 13-14
15 -3.939 -22,601 1477./5781 -90.8 4.8 -82.1 28.4 68.73858 0.944 -80.0 65.0 43o0 22.3 21.9 142.25475 14-15
16 -3.531 -17.442 1549.9477[ -90.6 5.7 -8[.? 21.4 71.07283 0.870 -19.0 70.1 37.9 32.7 32.1 156.42387 15-16
17 -7,647 -16*85_ L562.29218 -75.4 8.1 -82.2 3G.0 72.4845f 0.847 -84.2 71.0 37.1 34.1 33.8 125.94257 16-17
18 -12o669 -[5.840 1605.4164[ -60.3 [1.4 -83.2 38.3 74°87395 0.795 -90.3 72.3 36.0 38°6 34°6 155.06500 17-[8
[9 -18.263 -14.285 [687.83554 -40.6 16.0 -85.3 45.3 78.41487 O*?12 -96,4 74.4 37.1 45.8 34.2 175.41398 18-I9
20 -24°954 -11.690 [829.26936 -40.0 23.0 -89.3 51.2 83.9[411 0.585 -102.3 77.6 38.1 55.6 33.2 _15*43855 19-20
2[ --24.372 -18.902 L713.2439[ -30.2 [6.9 -84.2 58.9 79.61057 0.681 -[Ol°I 71.0 43.3 47.8 [9.5 199.29624 20-2[
22 -24°107 -25.021 [648*86713 -17.9 10.9 -80.4 67.4 76.91553 U.749 -100.2 65.5 48.5 42.6 7*5 169.17621 21-22
23 -24.052 -30.611 [621.90741 -3.7 4.8 -77.0 76.7 75.25586 (3,781 -99.4 60.5 53.8 40,2 -3.8 154,57203 22-23
24 --24.167 -35.987 1626.55063 10.9 --1.4 -73o5 86.8 74.39928 0.786 -98.7 55.9 59.0 40.6 -14.6 148.b6385 23-24
25 -18.330 -35.913 [526,31339 14.6 -0.3 -74.8 84.3 70.8[929 0.888 -94.5 54.2 58.5 29.7 -lO.O 176.81279 24-25
26 -13.260 -35.915 1464.60895 21.9 0.4 -76°8 81.1 68.3153Z 0.958 -90.2 53,1 58.3 [9.7 -7.6 [53°56456 25-26
27 -8.638 -35.966 1432.[3452 4[.5 0o9 -79.3 74.5 66,29r77 0.996 -85.9 52.2 58.4 II.0 -6.7 140.01888 26-27
28 -4o831 -36.042 [423.78508 92.5 1.4 -81.? 69.6 63,81998 0.978 -02.2 5[.7 58.8 7.1 -7.1 115.31245 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 36
TAB NO 71 ATLAS PHOTO NO 71 POD SEQUENCE NO 148
JULY 31e1964 18 HR 14 HIN 50 SEC 954 HS
7RAJECTURY OA7A SEE TO |MPACT ALT CAT [ON R V PTH AZ
657.845 1407.60602 -4.807 -32.768 31A3.061 2.C76 -72°500 116.644
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/E AZN AZ_UN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SEALE PT-PT
I -[1.546 -18.660 ]542.0691] -[8.8 6.8 -79.[ 64*3 70*78748 0.896 -93.4 69.5 39.1 33.0 29.5 O. O- ]
Z -|2.894 -26.490 ]467*43552 -34.1 6.1 -80.2 55.9 69.73887 0.925 -90.2 62.0 47.5 22.3 12.9 235.35]06 l- 2
3 -8.434 -31.455 1416.33987 -17.1 _.9 -80.3 60*2 66.703D0 0.998 -85.6 56.6 53.1 8.6 3.1 Z00.20490 2- 3
4 -B.199 -26.939 [433.90917 -56.0 4.7 -81.1 47.5 67-82611 0.971 -85.2 61.0 47.8 14.8 13.0 135.56161 3- 4
5 -7.949 -22*145 1477.25513 -69.4 6.5 -8L.7 37.7 69.5253Z 0.922 -84.8 65.7 42.6 24.0 23.Z [63.96634 4- 5
6 -1Z.761 -Z1.456 1514.0Z089 -50.5 8.8 -8].7 46.3 7L.6118/ 0.874 -90.3 66.9 42.1 Z9.5 23.5 147.17830 5- 6
7 -18.072 -20.453 1584.35533 -38.2 11.9 -82.4 53.7 74.61548 u./99 -98.8 68.5 42.4 37.6 22.3 163.50833 b- 7
8 -18.052 -25.874 1531.74977 -23.7 1.9 -79.9 62.2 72.45337 U.854 -95.3 b3.5 47.8 31.8 11.2 156.08r56 7- 8
9 -18.126 -30.913 L510*03020 -5.2 3.9 -77.5 7Z.5 7!,06_41 0._C_ -;4.6 5_.8 _.Z ZB.9 0.5 145.09039 8- 9
iO -i_.0>7 -_i*Zi_ _44_*_9_32 -8.0 3.3 -78.7 61o4 68.51J6r _._3 -90.2 _7.5 53.0 [8.5 2.6 153.7883! 9-10
II -8.434 -31.455 1416.339_7 -17.[ 2.9 -80.3 60.2 66.70300 ('.99_ -_5.6 56.6 53.[ 8.6 3.1 140.Z2_02 lO-ll
12 -4.882 -J5.9_0 1413.61922 92.0 1.4 -81.7 69.] 63.33H19 0.975 -82.2 51.8 58.8 T.O -7.0 172.07666 11-12
13 -4.625 -31.640 1408.31L14 -95.7 2.6 -82.0 51.6 64.34111 U.gOl -81.6 56. L 53.6 2.5 2.5 1_9.44L43 12-13
14 -4.333 -27.Z36 14Z5.55635 -91.2 _._ -82.7 37.8 66.65693 _.99J -80.9 60.4 4B.3 12.3 12.1 133.27114 13-14
15 -3.993 -22.571 1467.86236-90._ 4.8 -82.1 28°5 68.26383 _.944 -80.0 65.1 43.0 22.3 _2.0 141.30241 14-15
16 -3.588 -11.467 1539._9494 -90.5 5.7 -81.T 21.6 70.58359 0.870 -19.0 70.1 37.9 32.7 32.Z 155.36439 L5-[6
IT -1.676 -16.85_ 1551*67720 -75.4 8.1 -82.2 3C,l 71.99173 0.841 -84.2 70.9 37.[ 34.1 33._ 125.09356 16-17
18 -12.664 -15.853 1594.56020 -60.3 [1.4 -83.2 38.4 74.16764 0.795 -90.3 72.3 36.8 38.6 34.5 154.02/52 17-18
L9 -18.219 -L4.3L0 1676.32713 -48.6 15.9 -85.3 45.3 77._80_3 0.713 -96.4 74.4 37.1 45.8 34.2 174.i7830 18-19
20 _24.858 -11./45 i8]6.3506Z -40*0 22.9 -89.3 51°2 83.32L73 0.580 -102.3 77.5 38*] 55.5 33.2 213.65945 |9-ZO
21 -24.282 -18.899 1701.28763 -30.2 ]6.9 -8_.2 58,8 79.05488 (_.688 -]0l.l 71.0 43.3 47.7 19. b 197.80928 20-21
22 -_4.0[8 -Z4.972 1637.26021 -18.0 10.9 -80.5 61,2 76.J7313 0./50 -100.2 65.5 48.5 42.6 7.6 168.028}5 21-22
23 -23.961 -30._19 1610.25145 -3.9 4.9 -77.1 76.5 74.13446 0.782 -99.4 60.6 53._ 40.1 -3.7 183.5140/ 22-23
24 -24.072 -35.852 1614,49[61 10.7 -[.3 -73.1 86.5 73.84702 0./88 -98.7 56.0 59.0 40.5 -14.4 147.56684 23-24
25 -18.282 -_5.785 1515.24930 [4.4 -0.3 -74.9 83.9 70.30564 0.889 -94.5 54.3 58.5 29.6 -9.9 L75.36193 24-25
26 -13.250 -35.79[ 1454.06418 21.6 0.4 -76.9 80.7 6_.82346 0.959 -90.2 53.2 58.3 19.7 -7.4 152.42481 25-26
27 -8.60] -35.844 1421.79489 40.8 0.9 -79.3 74o0 65.80627 0.996 -85.9 52.3 58.4 10.9 -6.6 139.01551 26-27
28 -4.882 -35*920 1413.4[922 9Z.0 ],4 -81.7 69°[ 53.33d19 0.975 -82.2 5].8 58°8 7.0 -7.0 [14.48Z44 27-28
TAB NO 72 ATLAS PHOTO NO 72 POD SEQUENCE NO 150
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 M[_ 56 SEE 14 H5
TRAJECTUR_ DATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
652*726 [397.46_9[ -6.833 -32.7_ 3_32*92[ 2.078 -72.462 _[6.637
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANE_ A2S/E A2N AZ_IJN AZA AI 8/A AZPHA2 JN_D PHA_ _M|S ALPHA SEAL] PT-PT
I -11.537 -]8.679 |531.09161 -19.0 6.8 -79.2 64ol 70.29473 0.896 -93.4 69.5 39.2 33.0 29.5 0. 0- ]
2 --[2.88/ -26o4_2 1457.26320 -34*3 6.[ -80.3 55,7 69.25543 0.925 -90.2 62.[ 47._ 22.3 [2.9 _33*[[320 L- Z
3 -8.458 -3[.305 [406.28592 -]T.T 2.9 -80.3 60.0 66.Z2954 0.998 -85.6 56*7 53.[ 8.6 3.2 [98.8604| 2- 3
4 -8.224 -26*879 1423.9]962 -56*0 4._ -8_.] 4/.4 6_.35348 0.97[ -8_.2 61.1 47.8 [4.9 [3.1 [34.b3220 3- 6
5 -7.976 -22*116 1467.09024 -69.3 6.5 -8_.t 37,7 69.0667[ 0*922 -84.8 65.8 42.4 24.0 Z3,3 143.00679 4- 5
6 -[2°755 -2].63] 1503.65880 -50.6 8.8 -8[.7 46.2 7].[2[75 0*874 -90.3 66.9 42.[ 29.5 Z3.5 146.1815[ 5- 6
7 -]8.0_9 -20°435 15T3.65995 -38.3 11.9 -82.6 53°] 74.[0240 0*800 -95.8 68.6 42.6 37.b 22._ [67.36390 6- 7
8 -[8o009 -25.818 152[.08826 -23.9 7.9 -80.0 62.0 71o94898 0°856 -95.3 63*5 47.8 3].T [1.2 [55.05U89 7- 8
9 -18.08] -30.02£ [499.303_0 -5.4 3.9 -77.6 72.3 70.56140 0.883 -96.8 58.9 53.2 28.9 0.6 144.[0232 8- 9
[0 -i3.049 -3[.12] 1438.25865 -B*3 3.3 -T8.7 hi*] 6_.02936 0.953 -90.2 5_.6 53.0 18.5 2.1 152.bT749 9-10
11 -R.458 -3].365 1406.28592 -17.7 2.9 -80.3 60°0 66,22956 _.998 --85.6 56.7 53.1 8.0 3.2 139.23892 [0-][
12 -4.932 -_5.T98 ]403.06976 91.6 |.4 -8[.6 68.5 62°85688 0.9_4 -82.2 52.0 5D.8 6.9 -6.8 [70.83970 ]1-[2
]3 -6*677 -3[.549 ]_98.28122 -96°] 2*6 -82.0 _l_5 6_.88467 0.98] -81.6 56._ 53.6 2*b 2o6 128°49325 ]2-13
14 -4.3H6 -27.175 1435.52405 -90.9 3.8 -82.] 37°8 66,18/57 0.993 -80*9 60.5 48.3 12.3 12*Z i32.36767 13-[4
]5 -4.048 -Z2.54_ [457.35468 -90.5 4.9 -82.0 28,6 67o7885_ 0.944 -80.0 65.[ 43.0 Z2.3 22.0 [40.34859 ]4-[5
[6 -3.648 -17*652 ]528.6Z850 -90.3 5.8 -B_.6 [lit 70°09372 0.870 -19.0 70.1 37.9 32.7 32.2 154.30310 15-]6
]7 -7.705 -|6°865 [54].06640 -75.3 8.[ -82.1 30°| 7].69815 O.B4T -84.2 T0.9 37.L 34.1 33.8 [24.26328 [6-[7
]8 -[2*659 -15.806 1583.68660 -60.3 [1.4 -83.Z 38*4 73o86U52 _*795 -90.3 7_o3 36.8 38*b 34.5 152.98803 17-18
19 -18.[75 -|4.336 [664.80098 -68*7 [5.9 -88.3 45.3 77o34516 0*7]8 -96.4 16.3 3T.L 45.8 36.2 [72.94[]7 ]8-]9
20 -24.76_ -1].80] ]803*4]893 -40.1 22.8 -89.3 51.] 82°72875 0.588 -102.3 TT.4 38.| 55.4 33.[ 231.88297 19-20
2] -26.[9[ -[8.895 1689.33758 -30.3 [6.8 -86,3 58.T 78.49854 0=689 -[U_.] 7].0 43._ 47*T ]9.6 196.32L94 20-2]
_2 -23o9_9 -Z6.923 1625.64224 -]8.[ [0.9 -80.5 67.0 75o83141 0.751 -[00.2 65.5 48.5 4Z.5 7°6 166.87849 21-22
23 -23*870 -30,628 [598*58864 -4.0 4.9 -77.2 76*3 76*[7275 (i.78_ -9_.4 60.6 53.8 40.0 -3.5 [52,65496 22-23
24 -23.976 -35.7]7 1602.63231 [0.6 -].2 -73.8 86,2 73,29475 0.789 -98.T 56.0 58*9 4U*4 -14.3 146.47060 23-24
25 -18.234 -35.658 1_04*[8007 [4.2 -U.Z -75.0 83,6 69.79178 0*889 -94.5 54*4 _8._ 29.6 -9.7 ]73*92577 24-25
26 -i3,240 -35.bbt 1443.51379 21.2 0*4 -76.9 80,3 67°33]35 U.959 -90.2 53.3 58o_ [9.6 -7°3 151.28495 25-26
27 -8.686 -_5.72[ 14||*65026 ¢0.2 1.0 -79.3 T3.6 65.3150T _.gqb -85.9 52.5 58.4 [0.9 -6.5 [38.01[63 26-27
28 -6*932 -35°798 [403.049_b 9L.6 1.4 -8_.6 68.8 62.85688 U*976 -82*2 52°0 58.8 6.9 -6.8 133.65203 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|| CAMERA FA 37
TAB NO 73 ATLAS PHOTO NO 73 POD SEQUENCE NO 152
JULY 3111964 13 HR 15 M[N 1 SEE 194 NS
T8AJECTCRY DATA SEE TO |NPACT ALT LAT LON R V P7H AZ
667.606 1387.31628 -4.860 -32.663 3122.772 2.080 -72.423 1_6.630
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ |NOD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.528 -18.698 1520.10222 -19.2 6.8 -79.2 63.9 69.80140 0.896 -93.4 69.4 39.2 32.9 29.5 O. O- 1
2 -12.880 -26.373 1447.01817 -36.4 6,1 -80.3 55.6 68.77140 0.925 -90.2 62.2 47.5 22.3 13.0 230.87893 _Z 23 -8.482 -31.274 1396.22330 -18.2 2.9 -80.3 59.8 65.15567 0.997 -85.6 56.8 83.1 8.7 3.3 197.51380 3
* -8.250 -26.819 |4|3.91788 -56.0 4.8 -81.1 47.4 66.88030 0.970 -85.2 61.2 47.7 15.0 13.2 133.70170 _ 45 -8.004 -22.088 1456.91145 -69.3 6.5 -81.7 37.8 68.56746 0.921 -84.8 65.8 42.4 24.1 23.3 142.04554 5
6 -12.750 -21.406 1493.28140 -50.6 8.8 -81.7 46.2 70.63090 0.874 -90.3 66.9 42.1 29.5 23.5 145.18304 5- 6
7 -17.986 -20.417 1562.54866 -38.4 11.9 -82.4 53.0 73.58857 0.800 -95.8 68.6 62.4 37.6 22.3 161.21791 6- 7
8 -17.965 -25.763 1510.41362 -24.0 8.0 -80.0 61.9 71.44397 0.654 -95.3 63.5 47.8 31.7 11.3 154.01208 7- 8
9 -18.036 -30.731 1488.56792 -5.6 3.9 -77.6 72.0 70.08594 0.884 -94.8 58.9 53.2 28.9 0.7 143.11298 8- 9
10 -13,041 -31.030 1428*0Q960 -8.6 3.3 -78.8 66*9 67.56655 0.953 -90.2 57.7 53.0 18.8 2.8 151,56589 9-10
11 -8.482 -31.274 1396.22330 -18.2 2.9 -80.3 89.8 68.75567 0.997 -85.6 56.8 53.1 8.7 3.3 138.25367 10-11
12 -4.983 -35.676 1392.67683 91.1 1.6 -81.6 68.0 62.37603 0.976 -82.2 52.1 58.8 6.8 -6.7 169.60269 11-12
13 -4.728 -31.458 1388.18388 -92.7 2.7 -82.0 51.3 63.62768 0.981 -81.6 56.3 53.6 2.7 2.7 127.56519 12-13
14 -4.4J8 -27.115 1405.48177 -90.6 3.8 -82.1 37.9 65.71775 0.992 -80.9 60.6 48.3 12.6 12.2 131.42330 13-14
15 -4.103 -22.512 1447.13477 -90.3 4.9 -82.0 28.7 67.31264 0.946 -80.0 65.1 43.0 22.3 22;0 139.39316 14-15
16 -3.702 -17.457 1517.96780 -90.2 5.8 -81.6 21.9 69.60326 0.870 -79.0 70.1 37.9 32.7 32.2 153.24008 15-16
17 -7.734 -16.872 1530.39972 -75.2 8.1 -82.1 30.2 71.00385 0.841 -86.2 70.9 37.1 34.1 33.8 123.39172 16-17
18 -12.655 -15.879 1572.79550 -60.3 11.4 -83.2 38.4 73.35259 0.796 -90.3 72,3 36.8 38.6 34.5 151.94668 17-18
19 -18.132 -14.362 1653.25691 -48.7 18.9 -85.3 65.2 76.80908 0.714 -96.4 74.3 37.1 45.7 34.2 171.70222 18-19
20 -26.665 -11.856 1790.47415 -40.1 22.7 -89.2 81.1 82.13517 0.589 -102.3 77.4 38.1 55.3 33.1 210.10923 19-20
21 -24.101 -18.892 1677.33362 -30.4 16.8 -86.3 58.6 71.94156 0.690 -101.2 7h0 43.3 67.6 19.6 194.83420 20-21
22 -Z_*839 -_4.oi_ _oi4.G£29_ _8.2 12.9 -nn _ _Q 7_.28858 0,752 -100.Z 65.5 48.5 42,4 7,7 165./2662 21-22
23 -83.179 -30.337 1586.91896 -6.2 5.0 -77.3 76.1 73.63073 0.784 -99.6 60.1 _.U 4U.U -_._ l_l._';65_ 2_ 2_
24 -23.881 -35.583 1590.37286 10.6 -1.1 -73.9 86.0 72.76269 0.790 -98.7 56.1 58.9 40.3 -14.1 |65.375|6 23-24
25 -18.18/ -35.530 1493.10663 13.9 -0.2 -75. L 83.3 69.27771 0.890 -94.5 54.5 58.5 29.5 -9.6 172.68622 26-Z5
26 -13.230 -35.563 1432.95792 20.9 0.5 -77.0 80*0 66.83899 0,959 -90.2 53.4 58.3 19.6 -7.2 150.14514 25-26
27 -8.707 -35.599 1601.10072 39.6 1.0 -79.3 73.1 64.82615 0.996 -85.9 52.6 58.4 10.8 -6.4 137.00706 26-27
28 -4.983 -35.676 1392.67683 91.1 1.6 -81.6 68,0 62.37603 0,976 -82.2 52.1 58.8 6.8 -6.7 112.82130 27-28
TAB NO 74 ATLAS PHOTO NO 74 POD SEQUENCE NO 154
JULY 3111964 13 HR 15 HI_ 6 SEC 316 MS
TRAJEC7URY DATA SEC TO |8PAC[ ALT LAT LON 8 V PTH A2
642.686 1377o15671 -6.886 -32.610 3112.612 2.083 -72,384 116.623
PHUrO DATA
PT LAr LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A A2PHAZ IN_D PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.518 -18.117 1509.10034 -19.6 6.8 -79.2 63.7 69.30746 0.896 -93.4 69.4 39.2 32.9 29.4 O. O- 1
2 -12o874 -26.315 |436.88010 -34.5 6.1 -80.3 55.5 68.28675 0._25 -90.2 62.2 67*5 22.4 13.1 228.64801 1-3 -8.507 -31./86 1386.18170 -18.7 2.9 -80.3 _9.5 65.28138 0.997 -85.6 56.9 53.1 8.8 3.4 196.16501 2-
6 -8.276 -26.759 1603.90633 -56._ 6,8 -81.1 47.3 66.60657 0.970 -85.2 61.2 67.7 15.1 13.2 132.77015 3- 6
5 -8.031 -22.060 1646.71844 -69.2 6.5 -81.7 37.8 68.08753 0.92] -84.8 65.8 62.4 24.1 23,3 141.08246 4- 5
6 -12.764 -21.381 1482.88837 -50.6 0.8 -81.7 46.1 10.13932 0.876 -90.3 67.0 62.1 29.5 23.6 144.18283 _7 -17.963 -20.400 1551.62117 -38.6 11.9 -82.4 52.9 73.07398 0.800 -9_.8 68.6 42.6 37.6 22.4 160.07036
8 -17.922 -25.708 1699.72562 -24.1 8.0 -80.0 61.7 70.93834 0.856 -95.3 63.6 67.8 31.7 11.6 152.97116 7- 8
9 -17.991 -30.640 1477.82220 -5.8 6.0 -77.7 71.8 69.55003 0.884 -94.8 59.0 53.2 28.9 0.8 142*12234 8- 9
10 -13.032 -30.939 1617.75021 -8.9 3.3 -78.8 66,6 67.05929 0,953 -90.2 57.8 53°0 18.5 2.9 150.65363 9-10
11 -8.507 -31.184 1386.18170 -18.7 2.9 -80.3 59.5 65.28138 0.997 -85.6 56.9 53.1 8.8 3.6 137.26737 10-11
12 -5.033 -35.554 1382.3G006 90.6 1.4 -81.6 67o6 61.89563 0.974 -82.2 52.2 58.8 6.6 -6.6 168.36537 11-12
13 -6.779 -31.367 1378.07904 -91.4 2.7 -81.9 51.2 62.97071 0.981 -81.6 56.4 53.6 2.8 2.8 126.89721 12-13
14 -6.491 -27.054 1395.42918 -90.3 3.8 -82.1 37.9 65.24745 0.992 -80.9 60.6 68.3 12.5 12.3 130.69797 13-14
15 -6o157 -22°483 1436.90233 -90.2 4.9 -82.0 28.8 66.83619 0.944 -80.0 65.2 43.0 22.4 22.1 138.43619 16-15
16 -3°759 -17.663 1507.25316 -90.1 5.8 -81.6 22.0 69.11211 0.870 -79.0 70.1 37.9 32.7 32.2 152.17515 15-16
17 -7.763 -16°880 1519,73694 -75.2 8.2 -82.1 30.3 70.50881 0.846 -84.2 70.9 31.1 36.1 33.8 122.53901 16-17
18 -12.650 -15.892 1§61.88672 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.6 72.84386 0.796 -90.3 72.3 36.8 38.6 34.5 150.90331 17-18
19 -18.087 -14.388 1641.69481 -48.7 15.8 -85.3 45.2 76.27210 0.716 -_6.4 74.3 37.1 65.7 34.1 170.66181 18-19
20 -26.568 -11.912 1777.51598 -40.2 22.6 -89.2 51.0 81.54096 0.591 -102.3 77.3 38.1 55.2 33.0 208.33785 19-20
21 -24.01U -18.889 1665.33549 -30.5 16.7 -84.3 58.8 77.38392 0.691 -101.2 70.9 43.3 47.5 19.6 193.34595 20-21
22 -23°750 -26°825 1602.37221 -18o6 10.9 -80.6 66.7 74.74521 0.782 -100.2 65.6 68.5 42.4 7.8 164°57265 21-22
23 -23.687 -30.246 1575.24210 -4.3 5.0 -77.4 75.8 73.08839 0.785 -99.4 60.7 53.8 39.9 -3.3 150.33295 22-23
24 -23.786 -35.469 1578.31273 10.2 -1.0 -76.1 85.7 72.19020 0.792 -98.7 56.2 88.9 60.2 -13.9 146.28063 23-24
25 -18.139 -35.403 1682.02782 13.7 -0.1 -75.2 82.9 68.76341 0.890 -96.5 54.6 58.5 29.6 -9.4 171.04908 24-25
26 -13.219 -35.419 1422.39613 20.5 0.5 -77.0 79.6 66.34634 0.959 -90.2 53.5 58.3 19.5 -7.0 149.00522 25-26
27 -8.729 -35.477 1390.76597 39.0 1.0 -79.3 72.7 64.33351 0.996 -85.9 52.7 58.4 10.8 -6.2 136.00186 26-27
28 -5.033 -35.554 1382.30006 90.6 1.6 -81.6 67.6 61.89563 0.914 -82.2 52.2 58.8 6.6 -6.6 111.99017 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 38
TAB NO 75 ATLAS PHOTO NO 75 POD SEQUENCE NO 156
JULY 31_1964 L3 HR _5 HI8 11 SEC 434 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT AL[ LAT LON R V PTH AZ
837.388 1366.98740 -_.913 -32.558 3102.443 2.085 -72.344 116.616
PMOTO OAT_
Pt LAT 1DN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ IN_0 PHAZ EN[S ALPHA 5GAL£ PT-PT
I -11.509 -18.738 1498.08620 -19.5 6.8 -79.3 63.6 68*81293 0.896 -93.4 69.4 39.2 32.8 29.4 O. 0- l
-12°867 -28.257 1426.68910 -34°7 6.1 -80.3 55.3 67.80147 0.924 -90.2 62.3 47.5 22.4 13.1 226.42065 1- 2
-8.531 -31.093 1378.07124 -19.Z 2.9 -80.3 59.3 64.80666 0.997 -85.6 57.0 53.1 8.8 3.5 194.B140? 2- 3
-8.302 -26.699 1393.87903 -56.I 4.8 -81.l 47.2 65.93228 0.970 -85.2 61.3 41.T 15.1 13.3 131.83/49 3- 4
5 -8°058 -22°032 1436.51132 -69.1 8.5 -81.7 37.8 67.60694 O.921 -84.8 65.9 42.4 24*1 23.4 140./1761 4- 5
6 -12.738 -21o367 1472.47980 -50.7 8.8 -81.7 46.1 69.64700 0.874 -90.3 67.0 42.1 29.6 23.6 143.18097 5- 6
7 -17.900 -20.382 1540.67752 -38*5 11.9 -82.5 52.8 72.55863 u._0U -95.8 68.6 42.4 37.5 22.4 15_.92114 8- 7
8 -17.878 -25.653 1489.02431 -24.3 8.0 -80.1 61.6 70.43207 U.bbb -95.3 6_.h aT_ 1!.7 _1-.4 !51,';2_';_ 7 8
9 -17.9_6 -30._%cl _7 0_879 -C.0 g.O -TT.B 71.5 _9.04366 (_.884 -94.8 59.1 53.2 28.8 0.9 141.13037 8- 9
10 -13°024 -30.849 1407.48120 -9.2 3.4 -78.8 66.4 60.57)56 0.95Z -9D.2 57.9 52.9 18.5 3.0 &49.J4041 9-I0
LI -8.5Jl -3|.093 1376.07124 -19.2 2.9 -80.3 5go3 66.80666 0.99/ -85.8 57.0 5J.1 8.8 3.5 136.2_001 |O-If
12 -5°083 _35.432 I3/1.91962 90.0 1.4 -81.8 67.1 61.41568 U.974 -82.2 52.3 58.8 6.5 -6.4 167.12789 11-12
13 -4.831 _31.2/8 1367.96880 -90.I 2.7 -81.9 51*0 62°51356 0.981 -81.6 56.5 53.6 2.9 2.9 125o64929 12-13
14 -4°544 -26*994 I385.36639 -90.0 _.9 -82.0 37.9 64.7766_ 0.992 -80.9 60.7 48.3 |2,5 12.4 129.57170 13-14
15 -4.212 -22.454 1428.65747 -90°0 4.9 -81.9 28.9 68.35917 U.94_ -80.0 65.2 43.0 22.4 22.1 137._7762 14-15
16 -3.811 -17°468 1490.54440 -90.0 b.9 -81.6 22.1 88.62035 (1.870 -79.0 70.1 37.9 32.6 32.2 151.10841 15-16
17 -7.792 -16.887 i509.05809 -75.1 8.2 -82.1 30.3 70.01_02 _._46 -84.2 /0.9 ]7.1 34.1 33.8 121.68492 Ib-17
18 -12.645 -15.908 1550.96027 -80.3 11,4 -83.2 38,4 72.33426 0.796 -90.3 72._ 36.8 38.6 _4.5 149.85801 17-18
19 -18.043 -|4.414 1630.11404 -48.8 15.8 -85.3 45.2 75.71431 (J.718 -96.4 74.2 37.1 45.8 34.1 169.21976 18-19
20 -24.47I -LL.gb8 1764.54451 -40.Z 22.5 -89°2 bL.O 80.9461/, 0.592 -102.3 77.3 38.1 55.2 33.0 206.56910 19-20
21 -23.919 -i8.887 [653.32332 -30.5 Ib.7 -84.} 5fl.4 76.82563 0.691 -101.2 70.9 43.3 47o5 19.7 19[.85727 20-21
22 -23°660 -Z4./76 1590.72000 -18.5 10.9 -80.7 66.6 T4._0132 0.75_ -LUO.2 65.6 48.5 42._ 7._/ 163.41668 21-22
23 -2].596 -]0.155 L561.55815 -4.5 5.0 -77.5 75.6 72.545/Z O.f_6 -99.4 80°8 53.8 39.8 -3.1 149°27005 22-23
24 -23.690 _5oJ15 1566.2520_ LO.I -0.9 -74.Z 85.4 71.63791 0.79] -98.7 56.3 58.9 40.L -L3. f 143.L8636 23-24
25 -18.090 -35.276 1470.94427 13.5 -0.1 -75.} 82.6 88.2/,889 O.ti9[ -94.5 54.7 58.5 29.4 -9.3 169.6145_ 24-25
26 -13.209 -15.2'_5 1411.82864 20.2 O.b -77.1 19.2 6_.85143 U._6O -90.2 53.8 58.3 19.5 -6.9 147.86515 25-26
27 -8.752 -_5._55 1380.38812 38.3 1.0 -79.3 72.3 63.84312 0.995 -85.9 52.8 58.4 10.7 -6.1 134.99616 26-27
Z8 -%.083 _35._32 1371.91962 90.0 1.4 -81.0 67.I 6L._1566 Uo974 -82.2 52.3 58.8 6.5 -6.4 I11°15852 27-28
TAB NO 76 ATLAS PHOTO NO 76 POD SEQUENCE NO 158
JUlY 31,196 z* I_ H8 L5 MIN Ib SLC 55} MS
IRAJECT(_R¥ UATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT [AT LON R V PTH A2
632.246 1356,808_1 -4.9_0 -32.502 3092,263 Z.088 -72.305 116.609
PHUIO UAI_
Pl LAT LON RANGE A25/C A2N AZSUN A2A A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ kMlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0- IL -11.500 -I8.155 1487.05946 -19.7 8.8 -79.3 63.4 68.31768 0.096 -_3.4 69.4 39,2 }2.8 29.4 O,
-12°860 -_6.19g 1416.44319 -34.8 b.l -80.4 55.2 67.31549 0.924 -90.2 62._ 47.5 22.4 13.2 224.19646 l- 2
3 -8.555 -_[.003 [385.98090 -19.7 3.0 -80.3 59.| 64.33149 C.991 -_5.6 57.1 53.1 8.9 3.6 I93o46047 2- 3
4 -8.321 -26.640 1383.84016 -56,I 4.8 -81°1 41°1 65.45739 U,989 -85.2 61.3 47.7 15.2 13.4 130,90360 3- 4
5 -8.005 -22.004 1426.28854 -69.1 6.6 -81.7 37.8 67.1256_ 0.920 -84.8 65.9 42.3 24.2 23._ I39,15079 4- 5
6 -I2.732 -21.333 1462.05338 -50.7 8.8 -81.7 46.1 69.15184 0._73 -90.3 67.0 42.l 29.6 23.O 142.1_699 5- b
I -17o85/ -20.365 1529.11436 -38.6 |l.g -82*5 52.7 72.04235 ()._OU -96.8 88,6 42.4 ]7.8 22.4 157.76971 6- 7
8 -17,835 -25.698 1478.30881 -24.4 8.0 -80.I 61.4 69°92504 0.855 -9_.3 63.7 47.8 31.7 1[°5 150,88223 7- 8
9 -17.900 -_0.459 1456.29903 -6.2 4.0 -17.8 TL.3 68.53672 0.884 -9_.8 59.2 53.2 28.8 1.0 I40.13884 8- 9
10 -13.015 -]0.759 1397.20005 -9.5 3.4 -78.9 66._ 66.08729 0.952 -90.2 57.9 52.9 18.5 3.1 148.22593 9-10
11 -_.555 -_Io003 1365.9_090 -L9*7 }.0 -80.} 59.1 64.33149 0.99/ -_8.6 57.1 53.1 8.9 3.6 135.29132 10-11
12 -5*133 -_5._I0 1361.53508 89.5 1°4 -81.5 86.6 60.93612 0.974 -82.2 52.5 58.8 6.4 -6.3 165.89009 II-12
13 -4.882 -_1.185 1351.84660 -88.9 2.7 -81.9 50.9 62.05619 0o981 -81.b 56.5 53.6 3.0 3.0 124.7U138 12-13
I_ -4.596 -_6.933 L375.29269 -89o7 3.9 -82.0 37.9 64.30540 0°992 -80*9 60.8 48o3 12.6 _2.4 i28.844_I 13-14
15 -4,266 -22.425 |416.39928 -89.9 5.0 -81.9 29.0 65.88154 0.94_ -8D.0 65o2 43.0 22°4 22.1 138.51738 14-15
Lb -3.873 -17._7_ L485.B2043 -89,9 5.9 -81.5 22.3 68,12790 0o_70 -7g.O 70.[ 37.9 32.6 32.Z L50.03972 15-18
IT -7o821 -16.895 1498.381_0 -75.1 8.2 -82.1 30.4 69.51642 0.846 -84°2 T0.9 37.L 34.1 33.8 120.82938 16-17
18 -12.639 -18.920 1540.01329 -60°3 11.4 -83.2 38*4 /I.823_3 Uo796 -90.3 72,3 3bo8 38.6 34.5 148=81030 17-18
19 -17o999 -14o441 Ib18.51222 -48°8 15._ -85.3 45o2 75.19548 0*716 -96.4 74.2 37.1 45.6 34.1 167o97526 18-19
20 -24.374 -12.024 [75Lo55307 -40°3 22.4 -89.2 bC.9 8U.350_9 0.593 -102.3 77°2 38.1 55.L 32.9 204.80080 19-20
21 -23.828 -18.B84 1641.2918/ -30.6 16.8 -84.4 58*3 76.?6_45 0.692 -lOI.2 70.9 43.3 47°4 19.7 190o36675 20-21
22 -23o570 24.728 1579.05206 -18.b 10.9 -80.8 66,4 7_.65669 Uo754 -100.2 65.6 48.5 42.3 B*O 162o25792 21-22
23 -23.504 -30,065 ]551.86322 -4.6 5.1 -77.5 75.4 72.U025_ 0.786 -99.4 80o9 53.8 39.7 -3.0 148.20545 22-23
24 -23°594 -_5.181 1554.18721 9.9 -0.8 -74.3 85.1 71.08541 0.794 -98.7 56.4 58.9 40.0 -13.5 142.09260 23-24
25 -18.0_2 -35.148 1459.85353 13.2 -0.0 -75.4 82.3 67.73404 0.892 -94.5 54.9 58.5 29.3 -9.1 168.18151 24-25
26 -L}.198 -35.1/2 1401.25391 19.8 O.b -77.2 /8.8 65.36019 0.960 -90.2 53.8 58.3 19.4 -b.8 148.72462 25-28
27 -8°775 -_5.233 137U._2029 37o7 l.O -79.4 /1.8 6}.35293 0°995 --85.9 53.0 58.4 L0.6 -6.0 133.98948 26-27
28 -b.133 -35.310 1361.635U8 89.5 1.4 -81.8 66.6 60.93612 0.974 -82.2 52.5 58.8 6.4 -6.3 110.32658 27-28
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eJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|[ CAMERA FA 39
TAB NO 77 ATLAS PHOTO NO 77 POD SEQUENCE NO 160
JULY 3[,1964 [3 HR 15 MIN 2[ SEC 673 MS
TRAJECTORy DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT EAT LUN 8 V PTH AZ
627.126 [366.6[880 -6.967 -32.668 3082.076 2.090 -72.265 116.6_2
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE A£S/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHA2 ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.690 -18.776 1676.02060 -19.9 6.8 -79.6 63.2 67,82175 0,896 -93.6 69.6 39.2 32.8 29.3 O* O- 1
2 -12.852 -26.161 1606.20285 -34.9 6.2 -80.6 55.1 66.82883 0.924 -90.2 62.6 67.5 22.5 13.2 221.97565 1- 2
3 -8.579 -30.912 [355.8E[00 -20.2 3.0 -80.3 58.8 63,85586 0.997 -85.6 57.2 53.1 8.9 3.1 [92.[0635 2- 3
6 -8.352 -26.580 1373.78987 -56.1 6.8 -81.[ 67.1 6¢*98189 0,969 -85.2 61.6 67.7 15.3 13.6 129.9685| 3- 6
5 -8.[[2 -2[.977 1616.05052 -69.0 6.6 -81.7 37.8 66,66359 0.920 -86.8 65.9 42.3 26.2 23.6 [38.18200 6- 5
6 -12.726 -21.309 1651.6C962 -50.8 8.8 -81.8 46.0 68,65986 0.873 -90.3 67.0 62.1 29.6 23.6 161.[7[00 5- 6
7 --17.813 -20.368 |5[8.7326| -38.6 11.9 -82.5 52.7 71,52520 0.800 -95.8 68.6 62.6 3?.5 22.5 [56.61606 6- 7
8 -17.79C -25.566 [667.57376 -26.5 8.0 -80.2 61.3 69,61728 0.855 -95.3 63.7 67.8 31.7 _1.6 169,83396 7- 8
9 -17.856 -30.369 1665.51966 -6.6 6.[ -77.9 7E.1 68.02923 0.886 -96.8 59.2 53.2 28.8 1.1 139.1_176 8- 9
10 -13.006 -30.668 1386.90906 -9.8 3.6 -78.9 65.9 65.60050 0.952 -90.2 58.0 52.9 18.5 3.2 [67,1[038 9-10
11 -8.579 -30.912 1355.88100 -20.2 3.0 -80.3 58.8 63,83586 0,997 -85.6 57.2 53.1 8.9 3.? 136.30130 10-11
12 -5.183 -35.189 1351.16671 88.9 1.4 -81.5 66.1 60,65700 0.973 -82.2 52.6 58.8 _.3 -6.2 164.65[93 1[-12
13 -6.933 -31.095 [367.71878 -8?.8 2.7 -81.8 50.7 61.59862 0.981 -81.6 56.6 53.6 3.1 3.1 123.75355 12-13
16 -6.669 -26.873 1365.20860 -89.5 3.9 -82.0 38.0 63.83362 0.991 -80.9 60.8 68.3 12.6 12.5 127.7|611 13-16
[5 -6.320 -22.396 1606.[2804 -89.7 5.0 -8[.9 29.1 65.6033[ U.963 -80.0 65.3 63.0 22.5 22.Z [35.55561 16-15
16 -3.930 -17.680 1475.08168 -89.8 5.9 -81.5 22.6 67.63479 0_870 -79.0 70.1 37.8 32.6 32.2 168.96896 [5-16
17 -7.869 -16.903 1687.66697 -75.0 8.2 -82.[ 30.6 69.01901 0.846 -86.2 70.9 37.I 36.[ 33.8 [19.97229 16-17
18 -12.633 -15.936 [529.06662 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.6 71.31228 0.796 -90.3 72.2 36.7 38.6 36.5 [67.76029 17-18
19 -17.953 -16.668 1606.888_6 -68._ 15.7 -85.3 65.1 7_.65566 0,716 -96.4 76.2 37.1 65.6 36.1 166.72836 18-19
20 -26.276 -12.081 1738.54297 -60.3 22.3 -89.[ 50.9 79.75379 0.595 -102.3 77.[ 38.1 55.0 32.9 203.03361 19-20
21 -23.736 -18.882 1629.26232 -30.7 16.6 -86.6 58.2 75.70662 0,693 -101.2 70.9 63.2 67.3 [9.7 188.87670 20-21
23 -23.6[3 -29.916 L560.15816 -6.8 5.1 -77.6 75.2 7L.65894 0.187 -99.4 60.9 53.7 39.7 -2.9 167.11916 22-23
26 -23.699 -35.068 1562.11899 9.7 -0.7 -76.6 86.8 70.53283 0.795 -98.7 56.5 58.9 39.9 -13.6 160.99926 23-26
25 -17.993 -35.081 _668.75610 13.0 0.1 -75.5 82.0 67.21889 0.892 -96.5 55.0 58.6 29.2 -9.0 166.75025 26-25
26 -13.187 -35.068 [390.67233 19.5 U.6 -77.2 78.4 66.86663 0.960 -90+2 53.9 58.3 19.6 -6.7 145.58355 25-26
27 -8.797 -35.1ll [359.64885 37.0 1.[ -79.6 71.4 62._6293 0.995 -85.9 53.1 58.6 [0.6 -5.8 132.98205 26-27
28 -5.183 -35.189 [351.14671 88.9 1.6 -81.5 66.1 60.65700 0.973 -82.2 52.6 58.8 6.3 -6.2 109.69606 27-28
TAB NO 78 ATLAS PHOTO NO 78 POD SEQUENCE NO 162
JULY 31w1964 13 HR [5 MIN 26 SEC 793 MS
TRAJ_CIUS¥ GATA SEC [0 IMPACI ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
622.006 1336.41971 -4.996 -32.393 3071.875 2.093 -72.225 116.595
PHGTU [_ATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ IN CD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -1[.681 _18.796 |466.96884 -20.0 6.8 -79.6 63.0 67.32520 0.896 -93.6 69.3 39.3 32.7 29.3 O. O- 1
2 -12.865 -26.086 [39_o96936 -35._ 6.2 -80.6 56.9 66.36[56 0.926 -90.2 62.6 67.5 22.5 13.3 219.7_866 [- 2
3 -8.602 -30.822 A345.77199 -20.7 3.0 -80.3 58.6 63.37980 0.997 -85.6 57.3 53+1 9.0 3.8 190.76602 2- 3
6 -8.377 -26.52[ 1363.72693 -56.2 6.8 -81.1 67.0 66.50582 0.969 -85.2 61.5 67.7 15.3 13.5 129.03228 3- 6
5 -8.139 _21.969 1605.79807 -69.0 6.6 -81.6 37.8 66.16088 0.920 -86.8 66.0 62.3 24.3 23.5 137.2L161 _- 5
6 -12.720 -2[.285 1661.15006 -50.8 8.8 -81.8 66.0 60.16513 0.873 -90.3 67.1 62.1 29.G 23.7 [60.18366 5- 8
7 -17.769 -20.331 1507.73612 -38.7 11.9 -82.5 52.6 71.00727 0.800 -95.8 68.6 62.6 37.5 22.5 155.66083 6- 7
8 -17.766 -25.489 1656.8272[ -26.6 8.0 -80.2 61.1 68.90887 U.855 -95.3 63.8 67.8 31.7 11.8 [68.78355 7- 8
9 -17.808 -30.279 1636.73027 -6.6 6.1 -78.0 70.8 67.52127 0.885 -96.8 59.3 53.2 28.7 1.3 138.16528 8- 9
10 -12.997 -30.578 1376.60762 -10.| 3.6 -78.9 65.6 65.[1323 0.952 -90.2 58.1 52.9 18.6 3.3 165.99387 9-10
I1 -8.602 -30.822 1345.77199 -20.7 3.0 -80.3 58.6 63.37980 0.997 -85.6 57.3 53.1 9.0 3.8 133.31032 10-[1
12 -5.233 _35.067 1360.75635 88.3 1.6 -81.5 65.7 59.97827 0.973 -82.2 52.7 58.8 6.1 -6.1 163.61368 [[-12
13 -6.983 -31.006 1337.58322 -86.8 2.7 -81.8 50.6 61.16086 0.981 -81.6 56.7 53.6 3.2 3.2 122.80569 12-13
16 -6.701 -26.813 1355.11357 -89.2 3.9 -81.9 38.0 63.36135 0.991 -80.9 60.9 68.3 12.7 12.6 126.78686 13-14
15 _6.374 _22.367 1395.86606 -89.5 5.0 -81.8 29.2 66.92669 0.963 -80.0 65.3 63.0 22.5 22.2 136.59184 16-15
16 -3.987 -17.687 1666.32819 -89.7 6.0 -8[.5 22,5 67,16103 0.871 -79.0 70.1 37.8 32.6 32.2 167.89661 15-[6
17 -7.878 -16.912 1676.91631 -76.9 8.2 -82.1 30.5 68.52085 0.046 -8_.2 70.9 37.1 36.1 33.8 119.1139_ 16-17
18 -17.628 -15.968 1518.06165 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.6 70.79998 0.796 -90.3 72.2 36.7 38.6 36.5 [66.70836 [7-18
19 -17.908 -16.696 1595.24669 -68.8 15+7 -85.3 65.1 76.11699 0.716 -96.4 76.1 37.1 65.5 36.0 165.67991 18-19
ZO -26.118 -[2.137 1725.5L967 -60.6 22.2 -89.[ 50.8 79.1565_ 0.596 -102.3 77.1 38.I 56.9 32.6 Z01.2G870 [9-20
21 -23.666 -18.879 1617.17865 -30.8 [6.b -86.6 58.1 75.14513 0.696 -101.2 70.9 43.2 67.3 19.8 187.38225 20-21
22 -23.389 -24.632 1555.67696 -18.8 10.8 -80.9 66.1 72.56553 0.755 -L00.2 65.7 68.5 62.1 8.1 159.93316 21-22
23 -23.321 -29.886 1528.4658G -6.9 5.1 -77.7 75.0 70.91500 8.788 -99.6 61.0 53.7 39.6 -2.7 166.07155 22-23
26 -23.603 -36.9[5 1530.06991 9.6 -0.6 -76.5 84.5 69.98019 0.?97 -98,7 56.6 58.9 39.7 -13.2 [39.90663 23-26
25 -17.965 _34.895 1637.65358 [2.8 0.I -95.b 81.6 66.70351 0.893 -96.5 55.1 58.6 29.2 -8.8 165.32135 26-25
26 -13.17_ -36.925 1380.08679 19.[ U.6 -77.3 78.0 66.37279 0.960 -90.2 56.0 58.3 19.3 -6.5 166.66263 25-26
27 -8.819 -36.989 1369.27202 36.6 1.1 -79.6 71.0 62.37315 0.995 --85.9 53.2 58.6 10.5 -5.7 131.97386 26-27
28 -_.233 -35.087 _360.75635 88.3 [.6 -81.5 65.7 5g.97827 0.973 -82.2 52.7 58.8 G.I -6.1 [08.66119 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI! CAMEKA FA 40
TAB NO 79 ATLAS PHOTO NO 79 POD SEQUENCE NO 164
JULY 31_1064 13 HR 15 M[N 3[ SEC 913 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [NPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
616.886 [326.21051 -5.022 -32.336 3061.666 2.096 -72.185 116.588
PHUrO DATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-P1
L -11.472 -18.8[3 1453.90465 -20.2 6.8 -79.5 62.8 66.82735 0.896 -93.4 69.3 39.3 32.7 29.3 O. O- 1
2 -[2.836 -26.027 [385.67087 -35.2 6.2 -80.4 54.8 65.85306 0.924 -90,2 62.5 47.5 22.5 13.4 217.55792 [- 2
3 -8.625 -30.732 1335.64915 -21.2 3°0 -80.3 58o4 62.90309 0.996 -85.6 57.4 83.1 9.1 3°9 189.28253 2- 3
4 -8.402 -26.662 1353.64539 -56.2 4.9 -81.1 46.9 64.02888 0.969 -85.2 61.5 47.7 [5.A 13.6 128.09413 3- 6
5 -8.166 -21.923 1395.52216 -69.0 6.b -81.8 37.8 85.67708 O.920 -86.8 86.0 42.3 24.3 23o5 136.23756 4- 5
6 -12.712 -21.Z82 1430.65986 -50.8 8.8 -81.8 65.9 67.66896 0.87J -90.3 67.1 A2.1 29.7 23.7 139.15147 5- 6
7 --17.724 -20.316 1496.69676 -38.8 11.8 -82.5 52.5 70.48750 O.HOt -95.8 68.6 42.A 37.5 22.5 154.29906 6- 7
8 -17.700 -25o4_6 1646.04866 -26.8 8.0 -80.3 61.0 68.39896 U.855 -95.3 63.8 41.8 31.7 ll.7 167.12765 7- 8
9 -17.761 -30o189 1423.91534 -6.R 4.: -?_Q ?Q._ 67.OIZiJ U._G_ -_.U _.6 53.1 28.1 1.4 137.14540 8- 9
10 -12.987 -30.489 1366.28622 -10.6 3.5 -79.0 65,4 64.62505 0.952 -90.2 58.2 52.9 18.6 3.4 144.87300 9-10
11 -8°625 -30.732 1335.64915 -21.2 3.0 -80.3 58.6 62.90309 0.996 -85.6 57.4 53.1 9.1 3.9 _32._1639 I0-II
12 -6°282 -34.946 1330.35857 87.1 1.4 -81.4 65.2 59.50004 0.973 -82.2 52.8 58.8 6.0 -5.9 162.1_429 11-12
lJ -5.034 -30.914 [327.43896 -85.8 2.7 -81.8 50.5 60.68275 0.98_ -81.6 56.8 53.6 3.3 3.3 121.85/85 12-13
16 -4.752 -26.753 1365.00552 -88.9 3.9 -81.g 38.0 62.88848 0.99[ -80.9 60.9 48.3 12.8 [2.7 125.85613 [3-14
[5 -4.A28 -22.339 1385.562_7 -89*6 5.0 -8|.8 2_.3 64.44487 0.943 -80.0 65.3 43.0 22.5 22.3 133.62571 14-15
[6 -4.063 -17.496 1453.55306 -89.6 6.0 -81.4 22.? 66.6463[ U.B7| -79.0 70.1 37.8 32.b 32.2 146.82025 |5-16
17 -r.905 -16.921 1666.15685 -74._ 8.3 -82.0 30.6 68.02139 0.846 -84.2 70.9 31.0 34.1 33.8 118.25287 16-17
18 -12.621 -15°966 1507.03949 -b0.3 11.6 -83.2 38.4 70.28597 0.796 -90.3 72.2 36.7 38.5 3Ao5 IA5o65103 [/-18
L9 -17.81J2 -16.525 L583.556_ -48.9 [5.7 -85.3 45.1 73.57211 0.711 -96.6 74.1 31.1 45.5 3A,O 16A.22315 18-19
20 -26.079 -12.195 [112.435t9 -AO.6 22.1 -89.[ 50.8 78.55657 0.598 -102.3 77.0 38.1 54.8 32,8 199.49239 [9-20
2[ --23.551 -18.879 |605.06560 -30.8 16.4 -84.4 58.0 74.58215 0.695 -IOI.2 70.9 43.2 47.2 19.8 185.87934 20-21
22 -Z3o29/ -24.585 1543.94041 -18.9 [0.8 -80.9 65.9 72.01782 0.756 -100.2 65.7 A8.5 42.l 8.2 158.16242 21-22
23 -23°227 -29.795 1516.70168 -b.l 5.2 -77.8 74.7 70.36960 0.18_ -9_.6 61.0 53.7 39.5 -2.6 144.99946 22-23
ZA -23.306 -34.783 1517.95799 9.6 -0.6 -74.7 84.2 69.A2656 O.TqH -98.7 56.6 58.9 39.6 -13.0 138.81205 23-24
25 -17.895 -3A.168 1626.53239 12.5 0.2 -75.7 81.3 66.18729 0._93 -96.5 55.2 58.6 29.1 -8.7 163.88892 24-25
26 -13._64 -3A.802 [369.48360 18.8 0.7 -77.3 77.7 63.8783J 0.961 -90.2 54. l 58.3 19.3 -6.4 143.29795 25-26
27 -8.B41 -34.867 1338.88683 35.7 1.1 -79.4 70.5 61.88325 0.995 -85.9 53.3 58.4 10.5 -5._ 130.96346 26-27
28 -5.282 -34.946 1330.35857 87.7 1.4 -81.4 65.2 59.50004 U.913 -82,2 52.8 58.8 6.0 -5.9 107.82149 27-28
TAB NO 80 ATLAS PHOTO NO 80 POD SEQUENCE NO 166
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 15 M|_ 31 SEC 33 MS
TRAJEC708Y OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
611.768 1315,99088 -5.049 -32.283 305[.946 2.098 -72.144 116.581
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.A63 -18.832 1442.82745 -20.4 6.8 -79.5 62.7 66.32843 0.896 -93.4 69.3 39.3 32.6 29.2 O. O- I
2 --12.827 -25.970 1375.3714| -35.3 6.2 -80.4 54.7 65.36359 0.92_ -90.2 62.5 47.5 22.6 13.6 215.3688A 1- 2
: _8.,7_30.0,213 5.51378_21.63.0_80.,58.262.425180.996_8,.657.,53.[9.1,.0188.01481ii3-8.426 -26.40 3A3.5472[ -56.2 6.9 -81.1 66.8 3.55115 0.968 -85.2 61.6 A7.7 [5.5 13.6 27.15427 4
5 -8.190 -21.897 1385.22514 -68.9 6.6 -81.6 37.9 65.19233 0.919 -84.8 66.0 42.3 26.3 23.5 135.26089 5
6 -12.704 -21.240 1420.I*A13 -50.9 8.8 -81,8 65.9 67.17158 0.87_ -90.3 67.1 42.1 29.7 23.7 138.13623 _ 6
7 -11.678 -20.301 1685.62860 -38.9 11.8 -82.6 52.6 69.96620 0.801 -95.8 68.6 42.4 37.5 22.5 153.13256 7
-11.65, -25.383 1435.24463 -24.9 8.0 -80.3 60.8 67.88784 U.855 -95.3 63.9 47.8 31.7 11.8 146.66746 _ 8
-11.71A -30.100 1413.08029 -7.0 4.2 -78.1 70.4 66.50204 (,.885 -94.9 59.5 53.1 28.7 1.5 136.14288 9
10 -12.916 -30.399 1355.94866 -10.6 3.5 -79.0 65.1 64.13608 Uo952 -90.2 58.3 52.9 18.6 3.5 143.74924 9-10
11 -8.661 -30.642 1325.51318 -21.6 3.0 -80.A 58.2 62.42578 0.996 -85.6 57.4 53,[ 9.1 4.0 131.32018 10-11
12 -5.330 -3A.824 1319.95851 87.1 [.4 -81.4 64.8 59.02221 U.973 -82.2 53.0 58.8 5.9 -5.8 160.93448 11-12
13 -5.08_ -30.824 1317.28584 -85.0 2.7 -81.7 50.3 80.22634 0.982 -81.6 56.9 53.6 3.4 3.4 120.90997 12-13
14 -4.803 -_6o694 /334.86480 -88°/ 4.0 -81.9 38.0 62.41501 0.991 -80.9 61.0 48.3 12.8 [2.7 124.92A[4 13-1A
15 -_.481 -22.31| 1375.22493 -89.2 5.1 -81.8 29.4 63.96453 0.942 -80.0 65.3 63.0 22.6 22.3 132.65732 14-15
16 -4.099 -L7.50L IA42.75850 -89.5 6.0 -81.4 22.6 66.15076 0.871 -79.0 70.1 37.8 32.6 32.2 [N5.74120 15-16
17 -7.933 -16.931 1455.37292 -74.8 8.3 -82.0 30.6 67.5208[ 0.046 -84.2 70.9 37.0 3A.[ 33.8 [17.38975 16-17
18 -12.61A -[5.980 1495.96691 -60°3 LJ.6 -83.2 38.4 69.17055 0.796 -90.3 72.2 36.7 38.5 34.5 144.58944 [7-18
19 -17.815 -IA.554 1571.83035 -48.9 15.6 -85.2 45.0 73.02752 0.718 -98.6 74.1 37.1 45.4 34.0 162.96071 18-19
20 -23.979 -12.254 1699.38940 -40._ 22.0 -89.0 50.7 77.95461 0.599 -102.3 76°9 38.1 54.7 32.7 197./1021 19-20
21 -23.A57 -18.879 1592.91620 -30.9 I6.A -84.4 57.9 74.01808 0.696 -101.2 70.9 43.2 47.1 19.8 184.37002 20-21
22 -23.205 -24°538 1632.11612 -19.1 [0.8 -81.0 65.8 71.46873 0.757 -_00.2 65.7 48.5 42.0 8.3 157.58639 21-22
23 -23.133 -29.707 1504.936A3 -5.2 5.2 -77.9 74.5 69.82315 0.790 -99.A 61.1 53.7 39.4 -2.5 143.92398 22-23
24 -23.208 -34.652 1505.85098 9.2 -0.5 -74.8 83.9 68.87227 0.799 -98.7 56.7 58.9 39.5 -12.8 131.71683 23-24
25 -17.844 -34.643 1415.39713 12.3 0.2 -75.8 81.0 65.670A4 0.894 -94.5 55.3 58.4 29.0 -8.5 [62.45500 24-25
26 -13.15[ -34.679 1358.87112 18oA 0.7 -77.A 77.3 63.38334 0.961 -90.2 54.2 58.3 19.2 -6.3 142.15133 25-26
27 -8.862 -34.746 1328.69379 35.0 1.1 -79.4 70.1 61.3933[ 0.995 -85.9 53.5 58.4 10.4 -5.5 129.95138 26-27
28 -5.330 -35.824 1319.95857 87.1 1o4 -81.4 64.8 59oO2221 0.973 -82.2 53.0 58.B 5.9 -5.8 L06.99316 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI| CAHERA FA 6[
TAB NO 81 ATLAS PHOTO NO 81 POD SEQUENCE NO 168
JULY 3[_1966 13 HR [5 HIN 62 SEC [53 MS
TRAJEC10RY DATA SEC TO IHPACr ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
606.666 1305.76156 -5.0?7 -32.22? 304[.217 2.10[ -T2.L03 [[6.57¢
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ ]N_D PHAZ EN]S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[[.683 -18.851 163[.73793 -20.6 6.7 -?9.6 62.5 65.82892 0.896 -93.6 69.3 39.3 32.6 29.2 0. O- [
2 -12.818 -25.9[6 1365.05893 -35.5 6.2 -80.5 56.5 66.87369 0.923 -90.2 62.6 67.5 22.6 [3.5 2[3.18323 [- 2
3 -8.670 -30.553 1315.36919 -22.1 3.1 -80.6 88.0 6[.96805 0.996 -85.8 57.5 53.1 9.2 6. L [86.66696 2- 3
4 -8.469 -26.365 1333.63701 -56.2 6.9 -81*[ 46.8 63.07286 0.968 -85.2 61.7 47.7 15.5 |3.7 |26*21329 3- 6
5 -8.215 -21.871 1376.9150[ -68.9 6.6 -8[.6 37.9 66.70690 U.919 -84.8 66.0 42.3 26.6 23.6 [34.28269 4- 5
6 -12.696 -21.217 1609.61288 -80.9 8.8 -8|.8 45.8 66.6T347 0.873 -90.3 67.1 42.[ 29*7 23.8 [37.11928 5- 6
7 --[7.632 --20.286 1476.56468 -38*9 [[.8 --82.6 52.3 69.46631 0.80[ -95.8 68.6 42.6 37.5 22.6 151.96686 6- ?
8 -[7.608 -25.330 [626.6275[ -28.0 8.0 -80.6 60.7 67.376]0 0.835 -95.3 63.9 47.8 31.T 11.9 145.60520 7- 8
9 -17.666 -30.Ull 1602.23563 -7.2 6.2 -78.2 70.1 65.99151 0.885 -96.9 59.8 53.[ 28.? |.6 [35.13900 8- 9
10 -12.966 -30.3[0 1345.60095 -|0.9 3.8 -79.[ 66.9 63.64665 0.952 -90.2 58.6 52.9 18.6 3.6 [42.62473 9-_0
11 -8.670 -30.553 1315.3691_ -22.1 3.1 -80.6 58.0 61.96805 0.998 -88.6 57.5 53.1 9.2 4.1 [30.32292 IO-[1
[2 -5.3?8 -34.T03 [309.5562_ 86.5 [.6 -81.4 66.4 58.54672 0.972 -82.2 53.1 58.8 5.8 -5.? 159.69629 11-[2
13 -5.132 -30.734 1307.12685 -86.L 2.8 -81.7 50.2 59.76569 0.982 -81.6 57.0 53.6 3*5 3.5 119.96202 12-13
[6 --4o85q -26.636 1326.75362 --88.6 6.0 -81.8 38.0 61.94106 0.990 -80.9 6[.1 48.3 12.9 [2.8 123.99[|6 13-[6
15 --_.536 -22.284 [366.89685 -89.1 5.1 --81,8 29.5 63,48360 0.942 --80.0 65.6 43.0 22.6 22.3 [3[.68T37 14-[5
[6 -6.155 -17o509 1631.96963 -89.6 6.1 -81.4 22.9 65.63652 0.0T1 -79.0 70.1 37.8 32.6 32.2 166.66027 [5-[6
[7 -7.960 -16.941 [466.57292 -76.8 8.3 -82.0 30.7 67.01969 0.866 -84.2 70.9 37.0 36.1 33.8 116.82527 16-17
18 -_2.606 -15.997 [686.91706 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.4 69.25432 0.796 -90.3 72.2 36.7 38.3 34.5 163.52616 17-|8
[9 -1T.768 -14.584 1560.08665 -48.9 15.6 -85.2 65.0 72.482[3 0.718 -96.4 TA.| 37.1 65.4 34.0 16[o69693 18-19
20 -23.879 -[2.3[3 1886.17154 -60.5 21.9 -89.0 50.6 77.3_213 0.60[ -[02.3 76.9 38.1 56.b 32.6 195o93129 [9-20
21 -23.362 -[8.879 [580.?5383 -31.0 16.3 -84.8 57.8 73.65281 0.691 -101.2 70.8 43.2 47.0 19.8 182.86089 20-21
23 -23.039 -_9.618 [693.16064 -5.6 5.2 -T8.O 76.3 69.2766[ 0.791 -99.6 6[.1 53.T 39.3 -L._ Lq_.o_l¢_ ¢_-L_
24 -Z3.[[O -34.52[ [693.74371 9.0 -0.4 -76.9 83.6 68.3[799 0.800 -98.7 56.8 58.9 39.4 -[2.6 [36.62214 23-26
28 -[/.T94 -36.51T [406.25?00 12.1 0.3 -73.9 80.b 65.15337 0.895 -94.3 55.6 58.4 28.9 -8.6 161.02382 24-28
26 -[3.139 -36.856 1348.25269 18.0 0.7 -77.4 76.9 62.88809 0.96[ -90.2 56.3 58.3 19.2 -6.1 [41.00667 25-26
27 -8.882 -34.625 1318.09526 34.6 [.[ -79.4 69.7 60.90356 0.996 -85.9 53.6 58.4 10.4 -5.3 128.93880 26-27
28 -5.378 -34.703 1309.55429 86.5 1.4 -8|.4 64.4 58.54672 0.9/2 -82.2 53.[ 58.8 5.8 -5.7 106.15029 27-28
TAB NO 82 ATLAS PHOTO NO 82 POD SEQUENCE NO 170
JULY 3|t[966 [3 H8 15 M[H 47 SEC 273 H5
TRAJECTORY DATA $8C TO ]HPAC1 ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
601.527 1_98.52185 -3.105 -32.[7[ 3030.971 2.[03 -72.062 116.56T
PHOTQ DATA
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE P?-PT
1 -11.666 -18.870 1420.6355[ -20.7 6.7 -79.6 62.3 65.32837 0.896 -93.4 69.3 39.3 32.5 29.2 O. O- 1
2 -12.808 -25.857 1356.72896 -35.6 6.2 -80.5 56.4 66.38257 0.923 -90.2 62.6 47.5 22.6 [3.6 210.98326 [- 2
3 -8.691 -30.663 1305.21262 -22.6 3.L -80.4 57.7 61._6976 0.996 -85.6 57.6 53.1 9°2 4.2 185o27200 2- 3
4 -8.472 -26.286 1323.31468 -56.3 4.9 -81.1 46.7 62.59399 0.968 -85.2 61.7 47.7 15.6 13.7 125.27139 3- 4
5 -8.260 -21.844 1366.59311 -68.8 6.7 -81.6 37.9 64.22095 0.919 -86.8 66.[ 42.3 24.4 23.6 133.30362 6- 5
6 -12.688 -21.195 1399.06685 -51.0 8.8 -8/.8 45.8 66.17657 0.872 -90.3 67.1 _2.1 29.7 23.8 136.09953 3- 6
7 -17.586 -20.271 1463.43820 -39.0 11.8 -82.6 52.2 68.92129 0.80[ -95.8 68.7 62.6 37.6 22.6 150.79285 6- 7
8 -IT.561 -25.Z¥T [413.58T46 -25.2 8.O -BO._ 60.5 66.86328 0.855 -95.3 63.9 4T.B 3[.6 11.9 14_.54116 Y- 8
9 -17.617 -29,922 139[.36852 -7.4 4.2 -78.3 69.9 65.6?993 0.686 -96.9 59.6 53.1 28.6 1.7 134.13322 8- 9
10 -12.954 -30.221 1335.23604 -11.2 3.5 -79.1 64.7 63.15660 0.952 -90.2 58.5 52.9 18.6 3.7 141.49640 9-10
l[ -8.691 -30.q63 1305.21262 -22.6 3.1 -80.4 57.7 61.66976 0.996 -85.6 57.6 53.1 9.2 4.2 129.32330 10-11
12 -5.426 -34.582 1299.1_330 85.9 1.5 -81.4 63.9 58.06731 0.972 -82.2 53.2 58.8 5.7 -5.5 158.65324 11-12
13 --5.[81 -30.643 [296.95633 -83._ 2.8 -81.7 50.1 59.30687 U.982 -81.b 57,[ 53.b 3.b 3.6 119.01387 12-[3
14 -5.905 -26.574 1314.61476 -88.2 4.0 -81.8 38.1 61.66695 0.990 -80.9 61.1 48.3 13.0 12.9 123.05768 13-14
15 -4.586 -22.256 1354.55815 -88.9 5.1 -81.7 29.6 63.00239 0.942 -80.0 65.4 43.0 22.6 22.6 130.71731 14-15
16 -6.20q -17.516 [621.13785 -89.2 6.1 -81.4 23.1 65.[5819 0.871 -79.0 70.1 37.8 32.6 32.2 143.58045 15-16
17 -7.986 -16.951 1433.76421 -76.7 8.3 -82.0 30.8 66.51779 0.866 -84.2 70.9 37.0 36.1 33.8 115.65970 16-17
18 -12.598 -16.013 1A73.83238 -60.3 11.6 -83.2 38.4 68.73762 0.797 -90.3 72.2 36.7 38.5 36.6 162°46018 17-18
19 -17.720 -14.616 1568.32256 -69.0 15.5 -85.2 65.0 71.93580 0.719 -96.6 74.0 37.[ 45.3 33.g 160.42916 18-19
20 -23.778 -[2.373 1673.01006 -40.6 21.8 -89.0 b0.6 76.74856 0.602 -102.3 76.8 38.1 86.5 32.6 196.16936 19-20
21 -23.267 -18.879 1568.56355 -31.1 16.3 -86.5 57.6 72.88626 0.698 -lOl.2 70.8 63.2 67.0 19.9 18[._5229 20-21
22 -23o018 -24.666 1508.59779 -19.3 10.8 -8[.1 65.5 70.36826 0.758 -100.2 65.8 48.5 41.9 8.5 155.Z2841 21-22
23 -22.946 -29.530 1681.3594[ -5.5 5.3 -78.[ 76.1 68.12839 0.792 -99.6 61.2 53.7 39.3 -2.2 141.76818 22-23
24 -23.011 -34.390 168[.61139 8.9 -0.3 -75.0 83.3 67.T6258 0.802 -98.7 56.9 58.9 3q.3 -12.5 135.52586 23-26
25 -[7.742 -36.392 [393.D9583 11.8 0.3 -?6.0 80.3 66.63534 0.895 -96.5 55.5 58.6 28.9 -8.3 159.58878 26-25
26 -13.[25 -34.433 [337.61792 17.7 0.8 -77.5 76.5 62.39208 0.962 -90.2 54.4 58.3 19.2 -6.0 139.8546_ 25-26
27 -8.902 -34.503 1307.68538 33.7 [.2 -79.4 69.3 60.6|330 0.994 -85.9 53.7 58.6 10.4 -5.2 127.92376 26-27
28 -8.426 -34.882 [299.16330 85.9 1.5 -8[.4 _3.9 88.06T31 0.972 -82.2 53.2 58.8 5.7 -_.8 [05.32238 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V'[I f.AHERA FA 62
TAB NO 83 ATLAS PHOTO NO 83 POD SEQUENCE NO 172
JULY 31,19_6 13 HR 15 Hlh 52 SEC 393 MS
1RAJECIURY UATA 5EC TO IMPAC[ AL7 LAT LON R V PTH AZ
596.407 1285.27161 -5.133 -32.115 3020.727 2.106 -72.021 I16.559
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON 8ANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN 3ZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |N_.O PHA2 EN|5 ALPHA 5CALL PT-PT
I -11.635 -18o869 1409.51988 -_0.9 6.7 -79.7 62.1 66.82701 0.896 -93.4 69.3 39.4 32.5 29oi 0. O- 1
2 -1_.791 -25°000 1344.383J6 -35.1 6.2 -80.5 54.3 63.89090 0.923 -90.2 62.7 47.5 22.7 13.6 208.7/830 _ 2
3 - .712 -30.373 1295.06648 -23.0 3.1 -80.4 51.5 60.9909(3 0.996 -85.6 57.7 53.1 9.3 6.3 [83.89838 3
4 -8.496 -L6o221 1313*17967 -56.3 4°9 -81.L 46.6 62.11452 0*96/ -85.2 6).*8 47.7 [5.7 13.0 126o3284h 3- 4
5 -8°264 -21.818 1356.25775 -68.8 6.7 -81.6 37.9 63.73437 (_.919 -86.8 66.1 62.3 26.5 23.6 132.J230l 4- 5
6 -12.6/8 21.1/3 1388o5C014 -51.0 8o8 -81.8 65*7 05.61_fl8 0.872 -90.3 67.2 42*1 29.7 23.U 135.07773 5- 6
1 -1/.538 -20.256 1452.31233 -39.1 11o8 -82.6 52.1 68.J9735 0.801 -q5.8 68.7 42.4 37.4 22.6 1_9.61816 6- 7
8 --11°513 -15.226 140_.7292_ -_5._ 8.0 --80.4 6(J*3 6b.)4960 0.855 -95.3 66.0 4l.l 31.0 12.0 )4_-z*75 II 8-
9 -1/.567 -29._F_3 I_n.4_3'_ -7.5 "-.2 71/.3 69.6 b'_.96159 C.bHb -96.9 59°7 53.1 28.6 1.8 133°12580
lO -12.942 JU.131 1324.85116 -11.5 3.6 -79.1 64.4 62.66569 0.95_ -90.2 58.5 52.9 18.6 3.8 140o36611 9-10
11 -8.112 _O.J(3 1295.06448 -23.0 3.1 -80.4 51.5 60.99090 0°990 -05.6 57./ 53.1 9.3 4.3 128*_2178 lO-11
[2 -5.97_ -36.460 1288.12621 86*2 1.5 -81.3 63.5 5?.59009 (_.977 -82.2 53.6 58.7 5.5 -5.6 157.21157 IL-L2
13 -5.219 -30.553 1286.77968 -82.7 2.8 -81.7 49°9 5[_.04782 U.982 -81.6 57.2 53.5 3.I 3.7 118.06556 12-13
14 -6.956 -26.51_ 1306.66638 -87.9 6.0 -81.8 38.1 60.99200 t,._9U -80.9 61.2 68.3 13.0 12.9 122.123_,6 1J-16
15 -tt-638 -_2.228 [366.2116/ -88.8 5.1 -81.7 29.7 62.52070 [).962 -80.0 65.4 63.0 22.6 22.6 129.74625 14-18
16 -_.266 11.524 1610.31630 -89.1 6.1 -hi.3 23.2 66.66142 0.011 -19.0 10.1 31.8 32.6 32.2 142.50008 15-16
17 -8.01g |b.gO0 1622.962i0 -?4.7 8._ -82.0 3O.8 66.01548 t_.866 -86.2 70.9 37.0 36.1 33.8 116./9303 16-17
IH -12°590 -16.029 1462. f3099 -60.3 11.4 -83.2 38.4 68.21974 O.191 -90.3 72.1 36,7 38.8 34.6 161.39178 11-18
19 -17.611 -14.666 15_6.53925 -69.0 18.5 -85.2 66.9 /1.38858 0.719 -96*4 74.0 37.1 45.3 33.9 159o15883 18-19
20 -23.610 -12.A32 1689o83113 -60.6 21./ -88.9 50.5 76.1462U 0.606 -102.3 16.1 30.1 54.3 32.5 192.36781 19-Z0
21 -23.111 -[8.t_79 1586.35306 -31o2 16.2 -86.5 5?.8 72.318/3 0.699 -101.2 10.8 4J.2 66.9 19.9 179.H6606 /0-21
22 -22.9Z3 -24.400 1696.11518 -19.6 10.0 -81.1 65.3 69.81643 0.159 -100.Z 65.8 48.5 61.8 8.6 154.l)4032 21-22
23 -22.86_ -29.641 1669.86160 -5.7 9.3 -78.2 73.8 68.11962 0./93 -99.4 61.2 53.1 39.2 -2.1 160.68721 22-23
24 -22.911 -36.258 1469.66100 8./ -0.2 -78.2 83.0 67.20663 0.803 -98.7 57.0 50.9 39.2 -12.3 136.62905 23-26
25 -17.690 -36.,_'66 1381.92111 11.6 0.6 -16.1 80.0 64°11672 0.896 -94.5 S8.b 58.4 28.8 -8.1 158.15_78 24-25
26 -13.111 -36.310 1326.91188 17.3 0.8 -77.0 76.1 61.89555 0.962 -90.2 56.6 58.2 19.1 -5.9 138.70300 25-26
27 -8.921 -34.381 1291.26669 33.1 1.2 -79.8 08.9 59.92289 0.996 --85.9 53. H 86.6 10.3 -5.1 126.90707 26-27
28 -5.473 -36,460 L288.72621 85.2 1.5 -81.3 63.5 51.59009 0.97_ -OZ.2 53.6 58.7 5.5 -5.4 106.88576 27-28
TAB NO 84 ATLAS PHOTO NO 84 POD SEQUENCE NO 174
JULY 31fig64 13 HR 15 M[N 51 5EC 513 H_
I"RAJECIORY DA|A SEC TO [MPAC[ ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
591.281 12/5.01129 -5.161 -32.058 3010.467 2.I08 -71.919 I16.552
PHOTO DAI3
PT LA7 L(_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSON A2A Am 8/A AZPHAZ [N_,D PHA2 I:N[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 --11.426 -18.908 1398.39166 --21.1 6.7 -79.7 61.g 66.32504 0.096 -93.8 69.2 39.6 32.5 29.1 O. O- 1
2 --12°78_ -25.166 1336.02646 -35.9 6.2 -80.5 56.1 63.39860 U.923 -90.2 62.8 47.5 22.7 13.7 206.8/721 1- 2
3 -8.733 -30.283 1284.8_103 -23.5 3.1 -80.6 57.3 60.51162 0.996 -88.6 57.8 53.1 9.4 4.4 182.b1847 2- 3
4 -8.511 -26,169 1303.03221 -86.4 6.9 -81.1 46.5 61.63446 0.96? -86.2 61.8 41.7 15.7 13.9 123.38423 3- 4
5 -8.288 -21.79| 1363.90167 -68.8 6.7 -81.6 37.9 63.24710 0.918 -86.8 66*1 42.3 26.5 23./ 131.36073 6- 5
6 -12.669 -21.150 13?7.91960 -51°0 8.8 -8L.8 65.6 65°[7443 0.072 -90.3 67.2 62.0 29.? 23.8 134.05619 5- 6
7 -17°49| -20.242 1441.11047 -39.2 11.8 -82.1 52.0 67°87265 0.802 -95.8 68.1 42.4 37.6 22.6 168.64225 6- 7
8 -I/.465 -25.171 1391.857/9 -25.6 8.0 -80.5 60.2 65.83530 0*855 -95.3 64.0 47.7 31.6 12.1 162.60690 7- 8
9 -17.518 -29.146 1369.59253 -7.8 6.3 -7B.4 69.6 64.48480 U.886 -96.9 59°7 53.1 28.6 1.9 [32.11700 8- 9
10 -12,930 -30.O42 1314.46819 -11.8 3°6 -79.2 66.2 62.27410 0,952 -90.2 58.6 5Z.9 18.6 3.9 139.23516 9-10
L[ -8.133 -30.283 1286.86703 -23.5 3.1 -80.6 51.3 60.81162 0.996 -85.6 57.8 53.1 9.4 4.A 127.31910 lO-il
12 -5.520 -34.339 1278.30461 84.5 1.5 -81.3 63.1 51.11317 0.972 -82.2 53.5 58.7 5.6 -5.3 155.96948 II-12
13 -5.218 -30.662 1270.59631 -82.0 2.8 -81.6 49.8 58.38848 0.982 -81.6 57.3 53.5 3.8 3.8 117.11710 12-13
16 -8°006 -26.455 1296.30686 -81.? 6.0 -81.8 38*1 60.81672 0.990 -80.9 61.3 48.3 13.1 13.0 121.18813 13-16
15 -_.690 -22.199 1333.85130 -88.6 5.1 -81.7 29.8 62.03840 0.962 -80.0 65.5 43.0 22.7 22.6 120.11348 14-15
16 -4,319 -17,531 1399.47957 -89.0 6.1 -81.3 23.3 64.16396 0.871 -I9.0 70.1 31.8 32.6 32.2 141.61779 15-16
17 -8.038 -16°910 [412.10326 -76.6 8.3 -82.0 36.9 66*51239 0.846 -84.2 70.9 37.0 34.1 33.8 113.92488 16-17
18 -12.581 -16.066 1651.61151 -b0.3 11.6 -83.2 38*4 61.10122 U.791 -90.3 72.1 36o7 38.8 34.4 140.32150 17-18
19 -17.623 -14o67/* 1624.13822 -49ol 16.5 -85.2 66.9 70.84056 0.720 -96.4 74.0 3/.1 65.2 33.9 157.88729 18-19
gU -23°5/6 -12.491 I646.64064 -40.7 21.6 -88.9 50.8 75°53929 C.6C5 -102.3 76.7 38.1 56.2 32.8 190.58989 19-20
21 -23.075 -18.080 7564.12959 -3lo2 16.1 -86*5 57.6 71./5061 0./00 -101.2 70.8 43.2 46.8 19.9 178.33883 20-21
22 -22.829 -26.356 16_4.96200 -19.0 IU.8 -81.2 65ol 69o26413 0°/60 -100.2 65o8 40.5 61.7 8.b 152.86236 21-22
23 -22.?52 -29.353 1651.71745 -5.9 5.3 -78°2 73.6 67.63056 U.196 -99.4 hi.3 53.7 39.1 -1.9 139.60497 22-23
2A -22o811 -34.127 1457.3_265 8.5 -0.1 -75.3 82.7 66o65069 0.806 -98.7 57.1 58.9 39.I -12.1 133o33276 23-26
25 -17.63/ -34.160 13/0./4301 11.3 0.4 -76.2 79.6 64.59/88 0.89/ -94.5 55.7 58.6 28.7 -8.0 156./2126 24-25
2b -13o096 -34o18/ 1316.31901 17.0 0.8 -77.6 75.8 61.39874 0.962 -90.2 54.7 58.2 19.1 -5.7 L3/.55140 28-26
2? -8.941 -36°289 [286.8A230 32.6 1.2 -79.5 88.5 59.43261 0.996 -85.9 53*9 58.4 [0.3 -5.0 125o89007 26-27
28 -5.520 -36,339 1278.30467 84.b l.b -81.3 63.1 57.11317 O.972 -82.2 53.5 58.7 5.4 -5.3 103.04863 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|I CAMERA FA
JULY 3[t1966 13 HR 16 MIN 2 SEC 633 MS
TRAJEC7_R¥ OATA SEC TO IMPAC7
586.167
PHOTO DAfA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
1 -11.417 -18.928 1387.25011 -21.3 6.7 -79.8 61.7
2 -12.776 -28.688 1323.63959 -36.0 6.3 -80.6 54.0
3 -8.753 -30.194 t274.67567 -23.9 3.1 -80.4 57.1
6 -8.539 -26.111 1292.86255 -56.4 5.0 -81.1 46.6
5 -8.312 -21.766 1333.52611 -68.7 6.7 -81.6 37.9
6 -12.659 -Z1.130 1367.30298 -51.1 8.8 -81.8 45.6
7 -17.443 -20.229 1429.98758 -39°2 11.7 -82.7 52.0
8 -17.416 -25.119 1380.95661 -25.6 8.0 -80.5 60.0
9 -17.467 -29.656 1358.68034 -8.0 4.3 -78.5 69.1
10 -12.917 -29.953 1304.06233 -12.1 3.6 -79.2 63.9
11 -8.?53 -30.194 1274.67567 -23.9 3.1 -80.4 57.1
12 -5.566 -34._18 1267.88060 83.8 1.5 -81.3 62.7
13 -5.326 -30.373 1266.39819 -81.4 2.8 -81.6 49.6
14 -5.054 -26.396 1284.12837 -87.5 4.0 -81.7 38.1
15 -4.?42 -22.173 1323.46390 -88.5 5.2 -81.6 29.9
16 -4.373 -17.540 1388.60597 -88.9 6.2 -81.3 23.4
17 -8.004 -16.982 1401.22276 -74.6 8.6 -82.0 30.9
18 -12.572 -16.065 1440.44440 -60.3 11.4 -83.2 38.4
19 -17.573 -14.706 1512.88208 -49.1 15.4 -85.2 44.8
20 -23.471 -12.552 1633.38666 -40.7 21.5 -88.9 50.4
• l -_.;76 18._87 v_t.R_q30 -31.3 16.1 -84.5 5?.3
22 -22.733 -26.310 1473.07561 -19.6 lO.l -61.J o_.u
23 -22.655 -29.266 1445.87271 -6.0 5.4 -78.3 73.4
24 -22o711 -33.998 1445.17119 8.3 -0.1 -75.4 82.4
25 -17.585 -34o015 1359.55560 ll.1 0.5 -76.3 79.3
26 -13.082 -34.065 1305.66026 16.6 0.9 -77.7 75.4
27 -8.960 -34.138 1276.41272 31.7 1.2 -79.5 68.1
28 -5.566 -34.218 1267.88060 83.8 1.5 -81.3 62.7
TAB NO
JULY 3111964 18 HR 16 M|N 7 SEC 752 MS
TRAJECFOR¥ DATA SEC TO IMPACT
581.047
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZStJN AZA
I -11.407 -18.947 1376.09563 -21.4 6.7 -79.8 61.5
2 -12.765 -25.634 1313.23708 -36.1 6.3 -80.6 53.9
3 -8.774 -30.105 1264.47305 -24.4 8.1 -80.4 56.9
4 -8.561 -26.054 1282.67699 -56.6 5.0 -81.1 66.3
5 -8.336 -21.742 1323.12444 -68.7 6.7 -81.6 37.9
6 -12.649 -21.109 1356.66403 -51.1 8.8 -81.9 45.5
7 -17.394 -20.216 1418.78043 -39.3 11.7 -82.7 51.9
8 -17.368 -25.068 1370.03673 -25.7 8.0 -80.6 59.9
9 -17.417 -29.569 1347.75502 -8._ 4.3 -78.5 68.9
tO -12.904 -29.865 1293.64377 -12.4 3.6 -79.3 63.7
11 -8.774 -30.105 1264.47305 -24;4 3.1 -80.4 56.9
12 -5.613 -3_.098 1257.45215 83.1 1.5 -81.3 62.3
13 -5,373 -30,264 1256,19257 -80.9 2,8 -81,6 49.5
14 -5,103 -26,337 1273,93597 -87,2 4.1 -81,? 38,1
15 -6,793 -22.146 1313,05841 -88,4 5.2 -81,6 29,9
16 -4,428 -17,849 1377,71007 -88,8 6,2 -81,3 23,5
17 -8,090 -16.994 1390,31738 -74,5 8,4 -82,0 31,0
18 -12,563 -16,086 1429.24966 -60,3 11,4 -83,2 38,4
19 -17.524 -14o739 1500.99637 -49.1 15.4 -85.2 44.8
20 --23°368 -12,614 1620,10481 -40,8 2L,4 -88,8 50,3
21 -22,881 -18,885 1519,56525 -31,4 16,0 -84,6 51.2
22 -22,638 -24,266 1461.19131 -19,_ L0.7 -81.3 64,8
23 -22.559 -29.180 1434.0167[ -6,2 5.4 -?8,6 13,1
24 -22.611 -33,869 1433,01686 6,2 0,0 -75,5 82,2
25 -1?.532 -33,891 1348,36174 10,9 0,5 -76.4 74,0
26 -i3,061 -33,944 1294,99379 16,2 0,9 -77.8 75,0
27 -8,978 -34,U18 1265,97714 31,0 1.2 -7g,5 61.7
28 -5.613 -_4.U98 1257.45215 83.1 1.5 -81.3 62.3
TAB NO 85 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT LON
1264.76051 -5.190 -32.001
A* 8/A AZPHAZ IN=D
63,82188 0,896 -93,5 69,2
61.90507 0.922 -90.2 62.8
60,03168 0.995 -85.6 87.9
61.15336 0,967 -85,2 61.9
62.75837 0,918 -64,8 66,2
64,67230 0°872 -90,3 67,2
67,34603 0,802 -95,8 68,7
65.31959 0.856 -95.8 64.1
63.94111 0.887 -94.9 59.8
61.68192 0,952 -90.2 58.7
60.03168 0.995 -85.6 57.9
56.63686 0,972 -82,2 53,6
57.92858 0.982 -81.6 57.6
60,06057 0,989 -80,9 61,3
61.55686 0,941 -80,0 65,5
63,66487 0,871 -79,0 70,1
65.00740 0_846 -84.2 70.9
67.18048 0.797 -90.3 72.1
70.28992 0.721 -96.4 78.9
76,93146 0,607 -102,3 76,6
71,18032 0,781 -101.2 70,8
67,08058 0,795 -99,4 61,3
66.09449 0.806 -98.7 57,2
63,07866 0,897 -9_,5 55,8
60,90159 0,962 -90,2 54,8
58.94273 0.994 -85.9 54. I
56.63686 0.972 -82.2 53,6
86 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT tAT LON
1254.45932 -5.219 -31.943
Am 8/A AZPHAZ I N_D
63.31790 0,896 -93,5 69,2
62.41070 0.922 -90.2 62.9
59.55[20 0.995 -85.6 58.0
60.67150 0,966 -85.2 62.0
62,26869 U*918 -84.8 66,2
64,16910 0.872 -90.3 67.2
66,81825 0,802 -95,8 68,7
66,80300 0,856 -95,3 64,1
63.42681 0.887 -94.9 59.9
61.18914 0.952 -90.2 58,8
59.55120 0.995 --85.6 58.0
86.16090 0.971 --82.2 53°7
57.66826 0.982 -81.6 57.5
59.56378 0.989 -80.9 61.4
61.07049 0.941 -80.0 65.5
63.16477 0.871 -79.0 70.1
64,50127 0,846 -84,2 70,8
66.65846 0.79r -90.3 72.1
69,73793 0,721 -96,4 73,9
74.32235 0,608 -102.3 76,5
70,60893 6,?02 -101,2 70,8
68.15566 0.762 -100.2 65.8
66.53010 O*?gb -99.4 61.6
65,53817 0,807 -98,7 57.2
62.559|6 0,69d -94.5 55.9
60.40411 L.963 -90.2 54.9
58.45295 0,994 -85.g 54.2
56.16090 0.971 -8_,2 53,7
43
85 POD SEQUENCE NO 176
R V PTH AZ
3000.196 2.111 -71.938 116.546
PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.4 32.4 29.0 O. O- 1
4?.5 22.7 13.8 204.41348 1- 2
53.1 9.4 4.4 18_.13504 2- 3
47,7 15,8 13,9 122.43740 3- 4
42.3 26.5 23.7 130,35338 4- 5
42,0 29*8 23.9 133.02645 5- 6
42.4 37.4 22.7 1_7.26086 6- 7
47,7 31,6 12.1 141.33175 7- 8
53,1 28.5 2,0 131,10447 8- 9
52.9 18,6 A,O 138,10.150 9-10
53.1 9.4 6.6 126.31451 lO-ll
58,7 5.3 -5.1 184,72640 11-12
53.5 3,9 3,9 116,16860 12-13
68,3 13,1 13,1 120,25048 13-14
63,0 22.7 22.5 127.79622 16-15
37.8 32.6 32,2 140.32845 15-16
37.0 34,1 33.7 113.05316 16-17
36,7 38.5 36.4 139,24553 17-18
37.1 45.2 33.9 156.60813 i8-19
38.1 54.1 32.4 188.80297 19-20
43.2 46.8 19.9 176.81403 20-21
68.5 41.7 8.7 151.66972 21-22
53.7 39.0 -1._ _o._16_ _Z 22
88.9 39.0 -11.9 132.23892 23-26
58°_ 28.7 -7.8 155.28949 24-25
58.2 19.0 -5.6 136._9878 25-26
58.4 10.2 -4.8 124.87171 26-27
58.7 5.3 -5.1 I02.81105 27-28
86 POD SEQUENCE NO 178
R V PTH AZ
2989.915 2.114 -71.896 116.537
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39,4 32,4 29.0 O, O- 1
47,5 22.8 13,8 202.26393 1- 2
53,1 9.5 4.5 179,74816 2- 3
47.7 15.9 14.0 121.48882 3- 4
42.3 24.6 23.7 129,36314 4- 5
42,0 29,8 23,9 131.99610 5- 6
62.4 37.3 22.7 146.07658 6- 7
47.7 31,6 12.2 140,25286 7- 8
53.1 28.5 2,1 130,08977 8- 9
52,9 18,7 4,0 136,96678 9-L0
53.1 9,5 4.5 125,30839 10-11
58.7 5.2 -5.0 153.48267 11-12
53.5 4.0 4,0 115.21989 12-13
48,3 13.2 13.1 119.31132 13-14
43.0 22.7 22.5 126.81633 14-15
37.8 32.6 32.2 139,23550 15-16
37.0 _4.I 33.7 112.17932 16-17
36.7 38.5 34.4 138,16644 17-18
37.1 45.1 33,8 155,32571 18-19
38.1 54.0 32.4 187.01567 19-20
63,2 46,7 20.0 175,28804 20-21
66,5 41,6 8,8 150,_1309 21-22
53.7 38,9 -I.7 137.62894 22-23
58.9 38.8 -ll.? 131.13914 23-24
58.6 28.6 -7.7 153.65959 2_-25
58.2 19.0 -5.5 135.24577 25-26
58.4 10.2 -4.7 123°85272 26-27
58*7 5.2 -5.0 I01.9729_ 2?-28
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RA-VIi CAMERA FA 66
TAB NO 87 ATLAS PHOTO NO 87 POD SEQUENCE NO 180
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 [6 mlN [2 SEC 872 RS
7RAJECIORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
575,927 1266.[6765 -5.267 -31,885 2979.623 2,116 -7[,853 [16,529
PHOTO OAT&
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN A2A At 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -1|.398 -18.966 1364.92772 -2[.6 6.7 -79.9 6[.6 62.81329 0.896 -93.5 69.2 39.6 32.3 29.0 O. O- [
2 -|2.753 -25.579 1302.82056 -36.3 6.3 -80.6 53.7 61.91566 0.922 -90.2 62.9 67.5 22.8 [3.9 200.[1756 L- 2
3 -8,796 -30o017 1256.26006 -26o8 3,[ -80.6 56.6 59,07026 0.99_ -85,6 58.1 53.1 9,5 6.6 [78,35899 Z- 3
6 -8,583 -25o9q7 [272,67826 -56,5 5.0 -81.1 66.3 60.18902 0,966 -85.2 62,0 67.7 15.9 [6.| [20,_3893 3- 6
-8,360 -2[,718 [3L2,7C731 -68.6 6,7 -81,6 37,9 61.77829 O,918 -86.8 66,2 62.3 26,6 23.7 128,37097 6- 5
-[2.639 -2[.089 1J66.00862 -5[.Z 8.8 -8L.9 65.5 63.665[2 0.872 -90.3 67.2 62.0 29.8 23.9 [30.96611 5- 6
7 -[7,366 -20.206 1607,55698 -39,6 [1.7 -82,7 51,8 66.28971 0.802 -95.8 68,7 62.6 37.3 22./ 146.89121 6- 7
8 -17.319 -25,018 1359.1C292 -28,8 8,0 -80.6 59.7 66.28575 0,856 -95._ 64.1 _7.7_I,G [2o3 i3_,/1188 l- 8
9 -17.367 -29.682 [336.8[926 -R.4 6.3 -78.G 68.7 62.91203 0.881 -96.9 80o0 53.1 28.5 2.2 129.07359 8-- 9
[U -IZ,891 -29,777 [_83,216_2 -L2o7 3,6 -79.3 63,6 60,69583 0,982 -90,2 58,9 52.9 [8.7 6.[ 135,83128 9-10
ll -8,79_ -J0,OL7 L256.260U4 -24,8 3.1 -80,6 56.6 59.0702¢ 0.995 -85.6 58.1 53.1 9,5 6.6 126.30[[2 lO-[[
[2 -_.859 -33._)17 1267o018U4 82.3 1.5 -8[.2 61.9 55.685[5 U.9/L -82.2 53.8 58.7 S.| -¢.9 152.23825 1[-[2
[3 -5._1 -30o[95 [265.91776 -80.3 2,8 -81.5 69,6 57.0076[ 0.982 -81,6 57,6 5t.5 6,0 6,0 Ll6,27096 [2-13
[6 -5.[53 -26.279 1263.73167 -87.0 4.[ -8[.7 38.[ 59.08666 0.989 -80.9 6[.6 48.2 [3.3 13.2 118.37099 [3-16
15 -6.865 -22.120 1302.6388_ -88.2 5.2 -81.6 30.0 60.58567 0.961 -80.0 65.6 63.0 22.8 22.6 125.83668 14-15
[6 -6.682 -[1._59 1366.1981_ -88.1 6.2 -8[.3 23.7 62.66398 0.87[ -79.0 70.[ 37.8 J2.6 32.2 138.[6079 15-[6
[7 -8°[[5 -[7.006 [379.39602 -76.5 8.6 -81.9 3[.0 63.99_36 0.8_b -86.2 70.8 31.0 36.[ 33.7 [1[o30610 [6-17
[8 -[2o553 -[6.[03 [6[8.03679 -60.3 EL.4 -83.2 38.4 66.|3580 0.797 -90.3 72.[ 36.7 38.6 36.6 L37.08563 [7-[8
[9 -[7.676 °[6.7/3 [689.0q309 -69.2 [5.3 --85.2 6¢.8 69.[8512 0.722 -96._ 73.8 37.[ 65.[ 33.8 [56.06228 [8-[9
20 -23.265 -[2.677 [606.81208 -60.8 2[.3 -88.8 50.3 73.7[273 0.6[0 -[0_.3 76.5 38.1 53.9 32.3 [85.23230 Lg-zo
2[ -22.786 -[8.888 [507.25809 -31.5 16.0 -86.6 57.1 70.03693 0.703 -IUI.2 70.7 63.2 68.6 20.0 [73.76260 20-2[
22 -22,562 -26,223 L669,29593 -19,9 10,7 -8|,_ 66,6 61.60050 0,768 -[00,2 65.9 68,5 61,5 8,9 [69,27667 21-22
23 -22,662 -29,09_ 1422.[5352 -6.3 5,6 -78.5 72.9 65,97929 0.796 -99.6 6[.5 5J.7 38.9 -[,5 136,33838 22-23
26 -22o5[L -33,76[ [620,88[68 8,0 0.[ -75,7 81,9 64.98L8_ 0,_08 -98,7 57,3 58.9 38,7 -[1.6 [30,06266 23-26
25 -17.678 -33.767 1337.[6208 [0.6 0.6 -76.5 78.6 62.03939 0.898 -94.5 56.0 58.6 28.5 -7.5 182.43229 26-25
26 -13,052 -33,822 1286,32025 L5,9 0,9 -77.8 76,7 59,9063[ 0,96_ -90.2 55,0 58,2 [8.9 -5,3 [34,09278 25-26
27 -8.997 -33.898 1255.5360_ 30.4 [.Z -79.5 67.3 57.96327 0.994 -85.9 56.3 58.6 [O.l -6.6 122.8330[ 26-27
28 -5,659 -33,977 1267,01806 82,3 [.5 -81.2 61,9 55,685[5 o,gT[ -82,2 53,8 58,7 5,L -6,9 10[,_3632 27-28
TAB NO 88 ATLAS PHOTO NO 88 POD SEQUENCE NO 182
JUlY 3|t[q66 [3 HR [6 mlN [7 SEC 992 MS
TRAJECTUR¥ DATA SEC TO |mPACT ALT LAT 1UN R V PTH AZ
5/0,807 L233,86530 15,_77 -3[,826 2969,32[ 2,119 -7[,8[/ [L6,522
PHOTU UATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE A25/C AZN AZSUN AZA Au 8/A AZPHA2 |N_D PHAZ EmlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.389 -[8.985 1353.7668/ -2|.8 6.7 -79.9 6[.2 62.30729 0.896 -93.5 69.2 39.5 32.3 28.9 O. O- [
-[2.76[ -25*525 L292.377[Z -36.6 6.3 -80.6 53.6 6[.6_936 U.922 -90.2 63.0 67.5 22.8 [3.9 [97.99068 [- 2
-8.8[6 -29.929 1246.03180 -25.2 3.2 --80.¢ 56.4 58.58856 0.99_ -85.6 58.2 53.[ 9.6 6.7 [76.964[4 2- 3
6 -8.605 -25.96[ [_62.2588_ -56.5 5.0 -O[.L 96.2 59.70557 0.966 -85.2 62.[ 67.7 16.0 [6.[ [[9.586?7 3- 6
5 -8.383 -2[.695 1302.26605 -68.6 6.1 -8L.6 37.9 6[.28667 0o9L/ -84.8 66.2 62.3 24.6 23.8 L27.37506 6- 5
6 -LZ.628 -2L.OTL 1335.3[990 -5[._ 8.8 -8L.9 45.6 63.[5957 0.872 -90*3 67.3 62.0 29.8 23.9 L29.92762 5- 6
I -L7.2_6 -20.196 1396.29[92 -39.4 [1.7 -82.8 5[.? 65.7592[ 0.803 -95.8 68./ 62.4 37.3 22.7 163.69898 6- 7
8 -[7.269 -26.968 1368.[]533 -26.0 8.0 -80.7 59.6 63.7669[ 0.856 -95.3 66.2 47.7 31.5 L2.3 [38.08689 7- 8
9 -[/.3[_ -29.J96 L325.8_680 -8.8 6.4 -78.7 68.6 62.39800 0.887 -96.9 60.0 53.[ 28.4 2.3 [28.05366 8- 9
tO -[2.8// -29.690 [272.78382 -[2.9 3.1 -79.3 6].2 60.20[55 0.952 -90.2 59.0 52.9 [8./ 6.2 136.89150 9-[0
L[ -8.8[6 -29.929 1264.03180 -28.2 3.2 -80.4 86.6 58.58886 0.995 -85.6 58.2 53.1 9.6 6.7 123.29100 IO-L[
12 -5,705 -33,858 1236,57966 8[,6 1.5 -BI,2 6[,5 55,20913 Uo91[ -82,2 54,0 58.7 5.0 -6,8 L50,9926[ 11-[2
L3 -5.468 -30.L06 1235.7527_ -79.8 2.8 -8[.5 _9o3 56.56646 0.983 -8[°6 57.7 53.5 6.[ 4.[ L[3.32180 [Z-13
[6 -5.202 -26.222 [253.51212 -86.8 6.[ -8[.6 38.[ 58.60838 0.989 -80.9 6[.5 68.2 [3.3 _3.3 [|7°6289[ [3-[6
[5 -6,896 -_2,095 1292.[9916 -88.[ 5,2 -8[.6 30.1 60,09956 0,96[ -80.0 65,6 43,0 22.8 22,6 124,85005 [6-15
L6 -61536 -17.570 1355.86208 -88.7 6.3 -81.2 23.8 62.16208 0.87[ -79.0 70. l 37.8 32.6 32.2 [37.04L81 L5-16
L7 -8.[60 -[7.020 1368.65009 -74.5 8.4 -8[.9 31.[ 63.68596 0.867 -84.2 70.8 37.0 36ol 33.7 L[0o62589 [6-[7
[8 -L2.543 -L6.[26 1606.783|0 -60.3 [[.6 -83.2 38.6 65.6[085 t_.798 -90.3 72.| 36.7 38.6 34.6 135.99875 |7-L8
|q -[1.623 -[6.808 1677.[3895 -69.2 [5.3 -85.2 46.7 68.62995 0./23 -96.6 73.8 37.1 65.0 33.8 [52o15030 [8-19
20 --23._6[ -L2./4L 1593.65873 -60.9 2[.[ -88.8 50.2 73.|0023 0.6[2 -[02.3 76.4 38.[ 53.8 32.2 [83.638[6 [9-20
2_ -22,686 -LB.893 L496.89975 -3[.6 [5.9 -86.6 57.0 69.66256 0.70_ -[0[.2 70.7 63.2 66°5 20.0 L72o22667 20-2[
22 -22.665 -26.L81 1637.3590[ -20.U _0.7 -8[.6 64.5 67.0636_ 0.763 -100.2 65.9 68.6 6[.5 9.0 [68.0685_ 21-22
23 -22.366 -29.0[0 L4[0.25718 -6.5 5.5 -78.6 72.7 65.4210[ 0.79/ -99.6 6[.5 53.7 38°8 -[.6 [35.26296 22-23
26 -22.609 -33.6[6 1608.88303 1.8 0.2 -75.8 8[.6 66.62667 0.8[0 -98.7 57.4 58.9 38.6 -[[.6 [28.96420 23-26
25 --17.624 -33.646 1325.96319 [0.6 0.6 -76.6 78.3 6[,5[8/6 D.899 -96.5 56.[ 58.6 28.4 -7.6 [5[.00[56 24-25
26 -[3,036 -33,702 L273.63229 [5.5 |,0 -77.9 76,3 59.60786 0,963 -90.2 55,1 58.2 L8.9 -5.2 [32,93660 25-26
27 -9.0L5 -33.778 1265,083L6 29.7 [.3 -79.6 66+9 57.47333 0.993 -85.9 56.6 58.4 LO.[ -6.5 [2[.8[090 26-27
28 -5o/0_ -33,858 L236,57964 8[.6 [.5 -8[.2 6[.5 55,20973 0.971 -82,2 56,0 5_.7 5.0 -4.B [00,29676 27-28
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RA-VII CAMERA
JULY 31m1964 13 H8 16 MIN 23 SEC 112 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHUTO UATA
P7 LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN
1 -II.380 -19,004 1342.55266 -22.0 6.7
-12.729 -25.471 1281.91679 -36.5 6.3
-8.833 -29.841 1233.79196 -25.6 3.2
4 -8.626 -25.884 1252.02458 -56.6 8.0
5 -8.405 -ZI.671 1291.80293 -68.6 6.8
6 -12.611 -21.052 1324.61104 -51.3 8.8
7 -17.246 -20.183 1385.00522 -39.5 11.6
8 -17,218 -24,919 1337.14966 -26.1 8.0
9 -17.263 -29._I0 1314.88042 -8.8 4.4
I0 -12,863 -29.603 1262.30020 -13.2 3.7
II -8.833 -29.841 1233.79196 -25.6 3.2
12 -5.750 -33.738 1226.13516 80.? 1.5
13 -5.515 -30.018 1225.51802 -79.3 _.8
14 -5.250 -26.164 1243.27972 -86.6 4.1
|5 -4.947 -22,070 1281.74393 -88.0 5.3
16 -4*589 -17.580 1344.90770 -88.6 6.3
17 -8.165 -17.034 1357.46490 -74.4 8.4
18 -12.532 -16.L45 1395.50641 -60.3 11.3
19 -17.372 -]4,843 1465.16037 -49.2 15.2
20 -23.056 -12.805 [580.08015 -40.9 21.0
21 -22.587 -18.898 1482.52051 -31.7 15.8
Z_ -_L.J_o -_4.139 142_.4_47_ _C.L 10.7
23 -22.266 -28,925 1398.34961 -6.6 5.5
2A -22.308 -33,487 1396.49886 7.6 0.2
25 -17.370 -_3.522 1314.71561 I0.2 0.7
26 -13.019 -33.581 1262.93559 15.2 1.0
27 -9.032 -33,658 1234.62399 29.0 1.3
28 -5,750 -33,738 I226.13516 80.? 1.5
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 16 MIN 28 SED 232 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN
1 -II.37D -19.023 1331.34499 -22.1 6.7
2 -12,716 -25.418 1271.44257 -36.7 6.3
3 -8.852 -29.754 1223.54164 -26.1 3.2
4 -8.647 -25.828 1241.77705 -56*6 5.0
5 -B.428 -21,648 1281.32637 -68.6 6.8
6 -12.606 -21.033 1313.88596 -51.3 8.8
7 -17.196 -20,173 1373.70270 -39.6 11.6
8 -17.L60 -24.869 1326.15045 -26.2 8°0
9 -17,211 -29,224 1303.89381 -9.0 4.4
10 -12.849 -29.5L6 1251.82561 -13.8 3.7
11 -8.852 -29*754 1223.54164 -26.1 3.2
12 -5.795 -33.619 1215.68489 79.9 1.8
13 -5.562 -29.929 1215.21391 -78.9 2.9
14 -5.299 -26,107 1233.03526 -86.4 4.1
15 -4.997 -22.045 1271.27460 -87.8 5.3
16 -4,643 -17.591 1333.93790 -88.5 6.3
17 -8.190 -17,048 1348.47278 -74.4 8.4
18 -12.522 -16.167 1384.21201 -60.3 11.3
19 -17.321 -14.878 X453.16512 -49.3 15.2
20 -22,951 -12.869 1566.65429 -4|.0 20.9
21 -22.488 -18.903 1470.12935 -31°7 15.7
2_ -22 °2._1 -24.097 L413.44019 -20.2 I0.6
23 -22,167 -28.841 1386.43481 -6.8 5.5
24 -22.206 -33.360 1384.31387 7.5 0.3
25 -17.3i5 -33.399 1303.48228 9.9 0.7
26 -13.00J -33,461 1252.23174 14.8 1.0
27 -9.050 -33.539 1224.15787 28.3 1.3
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FA
89 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT LDN
1223.55243 -5.306 -31.767
A_ 8/A AZPHAZ |N_D
61.80048 U.896 -93.8 69.1
6G.92222 0.922 -90o2 63.0
58.10633 0.996 -85.6 58.3
59.22142 0.966 -85,2 62.1
60.79422 0.917 -84.8 66.3
62.65307 0.872 -90.3 67.3
65.22769 0.803 -95.8 68.7
63.24721 0.856 -95.3 64.2
61.879_2 0.888 -94.9 60.|
59.70663 0.952 -90.2 59.0
58.10633 0.995 -85.6 58.3
54.73450 0.971 -82.2 54.1
56.08491 0.983 -81.6 57.8
58.12973 0.988 -80.9 61.6
59.61290 0.941 -80*0 65.6
61.65939 0.871 -79.0 70.1
6_.97663 0.847 -84.2 70.8
65.08603 0.198 --90.3 72.0
68.07365 0.723 -96.4 73.8
72.48675 O.613 -102.3 76.3
68.88721 0.705 -1OI.2 70.7
_._R_? N.764 -100.2 65.9
64.81415 0.798 -99.4 61.6
63.86687 0.811 -98.7 57.5
60.99774 0.900 -94.5 56.2
58.90897 0.963 -90.2 55.2
56.98339 U.993 -85.9 54.5
54+73450 0+971 -82.2 54.1
90 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT LDN
1213.22888 -5.335 -31.708
Ae 81A AZPHAZ [NCD
61.29305 0.896 -93.5 69.1
60.42444 0.921 -90.2 63.1
$7.62361 0.995 -85.6 58.4
58.73666 U.965 -85.2 62.2
60.30104 0.917 -84.8 66.3
62.14581 0.872 -90,3 67.3
64.69543 0.803 -95.8 68.7
62.72688 0,856 -95.3 64.3
61.36216 0.888 -94.9 60.2
59.21120 0.952 -90.2 59.1
57.62361 0.99_ -85.6 58.4
54.25945 0.971 -82.2 54.2
55.62299 0.983 --81.6 57.9
57.65053 0.98_ --80.9 61.8
59.12561 0.940 -80.0 65.6
61.15600 0.871 -79.0 70.1
62.46653 0.847 -84.2 70.8
64.55830 0.798 -90.3 72.0
67.51656 0.724 -96.4 73.7
71.87285 0.61_ -102.3 76.3
68.31131 0.706 -101.2 70.7
65.92716 0o165 -100.2 "65.9
64.32100 0.799 -99.6 61.6
63.30924 0.81_ -98.1 57.6
60.47645 0.900 -94.5 56.3
58.40976 0.964 -90.2 55.4
56.49351 0.993 -85*9 54.7
54.25945 D.971 -82.2 54.2
45
89 POD SEQUENCE NO 184
R V PTH AZ
2959.008 2.122 -71.768 116.514
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.5 32.2 28.9 O. 0- 1
47.5 22.8 14.0 195.86989 1- 2
53.1 9.7 4.0 175.56612 2- 3
47.7 16.0 14.2 118.63308 3- 4
42.3 24.6 23.8 126.37685 4- 5
42.0 29.8 24.0 128.88876 5- 6
42.3 37.3 22.7 142.50434 6- 7
47.7 31.5 12.4 136.99498 7- 8
53.1 28.4 2.4 127.03174 8- 9
82.9 18.7 4.3 133.55028 9-10
53.1 9.7 4.8 122.27927 10-11
58.7 4.9 -4.6 149.74617 11-12
53.5 4.2 4.2 112.37232 12-13
48.2 13.4 13.3 116.48553 13-14
43.0 22.8 22.6 123.86338 14-15
37.8 32.5 32.Z 135.94046 15-16
37.0 34.1 33.7 109.54589 16-17
36.7 38.4 34,3 134.90947 17-18
37.1 45.0 33.7 151.45590 18-19
38.1 53.7 32.2 181.64495 19-20
43.2 46.4 20.0 170.68873 20-21
48.4 41.4 9.0 146.85948 21-22
53.7 38.7 -1.3 Z_4._q_ L_-_
58.9 38.5 -11.2 127.84552 23-24
58.4 28.4 -7.2 149.57227 24-28
58.2 18.8 -5.1 131.77961 25-26
58.4 10.0 -4.3 120.78794 26-27
58.7 4.9 -4.6 99.45454 21-28
90 POD SEQUENCE NO 186
R V PTH AZ
2968.684 2.125 -71.725 116.506
PHA2 bMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.5 32.2 28.9 O. O- 1
47.5 22.9 14.1 193.75194 1- 2
53.1 9.7 4.9 174.16580 2- 3
47.7 16,1 14.2 117.67806 3- 4
42.3 24.7 23.8 125.37676 4- 5
62.0 29.8 24.0 127.84829 5- 6
42.3 37.2 22.8 141.30877 6- 7
47.7 31.5 12.4 135.90304 7- 8
53.1 28.4 2.5 126.00840 8- 9
52.9 18.7 4.4 132.40848 9-10
53.1 9.7 4.9 121.26648 I0-11
58.7 4.7 -4.5 148.49899 11-12
53.5 4.3 4.3 111.42255 12-13
48.2 13.4 13.4 I15.b4094 13-14
43.0 22.8 22.6 122.87501 14-15
37.8 32.5 32.2 134.83134 15-16
37°0 34.1 33.7 108.66453 16-17
36.7 38.4 34.3 133.81838 17-18
37.1 44.9 33.7 150.16069 18-19
38.1 53.6 32.1 179.85623 19-20
43.2 46.4 20.0 169.15185 20-21
48.4 A1.3 9.1 1q5.64884 21-22
53.7 38.6 -1.2 133.04664 22-23
58.9 38.4 -11.0 126.74709 23-24
58.4 28.3 -7.1 148.14573 26-25
58.2 18.8 -5.0 130.62277 25-26
58.4 10.0 -4.2 119.76417 26-27
58.7 4.7 -4.5 98.61371 27-28
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RA-VII CAMERA FA 46
TAB NO 91 ATLAS PHOTO NO 91 POD SEQUENCE NO 188
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 16 RIN 33 SEC 352 NS
TRAJ_CTURY DATA SEC 70 |MPAC7 ALT LAT LON R V PTH AL
555.¢67 1202.89438 -5,365 -31.668 2938.350 2,127 -71o681 116,499
PHOTO DATA
PT L AT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ I NCD PHAZ EN[ S ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
1 -11.361 -19,062 1320.12363 -22.3 6.7 -80.0 60.6 60.78616 0,896 -93*5 69.1 39.5 32.2 28*8 O* O- |
2 --12.702 -25*365 1260.96261 --36.8 6.3 -80.7 53.2 59.92566 U.92[ -90*2 63.1 67.5 22.9 14.1 [9[*63385 1- 2
3 -8.870 -29*666 |213.27528 -26.5 3.2 -80.6 55.8 57.16016 0.996 -85.6 58.6 53.1 9.8 5.0 172.76036 2- 3
6 -8,666 -25.77_ 1231.51125 -56.7 5.0 -81.| 65.9 58.25099 D*965 -85.2 62.2 47.7 16.2 14.3 116.72130 3- 4
5 -8.450 -2_.628 1270.82971 -68.5 6.8 -81.5 37.9 59.80692 0.917 -86.8 66.3 62.3 24.7 23.8 124.37642 4- 5
6 -12o593 -21.015 1303.13263 -51.4 8.8 -81.9 65.3 61.63721 0.87l -90.3 67.3 42.0 29.8 24.0 [26.80343 5- 6
7 -17.145 -20.163 1362.36202 -39o7 11.6 -82.8 51.4 66.16160 0.806 -95.8 68.7 62.3 37.2 22.8 160.10669 6- 7
8 -17.|16 -26.820 [315.11737 -26.6 8.0 -80.8 59*| 62.20696 ().857 -95.3 66.3 67.7 31.5 12.5 136.80679 7- 8
9 -17.188 -29.]38 I_q2.RI_H_ --9_2 _*_ --78.9 G_.7 60.66_8 U*_U8 -_6.9 60.2 53.1 28.3 2.6 126.98168 8- 9
10 -12.833 -29.63U 1261.32805 -13.8 3.7 -79.5 62.5 58.71669 0*951 -90.2 59.2 52.9 18.7 4.5 131.26161 9-10
[l -8.870 -29.666 [213.2752H -26*5 3.2 -8O.q 55.8 57.I_016 U.964 -85.6 58.4 53.1 9.8 5.0 120.25032 10-II
12 -5.839 -33.499 1205.22748 79.| 1.5 -81.2 60.6 53.78663 0.971 -82,2 86.3 50.? 4.6 -4.4 147.2504_ 11-12
13 -5.607 -29.861 1205.019_4 -78.5 2.q -81.5 48.9 55.16066 0.983 -8|.6 57.9 53.5 4.4 4.4 110.47236 12-13
1_ -5.366 -26.049 [222.?7890 -86;2 4.1 -81.6 38.1 57.[7076 0.988 -80.9 61o7 48.2 13.5 13.4 116.59523 13-16
15 --5.067 -22.020 1260.79205 -87.? 5.3 -81.5 30.4 58.63772 O.640 -80.0 65.7 43.0 22.9 22.7 121.88516 14-15
16 -6.696 -17.b03 1322.95656 -88.6 6.3 -81.2 24.1 60.65202 0._72 -?9.0 70.1 31.8 32.5 32.2 133,73298 15-16
17 -8.213 -17.U62 1335.65926 -76.3 8.4 -81.9 31.3 6[.95546 0.867 -86.2 70.8 37.0 36.l 33._ [07.78084 16-17
18 -12.510 -[6.109 [372.88?06 -60.3 11.3 -63.2 38.4 66*03033 0.198 -90.3 72.0 36.? 38.3 34.3 132.72261 17-18
19 -I?.268 -14.915 |661.12907 -69*3 15.1 -85,2 66.6 66.95759 0.725 -96.4 73.7 3_.| 44.9 33.{ 168.85786 [8-19
20 -22.865 -12.935 1553.25687 -61.0 20.8 -88.7 50.0 71.25657 O.617 -10_.3 76.2 38.[ 53.5 32.1 178.05803 19-20
21 -22*387 -[8.909 1657.69060 -31.0 15.7 -86.7 56.7 67.13319 U.707 -IU[.2 10.7 43._ 46.3 20.1 [67.60925 20-21
22 -2_.|52 _26.056 1601.63268 -20.4 10.6 -81.6 66.0 65.366?8 U.766 -100.2 6_.9 40.4 41.Z 9.2 [44.63_53 21-22
23 -22.067 -28o/57 1376.68161 -6.9 5.5 -78.9 12.0 6_.76609 0.800 -99,4 61.7 53.7 38.5 -|.0 [3|.96339 22-23
24 -22,103 -33,236 1372.09592 ?.3 0.6 -76.1 8O.6 6_.75015 U.813 -98.7 57.7 58.9 38.3 -10.9 125.65595 23-26
Z5 -17,259 -33._77 [29_.22260 9.? 0.8 -76.9 77.3 59.95396 U.901 -96.5 56.6 58.4 28.2 -7.0 [66.71358 26-25
26 --1_.988 -33.360 1261.50824 14.5 1.1 -_8.1 73.2 57.90968 U.964 -_0.2 55.5 58.2 18.7 -4.8 129.66135 25-26
27 -9.066 -33.419 1213.87865 27.7 1.3 -79.8 65.7 56.00295 0.993 -85.9 54.8 58.4 10.0 -4.1 118.7776_ 26-27
28 -5.839 -33.499 1205.22768 79.1 1.5 -81.2 60.6 5_.786_3 0*97L -DZ.2 54.3 58.7 6*b -6.6 97.7717_ 27-28
TAB NO 92 ATLAS PHOTO NO 92 POD SEQUENCE NO 190
JULY 3117966 13 HR [6 HIN 3_ SEC 672 MS
TRAJECIOR¥ DATA SEC 10 |MPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
550,328 I192*56916 -b.395 -31,588 2928.006 2,130 -71,638 116.491
PHUTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANOE AZS/L AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A A_PHA_ INtO PHA_ EH|S ALPHA SCAL_ PT-PI
1 --11.352 -[9.062 [308.8_892 --22.5 6.7 -80.1 60.4 6U._7656 O.H96 -9_.5 69.1 39,5 32.1 28.8 O. O- l
2 -12.688 -25._ll [250.62?66 -36.9 6.3 -80.? 53.1 59.625/[ 0.92[ -90.2 63.2 67.5 22.9 16._ 189.51825 l- 2
3 -8*_H -_9.578 [20_.99785 -_6.9 3.2 -80°6 55.6 56.656[3 _.996 -85.6 58.5 53.1 9._ 5.1 [71.35220 2- 3
6 -8.6_6 -25o;17 1221.23160 -56.7 5.0 -81.1 65.9 _/.76669 0.965 -85._ 62*3 67.7 16.2 16.6 115.76313 3- 6
5 -8.47[ -21.603 [_60.3|/06 -68.5 6.8 -81.5 3|.9 59.31206 u.glb -84.8 66.3 42.3 26.7 23.9 [23.37017 6- 5
6 --1_.580 -_0.997 1292.38169 -51.6 8.8 -81.9 65*2 61.12177 0.8_1 -90.3 67.3 62.0 29.8 26.0 1_5.75677 5- 6
7 -[7.093 -Z0*|53 |_51.00681 -39.8 11.6 -82.8 51.3 63*62652 U.H06 -95.8 68.7 42.3 _7.2 22._ [38.90237 b- 7
8 -[1.066 -26.111 1306.088_0 -26.5 8.0 -80.9 58.9 6[.68227 0.85/ -95.3 66.3 67.7 31.5 12.6 133.70823 ?- 8
9 -17.106 -_9.053 [_8|.84756 -9.6 6.6 -78.9 67.5 60.32663 0.H89 -9_.9 60.3 53.1 28.3 2.7 123.95331 8- 9
10 -12.818 -29.343 1230.8182! -16.0 3.7 -79.5 6_.2 58.21760 0.951 -90.2 59.3 52.9 L8.? 6.6 130.1133_ 9-10
11 -8.888 _9.578 1202.997_5 -26.9 3.2 -80.6 55.6 56.656|3 0.996 -85.6 58.5 53.1 9.B 5*L 1|9.23_77 I0-I[
[_ -5.8_3 -33.379 1196.76395 78.2 1.5 -81.1 60.0 53.30955 0.97[ -82.2 56.5 58.7 6.5 -4.3 |66.00094 I[-12
13 -5.653 _9./52 1196.756_7 -78.1 2.9 -81.6 48.7 56.69791 0.983 -81.6 58.0 53.5 6.5 6._ [09.5210_ 12-13
16 -5.396 -25.992 |212.51066 -8b.O 6.1 -81.5 38.1 58.69043 0.988 -80.g 81.8 48.2 13.6 13.5 113.64833 13-[6
15 -5.09? -21.995 1250.29561 -87.6 5.3 -81.5 30.4 58.14917 U.94U -80*0 65.7 63.0 22.9 22.7 [20.89363 16-15
16 -4.768 -[7.616 1311.95586 -88.3 6.6 -81.1 24.3 60.16735 0.872 -79.0 70.0 37._ 32.5 32.2 132.62686 |5-16
17 -8.237 -17.077 1324.4_8_4 -76.3 _.4 -81.9 31.3 61.66359 U.86_ -84.2 70.8 37.0 34.1 33.7 106.09563 16-17
18 -12.698 -i6.211 1361.54285 -60.3 11.3 -83.2 38.6 6_.50137 U.799 -90.3 72.0 36.7 38.3 36.3 [31.62628 [?-[8
19 -17.215 -16*951 [6_9.073_9 -69.6 15.1 -85.2 64.6 66.39/72 0.725 -96.6 73.6 37.I 46.8 33.7 167.55355 18-19
20 -22._38 -13.U00 |539.80580 -61.| 20*/ -88.? 50*0 70.63967 0.618 -102.3 78.1 38.1 53.3 32*0 178.26303 19-20
2[ -2_.286 18.915 [465*23581 -3[*9 15.b -86.? 58.6 67.15434 O*70H -101.2 70._ 63.2 66.2 20.[ 168.0668_ 20+21
22 -22.053 -2_o015 [309.61112 -20.5 _O*b -81.6 63.8 66*805?7 0.?6/ -_00.2 66.0 48.6 61.2 9.3 163.21622 21-22
23 -_1.967 -28.673 1362.51860 -7.1 5.5 -78.9 71.7 63.21073 D.801 -99.6 61.7 53.7 38.4 -0.9 130.83856 22-23
24 -21.999 -33.108 [359.8?395 7.1 0.6 -76.3 80.3 62.19088 0.815 -98.7 57*8 58.9 38.1 -10.7 126.54671 23-26
25 -[7.203 _33o|56 1200.955|2 9.5 U.8 -76.q 78og 59.43[[2 0.902 -96.5 56.5 58.6 28.1 -6.8 165._8337 26-25
26 -12.968 -33.220 [230*7?632 16.1 1.1 -78.1 72.8 57*60916 0.966 -90.2 55.6 58.2 18.7 -4.7 128.29953 25-26
27 -9.082 -33.300 1203.19189 27.U 1.3 -79.6 65.3 55.51236 0*993 -85,9 56.9 58.4 q.9 -4.0 IIT.70985 26-27
28 -5*883 -33*3?9 1196.76395 78*2 1.5 -81.1 60.O 53.30955 Uo9?l -82.2 54*5 58.7 4*5 -6.3 96*92890 27-28
6O
tJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VEJ CAMERA FA 47
TAB NO 93 ATLAS PHOTO NO 93 POD SEQUENCE NO 192
JULY 3|w|964 13 HR 16 HIN 43 SEC 592 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TO IHPACT AL7 LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
545.208 1182o[9300 -5,625 -31,527 29[7o648 2.133 -7[.596 116o683
PHOTO UATJ
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| -11.34J -19.081 [297.66052 -22.6 6.7 -80.| 60*2 59.76431 0.896 -93.8 69.1 39.6 32.1 28.7 0. O- 1
2 -12.674 -25.258 [239.89818 -37.1 6.3 -80.8 52.9 58.92531 0.92[ -90.2 63.2 47.5 22.9 14.2 187.40559 [- 2
3 -8.906 -29.49[ 1192.70956 -27.3 3.2 -80.4 55.4 56.17162 0.994 -85.6 58.6 53.1 9.9 5.2 169.94173 2- 3
6 -8.706 -25o66[ 1210.93835 -56.8 5.1 -81.1 45.8 _7.27775 0.966 -85.2 62.4 47.7 16.3 14.4 116.80364 _- 6
5 -8.493 -21.581 [249.78859 -68.5 6.8 -81.5 37.9 58.81665 0.916 -84.8 66.4 42.3 24.8 23.9 122.36396 6- 5
6 -12.568 -20.980 1281.57433 -51.5 8.8 -81.9 45.[ 60.6[/56 0.871 -90.3 67.3 42.0 29.8 24.0 124.70842 5- 6
7 -17.04] -20.[66 1339.63095 -39.8 [1.5 -82.9 51.2 63.09089 0.804 -95.8 68.7 62.3 37.[ 22.8 137.69724 6- 7
8 --17.012 -24.723 1293.00647 -26.7 B.O -80.9 58.8 61.15896 0.857 -95.3 64.6 67.7 31o4 [2.6 132.60766 7- 8
9 -[7.051 -Z8.967 [270.80806 -9.6 4.5 -79.0 67.2 59.80479 0.889 -94.9 60.6 53.1 28.2 2.8 122.9234B 8- 9
10 -12.802 -29.256 1220.29730 -16.3 3.7 -79.5 62.0 57.71998 U._51 -90.2 59.6 52.9 [8.7 6.1 128.966Y7 9-10
11 -8.906 -29._ql 1192.70956 -27.3 3._ -80.4 55.4 56.17162 0.996 -85.6 58.6 53.1 9.9 5.2 118.21607 10-11
12 -5.927 -33.260 [[84.29404 77.2 [.5 -81.1 59.7 52.83479 U.970 -82.2 54.6 58_7 4.6 -6.1 144.75070 1_-12
13 -5.698 -29.664 1186.48283 -77.8 2.9 -81.4 48.6 54.23477 0.983 -81.6 58.1 53.5 4.6 4.6 [08.57093 12-13
16 -5.441 -25._35 [2U2.229_3 -85.8 4.2 -81.5 38.1 56.20952 0.987 -80.9 6[.8 68.2 13.6 [3.6 112.700|5 [3-14
15 -5.147 -21.970 [239.18416 -87.5 5.3 -81.4 30.5 57.65996 0.960 -80.0 65.7 63.0 22.9 22.7 119.9003[ [4-15
16 -_.80[ -17.625 [300.96116 -88.2 6.4 -81.1 24.4 59.66[96 0.872 -79.0 70.0 37.8 32.5 32.2 13[.5189[ L_-[6
17 -8.261 -17.092 1313.37985 -74.3 8.4 -81.9 31.6 60.93092 0.841 -86.2 70.8 37.0 34.1 33.7 106.00908 [6-17
18 -12.686 -16.238 1350.18076 -60.3 11.3 -83.2 38.4 62.97159 0.799 -90.3 71.9 36.7 38.3 34.3 130.52468 17-18
19 -[7.|62 -16.988 1417.0019[ -49.6 15.0 -85.2 44.5 65.83708 0.726 -96.4 73.6 37.1 46.7 33.6 146.24855 [8-19
20 -22.632 -13.065 1526.36605 -41.1 20.6 -88.6 49.9 70.02237 0.620 -102.3 76.0 38.1 53.2 31.9 174.47267 19-20
21 -22.186 -18.921 1632.76965 -32.0 15.5 -8_.7 56.4 66.57496 U.709 -101.2 70.6 43.2 46.[ 20.1 164.52546 20-21
>_ -_lq_ -_.974 i377.37975 -20.6 10.6 -8£.7 63.6 66.26631 0.768 -100.2 66.0 68.4 6[.1 9.3 141.89639 21-22
23 -21.867 -28.590 1350.56922 -7.2 5.6 -1_.0 tl*b O_.O_UO u._u_ -_.4 G_.$ _3.7 _C.3 0._ _9777_ 7 2_-7_
2_ -21.896 -32.982 1347.65143 6.9 0.5 -76.4 80.0 6/.63159 0.816 -98.7 57.8 58.9 38.0 -10.5 123.64368 23-24
25 -17.147 -33.032 1269.68198 9.2 0.8 -77.0 76.6 58.90802 0.902 -94.5 56.6 58.4 28.[ -6.7 143.85600 26-25
26 -12.950 -33.100 1220.037|6 13.7 1.1 -78.2 72.5 56.90832 0.966 -90.2 55.7 58.2 18.6 -6.6 127.13785 25-26
27 -9.098 -33.180 1192.69785 26.3 1.3 -79.7 65.0 55.02181 0.993 -85.9 55.0 58.4 9.9 -3.8 116.68150 26-27
28 -5.927 -33.260 1186.29604 77.2 1.5 -81.1 59.7 52.834/9 0°970 -82.2 54.6 58.7 6.6 -6.[ 96.08866 27-28
TAB NO 94 ATLAS PHOTO NO $4 POD SEQUENCE NO 194
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 16 MIN 48 SEC 712 NS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
560.088 1171.826ZQ -5.655 -31,666 2907.28[ 2.136 -71.5_9 118.475
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAL |NCO PHAZ ENI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.336 -19.[00 1286.37848 -22.8 6.7 -80.2 60.1 59.25307 0.896 -93.5 69.0 39.6 32.0 28.7 O. O- 1
2 -12.660 -25.207 1229.36456 -37.2 6.3 -80.8 52.8 58.42376 0.921 -90.2 63.3 47.5 23.0 14.3 185.33686 1- 2
3 -8.924 -29.405 [182.40742 -27.7 3.2 -80.4 55.2 55.68646 0.994 -85.6 58.7 53.1 9.9 5.3 168.52600 2- 3
6 -8.726 -25.606 1200.62198 -56.8 5.1 -81.1 45.7 56.78972 0.964 -85.2 62.6 67.7 16.3 14.5 113.86111 3- 4
5 -8.515 -21.560 1239.22702 -68.5 6.8 -81.5 37.9 58.31930 0.916 -84.8 66.4 42.3 24.8 23.9 [21.35210 6- 5
6 -12.555 -20._64 1270.75189 -51.5 8.8 -81.9 45.1 60.10570 0.87[ -90.3 67.6 62.0 29.8 24.1 123.65639 5- 6
7 -16.989 -20.[36 1328.22036 -39.9 11.5 -82.9 51.1 62.55353 0.805 -95.8 68.7 62.3 37.1 22.8 136.48844 6- 7
8 -16.960 -24.676 1281.91933 -26.8 8.0 -80.9 58.6 60.63467 0.85P -95.3 64.6 67.7 31.4 12.7 [31.50022 7- 8
9 -16.991 -28.883 1259.75482 -9.8 4.5 -79.1 67.0 59.28453 0.889 -96.9 60.5 83.1 28.2 2.9 [21.89006 8- 9
[0 -12.786 -29.171 1209.76198 -14.6 3.8 -79.6 61.8 57.22168 0.951 -90.2 59.5 52.9 18.7 4.8 127.81538 9-10
11 -8.824 -29._05 1182.60742 -27.7 3.2 -80.4 55.2 55.68846 0.996 -85.6 58.7 53.[ 9.9 5.3 [17.19600 10-11
[2 -5.971 -33.14[ 1173.82066 76.3 1.5 -81.1 59.3 52.36048 0.970 -82.2 56.7 58.7 4.3 -4.0 143.49926 11-12
13 -5.74_ -29.577 1176.19659 -77.6 2.9 -81.4 48.5 53.77086 0.983 -81.6 58.2 53.5 6.7 6.7 107.6L961 12-13
14 -5.489 -25.879 1191.92662 -85.6 4.2 -81.5 38.1 55.72761 0.981 -80.9 61.9 48.2 13.? [3.6 111.76916 13-14
[5 -5.197 -21_947 [229.2616[ -87.6 5.3 -81.6 30.6 57.16932 0.940 -80.0 65.8 43.0 22.9 22.8 118.90172 14-15
t6 -_.854 -17.639 128_.88603 -88.[ 6.4 -81.1 24.5 59.13466 0.872 -79.0 70.0 37.8 32.5 32.2 130.40276 15-16
17 -8.284 -17.108 1302.28668 -74.2 8.6 -81.9 31.6 60.41619 0.867 -84.2 70.8 37.0 34.1 33.7 [05.11875 16-17
18 -12.474 -16.258 1338.77080 -60.3 11.3 -83.2 38.4 62.43957 0.799 -90.3 71.9 36.7 38.3 34.2 129.61950 1/-18
19 -1r.109 -15.027 [404.87906 -49.6 [5.0 -85.Z 46.5 65.27606 0.72/ -96.4 73.6 37.[ 44.7 33.6 144.93815 18-19
20 -22.525 -13.133 [512.83627 -41.2 20.5 -88.6 4q.8 69.60266 0.622 -102.3 76.0 38.1 53.1 31.9 172.67871 19-20
21 -22.085 -18.929 1620.26653 -32.1 15.5 -84.7 56.3 65.99386 0.710 -10[.2 70.6 63.2 46.0 20.1 [62.97230 20-21
22 -21.854 -23.935 1365.32487 -20.7 10.5 -81.8 63.5 63.68177 0.769 -100.2 66.0 48.4 41.0 9.4 140.76679 21-22
23 -21.767 -28.508 1338.56940 -7._ 5.6 -79.1 71.3 62.09898 0.803 -99.4 61.8 53.7 38.2 -0.7 128.52236 22-23
24 -21.793 -32.858 1335.43257 6.8 0.6 -76.5 79.7 61.07252 0.817 -98.7 57.9 58.9 37.9 -10.3 122.34262 23-24
25 -17.091 -32.911 1258.40675 9.0 0.9 -77.1 76.3 58.38483 0.903 -94.5 56.7 58.4 28.0 -6.5 142.43219 24-2_
26 -12.932 -32.98[ 1209.29391 13.4 [.l -78.2 72.1 56.40730 0.965 -90.2 55.8 58.2 18.6 -6.5 125.97677 25-26
27 -9.115 -33.062 [182.19952 25.6 1.4 -79.7 6_.6 54.53165 0.99_ -85.9 55.1 58.4 9.8 -3.7 115.65290 26-27
28 -5.971 -33.141 L173.82066 76.3 1.5 -8[.1 59.3 52.36048 0.970 -82.2 54.7 58.7 4.3 -6.0 95.24199 27-28
61
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VIi CAMEHA FA 48
TAB NO 95 ATLAS PHOTO NO 95 POD SEQUENCE NO 196
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 16 MIN 53 SEC 832 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
534.968 [16[.44800 -5.686 -3[.405 2896.903 2.139 -7|.505 116.467
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 IN_D ?HA2 ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.325 -19.119 1275.1C233 -23.0 6.6 -80.2 59.9 58.74114 0.896 -93.5 69.0 39.6 32.0 28.7 0. 0- 1
2 -12.646 -25.155 |218.77594 -37.3 b.3 -80.8 52.7 57.92149 0.921 -90.2 63.3 47.5 23.0 14.3 183.27217 I- 2
3 -8.942 -29.318 1172o09380 -28.] 3.3 -80.5 55.0 55.200?6 0.99_ -85.6 58.8 53.1 10.0 5.3 167.10787 2- 3
4 -8.745 -25.$52 [[90.29117 -56.9 5.[ -8L.[ 45.6 _6.30101 0.964 -85.2 62.5 ¢7.7 16.4 L¢.5 L12._7709 3- 6
5 -8+536 -21.539 1228.64867 -68.4 6.8 -81.5 31.9 57.82136 0.916 -84.8 66.4 42.3 24.8 23.9 120.33827 4- 5
6 -12.542 -20.968 1259.91194 -51.6 8.8 -82.0 45.0 59.59300 0+87[ -90.3 67.4 42.0 29.9 24.1 122.b0274 5- 6
7 -15o938 -20.L29 1316.79276 -40.0 LL.5 -82.9 51.0 62.01537 0.805 -95.8 68.7 42.3 37.1 22.9 L35._842 6- 7
8 --L_.908 -24.629 1270.817/6 -26.9 8.0 -8[.0 58.6 60.L0930 D.85H -95.3 64.4 47.7 31.4 |2.8 130.39055 7- 8
9 -16.943 -28.799 1248.69055 -10.0 4.5 -79.2 66.7 58.76374 0.890 -94.9 h_._ _._ _:_ _=_ 120._550_ 8- 9
_ 12._7[ -_.O_O _i_._Lq/f -1_.9 3.8 -79.6 6[.5 56.72_82 0.951 -90.2 59.5 52.9 18.7 4.9 L26.66S23 9-10
11 -8.942 -29.318 1172.093_0 -28.1 3.3 -80.5 55.0 55.20076 0.994 -86.6 58.8 53.1 10.0 5.3 L16.17287 lO-II
12 -6.015 -33.023 1163.34033 75._ 1.6 -81.1 59=0 51.88624 0.970 -82.2 54.8 58.7 4.Z -3.9 142.24681 11-LZ
13 -5.790 -29.490 1163.89984 -77.L 2.9 -81.4 48.4 53.30646 0.98_ -_1.6 58.3 53.5 4.8 4.8 [06.66783 L2-13
14 -5°536 -ZS.823 1181.6L052 -85.4 4.2 -81.5 38.1 55.24508 0.98/ -80.9 61.9 48.2 13.? 13.7 110.79677 13-14
15 -5.247 -2[.924 1218.68344 -8?.2 5.4 -81.4 30.7 56.67?96 0.940 -80.0 65.8 43.0 _3.0 22.8 117.90121 |4-15
16 -4.907 -17*652 [278.8G977 -88.0 6.4 -81.L 24.8 58.62659 0.87_ -79.0 70=0 31.8 32.S 32.1 [29.28458 [5-16
17 -8.308 -17.125 1291.17490 -74.2 8.5 -81.9 31.5 59.90060 0.847 -84.2 70.7 37.0 34.1 33.b 104.22696 16-17
18 -12.462 -[6.282 /327.34100 -60.4 [1.3 -83.2 38.4 61.90666 0.800 -90._ 71.9 38.7 38.2 34.2 128.J1261 17-18
19 -17.056 -15.066 1392.73822 -49.5 14.9 -85.2 46.5 64.11019 0.128 -96.4 73.5 37.1 44.6 33.5 143.62695 18-19
20 -22.418 -13.200 1499.31219 -41._ Z0.3 -88.8 49.8 68.78267 Uo624 -10Z.3 75.9 38.1 53.0 31.8 170.88922 [9-20
21 -21.984 -18.938 1407.75056 -32.1 15.4 -84.7 56.2 65.41217 0.711 -101.2 70.6 43.2 45.9 20.1 161.41992 20-21
22 -2[.755 -23.896 1353.25899 -Z0.8 [0.5 -81.8 63.3 63.11872 0.769 -100.2 66.0 48.4 40.9 9.5 139.53745 2[-22
23 -2[.666 -28o426 1326.58231 -7.5 5.6 -79.2 ?l.O 81.54256 0.804 -99.4 61.9 53.7 38.2 -0.5 127.51081 22-23
24 -21.690 -32.734 1323.21240 6.6 0.6 -76.6 79.4 60.51340 0.819 -98.7 58.0 58.9 37.8 -10.2 121.24161 23-24
25 -11.034 -32.791 1247.12518 8.8 0.9 -77.2 76.0 57.86135 0.903 -94.5 56.8 58.4 27.9 -6.4 141.01102 24-25
26 -12.914 -32.862 L198.54283 13.0 1.2 -78.3 71.7 55.90590 0.96_ -90.2 55.9 58.2 18.6 -4.3 124.01579 25-26
27 -9.131 -32.944 1171.69341 25.0 1.4 -79.7 64.2 54.04147 0.993 -85.9 55.3 58.4 9.8 -3.6 114.62348 26-27
28 -6.O15 -33.023 1163.3_033 15.3 L.6 -81.1 59.0 51.88624 0.970 -82.2 54.8 58.7 4.2 -3.9 96.39?79 27-28
TAB NO 96 ATLAS PHOTO NO 96 POD SEQUENCE NO 198
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 16 MIN 58 SEE 951 MS
IRAJECIURY DATA SEE TO 18PAD? ACT LAT LON R V PTH A2
529.848 115h059[6 -5.5[7 -31.363 2886.5[4 2.141 -7[.460 [16.458
PHOTO OAIA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A. 81A AZPHA2 |N[O PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-ll.3|5 -19.138 1263.81276 -23.1 6.6 -80.3 59.7 58.22855 0.896 -93.5 69.0 39.6 31.9 28.6 O. O- L
2 -12o632 -25.104 1208.19272 -37.5 6.3 -80.8 52.5 57.41853 0.92[ -90.2 63.4 47.5 23.0 [4.4 18[.21256 _- 2
3 -8.960 -29o232 1161.76920 -28.4 3.3 -80.5 54.8 54.71453 0.994 -85.6 58.9 53.1 |0.1 5.4 165.68707 _- 3
4 -8.765 -25.498 1179.9_635 -56.9 5.1 -81.1 45.6 55,81164 0.96_ -85.2 62.5 47.7 16._ i4.6 [11,91162 3- 4
5 -8.558 -21.519 1218.05373 -68.4 6.8 -81.5 37.9 57.32265 0.916 -84.8 66.4 62.3 24.8 24.0 119.32217 4- 5
6 -12.529 -Z0o932 1249.05469 -51.6 8.8 -82.0 45.0 59.07949 0.871 -90.3 67.4 42.0 29.9 24.1 121.54717 5- 6
7 -16._86 -20.122 1305.34845 -60.1 11.5 -82.9 51.0 6[.47642 0.805 -95.8 68.7 42.3 37.0 22.9 136.06726 6- 7
8 -16.855 -24°582 1259.70221 -27.0 8.0 -81.0 58.3 59.58347 0.858 -95.3 64.5 47.7 31.4 12.8 129.27863 7- 8
9 -18°890 -28.116 1237.61594 -10.2 4.5 -79.2 66.5 58.24247 0.890 -94.9 60.6 53.1 28.1 3.1 119.81846 8- 9
tO -[2.755 -29.001 [188.65625 -15.1 3.8 -79.7 6[.3 56.22342 0.951 -90.2 59.6 52.9 18.7 5.0 125oS[460 9-[0
11 -8.960 -29.232 1161.76920 -28.4 3.3 -80.5 54.8 54.71453 0.994 -85.6 58.9 53.1 [O.l 5.4 115.15047 I0-11
12 -6.059 -32.905 1152.85371 76.2 1.6 -81.1 58.7 51.412[1 0.970 -82.2 55.0 58.7 4.1 -3.8 140.99350 l[-12
L3 -5.835 -29.403 1153.5q311 -76.7 2.9 -81.3 48.3 52.84163 0.984 -81.6 58.4 53.5 4.9 4.9 [05.71562 12-13
14 -5.584 -25.767 1[71.28149 -85°2 4.2 -81.5 38.1 54.76195 0.987 -80.9 62.0 48.Z 13.8 13.8 IO9.8_306 13-14
15 -5.297 -21.901 1208.10999 -87.1 5.6 -81.6 30.7 56.18589 0.939 -80.0 65.8 63.0 23.0 22.8 116.89872 14-15
16 -4.960 -17.666 1267.71846 -87.9 6.5 -8[.1 24.7 58.11775 0.872 -?9.0 70.0 37.8 32.5 32.1 128.16433 15-16
17 -8.332 -17.143 1280.04465 -74.1 8.5 -81.8 31.5 59.38415 0.847 -84.2 70.7 37.0 34.0 33.6 103.33351 16-17
_8 -12.650 -16.307 1315.89326 -60.4 [1.2 -83.2 38.4 61.37284 0.800 -90.3 71.9 36.7 38.2 34.2 127.20411 17-18
L9 -17.003 -15.105 1380.51948 -49.5 14.9 -85.2 44.4 64.14549 0.728 -96.4 73.5 37.1 64.6 33.5 142.31674 [8-19
20 -22.311 -13.268 1485.77985 -41.3 20.2 -88.5 49.7 68.16181 U.625 -102.3 75.8 38.1 52.9 31.7 169.10424 Lg-ZO
Z1 -21.883 -18.946 1395.22205 -32.2 15.3 -84.8 56.1 64.82990 0.712 -lOl. Z 70.5 _3.2 45.8 20.1 159.86816 20-21
22 -21.656 -23.857 134_._8254 -20.9 10.5 -81.9 63._ 62.555_8 0.770 -100o2 66.0 48.4 40.8 9. b 138.30637 21-22
23 -21.566 -28.345 1314.58871 -7.7 5.6 -79.3 7Q.8 60.98584 0.805 -99.4 61.9 53.7 38.[ -0.4 126.39786 22-23
24 -21o587 -32.610 1310.99167 6.4 0.7 -76.8 79.1 59.95425 0.820 -98.7 58. l 58.9 37.7 -10.0 [20.14067 23-2_
25 -[6.978 -t2.670 1235.83806 8.5 1.0 -77.3 75.6 5?.33762 U.904 -94.5 56.9 58.4 27.8 -6.3 139.5926R 24-25
26 -12.896 -32._43 1187.78456 12.7 1.2 -78.4 71.4 55.40_17 0.965 -90.2 56.0 58.2 18.5 -4.2 123.65482 25-26
27 -9.[4/ -32.825 1161.[8013 24.3 1.4 -79.7 63.9 53.55132 U.993 -85.9 55.4 58.4 9.8 -3.5 113.59354 26-27
28 -6.059 -32.905 1152.85371 74.2 1.6 -81,1 58.7 5[o412[X 0.970 -82.2 55.0 58.7 4.1 -3.8 93.55287 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 69
TAB NO 97 ATLAS PHOTO NO 97 POD SEQUENCE NO 200
JULY 3111966 13 HR 17 M3N 4 SEC 71 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO 3MPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
526.728 1160.65896 -5.567 -31.280 2876.1|6 2.166 -71.615 I[6.650
PHOTO UATA
Pl LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AlN A2SUN AZA Aw BIA AZPHAZ 3NCD PHAZ EM3S ALPHA SCAL8 P|-PT
1 -11.306 -19.157 1252.50908 -23.3 6.6 -80.3 59.5 57.71656 0.896 -93.5 69.0 39.6 31.9 28.6 O. O- 1
2 -12.618 -25.055 1197.57643 -37.6 6.3 -80.9 52.4 56.91391 0.920 -90.2 63.6 67.5 23.0 16.6 179.23586 I-
3 -8.778 -29.169 1151.42661 -28.8 3.3 -80.5 56.6 56.22765 0.993 -85.6 59.0 53.1 10.1 5.5 166.25837 2- 3
4 -8°785 -25.647 L169.56833 -56°9 5.1 -81.1 65.5 55.32070 0.963 -85.2 62o6 47.7 16.5 14.6 IL0o94162 3- 4
5 -8.580 -21.501 1207.60856 -68°6 6.8 -81.5 37.9 56.82159 U.916 -84.t 66.6 42.3 26+9 26.0 118.29705 4- 5
6 -12.516 -20.920 1238.16600 -51.6 8.8 -82.0 64.9 58.56366 O.871 -90.3 67.4 42.0 29.9 24.1 120.48618 5 ° 6
7 -16.833 -20.118 1293.86865 -60.1 11.4 -83o0 50.9 60.93476 0.806 -95.8 68.7 42.3 37.0 22.9 132.86956 &- 7
8 -16.803 -24.538 1268.56987 -27.2 8.0 -81.1 58.1 59.05592 0.858 -95.3 64.5 67oT 31.3 12.9 128.15527 7- 8
9 -|6.836 -28.635 1226.52278 -10.6 6.5 -79.3 66.3 53.72035 0.890 -96.9 60.7 53.1 28.1 3.2 118o77613 8- 9
l0 -IZ.739 -28o918 1178.07899 -15o4 3.8 -79.7 61°1 55°72314 0,951 -90.2 59o7 52.9 18.7 5.0 124o36257 9-[0
11 -8.978 -29.169 1151.62661 -28o8 3.3 -80.5 54.6 56.22765 0.993 -85.6 59.0 53.1 10.1 5.5 116.12631 10-11
12 -8.106 -32.789 1162.36691 73.1 1.6 -81.1 58.6 50.93059 0.9?0 -82.2 55.1 58.7 4.0 -3.7 139.73828 11-32
13 -5.881 -29.318 1163.26953 -76.6 2.9 -81.3 68.2 52.37557 0.986 -81.6 58.5 53.5 5.0 5.0 104.76272 12-13
14 -5°632 -25.714 1160.92087 -85.1 4.2 -81.6 38.2 56.27737 0.986 -80.9 62.0 68.Z 13.8 13.8 IO8.88689 13-14
15 -5.347 -21.881 1197.68853 -87.0 5.6 -81.4 30.8 55.69165 0.939 -80.0 65.8 63.0 23.0 22.8 115.88762 14-15
16 -5.014 -17.68_ I256.55913 -87.8 6.5 -81.0 26.9 57.60588 0.072 -79.0 70,0 37.8 32.4 32.1 127.03005 15-1_
17 -8.356 -17.166 1268.86308 -74.1 8.5 -81.8 31.6 58.86446 0.867 -86.2 70.7 37.0 34.0 33.6 102.63418 16-17
18 -12.638 -16.336 1306.36833 -60.6 11.2 -83*2 38.6 60.83546 0.800 -90.3 71.8 36.7 38.2 34.2 126.08729 17-18
19 -16.969 -15.148 1368.33691 -49o5 16.8 -85.2 44.4 63*57688 0.729 -96.4 73.4 37.1 46.5 33.5 160.99275 18-19
20 -22.206 -13.340 1672.15685 -41.3 20.1 -88.5 69.7 67.53688 0.627 -102.3 75.7 38.1 52.7 31./ 167.30806 19-20
21 -21.781 -18.958 1382.63193 -32.3 15.2 -86.8 86.0 66.26678 0.716 -101.2 70.5 63.2 65.8 20.1 158.29320 20-21
_ -_1.556 -23o821 1329.06866 -21.1 10.4 -81.9 63.0 61.98994 0o771 -100.Z 66.0 48.6 40°8 9,6 137.06162 21-22
23 -21.666 -28.266 1302.57909 -7.8 5.6 -79.4 t0.6 6U.4Z_4J U.Uuo -_.q _.u _.i _O.O -O.; _Z_._;GZ7 _Z _3
24 -21.486 -32.490 1298.17660 6.3 0.8 -76.9 78.8 59.39565 0.821 -98.7 58.2 58.9 37.6 -9.8 119.039|4 23-26
25 -16.922 -32.553 1224.55052 8.3 l.O -77.6 75.3 58.81390 0.905 -96.5 57.O 58.4 27.8 -6.1 138o17805 24-25
26 -12.879 -32.627 1/77.02376 12,6 1.2 -78.4 71.1 56.90232 0.965 -90.2 56.1 58.2 18.5 -4.1 122.69671 25-26
27 -9.163 -32.710 1150.66397 23.6 1.6 -79.7 63.6 53.06176 0.992 -85.9 55.5 58.4 9.7 -3.6 112.56362 26-27
28 -6.104 -32°789 1162.36491 73.1 1.6 -81.1 58.6 50.93059 0.970 -82.2 55.1 58.7 4.0 -3.7 92.70770 21-28
TAB NO 98 ATLAS PHOTO NO 98 POD SEQUENCE NO 202
JUlY 31_[964 13 HR 17 H3N 9 S_C 19l MS
TRAJECTGRY DATA 5_C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
519.608 1130o24765 -5.579 -31.211 2865.703 2o167 -71.370 116.662
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZA AQ 8/A AZPHAZ 3NC0 PHAZ ESIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.297 -19.176 1241.19139 -23.5 6.6 -80.6 59.4 57.19990 0.896 -93.5 69.0 39.7 31.8 28.6 O. O- l
2 -12.606 -25.007 1186.94183 -37.7 6.3 -80.9 52.3 56.60860 0.920 M90"2 63"5 47.5 23"0 16.5 177026022 1- 2
3 -8°996 -29.O65 1141.07263 -29.1 3°3 -80.5 54.6 53.73986 0.993 -85.6 59.1 53.| 10.2 5.6 162.82722 2- 3
6 -_o805 -25.395 LL59.[7668 -57°0 5.1 -81ol 45._ 56.82911 0.963 -85°_ 6Z°6 47.7 16.5 14.7 109.96982 3- 6
5 -8.602 -21.684 1196.74782 --68.3 6.8 -81.5 38.0 56.31979 0.915 -84.8 66.5 62.3 24.9 26.0 117.27007 4- 5
6 -12o506 -20.907 1227.21712 -51.7 8°8 -82.0 64.9 58.06664 0.871 -90.3 67.6 42°0 29.9 24.1 119.62340 5- 6
7 -16.781 -20.116 1282o3296l -60.2 11.6 -83.0 50.8 60.39238 O._06 -95.8 68.7 42.3 37.0 22.9 131.63107 6- 7
8 -16.T50 -24.695 1237.38388 -27.3 8.0 -BI.[ 58.0 58.52771 0.858 -95.3 64.5 47.7 31.3 12.9 L27.03012 7- 8
9 -16.782 -28.554 1215.61878 -10.6 6.5 -79.6 66.1 57.19772 0.891 -94.9 60.7 53.1 28.0 3.3 117.73230 8- 9
10 -12.723 -28°836 1167.48999 -15o6 3.8 -79o8 60.9 55.22230 0°951 -90.2 59.8 52.9 18,7 5.1 123.20979 9-10
11 -8.996 -29.065 1161.07263 -29.1 3°3 -80.5 56.6 53.(3984 0.993 -85.6 59.1 53.1 10.2 5.6 113.10098 I0-II
12 -8.148 -32.673 1131.86882 72.0 1.6 -81.0 58.1 50.66508 0.970 -82.2 55.2 58.7 3.9 -3.6 138.68217 11-12
13 -5.927 -29.236 1132.93558 -76.1 2.9 -81.3 48.1 51.90905 0°984 -81.6 58.6 53.5 5.1 5.1 IO3.80931 12-13
14 -5.680 -25.661 1150.56758 -84.9 6.2 -81.6 38.2 53.79219 0.986 -80.9 62.1 68.2 13.9 13.9 107.92560 13-14
15 -5.397 -21.861 1186.85281 -86.9 5.4 -81.3 30.9 55.19676 0.939 -80.0 65.9 63.0 23.0 22.9 114.87489 16-15
16 -5.067 -17.701 32@5.38684 -87.7 6.5 -81.0 25.0 5?.09332 0.873 -79.0 70.0 37.8 32.4 32.1 125.09627 15-16
17 -8.380 -17.184 1257.62516 -74.3 8.5 -81o8 31.7 58.34396 O._68 -86.2 70.7 37.0 34.0 33.6 101.53350 16-17
18 -12.626 -16.365 1292.82663 -60.6 11.2 -83.2 38.6 60.29730 0.801 -90.3 71.8 36.7 38.1 34.1 L26.96895 17-18
19 -16o896 -15.192 1356.07936 -69.6 14o8 -85.2 66.6 63.00756 0.130 -96._ 73+4 37.1 46.6 33.4 139.67042 18-19
20 -22°096 -13.612 1458.52350 -61.4 20°0 -88.5 69.6 66.91165 0°629 -102.3 75.7 38.1 52.6 31.6 165.51r15 19-20
21 -21.680 -18.970 1370.03113 -32.6 15.2 -86.8 55.9 6_.65917 O.715 -101.2 T0.5 63.2 65.7 20.1 156.72024 20-21
22 -21o657 -23./86 1316o94479 -21.2 L0.4 -82.0 62.8 61o42626 0.772 -100.2 66.0 68.4 40.7 9.7 135.81577 21-22
23 -21.366 -28.188 1290.562_1 -8*0 5.6 -79.5 70.4 59.87071 U.807 -99.4 62.0 53,7 37.9 -0.2 I24.15722 22-23
26 -21.381 -32.369 1286.55966 6.1 0.8 -77.8 78.5 58.83655 U.822 -98.7 58.3 58.9 37.6 -9.7 117.93753 23-24
25 -18.866 -32.435 1213.25615 8.1 l,l -77.5 75.0 56.28986 0.905 -96.5 57. L 58.6 27.7 -6.0 136.76602 24-25
26 -12.861 -32.510 L166.25664 12.0 1.2 -78°5 70.7 54.60008 0.966 -90.2 56.3 58.2 18.6 -6.0 121.33651 25-26
27 -9.180 -32.594 1140.13959 23.0 1.4 -79*8 63,2 52.57207 0.992 -85.9 55.6 58.6 9.7 -3,3 1U.53268 26-27
28 -6o168 -32*6?3 1131.86882 72.0 Lo6 -81o0 58.1 50.66508 0°970 -82.2 55°2 58.7 3.9 -3.6 91.86201 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VI[ CAMERA FA 50
TAB NO 99 ATLAS PHOTO NO 99 POD SEQUENCE NO 204
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 17 8IN IA SEC 311 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IHPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
516.688 1119.82668 -5.610 -31.156 2855.280 2.150 -71.326 116.633
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -1[.288 -19.195 1229.85913 -23.6 6.6 -80.6 59.2 56.68463 0.896 -93.5 69.0 39.7 31.8 28.5 0. 0- 1
2 -12.590 -26.958 1176.29572 -37*8 6.3 -80.9 52*2 55.90265 0.920 -90.2 63.5 67.5 23.0 16.5 175.28175 1- 2
3 -9.016 -28.981 1130.7C714 -29.5 3*3 -80.5 56.3 53.25169 0.993 -85.6 59.1 53.1 10.2 5.7 161.39610 2- 3
6 -8.0_5 -25*364 1168.77161 -57.0 5.1 -81.1 65.6 56.33690 0.96J -85.2 62.7 6T,T L6.6 16.7 108.99694 3- 4
5 -8.626 -21.666 [186.072D3 -68.3 6*8 -S1.S 38.0 55.81736 0.915 -86*8 66.5 62.3 26.9 26.0 116.26162 6- 5
6 -12.49[ -20.895 1216.27562 -51o7 8o6 -82.0 ¢6.8 57.52916 0.STi -90.3 67.6 62.0 29.9 26.[ 118.35960 5- b
7 -L6.729 -20.111 [270.7q965 -60.3 11.6 -83.0 50.7 59.86938 0.607 -95,8 68.7 62.6 36.9 22.9 130.61206 6- 7
8 -16.698 -26.651 [226o20S52 -27.6 8.0 -81.2 57.9 57.99692 0.659 -95.3 66.6 67.7 31.3 13.0 125.90361 7- 8
9 -16.728 -28.673 [204.3066D -10.6 6.6 --79.6 b5.8 6_._74_11 _l__q[ -96.9 60._ 53.1 20*G _.6 _[6._723 _-
LU -ld.106 -28,153 1156.88937 -15.9 3.8 -79.8 6G.T 55.72091 0.951 -90.2 59.8 52.9 18.7 5.2 122.05667 9-10
11 --9.016 -28*961 1130. I0716_ -29.5 3.3 -80.5 56.3 53.25169 0._ -85°6 59.| _3.[ 10.2 5.7 112.01%6] 10-[1
12 -6.192 -32.557 1121.36650 IO.8 1.6 -81.0 57.8 69.99[50 _*970 -62.2 55.3 58,T 3°9 -3.6 137,22693 11-12
13 -5.9[3 -29.169 1122.59090 -75*8 2.9 -81.3 68.0 51.66206 U.986 -8[.6 58*T 53.5 5*2 5.1 102.85528 12-13
16 -5.728 -25*608 114D.18167 -86.7 6.2 -81.6 38.2 53.30D46 0.986 -80.9 62.2 66.2 13.9 13.9 106.96676 [3-16
15 -5*668 -21.861 1176.2C372 -86*7 5.6 -81.3 31.O 56.?0122 0.939 -80.0 65.9 63.0 23°0 22.9 113.86076 16-[5
16 -5.121 -IT*/18 1236.19739 -87.7 6.5 -61.0 25.1 56.58016 0.873 -19.0 70.0 37o8 32.6 32.1 124.15753 15-16
IT -8.606 -[T.205 [266.39305 -TN.O 8.5 -81.8 31.7 5T.822H3 0.86H -66.2 70.7 37.0 34.0 33.6 100.83LT5 16-17
18 -12.616 -16.396 [281.2706T -60._ 11.2 -83.1 38.6 59.756610.BOl -90.3 71.8 36.7 38.1 34.1 123.86926 IT-18
19 -15.862 -15.235 [363.8[036 -69.6 16.T -85.2 66°3 62.63771 0./3[ -96.6 73.3 3T.[ 66.6 33.6 138.36825 18-19
20 -21.989 -[3.683 [666.89085 -61.6 19.9 -88.6 69*6 66.28638 0.63[ -102.3 75.6 38.[ 52.5 3[.5 163./3289 19-20
21 -21.578 -18.982 1357.6_276 -32.5 15.1 -86.8 55.8 63.07320 0.116 -101.2 70.5 43.2 65.6 20.2 155.15072 Z0-21
22 -21.357 -23.750 [_06.8[_76 -21.3 10.6 -82.0 62.7 60.85816 U.TT_ -100.2 bb.[ 68.6 40,6 9.8 136.56969 21-22
23 -21.266 -28.109 1278.S]956 -8.1 5.6 -79.5 70.1 59.31270 0.808 -99.6 62.1 53.7 3T.8 -0.1 123.03537 _2-23
26 -21._18 -32.269 [276.34035 5.9 0.9 -77.1 78.2 58.27756 0*626 -98.T 58.3 58.9 37.3 -9.5 116.63587 23-26
25 -16.810 -]2.31r 1201o9567[ 7.9 1.1 -77.6 76.7 55.76569 O.90b -96.5 57.2 56.6 27.6 -5.9 [35.356D0 26-25
26 -12.043 -3_oJ96 [155.67672 11.7 1.3 -78.5 70.6 53.89742 0.966 -90.2 56.6 58.2 16.6 -3.9 120.17452 25-26
27 -9.[96 -32.678 1129.60631 22.3 1.6 -79.8 62.9 52°08221 0.992 -85.9 55. T 58.¢ 9.7 -3.1 110.5006[ 26-27
28 -6.192 -32.557 112[.36650 TO*8 1.6 -81.0 57.8 69.99150 0.970 -82.2 55°3 58.7 3.9 -3.6 9[,0[550 27-28
TAB NO 100 ATLAS PHOTO NO 100 POD SEQUENCE NO 206
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 17 MIN 19 SEC 631 85
TSAJECTURY DATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LUN k V PTH AZ
509.368 1109.39086 -5.662 -3[.09D 2866.866 2.153 -71.278 1i6.628
PHQ|O DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EH[S ALPHA SCAt8 PT-P1
I -[1.2r9 -19.216 1218.51320 -23.8 6.6 -80.S 59.0 56.16932 0.8_b -93*5 68.9 39.7 31.7 28.5 O. O- [
Z -12*576 -L6*909 1165.64870 -37.9 6.3 -80.9 52°I 55.39666 0.920 -90.2 63.5 67.5 23.1 16.6 173.26965 I- 2
3 -9.033 -28.696 [120.33533 -29.8 3.3 -80.5 56.1 52.76325 U.993 -85.6 59.2 53.1 10.3 5.8 159.96208 2- 3
N -8.845 -2S.291 [138.36299 -51.0 5°1 -81.1 65.3 53,86652 0.962 -85.2 62.7 67.7 16°7 16.6 108.02623 3- 5
5 -8°666 -21,448 1175.39929 -68.3 6._ -81o5 38.0 55.31693 0.915 -86.8 66.5 62.3 26.9 26,0 115.21663 6- 5
6 -12.678 -20.881 1205o33908 -51.8 8.6 -82,0 66.8 5T.0[161 0o671 -90.3 6T.6 62.0 29.9 26.1 117.29651 5- b
1 -16o677 -_0.[05 1259.28006 -60°3 [1.3 -83.0 50.6 $9.30686 O._Ot -95°6 68./ 62.6 36.9 22.9 129.19623 6- 1
6 -16.666 -24*406 1215.03088 -27°5 8.0 -81.2 5_.7 57.47031 0*659 -95°3 64°6 6T.T 31.3 13.0 126.78025 T- 8
9 -16.675 -28.391 1193.18976 -11.0 6.6 -79°5 65.6 56.15166 0.691 -94.9 60.9 53.1 28.0 3,5 115.66320 8- 9
10 -[2.692 -28.670 1i46°28666 -16oi 3°8 -79.8 60.5 56.2193_ 0.951 -90.2 59,9 52.9 18.8 5.3 [20.90696 9-10
[[ -9.03_ -28°896 1[20.33533 -29.6 3°3 -80.S 5_.1 52.78326 0.993 -65.6 59.2 53°[ 10.3 5.6 111.0680_ [0-11
12 -6.231 -32.440 1110.851]H 69.6 1.b -8[.0 57.5 69.51/73 0.970 -82.2 55.6 56.7 3.8 -3.3 135.96761 11-12
[3 -6.019 -29o063 [112.2_912 -_5.5 3°0 -81._ 67.9 50.97502 0.984 -61.6 56.8 53°5 5.3 5.2 101.g0082 [2-[3
16 -5.776 -25.553 1129.77193 -86._ 6.3 -81.6 38.2 52.82068 U.986 -80.9 62.2 68.2 16.0 [6.0 106.00616 13-14
15 -S°_98 -21.820 [[65.55492 -66.6 5.5 -8[.3 31.1 56.20569 0.939 -80.0 65.9 63.0 2].0 22.9 112*86786 [6-[5
16 -5.[76 -11._34 1223.01756 -87.6 6,5 -81.0 25.2 56.06731 0.8_ -79.0 TO.O 37.8 32.6 32,1 123.62656 15-16
ll -6°628 -[7°225 1235.1_030 -T4.0 8.5 --81.8 31.8 57.30211 0.666 -86.2 70.7 37.0 36.0 33.5 99.73079 [6-17
18 -12.402 -16.421 [269°7290_ -60.6 11.2 -83.1 38.5 59.22028 0.60[ -90.3 71.8 36.7 38.1 36.1 122./319_ IT-18
19 -16.789 -[5,277 133[.566_1 -69°_ 16,_ -85.2 6_.3 61.86896 0._3_ -96.6 73.3 37.1 65.3 33.3 13_.0_215 16-19
20 -2[.882 -[3.552 143[.30313 -61.b lq.1 -88.6 69.5 65.683t30.b3Z -102.3 75.5 38.1 52.6 3[.5 161.96696 [9-20
21 -21.477 -[8.992 1366.83813 -32.5 15,0 -86.8 56.7 62*68633 0./1/ -lOI.2 70.6 63.2 65,5 20.2 153oS9590 20-21
22 -21.258 -23o/13 1292.6960_ -21.6 10.3 -82.1 62.5 60.29268 0.7/6 -10U.2 66.1 68*5 40.5 9*8 133.32867 21-22
23 -2i.166 -d8.029 [266.52666 -8.3 5.7 -79*6 69,9 58.75503 0*809 -99.4 62.1 53.7 37.7 0.1 121o91576 22-23
2_ -21.IT6 -32.127 I_&2.12T09 5.T 0.9 -7T.2 //.9 5_.T1879 0.825 -98.T 68.6 58.9 37.2 -9.3 [15.T3563 2_-24
25 -18.756 -]2.198 1190,65100 T.6 ].1 -77.T 76.3 $5.24099 0,906 -96.5 57.3 58.6 27*6 -5. T 133.95206 26-25
26 -[2.8_b -32.@76 1164.D9263 [[.3 1.3 -78.6 _0.0 53.3966D 0o966 -90.2 56.5 56.2 18o4 -3. T 119.01563 25-26
27 -9.213 -32,361 1119.0666T 21.6 L.5 -79.8 62.6 51.59237 0.992 -85.9 55*8 56.6 9.1 -3.0 109o66688 26-27
28 -8.237 -32.660 1110.85136 69*5 1.b -81.0 57.5 69.b1773 0.970 -82*2 55.6 58.T 3.8 -3.3 90.[6660 27-26
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 51
TAB NO 101 ATLAS PHOTO NO 101 POD SEQUENCE NO 208
JULY 3111964 13 HR 17 HIM 24 SEC 551 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
504*248 1098.96586 -5.673 -31.026 2834.60[ 2.156 -71_232 116.616
PHOTO UATA
PT L AT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ I NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.270 -[9*233 1207.1529_ -23.9 6.6 -80.5 58.8 55.65332 0*890 -93.5 68.9 39.7 31o7 28.6 0. 0- I
2 -12.562 -24.859 1/54.98668 -38.0 6.3 -81.0 52.0 54.88995 0.920 -90.2 63.6 47.5 23.1 14.6 171.25921 1- 2
3 -9.051 -28.811 II09.95160 -30.1 3.3 -80.8 53*9 52o27422 0.993 -85.6 59.3 53.I 10.3 5.8 I58.52766 Z- 3
4 -8.865 -25.238 1127.94017 -57.[ 5.[ -Bl.[ 45.2 53.35147 0.962 -85.2 62.8 47.7 I6.7 [6.8 107.05004 3- 4
5 --8.6b8 -21.429 1166.70944 -68.3 6.9 -81.5 38.0 54.81176 0.915 -84.8 66.5 62.3 24.9 24*0 1[6.|8573 4- 5
6 -12.465 -Z0.868 I[94.38527 -51.8 8.8 -82.0 44*8 56*69378 0.871 -90.3 67.4 42.0 29.9 26.2 116.23190 5- 6
? -16.625 -20.100 |247*78431 -40.4 11.3 -83.0 50.6 58.76362 0.807 -95.8 68.7 62.4 36*9 22.9 [27.97946 6- 7
8 --1_.594 -26.360 1203.fl4183 -27.7 8.0 -81.3 5T.6 56.96102 0._59 -95.3 66.7 47.7 31.2 [3.[ [23*65489 7- 8
9 -[6.621 -28.308 1182.06357 -1[.2 4.6 -79.5 65.4 55.62778 0.891 -96*9 60.9 53.1 27.9 3.6 116.59763 8- 9
I0 -[Z.677 -28.586 |I35.60719 -16o6 3.9 -79.9 60.2 53.71114 0.95| -90.2 60.0 52.9 18.8 5.4 119.75257 9-10
11 -9*051 -28o81[ 1109.95160 -30.1 3*3 -80.5 53.9 52.27422 0.993 -85.6 59.3 53.1 10.3 5.8 I10*02064 [O-[I
12 -6.28I -32.322 II00.33064 68.1 1.6 -81.0 57.2 49.06394 0*969 -82.2 55.6 58.7 3.7 -3.2 134.70875 1[-12
13 -6.066 -28*97! 110[.87650 -75.2 3.0 -8[.2 4?.8 50*50747 0.904 -81.6 58*8 53.5 5.3 5.3 100.94577 12-13
16 -5.826 -25*699 [119.36876 -86.3 4.3 -8[.3 38.2 52.33391 0.986 -80.9 62.3 48.3 16.0 [4.0 105.86222 I3-1A
15 -5.549 -Z[*799 1156.89107 -86.5 5.5 -8[.3 31.2 53.70946 0.939 -80.0 65.9 63.0 23.1 22.9 li[.83326 [6-15
I6 -5.228 -17.750 [Z[1.82179 -87.5 6.6 -8[.0 25.6 55.55373 0.873 -79.0 69.9 37.0 32*3 32.1 122.68987 15-16
[7 -8*452 -[7.245 I2Z3.93015 -73.9 8.5 -81.8 31.8 56.78059 0.868 -84*2 70.6 37.0 33.9 33.5 98.82868 16-17
18 -12.390 -I6.669 [258.16916 -60.4 11.2 -83.I 38.5 58.68125 0.802 -90*3 7[.7 36.1 38.0 36.0 12[.61291 [7-[8
19 -[6.735 -15.318 I319.30260 -49.7 [4.6 -85.2 46.3 61.29940 0.733 -96.4 73*3 37.1 66.2 33.3 I35o71538 18-19
20 -ZI.TT6 -[3.621 16[7.70691 -4[.5 19.6 -88.4 49.4 65.03950 0°634 -102.3 75.4 38.[ 52.3 31.6 160.20187 [9-20
21 -21.377 -19.002 1332.24139 -32.6 14.9 -84.8 55.6 61.90290 0.718 -[01.2 T0.4 43.2 45.4 20.2 152.04254 20-21
_ -_! I_q -_.67_ ]_f10.564_(] -21.5 10.3 -82.1 62.3 59°72670 0.775 -[00.2 66. l 48.5 40.5 9.9 [32.08688 2[-22
23 -21.067 -27.950 I254*50185 -8.4 5.7 -79.7 69./ 58.19/00 O.UlO -99._ OZ.Z _a.: _f.O u._ _iu.;_62 22 25
24 -2L.074 -32.006 L_69.91[01 5.6 [.0 -77.3 77.6 51*[5990 0.826 -98./ 58*5 58.9 37.1 -9.2 L14.63418 23-24
25 -16.699 -32.079 1179.33994 7.6 1.2 -77.8 74.0 54.71616 0o90I -96.5 57.4 58.4 27.5 -5.6 [32.54967 24-25
26 -[2.808 -32.159 1133.89983 ll.O l*3 -78.7 69.7 52.89112 U.966 -90*2 56.6 58.2 [8.3 -3.6 /17.85663 25-26
27 -9.229 -32.244 [[08.514_8 Z0*9 1.5 -79.8 62.2 51.10236 0*992 -85.9 56.0 58.4 9.6 -2.9 108.43622 26-27
28 -6._8l -32.322 1100.33064 68.1 1.6 -81.0 57.2 49.04394 0.969 -82*2 55.6 58.7 3.7 -3.2 89°3_059 21-28
TAB NO 102 ATLAS PHOTO NO 102 POD SEQUENCE NO 210
JULY 3111964 18 HR 17 MIN 29 SEC 671 RS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
499.[29 1088.6887[ -5.705 -30.961 2823.944 2.159 -71.185 ||6.608
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 81A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[|.261 -19.252 1195.77818 -24.[ 6.6 -80.6 58.7 55.13657 0.896 -93.5 68*9 39.8 31.7 28.4 O. 0- I
2 -[2.548 -24.809 1144.307_1 -38.2 6.4 -81.0 51.8 54.38242 0.920 -90.2 63.6 47.5 23.1 [4.7 169.26128 I- 2
3 -g.070 -28.726 1099.55524 -30.5 3.3 -80.5 53.7 51.7846| 0.993 -85.6 59.6 53.1 I0.4 5.9 157.89010 2-- 3
4 -8.886 -25.I86 1[_7.50052 --57.[ _.I -81.[ 65.2 52.85762 U.96L -85.2 62.9 47.7 [6.8 [4.9 106.07395 3- 4
5 -8.690 -2[.6li 1153.99886 -68.2 6.9 -81.5 38°0 54.30762 0.9[8 -84*8 66.5 42.3 25*0 24.| 113.15392 4- 5
6 -12.453 -20.855 |[83.4[017 -51._ 8.8 -02.0 64.7 $5.97469 O.871 -90.3 67*5 42.0 29.9 24.2 115.[6506 5- 6
7 -|6°573 -20.096 I236.18779 -40*5 It.3 -83.1 50.5 58.21938 0.808 -95.8 68.7 42.4 36.8 22.9 126.76108 6- 7
8 -[6.541 -24.316 1192*63622 -27.0 8.0 -8[.3 57.4 56.4[094 0.859 -95.3 64*7 47.7 3[.2 [3. l [22.52665 T- 8
9 -[6.568 -28.227 I[70.92578 -1[.3 4.6 -79°6 65.1 55.10355 O*892 -94.9 61.0 53.1 27.9 3.7 113.54998 8- 9
10 -12.661 -28.502 l[25.03714 -16.7 3.9 -79.9 60.0 53.21435 0,951 -90.2 60.1 52.9 18.8 5.5 118.69959 9-10
11 -9.070 -28.726 [099.55524 -30.5 3*3 -80.5 53.7 51.78461 0.993 -85.6 59.6 53.1 10.6 5.9 [08.99165 10-lI
12 -6.326 -32.205 I089.80270 66.7 1.6 -81.0 56.9 48.570[8 0.969 -82°2 55J7 58.7 3.6 -3.[ [33o_4890 [[-I2
13 -6.112 -28.892 1091.5020I -74.9 3.0 -81.2 47.7 50.03931 0*984 -8t.6 58.9 53.5 5.4 5.4 99*99009 12-13
14 --5.873 -25.465 [108.94966 -84.[ 4o3 -81.3 38.2 5[*84660 0.985 -80.9 62.3 48,3 14.1 14o1 [04.07846 13-14
15 -5.600 -21.778 1144.20764 -86.4 5.5 -81.2 3[°3 53.21234 0.939 -80.0 66.0 63.0 23.1 23.0 110.81592 14-15
16 -5.282 -17°766 1200.60303 -87.4 6.6 --80.9 25.5 55.03912 0.873 -79.0 69.9 37.8 32.3 32. I [21.35192 [5-16
17 -8.476 -17.265 1212.66573 -73.9 8.5 -81.8 31.9 56.25794 0.84_ -86.2 70.6 37.0 33.9 33.5 97.92399 16-17
18 -[2.378 -16o477 1266.58429 -60.6 lI°[ -83.1 38.5 58.14105 0.802 -90.3 71.7 36.7 38.0 34.0 120.49149 [7-18
19 -16.682 -15.360 1307.01654 -49.7 14.6 -85.2 46.2 60.72874 0.734 -96*4 73.2 37.1 44.2 33.2 [34.39724 I8-L9
20 -21.669 -13.690 [404.09344 -41.6 19.5 -88.3 49.4 64.41508 0.636 -102.3 75.4 38.1 52.1 3h3 158o44190 19-20
2I -21o276 -I9.012 I3|9.62790 -32.7 [4.9 -84°9 55*5 61.31670 U.719 -101.2 70.4 43.2 45.3 20.2 150o48784 20-21
22 -2[.060 -23.639 [268.42151 -21,6 [0.3 -82*2 62.Z 59.16012 0.776 -100.2 66.1 48o5 40,4 10.0 [30.84213 2[-22
23 -20.967 -27.870 [242.47141 -8*6 5.7 -79.8 69.4 57.63864 0.811 -99.4 62.2 53.7 37.5 0.3 119.67192 22-23
24 -20.972 -31.885 [237.69450 5.4 1.[ -77.5 77.3 56.60[00 0.827 -98.7 58.6 58.9 37.0 -9.0 I[3.53399 23-26
25 -[6.643 -3L.961 |/68.023[3 7*2 [.2 -77.9 73.7 54.[9106 0.907 -94°5 5To5 58.4 2T.4 -5.5 [31.15031 24-25
26 -12.791 -32.041 t123.09943 10.6 1.4 -78.7 69.4 52.38740 0.966 -90.2 56.7 58,2 18.3 -3.5 116.69775 25-26
27 -9°266 -32*127 1097.95705 20.2 [.5 -79.8 61.9 50.61233 0.992 -85.9 56.[ 58.4 9.6 -2.8 [07*40283 26-27
28 -6.326 -32.205 [089.80270 66*? [.6 -81.0 56.9 48*570[8 0.969 -82.2 55.7 58.T 3.6 -3.[ 88._7225 2?-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI| CAMERA FA 52
TAB NO 103 ATLAS PHOTO NO 103 POD SEQUENCE NO 212
JULY 31e1766 13 HR [7 HIN 3_ SEC 79[ MS
|RAJECTOSY DATA SEC 70 IHPACT ALT LA_ LON R V PTH AZ
494.009 1078.02032 -5.738 -30.895 2813.476 2.162 -71.138 116.399
PHOEO UA_A
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" E/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PI-P1
I -[1.252 -[9.271 1184.38899 -24.2 6.6 -80.6 58.5 54.6[886 0.896 -93.5 68.9 39.8 31.6 28.4 O. 0- 1
Z -[2.535 -24.76_ 1133.60306 -38.3 6.4 -81.0 51.7 53.8737[ 0.920 -90.2 63.7 47.5 23.1 14.7 167.31529 1- 2
3 -9.089 -28.643 1089.[4383 -30.8 3.4 -80.5 53.6 51.29429 0.992 -H5.6 59.5 53.1 10.5 6*U 155.64728 2- 3
4 -8.906 -25.135 1107.03552 -57.1 5.2 -81.1 45.1 52.36257 0.962 -85.2 62.9 47.7 16.8 14.9 105.09436 3- 4
5 -8.7[3 -21o395 1143.25183 -68.2 6.9 -81.5 38.0 53.80178 0.915 -84.8 66.6 42.3 25.0 24.1 112.11584 4- 5
6 -12.640 -20.843 1172.39830 -51.9 8.8 -82.0 44.7 5_.65385 U.871 -90.3 67.5 62,| 29.9 _4.2 [14.09696 5- 6
T -15.$21 -20.093 1224.59496 -40.5 [1.2 -83.1 50.4 57.67362 U*808 -95.8 68.7 42.4 36.8 22.9 125.53975 6- 7
8 -16.489 -24.273 [[81.40712 -27.9 7.9 -81.3 57.3 55.87976 0.859 -95.3 64.7 47.7 31.2 [3.2 121.39083 7- 8
9 -[6.515 -28.[46 [[59.77649 -[1.5 4.6 -79.7 64.9 54.57880 0.892 -94.9 &l.l $3.1 77.q _.H II_._qH_ R- q
[_ -i_.O_O -_ZU 1[14.393L3 -16*9 3.9 -80.0 59.8 52.71091 0.951 -90.2 60.2 52.9 18.8 5.6 117.44638 9-10
11 -9.089 -28.643 1089.14383 -30.8 3.4 -80.5 53.6 51.29429 U.992 -85.6 59.5 53.1 10.5 6.O [07.96177 10-11
12 -8.371 -32.090 1079.26981 65.2 1.6 -8[.0 56.6 48.09671 0.969 -82.2 55.8 58.7 3.5 -3.0 132.1875| 11-[2
[3 -6.[59 -28._08 If181.L1235 -74.6 3.0 -81.2 47.6 49.57015 U.985 -81.8 59.0 53.5 5.5 5.5 99.03357 12-13
14 -5.921 -25.393 1098.50534 -83.9 4.3 -81.3 38.3 51.35813 0.986 -80.9 62.4 48.3 14.Z 14.1 103.11133 13-14
[5 -5.651 -21.160 1133.48824 -86.2 5.5 -BI.2 31.4 52.71357 0.939 -80.0 66.0 43.0 23.1 23.0 109.79250 14-15
16 -5.336 -17.785 1189.3_512 -8_.3 6.6 -80.9 25.6 _4._223_ 0.874 -79.0 69.9 37.8 $2.3 32.0 120.20472 15-16
[1 -8o5U| 17.281 1201.35172 -73.8 8.5 -81.8 32.0 55.73301 0.849 -84.2 70.6 37.0 33.9 33.5 97.01570 16-17
18 -12.366 -16.507 [234.94873 -60.4 11.1 -83.1 38.5 51.59849 0.801 -90.3 71.7 36.7 38.0 34.0 119.36521 [7-[8
[9 -[6.628 -15.405 [294.679U8 -49.7 [4.5 -85.1 44.2 60.15567 0._34 -96.4 73.2 37.1 46.1 33.2 [33.07446 18-|9
20 -_1.563 -13.161 1390.4_134 -41.6 [9.4 --88.3 49.3 6_.78841 0.638 -102.3 75.3 38.1 52.0 31.2 156.68067 19-20
2[ -21o[75 -19oU25 [306.98094 -32.H [4.8 -84.9 55.4 60.72895 0.120 -[U1.2 7U.4 43.2 45.2 Z0.2 [48.92167 20-21
22 -20.961 -23.604 1256,25929 -21.t 10.3 -82.2 62,0 58.59265 0.171 -[00.2 66.1 48.5 40.3 10.0 [29.58969 2[-22
23 -20.868 -27.193 1230.43524 -8.1 5.7 -79.9 69.2 57.08004 0.812 -99.4 62.3 53.7 37.5 0.4 118.64508 22-23
26 -20.8/1 -31.765 |225.48r11 5.2 1.1 -77.6 {7.0 56.04256 0.829 -98.7 58.7 58.9 36.9 -8.9 [12.43318 23-24
25 -18.588 -31.044 [156.70744 6.9 [*2 -78.0 73.4 53.66602 0.908 -94.5 57.6 58.4 27.4 -5.3 129.75572 24-25
26 -12.774 -3[.926 1112.29626 10.3 [.4 -78.8 69.0 _[.88356 0.96/ -90.2 56.8 _8.2 18._ -3.4 [15.54048 25-26
27 -9.263 -32.012 1087.3947[ 19.6 1.5 -79.9 61.6 50.12267 0.992 -85.9 56.2 58.4 9.6 -2.7 106.36962 26-27
_8 -6,3_ -32.090 [079._6981 65.2 1.6 --81.0 56.6 48*0967| 0._69 -82.2 _5.8 _6.7 _.5 -3.0 87.62348 27-28
TAB NO 104 ATLAS PHOTO NO 104 POD SEQUENCE NO 214
JULY 31119_4 13 HR 17 MIN 39 SEC 911 HS
7RAJ_C7UR_ UATA SEC rO IHPACr ALT LAT LQN R V PTH A2
4d8.889 1067.54047 -5.770 -30.830 2802.996 2.165 -7[.091 116.390
PHOTU DATA
P[ LA7 LQN RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA A• 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHA2 EMKS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.243 -19.290 1172.98537 -24.4 6.6 -80.7 58.3 54.[0044 0.896 -93.5 68.9 39*8 3l.b 28.3 Oo O- 1
2 -12.521 -24.714 1122*88362 -38.4 6.4 -81.0 51.6 53.36428 0.920 -90.2 63.7 47.5 23.1 14.8 165.37048 1- 2
3 -9.101 -28.560 10_8.72U28 -31.1 3.4 -80.5 53.4 50.80)40 0.992 -85.6 59.6 53.1 10.5 6.1 154.20199 2- 3
4 -8.927 -25.085 1096.55603 -57o1 5.2 -81.1 45.1 51.86685 0.961 -85.2 63.0 47.7 16.9 15.0 104.11329 3- 4
5 -8.735 -21.378 1132.488_5 -68.1 6.9 -81.5 38.1 53.29518 0.915 -84.8 66.6 42.3 25.0 24.1 111.07589 4- 5
6 -12.428 -20.832 1161.36955 -51.9 8.8 -82.1 44.6 54.93222 O.871 -90.3 67.5 42.1 29.9 24.2 113.02312 5- 6
7 -16.469 -20.090 [212.98590 -40.6 11.2 -83.1 50.3 57.12670 0.809 -95.8 68.7 42.4 36.7 22.9 124.31737 6- 1
-16.43? -24.230 [170.16336 -28.0 7.9 -8|.4 57.1 55.34788 0.860 -95.3 64.8 47.7 31.2 13.2 120,_5333 8
7-
-16.461 -28.066 1148.61530 -11.7 4*6 -79.7 64.7 54.05348 0.892 -94.9 61.1 53.1 27.8 3.9 11[o64555 8- 9
10 -12.63[ -28.339 1103.73640 -17.1 3.9 -80.0 59.6 52.20686 0,951 -90.2 60.2 52.9 18.8 5.6 116o29269 9-[0
11 -9°107 °28.560 [078.72028 -31.1 3.4 -80.5 53.6 50.80340 0.992 -85.6 59.6 53.1 10.5 6.1 106.93050 1_-11
12 -8.417 -31.974 1068.72887 63.7 1.6 -80.9 56.4 47.62316 0.969 -82.2 55.9 58.7 3.4 -2.9 130o92494 [1-12
13 -6.206 -28.724 1070.71161 -74.3 3.0 -81.2 47.5 49.1004/ 0.985 -81.6 59.1 53.5 5.6 5.6 98.07639 12-[3
14 -5.970 -25.340 I088.05774 -83.8 4.3 -81.3 38.3 5U.86904 0.985 -80.9 62.4 48.3 14.2 14.2 102.14280 13-14
15 -5.703 -21.741 1122.75397 -86.1 5.5 -81.2 31.5 52.21412 0.939 -80.0 66.0 43.0 23.1 23.0 108.T6741 14-15
16 -5.341 -[7.804 1178.05302 -87.2 b.6 -80.9 25.8 54.00484 0.874 -79.0 69.9 37.8 32.3 32.0 119.05605 15-16
17 -8.526 -17o310 1190.02087 -13.8 8.5 -81.8 32.1 55.20730 0.84_ -84.2 70.6 37.0 33.9 33.4 96.[0585 16-17
18 -12.355 -16.538 1223.29582 -60.4 L[.[ -83.1 38.5 57.05511 0.803 -90.3 7[.6 36.7 37.9 33.9 118.23728 17-18
19 -16.575 -[5.450 1282.32588 -49.8 14.5 -85,1 44.2 59.58187 0.735 -96.4 73.1 37.1 44.0 33.1 131.75[13 18-19
20 -21.456 -13.832 1376./6155 -41.7 19.3 -88.3 49.3 63.[6[39 U.639 -102.3 ?5.2 38.[ 51.9 3[.2 15_.92420 [9-20
21 -21.074 -19.037 1294.32213 -32.8 14.7 -84.9 55.3 60.14065 0.722 -[0[*2 70.3 43.2 45.1 20.2 147.35733 20-2l
22 -20.863 -23.569 1244.08583 -21o8 10.2 -82.3 61.9 58.02467 0.778 -[00.2 66.[ 58.5 40.Z 10.1 128,33605 ZI-22
23 -20.769 -27.715 1218.39063 -8.9 5.7 -79.9 69.0 56.52105 0.813 -99.4 62.3 53.7 37.4 0.5 117,41687 22-23
24 -2_.770 -31.6_6 [213.2/597 5.1 1.2 -77.7 76.7 55.48396 0.830 -98.7 58.7 58.9 36.8 -8.7 [11.33203 23-24
25 -18.532 -31.727 1145.38370 6.7 1.3 -78.1 73.[ 53.14061 0.909 -9_.5 57.7 58.4 27.3 -5.2 IZ8.36319 24-25
26 -IZ.757 -31.810 1101.48386 9.9 1.4 -78*8 68.7 51.37928 0.967 -90*2 56.9 58.2 18.2 -3,3 [[4.38299 25-26
27 -9.280 -31.896 1076.82332 18.9 1,5 -79.9 61.3 49.63283 0.992 -85.9 56.3 58.4 9.6 -2.6 105.33548 26-27
28 -6o417 -3[.974 [068.72887 b_.7 1.6 -80.9 66*4 47.623[6 0.969 -82°2 55.9 58.7 3.4 -2.9 86.77_09 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 53
TAB NO 105 ATLAS PHOTO NO 105 POD SEQUENCE NO 216
JULY 31_1964 13 HR [7 MIN 45 SEC 31 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO |NPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
683.769 [057.06880 -5.803 -30.763 2792.504 2.168 -71.063 116o382
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 82A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[[.236 -19.309 |16[.56696 -26.5 6.6 -80.7 58.2 53.58[35 0.896 -93.5 68.8 39.8 31.5 28.3 0. 0- 1
--12.507 -26.666 [112.16986 --38.5 6°4 -8[.1 $1.5 52.856[6 U*919 -90.2 63.8 47.5 23.[ 14.8 163.62206 [- 2
-9.126 -28.6?7 1068.28661 -3[.6 3*6 -80.5 53.2 50.31196 0.992 -85.6 59.6 53.1 10.6 6.2 152.75667 Z- 3
4 -8.968 -25.036 L086.06277 -57.2 5.2 -8[.[ 65.0 51.37067 0.961 -85.2 63.0 ¢7.7 [6.9 [5.0 103.[3087 3- 6
5 -8.758 -2[.362 112[.71089 -68.1 6.9 -8[.5 38o[ 52*78719 0.916 -86.8 66.6 62.3 25.0 24.1 I10.03643 6- 5
6 -12°615 -20._21 1150.32562 -51.9 8.8 -82°[ 66.6 56.60987 0.87[ -90.3 67.5 42.[ 29.8 24o2 [[L.96963 5- 6
7 -16.416 -20.08? [20[.36289 -40.7 11.2 -83.1 50*2 56.5?93[ 0.809 -95.8 68.7 62.4 36.? 22.9 123.09618 6- 7
8 -16.385 -26.[8? 1158.90596 -28.| 7.9 -81.6 57.0 56.01836 0.860 -95.3 64.8 67.8 3[.1 13.3 119.[[66[ ?- 8
9 -[6.608 -27.986 1137.66225 -[1.9 4.6 -79.8 66.5 53.5276[ 0.893 -96.8 6[.2 53.[ 27.8 4.0 110.39113 8- 9
1Q -12.616 -28.256 1093.06711 -17.6 3.9 -80.0 59.4 5[.?0222 0.951 -90.2 60.3 52.9 18.8 5.7 115.13806 9-10
[1 -9.126 -_8.677 1068.2846l --31.6 3.4 -80°5 53.2 50.31196 0*992 -85.6 59.6 53.1 10°6 6.2 105.89809 10-11
12 -6.662 -31.859 1058.17929 62.1 1.6 -B0.9 56.1 47.14949 0.969 -82.2 $6.0 58.8 3.4 -2.7 129.66[15 11-12
13 -6.253 -28.639 1060.29990 -76.0 3.0 -81.2 67.5 68.63031 U.985 -81.6 59.2 53.6 5.7 5.6 97.11853 [2-[3
1A -6.019 -25.288 1077.57759 -83.6 4.3 -8[.2 38.3 50*3?936 0*985 -80.9 62.5 48.3 16.2 [4.2 101.17307 [3-16
[5 -S.754 -21.722 [112.00642 -86.0 5.6 -81.2 31.6 51.71605 0.938 -80.0 66.0 ¢3.0 23.1 23.0 107.76095 [4-15
[6 -5.665 -[7.823 1166.75758 -87.1 6.? -80.9 25.9 53.686?6 0.876 -?9.0 69.9 37.8 32.3 32.0 1[?.90660 18-16
17 -8.550 -17.333 1178.67584 -73.? 8.5 -81.8 37.1 56.68093 0.869 -86.2 70.6 37.0 33.9 33.4 95.19688 16-[?
18 -12.363 -16.568 1211.62837 -60.6 [1.1 -83.[ 38.5 56.51108 0.803 -90.3 71.6 36.? 37o9 33.9 117.10796 [?-[8
19 --[6.521 -15.696 1269.96028 -69.8 [6.6 -85.[ 44.2 59.00749 0.?36 -96.6 73.1 37.1 43.9 33.| 130.62786 [8--[9
20 --21.369 -[3.903 1363.08815 --61.7 19,2 -88.2 69.2 62.53619 0.661 -102.3 75.[ 38.[ S[.8 3[.[ 153.[7318 19--20
21 -20.973 -19,069 128[,65372 -32,9 [4.? -86,9 55,2 59.55[9[ 0,?23 -[01,2 70.3 43,2 45,0 20,2 [A5,7960[ 20-2[
22 -20,764 -23,536 1231,90213 -21,9 10,2 -82.3 61,7 57,6562[ 0,778 -100.2 66,2 68,5 40,1 10,2 127,08179 2[-22
23 -20,670 -27,637 [206,33?59 -9,0 5,7 -80,0 68,8 55.96167 0.816 -99,6 62,4 53.7 37.3 0*_ 1|_.2R7_ _p--_
2_ _.668 31,_27 [ZG[,GbuJu q,_ l,Z -tl,8 16,6 54.92516 0,83I -98,7 58,8 58.9 36,7 -8,6 1[0.23054 23-26
25 -16.677 -31.610 LL36.05118 6.5 1.3 -?8.2 72.8 52*6[680 0.909 -96.5 5T.8 58.4 27.2 -5.1 126.97285 24-25
26 -12,760 -31.696 I090.66147 9.6 [,6 -78.9 68,4 50.87653 0,967 -90,2 57.0 58,3 [8,2 -3,1 113.22511 25-26
27 -9,297 -31,781 1066,26226 18,2 1,5 -79,9 61,0 69.14277 0,992 -88,9 56.4 58,6 9,6 -2,5 104,30060 26-27
28 -6,462 -31,859 1058,17929 62,1 [,6 -80,9 56,[ 61,14969 0,969 -82,2 56,0 58,8 3,4 -2,7 85,92378 2?-28
TAB NO 106 ATLAS PHOTO NO 106 POD SEQUENCE NO 218
JULY 3[11964 13 HR 17 M|N 50 SEC 150 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTH AZ
678,669 1046,56567 -5,836 -30,696 2782,00[ Z,171 -70,995 116,373
PHOTO DATA
PT [AT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| --11,225 -19,328 1150.1339[ -26,7 6,5 -80.? 58,0 53.06168 0.896 -93,5 68.8 39,9 31.5 28,2 O, O- l
-12.493 -24.618 1101.60660 -38.6 6.6 -81.1 51.4 52.34369 0.919 -90.2 63.8 67.5 23.2 14.9 16|o¢6065 1- 2
-9°[65 -28,393 1057,83780 -3[,7 3.6 -80,6 53,1 69,81995 0,992 -85.6 59,? 53.1 10.6 6.3 [51,30555 2- 3
4 -8.968 -26.983 1075.55826 -57.2 5.2 -8[.[ 65.0 50.87356 0o961 -85.2 63. l 67.7 17.0 15.1 [02o16749 3- 4
5 -8.780 -21.366 1110.92278 -68.1 6.9 -81.5 38.1 52.28012 0.914 -86.8 66.6 62.3 25.0 24.1 108.99237 6- 5
6 -[2.402 -20.809 [[39.27110 -52.0 8.7 -82.1 6A.6 53.88702 0.87[ -90*3 67.5 62°1 29.8 26.2 110.87519 5- 6
7 -16,366 -20,086 [189.73021 -60,7 11.2 -83,[ 50,2 56.03169 0,809 -95,8 68.7 62.6 36,7 23,0 121,87085 6- 7
8 -16.333 -26.163 1167.63776 -28.3 ?.9 -81.5 56.8 56.28233 0.860 -95.3 64.8 47.8 31.[ 13.3 117.97528 7- 8
9 -[6,355 -27,905 1126.25886 -[2,1 6.? -79,9 66,3 53,00126 0,893 -96,8 61.3 53.[ 2Y,8 6,0 109.33587 8- 9
10 -12.60[ -28.176 1082.3862_ -17.6 3.9 -80.[ 59.2 51.19703 0.951 -90.2 60.6 52.9 18.8 5.8 113.98291 9-[0
11 -9.165 -28.393 1057.83780 -31.7 3.6 -80.6 53.1 69.81995 0.992 -85.6 59.7 53.1 10.6 6.3 106.86465 10-11
12 -6,50T -31,762 1067.62076 60,4 1.6 -80,9 55.8 66,6756_ 0,969 -82,2 56,2 58.8 3,3 -2,6 128,39631 11-12
13 -6.299 -28.556 1069.87816 -73.8 3.0 -81.[ 67.6 48.15977 0.985 -81.6 59.} 53.6 5.8 5.7 96.16005 [2-13
14 -6.068 -25.235 1067.09729 -83.6 6.3 -81.2 38.3 69.88921 0.986 -80.9 62.6 68.3 16.3 14.3 100.20249 13-16
15 -S,805 -21,703 110[,26968 -85*9 5.6 -81.1 31.7 5[.2[355 0.938 -80,0 66.0 63,0 23.1 23,0 106.71398 14-15
16 -5.500 -17.861 1155.65560 -87.0 6.7 -80.9 26.0 52.96838 0.876 -79.0 69.9 37.8 32.2 32.0 116.75772 15-16
[7 -8,575 -17,355 IL67,32324 -73,? 8,5 -8[,7 32,2 54,15621 0.869 -86.2 70.5 37,0 33.8 33.6 94,28328 16-17
18 -12.33[ -16.598 1199.95360 -60.6 [1.1 -83.[ 38.5 5_.96664 0.806 -90.3 7[.6 36.7 37.9 33.9 115.97802 [7-18
19 -[6.668 -15.538 1257.59061 -69.8 14.4 -85.1 6A.l 58.63291 0.737 -96.4 73.0 37.1 63.9 33.1 129.[0558 18-19
20 -21.263 -13,973 1349.42113 -61,8 19.1 -88.2 49,2 61.90729 0,663 -102,3 75.0 38,1 51,6 31,0 15[,42922 19-20
21 -20*872 -19.061 1268.98193 -33.0 16.6 -86°9 55.1 58.96301 0.726 -101.2 70.3 63.2 46.9 20.2 166.26068 20-21
22 -20.665 -23.698 [219.71175 -22.[ 10.2 -82.6 61.5 56.88764 0.779 -100.2 66.2 68.5 60.[ [0.2 125.82862 2[-22
23 -20.57[ -27.559 1196.27753 -9.2 5.7 -80.1 68.5 55.60197 0.815 -99.6 62.6 53.7 37.2 0.7 115.15781 22-23
26 -20,567 -31.407 1188,83958 6,7 1,3 -77,9 76.l 56,36608 0,832 -98,7 58,9 58,9 36,6 -8.6 109,12886 23-26
25 -[6.622 -3[.692 1122.70952 6.2 1.6 -78.2 72.6 52.08855 0.9[0 -96.5 57.9 58.6 2?.2 -6.9 125.58620 26-25
26 -12.T23 -31.577 10T9.82881 9.2 1.5 -78.9 68.[ 50.36930 0.96? -90.2 57. l 58.3 18.1 -3.0 112.06682 25-26
27 -9.3[6 -31.664 1055.65123 IT.5 1.5 -79.9 60.? 6_.65242 0.992 -85.9 56.5 58.6 9.5 -2.3 [03.26660 26-27
28 -6.507 -3[.762 1097.62076 60.6 1.6 -80.9 55.B 66.6?566 0.969 -82.2 56.2 58.B 3.3 -2.6 85.07265 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-Vi| CAMERA FA 54
TAB NO 107 ATLAS PHOTO NO 107 POD SEQUENCE NO 220
JULY 3|p[964 [3 HR [7 N|N 55 SEC 270 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [NPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
473.529 1036.0303_ -5.869 -30.629 2771.486 2.174 -70.947 116._64
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZ$UN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ ER|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-H.216 -[9.346 1138.68610 -24,8 6.5 -80.8 57.9 52.54129 0.896 -93.5 68.8 39.9 31.4 28.2 O. O- [
-12.479 -24.570 1090.64325 -38.7 8.6 -8[.1 51.3 5[.83208 0.9[9 -90.2 63.9 47°5 23.2 [4.9 |59.50081 [- 2
3 -9.164 -28.309 [047.37862 -32.0 3.4 -80.6 52.9 49.32737 0.992 -85.6 59.8 53.1 [0.7 6.3 [49.85394 2- 5
6 -8,909 -_6.93[ |065.03873 -57.2 5.2 -8[.1 44.9 50.37594 0.96[ -85,Z 6_.L 4_.7 17.0 15.| [01.162_5 _
5 -8.802 -21.329 1100.11790 -68.0 6.9 -81.4 38.1 51.77156 0.914 -84.8 06.6 42o3 25.[ 24.[ 107.94836
6 -[2.390 -20.798 [128.[9907 -52.0 8.7 -82.1 46.5 53.36334 0.87[ -90.3 67.5 42.1 29.8 24.2 109.79914 5- 6
7 --16o312 -_0.08[ 1178.08099 -40.8 1[.1 -83.2 50.1 55.68288 008|0 -95.8 68.7 42.4 36.6 23.0 [20.64634 6- 7
8 -16o280 -24.[00 1136.35445 -28._ 7.9 -81.5 56.7 53.74859 0.860 -95.3 64.9 47.8 31.1 13.4 116.83413 7- 8
9 -[8.30[ -27.824 1L15.062_8 -[2.3 4.7 -79.9 64.0 52.47428 U._93 -94.8 61.3 53.1 27.7 4.1 [08°27894 8- 9
[[ -9.[64 -28.309 1047.31842 -32.0 3.4 -80.6 52.9 49.32737 0*992 -85.6 59.8 53.1 10.7 6*3 103.82973 10-|1
|2 -6.552 -3|._26 1037.05382 58,6 1.7 -80.9 55.6 46.20170 0.969 -82.2 56.3 58.8 3.2 -2.5 [27.[303[ 11-12
[3 -6.346 -28*470 1039.46492 -73.5 3.0 -81*1 47.3 47*68868 0.985 -8[.6 59*4 53.6 5*9 5)8 95*200_5 [2-13
[4 -6.[|1 -25*L82 [056.60320 -83.2 4.4 -81.2 38.4 49.39842 0.984 -80.9 62.6 48.3 [_.4 14.3 99.23048 [3-[4
[5 -5.857 -21.684 1090.477_| -85.7 5.6 -8[.[ 3[.7 50.7[234 0.938 -80.0 66.| 43.0 23.1 23.1 [05.68524 14-15
[6 -_.554 -[7._60 1144013753 -86,9 6.7 -80.8 Z6°Z 5_.64927 U*_1_ -79,0 69.9 37.8 32.2 32,0 115,6073_ 1_-16
11 -8.599 -[7.377 l[55.95303 -73.6 8.5 -81.7 32.3 53.62667 0.849 -84.2 70.5 37.0 33.8 33.4 93.3702[ |6-|7
_8 -12.319 -16°628 |[88.2606_ -60*4 [[.[ -83.l 38.5 55.42139 0.804 -90.3 7[.6 36.7 37.8 33.8 [14.84622 1T-18
19 -|6.414 -15.582 1245.20398 -49.9 [4.3 -85.[ 44.1 51.85756 0.738 -96.4 73.0 37.[ 43.8 33*0 [27.78266 18-[9
20 -2[._36 -14.043 1335.74522 -41.8 18.9 -88.2 49.1 6[.27998 0.645 -[02.3 75*0 38.1 5[.5 3[.0 |49.6897| [9-20
21 -20*77[ -19.072 1256.2q745 -33.[ 14.5 -86.9 55.0 58.37352 0.725 -10[.2 70.3 43.2 44.9 20.2 [42.68642 20-Z[
ZZ -Z0.§66 -23.462 [2070_0953 -22*2 10.1 -82.4 6[.4 56.31812 0.780 -[00._ 66.2 40.5 _000 [0.3 124057375 ZI-Z2
23 -20.472 -2/0481 |182.20856 -9.3 5.7 -80.2 68.3 54.84[85 0.8[5 -99.4 62.5 53.7 37.[ 0,8 [[4._2659 22-23
24 -20.466 -31._88 1176.6|462 4.5 1.3 -78.0 75.8 53.80683 0.833 -98.7 59.0 58.9 36.5 -8.2 108.02673 23-24
25 -16.366 -3[°374 [111.3594[ 6.0 [.4 -78.3 72.1 5lo56192 0.9[0 -94.5 58.0 58.4 27.[ -6.8 [24.|9753 24-25
26 -[_o705 -31.461 [068.98648 8.9 1.5 -79.0 67.8 49*86362 0.967 -90.2 57.2 58.3 18)1 -2.9 [10.9084_ 25-26
27 -9.331 -3|.548 1045.05077 [6.8 1.6 -79.9 60.4 48*[6[87 0*992 -85.9 56.7 58.4 9.5 -2.2 [02.22136 26-27
_0 -6.5_ -31.626 1037*05382 58.6 [.7 -80.9 55.6 46.20[70 0.969 -82,2 56.3 58,8 3.2 -2.5 84*22079 _7-28
TAB NO 108 ATLAS PHOTO NO 108 POD SEQUENCE NO 222
JUlY 31)1964 13 HR 18 MIN 0 SEC 390 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT |ON R V PTH AZ
468.609 10250_0320 -5.903 -30,56[ 2760°958 2.|77 -70.899 116.954
PHOTO DATA
P[ LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM[$ ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
[ -11.207 -19.365 1127.22327 -25.0 6.5 -80.8 57.7 52.01992 0.896 -93.5 68.8 39.9 31.4 28.2 0. O- l
-12.465 -26°522 1079.86_0[ -38°8 6.4 -81.1 51.2 5|.31970 U.9_9 -90.2 63.9 47._ 23.2 15o0 157.56763 _ 2
-9.182 -28.225 1036.90442 -32.3 3.4 -BO.6 52.8 48.834[0 0.99l -85°6 59.9 53.[ 10.7 6.4 [48.39860 3
4 -9°009 -24.880 105_.50137 -5_.2 5.2 -81.1 46.9 49.87747 0.960 -85.2 63.2 47.7 17°1 25.2 100.17568 3- 4
5 -8.825 -21.313 1089.29247 -68.0 6.9 -81.4 38.[ 51.26203 0.9[4 -87.8 66.7 42.3 25.1 24.| 106.90177 4- 5
6 -[2.376 -20.786 [117.10396 -52.0 8.7 -82.1 44.5 52.83857 0.87[ -90.3 67.5 42.| 29.8 24.2 [08.72027 5- 6
7 -[6.259 -20.078 1166040700 -40.9 1[.[ -83.2 50.0 54.933[0 0.8[0 -95,8 68.7 42.4 36.6 23.0 [|9.41913 b- T
8 -16.227 -24.056 1[25.069_5 -28.5 7.9 -8[.5 56.5 53.21383 0.861 -95.3 64.9 47.8 31.1 13.4 115,6898[ 7- 8
9 -16.241 -27.143 1103.84875 -12.5 4.7 -80.0 63.8 5[,96650 0.094 -94.8 61.4 53.[ 27.7 4.2 107.21958 8- 9
10 -[2.569 -28.009 [060.98181 -18.[ 4.0 -80.[ 58.8 50.18463 0.951 -90.2 60,6 52.9 18.8 6.0 111o66918 9-10
l[ -9.L_2 -28.225 1036.90442 -32._ 3.4 -80.6 52.8 48.834[0 0.991 -85.6 59.9 53.[ 10.7 6.4 102.79288 10-1[
[2 -6.597 -31.510 1026.47818 56.8 1.7 -80.9 55.3 45.72762 0.969 -82.2 56.4 58.8 3.2 -2.4 [25.86279 [1-12
13 -6.393 -28.385 [028.99928 -73.3 3.0 -81.1 47.2 47.21695 0.985 -8[.6 59.5 53.6 6.0 5,9 94.24083 12-[3
14 -6*[66 -25.129 [046.09369 -83.0 4.4 -8[.2 38.4 48.9069[ 0.984 -80.9 62.7 48.3 14.4 14.4 98.25683 13-14
15 -5.908 -21.665 [079.68745 -85.6 5.6 -81.1 31.8 50.21030 0.938 -80.0 66.1 43.0 23.2 23.1 104.65424 14-15
[6 -5.608 -[1.879 1132.79984 -86.8 6.7 -80.8 26.3 51.9292/ 0.875 -79.0 69.8 37.8 32.2 3[.9 114.45456 15-[6
[7 -8.623 -|7.400 |144,56018 -73,6 8.6 -81.7 32.3 53.09809 0.850 -84.2 70.5 37.0 33.8 33.3 92.45509 [b-17
[8 -12.306 -16.659 1176.54231 -60.4 1[.0 -83.1 38.6 54.87496 0.804 -90.3 71.5 36.7 37.8 33.8 113.71169 17-18
[9 -16.360 -|5.626 1232.79080 -49.9 [4,3 -85.[ 44.[ 57.28096 0.139 -96,4 72.9 37.1 43.7 33.0 126.45703 |8-[9
20 -2[.029 -14.113 1322.04562 -4[.8 18.8 -88.1 49.[ 60.6515! 0.646 -102*3 74.9 38.[ 51.4 30.9 [47.95068 |9-20
21 -20.670 -[9.084 1243.58896 -33.1 14.4 -88.0 54.9 57.7829[ O.726 -[0[.2 70. Z 43.2 44.8 20.2 [4[.[3093 20-Z[
22 -20.467 -23°427 [195.28598 -22.3 10.1 -82.5 61.2 55.74781 0.781 -100.2 66.2 48.5 39.9 10.3 123.3159B 21-22
23 -20.372 -27.403 [170.12273 -9.5 5.7 -80.3 68.1 54.28097 0.8[6 -99.4 62.5 53.7 37.0 1.0 [12.B9284 22-23
24 -20.364 -31.169 1164.37872 4.4 1.4 -78.1 75.5 53.24710 0.D34 -98.7 59.1 58.9 36.3 -8.1 [06.92344 23-24
25 -[6.310 -31.257 1099.9964l 5.8 [.4 -78.4 71.8 51.03469 0.9ll -94.5 58. L 58.4 27.0 -4.7 122.81124 24-25
26 -12.688 -3[*344 [058o[318[ 8.5 1.5 -79.[ 67.4 49.35737 0.968 -90.2 57.4 58.3 [8.[ -2.8 109.74867 25-26
27 -9.348 -3[.432 1034.43954 16.2 [.6 -80.0 60.[ 47.67096 0.992 -85.9 56.8 58.4 9.5 -2.[ [01.18896 26-27
28 -6.597 =3[o510 L026.47818 56.8 1.7 -80.9 55.3 45,72762 0.969 -82.2 56o4 5_.B 3.2 -2e4 83*36799 27-28
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IJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI| CAMERA FA 55
TAB NO 109 ATLAS PHOTO NO 109 POD SEQUENCE NO 224
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 18 NIN 5 SEC 810 AS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
663.289 10L4.96626 -5.936 -30.693 ZT50.620 2.180 -70.850 116o365
PHOTO DATA
PT L AT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ |N CO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.198 -19.386 1115.74559 -25ol 6.5 -80.9 57.5 51.49732 0.896 -93.5 68.8 39.9 31.3 28. l O. O- 1
2 -12.650 -26.476 1069.05612 -38.9 6.4 -81.2 51.1 50.80616 0.919 -90.2 66.0 67.5 23.2 15.0 155.60675 1- 2
3 -9.200 -28.162 1026.41383 -32.6 3.4 -80.6 52.6 68.36005 0.991 -85.6 60.0 53.1 10.8 6.5 166.93847 2- 3
-9,029 -24.830 1063,96339 -57.3 5.2 -81.1 44.8 69.3780_ 0.960 -85.2 63.2 67.7 17.1 15.2 99.18651 9- 6
5 -8.866 -21.297 1078.46263 -68.0 6.9 -81.6 38.2 50.75136 0.916 -86.8 66.7 62.3 25.1 24.2 105.85196 6- 5
6 -12.363 -20.776 1105.97987 -52.1 8.7 -82.1 66.4 52.31263 0.871 -90.3 67.5 62.1 29.8 26.2 107.63786 5- 6
7 -16.205 -20.076 1156.69976 -60.9 11.1 -83.2 49.9 56.38175 0.811 -95.8 68.7 62.6 36.5 23.0 118.18752 6- 7
8 -16.176 -26.016 1113.71623 -28.6 7.9 -81.6 56o4 52.67772 0.861 -95.3 64.9 67.8 31.0 13.5 116.86111 7- 8
9 -16.192 -27.663 1092.61172 -12.6 4.7 -BO.I 63.6 51.61763 0.896 -96.8 61.5 83.2 27.7 4.3 106.15695 8- 9
LO -12.553 -27°927 1050.25113 -18+5 6.0 -80.2 58.6 69.67709 0.951 -90.2 60.6 52.9 18.8 6.0 110o50836 9-10
11 -9.200 -28.162 1026.61383 -32.6 3.6 -80.6 52.6 48.36005 0.991 -85.6 60.0 83.1 10.8 6.5 101.75361 10-11
12 -6.861 -31.393 1015.89388 56.9 1.7 -80.9 55.1 45.25361 0.969 -82.2 56.5 58.8 3.1 -2.3 124.59363 11-12
13 -6.639 -28.300 1018.54056 -73.1 3.1 -81.1 67.1 46.76469 0.985 -81.6 59.6 53.6 6.0 6.0 93.27998 12-13
16 -6.214 -25.077 1035.56729 -82.9 6.4 -81.2 38.6 48.61461 0.986 -80.9 62.7 68.3 16.5 14.6 97.28123 13-16
15 -5.988 -21.666 1068.87715 -85.5 5.6 -81.1 31.9 69.70136 0.938 -80.0 66.1 63.0 23.2 23.1 103.62060 14-15
16 -5.662 -17.898 1121.63896 -86.7 6.8 -80.8 26.6 51o60826 0.875 -79.0 69.8 37.8 32.2 31.9 113.29876 15-16
17 -8.667 -17.623 1133.13943 -73.6 8.6 -81.7 32.6 52.56824 0.880 -84.2 70.5 37.1 33.8 33.3 91.53735 16-17
18 -12.293 -16.690 1164.79095 -60.4 11.0 -83.1 38.6 56.32699 0.805 -90.3 71.5 36.T 37.8 33.8 112.57282 17-18
19 -16.305 -15.672 1220.33986 -49.9 14.2 -85.1 64.1 56.70261 0.790 -96.4 72.9 37.1 43.7 32.9 125.12655 18-19
_C _? q?l -14.184 1308.30611 -61.9 18.7 -88.1 69.0 60.02136 0.668 -102.3 76.8 38.1 51.3 30.8 166.20828 19-20
21 -20.567 -19.097 1230.8_¢ -33._ !_ -a_N 56.8 57.19061 0.727 --101.2 70.2 63.2 64.7 20.2 139.57086 20-21
22 -20.366 -23.393 1183.03125 -22.4 10.1 -82.5 61.0 5_.140u_ u._6_ _C_.Z _ 48.5 39.8 L0.6 122.05329 21-22
23 -20.272 -27.326 1158.01166 -9.6 5.8 -80.4 67.9 53.11893 0.817 -99.4 62.6 53.7 37.0 i,l tLi.;_Z 22-? a
24 -20.261 -31.050 1152.12656 6.2 1.6 -7B.2 75.2 52.68657 0.836 -98.7 59.2 58.9 36.2 -7.9 105.81822 23-24
25 -16.256 -31.160 1088.61591 5.5 1.5 -78.5 71.5 50.50667 0.911 -96.5 58.2 58.6 27.0 -4.6 121.42338 26-25
26 -12.670 -31.228 1067.26192 8.2 1.5 -79.1 67.1 68.85061 0.968 -90.2 57.5 58.3 18.0 -2.7 108.56678 25-26
27 -9.364 -31.316 I023.81633 15.5 1.6 -80.0 59.8 47.17954 0.992 -85.9 56.9 58.6 9.5 -2.0 100.16866 26-27
28 -6.661 -31.393 1015.89388 56.9 1.7 -80.9 55.1 65.25341 0.969 -82°2 56.5 58.8 3.1 -2.3 82._1602 2?-28
TAB NO 110 ATLAS PHOTO NO 110 POD SEQUENCE NO 226
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 18 MIN 10 SEC 630 MS
TNAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
658.169 1004,_1327 -5,970 -30,626 2139.869 2,183 -70.800 116.3_6
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHA2 IN_D PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.189 -19.603 1106.25281 -25.3 6.5 -80.9 57.6 50.97397 0.896 -93.5 68.7 39.9 31.3 28.1 O. O- 1
2 -12.435 -26.627 1058.23630 -39.0 6.6 -81.2 51.0 50.29186 0.919 -90.2 66.0 47.5 23.2 15.1 153.66735 1- 2
3 -9.218 -28.058 1015.91027 -32.9 3.6 -80.6 52.6 67.86539 0.991 -85.6 60.1 53.1 10.9 6.6 145.47573 2- 3
6 -9.049 -24.779 1033.37006 -57.3 5.2 -81.1 64+8 68.87788 0.960 -85.2 63.3 67.? 17.2 15.3 98.19571 3- 6
5 -8.868 -21.281 1067.57568 -67.9 6.9 -81.4 38.2 50.23990 0.914 -86.8 66.7 42.3 25.1 24.2 104.80026 6- 5
6 -12.369 -20.765 1096.83813 -52ol 8.7 -82.1 64.6 51.78545 0.871 -90,3 67.5 42.1 29.8 26.2 106.55372 5- 6
7 -16.152 -20.076 1162.97585 -41.0 11.0 -83.2 69.8 53.82961 0.811 -95.8 68.7 42.6 36.5 23.0 116.95679 6- 7
8 -16,120 -23.971 1102.36768 -28°7 7.9 -81.6 56.3 52.16090 0,861 -95.3 65.0 67.8 31.0 13.5 113.39063 7- 8
9 -16,138 -27.583 1081.36218 -12.8 6.7 -80.1 63.4 50.88817 0.894 -94.8 61.5 53.2 27.6 4.6 105.09261 8- 9
10 -12o537 -27.865 1039.5O706 -18.6' 6.0 -80.2 58.6 69.16891 0.951 -90.2 60.7 52.9 18.9 6.1 109.34670 9-10
11 -9.218 -28.058 1015.91027 -32.9 3.6 -80.6 52.4 47.84539 0.991 -85.6 60.1 53.1 10.9 6.6 100.71296 10-11
12 -6.686 -31.277 1005.30067 52.9 1.7 -80.8 56.8 46.77906 0.969 -82.2 56.6 58.8 3.0 -2.2 123.32266 11-12
13 -6.485 -28.216 1008.06989 -72.8 3.1 -81.1 67.1 46.27145 0.986 -81.6 59.6 53.6 6.1 6.1 92.31832 12-13
16 -6.262 -25.025 1025.02670 -82.7 6.6 -81.1 38.6 47.92166 0.986 -80.9 62.8 48.3 16.5 16.5 96.30616 13-16
15 -6.009 -21.628 1058.05103 -85.4 5.6 -81.1 32.0 69.20365 0.938 -80.0 66,1 63.0 23.2 23.1 102.58515 16-15
16 -5.TI6 -11.918 1110.06176 -86.6 6.8 -80.8 26.6 50.88661 0.875 -79.0 69.8 37.8 32.1 31.9 112.14136 15-16
17 -8.611 -17.466 1121.70088 -73.5 8.6 -81.7 32.5 52.03756 0.850 -86.2 70.5 37.1 33.8 33.3 90.61806 16-17
18 -12.280 -16.722 1153.02138 -60.6 11.0 -83.1 38.6 53.77817 0.805 -90.3 71.5 36.7 37.7 33.7 111.63233 17-18
19 -16.250 -15.717 1207.87254 -49.9 14.2 -85.1 64.0 56.12350 C.740 -96.6 72.8 37.1 43.6 32.9 123.79563 18-19
20 -20.814 -14.255 1294.55830 -41.9 18.6 -88.1 48.9 59.39071 0.650 -102.3 76.7 38.1 51.1 30.7 166.67066 19-20
21 -20.665 -19.110 1218.08666 -33.3 16,3 -85.0 54.7 56.59775 0.728 -101.2 70.2 43.2 66.6 20.2 138.01238 20-21
22 -_0.266 -23.358 1170.76486 -22.5 lO.O -82.6 60.9 56.60376 U.783 -100.2 66.2 48.5 39.7 10.5 120.78934 21-22
23 -20.171 -27.269 I145.89165 -9.8 5.8 -80,6 67.6 53.15669 0.818 -99.6 62.6 53.? 36.9 1.2 110.61639 22-23
26 -20.159 -30.932 1139.86620 6.0 1.5 -78.4 76.9 52.12586 0.83? -98.7 59.3 5D.9 36.1 -7.8 104.71256 23-24
25 -16.197 -31.023 1077.22678 5.3 1.5 -78.6 71.2 69.97825 0.912 -96.5 58.3 58.5 26.9 -6.6 120.03767 24-25
26 -12.651 -31.112 1036.38213 1.8 1.6 -79.2 66.8 48.36299 0.968 -90.2 57.6 58.3 18.0 -2.6 107.62459 25-26
27 -9.380 -31.200 1013.18330 14.8 1.6 -80.0 59.5 66.68789 0.992 -85.9 57.0 58,6 9.5 -1.9 99.10729 26-27
28 -6.686 -3L.277 tUD5.30067 52.9 1.7 -80*8 54.8 46.77906 0.969 -D2.2 56.6 58.8 3.0 -2.2 81.65921 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[I CAMERA FA 56
TAB NO 111 ATLAS PHOTO NO 111 POD SEQUENCE NO 228
JULY 31t1966 [3 H8 18 RIN Lfi SEC 750 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO INPAET ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
653°069 993°850|6 -6.005 -30.354 2729.305 2.187 -70o751 116.3Z7
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZ$UN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ IN_D PHAZ E_|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| -[[.180 -[q,421 [092*74683 -25,4 6.5 -8[.0 57*2 50°66979 0.896 -93.5 68*7 60.0 31oZ 2Bo0 O. O- 1
2 -[2.620 -24.380 1067.39603 -39.2 6.6 -81.2 50.8 69.77669 0.9[9 -90.2 66.0 47.5 23.2 15.1 151.73616 l- 2
3 -9.236 -27.975 [005.39268 -33.2 3.5 -80°6 52.3 67.35006 0.991 -85.6 60.2 53.1 10.9 6.7 166.00968 2- 3
6 -9,068 -24.729 [022*77916 -57.3 5.2 -81.[ 46.7 68.37689 0.960 -85.2 63,3 67.7 17.2 [5-3 97*20295 3- 6
5 -8*889 -21.266 |056°688|7 -67.9 6.9 -8|.4 38.2 69*72766 0.9[6 -86.8 66.7 62.3 25.1 26.2 103.76583 4- 5
6 -L2.335 -20.755 L083.67468 -52.2 8.7 -82.[ 46.6 5L°25745 0.871 -90.3 67.5 42.1 29.8 26*2 105.46137 5- 6
7 -[6o098 -Z0*073 1L3[.23007 -61o| [1o0 -83.2 69.8 53°27666 0.812 -95,8 68.7 42.6 36.5 _-0 _[_.7203_ 6- 7
8 -16.066 -23.929 1091.00087 -28.9 7.9 -8[.7 56.1 51.6n_21 0.061 -_.$ 65.0 67.8 3[.0 [3.6 112.23689 7- 8
9 -16.083 -2T.503 IO70.0_5[ I_.0 q./ -60.2 63.[ 50.35805 0.896 -96.8 61.6 53.2 27.6 4.5 [06.02613 8- 9
LU -IZ.520 -27,763 1028.76829 -[8.9 4*0 -80.3 58.2 48.66004 0.95[ -90.2 60.8 52.9 18.9 6.2 [08.18603 9-[0
[[ -9.236 -27.975 1005.39268 -33.2 3.5 -80,6 52*3 67.35006 0.991 -85*6 60.2 53.1 10.9 6.7 99,67094 10-11
L2 -6.730 -3[,[6] 996.69872 50.8 1.7 -80.8 56.6 66.30655 0.969 -82.2 56.8 58°8 3.0 -2.1 122.05065 1[-12
[3 -6.53l -28.132 997.58642 -72*6 3.[ -81.0 67.0 65.79773 0.986 -81.6 59.7 53.6 6.2 6.1 91.35581 [2-13
16 -6°3L0 -24.972 LOL¢.46990 -82°5 6.6 -8[.1 38.5 67.62795 0.983 -80.9 62.8 68.3 14.6 16.5 9§.32526 L3-[4
15 -6.060 -21.610 1067.20586 -85.3 5.7 -81.0 32.1 48.69908 0.938 -80.0 66.2 43.0 23.2 23.1 10[.56726 16-15
16 -5.770 -[7.937 L098.66316 -86.5 6.8 -80.7 26.7 50.36373 0,876 -79.0 69.8 37.9 }2.L 3[,9 110.98128 15-[6
17 -B*695 -17.470 [[1U.23927 -73*5 8*6 -81.7 32.5 5[.50582 0.B50 -84.2 70.4 37.1 33.7 33*3 89.69680 16-[7
|8 -[2.261 -t6.156 114[o22766 -80.6 [[.0 -83.[ 38.6 53.22823 0.806 -90.3 7[.6 36.8 37.7 33.7 1[0.28968 [7-18
19 -[b.[95 -15,763 1195.38188 -50.0 [4°1 -85.[ 44,0 55.56329 0,761 -96,6 72.8 37.1 _3.5 32.8 122.66280 18-19
20 -20.706 -16.326 1280./9360 -62.0 L8.5 -88.0 48.9 58.75930 0.652 -102.3 76.7 38.[ 51.0 30.7 162.73551 19-20
21 -20.363 -19.123 1205.31123 -33._ 16.2 -85.0 54.6 56.00606 0.730 -101.2 70.2 63.3 66.5 20*2 136.45330 20-21
22 -20.165 -23.326 [158,68299 -22.6 L0.0 -82.6 60.7 56.03075 0.786 -[00,2 66.2 68o_ 39.7 [0.5 119,52299 21-22
23 -20.070 -27.172 1133.76060 -9.9 5.8 -80.5 67.6 52.59353 0.819 -99.6 62.7 53.8 36.8 1o3 109.67536 22-23
26 -20.056 -30.B[3 1127.6028l 3,8 1.5 -78.5 76.6 51.56690 0.83_ -98,7 59.3 58*9 36.0 -7.6 103.60616 23-26
25 -16.[40 -30,907 1065.82860 5.1 1.5 -78.1 TO.8 49°66942 0.912 -96.5 58.4 58*5 26,8 -4.3 118.65362 24-25
26 -12o633 -30.996 1025o69214 7°5 1.6 -79.2 66,5 67.83510 0,968 -90.2 57.7 58.3 [8,0 -2.6 106.26206 25-26
27 -9,396 -3[*085 1002.56065 [4.1 1.6 -80.0 59.2 46,19599 0.992 -85*9 57.1 58.4 9°5 -[.8 98,06500 26-27
28 -6.730 -31.[6[ 996.69872 50*U L.7 -80.8 5_.6 66.3065_ 0*969 -82.2 56,8 58.8 3,0 -2.1 80*80368 27-28
TAB NO 112 ATLAS PHOTO NO 112 POD SEQUENCE NO 230
JULY 3[e[966 13 HR [8 RIN 20 $EC 870 MS
tRAJECTORY DATA SEG TO IHPAC1 ALT LAT LON 8 V PTH AZ
967.930 983*27693 -6t039 -30.286 271_,730 2.190 -70.701 _16.317
PHOTO DATA
PT L AT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA AI 8/A AZPHAZ |N CO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SGALE PT-PT
[ -[1.[7[ -19.960 [08[.22168 -25.6 6,5 -8[*0 67.0 49.92670 0*896 -93*§ 68.7 40.0 31.2 28.0 0. 0- [
2 -[2.605 -26*333 1036._3389 -39.3 6.6 -81.2 _0o7 69.260_6 0o9[_ --90,2 66.[ 61._ 23,3 _5.[ [69*81728 [- 2
3 -9.2_6 -27.892 996.86067 -33.5 3.5 -80°6 52°1 46.85405 0,ggL -85.6 60.2 53.1 ll.O 6o7 162.56009 Z- 3
-9.088 -26.679 [012.16963 -s7.3 5.z -8[.[ 66.6 67.87501 0.959 -85.2 63.6 67.7 17.2 _5.6 96.208o2 3- 6
-8.911 -2[°25[ 1065,77797 -67.9 6,9 -81.6 38.2 69.2139T 0.9[3 -86.8 66.7 42.4 25.1 26.2 102.68833 4- 5
6 -[2.32[ -20.746 1072,68727 -_2.2 8.7 -82.[ 66.3 _0.7283[ 0.87[ -90.3 67.6 62.[ 2q.8 26.3 106.37867 5- 6
7 -[&.064 -Z0o07_ 1[[9.46031 -6[.[ [[.0 -83.3 49.T _2.72217 0.812 -9_.8 68.7 62.4 36.6 23*0 114.68388 6- 7
8 -16.012 -23.887 1079.61618 -29.0 7.9 -8[.7 66.0 5|.0&658 0.862 -95,3 65.0 47.8 30.9 [3.6 1[[.07985 7- 8
9 -[6.028 -27.424 [0_8.81976 -[3.2 4.7 -80.3 62.9 69.82723 0.895 -96*8 6L.7 _3.2 27*5 6.6 102.95717 8- 9
10 -12.503 -27.68[ 1011.97617 -I9.L 6.0 -80.3 58.0 68*15066 0.951 -90.2 60.9 53.0 18.9 6.3 107.02017 9-[0
11 -9.254 27.892 996.86047 -33.b 3*5 -80.6 59,[ 66.85605 0.991 --85.6 60o2 53.L 11.0 6.7 98.6273_ 10-11
12 -6.776 -31.066 986.08807 48.7 l.l -80.8 56,4 63.82992 0.969 -82.2 56*9 58.8 2,9 -1.9 120.77662 1[-12
[3 -6*577 -28.068 987.08965 -72,6 3.[ -81,0 46.9 45.32328 0,986 -8[*6 59.8 53.6 6.3 6.2 90,39239 12-13
16 -6.358 -26o921 1003.89579 -82.4 4.4 -81*1 38.5 46.93346 0*983 -80.9 62.9 48*3 16.6 14.6 94.34438 13-16
15 -6.111 -21.692 1036.3397L -85.1 5._ -8[.0 32.2 68.19355 0.938 -80.0 66.2 63.0 23.2 23.1 100.50651 16-15
16 -5.826 -[7.958 1087,_066 -86.4 6.8 -80.7 26.8 69.83991 0*876 -79°0 69.8 37o9 32o1 3[.9 109.81792 15-16
17 -B.718 -17.6q5 1098.75[53 -73.6 8.6 -81.1 32.6 50.97288 0o851 -86.2 70.4 37.1 33.7 33.2 88.77340 16-17
[8 -L2.256 -36.78T 1129.40637 -60.6 [1.0 -83.1 38.6 52.67700 0.806 -90.3 71.4 36.8 37.6 33.6 [09.[6368 17-[8
L9 -[6.139 -15.810 1182.86383 -50.0 16.[ -85.[ 66.0 56.96181 0._62 -96.4 72.7 37.[ 63.5 32.8 121.12813 [8-19
20 -20.597 -[4.397 1267.00623 -62.0 18.6 -B8.0 68.8 58.12687 0.656 -[02.3 74.6 38.1 50.9 30.6 16[.00236 19-20
2[ -20.260 -19.136 [[92.51639 -33.6 [6.1 -85.0 54.5 55.6093_ 0.131 -101.2 70.[ 63.3 66.6 20.2 136.89233 20-21
22 -20°065 -23.29C 1166.18361 -22.7 10.0 -82.7 60.5 53.65693 0.785 -100.2 66.3 68.5 39.6 L0.6 118.2536[ 21-22
25 -19.970 -27.095 1121.61737 -10.1 5.8 -80.6 67.2 52,03003 0.820 -99.6 62.7 53.8 36.7 1.6 108.33188 22-23
26 -[9.956 -_0.696 1[[5.33618 3.7 [.6 -78.6 74.3 5L.00376 U._39 -9B.7 59.6 58.9 35.9 -7.5 [02,69897 23-26
25 -[6.083 -30.790 [056.42[20 6.8 1.6 -78.8 70,5 48.92016 0.9[3 -94.5 58.5 58.5 26.8 -4.2 117.27162 26-25
26 -[2.616 -30o881 1016.59191 7.1 [.6 -79.3 66.2 67.32672 0.968 -90.2 57.8 58.3 [7.9 -2.3 [05.099[2 25-26
27 -9.6[2 -30.969 99[.88776 13.6 1ob -80.0 58.9 65.70386 0,992 -85.9 57.2 58.6 9.5 -[.7 97.02[66 26-27
28 -6.776 -3Lo0_6 986.0880/ 68.7 L.7 -80.8 56.6 63.82992 0°969 -82.2 56o9 58.B 2*9 -1.9 79.96732 27-28
7O
IJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CARERA FA 57
TAB NO 113 ATLAS PHOTO NO 113 POD SEQUENCE NO 232
JULY 31.1966 13 HR 18 N|H 25 SEC 990 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
662.810 972.68729 -6°076 -30.213 2708.143 2.193 -70.651 |16o307
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A Ae 8/A A2PHA2 INtO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
--[1.162 -19.659 1069.68303 -25.7 6.5 -8[.1 56.9 69.39885 0.897 -93.5 68.7 60.0 31.1 28.0 O. 0- 1
-12.390 -26.287 1025.65726 -39.6 6.6 -81.3 50.6 48.76366 0.919 -90.2 66.1 67.5 23.3 15.2 167.89980 I- 2
3 -9.272 -27*809 986°31671 -33.7 3.5 -80.6 52.0 66.35739 0.990 -85°6 60.3 53.1 11.0 6.8 16[.06/71 2- 3
6 -9.107 -26.629 1001.'6380 -57.6 5.3 -81.1 66.6 67.37238 0.9,9 -85.2 63.6 67.7 17.3 [5.6 95.21139 3- 4
5
-8.932 -21.236 1036.85019 -67.8 7.0 -81.4 38.2 68.69966 0.913 -86.8 66.7 62.6 25.2 26.2 101.62883 5
6 -12.307 -20°736 1061.28171 -52.2 8.7 -82.2 66.3 50.19832 0.872 -90.3 67.6 62°[ 29.8 26.3 [03.28788 5- 6
7 -15,990 -Z0.O7[ [[07.67329 -41.2 10.9 -83.3 69.6 52.16706 0.812 -95.8 68.6 42.6 36.4 23.0 113.24611 6- 7
8 -[5.958 -23.866 [068.2[[72 -29*[ 7.9 -81.8 55.8 50.52521 0.862 -95.3 65.0 67.8 30.9 13.7 109.92087 7- 8
9 -15.973 -27.366 1067.52800 -13.6 6.7 -80.3 62.7 69.29580 0.895 -96*8 61.7 53.2 27.5 6.7 101.88663 8- 9
[0 -12.607 -27.600 i007.18604 -[9.3 6.0 -80.3 57.8 67.640[0 0.950 -90.2 60.9 53°0 18.9 6°6 [05.85576 9-10
[1 -9.272 -27.809 986.3[67[ -33.7 3.5 -80.6 52.0 66.35739 0.990 -85.6 60.3 53.1 11.0 6.8 97.58226 10-11
12 -6.818 -30.930 973.66793 66.6 1.7 -80.8 54.| 63.35509 0.969 -82.2 57.0 58.8 2.9 -1.8 119.50132 I[-12
13 -6.623 -27.963 976.58037 -72.2 3.1 -81.0 66.8 66.8682[ 0.986 --81.6 59.9 53.6 6.6 6°3 89.62810 12-13
16 -6.606 -26.869 993.30693 -82.2 6.6 -81.1 38.5 66.63826 0.983 -80.9 63.0 68.3 16.7 16.6 93.36197 |3-[6
15 -6.161 -21°576 1025.65729 -85.0 5.7 -81.0 32.3 67.68727 0.938 -80.0 66.2 63.0 23.2 23.2 99.66390 16-15
[6 -5.878 -17.979 1075.80096 -86.3 6.9 -80.7 27.0 69.31531 0.876 -79.0 69.8 37.9 32.[ 31.8 108.65301 [5-16
17 -8.762 -17,520 1087.26561 -73.6 8.6 -81.7 32.7 50.439G9 0.851 -86°2 70.6 37.1 33.7 33.2 87.86857 16-17
[8 -I2.240 -[6.8[9 1117.56651 -60.4 11o0 -83.[ 38.6 52.12490 0.807 -90.3 7[.6 36.8 37.6 33°6 [07.99615 17-[8
19 -18.086 -15.856 1170.3292[ -50.0 16.0 -85.[ 64.0 54.37955 0.743 -96.6 72.7 37.1 43.4 32.7 [19.79306 [8-19
20 -20.689 -16o669 1253.21062 -62.1 [8.3 -88.0 ¢8+8 57.69606 0,655 -102+3 76.5 38.1 50°8 30.5 139.27370 [9-20
21 -20°[57 -19°150 1179o70694 -33.5 16ol -85°1 56.3 56.81406 0,732 -[01.[ 70.1 63°3 66.3 20.2 133.33302 20-21
_Z _;._6 -23.256 [!73 _72_? -72.R _.9 -82.7 60.6 52.88255 0.786 -100.2 66.3 68.5 39.5 10.7 116.98283 2|-22
23 -[9.869 -27.019 1109.46468 -[0.2 5.8 -80.7 66.9 51.46610 0.821 -_.q bL.o _.6 _._ ;._ _?.L_?_ ?_-?_
26 -19.851 -30.578 1103.06055 3.5 1.6 -78.7 76.0 50.66236 0.860 -98.7 59.5 58.9 35.8 -7.3 101.39118 23-24
25 -[6.026 -30.676 1063.00658 6.6 [.6 -78.9 70.2 68.39067 0.913 -96.5 58.6 58o5 26.7 -6.0 [[5.89106 26-25
26 -12.596 -30.765 1003.68113 6.D 1.6 -79.3 65.8 66.81785 0.969 -90.2 57.9 58.3 [7.9 -2.2 103.93586 25-26
27 -9,628 -30°856 98[.22462 12.7 1.7 -80.1 58.6 45.21146 0.992 -85.9 57.4 58.6 9.5 -1.6 95.97739 26-27
28 -6.818 -30.930 973°66793 66°6 1.7 -80.8 54.1 63.35509 0,969 -82.2 57.0 58.8 2.9 -1.8 79°09003 27-28
TAB NO 114 ATLAS PHOTO NO 114 POD SEQUENCE NO 234
JULY 3|*[966 13 HR 18 NIN 3[ SEC llO MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT AL7 [AT LON R V RTH AZ
637.690 962.08769 -6.109 -30.142 2697.563 2.196 -70.600 116,298
PHO[O DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Au 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
[ --1[.153 -19.677 1058.12903 -25°9 6.5 -81.[ 56.7 ¢8.87262 0.897 -93.5 68.7 60.0 31.1 27.9 O* O- 12 -12.3, -2,.2391016.76869-5 .5 6.6 -81.350.5 ,_.226190.9[9 -90.266.2,7.5_3.3 ,5.2 165.,678i[- 2
3
-9.289 -27.725 973.75727 -34°0 3.5 -80.6 5[.8 65.86019 0.990 -85.6 60.6 53.[ 11.[ 6.9 [39.59392 2-
6 -9.[27 -26,579 990.90669 -57°6 5.3 -81.[ 44.5 66.869[9 0.959 -85°2 63.5 67.8 17.3 15.5 96o21381 3- 6
5 -8°954 -21.221 1023.91193 -67.8 7.0 -81.4 38.3 _8.18683 0,913 -84.8 66.8 62.6 25.2 26.2 100.56878 6- 5
6 -12.293 -20.726 1050.06556 -52.3 8.7 -82.2 46.2 _9.66782 0,872 -90.3 67.6 62.1 29.8 26.3 [02.[9624 5- 6
7 -15.935 -20.070 [095.87752 -41°3 10.9 -83.3 69.5 51.61154 0.813 -95.8 68.6 62.6 36.3 23.0 112.00852 6- 7
8 -[_.906 -23.803 1056°79868 -29.2 7.8 -81.8 55°7 _9.98533 0.862 -95.3 65.[ 67.8 30.9 13.7 108o76178 7- 8
9 -15,917 -27.266 1036.22531 -13.6 6.8 -80.6 62.5 48.76384 0.895 -94.8 61.8 53.2 27.5 6.8 [00.81688 8- 9
I0 -12.670 -27.518 996.38595 -19.6 6.0 -80.6 57.6 47.[2935 0.950 -90.2 61.0 53,0 [8.9 6.6 106°69051 9-[0
1[ -9.289 -27.725 973.75727 -34.0 3.5 -80.6 5[o8 65.86019 0.990 -85.6 60.4 53.[ 11.I 6.9 96.53616 10-11
12 -6,863 -30.8[3 962.83805 _6.3 1.1 -80.8 53.9 _2.88002 0.969 -82.2 57.1 58.8 2.8 -1.7 118.22693 11-12
13 -6.669 -27.879 966.06062 -72.0 3.[ -81.0 66.8 66.37271 0.986 -81.6 60.0 53.6 6.5 6.6 88.66305 12-13
16 -6.655 -26.8[6 982.70766 -82.0 _.5 -81.0 38.5 65.96255 0.9B3 -80.9 63.0 68.3 [4.7 16.7 92.37869 13-16
[5 -6.2[2 -21.556 1016.56538 -86.9 5.7 -81.0 32.6 67.18056 0.938 -80.0 66.2 63.0 23.2 23.2 98.42086 14-15
16 -5.931 -17.999 1066.35500 -86.2 6.9 -80.7 27.1 48.79042 0.876 -79.0 69.7 37.9 32.0 31.8 107.68884 15-16
17 -8°765 -17o544 [075.73225 -73.3 8o6 -81.7 32.8 49.90696 0.85[ -86.2 70._ 37.1 33.7 33.2 86.92282 [6-[7
L8 -[2.227 -16.852 L[05.71976 -60.6 10.9 -83.1 38.6 51.57267 0.807 -90.3 71.3 36,8 37,6 33.6 106.86826 17-18
19 -16.028 -15.902 1157.79105 -50.1 13.9 -85.1 63.9 53.79713 0.766 -96.6 72.6 37.1 63.3 32.7 118.65905 18-19
20 -20.381 -16.539 1239.62236 -62.1 [8.1 -88.0 68.7 56.86L55 0.65_ -[02.3 74.4 38.1 50.6 30.5 137.55239 19-20
21 -20.056 -19.163 1L66.89270 -33.6 16.0 -85.1 54.2 56.21866 0.733 -101.1 70.1 63.3 46.2 20.2 131.77972 20-Z1
22 -19.863 -23°222 1121.55396 -22.9 9.9 -82.8 60.2 52.30786 0.787 -100.2 66.3 68.5 39.6 10.7 115.71291 2[-22
23 -19.768 -26.962 1097.30687 -10.6 5.8 -80.8 66.7 50.90183 0.822 -99.6 62.8 53.8 36.5 1.6 [06.06[66 22-23
26 --19.769 -30.460 1090.78166 3.3 1.7 -78.8 73.7 69.88069 0.861 -98.? 59.6 58.9 35.7 -7.1 [00.28310 23-26
25 -15.969 -30.557 1031.57828 _.6 1.6 -78.9 69.9 47.86033 0.916 -96.5 58.7 58.5 26.6 -3.9 116.51259 2_-25
26 -12,577 -30.669 992.75961 6.6 1.7 -79.6 65.5 66.30867 0.969 -90.2 58.0 58.3 17.9 -2.1 102.77229 25-26
27 -9.666 -30.737 970.55078 12.1 1.7 -80.1 58.3 66.71867 0.992 -85.9 57.5 58.6 9.5 -1.6 96.93209 26-27
28 -6.863 -30.8[3 962°83805 66.3 1.7 -80.8 53.9 _2.88002 0.969 -82.2 57.[ 58.8 2.8 -[.7 78.23192 27-28
71
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-YII CAMERA FA 58
TAB NO 115 ATLAS PHOTO NO 115 POD SEQUENCE NO 236
JULY 311|964 [3 HR [8 MIN 36 SEC 230 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
632,57G 951.67525 -6,[66 -30.070 2686,931 2,199 -70.549 116.288
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 ]NCD PHAZ EN|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -][,144 -89.696 |048,55968 -26.1 6.5 -81.2 56,5 68,3456[ 0,891 -93.5 68,T 60.1 31,0 27,9 O, O- 1
2 -[2.359 -26.191 1003.86854 -39.6 6.6 -81.3 50.6 67.70817 0.918 -90.2 66.2 67.5 _3.3 15.3 166.01865 l- 2
3 -9.307 -27,64[ 963,[88[3 -34,3 3,5 -80,6 5[,7 65,36266 0.990 -85,6 60,5 53,1 11,1 7.0 |38.[1871 2- 3
4 -9,166 -26.528 980,25288 -57,6 5.3 -81.[ 66,5 66,36547 0,959 -85.2 63.5 67,8 17,4 15.5 93*21536 3- 6
5 -8,975 -21,205 [012.96396 -67,8 7.0 -81,6 38.3 47.68955 0,913 -84,8 66,8 62.6 25,2 26.2 99,50833 6- 5
6 -[2,278 -20,7[6 1038.83966 -52,3 8,1 -82.2 46.2 49,13687 0.872 -90.3 67.6 62,1 29.8 24,3 L0[,10378 5- 6
7 -15,881 -Z0,067 [086.07396 -61,3 10.9 -83,3 49.6 51.05566 0,813 -95,8 68,6 62.6 36.3 23,0 110,77087 8- 7
8 -15.849 -23.760 I065.37692 -29.3 7.8 -81.8 55.5 69.66496 0.862 -95.3 65.1 67.8 30.9 13.8 107.00284 T- 8
9 -[5,862 -27.186 1026,91167 -[3.8 6°8 -80.4 62._ 4H.2_1_7 0.89_ -_.8 _,_ 5_._ 27,4 6,_ 99.¢_Z_9 _- 9
_0 -_._5_ -_Io_3_ 985.57388 -19.8 6.1 -80.6 57.6 66.61795 0.950 -90.2 61.1 53.0 18.9 6.5 103.52678 9-10
I[ -9.307 -27.641 963.18813 -3¢._ 3.5 -80.6 51.7 45.36244 0.990 -85.6 60.5 53,1 11.1 7.0 95.68886 [0-[I
12 -6.907 -30.696 952.19809 61.9 1.7 -80.8 5J.? 62.40661 0.969 -82.2 5T.2 58.8 2.8 -I.6 116.94733 11-12
13 -6.716 -27.794 955.52979 -7[.8 3.1 -81.0 66.7 63.89681 0.986 -8[.6 60.1 53.6 6.8 6.5 87.69733 12-[3
16 -6,503 -26.#66 972.09766 -81.9 4,5 -81,0 38.5 65,66637 0,982 -80.9 63.1 68.3 16,8 [6.8 91,39663 13-16
15 -b,263 -21,530 1003.86680 -86,8 5,1 -00.9 32.5 66.67360 0.937 -80,0 66.2 43,0 23.3 23.2 97,37751 14-[5
16 -5.985 -[8.0_8 1052.9038# -86.2 6.9 -80.7 27.2 68.26527 0.871 -79.0 69.7 37.9 32.0 31.8 106.32578 15-18
17 -8.789 -17.567 [066.21286 -73.3 8.6 -81.6 32.8 69.37052 O.BSI -86.2 70.4 37.1 33.6 33.2 R5.99677 16-17
18 -[2._13 -16.883 1093.86755 -60.6 10.9 -83.1 38.T 51.01980 0.80r -90.3 71.3 36.8 37.5 33.5 |05.69989 17-18
19 -15,972 -15,968 1165.25113 -50,1 13.9 -85.1 43.9 53.21662 U.165 -96.6 72.6 31,1 43,2 32,6 117,12851 18-19
20 -20,273 -[6,609 1225.66336 -62.Z [8.0 -87,9 48,6 56,22968 0.659 -102,3 76,3 38.1 50,5 30.4 [35,83847 19-20
21 -19.951 -19.175 1156.07883 -33.1 13.9 -85.1 56.1 53.62315 0.736 -101.1 70.0 63.3 66.1 20.2 [30.23282 20-21
_2 -19*762 -23.187 1109.22998 -23.1 9.9 -82.8 60.0 51.73289 0.780 -100.2 66.3 68.5 39.3 10.8 116.46456 21-22
23 -19.667 -26.866 1085.13799 -10.5 5.8 -80.0 66.4 50.33722 0.823 -99.6 62.9 53.8 36.6 1.7 [04.89615 22-23
24 -[9.646 -30.3_1 1078.69669 3.1 [.7 -78.9 73.3 69.31875 0.863 -98.7 59.7 58.9 35.6 -7.0 99.17470 23-26
25 -15.912 -30.460 1020.16196 6.1 1.7 -79.0 69.6 67.32972 0.914 -94.5 58.8 58.5 26.6 -3.8 I13o13589 26-25
26 -12.559 -30.532 981.826_6 6.l 1.7 -79.5 65.2 65.79857 0.969 -90.2 58.1 58.3 [7.8 -2.0 101.60821 25-26
27 -9.660 -30.621 959.86589 11.6 1.7 -00.1 58.0 66.22555 0.99_ -85.9 57.6 58.6 9.6 -1.3 93.88576 26-27
28 -6.907 -30.696 952119809 6[,9 1.7 -80.8 53.7 42.60681 0.969 -82.2 57.2 58.8 2.8 -[.6 77.37_80 27-28
TAB NO 116 ATLAS PHOTO NO 116 POD SEQUENCE NO 238
JULY 3[_1966 [3 HR 18 RIN 61 SEC 369 HS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC T0 IHPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
6_1.650 960.85069 -6.180 -29,998 2676.306 2.Z03 -70.697 116.278
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA A. 8/A AZPHAZ 1N_0 PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.135 -19.515 1036.97627 -26.2 6.6 -81.2 56.6 67.81762 0.897 -_3.5 68.6 40.1 31.0 27.8 O. O- 1
2 -12.366 -26.166 992.95163 -39.7 6.6 -81.3 50.3 67.18936 0.9[8 -90.2 66,3 47,5 23.3 15,3 1_2.07183 1- 2
3 -9.325 -27.557 952.60532 -36.6 3.5 -80.6 51.5 66.86606 0.990 -85.6 60.6 53.1 [1.2 7.1 136.64091 2- 3
-9,_66 -26,677 969,59306 -$7,_ 5,3 -81.1 66,6 65,86099 0.950 -85,2 63,6 67,8 17,6 [5,5 92,21529 3- 6
5 -8,997 -21,190 1001.99791 -87,8 _.0 -81,4 38.3 67.1534_ 0.91_ -86.8 66,8 42.6 25.2 24,2 98,66579 6- 5
6 -[2.266 -Z0.705 1027.59511 -52.3 8.7 -82.2 66.2 48.60502 0.872 -90.3 67.6 62.1 29.8 26.3 [00.00962 5- 6
7 -15.827 -20.065 1072.25259 -41.6 10.8 -83.4 49.6 50.69893 U.816 -95.7 60.6 62.6 36.3 23.0 109.53226 6- 7
8 -L5_795 -23_718 1033,93530 -29,5 7,8 -81.9 55,6 68.90383 O,H6_ -_5,3 65.1 47.8 30,8 [3.8 I06,46178 T- 8
9 -[5.8U7 -27.103 [0[3.58682 -16.0 6.8 -80.5 62.0 67.698_8 0.89_ -96.8 6[.9 53.2 27.6 6.9 98.6685[ 8- g
10 -[2.636 -27._52 976.7_709 -20.1 6.[ -80.5 57.2 66.10589 0.95U -90.Z 61.2 53.0 18.9 6.6 I02o35827 9-10
11 -9,325 -27,557 952,60532 -36,6 3,5 -80.b 51,5 44,86406 0,990 -85.6 60,6 53,1 11.2 7,| 94,46015 10-11
12 -6,951 -30,579 961,5_863 39,6 1,7 -B0,8 53,4 4[,92912 0,969 -82,2 57.6 58,8 2,7 -1.5 115,66827 Ll-12
13 -8.762 -27.#08 946.9865[ -71.6 3.1 -80.9 66.6 63.420_1 0,98# -8L.6 60.2 53.6 6.7 6.6 86._3067 12-13
16 -8,561 -2_,711 961,6728[ -81,7 6,5 -81.0 38,6 66.96968 0,982 -80,9 63,1 68,3 16,8 1_,8 90,40897 13-16
15 -8,313 -21,519 992,76761 -84°7 5.8 -80,9 32.5 66,18548 0.93_ -80,0 66.3 43.0 23,3 23.2 96.33224 16-15
16 -6.039 -18.038 1041.63526 -86.1 6.9 -80.6 27.4 47.73933 0.877 -79.0 69.7 37.9 32.0 31.8 [05.16097 15-16
17 -8.812 -L7.591 1052.67650 -73.Z 8.6 -8[.8 32.9 &8.83521 0.851 -86.2 70.3 37.1 33.6 33. E 85.06907 16-17
18 -12.200 -16.915 1081.99803 -60.4 10.9 -83.1 38.7 50.66621 0.808 -90.3 71.3 36.8 37.5 33.5 106.5_969 17-[8
19 -15.916 -15.993 1132.693T3 -50.1 13.8 -85.1 43.9 52.63129 0.766 -96.3 72.5 37.1 63.2 32.6 115.7933l L8-19
20 -20.L66 -[6.670 1211.8565[ -62.2 17.9 -87.9 48.6 55.59695 0.661 -102.3 76.3 38.[ 50.4 30.3 136.[2861 19-20
2[ -19.848 -19.187 114|.25159 -33.7 13.8 -85.1 54.0 53.02_03 0./35 -101.1 70.0 43.3 44.0 20.3 128.68716 20-21
22 -19.662 -23.152 [096.89337 -23.2 9.8 -82.9 59.9 51.15_36 U._88 -[UO.Z 66.3 _B.5 39.3 10.0 [[3.£?683 21-22
23 -19.566 -26.787 1072.96163 -[0.# 5.8 -80.9 66.2 49.77216 0.824 -99.4 62.9 53.8 36.3 1.8 103./6907 22-23
26 -[9,563 -30,223 1066.20668 2.9 [,8 -79,0 73,0 68,75658 0.866 -98,7 59.8 59,0 35,5 -6.8 98,06571 23-26
25 -15,855 -30,322 1008.69639 3,9 1.7 -79,1 69.2 66,79868 0.915 -96.5 58.9 58,5 26.5 -3,7 111,76094 26-25
26 -[2,560 -30,615 970.88290 5.? [,7 -79,5 66.9 65,28816 0,969 -90,2 58,2 58o3 17,8 -1.9 100.66602 25-26
27 -9.676 -30.506 969.17055 IO.T [.7 -80.[ 57.? 43.?32[3 0,992 -85.9 57.7 58.6 9.6 -!.2 92.83830 26-27
28 -6,95[ -30,_79 9_L.56863 39,4 [.7 -80.8 53,6 6[,92912 0,969 -82.2 57,_ 58,8 2,7 -h5 76,51293 27-28
72
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI[ CAMERA FA 59
TAB NO 117 ATLAS PHOTO NO 117 POD SEQUENCE NO 240
JULY 31t[964 13 H8 18 8IN 46 S_C 469 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT AL7 LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
422.330 930.21307 -6.216 -29.925 2665.668 2.206 -70.446 |16-260
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 81A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -[[.127 -19.533 [023.31312 -26.4 6.4 -81.2 56.2 47.28888 0.897 -93.5 68.6 40.1 30.9 27.8 O. O- 1
2 -12.328 -26.097 982.01305 -39.8 6.6 -81.6 50.2 46.66950 0.9[8 -90.2 66.3 47.5 23.3 15.4 190.145|9 1- 2
3 -9.342 -27.473 962.08668 -34.9 3.5 -80.7 51.3 46.36490 0.990 -85.6 60.7 53.2 [1.3 7.[ 135.[5887 2- 3
-9.185 -24t626 958.9873[ -57.5 5.3 -8[.1 A4.6 45.3555[ 0.958 -85.2 63.6 67.8 17.5 15.6 91._1267 _ 6
5
-9.018 -21.[75 99[.00606 -67.7 7.0 -81.6 38.3 46.63609 0.913 -84.8 66.8 62.6 25.2 26.2 97.37961 4- 5
6 -12.250 -20.696 1016.32373 -52.6 8.7 -82.2 46.1 68.07191 0.872 -90.3 67.6 62.[ 29.8 26.3 98.9[260 5- 6
7 -L5.772 -20.064 [060.48453 -41.5 10.8 -83.4 69.3 69.94096 0.814 -95.7 68.6 42.4 36.2 23.0 [08.29132 6- 7
8 -15.740 -23.675 [022.47442 -29.6 7.8 -8[.9 55.2 48.36[70 0.863 -95.3 65.2 47.8 30.8 13.9 105.27671 7- 8
9 -[5.751 -27.023 [002.24259 -14.2 4.8 -80.6 61.8 47.16447 0.896 -94.8 62.0 53.2 27.6 5.0 97.59163 a- 9
_Q -12_619 -27,270 963.90528 -20,3 6.| -80.5 57.0 65.59306 0.950 -90.2 61.2 53.0 18.9 6. T 101._9072 9-10
11 -9.362 27.673 942.00668 34.9 3.5 -80.7 51.3 44.36490 0.990 -85.6 60.7 53.2 ll.3 7.[ 93.38982 10-11
I2 -6.996 -30.463 930.88984 36*9 1.7 -80.8 53.2 41.A5340 0.969 -82.2 57.5 58.8 2.7 -1.4 14.38761 11-12
13 -8.808 -27.623 936.42846 -71.5 3.2 -80.9 66.5 42.96288 0.987 -81.6 60.3 53.6 6.8 6.6 85.56296 12-13
14 -6.599 -24.658 950.82829 -81.5 4.5 -81.0 38.6 64.45169 0.982 -80.9 63.2 48.3 I4.9 16.9 89.42094 13-14
[5 -8.364 -21.50I 981.88569 -84.5 5.8 -80.9 32.6 45.65645 0.937 -80.0 66.3 63.1 23.3 23.2 95.28354 14-15
16 -6.093 -18.058 1029.9_776 -86.0 T.O -80.6 27.5 67.212D9 0.877 -79.0 69.7 37.9 32.0 3[.8 103.99194 15-16
17 -8.836 -17.616 104I.[0561 -73.2 8.6 -81.6 33.0 68.29850 0.852 -84.2 70.3 37.1 33.6 33.1 84.[3876 [6-17
18 -[2.186 -16.948 1070.09271 -60.4 10.9 -83.[ 38.7 69.91114 0.808 -90.3 71.2 36.8 37.4 33.5 103.39637 17-18
19 -[5.860 -16.039 1120.10487 -50.2 13.8 -85.1 43.8 52.04651 0.767 -96.3 72.5 37.1 43.1 32.5 [[4._577A 18-[9
20 -20.056 -14o768 1198.03941 -42.3 17.8 -87.9 48.5 54.96322 0.662 -[02.3 74.2 38.1 50.3 30.3 [32.42035 19-20
21 -19.745 -19.199 1128.40076 -33.8 13.8 -85.[ 53.9 52.42983 U.73/ -101.1 70.0 43.3 43.9 20.3 127.[3830 20-21
_£ -L_._O_ _._ _C_.5_ -_4 q.R -82.9 59.7 50.58096 0.789 -100.2 66.3 48.5 39.2 10.9 111.90125 21-22
26 -19.641 -30.105 I053.9123T 2.8 1.8 -79.1 72.7 48.19425 0.045 -98./ 59.8 59.0 35.6 -6.T 96.95579 23-26
25 -15.798 -30.20_ 997.24216 3.6 1.7 -79.2 68.9 46.26725 0.915 -94.5 59.0 58.5 26.4 -3.5 110.38819 24-25
26 -[2.521 -30.299 959.92919 5.3 1.7 -79.6 64.6 46.77729 0.969 -90.2 58.3 58._ 17.8 -1.7 99.27938 25-26
27 -9.492 -30.387 938.46507 10.0 [.7 -80.[ 57.5 43.23867 0.992 -85.9 57.8 58.6 9.4 -1.1 91.79006 26-27
28 -6.996 -30.463 930.88984 36.9 1.7 -80.8 53.2 41.45360 U.969 -82.2 _7.5 58.8 2.7 -1.4 75.55213 _7-28
TAB NO 118 ATLAS PHOTO NO 118 POD SEQUENCE NO 242
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 18 RIN 51 SEC 589 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
417.210 9[9.56339 -6.252 -29.851 2655.019 2.209 -70.396 116.258
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I
-11.118 -[9.552 10EI.75664 -26.5 6.4 -81.3 56.0 66.75922 0.897 -93.5 68.6 60.1 30.9 27.7 O. O- 1
2 -12.313 -_6,050 971.05367 -39.9 6.6 -81.4 50.1 66.16866 0.918 -90.2 64.4 67.6 23.4 15.6 138.23698 1- 2
3 -9.360 -27.390 931.39276 -35.1 3.5 -80.7 51.2 63.86503 0.989 -85.6 60.7 53.2 [1.3 7.2 133.673[[ 2-
4 -9.205 -24.376 948.20149 -57.5 5.3 -81.1 44.3 44.86909 0.958 -85.2 63.7 67.8 17.5 15.6 90.20735 3- 4
5 -9.040 -2[.160 979.98959 -67.7 7.0 -81.4 38.3 46.11760 0.913 -84.8 66.8 42.4 25.2 24.3 96.30996 6- 5
6 -12.235 -20.687 1005.02677 -52.4 8.6 -82.2 46.1 67.53759 0.8?2 -90.3 67.6 62.L 29.8 26.3 97.81285 5- 6
7 -15.717 -20.064 1048.53113 -41.5 10.8 -83.6 49.2 49.38177 0.815 -95.7 68.6 62.4 36.2 23.0 107.06831 6- 7
8 -15.686 -23.636 1010.99313 -29.7 7.8 -82.0 55.1 47.81861 0.863 -95.2 65.2 67.8 30.8 L3.9 104.10785 7- 8
9 -15.696 -26.946 990.88552 -14.3 4.8 -80.6 61.5 46.62997 0.896 -94.8 62.1 53.2 27.3 5.1 96.51211 8- 9
10 -12.602 -27.189 953.04721 -20.6 4.1 -80.5 56.8 65.07969 0.950 -90.2 61.3 53.0 18.9 6.8 100.02222 9-10
[I -9.360 -27.390 931.39276 -35.1 3.5 -80.7 51.2 43.86503 0.989 -85.6 60.7 53.2 11.3 7.2 92.33808 [O-L[
12 -7.040 -30.366 920.22198 36.6 1.8 -80.7 53.0 40.97750 0.969 -82.2 57.6 58.8 2.7 -1.3 113.10478 11-12
13 -6.854 -27.539 923.856[6 -71.3 3.2 -80.9 46.5 42.46465 0.987 -81.6 60.4 53.6 6.8 6.7 84.59419 12-13
14 -6.648 -24.607 940.16488 -81.4 4.5 -81.0 38.6 43.95302 0.982 -80.9 63.2 A8.3 14.9 14.9 88.63066 13-14
15 -6.415 -21.484 970.84076 -84.4 5.8 -80.9 32.7 45.14635 0.937 -80.0 66.3 63.1 23.3 23.2 96.23161 14-15
16 -6.147 -18.079 1018.41309 -85.9 7.0 -80.6 27.6 66.68361 0.877 -79.0 69.7 37.9 31.9 31.7 102.81905 15-16
17 -8.860 -17.661 1029.50778 -73.2 8.6 -81.6 33.0 47.76065 0.852 -84.2 70.3 37.1 33.6 33.1 8_.20605 16-17
18 -12.172 -16.981 1058. I5942 -60.4 10.9 -83.1 38.7 49.35467 0.809 -90.3 71.2 36.8 37.4 33.4 102.L4017 17-18
19 -15.805 -16.086 1107.48666 -50.2 13.? -85.1 43.8 5[.46034 0.748 -96.3 72.4 37.2 43.0 32.5 113.12009 18-19
20 -19.968 -14.818 [186.20032 -62.3 11.7 -87.9 48.5 54.32838 0.664 -102.3 76. l 38.1 50.1 30.2 130.11369 [9-20
21 -19.662 -19.213 1115.52789 -33.9 13.7 -85.I 53.8 51.83160 0.738 -10[.l 70.0 43.3 43.8 20.3 125.58677 20-2I
_.Z -19oA60 -23.086 1072.16597 -23=4 9.8 -83.0 59.5 50.00374 0.790 _100.2 66.3 68.5 39.1 I1.0 L10.62424 21-22
23 -19.364 -26.636 1048.57292 -11.0 5.8 -81.1 65.? 48.66046 0.826 -99.6 63.0 53.8 36.2 2.1 101.44688 22-23
24 -19.338 -29.987 [04L.61623 2.6 1.8 -79.3 72.6 67.63175 0.846 -98.7 59.9 59.0 35.3 -6.5 95.84503 23-26
25 -15.741 -30.089 985.7?953 3.4 1.8 -79.3 68.6 45.73543 0.916 -96.5 59.1 58.5 26.4 -3.4 [09.01728 24-25
26 --12.503 -30.183 948.96552 5.0 _.7 -79.6 64.3 44.26596 0.969 -90.Z 58.4 58.3 I7.8 -1.6 98.11479 25-26
27 -9.508 -30o271 927.74963 9.3 1.7 -80.2 57.2 62.74456 0.991 -85,9 57.9 58.5 9.4 -1.0 90.?6088 26-27
28 -7.060 -30.346 920.22198 34.4 1.8 -80.7 53.0 60.97750 0.969 -82.2 57.6 58.8 2.7 -1.3 Y4.79057 27-28
73
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[I CARERA FA 60
TAB NO 119 ATLAS PHOTO NO 119 POD SEQUENCE NO 244
JULY 3LwLD_4 ].3 HR ].8 R|N 56 SEC 709 NS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IRPACT ALT LAT LUN 8 V PTH AZ
412.090 908.90073 -6.288 -29.777 2666.356 2.2].3 -70.36). 116.248
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
], -|],.]'09 -].9.570 1000.12390 -26.7 6.4 -8L.3 55.9 66.22876 0.89? -93.5 68.6 40.2 30.8 27.7 0. 0- 1
2 -]..2.297 -24.004 960oD7691 -40.0 6°4 -8]..4 50.O 45.62700 0.9].8 -90.2 64.4 47.6 23.4 15.5 136.33055 ]'- Z
3 -9.378 -27.307 920.76446 -35._' 3.6 -80.T 51.0 43.36449 0.989 -85.6 60+8 53.2 11.4 7.3 132.18452 2- 3
4 -9,225 -24.3ZT 937.47886 -57.5 5.3 -81.1 44.3 46.34188 0.958 -85.2 63.7 47.8 ]'7.6 15,7 89.20047 3- 4
5 -9°06]. -21.]'46 968.95461 -67.7 7.0 -81.4 38.4 65.59824 0.913 -84.8 66.9 62.4 25.2 24.3 95.23820 4- 5
6 -12.221 -20.678 993.71069 -52.4 8.6 -82.2 44.0 47°00237 0.872 -90.3 67.6 62.]. 29.8 24.3 96.71140 5- 6
7 -15.663 -20°063 1036.63951 -41.6 ]'0.? -83.4 49.| 48.82].?3 0.815 -95.7 68.6 42.4 36.]' 23.0 [05.80415 6- 7
8 -15.63]' -23.592 999.495].3 -29°8 7.8 -82.0 54.9 47.27472 0.863 -95.2 65.2 47.8 30.T ].4.0 102.93693 7- 8
9 -]5.640 -26.864 979.51445 -]'4.b I,._ -80.? _'.._ 4,_,.0"_46J u.uD/ -94.8 62.1 53.2 27.3 5.2 95.43073 8- 9
iU -12.385 -27oL07 942.[7429 -20.8 4°]' -80.6 56.6 44.56521. 0.950 -90.2 61.4 53.D 18.9 6.9 98.85275 9-10
1], -9*378 -27.307 920.76446 -3_.4 3.6 -B0.? 51.0 43.36469 0.989 -85.6 60.8 $3.2 ]'1.4 7.3 91.28486 10-l]'
12 -7+084 -30.230 909.54383 31.9 1.8 -80.7 52.8 40.50133 0.969 -82.2 57.7 58.8 2.T -|o1 1]'1.82050 ]'1-12
13 -6.900 -27.455 913.2/065 -71.[ 3.2 -80.9 46.4 41.985/4 U.987 -01.6 60.4 53.6 6.9 6.8 83.62444 12-13
14 -6.696 -24°555 929.48585 -81.2 4+5 -80.9 38.6 43.45363 [).982 -80.9 63.3 48.3 15.0 15o0 87.43873 ).3-].4
15 -6.466 -21o467 959,85863 -84.3 5.8 -80.9 32.8 44.63546 0.937 -80.1 66.3 43.1 23.3 23.3 93.17775 ]'4-15
16 -6,201 -18,],01 1006.87068 -85.8 7.0 -80.6 27.8 46.15433 0.878 -79.0 69.7 37.9 31.9 51.? 101.64451 15-16
17 -8.883 -17.661 ].0].7.89088 -73.1 8.6 -8]'.6 33.1 47.22152 0.852 -86.2 70.3 37ol 33.5 33.0 82.27]'70 ].6-].7
]'8 -],2,158 -17.D15 1046.20659 -6D.4 10.8 -83.]. 38.7 48.79728 0.809 -90.3 1]'.2 36.8 37.4 33.4 ],01.08213 ],7-18
19 -15°748 -],6.134 1094.85080 -50°2 13.7 -85.0 43.8 50.87335 0.149 -96.3 72.4 37.2 42.9 32.4 |11.18180 18-19
2D -],9°840 -14°889 1170.35133 -42.6 17.6 -87.8 48.4 53.69309 0.666 -].02.3 74.0 38.2 50.0 30.1 ].29.01120 19-20
21 -19.539 -19.226 1],02.64120 -34.0 13.6 -85.2 53.7 51.23274 0.739 -],0]'.1 69.9 43.3 43.7 20.3 124.03668 20-21
22 -19,358 -23°050 1059.78033 -23.5 9.7 -83.0 59.4 49.42592 0.791 -100.2 66.4 48.5 39.0 11.0 109.34581 21-22
23 -19.263 -26.551 1036.36231 -I. 1.1 5.8 -BI.2 65.5 48.0738? N.826 -99.4 63.1 53.8 36.1 2.2 100.29291 22-23
24 -19.236 -29°870 ],029.31004 2.4 1.9 -79.4 72.1 47.06897 U.847 -98.7 60.0 59.0 35.1 -6o4 94.73349 23-24
25 -15.68J -29°973 974.30670 3.2 1.8 -79.4 68.3 45.20313 0.916 -94.5 59.2 58.5 26.3 -3.3 107.84810 24-25
26 -12.684 -30.067 937.99044 4.6 1.8 -79.7 63.9 43.75407 0.969 -90.2 58.6 58.3 ],T.T -1.5 96.94969 25-26
27 -9.524 -30.155 917.02299 8.6 1o8 -80.2 56.9 42.25029 0.991 -85.9 58.1 58.5 9.4 -0.9 89.69064 26-27
28 -7.084 -30.._30 9D9.$4383 31.9 1.8 -80.7 _2.8 40.50133 0.969 -82.2 57. T 58.8 2.? -1.| 73.92799 27-28
TAB NO 120 ATLAS PHOTO NO 120 POD SEQUENCE NO 246
JULY 311]'964 13 HR ].9 NIN 1 SEC 829 NS
TRAJECTUR¥ DATA SEC TD [MPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
406.9T0 898.Z2_31 -6,325 -29.T02 2633o681 2,216 -70,288 116.238
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NFD PHA2 EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
O- 1
-11.100 -19.588 988.41513 -26.8 6°4 -8],.4 55.T 45.69724 0.897 -93.5 68.6 40.2 30.8 27.7 O. 21---12.28], -_3.958 949.07677 -40.1 6.4 -8]..4 49.9 45.10423 0.9].8 -90.2 64.4 47.6 23.4 ].5.5 134.46509 2
3 -9.395 -27.224 910.1],933 -35.6 3.6 -80.7 50°9 42.863].6 0,989 -85.6 60.9 53°2 11.4 7.4 130.69],45 3
4 -9.244 -24,277 926.73403 -51.5 5.3 -8L.L 44.2 43.83362 0.957 -85.2 63.8 47*8 LT.6 15.7 88°19086 3- 4
5 -9.083 -2]..].33 957.89222 -67.6 T.O -8]..4 38.4 45.07760 0,913 -84.8 66.9 42.4 25.3 24.3 94.16255 4- 5
6 -12.206 -Z0.610 982.36566 -52°5 8.6 -82.2 44.0 46.46577 0.872 -90.3 67.6 42.1 29.8 24.3 95.60702 5- b
7 -]'5.608 -20.066 1024.71849 -41.7 10.7 -83.4 49,0 48.26031 0.816 -95.7 68.6 42.4 36.1 23.0 104.55742 6- 7
8 -15.576 -23.552 987.97360 -30.U P.8 -82.1 54.8 46.72973 0.864 -95.2 65.3 47.8 30.7 14.0 L01.76]'61 7- 8
9 -15.585 -26.785 968.12607 -],4.T 4.8 -80.8 61.1 45.55885 0.897 -94.8 62.2 53.2 27.3 5.3 94.34627 8- 9
10 -12.368 -27.026 931.28374 -21.0 4+1 -80.6 56.4 44°05010 0.950 -90.Z 61.5 53.0 19.0 6.9 97.68]'93 9-10
11 -9.395 -27.224 9]'0.]'1933 -35.6 3.6 -80.7 50.9 42.86316 0.989 -85.6 60.9 53.2 ],1.4 7.4 90.22983 10-1]'
].2 -7.].29 -30.114 898.85588 29.3 1.8 -80.7 52.5 40.02494 0.969 -8-).2 57.8 58.8 2.8 -L.D 110.53428 LL-L2
13 -6.947 -27.371 902.66945 -70.9 3.2 -80.9 46.3 41,50590 0.987 -81.6 60.5 53.6 7.0 6.9 82.65348 ]'2-13
14 -6.745 -26.504 9/.8.78621 -8]'.0 4.5 -80.9 38.7 42.95328 U.9B1 -80°9 63.3 48.3 ].5.0 ].5.0 86.44430 ],3-14
15 -6.511 -21.450 948.85091 -84.2 5.8 -80.8 32.9 44.12339 U°937 -80.L 66.4 43.1 23.3 23.3 92.12026 14-15
16 -6.256 -]'8.123 995.29784 -85.7 T.O -80.6 21.9 45.6236_ 0.878 -79.0 69.6 31.9 31.9 31.7 ].00.46546 ],5-16
17 -8.907 -17.693 1006.2_134 -73.1 8.6 -81.6 33.2 46.68108 0.852 -84.2 70.2 37.1 33.5 33.0 81.33466 ],6-17
18 -12°],45 -17.050 1034.21939 -60.4 10.8 -83.]. 38.7 48.23830 0.810 -90.3 71.1 36.8 37.3 33.3 99.92050 17-18
19 -].5.692 -L6.182 1082.],8021 -50.3 L3.6 -B5.0 43.8 50.28415 U.149 -96.3 72.3 31.2 42.9 32.6 110.44049 18-19
_0 -19.731 -14.960 ],156.41161 -42.4 ].7.5 -87.8 48.3 53.05631 0.668 -].02.3 73.9 38.2 49.9 30.0 127.309]'7 19-20
2]. -].9.435 -19.241 IO89.72733 -34.0 ].3.6 -85.2 53.6 50.63262 0.740 -],01.1 69.9 43.3 1,3.6 20.3 122.48255 20-21
22 -19.257 -23.0]'1 1047.313]'7 -23.6 9.7 -83°]' 59.2 48.84712 0.792 -100.2 66.4 48.5 38.9 1]'.1 108.06312 21-22
23 -19.162 -26.482 1024.13724 -11.3 5.8 -8]..2 65.2 47.5066_ U.827 -99.4 63.1 53.8 36.0 2.3 99.13578 22-23
24 -I.9.133 -29.754 ],0],6.99937 2.Z 1.9 -79.5 /1.8 46.50592 0.848 -98.7 60.1 59.0 35.0 -6.2 93.620?2 23-24
25 -15.626 -29.857 962.82356 2.9 1.8 -79.5 68.0 44.67037 0.91/ -94.5 59.3 58.5 26.2 -3.1 106.28054 24-25
26 -12.465 -29.951 927.00404 4.3 1._ -79.7 63.6 43.24].66 0._70 -90.2 58.7 58.3 L7.? -L.4 95.78402 25-26
27 -9.540 -30.040 906.2853? ?.9 [.8 -80.2 56.6 41.f5568 O.q_L -B5.9 58.2 58.5 9.4 -0.8 88.63925 26-27
28 -T.129 -30.114 898.85588 29o3 ]..8 -80.7 52.5 40.02494 0.969 -82°2 5?.8 58.8 2.6 -L.O 13.06468 27-28
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t JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VH CANERA FA 61
TAB NO 121 ATLAS PHOTO NO 121 POD SEQUENCE NO 248JULY 3111964 13 HR 19 M|N 6 SEC 949 MS
TRAJECT08¥ DATA SEC TO |MPAC[ ALT LAT LON 8 V PTH AZ
401.850 887.5P696 ,6.3_ _29_627 2622.992 2.220 -70423_ 1|6,227
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZ$UN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EN l S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.092 -19.607 976.81023 -27.0 6.4 -81.4 55.5 45.16475 0.897 -93.5 68.5 40.2 30.7 27.6 0. 0- |
2 -12.266 -23.912 938.05506 -40.2 6.4 -81.4 49.8 44.58063 0.918 -90.2 64.5 67.6 23.6 15.5 132.57420 l- 2
3 -9.413 -27.142 899.45799 -35.9 3.6 -80.7 50.8 62.36105 0.989 -85.6 61.0 53.2 11.5 7.6 129.19445 2- 3
_. --9JJ7.64 -24.229 915*96862 -57.6 5.3 -81.1 64.2 4_32639 2.957 -85._ 63.8 47.8 17.7 [5.8 07.17_80_3:
5 -9.104 -21.120 946.80524 -67.6 7.0 -81.4 38.4 ¢4.55581 0.913 -84.8 66.9 42.4 25.3 24.3 93.08359 4- 5
6 -12.191 -20.662 970.99485 -52°5 8.6 -82.2 44.0 65.92796 0.872 -90.2 67.6 42.1 29.8 24.3 94.49996 5- 6
7 -15.552 -20.065 1012.77170 -41o7 10.7 -83.8 49o0 67.69767 0o816 -95.7 68.6 42o5 36.0 23°0 103.30840 6- 7
8 -15.521 -23.511 976.43062 -30.1 7.8 -8Z.L 54.6 ¢6.18373 0.866 -95.Z 65.3 47.8 30.7 14.1 100.58Z65 7- 8
9 -15.529 -26.707 956.72128 -14.9 4.8 -80.8 60.9 45.02211 0.89? -94.8 62.3 53.2 27.2 5.4 93.25911 8- 9
I_1Z_35L -26.945 920.37628 -21._ 4.1 -80.6 56.2 _3.53649 0-_50 -90_Z 61.6 53.0 19.0 7.0 96._(_990 9-10
11 -9.413 -27.142 899.45799 -35.9 3.6 -80.7 50.8 62.36105 0.909 -85.6 61.0 53.2 11.5 7.6 89.17309 10-11
12 -7.173 -29.999 888.15773 26.7 1.8 -80.7 52.3 39.54827 0.965 -82.2 58.0 58.8 2.6 -0.9 109.24608 11-12
13 -6.993 -27.287 892.05339 -70.8 3.2 -80.9 46.3 _1.02519 0.988 -81.6 60.6 53.6 7.1 7.0 81.68137 12-13
16 -6.793 -24.453 908.06741 -80.9 4.6 -80.9 38.7 _Z.45204 0.981 -80.9 63.4 48.4 15.1 15.1 85.44764 13-|4
15 -6.568 -21.43_ 937.82027 -84.1 5.8 -80.8 33.0 43.61027 0.937 -80.1 66.4 43,1 23.3 23.3 91.05969 14-15
16 -b.._lO -18*1_6 983.69875 -85.6 T.O -80.5 28.0 45o0918_Q.02_ -79.0 69.6 37.9 31.8 31.7 99.28290 15-16
17 -8°930 -17.721 994.56364 -73.0 8.6 -81.6 33.3 66.13934 0°853 -84.2 70.2 37._ 33._ 33.0 80.39517 16-17
18 --12.130 -17.085 1022.20272 -60.4 10.8 -83.1 38.7 67.67793 0.810 -90°3 71.1 36.8 37.3 33.3 98.?5587 17-18
19 -15.635 -16.231 1069.48058 -50.3 13.6 -85.0 63.7 69.69679 0.750 --96.3 72.3 37.2 42.8 32.3 109.09721 18-19
20 -19.622 -15.032 1142.56786 -62.5 17.4 -87.8 48.3 52.41856 0.669 -102.3 73.9 38.Z 49.7 30.0 125.60854 19-20
_l -Iq._2 -1q.256 1076.79063 -34.1 13.5 -85.2 53.5 50.03146 0.741 -lOt.1 69.9 43.3 43.5 20.3 120.92624 20-21
-19.156 -22.985 L034.9_717 -23./ _.b -U_.L _.U ............... • L Lo _ IA O 1! 1 1n_-?77N9 _1--_2
-19.061 -26°407 1011.89860 -11._ 5.8 -81.3 65.0 _6.93875 0.828 -99.6 63.2 53.8 35.9 _2.6 97.97605 22-23
24 -19.031 -29.638 1004.68201 2.0 2.0 -79.6 71.4 65.94258 0.849 -98.7 60.2 59.0 34.9 -6.| 92.50681 23-26
25 -15.569 -29.742 951.32993 2.7 1.9 -79.6 67,7 44.13713 0.917 -94.5 59.4 58.5 26.2 -3.0 104.91437 24-25
26 -12.646 -29.836 916.00601 3.9 1.8 -79.8 63.3 62.72871 0.970 -90.2 58.8 58.3 17.7 -1.3 94.61792 25-26
27 -9.556 -29.925 895.53648 7.2 1.8 -80.2 56.4 _1.26070 0.992 -85.9 58.3 58.5 9.6 -0.7 87.58680 26-27
28 -7.173 ,29.999 888.15773 26.7 1.8 -80.7 52.3 39.56827 0.968 -82.2 58.0 58.8 2.6 -0.9 72.20020 27-28
TAB NO 122 ATLAS PHOTO NO 122 POD SEQUENCE NO 250
JULY 3141964 13 HR 19 MIN 12 SEC 69 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LA7 LON 8 V PTH AZ
396.731 076.83502 -6.399 -29.551 2612.291 Z.223 -70.181 116.217
PHD?O OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.083 -19.625 965.12919 -27.1 6.6 -81.5 55.6 64.63146 0.897 -93.5 68.5 60.3 30.7 27.6 O. O- 1
2 -12.250 -23.867 927.01601 -40.4 6.4 -81.5 49.6 _4.05580 0.918 -90.2 64.5 _7.6 23.4 15.6 130.70462 1- 2
3 -9.431 -27.059 888.78216 -36.1 3.6 -80.7 50.6 41.85827 0.989 -85.6 61.1 53.2 11.6 7.5 127.69472 2- 3
-9.283 -24.180 905.18643 -57.6 5.3 -8_.1 4_.1 52.81436 0.957 -05.2 63.9 47.8 17.7 15,8 86.16498 3-
5 -9.125 -21.107 935.69991 -67.5 7o0 -81.4 38.4 ¢4.03315 0.912 -84.8 66.9 42.4 Z5.3 24.3 92.00258 4- 5
6 -12.177 -20.655 959.60513 -52.5 8.6 -82.Z 43.9 45.38925 0.872 -90.Z 67.6 42.2 29.8 2_.3 93,_9111 _ 67 -15.497 -20.066 1000.80698 -41.8 10.6 -83.5 48.9 47.13419 0.816 -95.? 68.6 42.5 36.0 23.0 102.05825 7
8 -15.466 -23.47L 964.87106 -50.2 7.7 -82.1 54.5 65.63693 0.864 -95.Z 65.3 47.8 30.6 14.1 99.40L72 7- 8
9 -15°473 -26.628 945.30246 -15.1 4.8 -80.9 60.6 _.48471 0.898 -94.8 62.3 53.2 27.2 5.5 92°17010 8- 9
1_ -12.334 -26.865 _0_5392 -21.5 4.1 -80.7 56.0 53.01758 0.950 -90.2 61.6 53.0 19.0 7.1 95,33691 9-10
-9.431 -27.059 888.78216 -36.1 3.6 -80.7 50.6 61.85827 0.989 -85.6 6L.L 53.2 11.6 7*5 88.11498 10-11
12 -7.218 -29.883 877.44912 24.2 1.8 -80.7 52.1 39.07131 0.968 -82.2 58.1 58.8 2.6 -0.8 107.95625 11-12
13 -7.039 -27.206 881.42393 -70.6 3.2 -80.8 46.2 40.54379 0.988 -81.6 60.7 53.6 7.2 7.0 80.70825 12-13
14 -6.842 -24._02 897.33303 -80.7 4.6 -80.9 38.7 41.95007 0.981 -80.9 63.5 _8.4 15ol 15.1 8_.44930 13-14
15 -6.619 -21.619 926.77258 -83.9 5.9 -80.8 33.1 43.09636 0.937 -80. L 66.4 43.1 23.3 23.3 89.99725 16-15
16 -6.364 -18.169 972.08233 -85.5 7.1 -80.5 28.Z 44.55922 0.878 -79.0 69.6 37.9 31.8 31.6 98.09882 15-16
17 -8.954 -17.748 982°86726 -73.0 8.6 -8L.6 33.3 45.59674 0.853 -84.2 70.2 37.1 33.5 32.9 79._5405 16-17
18 -12.116 -17.121 1010.16704 -60.4 10.8 -83.1 38.8 47.11668 O.BII -90.3 71.1 36.8 37.2 33.3 97.58953 17-18
19 -15.$79 -16.280 1056.76404 -50.3 13.5 -85.0 43.7 ¢9.10404 0.751 -96.3 72.2 37.Z 42.7 32.3 107.75326 18-19
20 -19.513 -15.104 1128°65521 -42.5 17°2 -87.7 48.2 51.78033 0.b71 -102.3 73.8 38.2 _9.6 29.9 123o91238 19-20
ZI -19.228 -19.271 1063.84064 -34.Z 13.4 -85.2 53.4 49.42965 0.742 -101.1 69.9 63.3 63.5 20.3 119.37165 20-21
2,2.---_19._5_ _22_q53 IJ_.2.508L5 -23.9 9.6 -83°2 58.9 47.68717 U.794 -100.2 66o6 48.6 38.8 11.2 105.48984 21-22
23 -18.960 -26.332 999.64942 -11o6 5.8 -81.6 64.8 66.37040 0.829 -99.4 63.2 53.8 35.8 2.5 96.81472 22-23
24 -18.9Z8 -29.522 992.35840 1.9 2.0 -79.7 71.L 45.37895 0.850 -98.7 60.3 59.0 34.8 -5.9 91.39211 23-24
25 -15o511 -29°626 939.82595 2.4 1.9 -79.6 67.3 43.60340 0.918 -94.5 59.5 58.5 26.1 -2.9 103.54993 24-25
26 -12.427 -29.721 904.99638 3.6 1.8 -79.8 63.0 42.21522 0.970 -90.2 58.9 58.3 17.7 -1.2 93._5138 25-26
27 -9.572 -29o809 884.77618 6.6 1.8 -80.Z 56.L q0.76534 C.992 -85.9 58.4 58.5 9.4 -0.6 86.53331 26-27
28 -7.2_8 -29.883 877.44912 24.2 I.B -80.7 52ol" 39.07131 0.968 -82°2 58.1 58o8 2.b -0.8 71.33480 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-Vl[ CAMERA FA 6Z
TAB NO 123 ATLAS PHOTO NO 123 POD SEQUENCE NO 252
JULY 31t1964 [3 HR 19 MIN [7 SEC 189 AS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC [Q ]MPAC7 ALT LA7 LON 8 V PTH AZ
391,611 866,12155 :6.4136 -29_676 2601.577 2,227 -70,127 IL6,Z06
PHOTO DA7A
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/k AZPHAZ iN CO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[[.074 -[9.643 953.63[72 -27.3 6.4 -8[.5 55.2 46.09746 0.897 -93.5 68.5 40.3 30.6 2T,5 O. O- [
-12.234 -23.82[ 91§.96217 -40.5 6.4 -8[.5 49.5 43.53048 0.9|8 -90.2 64.6 47.6 23.4 15.6 128.82586 [- 2
-9.648 -26.976 878.09273 -36.4 3.6 -80.7 50.5 41.35485 0.988 -85.6 61.2 $3.2 [1.6 7.6 126.19282 2- 3
-9,302 -26*131 896,38982 -_T,O _,3 -81,1 64,1 62.30365 0.957 -05,Z 63.9 47,8 IT.8 15,9 85,14980 3- 6
-9.[47 -21.094 924.58042 -67.5 T.0 -8[.4 38.5 43.50983 0.9[2 -84.8 66.9 42.4 25.3 26.3 90.92038 4- 5
6 -12.162 -Z0.647 968.20100 -52.6 8.6 -82.3 43.9 44.84986 0,872 -90,2 67.6 42,2 29.8 26.3 92.28088 5- 6
7 -15,442 -ZO.06T 988.82942 -4|,9 10,6 -B3.5 48.8 46.57010 0.8|7 -95.7 68.6 42.5 35.9 23.0 100.80763 6- 7
8 -15.411 -23o430 953.29T77 -30.3 7.7 -82.2 54.4 65.08949 0.865 -95.2 65.4 47.8 30.6 14.1 98,21996 7- 8
9 -15.411 -Z6.550 933.87067 -15.1 48 -80.? _0.4 43.7467G 0._9_ -_q,8 62._ 53.2 27.[ 5.6 91.07980 8- 9
10 -12.316 -26o783 898.51161 -21,7 4.| -80.7 55.8 62.50031 0.950 -90,Z 61.7 53,0 19.0 7,2 96.16319 9-10
11 -9,448 -26.976 878.092/3 -36.4 3.6 -80.7 50.5 41.35685 0.988 -85.6 61.2 53.2 11.6 7.6 87.05543 10-11
12 -7,Z62 -29.767 866.72963 21.6 1.8 -80.7 51.9 38.59400 0.968 -82.2 58.2 58.9 2.6 -0.7 106.66497 [1-12
13 -7.085 -27°[20 870.78194 -70.4 3.2 -80.8 46.1 40.06182 0.988 -8[.6 60.8 _3.7 7.3 7.1 79.73418 12-13
16 -6,890 -26,351 886.58534 -80,6 4,6 -80.9 J8.7 41.44768 0.981 -80.9 63.5 48.6 15.1 15.1 83.44973 [3-14
[5 -6.670 -21.402 915,71187 -83.8 5.9 -80.8 33.2 42.58184 0.937 -80.1 66.6 43.1 23.4 23.3 88.93376 14-[5
1_ -6._18 -18.192 960,6§6/8 -85,6 T.1 -80.5 28,3 46,02601 0,879 -79.0 69.6 3r.9 31.8 31.6 96.91_65 15-16
-8.977 -17.775 971.15862 -72.9 8.6 -81.6 33,4 45.05357 0.853 -84.2 70.2 37.1 33.4 32.9 78.51185 16-17
18 -12+102 -17.156 998.11935 -60.4 10.8 -83.1 38.8 46.55486 0.811 -90.3 71.0 36.8 37.2 33.2 96.42223 17-18
19 -15.522 -16.328 1066.03838 -50.4 13.5 -85.0 43.7 48.51286 0.752 -96.3 72.2 37.2 42.6 32.2 106._0980 18-19
20 -19.604 -15.175 L114.74294 -62.6 17.1 -87.7 48.2 51.142L2 0.673 -102.2 73.7 38.2 49,5 29.8 [22.Z2184 19-20
21 -19.124 -19*285 1050.88321 -34,3 13.3 -85.2 53.2 48,82751 0.744 -|01.1 69.8 63.3 43.4 20.3 111.82116 20-21
2_ -18.9_2 -22.920 [010.05935 -26.0 9,6 -83.2 58.7 67o1064_ Uo79_ -[O0oZ 66.6 48.6 38.7 11.2 106o20279 2_-22
23 -18.858 -26.256 987.39090 -11.7 5.8 -81.5 64.5 45.80161 0.830 -99.4 63.3 53.8 35.7 2.6 95.65252 22-23
26 -18.826 -29.405 980.02786 1.7 2ol -79.8 70.8 44.81500 0.851 -98.7 60.4 59.0 34.7 -5.8 90°27677 23-24
25 -15.454 -29.510 928.31109 2.2 1.9 -79.7 67.0 43.06917 0.918 -94,5 59.6 58.5 26.1 -2.8 102.18703 24-25
26 -12.608 -29.605 893.97465 3.2 1o9 -79.9 62.7 41.70116 0.970 -90.2 59.0 58.4 17.6 -[.1 92.28432 25-26
27 -9.587 -29.693 874.00399 5,9 1.8 -80.3 55.9 40.26955 0.992 -85.9 58.5 58.5 9.4 -0.4 85.47848 26-27
28 -7.262 -29.767 866.72963 21,6 1.8 -B0*7 51.9 38.59400 0.968 -82.Z 58o2 58.9 2.6 -0,7 70.46857 27-28
TAB NO 124 ATLAS PHOTO NO 124 POD SEQUENCE NO 254
JULY 31,[964 [3 HR 19 HIM 22 SEC 309 8S
TRAJECTURY OA7A SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
386.691 855*39610 -6,474 -Z9.396 2590.849 2.230 -TO.OT3 IL6.195
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON MANGE A2SIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -1[.066 -19,661 941.71714 -27o4 6.4 -81.6 55.0 43.56268 0.897 -93.5 68.5 40.3 30.6 2T.5 O. O- 1
2 -[2.218 -23.776 904.89183 -40.6 6.6 -81.5 49,6 63.00436 0.918 -90.2 64.6 67.6 23.4 15.7 126.963T1 !-
3 -9.466 -26.R93 867.38892 -36.6 3.6 -80.7 50.3 40.85075 0.988 -85.6 61.3 53.2 11.7 7,7 124.68847 2- 3
4 -9.322 -26.082 883.57721 -57,6 5.6 -81.1 46.1 41°79219 U.956 -85.2 66.0 47.8 17o8 15.9 86.13301 3- 6
5 -9.[68 -21.081 9[3.44419 -67.5 7.0 -81.4 38.5 42.98572 0.912 -84.8 66.9 42.4 25.3 24.3 89.83654 6- 5
6 --12.147 -20.640 936.77969 -52.6 8.6 -82.3 43.9 46.30965 0.872 -90.2 bT.6 42.2 29.T 24.3 91.[6890 5- 6
7 -15.386 -20.067 976.83595 -61.9 10.6 -83.5 48.7 46.00527 0.817 -95.7 68.6 42.5 35.9 23.0 99.55615 b- T
8 -15.355 -23.390 941.70882 -30.4 7.T -82.2 56.2 64.54[32 0.865 -95.2 65.4 67.9 30.6 [4.2 97.03873 T- 8
9 -[5.360 -26.47[ 922.42502 -[5.5 4.9 -81.0 6G,2 63.40804 0.898 -94.8 62.5 53.2 27.1 5.6 89.98787 8- 9
10 -12.299 -26.702 887.56649 -22*0 4.2 -80.8 55.6 61.9823_ 0.950 -90.2 6[.8 53,0 19.0 7.2 92°98861 9-1C
[[ -9.466 -26.893 867.3889_ -36.6 3.6 -80.7 50.3 40.85075 0.988 --85.6 61.3 53.2 11.7 7.7 85°99451 10-11
12 -1.306 -29.650 855.95916 18,9 1.8 -80.7 5[.7 _8.11637 0.968 -82.2 58.3 58.9 2.6 -0.6 [05.37200 [1-12
13 -7.132 -27.035 860.12665 -70.3 3.2 -80.8 46.1 19.57919 U.988 -81.6 60.9 53.7 7.4 T.2 78.75903 12-13
14 -6.939 -24.300 875.82282 -80.4 4.6 -80.8 38.8 40.9442[ 0.980 -80.9 63.6 48.4 15.2 15.2 82.44868 [3-14
15 -6.722 -21.386 904.63570 -83.7 5.9 -80.7 33.3 42.06660 0.937 -80.1 66.6 43.1 23.4 23.3 87.86875 14-15
16 -6,473 -18.214 948.81251 -85o3 7.[ -80.5 28.4 43.49225 0.B79 -79.0 69.6 37.9 31.7 31.6 95.72962 15-16
17 -9,001 -17.802 959.43393 -72.9 8.6 -81.5 33.5 44,50964 0.854 -84.2 70.1 37.1 33.4 32.9 77.56845 16-17
[8 -[2.088 -17.191 988.05557 -60.4 [8.7 -83.[ 38.8 65.99229 0.812 -90,3 7[.0 36*8 37.1 33.2 95.25340 [7-18
19 -15o465 -16.377 [03[.29910 -50.4 13.4 -85,0 43,7 47.92105 0.753 -96.3 72. L 3T.2 42.5 32.[ 105.06625 [8-[9
20 -[9.295 -15.246 [100.82552 -62.6 [T.0 -87.7 48.[ 50.50367 0.675 -102.2 T3.6 38.2 69.4 29.B 120.53605 19-20
2[ -[9.020 -[9.299 [037.91686 -34.4 13.3 -85*3 53,[ 48.22486 0.745 -[01.[ 69,8 43.3 43.3 20.3 116,27339 20-21
22 -18.851 -22.887 997.59872 -24.1 9.5 -83.3 _8.5 46.52515 0.796 -100.2 66._ 48.6 3B.6 11.3 102.91512 21-22
23 -[8.757 -26.181 _75.12205 -11,9 5.8 -81.6 64.3 65.23234 0.83[ -99.4 63.3 53.8 35.7 2.T 94.48906 22-23
24 -IB.723 -29.289 967.69039 L.5 2.1 -79.9 70.5 44.250/3 0*853 -98.7 60.4 59.0 34.6 -5.6 89,[6068 23-24
25 -[5.396 -29.394 9[6.78532 2.0 2.0 -79.8 66.7 42.53443 0.9[9 -94.5 59.7 58.5 26.0 -2.6 100.82558 24-25
26 -12.389 -29.489 882.94077 2.8 1.9 -80.0 62.4 61.18653 0.970 -90.2 59.1 58o4 [7o6 -0.9 9[.11683 25-26
27 -_.603 -29.577 863.21987 5.2 1.8 -80,3 55.6 39.77334 0,992 -85.9 58.6 58.5 9.A -0.3 84.42261 26-27
28 -7.306 -29.650 R55.99914 18.9 1.8 -80.7 51.7 38.11637 0.968 -82.2 58.3 58.9 2ob -0.6 69._121 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI[ CAMERA FA 63
TAB NO 125 ATLAS PHOTO NO 125 POD SEQUENCE NO 256
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 19 MEN 27 SEC 629 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT CAT LON R V PTH AZ
381.371 846.65356 _6.512 -231.318 2580.109 Z.Z36 -70.018 II6.1EL_
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ I NCD PHAZ Em|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[[°057 -19.679 929.98736 -27.5 6.6 -81.6 56.9 63.02707 0.897 -93.6 68.5 60°3 30.5 27.60. 0- [
2 -12.20| -23.130 893.80356 -60.7 6.6 -8[.5 69.3 62.67740 0.917 -90.2 64.7 67.6 23.6 [5.7 [25.06356 1- 2
3 -9.683 -26.8[0 856.61016 -36.9 3.6 -80.7 50.2 60.36596 0.988 -85.6 61.3 53.2 1[.7 7.8 [23.[8117 2- 3
-_q.3.61 -26.032 872.76722 -_7.7 5.6 -81.1 66.0 6L.27990 _.956___5.Z_66.0 6ToB L7.B 15.9 83.1['<r_5 3- 4
5 -9.[89 -21.068 902.28893 -67.4 7.0 -8[.3 38.5 62.6607[ 0.912 -84.8 66.9 62.4 25.3 26.3 88.75053 6- 5
6 -lZ.1#2 -Z0.632 925.33875 -52.7 8.6 -82.3 63.8 43.76852 0.872 -90.2 67.7 62.2 29.7 26.3 90.05503 5- 6
7 -[5.330 -20.068 966.82386 -62.0 [0.5 -83.5 68.6 65.63955 0.818 -95.7 68.6 62.5 35.9 23.0 98.30353 6- T
8 -15.300 -23.349 930.10272 -30.5 7.7 -82.3 54.1 63.99233 0.865 -95.2 65.6 47°9 30.6 16.2 95.85141 7- 8
9 -[5.304 -26.392 9[0.9668[ -15.7 4.9 -8[.[ 60.0 62.86870 0.898 -96.8 62.5 53.2 27.[ 5.7 88.89601 8- 9
10 -[2o281 -26o621 876.59997 -Z2.2 6.2 -80.8 55.4 61.46_62 0,950 -90.2 61.9 53.0 19.0 7.3 91.81306 ?-10
11 -9.683 -26.810 856.67016 -36.9 3.6 -80.7 50.2 60.36596 0.988 -85.6 61.3 53.2 11.7 7.8 86.93211 lO-ll
12 -T.351 -29.536 865.25787 16.6 1.8 -80.7 51.5 37.63860 0.969 -82.2 58.6 58.9 2.6 -0.5 [06.07732 11-12
13 -7.178 -26.951 869.45767 -70°1 3.3 -80.8 66.0 39.09586 0.988 -8h6 61.0 53°7 7.6 7.3 77.78283 12-13
16 -6o98T -26.268 865.06612 -80.3 4.6 -80.8 38.8 60.66017 0.980 -80.9 63.6 68._ 15.2 15.2 81.66591 |3-[4
[5 -6.773 -21.370 893.56[78 -83.6 5.9 -80.7 33.4 6[.55055 0.937 -80.1 66.5 63.1 23.6 23.3 86.80[78 14-15
16 ,6o527 -18.237 937.15205 -85.2 7. [ -80° 5 28.6 62.9_760 0o079 -79.Q 69o5 37°9 3[* 7 31.6 96.542_Z_1.5-_6
17 -9.024 -[7.829 967.68967 -72.8 8.7 -8[.5 33.6 63.96682 0.856 -84.2 70.1 37.! 33.6 32.8 76.62329 16-17
18 -[2.073 -17.227 973.91186 -60°4 10.7 -83.0 38.8 65.62879 0.812 -90.3 71.0 36.8 37.| 33.1 96.08276 [7-18
tO -IS.408 -[6.625 1018.54190 -50.6 13.3 -85.0 63.6 67.32860 0.756 -96.3 72.[ 37.2 62.5 32.[ 103.72216 18-[9
20 -[9o181 -LS.JLO ICCC._?7 TM -42.7 16o9 -87.7 68.1 69.86676 0.67F -102.Z 73.6 38.2 69.2 29.7 118.856[0 19-20
21 -[8.916 -[9.3[3 1026.93233 -36.6 13._ -o;.3 _3_ 47.62156 0.766 -101.1 69.8 63.3 63.2 20.3 116.12688 20-21
22 -18o769 -22.854 985.12435 -24,2 9.5 -83.3 58,3 45.9632Z 0._ i;C.Z F_ 4 68.6 38.5 11.6 20[.62613 2[-22
23 -18.655 -26°[05 962.84209 -[2.0 5.8 -81.6 64.0 6_.66256 0.832 -99.6 63.4 53.8 35,6 ¢.6 _._o_ 22-23
26 -[8.620 -29.[72 955.36617 1.3 2o[ -80.0 70.2 63.686[6 0.856 -98.7 60.5 59.0 36.5 -5.5 88.06368 23-26
25 -15.338 -29.278 905.26879 1.7 2.0 -79°9 66.4 61.99919 O.919 -96.5 59.8 58.5 25.9 -2.5 99.66566 24-25
26 -12.370 -29.373 871.89689 2.5 1.9 -80.0 62°1 60.67136 0.970 -g0.2 59.2 58.6 17.6 -0.8 89.96881 25-26
27 -9.619 -29.66[ 852.62396 4.6 [.9 -80.3 55.3 39.27670 0.992 -85.9 58.8 58.5 9.5 -0.2 83.36568 26-27
28 -7.351 -29.536 845.2§787 16,4 1.8 -80.7 51.5 37.63860 0.969 -52,Z 58.6 58.9 2,6 -0.5 68._3292 27-28
TAB NO 126 ATLAS PHOTO NO 126 POD SEQUENCE NO 258
JULY 31,1986 13 HR 19 mIN 32 SEC 568 MS
TRAJECTORY DAIA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
PHoTo DATA 376.25[ 833,89972 -6,55[ -29°260 2569.355 2.237 -69°962 [16o173
PT LAT CON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ ]NCu PHAZ EmlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -1[,048 -[9,697 918.26025 -27,7 6,3 -81,6 56.7 62,69057 0,897 -93.6 68,5 60,6 30,5 27,6 O, O- 1
2 -12o_86 -23,683 882,70130 -60,8 6,4 -8[.6 _9,2 61.94978 0,917 -90,2 66,7 47,6 23,5 15,8 [23,[3697 1- 2
3 --9,500 -26,726 865.93765 -37,1 3,6 -80.7 50.0 39,86068 0,988 -85.6 61,6 53,2 11,8 7,8 [21,67218 2- 3
6 -9.360 -23.982 861_90722 -57.7 5.6 -81.1 43,9 60,76716 0.956 -85,2 66.1 67.8 17.9 16.0 82.09565 3- 6
5 -9,2[0 -2[,053 09[,[2965 -67,4 7.0 -81,3 38,5 61,93551 0.9[2 -86,8 67,0 62.6 25,3 26,3 87,66584 6- 5
6 -12,[[5 -20,623 913,88989 -52,7 8,6 -82.3 63,8 63,22702 0,872 -90,2 67o7 62,2 29,7 26,3 88,93966 5- 6
7 -[5,276 -20,067 952.80[60 -62,1 10.5 -83,6 68,5 6_,87335 0.818 -95,7 68,6 _2o5 35.8 23,0 97,06911 6- 7
8 -15.24_ -23.307 918.67958 -30.7 7.7 -82.3 53.9 63.66253 0.865 -95.2 65.5 67o9 30.5 [6.3 9_.66732 _- 8
9 -15.267 -Z6,311 899,68328 -15,9 6.9 -81,1 59,7 62,32835 0.899 -96,8 62,6 53,2 27.0 5,8 87.79962 8- 9
10 -12.26_ -26.538 _65.61§50 -22.6 6.2 -80.8 55.2 60.9_408 0°950 -90,2 61.9 53,0 19;_ ?.6 90.63656 _ 9_k0
11 -9oS00 -26,726 845,q3765 -37,1 3,6 -80,7 50,0 39.86068 U,988 -85,6 6[.6 53,2 11,8 7.8 83,86727 10-11
12 -7,395 -29,616 834,50397 13,7 1,8 -80,6 51,3 37,1599[ 0,969 -82,2 58,6 58,9 2,7 -0,6 102,781L3 11-12
13 -7,226 -26,865 838,77836 -70,0 3,3 -80.8 65,9 38.61222 0,989 -81,6 61.1 53,7 7,5 7.6 76,80595 12-13
16 -7,035 -26,196 8_6,25965 -80,1 6.6 -80,8 38,8 39,93585 0,980 -80,9 63,7 68,6 15,3 15,3 80.46327 13-16
15 -6,823 -21,352 882.44775 -83,5 5.9 -80.7 33,5 61,03668 0,936 -80,1 66,5 63.1 23,4 23,6 85,73667 16-15
16 -6.580 -18.258 925.50068 -85.1 7.2 -80.6 28.7 62.62335 0.879 -79.0 69.5 37.9 31.7 31.6 93.36075 15-16
17 -9.067 -17.855 935.95020 -72.8 8.7 -81.5 33.6 43*62021 0.856 -84.2 70.[ 37.2 33.3 32.8 75.67803 16-17
18 -12,058 -17o261 961,88978 -60,6 10,7 -83.0 38,8 46.86537 0,812 -90.3 70,9 36,8 37,1 33,1 92,91169 17-18
19 -15,350 -16,672 1005,78566 -50,5 13,3 -85,0 63,6 66,73580 0.755 -96,3 72,0 37.2 42,4 32,0 102.37808 18-19
20 -19,077 -15,386 1072.97569 -62,7 16.8 -87.6 68,0 49.22607 0,678 -102.2 73,5 38,2 69,1 29,6 117,17561 [9-20
21 -18,811 -19,325 I011.93989 -36.5 13,1 -85,3 52,9 _7,01778 0,747 -|01,1 69,7 63,3 63,1 20,3 113,18882 20-21
_6 -2.2,819 922a3155 _?.6_ _5 -83,6 58.2- _.--_Q_ fl.Z_JLLL{3,_ZJ_b,5 _8,6 38,5 11,6 10_3392._2..J._
23 -18,553 -26,028 950.53867 -12,2 5.8 -81.7 63,8 66,09168 0,833 -99._ 63,6 53,8 35,5 Z.9 92,18824 2Z-23
26 -18,517 -29,054 962,97556 1,1 2,2 -80,1 69,8 _3,12036 U,855 -98,7 60,6 59,0 34,4 -5,3 86,92498 23-26
25 -15,279 -29,161 893,688[6 1,_ 2,0 -80.0 66.1 61.66283 0,920 -96,5 59,9 58,5 25,9 -2,6 98,10275 26-25
26 -12,350 -29.256 860,82838 2,1 1,9 -80,1 61,8 60.15520 0,970 -90,2 59.3 58,4 17,6 -0,7 88,77761 25-26
27 -9.634 -29,346 861,61163 3,9 1,9 -80,3 55,1 38,77913 0.992 -85,9 58,9 58,5 9,5 -0,1 82.30610 26-27
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RA-VII CAMERA FA 66
TAB NO 127 ATLAS PHOTO NO 127 POD SEQUENCE NO 260
JULY 3111966 [3 HR [9 MIN 37 $EC 668 HS
TSAJEC?URY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTH AZ
37[.13[ 823.[3229 -6.590 -29.160 2558.588 2.241 -69,907 [16*[62
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ [1_0 PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[I.OqU -19.715 906.67610 -27.9 6.3 -81.7 56.5 61.95320 0.897 -93.6 68.4 40.4 30.6 27.4 O. O- 1
Z -12.167 -23.635 871.58205 -40.9 6.4 -81.6 49.1 6[.42134 0.917 -90.2 64.7 47.6 23.5 15.8 121.19593 1- 2
3 -9.516 -26.641 835.18972 -)7.4 3.7 -80.8 49.9 39.33431 0.988 -85.6 6[.5 53.2 1[.9 7.9 120.[6063 2- 3
4 -9.378 -23o931 851.05188 -57.7 5.4 -81.[ 43.9 40.25365 0.956 -85.2 64.2 47.8 [7.9 16.0 8[,07517 )- 4
5 -9.230 -21.038 879.95538 -67.4 7.[ -81.3 38.5 41.4096[ 0.9[2 -84.8 67.0 42.4 25.3 24.3 86.580[4 4- 5
6 -[2,099 -20.613 902.42484 -52,7 8,6 -82,3 43.7 42,68474 0,872 -90,2 67.7 42.2 27,7 29,3 87.82262 5- 6
7 -15.217 -20.066 940.76268 -42.1 10.5 -83.6 48.5 44-_063_ G.8i_ -95.7 68.6 42*5 35.8 23.0 95.79331 6- ?
8 -15.186 -23.264 906.83891 -30.8 ?.7 -82.J 53,8 42.89[90 0.866 -95.2 65.5 47.9 )0.5 14.3 93°48225 7- 8
9 -15.189 -26.230 _1.98458 -16.1 4.9 -8[.2 59.5 41.78719 0.899 -94.8 62.7 53.3 27.0 5.9 86.70327 8- 9
10 -12,244 -26,455 854,8[440 -22,7 4,2 -80,9 55.0 40,42374 0,950 -90,2 62,0 53,0 [9,0 7.5 89°45449 9-10
11 -9.516 -26.64[ 835.18972 -37.4 3.7 -80.8 49.9 39.33431 U._88 -85.6 61.5 53.2 [1.9 7.9 82.80056 10-11
1£ -7.438 -29.298 823.7)829 11.1 1.9 -80.6 5[.1 36.68103 0.969 -82.2 58.7 58.9 2.7 -0.2 10[o48332 [[-12
13 -7.269 -26.779 828.08628 -69.9 3.3 -80.8 45.9 38.1280[ 0.989 -81.6 61.1 53.7 7.6 7.5 ?5.82810 12-13
14 -7.082 -24.142 843.46158 -80.0 4.6 -80.8 38.8 39.4309[ 0.980 -80.9 63.7 48.4 15.4 [5.3 79.4)949 13-14
15 -6,873 -21.334 871.341)8 -83.4 6.0 -80.7 33.5 40.51783 0.936 -80.1 66.5 43.1 23.4 23.4 84.67035 14-[5
16 -6°633 -18.279 913°83925 -85.0 7._ -80.4 28.8 4[,88866 0.880 -79.0 69.5 37,9 3[,7 31.5 92.[7894 15-[6
17 -9.069 -[T.880 924,19874 -72.8 8.7 -81.5 33.7 42.87505 0*854 -84.2 70.1 37.2 33.3 32.8 74.73[83 16-17
18 -12.042 -17.294 949.79446 -60.4 10.7 -83.0 38.8 44.30134 0.813 -90.3 70.9 36.8 37.0 33.1 91.73876 17-18
19 -15o292 -16o518 993.01721 -50.5 [3.2 -85.0 43.6 46,14264 0.756 -96.3 72.0 37,2 42.3 32.0 10[.03333 18-19
20 -18.966 -15.452 1059.04807 -42.8 16.7 -87.6 47.9 48.58715 0.680 -102.2 73.4 38.2 49.0 29.6 115.50081 19-20
21 -18.T06 -19.)37 998.93435 -34.6 13.0 -85.3 52.8 46.4[340 0.748 -101.1 69.7 43.3 43.0 20.3 [11,65423 20-21
22 -18,543 -22°784 960°12320 -24,5 9,4 -83,5 58°0 44°77690 0°798 -10U,2 66,5 48,6 38,4 [1,5 99,05212 2[-22
23 -18.450 -25.950 938.21976 -[2.4 5.8 -81.8 63,5 43.52008 0.835 -99.4 63.5 53.8 35.4 3.0 90.99[20 22-23
24 -[8o412 -28°936 930.59[45 0.9 2.2 -80.2 69.5 42.55395 0.856 -98.7 60.7 59.0 34.3 -5.2 85.80511 23-24
25 -15,220 -29*043 882,[[201 1,2 2.[ -80.1 65,7 40,92576 0,920 -94,5 60.0 58.5 25,8 -2,3 96,73995 24-25
26 -[2.329 -29.[38 849.74666 [.? 2.0 -80.[ 61.5 39.63835 0.9?[ -90.2 59.4 58.4 17.5 -0.6 87°60507 25-26
27 -9,648 -29,226 830.78518 3,1 1,9 -80.3 56.8 38.28094 0.992 -85,9 59,0 58,5 9.5 0,0 81,24486 26-2?
28 -7°438 -29,298 823°?3829 11°1 1,9 -80,6 51,1 36°68103 0,969 -82,2 58,7 58°9 2,7 -0,2 66°99192 27-28
TAB NO 128 ATLAS PHOTO NO 128 POD SEQUENCE NO 262
JULY 3111q64 13 HR 19 H|N 42 SEC 788 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IMPACI ALl LAT LON 8 V PTH AZ
366.011 812.35168 -6,629 -29.080 2547.807 2°244 -69.850 116.151
PHUrQ DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A. 8/A AZPHAl |1_0 PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -1[.031 -[9.733 894.69545 -28.0 6.3 -8[.7 56,3 41.41499 0.898 -93.6 68.4 40.4 30.4 27.3 O. O- 1
2 -12.169 -23.587 860.46443 -41.0 6.4 -81.6 49.0 40.89204 0.917 -90.2 64o8 47.0 23.5 15.9 119.25900 1- 2
3 -9.533 -26.556 824.42684 -37.1 3.7 -80.8 49.7 38.82743 0.98/ -85.6 61,6 53.2 ll.9 8.0 118.64604 2- 3
4 -9.396 -23.880 840.17863 -57.8 5.4 -81.l 43.8 39°73932 0.955 -85°2 64o2 47.8 18.0 16.1 80°05297 3- 4
5 -9.250 -21.023 868.76138 -67.4 7.1 -81.3 38.5 40.88278 0.912 -84.8 67.0 42.4 25.4 24.4 85.49206 4- 5
6 -12.083 -20.604 890.93936 -52.8 8.5 -82.3 43.7 42.14151 0.872 -90.2 67.7 42.2 29.7 24.3 86.70339 5- 6
7 -15o159 -20.065 928.70472 -42°2 10.4 -83.6 48.4 43.73851 0.819 -95.7 68.6 42.5 35.7 23.0 94,53646 6- 7
8 -15.129 -23.22[ 895.18082 -30.9 7,7 -82.4 53.6 42.34045 0.866 -95.2 65.5 67.9 30.5 16.4 92,29489 7- 8
9 -15.131 -26.149 876.47152 -16.3 4.9 -81.3 59.3 41.24536 0.899 -94.8 62.7 53.3 27.0 6.0 85.60511 8- 9
LO -12.225 -26.371 843.58785 -22.9 4.2 -80.9 5_°8 3_.90267 U,950 -90.2 62.1 53°0 19.0 T.6 88°27355 9-10
11 -9.533 -26.556 824.42684 -37.7 3.7 -80.8 49.7 )8.82743 0.987 -85.6 61.6 53.2 11.9 8.0 81.73237 [G-ll
12 -?o481 -29.179 812.961/5 8.5 1.9 -80.6 50.9 36.20180 0.969 -B2.2 58.8 58.9 2.7 -0.[ 100.18369 [1-12
L) -7.314 -26.693 817.38000 -69.8 3.3 -80.1 45.8 37.64304 0.989 -81.6 61.2 53.7 ?.7 7.5 74.84913 [2-13
14 -7.130 -24,089 832.64688 -79.8 4.7 -80.8 38.8 38.92518 0.979 -80.9 63.8 48.4 15.4 15.4 78.43387 13-14
15 -6.923 -21.316 860.2[626 -83.2 6.0 -80.? 33.6 40.00031 0.936 -80.1 66,5 43.1 23.4 23.4 83.60205 14-15
16 -6.687 -IS.JUO 902.15835 -84.9 7.2 -80.4 29.0 41.35306 0.880 -79.0 69.5 38.0 31.6 31.5 90.99514 15-16
L7 -9.09[ -17.906 912.426)5 -72.7 8.7 -8[.3 33.8 42.32892 0.B55 -84.2 70.[ 37.2 33.3 32.8 73.78)79 [6-17
18 -12.027 -17.327 937.6?797 -60.4 10.7 -83.0 38.8 43.73632 0.813 -90.3 70.9 36.8 37.0 33.0 90.56410 [7-18
19 -15.233 -16,565 980.22969 -50.5 13.2 -85.0 43.5 45.54859 0.757 -96.) 71.9 37.2 42.2 32.0 99.68791 18-19
20 -18.856 -15.520 1045.10888 -42.8 16.6 -87.6 47.8 47.94770 0.682 -102.2 73.3 38.2 48.8 29.5 113.82973 19-20
21 -18.600 -19.J49 985.91416 -34.? [3.0 -85.3 52.b 45.80834 0.749 -lOl.l 69.7 43.3 42.9 20.3 110.12043 20-21
22 -18._39 -22.749 947.601L4 -24.6 9.4 -83.5 57.8 44*19274 0.799 -100.2 66.5 48.b 38.3 11.5 97.?6343 21-22
23 -18,347 -25,873 925.89018 -L2,5 5.8 -81.9 63,3 42,94?99 0°8)5 -99,4 63.6 53.8 35,3 3.1 89,82243 22-23
_4 -18.308 -28.8[8 918.20142 0.7 2.) -80.4 6g.[ 41.98726 0.85/ -98.7 60.8 59.0 J4.2 -5.0 84.68439 23-24
25 -15.161 -28.925 870.52568 0.9 2.1 -80.1 65.4 40.38821 0.921 -94.5 60.1 58.5 25.7 -2.[ 95.37887 24-25
26 -12.309 -29.020 838.65324 1.3 2.0 -80.2 61.2 39.12095 0.971 -90.2 59.5 58.4 17.5 -0.5 86°43209 25-26
27 -9.663 -29.L07 819.94726 2.4 1.9 -80.4 54.5 37.78236 0.992 -85.9 59.1 58.5 9.5 O.L 80.[8257 26-27
28 .2.4181 -29.179 812.96175 8.5 1.9 -B0.6 50.9 36.20180 U.969 -82.2 58.8 58.9 2.7 -0.1 66o11992 27-28
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RA-V|| CAHERA FA 65
TAB NO 129 ATLAS PHOTO NO 129 POD SEQUENCE NO 264
JULY 31j1964 13 HR [9 RIN 47 SEC 908 8S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO ZNPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
360.891 801.55736 -6.668 -28.999 2537.0[3 2.268 -69.796 116.139
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 81A AZPHAZ ]NCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.023 -19.751 882.89756 -28.2 6.3 -81.8 56.2 60.87655 C.898 -93.6 68.¢ 60.5 30.3 27.3 O. O- 1
2 -12.132 -23.538 8¢9.30322 -61.2 6.¢ -81.6 68.8 60.36256 0.917 -90.2 66.8 67.6 23.5 15.9 117.28015 1- 2
3 --9.569 -26.669 813.65693 -37.9 3.7 -80.8 69.6 38.32012 0.987 -85.6 6[.7 53.2 12.0 8.1 117.13235 2- 3
4 -9.616 -23.827 829.30058 -57.8 5.6 -81.1 63.7 39.22676 U.955 -85.2 66.3 6708 18.0 16. L 79,03107 3- 6
5 -9.270 -21.007 857.56890 -67.6 7.1 -81.3 38.5 60.35602 0.912 -86.8 67.0 62.6 25.6 26.6 86.60601 6- 5
6 -12.066 -20.593 879.65732 -52.8 8.5 -82.3 63.6 6A.59863 0.872 -90.2 67.7 62.Z 29.7 26.6 85.58508 5- 6
7 -15.102 -20.062 916.65680 -42.3 10.6 -83.6 68.3 63.17101 0.820 -95.7 68.6 62.5 35.7 23.0 93.28189 6- T
8 -15,072 -23.177 883.52238 -31.L 7.7 -82.6 53.6 61.78097 0.866 -95.2 65.6 67.9 30.6 16.6 91.11095 7- 8
9 -15.076 -26.067 864.95275 -16.5 4.9 -81.3 59.0 60.70325 0.900 -94.8 62.8 53.3 26.9 6.1 86.50797 8- 9
10 -12.206 -26.286 832.57307 -23.2 6.2 -81.0 56,6 39o38121 0.959 -90,2 62.2 53.0 19.1 7.7 87.09286 9-10
11 -9.569 -26.669 813.65693 -3?.9 3.7 -80.8 69.6 38.320|2 0.987 -85.6 61.7 53.2 12.0 8.1 80*66357 10-11
12 -7.525 -29.059 802.17369 5.9 1.9 -80.6 50.7 35.72221 0.969 -82.2 58.9 58.9 2.7 0.0 98.88360 11-12
13 -7.359 -26.605 806.66693 -69.7 3.3 -80.7 65.7 37.15797 0.989 -81.6 61.3 53.7 7.8 7.6 73.86962 12-13
16 -7o177 -26.035 821.82751 -79.7 6.7 -80.7 38.8 38.61923 0.979 -80,9 63.9 68.6 15.5 15.5 77.62858 13-14
15 -6.973 -21.296 869.09253 -83.L 6.0 -80.6 33.7 39.68286 0.936 -80.L 66.5 63.1 23.5 23.6 82.53566 14-15
16 -6.760 -18.319 890.48808 -86.9 7.2 -80.4 29.1 60.81792 0.880 -79.0 69.5 38.0 31.6 31.5 89.81609 15-16
17 -9.113 -17.929 900.66522 -72.? 8.7 -81.5 33.8 41.78328 0.855 -84.2 70.0 37.2 33.3 32.7 72.83669 16-17
IB -12.011 -17.359 925.57598 -60.5 10.6 -83.0 38.8 43.17196 0.814 -90.3 70.8 36.8 36.9 33.0 89.39150 17-18
19 -15.115 -Lo.u_ ?_ 4_412 -50.6 13.1 -85.0 43.5 45.95556 0.758 -96.3 71.9 37.2 62.2 31.9 98.3676| |8-19
20 -18.766 -15.585 1031.20789 -42.9 Ao.5 07._ 47.8 47.31000 0.683 -102.2 73.3 38.2 68,7 29.6 112.17066 19-20
21 -18.695 -19.359 972.91205 -36.8 11.9 -85.4 52.5 45.2041t u.;_; _O_ 1 _9.7 43.3 62.8 20.3 108.59971 20-21
22 -18.336 -22.712 935.08585 -26.7 9.6 -83.6 57.6 43.60888 _.800 -100.1 66.5 48.6 JU.¢ ZZ.¢ °_-_8021 21-22
23 -18o246 -25.793 913.56069 -12.7 5.8 -82.0 63.0 42.37587 0.835 -99.4 63.6 53.8 35.2 3.2 88.65574 22-23
24 -18.206 -28.698 905.80765 0.5 2.3 -80.5 68.8 41.42037 0.858 -98.7 60.9 59.0 34.1 -4.8 83.56415 23-24
25 -15.102 -28.805 858.93036 0.6 2.| -80.2 65.0 39.85023 0.921 -96.5 60.2 58.5 25.7 -2.0 94.02009 24-25
26 -12.288 -28.900 827.54858 0.9 2.0 -80.2 60.8 38,60302 U,971 -90.2 59.7 58.6 17.5 -0.3 85.25921 25-26
27 -9.678 -28.988 809.09763 1.7 1.9 -80.4 56.2 37.28340 0.992 -85.9 59.2 58.5 9.5 0.2 79.11927 26-27
1JB -7.525 -29.059 802.17369 5.9 1.9 -80.6 50.7 35.7222L 0.969 -82.2 58,9 58.9 2.7 0,0 65.24689 27-28
TAB NO 130 ATLAS PHOTO NO 130 POD SEQUENCE NO 266
JULY 31v1964 13 HR 19 NIN 53 SEC 28 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 [RPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
355.771 790.74936 -6.708 -28.918 2526.205 2.252 -69.737 116.128
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/D AZN AZSUN A2A A- 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| -11.015 -19.769 871.08262 -28.4 6.3 -81.8 54.0 ¢0.33739 0.898 -93.6 68.6 40.5 30.3 27.2 O. O- |
2 -12.116 -23.689 838.14667 -41.3 6.4 -81.7 48.7 39.83234 0.917 -90.2 64.9 47.6 23.5 16.0 115.29572 1- 2
3 -9.566 -26.382 802.86887 -38.2 3.7 -80.8 69.6 37.81214 0.987 -85.6 61.8 53.2 12.0 8.2 115.61669 2- 3
6 -9.632 -23.776 818.60713 -57.9 5.4 -81.1 63.7 38.70946 0.955 -85.2 64.3 67.8 18.1 16.2 78.00768 3- 4
5 -9.290 -20.990 866.36072 -67.3 7.1 -81.3 30.5 39.82851 0.9|1 -86.7 67.0 62.6 25.4 24.4 83.3|851 4- 5
6 -12.050 -20.581 867.95956 -52.9 8.5 -82.3 63.6 41.05461 0.872 -90.2 67.7 62.2 29.7 24.4 84.66516 5- 6
7 -15.065 -20.059 906.59183 -62.4 10.4 -83.6 68.2 42.60287 0.820 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.6 23.1 92.02688 6- 7
8 -15o015 -23.133 871.86979 -31.2 7.7 -82.5 53.2 41.23683 0.866 -95.2 65.6 47.9 30.4 16.5 89.92592 7- 8
9 -15.016 -25.986 853.42115 -16.7 6.9 -81.4 58.7 60.16054 0.900 -94.8 62.9 53.3 26.9 6.2 83.60946 8- 9
10 -12.187 -26.201 821.53610 -23.5 4°2 -81.0 54.3 38.85908 U.949 -90.2 62.3 53.0 19.1 7.8 85.91152 9-10
11 -9.566 -26.382 802.86887 -38.2 3.7 -80.8 69.6 37.81216 0.987 -85.6 61.8 53.2 12.0 8.2 79.59352 10-1|
12 -7.568 -28.938 791.37465 3.3 1.9 -80.6 50.5 35.26228 0.969 -82.2 59.0 58.9 2.7 0.1 97.58150 11-12
13 -7.605 -26.517 795.93661 -69.6 3.3 -80.7 65.6 36.67226 0.989 -81.6 61.4 53.7 7.9 7.7 72.88910 12-13
16 -1.225 -23.980 810.99361 -79.6 6.7 -80.7 38.8 31.91260 0.979 -80.9 63.9 68.6 15.5 15.5 76.62188 13-14
|5 -7.023 -21.277 837.95602 -83.0 6.0 -80.6 33.7 38.96668 0.936 -80.1 66.6 63.1 23.5 23._ 81._6791 14-15
|6 -6.793 -18.338 878.80626 -86.8 7.2 -80.4 29.2 60.28215 0.880 -79.0 69.5 37.9 31.6 31.5 88.63668 15-16
17 -9.136 -17.953 888.88966 -72.6 8.7 -81.5 33.9 61.23698 0.855 -86.2 70.0 37.2 33.3 32.7 71.88841 16-17
18 -11.995 -17.391 913.46002 -60.5 10.6 -83.0 38.8 62.60695 0.816 -90.3 70.8 36.8 36.9 33.0 88.21770 17-18
19 -15.117 -16.653 956.68776 -50.6 13.1 -85.0 43.4 64.36202 0.759 -96.3 71.8 37.2 62.1 31.9 97.00763 18-19
20 -18.637 -15.650 1017.30515 -63.0 16.6 -87.6 47.7 66.67221 0.685 -102.2 73.2 38.2 68.6 29.6 110.51673 19-20
21 -lB.390 -19.369 959.90176 -36,9 12.8 -85.4 52.4 66.59969 0.752 -lOl.l 69.6 43.3 42.7 20.3 107.08216 20-21
22 -18o233 -22°675 922.56083 -26.8 9.3 -83.6 57.4 63.02656 0._01 -IO0.L 66.5 68.6 38.1 11.7 95°19686 21-22
23 -18.161 -25.714 901.22243 -12.9 5.8 -82.1 62.7 61.80334 0.836 -99.6 63.7 53.8 35.1 3.6 87.48806 22-23
24 -18.100 -28.578 893.40816 0.3 2.3 -80.6 68.4 60.85321 0.859 -98.7 61.0 59.0 34.0 -4.7 82.66332 23-24
25 -15.042 -28.685 847.32676 0.4 2.2 -80.3 64.7 39.31177 0.922 -94.5 60.3 58.5 25.6 -1.8 92.66324 24-25
26 -12.268 -28.780 816.63208 0.5 2.0 -80.3 60.5 38.08454 0.971 -90.2 59.8 58.6 17.5 -0.2 86.08591 25-26
27 -9.692 -28.867 798.23569 |.0 1.9 -80.4 54.0 36.78604 0.99_ -85.9 59.3 58.5 9.5 0.6 78.05501 26-27
28 -7.568 -28.938 791.37665 3.3 1.9 -80.6 50.5 35.26228 0.969 -82.2 59.0 58.9 2.7 O.L 66.37283 27-28
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RA-VII CAMFRA FA fib
TAB NO 131 ATLAS PHOTO NO 131 POD SEQUENCE NO 268
JULY 3[_[964 13 H8 [9 MEN 58 SEC 168 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A?
350.65[ 779.92789 -6.768 -Z0.836 25[5.383 2.255 -69o679 [[6.[16
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao E/A AZPHA2 [NCO PHAZ EHKS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
--[1.006 -[9.787 859.25066 -28.6 6.3 -81.9 53.8 39.79735 0.898 -93.6 68.6 ¢0.5 30.2 27.2 O. O- [
-[2.097 -23.639 826.97036 -61.6 6.6 -8L.7 68.6 39.30[20 0.9[7 -90.2 66.9 6].6 23.5 16.0 [I3.31700 [- 2
3 -9.582 -26.295 792.06699 -38.5 3.7 -80.8 49.2 37.30342 0.981 -85.6 61.9 53.2 [8.[ 8.3 [16.09735 2- 3
A -9.65[ -23.721 807,69679 -57,9 5*6 -81.[ 63.6 38.19328 0.956 -85*2 66.6 ¢7.8 18.1 [6.3 78.982L9 3- 6
5 -9.31[ -20.976 835.[3126 -67.3 7. L -8L.3 38.5 39.30000 0.9[[ -84.7 67.[ 62.6 25.4 26.4 82.228¢9 6- 5
6 -12.033 -20.570 856.66000 -52.9 8.5 -82.3 43.5 60.50975 0.872 -90.2 67.7 ¢2.2 29.7 26.¢ R_-_20 _ 6
7 --[6.988 -20.056 892.50665 -62.5 [0.3 -83.7 68.| 62.03376 0.820 -9_-7 _8.5 62._ Jb.6 23.[ 90.77069 6- 7
8 --[6o958 -23°088 860.[5868 -31.6 7.6 -82._ 5_.[ _0.0_J82 U.861 -95.2 65.6 67.9 30.6 [6.6 88.13838 7- 8
9 --[6.958 --25.90[ 861-R76_ -_6._ 4.9 -8[.5 58.5 39.617[[ 0.900 -96.8 62.9 53.3 26.9 6.3 82.30816 8- 9
_0 _._6_ -26.[16 810.67896 -23.6 6.2 -8[.0 56.| 38.336[8 U.969 -90.2 62.3 53.0 |9.[ 7.8 86.72960 9-[0
1[ -9.582 -26.295 792.06699 -38.5 3.7 -80,8 69.2 3f.30362 0.987 -85.6 61.9 53.2 12.I 8.3 78.52187 10-[[
[2 -7.6[2 -28.8[8 780.5660[ 0.7 1.9 -80.6 50.3 36.76199 0.969 -82.2 59.2 58.9 2.8 0.3 96.27772 [1-12
[3 -7.650 -26.629 785.[9366 -69.5 3.3 -80.7 65.5 36.[8575 0.990 -81.6 6[.5 53°7 8.0 7.8 7[.9076[ [2-[3
[6 -7.273 -23.925 800.[6202 -79.6 6,7 -80.7 38.8 37.405[5 0.979 -80.9 64.0 68.6 [5.6 [5.6 75.6132_ [3-[6
[5 -T.OT6 -2[.257 826.19556 -82.9 6.0 -00.6 33.8 3U.66560 0.936 -80.0 66.6 63.[ 23.5 23.5 80.39780 |6-[5
16 -6.867 -L8o357 867*09916 -86.1 1.3 -80.3 29.3 39.7_6L Uo880 -79,0 69o5 37o9 3[.6 3[.5 87,65659 15-16
[7 -9.L58 -17.976 877.09L62 -72.6 8.7 -81.5 33.9 60.68962 0.856 -86.2 70.0 _7.2 33.2 32.7 70.938[5 [6-[7
|8 -[[.980 -[7°622 901.32099 -60.5 [0.6 -83.0 38-8 62.06086 0.8[6 -90.3 70.8 36.8 36.9 32.9 87.04186 [7-|8
[9 --[5.058 -[6.697 94[.89006 -50.7 L3.0 -85.0 63.6 63.76748 U.75_ -96.3 7[.8 37.2 62.0 3[.8 95.66630 [8-L9
20 -[8.527 -[5.7[6 [003.38806 -63.0 [6.3 -87.6 ¢7.6 66.03377 0.687 -[02.2 73.[ 38,2 68.5 29.3 [08.86586 [9-20
2[ -[8°28S -[9.378 966.87503 -35.0 [2.8 -85.4 52.2 63.99612 0.75_ -[0|.[ 69.6 43.3 62.6 20.3 [05.56466 20-21
22 -18.130 -22.638 930,02081 -25°0 9,3 -83.7 57.2 62°63955 0°802 -[UU°L 66°5 68.6 38ol [[o8 93o91165 2[-22
23 -[8.038 -25.635 888.87263 -[3.[ 5.8 -82.[ 62.5 6[.23029 O.831 -99.A 63.7 53.8 35.[ 3.5 86.3[867 22-23
26 -A7.996 -28.658 881.00215 0.[ 2.6 -80.7 68.[ 60.28575 0.880 -98.7 6[-[ 59.0 33.9 -6.5 8[.32[56 23-26
25 -[6.983 -28.565 835.708_5 0.[ 2.2 --80.6 66.3 38.7728[ 0.922 -96.5 60.6 58.5 25.6 -[.7 9[.30790 26-25
26 -[2.267 -28.660 805.30366 0.[ 2.[ -80.3 60.2 37°56569 U._TL -90.2 59.9 58.6 [7.6 -0.[ 82.91228 25-26
27 -9.707 -28.767 787.36[88 0.2 2.0 -80.6 53.7 36.28626 0.992 -85.9 59.5 58.5 9.5 O.5 76.98960 26-27
Z8 -I.612 -28.810 780o56601 0.7 L.9 -80.6 50.3 36.76199 0.969 -82°2 59.2 58.9 2.8 0.3 63.69792 27-28
TAB NO 132 ATLAS PHOTO NO 132 POD SEQUENCE NO 270
JULY 3[eL966 [3 HR 20 MEN 3 SEC 268 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
365.532 769,09219 -6,108 -28.753 2506.567 2,259 -69o621 kJ_.106
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ [NeD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE P|-PT
L -[0°998 -L9.806 867.60096 -28.7 6.3 -8[.9 53.6 39.25557 0.898 -93.6 68.6 60.5 30.2 27.[ O. O- [
2 -[2.079 -23.393 8[5.75313 -6L.5 6.6 -8[.7 68.5 38.768L1 0.9[7 -90.2 65.0 67.6 23.6 |6. L, L[[.61736 1- 2
3 -9.599 -26.21[ 78[.23917 -38.7 3.1 -80.8 69.1 36.79368 0.986 -85.6 6[.9 53.2 12.2 8.3 112.56962 2- 3
-9.669 -23.671 796.5_3L2 -57.9 5,_ -8L*1 63.5 37.6752_ 0.95_ -85.2 6_o6 67.8 [8.2 16.3 75.95k33 3- 6
5 -9.33[ -20.960 823.8678[ -67.3 7.[ -8[.3 38.5 38.76897 0.gEL -86.7 67.[ 42.6 25.6 26.4 8[.1296[ 6- 5
b -12.017 -20.562 846.86366 -53.0 8.5 -82.6 63.5 39.9622L 0.873 -90.2 67.7 62.2 29.? 26.6 82.2[562 5- 6
7 -16.931 -20.056 880.36266 -62.6 L0.3 -83.7 68.0 61.6618L 0.821 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.6 23.1 89.50800 6- 7
8 -16.901 -23.067 868.62528 -31.5 7.6 -82.6 52.9 60.12881 0.867 -95.2 65.7 67.9 30.6 16.6 67.56015 7- 8
9 -[6.900 -25.82[ 830.30093 -[7.L 6.9 -81.5 58.3 39.0726A 0.900 -96.8 63.0 53.3 26.8 6.6 8[.20L52 8- 9
LO -12.150 -26.033 799.39200 -2_°0 6.3 -SL.[ 53.9 37.81202 0°969 -90.2 62.6 53,0 19.L 7.9 83°5_69[ 9-10
l[ -9.599 -26.2[[ 78[.23917 -38.7 3.7 -80.8 69.L 36.79368 0.986 -85.6 61.9 53.2 12.2 8.3 77.66753 [0-||
12 -7.655 -28°700 769.76[60 -1.6 1.9 -80.6 50.[ 36.28129 0.969 -82.2 59.3 58.9 2.8 0.6 96.97026 [L-12
13 -7.496 -26.363 774°42564 -69.6 3.3 -80.7 65,6 35.69?38 0.990 -8L.6 6L.6 53.7 8.[ 7.9 70.92366 12-L3
16 -7.320 -23.872 789.25285 -79.3 6.7 -80.7 38.8 36.89596 0.978 -80.9 66.0 68.6 15.6 L5.6 76.39932 [3-16
15 -1oL26 -21.260 815.58561 -82.8 6.0 -80.6 33.9 37.92615 0.936 -80.0 66.6 63.1 23.5 23.5 79.3[9[3 L6-[5
16 -6.900 -18.380 855.32608 -86.6 7.3 -80.3 29.6 39.20562 0.881 -79.0 69.6 38.0 3L.6 31.5 86.26033 L5-16
17 -9.181 -L8.003 865.22202 -72.6 8.7 -8L.5 36.0 60.13900 0.855 -86.2 10.0 37.2 33,2 32.7 69.98193 L6-17
18 -1[.966 -11.658 889.10675 -60.5 [0.6 -83.0 38.8 6[.67126 0.815 -90.3 70.7 36.8 36.8 32.9 85.858[7 L7-18
L9 -[5.000 -L6.765 929.01286 -50.7 13.0 -85.0 63.3 _3.16926 0.760 -96.3 71.7 37.2 62.0 31.8 96.3[687 18-19
20 -18.4L7 -15.783 989.38820 -43.1 16.1 -87.5 67.5 65.39[52 0.688 -102.2 73.0 38.2 68.6 29.3 L07.20757 L9-20
2[ -LS.LT9 -L9.391 933.78737 -35.L 12.7 -85.6 52.1 63.38596 0.756 -lOl.l 69.6 63.3 62.5 20.3 106.03006 20-21
-22 -L8.026 -22°b06 897._3886 -25._ 9.3 -83+ 7 _7.0 61.85262 0.803 -100ol bb.b 68.6 38.0 1L.8 92.61658 21-22
23 -11.935 -25.558 876.A9828 -L3.3 5.8 -82.2 62.2 _0.65616 0.830 -99.6 63.8 53.8 35.0 3.6 85.[6L73 22-23
26 -17.892 -28.360 868.58898 -0.[ 2.6 -80.8 67.7 39.71803 0.86L -98.7 61.2 59.0 33.8 -6.6 80.19696 23-26
25 -L6.926 -28.668 82_.08093 -0.2 2.2 -80.5 66.0 38.23335 0.923 -96.6 60.5 58.5 25.5 -1.6 89.956[6 26-25
26 -L2.227 -28.563 796. LAL99 -0.3 2.L -80._ 59.9 37°O6586 0.971 -90.2 60.0 58.6 [7.6 0.0 8[.73819 25-26
27 -9.722 -28.629 776.67523 -0.5 2.0 -80.6 53.6 35.78600 0.992 -85.9 59.6 58.5 9.5 0.6 75.92296 26-27
28 -7°655 -28°700 769.76160 -[o6 1.9 -80.6 50.1 36.28129 0.969 -82°2 59.3 58.9 2.8 0.6 62.b_L82 27-28
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o
RA-VII CAMERA FA 67
TAB NO 133 ATLAS PHOTO NO 133 POD SEQUENCE NO 272
JULY 3[w1966 13 HR 20 HIN 8 SEC 388 85
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
340.6[2 758.26286 -6.829 -28_669 2693.698 2.263 -69,563 1[6,093
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSlC AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE P_-P7
I -[0.989 -19.822 835.53605 -28.9 6.3 -82.0 53.6 38.71278 0.898 -93.6 68.3 60.6 30.[ 27.| O. 0- |
-[2.062 -23.3*7 806.51357 -61.1 6.6 -81.7 68.3 38.23396 0.917 -90.2 65.0 67.6 23.6 16.1 109.53235 l- 2
-9.6[5 -26.126 770.39382 -39.0 3.7 -80.8 68.9 36.28271 0.986 -85.6 62.0 53.2 12.2 8.6 111.03757 2- 3
6 -9°688 -23°622 705°56973 -58.0 5,6 -8[.[ 43.5 37.15618 0.956 -85,2 66.5 67.8 |8,2 [6.3 76.9[752 3- 6
5 -9.351 -20.967 8[2.53891 -67.3 7.1 -81.3 38.6 38.23675 0.911 -86.7 67.[ 62.5 25.5 26.6 80._2703 6- 5
6 -[2.001 -20.555 833.26[07 -53.0 8.5 -82.6 _3.6 39.61366 0.873 -90.2 67.7 62.2 29.7 26.6 81.08507 5- 6
7 -16.873 -20.057 868.19285 -62.6 10.3 -83.7 47.9 60.88867 0.821 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.5 23.1 88.26366 6- 7
8 -16o863 -23.006 836.670[6 -3[.6 7.6 -82.6 52.8 39.57278 0.867 -95.2 65.7 67.9 30.3 16.7 86.33866 7- 8
9 -16.862 -25.76[ 8[8.7[069 -17.3 A.9 -81.6 58.0 38.52698 O.901 -96.8 63.[ 53.3 26.8 6.5 80.09160 8- 9
18 -12.L3L -25.951 788,29713 -26.Z 6.3 -8[.l 5J,7 37.2870[ 0.96_ -90.2 62.5 53.0 19.[ 8.0 82,_5920 9_19
11 -9.615 -26.126 770.39382 -39.0 3.7 -80.8 68.9 36.28271 0.986 -85.6 62.0 53.2 [2.2 8.6 76.37159 [O-[l
[2 -7.699 -28.582 758.90737 -3.8 1.9 -80.6 69.9 33.800[8 0.969 -82.2 59.6 58.9 2.9 0.5 93.66066 1[-[2
13 -7.562 -26.257 763.66[62 -69.3 3.6 -80.7 65.6 35.20803 0.990 -81.6 6[.7 53.7 8.2 8.0 69.93809 12-13
[6 -7.368 -23.820 778.363[9 -79.2 6.7 -80.7 38.8 36.38582 0.978 -80.9 66.1 68.6 15.7 15.7 73.38299 [3-16
15 -7.[75 -2[.226 806.35127 -82.7 6.1 -80.5 36.0 37.6016[ 0.936 -80.L 66.6 63.1 23.5 23.5 78.23737 16-15
16 -6.956 -18.603 863.52610 -86.5 7.3 -80.3 29.6 38,66662 0,88_ -79,8 69.6 38.0 3[.5 3[.6 85.06270 L5-L6
17 -9.203 -18.03[ 853.32608 -72.5 8.7 -81.6 36.1 39.58705 0.856 -86.2 69.9 37.2 33.Z 32.6 69.02337 16-17
[8 -n.968 -17.693 876.863[8 -60.5 [0.6 -83.0 38.9 60.90029 0.8[5 -90.3 70.7 36.9 36.8 32.9 86.67176 [7-[8
19 -16.961 -16.796 916.10752 -50.8 [2.9 -85.0 63.3 62.56969 0.76L -96.3 7[.7 37.2 6[.9 31.7 92.96563 [8-19
20 -18.307 -[5.852 975.366[7 -63.[ [6.0 -87.5 67.4 66.76825 0.690 -[02.2 72.9 38.2 68.2 29.2 105.55103 [9-20
Zl -A0.G_ :?.':_ o>n_7786 -35.1 [2.6 -85.5 52.0 62.77676 0.755 --lOl.[ 69.6 63.3 62.6 20.3 102.69366 20--2[
22 -ITo923 -22.571 886.83831 -25,2 9.Z -_.o _,6 _.Z_':_4 '_ RO4 -I00.1 66.6 68.6 37.9 ll.9 9[.31652 21-22
23 -17.832 -25.482 866.11031 -13.6 5.8 -82.3 61.9 60.08138 0.839 -99.3 63.8 53.8 _._ _.T C_.?_2_4 ?_-?_
26 -[7.788 -28.226 856.[6856 -0.3 2.6 -80.9 67.6 39.16999 0.862 -98.7 61.3 59.0 33.7 -6.2 79.07[06 23-26
25 -16.865 -28.331 812.66[96 -0.6 2.2 -80.6 63.7 37.69337 0.923 -96.6 60.6 58.6 25.6 -1.4 88.60187 26-25
26 -[2.206 -28.626 783.00776 -0.6 2.l -80.6 59.6 36.52559 0.971 -90.2 60. l 58.6 17.6 0.1 80.56366 25-26
27 -9.737 -28.512 765.57590 -1.2 2.0 -80.5 53.2 35.28325 0.992 -85.9 59.7 58.5 9.5 0.7 76.85566 26-27
28 -?.699 -28.582 758.90737 -3.8 L.9 -80.6 69.9 3_,80018 _.969 -82.2 59,6 58.9 2.9 0.5 6L.76666 27-28
TAB NO 134 ATLAS PHOTO NO 134 POD SEQUENCE NO 274
JULY 3[_1966 [3 HR 20 MIN 13 SEC 508 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
335.292 767.379_3 _¢L. BZD -28.58_ 2682.635 2.267 -69.$0_ I_.QBQ
P_OTO OAI_
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ [l_D PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I
-10.981 -19.839 823.64968 -29.0 6.3 -82.0 53.2 38.16909 0.898 -93.6 68.3 60.6 30.1 27.0 O. 0- [
2 -12°046 -23.300 793.2562[ -6[.8 6.6 -8[.8 68.2 37.69886 0.9[6 -90.2 65.1 67.6 23.6 16.1 [07,65104 [- 2
3 --9.632 -26.062 759.53[88 -39.2 3.8 -80.8 68.8 35.77116 0.986 -85.6 62.1" 53.2 12.3 8.5 109.50250 2- 3
6 -9.506 -23.572 776.51706 -58.0 5.6 -81.1 _3._ 36.63620 0o956 -85.2 66.5 67.8 18.3 L6.6 13.88182 3- 6
5 -9.372 -20.936 80[.20879 -67.3 7.1 -81.3 38.6 37.70353 0.911 -86.7 67.1 62.5 25.5 26.6 78.92221 6- 5
6 -[1.986 -20.567 82[.63676 -53.1 8.5 -82.6 _3.6 38.86363 0.873 -90.2 67.7 62.2 29.7 26.6 79.95272 5- 6
7 -[6.816 -20.058 856.00268 -62.7 [0.2 -83.7 67.8 60.31657 0.822 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.5 23.1 86.97787 6- 7
8 -16.786 -22.965 826.89609 -31.8 7o6 -82.6 52.6 39.0[505 0.867 -95.2 65°7 67.9 30.3 [6.7 85.[3661 7- 8
9 -16.786 -25.661 807.10606 -17.5 6.9 -8[.6 57.8 37.98077 0.901 -96.8 63.2 53.3 26.8 6.6 78.97950 8-
10 -12.LL2 -25.869 777.18031 -26.5 6.3 -8[.1 53.5 36.76[[9 0.969 -90.2 62.6 53.[ 19.[ 8.[ 8[.17262 9-_0
1[ -9.632 -26.062 759.53188 -39.2 3.8 -80.8 68.8 35.77116 0.986 -85.6 62.1 53.2 12.3 8.5 75.29395 [0-[[
12 -7.763 -28.663 768.06085 -5.9 2.0 -80.6 _9.7 33.3[863 0.969 -82.2 59.5 58.9 2.9 0.6 92°36899 [[-12
13 -7.588 -_6.172 752.86158 -69.2 3.6 -80.6 65.3 36.7[785 0.990 -81.6 6[.8 53.7 8.3 8.1 68.95[66 [2-13
16 -7.611 -23.768 767.6[562 -79.0 _.8 -80.6 38.8 35.87686 0.978 -80.9 66.1 68._ [5.7 [5.7 72.36671 13-16
15 -7.226 -21.207 793.09719 -82.6 6.1 -80.5 36.1 36.87816 0.935 -80.[ 66.7 63.1 23.5 23.5 77.[5336 16-15
16 -7.008 -18.626 831.70565 -86.6 7.3 -80.3 29.7 38.[2267 0.881 -79.0 69.6 38.0 3[.5 3[.6 83.86308 15-16
17 -9.226 -18.059 86[.60615 -72.5 8.7 -81.6 36.L 39.03608 0.856 -86.2 69.9 37.2 33.2 32.6 68.06286 [6-17
18 -11.933 -17.530 866.59760 -60.5 10.5 -83.0 38.9 60.32829 U.816 -90.3 70.7 36.9 36.7 32.8 83.68330 17-18
19 -16.882 -16.863 903.18207 -50.8 [2.9 -85.0 _3.3 A[.96919 0.162 -96.3 7[.6 37.2 61.8 31.7 91.61355 18-19
20 -£8.[97 -15.921 96[.33137 -63°2 15.9 -87.5 _7.6 66.t0639 0.692 -102.2 72.9 38.2 68.[ 29.1 103.89793 19-20
21 -17.968 -19.619 907.55236 -35.2 12.5 -85.5 51.9 62.16681 0.756 -101.[ 69.5 63.3 62.3 20.3 IO0.95806 20-21
22 -£7.819 -22.5_7 _72.22251 -25°6 9.2 -83°8 56._ 60._Z_3_0.805 _100_]. 66.6 68.6 37.8 LL.9 90°01286 21_2.2
23 -17.729 -25.406 851.70992 -13.6 5.8 -82.6 61.7 39.50605 0.860 -99.3 63.9 53.9 36.8 3.8 82.78126 22-23
26 -[7.686 -28.IO7 863.76016 -0.5 2.5 -8[.0 67.1 38.58159 0.863 -98.7 61.3 59.0 33.5 -6.1 77.96606 23-26
25 -16.805 -28.21_ 800.79101 -0.7 2.3 -80.7 63.6 37.[5283 0.926 -96.6 60.7 58.8 25.A -[.3 87.25090 26-25
26 -12.186 -28.309 77[.86020 -[.0 2.1 -80.5 59.3 36.00672 0.971 -90.2 60.2 58.6 17.6 0.3 79.38837 25-26
27 -9.751 -28.396 756.66335 -1.8 2.0 -80.5 52.9 36.78199 0.99_ -85.9 59.8 58.5 9.5 0.8 73.78637 26-27
28 -7.763 -28.663 268_06085 -5°9 2.0 -80.6 _9.Z 33.3L863 0.969 -B_._2 _9.5 58.9 2°9 0.6 60.86666 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 68
TAB NO 135 ATLAS PHOTO NO 135 POD SEQUENCE NO 276
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 20 HIN 18 SEC 628 AS
TRAJECTGRY DATA SEC T0 XMPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
330.172 736.50206 -6,911 -20.699 2671.957 2.270 -69.665 I16,068
PH070 DATA
PT LAT LQN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Aa 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[0.973 -[9.857 8[[.76769 -29.2 6,3 -82.[ 53.[ 37.62690 U.898 -93.6 68.3 60.6 30.0 27.0 0. 0- Z
2 -L2.027 -23.256 78[.98220 -6[.9 6.6 -8[.8 68.[ 37.[6317 0.9[6 -90.2 65.[ 67.6 23.6 [6.2 [05.763[6 [- 2
3 -9.649 -25.958 748.65685 -39.5 3.8 -80.8 68.6 35.25899 0.986 -85.6 62.2 53.2 12.4 8.6 [07.96593 2- 3
6 --9.525 -23.522 763.56950 -58.0 5.5 -81.[ 63.6 36.11552 0.956 -85.2 66.6 67.8 18.3 16.6 72.86652 3- 6
5 -9.392 -20.92[ 789.8630[ -67.2 7.[ -81.3 38.6 37.16957 0.91[ -86.7 67.[ 62.5 25.5 26.6 77.8[580 6- 5
6 -11.968 -20.560 809.9993[ -53.1 8.5 -82.6 63.3 38.3[3[9 0.873 -90.2 67.7 62.2 29.7 26.6 78.81955 5- 6
7 -16.7_8 -20.058 863.80626 -62.8 10.2 -83.7 67.7 39.76007 0.822 -95.7 68.5 a_-5 _._ 2_.I _5.713i5 O- 1
8 -[4.729 -22.923 813.[[366 -3[.9 7.6 -R_? 52.6 38.65_J 0.868 -95.2 65.8 67.9 30.3 |6.8 8).92975 7- 8
Q -!_.72_ ZS.5_I 7_5.49U/5 -17.7 5.0 -81.7 57.5 37.63_23 0.90[ -96.8 63.2 53.3 26.7 6.7 77.86662 8- 9
10 -12.093 -25.786 /66.05253 -26.7 6.3 -8_.2 53.3 36,23686 0,969 -90,2 62.7 53.1 19.1 8.2 79.98659 9-LO
[[ -9.669 -25.958 768.65685 -39.5 3.8 -80.8 68.6 35.25899 0.986 -85,6 62.2 53.2 [2._ 8.6 76.2|560 CO-I[
12 -7.787 -28.365 737.20303 -8.0 2.0 -80.5 69.5 32.83673 0.969 -82.2 59.7 58.9 3.0 0.7 9[.03587 1[-[2
[3 -7.636 -26.086 762.02782 -69.0 3.6 -80.6 65.2 36.22698 0.99[ -8[.6 61.9 53.7 8.6 8.2 67.96366 12-[3
16 -7.665 -23.716 756.67[89 -78.9 6.8 -80.6 38.9 3_.36312 0.978 -80.9 66.2 68.6 [5.8 15.8 71.36678 13-16
15 -7.277 -21.191 781.82665 -82.5 6.1 -80.5 36.1 36.35390 0.935 -80.0 66.7 63.[ 23.6 23.5 76.06765 16-15
16 -1.062 -18._69 819.86866 -86.3 7,3 -80.2 29.8 31.57996 U.881 -79.0 69.6 38.0 31.5 31.4 02.66236 L5-16
17 -9.269 -18.087 829.46928 -72.6 8.7 -81.6 36.2 38.48041 0.856 -84.2 69.9 31.2 33.1 32.6 67.[0165 [6-17
18 -11.917 -17o565 852.31991 -60.5 lO._ -83.0 38.9 39.75572 0,816 -90.2 70.6 36.9 36.7 32.8 82.29651 1/-18
19 -16.824 -16.891 890.25[5[ -50.8 12.8 -85.0 63.2 61.36865 0.763 -96.3 71.6 37.2 6[.7 3[.6 90.26366 18-19
20 -18.087 -[5.988 967.30526 -63.2 [5.8 -87.5 67.3 63.66092 0.696 -102.2 72.8 38.2 68.0 29.1 102.25315 19-20
21 -17.862 -[9.431 896.62838 -35.3 12.5 -85.5 51.7 61.5569_ 0.751 -101.1 69.5 63.6 62.2 20.6 99.42672 20-21
22 -l?o?16 -22.503 859.60662 -25.5 9.2 -83.9 56.6 60.08786 0.805 -100.1 66.6 68.6 37.7 [2.0 88.?1195 21-22
23 -[7.626 -25.329 839.31022 -13.8 5.8 -82.5 61.6 38.93076 0.86[ -99.3 63.9 53.9 36.7 3.9 81.59995 22-23
26 -17.58[ -27.989 831.31569 -0.8 2.5 -81.[ 66.7 38.0[335 0.866 -98.7 61.6 59.0 33.6 -3.9 76.81719 23-26
25 -16.766 -28.097 789.13618 -[.0 2.3 -80.7 63.0 36.61210 0.924 -96.6 60.8 58.6 25.3 -[.2 85.90607 26-25
26 -12.166 -28.191 T60.66653 -1.6 2.1 -80.6 59.0 35.68367 0.972 -90.2 60.3 58.6 17.3 0.6 78.21621 25-26
27 -9.767 -28.276 763.7_039 -2.5 2.0 -80.5 52.7 36.28051 0.992 -85.9 59.9 58.5 9.6 0.9 72.71709 26-27
28 -7.787 -28.365 737.20303 -8.0 Z.0 -80.5 69.5 32.B36T3 0.969 -8Z.Z 59. T 58.9 3.0 0.7 59.98?62 27-28
TAB NO lS6 ATLAS PHOTO NO 136 POD SEQUENCE NO 278
JULY 3[t1966 13 HR 20 MIN 23 SEC 767 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
325.052 725.61038 -6.953 -28.613 2661.066 2.276 -69.385 116_056
PHOTO OA|A
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN R2A A. O/A A2PHAZ [NCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-P?
| -[0.965 -19.876 799.82766 -29.4 6.3 -82.[ 52.9 37.07980 U.898 -93.6 68.3 60.7 30.0 27.0 O. O- [
2 -12.009 -23.207 770.6_016 -62.0 6.6 -8[.8 68.0 36.62652 0.916 -90.2 65.1 67.6 23.6 16.2 103.81906 1- 2
3 -9.666 -25.873 737.76688 -39.7 3.8 -80.8 68.5 36.76602 0.98_ -B5,6 62.3 53.2 12.6 8,? 106.62620 2- 3
-9°566 -23.6?2 752.56232 -58.[ 5.5 -81.[ 63.3 35.59392 0.953 -B5.2 66.6 67.9 |8.6 16.5 11.80_10 3_
5 -9.6[3 -20.908 ?78.69566 -67.2 7.1 -81.3 38.6 36.63459 0.911 -84.7 67. L 62.5 25.5 26.5 76o1069L 6- 5
6 -11.951 -20.532 798.33985 -53.2 8.5 -82.6 63.3 37.76172 0.873 -90.2 67.7 62.2 29.7 26.6 77.6863[ 5- 6
? -16.701 -20.058 831.58516 -62.8 10.2 -83.8 67.6 39.1666[ 0.823 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.6 23.1 86.66131 6- ?
8 -16.672 -22.882 80[.31216 -32.0 ?.6 -82.7 52.3 37.90030 0.868 -95.2 65.8 67.9 30.2 16.8 82.72275 7- 8
9 -[A.669 -25.50| 783.86[30 -17.9 5.0 -8[.8 57.3 36.88693 0.901 -94.8 63.3 53.3 26.7 6.8 76.75[22 8- 9
JLO.-12.075 -25.103 756.90257 -25.0 _.3 ,8L.2 53.1 35.]0771_1.9*Lq___90.2 _ 62.7 53.1-J-9.2 8.3 78.Z9851 _10
1[ -9.666 -25.873 737.76688 -39.1 3.8 -80.8 68.5 36.76602 0.985 -85.6 62.3 53.2 12.6 8.7 73.13577 |0-[1
12 -1.832 -28.226 726.33260 -9.9 2.0 -80.5 69.3 32.35637 0.969 -82.2 59.8 58.9 3.0 0.8 89.12076 1L-12
13 -?.680 -26.000 731.19813 -68.9 3.6 -80.6 45.2 33.73525 0.991 -81.6 62.0 53.7 8.6 8.2 66.97630 12-13
16 -?.513 -23.666 765.50986 -78.7 6.8 -80.6 38.9 36.85055 0.977 -80.9 66.3 68.6 15.8 15.8 70.32286 13-16
[5 -7.328 -21.175 770.53539 -82.3 6.[ -80.5 36.2 35.82871 0.935 -80.0 66.7 63.1 23.6 23.6 76.9?965 16-15
[6 -7.117 -18.672 808.01080 -86.2 ?.6 -80.2 30.0 3/.03630 0.882 -79.0 69.6 38.0 31.5 31.6 81.65964 15-16
[7 -9.27[ -[8.kL5 8[7.51205 -?2.6 8.7 -81.6 34.3 37.92570 0.856 -86.2 69.9 37.2 33.[ 32.5 66.[3799 [6-[7
38 -LL.90L -L?.60l 860.01992 -60.5 10.5 -83.0 38.9 39.18210 0.811 -90.2 70.6 36.9 36.6 32.? 81.[0365 17-[8
19 -|6.765 -16.939 877.30062 -50.9 [2.8 -85.0 43.2 60.76677 0.76_ -96.3 7[.5 37.2 61.6 31.6 88.91291 18-19
20 -17.977 -16.056 933.26611 -63.3 [5.7 -87.5 67.2 62.83686 0.695 -L02.2 72.7 38.2 67.8 29.0 100.61172 19-20
21 -17.T57 -19.666 881.28831 -35.4 12.6 -85.5 51.6 60.96633 0.758 -[01.1 69.5 63.6 62.1 20.6 97.89607 20-21
_2_J_+bLJ -22.6_9 8A6o97696 -25.6 9.1 -83.9 56°2 39.69862 0.806 -100.1 66.6 68.6 3/.6 12.1 87_60963 2L-22
23 -17.523 -25.252 826.89798 -13.9 5.8 -82.5 61.1 38.35686 0.861 -99.3 64.0 53.9 34.6 6.0 80.41675 22-23
26 -17.677 -27.872 8[8.883[6 -1.0 2.6 -8[.2 66.6 3?.66675 0.865 -98.7 61.5 59*0 33.3 -3.8 ?5.68921 23-24
25 -IA.688 -27.979 ?77.46928 -1.3 2.3 -80.8 62.7 36.07081 0.926 -94.4 60.9 58.6 25.3 -1.1 86.55866 24-25
26 -[2.166 -28.073 ?69.4?536 -[.8 2.2 -80.6 58.? 34.96[58 0.972 -90.2 60.6 58.6 [?.3 0.5 77.0396[ 25-26
27 -9.782 -28.158 732.80398 -3.2 2.[ -B0.5 52.6 33.77850 0.992 -85.9 60.1 58.5 9.6 h[ 71.66655 26-27
28 -7.832 -28.226 726.33260 -9.9 2.0 -80.5 _9.3 32.35637 0.969 -82.2 59.8 58.9 3.0 0.8 59.10766 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VI[ CAMERA FA 69
TAB NO 137 ATLAS PHOTO NO 137 POD SEQUENCE NO 280
JULY 3111964 13 HR 20 M|N 28 SEC 867 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO |MPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
319.932 7|6.70435 -6.995 -28.327 Z¢50.160 Z.Z78 -89°326 116,063
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE Pr-PT
I -10.957 -19.891 787.88963 -29.5 6.2 -82.1 52.7 36.53376 0.898 -93.6 68.3 40.7 29.9 26.9 0. O- [
2 -11.992 -23.161 759.37784 -42.1 6.4 -81.8 47.9 36.08891 0.916 -90.2 65.2 67.6 23.6 [6.3 101.99852 1- 2
3 -9,683 -25,788 726,85585 -39,9 3,8 -80,9 48.6 34.23225 0.985 -85,6 62.6 53,2 12.5 8.8 106,88318 2- 3
6 -9,562 -23,622 761°69566 -58°L 5,5 -81,1 63,3 35,07139 0°95) -85°2 64°7 67°9 18,6 16,5 70,76353 3- 6
5 -9,636 -20,895 767.10675 -67,2 7.[ -81.3 38.6 36,0986l 0,91[ -84.7 67,1 42,5 25,5 26,5 75,59566 4- 5
6 -11,935 -20,525 786.65833 -53,2 8,5 -82,6 63,2 37.20920 U,873 -90,2 67,7 62,2 29.7 24,6 76,54696 5- 6
7 -14.663 -20.059 819.34698 -62.9 10.1 -83.8 67.5 38.58814 0.823 -95.1 68.5 42.5 35.3 23.1 83.17986 6- 7
8 -16,616 -22,860 789.69[20 -32,2 7,6 -82,8 52,1 37,34116 0.868 -95,2 65,8 67.9 30,2 14.9 81.51362 7- 8
9 -14.611 -25.421 772.21528 -18.1 5.0 -81.8 57.1 36.33885 0.902 -96.8 63.6 53.3 26.7 6.8 75.63377 8- 9
20 -12.056 -25.621 763.76510 -25.2 4°3 -81.3 52.9 35.17973 0.969 -90.2 62.8 53.1 19.2 8.3 77.61136 9-10
11 -9.683 -25.788 726.85585 -39.9 3.8 -80.9 68.6 36.23225 0.985 -85.6 62.6 53.2 12.5 8.8 72.05625 10-11
12 -7.876 -28.108 715.66962 -11.8 2.0 -80.5 69.1 31.87153 0.969 -82.2 59.9 58.9 3.1 1.0 88.60338 11-[2
13 -7,726 -25.916 720.35250 -68,8 3,6 -80,6 65,1 33,26265 0,991 -81,6 62.0 53,7 8,5 8,3 65,98399 12-13
|6 -7.562 -23.612 736.52938 -78.6 4.8 -80.6 38.9 34.33711 0.977 -80.9 66.3 68.6 15.9 15.9 69.29896 13-14
15 -7.379 -21.158 759.226[2 -82.2 6.1 -80.5 34.3 35.30259 0.935 -80,0 66.7 43.1 23.6 23.6 73.88939 14-15
16 -7o171 -18.495 796.1322[ -86.[ 7*6 -80.2 30.1 36.69169 0.082 -19.0 69°3 38.0 31.6 31.3 80.85502 15-16
17 -9.296 -18.163 805.53269 -72.4 8.7 -81.6 34.3 37.36996 0.857 -84.2 69.8 37.2 33.1 32.5 65.17277 16-17
18 -[1.885 -17,637 827,69767 -60*5 10.5 -83.0 38.9 38.60743 0.817 -90.2 70.6 36.9 36.6 32.7 79.91075 17-18
19 -14.7U6 -16.987 864.32928 -50.9 12.7 -85.0 43.2 40.16612 0.765 -96.3 71.5 37.2 61.6 31.5 87.56135 18-19
20 -17.867 -16.126 919.2[365 -63.3 15.6 -87.6 67.2 62.17218 0.697 -102.2 72.6 38.2 67.7 28.g 98.97333 19-20
£L _7.8_ _?._c_ _a I_lh? -35,5 12.3 -85.5 51,5 40,33696 0,760 -101.1 69,5 63.6 42.0 20.4 96.36608 20--21
22 -17,509 -22,_35 836,32756 -25,7 9,1 -86.0 _O°U _o,_GGC_ _.C_? _0.! _ _ 4A.6 37,6 12.1 86*10528 21-22
23 -17.620 -25,176 816,67257 -L?.L 5.8 -82,6 6G,9 37.77831 U,862 -99,3 66,0 53,9 34,6 4.1 TD,Z_Lb_ _-_
26 -17.376 -27.755 806.46183 -1.2 2.6 -81.3 66.0 36.87574 0.866 -98.7 61.6 59.0 33,2 -3.6 76.56002 23-24
25 -14,629 -27,862 765,78972 -1,5 2.6 -80,9 62,6 35,52893 0,925 -94,6 61,O 58,6 25,2 -0.9 83,21611 26-25
26 -12.126 -27.955 738.27225 -2.2 2.2 -80.7 58.6 36.63904 0°972 -90.2 60.6 58.6 [1.3 0.6 75.86626 25-26
27 -9.797 -28,040 72[,85387 -3,9 2,[ -80.5 52.2 33,27593 0,992 -85,9 60,2 58,5 9.6 1,2 70.57675 26-27
28 -7,876 -28,108 715,64962 -11,8 2,0 -80,5 69,1 31,87153 0,969 -82,2 59°9 58,9 3,1 1,0 58.22610 27-28
TAB NO 138 ATLAS PHOTO NO 138 POD SEQUENCE NO 282
JULY 3111966 13 HR 20 NIN 33 SEC 987 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
316.812 703.78394 -7.038 -28°239 2639°239 2.282 -69°266 116.031
PH070 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.969 -19.908 775.93341 -29.7 6.2 -82.2 52.5 35.98765 0.898 -93.6 68.3 60.7 29.8 26.9 O. 0- 1
2 -11°975 -23ol12 768.06606 -62.2 6.6 -81.9 67.8 35.55133 0.916 -90.2 65.2 67.6 23.6 [6.3 100.06129 [- 2
3 -9.700 -25.702 715.93966 -60.2 3.8 -80.9 68.2 33.71813 0.985 -85.6 62.5 53.2 12.6 8.8 103.36218 2- 3
6 -9.581 -23.370 730,66758 -58,[ 5,5 -81,[ 63,2 36,56880 0,95_ -85,2 66,7 67,9 18,5 16,6 69,72301 3- 6
5 -9,655 -20,880 755,72580 -67,[ 7,1 -81.3 38,6 35.56298 0.Dll -86,7 67.2 62,5 25.5 24,5 74,48769 6- 5
6 -LI.gL8 -20,515 776.98711 -53,2 8,5 -82,6 63,2 36,65717 0,873 -90,2 67,8 62.2 29,7 26,4 75.61li1 5- 6
7 -16o586 -20.057 807.12052 -43.0 10.1 -83.8 47.4 38.01262 0.824 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.3 23.1 81.91573 6- 7
8 -16*557 -22.797 777.67648 -32°3 7.5 -82.8 52,0 36.78221 U.868 -95.2 65*9 67.9 30.2 16.9 80.30916 7- 8
9 -16,553 -25,338 760.56559 -18,6 5.0 -81.9 56,8 35,79059 0.902 -94,8 63.4 53,3 26.6 6.9 7_,51826 8- 9
10 -12,037 -25,536 732.57619 -25,5 6,3 -81.3 52,7 36,65165 0,969 -90,2 62.9 53,1 19,2 8,6 76.62386 9-10
11 -9,700 -25,702 715,93966 -60.2 3,8 -80.9 48,2 33,71813 0,985 -85.6 62,5 53,2 12.6 8,8 70,97225 10-[1
12 -7,920 -27,987 706,55649 -13,8 2,0 -80.5 68,9 31,38831 0.969 -82,2 60,0 58,9 3,2 1,| 87,08580 11-12
13 -7.773 -25.826 709.49967 -68.7 3.4 -80.6 65.0 32.75016 0.991 -81.6 62.1 53.7 8.6 8.4 66.99316 12-13
16 --7.611 -23.557 723.56789 -78.6 6.8 -80.6 38.9 33.8236[ 0.977 -80.9 66.6 68.6 16.0 15.9 68.27603 13-16
15 -7.630 -21.140 747.92061 -82.1 6.2 -80.4 36.6 34.77679 0.935 -80.0 66.7 63.1 23.6 23.6 72.80228 16-15
16 --7.225 -[8.516 786.27353 -86.0 7.4 -80.2 30.2 35.96794 O.882 -79.0 69.3 38.0 31.6 31.3 79.0572_ 15-[6
17 -9.317 -[8.[68 793.57632 -72.3 8.7 -81.6 36.6 36.81517 0.857 -84.2 69.8 37.2 33.1 32.5 66.20929 16-17
18 -11.870 -[7.671 815.60001 -60.5 [0.5 -83.0 38.9 38.03392 0.8[8 -90.2 70.5 36.9 36.6 32. T 78.72096 17-18
19 --16.647 -17.033 851.39147 -51.0 12.6 -85.0 63.1 39.56306 0.766 -96.3 71.6 37.2 61.5 31.5 86.21599 18-19
20 -17.757 -16.188 905.21196 -63.6 15.5 -87.6 67.1 41.52983 0.699 -102.2 72.6 38.2 47.6 28.9 97.36808 19-20
21 -17.546 -19.667 855.00159 -35.6 12.3 -85.6 51.3 39.72680 0.761 -101.1 69.6 43.4 62.0 20.4 96.85198 20-21
22 -11.606 -22.399 821.69210 -25.9 9ol -86.0 55.8 38.31926 0.808 -100.1 66.7 68.6 37.5 12.2 86.80854 21-22
23 -17.318 -25.097 802.04968 -16.3 5.8 -82.7 60.6 37.20194 0.843 -99.3 66.1 53.9 36.5 4.2 78.04967 22-23
26 -17.271 -27.635 793.99648 -1.6 2.6 -81.6 65.7 36.30650 0.861 -98.7 61.7 59.0 33.1 -3.6 73._3172 23-26
25 -14.570 -27.742 756.10095 -1.8 2.6 --81.0 62.0 36.98660 0.925 -94.6 61.| 58.6 25.1 -0.8 81.87199 24-25
26 -12.106 -27.835 727.05771 -2.6 2.2 -80.7 58.1 33.91595 0.972 -90.2 60.7 58.6 17.3 0.7 76.68883 25-26
27 -9.813 -27.919 710.89163 -4.6 2.1 -80.6 51.9 32.77298 0.992 -85.9 60.3 58.5 9.6 1.3 69.50206 26-27
28 -?.920 -27.987 704.55649 -13.8 2.0 -80.5 68.9 31.38831 Uo969 -82.2 60.0 58.9 3.2 1.1 57.36395 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[[ CAMERA FA 7O
TAB NO 139 ATLAS PHOTO NO 139 POD SEQUENCE NO 284
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 20 RIN 39 SEC 107 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TQ IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
309,692 692.86930 -?.081 -28.151 2628.305 2,286 -69.202 116,018
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ [N[O PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10,961 -19,925 763.95961 '-29,9 6.2 -82oZ 52,6 35.66058 0,898 -93,6 68.2 6U.8 29.8 26.8 O. O- 1
-11.957 -23.066 736*73299 -62.6 6.6 -81.9 67.6 35.0[273 0.916 -90.2 65.3 61.6 23*7 16.¢ 98.13089 1- 2
3 -9.717 -25o615 705.00559 -60,4 3,8 -80.9 68,0 33,20319 0.985 -85,6 62.5 53,2 12.6 8.9 101,79768 2- 3
--9,600 -23o318 719,37918 -58,2 5.5 -81,1 63.2 36,02526 0,952 -85.2 66,8 67.9 18,5 16,6 68.68021 3- 4
5 -9,675 -20.865 764,32187 -67,1 7,1 -81.3 38.6 35.02627 0.910 -86,? 67,2 62.5 25.5 26,5 73,37702 6- 5
6 -11,902 -20,505 763.29218 -53.3 8.6 -82.6 63.1 36,I0601 0,873 -90.2 67.8 62.2 29,7 26,_ 74.27286 5- 6
7 -16.528 -20.056 796.87321 -63.1 10.I -83.8 67.3 37.63563 0.826 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.3 23.1 80.65006 6- ?
8 -16,500 -22.753 768.83720 -32.4 7.5 -82.9 51.8 36,22229 0,869 -95.? _-q _?.9 30.2 "-_,0 79.1021_ 7- 8
9 -16,695 -25,256 7_R:-RQ880 _1_._ 5,0 --62,U 56,6 35.26152 0.90Z -96.8 63.5 53.3 26,6 7,0 73.60035 8- 9
lO -IZ.Ol9 -25,_51 72[.38937 -25.? 6.3 -81.3 52.5 36.[2232 0.969 -90.2 b3.0 53.1 19.2 8.5 75.235[8 9-10
11 -9.717 -25,615 /05,00559 -40,6 3.8 -80.9 68.0 33,20319 0.985 -85.6 62,5 53,2 12,6 8,9 69,88866 10-11
[2 -7.965 -27.866 693.64700 -15.6 2.0 -80.5 68.8 30.90663 0.969 -82.2 60.1 58.9 3.3 1.2 85.76601 11-_2
13 -7.819 -25.738 698.63058 -68.6 3.5 -80.6 65.0 32.25676 0.991 -81.6 62.2 5_.T 8.7 8.5 66.00095 I2-13
16 -7.659 -23,503 712,54716 -78,3 6,8 -80.5 38.9 33,30921 0,976 -80,9 66.4 68.6 16.0 16.0 67,25097 13-16
I5 -7,681 -21.122 736.59518 -82,0 6.2 -80*6 36,5 34.25000 0,935 -80,0 66,8 63.1 23,6 23,6 71.71270 I6-15
16 -7.280 -[8.538 772.39206 -83.9 ?.6 -80.2 30.6 35.403[5 0.882 -79.0 69.3 38.0 3[.6 31.3 7T.85TOI [5-16
17 -9*360 -18,194 78[.59158 -12.3 8.7 -81,6 36,5 36,259_5 0*85/ -86.2 69*8 37,2 33,0 32,5 63*26371 16-17
[8 -|1,854 -IT,105 803.07761 -60.5 [0,6 -83.0 38.9 37,45924 0,818 -90,2 T0,5 36,9 36.5 32.6 77,52895 17-18
19 -16.589 -IT.O?9 838*63036 -51.0 12.6 -85*0 63.1 38.96087 0*?6? -96*3 11.4 37.2 61.6 31.5 86*86925 18-19
2U -17,668 -16,252 891.19326 -63,5 15,4 -87.6 47,0 60,88670 0.700 -102.2 72.5 38,2 47.5 28.8 95,72525 19-20
21 -17.661 -19.6T7 861.852T0 -35.7 12.2 -85.6 51.2 39.11378 U.T62 -101.[ 69.4 63.6 61.9 20.4 93.33751 20-2I
22 -[7°303 -22,362 809,03930 -26,0 9.0 -86,[ 55,6 31,72901 0,809 -[00.l 66,7 68.6 31,6 12,2 83150969 2[-22
23 -17,215 -25,018 789.61251 -16.5 5,8 -82.8 60,3 36,62689 0.864 -99.3 66.2 53.9 36.6 6,6 76,86553 22-23
26 -[T.[68 -27.516 781.56226 -1.6 2.7 -81.6 65.3 35.73686 0.868 -98.7 61.8 59.0 33.0 -3.3 72.30211 23-26
25 -16,51I -2/,622 762.39958 -2,1 2.4 -8[.1 61,7 34.66369 0.926 -96,6 61,2 58,b 25,1 -0. T 80,53095 26-25
26 -[2,085 -27,715 715.82935 -3,0 2,2 -80.8 57.7 33,39223 C.972 -90.2 60,8 58.6 17,3 0,9 73,51275 25-26
27 -9,828 -27,799 699.91580 -5,3 2.1 -80.6 51,7 32.26968 0,992 -85,9 60.6 58,5 9,6 1.6 68.62795 26-27
28 -7.965 -27,866 693,66700 -15,6 2°0 -80.5 68.8 30.90663 0.969 -82.2 60.1 58.9 3.3 [.Z 56°66065 27-28
TAB NO 140 ATLAS PHOTO NO 140 POD SEQUENCE NO 286
JULY 3111966 13 HR 20 MIN 66 SEC 227 RS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
306,572 601,8998[ -7o126 -28,06[ 2617,355 2,290 -69o160 116,005
PHUTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A A2PHAZ INCO PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
O- 1, -10.933-19.962,51.96086-30.0 6.2 -,.3 52.2 36.892580.89_-93.668.2,0.829.7 26.8 o.
-11,960 -23,016 725.38006 -42.5 6,4 -81o9 67,5 36.67319 U.916 -90,2 65,3 47.6 23,? 16,4 96,200[9 2[-
3 -9,734 -25,528 696.05655 -40.7 3,8 -80,9 67,9 32.68766 0.984 -85.6 62.6 53,2 12,? 9,0 100,25006
6 -9,619 -23,266 708,2916_ -58,2 5°5 -8[,[ 63,[ 33,_0077 0,952 -85,2 66,8 67,9 18o6 |6,7 67,63534 3- 6
5 -9,696 -20,850 732.89736 -67,1 ?,1 -81,3 38,7 34.68860 0,910 --86.7 67.2 42.5 25,6 26,5 72,26422 6- 5
6 -1[,885 -_0,696 751,57616 -53,3 8,6 -82,6 63.[ 35.56986 0,873 -90,2 67.8 62,2 29,? 26,5 73,13260 5- 76
T -16,671 -20.056 782.60590 -43.2 [0,0 -83.9 67,2 36,85788 0,_26 -95,7 68.5 62,5 35,2 23,1 79,38296 6-
8 -[4,662 -22,T09 753,98082 -32,6 7,5 -82,9 51,6 35.6616T 0.869 -95,2 65.9 67,9 30,I [5,0 77,89317 7- 8
9 -16,637 -25,176 737,21526 -18,8 5.0 -82,0 56.3 36,69166 0.902 -96.8 63,6 53.3 26,6 7,1 72,28039 8- 9
IO -1.2,000 -25,366 7£0,18688 -26,0 6,6 -81,6 52,3 33o59236 0,968 -90,2 63,1 53,1 [9,2 8,6 76,06524 9-10
[I -9,736 -25,528 696,05455 -40,7 3.8 -80,9 67.9 32,68766 0,984 -85.6 62,6 53.2 12,7 9,0 68,80309 |0-11
12 -8,009 -27,765 682,72630 -17,6 2°0 -80,5 68°6 30*62066 0,969 -82,2 60,3 58*9 3,3 1,3 86,666[3 [1-12
13 -7.866 -25.650 687.74568 -68.5 3.5 -80.5 64.9 31.76251 U.992 -81.6 62.3 53.7 8.8 8.6 63.00739 12-13
16 -7,708 -23,669 70[.52836 -78.2 6,9 -80.5 38,9 32.79398 0,9?6 -80.9 66,5 68,4 [6.1 [6,1 66.22405 13-16
[5 -?,533 -21.103 725.25069 -81,9 6.2 -80,6 34,5 33,72231 0.935 -80.0 66,8 63.| 23,7 23,6 70,62|08 16-15
16 -7,334 -18,559 760.49166 -83.8 1,5 -80.1 30.5 36,85?69 0,882 -79,0 69.3 38,0 31,6 31.3 76,65532 15-16
17 -9,363 -18,220 769.58835 -72.2 8,? -8[.6 36.5 35.70238 0,857 -84,2 69,8 37,2 33,0 32,5 62,27642 [6-17
18 -11,838 -17,739 790,73653 -60,6 10.6 -83,0 38.9 36,88360 0.810 -90.2 T0,5 36.9 36.5 32,6 76,33688 17-18
19 -16,530 -17,125 825,45061 -51.0 [2,5 -85.0 43,0 38.35783 0.767 -96,3 TI,3 37,2 61.6 31,4 83,52184 18-19
20 -IT,538 -16.317 8TT.16309 -63.5 15.3 --87.6 66.9 60,26304 0.702 --102.2 72.6 38.2 47,4 28,8 96,10568 19-20
21 -17,335 _9,487 828.68825 -35.8 12.1 -85*6 51.1 38,50203 0.763 -101.1 69.6 63,6 41.8 20.6 91,82635 20-21
22 -17.199 -22.326 796.3/0_ -26,Z g.O -86*Z 55.4 _7,13806 _o810 -J.00.L 66*7 _8_6 37.3 12.3 82.2U969 _1-22
23 -|7.[12 -26,939 777.[6212 -16.7 5,8 -82.9 60.0 36.06721 0.865 -99,3 66*2 53.9 34,3 6,5 75,67965 22-23
26 -17,066 -27,397 769.07861 -I.8 2,T -81.7 64.9 35,16677 0.869 -98.7 61,9 59.0 32.9 -3.1 71.17136 23-26
25 -[6,452 -_T,503 730.68690 -2.6 2,5 -81.2 61.3 33.90016 0,926 -96.6 6[.3 58,6 25,0 -0*5 79,19091 26-25
26 -[2.065 -27.595 706*58668 -3,6 2.3 -80,8 57.4 32,86782 0.9?2 -90.2 60,9 58.6 17.3 1.0 72,33_02 25-26
27 -9,863 -27,679 688.92576 -6,0 2.1 -80.6 51,6 31,76539 0.992 -85.9 60.5 58,5 9,T 1,5 67,35252 26-27
28 -8,0U9 -27,765 _82,72630 -17.6 2,0 -8U.5 68,6 30.62066 0,969 -82,2 60.3 58,9 3,3 L*3 55,57610 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|| CAMERA FA 7[
TAB NO 14I ATLAS PHOTO NO 141 POD SEQUENCE NO 288
JULY 31t1966 13 HR 20 MIN 69 SEC 367 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [HPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
299,6_Z _0t73_61 _7_T_67___ 2_06+391__.296 _69L03_
PH070 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ --10.925 -19.959 739.95585 -30.2 6.2 -82.3 52.0 36.36667 0.898 --93.6 68.2 60.8 29.7 26.7 O. 0- [
2 -1[.922 -22.966 7[6.02775 -62.6 6.6 --8[.9 67.6 33.93368 0.916 -90.2 65.6 67.6 23.7 [6.5 q6.[9838 [- 2
3 -9.75[ -25.639 683.09616 -60.9 3.9 --80.9 67.T 32.17135 0.986 -85.6 62.7 53.2 [2.8 9.[ 98.70666 2- 3
____ -9.637 _23_ZLl 697.Z0380 +-_.2 _ -81.L 43,0 _Z_97_0-9_-Z_9 _7._ J_,_ 16,8 _b_,_laa__Jt_
5 -9o517 -20.832 72[.48315 -67.1 7.2 -81.3 38.7 33.95160 0.9[0 -86.7 67.2 62.5 25.6 26.5 7[.15535 6- 5
6 -[[.869 -20.686 739.87[80 -53.6 8.6 -82.6 63.0 36.99626 0.873 -90.2 67.8 62.2 29.7 26.5 7[.99369 5- 6
7 -[6.6[3 -20.069 770.35655 -63.3 [0.0 -83.9 67.[ 36.28090 0.825 -95.7 68.5 62,5 35.2 23.] 78.[|879 6- 7
8 -[6,386 -22,663 762.[2769 -32,8 7,5 -82.9 5|,6 35,10080 0,869 -95,2 66.0 67,9 30,[ [5,[ 76,6897[ T- 8
9 -[6.379 -25,089 725,52589 -19.[ 5,0 -82,[ 56,[ 36,16152 0.903 -96.8 63*6 53.3 26,6 7.2 7[*L6251 8- 9
11 -9,75[ -25o_39 683,096[6 -60,9 3,9 -80.9 67,7 32,[7135 0.9Q6 -85.6 62,7 53,2 [2,8 9,1 67,71695 [0-[[
[2 -8.056 -27°622 671.79370 -[9.2 2.1 -80.5 68.6 29.93589 0.969 -82.2 60.6 58.9 3.6 1.5 83.12190 11-[2
[3 -7.912 -25.560 676.8539? -68.5 3.5 -80.5 66.8 31.26868 0.992 -8|.6 62.6 53.7 8.9 8.7 62.0[367 12-13
16 -7,756 -23,392 690.5[061 -78,0 6.9 -80,5 38,9 32,27876 0.976 -80.9 66,5 68,6 16,2 16,1 65,19868 13-[6
15 -7,586 -21.083 713.91689 -81,8 6,2 -80.6 34,6 33.19509 0,936 -80,0 66,8 63.1 23,7 23,7 69,5333i [6-15
17 -9,385 -[8,263 757,60999 -72,2 8.7 -8|,3 36,6 35,16666 0,857 -86,2 69,7 37.2 33,0 32,6 6[,31129 [6-17
[8 -[1o822 -[7.770 778.4[927 -60.6 [0.6 -83.0 38.9 36.30925 0.8[9 -90.2 70.6 _6.9 36.5 32.6 75.[4611 [7-[8
19 -[6.67[ -17.]67 812.50603 -5l.l 12.5 -85.0 63.0 37.75663 0.768 -96.3 71.3 37.2 61.3 31.6 82.18027 18-19
20 -[7*629 -16.377 863.[8167 -63.6 [5.2 -87.6 66.8 39.60171 0°703 -[02.2 72.6 38.2 67.2 28.7 92.69808 19-20
£; _7.220 !_ _ _1_._6910 -35,9 [2,1 -85,6 50,9 37,89165 0,766 -|0|,[ 69.6 63,3 6[,7 20,6 90,32766 20-21
23 -[7.009 -26.857 766.71062 -[6,9 5.8 -82.9 59.8 35.66962 0.865 -99.3 66.3 53.8 3_.2 _.o _q._o_; 2_ _
26 -16.961 -27.275 756.60582 -_.[ 2.7 -8[.8 66.6 36.59623 0.870 -98.7 62.0 59.0 32.8 -3.0 70.06[26 Z_-26
25 -[6.392 -27.380 718.9579[ -2.7 2.5 -81.2 61.0 33.35603 0.927 -96.6 6[.5 58.6 25.0 -0.6 77.85[92 26-25
26 -12,065 -27,673 693,3302_ -3,9 2,3 -80,9 57.1 32,36279 0,972 -90,2 6[.0 58,6 [7,3 |,| 7[,[5867 25-26
27 -9.858 -27.556 677.92265 -6.8 2.2 -80.6 51.! 31.26085 0.992 -85.9 60.7 58.5 9.7 |.T 66.2759% 26-27
28 -8°056 -27*622 671.793/0 -19.2 Z.l -80.5 68._ 29°9]589 0.969 -82.2 60°6 58.9 3,6 1.5 56.69038 27-28
TAB NO 142 ATLAS PHOTO NO 142 POD SEQUENCE NO 290
JU_Y 3[_1966 13 HR 20 MIN 56 SEC 667 N5
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
296.3_3 659.95679 -7oZ[1 -27.880 2395o612 2.298 -69.015 115.978
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[0.917 -lq.976 72T.9266[ -30.6 6.2 -82.6 51.8 33.79532 0.898 -93.6 68.2 60.9 29.6 26.7 O. 0- [
2 -11.906 -22.916 702.65278 -62.8 6.6 -82.0 67.2 33.]9309 0.915 -90.2 65.6 67.6 23,7 16.6 92.20678 _3 -9.768 -25.350 672.11965 -61.2 3.9 -80.9 67.6 ]1.65639 0.986 -85.6 62.8 53.2 12.8 9.2 97.15526
6 -9.656 -23.157 686.09625 -58.3 5.5 -81.[ 62.9 32.65079 D.95L -85.2 64,9 67.8 18,7 16o8 65.56591 3- 6
5 -9,537 -20,815 710,06399 -67,1 7.2 -81,2 38,6 33.6[303 0.910 -86,7 67,2 62.5 25,6 26,6 70,06366 6- 5
6 -11.852 -20.672 728.16169 -53.5 8o_ -82.5 62.9 36.66163 0.8T3 -90.2 67.8 62.2 29.7 26.5 70.85213 5- 6
T -[6.355 -20.065 758.07815 -63.6 [O.0 -83.9 67.0 35.70273 0.825 -95.7 68.5 62.5 35.1 23.2 76.85291 6- 7
8 -[6.327 -22.6[7 730.25269 -32.9 T.5 -83.0 51.2 ]6.53908 0.869 -95.2 66,0 67.9 30.[ [5.2 75.68315 _ 89 -16.32[ -25.006 713.81850 -19.3 5.0 -82.1 55.8 33.5905_ 0.903 -96.8 63.7 53.3 26.5 7.3 70.06202 9
10 -11.962 -25.191 687.76229 -26.6 6.6 -8[,6 51.8 32.53082 0.968 -90.2 63.2 53.0 19.3 8.8 71.66608 9-10
ll -9.768 -25.350 672.11965 -6[.2 3.9 -80.9 67.6 31.65639 0.986 -85.6 62.8 53.2 12.8 9.2 66.62900 [0-11
12 -8.098 -27.699 660.86813 -20.9 2.1 -80.5 68.2 29.65086 0.969 -82.2 60.5 58.9 5,5 1.6 8[.79765 [1-12
[3 --7,958 -25,669 665,96536 -68,6 3.5 -80,5 46,7 30,77366 0.992 -81,6 62.5 53,7 9.0 8.8 61,01866 12-13
16 -7.805 -23.336 679.67192 -7?.9 6.9 -80.5 38.9 31.76259 0.975 -80.9 64.6 68.6 [6.2 16.2 66.17062 13-16
[5 -7.635 -21.062 702.55968 -8[.7 6.2 -80.3 36.6 32.66678 0.936 -80.0 66.8 63.[ 23.7 23.7 68.66269 [6-15
16 -7,662 -18,597 7]6,71616 -83,6 7.5 -8O.l 30,7 33,167|7 0.883 -79.0 69,3 58,0 31,6 31,3 76,26676 15-16
[7 -9,608 -18,267 765,6066[ -72,2 8,7 -8[.3 ]6,6 36,58965 0,857 -86,2 69.7 37,2 33,0 32,6 60.36366 [6-17
18 -11.806 -1To801 766.07628 -60.6 10.6 -83.0 38.9 35.T3360 0.819 -90.2 70.6 36.9 36.6 32.6 73.9506[ 17-18
19 -L6.612 -[7.210 T99.53503 -51.1 12.6 -85.0 62.9 37.]5380 0.769 -96.3 7[.2 37.2 61.2 31.3 80.83701 [8-19
20 -17.319 -16.637 869.18309 -63.7 [5.1 -87.6 66.7 38.95961 0.705 -[02.2 72.3 38.2 67.1 28.7 90.89227 19-20
2[ -17.[26 -[9.501 802.38862 -36.0 12.0 -85.7 50.8 37.27988 0.16_ -101.[ 69.6 63.3 _1.6 20.6 88.82927 20-21
_?,2_.992 -22°267 ZZl. O]610 -2&.5 8.9 -86.3 55.0 35.95_1_ D.811 -100.1 66.7 68.6 37.2 12.5 79.62L99 21-22
23 -16,906 -26.776 752,26387 -[5,1 5,9 -83.0 59,5 36,89096 0,866 -99,3 66.3 53.8 36,2 6,7 73.31188 22-23
26 -[6.857 -27.153 766.12399 -2.3 2.8 -81.9 66°2 36.02528 0.871 -98.7 62.[ 59.0 32.7 -2.8 68.90975 23-26
25 "[_.333 -2T.258 707.21786 -3.0 2.5 -81.3 60.6 32.81131 0.927 -9_.6 61.6 58.6 26.9 -0.2 76.51612 26-25
26 -12.026 -2T.350 682.05975 -6.3 2.3 -80.9 56.8 3[.8[7[0 0.972 -90.2 61.1 58.6 [7.2 1.3 69.98025 25-26
27 -9.873 -27.633 666.90555 -T.5 2.2 -80.6 50.9 30.T5572 0.992 -85.9 60.8 58.5 9.7 |.8 65.19T86 26-27
28 -_.098 -27o699 _60.86813 -20.9 2.1 -80.5 68.2 29.65086 0.969 -82.2 60.5 58.9 3.5 [.b 53.80351 21-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
KA-V|| CAMERA FA 72
TAB NO 143 ATLAS PHOTO NO 143 POD SEQUENCE NO 292
JULY 3|*I964 13 HR 20 MIN 59 SEC 587 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 INPACT AL7 LAT LON R V PTH AZ
289.2|3 648.96298 -T.256 -27.789 2386.418 2.302 -68.952 |15t965
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LOH RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA AQ 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.909 -19.993 715.87820 -30.6 6.2 -82.4 $1.6 33.24505 0.898 -93.6 68.2 60.9 29.6 26.6 O. O- 1
2 -L1.886 -22.864 691.25236 -42.9 6.6 -82.0 47,1 32.85130 0.915 -90.2 65. S 47.6 23.8 16.6 90.23682 1- 2
3 -9.784 -25.261 661.12283 -41.5 3.9 -80.9 47.4 3|.13649 0.984 -85.6 62.9 53.2 |2.9 9.3 95.60138 2- 3
4 -9o675 -2)o104 674.95966 -5843 5.6 -8[.| 42.9 31.924[1 0.95[ -85.Z 65.0 47*8 18.B [6.9 64469690 ]- 4
5 --9.557 -20.799 698.$7498 --67.0 7.2 --8[.2 38.6 32.87326 0.9[0 --84.7 67.3 42.4 2S.7 24.6 68.927SL 4- 5
6 -[[.83§ -20°46| 716.38116 -$3.S 8.4 -82.5 42.9 33.08517 0.873 -90.2 67.8 42.2 29.7 26.S 69.70778 5- 6
7 --14.297 -20.0¢2 74S.77208 -43.A |0.0 -83.9 46.9 3S.[23|6 0.825 -95.T 68.S 42.S 35.1 23.2 75.58464 _- 7
8 -14.269 -22.S_2 7|8.35274 -33.[ 7.S -83.0 5|*1 3_.QTk_O _._? 9S.2 60. U _1.9 30.[ [5.2 74.27233 7- 8
9 --14.262 -24.92N 702._2_[ -_.S _.0 -82.2 5S.S 33.03867 0.903 -94.8 63.8 $3.3 28.S 7.5 68.91832 8- 9
lO -[[*943 -25.|0S 676t49157 -2648 4.4 -8[.5 _[46 3[.99867 0t960 -90,2 634_ 5J.0 [9,) 8.9 70.47172 9-[0
11 --9.784 -25°26| 661.|2283 -4L.S 3._ -80.9 47.4 3|.|3669 U.984 -8_.6 62.9 53.2 12.9 9.3 65.53914 10-11
12 -8.143 -27.376 649.88902 -22.5 2.1 -80.5 48.0 28.96526 0.969 -82.2 60.7 SB.9 3.6 |.7 80.47042 [1-12
13 -8,005 -25,319 655.0|775 -68,3 3,5 -80,5 46,6 30,27728 0,993 -81.6 62.6 53,7 9.1 8.9 60,02155 |2-13
14 -7,8S4 -23.280 668,40940 -77,8 4,9 -80,6 38,9 31,245_1 0.975 -80,9 64,7 48,4 16.3 16,3 63,[3986 13-14
15 -7,686 -21.042 691,[/388 -8|,5 6,3 -80.3 34,7 32.13717 0,934 -80.0 66o9 43.1 23,7 23,T 67,34827 16-|5
16 -7._97 -18.616 724.78004 -83.5 7.5 -80.0 30,0 33421995 04883 -79,0 69, Z _840 31.4 31.3 73406363 15-16
|7 -9,430 -18,292 733.56499 -72,1 8,7 -81,3 34, T 34.03107 0,858 -84.2 69,7 37,2 33,0 32,4 59,37335 16-17
18 -|1.790 -17.833 753.69842 -60.6 10.6 -83.0 38.9 3S.15632 0.819 -90.2 70.4 36.8 36.4 32.5 72.75383 17-[8
19 -14,3S3 -17°254 786,53033 -51,2 12,4 -85,0 42,9 36.54959 0°770 -96,3 71,2 37,2 41.2 31.3 79,49135 18-19
20 -17o209 -16.499 835.15_30 -63.7 15.0 -87.A 66.6 38.3[58[ 0.706 -102.2 72.2 38.2 47.0 28.7 89.28723 [9-20
21 -17,019 -19.509 789.20220 -36,1 11.9 -85,7 50,6 36,66711 0,766 -10|,1 69.3 63.3 41,5 20,5 87,32776 20-21
22 -L6,889 -22,209 TS8,33502 -26,6 8,9 -84,3 54,0 35,3637[ 0,8[2 -TOO,[ 66,8 68,6 37,1 12,5 78,32305 Z[-Z2
23 -16,803 -2_°69S 739.76220 -15,3 5.9 -83.1 59,2 34,31181 0,847 -99.3 64._ 53,8 34,1 6,8 72,12372 22-23
24 -16,753 -27,032 73[,63630 -2,6 2,8 -82.0 63,8 33,45398 0,872 -98,T 62,2 59,0 32.6 -2.6 67,77666 23-24
25 -14,274 -27,137 69S,46S60 -3.3 2,6 -8T,A 60,3 32.26602 0,927 -94,4 61,7 58,5 24,9 -0.[ 75,17779 24-25
26 -12,004 -27o228 670,77527 -4,8 2,4 -81,0 56,S 31.29075 0.972 -90,2 6L,2 58,4 17,2 [.4 68,80157 25-26
27 -9.888 -27.310 655.87424 -8.3 2.2 -80.T 50.6 30.25002 0.992 -85.9 60.9 58.5 9.8 1.9 66.1186[ 26-27
28 -8,143 -27,376 649,88902 -22°5 2,1 -80,5 68,0 28,96526 0°969 -82,2 60,7 50o9 3,6 1o7 52°91558 27-28
TAB NO 144 ATLAS PHOTO NO 144 POD SEQUENCE NO 294
JULY 31f[964 13 HM 21NIN 4 SEC 707 MS
TRAJECTnR_ DATA SIC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
284.093 637.9543_ -T.300 -27.696 2373o410 2.306 -68o888 [L5.9_[
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AlN AZSUN A2A Aa 81A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10,9U1 -20,009 703,81130 -30.8 6.2 -82,S $1,4 32,69336 U.898 -93.6 68,2 40.9 29,5 26.6 O, "0- 1
2 -11,069 -22,816 679,81618 -43,0 6,4 -82,0 47.0 32,30780 0.91S -90,2 6_,5 47.6 23,8 16,7 88,33904 1- 2
3 -9°802 -25.175 650.10141 -41.7 3.9 -80.9 4T.3 30.61743 0.98t -8S.6 63.0 53.2 13.0 9.4 94.04032 2- 3
4 -9.694 -23,052 663.78835 -50,6 5.6 -81.[ 42.8 31.39569 0.951 -85.2 65.[ 47.8 18°8 [6.9 63.44263 3- 6
5 -9,579 -20.785 687.05659 -87,0 7,2 -81,2 38,7 32.33117 0,909 -84,7 67,3 42,4 25,7 24,6 67,80347 4- 5
6 -[1.818 -20.652 704.57153 -53.6 8.4 -82.S 42.8 )3.32659 0.873 -90.2 67.8 42.2 29*7 26.5 68.55902 5- 6
7 -14,239 -20,0_1 733.41840 -43°5 9,9 -83,9 46,8 34,54135 0,826 -95,7 68,5 42,5 35,1 23.2 74,3|26| 6- 7
8 -14,211 -22,529 706,41941 -33,2 T,5 -83,1 50,9 33,41175 0,870 -95,2 66ol 47,9 30,1 15,3 73,05284 T- 8
9 -14,204 -24.838 690,34589 -19,8 SoO -82.3 55,) 32,48586 0,903 -94.8 63,9 53,2 26,5 7,6 67,78912 8- 9
10 -11,924 -25,020 665,21755 -27,1 4,4 -81,5 51,_ 31,46541 0°968 -90,2 65,_ 5)o0 19,5 9°0 69,27851 9-10
11 -9,802 -25.175 650,10161 -AI,7 3.9 -80.9 47,3 30,61743 0,983 -85.6 63,0 53,2 13,0 9,4 64,44743 10-11
12 -B.188 -27.255 638.91598 -23.9 2.1 -80.4 47.8 28.67908 0.969 -82.2 60.8 58.9 3.7 1.8 79.13977 11-12
13 -B,OS2 -25.291 644,06479 -68,2 3,6 -80,5 44,6 29.77924 0.993 -81.6 62,7 53,7 9,2 9,0 59,02207 12-13
14 -T.903 -23.226 657.31007 -77.6 4.9 -80.4 38.9 30.72633 0.975 -80.9 64.7 48.4 16.3 16.3 62.10394 13-1A
15 -T,738 -2[,025 679.73887 -81o4 6.3 -80,3 36,8 31,60529 0.934 -80.0 66.9 43.1 23,8 23.8 66.26S93 14-15
16 -T,552 -[8.639 712,78286 -83,6 7,6 -80,0 31,0 32,66988 0,883 -79,0 69,2 38,0 31.3 31,3 71.85159 15-16
17 -9,453 -18,319 721,46168 -72,1 8,8 -81.3 34.8 33,46956 0,858 -84.2 69,7 37,2 33,0 32.4 58,39781 [6-17
[8 -11o774 -17.869 741.25651 -60,6 10.4 -B3,0 38,9 34,57605 0,820 -90,2 70,3 36,8 36,4 32.5 71*55126 17-18
I9 -1_,294 -17,300 773,46246 -51,2 12,4 -85,0 42,8 35°94244 0,770 -96.3 71.1 37,2 41,1 31,3 78,14075 18-19
20 -17,lO0 -16,563 821,06636 -63,8 14,9 -87.4 46,5 37.66949 0,708 -102.2 72,1 38.2 46,9 28.6 87.67996 19-20
21 -16.913 -19,519 775.97227 -36,2 11,9 -85,7 50,5 36°05233 0,767 -101,1 69.3 63,3 41.4 20,5 85,81405 20-21
22 -Lb,785 -22,17) 745.60722 -Zb.8 8.9 -8_,4 54°6 34,77001 0,813 -100,1 66,8 48,6 37,1 12.6 77,01523 21-22
23 -16,701 -26.617 727.26618 -15,b 5,9 -83.2 58,9 33,7320_ 0.848 -99,3 64.5 53,8 34,0 5.0 70,93003 22-23
24 -16,651 -26,913 719,14505 -2,8 2.9 -82,1 63,4 32.88275 0,873 -98.7 62,3 59,0 32,5 -2.5 66.64148 23-24
25 -14,215 -27.017 683,70650 -3,6 2,6 -81,5 59,9 31,T2042 0,928 -94.4 6[.8 58,5 24,8 0.1 73,84476 24-25
26 -L1.984 -27.108 659.47991 -5.2 2.4 -81.0 56.1 30.76388 0.972 -90.2 61.4 58.4 17.2 1.5 67.62354 25-26
27 -9,904 -27.190 6_4,82988 -9,0 2.2 -80.7 50.4 29.74384 0,993 -85.9 61,0 58,5 9,8 2,1 63,03879 26-27
38 -8,188 -27,255 638o91598 -23°9 2ol -80°4 47,8 28,47908 0,969 -8_.,Z b0,8 58,9 3,7 L.8 52.0265_ 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[! CAMERA FA 73
TAB NO 145 ATLAS PHOTO NO 145 POD SEQUENCE NO 296
JULY 31D1966 13 HR 21 MIN 9 SEC 827 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
278.973 626.93068 -7_366 -27*603 2362.386 2.311 -68o823_.1S,937
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM[$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.893 -20.026 691.72535 -31.0 6.2 -82.5 51.2 32.16059 0.898 -93.6 68.1 61.0 29.5 26.5 O. O- 1
2 -11.851 -22.768 668.35665 -63.1 6.6 -82°0 46.9 31.76319 0.915 -90.2 65.6 47.6 23.8 16.7 86.64936 1- 2
3 -9.819 -25.088 639.06075 -41.9 3.9 -80.9 67.1 30.09765 0.983 -85.6 63.1 53.2 13.1 9.5 92°67537 2- 3
__-9.713 -Z3.00L 652,59_54 -58._ 5.6 -81.1 42,7 __30,86621 0.951 _85,2 65.1 47.8 18,9 17.0 6Z,38584 _-_
5 -9.600 -20.771 675.51318 -67.0 7.2 -81.2 38.7 31.78791 0.909 -86.7 67.3 42.4 25.7 26.6 66.67647 4- 5
6 -11.802 -20.446 692.73598 -53.6 8.6 -82.5 62.8 32.76678 0.873 -90.2 67.8 62.2 29.7 26.5 67.40763 5- 6
7 -16.181 -20.040 721.03967 -63.6 9.9 -86.0 66.7 33.95835 0.826 -95.7 68.5 42.5 35.0 23.2 73.03884 6- T
8 -16.15_ -22.486 696.66326 -33.3 7.5 -83.1 50.7 32.86622 0.870 -95.2 66.1 67.9 30.0 15.3 71.83035 7- 8
9 -16.166 -26.756 678.58020 -20.0 5.1 -82.3 55.0 31.93215 0.903 -96.8 63.9 53.2 26.5 7.6 66.65727 8- 9
LQ_-LL.906 -Z_*936 653.92359 -27.6 6._ -81.6 51.2 30.93121 0.948 ,90.2 63.5 53.0 19.6 9.1 68.08389 9-10
11 -9.819 -25.088 639.06075 -61.9 3.9 -80.9 67.1 30.09765 0.983 -85.6 63.1 53.2 13.1 9.5 63.35380 10-11
12 -8*233 -27.136 627.92873 -25.3 2o1 -80.6 67.6 27.99232 0.970 -82.2 60.9 58.9 3.8 2.0 77.80661 |1-12
13 -8.099 -25.203 533.09386 -68.1 3.6 -80.5 46.5 29.28017 0.993 -81.6 62.8 53.7 9.3 9.1 58.02101 12-13
16 -7,952 -23.173 666.18967 -77.5 5.0 -80.6 38.9 30.20636 0.975 -80.9 66.8 68.6 16.4 16.4 61.06568 13-16
15 -7.790 -21.008 668.28046 -81.3 6.3 -80.3 36,9 31.07236 0.936 --80,0 66.9 63.1 23.8 23.8 65.16088 16-15
16 -7.607 -18.662 700.76096 -83,3 7.6 -80.0 31*1 32,J_1868 0.08_ -79*U 69.2 38.0 31.3 31.2 70*63697 15-16
17 -9.677 -18.367 709.33186 -72.0 8.8 -81.3 36.8 32.90681 0.858 -86.2 69.7 37.2 33.0 32.6 57.62005 16-17
18 -11.758 -17.904 728.78739 -60.6 10.6 -83.0 38.9 33.99650 0.820 -90.2 70.3 36.8 36.3 32.5 70.36596 17-18
19 -14.236 -17.368 760.36876 -51.3 12.3 -86.9 62.8 35.33607 0.771 -96.3 71.1 37.2 61.0 31.2 76.78859 18-19
20 -16.990 -16.628 806.95836 -63.9 16.8 -87.3 46.5 37.02225 0.i09 -102.2 72.1 38.2 66.8 28.5 86*07666 19-20
_1 -16.808 -19.530 762.72080 -36.3 11.8 -85.7 50.3 35.43656 0.768 -101.1 69.3 63.3 41.4 20.5 86.29960 20-21
22 -16.682 -22.131 tJ_.U_v_t -¢o._ _._ _._ _._ ?_ !7_Q n.Rl_ -100.1 66.8 68.6 37*0 12.7 75*70698 21-22
23 -16.598 -26.538 716.15386 -[5,6 5.9 -83.3 58.6 33.15152 0.868 -99.3 64.5 53.8 33,9 5.1 b_,t_ _-_3
26 -16.568 -26.796 706.66668 -3.0 2.9 -82.2 63.1 32.31100 0.876 -98.6 62.4 59.0 32.5 -2.3 65.50667 23-26
25 -1_.156 -26.898 671.93266 -3.9 2.6 -81.6 59.6 31.17616 0.928 -94.4 61.9 58.5 24.8 0.2 72.51240 26-25
26 -11.966 -26.988 668.16882 -5.6 2.4 -81.1 55.8 30.23628 0.972 -90°2 61.5 58.4 17.2 1.7 66.66663 28-26
27 -9.920 -27.069 633.77016 -9.7 2.3 -80.7 50.1 29.23698 0.993 -85.9 61.1 50.5 9.8 2.2 61.95761 26-27
28 -8.233 -27.136 627.92873 -25.3 Z.1 -80.6 67.6 27.9923_ 0.970 -82.Z 60.9 58.9 3.8 2.0 51.13635 27-20
TAB NO 146 ATLAS PHOTO NO 146 POD SEQUENCE NO 298
JULY 31w1966 13 H8 21 MXN 14 SEC 966 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 ISPACT AL7 LAT LON R V PTH A2
273.853 615.89142 -7.391 -27,5U8 2351.347 2.315 -68.758 115.923
PHOTO UATA
P7 L AT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ ENiD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.886 -20.042 679.62028 -31.1 6.2 -82.5 51.0 31.58681 0.898 -93.6 68.1 61.0 29.6 26.5 O. O- 1
2 -11.83_ -22.720 656.87527 -43.3 6.6 -82.0 66.7 31.21755 0.915 -90.2 65.6 47.6 23.8 16.8 84.56295 1- 2
3 -9.837 -25.001 628.00165 -62.1 6.0 -80.9 67.0 29.57660 0.983 -85.6 63.2 53.2 13.1 9.6 90.90684 2- 3
4 -9.732 -22.950 661.37959 -_8.6 5°6 -81.1 62.7 30.33573 0.950 -85.2 65.2 47.8 18.9 17.1 61.32679 3- 6
5 -9.621 -20.757 663.96688 -66.9 7.2 -81.2 38.7 31.24357 0.909 -86.7 61.3 62.6 25.7 24.7 65.56696 4- 5
6 -11.785 -20.636 680.81688 -53*6 8.6 -82.5 42.7 32.20585 0.873 -90.2 67.8 62.2 29.7 24.6 66.25391 5-7 -14.123 -20.060 708.63792 -63.7 9.9 -86.0 66.6 33.37629 0.827 -95.7 68.5 42.5 35.0 23.2 71.76361 6-
8 -16.096 -22.663 682°68591 -33.5 7.5 -83.2 50.6 32.27968 0.870 -95*2 66.1 67,9 30.0 15.6 70*60543 7- 8
9 -16.088 -26.676 666.79606 -20.2 5.1 -82.6 54.8 31.37757 0.906 -96.8 64.0 53.2 26.4 7.7 65.52304 8- 9
10 -11.887 -26.851 662.61065 -Z7.6 6.5 -81.6 51.0 30.39610 0.948 -90.2 63*5 53.0 19.6 9.2 66.88787 9-10
11 -9.837 -25.001 628.00165 -62.1 4.0 -80.9 67.0 29.57660 0.983 -85.6 63.2 53.2 13.1 9.6 62.25818 10-11
12 -8.278 -27.013 616.92735 -26.6 2.2 -80.6 67.5 27.50697 0.970 -82.2 61.0 58.9 3.9 2.1 76.47115 11-12
13 -8.166 -25.115 622.10561 -68.0 3.6 -80.6 6A.6 28.78016 0.993 -81.6 62.9 53.7 9.6 9.2 57.01863 12-13
16 -8.002 -23.119 635.06969 -77.6 5.0 -80.4 38.9 29.68548 0.976 -80.9 66.8 68.6 16.5 16.4 60.02530 13-16
15 -7.842 -20.991 656.80067 -81.2 6.3 -80.2 34.9 30.53860 0.933 -80.0 66.9 63.1 23.8 23.8 64.03351 14-15
16 -7.662 -18.685 688.71729 -83.2 7.6 -80.0 3L.Z 31.56669 0.883 -79.0 69.2 37.9 31.3 31.2 69.62065 15-16
17 -9.500 -18.375 697.17877 -72.0 8.8 -81.3 36.9 32.34299 0.858 -86.2 69.6 37.2 32.9 32.3 56.64021 16-17
18 -11.162 -17.940 716.29657 -60o6 10.3 -83.0 38.9 33.61185 0.820 -90.2 70.3 36.8 36.3 32.4 69.13850 17-18
19 -16.175 -17.395 767.25308 -51.3 12.3 -86.9 42.7 36.72469 0.772 -96.3 71.0 37.2 41.0 31.2 75.63507 18-19
20 -16.880 -16.692 792.83692 -43.9 16.7 -87.3 46.6 36.37630 0.711 -102.2 72.0 38.2 66.7 28.5 86.67167 19-20
21 -16.702 -19.561 769.65078 -36.6 11.8 -85.8 50.2 36.81993 0.769 -101.1 69.3 43.3 61.3 20.5 82.78556 20-21
_,6.578-_oJ._ 720.09397 -27.0 8.8 -84.5 56*L 33_51996 O.SL_ _O0.L 66.8 68.6 36.9 12.7 76.39296 21-22
23 -16.695 -24.660 702.22620 -15.8 5.9 -83.4 58.3 32.57029 0.849 -99.3 64.6 53.8 33.9 5.2 68.53568 22-23
26 -16.645 -26.675 696.13286 -3.3 2.9 -82.3 62.7 31.73875 0.875 -98.6 62.5 59.0 32.6 -2.2 66.36661 23-24
25 -14.097 -26.778 660.16626 -6.2 2.6 -81.6 59.2 30.62719 0.929 -96.6 62.0 58.5 26.7 0.3 71.18093 26-25
26 -11.966 -26.868 636.86212 -6.0 2.6 -81.1 55.5 29.70796 0.972 -90.2 61.6 58.6 17.2 1.8 65.26676 25-26
27 -9.936 -26.969 622.69517 -10.3 2.3 -80.7 69.9 28.72963 0.993 -85.9 61.3 58.5 9.9 2.3 60.87666 26-27
28 -8.278 -27.013 616.92735 -26o6 2°2 -80.4 47.5 27.50697 0.970 -82.2 61.0 58.9 3.9 2.1 50.26475 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|| CANERA FA
TAB NO 147 ATLAS PHOTO NO 147 POD SEQUENCE NO 300
JULY 31_1964 13 HA 21 NIN 20 SEC 66 MS
tRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
268.733 604.83707 -7.¢37 -27.413 2340.292 2.319 -68.693 [15.909
PHO70 OA7A
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ IN[D PHAZ EH|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.878 -20.058 667.49597 -31.3 6.2 -82.6 50.8 31.03216 0.898 -93.6 68.1 41.0 29.3 26.4 O. O- 1
2 -11,816 -22,672 665.37569 -¢3,4 6.4 -82.| 46.6 30,6/104 0.9[5 -90.2 65,7 47.6 23.9 [6,8 82.66830 [- 2
3 --9,854 -24,914 616,92530 -42,4 4.0 -80.9 46,8 29,05496 0.982 --85.6 63.2 53,2 [3.2 9.7 89.3358| 2- 3
6 -9,751 -22,898 630°15686 _58o5 5°6 -81,L ¢2,6 29.804¢[ 0.950 -85.2 65,2 47.8 19.0 17ol 60°26603 3- 4
5 -9°642 -20.743 652.36306 -66.9 7°2 -81o2 38.7 30,6984[ U.909 -84.7 67.3 42,4 25,7 24.7 64,¢1600 4- 5
6 -11,768 -20,427 668,99997 -53,7 8.4 -82.5 ¢2,7 31.64408 0,873 -90.2 67,8 42.2 29.7 24.b 65.09857 5- 6
7 -14.064 -20.039 696.22014 -43.8 9.8 -84.0 46°4 32.789¢6 0°827 -95.7 68.5 42.5 35.0 23.2 70.48714 6- 7
8 -14,038 -22.400 670.49169 -33,6 7°5 -83,2 50,¢ 31,71234 0,870 -95.2 66.2 47.9 30.0 [5,6 69.37940 7- 8
9 -1¢o030 -26.59[ 654.99566 -20,4 5,1 -82,4 56.5 30.87_? ___n_ -9_.8 _.l 53.2 Z_,_ 7,8 6_._Z_U U- 9
I0 -_l_ Z_,766 O_i,2UUUO -ZI,9 4,5 -81.6 50,0 29.86017 0.947 -90,2 63,6 _3,0 19,4 9.3 6S,6907| 9-10
[1 -9,854 -24o914 6L6.92530 -¢2,4 4.0 -80,9 46.8 29.05496 0.982 -85.6 63.2 53,2 13.2 9.7 61./6097 10-ll
12 -8.3_3 -26o89| 605*9[210 -27°8 2*2 -80.4 41.3 27.01707 0.970 -82.2 6[.1 58.9 4.0 2°2 75.13367 [1-12
1_ -8.193 -25.027 6_|.10168 -67.9 3.6 -80.¢ 44.6 2_.27937 0.994 -81.6 63.0 53.7 9.5 9.3 56o0[450 [2-13
[4 -8.051 -_3o065 623.89278 -77.2 5.0 -80.4 38.9 29.16382 0.9_¢ -80.9 64,9 48.4 [6.5 [6,5 58.98337 [3-14
[5 -7.894 -20,97¢ 645,30460 -81.1 6.4 -80.2 35,0 30.00370 0.933 -80.0 66,9 43.1 23.8 23.H 62,92482 [4-15
16 -7.717 -18.708 676.6_936 -83.1 7.6 -79.9 3[.4 3Lt01365 U.88J -79t0 69.2 37.9 31.3 31.2 68_20358 15-16
17 -9.523 -|8,602 685,0|022 -7[,9 8,8 -81.3 35,0 31.77844 0°858 -84.2 69,6 37.2 32.9 32.3 55,45909 16-[7
18 -11o726 -17.975 703.78663 -60.6 10.3 -83.0 38°9 32.82848 0.82[ -90.2 70.2 36.8 36.3 32.4 67°92964 17-18
19 -[¢.116 -17.442 734.1249/ -5[.4 12.2 -84.9 42.7 34.11473 0.77_ -96.3 71.0 37,2 40.9 31.1 74*08173 18-19
20 -[6,771 -16,756 778,70692 -44,0 14,6 -87,3 66.3 35,72614 0,1|2 -102.2 71.9 38.2 ¢6,6 28,4 82,87239 19-20
21 -16.596 -19o551 736.[6959 -36,5 11.7 -85.8 50.0 3_._0278 U.170 -[U[.[ 69°2 43.3 ¢1.2 20.5 81.27438 20-2[
22 -16.475 -22.065 707.31513 -27.2 8.8 -84.5 53.9 32.9838/ U.81_ -100.1 66.8 48.6 36.8 12.8 73.00070 Z1-22
23 -16o393 -24°38[ 689.68574 -16.0 5.9 -83.¢ 58.0 31.98846 U.85_ -99.3 64,6 53.8 33.8 5.3 67._3628 22-23
24 -16.342 -26°556 681.61061 -3.5 3.0 -82.4 62.3 31.16601 0.876 -98.6 62*6 59.0 32.3 -2.0 63.22707 23-24
25 -14,038 -26,658 648*34176 -4,6 _.7 -81.7 58°9 30°07958 0,929 -9¢.4 62,1 58.5 24,7 0.5 69,85024 24-25
26 -11,926 -26,768 625,50017 -6o4 2,5 -81,2 55,2 29,17890 0o972 -90.2 61.7 58.4 17.2 [.9 64°08_05 25-26
27 -9,95[ -26,828 611.60524 -11,0 2,3 -80.7 49,6 28o22125 0,993 -85,9 61,4 58.5 9.9 2,¢ 59,79035 26-27
28 -8°323 -28,891 605,912[0 -27,8 2,2 -80,4 47,3 27,01707 0,970 -82,2 61,1 58,9 4,0 2,2 49,35201 27-28
TAB NO 148 ATLAS PHOTO NO 148 POD SEQUENCE NO 302
JULY 3LmL964 L3 HR 21 MIN 25 SEC 186 MS
TRAJECIORY DATA SEO TO iMPAC7 ALT [AT LGN R V PTH AZ
263,613 593,/6758 -7°¢83 -27,316 2329,223 2,323 -68.627 115,89_
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10,8/0 -20,074 655,35258 -31,5 6.2 -82,6 50,6 30,4764[ 0*890 -93,6 68,1 61.1 29,3 26°4 0, 0- 1
-1[.798 -22.626 633*85221 -43.5 6.5 -82.1 46°5 30.12339 0°914 -90.2 66.7 47.6 23.9 16.9 80°78322 1-
-9,811 -24,828 605,82950 -42,6 4,0 -80,9 46.7 28,53239 0.982 -85,5 63.3 53.2 [3,3 9.8 87.76079 2-
4 -9,770 -22°8_7 618,89108 -58,5 5,6 -8L,I 42,6 29,27200 0,950 -85,2 65,3 6/,8 19,1 17,2 59,20265 3- 6
5 -9.663 -20.730 660.75351 -66.9 7.2 -8[.2 38.7 30.[5204 0.909 -84.7 67.3 42.4 25.8 24.7 63.28202 4- 5
6 -11,751 -20°419 657,09641 -53,7 8,4 -82,5 42,6 31,08105 0,873 -90,2 67,8 62,2 29,7 24,6 63,94057 5- 6
7 -1_.006 -20.038 683,77634 -43,9 9,8 -84.0 46,3 32,2034U 0.827 -95./ 68,5 42,5 34.9 23.2 69.20865 6- 7
8 -13.980 -22.357 658.47366 -33,8 7,5 -83,2 50°2 31,14389 0,870 -95,2 66,2 41,9 30,0 15.5 68.15028 7- 8
9 -13,971 -24,509 863,1/556 -20.7 5,1 -82,5 54,3 30.26595 0,904 -94.8 64,1 53,2 26.4 7,9 63,24859 8- 9
10 -11,849 -24o68! 619.92935 -28,1 4,5 -81.7 50,6 29,32328 0.957 -90,2 63°7 53,0 19.4 9,4 64°59193 9-10
11 -9,87[ -24°828 605,82950 -42°6 4,0 180,9 46,7 28°53239 0,982 -85.5 63.3 53.2 13,3 9,8 60,06[86 [O-ll
12 -8°368 -26.770 596.88242 -29,0 2,2 -80.4 67,1 26°52855 0,970 -82,2 61,3 58,9 6,1 2.6 73°79359 [1-12
13 -8°240 -24,939 600.0/940 -67,9 3.6 -80°4 44.3 27°77752 0,994 -81,6 63,1 53.7 9.6 9,4 55,0089[ [2-[3
15 -8.100 -23.011 612.71450 -77.1 5.0 -80.3 38.9 28.66116 0.976 -80.9 65.0 68.4 16.6 16.6 57.93903 [3-14
15 -7°946 -20.956 633.78¢45 -80.9 6,4 -80.2 35.1 29.46788 0.933 -80.0 67,0 43,1 23.9 23,9 61,8_330 [4-[5
[6 -1.772 -18.731 664.57581 -8J*0 7.7 -79,9 3l.5 30.45963 0.884 -79.0 69.2 37.9 31o3 31,2 66.98¢04 15-16
17 -9.556 -[8.430 672.81429 -71.9 8o8 -81.2 35.0 3[.2|263 0.858 -84.2 69,6 37.1 32.9 32,3 54°¢7565 16-1/
18 -11°709 -|8o011 691,25021 -60,6 10,3 -83,0 38°9 32,24380 U,821 -90.2 70.2 36,8 36,2 32,4 66o71827 17-18
19 -L¢,056 -17.489 720.9/008 -51.4 12,2 -84.9 42,7 33.50351 0°774 -96.3 70,9 37,2 40.8 31.1 72.72660 18-L9
20 -16.661 -16,820 764.55772 -44,1 14.5 -87,3 66o2 35°07701 0,714 -102,2 7L.8 38,2 46,4 28,4 81,27462 19-20
21 -16.490 -L9.562 722.86601 -36.6 11.6 -85.8 49.9 33,58459 0.771 -IOL.L 69,2 _3.3 4[.1 20.5 79.76225 20-21
22 -1&,371 -22,029 694°51582 -2/.3 8.7 -84,6 53.7 32,38685 0,016 -IU0.L 66.9 48°6 36,8 _2,9 71°76587 2_-22
23 -L8.289 -24.302 677.1285[ -16.2 5.9 -83.5 57.7 31.40586 0.851 -99.3 6_.7 53.8 33.7 5.4 66.13432 22-23
24 -16°238 -26.¢37 669,0/684 -3,8 3,0 -82.5 62.0 30°59275 0°87/ -98,6 62°7 59.0 32°2 -1,8 62.08601 23-24
25 -13,978 -26,539 636.52427 -4,9 2.7 -81.8 58,6 29.53128 0.929 -94.4 62,2 58.5 24.6 0.6 68,52022 24-25
26 -11o903 -26,62/ 6i4.14226 -6o9 2,5 -81.2 5¢,9 28,66911 0.972 -90.2 61,8 58,4 17,Z 2.0 62,90247 25-26
27 -9*967 -26.707 600,49972 -11,7 2.3 -80.7 49.4 27°71235 0.993 -85.9 61,5 58,5 10,0 2.6 58,70446 26-27
28 -8,368 -26°/70 594.88252 -29,0 2.2 -80,4 47oL 26o5285_ 0.970 -82,2 61.3 58.9 4,1 2.5 48,45791 2/-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI| CAMERA FA 75
TAB NO 149 ATLAS PHOTO NO 149 POD SEQUENCE NO 304
JULY 3[_196_ 13 HR 21 NIN 30 SEC 306 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT CAT CON R V PTH AZ
258.693 582.682[3 -7.530 -27.2[9 23189137 2.328 -68.560 lJ_lBa0
PHOTQ DATA
PF LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.863 -20.090 663.18922 -31.7 6.2 -82.7 50.5 29.91938 0.898 -93.6 68.1 61.1 29.2 26.3 0. 0- 1
2 -11.780 -22.577 622.30070 -63.6 6.5 -82.1 66.6 29.57661 0.916 -90.2 65.7 67.6 23.9 16.9 78.91668 [- 2
3 -9.888 -26.761 596.71152 -62.8 6.0 -81.0 46.5 28.00877 0.982 -85.5 63.6 53.2 13.6 9.9 86.18069 2- 3
6 -9.789 -22*796 607.60860 -58°5 5.6 -81.1 42,5 28.73832 0,949 -85.2 65.3 47o8 19ol 17o2 58o[361_ 3- 4
5 -9.683 -20.717 629.11283 -66.9 7.2 -81.2 38.7 29.60421 0.909 -84.7 67.3 62.6 25.8 24.7 62.14603 6- 5
6 -11.734 -20.411 665.16061 -53.8 8.6 -82.5 42.6 30.51669 0.873 -90.2 67.8 62.2 29.7 24.6 62.77934 5- 6
7 -13.967 -20.039 671.3C013 -63.9 9.8 -86.0 46.2 31.61582 0.828 -95.7 68.6 42.5 36.9 23.2 67,.92754 6- 7
8 -13.921 -22.315 646.42787 -33.9 7.6 -83.3 50.0 30.57612 0.870 -95.2 66.3 47.8 29.9 15.6 66.91685 7- 8
9 -13.913 -24.427 631.33282 -20°9 5.1 -82.6 54.0 29.70862 0.906 -94.8 64.2 53.2 26.4 8.0 62.10652 8- 9
[0 -1[°830 -24°597 608.55560 -28°6 6.5 -81.7 50.6 28.78530 0.947 -90-Z 63.8 53.0 19.5 9.5 6_.291_1 9-[0
11 -9.888 -24.761 596.71152 -42.8 6.0 -81.0 46.5 28.U0877 0.982 -86.5 63,6 53.2 13.4 9.9 58.96031 10-11
12 -8.613 -26.668 583.83706 -30,1 2.2 -80.4 47.0 26.03931 0.970 -82.2 61.6 88.9 6.2 2.5 72.65069 11-12
13 -8.287 -26.85[ 589.03661 -67.8 3.7 -80.4 46.2 27.27640 0.996 -81.6 63.2 53.7 9.7 9.5 54.00[38 12-13
16 -8.150 -22.958 6OI.51099 -77.0 5.0 -80.3 38.9 28.11732 0.973 -80.9 65.0 68.4 16.7 16.6 56.89168 13-16
15 -7.998 -20.960 622.23502 -80.8 6.6 -80.2 35.2 28,9307_ 0.933 -80.0 67.0 43.1 23.9 23.9 60.69806 16-15
16 -7.827 -18o155 652.65963 -82.9 7o7 -79.9 31.6 29,90416 0°884 -79.0 69.[ 97.9 31.2 31.2 65°7606_ 1_-|6
17 -9.569 -18.459 660.58366 -71.8 8.8 -81.2 35.1 30.66521 0.859 -84.2 69.6 37.1 32.9 32.3 53.¢8922 16-17
18 -11.693 -18.068 678.67787 -60.6 10.3 -82.9 39.0 31.65743 0.822 -90.2 70.1 36.8 36.2 32.3 65.50316 17-18
19 -13.996 -17.537 707.77953 -51,5 12.1 -84.9 62.6 32.89064 0.775 -96.3 70.9 37.2 60.8 31.1 71.36874 [8-19
20 -16.550 -16.885 750.37715 -46.1 16.6 -87.3 66.1 36.42663 0.7[5 -102.2 71.8 38.2 ¢6.3 28.3 79.67688 19-20
21 -!_ _R_ -19.573 709.53278 -36.7 11.6 -85.9 69.7 32.96503 0.772 -101.1 69.2 ¢3.3 61.0 20.5 78.26688 20-21
ZZ -16.267 -21.993 681.69093 -21,b _.r -6_*; _°_ _._ n wl7 -1flO.I 66.9 48.6 36.7 12.9 70._¢710 21-22
23 -18.186 -26.22¢ 666.55119 -16.6 5.9 -83.6 57.5 30.82236 0.851 -99.3 66.7 53.8 33.6 5._ oq._8;6 22 23
26 -16.135 -26.318 656.52966 -4.0 3.0 -82.6 61.6 30.01889 0.878 -98.6 62.8 59.0 32.1 -1.7 60.94284 23-24
25 -13.919 -26.619 624.69020 -5.2 2.7 -81.9 58.2 28.98221 0.930 -96.4 62.3 58.5 26.6 0.7 67.19075 26-25
26 -11.883 -26°507 602°76688 -7.3 2.5 -8[.3 54.6 28.11850 0.972 -90.[ 61.9 58.6 17.2 2.2 61.71960 25-26
27 -9.982 -26.586 589.37729 -12.6 2.3 -80.8 69.2 27.20263 0.993 -85.9 61.6 58.5 10.0 2.7 57.61698 26-27
2_ -8.413 -16.648 583.83706 -30.1 2.2 -80.4 ¢7,0 26,03931 0.970 -82°2 61°4 §8.9 6.2 2.5 _7.§623527-28
TAB NO 150 ATLAS PHOTO NO 150 POD SEQUENCE NO 306
JULY 31v1966 13 HR 21 MIR 35 SEC 426 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TQ IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
253.373 571.58130 -7._ZT -ZI_LZI 2307.037 Z.332 -68._3 IJ-5.865
PH070 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.856 -20.106 631.00651 -31.8 6.2 -82.7 50.3 29.36091 0.898 -93.6 68.1 61.1 29.2 26.3 O. O- 1
2 -11.762 -22.531 610.71732 -43.7 6.5 -82.1 ¢6.3 29°02392 0.914 -90.2 65.8 67.6 23.9 17,0 77.08042 1- 2
3 -9.905 -24.655 583.56957 -63.0 4.0 -81.0 _6.6 27.68403 0.981 -85.5 63.5 53.2 13.6 9.9 86.59663 2- 3
-9.808 -22.766 596.29535 -58°6 5°7 -81°1 ¢2.5 28.20320 0°949 -85.2 65.4 _7.8 19.2 17.3 57.06569 3- 6
5 -9.TO6 -20.705 617.63549 -66.8 2.3 -81.2 38.7 29.05666 0.908 -84.7 67.6 62.6 25.8 26.7 6|.00092 6- 5
6 -11.717 -20.605 633.18593 -53.8 8.4 -82.5 62.5 29.95010 0°873 -90.2 67.9 62.2 29.7 26,6 61.61613 5- 6
7 -13.888 -20.060 658.78677 -46.0 9.8 -86.1 46.1 31.02639 0.828 -95.7 68.6 62.5 34.8 23.2 66.66278 6- 7
8 -13.862 -22.273 636.36983 -36.1 7.6 -83.3 69°9 30,00283 0.871 -95.2 66.3 67.8 29.9 15.6 65.67778 7- 8
9 -13.856 -24,346 619.46506 -21.1 5.1 -82.6 53.8 29.15012 0.904 -94.8 64.3 53.2 26.3 8.1 60.96016 8- 9
10 -11.810 -24.513 597._5678 -28.6 4.5 -81.7 50.2 28,24614 0.947 -90.2 63.9 53,0 19.5 9,5 62.08881 9-10
11 -9.905 -26.655 883.56957 -63.0 4.0 -81.0 66.6 27.68403 0.981 -85.5 63.5 53.2 13.6 9.9 57.88619 10-|[
12 --8.458 -26.528 572.77588 -31.1 2.2 -80.4 46.8 25.54933 0.970 -82.2 6[.5 58*9 4.3 2.6 71.10404 11-12
13 --8.336 -24.766 577.97106 -67.7 3.7 -80.6 64.2 26.76980 0.995 -81.6 63.2 53.7 9.8 9.6 52.99167 12-13
16 -8.[99 -22.906 590.27900 -76.8 5.1 -80.3 39.0 27.59217 0.973 -80.9 6§.L 68.6 16.7 16.7 55*84079 13-14
15 -8.050 -20.925 610.65118 -80.7 6.4 -80.1 35.3 28.39197 0.933 -80°0 67.0 63.1 23.9 23.9 59.57802 14-15
16 -7.882 -18.780 660.30328 -82.8 7.7 -79.9 31.8 29.36683 0.886 --79.0 69.1 37.9 31.2 31.2 64.53118 15-16
17 -9.591 -[8.689 648.31030 -71.8 8.8 -81.2 35.2 30.07583 0.859 -84.| 69.5 37.1 32.9 32.2 52.49922 16-17
18 -11.676 -18.086 666.06071 -60.6 10.3 -82.9 39.0 31.06897 0.822 -90.2 70.1 36.8 36.1 32.3 66.28369 17-18
19 -13.936 -17o586 69¢.54350 -51.5 [2.1 -84.9 ¢2.6 32.27564 0.775 -96.3 70.8 37.2 60.7 31.0 70.00676 18-19
20 -16.639 -16.951 736.15385 -¢6.2 16.3 -B7.3 66.0 33.77389 0.717 -102.2 71.7 38.2 66.2 28.3 78.07765 19-20
21 -16.277 -19.585 696.16208 -36.8 11.5 -85.9 69.6 32°36376 0.773 -101.1 69.2 43.3 ¢0.9 20.5 76.72571 20-21
2.2 -I_.I,_Z -ZI.95_ 6_,8_835_7 -_Z_6 _.7 -84.7 53.3 31.J._.203 _../tlZ -LOfl_L /,ht_9 _8.& 36.6 13.0 _9.1_Z7_ 2.1-22
23 -16.083 -24.167 651.95100 -16.6 5.9 -83.7 57.2 30.23779 0.852 -99.3 66.8 53.8 33.6 5.6 63.71926 22-23
26 -16.031 -26.201 663.96818 -4.2 3.1 -82.7 61.2 29.¢¢640 0.879 -98.6 62.8 59.0 32.0 -1.5 59.79708 23-26
25 -13.859 -26.301 612.83896 -5.5 2.8 -82.0 57.9 28.43235 0.930 -96.4 62.6 58.5 24.5 0.9 65.86139 26-25
26 -11.862 -26.388 591.37367 -7.7 2.5 -81.3 54.4 27.58706 0.972 -90.1 62.1 58.6 17.2 2.3 60.53553 25-26
27 -9.998 -26.466 578.23769 -13.0 2.4 -80.8 69.0 26.69204 0.993 -85.9 61.7 58.5 10.0 2.8 56.52770 26-27
28 -8.458 -26.528 572.77588 -3L.L 2.2 -80._ _6.8 25_56933 0.970 -B2.Z 61.5 58.9 6.3 2.6 66.66531 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-Vil CAMERA FA 76
TAB NO 151 ATLAS PHOTO NO 151 POD SEQUENCE NO 308
JULY 31w|964 13 HR 21 MEN 40 SEC 566 US
TRAJECT08¥ DATA SEC TO |MPACT AL7 LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
248.Z53 560.66672 -7.6Z5 -ZT,02Z Z295.920 2.337 -60._25 11S,_0
PHOTO DATA
PT L AT LOb RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A A2PHAZ INtO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I --10.868 -20.121 618.80396 -32.0 6.2 -82.8 50.1 28.8013[ 0.898 -93.6 68.0 61.2 29.1 26.2 O. O- 1
Z -1[.743 -22.485 599.10932 -63.9 6.5 -82.2 46.1 28.67226 0.9|4 -90.2 65.8 47.6 23.9 17.0 75.25291 1- 2
3 -9.922 -26.570 572.60706 -63.2 6.0 -81.0 46.3 26.95832 0.98[ -85.5 63.6 53.2 [3.5 10.0 83.00451 Z- 3
6 -9.827 -22.696 586.95846 -58.6 5.7 -81.L 62.6 27.66696 0.969 -85.2 65.4 47.8 19.2 17.3 55,99265 3- 6
5 -9.725 -20.693 605.73192 -66.8 T.3 -81.2 38.7 28.50388 0.908 -84.7 67.6 62.6 25.8 24.7 59.85680 4- 5
6 -11.699 -20.399 621.18432 -53.9 8.6 -82.5 62.5 29.38263 0.873 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.7 24.6 60.46625 5- 6
7 -13.829 -20.042 666.2_302 -46.1 9.7 -84.1 46.O 30.43572 0.82_ -95.7 68.6 42.5 36.8 23.2 65.35602 6- 7
8 -13.806 -22.232 622.26773 -34.2 7.4 -83.6 4g.7 29.43040 0.871 -95.2 66.3 47.R 9o:9 !5.7 _._35_6 7- 8
9 -[3.795 -24.266 607.57676 -?1._ 5_1 -82.7 53._ 28.5_u6_ 0.906 -96.8 64.4 53.2 26.3 8.2 59,81096 8- 9
1U -11,791 -26.630 585.73671 -28.9 6.5 -81.8 50.0 27.70597 U._41 -90.2 63.9 53.0 [9.5 9.6 60,88650 9-10
[l -9.922 -24.570 572.60706 -63.2 4.0 -8[.0 46.3 26.95832 0.981 -85.5 63.6 53.2 13.5 10.0 56.75016 10-[[
12 -8.503 -26.607 561.69922 -32.[ 2.3 -80.4 66.6 25.05865 0.970 -82.2 61.6 58.9 4.4 2.7 69.75486 11-12
13 -8.381 -26.677 566.88666 -67.6 3.7 -80.3 44.1 26.26609 0.995 -81.6 63,3 53.7 9.9 9.7 51.98017 12-13
16 -8.248 -22.853 579.02667 -76.7 5.1 -80.3 39.0 27.06598 0._73 -80.9 65.[ 48.4 16.8 16.7 56.78760 13-|4
15 -B.102 -20.909 599.06269 -80.6 6.4 -80.1 35.3 27.85209 0.933 -80.0 67.0 43.1 23.9 23.9 58.65520 16-15
16 -7.931 -18.806 628.12110 -82°7 7.7 -79.8 31.9 28.78835 0o88_ -79.0 69.1 37,9 31.2 31,1 63.29928 15-16
17 -9.616 -18.520 636.00939 -71.7 8.8 -81.2 35.3 29.50516 0.859 -86.1 69.5 37.1 32.8 32.2 5[.50680 16-17
|8 -1|.660 -18.[26 653.61535 -60.7 10.3 -82.9 39.0 30.47919 0.823 -90.2 70.[ 36.8 36.1 32.3 63.06122 17-[8
19 -13.875 -17.636 681.28079 -51._ 12.0 -86.9 42.5 31.65960 0.776 -96.3 70.8 37.2 40.6 31.0 68.66310 18-19
20 -16.328 -[7.017 721.90966 -46.2 16.2 -87.3 45.9 33.12039 0.719 -102.2 71.6 38.2 66.1 28.2 76.67986 19-20
21 -16.170 -19.598 682.76883 -36.9 11.4 -85.9 49.5 31._2140 U.716 -lOl.[ 69.1 63.3 60.8 20.6 75.20376 20-21
22 -16.051 -21.925 655,95897 -27.7 8.6 -86.8 53.1 30.58865 O.818 -|O0.1 66.9 68.6 36.5 13.1 67°79587 21-22
23 -15.979 -24.070 639.33322 -[6.8 5.9 -83.8 56.9 29.65263 I).853 -99.3 64.9 53.8 33.5 5.7 62.50700 22-23
24 -15.928 -26.083 631.39600 -4.5 3.! -82.8 60.8 28.86934 0.879 -98.6 62.9 59.0 31.9 -1.4 58.66953 23-26
25 -13.799 -26.[82 600.97165 -5.8 2.8 -82.0 5/.5 27.88|75 0.930 -94.6 62.5 58.5 24.5 1.0 66.53260 24-25
26 -11.862 -26.269 579.96363 -8.1 2.6 -81.6 56.1 27.05683 0.972 -90.[ 62.2 58.6 17.2 2.6 59.35028 25-26
27 -10.O13 -26.346 567.08161 -13.7 2.4 -80.8 48.7 26.18066 0.993 -85.9 61.9 58.5 [0.1 2.9 55.43696 26-27
28 -8,503 -26.607 561.69922 -32.1 2.3 -80.6 68o6 25.05865 0.970 -82.2 61.6 58.9 6.6 2.7 65°/6690 27-28
TAB NO 152 ATLAS PHOTO NO 152 POD SEQUENCE NO 310
JULY 31o|966 13 HR 21HIN 45 SEC 666 RS
TRAJECTORY D&TA SEC TO [RPACT ALt [AT LON R V PTH AZ
263.136 569.33212 -T,673 -26.922 228_.787 2.361 -68.356 115,835
PHOr0 DA7A
PT LAt LON RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZSUN A2A Aa 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10,84[ -20.137 606.58[28 -32.2 6.2 -82.8 69.9 28.26077 0.898 -93.6 68.0 41.2 29.[ 26.2 0. O- [
2 -11.725 -22.639 587.61858 -44.0 6.5 -82.2 66.0 27.9[952 0.914 -90.2 65.9 67.6 26.0 17.1 73.66507 1- 2
3 -9.960 -26.485 561.22673 -43.6 6.1 -81.0 46.1 26.63[67 0.98[ -85.5 63.7 53.2 13.6 10.1 81.61088 2- 3
6 -9.846 -22.667 573.59755 -58.6 5.7 -81.1 42.6 27.12959 0.9_8 -85.2 65.5 47.8 19.3 17.4 56.91670 3- 6
5 -9.746 -20.682 594.00064 -66.8 7.3 -8[.2 38.B 27.95180 0.908 -84.7 67.6 42.6 25.8 24.7 58.70516 6- 5
b -1[.682 -20.394 609.15636 -53.9 8.6 -82.5 42.4 28.81352 0.873 -90.2 67.9 42,2 29.7 26.6 59.2#628 5- 6
7 -13.770 -20.046 633.6783[ -66.2 9.7 -84.[ 65.9 29.84397 0.829 -95.7 68.6 42.5 34.8 23.3 64.06845 6- 7
8 -13.765 -22.192 610.12589 -34.3 7.6 -83.6 65.5 28.85706 0.871 -95.2 66.4 67.8 29.9 15.7 63,|9067 7- 8
9 -[3./36 -26.[85 595.6/3[[ -21.5 5.1 -82.7 53.3 28.03066 0.905 -96.8 66.6 53.2 26.3 8.3 58.659[9 8- 9
10 -11,772 -26.347 576.25827 -29,1 6.5 -81.8 69.8 27.16693 0.967 -90.2 66.0 53.0 19.5 9.7 59.67986 9-10
[1 -9.940 -26.688 561.224/3 -43.6 6.1 -81.0 46.1 26.43167 0.981 -85.5 63.7 53.2 13,6 10.1 55.66265 10-[1
12 -8.568 -26.287 550.60729 -33.0 2.3 -80.6 66.5 26.56731 0.970 -82.2 61.8 58.9 4.5 2.9 68.60313 11-12
13 -8.629 -26.590 555.78181 -67.5 3.7 -80.3 66.1 25.75720 0.995 -8[.6 63.4 53.7 10.0 9.7 50.96673 12-13
[6 -8.298 -22.802 567.76612 -76.5 5.1 -80.2 39.0 26.53866 0.9/2 -80.8 65.2 48.4 16.8 16.8 53./3115 13-16
15 -8.154 -20.895 887.60639 -80.6 6.5 -80.1 35.6 27.31092 0.933 -80.0 67.0 63.1 23.9 23.9 57.32892 _6-[5
16 -7.993 -18.832 615,90833 -82.6 7.8 -79.8 32.0 28.22867 0._86 -79.0 69.1 37.9 31.2 31.1 62.06377 15-16
17 -9.637 -18.551 623.67805 -71.7 8.8 -81.2 35.3 28.93308 0.859 --84.1 69.5 37.1 32.8 32.2 50.51193 [6-17
18 -11.643 -18.166 660.76123 -60.7 10.2 -82.9 39.0 29.88806 0.823 -90.2 70*0 36.8 36.1 32.2 61.83677 17-18
19 -13.815 -17.686 667.99362 -51.6 12.0 -86.9 42.5 31.06202 0.777 -96.3 70.7 37.2 40.5 30.9 67.27896 18-19
20 -16.218 -17.083 707.65062 -46.3 16.1 -87.3 45.9 32.66620 0.720 -102.2 71.5 38.2 66.O 28.2 74.88591 19-20
21 -16.063 -19.6[[ 669.35965 -37.U 11.4 -85.9 49.3 31.09833 0.775 -101.1 69.1 43.3 40.7 20.6 73.68[[8 20-21
22 -15.953 -21.891 6_3.06895 -27.9 8.6 -86.8 52.9 29.98726 0.819 -100.1 66.9 68.6 36.5 13.1 66.46683 21-22
23 -15.875 -23.996 626./06[5 -17.0 5.9 -83.8 56.6 29.06666 0.854 -99.3 64.9 53.8 33.4 5.8 61.29268 22-23
26 -15.824 -25.966 618.81635 -6.7 3.1 -82.9 60.5 28.29612 0.880 -98.6 63.0 59.0 31.8 -1.2 57.50080 23-26
25 -13.760 -26.066 589.09451 -6.1 2.8 -82.1 57.2 27.33069 0.93[ -94.6 62.6 58.5 24.6 1.1 63.20644 26-25
26 -11.821 -26.150 568.53995 -8.5 2.6 -81.4 53.8 26.52197 0._72 -90.1 62.3 58.4 17.2 2.5 58.16560 25-26
27 -[0.029 -26.226 555.91030 -[4.3 2,6 -80.8 48.5 25.66869 0.996 -85.9 62.0 58.5 10.[ 3.1 56.36516 26-27
28 -8.568 -26.287 550.60729 -33.0 2.3 -80.6 66.5 26.56731 0.978 -82.2 61.8 58.9 6.5 2.9 64.86735 27-28
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RA-VI| CAMERA FA 77
TAB NO 153 ATLAS PHOTO NO 153 POD SEQUENCE NO 312JULY 31w[966 13 HR 21H|N 50 SEC 286 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAr LON R V PTH AZ
238.01¢ 538.18396 -7.722 -26.820 2273.639 2.365 -68.287 115.819
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -18.836 -20.152 596.33899 -32.3 6.2 -82.8 69.8 27.67961 0.898 -93.6 68.0 6[*3 29.0 26.1 0. 0- 1
2 -[1.708 -22.396 575.82689 -66.[ 6.5 -82.2 45.9 27.36578 0.9[6 -90.2 65.9 47.6 26.0 [7.1 7[°66654 [- 2
3 -9.958 -2A.600 550.02379 -43.6 4.1 -8[.0 66.0 25.90415 0.981 -85.5 63.8 53.2 13.7 10.2 79.81392 2- 3
4 -9.866 -22.598 562.21302 -58.6 5.7 -8[.1 42.3 26.591[0 0.948 -85.2 65.5 47.8 19.3 17.4 53.83777 _Z 45 -9.768 -20.672 582.2_13[ -66°7 7.3 -8[.2 38.8 27.39840 0.908 -84.7 67.4 42.4 25.9 24.8 57.55166 5
6 -11.666 -20.389 597.10316 -53.9 8.4 -82.5 42.4 28.24340 0.873 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.7 24.6 58.10450 5- 6
7 -13.7[[ -20.067 621.09341 -44.3 9.7 -84.1 45.9 29.25127 0.829 -95.7 68.4 42.5 34.7 23.3 62.78079 6- ?
8 -13.687 -22.152 597.98779 -34.5 7.4 -83.4 49.4 28.28292 0.871 -95.2 66.4 47.8 29.9 [5.8 61.94224 7- 8
9 -13.678 -24o105 583.75828 -2[.8 5°[ -82.8 53.[ 27.46976 0.905 -94.8 64.5 53.2 26.3 8.4 57.50499 8- 9
[0 -11.753 -24.264 562.86393 -29.4 4.6 -81.8 49.6 26.62313 0.947 -90.2 64.1 53.0 19.6 9.8 58.47574 9-[0
1] -9.958 -24.400 550.02379 -43.6 6.1 -81.0 66.0 25.904[5 0.98[ -85.5 63.8 53.2 13.7 10.2 56.53412 10-11
12 -8.595 -26.[67 539.50087 -33.8 2.3 -80.3 46.4 26.07537 0.97[ -82.2 6[.9 58.9 6.6 3.0 67.04897 [[-12
[3 -8°677 -24.503 544.65720 -67.4 3.7 -80.3 46.0 25.24912 0.996 -8[.6 63.5 53.7 10.[ 9.8 69.95133 [2-[3
14 -_.349 -22o750 556,46270 -76.4 5.1 -80.2 39.0 26.01019 0.972 -80.8 65.2 68.4 16.9 16.8 52.67[85 [3-14
15 -8.208 -20.881 575.74078 -80.3 6.5 -8O.l 35.5 26.76839 0.932 -80.0 67.1 43.1 24.0 24.0 56.[9871 14-15
[6 -8.050 -L8.059 603.66250 -82.5 7.8 -79.8 32.2 27.66707 0.885 -79.0 69.[ 37.9 31.[ 3[.l 60,8240[ 15-16
17 -9.661 -[8.583 611.31500 -7[.6 8.8 -81.2 35.4 28.35952 0.860 -84.L 69.4 37.1 32.8 32.2 49.b1469 16-17
[8 -[L.627 -[8.203 628.03866 -60.6 [0.2 -82.9 39.0 29.29559 0.823 -90.2 70.0 36.8 36.0 32,2 60,61050 17-18
19 -13.756 17.737 654.684[4 -51.6 11.9 -84.9 42.5 30.42359 0.778 -96.3 70.7 37.2 40.5 30.9 65.9[526 18-19
20 -16.108 17.150 693.38064 -44.4 14.1 -87.3 45.8 31.81152 0.722 -[02.2 71.5 38.2 45.8 28.1 73.29709 19-20
Z[ -/_.qb_ -1_.o_ o3_.33;_ =7.C _!? -AK Q 49.2 30.47476 0.776 -101o0 69.[ 43.3 40.6 20.6 72.[5800 20-21
22 -15.849 -2[.857 6_0.[7092 -28.0 8.6 -84.9 52.7 29.38566 0.820 -IUU.I O/.U _0.o _._ _._ C_.I_ 2!-?_
23 -15.773 -23.917 614.07590 -17.2 5.g -83.9 56.3 28.48071 0.854 -99.3 65.0 53.8 33.3 6.0 60.07662 22-23
24 -15o722 -25.850 606.26[84 -_.9 3.1 -83.0 60.1 27.71906 0.881 -98.6 63.1 59.0 3[.7 -[.1 56.35[42 23-24
25 -[3°68[ -25.946 577,2[224 -6,4 2.8 -82,2 56.9 26.77938 0.93[ -96.6 62.7 58.5 24.4 1.3 61.88409 24-25
26 -[1.802 -26.03[ 557.10637 -8.9 2.6 -8[.5 53.5 25.98863 0.972 -90.[ 62.4 56.4 17.2 2.7 56.98154 25-26
27 -[0.045 -26.107 544.72614 -14.9 2.4 -80.8 48.3 25°15629 0.994 -85.9 62.[ 58.5 [0.2 3.2 53.25300 26-27
28 -8.595 -26.167 539.50087 -33.8 2.3 -80.3 66.4 24.07537 0.971 -82.2 6[.9 58.9 6.6 3.0 43.96687 27-28
TAB NO 154 ATLAS PHOTO NO 154 POD SEQUENCE NO 314
JULY 3[t[964 13 HA 2[ MIN 55 SEC 906 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
232.894 527.0[929 -7.771 -26.718 2262.475 2.350 -68.2[7 115.804
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A Ao B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -[0.827 -20.167 582.07593 -32.5 6.2 -82.9 49.6 27.11686 0.898 -93.6 68.0 4[.3 28.9 26.[ 0. 0- [
-11.691 -22.369 564.[6904 -44o2 6.5 -82.2 45.8 26.8[080 0.9[3 -90.2 66.0 47.6 26.0 17.2 69.89192 1- 2
-9.976 -26.315 538.80093 -43.8 4.[ -81.0 45.9 25.37559 0.980 -85.5 63.9 53.2 13.7 [0.3 78.21273 2- 3
4 -9°886 -22.549 550.80346 -58.6 5.7 -8[.1 42.3 26.05[43 0.948 -85.2 65.6 47.8 [9.4 17.5 52.75605 3- 4
5 -9.790 -20.662 570.45466 -66o7 7.3 -8[.[ 38.8 26.8_371 0.908 -84.7 67.4 42.4 25.9 24.8 56.39511 4- 5
6 -11.669 -20.384 585,02147 -54.0 8.4 -82.6 42.4 27.61194 0.873 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.6 24.6 56.92994 5- 6
7 -13.653 -20.050 608.48041 -44.3 9.6 -84.[ 45.8 28.65724 0.830 -95.7 68.4 42.5 36.7 23.3 61.49080 6- 7
8 -13.629 -22°[[2 585.82380 -34.6 7.6 -83.5 49.2 27.70757 0.871 -95.2 66.4 47.8 29.8 15.8 60.69085 7- 8
9 -[3.620 -24.026 57[.82088 -22.0 5.[ -82.9 52.8 26.90797 0,905 -94.8 64.6 53.2 26.3 8.5 56.34783 8- 9
10 -[[.735 -24.181 551.3667[ -29.6 4.6 -81.9 49.5 26.08026 0.946 -90.2 64.2 53_0 [9.6 9.9 57.26969 9-[0
1[ -9.976 -24.315 538.80093 -43.8 4.[ -81.0 45.9 25.37559 0.980 -85.5 63.9 53.2 13.7 [0.3 53.62327 lO-ll
12 -8.641 -26.047 528.37777 -34.6 2.3 -80.3 46.2 23.58265 0.97[ -82.2 62.0 58.9 4.7 3.[ 65°69186 11-12
13 -8.525 -24._[7 533.51226 -67.3 3.8 -80.3 46.0 24.73986 0.996 -81.6 63.6 53.7 10.2 9.9 48.93403 12-13
14 -8.399 -22.699 545.11600 -76.2 5.2 -80.2 39.1 25.48063 0°972 -80.8 65.3 4_.4 [7.0 16.9 51.60998 [3-16
15 -8.261 -20.867 564.04972 -80.2 6.5 -80.0 35.6 26.22469 0.932 -80.0 67.1 43.1 24.0 24.0 55.06565 16-15
16 -8.106 -18.886 591.39022 -82.4 7.8 -79.8 32.3 27.10446 0.885 -79.0 69,0 37.9 31.1 3[.1 59.58170 15-16
17 -9.685 -18.615 598.92356 -71.6 8.8 -81.1 35.5 27.78465 0.860 -84.1 69.4 37.1 32.8 32.1 48.51512 [6-17
18 -11o6[1 -18.244 6[5.30669 -60.6 [0.2 -82.9 39.0 28.70175 0.826 -90.2 69.9 36.8 36.0 32.2 59.38121 17-18
19 -13.696 -17.789 64[.36639 -51.6 [l.9 -84.9 42.4 29.80384 0.779 -96.3 70.6 37.2 60.4 30.8 64.54958 18-|9
20 -[5°998 -17.218 679.08781 -44.4 16.0 -87.2 45.7 31.15579 0.723 -102.2 71.4 38.2 45.7 28.0 71.70938 19-20
21 -15.851 -19.638 662.49467 -37.l 11.3 -86.0 49.0 29.85004 0.777 -lOl.O 69. l 43.3 60.6 20.6 70.63396 20-21
22 -_5o745 -21°824 617.24969 -28.2 8.6 -84.9 52.5 28.78301 0.820 -100.1 67.0 68.6 36.3 13.2 63.8022_ 21-22
23 -[5.670 -23.841 60[.62554 -17.4 5.9 -84.0 56.[ 27.89385 0.855 -99.3 65.0 53,8 33.3 6.1 58.85779 22-23
24 -[5°6[9 -25.733 693.65201 -5.2 3.2 -83.1 59.8 27.14327 0.882 -98.6 63.2 59.0 31.6 -0.9 55.19997 23-26
25 -[3.622 -25.829 565.31182 -6.7 2.9 -82.3 56.6 26.22723 0.93[ -94.4 62.8 58.5 24.4 1.4 60.56187 24-25
26 -[[o782 -25.913 545.6540[ -9.3 2.6 -8[.5 53°2 25.4544[ 0.972 -90.1 62.5 58.4 17.2 2.8 55.79630 25-26
27 -[0.061 -25.988 533.52390 -[5.5 2.5 -80.8 48.1 26.64300 0.996 -85.9 62.2 58.5 10.2 3.3 52.15898 26-27
28 -8.64[ -26°067 528.37777 -34.6 2.3 -80.3 46.2 23.58265 0.971 -82.2 62°0 58.9 4.7 3.[ 63.06492 22-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 78
TAB NO 155 ATLAS PHOTO NO 155 POD SEQUENCE NO 316
JULY 31_[964 |3 HR 22 NIN 1 SEC 28 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT &LT LAT LOH R V PTH AZ
227.776 515.8388| -7,820 -26,61 _ 225[*296 Z.355 -68.L67 [LP- 788
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Au 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -[0.8[9 -20.[82 569.79295 -32.6 6.2 -82.9 49.4 26*55283 0.898 -93.6 68.0 41.3 28.9 26.0 0. O- [
2 --[1.673 -22.305 552.63968 -66.3 6.5 -82.2 45.7 26.25632 0.9|3 -90*2 66.0 47.6 24.0 17.2 68.[4341 [- 2
3 -9.996 -24.231 527*55356 -63*9 4.1 -8[.0 65.8 24.86588 0.980 -85.5 63.9 53.2 13.8 10.6 76.60570 2- 3
-9.906 -22.501 539o36_01 -58.6 5.7 -81.[ 42.3 25.51035 0.967 -85.2 65.6 47.8 L9.6 17.5 51.67069 3- 6
-9o811 -20.653 558.63312 -66.8 7.3 -8[.1 38.9 26.28739 0*908 -86.7 67.4 42.4 25.9 24.8 55.23399 4- 5
-1[.632 -20.38[ 572*90299 -56.0 8.4 -82.6 62.3 27.09876 O.873 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.6 26.6 55.75161 5- 6
-13o594 -20o054 595.83004 -66.4 9.6 -86°2 65.7 28.06|46 0.830 -95,7 68,4 42.5 34.6 23.3 60.L9743 6- 7
8 -13.570 -22.072 573.62782 -36*7 7.4 -83.5 4q.! 27_L307[ _.C?Z -95.2 66._ 61.8 29.8 15.9 59.43666 7- 8
? -[3.50[ -23.947 _.U_/b9 -22.2 5.2 -82.9 52.6 26.36698 0.905 -96.8 66.6 53.2 26.2 8.6 55.18657 8- 9
[0 -1|,716 -24.099 539.86372 -29.8 6.6 -81.9 69.3 25.53616 0.966 -90.2 66.3 53.0 19.6 10.0 _6o06128 9-10
II -9.996 -24.23| 527.55356 -63.9 6.| -81.0 45.8 24.84588 0.980 -85.5 63.9 53.2 13.8 [0.4 52.30996 [0-1l
[2 -8.681 -25.927 517.23759 -35.6 2.6 -80.3 66.| 23.08907 0.97[ -82.2 62.1 58.9 4.8 3.2 66.33|3_ 11-[2
[3 -8.573 -26.33[ 522.34662 -67.1 3.8 -80.3 64.0 26.22914 0.996 -81.6 63.7 53.7 10.3 [0.0 67.91465 12-[3
[4 -8*650 -22.649 533.76167 -76.1 5*2 -80.2 39.| 24.96978 0*97[ -80.8 65.3 68*6 17.0 17.0 50*54472 13-14
[5 -8.314 -20.854 552.326[0 -80.0 6.5 -80.0 35.7 25.67949 U.932 -80.8 67. l 63.1 24.0 26. U 53.92838 14-15
16 -8.162 -18.916 579*08127 -82.3 7.9 -79°7 32.5 26,56020 0.885 -79o0 69.0 37.9 31.1 31.1 58°33467 15-16
17 -9.709 -18.669 586.6928[ -7L.5 8.9 -8[.L 35.6 27.20796 U.860 -86.1 69.6 37.1 32.7 32.1 47.5[210 16-|7
18 -[l.595 -18.285 602.53339 -60.6 10.2 -82.9 39.1 28.10598 U.826 -90.2 69.9 36.8 35.9 32.1 58.[6190 17-[8
19 -13.635 -17.861 627.96897 -51.7 11.8 -86.9 62.6 29.18216 0.780 -96.3 70.5 37.2 60.3 30.8 63.L8026 18-19
20 -15o881 -17.286 666.75646 -66.5 L3°9 -87.2 65.6 30.69828 0*728 -[02.2 71.3 38*2 65.6 28.0 70.12033 [9-20
2[ -[5*745 -19o652 629.01628 -37.2 [[.2 -86.0 68.9 29.22368 0*778 -|01.0 69.0 43.3 60.5 20°6 69*10554 20-21
22 -L5.661 -21.792 606°29776 -28.3 8.5 -85.0 52°3 28.17895 0,U2I -100.1 67o0 48.6 36.3 13.3 62.66380 21-22
23 -15.567 -23.766 588.75[|7 -17.6 5.9 -86.1 55.8 21.30590 U.856 -99*3 65.1 53.8 33.2 6.2 57.8369l 22-23
26 -[5.517 -25.617 581.0455| -5.6 3.2 -83*2 5q.6 26.56675 0.883 -98.6 63°3 59.0 31.5 -0.8 56.04582 23-26
25 -|3°563 -25.712 553.39220 -7.0 2.9 -82.3 56.3 25.67621 0.932 -96°6 62*9 58.5 24.3 1.5 59.23_66 24-25
26 -L[.762 -25*795 534.1821| -9.7 2.7 -8[.6 53.0 24.91928 0.972 -90.1 62.6 58.4 17.2 2.9 54.60954 25-26
27 -[0.078 -25°869 522.30303 -16.1 2.5 -80.9 47.9 26.|2871 0.996 -85.9 62.3 58.5 [0.3 3o6 51o06305 26-27
28 -8o681 -25.927 517.23759 -35°6 2.6 -80.3 66.1 23*00907 0.97_ -82.2 62,1 58.9 6.8 3.2 42.16160 2/-28
TAB NO 156 ATLAS PHOTO NO 156 POD SEQUENCE NO 318
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 22 MIN 6 SEC 165 MS
TRAJECTORY DA7A SEC TO |MPAC[ AL7 LAT L0N R V PTH A2
222.654 506.66175 -7*870 -26.5ll 2260.097 2.359 -68.076 IX5.771
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA At 8/A AZPHA2 |NCO PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -[0.8[2 -20.[97 557.489|7 -32.8 6*2 -83.0 69.3 25.98727 0.898 -93.6 68.0 61.4 28*8 26*0 O. O- 12-1[.65, -22.26256o.69662-66.3 6.5 -82.2,,.7 2,.696260.913-9o.266.0,7.62,.0 ,.3 66.422[6,- 2
-|0.012 -26.167 5[6.280[3 -66°l 6.1 -8[.0 68.7 24.31494 0*980 -85.5 66.0 53*2 13.9 10o6 76.99255 2- 3
6 -9.925 -22.656 527.89259 -58.6 5.8 -8t.l 42.2 24.96776 0*967 -85.[ 65.7 67.8 19.5 17,6 50.58139 3- 6
5 -9.833 -20.665 566.7?602 -66.6 7.3 -81.| 38.9 25.7293[ 0.908 -86.7 67.4 42.4 25°9 24o8 54.06782 4- 5
6 -11.615 -20.378 560.74696 -56.0 8.3 -82°6 42.3 26.52366 0.813 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.6 26.6 _6.569[0 5- 6
7 -13.534 -20.059 583.[3927 -66.5 9.6 -86.2 65.6 27.46377 0.83[ -95.7 68.6 62.5 34.6 23.3 58.90026 6- 7
8 -L3.511 -22.036 561.39769 -36.9 7.6 -83.5 68.9 26.55223 0.872 -95.2 66*5 67.9 29.8 15.9 58.17269 7- 8
9 -13.502 -23.868 567.86659 -22*6 5.2 -83.0 52.6 25.78070 0.905 -96.8 66.7 53.2 26.2 8.7 56.02091 8- 9
10 -[L.691 -26.0[8 528.33325 -30.0 6.6 -81.9 49.L 26.990/6 0.968 -90.1 64,3 53.0 L9.6 L0. O 54.85069 9-10
It -10.012 -26°147 516.280|3 -66.| 4.L -81.0 45.7 26.31696 0.980 -85.5 66.0 53.2 L3.9 10._ 5l.[9376 lO-ll
12 -8.733 -25.808 506.07930 -36.0 2.4 -80.3 66.0 22.59657 0.9/l -82.2 62.3 58.9 4.9 3.3 62.96/05 [1-12
13 -8.621 -26.266 5|1.15278 -67.0 3.8 -80.3 43.9 23.71685 0.996 -81.6 63°8 53.7 10.6 lO.l 66.89266 12-13
14 -8.50U -22.599 522.37711 -75.9 5.2 -80.2 39.1 26.61755 0.971 -80.8 65.4 68.4 17.1 17.O 49.47581 13-16
15 -8.367 -20.863 560.56739 -79.9 6.6 -80.0 35.8 25.15267 0.932 -80.0 67.1 63.1 24.0 26.0 52.18663 16-15
16 -8.219 -18.966 566.73239 -82ol 7.9 -79.7 32.7 25.97413 0.885 -79.0 69.0 37*9 31.[ 3[.0 57.08237 15-16
|7 -9.732 -|8°683 516.01936 -7|.6 8.9 -8|.1 35.7 26.62930 0.860 -84.1 69.4 37°2 _2.T 32.0 66.50552 16-|7
18 -[1.579 -18.328 589.T1519 -60.6 10.2 -82.9 39.1 27.508[[ 0.82_ -90.2 69.9 36.8 35.9 32.3 56*90986 17-18
[9 -[3.575 -17.895 616.54202 -51.7 11.8 -84.9 42.4 28.55835 0.78[ -96.2 70.5 37.2 60.2 30.7 61.80687 18-19
20 -[5°776 -[7.355 650.382[8 -64.5 13.8 -87.2 45.6 29.83881 0.727 -102.2 71.2 38.2 45.5 27.9 68.5295[ [9-20
21 -15.638 -19.668 615.69500 -37,3 1|*! -86.0 48.8 28.5955[ 0.779 -10[.0 69.0 63.3 _0.6 20.6 67.57190 20-2[
22 -15.536 -21.760 59L.31308 -28*6 8.5 -85°0 52.1 27.57336 0.822 -100.1 67°0 68.6 36.2 L3.3 61.11996 21-22
23 -15.666 -23°69[ 576.05086 -17.7 5.9 -8_.L 55.5 26.71676 0.856 -99.3 65.2 53.8 33.1 6.3 56°60755 22-23
26 -15.613 -25*502 568.42090 -5.6 3.2 -83.3 59.1 25*98966 0.884 -98.6 63.4 59*0 31.6 -0.6 52.88876 23-26
25 -13.503 -25.596 561.45210 -7.2 2.9 -82.6 56.0 25.12024 0.932 -96.6 63°0 58.5 24.3 1.7 57.91677 26-25
26 -[L.742 -25.677 522.68965 -10.[ 2.7 -81.6 52.7 24.383[8 0.972 -90.[ 62.7 58.4 [7.2 3.0 53.42097 25-26
27 -[0.09_ -25o751 511.06240 -[6.7 2*5 -80.9 47.7 23.6|336 0.994 -85.9 62°5 58.5 10.3 3.5 49.965[| 26-27
28 -8.733 -25.808 506°07930 -36.0 2.6 -80.3 66.0 22.59457 0.971 -82.2 62.3 58.9 4.9 3°3 61o25609 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[I CAMERA FA 79
TAB NO 157 ATLAS PHOTO NO 157 POD SEQUENCE NO 320
JULY 311[964 [3 HR 22 NIN tI SEC 265 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO |HPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
217.53_ 493.428fi_ -7.920 -26.405 2228.884 2.364 -68.004 _15,755
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA AI B/A AZPHAZ iNCO PHAZ E8|$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -[0.806 -20.212 545.[6492 -32.9 6.2 -83.0 49.[ 25.42051 0.898 -93.6 68.0 41.4 28.8 25.9 0. O- [
2 -[1.636 -22.219 528.92775 -44.4 6.5 -82.3 45.6 25.13693 0.9[3 -90.2 66.1 47.6 24.1 [7.3 64.70781 [- 2
3 -10.029 -24.064 504.98481 -44.3 4.2 -81.0 45.6 23.78297 0.979 -85.5 64. l 53.2 13.9 10.5 73.37516 2- 3
4 -9.944 -22.407 516.39639 -58.6 5.8 -81.1 42,2 26°42400 0.947 -8_,[ 65o7 67o8 [9o5 17=6 4_.68932 3- 6
5 -9.854 -20.637 534.888[3 -66.5 7.3 -81.[ 39.0 25.16997 0.908 -84.7 67.4 42.4 25.9 26.8 52.89871 4- 5
6 -IL.598 -20.376 548.55904 -54.0 8.3 -82.6 42.3 25.94727 0.873 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.6 24.6 53.38382 5- 6
7 -13.475 -20.064 570.42124 -64.5 9.6 -84.2 45.5 26.86479 0.831 -95.7 68.4 42.5 36.5 23.2 57.60097 6- 7
8 -13.452 -2[.996 549.16167 -35.0 7.4 -83.6 48.8 25.97255 0.872 -95.2 66.5 47.9 29.8 t5*9 56.90759 7- 8
9 -[3.443 -23.790 535.853[7 -22.6 5.2 -83.0 52.2 25.21536 0.905 -94.8 64.8 53.2 26.2 8.8 52.85236 8- 9
10 -ll,678 -23.937 516.77999 -30.2 4.6 -82.0 48.9 24.44429 0.94G -90,1 64,6 53°0 19,7 LO, I 53.6376? _9-10
11 -10.029 -24.064 506.9840l -44.3 4.2 -81.0 65.6 23.78297 0.979 -85.5 64.1 53.2 13o9 10.5 50.87525 lO-ll
12 -8.778 -25.690 494.904L3 -36.7 2.4 -80.3 45.9 22.09926 0.971 -82.2 62.4 58.9 5.0 3.4 61.59_85 11-12
13 -8.669 -24.16[ 499.94061 -66.9 3.8 -80.2 43.9 23.20337 0.997 -81.6 63.9 53.7 10.5 10.2 45.86850 [2-13
]4 -8.55[ -22°550 5[0.96966 -75.8 5.2 -80.[ 39.2 23.88424 0.971 -80.8 65.5 48.4 [7.1 [7.0 48.40435 [3-[4
|5 -8.420 -20.831 528.78370 -79.8 6.6 -79.9 35.9 24.58470 0.932 -80.0 67.1 43.[ 24;0 24.0 5[.64[78 14-15
16 -8.275 -[8.974 556.3580[ -82.0 7,9 -79.7 32.8 25._0690 0°886 -79,0 69,0 38.0 31.0 31.0 55,82783 15-16
17 -9.756 -[8.7[8 561.51850 -71.4 8.9 -81.[ 35.8 26.04937 0.861 -84.[ 69.3 37.2 32.7 32.0 45.4964[ [6-17
18 -1lo562 -18o37| 576.86872 -60.6 10.2 -82.9 39.| 26.90893 0.825 -90.2 69.8 36.8 35.8 32.0 55.66921 17-18
19 -13.514 -[7.949 601.09019 -51.7 1[.7 -84.9 42.4 27.93329 U.782 -96.2 70._ 37.2 40.1 30.7 60.43166 18-19
20 -15.665 -17.425 635.9867[ -44.6 [3.7 -87.2 45.5 29.17836 0.728 -102.2 71.2 38.2 45.3 27.9 66.940[7 19-20
21 -15.530 -[9.684 60[.95210 -37.4 [1.1 -86.0 48.7 21.96626 0.780 -[01.0 69.0 43.3 40.3 20.6 66.03784 20-21
22 -/b.4J[ -_[.t29 576o305G_ 28.5 _.5 -A_ | _I.Q 76.96673 0°823 -lO0°[ 67.0 48.6 36.1 13.4 59°77378 21-22
23 -[5.360 -23.6[7 563.330?5 -17.9 5.9 -86.2 55.3 26.|267[ U.857 -99.3 6b.L _J.o _J.L u._ _._77_ _2 _
26 -[5.310 -25.387 555.78093 -5.9 3.3 -83.4 58.7 25.4[[42 0.884 -98.6 63.5 59.0 3[.4 -0.5 5[.72957 23-24
25 --[3*_44 -25.679 529.49383 -7.5 3.0 -82.5 55.7 26.56542 0.932 -96.4 63.[ 58.5 24.2 1.8 56.59392 24-25
26 -1[*721 -25.560 511.17788 -[0°5 2.7 -81.6 52.5 23.86620 0.972 -90.1 62.8 58.4 |7.2 3=1 52.23131 25-26
27 -[0.109 -25.632 499.80354 -17.2 2.5 -80.9 47.5 23.09705 0.994 -85.9 62.6 58.5 10._ 3.6 48.86518 26-27
28 -8.778 -25.690 494.90413 -36.7 2.4 -80°3 45.9 22.09926 0,971 -82.2 62°4 58.9 5,0 3.4 40.3_93l 27-28
TAB NO 158 ATLAS PHOTO NO 158 POD SEQUENCE NO 322
JULY 311[964 [3 H8 22 RIN 16 SEC 385 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
212.414 482._9849 -7,971 -26.299 22[7.654 2.369 -67.932 [15o739
PHO70 DATA
Pt [AT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA Ao BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.799 -20.227 532.81963 -33.1 6.2 -83.0 _8.9 24.85256 0.898 -93.6 67.9 41.5 28.7 25.9 0. 0- [
2 -11.618 -22.175 517.[3361 -¢4.5 6.5 -82.3 45.5 24.57642 0°9[3 -90.2 66.1 47.6 24.1 17.4 62.99619 [- 2
3 -10o047 -23.98[ 493.66754 -4_.4 4.2 -81.0 65.5 23.24997 0.979 -85.5 64.2 53.2 14.0 L0.6 71.75368 2- 3
4 -9=964 -22.360 504.87591 -58.6 5.8 -8[.1 42.2 23.87909 0o947 -85.1 65.8 47.8 19.6 17.6 48.39465 3- 4
5 -9.875 -20.629 522.97661 -66.5 7.4 -81.[ 39.0 26.60942 0.908 -84.7 67.5 42.4 25=9 24.8 5[.72697 4- 5
6 -[[°580 -20.374 536.34657 -54.1 8.3 -82.6 42.3 25.36962 0._73 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.6 26.6 52.19602 5- 6
7 -13.415 -20.070 557.67743 -44.6 9.5 -84.2 45.4 26.26461 0.832 -95.7 68.4 42.5 34.5 23.2 56.29962 6- 7
8 -[3.393 -2[o958 536.86[[[ -35.[ 7.4 -83.6 48.6 25.39[70 0.872 -95.2 66.5 67.9 29.7 16.0 55.64011 7- 8
9 -13.383 -23=712 523.81747 -22.8 5.2 -83.1 51,9 26.64897 0.906 -94.8 64.8 53.2 26.2 8.8 51.68108 8- 9
[_ --[1.658 -23.856 505.20395 -30.5 4.6 -82.0 _8.8 23.89674 _.946 -90o_ 64.5 53.0 19.7 [0.2 52o_2318 _-10
11 -[0*047 -28.981 493.66754 -44.4 4.2 -81.0 45.5 23.2_997 0.979 -85.5 64.2 53.2 14.0 LO. 6 48.95451 [0-[1
[2 -8°824 -25.570 483.7[[58 -37.3 2.4 -80.3 65.7 21.60312 0.971 -82.2 62.5 58.9 5.[ 3.6 60°22970 1[-12
13 -8o717 -24.076 488.70803 -66.8 3.9 -80.2 43.9 22.68875 0.997 -81.6 64.0 53.7 10o6 10.8 A4.84262 12-13
1_ -8°601 -22.500 499.53962 -75.6 5.3 -80.1 39.2 23.34988 0.971 -80.8 65.5 48.4 [7.2 [7.1 47°33049 13-14
15 -8°473 -20.8[9 516.97615 -79.6 6.6 -79.9 36.0 26.03563 0.932 -80.0 67.2 63.[ 24.0 24.0 50.69465 14-15
16 -8.331 -19.004 54[.95998 -8[.9 7.9 -79.6 33.0 24.83859 0.886 -79.0 68.9 38.0 31.0 31.0 54.57145 15-16
17 -9.779 -18.753 548.99221 -71.3 8.9 -81.1 35.9 25.46826 0.861 -84.[ 69.3 37.2 32.6 32.0 64.68510 16-17
18 --11.545 -18.414 563.99619 -60.6 10.2 -82.9 39.2 26.30852 0.826 -90.2 69.8 36.8 35.8 32.0 54.4261[ [7-18
19 -[3.453 -[8.003 587.61398 -51.7 11.7 -84.9 42.3 27.30709 0.782 -96.2 70.4 37.2 40.1 30.6 59.05504 [8-[9
20 -_5.553 -[7.694 62[.57209 -44.6 13.6 --87.2 45.4 2_.51708 0.730 --_02.2 7[.[ 38.2 45.2 27. B 65.35231 [9-20
2[ -[5.423 -19.700 588.3872[ -37.5 11+0 -86.1 48.5 27.33598 0.781 -101.0 69.0 43.3 40.2 20.6 64.504[8 20-21
22 -_5.326 -2[.698 565.27647 -28.7 8°4 -85.L 5[o7 26°35907 0.823 -_O0.L 67.0 68.6 36°0 13.4 58.42568 2/-22
23 -15.256 -23.543 550.59099 -L8.1 5.9 -84.3 55.0 25.53576 0.858 -99.3 65.3 53.8 33.0 6.5 53.945|5 22-23
24 -15o206 -25.272 543.[2509 -6.1 3.3 -83.5 58.4 24.83268 0.885 -98.6 63.6 59.0 3[.3 -0.3 50.56841 23-24
25 -13.384 -25.363 5[7.51673 -7.8 3.0 -82.6 55.4 24.00974 0.932 -94.4 63.3 58.5 24.2 L.9 55.27131 24-25
26 -[L.?00 -25°443 499.64688 -[0.9 2.8 -81.7 52.2 23.3083[ 0.972 -90.[ 63.0 58.4 [7.2 3°3 51.03997 25-26
27 -[0.125 -25.514 488.52590 -17.8 2.6 -80.9 47.4 22.57980 0.995 -85.9 62.7 58.5 10.4 3.7 47.76346 26-27
28 -8.824 -25.570 483.71158 -37.3 2.6 -80.3 45.7 2[.603[2 0.97[ -82.2 62.5 58.9 5._ 3.6 39.44085 27-28
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|I CAMERA FA 80
TAB NO 159 ATLAS PHOTO NO 159 POD SEQUENCE NO 324
JULY 3|w1964 13 HR 22 MIN 21 SEC 505 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
207.294 470.95178 -8.023 -26.191 2206.A07 2.373 -67.859 115.722
PHO[O OATA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
1 -10.792 -20.261 520.45326 -33.2 6.2 -83.1 68.8 26.28361 0.898 -93.6 67.9 61.5 20.6 25.8 O. O- 1
2 -11.599 -22o]32 505.31607 -66.6 6.5 -82.3 65.6 26.01471 0.913 -90.2 66.2 67.6 26.1 17.6 61.28774 1- 2
3 -10.066 -23.897 682.32827 -66.6 6.2 -81.0 65.6 22.?I593 0.979 -85.5 66.3 53.2 14.1 10.7 70.12816 2- 3
6 -9.983 -22.313 693.33099 -58.6 5.8 -81.1 62.1 23.33303 0.966 -85.1 65.8 67.8 19.6 L7.7 67.29737 3- 6
5 -9.896 -20.621 511.03923 -66.6 r.6 -81.1 39.0 26.06766 0.908 -86.7 67.5 62.5 25.9 26.8 50.55268 6- 5
6 -11.562 -20.3r2 526.10730 -56.1 8.3 -82.6 42.2 26.79071 0.873 -90.2 67.9 62.2 29.6 26.6 51.00569 5- 6
7 -13.355 -20.075 566.90757 -66.7 9.5 -86.2 45.6 25.66319 0.832 -95.6 68.6 62.5 36.5 23.2 56.99629 6- 7
8 -13.333 -21.920 526.55559 -35.2 7.3 -83.7 68.5 24.80966 0.872 -95.2 66.6 67.9 29.7 16.0 56.37002 7- 8
9 -1t.326 -23.636 511.75932 -23.0 5.2 -83.[ 51.7 26.0815_ _90_ -9_.C G4.9 _3.3 _6.1 b._ _UoSUfU/ 8- 9
!2 -_l._ -_3._7_ _.00699 -3U.I 4.6 -82.0 48.6 23,34810 0.946 -90.1 64.6 53.0 19.7 . |0.3 51.20607 9-[0
II -10.066 -23.897 482.3282? -64.6 4.2 -81.0 65.6 22.71593 U.919 -85.5 66.3 53.2 16.1 10.7 _7.83136 IO-ll
12 -8.8/0 -25°_51 672.50166 -37.9 2.6 -80.3 65.6 21.10615 0.9/2 -82.2 62.6 58.9 5.2 3.7 58._5665 11-12
13 -8.765 -23.99| 4/7._5698 -66.7 3.9 -80.2 63.8 22.17297 0.997 -81.6 66.1 53.7 L0.7 10.3 63.81481 |2-13
16 -8.651 -22.450 688.08681 -75.5 5.3 -80.[ 39.2 22.81666 0.9/0 -80.8 65.6 68.4 17.2 17.1 46.25620 [3-16
15 -8.5_6 -20.808 505.14455 -79.5 6.6 -79.9 36.1 23.48546 0.932 -80.0 67.2 63.1 26.0 26.0 69.34505 16-15
[6 -8.388 -19.036 529.53799 -8|.8 8.0 -79.6 33.| 24.26910 0.886 -79.0 68.9 38.0 31.0 30.9 53.31317 15-16
17 -9°802 -L8.789 536.64016 -71.3 8.9 -81.1 36.0 26.88595 0.86l -84.l 69.3 37.2 _2.6 31.9 63.67160 16-17
18 -11.528 -18.657 551.09724 -60.6 10.1 -82.9 39.2 25.70689 O.826 -90.2 69.7 36.8 35.7 31.9 53.18025 17-18
19 -13.391 -18.057 576.11308 -51.8 11.6 -86.9 62.3 26.67975 0.783 -96.2 70.3 37.2 40.0 30.5 57.67706 18-19
20 -15.642 -17.563 607.16036 -64.7 [3.5 -87.2 65.6 27.85493 0.731 -[02.2 71.0 38.2 65.1 27.7 63.76629 [9-20
21 -15.315 -19.716 574.80022 -37.6 10.9 -86.1 48.6 26.70468 U.782 -I01.0 68.9 63.3 60.1 20.6 62.97076 20-21
22 -15.221 -2[.666 552.22523 -28.8 8.4 -85.2 51.5 25.75060 0.826 -[00.1 67. L 68.6 36.0 13.5 57.U7565 2[-22
23 -15.[52 -23.668 537.83151 -18.3 5.9 -86.6 56.7 26.96389 0.859 -99.3 65.3 53.8 _2.9 6.6 52.71031 22-23
26 -15.103 -25.157 530.45362 -6.3 3.3 -83.6 58.0 26.25322 0._86 -98.6 63.7 59.0 31.2 -0.2 69.60523 23-26
25 -13.324 -25.267 505.52090 -8.1 3.0 -82.6 55.0 23.45318 0.933 -94.4 63.4 56.5 26.2 2*0 53.94877 26-25
26 -1|o680 -25.325 688.09662 -11.3 2.8 -81.7 52.0 22.76952 0.972 -90.1 63.1 58._ 17.2 3.6 49.8_726 25-26
27 -10.161 -25.395 677.229_8 -18.3 2.6 -80.9 67.2 22.06161 0.996 -85.9 62.8 58.5 10.5 3.9 46.65985 26-27
28 -8.870 -25.651 672°50[66 -37.9 2.4 -80.3 65.6 _L.10615 0.972 -82°2 62.6 58.9 _.2 3.7 38._3083 27-28
TAB NO 160 ATLAS PHOTO NO 160 POD SEQUENCE NO 326
JULY 3111964 13 HR 22 WIN Z6 SEC 625 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC [0 IMPACT ALT LA[ LUN R V PTH AZ
202°174 659°68054 -8.076 -26.082 2195o16_ Z._78 -6/.785 115.705
PHO[O DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.786 -20.255 508.06603 -33.6 6.2 -83.1 68.6 23.71302 0.898 -93.6 67.9 61.5 28.6 25.8 O. O- 1
2 --[_.580 -_2.089 493.66776 -66.7 6.5 -82.3 65.3 23.65172 0.913 -90.2 66.2 67.6 24.l 17.6 _9.58726 [- 2
3 -10.081 -23.813 670.96626 -66.7 4.2 -81.0 65.3 22.18082 0.978 -85.5 66.6 53.2 16.2 10.8 68.49829 2- 3
4 -L0.002 -22.266 681.76035 -58.6 5.8 -8[.1 62.1 22.78575 0.946 -85.1 65.9 61.8 19.7 [7.7 46.19722 3- 6
5 -9.917 -20.616 699.07601 -66.4 7.4 -81.1 39.1 23.68459 0.90r -86.7 67.5 62.5 25.9 26.8 69.3769] 6- 5
6 -11.566 -20.37U 511.83913 -54.1 8.3 -82.6 42.2 26.21063 0.87_ -90.2 67.9 62.2 29,6 24.6 49.81220 5- 6
7 -13.296 -20.081 532.10966 -66.7 9.5 -86.2 65.3 25.06045 0.833 --95.6 68.3 62.5 34.6 23.2 53.69065 b- 7
8 -13.2_3 -21.882 512.22363 -35.4 7.3 -83./ 68.3 26.22638 0,873 -95.2 66,6 67.9 29.7 16.1 53.09685 7- 8
9 -_3.266 -23.555 699.67796 -23.2 5.2 -83.2 51.5 23.51300 0.906 -96.7 65.0 53.3 26oi 9.0 49.33002 8- 9
10 -11.619 -23.693 481.98262 -30°9 6.7 -82.1 48.6 22.79835 0.945 -90.1 66.6 53.0 19.7 10.6 69.98853 9-10
11 -lO.OHl -21.8[3 670.96626 -66.7 4.2 -81.0 45.3 22.18082 0.978 -85.5 66.4 53.2 14.2 10.8 66.70607 10-11
12 -8.915 -25.332 661.27615 -38.5 2.5 -80,3 45.5 20.60832 0.972 -82.2 62.8 5B.9 5.3 3.8 57.48069 11-12
|3 -8.813 -23.906 666.18078 -66.6 3.9 -80.2 _3.8 21.65595 0.998 -81.6 6_.1 53.7 10.8 10.4 42.78491 12-13
16 -8.702 -22°_01 476.60999 -75.3 5.3 -80.1 39.3 22.27792 0.970 -80.8 65.6 48.6 17.3 17.2 65.17528 13-16
15 -8.579 -20.796 693.28696 -79.4 6.7 -79.9 36.2 22.93604 0.932 -80.0 67.2 63.1 24.1 26.0 48.19257 14-15
16 -8.646 -19.064 517.08939 -81.7 8.0 -79.6 33.3 23.69856 0.887 -79.0 68.9 38.0 30.9 30.9 52.05266 15-16
17 -9.825 -18.826 523.85952 -71.2 8.9 -81.0 36.[ 24.30232 0.862 -86.1 69.2 37.2 32.6 31.9 62.45557 16-[7
18 -[1.510 -18.501 538.16892 -60.6 [0.1 -82.9 39.2 25.10388 0.827 -90.2 69.7 36.9 35.7 31.9 51.93178 17-18
19 -13.330 -18.112 560.56619 -51.8 11.6 -86.9 42.3 26.05110 0.784 -96.2 70.2 37.2 39.9 30.5 56.29714 18-19
20 -15.329 -1/.633 592.68543 -66.7 13.6 -87.2 _5.3 27.19175 0.733 -102.1 70.9 38.2 65.0 27.7 62.18138 19-20
21 -15.206 -19._32 561.18845 -37.6 10.9 -86.1 48.3 26.072_3 0.783 -101.0 68.9 6_.3 60.0 20.6 61.43674 20-21
22 -15o[[5 -21.635 539.15038 -28.9 8.6 -85.2 51.3 25.16063 0.825 -[00.1 67.1 68°6 35.9 13.6 55.72310 2J.-22
_3 -15.04_ -23.396 525.05151 -18.5 5.8 -86.6 54,6 26.35107 0.859 -99.3 65.6 53.8 32,8 6.7 51.6727| 22-23
26 -1_.998 -25.042 517.76563 -6.6 3.3 -83.7 57.7 23.67303 U.88/ -98.6 63.8 59.0 31.1 -0.1 68.23988 23-26
25 -13.263 -25.130 493.5G611 -8.4 3.0 -82.7 5_.7 22.89575 0.933 -94.6 63.5 58.5 24.1 2.2 52.62606 26-25
26 -11.659 -25.207 476.52633 -11.7 2.8 -81.8 51.7 22.22981 0.9/2 -90.1 63.2 58.6 17.2 3.5 68.65313 25-26
27 -10.156 -25.277 465.q1610 -18.9 2.6 -BO.9 67.0 21.56266 I_.995 -85.9 62.q 58.5 10.6 6,0 65.55623 26-27
28 -8.915 -25.332 661.2/615 -38.5 2.5 -80.3 _5.5 20.b0832 0.972 -82.2 62°8 58.9 5*3 3.8 37.6193_ 27-28
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RA-V[| CAMERA FA 81
TAB NO 161 ATLAS PHOTO NO 161 POD SEQUENCE NO 328
JULY 3111966 13 HR 22 M|N 31 SEC 765 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
19T.056 668.&0811 -0.127 -25.972 2[83.863 2.383 -67.710 1|5.687
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ S/C A2N AZSUN AZA Ao B/A AZPHAZ |N_O PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.779 -20.269 695.657[9 -33.5 6.1 -83.1 68.5 23.16122 0.898 -93.6 67.9 61.6 28.5 25.7 0. O- 1
2 -11.561 -22.0¢7 681.59086 -66.8 6.5 -82.3 65.2 22.88727 0.913 -90.1 &b.2 67.6 26.1 17.5 57.90368 1- 2
3 -10.098 -23.730 659.57910 -66.9 6.2 -81.0 65.2 21.64653 0.978 -85.5 66.6 53.2 [4.2 10.8 66.86310 2- 3
& -10.021 ,22.220 670.16033 -58.6 5.8 -81.1 62.1 Z2.23708 0.966 ___85.1 62.9 47.8 19.7 17.8 62.09365 _ 6
5 -9.938 -20.607 687.07589 -66.3 7.4 -8|.1 39.1 22.91998 0.907 -86.7 67.5 62.5 25.9 26.8 68.19336 6- 5
6 -11.526 -20.369 699.53672 -54.1 8.3 -82.6 62.2 23,62852 0.876 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.6 24.6 68.61526 5- 6
7 -13.233 -20.088 519.27728 -44.8 9.6 -86.3 65.2 26.45610 0.833 -95.6 68.3 62.5 34.4 23.2 52.382|9 6- 7
8 -13.213 -21.865 499.86123 -35.5 7.3 -83.7 68.2 23.66166 0.873 -95.2 66.6 47.9 29.7 16.1 51.81952 7- 8
9 -13.203 -23.678 687.57072 -23.6 5.2 -83.2 51.3 22.96325 0.906 -96.7 65.0 53.3 26.1 9.1 48.16930 8- 9
10 -11.599 -23o613 470.33367 -31.1 6°7 -82.1 68.3 22°24735 0.965 -90.1 6%7 $3,1 19.8 10.4 68+76813 9-10
11 -10.098 -23.730 459.57910 -66.9 6.2 -81.0 45.2 2|.66653 0.978 -85.5 66.4 53.2 16.2 10.8 65.57801 10-11
12 -8.961 -25.312 650.02773 -39.0 2.5 -80.2 65.6 20.10952 0.972 -82.2 62.9 58.9 5.5 3.9 56.L0075 11-|2
13 -8.861 -23.821 656.88305 -66.6 3.9 -80.2 63.8 21.13769 0.9g8 -81.6 66o2 53.7 10.9 10.5 61.75270 12-13
16 -8.752 -22.352 665.10566 -75.2 5.3 -80.0 39.3 21.76010 0.970 -80.8 65.7 68.4 17.3 17.2 64.09315 13-16
15 -8.632 -20.786 681.39867 -79.2 6.7 -79.8 36.3 22.38122 0.932 -80.0 67.2 63.1 26.1 26.1 67.03639 16-15
16 -8.500 -19.095 504.60757 -81+6 8.0 -79°6 33.5 23°12663 0.887 -79.0 68.9 38.0 30°9 30.9 50°78810 15-[6
17 -9.868 -18.861 511.26351 -71.I 8.9 -81.0 36.2 23.71706 0.862 -86.1 69.2 37.2 32.5 31.9 61,43661 16-17
18 -11.693 -18.545 525.20395 -60.6 10.1 -82.9 39.3 24.69915 U.827 -90.2 69.6 36.9 35.6 31.8 50.67958 17-18
19 -13.268 -18.16T 567.01962 -51.8 11.5 -86.9 62.3 25.62078 0.785 -96.2 70.2 37.2 39.8 30.6 54.91639 18-19
20 -15.217 -17.703 578.19923 -66.8 13.3 -87.2 45.2 26.52716 0.735 -102.1 70,8 38.2 66o8 27.& 60.59666 19-20
91 -15.098 -19.768 567.54570 -37.7 10.8 -86.1 68.1 25.63836 0.786 -101.0 68.9 63.3 39.9 20.6 59.90026 20-21
22 -15.008 -21.605 526.061_U -¢_._ 6._ 8_._ _1.1 2_a_ r_._ -100.1 67.1 48.6 35.8 13.6 56.36689 21-22
23 -16.942 -23.320 512.26803 -18.6 5.8 -86.5 56.2 23.75718 0.860 -99.3 65.6 53.8 32.8 _._ _0.13_3; _£ 23
26 -16o896 -26.928 505.06027 -6°8 3.6 -83.8 57.3 23.09206 0.888 -98.6 63.9 59.0 31.0 0.1 67.07193 23-26
25 -13.202 -25.016 681.67096 -8.7 3.1 -82.8 56.6 22.33738 0.933 -96.6 63.6 58.6 26.1 2.3 51.30326 26-25
26 -11.637 -25°090 466.93519 -12.0 2.8 -81.8 51.5 21.68911 0.972 -90.1 63.3 58.6 17+2 3.6 67.65758 25-26
27 -10.172 -25.158 654.57860 -19.6 2.6 -81.0 66.8 21.02218 0.995 -85.9 63.1 58.5 10.6 6.1 66.66651 26-27
28 -8.961 -25.212 650.02773 -39,0 2.5 -80.2 _5.4 20,10952 0.972 -82.2 62,9 58.9 5,5 3.9 36+70595 27-28
TAB NO 162 ATLAS PHOTO NO 162 POD SEQUENCE NO 330
JULY 31m1966 13 HR 22 M|N 36 SEC 865 NS
TRAJECTQRY DATA SEC r0 INPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
191.935 637.11105 -8.180 -25o861 Z172.566 2.388 -67°635 115.670
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A• B/A AZPHA2 INtO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.772 -20.283 683.22731 -33.7 6.1 -83.2 68.3 22.56806 0.898 -93.6 67.9 61.6 28.6 25.7 O. O- 1
-11.562 -22.005 669.68463 -64.9 6.5 -82.6 45.1 22.32164 0.913 -90.1 66.3 &7.6 26.1 17.5 56.23662 1- 2
3 -10.115 -23.667 668.16758 -65.0 6.3 -81.0 65.1 21.10709 0.978 -85.5 66.5 53.2 16_3 10.9 65.22300 2- 3
6 -10.060 -22*176 658.53216 -58.6 5.8 -81.1 62.1 21.68708 0.966 -85.1 66°0 67.9 19.7 17.8 63.98679 3- 4
5 -9.959 -20.600 675.06659 -66.3 7.6 -81.1 39.1 22.35390 0.907 -86.7 67.5 42.5 26.0 24.8 67.00817 6- 5
6 -11.507 -20.368 687.20189 -54.2 8.3 -82.6 62°2 23.06508 0.876 -90.2 67°9 42.2 29.6 26.6 67.61521 5- 6
7 -13.172 -20.095 506.41309 -66.8 9.6 -84.3 65.1 23.85026 0.833 -95.6 68.3 62.5 36.3 23.2 51.07105 6- 7
8 -13.152 -21.808 687.66975 -35.6 7.3 -83.8 48,0 23°05557 0.873 -95.2 66.7 67.9 29.6 16.1 50.53843 7- 8
9 -13;163 -23.600 675.43853 -23.6 5.2 -83.3 51.0 22.37233 0.906 -96.7 65.1 53.3 26.1 9.2 66.96516 8- 9
10 -11.578 -23.532 658.65966 -31.3 6.7 -82.1 68.1 21,69517 0.965 -90.1 66.8 53.1 19.8 10.5 47.56548 9-10
11 -10.115 -23.647 448.16758 -65.0 4.3 -81.0 65.1 21.10709 0.978 -85.5 64.5 53.2 16.3 10.9 66.66759 10-11
12 -9.006 -25.093 438.76289 -39.6 2.5 -80.2 65.3 19.60979 0.972 -82.2 63.0 58.9 5.6 6.0 54.71766 11-12
13 -8.908 -23°736 463.56255 -66.3 3.9 -80.2 63.7 20.61765 0.998 -81.6 66.3 53.7 11.0 10.6 60.71823 12-13
16 -8.802 -22.303 653.57491 -75.0 5.3 -80.0 39.6 21.20106 0.970 -80.8 65.7 68.6 17.6 17.3 63.00801 13-16
15 -8,685 -20.775 669.48077 -79.1 6.7 -79.8 36.6 21.82r05 0.932 -80.0 67.2 63.1 26.1 26.1 45.87684 16-15
16 -8.556 -19.127 692.0g679 -8|.6 8.0 -79.5 33.6 22.55289 0.887 -79.0 68.8 38.0 30.9 30.8 69.52069 15-16
17 -9.871 -18.898 698.59465 -71.1 8.9 -81.0 36.3 23.13026 0.862 -86.1 69.2 37.2 32.5 31.8 60._1668 16-17
18 -11,675 -18.590 512.20486 -60.6 10.1 -82.8 39.3 23.89286 U.828 -90.2 69.& 36.9 35.6 31.8 69.62610 |7-18
19 -13.205 -18.223 533.62160 -51.9 11.5 -86.9 62.3 26.78892 0.786 -96.2 70.1 37.2 39.7 30.6 53.52960 18-19
20 -15.106 -17.776 563.68501 -46.8 13.2 -87.1 65.1 25.86125 0.736 -102.1 70.8 38.2 66.7 27.5 59.01192 19-20
21 -14.989 -19.765 533.87413 -37.8 10.8 -86.1 48.0 26.80312 0.786 -101.0 68.8 43.3 39.8 20.6 58.36198 20-21
22 -1_.g02 -21o_75 812.91813 -2go2 8.3 -85.3 50.9 23.91726 0.827 -100.1 67.[ 68.6 35.7 13.7 53.00761 21-22
23 -16.837 -23.267 699.62215 -18.8 5.B -86.6 53.9 23.16226 0.861 -99'3 65.5 53.8 32.7 6.9 68.98720 22-23
26 -16.790 -26.813 692.33785 -7.0 3.6 -83.9 57.0 22.51029 0.888 -98.6 64.0 59.0 30.9 0.2 65.90152 23-26
25 -13.162 -24*898 669.61585 -9.0 3.1 -82.8 56.1 21.77808 0.936 -96.6 63.7 58.6 26.0 2.& 69.98029 26-25
26 -11.616 -26.973 653.32353 -12.6 2.g -8hg 51.2 21.14766 0.972 -90.1 63.6 58.6 17.2 3.7 66.26026 25-26
27 -10.187 -25.060 663.22283 -19.9 Z.7 -81.0 66.6 20.50086 0.gg5 -85.9 63,2 58.5 10.7 6.2 63.33697 28-27
28 --9°006 -25*093 638°76289 -3g.b 2.5 -80.2 65.3 19o60979 0.972 -82.2 63.0 58.9 5.6 6.0 35.79097 27-28
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RA-VII CAMERA FA 82
TAB NO 163 ATLAS PHOTO NO 163 POD SEQUENCE NO 332
JULY 3111966 13 HR 22 HIN 41 SEC 985 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC rG IMPACT ALT LAT LON 8 V PTH A2
186.815 425.79636 -8.233 -25.749 2161.252 2.393 -67.659 L[5.652
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN A2SUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM]S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
L -[0.766 -20.297 470*?7533 -33.8 6.[ -83.2 68.2 2[.99359 0.899 -93.6 67.9 4[.7 28.6 25.6 O. 0- 1
2 -[1.523 -21.963 657.750[9 -¢5.0 6.5 -82.4 65.0 21.75426 0.912 -90.1 66.3 47.b 26.2 [7.6 54.57255 _ 2
3 -10.[32 -23.564 436.73183 -45.2 4.3 -81.0 45.0 20.56850 0.978 -85.5 64.6 53.2 14.4 11.0 63.57827 3
6 -10.058 -22.[28 666.87679 -58.6 5.9 -8[.L 42.0 21*[3580 0°945 -85.[ 66.0 67,9 19.8 [7.9 42.87698 3- 6
5 -9.979 -20.594 662.98806 -66.3 7.4 -81.1 39.2 2[.78646 0.907 -84.7 67.5 42.5 26.0 24.8 45,5[975 4- 5
6 -[1.689 -20.368 474.83601 -54.2 8.3 -82.6 42.1 22.46021 0.674 -90.2 67.9 42.2 29.6 24.6 46.21219 5- 6
7 -[3.[1[ -20.102 493.51931 -44.9 9.6 -84.3 45.0 23.24299 0.834 -95.6 68.3 62.5 34.3 23.2 49.75751 6- T
8 -[3.09[ -21.771 475.05038 -35.7 ?.3 -83.8 47.9 22.46815 0.873 -95.l 66.7 47.9 79._ |_-_ _925_20 7- 5
9 -13,082 -23.323 46_.78_0 -23.5 5.2 -83.3 50._ 21.8UU25 0.906 -94.7 65.2 53,3 26.1 9.3 45,77780 8- 9
[0 -[1,568 -23*652 666°96063 -31°5 6.T -82.2 67.9 2/.t_179 0.945 -90)[ 66,9 53°1 19.8 10.6 46,32082 9-10
11 -[0.132 -23.566 636.73[83 -45.2 4.3 -81.0 45.0 20.56850 0.978 -85.5 64,6 53.2 14.4 [1.0 43.31454 [O-1l
12 -9.052 -24,974 427.41894 -40.0 2.5 -80.2 45.2 19.10910 0.9?2 -82.2 63.1 58.9 5.7 4.1 53.33122 11-12
13 -8.956 -23.651 632.21946 -66.2 4.0 -80.1 43.7 20.09649 0.999 -81.6 64.4 53.? 11.0 10.7 39.68154 12-13
16 -8.852 -22.254 642.01874 -74.9 5.6 -80.0 39.4 20.66082 0.969 -80.8 65.8 48.4 17.4 [7.3 4[.92007 [3-14
15 -8.738 -20.765 457.53513 -79.0 6.7 -79.8 36.6 21.27162 0.932 -80.0 67.2 43.2 24.1 26.1 64.71430 14-15
16 -8.6[3 -19.[59 619.5_414 -8[.3 8°1 -79.5 33.8 21.97808 0,887 -79.0 68.8 38°0 30.8 30°8 48.25061 15-16
IT -9.896 -18.935 685.9I§62 -71.0 8.9 -BI.O 36.6 22.54208 0.863 -84.1 69.1 37.2 32.5 31.8 39.390[2 1b-17
18 -[L.667 -18.636 699.17519 -60.6 [0.1 -82.8 39.4 23.28509 0,828 -96.2 69.6 36.9 35.5 31.7 48.16570 17-18
19 -[3.[43 -18.279 519.79669 -51.9 11.4 -86,9 42.2 26.[5571 0.787 -96.2 70.1 37.2 39.7 30.3 52.[4237 [8-19
20 -14.991 -17.845 569.16727 -46.9 [3.l -87.[ 45.1 25.19627 0.738 -102.1 70.7 38.2 44.6 27._ 57.42838 19-20
21 -14,880 -19.783 520.17662 -3?.9 10.? -86.2 47.9 24.[6670 0.787 -101.0 68.8 43.3 39.? 20.6 56.82310 20-21
ZZ -16o795 -21o566 699,76375 -29°3 8.3 -85.6 50,7 23.30379 0,821 -[00.1 6To[ 68.6 35.7 13.? 51.66538 21-22
23 -[4.732 -23.173 486.574[6 -19,0 5.8 -84.7 53.6 22.5663[ 0.861 -99.3 65.5 53,8 32.6 6.9 47.13995 22-23
26 -14.688 -24.699 679.59??4 -7.3 3.6 -86.0 56.6 21.92773 0.889 -98.6 64.1 59.0 30.8 0.6 44,12875 23-24
25 -13.080 -24.782 457.34021 -9.3 3.1 -82.9 53.8 21.21784 0.934 -94.4 63.8 58.6 24.0 2.5 48.65725 24-25
26 -11.594 -26°856 461.69063 -12.8 2.9 -81.9 51.0 20.6048[ 0.972 -90.1 63.5 58.A 17.2 3.8 45.06150 25-26
27 -[0.202 -26.922 431.84674 -20.4 2.7 -8[.0 46.4 19.97848 0.995 -85.9 63.3 58.5 10.7 4.3 42.22823 26-2?
28 -9.052 -24.9?6 427.47896 -40.0 2.5 -80.2 65.2 19.10910 0.972 -82.2 63.1 58.9 5.7 4.1 34.87412 27-28
TAg NO 164 ATLAS PHOTO NO 164 POD SEQUENCE NO 334
JULY 3[)[966 13 HR 22 NIN 47 SEC 105 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO INPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
18[.695 416.6668T -8.287 -25.635 2[69°920 2.398 -67°683 115.636
PHO?O DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A A2PHAZ INtO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[0.760 -20.3[0 458*30199 -34.0 6.1 -83.3 68.0 21.41838 0.899 -93.6 67.9 4[.7 28.3 25.6 O. O- [
2 -11.S03 -21.920 445.86167 -45.1 6.5 -82.6 46.9 2[.[8661 0.912 -90.1 66.6 67.6 26.2 [7.6 52.87745 1-
3 --10.149 -23.480 425.21975 -45.3 4.3 -81.0 44.9 20.02915 0.977 -86.5 64.7 53.2 14.4 11.1 61.93232 2-
,10.077 -22.081 635.20745 -58.6 5.9 -8[.[ 42.0 20.58386 0.945 -85.[ 66.1 61.9 19.8 [7.9 61.16637 3- 4
5 -[0.000 -26.5B7 650.91983 -66.2 ?.4 -81.0 39.2 21.21853 0.907 -84.7 67.5 62.5 26.0 24.8 44.63181 4- 5
8 -|1.470 -20.366 462.462[8 -54.2 8.3 -82.6 62.1 21.87489 0.874 -90.2 67.9 62.2 29.5 24.6 45.00826 5- 6
? -13.049 -20.108 480.61842 -65.0 9.3 -84.3 44.9 22.63540 0.834 -95.6 68.3 42.5 34.2 23.2 48.44429 6- ?
8 -13.030 -2[.733 462.61831 -35.9 7.3 -83.8 47.7 21.88014 0.876 -95.1 66.7 67.9 29.6 16.2 47.97119 7- 8
9 -13.021 -23.246 651.10891 -26.0 5.2 -83.4 50.6 21.22742 0.90? -94.? 65.3 53.3 26.0 9.4 44.59000 8- 9
D ,11.S37 -23.370 _35.24441 -31.8 4.7 -82.2 67.8 20.58761 0.965 -90.1 65.0 53.1 19.9 10.7 45.095[9 9-10
[ -10.149 -23.480 425.2?975 -45.3 4.3 -81.0 44.9 20.02915 0.977 -85.5 66.7 53.2 14.4 11.1 42.17988 10-11
2 -9.097 -24.856 616.17907 -40.6 2.6 -80.2 65.1 18.60776 0.972 -82.Z 63.2 58.9 5.8 6.3 51.94294 11-12
t3 -9.003 -23.565 420.86136 -66.1 4.0 -80.1 43.7 19.57477 0.999 -81.6 64.5 53.1 11.1 10.8 38.64368 12-13
[4 -8.902 -22.204 430.46994 -76.7 5.6 -80.0 39.4 20.11999 0.96_ -80.8 65.8 48.6 17.5 [7.4 40.83160 [3-[4
18 -8.79| -20.754 645.58215 -?8.8 6.8 -79.8 36.6 20.71577 0.931 -80.0 67.2 43.2 24.1 24.1 43.55228 14-15
16 -8.66q -19.189 467.01188 -81.2 8.1 -79.5 33.9 21.40317 0.888 -79.0 68.8 38.0 30.8 30.8 46.98307 15-16
17 -9.917 -18.971 473.23628 -?L.O 8.9 -81.0 36.5 21.95378 0.86_ -84.1 69.1 37.2 32.6 31.7 38.36546 [6-17
18 -[1.439 -18.680 686.16408 -60.6 10.1 -82.8 39.4 22.67?28 0.829 -90.2 69.5 36.9 35.5 31.7 66.90763 17-18
19 -13.080 -18.333 506.17052 -51.9 11.4 -84.9 62.2 23.52262 0.788 -96.2 70.0 37.2 39.6 30.3 50.75709 18-19
20 -14.878 -L?.913 534.62186 -44.9 13.0 -87.1 65.0 24.52786 0.739 -102.1 70.6 38.2 46.5 27.4 55.85060 [9-20
2[ -[6.770 -[9.798 506.4?824 -38.0 10.6 -86.2 47.7 23.53023 0.788 -101.0 68.8 63.3 39.6 20.6 55.29146 20-2[
22-_l.k_S8 -21.513 _86.60105 -29_5 8.2 -85_ 50.5 22.J_8993 _.k[2B__O.l _7. L 48.& 35.6 13. B 50.28590_.1-22
23 -14.626 -23.098 673.7139! -19.2 5.8 -84.? 53.3 21.96978 0.862 -99.3 65.6 53.8 32.6 7.1 46.49291 22-23
26 -16.580 -24.583 666.84379 -?.5 3.6 -86.1 56.3 21.3445[ 0.890 -98.6 64.2 59.0 30.8 0.5 43.85520 23-24
25 -|3°019 -24.665 645.24764 -9.6 3.1 -83.0 53.5 20.65679 0,934 -94.4 63.9 58.6 24.0 2.7 47.33435 24-25
26 -[1.572 -26.737 430.03989 -[3.2 2.9 -82.0 50.7 20.06133 0.9?2 -90.1 63.6 58.4 87.3 4.0 43.86L56 25-26
2? -10.217 -24.802 420.45338 -21.0 2.? -81.0 66.3 19.65531 0.996 -85.9 63.4 58.5 10o8 4.6 61.11185 26-27
__.J_ _9o092 -24.854 416.17907 -40.6 2*6 -80.2 65.1 18.b0174 _._72 _-_2.2 6.3.2 58.9 5.8 6.3 33.95_21_28
96
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32°964
RA-VII CAMERA FA
83
TAB NO 165 ATLAS PHOTO NO 165 POD SEQUENCE NO 336
JULY 3171966 13 HR 22 RIM 52 SEC 225 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IRPAC[ ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN A2A Ao 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.753 -20.323 665.80620 -36.1 6.1 -83.3 67.8 20.86210 0.899 -93.6 67.8 61.? 28.3 25.5 O. O- 1
2 -[1.683 -21.876 633.830¢0 -65.2 6.5 -82.6 66.8 20.6[769 0.912 -90.[ 66.6 67.6 26.2 17.6 51.[7U70 1- 2
3 --10.165 -23.395 6[3.80650 -65.5 6.3 -81.1 66.8 19.68880 0.977 -85.5 66.8 53.2 16.5 [[.2 60.28329 2- 3
._6__10.095 -22.033 _23.51666 -_,_,','_? -81.I _;L..O 20.03089 _9_5_ -#5.1 6611 47,9 19,9 1B_O.___Q._ __t-__
5 -10.020 -20.579 638.83083 -66.2 7.6 -81.0 39.3 20.66966 0.907 -86.7 67.5 62.5 26.0 26.8 63.66236 6- 5
6 -11._51 -20.366 650.06632 -56.3 8.3 -82.6 62.[ 21.28857 0.8?6 -90.2 67.9 62.2 29.5 24.6 63.80231 5- 6
7 -12.987 -20.113 667.69778 -65.1 9.3 -86.3 66.8 22.02689 0.835 -95.6 68.3 62.5 36.2 23.2 67.12977
8 -12.969 -21o696 650.[6677 -36°0 ?.3 -83.9 67.6 21.29111 0.874 -95.1 66.? 67.9 29.6 16.3 66.68706 7- 6
9 -12.959 -23.165 638.91502 -26.3 5.2 -83.5 50.3 20.65359 0.907 -96.? 65.3 53.3 26.0 9.5 63._0027 8- 9
11 -10.165 -23.395 613.80650 -65.5 6.3 -81.1 66.8 19.68880 0.97? -85.5 66.8 53.2 14.5 11.2 61.06296 lO-11
12 -9.162 -26.732 406.86092 -61,1 2,6 -80.Z 66.9 18.10552 0.973 -82.2 63.6 58.9 5.9 6.6 50.55200 11-12
13 -9.051 -23.679 609.68358 -66.0 6.0 -80.1 63.6 19.05206 0.999 -81.6 66.6 53.7 11.2 [0.8 37.60602 12-13
16 -8.952 -22.156 618,86098 -76.6 5.6 -80.0 39.6 19,51822 0.969 -80.8 65.9 68.6 17.5 17.6 39,76106 13-14
15 -8.866 -20.762 633.60935 -78.7 6.8 -79.7 36.7 20.15902 0.93[ -80.0 67.3 63.2 26.1 26.1 62.38886 [4-15
17 -9.939 -19.006 660.53526 -70.9 9.0 -81.0 36.6 21.36665 0.863 -86.1 69.1 37.2 32.6 31.? 37.33906 16-17
18 -11.620 -18.723 673.0953[ -60.6 10.0 -82.8 39.6 22.06866 0.829 -90.2 69.5 36,9 35.6 31.6 65.66760 17-18
_? I_ n17 -18.387 692.53161 -52.0 [1.3 -86.9 62.2 22.88886 0.789 -96.2 70.0 37.2 39.5 30.2 69.37[58 18-19
20 -1_.765 -17.982 _U.u8886 _5.9 1_.9 -87.[ 66.9 23.86110 0.761 -102.1 70.5 38.2 66.3 27.6 56.27592 19-20
21 -16.660 -19.813 692.76688 -38.1 [0.6 -86.2 61._ ZZ.C?ZO7 h 7R_ -101.0 68.8 63.3 39.5 20.6 53.76276 20-21
22_-_6.581 ,21.681 _73.620_8 _.b__.Z _85.5 5_.3 +_22.07523 9.829 -100_1 b(.L _6.6_3_._ !_.R 68.92618_L-2_
23 -16.520 -23.023 660.83550 -19.6 5.8 -86.8 53.1 21.37260 0.863 -99.3 65.7 53.8 32.5 7.2 65.26638 2Z-Z_
26 -[6.676 -26.667 656.07333 -7,8 3.5 -86.2 55,9 20.16053 0.891 -98.6 64.3 59.0 30-? 0.7 62,37997 23-26
25 -12.957 -26.567 633.13553 -9.9 3.2 -83.[ 53.2 20.09686 0.936 -96.6 66.0 58.6 23.9 2.8 66.01156 26-25
26 -11.550 -26.618 618.36889 -13.6 2.9 -82.0 50.6 19.51690 0.972 -90.1 63.7 58.6 [7.3 6.1 62.66002 25-26
2? -10.231 -24.682 609.06038 -21.5 2.? -81.0 66.1 18.93119 0.996 -85.8 63.5 58.5 10.8 6.6 39.99660 26-27
28 _9.162 -26+732 _6_86092+ -6hl 2.6 -80.2 66.9 18.10552 0.973 -82-.2 63_6 58,9 5.9 _.6 33._3598 27_28
TAB NO 166 ATLAS PHOTO HO 166 POD SEQUENCE NO S38
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 22 MIN 57 SEC 366 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
171.6_5 391.76890 -8.397 -25.605 2_27.206 2.608 -6_.32_ _1_.§96
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
[
-10.767 -20.336 633.28855 -36.3 6.[ -83.3 67.6 20.26665 0.899 -93.6 67.8 61.8 28.2 25.5 O. O- 1
2 -11.663 -21.833 621.82981 -65.3 6.5 -82.6 66.7 20.067[? 0.912 -90.[ 66.6 67.6 24.2 [7.7 69.6?569 1- 2
3 -10.181 -23.310 602.30831 -65.7 6.3 -81.1 66.6 18.96728 0.977 -85.5 66.9 53.2 16.6 11.3 58.62962 2- 3
-10.113 -21.986 611.79702 -58.7 5.9 -81.1 61.9 19.67657 0.966 -85.1 66.2 67.9 19.9 18.0 39.53790
5 -10.060 -20.571 426.7[082 -66.1 7.5 -81.0 39.3 20.07928 0.90? -86.7 67.5 62.5 26.0 24.8 62.26936 4- 5
6 -[1.631 -20.362 _37.63830 -56.3 8.3 -82.6 62.0 20.70072 0.8?6 -90.1 67.9 62,2 29.5 26.6 62.593[7 5- 6
7 -12.925 -20.118 656.76555 -_5.1 9.3 -86.6 66.7 21.61688 0.835 -95.6 68.3 62.5 36.1 23.2 65.81279 6- ?
8 -12.907 -2[.656 637.68208 -36.1 7.3 -83.9 67.6 20.?0070 0.876 -95.[ 66.8 67.9 29.5 [6.3 65.39936 7- 8
9 -[2.898 -23.086 626.69571 -26.5 5.2 -83.5 50.1 20.07857 0.90/ -96.7 65.6 53.3 26.0 9.5 62.20713 8- 9
_1 -11o695 -23.205 611.74267 -32°2 6.8 -82.2 _7.4 19.67596 0.966 ,90.1 65.1 53.1 19.9 10.9 62.63860 9-10
-10.181 -23.310 402.30831 -45.7 6.3 -8[.1 44.6 18.9_728 0.977 -85.5 66.9 53.2 [4.6 1[.3 39.90365 10-1[
12 -9.107 -24.611 393.52351 -61.6 2.6 -80.2 66.8 [?.60232 0.973 -82.Z 63.5 58.9 6.0 6.5 69.15769 1[-[2
13 --9°098 -23.392 398.08267 -66.0 6.0 -80.1 63.6 18.52796 [.000 -8[.5 66.7 53.7 11.3 10.9 36.56208 12-13
1_ -9.002 -22.106 607.26560 -76.5 5.6 -79.9 39.5 19.03520 0.968 -80.8 65.9 68.6 17.6 17.5 38.66?62 13-16
15 -8+896 -20.730 421.60746 -78.6 6.8 -79.T 36.8 19.60093 0.931 -80.0 67.3 63.1 26.[ 26.1 6[.22218 16-15
16 --8°780 -19.250 661.86665 -81.0 8.2 -79.6 36.2 20.25066 0.888 -78.9 68.7 38.0 30.8 30.7 66.665Z3 [5-16
17 -9.961 -[9.062 _67.80387 -70.8 9.0 -80.9 36.7 20.77601 0.863 -84.[ 69.0 37.2 32.6 31.7 36.30998 16-17
18 -11.602 -18.767 660.01331 -60°6 10.0 -82.8 39.6 21.65865 0.830 -90.2 69.6 36.9 35.6 31.6 66.38653 17-18
19 -12.956 -[8.662 678.86033 -52.0 11.3 -86.9 62.1 22.25357 0.790 -96.2 69.9 37,2 39.6 30.2 67.98366 18-19
20 -16.651 -18.050 505.52903 -65.0 12.9 -87.1 66.8 23.19310 0.762 -102.1 70.5 38.2 66.2 27.3 52._0180 19-20
21 -16.550 -19.829 679.02338 -38.2 10.5 -86.2 67.6 22.25660 0.790 -101.0 68.7 63.3 39.5 20.6 52.23260 20-2[
22-_1/_._3_/*_L_2136_L -_.SL.____.2 -85.5 50.1 216_593_L 0.830 _100.1 67.2 48.6 35.6 13.9 67.56365 _1.22
23 -1_.613 -22.967 667.93430 -19.6 5.8 -86.9 52.8 20.77397 0.863 -99.3 65.7 53.8 32.6 7.3 63.9927[ 22-23
26 -16.368 -26.35[ 661.28503 -8.0 3.5 -86.3 55.5 20.17576 0.892 -98.6 66.6 59.0 30.6 0.8 61.Z0225 23-26
25 -12.895 -26.630 621.00273 -10.2 3.2 -83.1 52.9 19.53193 0.935 -96.4 66.1 58.6 23.9 2.9 66.68865 26-25
26 -[[.528 -26.699 606.67669 -16.0 3.0 -82.1 50.2 18.97168 0.972 -90.1 63.9 58.6 17.3 6.2 6[._5689 25-26
27 -10.266 -26.562 397.b0666 -22.1 2.8 -81.0 65.9 [8.60596 0.996 -85.8 63.6 58.5 10.9 6.7 38.87893 26-2?
7.8 --_L. 187 .2A_bJLI 39365235_ _61.b Zo6 -80.2 66.8 17.60232 0.973 -82.2 63.5 58.9 6.0 6.5 32.11625 2?-28
97 i
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 84
TAB NO 167 ATLAS PHOTO NO 167 POD SEQUENCE NO 340
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 23 NIN 2 SEE 464 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO XMPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
166,335 380,36656 -8°652 -25.287 2115o820 2o413 -67*268 115,$77
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/G AZN AZSUN 824 A* 8/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.741 -20.369 620.74863 -36.5 6.1 -83.6 47.5 19.68546 0.899 -93.6 67.8 31.8 28*1 25°6 0. 0- [
2 -11,442 -21,790 409,8G038 -65,6 6,5 -82.5 64.6 19,67548 0o912 -90,1 66,5 67,6 24,2 17,7 47,7882[ 1- 2
3 -10°198 -23o225 390.78529 -65.8 4.4 -81.1 66.5 18.60458 0.976 -85.5 65.0 53.2 16.7 11.4 56.97079 2- 3
6 -10o131 -21.939 400.04977 -58.7 5*9 -81.1 41.9 18.92095 0.964 -85.1 66.2 67*9 20.0 18.1 38.41899 3- 6
8 -10.060 -20*564 4|6.56094 -66.1 7.5 -81.0 39.3 19.50753 0.907 -86.7 67.5 62.5 26*0 26.8 41.05308 4- 5
6 -1[,612 -20,361 425,17941 -54,3 8,3 -82,6 62,0 20,11141 0,874 -90,[ 67,9 62,2 29,5 26,6 41._R!08 _-
7 -12.862 -20.126 441.76316 -45.2 9.3 -86.4 44.6 20.80546 0.836 -95-6 68._ _Z.5 J6.l 23.2 44.49321 6- 7
8 -12,845 -2[,618 425,17101 -36,3 7,3 -83,9 _7.2 2O,i08_ 0.874 -95.1 66,8 _7,9 29.5 16,4 44,10843 7- 8
9 -|2.836 -23*007 _4__5_ -2_.T 5*2 -83.6 49.9 19.50236 0.907 -94.7 65.5 53.3 26.0 9.6 61.01080 8- 9
lO -_/,473 -23,123 399,95317 -32,5 4,8 -82,3 47,2 18.91831 0,94_ -90,1 65,2 53,1 [9,9 11,0 41,40686 9-10
11 -10.198 -23.225 390.78529 -45.8 4.6 -81.1 64,5 18,60458 0,976 -85,5 65.0 53.2 14,7 11.4 38,76172 10-11
12 -9,232 -24,490 382,16645 -42,1 2,6 -80.2 44.7 17,09812 0.973 -82.2 63,6 58,9 6,| 4.6 47,78965 11-12
13 -9.145 -23.305 386.65815 -65.9 4.1 -80.1 43,6 18.00250 1,000 -81.5 64,8 53.7 11.4 11,0 35,51786 12-13
14 -9,05I -22,053 _95,60376 -74,3 5,5 -79.9 39,5 18,69097 0,968 -80,8 66,0 48,4 17,7 17,6 37.55134 13-14
18 -8.949 -20.719 409.§77_8 -78.4 6.8 -79.7 36.9 19.06155 0.931 -80.0 67.3 43,1 24.2 24.1 40.05249 14-15
16 -8.836 -19.280 429.24710 -80.9 8.2 -79.6 34.4 19.67211 0.888 -78,9 68,7 38.0 30,7 30.7 43.17229 15-16
17 -9,984 -t9,079 435,04212 -70,8 9,0 -80.9 36.8 20.18197 0,864 -84.1 69.0 37,2 32,4 31,6 35,27828 16-17
18 -11.383 -18.811 446.90014 -60.6 10,0 -82.8 39.5 20.86680 0.830 -90.2 69.6 36,9 35.6 31.6 43.|1866 17-18
19 -12,890 -18,496 465,15960 -52,0 11.3 -84.8 42,1 21,61692 0,791 -96,2 69,8 37.2 39,3 30,1 46,59388 18-19
20 -14,538 -18,118 490,94811 -45,1 12,8 -87,1 64,7 22.52401 0,/44 -102,1 70.4 38,2 44.1 27.2 51,12843 19-20
21 -14.440 -19,844 465,25546 -38,3 10,5 -86.3 67,3 21,61490 0.79l -101.0 68,7 63.3 39.4 20,6 50.70169 20-21
22 -14.365 -21.417 646.98106 -29.9 8.1 -85.6 49.8 20.86220 0.830 -100.1 67,2 48.6 35.4 13.9 46.19811 21-22
23 -14.307 -22.872 435.01058 -19.8 5.8 -85.0 52.5 20.17650 0,86_ -99.3 65.8 53.8 32.3 7.4 42.73812 22-23
24 -14.262 -26,235 428.4?857 -8.3 3.5 -86.4 55.1 19.59013 0.892 -98.6 66.5 59.0 30.5 1.0 40.02216 23-24
25 -12.833 -24.312 408.84896 -10.5 3.2 -83.2 52.5 18.96805 U.935 -94.4 66.2 58.6 23.9 3.1 63.36510 24-25
26 -11,506 -24,380 394,96239 -16,4 3,0 -82,1 69,9 18,42504 0,972 -90,1 64,0 58.4 17,3 4,3 60.25217 25-26
27 -10,260 -24,441 386.15192 -22,6 2,8 -8l.l 45,7 17,87963 0.996 -85,8 63.8 88,5 11,0 6,8 37,75966 26-27
28 -9,232 -24.690 382,16645 -42,1 2,6 -80,2 44,7 17,098[2 0,973 -82,2 63,6 58,9 6,1 6,6 3|,19072 27-28
TAB NO 168 ATLAS PHOTO NO 168 POD SEQUENCE NO 342
JULY 3111964 13 HR 23 MIN 7 $EC 584 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPAC? AL7 LAT LON R V PTH 42
161,215 368,98266 -8,508 -25,169 2104.418 2,6[8 -67,169 115,558
PHOTO DA?A
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMKS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -1_,735 -20o362 408.18618 -34,6 6,1 -83,4 47.3 19.L0508 0,899 -93.6 67.8 41.9 28,1 25,4 O, O- 1
2 -11,421 -21,747 397,74097 -65,5 6,5 -82.5 64,5 18,90237 0,912 -90,1 66,5 47,6 24,3 17,8 46,11139 1- 2
3 -10,214 -23.161 379.23667 -46.0 4.6 -81.1 46.4 17.86069 0.976 -85.5 65.0 53.2 16.7 11.4 55.30732 2- 3
6 -10,169 -21,891 388,27361 -58,7 5,9 -81,[ 41,8 18,36395 0.944 -85,1 66,3 67,8 20*0 18,1 37,29684 3- 6
5 -10o080 -20,557 402,37973 -66,| 7.5 -81.0 39,3 18,93630 0,907 -86,7 67,6 62,5 26,0 24.9 39,85334 6- 5
6 -[1,392 -20,360 412.688[[ -56,4 8,3 -82,6 42,0 19o52057 0,874 -90,[ 67,9 42,2 29,5 24,6 40,16570 5- 6
7 -12,800 -20,131 628,74898 -45,3 9,2 -84,6 44,5 20,19254 0,836 -95,6 68,2 62.5 36,[ 23.2 43,17110 6- 7
8 -12.783 -21,580 612,63032 -36,4 7,3 -84,0 67,1 19.51580 0,874 -95,[ 66,8 47*9 29,5 16,6 42°81401 7- 8
9 -12,773 -22,928 402.18084 -24,9 5.3 -83.6 49,6 18.92491 0,90? -94,7 65,5 53.3 26,0 9*7 39°81107 8- 9
10 -1l°452 -23,041 388.13714 -32,7 4,8 -82,3 47,0 18,35960 U,944 -90,1 65,3 53,1 20,0 11,0 40,17319 9-10
11 -10,214 -23,1_1 379,23667 -46.0 6.4 -81.1 44,6 17.86069 0,976 -85.5 65,0 53,2 14,7 11,4 37,61724 10-11
12 -9,276 -26,369 370.78935 -42,6 2,7 -80.2 44.6 16,59289 0,973 -82,2 63.7 58,9 6,3 6,8 46,38820 11-12
13 -9,192 -23,219 375,20984 -65,8 4.1 -80.0 42,1 17.6716[ 1,000 -81,5 64,9 53,7 11,5 11,1 36,47122 12-13
14 -9.101 -22,003 383,93498 -74,2 5,5 -79,9 39.5 17,94568 D,968 -80,8 66,0 48.6 17,7 17,6 J6,45207 13-14
15 -9,001 -20,707 397,51829 -78,3 6.9 -79.7 37,0 18.48080 0,93l -80.0 67.3 43,1 24.2 24,2 38,87953 14-15
|6 -8,892 -[9,312 416,89935 -80.8 8.2 -79.4 34,5 19,09238 0,889 -78.9 68,7 38,0 30.7 .30.7 4[,89649 15-16
17 -10,006 -[9,115 422,24797 -70*7 9.0 -80.9 36,9 19,58843 0*864 -84,1 69,0 37.2 32,3 3[°6 34o24373 16-17
18 -11,366 -18,856 433,75371 -60.6 10,0 -82,8 39,5 20.23359 0,831 -90.2 69.3 36,9 35,3 31,5 41,84916 17-18
19 -12,826 -18,551 451,42702 -52,1 11o2 -84.8 42,1 20,97819 0.792 -96,2 69,8 37,2 39.3 30,1 45,20192 18-19
20 -14,623 -[8.187 676,3]458 -45,2 12,7 -87.1 44,6 21,85369 0.746 -102,1 70.3 38.2 44,0 27.2 49.55556 19-20
21 -14,329 -19,860 451.45928 -38,4 10.4 -86.3 47,1 20,97390 0.792 -101,0 68,7 63.3 39.3 20,6 69°16950 20-21
22 -16,2_6 -21°38_ 433.72181 -30.0 8°1 -85.6 49.6 20,22385 0.831 -100.1 67,2 68,6 35,3 16.0 44,82988 21-22
23 -14.200 -22.797 422°06363 -20.0 5.8 -85.0 52.2 19.573_ 0.866 -99.3 65.8 53.8 32.3 7.5 61.48039 22-23
26 -14.156 -24.119 415,65357 -8.6 3.5 -84.5 56.8 19.00367 0.893 -98.6 66.6 59.0 30.6 1.1 38.83950 23-24
25 -12,770 -24,196 396,67365 -10,9 3.2 -83.3 52.2 18,40317 0,935 -94,4 64.3 58.6 23,8 3.2 62,04167 24-25
26 -11.683 -24,261 383,22611 -16.9 3.0 -82,1 69,6 17.87756 0,972 -90,1 66.1 58,4 17,3 6.5 39,06874 25-26
27 -10.275 -24,321 374.67868 -23,2 2,8 -81,1 45.5 17.35214 U,997 -85.8 63,9 58,5 11.0 4,9 36,63768 26-27
28 -9°276 -24,369 370.789_5 -62*6 2.7 -80.2 44.6 16,59289 0,973 -82,2 63,7 58,9 6o3 4o8 30o265S1 27-28
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JULY 31,1966 13 HR 23 HIM 12 SEC 704 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN
-10.730 -20.374 395.60100 -34,8 6.1
-11.400 -21.704 385.65058 -45.6 6.5
3 -10.229 -23,056 367.66177 -46.2 4.4
6 -10_167 -21,845 376,66758 -58.7 6.0
5 -10.100 -20.550 390.16597 -66.0 7.5
6 -11.372 -20.359 400.16312 -54.4
? -12,736 -20.137 415.70169 -45.4
8 -12.720 -21.542 400.05905 -36.6
9 -12.71] -22.849 389.88309 -25.2
_IQ -11_630 -ZZ.959 376.28385 -32.9
11 -10.229 -23.056 367.66177 -46,2
12 -9.321 -24°247 359.39171 -43.0
13 -9.239 -23.132 363.73687 -65.7
14 -9o150 -21o954 372.23813 -74.0
18 -9.056 -20.697 385.42839 -78.2
_=8_948 =J_,363 _03,91973 =80°6
-10.028 -19.153 409.41996 -70.7
18 -11.344 -18.901 420.57249 -60.6
19 -12.762 -18.607 437.66092 -52.1
20 -16.309 -18°256 461.69577 -45.2
_! -1_18 -|9.876 437.63346 -38.5
22 -1%.148 -21°355 _20.634f6 -JU°_ O.A
23 -14.092 -22.723 409.09210 -20.2 5.8
26 -14.050 -24.003 402.8G939 -8.8 3.6
25 -12.707 -24.077 384.47638 -11.2 3.3
26 -11.660 -24.142 371.46712 -15.3 3.0
27 -10.289 -24.201 363.17745 -23.7 2.8
2-8_ _9_321 _26.24/ 359.3817L ,63.0 2.7
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 23 HXN 17 SEC 824 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C
I -10.724 -20.386 382,99288 -35.0
2 -11,388 -21,661 373.53341 -45.7
3 -10.246 -22.972 356.06271 -46.3
4-10.185 -21.798 364.63331 -58.7
5 -10.120 -20.544 377.92078 -66.0
6 -11.352 -20.359 387.60825 -54.4
? -12.673 -20.144 402.62836 -45.5
8 -12.658 -21.5U5 387.66431 -36.7
9 -12.648 -22.770 377.56621 -25.4
10 -11.408 -22.877 364.42788 -33.2
11 -10.246 -22.972 356.06271 -46.3
12 -9.366 -24.126 347.97427 -43.5
13 -9.281 -23.046 352.23946 -65.6
14 -9.201 -21.904 360.51288 -73.9
15 -9.107 -20.686 373.30693 -78.0
16 -9.004 -18.376 391.20652 -80.5
17 -10.050 -19.190 396.55858 -70*6
18 -11o325 -18.947 407.35994 -60.5 10.0
19 -12.698 -18.663 423.86826 -82.1 ll.l
20 -14.195 -18.326 447.03991 -45.3 12.5
21 -14.107 -19.893 423.78901 -38.6 10.3
_2-_039 _21_324 40?.13067 -30.3 8.0
23 -13.986 -22.648 396.10743 -20.4 5.8
24 -13.944 -23.888 389.95708 -9.1 3.6
25 -12.645 -23.959 372.26479 -11.5 3.3
26 -11.437 -24.023 359.69043 -15.? 3.1
27 -10.303 -24.080 351.65984 -24.2 2.9
28 -9.366 -24o126 367.9?427 -43.5 2.7
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169 ATLAS PHOTO NO 169 POD SEQUENCE NO 344
ALT LAT LON
357,54_39 -8,565 -2P.049
Ao 8/A AZPHAZ 1N_0
18.52327 0.899 -93.6 67.8
18.32778 0.912 -90.1 66.6
17.31555 0.976 -85.5 65.1 53.2 14.8 11.5
17.80555 0.963 -85.1 66.3 _7,8 20.1 18,2
18.35954 0.906 -84.7 67.6 42.5 26.1 24.9
18.92813 0.874 -90.1 67.9 42.2 29.5 24.6
19.57806 0.836 -95,6 68.2 42.5 34.0 23.2
18.92121 0.875 -95.1 66.9 47.9 29.5 16.5
18.34624 0.907 -94.7 65.6 53.3 25.9 9.8
17,79921 0.9_6 -90°I 65,3 53*0 ZO,O 11.1
17.31555 0.976 -85.5 65.1 53.2 14.8 11.5
16.08659 0.974 -82.2 63.9 58.9 6.4 4.9
16.93733 0.999 -81.5 64.9 53.7 11.6 11.2
17.39868 0.967 -80.8 66._ 48.6 17.8 17.7
17.91864 0.931 -80.0 67.3 43.1 24.2 24.2
18,51119 0_889 -78,9 68.7 38,0 30,7 30,7
18.99332 0,864 -84.1 68.9 37.2 32.3 31.6
19.61877 0.831 -90.2 69.3 36.9 35.3 31.5
20.33909 0.792 -96.2 69.7 37.2 39.2 30.0
21.18207 0.747 -102.1 38.2 43.8 27.1
20.33152 0.793 -101.0 43.3 39.2 20.6
_o _n4_ n.832 -lO0,1 68,6 35,2 14.1
18.97228 0.865 -99.3 53.8 _Z.Z e.o
18.41634 0.894 -98.6 59.0 30.3 1.3
17.83727 0,935 -94.4 58.5 23_8 3.3
17,32903 0.972 -90.1 58.4 17.3 4.6
16.82347 0.997 -85.8 58.5 11.1 5.1
16,08659 0_976 -82,2 63,9_8.9 6,4 4.9
170
R V PTH AZ
2092.998 Z°6_3 -67,088 I I_,_38
PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
41.9 28.0 25.3 O. 0- I


























ATLAS PHOTO NO 170 POD SEQUENCE NO 346
ACT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
346,10616 -8,622 -24.927 2081.559 Z.429 -67,007 115,519
A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ E_iS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
17.94032 0.899 -93.6 67.8 42.0 27.9 25.3 O. O- 1
17.75192 0.911 -90.1 66.6 67,6 2%.3 [7.9 42.80290 1- 2
16.76927 0.975 -85.5 65.2 53.2 14.9 11.6 51.96597 2- 3
17.24581 0.9_3 -85.1 66.3 47.8 20.2 18.2 35.04245 3- 4
17.78331 0.906 -84.7 67.6 42.5 26.1 24.9 37.44274 6- 5
18.33428 0.874 -90.1 67.9 42.2 29.5 24.6 37.72585 5- 6
18.96235 0.837 -95.6 68.2 42.5 36.0 23.2 40.52059 6- 7
18.32550 0.875 -95.1 66.9 47.9 29.5 16.5 40.21464 7- 8
17.76663 0.907 -94.7 65.7 53.3 25.9 9.9 37.40154 8- 9
17.23793 0.944 -90.1 65.4 53.0 20.0 11.2 37°70049 9-10
16.76927 0.975 -85.5 65.2 53.2 14.9 11.6 35.32091 10-11
15.57931 0.974 -82.2 64.0 58.9 6.5 5,0 63.54467 11-12
16.40192 0.999 -81.5 65.0 53.7 11.7 11.3 32.37055 12-13
16.85056 0.967 -80.8 66.2 48.6 17.8 17.7 34.24390 13-14
17.35501 0.931 -80.0 67.3 43.1 24.2 24.2 36.52304 14-15
17.92846 0.889 -78.9 68.6 38.0 30.7 30.6 39.33506 15-16
18.39666 0.665 -84.1 68.9 37.2 32.3 31.5 32.16625 16-17
19.00247 0.832 -90.2 69.2 36.9 35.2 31.4 39.30155 17-18
19.69816 0.793 -96.2 69.7 37.2 39.1 30.0 42.41257 18-19
20.50967 0.749 -102.1 70.1 38.2 43.7 27.1 46.41375 19-20
19.68828 0.794 -I01.0 68.6 43.3 39.1 20.6 46.10143 20-21
18o98378 0.833 -LOO.l 67.2 48.6 35.2 14ol 42.08488 2_.22
18.37000 0.866 -99.3 66.0 53.8 32.1 7.7 38.95602 22-23
17.82864 0.895 -98.6 64.8 59.0 30.3 1.4 36.46722 23-24
17.27070 0.936 -96.4 64.5 58.5 23.8 3.5 39.39582 24-25
16.77966 0.972 -90.1 64.3 58.4 17.3 4.7 36.62935 25-26
16.29389 0.997 -85.8 64.1 58.5 11.2 5.2 34.38854 26-27
15.57931 0.974 -82.2 66.0 58.9 6.5 5.0 28.40956 27-28
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RA-V[] CAMERA FA 86
TAB NO 171 ATLAS PHOTO NO 171 POD SEQUENCE NO 348
JULY 3171964 13 HR 23 MIN 22 SEC 944 RS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LA! LUN R V PTH AZ
145.855 334.64804 -8.680 -24.805 2070.[03 2.434 -66.925 [15.498
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A A2PHAZ ]NED PHAZ EN|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
--10.719 -20.398 370.36213 -35.1 6.1 -83.5 46.8 [7.35599 0.899 -93.6 67.8 42.0 27.9 25.2 O. O- [
-[[.3sq -2[.6k9 36|.38577 -45.8 6.6 -82.5 44.2 [7.[7661 0.911 -90.[ 66.6 47.6 24.3 [7.9 4l.[7329 1- 2
3 --[0o262 -22.888 344.4374b -46.S 4.5 -81,1 44.[ [6.22176 0.97S -85.5 65.3 53.2 15.0 L[.7 50.28827 2- 3
4 -10.203 -21.752 352.76922 -58°7 6.0 -81.0 41.7 16.68466 0.943 -85.| 66.4 47.8 20.2 18.3 33.9[020 3- 4
5 -10.|40 -20.538 365.66299 -65.9 7.5 -81.0 39.4 [7.20554 0.906 -84.T 67.6 42.5 26.[ 24.9 36.23186 4- 5
6 -[1.532 -20.359 375.0202[ -54.5 8.3 -82.6 41.9 [7.73886 0.874 -90.[ 67.9 42.2 29.5 24.7 36.50145 5- 6
7 -12.610 -20.152 389.5230[ -45o5 9.2 -84.4 44.3 [8.34513 0.837 -95.6 68.2 42.5 33.9 23.2 39.[9237 6- 7
8 --[2o595 -21.468 374°84012 -36o8 To2 -84°[ 46.6 [7.7284[ 0.875 -9S.[ 66.9 47q 29.6 [6._ _G._0_75 7-
9 --12o586 -22.692 365.2236R -_-_ _.3 C3._ 48._ I/.18681 0.908 -94.T 6S.7 53.2 25.9 10.0 36.1918_ 8- 9
LU -_1.387 -22.796 352,53527 -33.6 4.8 -82.4 66.5 [6.67540 0.943 -90.[ 65.5 53.0 20.[ 1[.3 36.46189 9-[0
[1 --10.262 -22o_88 344.63746 --46.5 4.5 -8[.1 44.1 [6.22176 0.975 -8S.5 65.3 53.2 [5.0 [[.? 34.[6921 [0-[1
12 -9.412 -24.005 336.53620 -43.8 2.8 -80.1 44.2 [5.07095 0.974 -82.2 64.1 58.9 6°6 5.1 42.1326[ |I-[2
[3 --9.334 -22.960 340o7[_[7 -65o5 4.2 -80.0 41.9 15.86S35 U.999 -81.S 65.[ 53.7 [[.8 [1.6 31.31646 12-[3
14 -9.25[ -21.855 348.75925 -73.8 5*6 -79.8 39.6 16.30112 0.967 -80.8 66.2 48.4 17.9 |7.8 33o[J497 [3-14
[5 -9.160 -20.677 36[.15442 -77o9 7o0 -79.6 37.3 [6.78995 0.930 -80.0 67._ 43.[ 24.2 24.2 35.33945 14-15
16 -9.060 -19,408 _78.66093 -80.6 8.3 -79.3 _5.0 [7.34425 Oo889 -78.9 68.6 38.0 3U*6 30*6 38.04936 15-16
17 -10.072 -[9.229 383.66324 -70.5 9.0 -80.8 37.1 17o79842 0.865 -84.[ 68.9 37.2 32.2 3[.5 31.[2328 [6-[7
[8 -[[.306 -[8.994 394.11306 -60.5 10.0 -82.8 39.6 18.38456 0.832 -90.[ 69.2 36.8 35.2 3[.4 38.02342 17-18
19 -12.636 -[8.720 4[0.04329 -52.2 |1.1 -84.8 42.0 [9.05572 0.794 -96.2 69.6 37.2 39*0 29.9 41.01550 [8-[9
20 -16o080 -[8°396 452.35780 -45.4 [2.4 -87.[ 44.4 [9.83607 0./50 -IU2.| 70*[ 38.2 43.6 27.0 44.84537 [9-20
2[ -|3.996 -[9.9[0 409.9[685 -38.7 10.2 -86.4 46.7 [9.04376 0.795 -[Ol.O 68.6 43.3 39.0 20.6 44*66576 20-2[
22 -_3.930 -21.293 393.80063 -30,5 8.0 -85.8 49.0 [8.362[4 0.SJJ -[00.[ 67.3 48.6 35.1 [4.2 40.70837 2[-22
23 --[3.878 -22.574 383.[0042 -20.6 5.8 -85.3 51.3 [7.76670 0.867 -99.3 66.0 53.8 32.[ 7°8 37.68949 22-23
24 -13.837 -23,773 377.08749 -9.4 3.6 -84.8 53.7 17.24015 0.895 -98.6 64.9 59.0 30.2 [.6 35.27772 23-24
_5 -[2.582 -23.842 360.03244 -ll.8 3.3 -83.5 51.3 16.70317 0.936 -9_.4 64.6 58.5 23.7 3.6 38.07383 24-25
_6 -[[.414 -23.904 347°89172 -16.[ 3.[ -82.3 48.9 [6.22926 0.97[ -90.1 64.4 58.4 17.4 4.8 35*41970 25-26
27 -10.318 -23.960 340.[2047 -24.7 2.9 -81.1 45.0 15.76316 0.997 -85.8 64.2 58.5 11.3 5.3 33o26l[9 26-27
28 -9o4£2 -24.005 336.53620 -43.8 2.8 -80,1 44.2 [5.07095 0.974 -82.2 64.[ 58.9 6.6 5.[ 27°47912 87-28
TAB NO 172 ATLAS PHOTO NO 172 POD SEQUENCE NO 350
JULY 3111964 13 HR 23 H|N 28 SLC 64 NS
tRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA7 LON R Y PTH A2
[40.736 _23.17313 -8.739 -24.680 2058.628 2,440 -66.842 115.478
PHOTO _ATA
PT LAT LON RANOE AZ$1C AZN A2SUN AZA As 8/i A2PHA2 ]NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
I -10.713 -20.409 357.7076[ -35.3 6.2 -83.6 46.6 [6.77013 0.899 -93.6 67.8 42.1 27.8 25.1 O. O- [
-l|o338 -21.578 349.20524 -45.9 6°6 -82.5 44.1 16.59574 0.91X -90.1 66.7 47.6 24.4 |8.0 39.55591 I:
-10.278 -22.804 332.78418 -46.6 4.5 -81.1 44.0 15.67294 0.974 -85,5 65.4 53.2 [5.[ [[.8 48.60519
4 -10.221 -21.706 340.87355 -58.7 6.0 -81.0 41.7 16.12202 0.9_Z -85.[ 66.4 47.8 20.3 18.3 32°77440 3- 4
5 -10.160 -20.533 353.33[00 -65.9 7.5 -80.9 39,5 [6.62616 0.906 -84.6 67. b 42.5 26.1 24.9 35.01714 4- 5
6 -11o312 -20.359 362.39659 -54.5 8,3 -82,6 41.8 17.14176 O.8?A -90,1 67.9 42*2 29.5 24.7 35°2736| _ 6
7 -[2.547 -20.160 376.38237 -45.6 9.1 -84.5 44.2 17o72625 0*838 -95.6 68.2 42o5 33.9 23.2 37.86108 7
8 -12.532 -21.431 362.18308 -37.0 7.2 -84.[ 46.4 17.12977 0.875 -95.1 67.0 47°9 29.4 16.6 37.60097 7- 8
9 -[2.523 -22.614 352.85211 -25.8 5.3 -83.8 48.7 16.60364 0.908 -94.7 65.8 53.2 25.9 [0,[ 34.9783R 8- 9
10 -11o365 -22.7[5 340.613_7 -33.6 4.9 -82._ 46.3 16.11149 0.943 -90.1 65.6 53.0 20.1 11.4 35.22064 9-10
l[ -10.278 -22.804 332.784[8 -46.6 4°5 -8[.1 44.0 15.67294 0.974 -85.5 65.4 53.2 15.1 11.8 33.01473 lO-[l
12 -9.457 -23.884 325.07603 -44.2 2.8 -80.1 44.1 [4.56143 0.97_ -82.1 64.2 58.9 6.8 5.3 40.71660 [[-12
13 -9.382 -22.874 329.16871 -65.4 4.2 -80.0 41.9 [5.32756 0.998 -8[.5 65.2 53.7 l[.9 11.5 30.25969 12-[3
14 -9.301 -2[.806 336.97606 -73.6 5.6 -79.8 39.6 15.75030 0.966 -80.8 66.3 48.4 18.0 17.8 32.02274 13-14
15 -9.213 -20.667 348.96986 -77o8 7.0 -79.5 37.4 16.22340 0.930 -80.0 67.4 43.1 24.2 24.2 34.15229 14-[5
16 -9.116 -|9.A42 365.682[3 -80.3 8.3 -79.2 35.2 [6.7S854 0.890 -78.9 68.6 38.0 30.6 30.6 36.76049 15-16
[7 -10.094 -19.268 370.73245 -70.5 9.0 -80.8 37.2 17.19854 0.865 -84.1 68.8 37.2 32.2 31.5 30.07721 16-17
18 -11.287 -19.041 380.82957 -60.5 10.0 -82*8 39.6 17.76495 0.833 -90.1 69.2 36.8 35.1 31.3 36.14172 17-18
19 -12.569 -[8.777 396.18265 -52.2 11.0 -84.8 41.9 18.41162 0.795 -96.2 69.5 37.2 39.0 29.8 39.6[566 /8-19
20 -13.965 -18.466 417.64471 -45.4 12.3 -87.1 44.3 19.16105 0.752 -102.1 70.0 38.2 43.5 27.0 43.27683 19-20
21 -[3.885 -19.927 396.01253 -38.8 [0.2 -86.4 46.5 18.39775 0.796 -[01.0 68.6 43.3 38.9 20.b 43.02826 20-21
2.Z-13o821 -21.263 380.44020 -30.6 8.0 -85.8 48.8 17.73710 Uo83_ ,L00.1 67.3 48.b 35.0 14.2 39.32846 21-22
23 -13.77[ -22.500 370.06667 -20.8 5.8 -85.3 51.0 17.16215 0.867 -99.3 66.1 53.8 32.0 7.9 36.4[946 22-23
24 -13.731 -23.657 364.[9617 -9.6 3.b -84.9 53.3 [6.65068 0.896 -98.6 65.0 59.0 30.1 1.7 34.08529 23-24
25 -[Z.519 -23.725 347.77584 -[2.2 3.4 -83.6 51.0 [6.[3452 0.936 -94.4 64.7 58.5 23.7 3.7 36.75[24 24-25
26 -[1.391 -23.786 336.06836 -16.5 3.[ -82.3 48.6 15.67771 0.971 -90.[ 64.5 58.4 17.4 5.0 34.20793 25-26
27 -10.332 -23.84[ 328.55739 -25.2 2.9 -81.L 44.8 15.23112 0.998 -85°8 64.4 58.5 [1.3 5. A 32.[3[5[ 26-27
28 -9.457 -23.884 325.071203 -44.2 2.8 -80.1 44.1 14o56143 0o976 -82. L 64o2 58.9 b.8 5.3 26o54658 27-28
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RA-V[| CAMERA FA 87
TAB NO 173 ATLAS PHOTO NO 173 POD SEQUENCE NO 352
JULY 31m1966 13 HR 23 H|N 33 SEC 186 MS
TRAJECTDR¥ DATA SEC ?0 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
135.616 311.68003 -8°798 -26.555 2067.135 2.645 -66.758 115.¢57
PHOTO DATA
PT LA? LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ |N_D PHAZ EMiS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10o708 -20.621 3¢5.03008 -35.¢ 6.2 -83.6 66°6 16.18251 0.899 -93.6 67.8 62.1 27.7 25.1 O. O- 1
-11.317 -21.536 336.98808 -66.0 6.6 -82.6 64.0 16.01513 0.911 -90.1 66.? 61°6 26.6 18.0 37.95251 1-
3 -10.296 -22.721 321.10097 -66°8 6.5 -81.1 63.9 15.12270 0.976 -85.5 65.5 53.2 15.1 11.9 66.91572 2- 3
-10.239 -21.661 328.96391 -58.7 6,0 -81.0 41.7 15.55777 0.962 -85,| 66.5 67.8 20.3 18.6 31,63676 _-
-10.180 -20.528 360.98187 -65.8 ?.6 -80.9 39.5 16.04506 0,906 -86.6 67.6 62°5 26.1 26,9 33.79818 6- 5
6 -11.291 -20.361 369.73298 -56.5 8.3 -82.7 61.8 16.56276 0.8?6 -90.1 67.9 62.2 29.5 26.7 36.06137 5- 6
7 -12.683 -20.168 363.20060 -65.7 9.1 -86.5 66.l 17.10543 0.838 -95.6 68.2 62.5 33.8 23.2 36.52587 6- 7
8 -12.668 -21.395 369.68799 -37.1 7.2 -86.2 66.3 16.52932 0.875 -95.1 67.0 67.9 29.6 16.? 36.28750 7- 8
9 -12.660 -22.537 360.66696 -26.1 5.3 -83.9 68.5 16.01988 0.908 -96.7 65.9 53.2 25.9 10.2 33.76050 8- 9
10 -11.362 -22,636 328,65930 -33.8 6.9 -82.5 66.2 15.56606 0,963 -90,1 65,7 53,0 20.1 11.5 33,97622 9-10
11 -10.296 -22.721 321.10097 -66.8 6.5 -81.1 63.9 15.12270 0.976 -85.5 65.5 53.2 15.1 11.9 31.85669 10-11
12 -9.501 -23.763 313.59317 -66.6 2.8 -80.1 66.0 16.05066 0.9?6 -82.1 66.6 58.9 6.9 5.6 39.29618 11-12
13 -9.629 -22.789 317.59306 -65.3 6.2 -80.0 41.9 14.78851 0.998 -81.5 65.3 53.7 12.0 11.6 29.20016 12-13
16 -9.350 -21°158 325.16192 -73.5 5.6 -79.8 39.7 15.19804 0.966 -80.8 66.3 68.6 18.0 17.9 30.90701 13-16
15 -9.266 -20.658 336.75166 -77.6 7,0 -79.5 37.5 15.65529 0.930 -79.9 67.4 43.1 24.3 24.3 32.96131 16-15
1_ -9,172 -19.676 352.86?79 -80.1 8.6 -79.2 35.3 16,17120 0.890 -78o? 68.5 38.0 30.6 30.6 35.56799 15-14
17 -10.116 -19.308 357.76261 -?0°6 9.0 -80.8 37.3 16.59685 0.865 -86.1 68.8 37.2 32.2 31.6 29.02764 16-17
18 -11.267 -19.088 367°50418 -60.5 9.9 -82.7 39.6 17.14338 0.833 -90.1 69.1 36.8 35.1 31.3 35,65555 17-18
19 -12.506 -18.835 382.27919 -52.2 11.0 -84.8 41.9 17.76552 0.796 -96.2 69.5 37.2 38.9 29.8 38.21191 18-19
20 -13,850 -18.537 602.89106 -45.5 12.3 -87.1 66.2 18.48416 0.753 -102.1 69.9 38.2 43.4 26.9 41.70618 19-20
Z_ ;3.773 -19.965 _A? 0_781 -38.9 10.1 -86.6 46.4 17.74986 0.797 -101.0 68.5 63.3 38.8 20.6 41.48750 20-21
,!2_-13.712 -21,233 36_.0_227 -30,8 8,0 -85,9 68,5 II,AL4JI U_Q_2-___ GTt_ _,_ _Q _-_ 37.94409 Z1-2_
23 -13.663 -22.626 356.99988 -21.0 5.8 -85.6 50.7 |6,55609 0.868 -99.3 66.1 53.8 31.9 8.0 35.14503 22-23
24 --13.624 -23.543 351.27751 -9.9 3.7 -85.0 52.9 16.05998 0.897 -98.6 65.0 59.0 30.0 1.9 32.88929 23-24
25 -12.656 -23.609 335.49101 -12.5 3.4 -83.6 50.7 15.56457 0.936 -94.4 64.8 58.5 23.7 3.9 35.62688 24-25
26 -11.368 -23.668 326.21768 -16.9 3.2 -82.6 68.4 15.12689 0.971 -90.1 66,7 58.6 17.6 5.1 32.99337 25-26
27 -10.346 -23.721 316.96907 -25.7 3.0 -81.1 44.6 14.69759 0°998 -85.8 64.5 58.5 11.6 5.5 30.99885 26-27
28_-_.50_-_.J.763_313,59317 --6_6_ 2.8 -80,1 66.0 I_L.Q_AtLD_OJ_-_SZ,L _,_ _8_9 6_ 5,6 2_.J_1199_Z_-_
TAB NO 174 ATLAS PHOTO NO 174 POD SEQUENCE NO 354
JULY 31w1964 13 H8 23 HIN 38 SEC 304 MS
|RAJECTORY DATA $EC T0 |HPACT ALT LA[ LDN R V PTH AZ
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.703 -20.632 332.328?6 -35.6 6.2 -83.7 46.3 15.59333 0°899 -93.6 67.7 62.2 27.7 25.0 O. O- 1
-11._9,-21.696326.73716- 6.1 6.6 -82.643.9 15.6,2910.911-90.166.8,?.62,.6 18.1 36.361601-2
3
-10.309 -22.63? 309.38904 -46.9 6.5 -81.1 63.8 14.57111 0.9?6 -85.5 65.5 53.2 15.2 12.0 45.2206?
5 -10o199 -20.526 328.59772 -65.8 7.6 -80.9 39.5 15.46228 0.986 -84.6 67.6 62,5 26.1 26°9 32.57530 6- 5
-11.270 -20,363 337,03291 -56,5 8.3 --82,7 61.8 15.96206 0.874 -90.1 6?.9 62.2 29.5 24.7 32.80569 5-- 6
-12.618 -20.1_8 349.98216 -45.7 9.1 -86.5 44.0 16.68290 0.839 -95.6 68.2 62.5 33.8 23.2 35.18_36 6-
8 -12.406 -21.360 336.75916 -37.2 7.2 -84.2 66.1 15,92728 0.875 -95,1 67,0 67.9 29,6 16,7 36.97005 7- 8
9 -12.396 -22.659 328.01193 -26.3 5.3 -83.9 48,2 15.43473 0.908 -94.? 65.9 53.2 25,9 10.3 32.53875 8- 9
LO_rI_.31S _22.55_ 3J16_6751§ -36.D _9 =82.5 _6.0_ LA_?_J_D-9_3_ _ 6_Z 53.0_Z_.Z 11-6 32.Z290_-_9-_
11 -10.309 -22.637 309.38906 -46.9 6.5 -81.1 _3.8 16.5711l 0.9?4 -85.5 65.5 53.2 15.2 12.0 30.69576 10-11
12 -9.546 -23.643 302.08?66 -65.0 2.8 -80.1 43.9 13.53866 0.9?5 -82.1 66.5 58.9 7.0 5.5 37.87167 11-12
13 -9.676 -22.703 305.99063 -65.2 6.3 -79.9 _1.8 16.26822 0.998 -81.5 65.6 53.7 12.1 11.7 28.13792 12-13
16 -9.600 -21.709 313.31757 -73.3 5.7 -79.7 39.7 14.66438 0.966 -80.8 66.4 48.6 18.1 17.9 29.78792 13-16
15 -9.318 -20.650 326.50031 -77.5 ?.0 -79.5 37.6 15.08567 0.930 -79.9 67.4 43.1 24.3 26.3 31.76667 14-15
16 -9.228 -19.510 360.01955 -80°0 8.6 -79.2 35.5 15.58233 0.890 -78.9 68.5 38.0 30.6 30.5 36.17232 15-16
17 -10.138 -19.348 346.75652 -70,3 9,1 -80.8 37.6 15.99348 0.866 -84.1 68.7 37.2 32.2 31.4 27.9750? 16-17
18 -11.267 -19.137 354.14127 -60.5 9.9 -82.? 39.7 16.52006 0.836 -90.1 69.1 36.8 35.0 31.2 34.16567 17-18
19 -12.638 -18.893 368.33909 -52.3 10.9 -86.8 41.9 17.11773 0.797 -96.2 69.4 37.2 38.8 29.7 36.80527 18-19
20 -13.736 -18.608 388.10534 -45.5 12.2 -87.0 66.1 17.80580 0.755 -102.1 69.8 30.2 43.2 26.8 60.13515 19-20
21 -13.660 -19.963 368.08985 -39.0 10.0 -86.4 46.2 17.10044 0,798 -101,0 68,5 43°3 38.7 20.6 39.94481 20-21
22-_13_b0_ _21.2J_4 353.61295 --30_9 7._ -B-%.9 4_.3_ __6_68802U_ -_ 67_48_--36._ 1_3 3J5_55_.1_-I_22_
23 -13.554 -22.353 343.90566 -21.3 5.8 -85.5 5C.4 15.94876 0.868 -99.3 66.2 53.8 31.9 8.1 33.86695 22-23
26 -13.516 -23.428 338.33624 -10.2 3.7 -85.1 52.6 15.46825 0.897 -98.6 65.1 59.0 30.0 2.0 31.69026 23-24
25 -12.392 -23.492 323,18116 -12.8 3.4 -83.7 50.4 14.99346 0.936 -94.4 64.9 58.5 23.7 6.0 36.10171 24-25
26 -11.344 -23.549 312.34165 -17.3 3.2 -82.4 48.1 1_.57089 0.971 -90.1 64.8 58.4 17.6 5.2 31.77677 25-26
27 -10.359 -23.601 305.35640 -26.2 3.0 -81.2 _4.4 14.16270 0.998 -85.8 64.6 58.5 11.5 5.7 29.86376 26-27
101
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|I CAMERA FA 88
TAB NO 175 ATLAS PHOTO NO 175 POD SEQUENCE NO 356
JULY 31_ ,964 [3 HR 23 MIN 43 SEC 424 MS
THAJECTQR¥ DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
L25,376 288.63753 -8,928 -24°299 Z024,093 2.456 -66.588 11§o4L4
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LQN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ |N_D PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
O- 1
106,8 20.4423,9.60369358 62 83.7 461 15.002610.899936 6774222,6 2,0 0 _-1,.272 -ZL.455 312.45298 -46.2 6.6 -82.6 43.8 14.849L1 0,911 -90.1 66.8 47.6 24.4 18.1 34.78285
3 -10.324 -22.554 297.64868 -47.1 4.6 -81.L 43.7 14.01817 0.973 -85.5 65.6 53.2 L5.3 12.0 43.52009
4 -10.273 -21,571 304.98793 -58.7 6,1 -8[.0 41.6 14.4247[ 0.942 -85.1 66°6 47.8 20.4 18.5 29°34452 3- 4
$ -,0.218 -20.521 316.17897 -65.7 7.6 -80.q 39.6 14.87789 0,906 -84.6 67.6 42.4 26. l 24.9 31.34859 4- 5
6 -1t.249 -20.365 324.29700 -54.6 8.3 -82.7 41.7 15.33962 0,875 -90.1 67.9 42.2 29.5 24.7 3[.56620 5- 6
7 -12.353 -20.187 336.72865 -45.8 9.0 -84.5 43.9 15.85870 0,839 -95.6 68.1 42.5 33.8 23.2 33.84610 6- 7
8 -12.340 -21,324 323.997_9 -37,4 7.2 -84.2 45.9 15*323hq 0_575 -_)5.1 G7. G 47._ 29.4 Lb._ _J.b45fl 7- 8
9 -!Z*_Z ZZ.363 315.5_76_ -ZO.b 5.3 -84.0 48.0 14.84819 0.908 -94.7 66.0 53.2 25.9 10.4 31.31322 8- 9
10 -[1.296 -22.473 304.66143 -34.3 4.9 -82.5 45.8 14.41092 0.943 -90.1 65.8 53.0 20.2 11.6 31.47930 9-10
1l -,0.324 -22.554 297.64858 -_7.1 4.6 -81.1 43.7 14.01817 0.973 -55,5 65.6 53.2 15.3 12.0 24.53186 10-11
12 -9.590 -23.522 290.55948 -45.3 2.9 -80.1 43.5 13.02542 0.915 -82.1 64.6 58.9 7.1 5.6 36.54313 11-12
13 -9.522 -22.618 294.36}.40 -65.2 4.3 -79.9 41.8 13.70668 0.997 -81.5 65.5 53.7 12.2 I|.B 27.07297 12-13
14 -9.450 -21.661 301.44310 -73.2 5.7 -Tg.T 39,7 14.08931 0.965 -80.5 66.4 *,8.4 18.1 18.0 25.66546 13-14
15 -_.371 -20*642 312.21663 -77.4 7.1 -79*5 37.7 14.51454 0*930 -79.9 67.4 43,1 24.3 24.3 30.56849 14-15
16 -9°284 -19.545 327.13773 -79,9 8.4 -79.1 35.6 14o99192 0,Dgu -78.9 68.5 38.0 30,5 30,5 32,87343 15-16
17 -10.159 -19.389 331.71474 -70.3 g.l -80.8 37.5 15.38846 0.566 -8_.| 68.7 31.2 32.L 31.4 26.91922 16-17
18 -11.226 -19.186 340.14168 -60.5 9.9 -82.7 39.7 15.89503 0.834 -90.1 69.0 36.8 35.0 31.2 32,87235 17-18
14 -12.372 -18.952 354.36361 -52.3 10,9 -84,8 41.8 16.46528 0.798 -96.2 69.3 37.2 38.7 29.7 35.39610 15-19
20 -13.617 -18,680 373.28937 -45.6 12.1 -87.0 44.0 17.12606 0,756 -102.1 69*7 38.2 43o' 26.8 38.56419 19-20
21 -13.547 -19*982 354.080'4 -39.1 10.0 -86.5 46.0 16*4_954 0,799 -10'.0 68.5 43.3 38.7 20.6 38.40045 20-21
22 -13o490 -21,175 340.15343 -31ol T°9 -86.0 48.1 15.86042 0,836 -100ol 67,3 48,6 34.8 14,4 35.16510 21-22
23 -13.445 -22,280 330.78433 -21.5 5.8 -85.5 50.1 15.34019 U*869 -99.3 66,2 53*8 31.8 8*2 32.58537 22-23
24 -'3o405 -23.314 325.37318 -10.4 3.7 -85.2 52.2 14.87553 0,898 -98.6 65.2 59.0 29.9 2.1 30.48827 23-24
25 -12.327 -23.376 310.84686 -13.1 3.4 -83.8 50.0 14.42|21 0,937 -94*4 65.0 58.5 23.6 4.1 32.77566 24-25
26 -,1.3,'_0 -23.431 300.1t4058 -17.7 3.2 -82.5 47.9 14.01571 0.971 -90.1 64.9 58.4 17.4 5.3 30.550].6 25-26
27 -10.373 -23,482 293.71951 -26.7 3.0 -81.Z 44.3 ,3.62647 0.998 -85.8 64.7 58*5 11.5 5.8 28.72633 26-27
28 -9.590 -23.522 290.55948 -45°3 2.9 -80. l 43.8 13°02542 0,975 -82.1 64.6 $8,9 7.k 5.6 23.73611 27-28
TAB NO 176 ATLAS PHOTO NO 176 POD SEQUENCE HO 358
JULY 31_1g_4 13 HR 23 HIN 48 SEC 543 MS
TRAJECTUR¥ DATA 5EC TU IMPAC_ ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
120,256 277,08810 -8,979 -24,169 2012.§43 2._62 -66,501 115.392
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" E/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -ID.693 -20.453 306.85482 -35.9 6.2 -83.7 45.9 14.41031 0.B49 -93.6 67.7 42.3 27.5 24.9 O. 0-
2 -11,250 -21,415 300,13375 -46,3 6.6 -82.6 43.7 14.26365 0,910 -90.1 66o8 47.6 24.4 18.2 33*22761 1-
3 -10.340 -22.471 285.87834 -47*2 4.6 -81.1 43.6 ,3.46384 0,973 -85.5 65.7 53.2 15.4 12.| 41.81372 2- 3
4 -[0.290 -21.527 292.95923 -58.7 6.[ -81.0 41.6 13.85579 O,9qL -85,1 66.6 47.8 20°5 18.5 28.19345 3- 4
5 -10,237 -20.518 303.72139 -65.7 7.6 -80.9 39.6 14.29168 0.906 -84,6 67.6 42.4 26.2 24,9 30.11718 4- 5
6 -11.228 -20.368 311.52183 -54.6 5.3 -82.7 41.7 14.73535 0,875 -90.1 67.9 42.2 29.5 24.7 30.32312 5- 6
7 -12.288 -20.198 323.43729 -45.9 9.0 -84.5 43.8 15.23273 U,839 -95.6 65.1 42.5 33.7 23.2 32.50184 6- 7
8 -12.275 -21.290 311.Z0117 -37.5 7.2 -B4.3 45.8 14.71850 0,876 -95.1 67.1 47.9 29.3 16.8 32.32277 7- 8
9 -12.267 -22.306 303.05469 -26.7 5.3 -84.1 47.8 14,26032 0,908 -94.7 66.1 53.2 25.8 10.5 30.08350 8- 9
E0 -11.273 -22.393 292.61773 -34.5 4°9 -B2.6 45.7 13.84124 U.942 -90.1 65.9 53.0 20.2 11.7 30.22749 9-L0
11 -10.340 -22.471 285.87834 -47.2 4.6 -81.1 43.6 13.46384 0.973 -85.5 bS.T 53.2 15.4 12.1 28.3_515 lO-ll
12 -_.635 -23.402 279.00796 -45.6 2.9 -80.1 43.7 12.51092 0.975 -82.1 64.7 58.9 7.2 5.8 35.01030 11-12
13 -9.569 -22.533 282.70353 -65.1 4.3 -79.9 41.7 13.16381 0*997 -81.5 65.6 53.7 12.3 11.8 26.00497 12-13
14 -9.499 -21°614 289.53523 -73.0 5.7 -79°7 39.8 13.53268 0.965 -80.8 66.5 48.4 18.2 18.0 21.53908 13-14
15 -9*423 -20.834 299.89552 -77.2 7.' -79.4 37.8 13.96'68 0.930 -79.9 67.4 43.1 24*3 24.3 29*36580 14-'5
16 -9.340 -19.581 314.2L556 -79.8 8.4 -79.1 35.8 14.39967 0.891 -18.q 68.5 38.0 30.5 30.5 31.57007 15-16
17 -10.[8l -19,431 318.63111 -70.2 9.1 -80.7 37.6 1_.78150 0.866 -84.1 68.7 37.2 32.1 31.3 25.85990 16-17
18 -1'o205 -19.236 327*29999 -60.5 9*9 -82.7 39*7 15.26803 0.835 -90.[ 69.0 36.8 34.9 31.1 31.57513 17-18
19 -12.306 -|9*0'2 340.34811 -52.3 IO.9 -84.8 41.5 15.81697 0.799 -96.2 69.3 37.2 38.6 29.6 33.98410 18-19
20 -13.501 -'8*752 358.43940 -45.6 12.0 -87.0 43.9 16.44476 0.758 -[02,1 69*7 38.2 43.0 26.7 36.99352 19-20
2' -13.434 -20.002 340.03698 -39.? 9.9 -86.5 45.9 15.79710 0.500 -101.0 68.4 43.3 38.6 20.6 36.85320 20-21
22 -1_°380 -2,ol46 _26°66388 -31o2 _°9 -86.0 47.9 15.23i39 O.837 -100.0 67*3 48.6 34.7 14.4 33.76994 ZL-22
23 -13.335 -22.208 317.63817 -21.7 5.8 -85,6 49.9 14.73047 0.870 -99°3 66.3 53.8 31.7 5.3 31.29992 22-23
24 -13.299 -23,200 312o39143 -10.7 3.7 -85.3 51.8 [4.28196 0.899 -98=6 65.3 59.0 29.8 2.3 29.28329 23-24
25 -12.263 -23.260 298.48997 -[3._ 3.5 -83.8 49.7 13.84792 0.937 -94.4 65.2 58.5 23.6 4.3 .31o44975 24-25
26 -11,296 -23.314 288.5[533 -18.1 3.2 -82.5 47.7 13.45941 0°971 -90.1 65.0 58.4 17°5 5.5 29.33816 25-26
27 -,0.386 -23._62 282.05841 -27.' 3.0 -81.2 44.1 13.08891 {!.999 -85.8 64.8 58.5 11.6 5.9 27.58640 26-27
28 -9°635 -23.402 279°00796 -45°b 2.9 -80°[ 43.7 [2°5[092 0.975 -8_°[ 64.7 58.9 7.2 5.8 22o7953_ _-28
IO2
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FA 89
TAB NO 177 ATLAS PHOTO NO 177 POD SEQUENCE NO 360
JULY 31w196_ L3 HR 23 NI_ 53 SEC 663 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTH AZ
115.136 265.51961 -9.041 -26.037 2000.975 2.668 -66*6[6 115.369
PHOTQ DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
1 -10.688 -20.¢63 296.08172 -36*[ 6.2 -83.8 65.8 13.81666 0.899 -93.6 67.7 62.3 27.5 2¢.9 O. O- 1
2 -11.228 -2[t376 287.78036 -66)6 6*6 -82.6 63.6 13.67657 0.910 -90.| 66.9 #T.6 26.5 [8.2 31.68664 1- 2
3 --10.355 -221389 276,07873 -67,3 ¢.6 -E[.[ 63.5 [2.90812 0.973 -85.5 65.8 53.2 [5.¢ [2.2 #0.[0172 2- 3
6 -[0o307 -2[.483 280.89760 -58,7 6.[ -8[.0 4[.6 13.2853| 0.941 -85.[ 66.7 67.8 20.5 18.5 27.03874 3- 4
5 -[0.256 -20.515 29[.22832 -65.6 7.6 -80.9 39.7 [3.70380 0.906 -86.6 67.6 62.4 26.2 26.9 28.88185 6- 5
6 -1[.206 -20.371 298.70998 -56.6 8.3 -82.7 41.? 16.12936 0.875 -90.1 67.8 #g.2 29.6 26.7 29.07655 5- 6
T -12.222 -20.298 3[0.10984 -46.0 9.0 --84.5 43.T [4.60505 0.860 -95.6 68.[ 42.5 33.7 23.2 3[.[5461 6- 7
8 -12.210 -2[.255 298.37238 -37.6 7.2 -86.3 45.6 14.1LL71 0.876 -95.L 67.1 4T.9 29.3 [6.9 30.99290 7- 8
9 -12.202 -22.230 290.53163 -26.9 5.3 -84.1 47.5 13.67L02 0.908 -94.7 66. L 53.2 25.8 10.6 28.84992 8- 9
20 -11.249 -22,316 280,56357 -34,7 4.9 -82.6 ¢5.5 13.27012 0.962 -90.[ 66.0 5_.0 20.3 11.8 28.973L2 9-10
11 --10.355 -22.389 274.07873 -47.3 4.6 -81.1 43._ [2.90812 0.973 -85.5 65.8 53.2 15.4 [2.2 27.[9536 [0-[1
12 -9,679 -23°28| 267,43295 -#5,9 2,9 -80,1 43,6 [1,99515 0.976 -82,1 64,9 58,9 7,4 5.9 33,57323 11-12
[3 -9.616 -22.449 27[.0[803 -65°0 4.4 -79.9 41.7 12.61966 0.996 -81.5 65.7 53,7 12.4 [1.9 26.936[6 12-13
[4 -9,549 -21e567 277,50640 -72,9 5.7 -79,7 39,8 12,97462 0,965 -80,8 66.5 48.4 18.3 18.1 26,60925 [3-[4
15 -9,476 -20,627 287,54105 -77,1 7,[ -79.4 37,9 [3,36728 0,930 -79.9 67.4 43,1 24.3 24,3 28,15947 [4-15
16 -9.396 -19.618 30[.25905 -79.6 8.5 -79.1 36.0 13.80585 0.89[ -78.9 68.4 38.0 30.5 30,5 30.26350 15-16
[7 -10,202 -19,473 305,51098 -70,1 9.[ -80,7 37.7 [4,17285 0.867 -84,L 88,6 37,2 32,1 31,3 24.79751 16-17
18 -11.185 -19,286 313.820_5 -60.5 9.9 -82.7 39.8 14.63928 0.835 -90.1 68.9 36.8 34.9 31.1 30.27#16 [7-18
19 -[2,239 -19,073 326.29649 -52,4 [0,8 -84,8 41,8 15,16398 0,800 -96.2 69,2 37,2 38.6 29,6 32,56955 18-19
20 -13.384 -18,825 343.55840 -45.7 11.9 -87.0 43.8 15.76203 0.759 -102.1 69.6 38.2 42.9 26.6 35.42262 19-20
_! -1_._20 -20,022 325.96127 -39,3 9,9 -86.5 45,7 15,14315 0,801 -lOl.O 68,4 43,3 38,5 20,6 35,30422 20-21
22 -13,268 -21,118 313,14331 -31,3 t,8 -86,1 _/,I _,ouu;_ _,C_C ;CC.: _7._ _e._ _a7 14._ 32.37145 21-22
23 -13,226 -22,135 304.46447 -21,9 5,8 -85.? 49,6 14,11948 0.870 -99,3 66,4 53,8 3[,7 8.4 30,01089 22-23
24 -13.191 -23_087 299.38706 -[0.9 3.7 -85.3 51.5 13.68737 0.899 -98.6 65.4 59.0 29.7 2.4 28.07528 23-24
25 -12.198 -23.144 286.10776 -13.8 3.5 _83.9 49.4 13.27346 0.937 -94.4 65.3 58.5 23.6 4.4 30.12321 24-25
26 -11,271 -23,196 276,56421 -18,4 3,3 -82.5 47,4 12,90190 0,971 -90,[ 65,1 58,4 17,5 5,6 28,[1594 25-26
27 -[0.399 -23.243 270.37225 -27.6 3.[ -8[.2 43.9 12.54995 0.999 -85.8 65.0 58.5 ll.7 6.0 26.44414 26-27
28 -9.679 -23.28[ 267.43295 -45,9 2.9 -80.1 43.6 [1.99515 0.976 -82.1 64.9 58.9 7.4 5.9 21.85223 27-28
TAB NO 178 ATLAS PHOTO NO 178 POD SEQUENCE NO 362
JULY 3111964 [3 HR 23 HIN 58 SEC 783 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [NPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
110.016 253.93182 -9.[03 -23,904 1989.387 2.473 -66.325 115,347
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C A2N AZSUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHAZ [N_O PHAZ 8MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
L -10.684 -20°473 281.28413 -36.2 6.2 -83,8 45.6 13.22096 0.899 -93.6 67.7 42.4 27.6 24.8 O* O- [
2 -[1,205 -21,337 275,3925[ -46°5 6,6 -82,6 43,5 L3,08784 0,910 -90.L 66,9 47,6 24,5 18,2 30,15327 1- 2
3 -10.369 -22,307 262.24932 -47.5 4.6 -81,1 43.4 12.35099 0,972 -85.5 65.9 53.2 15.5 12.3 38.38406 2- 3
4 -10,324 -21,439 268,8C276 -58o? 6,1 -81,0 41,5 12,71326 0,9_1 -85,1 66,7 67,8 20,6 18.6 25,B8033 3- 4
5 -10,275 -20,513 278,69965 -65,6 7,6 -80,9 39.7 13,11424 0,906 -84,6 67,6 42.4 26,2 24,9 27,64263 4- 5
6 -L1.184 -20,375 285.86[25 -54.7 8.2 -82.7 41.7 [3.52159 0.875 -90.1 67.8 42.2 29.4 26.7 27.82605 5- 6
7 -12,156 -20,220 296,74609 -46,0 9,0 -84,6 43,6 13,97566 0,840 -95,6 68,1 #2,5 33,6 23,2 29,80443 6- 7
8 -L2.145 -21.221 285.50873 -37.8 7.2 -84,3 45.5 13.50330 0.876 -95.1 67.1 47.9 29.3 16.9 29.65916 7- 8
9 -12,[37 -22,154 277,97795 -27.1 5.3 -84,2 47,3 13,08029 0,908 -94,7 66,2 53,2 25.8 10.6 27,61246 8- 9
10 -11.226 -22.234 268.438_9 -34.9 5.0 -82.6 45.3 IZ.69754 0.942 -90.1 66.0 53.0 20.3 11.9 27.716L1 9-10
Ll -10,369 -22,307 262,24932 -47,b 4,6 -81,L 43.4 12.35099 0.9?2 -88,5 65,9 53,2 15,5 12,3 26.02238 10-11
12 -9,723 -23,161 255,83403 -46,2 3,0 -80,1 43,5 11,47808 0,976 -82,1 65,0 58,9 7,5 6,0 32,13201 11-12
13 -9,663 -22,364 259,30456 -64,9 4,4 -79°9 41,7 12.07421 0,996 -8[,5 65,8 53,7 L2,5 L2.0 23,86068 12-13
14 -9,598 -21°520 265,62634 -72,8 5.8 -79,6 39,8 12,41510 0,964 -80.8 66,6 48.4 18.3 18,1 25,27598 [3-14
15 -9,528 -20,621 275.15310 -76,9 7,2 -79,4 38,0 12.79133 0,930 -79,9 67.4 43,1 24,3 24.3 26,94952 14-15
16 -9.452 -19.655 288.26826 -79.5 8.5 -79.0 36.1 13.21047 0.89[ -18.9 68.4 38.0 30.4 30.4 28.95381 15-16
17 -10,223 -19,516 292.35440 -70,1 9,1 -80,7 37,9 13.56251 0,867 -84.1 68.6 37,2 32,0 31.2 23,73183 16-17
18 -IL,163 -19,337 300,30426 -60.5 9.9 -82,7 39,8 14,00878 0,836 -90,1 68,9 36.8 34.8 31,0 28.96982 17-18
19 -12.172 -19.134 312.2087] -52.4 L0.8 -84.8 4L.8 14.50931 0.800 -96.2 69.2 37.2 38.5 29.5 31.15229 18-19
20 -13,266 -18,899 328,66635 -45,8 LI,8 -87,0 43,7 15,07788 0.761 -102.1 69,5 38.2 42.7 26.6 33,85167 19-20
21 -13,206 -20,042 311,85269 -39,3 9.8 -86,5 45.6 14.48767 0,802 -101.0 68.4 43,3 38,4 20,6 33,75365 20-21
22 -13ol56 -21,091 299,59121 -3[,5 7,8 -86, L _7,4 13,96897 0,838 -100,0 67,4 48.6 34,6 L4,5 30,96968 21-22
23 -[3.116 -22.063 291.26268 -22.1 5.8 -85.8 49.3 13.50719 0.871 -99.3 66.4 53.8 31.6 8.5 28.71825 22-23
24 -13.082 -22.973 286.35939 -11.2 3.8 -85.4 51.1 13.09172 0.900 -98.6 65.5 59.0 29.6 2.6 26.86417 23-24
25 -12,133 -23,029 273,69960 -L#,1 3,5 -84,0 49,1 12.69779 0,937 -94.# 85,4 58,5 23,5 4,5 28,79594 24-25
26 -11.246 -23.079 264.58665 -18o8 3.3 -82.6 47.2 12.34315 0.971 -90.1 65.2 58.4 17.5 5.7 26.89159 25-26
27 -10.#12 -23,124 258,66054 -28,0 3,L -81,2 43,8 12.00956 0,999 -85,8 65.1 58,5 L1o8 6,2 25,29934 26-27
28 -9,723 -23°161 255.83403 -46.2 3.0 -80,[ 43,5 [1,47808 0,976 -82,L 65,0 58,9 7,5 6.0 20.90702 27-28
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8A-VI| CAHE_A FA 90
TAB NO /79 ATLAS PHOTO NO ]79 POD SEQUENCE NO 364
JULY 31e1966 13 HR 24 R|N 3 SEC 903 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IHPAC7 ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
106,896 262.32691 -9,166 -23.769 |977.780 2,479 -66.236 115,324
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 81A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EH|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -[0,6T9 -20,482 268,66227 -36,4 6.2 -83.8 45.4 12.62380 U.899 -93.6 67,7 62.4 27.3 26.7 0, 0- 1
2 --1[.182 -21,298 262.96795 -66,6 6.6 -82.7 63,4 12o69737 0.910 -90,1 66o9 67,b 24,5 IB.3 28.64283 [- 2
3 -[0,384 -22,225 250,38875 -47o6 4,7 -81.1 43,3 11,79240 0.972 -85.5 66.0 53.2 1S,6 12.6 36,66034 2- 3
6 -10._41 -21.396 256.67265 -58.7 6,2 -81.0 41.5 _2.1395_ 0.940 -85.1 66.8 67.8 20.6 [8.6 24.71779 3- 4
5 -10,296 -20,512 266,13202 -65,5 7,6 -80.9 39,7 12,52286 U,906 -84.6 67,6 62.5 26.2 24.9 26.39892 4- 5
6 -11.162 -20.380 272.97232 -54.7 8.2 -82.7 41.6 12.91193 0.875 -90.1 67.8 62.2 29.6 24.6 26.57173 5- 6
7 --12.090 -20.232 283.34265 -66.1 8.9 -84°6 43.5 13.36661 0.84[ -95.6 68.1 62.5 33.6 23.2 28.45097 6- T
8 -[2.079 -21,188 272.60876 -37.9 7,[ -84,4 45,3 12,89318 0.876 -95,1 67.1 47.0 70:_ [6.9 Z_.320_ ?- 8
9 -12.07_ -22=07_ 265.3_51 27,4 5,_ -Uq.£ 41.[ [2.48807 U,909 -96,7 66,3 53,2 25,8 10,1 26.37067 8- 9
10 -1|o202 -22.155 256.30|25 -35.1 5.0 -82.6 45.2 12.12343 U.942 -90.1 66.1 53.0 20.3 12.0 26.65637 9-10
11 -[0,384 -22.225 250,38878 -67,6 4.7 -81.1 43,3 11,79240 0.972 -85,5 66,0 53.2 15,6 [2.4 24.04638 10-[1
12 -9,T61 -23,041 244.21056 -66,5 3.0 -80.0 43,4 [0,95966 0,976 -82,[ 65.1 58.9 7.6 6,1 30.68621 [1-12
13 -9.709 -22,280 247,56172 -64,8 6,4 -79,8 61,7 11.52T39 0.996 -81.5 65,8 53,7 12,6 12.1 22,78372 12-13
14 -9.647 -21.674 263.62275 -72.6 5.8 -T9.6 39.9 11.85602 0.964 -80.8 66.6 48.4 18.4 10.2 26.13886 [3-16
15 -9.581 -20.615 262.72832 -76.8 7.2 -79.3 38.1 [2.21367 0.930 -79.9 67.5 43.1 26.6 24.3 25.7353_ [6-15
_6 -9._08 -_9e69_ 275,23862 -79.6 8.5 -79.0 36.3 [2.6133_ 0.891 -78.9 68.6 38.0 30.6 _0.4 27.640|3 15-16
17 -10.244 -19.560 279.15677 -70.C 9.1 -80.7 38.0 12.95027 0.861 -84.1 68.6 37.2 32.0 31.2 22.66276 16-[7
18 -[1.162 -19.389 286.74552 -60.5 9.9 -82.7 39.9 13.37631 0.836 -90.[ 68.8 36.8 36.8 31.0 27.66118 [7-18
19 -12,[05 -19,196 _98,07999 -52,4 10,7 -86,8 61,8 13.85273 0,801 -96,2 69,1 37,2 38,4 29,4 29,73201 18-19
20 -[3.148 -18.913 313.69816 -45.8 1[.7 -87.0 43.7 16.39207 0.762 -102.[ 69.4 38.2 42.6 26.5 32.28004 19-20
21 -13.091 -20.063 297.70782 -39.4 9.8 -86.5 65.6 13.83051 0.003 -101.0 68.3 43.3 38.3 20.6 32.20035 20-21
22 -13o066 -21,06_ 286,00552 -31o6 7,8 -86,2 67,2 13,_3546 0°839 -100,0 6T,6 68,6 34,5 1%6 29,56_88 21-22
23 -13,005 -21,992 278.03169 -22,3 5.8 -85.8 49,0 [2,89357 0.872 -99.3 66.5 53.8 3[.5 8,6 27,42155 22-23
24 -12,973 -22,861 273,30829 -11.5 3,8 -85.5 50,8 12,69501 0,901 -98.6 65.6 59,0 29,6 2,7 25°64972 23-26
25 -12.06T -22,9[4 261.26528 -16,4 3.5 -84, l 68,9 [2,[2092 0,937 -94,6 65,5 58.5 23,5 6*6 27°46764 24-25
26 -11,221 -22,962 252,58224 -19.2 3.3 -82,6 47,0 11,78315 0.971 -90.1 65,3 58,4 17,5 5,8 25,66526 25-26
27 -10,625 -23,006 246,922T6 -28,5 3.1 -81.2 43,6 1[,46768 0,999 -85.8 65,2 58,5 11.8 6°3 26,15196 26-27
ZB -9,707 -23,061 21L_2_056 -66,5 3,0 -80,0 _3,6 10,9596_ U,970 -82,1 65,1 58,9 7o6 6,1 19,9_9_7 2_-28
TAB NO 180 ATLAS PHOTO NO 180 POD SEQUENCE NO 366
JULY 3[t196_ 13 HR 24 81N 9 SEC 23 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
99°_76 _30.69821 -9,230 -23,633 1966_£_6 2.46_ -66t166 ].J._.3D_O
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT [ON RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.675 -20.49l 255.61538 -36.5 6.2 -83.9 65.3 [2.02499 0.899 -93.6 67.7 62.5 21.3 26*7 O. O- 1
2 -11,[58 -Z1,260 250,50804 -46,7 6,6 -82,T 43,3 1/,90522 0.910 -90,1 67,0 47,6 24,5 18,3 Z?,143Z9 1- 2
3 -10.399 -22.163 238.49768 -67.7 4.7 -81.1 63.2 11.23237 0.972 -85.5 66.0 53.2 15.7 12o5 36.93093 2- 3
6 -10,357 -21,356 2_6,50800 -58,7 6,2 -81,0 41,5 11,56619 0,960 -85,1 66,8 61,8 20,6 18,7 23,55166 3- 6
5 -10,313 -20,5[[ 253,52801 -65.5 7,7 -80,8 39,8 11,92976 0.906 -86,6 67,6 62,5 26,2 26,9 25,15129 6- 5
6 -11.139 -20.386 260.04576 -5_.7 8.2 -82.7 41.6 18.30069 0.8T5 -90,1 67°8 62.2 Zq.4 2%6 25.31390 5- 6
7 -12.023 -20,265 269,90213 -66.2 8,9 -84,6 43,5 12,71161 0.841 -95,6 68.1 62,5 33,5 23,2 27,09616 6- 7
8 -12,013 -21,155 259,67371 -38,0 7,1 -86,6 65,2 12,28139 0°877 -95,1 67,2 67,9 29,2 17°0 26,97866 7- 8
9 -12,006 -22,003 252,77548 -27,6 5,3 -86,3 46,9 11.89436 0,909 -96,7 66,3 53,2 25,8 10°8 25,[2496 8- 9
10 -11,177 -22,077 24_,13Z12 -35,3 5,0 -82,7 45,0 11,56782 0,9_Z -90,L 66,Z 53,0 20,6 12,0 25o1938T 9-10
1[ -10.399 -22.163 238._9748 -47.7 6.1 -8L.I 43.2 11.2323] 0.912 -85.5 66.0 53.2 15.7 12o5 23.66728 10-11
12 -9,811 -22,921 232,56219 -46.7 3,0 -80,0 43°3 L0,43985 0,976 -82,L 65,2 58°9 7,7 6°2 29,23597 [L-12
13 -9,756 -22.[_6 235.78999 -64.7 4.4 -79.8 41.6 10.97923 0.995 -81.5 65*9 53.7 [2.7 [2.2 21.70401 12-13
16 -9,691 -21,628 241,58710 -72,5 5.8 -79,6 39,9 11,29165 0,966 -80,8 66,7 68,6 18,6 18,2 22,99821 13-14
15 -9.633 -20.609 250.26929 -76.7 7.2 -79.3 38.2 11.63463 0.929 -79.9 6T.5 43.1 26.6 26.3 2_.51753 16-15
16 -9.563 -19.731 262.[7609 -79.3 8.6 -79.0 36°5 12.01658 0.892 -78.9 68.3 38.0 30.4 30,_ 26.32333 15-16
17 -[0.265 -19°606 265.92206 -69.9 9.1 -80.7 38.1 [2.3363[ 0.868 -84.1 68.5 32.2 31.9 31.2 21.59038 16-17
18 -11.120 -19,662 273,1_873 -60.5 9.8 -82,7 39,9 12,74207 0,837 -90,1 68,8 36.6 36.7 30.9 26°36909 17-18
19 -[2.037 -19.258 283.91454 -52.5 10.7 -84.8 61.7 13.19666 0,802 -96.2 69.0 37.2 38.3 29.4 28.90891 18-19
20 -13.030 -19.068 298.71846 -45.9 [1.7 -87.0 43.6 13.7068[ 0.76_ -102.1 69.3 38.2 62.5 26.5 30.70837 19-20
21 -[2.976 -20.084 283.52937 -39.5 9.7 -86.6 45.3 13.17180 0.804 -101.0 68.3 _3.3 38.2 20.6 30.64550 20-21
22 -22.931 -21.037 212.38749 -31.8 7.7 -86.2 67.0 12.700_6 0.B60 -I00_Q 6Y_4 _6 36.6 1_.6 28_1§_r7 21-22
23 -12,896 -21.921 264,77158 -22.5 5,8 -85,9 48,7 12.27858 0.872 -99.2 66.5 53.8 31.5 8,7 26.12121 22-23
26 -[2,863 -22,748 260,23277 -11,7 3.8 -85.6 50,4 1[,89718 0,902 -98,6 65,7 59,0 29,5 2,9 26,63208 23-26
25 -12,002 -22,799 268.80395 -1_,7 3,5 -84.1 68,6 LI.54279 0.938 -96.6 65,6 58.5 23,5 6.3 26,138_5 26-25
26 -11,196 -22,865 260.55036 -19,6 3.3 -82,7 46,7 1[,22187 0,970 -90,1 65,4 58,6 17,5 5,9 2_,43661 25-26
2Y -10,638 -22,887 235.15838 -28,9 3,2 -81,2 43,5 10.9263[ l.O00 -85.8 65,3 58.5 11.9 6,6 23,00184 26-27
28 -9,811 -22,92[ 232,562[9 -66.7 3,0 -80,0 63,3 10.4398_ 0.976 -82,[ 65=2_58.9 T,7 6,2 19,009J_-_7-28
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RA-VII CAMERA FA 91
TAB NO 181 ATLAS PHOTO NO 181 POD SEQUENCE NO 368
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 26 MIN 14 SEC 143 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
96.656 219.05190 -9.296 -23.695 1954.507 _.691 -66_05611_-27_
PHOTQ DATA
P? LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ ]NCD PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10.671 -20.500 242.76365 -36.7 6.2 -83.9 45.1 11.42455 0°899 -93.6 67.7 62.5 27.2 26.6 O. O- l
2 -11.135 -21.222 238.01265 -46.8 6.6 -82.T 63.2 11.)1139 0.910 -90.1 67.0 47.6 24.5 18.4 25.65490 1- 2
3 -10.413 -22.U62 226.57536 -47.8 4.7 -81.1 63.1 10.67088 0.971 -85.5 66.1 53.2 15.7 12.5 33.[9570 2- 3
4_-10,373 -21.311 232.30931 -_8.7 6.2 -81.0 41.5 10.9872_ 0°940-85.1 66.9 67.8 20.7 18.7 22.3813__)-
5 -10.331 -20.510 260.88738 -65.4 7.7 -80.8 39.8 11.33696 0.905 -84.6 67.6 62.5 26.2 24.9 23.89968 4- 5
6 -EL.117 -20.391 267.08163 -56.7 8.2 -82.7 41.6 11.68727 0.875 -90.1 67.8 62.2 29.6 26.6 24.05208 5- 6
7 -11.956 -20.258 256.42656 -46.2 8.9 -84.6 63.4 12.07666 0.862 -95.6 68.0 42.5 33.5 23.2 25.73651 6- 7
8 -11.966 -21.123 266.70360 -38.1 7.1 -84.6 65.0 1[.66796 0.877 -95.1 67.2 67.9 29.2 17.0 25.63256 T- 8
9 -11.940 -21.928 260.12696 -27.8 5.6 -84.3 66.6 11.29917 0.909 -94.7 66.4 53.2 25.8 10.9 23.87526 8- 9
10 -11,153 -ZI.996 231,93105 -35,5 5,0 -82.7 66,9 10,97069 0,961 -90," 66.3 53,0 20.4 12.1 23,92883 9-10_
11 -10.413 -22.062 226.57534 -47.8 6.7 -81.1 43.1 10.67088 0.971 -85.5 66.1 53.2 15.7 12.5 22.68490 10-11
12 -9.855 -22.801 220.88884 -47.0 3.1 -80.0 63.2 9.91868 0..977 -82.1 65.3 58.9 7.8 6.6 27.78138 11-12
13 -9.802 -22.112 223.98924 -66.6 6.5 -79.8 41.6 10.42973 0.995 -81.5 66,0 53.7 12.8 12.3 20.62130 12--13
16 -9.766 -21.382 229.51918 -72.3 5.9 -79.6 6G*O 10.72737 0°966 -80.8 66.7 48.4 18.5 18.3 21.85601 13-16
15 -9.685 -20.604 237.77578 -76.5 7.2 -79.3 38,3 11.05359 0.929 -79.9 67.5 43.1 24.4 2%3 23.29603 14-15
16 -9.619 -19.770 249.07642 -79,1 8.6 -78,9 36,7 11.41423 0,892 _78,9 68.) 38.0 30.3 )0,) 25.00338 15-16
17 -10.286 -19.669 252.65008 -69.9 9.1 -80.6 38.2 11.72061 0.868 -86.1 68.5 37.2 31.9 )1.1 20.51475 16-17
18 -11.098 -19.495 259.51376 -60.6 9.8 -82.7 39.9 12.10604 0.837 -90.1 68.7 36.8 34.7 )0.9 25.03327 17-18
19 -11.969 -19.321 269.T[240 -52.5 10.6 -86.8 41.7 12.53644 0.803 -96.2 69.0 37.2 38.2 29.3 26.88321 18-19
20 -12.912 -19.122 283.70728 -4S.9 11.6 -87.0 63.5 13.01611 0.766 -102.1 69.2 38.2 42.3 26.4 29.13657 19-20
_1 -EL.aGE -_u.L_6 2&_.317_ 2n _ o _ --r_.6 45.1 12.51154 0,805 --101.0 68.3 63.3 38.1 Z0.6 29.08907 20-21
22 -12.818 -21.011 258,73727 -31,9 7.7 -86.3 66,8 12.06396 0,861 -10V,_ o;,_ _,& _,; _.7 _.T_27 n _!-_
23 -12.783 -21.850 251.48262 -22.7 5.8 -86.0 68.4 11.66228 0.8?3 -99.2 66.6 53.8 31.6 8.8 24.81721 22-23
26 -12.753 -22.635 247.13311 -12.0 3.8 -85.7 50,0 11.29826 0,902 -98.6 65.8 59.0 29.6 3.0 23.21124 23-26
25 -11.935 -22.684 236.31576 -15.0 3.6 -86.2 68.3 10.96342 0.938 -96.3 65.7 58.5 23.5 6.9 26.80867 26-25
26 -11.170 -22°728 228.69103 -20°0 3.6 -82.7 66.5 10.65930 0.970 -90.1 65.5 58.4 17.6 6.0 23.20572 25-26
27 -10.450 -22.768 223.36765 -29.3 3.2 -81.3 63.3 10.37965 1.O00 -85.8 65.4 58.5 12.0 6.5 21.84907 26-27
28 -9.855 -22.801 220,88886 -67.Q 3,1 -80.0 63,2 9.91868 0_977 -82,1 6_,) 58.9 7,B 6._ 18,05799_.3-_
TAB NO 182 ATLAS PHOTO NO 182 POD SEQUENCE NO 370
JULY 3111964 13 HR 26 MIN 19 SEC 263 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
PHoTo DATA U9.5_7 207,)8576 _9,_59. _23o355 _62._61Z._97 -6_o9_
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A t B/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I --10.667 -20*509 229.86639 -36.8 6.2 -83.9 65,0 10.82250 0.899 -93.6 67.7 42.6 27.1 24.6 O. 0- 1
2 -11.111 -21.185 225.68198 -66.8 6.6 -82.7 63.2 10.71588 0.910 -90.1 67.0 47.6 24.5 18.4 24.18326 1- 2
3 -10.627 -21.980 214.62222 -67.9 6.7 -81.1 43.0 10.10793 0.971 -85.5 66.2 53.2 15.8 12.6 31.45684 2- 3
6 -10.390 -21.269 220.075_6 -58.7 6.2 -81.0 41,5 10.40863 0.9_0 -85,1 66.9 _7,8 20.7 18,7 21.20723_-_
5 -10.350 -20.510 228.20908 -65.4 7.7 -80.8 39°9 10.73836 0.905 -86.6 bT.6 42.5 26.2 24.9 22.66391 4- 5
6 -11.094 -20.397 236.07900 -54.7 8.2 -82.7 41.6 11.07226 0.8?5 -90.1 67,8 42.2 29.4 26.6 22.78662 5- 6
T -11.889 -20.271 242.91051 -46.3 8.9 -84.6 43.3 11.44020 0.862 -95.6 68.0 42.5 33.4 23.2 24.37212 6- 7
B -11.880 -21.090 233.69950 -38.3 7.1 -86.5 44.9 11.05291 0.877 -95.1 67.2 _7.9 29.2 17.1 26.28245 7- 8
9 -11.873 -21.854 227.A6833 -28.0 5.6 -84.4 46.4 10.7025T 0.909 -96.7 66.5 53.2 Z5.7 1L.0 22.62161 8- 9
10 -11.128 -21.920 219.69869 -35.7 5.0 -82.7 66,7 10.39209 0.961 -90,L 66°3 53.0 20.4 12.2 22.66138 9-10
11 -10.427 -21.980 216.62222 -67.9 4.7 -81.1 63.0 10.10793 0.971 -85.9 66.2 53.2 15.8 12.6 21.29958 10-11
12 -9.899 -22.681 209.19026 -47.2 3,1 -80.0 63,2 9.39616 0.97? -82.1 65.5 58.9 8.0 6.5 26.32238 11-12
13 -9.869 -22.028 212.15876 -64.5 6.5 -79.8 41.6 9.87883 0.995 -81.5 66.1 53.7 12.9 12.3 19.53549 12-13
14 -9.795 -21.337 217.61780 -72.2 5.9 -79.5 40.0 10.16173 0.963 -80.8 66.8 68.6 18.5 18.3 20.70605 13-16
15 -9.737 -20.600 225.26611 -76.4 7.3 -79.3 38.4 10.47107 0.929 -79.9 67.5 63.1 26.6 24.3 22.07051 16-15
16 -9.675 -19.809 235.93723 -79.0 8.6 -78.9 36.9 10.81216 0.892 -78.9 68.3 38.0 30.3 30.3 23.67985 15-16
17 -10.307 -19.695 239.33910 -69.8 9.1 -80.6 38.3 11.10311 0.868 -86.1 68.6 37.2 31.9 31.1 19.63582 16-17
18 -11.076 -19.569 245.83973 -60.4 9.8 -82.6 40.0 11.46818 0.838 -90.1 68.6 36.8 34.6 _0.8 23.71392 17-18
19 -11.90] -19.385 255.67361 -52.5 10.6 -84.8 41.7 11.87274 0.806 -96.2 68.9 37.2 38.1 29.3 25.65513 18-19
20 -12.793 -19.198 268.66587 -46.0 11.5 -87.0 43.6 12.32603 0.767 -102.1 69.2 38.2 42.2 26.3 27.56519 19-20
21 -12.765 -20.129 255.07392 -39.7 9.6 -86.6 45,0 11.86980 0.806 -101.0 68.2 43.3 38.0 20.6 27.53100 20-21
22 -12.705 -20.985 Z45.05698 -32.L 7.? -86.3 46.6 11.42606 0.841 -10Q.0 67.6 68.6 36.3 16.7 25.32868 2_Z2
23 -[2.671 -21.780 238.16718 -22.9 5.7 -86.0 68.1 11.06675 0.876 -99.2 66.6 53.8 31.3 8.9 23.50966 22-23
24 -12.663 -22.523 236.01208 -12.3 3.8 -85.8 49.7 10.69837 0.903 -98.6 65.9 59.0 29.3 3.1 21.98736 23-26
25 -11.869 -22.569 223.80251 -[5.3 3.6 -86.3 48,0 10.38288 0.938 -96.3 65.8 58.5 23.4 5.0 23.67823 24-25
2b -11.145 -22.611 216.40525 -20.3 3.4 -82.7 66.3 10.09550 0.970 -90.1 65.7 58.4 17.6 6.2 21.97303 25-26
27 -10.662 -22.650 211.55020 -29.7 3.2 -81.3 66.6 9,83159 1.O00 -85.8 65.6 58.5 12.1 6.6 20.69378 26-27
28 -_.899 -22._81 209.19026 -67.2 3.1 -80.0 43.2 9.39616 0.977 -82_1 65.5 58.9 8.0 6.5 17.10389 2_-28
IO5
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|I CAMERA FA 92
TAB NO 183 ATLAS PHOTO NO 183 POD SEQUENCE NO 372
JULY 3[.1964 13 HR 24 MIN 24 SEC 383 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
H4.417 195.69992 -9.625 -23.2[3 1931.155 ,,503 -65.869 125,Z27
PHOTO DA_A
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 |NCO PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I --10.663 -20.517 216.92419 -37.0 6.2 -84.0 44.8 ]0.21877 0.899 -93.6 67.7 42.6 27.1 24.5 O. O- 1
-11.087 -21ol47 212.91505 -46.9 6.6 -82.7 43.| 10.11864 0.9|0 -90.| 67.1 47.6 26.5 18.4 22.+72199 1- 2
-10.441 -21.899 202.63751 -48.0 4.7 -81.| 43.0 9.54349 0,971 -85.5 66.3 53.2 15.9 12.7 29.70819 2- 3
4 -10.606 -21.228 207.80731 -58.7 6.2 -81.0 41.5 9.82838 0.939 -85.1 86.9 47.8 20,8 18. B 20.02928 )- 4
5 -10.368 -20.511 215.49365 -65.3 7.7 -80.8 40.0 10.14002 0.905 -84.6 67.6 42.5 26.2 24.9 2|.t8416 4- 5
6 -11.070 -20.404 221.03814 -54.8 8.2 -82.7 41.6 10.45540 U.876 -90.l 67.8 42.2 29.4 24.6 21.51755 5- 6
7 -11.821 -20.285 229.35859 -46.4 8.8 -84.6 43.2 10.80195 0.863 -95.6 68.0 42.5 t3.4 23.2 23.00658 6- 7
8 -11.812 -21.058 220.65938 -38.4 7.1 -84.5 44.7 10.43616 0.877 -95.1 67.2 47.9 29.2 17.1 2?.q_RA! 7- 8
9 -11.806 -21.779 214.73711 --28.2 5._ -Ra_4 4_.2 10.;G643 0._0_ --94.7 66.5 53.2 25.7 11.1 21.36393 8-- 9
IG -1i.i0_ -_1o842 207.43351 -35.9 5.0 -82.8 44.6 9.81193 0.941 -90,1 66.4 53.0 20.5 12.3 21,39107 9-10
11 -10.441 -21.899 202.63751 -48.0 4.7 -81.1 43.0 9.54349 0.97| -85.5 66.3 53.2 15.9 12.7 20.11106 10-11
12 -9.942 -22.561 197.46600 -47.5 3.1 -80.0 43.1 8.87217 0.977 -82.1 65.6 58.9 8.1 6.6 24.85879 11-12
13 -9.895 -2|.945 200.29862 -64.4 4.5 -79.8 41.6 9.32657 0.994 -81.5 66.2 53.7 13.0 12.4 18,44663 12-13
14 -9.844 -21.292 205.28364 -72.0 5.9 -79.5 4G.1 9.59457 0.963 -80.8 66.8 68.4 18.6 18.4 19,55648 |3-14
15 -9.790 -20.595 212.68153 -76.2 7.3 -79.2 38.6 9.88694 0.929 -79.9 67.5 43.1 24.4 2A.3 20.84132 14-15
16 -9.731 -19.859 222.76668 -78.9 8.7 -78.9 37.0 10.20858 0.89J -78.9 68.2 38.0 30.2 30.2 22.3_323 15-16
17 -10.327 -19.74l 225.99049 -69.7 9.2 -80.6 38.4 10.48386 0.869 -84.1 68.4 37.2 31,8 31.0 18.35370 16-17
18 -11.054 -19.603 232.12705 -60.4 9.8 -82.6 40.0 10.82852 0.839 -90.1 68.6 36.9 34.5 30.8 22.39084 17-18
19 -11.832 -19.449 241.19748 -52.5 10.5 -84.8 61.7 11.20930 0.805 -96.2 68.8 37.2 38.0 29.2 24.02423 18-19
20 -12o673 -19.274 253.59219 -46.0 11.4 -87.0 63.3 11.63446 0.769 -102.| 69.1 38.2 42.1 26.2 25.99361 19-20
2| -1_.629 -20.151 240.79593 -39.8 9.5 -86.6 44.8 11.18647 0.807 -101.0 68.2 43.3 37.9 20.6 25.97134 20-21
22 -12.591 -20.959 231.34336 -32.2 7.6 -86.4 46.6 10.786610,B_Z -100.0 67._ 68,6 34.2 14.8 23,90768 21-22
23 -12.559 -21.709 224.82160 -23.l 5.7 -86.1 47.8 10.62583 0.874 -99.2 66.7 53.8 31.3 9.0 22.19836 22-23
24 -12.532 -22.411 220.86552 -12.5 3.8 -85.9 49.3 10.0973l 0.90_ -98.6 66.0 59.0 29.3 3.3 20.16018 23-24
25 -11.802 -22.655 211.2613U -15.6 3.6 -84.3 47.7 9.80105 0.938 -94.3 65.9 58.5 23.4 5.1 22.14669 26-25
26 -11.118 -22o495 204.29107 -20.7 3.4 -82.8 _6.1 9.53038 0.970 -90.1 65.8 58.6 17.6 6.3 20.73810 25-26
27 -10.474 -22.532 199.70555 -30.l 3.2 -81.3 44.4 9.28114 l.O00 -85.8 bS.T 58.5 12.1 6.7 19.53583 26-27
_B -9,962 ,?.2,-561 197,_6600 -_7._ 3.1 -80.0 43.1 8.87211 0.977 -82.1 65.6 58.9 B,1 6.6 16.1_736 27-28
TAB NO 184 ATLAS PHOTO NO 184 POD SEQUENCE NO 374
JULY 3111964 13 HR 25 MKN 29 SEC 503 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 |NPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
79.297 183._9377_ -_,_L92__23.070 L9_9_6§9 Z._09 -I_LZZ_J.JJI_..OJ_
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LQN RANGE AZS/C AZN A2$UN AZA Ae 8/A AZPMAZ |MCD PHAZ EMI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.659 -20.525 203.91622 -37.1 6.2 -84.0 44.6 9.61326 0.899 -93.6 67.7 42.7 27.0 24.5 O. O- 1
2 -ll.Ob2 -21.111 200,31012 -47.0 6.6 -82.7 43.0 9.51960 0.910 -90.1 67.1 67.6 26.6 18.5 21.27200 1- 2
3 -10.455 -21.818 190.61985 -48.l 4.8 -81.2 62.9 8.97750 0.970 -85.5 66.4 53.2 |6.0 |2.8 27.95537 2- 3
_ *10.421 -21.186 195.50235 -58.1 _.3 -BL,D 61.5 9.2_640 0,939 -65.1 67.O _7.8 Z0.B 18.8 18.B_127 _-_--
5 -10.386 -20.512 202.73927 -65.3 7.7 -80.8 40.0 9.53986 0.905 -84.6 67.6 42.5 26.2 24.9 20.12023 4- 5
6 -11.047 -20.61| 207.95683 -56.8 8.2 -82.7 41.6 9.83666 0.876 -90.L 67.8 62.2 29.3 24.6 20.24434 _
7 -11.753 -20.300 215.76659 -46.4 8.8 -84.6 43.1 10.16182 0.843 -95.6 68.0 42.5 33.3 23.2 21.63766
8 -11.745 -21.027 207.58136 -38.5 7.1 -84.5 44.6 9.81763 0.878 -95.1 67.3 *7.9 29.1 17.1 21.57015 _
9 -11.739 -21.705 201.99|67 -28.4 5.4 -84.5 46.0 9.50469 0.909 -94.7 66.6 53.3 23.7 11.1 20.10199
10 -11.077 -21.765 195.13_02 -36.1 5.0 -82.8 44,6 9.23015 0.941 -90.1 66,5 53,0 20.5 12.4 20.11768 9-10
11 -10.455 -21.818 190.61985 -48,1 4.8 -81.2 42.9 8.97750 0.970 -83.5 66.4 53.2 16.0 12.8 18,91905 10-11
12 -9.986 -22.441 185.71501 -47.7 3.1 -80.0 63.0 8.34671 0.977 -82.1 65.7 58.9 8.2 6.7 23.39061 11-12
13 -9.941 -21.86l 188.6C760 -64.3 4.6 -79.8 41.5 8.77286 0.996 -81.5 66.3 53.7 13.1 12.5 17.35658 12-13
14 -9.893 -21.247 193.11522 -71.9 5.9 -79.5 40.1 9.02581 0.963 -80.8 66.9 68.4 18.6 18.4 18,39917 13-14
15 -9.842 -20.592 200.08039 -76.1 7.3 -79.2 38.7 9.3011| 0.929 -79.9 67.5 43.2 24.4 2A.4 19.60820 14-15
16 -9.186 -19.890 209.55482 -78.7 8.7 -78.8 37.2 9.60310 0.893 -78.9 68.2 38.0 30.2 30.2 21.02327 15-16
17 -10.347 -19.787 212.60214 -69.6 9.2 -80.6 38.6 9.86277 0.869 -84.0 68.3 37.2 31.8 31.0 17.26816 16-17
18 -11.03L -19.658 218.37337 -60.4 9.8 -82.6 40.1 10.18695 0.839 -90.1 _8.5 36.9 34.5 30.7 21.06364 17-18
19 -ll.763 -19.513 226.88148 -52.6 10.5 -84.8 41.7 10.54400 0.806 -96.2 68.7 37.2 37.9 29.1 22.59045 18-19
20 -12.553 -19.350 238.68340 -46.1 11.3 -87.0 43.2 10.94129 0.770 -102.l 69.0 38.2 42.0 26.2 24.42129 19-20
21 -12.512 -20.174 226.48107 -39.9 9.5 -86.7 44.7 10.52146 0.808 -lO0.q 68.2 63.3 37.8 20.6 24.40973 20-21
22 -LZ*676 -20.93k 217.59432 -32.3 ?.6 -86.4 46.1 10.111_52_.843 --100.0 67.4 48.6 34.1 14.8 22.48503 21-22
23 -12.446 -21.639 21|.44408 -23.3 5.7 -86.2 47.6 9.80543 0.875 --99.2 66.8 53.8 31.2 9.1 20.88308 22-23
24 -12.421 -22.299 _07.69190 -12.8 3.9 -86.0 49.0 9.49502 0.904 -98.6 bb.l 59.0 29.2 3.4 19.52968 23-24
25 -11.735 -22.34| 198.69065 -16.0 3.6 -84.4 47.4 9.21785 0.938 -94.3 bb.O 58.5 23.4 5.3 20.81395 24-25
26 -11.092 -22.378 192.1_719 -21.1 3.4 -82.8 45.8 8.96386 0.970 -90.1 65.9 58.4 17.6 6.4 |9.50061 25-26
2? -L0.486 -22.413 187.83232 -tU.5 3.3 -81.3 44.3 8.72935 0.999 -85.8 65.8 58.5 12.2 6.8 18.37493 26-27
28 -9.986 -22.441 L85.71501 -47.7 3.1 -80.0 43.0 B_34671 U.927 -82.1 65.7 $8.9 8.2 6.7 15o1J¢839 22-18
106
eJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI! CAHERA FA 93
TAB NO 185 ATLAS PHOTO NO 185 POD SEQUENCE NO 376
JULY 31m1966 13 HR 24 HIN 36 SEC 623 MS
TRAJECTUR¥ DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
76.177 172.26760 -9.559 -22.926 1907.723 2.516 -65.679 11_.176
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ |NED PHAl ENZS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.656 -20.532 191.00260 -37*2 6.2 -86.0 44.5 9.00579 0.899 -93.6 67.6 62.7 26.9 26.4 O* O- 1
2 -11.037 -21.075 187.66298 -47.1 6.6 -82.8 42.9 8.91855 0.909 -90.1 67.2 47.6 26.6 18.5 19.83887 1- 2
3 -10.668 -21.738 178.56658 -68.3 4.8 -81.2 42.8 8.60983 0.970 -85.5 66.4 53.2 16.0 12.8 26.19561
-10.637 -21.166 103.15733 -_8.! 6.3 -81.0 41,6 8,66252 0,939__-_5.1 67,0 67.9 20,9 18.9 17.66069 _- 6
-10.603 -20.516 189.96136 -65.2 7.7 -80.8 40.1 8.93765 0.905 -86.6 67.6 42.5 26.2 24.9 18.85136 4- 5
6 -11.022 -20.420 196.82976 -56.8 8.2 -82.7 61.5 9.21571 0.876 -90.L 67.8 42.2 29.3 26.6 18.96666 5- 6
7 -11.684 -20.315 202.12821 -66.5 8.8 -84.7 43.0 9.51950 0.846 -95.6 68.0 42.5 33.2 23.1 20.26660
8 -11.676 -Z0.996 194.46036 -38.6 7.1 -84.6 66.4
9 -11.671 -21.631 189.20811 -28.6 5.6 -84.5 65.8
_10 -11,051 -21.687 182,7;697 -36,_ 5.1 -82.8 64.3
11 -10.668 -21.738 178.56658 -68.3 6.8 -81.2 42.8
12 -10.029 -22.322 173.93583 -67.9 3.2 -80.0 62.9
13 -9.987 -21.778 176.68367 -66.2 4.6 -79.7 61.5
16 -9.962 -21.202 180.90969 -71.7 6.0 -79.5 60.2
15 -9.894 -20.589 187.43867 -75.9 7.4 -79.2 38.8
16 -9.861 -19,931 196.30265 -78.6 8.7 -78,8 37.4
17 -10.367 -19.835 199.16821 -69.6 9.2 -80.6 38.7
18 -11.008 -19.716 206.57197 -60.6 9.8 -82.6 60.2
9.19706 0.878 -95.1 67.3 67.9 29.1 17.2 20.20670 7- 8
8*90316 0.909 -94.7 66.7 53.3 25.7 11.2 18.83505 8- 9
8.66659 0*961___9QL_ 66,6 53.1 20.5 12.6 _8*8_075 9--10
8.60983 0.970 -85.5 66.4 53.2 16.0 12.8 17.72335 10-11
7.81963 0.978 -82.1 65,8 58.9 8.3 6.8 21.91676 11-12
8.21762 0.996 -81.5 66.4 53.7 13.2 12.6 16.25901 12-13
8.65531 0.962 -80.8 66.9 68.6 18.7 18.5 17.23961 13-14
8.71361 0.929 -79.9 67.5 63.2 26.6 26.6 18.37058 16-15
8.99578 0.896 .78,9 68.2 38.0 30.2 30.2 19,68902 15-16
9.23957 0.870 -86.0 68.3 37.2 31.7 30.9 16.17867 16-17
9.56315 0.860 -90.1 68.5 36.9 36.6 30.6 19.73188 17-|8
19 -11.693 -19.579 212.51771 -52.6 10.4 -86.8 41.6 9.87668 0.807 -96.1 68.7 37.2 37.9 29.1 21.15218 18-19
20 -12,633 -19.627 223.33019 -66.1 11.2 -87.0 63.2 10.24608 0.772 -102.1 68.9 38.2 41.8 26.1 22.86706 19-20
21 -12.394 -ZU.L_o _;£.12_?_ -_n(i q.6 -86.7 66.6 9.85635 0.809 -100.9 68.1 63.3 37.7 20.5 22.86656 20-21
22 -12.361 -20.909 203.80396 -32.5 7.6 -86,5 4_._ _*;_£_L 2._4_ -tnn.N 67.5 68.6 36.1 16.9 21.05756 21-22
23 -12.333 -21.570 198.02980 -23.5 5.7 -86.2 67.3 9.18336 0.87_ -99.2 66.8 53.8 _I.A _._ ;C.:_27 n _-_
24 -12.309 -22.188 196,68752 -13.1 3.9 -86.1 68.6 8,89135 0.905 -98.6 66.2 59.0 29.1 3.5 18.29665 23-24
25 -11.667 -22.227 186.08762 -16.3 3.7 -86.5 47.1 8.63316 0.938 -94.3 66.1 58.6 23.6 5.6 19.67926 26-25
26 -11.065 -22.262 179.97123 -21.6 3.5 -82.9 65.6 8.39585 0.970 -90.1 66.0 58.4 17.7 6.5 18.26032 25-26
27 -10.498 -22.295 175.92866 -30.9 3.3 -81.3 44.2 8.17615 0.999 -85.8 65.9 58.5 12.3 7.0 17.21062 26-27
28 -10.029 -22.322 173.93583 -67.9 3.2 -80.0 62.9 7.81963 0.978 -82.1 6fi.8 58.9 8.3 6.8 16.22685 27-28
TAB NO 186 ATLAS PHOTO NO 186 POD SEQUENCE NO 378
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 26 MIN 39 SEC 742 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT
69.057
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
| -10.653 -20.539 178.00269 -37.6 6*2 -86.1 66.3
2 -11,011 -21.039 176.97861 -67.2 6*6 -82.8 62.8
3 -10.681 -21.657 166.68063 -68*6 6.8 -81.2 62.7
6 -10.652 -21.105 17Q.71626 -58*6 6.3 -81.0 61.6
5 -10.620 -20.516 |77.10560 -65.1 7.7 -80.8 60.1
6 -10.998 -20*628 181.66367 -56.8 8*2 -82.7 61.5
7 -11.616 -20.331 188.45152 -66*6 8.7 -86.7 63.0
8 -11.607 -20.966 181.30266 -38*8 7.1 -86.6 66.3
9 -11.602 -21.558 176.39099 -28.8 5.6 -86.6 65.6
10 -11.025 -21.610 170.62596 -36*5 5.1 -82*8 66.1
11 -10.681 -21.657 166.68063 -68.4 6.8 -81.2 62.7
12 -10.071 -22*202 162.12956 -68.1 3*2 -80.0 62*8
13 -10.032 -21.696 166.52836 -66.1 6.6 -79.7 61.5
16 -9.990 -21.158 168.66975 -71.6 6*0 -79.5 60.2
15 -9*965 -20*586 176.76106 -75.8 ?.6 -79.1 38.9
16 -9.897 -19.973 183.01396 -78.5 8*7 -78.8 37.6
17 -10.387 -19.883 185.69605 -69*5 9.2 -80.5 38.8
18 -|0.986 -19.771 190.78153 -60*6 9*7 -82.6 40*2
19 -11.623 -|9,665 198.11659 -52*6 10.6 -86.7 61.6
20 -12.312 -19.505 208*16508 -46*2 11.2 -87.0 63.1
21 -12.276 -20.223 197.72831 -60.1 9.3 -86.7 66.6
22 -12.265 -20.885 189.97980 -32.6 7.5 -86*5 65.7
23 -12.219 -21.501 186.58670 -23.7 5*7 -86.3 47.0
26 -12.196 -22*076 181.25677 -13.3 3.9 -86.2 68.3
25 -11.598 -22.113 173.65569 -16.6 3*7 -86.5 66.8
26 -11.037 -22.166 167.78560 -21.8 3*5 -82*9 65.6
27 -|0*509 -22.177 163.99626 -31.3 3.3 -81.3 64.0
28 -10.071 -22.202 162.12956 -68.1 3*2 -80.0 62.8
ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
160*52051 -9*627 -21.77? 1895.976 2.522 -65*582 115.169
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ E_[$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
8.39659 0.899 -93.6 67.6 62.8 26.8 26.3 O. O- 1
8.3|576 o.909 -9o.1 67.z 67.6 26.6 18.5 18.4165o 1- 2
7.84062 0.970 -85.5 66.5 53.3 16.L 12.9 24.62968 2- 3
8.07695 0.938 -85.| 67.1 67.9 20.9 18.9 16.670|5 3- 6
8.33365 0.905 -86.6 67.6 42.5 26.2 26.9 17.57853 6- 5
8.59296 0.876 -90.1 67.8 62.2 29.3 24,6 17.68468 5- 6
8.87538 0.866 -95.6 67.9 62.5 33.2 23.1 18.88802 6- 7
8.57676 0.878 -95.1 67.3 67.9 29.1 17.2 18.83937 7- 8
8.30006 0.909 -94.7 66.7 53.3 25.7 11.3 17.56607 8- 9
8.06162 0°941 _90.1 66.6 53,1 20.6 12.5 17.56096 9-10
7.84062 0.970 -85.5 66.5 53.3 16.1 12.9 16.52608 lO-lI
7.29105 0.978 -82.1 66.0 58*9 8.6 6.9 20.63868 11-12
7.66096 0.993 -81.5 66.4 53.7 13.3 12.7 15.16027 12-13
7.88323 0.962 -80.8 67.0 48.6 18.7 18.5 16.07635 13-16
8.12606 0.929 -79.9 67.5 63.2 26.6 26.6 17.12920 |4-15
8.38682 0.894 -78.9 68.1 38.0 30.1 30.1 18.35178 15-16
8.61460 0.870 -84.0 68.3 37.2 31.7 30.9 15.08551 16-17
8.89752 0.860 -90.1 68.6 36.9 36.6 30.6 18.39620 17-18
9.20722 0.808 -96.1 68.6 37.2 37.8 29.0 19.71152 18-19
9.56960 0.774 -102.| 68.8 38.2 61.7 26.0 21.27267 19-20.
9.18566 0.810 -100.9 68.1 63.3 37.6 20.5 21.27806 20-21
8.85792 0.846 -100.0 67.5 68.6 36.0 16.9 19.62690 2|-22
8.55982 0.876 -99.2 66.9 53.8 31.1 9.2 18.23916 22-23
8.28666 0.906 -98.6 66.3 59.0 29.0 3.7 17.05646 23-26
8.06712 0.939 -94.3 66.2 58.6 23.3 5.5 18.16363 26-25
7.82666 0.970 -90.1 66.1 58*4 17.7 6.6 17.01741 25-26
7.62161 0.999 -85.8 66.0 58.5 12.4 7.1 16.04368 26-27
7.29105 0.918 -82.1 66.0 58.9 8.6 6.9 13.26279 27-28
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RA-Vll CAMERA FA 94
JULY 3111964 13 HR 24 HIN 44 SEC 862 MS
TRAJECTORV QATA
PHO]U DATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
[ -10.850 -20.546 166.97638 -37.5 6.2 -84.1 66.2
2 -10.986 -21.003 162.25847 -47°2 6.6 -82.8 42.8
3 -L0.494 -21.577 154.36218 -48.5 4.8 -81.2 42.6
_m1_.467 ,21o065 _1_8.360_3 -_58.6 6.3 -81.0 41.4
5 -10.438 -20.518 164.23328 -65.1 7.8 -80.8 40.2
6 -[0.973 -20.637 [68.46020 -54.8 8.2 -82.7 41.5
7 -11.544 -20.347 174.73898 -46.6 8.7 -84.7 42.9
8 -11.538 -20.936 168.10998 -38.9 7.0 -84.6 44.1
9 -11.533 -21°48_ !63.5_15_ -2_.0 b.4 -84.6 65.3
LO -10.998 -21.533 158.02194 -36.7 5.1 -82.9 44.0
[1 -10o494 -21.577 154.362[8 -48.5 4.8 -81°2 42.6
12 -10.114 -22°083 150.29640 -48.3 3.2 -80.0 42.8
13 -10.078 -21.613 [52.54288 -64.0 4°6 -79.7 41.5
14 -10.039 -21.114 156.39713 -71.5 6.0 -79.4 40.3
15 -9.997 -20.583 162.04923 -75.7 7.4 -79.1 39.0
16 -9.9_2 -20.015 169.69179 -78.3 8.8 -78.8 37.8
17 -10.606 -19.932 172.18828 -69.4 9.2 -80.5 38.9
18 -10.960 -19.828 176.85505 -60.3 9.7 -82.6 40.3
19 -11.552 -19.712 183.68149 -52.6 10.4 -84.7 41.6
20 -12.190 -19.582 192.93199 -46.2 11.1 -87.0 43.0
21 -12.158 -20.247 183.30313 -40.2 9.3 -86.7 44.2
22 -12.129 -Z0o861 176.12401 -32.7 7.5 -86.5 45.5
23 -12.[05 -21.432 171.11017 -23.9 5.7 -86.4 46.7
24 -12.083 -21.965 168.00040 -13.6 3.9 -86.2 47.9
25 -1[.529 -21.999 160.79489 -16.9 3.7 -86.6 46.5
26 -1[.010 -22.030 155.53078 -22.1 3.5 -82.9 45.2
27 -10.519 -22.059 152.03536 -31.7 3.4 -81.3 43.9
28 -10.114 -22.083 150.29640 -48.3 3.2 -80.0 42.8
TAB NO 187 ATLAS PHOTO NO 187 POD SEQUENCE NO 380
SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
Aa B/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EM[ S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7.78573 0.899 -93.6 67.6 42.9 26.8 24.3 O. O- 1
7.71122 0.909 -90.1 67.2 47.6 24.6 |8*6 16.99489 k- 2
7.26989 0.969 -85.5 66*6 53.3 16.2 13.0 22.65805 2- 3
7.48973 Q._ _5._ 67°1 _7-9 2Q.9 18-9 15°275_8 3-
7.72795 U.905 -84.6 67.6 42.5 26.2 24.9 16.30207 4- 5
7.96841 0.876 -90.1 67.8 42.2 29.3 24.6 [6.39948 5- 6
8.22956 0.865 -95°6 67.9 42.S 33. t _.! 17.5G87_ o-
7.950S_ 0._T_ -95.1 67.3 47.9 29.0 17.2 17.46863 T- 8
7.69541 0.910 -94.7 66.8 53.3 25.7 11.6 16.2893[ 8- 9
7,47470 0,940 -90,1 66,7 _3°1 20,6 [2.6 [6._7851 9-10
7.26989 0.969 -85.5 66.6 53.3 16.2 13.0 15.32174 10-11
6.76100 0,978 -82,1 66,1 58,9 8.6 7,1 18,95555 11-12
7,10285 0.993 -81,5 66,5 53.7 13,3 12.7 14,05842 12-13
7.30961 0,962 -80,8 67.0 48,4 18.8 18,5 14,90962 13-14
T,53309 0,929 -79.9 67,5 43,2 24,4 24,4 15,88446 14-15
7°77629 0.894 -78.9 68.1 38.0 _0.1 30.1 17._1196 15-16
7.98797 0.870 -84.0 68.2 37.2 31.6 30.8 13.98955 16-17
8.25021 0,84[ -90.1 68,4 36,9 34,3 30.5 17,05721 17-18
8,53639 0,809 -96.1 68,5 37.2 37,7 28,9 18.26859 18-19
8,85144 0,775 -102,0 68.7 38,2 41.5 26,0 19,69836 19-20
8.51550 0.812 -100.9 68.1 43,3 37,5 20.5 19.71094 20-21
8,21186 0,845 -100.0 67.5 48.6 33.9 14.9 18.19357 21-22
7.93494 0.877 -99.2 66.9 53,8 31,0 9.3 16.91198 22-23
7.68041 0.906 -98.6 66.4 59.0 29.0 3.8 15.81504 23-24
7,45976 0,939 -94,3 66.3 58,6 23.3 5,6 16°80686 24-25
7,25570 0,970 -90,| 66,2 58.4 17.7 6.7 15.77228 25-26
7,06575 0.99_ -85.8 66.1 58,5 12.4 7,2 14.87376 26-27
6,76100 0,978 -82,1 66,1 58,9 8,6 7,1 12,29641 27-28
TAB NO 188 ATLAS PHOTO NO 188 POD SEQUENCE NO 382
JULY 31_1964 13 H8 24 M|N 49 $EC 982 mS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH kZ
58,817 136o96480 -9.766 -22,477 1872,420 2.535 -65.386 I15°096
PHOTO BATa
PT L AT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ I NCD PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10,647 -20,552 151,92366 -37,7 6,2 -86.2 44,0 7.17338 0,899 -93,6 67,6 42,9 26.7 24,2 O* O- [
2 -10.959 -20.967 149.50627 -47.3 6.7 -82,8 42.7
3 -10,506 -21,496 142.21387 -48.6 4,9 -81.2 42.6
4 -10,4_1 -21,024 145.91302 -58,6 6.3 -81,0 41°4
5 -10.454 -20.521 151.32965 -65.0 7.8 -80.7 40.2
6 -10.948 -20.445 155.22513 -54.8 8.2 -82.7 41o5
7 -11,474 -20,363 160.99655 -46.7 8,7 -84,7 42.8
8 -11.468 -20.905 154.88655 -39.0 7.0 -84.7 44.0
9 -11o464 -21,411 150,66253 -29,3 5,4 -84,7 45,1
10 -10,971 -21,455 145,58729 -36*9 5,1 -82,9 43,8
11 -10,506 -21,496 142.21387 -48,6 4.9 -81,2 42,6
12 -10,151 -21,962 138,43713 -48,5 3,3 -80,0 42,7
13 -IDo123 -21,529 140,52883 -63,9 4.7 -79.7 41.5
14 -10,087 -21,070 144,09452 -71,_ 6.1 -79,4 40.3
15 -10.048 -20,581 149,30745 -75,5 1,4 -79.1 39,1
16 -10.007 -20.057 156.34174 -78.2 8.8 -78.7 37.9
17 -10.426 -19,980 158,65129 -69,4 9,2 -80.5 39.0
18 -10,936 -19,884 162,94961 -60,3 9,7 -82.6 40.3
19 -11.481 -19,778 169,22044 -52,7 10,3 -84.7 41.6
20 -12,069 -19.660 177.70012 -46.3 11,0 -87.0 42,9
21 -12.039 -20,271 168,85327 -40.3 9,2 -86.8 44.1
7,10518 0,909 -90,1 67,3 47.6 24,6 18,6 15,57094 1- 2
6,69775 0,969 -85,5 66.7 53,3 16.2 13,1 20,88203 2- 3
6.90101 0°930 -85.1 67.1 47.9 21°0 19.0 14.07845 3- 4
7,12077 0.905 -84.6 67.6 42,5 26,2 24,9 15,02288 4- 5
7,34237 0,816 -90.1 67,8 42,2 29,3 24,6 15,11118 5- 6
7,58235 0,846 -95°6 67,9 42,5 33,1 23,1 16.1274_ 6- 7
7.32539 0.879 -95.1 67.4 47.9 29.0 17.3 16.09559 7- 8
7,08938 0,910 -94.7 66,9 53.3 25°6 11,5 15,01151 8- 9
6.88652 0,9_0 -90.1 66,8 53.1 20,6 12.7 1q°99362 9-10
6*69775 0,969 -85.5 66,7 53.3 t6,2 L3. L 14.[1641 10-11
6,22957 0,979 -82,1 66,2 58,9 8.7 7,2 17,46852 11-12
6,54342 0,992 -81,5 66.6 53.7 13,4 12,8 12o95374 12-13
6,73459 0,962 -80,8 67,1 48,4 18,8 18,6 13,73990 13-16
6.94074 0.929 -79,9 67,5 43.2 24.4 24.4 14,63711 14-15
7,164_9 0,895 -78,9 68,1 38.0 30,1 30,0 15,67072 15-16
7,35998 0,871 -84,0 68,2 37,2 31.6 30,8 12,89095 16-17
_.60154 0,842 -90,1 68,3 36,9 34,2 30,5 15,71579 17-18
7.86434 0,810 -96,1 68.5 37.2 37,6 28,8 16,82430 18-19
8,15262 0.777 -102°0 68,6 38,2 41,4 25,9 18,12587 19-20
7.84420 0,813 -100,9 68,0 43,3 37.4 20,5 18,14501 20-21
_..2_13 -20.Jt_7 L62,24164 -32,9 7,5 -86.6 45.3 7_56_5_846 -100°0 67,§ 4_,b 33,8 15,0 16,75881 21-22
23 -11,990 -21,362 157.60970 -24,1 5.7 -86.5 46.4 7,30885 0,877 -99,2 67,0 53,8 30,9 9.4 15,58229 22-23
24 -11°970 -21.853 154.72060 -13,9 3.9 -86.3 47.5 7,07328 0,907 -98,5 66,5 59.0 28,9 4,0 14,57100 23-24
25 -11.460 -21,885 148.10747 -17,2 3.7 -84.6 46,3 6,87115 0,939 -94,3 66.4 58,6 23,3 5.7 15,46957 24-2_
26 -10,982 -21.914 143.26804 -22.5 3.5 -83.0 45,0 6,68364 0,969 -90,1 66.3 58,4 17,7 6,9 14,52507 25-2(
27 -10.530 -21,941 140.04700 -32.1 3°4 -81.4 43,7 6,50860 0,990 -85.8 66,3 58.5 12.5 7,3 13,70126 26-2
28 -10°157 -21o962 138.43713 -48°5 3.3 -BO°Q 42,7 6.22.957 0,979 -82,_ 66, Z 58,9 8,7 7°2 11*_2753 27-21
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RA-V|I CAMERA FA 95
TAB NO 189 ATLAS PHOTO NO 189 POD SEQUENCE NO 384
JULY 3[,1966 13 HR 26 MIN 55 SEC [02 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IHPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHA2 ZNCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.644 -20.558 138.84443 -37*B 6.2 -84.2 43.9 6.55919 0.899 -93.5 67.6 43.0 26.6 24.2 0.' 0- |
2 -10.933 -20.932 136*71622 -47.4 6.7 -82,8 42.6 6.49725 0.909 -90.1 67*3 47.6 24.6 [8.6 [4.[5886 [- 2
3 -[0.519 -21.416 130.03065 -48*7 4.9 -8[.2 42.5 6.12397 0.968 -85.5 66.8 53.3 16.3 [3.2 19.09961 2- 3
¢ -|0._96 -20.9_6 [33.62709 -58.6 6.3 -81.0 4 [_4 6,_048 0.9_8_ -85_ 67.2 47.9 21.0 19.0_ _ l__
5 -10.471 -20.523 138.38502 -65.0 1.8 -80.7 40.3
6 -10.922 -20.455 14[.94777 -56.9 8.2 -82.7 41.5
7 -1[.403 -20.379 147.21255 -46.8 8.7 -84.7 42.7
B -11.398 -20.875 141.62367 -39.2 7.0 -84.7 43.8
9 -11.394 -2[.337 137.14781 -29.5 S.4 -84.7 44.9
[0 -10.943 -2[.378 133.11655 -37.[ 5.1 -82.9 63o?
11 -10.519 -21.416 130.03065 -48.7 6.9 -81.2 62.5
12 -10.199 -21.842 126.54925 -40.7 3.3 -80.0 62.6
13 -[_.168 -21.446 128.48185 -63.9 4.7 -79.7 41.4
14 -10.[35 -21.026 13[.75551 -71.2 6.1 -79.4 40.3
15 -10.100 -20.578 138.52692 -75.4 7.5 -79.1 39.2
16 -1_.062 -20.100 142.95223 -78.1 8.8 -78.7 38,1
17 -10.445 -20.029 145.07254 -69.3 9.2 -80.5 39.1
18 -10.911 -19.942 199.00141 -60.3 9.7 -82.6 40.4
19 -11.410 -19.845 154.71810 -52.7 10.3 -86.7 61.6
20 -11.946 -19.737 162.43207 -46.4 [0.9 -86.9 42.8
22 -11.895 -20.812 168.32262 -33.0 1,9 -_0.o _.O
23 -[1.875 --21.293 144.07605 -24.3 5.7 -86.5 46.1
24 -11.856 -21.742 14[.41258 -[4*2 3.9 -86.4 47.2
25 -[1.391 -2|.771 135.38923 -[7.5 3.7 -84.7 46.0
26 -[0.953 -2[.797 [30.97395 -22.9 3.6 -83.0 64.7
27 -10.540 -21.822 128.02828 -32.5 3.4 -81.4 43.5
28 -10.199 -22.842 126.5_925 -_8.? 3.3 -80.0 52.6
6.51165 0.905 -84.6 67.6 42.5 26.2 24.9 13.73928 4- 5
6.71636 0.877 -90.[ 67.7 42.2 29.2 24.5 13.81865 5- 8
6.93317 0.846 -95.5 67.9 42.5 33.0 23.[ 14.74281 6- 7
6.69811 0.879 -95.1 67.4 47.9 29.0 17.3 14.7181_ 7- 8
6.48168 0.910 -94.7 66.9 53.3 25.6 11.5 13.72926 8- 9
6.29663 0.9_0 -90,[ 66,8 53.1 20.7 12.7 13.70581 9-10
6.12397 0.968 -85.5 66.8 53.3 16.3 13.2 ]2.90746 10-11
5.69653 0.979 -82.1 66.3 58.9 8.8 7.3 15.97663 ll-12
5.98267 0.992 -81.5 66.7 53.7 13.5 12.9 11.84563 12-13
6.[5788 0.961 -80.8 67.1 48.6 18.9 18.6 12.56618 13-16
6.34659 0.929 -79*9 67.5 43.2 24.4 24.4 13.38565 14-15
6.55088 U,89S -78.9 68.0 38.0 30.0 30.0 16.32598 15-16
6.73005 0.871 -84.0 68.1 37.2 31.6 30.7 11.78874 16-17
6.95088 0.842 -90.1 68.2 36.9 34.2 30.4 14.37020 17-18
7.19037 0.811 -96.1 68.4 37.2 37.5 28.8 15.3T696 18-19
7.65214 0.778 -102.0 68.5 38.2 6|.3 25.8 16.55271 19-20
7.17114 0.814 -100.9 68.0 43.3 37.3 20. S 16.57701 20-21
L.?_55_ n.a47 -100.0 67.5 48.6 33.7 15.0 15.32031 21-22
6.68123 0.8/8 -99.2 67.0 _.u _u._ _._ _ ?_a_ _2-23
6.46486 0*907 -98.5 66.6 $9.0 28.8 4.[ [3*3232T 23-24
6.28110 0.939 -94.3 66.5 $8.6 23.3 5.9 14.13088 24-25
6.1101[ 0.969 -90.1 66.6 58.4 17.8 7.0 13.27530 25-26
S.9500S 0.998 -85.8 66.4 58.5 12.6 7.4 12.52579 26-27
5.69653 0.9_9 -82.1 66*3 58.9 8.8 7.3 10.35610 2?-28
TAB NO 190 ATLAS PHOTO NO 190 POD SEQUENCE NO 386
JULY 31_1964 13 HA 2S NIN 0 $EC 222 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IHPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
48.577 113,32_b_ -9.908 -ZZ_169 18_a*?81 2.568 -65*185J_L_._0
PHOTO DATA
P_ LAT LOH RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I --10.642 -20.563 12_.73826 -38.0 6*2 -84.2 43.7 5.9431_ 0.899 -93.5 67*6 43.0 26.6 24.1 O* O- 1
2 --10.906 -20.897 123.88206 -_7.5 6.7 -82.8 42.5 S.88741 0.909 -90.1 67.3 47.6 24.6 18.7 12.75730 1- 2
3 -10.531 -21.335 117.81211 -48*8 4.9 -81.2 42.4 5.89852 0.968 -85.4 66.9 53.3 16.4 13.2 17.3[078 2- 3
6 -10.510 -20.949 120.90232 -58.6 6.4 -8|.0 4[.6 5.71811 0.93? --85,1 6?*2 97.9 21.1 19.[ [1.67074 3- 6
5 -10.487 -20.527 125.39924 -64.9 7,8 -80.7 40.3 5.90061 0*905 -84*6 67.6 42.5 26*2 24.9 [2.45136 4- 5
6 -10.896 -20.464 128.62804 -54.9 8.2 -82.? 61.6 6.08430 0.877 -90.1 67*7 42*2 29,2 24.5 12.52200 5- 6
7 -11.332 -20.396 133.38693 -46.8 8.6 -89.7 42.6 6.28203 0.841 -95.5 67*8 42.5 33.0 23.1 13.35477 6- 7
8 -11.327 -20.845 128.32108 -39.3 7.0 -84.7 63.6 6.06895 0.8?9 -95.1 67.4 97.9 29.0 17.3 13.33653 7- 8
9 -1[.324 -21.266 124.79693 -29.7 5.4 -84.8 64.7 5.87227 0.910 -94.7 67.0 53.3 25.6 11.6 12.44260 8- 9
10 -10.915 -21.301 220.60931 -37_3 5.1 -83.0 43.5 5.?0502_.94G -90.1_ 66.9 53.L 20.7 12.8 L2*_L_82_ -9-10
ll -10.531 -21.335 117.81211 -48.8 4.9 -81.2 42.6
12 -10.24[ -21.722 114.63223 -48.9 3.3 -79.9 42.5
13 -10.213 -21.363 116.40151 -63.8 4.7 -79.? 41.4
14 -10.183 -20.982 119.37982 -71.1 6.1 -79.4 40.6
15 -10.151 -20.577 123.70750 -75.2 7.5 -79.0 39.3
16 -10.116 -20.143 129.52330 -77.9 8.9 -78.6 38.3
17 -10.464 -20.079 131.4S215 -69.2 9.2 -80.4 39.3
18 -10.886 -20.000 135.01066 -60.3 9.7 -82.6 40.4
19 -11.338 -19.912 140.17472 -52.7 10.2 -89.7 41.5
20 -11.823 -19.816 147.12820 -66.4 10.8 -86.9 42.7
21 -11.799 -20.321 139.83964 -40.5 9.1 -86.8 43.8
_2 -J_L.378 _20*789 _3_.36685 -33.2 Z._ -86.1 44_B
23 -11.759 -21.224 130.50889 -24.5 5.7 -86.6 45.8
24 -11.742 -21.630 128.07584 -14.4 3.9 -86.5 46.8
25 -11.321 -21.657 122.63961 -17.9 3.8 -84.8 65.7
26 -10.924 -21.681 118.64800 -23.3 3.6 -83.1 44.5
27 -10.550 -21.706 115.9786S -32.9 3.5 -81.4 43.4
28 -]_.2_1 -21.722 L14_ 63223 -48.9 3.3 -79.9 42.5
5.56852 0.968 -85.4 66.9 53.3 16.4 13.2 11.69491 lO-ll
5.16185 0.979 -82.1 66.6 58.9 8.9 7.4 14.47928 11-12
5.41996 0.992 -81.5 66.8 53.7 13.6 13.0 10.73403 12-13
5.57945 0,961 -80.8 67.2 48.4 18.9 18.7 11.38848 13-14
5.75064 0*929 -79.9 67.6 43.2 24.4 24.4 12.13010 14-15
5.93547 0.895 -78.9 68.0 38.0 30.0 30.0 12.9777B 15-16
6.09819 0.871 -84.0 68.1 37.2 31.5 30.7 10.68303 16-17
6.29823 0.843 -90.1 68.2 36.9 34.1 30.3 13.020S6 17-18
6*51649 0.812 -96.1 68.3 37.2 37.4 28.7 13.92657 18-[9
6.75002 0./80 -102.0 68.5 38.2 41.I 25.8 14.97890 19-20
6*49632 0.815 -100.9 68.0 43.3 37.2 20*5 15.00711 20-21
6_ZI_4_BS_B_7_.{_ 67.5 _8_A33.7 25.£ 13_87819 _-J_ZZ
6.05205 0.879 -99.2 67.1 53*8 30*8 9*6 12.91060 22-23
S.85513 0.908 -98.5 66.7 59.0 28.7 4.2 12.07183 23-24
5.68961 0.939 -94*3 66.6 58.6 23.2 6*0 IZ*79098 24-25
5.53509 0.969 -90.1 66.6 58.4 17.8 7.1 [2.02289 25-26
5.39006 0.997 -85.8 66.5 58.5 12.7 7.5 11.34704 26-27
5.1/,28_ 0.979 --82._ 66.4 58*9 8*9 7*6 9.38222 _Z-28
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RA-VII CAMERA FA 96
TAB NO 191 ATLAS PHOTO NO 191 POD SEQUENCE NO 388
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 25 HIN 5 SEC 3¢2 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 10 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
¢3.657 [01e67¢|2 -9.980 -22.0[2 1836,929 2,555 -65,082 [[5,011
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -[0,639 -20,568 112,60666 -38,2 6,2 -86.3 63,5 5,32526 0,899 -93.5 67,6 63.1 26.5 26.0 0, 0- 1
2 -10,879 -20,862 111,00950 -¢7,6 6,7 -82.9 42,6
3 -10,562 -21,255 105.55778 -68.9 4.9 -81.2 ¢2,3
4 -[0°524 -20,906 108,338¢1 -58,6 6,¢ -81.0 61,3
5 -10,504 -20.530 112.37220 -6¢,9 7,8 -80*T 40,4
6 -10,870 -20,¢7¢ [15,26588 -54.9 8.2 -82.7 4[.6
7 -11,260 -20,413 |19,5[966 -66,9 8,6 -84.7 42.5
8 -11,256 -20,816 116,97857 -39,4 7,0 -86,8 ¢3,5
9 -11,253 -21,191 111.80956 -29.9 5.4 -_._ _.4
IO -L_.5_7 Z[,£2_ IO8,06513 -37,5 5,2 -83,0 ¢3.4
|[ -10,5¢2 -2|,255 105.55778 -¢8,9 ¢,9 -81.2 ¢2,3
12 -10,283 -21.602 102,685¢7 -¢9.1 3.¢ -79,9 ¢2.¢
13 -10,258 -21,280 104,28736 -63,7 ¢,8 -79.6 ¢1,¢
1¢ -10,231 -20,939 106.96710 -70,9 6,2 -79.3 ¢0,4
15 -10,202 -20,575 110,8¢906 -75.! 7.5 -79.0 39,¢
16 -10,171 -20,187 116,05502 -77,8 8,9 -78*6 38,5
IT -10,482 -20.129 117,79020 -69,1 9.2 -80.6 39.4
18 -13,861 -20,058 120.97749 -60,3 9,7 -82,5 ¢0,4
19 -11,266 -I9,980 125,59056 -52,8 10.2 -8¢.7 61,5
20 -ll,?00 -[9,894 131,78882 -66,5 10,7 -86.9 ¢2,6
21 -11,678 -20*347 125,27607 -40,6 9.1 -86.8 63.6
22 -11,659 -20,165 120,37¢17 -33,¢ T,¢ -86,7 ¢_,6
23 -1[.642 -21,155 116,9079l -24,7 5,7 -86.7 45.5
2¢ -11,627 -21,5[9 116,70982 -14,7 5,0 -86.6 ¢6,4
25 -11.250 -21,5¢3 109.83808 -18,2 3.8 -86.8 45.4
26 -10,895 -21,565 106,28959 -23,6 3,6 -83.1 ¢4,3
27 -10,560 -21.585 103.89753 -33,2 3,5 -81.4 ¢3,2
28 -10,283 -21,602 102,685¢7 -69.1 3,¢ -79,9 ¢2,6
5.27565 0,909 -90.1 67.3 67.6 24,7 18.7 1[.36508 1- 2
6.97138 0.968 -85.¢ 66.9 53.2 16.5 13.3 15.51562 2- 3
5,12389 0,937 -85,1 67.3 ¢7,9 21.1 19,1 |0,66047 3- ¢
5.28762 0,905 -84,6 67.6 42,5 26,2 26,9 11,15911 ¢- 5
5,45225 0,877 -90.1 67,7 ¢2,2 29,2 24.5 11,22133 5- 6
5.62893 (),847 -95,5 67.8 62.5 32,9 23.1 11,96310 6- 7
5,¢3791 0,879 -95.l h7._ _7.9 20,_ 17,4 i[.V_Ub6 7- 8
5.20Z15 0.910 -96.7 67.1 53.3 25.6 II.7 I[.15153 8- 9
5.11166 0.940 -90.1 67.0 53.1 Z0.7 12.9 Ilo1Z067 9-/0
_.97138 0.968 -85.4 66.9 53.2 16.5 13.3 10._7884 lO-ll
¢.6255[ 0,98U -82,1 66.6 58,9 9.1 7,6 12,97690 1[-12
4,85588 0.991 -81.5 66.9 53,7 13,7 13.1 9,61892 12-13
¢,99930 0,961 -80,8 67,2 68,¢ 19.0 18,7 10,20675 13-14
5,15289 0,929 -79,9 67,6 43.2 24,5 24.4 10,87055 14-15
5°3[827 0,89_ -78*9 67,9 38,0 29,9 29,9 1[,6262_ 15-[6
5.¢6¢4[ 0.872 -84.0 68.0 37.2 31.5 30.6 9.57364 16-17
5.66360 0.863 -90.| 68.1 36.9 3¢,1 30.3 11.66687 17-18
5°83672 0,813 -96.1 68,2 37,2 37,3 28,7 12,47317 18-19
6.06627 0,782 -102,0 68.4 38,2 41,0 25.7 13.¢0637 [9-20
5,81975 0,816 -100,9 67,9 43.3 37.1 20,5 13,¢3562 20-21
5.612¢2 0.848 -100.0 67°5 ¢8.6 33.6 15.1 12.¢3253 21-22
5,¢2132 0.879 -99,2 67,1 53.8 30,7 9,7 11,56867 22-23
5.24¢01 0.909 -98.5 66.8 59.0 28.7 6.6 [0.81667 23-2¢
5,09663 0,939 -94,3 66,7 58.6 23,2 6,1 11.44968 24-25
4,95857 0°969 -90,1 66°7 58,4 17,8 7,2 10,7678| 25-26
6,82860 0,997 -85,8 66,6 58,5 12,8 7.7 10.16533 26-27
¢,62551 0,980 -82,1 66,6 58,9 9,1 7,6 8,¢0550 27-28
TAB NO 192 ATLAS PHOTO NO 192 POD SEQUENCE NO 390
JULY 3[_1964 13 HR 25 MIN 10 SEC ¢62 AS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPAC_ AL7 LA7 LON R V PTH A2
38,338 89,60120 -10.053 -21,853 1825,056 2,561 -66.979 116,981
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ ]NCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-Pt
I -10,637 -20,512 99,66372 -38.3 6.2 -8¢.3 43,3 4.70560 0.899 -93,5 67.6 63,2 26,4 24.0 O, O- 1
2 -10,851 -20,828 98,09504 -¢7°7 6°7 -82,9 ¢2,3
3 -10,55¢ -21,175 93.26664 -69,1 5.0 -81.2 42.2
4 -10,537 -20,865 95,73389 -58,6 6,_ -8[,0 ¢1,3
5 -10,519 -20,535 99,30198 -64,8 7,8 -80.7 ¢0,¢
6 -10,863 -20,685 101,85925 -55,0 8,2 -82,7 4|,¢
7 -11,188 -20,431 105,60867 -¢7,0 8.6 -84.8 62,6
8 -11,18¢ -20,787 101,59¢58 -39.6 7,0 -8¢,8 ¢3,3
9 -11,181 -2[,|19 98,75¢52 -30,1 5.¢ -86,9 ¢4,2
10 -10,858 -21,148 95,68296 -37,7 5,2 -83,0 43,2
|[ -10,554 -21,175 93,26664 -49,1 5,U -81.2 42.2
12 -10,325 -21.682 90,70834 -49.3 3,4 -79,9 62,3
13 -10,302 -21,198 92.13839 -63,6 ¢,8 -79.6 ¢1,3
1¢ -10,279 -20.896 96,51598 -70,8 6.2 -79,3 6D.5
15 -10.253 -20.575 97.94971 -75.0 7.6 -79.0 39.6
16 -10,226 -20°231 102,5¢504 -77,7 8.9 -78.6 38,6
17 -10,500 -20,180 104.08626 -69,1 9.2 -80.¢ 39,5
18 -10,835 -20,118 106,89936 -60,3 9,7 -82.5 60,5
19 -11,193 -20,049 110,96289 -52.8 10.1 -84,7 41,5
20 -11,576 -19,974 116,41115 -46,6 10,7 -86,9 62.5
21 -11,557 -20,373 110,61250 -40,7 9,0 -86.9 43.4
_2 -11.560 -20,7¢3 IUb_,34294 -33.5 7.3 -86.8 ¢4,3
23 -11.525 -21.087 103,21190 -25,0 5,7 -86,7 ¢5,2
26 -11,512 -21.408 101,31389 -15,0 ¢,D -86.7 ¢6,1
25 -11.[79 -21,429 97.04399 -18,5 3.8 -86.9 45.1
26 -10.866 -21,¢¢9 93,89809 -24,0 3.7 -83,1 46,1
27 -10,570 -21,467 91,78¢28 -33,6 3,5 -81,4 43,1
28 -10,325 -21,482 90,70834 -49,3 3.¢ -79,9 42.3
4,66190 0,909 -90.1 67,6 47,6 24,7 18,7 9,98695 1- 2
¢,39252 0.967 -85.4 67,0 53.2 16,5 13,¢ 13,71367 2- 3
¢,52775 0,937 -85,0 67,3 ¢7,9 21,2 19,1 9,2¢568 3- 6
¢,67260 0,905 -84.6 67,6 42,5 26,2 24,9 9,86228 4- 5
6°81810 0,877 -90,1 67,7 62,2 29,2 26,5 9,91622 5- 6
¢.97378 0.8¢8 -95.5 67.8 ¢2.5 32.9 23.1 10.56775 6- 7
¢,80¢91 0,879 -95,1 67,5 ¢T,9 28°9 17,¢ 10,56024 7- 8
4,64826 0,9[0 -94,T 67,1 53,3 25,6 11,8 9,85580 8- 9
6,51651 0,939 -90ol 67,1 53,1 20,8 13,0 9,8232¢ 9-10
¢,39252 0,967 -85,6 67,0 53.2 16,5 13,6 9.25885 10-11
6,08763 0,980 -82,[ 66,? 58,9 9,2 7,7 11,¢6923 11-12
4,29018 0,991 -81,5 67.0 53,7 13,8 13,2 8,50016 12-13
4,61735 0,960 -80,7 67,3 ¢8,¢ 19,0 18,8 9,02079 13-14
6,55323 0,929 -79,9 67,6 63,2 24,5 26,4 9,60666 14-15
6,69915 0.896 -78,9 67,9 38.0 29,9 29,9 10,27096 15-16
4.82858 0,872 -86.0 68.0 37,2 31.5 30.6 8,¢6053 16-17
¢,9868_ 0,84¢ -90.1 68,1 36,9 3¢.0 30,2 10_30892 17-18
5,15692 0.814 -96,1 68.2 37,2 37,2 28,6 11,01660 18-19
5.34076 0.783 -102.0 68.3 38,2 40.9 25,6 11,82903 19-20
5.16132 n.817 -100,9 67.9 43.3 37,0 20,5 11.86146 20-21
¢,95820 0,86_ -10O.0 67.5 ¢8,6 33.5 15,2 10,98292 ZI-Z2
4,78896 (1.880 -99.2 67.2 53.8 30,7 9,8 10.222¢2 22-23
¢,6316¢ 0.909 -98.5 66,9 59.0 28,6 4.5 9,55762 23-24
6,50215 0,9¢0 -9¢.3 66.8 58.5 23.2 6,3 10,10656 26-25
4.38049 U,969 -90,0 66.8 58,_ 17.9 7°6 9,50998 25-26
4,26565 0.997 -85.8 66,7 58,5 12,8 7.8 8,98032 26-27
¢,087¢3 0,980 -a2.1 66-7 58,9 9°2 7,7 7,_.A12 22=28
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RA-VII CAMERA FA 97
TAB NO 193 ATLAS PHOTO NO 193 POD SEQUENCE NO 392
JULY 3111966 13 HA 25 NIN 15 $EC 582 RS
TRAJECTORY DATA $EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH kZ
33,218 ..... [7J06_6 _J_O_LZ3 -ZI_J_____I#I3, I_Z 2,,.5J_Q --JdL,_LJJ, JL,3._
--P"OTO-OA_A - -
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 [N_0 PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE P|-PT
I -10.636 -20.576 86.25533 -38.5 6.2 -86.3 63.2 6.08358 0.899 -93.5 67.6 43.2 26.3 23.9 O. 0- 1
2 -10.823 -20.796 85.13778 -67.8 6.7 --82.9 62.2 6.066|2 0.909 -90.1 67.6 67.6 26.7 18.8 8.61810 1- 2
3 -10.565 -21.096 80.93794 -¢9.2 5.0 -81.2 42,1 3.81[88 0.967 -85.4 67.1 53.2 16.6 13.5 11.90491 2- 3
__._2DIBZ_LO_7_8--_J_-_.J_J4 --80.9 _J_ _ _3_gZ96__OJ_J_J___._._|.2_.'_ J_Q_Z_
5 -10.535 -20.560 86.10751 -66.8 7.8 -80.7 60.5 6.05550 0.905 -86.6 67.6 62.5 26.2 26.9 8.56067 6- 5
6 -10o816 -20.497 88.60713 -55.0 8.2 -82.7 41.4 _.18180 0,877 -90.1 67.7 62.2 29.2 26.5 8.60655 5- 6
7 --11.115 -20.650 91.65298 -67.1 8.5 -86.8 ¢2.3 6.31651 0.868 -95.5 67.8 62.5 32.8 23.1 9.16882 6- 7
8 -11.1_2 -20.759 88.[6822 -39.7 7.0 -84.8 43.1 4.16991 0.880 -95.1 67.5 47.9 28.9 17.5 9.16511 7- 8
9 -11.110 -21.046 85.72118 -30.6 5.4 -8_.9 44.0 4.03357 0.910 -96.7 67.2 53.2 25.6 11.9 8.55530 8- 9
11 -10.565 -21.096 80.93794 -49.2 5.0 -81.2 42.1 3.81188 0.967 -85.4 67.1 53.2 16o6 13.5 8.03522 10-11
12 -10o366 -21.362 78.70022 -49.5 3.4 -79.9 42.3 3.56760 0.980 -82.1 66.8 58.9 9.3 7.8 9.95594 11-12
13 -10.347 -21.115 79.95385 -63.5 4.8 -79.6 41.3 3.72283 0.990 -81.5 67.0 53.7 13.9 13.3 7o37767 12-13
14 -10.326 -20.853 82.02553 -70.7 6.2 -79.3 60.5 3.83358 0.960 -80.7 67.3 68.6 19.1 18.8 7.83067 13-14
15 -10.306 -20.574 85.00861 -76.8 7.6 -78.9 39.7 3.95|63 0.929 -79.9 67.6 43.2 26.5 26.4 8.33828 14-15
_.=]_0._.80 _20.27_ __88*99214--77.5 8,9 -78.5 38.8 . _,DTBD8 0,096_=78o6 67.9 38.0 29.9 29.9 8,91276 1_-16
17 -10.519 -20.232 90.33311 -69.0 9.3 -80.4 39.6
18 -10,809 -20,178 92.77508 -60.3 9.7 -82.5 40.5
19 -11.119 -20.118 96.29054 -52.8 10.1 -8A.? 41.5
20 -11,652 -20.056 100.99396 -66.6 10.6 -86.9 42.4
£_ ;_._ -_.400 96.02790 -60.8 8.9 -86.9 _3.2
-_1.621 -20,720 9Z.Z(£_U -_,7 7,_ -_k.8 ¢6.1
23 -11.608 -21.019 89.60027 -25.2 5.6 -86.8 46.9
24 -11.396 -21.298 87.88753 -15.3 4.0 -86.8 45.7
25 -11.107 -21.316 84.19675 -18.9 3.8 -85.0 66.8
26 -10.835 -21.333 81.4_289 -24.4 3.7 -83.2 43.9
27 -10.579 -21.3_9 79.63827 -34.0 3.5 -81.4 42.9
__8--10_366 -_L_362 _ 7B*T00ZZ -49,5 3,4 -79.9 42.3
4.19065 0,873 -86.0 67.9 37.2 31.6 30.5 7.34358 16-17
6.32798 0.866 -90.1 68,0 36.9 33.9 30.2 8.96648 17-18
4.47505 0.815 -96.1 68.1 3_.2 37.1 28.5 9.55614 18-19
4.63344 0.785 -102.0 68.2 38,2 40.8 25.6 10,25279 19-20
4.46099 0.818 -100.9 67.9 43,3 36.9 20.5 10,28497 20-21
4,30215 0.850 -|00.0 67.5 48.6 33.6 15.2 9.52923 21-_2
_._ C._C -_ 2 67.2 53.8 30.6 9.9 8.87175 22-23
4.01783 0.910 -98.5 67.0 59.0 Z_._ _.7 _.?o_7 23-26
3.90613 0.960 -94.3 66.9 58.5 23.2 6.6 8.76223 24-25
3.80086 0.969 -90.0 66.9 58.6 17.9 7.5 8.25938 25-26
3.70117 0.996 -85.8 66.8 58,5 12.9 7.9 7.79214 26-27
3.5_760 0.980 -82.1 66,8 58.9 9.3 7.8 6.44376 27-28
TAB NO 194 ATLAS PHOTO NO 194 POD SEQUENCE NO 394
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 25 NIN 20 $EC 702 85
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IHPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
28,098 65.79063 -10,202 -21,528 1801.246 2.575 -66.768 11_o921
- PHOIO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA A_ BIA AZPHAZ |N[D PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE Pt-PT
1 -10.636 -20.579 73.03886 -38.6 6.2 -86.4 43.0 3.65976 0.899 -93.5 67.6 43.3 26.3 23.8 O. O- 1
2 -10.796 -20.761 72.13672 -47,9 6.7 --82.9 62.1 3,62825 0.909 -90.0 67._ 47.6 24.7 18.8 7._6663 1- 2
3 --10.576 -21.017 68.57069 -49_3 5.0 --81.2 62.0 3.22943 0.967 -85.4 67.2 _3.2 16.7 13.6 10.08911 2- 3
-10.§65 -20,789 70.39936 -58,6 6,5 -80.9 41.3 3o32_4 0.9_6 -85.0 67._ 47.9 21.3 19.2 6,80213 3- 6
5 -10.551 -20.565 73.02775 -64.7 7.9 -80.7 60.5 3.63628 0.905 -86.6 67.6 _._ 26.2 26.9 7.25622 6- 5
6 -10.789 -20.509 76.90866 -55.0 8.2 -82.7 61.6 3.56329 0,8?7 -90.1 67.7 62.2 29.Z 26.5 7.292¢2 5- 6
7 -11.062 -20.470 77.65169 -67.1 8.5 -86.8 42.2 3.65710 0.849 -95.5 67.7 42.5 32,8 23.0 7.76610 6- 7
8 -11.039 -20.731 74.69853 -39.8 7.0 -86.9 63.0 3.53286 0.880 -95.1 67.5.41.9 28.8 17.5 T.76518 7- 8
9 -11.037 -20.975 72.61852 -30.6 5.4 -85.0 63.7 3.41702 0.910 -96.7 67.3 53.2 25.5 12.0 7.24993 8- 9
10 -10.800 -20.996 70.20139 -38.1 5.2 -83.1 _2.9 3.32065 0.939 -90.0 67.2 53.0 20.8 13.2 7.21830 9-10
L1 -10.576 -2L.017 68.570_9 -49.3 5.0 -81.2 42.0
12 -10.608 -21.242 66.66026 -_9.7 3°5 -79.9 42.2
13 -10.391 -21.033 67.73277 -63.5 _.9 -79.6 61.3
16 -10.373 -20.811 69.69675 -70.b 6.2 -79.3 _0.5
15 -10.355 -20.575 72.02615 -76.7 7.6 -78.9 39.8
16 -10,334 -20.322 75.39524 -77,_ 9.0 -78.5 39.0
17 -10.536 -20.285 76.53568 -68.9 9.3 -80.3 39.7
18 -10,783 -20.239 78.60356 -60.3 9.6 -82.5 40.6
19 -11.065 -20.189 81,57267 -52.9 10.0 -86.7 61.4
20 -11.327 -20.134 85.53615 -46.7 10.5 -86.9 _2.3
21 -11.313 -20,627 8h34126 -40.9 8.9 -86.9 63.1
_2 -11.301 -20°699 78.16142 -33.8 ?.3 -86.9 63.8
23 -11.290 -20,951 75.892U3 -25,4 5.6 -86.9 46.6
26 -IL.280 -21.188 74.42986 -15.6 4.0 -86.9 45.3
25 -11.035 -21.203 71.31566 -19.2 3.8 -85.0 44.5
26 -10.805 -21.218 69.01308 -24.8 3,7 -83.2 43,6
27 -10.588 -21.231 67.45863 -34.4 3.6 -81.4 _2.8
28 -10.408 -21o262 66.66026 -49.7 3.5 -79.9 42.2
3.22943 0.967 -85.4 67.2 53.2 16.7 13.6 6.80767 10-11
3.00596 0.981 -82.1 66.9 58.9 9.4 7.9 8.43711 11-12
3.15378 0.990 -81.5 67.1 53.7 16.0 13.6 6.25129 12-13
3.24792 0.960 -80.7 67.6 A8.6 19.2 18.9 6.63573 13-16
3.36805 0.928 -79.9 67.6 63.2 26.5 26.4 7.06536 16-15
3.45699 0.896 -78.8 67.8 38.0 29.8 29.8 7.56855 15-16
3.55058 0.813 -84.0 67.9 37.2 31.4 30.5 6.22240 16-17
3.66688 0.845 -90.1 67.9 36.9 33.9 30.1 7.57973 17-18
3.79103 0.816 -96.1 68.0 37.2 37.0 28.5 8.09260 18-19
3.92426 0.786 -102.0 68.1 38.2 40.6 25.5 8.67520 19-20
3.77871 0.819 -100.9 67.8 43.3 36.8 20.5 8.70588 20-21
3.64422 0.850 -100.0 67.6 48.6 33.6 15.3 8.07136 21-22
3.51927 0.881 -99.2 67.3 53.8 30.5 10.0 7.51655 22-23
3.60260 0.911 -98.5 67.1 59.0 28.4 4.8 7.027_2 23-24
3.30853 0.940 -94.3 67.0 58.5 23.2 6.5 7._1628 24-25
3.21957 0.968 -90.0 67.0 58.6 17.9 7.6 6.98601 25-26
3.13513 0.996 -85.8 67.0 58.5 13.0 8.0 6.60056 26-27
3.00596 0.981 -82.1 66.9 58.9 9.4 7.9 5._5865 27-21
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RA-V[I CANERA FA 98
TAB NO 195 ATLAS PHOTO NO 195 POD SEQUENCE NO 396
JULY 31,1964 13 HA 25 NIN 25 SEC 822 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO |NPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A|
22.978 53.85239 -10.278 -21.362 1789.308 2.582 -66.660 |161890
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A A2PHA2 |NCO PHA2 EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.633 -20.582 59,79620 -38.8 6_3 -06.6 42.8 2.R3393 0.900 -93.5 67.6 43.6 26.2 23.8 O. O- 1
2 -10.765 -20.728 59,09223 -48.0 6.7 -82.9 62.0 2.80832 0.900 -90.0 67.5 67.6 26.7 18.9 5.92080 1- 2
3 -|0.587 -Z0.938 56.16498 -49,4 5.0 -81.2 61.9 2.64516 0.966 -85.6 67.2 53.2 16.8 13.7 8.26640 2- 3
6 -lOtSTb -20.751 57.66868 -58.6 6.5 -80.9 61,3 2.7274_ 0.936 -85.0 67.4 47.9 21.3 19.3 5.57334 3- 4
5 -10.566 -20o552 59.82364 -64.7 7.9 -80.6 60.6 2,81695 0.905 -86,6 67,6 42.5 26.2 26,9 5.94308 6- 5
6 -10.761 -20.522 61.36504 -55.0 8.2 -82.7 61.3 2.90262 0.877 -90.1 67.7 62.2 29.l 24.5 5.97386 5- 6
7 -10.968 -20.490 63,60510 -67.2 8.5 -84.8 42.1 2.99556 0.069 -95.5 67.7 62.5 32.7 23.0 6.35944 6- 7
8 -10,966 -20.706 61.18591 -60,0 6.9 -84.9 42.8 2.893/8 0.880 -95.1 67.5 67;9 2S.g 17.3 6.36066 ?- 8
9 -10.966 -20.903 59.47665 -30.8 5.4 -85.0 43.5 2.7_G64 6.911 -94.7 67.3 53.2 25.5 12.0 5.93977 8- 9
LO -LO.17O -Z0,921 57-_C110 -3_.3 5.Z -83.1 42.7 Z,71990 0.939 -90.0 67.3 53.0 20.9 13.2 5.91062 ?-LO
_l -_O._UI -20.938 56.16498 -49.4 5.0 -81.2 61.9 2.64516 U.966 -85.6 67.2 53*2 16.8 13.7 5.57619 10-11
12 -10.449 -21.123 54.58817 -49.9 3,5 -79.9 42.1 2.66246 0.981 -82.1 67.1 58.9 9.6 8.0 6.91270 11-|2
13 -10o435 -20.952 55.67519 -63.4 4.9 -79.6 41.3 2.58304 0.990 -81.5 67.2 53.7 16.! 13.6 5.12108 12-13
14 -10.421 -20.770 56.92399 -70*6 6.3 -79.2 60.6 2.66040 0.959 -80.7 67.4 68.6 19.2 [8.9 5.43666 13-14
15 -10.405 -20.576 58.99759 -74.5 7.6 -78.9 39.9 2.14250 0.928 -79.9 67.6 43.2 26,8 24.6 5.78801 14-15
16 -10.389 -20.369 6Lo75551 -77.3 9.0 -78.5 39,2 2.829_4 0,891 -78°8 67*8 38.0 29,8 29.8 6.18160 15-16
17 -10.556 -20.339 62.69315 -68.9 9.3 -80.3 39.9 2.90841 0.873 -86.0 67.8 37.2 31.3 30,6 5,09751 16-17
18 -10o756 -20o30| 64°38603 -60.2 9.6 -82.5 60.6 3.00364 0.846 -90.1 67.9 36.9 33.8 30.1 6.20855 17-|8
19 -10.97| -20.260 66.81008 -52.9 10.0 -84.7 61.4 3.10697 0.817 -96.1 67.9 37.2 36.9 28.6 6.62562 IB-19
20 -11.201 -20.216 70,03936 -66.7 10.4 -86.9 42.2 3.21329 0.788 -102.0 68.0 38.2 40.5 25.4 7.09675 19-20
21 -11.190 -20.655 66.61360 -41,0 8.8 -86.9 42.9 3.09453 0.820 -100.9 67.8 43.3 36.7 20.5 7.12659 20-21
22 -llolSO -20.677 65°01066 -34,0 ?,2 -86.9 _3.6 2°98446 0.851 -100,0 67.6 48.6 33.3 15.3 6°60956 21-22
23 -11.171 -20.886 62.16732 -25.6 5.6 -86.9 44.3 2.88189 0.882 -99.2 67.4 53.8 30.5 10,1 6.15094 22-23
26 -11.163 -21.078 60,94055 -15.9 4.0 -87.Q 45.0 2.78592 0.911 -98.5 67.2 59.0 28.4 4.9 5°75623 23-24
25 -10.963 -21,091 58.39990 -19.5 3.9 -85.1 46,2 2.70936 0.960 -96.3 67.1 58.5 23.1 6.6 6.06871 26-25
26 -10.776 -21.103 56°51840 -25.1 3,7 -83.3 63.6 2.63668 0.968 -90.0 67.1 58.6 17.9 7.7 5.71968 25-26
27 -10.596 -21,116 55.24510 -34.7 3.6 -81.5 62.6 2.56751 0.996 -85.8 67.1 58.5 13.1 8.1 5.60549 26-27
28 -10.669 -21.123 54,58817 -59,9 3.5 -79o9 62.1 2.46266 0.981 -82.L 67. L 58.9 9,6 8.0 4._?076 21-28
TAB NO 196 ATLAS PHOTO NO 196 POD SEQUENCE NO 398
JULY 31119_6 13 HR 25 HIN 30 SEC 961 MS
TRAJECTDSY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA? LON R V PTH A|
17.858 61,89232 -10,355 -21.196 1777,368 2.589 -06,_51 116,858
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |HID PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.63_ -20.584 66.52161 --38.9 6.3 -84.6 42.7 2.20612 0.900 --93.5 67.6 63.4 26,1 23.7 O, O- 1
2 -10.7J6 -20.696 66.00646 -48.1 6.7 -82.9 41.9 2.18633 0.908 -90.0 67.5 47.6 24.7 18.9 6.58836 1- 2
3 -10.597 -20.859 63.72071 -69.5 5.1 -81,2 61.9 2.05908 0.966 -85.6 67.3 53.2 16.8 13.7 6.63707 2- 3
6 -10,$89 -20o714 46.89573 -58.6 6.5 -80,9 61.2 2.12334 0,936 -85.0 67°5 47o9 21o3 19o3 6.33989 3- 5
5 -10.581 -20.559 66.51660 -66.6 7.9 -80.8 60.6 2.19153 0.905 -86.6 67,6 42.5 26.2 24.9 6.62722 4- 5
6 -10.732 -20.535 47.77397 -55.0 8.2 -82.7 61.3 2.25979 0.878 -90.0 67.7 42.2 29.L 26.5 4.65090 5- 6
7 -10,894 -20,811 69.51627 -47.3 8.4 -84.8 42.0 2.33196 0.850 -95.5 67.7 62,5 32.6 23.0 6.94924 6- T
8 -10.892 -20.677 67,63084 -40.1 6.9 -86.9 62.7 2.25269 0.880 -95,1 67.5 47.9 28.8 17_6 6°95159 7- 8
9 -10.891 -20.832 46.29608 -31.0 5.4 -85.1 43.3 2.17843 0.911 -96.6 67.6 53.2 25.5 12.1 6.62690 8- 9
10 -10.740 -20.846 44.76136 -38,5 5°2 -83°1 52,6 2.11729 0°938 -90,0 67,4 53.0 20.9 13,3 6,60018 9-10
11 -10.59/ -20.859 43.7207L -69.5 5.1 -81.2 61.9 2.05908 0.966 -85.4 67.3 $3.2 16.8 13.7 6.36079 10-11
12 -10.490 -21.006 62.68388 -50.0 3,5 -79.9 42.0 1.91716 0.981 -82.1 67.2 58.9 9.7 8.2 9.38262 11-12
13 -10.679 -20.870 63.18095 -63.3 6.9 -79,6 41.3 2.01059 0.989 -81.5 67.3 53.7 16.2 13.5 3.98702 12-13
14 -10.668 -20.728 64.31297 -10.2 6.3 -79.2 60*6 2.07101 0.959 -80.7 67.4 48,6 19,3 19.0 4°23312 13-14
15 -10.656 -20.578 65.92861 -74.6 ?.7 -78.8 60,0 2.13697 0.928 -79.9 67.6 63.2 26.5 26.6 6.50622 16-15
16 -10,643 -20.617 68.07252 -77.1 9.0 -78.4 39o4 2.20292 0.897 -78.8 67.7 38.0 29.8 29.7 6.81086 15-16
17 -10.572 -20.393 68.80533 -68.8 9.3 -80.3 40.0 2.26614 0.876 -86.0 67.8 37.2 31.3 30.6 3.96876 16-17
18 -10.729 -20.363 50.12265 -60.2 9.6 -82.5 40.7 2.33825 0.846 -90.1 67=8 36.9 33.8 30.0 4.83304 17-18
19 -10.896 -20.332 52.00380 -52.9 10.0 -86,7 41.6 2.41686 0.818 -96.1 67.9 37.2 36.8 28.3 5.15535 18-19
20 -11.078 -20.297 54.50661 -66.8 10,3 -86.9 42.1 2*80057 0,?90 -102,0 67,9 38.2 40.3 25.6 5.51766 19-20
21 -11.066 -20,684 51.86576 -41.1 8.8 -87.0 42.7 2.40848 0.821 -100.9 67.7 43.3 36.6 20.5 5.54115 20-21
22 -11.(159 -2D.657 69.82089 -34.L 7.2 -BT.Q _3.4 2.3228_ Q.852 -LQO*D 67.6 48.6 33.2 15.6 5.14389 2[_22
23 -11.052 -20.818 68.36698 -25.8 5.6 -87.0 66.0 2.24286 0.882 -99.2 67.4 53.8 30.6 10.2 4.79301 22-23
26 -11.065 -20,968 67.62059 -16.2 6.0 -87,0 66.6 2.16786 0.912 -98,5 67.3 59.0 28.3 5.1 4.68105 23-24
25 -10.890 -20.978 45.45063 -19.8 3.9 -85.2 43.9 2.10858 0.960 -94.3 67.2 58.5 23.1 6.8 6.71966 24-25
26 -10.743 -20.988 63.98920 -25.5 3.8 -83.3 43.2 2.05217 0.968 -90.0 67.2 58.4 18.0 7.8 4.45059 25-26
27 -10.606 -20.996 62.99774 -35.1 3.6 -81.5 62.5 1.99832 0.995 -85.8 67.2 58.5 13.2 8.3 4,20734 26-27
28 -10.490 -21.006 62.48388 -50.0 3.5 -79.9 62.0 1.91716 0.981 -82.1 67.2 58.9 9.7 8.2 3.67981 27-28
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RA-Vii CAMERA FA
TAB NO 197
JULY 31J1966 13 HR 25 MIN 36 SEC 61 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
12.738
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
1 -10.631 -20.586 33.21978 -39.1 6.3 -86.5 62.5
2 -10.706 -20.666 32.87210 -68.1 6.7 -82.9 61.9
3 -10.607 -20.781 31.23676 -49.6 5.1 -81.2 61.8
-10.601 -20.677 3Z.07936 -58.6 6.5 -80.9 4L.2
-10.595 -20.566 33.2?952 -66.5 7.9 -80.6 60.7
6 -10.706 -20.550 36.13699 -55.l 8.2 -82.7 61.3
7 -10.819 -20.532 35.37756 -67.3 8.6 -86.8 61.9
8 -10.818 -20.651 36.03187 -60.2 6.9 -85.0 62.5
9 -10.817 -20.762 33.07531 -31.2 5.6 -85.1 63.1
10 -10.709 -20.772 31.98082 -38.7 5.2 -83.2 62.4
11 -10.807 -20.781 31.23676 -69.6 5.1 -81.2 61.8
12 -10.530 -20.886 30.34629 -50.2 3.6 -79.9 42.0
13 -10.523 -20.789 30.84891 -63.2 5.0 -79.8 41.2
16 -10.515 -20.688 31.66063 -70.1 6.3 -79.2 60.7
15 -10.506 -20.580 32.81558 -76.2 7.7 -78.8 40.1
16 -10.497 -20.665 34.34535 -77.0 9.1 -78.6 39.6
17 -10.589 -20.668 36.87117 -68.7 9.3 -80.3 60.1
18 -10.701 -20.627 35.81221 -60.2 9.6 -82.5 60.8
19 -10.820 -20.606 37.15230 -52.9 9.9 -86.7 41.6
20 -10.968 -20.380 38.92975 -66.8 10.3 -86.9 62.0
99
ATLAS PHOTO NO 197 POD SEQUENCE NO 400
ALT LAT LQN R V PTH AZ
29.90979 -|0,_32 -2|.023 |765.365 2._97 T64_§_,L_2.,_L
A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.57627 0.900 -93.5 67.6 63.5 26.0 23.6 O. 0 _ 1
1.56222 0.908 -90.0 67.5 67.6 26.7 18.9 3.26569 l- 2
1.67114 0.965 -85.6 67.6 53.2 16.9 13.8 6.60069 2- 3
1.56596 0.905 -86.6 67.6 62.5 26.2
1.61676 0.878 -90.0 67.6 62.2 29.1
1.66615 0.850 -95.5 67.7 62.5 32.6 23.0 3.53542 6- 7
1.60953 0.881 -95.1 67.6 47.9 28.8 17.6 3.53788 7- 8
1.55634 0.911 -94.6 67.6 53.2 25.5 12.2 3.30515 8- 9
1.51275 0.938 -90.0 67.6 53.0 20.9 13.4 3,28_ 0
1.67116 0.965 -85.4 67.4 53.2 16.9 13.8 3.10168 10-11
1.36993 0.982 -82.1 67.3 58.9 9.8 8.3 3.86689 11_12
1.63638 0.989 -81.5 67.4 53.7 16.3 13.6 2.84898 12-13
1.47968 0.959 -80.7 67.5 48.6 19.3 19.0 3.02511 13-16
1.52542 0.928 -79.9 67.6 43.2 24.5 24.4 3.21990 14-15
1.57387 Qt_9_ ,78_B 67,7 _8o0 29.7 29.7 ___[_7_.!_1_:16
1.61772 0.876 -84.0 67.7 37.2 31.2 30.3 2.8'3601 16-17
1,67066 0,847 -90,1 67,8 36,9 33,7 29,9 3,65311 17-18
1.72666 0,819 -96.1 67,8 37,2 36,7 28,3 3,68185 18-19
1.78603 0.791 -102.0 67.8 38.2 60.2 25.3 3.93737 19-20
21 -10.942 -20.513 37.03612 -61.2 8.7 -87.0 42.6 1.72050 0.822 -100.9 67.7 63.3 36.5 20.6 3.95566 20-21
_ -1n.937 -20.636 35._9050 -34.3 7.2 -87.0 63,1 1,65937 _,853 -[00.0 67.6 48,6 33._ 1514 _*_7_2_1-22
23 -10,932 -20,751 34,54939 -26,0 5.6 -81.1 _3, t z,ou_i b._3 _.Z L?._ _._ 70 = In _ _.62_a_ 22-73
26 -10.927 -20.859 33.86831 -16.5 6.0 -87.1 66.3 1.56829 0.912 -98.5 67.4 59.0 28.2 5.2 3.20173 23-24
25 -10,816 -20,866 32,46615 -20,2 3,9 -85.2 63,6 1,50620 0,940 -96,3 67,3 58,5 23,1 6.9 3.36900 24-25
26 -10,711 -20.873 31.42609 -25,8 3,8 -83.6 43,0 1,46599 0,968 -90,0 67.3 58.4 18,0 7,9 3,17864 25-26
27 -10,612 -20.8?9 30.71535 -35,6 3,7 -81,5 62,6 1,62750 0,995 -85,8 67,3 58.5 13,3 8,4 3,00561 26-27
28 -U_5_Q__20o684 30,3462_ -_0_2 3,6 -79.9 42,0 _ 1_36993 _,982 -82-1 67.3 58,_ 9.4 B,3 2_§661Q3._2_
TAB H0 198 ATLAS PHOTO NO 198 POD SEQUENCE NO 402
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 25 HIN 61SEC L8L MS
TRAJECTUR¥ DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
.......... 7,6_ ____?_Z_T_J, -_,850 _ _,_ -_6.330 116.793PHOTOOATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10o630 -20.587 19.88920 -39.2 6.3 -06+5 42.6 0.94430 0.900 -93.5 67.6 63.6 26.0 23.6 O. O- 1
2 -10,676 -20,633 19,69609 -68,2 6,7 -63,0 61,8 0,93595 0.908 -90.0 67,6 67,6 26,7 19,0 1,94890 1- 2
3 -10,616 -20,703 18.71223 -69,7 5.1 -81,2 61,7 0,88128 0.965 -85,6 67,5 53,2 17.0 13,9 2,75681 2- 3
6 -10,613 _20.6_1 19,2188_ _,6 6,5 -8G,9 61,Z _,_089_ r_,9_ -_0 67_5 67.9 21,6 19,_ L,_L_BJSL3L-_L_
5 -10.609 -20.575 19.93826 -66o5 7.9 -80.6 60.7 0.93818 0.905 -84.6 67.6 62.5 26.2 26.9 1.98115 4- 5
6 -10o676 -20.565 20.65215 -55.1 8.1 -82.7 61,3 0.96762 0.878 -90.0 67.6 62.2 29.1 24.5 1,99110 5- 6
7 -10,764 -20,556 21,19361 -67,6 8.6 -86.9 61,9 0,99816 0,851 -95,5 67,6 62,5 32,5 23,0 2,11762 6- 7
8 -10.763 -20.625 20.38767 -60.3 6.9 -85.0 _2.6 0.96422 0.881 -95.0 67.6 67.9 28.7 17.6 2.11962 7- 8
9 -10,762 -20.692 19,81272 -31,5 5.6 -85,2 62.9 0,93227 0,911 -96,6 67,5 53.2 25,5 12,3 1,98063 8- 9
£0 .10.678_ -_0.69B 19.15_29 __8.___5.t -83.2 .__2.__ _(lL,q0_22_0,,9_L_90_0__5_.5_.0 2./._0__ 13.5 _.L.3_29__
II -10,616 -20,703 18.71223 -69,7 5.1 -81,2 61,7 0.88128 0,965 -85,6 67.5 53.2 17,0 13,9 1,85802 10-11
12 -10.571 -20.765 18.17676 -50.3 3.6 -79.9 61.9 0.82078 0.982 -82.1 67.6 58.9 9.9 8.6 2.30516 11-12
13 -10,566 -20,708 18.67861 -63,1 5.0 -79,5 61,2 0.86060 0,988 -81,5 67,5 53,7 16,4 13,7 1,70691 12-13
16 -10.561 -20.667 18.96660 -69.9 6.6 -79.2 60.7 0.88662 0.958 -80,7 67.5 68.6 19.6 19.1 1.81262 13-16
15 -10,556 -20,583 19,65892 -76,1 7,7 -78,8 40,3 0,91383 0,928 -79,9 67.6 63,2 24.5 24,4 1,92908 14-15
16 -10.550 -20,516 20,57601 -76,8 9.1 -78.4 39,8 0.94280 0,898 -78.8 67,7 38,0 29,7 29,7 2,05793 15-16
17 -10,606 -20,506 20,89034 -68,6 9,3 -80.3 60,3 0,96913 0,875 -84,0 61,7 37,2 31,2 30,3 1,69916 16-17
18 -10,673 -20,691 21,65397 -60.2 9,6 -82.5 60,8 1,00086 0,868 -90,1 67,7 36,9 33,6 29, S 2.06860 17-18
19 -10.744 -20.678 22.25635 -53.0 9.9 -84.7 41.6 1.03627 0.820 -96.1 67.7 37.2 38.7 28.2 2.20468 18-19
20 -10,821 -20,663 23.31367 -66,9 10,2 -86,9 61.9 1,06959 0.793 -102,0 67.7 38,2 60,1 25,2 2,35595 19-20
21 -10.817 -20,543 22,18284 -41,2 8,7 -87.0 42,6 1,03049 0.823 -100.9 67,7 63,3 36,4 20,_ 2,36738 20-21
23 -10,811 -20,685 20,69264 -26.2 5,6 -87.2 43.6 0.95956 0.883 -99,2 67,5 53,8 30,3 10,4 2,05162 22-23
26 -10.808 -20.750 20.28150 -16.8 6.0 -87.2 63.9 0.92717 0.913 -98.5 67.5 59.0 28.2 5.3 1.91811 23-26
25 -10,762 -20,756 19.66475 -20,5 3,9 -85.3 43,4 0,90210 0.960 -94.3 67.6 58.5 23,i 7,_ 2,01632 26-25
26 -10,679 -20,758 18,82176 -26,2 3,8 -83,6 _2,8 0,87807 0,968 -90,0 67,6 58,6 18.1 8,1 1,90352 25-26
27 -10.620 -20.762 18.39698 -35.7 3.7 -81.5 62.2 0.85500 0.995 -85.8 67.4 58.5 13.4 8.5 1.80027 26-27
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CANERA FA 100
TAB NO I99 ATLAS PHOTO NO 199 POD SEQUENCE NO 404
JULY 3111964 13 HR 25 MIN 66 $EC 301RS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
2.698 5.877[6 -10.59[ -20.675 [741.332 2.6|[ -66.ZI7 IL6.759
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EN|S ALPHA SCAL_ PT-PT
I --10o630 -20.588 6.52952 -39°6 6.3 -84.5 62.2 0.31019 0.900 -93.5 67.6 63.6 25.9 23.5 0. 0- 1
--10.645 -20*603 6.46967 -68°3 6.7 --83.0 41.7 0.307¢7 0.908 -90.0 67.6 47.6 24.8 19.0 0.6_795 L- 2
-10.626 -20.626 6.[6647 -69.8 5.L -8I.Z 4L.7 0.28968 0.96_ -85°4 67.6 53.2 L7.I 14.0 0.90589 2- 3
-10.625 -20.605 6.31347 -58.5 6.5 -80.9 41.2 0.29860 0.935 -85.0 67.6 67.9 21.5 L9.6 0.6|070 3- 6
-|0*623 -20.583 6.56992 -66.4 7.9 -80.6 40.8 0.30820 0.905 -86.6 67.6 42.5 26.2 26.9 0.6508h 4- 5
6 -[0.645 -20.580 6.71878 -55.1 8.[ -82.7 41.3 0.3178[ 0.878 -90.0 67.6 42.2 29.0 24.¢ 0.65612 5- 6
7 -10.667 -20.577 6.96172 -47.5 8.6 -84.9 41.8 0.32787 0.85[ -95.5 67.6 62.5 _2.5 23.0 0.69535 6- 7
8 -10.667 -20.600 6.69696 -40.5 6.9 -85.0 62.2 0.3|673 0.88L -95.0 67.6 47.9 28.7 IT. 1 0.696L7 7- 8
9 -[0.667 -20.622 6.50760 -3|.7 5.4 -85.2 62.6 0.306L! 0.9|l -96.6 67.6 _._ _ I_ _ 0.6_1J6_ 8- q
fl -fl_ -20.62_ C._C_07 3_.0 3.5 -8_.Z 42.2 0.29_67 0.938 -90.0 67.6 53.1 21.0 13_5 0.64627 9-10
ll -10.626 -20.626 6.14667 -49.8 5.1 -81.2 4L.7 0.28968 0.965 -85.4 61.6 53.2 iT.l 14.0 0.6L033 IO-II
12 -10.611 -20.646 5.96861 -50.4 3.6 -79.9 6L.9 0.26965 0.98_ -SZ.[ 67.5 5_.9 lO.l 8.5 0.75761 II-12
I3 -10.609 -20.627 6.06933 -63.0 5.0 -79.5 41.2 0.28260 0.988 -81.5 67.6 53.7 14.5 13.8 0.56076 [2-13
16 -I0.607 -20.607 6.23017 -69.8 6.6 -79.2 60.8 0.29Ll? 0.958 -80.7 67.6 68.6 lg._ Ig.l 0.>955_ 13-14
15 -10.606 -20.586 6.45712 -73.9 7.8 -78.8 40.4 0.30018 0.928 -79.9 67.6 63.2 24.5 26.6 0.63_73 14-16
_6 -10.606 -20.566 6.75786 -76.7 9.[ -78.3 40.0 0.30968 0.898 -78.8 67.6 38.0 29.6 29.6 0.67578 15-L6
17 -10.622 -20.560 6.862[8 -68.5 9.3 -80.2 40.4 0.31835 0.875 -86.0 67.6 37.2 _I.L 30._ 0.55826 L6-17
L8 -10.644 -20.556 7.05725 -60.2 9.6 -82.4 60.9 0.32816 0.868 -90.0 67,6 36.9 33.6 29.8 0.67942 17-L8
19 -10.668 -20.552 7.30935 -53.0 9.8 -84.7 61.4 0.33970 0.821 -96.1 67.6 37.2 36.6 28.1 0.72393 18-19
20 -10.693 -20.547 7.65545 -67.0 [O.l -86.9 4[.8 0.35122 0.79_ -lOZ.O 67.6 38.2 39.9 25. l 0.77_88 L9-20
2[ -10.692 -_0.573 7.28517 -6|.3 8.6 -87.0 62.2 0.33863 0.824 -100.9 67.6 43.3 36.3 20.4 0.77690 20-21
-|0.691 -20.597 7.00|18 -34.6 7.1 -87.1 62.7 0.32642 0.854 -100.0 67.6 48.6 33.0 15.5 0.12262 21-22-10.690 -20.620 6.79564 -26.5 5.6 -87.2 43.1 0.315Ll 0.886 -99.2 67.6 53.8 30.2 10.5 0.67392 22-23
-10.689 -20.64[ 6.65955 -17.l 6.0 -87.3 63.6 0.30444 0.9l_ -98.5 67.6 59.0 28.1 5.5 0.63006 23-26
25 -10.667 -20.642 6.38575 -20.8 3.9 -85.4 63.L 0.29625 0.941 -96.3 67.5 58.5 23. L 7.1 0.66182 24-25
26 -10.846 -20.644 6.18L56 -26.5 3.8 -83.6 62.6 0.28838 0.96/ -90,0 67.5 58.6 18.1 8.2 0,62492 25-26
27 -10.627 -20,645 6.04198 -36.1 3.7 -81.5 42.1 0.28080 0.996 -85.8 67.5 58.5 13.4 8.6 0.59L53 26-27
28 -10.6|[ -20.666 5.9686[ -50.4 3.6 -79.9 4L.9 0.28965 0.983 -82.I 67.5 58.9 LO.l 8.5 0._89L3 27-28
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TIME- AND CAMERA-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
RA-VI! CAMERA F8
TAB NO 1 ATLAS PHOTO NO 1 POD SEQUENCE NO 5
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 8 HI_ 44 SEC _81 MS
TRAJECTORY ])ATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT tCN R V PTH AZ
1023.918 2110.25528 -3.278 -35.799 3845.711 1.933 -74.796 117.038
PHOTC OATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZ S/C AZN-- AZ SUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EM!S ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
I -[2.[97 -[7.343 2298.81119 -b0.3 10.g -H5.6 28.7 3g.79051 D.6gc -gZ.4 70.8 38.2 35.5 31.7 0. O- 1
2 -13.102 -g.h[? 2445.5349[ -64.2 12.q -85.3 25.8 39.93731 0.683 -go.8 78.4 33.9 46.9 43.7 229.96107 |- 2
3 -10.504 -13.784 2348.30533 -06.9 lO.O -83,3 23.9 38.30794 0.769 -88.[ 74.1 35.8 39.8 37.8 146.48393 2- 3
4 -10.365 -6.524 2495.87268 -70._ ii.6 -84.9 20.6 40.70[39 D.641 -87.9 81.2 32.1 50.2 48.9 216.31942 3- 4
5 -lE.071 -_.3eO 2581.60563 -62.0 16.7 -89.2 27.6 42,112_5 0,571 -93.7 83.6 32.[ 55.2 50.8 [84.39574 4- 5
6 -15.836 -[2.384 2_14.[7_75 -56._ 14.0 -85.3 31,2 3_.36943 0.71[ -93.3 75.9 35.9 44.8 38.6 233.77828 5--
7 -10.50_ -13.7_4 2_48.30533 -66.9 IO.O -83.3 23.9 38.30794 0.769 -88.1 74.1 35.8 39.8 37.8 166.68018 6- 7
8 -H,416 -17,262 2_78,)[2_4 -bq.8 7.9 -82.3 22.4 37,056C[ 0.83_ -8_.0 70.5 37.8 33.6 3_.5 121.64905 7- 8
9 -8.14) -[C.917 2J_2.97037 -73.8 g.l -63.1 [9.0 38.98626 0.730 -85.6 76.8 34.1 43.2 42.6 190.49627 8- 9
10 -T.863 -L.857 2_72.6_7g7 -/6,4 [0.2 -H4.[ 15.9 4[.78ED8 G.58C -85.2 84.8 30.3 54.7 54.6 241.77400 9--10
[[ -13.20_ -_.792 2o_5.77353 -6_.2 15.1 -89.0 22.4 43.[07t[ C.52[ -90.8 87.0 30.2 58.7 56.6 173.059_2 10___
[2 -19.82_ 3,239 2793.73083 -6D.2 2l.q 6[.9 29.4 45.41761 C.qll -97.0 9I.C 30.8 65.8 60.7 232.17572 11-12
13 -19.063 -7.37_ 2_44.5306[ -_5.3 [8.2 --_9._ _2.9 41._3294 0.602 --96.4 80.9 34.2 53.1 45.1 304.04447 12--13
14 -18.697 -14.898 2400.87_14 -48.6 i4.9 -85.1 36.8 38.982_4 C.726 -98.8 73.8 37.9 43.8 33.3 215.79764 [3-[4
15-13.113 -16.362 2J2[.42981 -5d.6 [0.8 -83.3 29.5 37.82_48 C.795 -90.7 71.8 37.7 37.8 33.1 174.40396 14-15
16 -8.41& -[7.2E2 2218.31204 -69._ 7.9 -82.3 22.4 37.0560[ 0.836 -86.0 70.5 37.8 33.6 32,5 [44.79073 15-16
TAB NO 2 ATLAS PHOTO NO 2 POD SEQUENCE NO 7
t,.iv _l.1q_4 13 HR 8 MIN 50 SEE [ MS
IRAJFCT_RY DATA SoL T[_ [MPAEI ALl L_I _;, o V PTH AZ
1018.798 2[00.69925 -3.295 -35.76¢ 3836.185 1.935 -74.769 III.U_
PMOTC OATA
PT tAT LON RAkG_ AZS/C aZN AZSUN AZA A* e/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS atPl_ --SCALE PT'PT
[ -12.[_8 -17.3_0 2288.5695_ -00.2 10.8 -85.6 2H.7 3g.61325 O.b91 -92.4 70,8 38.2 35.5 31.7 O. O- l
2 -13.102 -9.671 2434.54742 -64.2 12.9 -65,3 25,8 39.757_8 0.684 -90,8 78,3 34,0 46,9 43.7 228,91461 l- 2
3 -10.516 -1_._17 2337.88791 -66.9 lO.O -83.3 24.0 36.13801 0,77C -88.1 74,1 35.8 39.8 37.8 145.73919 2- 3
4 -[0.377 -_.596 24H4.46582 -/0.9 11.6 -_4.9 20.6 5C.51541 C.642 -81.9 81.2 32.1 50.1 48.8 215.[2197 3- 4
5 -16.067 -4._48 2569,65436 -62,0 16. 7 -Gg,[ 27.b 41.91801 0,573 -93.7 83,5 32,255.1 50_7_P_,47698 4- 5
6 -15.823 -[2.42_ 2_D3.43799 -_6,8 [4.0 -85,3 31.2 39.[9429 0,711 -93.4 75.9 35.9 4_.7 38,5 232.39289 5- 6
7 -10,516 -13,817 2337.88791 -_0,9 lO.O -83,3 24,0 3_.13801 0.77C -88.1 74,1 35*B 39.8 37.8 165,92656 6- 7
8 -8.436 -17,278 2268,252/5 -6g.8 7,9 -52,3 22.4 3_.89242 0,836 -86.0 70,5 37.8 33,6 32,5 121.08252 7- 8
9 -8,171 -[C,g6O 2382.22311 -73.7 9,1 -_3,0 ig,1 3E.81123 0.730 -85,6 76,8 34,1 43.2 42.6 189,84017 8- 9
lO -7,886 -2.984 2560.51053 -76.4 10,3 -84.0 16.O _1,58976 0.881 -85.2 84,7 30.3 54,6 54.3 240.27017 9-I0
ll -13.202 -0.9C5 2633.1_219 -_.2 15,1 -_8,9 22.5 _2,90247 0,523 -90.8 86,8 30,2 58.$56,_ 172_17758J0-11__
[2 -19.788 3.079 2/79.6_951 -60.[ 21.g 82.[ 29.4 4_.18941 C.414 -97.0 90.8 30.5 65.7 60.5 230.57480 11-12
13 -19,O3_ -7.4_ 2532,9203U -55,3 1R.2 -89.[ 32.g 41.24400 0,603 -96.4 80.9 34.2 53.0 45,1 301,56848 12-13
14 -18,672 -14.926 2_90,23782 -48,8 14,9 -85.1 36,8 3_,_i030 0.725 -98.8 73-8 37.9 43,8 33.2 214,_0986 13-1_
15 -13.[13 -[6.362 2_11.20694 -58.6 i0,8 -83.2 29,5 31.68791 C.795 -9U.7 71.8 37.7 37.5 33,0 [_.o0243 14-15
16 -8.436 -17.278 2268.25275 -69.d 7.9 -_2.3 22.4 3_.89242 D.836 -86.0 70.5 37.8 33.6 32.5 144.15977 15-16
TAB NO 3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 3 POD SEQUENCE NO 9
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 8 NI_ 55 SEE 121 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO [MPAC7 ALT LAT LCN R V PT_ AZ
1013.679 2091.1365[ -3.313 -35.729 3826.592 [.937 -74.742 117.028
PHOTC DATA
PI LAT tEN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12o179 -17.316 2278.51949 -60.2 [0.8 -85.6 28.8 39.43588 0.691 _92.4 70.7 38.2 35.5 31.6 0. 0-
2 -13.102 -9.725 2_23.55450 -64.1 [2.g -85.3 28.9 39.57835 0.684 -90,8 78.3 34.0 46.8 43.6 227°87229 I- 2
3 -10.527 -13.849 2327.46375 -o6.9 LO.O -83,3 24.0 37.96797 0.770 -86.I 7A.1 35.9 39.7 37.7 144.99529 2- 3
4 -I0.349 -6.668 2_/3.05612 -70.9 II.6 -84.9 20°7 4C.32939 0.643 -87.9 81.[ 32.1 50,0 48.7 213,92728 3- 4
5 -16.048 -4.536 2557.70245 -82,0 16,7 -89.1 27.6 41,72305 0.574 -93.7 83.A 32.2 55.0 50.6 182.55914 4- 5
6 -15.811 -12.464 2392.68948 -56.8 14.0 -85.3 3[.2 3g.OlgC4 0.712 -93.4 75.8 35.g 64.7 38.5 231.01206 5- 6
7 -10.527 -[3.84g 2327.46375 -66.9 I0,0 -83.3 24.0 37.96787 0.770 -86.1 74.1 35.9 39.7 37.7 165.17253 _- 7
8 -8.457 -17.294 2258.18643 -69.7 7.9 -82.3 22.5 36.72872 0.837 -86.0 70.5 37.8 33.8 32.5 120.51604 7- 8
9 -8.193 -11.007 2_71.47070 -73.7 9._ -83.0 19.I 38.63612 0.73[ -85.6 76.7 34.1 43.1 42.5 188,58508 8- 9
10 -7,909 -3.05[ 2_48.41850 -76.3 10.3 -84.0 16.0 41.39348 0.583 -85.2 8A.6 30.4 54.5 54.2 238.77250 g-I0
12 --19.750 2,920 2765.67163 -60.1 21,8 82°2 29.4 44.96159 0.4[7 -97.0 90.7 30.5 65.5 60,3 228.98725 11-12
13 -19.006 -7.520 2521.30685 -55.2 18.2 -89.1 32.9 41.08501 0.004 -96.4 80.8 34,2 52.9 65.0 299,11053 12-13
14 -18,646 -[4,955 2379.5900g -48,8 14,9 -85,1 36°8 38.63753 0,726 -95,8 73,7 37,9 43,7 33,2 213,42489 13-14
15 -13,114 -16.402 2300.97647 -5_.6 _0,8 -_3,_ 29,5 37,49122 0,795 -90,7 71,8 37,7 37,5 33,0 172,80068 16-15
16 -8.457 -17.294 2258.[8643 -69.7 7.9 -82°3 22.5 36.72872 0.837 -86.0 70.8 37.8 33.6 32.5 143.5284C 15-16
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RA-VII CAMFRA FE 2
JULY 3Itlg6A 13 hR 9 MI_ 0 SEC 24L MS
TRAJECTCRY DATA
PH070 DATA
TAB NO 4 ATLAS PHOTO NO
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN
1008.559 2081.566A7 -3.331 -35.694
4 POD SEQUENCE NO 11
R V PTH AZ
3817.022 1.938 -76.716 117.026
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ ]NCD PHAZ EMI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12.L71 -17.395 2268.06018 -60.2 10.8 -85.6 28.8 39.25773 0.692 -92.4 70.7 38.2 35.6 31.6 O. O- I
2 -13.101 -9,782 2412,51224 -64.1 12.9 -85.3 25.g 3q.398C3 0.685 -90.8 78.2 86.0 46.7 63.5 226.77150 I- 2
3 -10.539 -13.883 2316*9992A -66.8 10.0 -83.3 24.1 37.79727 0.770 -88.1 76.0 35.9 39.7 37.7 |64.24390 2- 3
6 -10.40l -6.742 2461.59149 -70.8 11.6 -86.8 20.7 60.14247 0.64A -87.9 81.0 32.1 49.9 68.7 212.72051 8- 6
5 -16.033 -4.627 2545.88860 -62.0 16.6 -89.0 27.6 61.527C9 0.575 -93.7 83,4 82.2 56.9 50.5 18I__
6 -15.799 -12.806 23_1.89815 -56.8 13,9 -85.3 31.2 3e.843C6 0.712 -98.4 75.8 35,9 46.6 88,6 229.61696 5- 6
7 -10*539 -13.883 2316.99924 -06.8 10.0 -83,3 2A.I 37.79727 0,770 -88.1 74.0 35.9 39.7 37.7 166.41433 8- 7
8 -8,477 -17,311 2248.08643 -69.6 7,9 -82.3 22,5 36,56447 0,837 -86,0 70.5 _7._ 33.5 32._ L19,94440 7- 8
g -8.21A -11,N56 2360.67325 -73,6 9,1 -8_-_ !9.2 30.4682_ U./32 -85.7 76.7 34.1 43.1 A2.6 [87.62111 8- 9
10 -7-Q32 -3.15C 2536.25_8b -76.3 10.3 -84.0 16.1 41.19621 0.584 -85.2 B4.5 30,A 5A,A 54,1 237.26074 9-10
II -13,198 -1,133 2607_9_174 -68.1 15,0-88,8 22.8 42.49125 0,527-90_9 86,6 30_2_58,3 56,2 |70,A_J_
12 -19.713 2.759 2751.57748 -60.L 21.8 82.4 29.4 4A.73254 0.419 -97.0 90.5 30.5 65.3 60.1 227.39275 II-12
_3 -18.978 -7.593 2509.63705 -55.2 18.1 -_9.0 32,9 40.86510 0.605 -96.4 80.7 34.2 52.9 44.9 296.63853 12-13
14 -18,621 -14,986 2368.90146 -_8,8 14,8 -85oi 36,8 38.A6411 0.726 -95,B 73,7 37.9 43,7 83.1 212,22765 |8-16
15 -13,L14 -16.A23 2290.70935 -58.5 I0.8 -R3.2 29.5 37.32393 0.795 -90,7 71.8 37.7 37.5 83.0 171.99476 14-15
16 -8,477 -17,311 2248.088A3 -69,6 7,9 -82,3 22.5 36,564_7 0,837 -86.0 70.5 37,8 33,5 32.4 1_2.89395 I§-|6
rAB NO 5 ATLAS PHOTO NO 5 POD SEQUENCE NO 13
JULY 3_e_q64 13 HR 9 MI_ 5 SEC 361 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT ALT LA1 LCN 8 V PTH AZ
I003.439 2071.98959 -3.3A9 -35.659 3807.4_5 1.940 -74.687 117.019
PHOTG DATA
PT EAT LCN RANGE-_/S/C LZN A/SUN AlA "L, 8/A --AzPHAZ INCD-PHAZ EVIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12.I62 -I7,613 2Z57.Tq227 -o0.1 10.8 -85.6 28,8 39.07778 0,893 -92.4 70,7 38.2 35,6 31.6 0, O- I
2 -13.101 -9.843 24UI.3_492 -64.1 12.9 -85,2 25.9 39.21582 0.686 -90.8 78. I 34.0 46.7 43.5 225.5157A I- 2
3 -10.550 -13.92l 2306.4_631 -66.8 10.0 -83.3 24.1 37.62510 0.771 -88.1 74.0 35.g 39.6 37.6 143.47276 2- 8
4 -10.413 -6.822 2_49.994_2 -70+H 11.6 -84.8 20.8 39.95339 0,645 -88.0 80,9 32.1 49.9 68.b 211._8022 3- 4
8 -16.018 -4.72_ 253}.5_L88 c6_..9 16.6 _9.0 _7_7 41.32863 0.577 ,9}.7 83.3 32_?._5_-5_J___}_
6 -15.786 -12.554 2371.00143 -56.7 13.9 -85.3 31.2 38.66543 0.713 -93.4 75.7 35.9 44.6 38.3 228.17988 5- 6
7 -10.550 -13.921 2306.44431 -66.8 lO.O -83.3 2_.1 37,62510 G,771 -88.1 74.0 85.9 39.6 37.6 163.64607 8- 7
8 -8.A98 -17,333 2137,91351 -69.6 7.9 -82.3 22*6 36.39904 0.837 -86.0 70.5 37.8 33.5 32.4 119.35983 7- 8
9 -8.237 -11.110 2149,77167 -73.5 9.1 -83.0 19.2 38.28275 0,732 -85.7 76,6 34,1 43,0 42,4 186,63398 8- 9
I0 -7*958 -3,255 2523.9A510 -76+2 10.3 -84.8 L6.2 40.99640 0.586 -85.2 84.4 30.4 54.3 53.9 235.70459 9-10
II -13.196 -t.256 2595.108_3 -68. L 18.0 -88.8_2.6 62,28217 0,52E -90.9 _6_5 30,3 58,2___6_._a_5_l._L_J._
12 -19.675 2.588 2/37.25995 -o0.1 21.7 82.6 29.4 6A.49986 0.422 -97.0 90.3 30.5 65.2 59.9 225.76118 11-12
13 -18.949 -7.673 2_97.83267 -55.2 18.1 -89.0 32.9 4C.673C1 0.606 -96.4 80.6 36.2 52.8 64.8 294.08910 12-13
14 -18.596 -15,021 2358,12210 -48.8 14,8 -_5,I 36.8 38,28923 0,727 -95,8 73,7 87.g A3,6 33,1 210.99608 13-1A
15 -13.114 -16.449 2280.36264 -58.5 10.8 -83.2 29.6 37.15535 0.796 -90.I 71.7 37.7 37.4 32.9 171.17878 16-15
16 -8.A9_ -17.333 2_37.91351 -69.6 7.9 -82.3 22.6 36.39904 0.837 -88.0 70.5 37.8 33.5 32.4 142.25322 15-16
.......... TAB NO 6 ATLAS PHOTO NO 6 POD SEQUENCE NO 15
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 9 MIN 10 SEC 481 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO [PPACT AL7 LAT LCN R V PTM AZ
998.319 2082.40570 -3.367 -35.624 3797.861 1.9A2 -76.660 117.01A
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN 8ANGE ALSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCU PHAZ lMlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -12.15_ -L7.430 2297.51547 -60.1 IO.H -85.8 28.8 38.89772 0.693 -92.4 70,7 38.2 35.4 31.6 O. O- 1
2 -13.101 -q,905 2390.19400 -_A.O 12.9 -85.2 26.0 39.03355 0.687 -90.8 78.1 34,0 48.6 43.4 22A,26684 I- 2
3 -10.562 -13.9b0 2295.8837b -66.7 IO.O -83.2 2A.L 37.45283 C.771 -88.1 7A.0 3_.9 39.6 37.6 142.70290 2- 3
4 -10.42_ -6,qc2 2_38.39694 -70.7 11.8 -84.8 20.8 3q,76431 0.646 -88.0 80.9 32.2 49.8 48.5 210.24376 3- 4
5 -16.00) -_.821 2521.35757 -bl,9 16,8 -88.9 27.7 41.13021 0.578 -93.7 83.2 32.2 54.7 50.2 179.75282 A- 5
6 -15.774 -L2.6C1 2360.10L23 -56.7 13.9 -85.3 31.2 38.48771 0.714 -93.4 75.7 35*q 44.5 38.3 226.74892 5- 6
7 -10.562 -13.960 2'95.88376 -66.7 10.0 -83.2 24.1 37.45283 0.771 -88.1 74.0 35.q 39.6 37.6 16Z.87739 b- 7
8 -8,519 -17.354 2ZZ7.73419 -89.5 7.9 -82.2 22.6 36.233E0 0.837 -86.0 70.5 37.8 33.5 32.6 118.77564 7- 8
9 -8.2fi9 -11.164 2338.86639 -73.5 9.2 -83.0 lg.3 38.10516 0.733 -85.7 76.6 34.1 43.0 42.3 185.64844 8- 9
10 -7.980 -3.360 2511.63730 -76.2 10.3 -84.0 16.2 4C.79869 C.58E -85.2 84.3 30.4 54.2 53.8 234.38631 9-10
II -13.i99 -1.378 2_u2.2_491 =b8.0 15.0 r88.7 22.b 42.07324 0.530 -90.9 86.4 30.3 58.Q 5_.9 /88.J50319 J_-lL
12 -19.637 2._Ig 2722,9727_ -60.0 21.6 82.8 29.5 44.267E7 C,425 -97,0 90,2 30.5 65.0 59.7 224.14511 II-12
13 -18,921 -7,752 2q80,02/25 -55.2 IB,O -89.0 32,9 40,48C90 G.607 -98,4 80.8 34,2 52.7 44.7 291.56799 12-13
14 -18.570 -15._5T 2J47*33b4b -48.8 14.8 -_5.1 3(,.8 38.1142A 0.727 -95*8 73.6 38.0 43,6 33,0 209.7682A 13-14
[5 -13,115 -16,475 2270,00910 -58,5 10,8 -83,2 2g,6 36,g8665 C.796 -90.7 71.7 37.7 37,4 32,9 170.36267 14-15
16 -8.519 -L?.354 2227,734[9 -69,5 7.9 -82,2 22.6 36.23350 0.837 -86.0 70.5 37.8 33.5 32.4 141.6121C 15-16
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RA-V[I CAMERA F8 3
TAB NO 7 ATLAS PHOTO NO 7 PO_ SEOUENCE NO 17
JULY 31_1964 13 HR g MI_ 15 SEC 600 MS
TRAJECTORY OATh SEC T_ IPPACI ALT LA3 LCN R V PTH AZ
993.199 2052.8149l -3.385 -35.588 3788.270 1.943 -74.632 117.010
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE ---AZ_7_--A_N" A_SUN -AZA A* --'8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -12.144 -17.448 2237.22986 -60.[ 10.8 -85.5 28.9 38.71668 0.694 -92.4 70.7 38.2 35.3 31.5 O. O- I
-13.[01 -9.969 2378.96823 -64.0 12+8 -85.2 26.0 38.85023 0.688 -9C.8 78.0 34.0 46.5 43.3 222.93327 1 _ 2
-10.574 -14.00[ 2285.2697[ -66.7 10.0 -83.2 24.2 37.27970 0.772 -88.2 73.9 35.9 39.5 37.5 [41.92365 2- 3
4 -I0.43r -6.985 2426.72220 -70.7 [1.6 -84.8 20.9 39.57398 0.648 -88.0 80.8 32.2 49.7 48.4 208.98837 3- 4
5 -15.988 -4.921 2509.[1240 -61.9 16.5 -88_9 27.7 48.93048 0.58C -93.7 83.1 32.2 54.6 50.I 178.80662 6- 5
6 -[5.?_2 *2.65[ 2349.14876 -86.7 [3.9 -85.2 n.3 33.309[0 0.715 293_--7_._.T_4._--5_ 225.29654 S-
7 -10.574 -14.001 22d5,26g71 -b6,7 [0,0 -83.2 2_.2 37.27970 0.772 -88.2 73.9 35.9 39,5 37.5 |62.10537 6- 7
8 -8.540 -17.378 2217.50992 -69.5 7.9 -_2.2 22.7 36.06724 0.836 -86.1 70*4 37.g 33.5 32.3 I18.18476 7- 8
9 -8.281 -[1.221 2327.89737 -?3.4 9.2 -83.0 [9.4 37.92653 0.734 -85.7 76.5 34.1 42.9 42.2 184.64896 8- 9
[0 -8.004 -3.469 2499.23679 -76.2 10.3 -83.9 16.3 40.59548 0.589 -85.2 8_.2 30.4 54.0 53.7 232.58390 9-10
[1 -13.192 -1.503 2569_36459-68.015.0 _:_8_6 22.7 4[.86274 0.532 -90.9 86.3 30.3 87.9 55.8 6_.69378 0-_
12 -19.599 2.246 2708.5840! -60.0 2i:6 82.9 29.5 44.03383 0._2E _97_0 90.030.6-64:8 59.5--222.52262--11-_2
13 -18.893 -7.834 2474.1541l -88.2 18.0 -88.9 93.0 4C.28770 0.609 -96.4 80.5 34.3 52.6 44.6 289.01815 12-13
14 -[8.545 -15.C95 2336.50565 -_8+8 14.7 -85.0 36.8 37.93883 0.728 -95.8 73.6 38.0 43.5 33.0 208.52317 [3-14
[5 -13.[14 -[6.503 2259.61087 -_8.4 10.8 -83.2 29.6 36.81723 0.796 -90.7 7[.7 37.8 37.4 32.8 [69.54379 14-15
16 -8.540 -17.378 2237o50992 -69.5 7.9 -82.2 22.7 36.06724 0.838 -86.1 70.4 37.9 33.5 32.3 [_0*96834 15-16
TAB NO 8 ATLAS PHOTO NO 8 POD SEQUENCE NO 19
JULY 3183964 13 HR 9 MIN 20 SEC 720 MS
T_,',JECTnQV naT_ SEC TO I_PACI ALT LAT tUN R V PTH AZ
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RAHGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 52A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
1 -[z.135 -_7.466 2226.93530 -60.0 [0.8 -85.8 28._ 38.53389 0.695 -92.4 70.7 38._ 35.3 3z.5 o. _]
2 -[3.102 -10.039 2367.6269_ -64.0 12.8 -M5.2 26.0 38.66502 0.689 -90.8 78.0 34.0 46.5 43+2 221.43913
3 -10.587 -14.047 227_,56219 -66.6 10.0 -83.2 24.2 37,105C4 0.773 -86.2 73.9 35.9 39.5 37.5 141.12640 _ 3
4 -10.451 -7.074 241_.90701 -70.6 [[.6 -84.7 20.9 39.38135 0.649 -88.0 80.7 32.2 49.6 48.9 207.69599 4
6 -15.750 -12.706 2338,09708 -56.6 [3,8 -85.2 31.3 38.12895 0.715 -93.4 75.6 36.0 44.4 38.1 223.80091 5- 6
T -10.887 -i4.047 2274.562[9 -66.6 [0,O -83.2 24.2 37.I05C4 0.773 -88.2 73.9 35,9 39.5 37.5 [61,327_9 _[
8 -8.562 -17.406 2207.20837 -69.4 7.9 -82.2 22.7 35.89912 0.838 -86.I 70.4 37.9 33.4 32.3 [17.58186
9 -8.308 -1[.283 2_16.81509 -73.4 9.2 -83.0 [9.4 37.74607 0.735 -85.7 76.5 3_.[ 42.8 _2o2 183,6231_ 8- 9
10 -8.029 -3.585 2486.66296 -76.1 [0.3 -83.9 [6.4 4_.39146 0.891 -85.2 84.[ 30.6 53.9 53.6 230.96169 9-[0
11 --_3,191 -I,637 255_,2_0q__T_9 L_eO -88_ _,]_ _I,_49_ _,5_4-9019 _/_0.3 57.8 55.6 166.77057 I0-_|
12 -[9.862 2.064 2693.98776 -60.0 2[.5 -96.9 29.5 43.79663 0.43[ -97.0 89.g 30.6 64,6 59.2 220.87646 11-[2
13 -18.865 -7.g23 2462,15839 -55.1 17.9 -88.9 33.0 40.09281 0.6[C -96.4 80.4 34.3 52.5 44.4 _86,3953| [2-13
14 -1R.521 -15.137 2325.59732 -_8.7 14.7 -85.0 36.8 37.76157 0.729 -95.8 73.6 38.0 43.5 32.9 207.24382 13-14
[5 -13.[15 -16.536 2249.[36C5 -b_,_ 10.8 -83°2 29.6 36.54655 n.7q7 -90.7 71.7 37.8 37.3 3_.8 _68.7200_ 14-15
|6 -8.562 -17.4C6 2207.20837 -69.4 7.9 -82.2 22.7 35.899?2 0.836 -86.1 70,4 37.9 33.4 32._ IW0.32044 15-16
TAB NO 9 ATLAS PHOTO NO 9 POD SEQUENCE NO 21
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 9 Hl_ 25 SEC 840 MS
TRAJECTORy DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
982.959 2033.6[20C -3.42[ -35.517 3769.067 1.947 -74.577 117.000
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L0N RANGE- --AZS_--AZ-N---AZS-U_--AZA- _'-- B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12.126 -17.483 2216.63174 -60.0 10.8 -85°5 28.9 38.35106 0.696 -92.4 70.6 38,3 35.3 31.5 O. 0- 1
2 13303 [0[09235628_58639 128 881 261 38479790690908 779 341464 ,3[ 219.95815_13 --_0.600 -_4.09_ 2263.85092 --66.6 10.0 --83.2 24.3 36.93031 0.773 --88.2 73.8 35.9 39._ 37.4 _0.33090
4 -10.464 -7.163 2403.09_79 -70.6 11.6 -86.7 21.0 39.18877 0.65C -88.0 80.6 32.2 49.5 48.2 206.40866 3-
5 -15.960 -5.134 2484.33035 -61.8 16.5 -88.8 27.8 4C.52625 C.583 -93.7 82.9 32.3 54.6 49.8 176.89368 4- 5
6 -15.739 -[2.761 2327,04398 -56.6 [3.8 -85.2 31.3 37.94874 0,736 -93.4 75,5 36.D 44.3 38.0 222.3[309 5- 6
7 -10.600 -[4.0q3 2263.85092 -66°6 I0.0 -83.2 24.3 56.93031 0.77_ -88.2 73.8 35,9 39,4 37,4 160.54886 _[8 -8.584 -17.435 2196.90176 -69.3 7.9 -82.2 22.8 35.73212 0.838 -86.1 70.4 37.9 33.4 32,2 116.97916
g -8.328 -11.345 2305,73148 -73.3 9.2 -83.0 19.5 37.56558 0.736 -88.7 76,4 34.2 _2.7 42.1 182°59967 8- 9
10 -8.054 -3.700 2474.09988 -?6.0 10.3 -83.q 16.4 40,18762 0.593 -85.2 83.9 90,5 53.8 83.4 229,34946 9-|0
12 -[9.524 1.884 2679.42941 -60.0 21.4 -96.7 29.5 43.56005 0.434 -97.0 89.7 30.6 64.4 59.0 219.247_0 11-12
13 -18.837 -8.011 2450,164_5 -55.1 17.9 -88.8 33.0 39.89735 0.612 -96,4 80.3 36.3 82.4 44.3 283.80694 12-13
14 -18,496 -[q.lEO 2314.68408 -48.7 14.7 -85.0 36.8 37.58453 0.729 -95.8 73.5 38.0 43.4 32.8 205,969_7 [3--14
15 --13.117 --16.569 2Z38.65576 -58.4 10.8 --83.2 29.7 36.47579 0.797 --90.7 71.6 37.8 37.3 32.7 167.89618 16--15
16 -8,584 -17.435 2196.q0176 -69.3 7.9 -82.2 22.8 35.73212 0.838 -86.[ 70.4 37.q 33,4 32.2 139.67216 [5-16
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TAB NO 10 ATLAS PHOTO NO 10 POD SEQUENCE NO 23
JULY 31_[96_ [3 HR g M[_ 30 SEC 960 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PT_ AZ
977.839 2023.99882 -3.439 -35.481 3759.455 [.949 -74_549 [16o995
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT [C_ RAhG£ AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A _ZPHAZ INCD PH_Z EYIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-12.11T -17.501 2206.31912 -bO.O [0.8 -85.5 29.0 38.16915 0.697 -92.4 70.6 38.3 35.2 31.5 O. 0-
-13°104 -10.176 2345,00412 -63.9 12.8 -P5.1 28*1 38,295_7 0.891 -90.8 77.8 34.[ 46.3 43.0 218.57343 1-
3 -10.612 -14.136 2253.18430 -68.5 10.0 -83.2 24.4 38.75632 D.774 -88.2 T3.8 36.C 39.4 37.3 139.54887 2-
4 -10,477 -7.248 239}.36072 -70.5 11.6 -8A.7 21,[ 38.g9747 0,£52 -88.0 80.5 32.2 49.4 48.0 205.14743 3- 4
5 -18.948 -5.23£ 2472.03540 -6[.8 [6.4 -88.7 27.8 4C.32510 0.585 -93.7 82.832.3 5_.3 49o7_75-9_ 4- 5
8 -15.727 -12.812 2318,04[02 -56.6 13,8 -08.2 31,3 37.76935 0.7[/ -93.4 75.5 36.0 44.3 38.0 220.85958 5- 6
7 -10.812 -[4,136 2253.18430 -86.5 lO.O -83.2 24.A 36.75632 0.774 -88.2 73,B 38.0 39.4 37.3 [59,77555 8- T
8 -8.606 -17.48D 2186.6286_ -89.3 7.9 -82.2 22.9 35.56506 0.839 -86.[ 70.4 3T.g 33.3 32.2 I ___A&_ __ D
9 -8.352 -11.404 229A.70450 -73.3 9._ -82.9 1_.6 37.380u[ _.136 -85.7 78.3 34.2 42.1 42.0 [81.59280 8-
i0 -_,Ol_ -3,8[1 2461.84035 -78°0 10.3 -83.9 16.5 39.98545 0.595 -85*2 83.8 30.5 53.7 53o3 22T.T761[ 9-lO
11 -[3.189 -1.896 2530.20456 -67.9 14.9 -88.5 22.8 A1.22474 0.539 -90.9 85.9 30.3 57.5 55.3 164o94310 10-___
}2 -19.487 1.711 2865.04477 -59.9" 21.4 -98.5 29.6 43.32828 0.438 -97.0 _9.5 30.6 84.2 58.8 2}7.66084 [}-[2
[3 -[8.809 -8,095 2438.24640 -55.1 17.9 -88.8 33.0 3_.70342 0.6|_ -96.3 80.2 34.3 52.3 44.2 28}.30118 [2-13
14 -18.AT2 -15.219 2303.81210 -48.7 [4.7 -88.0 36.8 37.408}4 0.730 -95.8 13.5 38.0 43.4 32.8 204.72116 13-14
|5 -[]o[|H -[6.599 2228.2[[06 -58.3 |0.7 -83.2 29.7 3E.JO5E[ 0.798 -90.7 TI.8 37.8 37.2 32.T 167.07732 14-15
16 -8.608 -17.460 2186.62863 -69.3 7.9 -82.2 22.9 35.58506 0.838 -88.[ TO.4 37.9 3_.3 32.2 139.02629 [5-}6
TAB NO 11 ATLAS PHOTO NO 11 POD SEQUENCE NO 25
JULY 3[t[964 [3 HR 9 Rlh 38 S£6 80 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [_PACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
972.7L9 2014.38062 -3.458 -35.444 3749.836 1.950 -74.521 IL6.990
PHOT_ DATA
..... PT-PT
P? LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA--_t .... B/A AZ_AZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE
-IT.51q 2195.99768 -59.9 |0.8 -85.4 29.0 37.98849 0.698 -92.4 70.6 38.3 35.2 31.4 O. _1
2 -[3.[04 -_0.238 23)3.80667 -63.8 12.8 -85.1 26.2 30.[[27[ 0.692 -90.8 77.8 34.1 46.2 A2.9 2}7.32442 Z
3 -1D,625 -14,[75 2242,57874 -68.5 10,0 -83.2 2A.4 36.58332 0.774 -8_.2 73,7 38.0 39.3 37.3 [38.78378 _ 3
4 -[0.490 -7.328 2379.72992 -70.5 }1.8 -84.7 21.[ 38.80184 0.853 -88.0 80.5 32.2 49.3 48.0 203.9[896 4
8 -[5._32 -5.332_2__59_86_66 -6|.7 _6._ -88.7 27.8 40.[2713 0.586 -93.7 82.7 32.3 84.2 49°6 _7_,0_740 4- 5
6 -[5.7}b -12.860 2305.[0629 -58.5 13.8 -85.2 3[.4 37.59106 0.718 -93.4 75.4 36.0 &4.2 37.9 219.44856 5- 6
T -[0.625 -14.[75 2242.57_74 -68.5 [0.0 -83.2 24.4 38.88332 0.774 -88.2 73.7 36.0 39.3 37.3 [59.00898 8- 7
8 -8.62_ -|T.482 2176.40204 -69.2 7.9 -82.2 22.9 35.39875 0.839 -86.[ 70.4 37.9 33.3 32.2 115.7999T T- 8
9 -8.375 -11.459 2283,75372 -73.2 9.2 -82.9 }9.6 37.20768 0.737 -85.7 76.3 34.2 42.6 41.9 180.6066[ 8- 9
[O -8o103 -5.916 2449.3148[ -75.9 10.4 -83*9 16o6 39.78543 0.596 -85.2 83.7 30.5 53.6 53.2 226.25047 9-[0
[1 -[3.[_8 -2.01T 25[7.39087 -67.8 [4.9 -88.4 22.9 41.01598 D.540 -90.9 85.8 30.4 57.4 55.2 164*05_48 lO-11
12 -[9.45[ 1.547 2650.87585 -59.9 2[.3 -96.4 29.6 43.096D[ 0.439 -97.0 89.4 30.6 64.1 58.8 218.[23|4 11-[2
13 -[8.78[ -0.174 2_26.42798 -55o_ [7.8 -88.7 33°0 39.51109 0.814 -96.3 8D.2 34°3 52.2 A4.[ 278.89939 12-[3
[4 -1R.447 -]5.?55 2292.99719 -_R.T 14.b -85.0 38.8 37.232£8 C.T31 -95.8 T3.4 38.0 43.3 32.7 203.505[8 [3-[4
15 -[3.[19 -16.825 2217.81598 -58.3 10.7 -83.2 29.8 36.[3624 0.798 -90.7 7[.6 37.8 37.2 32.8 186°26500 [4-15
[8 -8.628 -[?.482 2176.40204 -69.2 7.9 -82.2 22.9 35.39875 0.839 -86.1 70.4 37.9 33.3 32.2 138.38422 _5-[6
TAB NO 12 ATLAS PHOTO NO 12 POD SEQUENCE NO 27
JULY 31,1964 [3 HR g MIN 41 SEC 200 MS
TRAJECTORY DA7A SEC TO [MPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTh AZ
967.599 2004.75418 -3.476 -35.408 3740.209 I°952 -74.493 I[6.985
PHDID DATA
P T tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHA2 INCO PHA2 EMIS ALPHA ScAlE -PT-PT
l -}2.09 c_ -}7,537 2185.68699 -59,9 lO.7 -85.4 29.0 }7.00775 0.698 -92.4 7O.E 38.3 35.2 31.4 O. O- |
2 -[3.|(15 -10,299 2_22,£O559 -63.8 12.8 -85,1 26,2 }7,92979 0.693 -90.8 T7,T 34o[ 46°2 A2,9 2[8.08300 [- 2
3 -10.63( -14,2|4 2231.96765 -86.4 [O,O -83,2 2A°5 38oA}023 0.775 -88.2 73.7 36.0 39.3 37,2 138,01995 2- 3
4 -I0ob07 -I.400 2_68.09879 -70.4 [].8 -RA.T 2[.2 38.81020 0°654 -88.0 80.4 32o3 49.2 47.9 202.69433 3- 4
5 -[5.9[7 -5.428 2_47.0_997 -_1.7 [6.4 -88.b 27.9 39.92858 C.58_ -93.7 82.6 32.3 54.| 49.5 [74.08872 4- 5
6 -[5.T04 -12.907 2/94.[060_ -56.5 [3.8 -85.[ 31.A 37.A[269 0.7}8 -93.4 75.A 36.0 AA.} 37.8 218.04336 5- 6
7 -[0.637 -_&.214 2231.96765 -_6.A 10.0 -83.2 2A.5 36.A1023 0.775 -88.2 73.7 36.0 39.3 37.2 158.24202 6- 7
8 -8.65U -[?._04 2106.189_6 -69.[ 8.0 -82.2 23.0 35,23234 0.839 -86.1 70.3 37.9 33,3 32.[ [15,21580 T- 8
9 -8.39T -11,513 2272.79928 -73.L 9.2 -82.9 }9.7 37.02928 0.73£ -85.7 16.2 34.2 42.5 41°g _79.82209 8- 9
[O -8.[21 -_.()21 2438.99_T5 -r5.9 [O.A -03.0 16.6 39.58550 0.598 -85.2 83.6 30.5 53.4 53.[ 224.73254 9-10
12-[9.414 .384 2636.73337 -59,9 2[.3 -96.2 29,6 42.86617 0,442 -97.0 89.2 30.6 63.9 58.4 214.5984T 11-12
13 -18.?5_ -_.252 2414.6082_ -55.0 [7.8 -88.7 33.0 39.31874 0.615 -98.3 80.1 34.3 52.1 44.0 276.52238 [2-13
14 -}0.42] -]5.290 2282.17557 -_8.7 [A.6 -85.0 36.8 37.05709 0.731 -95,8 73.4 38.1 43.3 32.7 202.29292 13-[4
15 -13.i19 -}0.651 2207._}400 -58.2 10.7 -83.2 29.8 39.96675 0./90 -90.7 7}.5 37.8 37.2 32.0 165,45219 [4-15
[6 -8.650 -|7,504 21_6*169[b -69,1 8.0 -82.2 23.0 35.23234 0.839 -86.[ 70.3 37.9 33.3 32.1 [3T.74172 15-18
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RA-VII CAMERA FB
TAB NO
JULY 3[_1964 13 HR g MIN 46 SEC 320 MS
TRAJECTORY _)ATA SEC TC IMPACT
982,480
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT - LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
I -12.090 -17,555 2175,32733 -59.8 10.7 -85,4 29,[
2 -13.105 -10.382 2311.37921 -83.8 12.8 -85.1 26.2
3 -10.649 -14,254 2221.33438 -86,4 10,0 -83.2 24.5
4 -[0.515 -7.489 2_56.44217 -70.4 I[.6 -84.6 21.2
5 -[5.903 -5.525 2_35.49042 -61.7 16.3 -88.6 27.9
8 -15.692 -12.955 2283.20108 -58.8 13.7 -85.1 31.4
? -i0.649 -14.254 2221.33438 -68.4 iO.O -83.2 24.5
8 -8.671 -L7*527 2155.916g0 -69.1 8.0 -82.2 23.0
g -8.420 -11.588 2_61.822_4 -73.1 9.2 -82.9 19.8
13 ATLAS PHOTO NO 13 POD SEQUENCE NO 29
lO -8.I51 -4.128 2424.65065 -75.8 10.4 -83.8 I_.7
11 -13.185 -2.259 2491.75560 -6T.7 14.g -_8.3 23.0
[2 -19.377 1.220 2622.56973 --LDg.8 "2"|.2 - -96.0 29.6
13 -18.725 -8.532 2402.76056 -55.0 17.7 -88.0 33.1
14 -18.398 -15.328 22?1.32999 -48.7 IA.6 -85.0 36.8
15 -13.[20 -16,678 21g6.9g080 -58.2 10.7 -83.2 29.8
16 -8.671 -17.527 2155.91690 -89.1 8.0 -82.2 23.0
TAB NO 14 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 9 MIN 51 SEC 640 MS
Tn*_CCTQRY _TA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN
PHOTO DATA
PT taT LCN RA@GE----A Z S/C _zN- _ZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCD
1 -12.081 -17.572 2164.97827 -59.8 10.7 -85.4 29.[ 37.44500 0.70C -92.4 70.e
2 -13.[04 -10.425 2300.12674 -83.7 12.8 -85.0 26.3 37.58219 C.694 -90.8 77.8
3 -10.661 -14.294 2210.67838 -66.3 I0.0 -83.2 24.6 36.06296 0.776 -88*2 73.6
4 -10.527 -7.570 2344.75940 -70.3 11.6 -84.6 21.3 38.23718 0.656 -88.0 80.2
5 -15.888 -5.622 2423_26_18 -6_.L18_.5_7._ 3g.53013 0.590 -93.7 82.4
6 -15.879 -13.004 2272.21069 -56.5 13.7 -85.1 31.4 37.05472 0.720 -93.4 75.3
7 -10.661 -[4,294 2210.67838 -66.8 10.0 -83.2 24.6 31.06298 0.778 -88.2 73.6
8 -8.892 -]7.550 2145.64481 -69.0 8.0 -82.2 23.1 34.89_57 0.840 -86,1 70.3
g -8.442 -11.624 2250.82162 -73.0 9.2 -82.g [g.8 31.67137 0.739 -85.7 76.1
10 -8.175 -4.232 2412.28094 -75.8 10.4 -83.8 lb.8 39.18444 0.601 -85.3 83.4
11 -13.183 -2.3812_78.89731 -67.7 14.9 -88.2 23.0 __40_38883 0.548 -90.9 85.4
12 -[9.340 1.058 2608.38382 -59.8 21.1 -95°9 29.6 42.40564 C.447 -97.0 88.9
13 -18.696 -8.412 2390*88434 -55.0 17.7 -88.6 33.1 38.93288 0.818 -96.3 79.9
14 -18.372 -15.363 2260.45975 -68.b 14.5 -85.0 36.8 36.70476 0.732 -95.8 73.3
15 -[3.120 -16.708 2186.5460_ -58.2 10.7 -83.2 29.8 _.62872 0.799 --90,7 71.5
lb -8.6q2 -17.550 2145.64481 -69.0 8.0 -52.2 23.1 34.89857 0.840 -86.1 70.3
TAB NO 15 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31,[964 13 HR 9 MIN 56 SEE 560 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC 70 IMPACT AL7 LAT LCN
952.240 1975.83163 -3.532 -35.297
PHOTO DATA
AtI taT LCN R
1995.12C84 -3.495 -35o371 3730.576
A" B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA
37.62659 0.899 -92.4 70.6 38.3 35.2 31.4
37.74645 0.693 -90.8 77.6 34.1 46.1 42.8
31.23878 C.775 -88.2 73.7 36.0 3q.2 37.2
38.42816 0.655 -88.0 80.3 32.3 49.1 47.8
39.72959 C.589 -93.7 82.5 32.3 54.0 49.4
37.23391 0.719 -93.4 75.3 36.1 44.1 37.8
36.23678 C.775 -88,2 73.7 36.0 39.2 37.2
35.065E2 0.839 -86.1 70.3 38,0 33.3 32.1
3_.85051 0.739 -85.7 76.2 36.2 42.5 41.8
39.38518 0.599 -85.2 83.5 30.5 53.3 53.0
AC.59832 0.544 -90.9 85.5 30.4 57.1 54.9
62.63598 0.44_ £97.0 89,1 30.7 63.7
39.12594 0.617 -9E.3 80.0 34.4 52.0
31.88113 0,732 -95.8 73.6 38.1 63.2
35.79692 0.799 -90.7 71.5 37.9 37.1




















POD SEQUENCE NO 3114
R V PTH AZ
3720.935 1.955 -74.436 116.976
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.3 35.1 31.4 O. O- 1
34.1 46.0 42.7 213.53147 1- 2
36.0 39.2 37.1 138.48380 2- 3
32.3 49.0 47.7 200.23589 3- 4
325 539 492 172.22411_:_36.1 44.0 37.7 215.22440
36.0 39.2 37.1 156.70074 6- 7
38.0 33.2 32.0 114.04049 7- 8
34.2 42.4 41.7 [77.64430 8- 9
30.5 53.2 52.8 221,69160 9-10
30.4 57.0 54.7 16[.38018 10-11
30.7 63.6 58.0 211.55813 11-12
34.4 51.9 43.8 271.78731 12-13
38.1 43.2 32.6 199.85798"[3-14
37.9 37.1 32.5 163.81954 14-15
AS.0 33.2 32.0 138._5!04 !5-16
15 POD SEQUENCE NO 33
R V PTH _Z
3711.287 1.957 -74.407 116,971
PT taT LON RANGE AZSIC A2N AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
-12.073 -17.590 2154.62036 -59.8 I0.7 -85.4 29.I 37.26333 0.701 -92.4 70.5 38.3 35.1 31.3
-13.104 -10.488 2_88.87137 -63.7 12.8 -85.0 26.3 37.37888 0.895 -90.8 77.5 36.2 46.0 42.6
3 -10.673 -14.334 2200.01727 -86.3 I0.0 -83.1 24.6 35.88905 0.776 -88.2 73.6 36.0 39.1 37.1
6 -[0.539 -7.651 2333.07703 -70.3 11.6 -84,8 21.3 38.04721 0,857 -88.0 80.1 32,3 48.9 47.6
5 -[5.873 -5.720 2411.03699 -61.6 16.3 -88.5 28.0 39.33072 0.592 -93.7 82.3 32.4 53.7 49.[
6 -15,687 -13,052 2261.21539 -56.4 13.7 -85.1 31.5 36.87544 0.720 -93.4 75.3 36.1 4A.O 37.6
7 --10.673 -14.334 2200.01727 -68,3 10.0 -83.1 24.6 35.88905 0.776 -88°2 73.6 3610 _9,1 37,1
8 --8.713 -17.573 2135.36676 -08.9 8.0 -82.2 23o2 34.73143 0.840 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0
9 -8.465 -11.680 2239.81806 -73.0 9,2 -82,9 19,9 36.49217 0,740 -85.7 76.1 34,3 42o4 41.6
I0 -8.199 -4.338 2399.91818 -75.7 10.4 -83.8 16.9 38.98382 0.603 -85.3 83.3 30.5 53.1 52.7
11 -13.1_i --2._02__L6_04961 --67.7 14.R -8R.2 23.I 40.17951 0.548 -gOng RS._ 30.4 S_.q 54._
12 -19.303 0.893 2594.22504 -59.8 21.1 -95.7 2g.l 42.17533 0.450 -97.0 88.7 30.7 63,4 57.8
13 -18.668 -8.492 2379,00763 -55°0 [7.6 -_8.5 33*1 38.73940 0o619 -96,3 79.9 34°4 51.8 43,7
[4 -18.347 -L5.400 2249.58353 -48.8 14.5 -85.0 36.8 38.52829 0.733 -95.8 73.3 38.1 43.1 32.5
15 -13.[20 -16.733 2176.09308 -58,1 10,7 -83,2 29.9 35.45642 0,800 -90°7 71,5 37°9 37,1 32,5
16 -8.7[3 -17.573 2135,36676 -68.9 8.0 -82.2 23.2 34.73143 0.84C -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0
SCALE PT-PT
















JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
HA-VII CAMERA Fe 6
TAB NO 16 ATLAS PHOTO NO 16 POD SEOUENCE NO 35
JULY 3111964 [3 HR 1G P[h [ SEC 680 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTM AZ
947.[20 19t6.17603 -3.551 -35.260 3701.631 1.959 -74.378 [[6.966
PHOTO DATA
PT EAT LCh RAFIU6 _ZS/C AZN --AZSUN AZA A* B/A" AZPHAZ 1NOD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -12.064 -17.608 2144.25290 -59.7 10.7 -85.3 29.2 37.08288 0.702 -92.4 70.5 38.3 35.1 3[.3 O. O- 1
2 -13.103 -10.546 2277.69q52 -63.6 12.7 -85.0 20.4 37.19644 0.696 -90.8 77.5 34.2 45.9 42.5 211.[L408 l- 2
3 -i0.68_ -14.370 21_9.41949 -66.2 [0.0 -_3.1 24.7 35.71617 0.777 -6_.2 73.6 36.1 39.l 37.0 [34.96350 2- 3
4 -[0.550 -7o727 2321.50391 -70.3 I[.6 -84.6 21.4 37.85852 0.658 -88.0 80. I 32.3 48.9 47.5 197.81763 3- 4
5 -15.857 -5.811 2_98+93024 -b[.6 16.3 -88.4 28.0 39.[3323 0.593 -93.7 _82.2 32.453.b 49_0 [70.37033 4- 5
b -15.653 -13.096 2250.28300 -56.4 13.7 -85.1 31,5 38.69720 G.72[ -93.4 75.2 36.[ 43.9 37.6 2[2.45802 5-6
7 -[0.683 -[4.370 21_9.41949 -66.2 lO.O -83.1 24.7 35.71617 0,777 -88.2 73.6 36.1 39.1 37.0 155.1605T 6- T
8 -8.733 -17,592 2125.[3837 -O8.9 8.O -82.1 23.2 34._SCQ 0._5C 86._ 76.5 _U.U 33.2 32.0 112.87322 7- 8
q -8.486 -11.7_ 2228.SeTbT ;2._ _.Z -H2.9 19.9 3_.31432 0.741 -85.7 76.0 34.3 42.3 4[.6 175.69021 8- 9
10 -8.221 -4.4}7 238T.70123 -75.7 10.4 -83.8 16.9 3_.78555 0.604 -85.3 83.2 30.6 53.0 52.b 2[8.71628 9-[0
ii -13.[78 -2.617 _453.35895 -61.6 [4.8 -d8.1 23.[ 39.97275 0.550 -90.9 85.2 30.A 56.7 54.5 [59.61161102[_
12 -[9.265 0.7_g 25_0.267g4 -59,8 2[.0-g5.6 29.7 41.g4849 0.452 -9T.O 88.6 30*T 63.2 57.6 208.58369 1[-[2
[3 -18.03_ -_.566 2367.22189 -55.0 [/.6 -_8.8 33.[ 38.54759 0.620 -96.3 79.8 34.4 5|.8 43.6 267.20354 12-[3
[4 -[8.320 -15.432 2238.75_21 -48.6 14.5 -84.9 36.8 36.35258 0.734 -95.8 73.3 38.1 43.[ 32.5 [97.4598[ 13-14
[5 -13.[1q -I0.756 2165.68823 -88.1 10.7 -83.1 29.9 35.2_6_9 0.00C -90.7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 [62.[8665 [4-15
[6 -8.733 -17.5q2 2125.13837 -68.9 8.0 -M2.] 23.2 34.56509 0.84C -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 [35.15963 15-16
TAB NO 17 ATLAS PHOTO NO 17 POD SEQUENCE NO 37
JULY 31)1964 13 HR [O Ml8 6 _EL 799 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO [FPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
g42.000 1956.51328 -3.570 -35.223 369[.969 1.96[ -74.350 [16,961
PHOTO DATA .........
PT EAT LON kAkG6 AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[2.055 -17.62_ 2133.87634 -59.7 10.7 -85.3 29.2 38.90334 0.702 -92.4 70.5 38.3 35.0 31.3 O. O- [
2 -13.10l -10.601 2266.59048 -63.6 12.7 -85.0 2o.4 37.015C2 0.697 -90.8 77.4 34.2 45.8 42.5 2[0.08553 1- 2
3 -10.693 -14.4D3 2178.86880 -66.2 IO.O -_3,1 24.7 35.5440T 0.777 -8_.2 73.5 36.[ 39.1 37.0 134.2235[ 2- 3
4 -10.560 -7.798 2310.01382 -70.2 11.6 -84.5 21.4 37.67118 C.659 -88.0 80.0 32.3 48.8 47.4 196.65362 3- 4
5 -15.840 -5.898 2386.91385 -61,6 16.2 -88.4 28.0 38.93722 0.595 -93.7 82.1 32,4 53.6 4_9169._7_ _4:
6 -[5.639 -13.137 2239.39917 -56.A 13.7 -65.1 3L.5 36.51973 0.722 -93.4 75.Z 36.1 43.9 37.5 2[[.13037 5- 6
7 -i0.693 -14,403 2178.86880 -66.2 [O.O -83.] 24.7 35.54407 D.777 -8_.2 73.5 36.1 39.[ 37.0 [54.39526 6- 7
8 -8.75_ -17.608 2114.94656 -68.8 8.0 -82.1 23.3 34.39934 0.840 -8_.[ 70.2 38.0 33.2 32.0 [[2.30198 7- 8
9 -8.506 -11.778 2218.03976 -T2.9 9.2 -82.g 20.0 36,13748 0.742 -85.7 76.0 34.3 42.2 41.5 [74.74295 8- 9
10 -8.243 -4.532 2375.59592 -75.6 [0.4 -83.8 17.O 38.58908 0.606 -85.3 83.1 30.6 52.9 52.5 217,29450 9-[0
[[ -[3.[74 -2.726 2440.78937 -67.6 [4.8 -80.[ 23.1 39.76797 0.55[ -90.9 85.[ 30.5 56.6 54_3_744_0-_L
[2 -19.22T 0.591 2566.46730 -59.8 20.9 -95.4 29.7 41.72419 0.455 -9T.0 88.5 30.7 63.1 57.5 207.[453l [[-12
[3 -18.608 -8.637 2355.50525 -54.9 17.6 -88.5 33.[ 3e.35690 0.62[ -96.3 79.7 34.4 5|.7 43.5 265.03569 [2-13
[4 -18.292 -[5.46[ 2227.95959 -4_.6 [4.5 -84.9 36.8 38.[T741 0.734 -95.8 73.2 38._ 43.0 32.4 [96.30225 13-_4
15 -13.[17 -16.776 2155.31805 -58.[ 10.7 -83.1 29.9 35.[1792 0.800 -90.7 71.4 37.9 3T.0 32.4 161.373T5 [4-15
16 -8.752 -17.608 2114.94656 -68.8 8.0 -82.1 23.3 34.39934 0.840 -86.1 70.2 38.0 33.2 32.0 134.51643 15-16
TAB NO 18 ATLAS PHOTO NO 18 POD SEQUENCE NO 39
JULY 31ti964 13 HR 10 _lh 11 SEC 919 MS
TRAJECTnRY DATA SEC TD [PPACT ALT LAT LCN R Y PTH AZ
936.880 1946.84283 -3.590 -35.185 3682.298 1.962 -74.321 116.956
PHOTU DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ai 8/A AZPHA2 ]NCD PHAZ kMIS ALPHA SCALE Pt-PT
l -12.046 -17.644 2123.490[L -89.7 10.7 -85._ 29.2 36.72367 0.703 -92.4 70.5 38.4 35.0 3[.2 O. 0- I
2 -[}.OgH -1eo655 2255.4750T -63.6 [2.7 -85.0 26.4 [6.83350 0.697 -go.8 77.4 34.2 45.8 42.4 209.06[45 _- 2
3 -10.702 -14.435 2168.310_6 -66.[ 10.0 -83.1 24.7 35.37[e4 0.778 -88.2 73.5 36,1 39.0 36.9 133.48418 2- 3
4 -[0.570 -7.869 2290.51968 -10.2 [1.6 -84.5 21.5 37.48378 C.66C -88.0 79.g 32.3 48.7 47.3 195.4920_ 3- 4
5 -[5.823 -5.984 2374.89529 -61.5 [6.2 -88.3 28.D 38.74118 0.596 -93.7 82.1 32.4 53.5 48.8 168.54502 4- 5
6 -15.624 -I_.177 2228.50TC2 -56.4 [3.6 -85,1 31.5 36.34213 0.722 -93,4 75.[ 36.1 43.8 37.5 209.80673 5- 6
7i0702 1,4_5_6_310....6, [00 8_, 2.7 3_._840TT8....2 T3_,6,390 369 153629_6 ,
B
-8.711 -I/.624 2104.74670 -6H.8 8._ -H2,1 23.3 34.23346 D.841 -Eb.l 70.2 38,0 33.1 _1.9 [1[.73080 T- 8
9 -8.826 -11.825 2207.17548 -72._ 9.3 -82.8 2(_.[ 35.96053 0.742 -85.7 75,9 34.3 42.2 41.8 lT3.T9645 8- 9
10 -8.264 -4.620 2J63.4g097 -15.6 [0.4 -_3.7 17.0 38.39261 0.607 -85.3 83.0 30.6 52.8 52.4 215.8778T 9-10
l[ -13.17(] -2,8_4 24_8.22269 -UT.b 14.8 -Sfi.O 2_,2 39.5E32_ G.552 -9C.9 _5._ _0._ 56.5 _L_2_57._7795 LQ-II
12 -[9.[89 _.444 2D5_.6829_ -59.7 20og -q5,3 2(;.7 41.50C_5 0.457 -97.0 88*3 30.7 62.9 57.3 205.7[634 [[-12
13 -[8.5/7 -_.t07 2343.78403 -64.9 17,5 -88,4 33. I 3e,[6613 0.623 -96.3 79.6 34.4 51.6 4_.4 262,88599 [2-13
14 -18.265 -15.490 2217.15656 -48,6 [4.4 -84.9 36.8 36.DD211 C.73_ -95,8 73.2 38,[ 43.0 32.4 [95.14712 13-14
15 -13.115 -16,797 2144.93927 -D8oi _0.7 -83._ 29.9 _4.948_2 C.80C -9D,7 7_.4 37og 3_.0 32.4 [60.56033 [4-15
16 -8.771 -I?.624 2L04.746/0 -68.8 8,0 -H2.[ 23*3 34.23346 0.841 -00,1 _0.2 38.8 33.[ 31.9 [33.87260 15-16
120
o° JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO.
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RA-V|[ CAMERA F8 7
TAB NO 19 ATLAS PHOTO NO 19 POD SEQUENCE NO 41
SEC TO [_PACT ALl tAT LCN R V PTh AZ
931.760 1937.16516 -3.609 -35.147 3672.620 1.964 -74.292 i16.951
JULY 31w1964 13 HR £O MID 17 SEC
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT°PT
-12.037 -17.662 2113.09482 -59.7 [0.7 -85.3 29.2 36.54962 0.703 -92.5 70.5 38.4 35.0 31.2 O. O- 1
-13.097 -10.691 2244.72150 -63.6 12.7 -85.0 26.4 36.65788 0.698 -90.8 77.3 34.2 45.7 42.4 208.57448 i-
3 -10.712 -14.452 2150.02841 -66.1 10.0 -83.1 24.8 35.20411 0.778 -88.2 73.5 36.1 39.0 36.9 132.81184 2- 3
4 -10.580 -7.921 2287.45178 -70.1 11.6 -84.5 21.5 37.30331 0.661 -88.0 79.9 32.3 48.7 47.3 194.44766 3' 4
5 -15.808 -6.048 2363.37607 -61.5 16.2 -_8.3 28.0 38.55327 0.597 -93.7 82.0 32.4 53.4 48.7 _7.69_64 4- 5
6 -15.611 -13.201 22i7:928_556._13:6--_85jI-- 31._ 3e.16963 0.723 -93.4 75.1 36.Z 43.8 37.4 208.63223 5- 6
7 -10.712 -14.452 2158.0284l -66.1 I0.0 -83.1 24.8 35.20411 0.778 -88.2 73.5 36.1 39.0 36.9 152o89591 6- 7
8 -8.790 -17.625 2094.76385 -68.8 8.0 -_2.1 23.4 34.07111 0+84| -86.1 70.2 38.0 33+I 31.9 111.20202 7- 8
9 -8.546 -11.855 2196.63745 -12.8 9.3 -82.8 20.1 35.78887 0.742 -85.7 75.9 34.3 42.2 41.4 172.92872 8- 9
10 -8.285 -4.697 235[.90634 -75.5 10.4 -83.7 17.1 3E.20453 0.608 -85.3 83.0 30.6 52.7 52.3 214.62145 9-I0
11 -13.[08 -2.918 2_16.25412 -67.5 14.8 -88.0 23.2 39.36823 0.554 -9C°9 84.9 30.5 56.4 54._ _57.07450 I0-11
12 -19.154 0.329 2539.68271 -_9.7 20.8 -95.2- 29.7 41.288e4 C:459- -97. d 881-Z_6_762_8 57.1 204.43712 11-12
13 -|8.549 -8,756 2332.49536 -54,9 17.5 -88.4 33.1 37.98237 C,623 -96.3 T9,6 34,4 51.5 43.4 261.04170 12-13
14 -18.239 -15.502 2206.62973 -4_.6 14.4 -84.9 36.8 35.83124 0.735 -95.8 73.2 38.1 42.9 32.4 194.11131 13-14
15 -13.114 -16.802 2134.79852 -58,0 10.7 -83.1 29.9 34.783_9 0.80C -90.7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 159.77929 14-15
16 -8,790 -17.625 2094.76385 -68.8 8,0 -82,1 23.4 34.07111 0.841 -86ol 70.2 38.0 33,1 3|.9 133.24812 15-16
TAB NO 20 ATLAS PHOTO NO 20 POD SEQUENCE NO 43-
JULY 31,i964 13 HR 10 MIN 22 SEC 159 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
926.640 1927.48C29 -3.628 -35.109 3662.936 1.966 -74,262 116.946
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhGE AzsIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 [NCD PHAz £MISALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -12.02_ -17.680 2102.59025 -59.7 [0.7 -85,3 29.2 36.378?0 0.703 -92.5 70,4 38.4 34.9 31.2 O. O- l
2 -13,096 -I0.717 2234.1696_ -63.5 12.7 -84.9 26.5 36.48557 0.698 -90.8 77.3 34.2 45.7 42.4 208.39389 I-
3 -10.722 -14.459 2147.89972 -66.1 10.0 -83.1 24.8 35.03888 0.778 -88.2 ?3.5 56. L 39.0 36.9 132.17735 2- 3
4 --10.591 -7.961 2276.62234 -70,I 11,6 -84.5 21.6 37.12671 C.662 -88.0 79.6 32.3 48.6 47.2 193.46966
5 -15.T94 -6.099 2352.13635 -61.5 16.2 -88.3 28,1 3@.36993 0.597 -93.T 81,9 32.4 _3_4_8.T _l_!_
6 -15.598 -13,214 2207.52374 -56.4 13.6 -85.0 31.5 35.99997 C.T23 -93.4 75.1 36.1 43.8 37.4 207.54215 5- 6
7 -10.T22 -14.459 2147.89972 -66.1 lO.O -_3.1 24.8 35.03888 0.778 -8_.2 73.5 36.1 39.0 36.9 152.17994 6- 7
8 -8.809 -|7.619 2084.90097 -68.7 8.0 -82.1 23.4 33.91C70 0.840 -86.1 70.2 38.0 33.2 31.9 110.69706 7- 8
9 -8.566 -11.876 2186.28116 -72.T 9.3 -82.8 20.I 35.62016 0.743 -85.7 75.9 34.3 42.2 41.4 172.10536 8- 9
10 -8.307 -4,797 2340.61368 -75.5 10.5 -83.7 17.1 38.02115 0.609 -85.3 82.9 30.6 52.7 52.3 213.45573 9-10
_I -13,166 -2o987 2404.62125 -67.5 14,8 -87.9 23.2 39.17870 0,555 -90.9 84.8 30. 556_4 54.1 156.306_0-1 k
12 -19.122 0.2_2 2527.12375 -59.7 20.8 -95.1 29.7 41.08469 0.460 -97.0 88.1 30.7 62.7 57-0_03.24264 II_2
13 -18.522 -8.794 2321.44833 -54.9 17.5 -88.4 33.1 37.80251 0.624 -96.3 79.6 34.6 51.5 43.3 259.37043 12-[3
14 -18.213 -15.505 2196.25589 -48.7 14.4 -84.9 36.8 35.66282 0.735 -95.8 73.2 38.1 42.9 32.4 193.14295 13-14
15 -13.I[3 -16.798 2124.7892H -58.0 [0.7 -53.1 29.9 34.62050 0.800 -90.7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 159.01637 14-15
16 -8.809 -17.619 20_4.90097 -6_.1 _.0 -82,i 23.4 33,91070 0.8_C -86.! 70,2 _R.O 33.2 31.9 132.63432 15-16
TAB NO 21 ATLAS PHOTO NO 21 POD SEQUENCE NO 45
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 10 Mlh 27 SEC 279 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO |MPAC'T ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
921.520 1917.T0768 -3+647 -35.071 3653.243 1.968 -74.233 [16.941
PHOTO DATA
T LAT tON
1 -12.019 -17.698 2C92.27594 -59.7 I0.7 -85.3 29.2
2 -13.095 -10.742 2223.60394 -63,5 12.7 -84.9 26,5
3 -10.732 -14.467 2137.75809 -66.1 10.0 -83,1 24.8
4 -10.602 -8.002 2265.77933 -TO.l 11.6 -84.5 21.6
5 -15.780 -6.|51 2340.88254 -61,5 16.1 -88.3 28.1
6 -15.585 -13.228 2197.10538 -56.4 13.6 -85.0 31.5
7 -10.732 -14.467 2137.75809 -66.[ 10.0 -83.1 24.8
8 -8.82_ -17.612 2075.02621 -68.7 8.0 -82.1 23.4
9 -8.586 -11.897 2178.91196 -72,7 9,3 -82°8 20.2
10 -8.328 -4.816 2329.30844 -75.5 10.5 -83.7 17.2
11 -13.164 -3,0572._92._925_16 -67.5 14.8 -87.9 23.3
12 -19.0_9 0.138 2514.55469 -59.7 20.8 -95.0 29.7
13 -18.494 -8.831Z_0,38693 -54,9 17°4 -08.4 33)I
14 -18.188 -15.508 2185.86862 -48.7 14.4 -84.9 36.7
15 --13.112 -16.794 2114,76730 -58,O I0,7 -83,I 29°9
16 --8.828 -17.612 2075.02621 -68.7 8.0 -82.1 23.4
INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
36.20754 0.704 -92.5 70.4 38.4 34.9 3Z.2 O, 0- 1
36.31302 0.698 -90.8 77.3 34.2 45,7 42.3 208.20791 Z- 2
34.873440.778 -08.2 73.536.139.0 36.9 z3z.84169z- 3
36.94990 0.662 -88.0 79,8 32,3 48.6 47.2 192.49063 3- 4
38.18635 0.598 -93.7 81,9 32,4 53,3 48.6 166.05356 4- 5
3_.83007 0.723 -93.4 75.1 36.1 43.8 37.4 206.45119 5- 6
34.RT34A O.TTB -80.2 73.5 38.I 39.0 36.9 z5z._6293 e- 7
33.75009 0.840 -86.1 70.2 38.0 33.2 31.9 110.19106 7 8
35,451Z4 0.743 -85.7 75.9 34°3 42.1 41.4 171.28077 8- 9
37.83757 0.609 -85.3 82.9 30.6 52.6 52.2 212.28975 9-10
38.98895 _.556 -90.9 84.8 30._ _6.3 54.0 155.53669 ln-|l
48.88037 0.462 -97.0 88.0 30.7 62.6 56,9' Z02.04975 11--12
37.62243 0.624 -96.3 79,5 34.4 51.5 43.3 257.70247 12-_3
35.49418 0.735 --95.8 73.2 38.1 42.9 32.4 192.17325 13--14
34.48720 C.80C -90,7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 158°25232 14-15
33,750C9 0.840 -86.1 70.2 38.0 33,2 31.9 132,0194l 15-16
32-964
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RA-VI[ CAMERA FB 8
TAB NO 22 ATLAS PHOTO NO 22 POD SEQUENCE NO 47
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 10 MIF, 32 SEC 399 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
916.400 1908.08768 -3.667 -35.033 3643.543 1,970 -74.203 116.936
PHOTU DATA
PT LAT LQN RA6GE A-Z_C _ZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ_NCO--PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
1 -12.01{) -17.716 2081.85251 -59,7 10.7 -85.3 29.2 36.03541 0.704 -92,5 70.4 38.4 34.9 31.1 O. O- I
2 -13.094 -10.771 2212.97601 -63.5 12.7 -84.9 26.5 36.13946 0.699 -90.8 77.3 34.2 45.7 42.3 207.96489 [- 2
3 -10.743 -_4.477 2127.56016 -66.0 i0.0 -83.1 24.8 34.70718 0.778 -88.2 73.5 36.1 39.0 36.9 130.89634 2- 3
4 -I0.612 -8.045 2254.86533 -70.1 11.6 -84,5 21.6 36.77193 0.662 -88.0 79.8 32.3 48.6 47.1 191,49483 3- 4
5-15.765 -b.2(]5 2329.54910 -61.5 16.1 -88.2 2H.I 38.00148 C.599 -93.7 81.8 32.4 53,3 48.6 165.22543 4- 5
6 -15.572 -13.244 2186.63299 56.4 13.6 -ss.o 31.5- 3s.6592e 0._23 -93._-76:_6.i 43_8 37.4 205._04 s-
7 -10.743 -14.477 2127.56616 -66.0 10.0 -83.1 24.8 34.70718 0.778 -88.2 73.5 36.1 39.0 36.9 150;74107 6- 7
8 -8.847 -17.60_ 2065.10983 -68.6 8.1 -82.I 23.4 33.58881 0.840 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 109,67854 7- 8
9 -8.b07 -11.g20 2165.48535 -72.7 g.3 -82.8 20.2 35.28138 0*743 -85o7 75_8 3_.3 ':2.! "_!._ 170.A_.425 0- -_
](I -_._49 -_:.87_ 2317.*320_Z -7r).4 iU*_ -83.7 17.2 37.65265 0.610 -85.3 82.8 30.6 52.6 52.2 211.10257 9-10
11 -13.162 -3.130 2381.23743 -67.5 14.8 -87,9 23.3 38.79771 0.55? -90.9 84.7 30,5 56.2 53.9 _54.75897_
12 -19.056 0.03_ _501.876_0_5-_.--/_-20.7 -94.9- 29-.7 _0.6_428 0._6_-9_.0 87.9 _o.i%2.5--_6T.8 2o_.841_o 11-12
13 -18.46h -8.872 229q.25525 -55.0 17.4 -58.4 33.1 37.44120 0.625 -96.3 79.5 34.4 51.4 43.3 256.00039 12-13
14 -18,162 -15,514 2175.43225 -48.7 14,4 -85.0 36,7 35.32475 0,735 -95.8 73.2 38.1 42,9 32,4 191,1869.7 13-14
15 -13.111 -16.753 2104.70081 -58.0 I0.7 -S3.1 30.0 34.29318 0.80C -90,7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 157.48343 14-15
16 -8.847 -17._0_ 2C65.10983 -68.6 8. I -R2.1 23.4 33.58881 0.84C -86.I 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 131.40141 15-16
.............. TAB NO 23 ATLAS PHOTO NO 23 POD SEQUENCE NO 49
JULY 31,1984 13 HR 10 _It_ 37 SEC 51q MS
TRAJECTORY LIAIA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
911.281 1898.38C10 -3".687 -34.994 3633.835 1.972-7_.174 116.931
PHOTO DAIA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C --AZN AzsUN AZA-- Ae 81A AZPHA--Z -iNCO PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -12.001 -17.7_4 2071.41937 -59.7 10.7 -85.3 29.2 35.86214 0.104 -92.5 70.4 38.4 34.8 31.1 O. O- 1
2 -13.092 -I0.8CI 2202.31#,51 -63.5 12.7 -84.9 26.5 35.96535 0.699 -90.8 77.2 34.2 45.7 42.3 207.64755 1- 2
3 -10.753 -1_.488 2117.34598 -66.0 _0.0 -83.1 24.8 38.54046 0.778 -88.2 73.5 36.1 39.0 36.9 130.24645 2- 3
4 -10.623 -8.089 2243.91449 -70.0 11,6 -O4.4 21.7 36.59336 C.663 -88.0 79.7 32.3 48.5 47.1 190.49187 3- 4
5 -15.750 -6.262 2318117502___:'_61s5 _16.1 -88.2 2_1 37.5!594 0,60C _3_Z 61_8 }2.4 53_ _8e_ L_--_3':)}_J,_ - _-
6 -15.55q -13.261 2176.12793 -56.4 13.6 -85.0 31.5 35.48800 0.723 -93.4 75.1 36.1 43.7 37.4 204.22036 5- 6
7 -10.753 -14.488 2117.34598 -66.0 I0.0 -83.I 24.8 34.54086 0.778 -88.2 73.5 36.1 39.0 36.9 150.01641 6- 7
8 -8.866 -_7.605 2C55.16925 -68.6 8.1 -b2.1 23.5 33.42714 0.840 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 109.16278 7- 8
9 -8.627 -11.945 2155.02771 -72.6 9.3 -82.8 20.3 35.11103 0.743 -85.7 75.8 34.3 42.1 41.4 169.60233 8- 9
10 -8.37_ -_..942 2306.49197 -75.4 10.5 -83.7 17.3 37.48708 0.611 -85.3 82.7 30.6 52.5 52.1 209.90673 9-10
11 -13.15') -3.2C5 2_69,454_ -67,5 _7 _87,8 2_,3 _8.60574 0.558 -90.9 I_4_ }_5__(_Z 53.0 _c_]TJ_--J,O--J_-
12 -19.022 -0.070 2489.18865 -59,7 20,7 -94,9 29,7 40,46740 0,46=_ -9/,0 87,8 30,7 62.4 56.7 199,62807 11-12
13 -18.439 -8,914 2288,08652 -55,0 17,4 -88.3 33.1 37.25937 0,625 -96.4 79,4 34.4 51.4 43,2 254,28736 12-13
14 -18.136 -15.52C 2164.96777 -_8.7 14.4 -85.0 36.7 35.15487 0.736 -95.8 73.2 38.1 42.9 32.4 190.19328 13-14
15 -13.110 -16.793 2094.60843 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 34.12874 0.800 -90,7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 156.71194 14-15
16 -8.866 -17.605 2055.16925 -68.6 8.1 -82.1 23.5 33.42714 0.840 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 130.78137 15-16
TAB NO 24 ATLAS PHOTO NO 24 POD SEQUENCE NO 51
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR i0 MIh 42 SEC 639 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T(I IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
906.161 1888.6647(; -3.7C6 -34.955 3824.120 1.973 -74.144 116.926
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LCN RANGE .... AZS/C AzN AISUN AZA A. 8/A AZPHAZ INco PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-P7
1 -11.992 -17.753 2060.9/647 -59.I I0.7 -85,3 29.3 35.68184 0.704 -92,5 70.4 38.4 3_.8 31.1 O. 0-
2 -13.091 -10.831 2191.63977 -63.5 12.7 -84.9 20.5 35.79102 0.699 -90.8 77.2 34.2 45.6 42.2 207.34580 1- 2
3 -10.763 -L4.500 2107.11328 -66.0 .10.1 -83.1 24.9 3A.37354 C.778 -88.2 73.4 36.1 30.0 36.9 129.59511 2- 3
4 -10.633 -8.134 2232.95087 -70.0 11.6 -84.4 21.7 36.41459 0.663 -88.0 79.7 32,3 48.5 47.1 189.48817 3- 4
5 -15.736 -6.318 2306.78787 -61.5 16.1 -88.2 2_.1 37.63019 0.600 -93.7 81.7 32.4 53.2 48.5 163.56027 4- 5
6 -15.546 -13.279 2165.61053 -56.4 13.6 -85.0 31.5 35.3164g 0.723 -93.4 75.0 36.1 43.7 37.4 203.10037 5- 6
7 -10.763 -14.500 2107*1132b -66.0 10.1 -83.1 24.9 34.37394 0.778 -88.2 73.4 36.1 3q.0 36.9 149.29071 6- 7
8 -8.885 -17.602 2045.21715 -68.6 8.1 -82.1 23.5 33.26528 0.84C -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 108.64604 7- 8
9 -8.647 -11,909 2144,55765 -12,6 9,3 -82,8 20,3 34,94047 0*743 -85,7 75,8 34,3 52,1 41,3 168,75920 8- 9
10 -8.392 -5.006 2295.05185 -_5.3 10.5 -_3._ II.3 37.28131 C.612 -85.3 82.7 30.6 52.4 52.0 208.71128 9-10
12 --18.989 -0,173 2476.41327 -59,7 20.6 -94.8 29.7 40,26038 0*468 -97,0 87,7 30,7 62.3 56,b 198,41706 11-12
13 -18,411 -B,958 2276,q0433 -56,0 1_,4 -88,3 33,0 37,07733 0.6Z6 -96,4 79,4 34,4 51,3 43,2 252,57895 12-13
14 -18,110 -15,_27 21%4.4902(_ -48.8 18.3 -_5,0 J6,7 34.98478 C.738 -95.8 73,2 38,1 42,9 32.4 189.19876 13-14
15 -13.108 -16.793 2(;84,50357 -58,0 10.7 -83.1 30*0 33,965C9 0.800 -90.7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 155,93955 14-15
16 -8.88_ -17.602 20_5.21715 -68.6 8.1 -82.1 23.5 33.26528 C.840 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 130.1bOA1 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA FB 9
TAB NO 25 ATLAS PHOTO NO 25 POD SEQUENCE NO 53
JULY 51,1964 13 HR 10 PIN 47 SEU 759 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
901.041 1878.94205 -3.726 -34.916 3614.397 [.975 -74.114 116.92[
PHDTO DATA
Pl LAT LCN MANGE A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZA AT 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.982 -L7.771 20_0.52417 -_9.6 10.7 -85.3 29.5 )9.51772 0.704 -92.5 70.4 38.6 34.8 31.0 0. 0- 1
2 -15.090 -10.858 21_[.01454 -63.5 12.7 -84.9 26.5 35.6[750 0.69g -90.8 77.2 54.2 45.6 42.2 207.12641 1 ° 2
3 -[0.775 -14.509 2096.91562 -66.0 10.1 -85.1 24.9 34.2071g 0.776 -88.Z 73.4 36.[ 39.0 36.9 128.95571 2- 3
4 -10.644 -8.176 2222.04362 -70.0 i[.6 -84.4 21.7 ]6.2367) 0.664 -88.0 79.6 32.3 48.5 AT.0 188.50102 5- 4
5 -15.721 -6.571 2295.47557 -61.5 16.1 -8811 28.I 37.44592_0.601 -9).7 81.7 32.4 53.1 48.4 162.73838 4- 5
6 -15.534 -13.293 2155.13773 -56.4 13.6 -85.0 31.5 )5.18571 0.724 -9).4 75.0 36.1 45.7 37.4 202.00292 5- 6
7 -10.775 -14.509 2096.91562 -_6.0 10.1 -83.1 24.9 34.20719 0.778 -88.2 73.4 36.1 39.0 36.9 [48.57[[4 6- 7
8 -8.905 -17.596 20)5.29054 -68.5 8.1 -_2.1 23.5 )3.10383 0.840 -86.1 70.5 38.0 33.2 32.0 108.13579 7- 8
9 -8.668 -11.991 2134.1281& -72.5 9.4 -82.8 20.4 )4.77056 C.745 -85,7 75.8 34.3 42.1 41.3 167.92673 8- 9
i0 -8.414 -5.067 2285.68036 -75.3 10.5 -83.6 17.4 )7.09665 0.6[2 -D5.3 82.6 30.6 52.4 52.0 207.53860 9-10
II -13.155 -3.351 2345.95163 -67.4 [4.7 -87.8 23.4 38.2228[ 0.560 -90.9 8W.5 30.4 5_'__ 53.7 152.42330 I0-II
12 -[8.956 -0.271 24o5.80173 -19.7 20.6 -94.7 29.7 40.055_8 C.468 -97.0 87.6 30.7 62.3 56.5 197.25514 11-12
[3 -18.5_4 -8.995 22_5.787_7 -55.0 17.) -88.3 33.0 3e.a9e)5 C.627 -96.4 79.4 54.4 51.) 43.1 250_92086 12-_3
14 -18.085 -15.551 214_.05450 -48.8 14.3 -85.0 36.6 34.81535 0.736 -95.8 73.2 38.1 42.9 32.4 188.22238 13-14
15 -[3.10_ -16.790 2074.43035 -_8.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 3_.79996 C.80C -90.7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 155.[7584 14-15
16 -8.90_ -17.596 2035.29054 -68.5 8.1 -62.1 23.5 33.10363 0.860 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.2 32.0 129.54297 15-[6
TAB NO 26 ATLAS PHOTO NO 26 POD SEQUENCE NO 55
JULY 3161964 13 HR iO MJk 52 SEC 879 MS
T5AJ rrvnDv i)ATA _EC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT tUN R V PTH AZ
o7_._21 l_n?_ TM -_.7_6 -34.877 3606.667 1.977 -7A.084 I|6.915
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LGN RAKGE---AZ_'/_ _ZN AZSUN AZA --- A, ..... _A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIR ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.973 -[7.789 2040.06218 -59.6 |0.7 -85.3 29.3 35.34566 0.705 -92.5 70.3 38.5 34. T 3|.0 0. 0- 1
2 -[3.090 -10.884 2170.39316 -65.5 [2.7 -84.9 26.5 35.44405 0.700 -90.8 77.1 34.2 45.6 42.2 206.92710 1- 2
3 -I0.784 -14.517 2086.71884 -65.9 10.[ -83.1 24.9 34.04085 0.778 -88.2 73.6 36.1 39.0 36.9 128.31796 2- 3
4 -10.655 -S.218 2211.14354 -69.9 11.8 -84.4 21.8 3_.05897 0.664 -88.0 79.6 32.3 48.4 47.0 187.51789 3- 4
5 -15.708 -6.425 _284.17Q04 -61.5 |6.|-88_I_9_I )7.26[24 0.602-95.7= 8|_63_.4 5_-_,_AL.A 161.91891 _-._
6 -15.521 -i).308 214A.66788 -56.4 13.6 -85.0 3!.5 34.97498 0.724 -93.6 75.0 56.[ 43.T 37.4 200.9[[|7 5- 6
T -|0.78_ -14.517 2086.71884 -65.9 10.1 -83.1 24.9 34.04065 0.778 -88.2 73.4 36.1 39.0 36.9 147.85_45 6- 7
8 -8.92& -17._90 2025.36284 -68.5 8.1 -82.1 23.6 )2.94236 0.840 -86.1 70.) 58.0 33.2 52.0 107.62669 7- 8
9 -8.688 -12.0[) 2123.10105 -72.5 9.4 -82.7 20.4 )4.60070 0.744 -85.7 75.8 34.3 42.1 41.3 167.09633 8- 9
10 -8.436 -5.128 2272.31961 -75.3 [0.5 -83.6 17.6 36.91216 C.613 -85.3 82.6 30.6 52.3 5[.9 206.37245 9-[0
[2 -[8.924 -0.368 2451.2182_ -59.7 20.5 -94.6 29.7 39.850_3 C.469 -97.0 87.6 30.7 62.2 56.4 190.06230 11-12
1_ -18.357 -9.034 225&.67996 -85.0 [7.3 -88.3 _3.0 36.71550 0.627 -96.4 79.3 54.4 51.3 43.1 249.27932 IZ-|_
14 -18.060 -15.534 2133.62112 -48.8 14.3 -85.0 36.6 34.64596 0.7)6 -95,8 73.1 58.1 42,8 32.4 |87.25034 13-[4
15 -[3.107 -16.7_7 2064.35/U6 -56.0 10.7 83.! 90.n _.63562 C.808 -90.7 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 154.40938 14-15
16 -8.924 -17.590 2025.36284 -68.5 8.1 -82.[ 23.6 32.9423_ 0.840 -86.1 1U.3 38.D 33.2 32.0 _28.92567 15-16
TAB NO 27 ATLAS PHOTO NO 27 POD SEQUENCE NO 57
JULY 31_1964 13 HR IC M[k 57 SEC 998 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT tat LCN R V PTH AZ
890.801 1859.47351 -3.766 -34.857 3594.929 1.979 -74.054 116.910
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C A£N AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHA2 [NOD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-P7i-11.96_-iT.8_72029.59056- 9.010.7-85.29.335.1755T0.70,-92.5TO.)38.53A.7,.0 O. " 0.
2
-13.089 -i0.9[1 2159./5797 -63.4 12.7 -84.9 26.6 35.27037 0.700 -90.8 77.[ 34.2 45.6 42.2 206.72218 z
3 --10.795 -14.526 2078.5_903 -65.9 10.| -83.0 24.9 33.87430 0.778 -88.2 73.4 36.1 39.0 36.9 127.67917 2- 3
4 --10.666 -8.259 2200.28916 -69.9 11.6 -84.4 2[.8 35.88100 0.665 --88.0 79.6 3_.3 48.4 46.9 186.53373 3- 4
5 --15.694 -6.475 2272.85211 -61.4 16.0 -88.1 28.1 37.0766[ 0.602 -93.7 8|.6 32.4 53.0 48.3 361.09836 4- 5
6 --15.509 --13.322 2154.18408 -56.4 13.6 -85.0 31.5 34.80401 0.724 -93.4 75.0 36.| 43.7 57.3 199.81868 5- 6
7 -10.795 -14.526 2076.50903 -65.9 10.1 -83.0 Z4.9 33.87430 0.778 -88.? 7}.A )6.1 39.0 )6.9 147.13263 6- 7
8 -8.944 -17.585 2015.42317 -_8.4 8.1 -82.1 23.6 52.78C70 0.860 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 I07.[1656 7- 8
9 -8.709 -_2.035 2113.26102 -72.4 9.4 -82.7 20.4 54.43062 0.744 -85.7 75.7 34.3 42.1 41.3 166.26472 8- 9
l0 -8.457 -5.188 2260.94629 -75.2 [0.6 -8).6 IT.5 36.72747 0.614 -85.) 82.5 30.6 52.3 51.9 285.20604 9-10
11 -13.152 -3.492 2._22=5_OJCz3_=Z__2_i,_ __1._L_15__J1_.56_0_R_._ _n.4 85.9 5_.& ISn.aR&_q ln-tl
12 -18.892 -0.465 2438.62415 -59.7 20.5 -94.5 29.7 59.64811 0.470 -97.0 87.5 30.7 62.1 56.3 |94.89078 I|-12
15 -18.329 -9.072 2243.55756 -55.0 17.3 -88.3 33.0 36.53442 0.626 -96.4 79.3 36.4 51.2 63.1 247.64073 12-_3
16 -18.035 -15.538 2123.17410 -48.8 14.3 -85.0 36._ 54.47635 C.736 -95.8 73.1 38.1 62.8 32.4 186.27711 13-[4
15 -13.|07 -_6.785 2054.27087 -58.0 I0.7 -63.1 30.0 33.47198 O.80C -90.7 71._ 37.9 37.0 32.4 1_).64376 16-15
16 -8.944 -17.585 2015.42317 -68.4 8.1 -82.1 23.6 32.78070 0.840 -86.1 70.) 38.0 33.3 32.0 [28.30755 |5-[6
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RA-VI[ CAMEkA F8 I0
TAB NO 28 ATLAS PHOTO NO 28 POD SEQUENCE NO 59
JULY 31,1964 13 HR }1 MI_ 3 SEC 118 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT At[ LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
888.681 1849.7276g -3.786 -34.797 3585.183 1.981 -74.023 1}6.905
PHOTC DATA
PT tAT LON _A_G_--A_S>C- )ZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ - INCO PHAZ'EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -II.955 -17.825 Z01g,1091H -89.6 10.6 -65.2 29.3 34.99910 0,705 -92.5 70.3 38.5 34.7 31.0 O. O- I
-13.0_7 -I0.943 2149.00238 -63.4 }2.7 -84.9 26.6 35.09472 0,70C -9U.8 77.1 34.2 45.5 42.l 206.36501 I- 2
-10.804 -14.539 2065,2C5_I -65,_ I0.i -83.0 25.0 33,70622 0.778 -8_.2 73.4 36.1 39*0 3b,8 127.01908 2- 8
4 -10.676 -_.3_6 2189.18561 -bg,g 11.7 -84.4 21.8 85.70092 G.665 -8_.0 79.5 32.3 48.4 46.9 }85.52030 3- 4
5 -}5o67_ -6.534 2261.3733_ -61.4 16.0 -88.1 2_.I 36.88937 0.603 -93*7 81.5 32.4 53o0 _8.2 _60.2552___ 4- 5
6 -[5.494 -13,341 2123o58597 -56,4 13.6 -85.0 _1.5 34.63119 0.724 -93.4 75,0 36.} 43,7 37,3 198.b8741 5-6
7 -10o804 14.53g 2066.2C5_I -65.9 i0.} -83.0 2b*O 33o70622 G.778 -88.2 73.4 36.1 39.0 36°8 146°39848 6- 7
8 -8.962 17.583 2005.409}3 -68°4 8.1 -82.0 23.6 32.61763 C.B3_ -8_.I 70.3 38.0 33°3 32.0 }06.Sg)_R 7- 8
9 -8.128 -12.061 2102o72048 -72°4 9.4 -_P7 20.5 _.25881 6,7_ -Bb.7 75.7 3A.3 42.0 41.3 }65°A}315 8- 9
_C _°47_ -5._D4 Z/4U.42923 -75.2 10.6 -83°6 17*5 3_.54046 0.6}5 -85.8 82.4 30.6 52.2 51.8 204°00315 9-I0
}l -13.149 -3.569 2310.66800 -67,3 14.7 -87.7 23.4 37,64794 0°563 -gCog 84o3 30.A 55.8 53.5 150m09_78 IQ-_
}2 -18.857 -0,570 2_25,/9584 -59*7 20.5 -94.4 29.7 39°43758 C,47_ -q7°O 87,4 30.7 62.0 56°2 }93.67373 1[-12
13 -18,300 -_,116 2232,28320 -85.0 [7.3 -_8.2 _3*0 3_.350_7 0o62E -96.A 79,2 34.4 51.2 43.O 245.92995 12-13
14 -18°008 -15.547 2112o5}639 -48.8 14._ -85,0 3O.6 34,30A96 0.73_ -95°8 T3.1 38.1 42,8 32.4 185.27065 }3-14
15 -13°IO4 -}O.786 2044.0956_ -_M,0 10.7 -83.1 30,0 33,_0569 C.80C -90,7 /l.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 152.86250 14-|5
16 -8.962 -17.5_3 2()05°40913 -6_.4 8°I -b2.U 23.6 32.617_3 0.839 -_6.1 70._ 38.C 33.3 32.0 }27.68034 }5-16
TAB NO 29 ATLAS PHOTO NO 29 POD SEQUENCE NO 61
JULY 31_1964 13 H_ 11 MI_ _ SEL 238 MS
TRAJECTORY i_ATA SECT[] IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTM AZ
880.5_i 1839.97397 -3._06 -34.757 3575.429 }.983 -73.993 }16.900
PHOTG DATA
Pt taT ton ranGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA -SCALE P7LPT
l -II.946 -17.844 2008.61_81 -59.6 10.6 -85.2 29.3 34.82430 0.705 -92.5 70.3 38.5 34.6 30.q O. O- I
2 -}3.084 -10.976 2138,?1411 -63.A 12°7 -84.9 26.6 34.gi_5A 0,701 -90.8 77,1 34.2 45.5 42oi _05o97675 }-
3 -10.812 -14.852 2C55._75_7 -65.') 10,1 -83.0 25.0 33.53770 0.778 -88,2 73.4 36.} 39.0 36,8 }26*35449 2- 3
4 -}0.688 -_.354 2ilb.lO_Z2 -69.8 ii.7 -8_,A 21.9 35,52029 C.666 -88.0 19,5 32.3 A8°3 46.9 184.50}IA 3- 4
5 -15,861 -6,894 224g.85504 -6_.A |6.0 -88.0 2_.i 3e.70148 C,604 -93°7 8_.5 3_.A 5_og 4_ _O?_g _:
b -15.480 -13.362 2112.95627 -_6.4 13.5 -88,0 _i.5 34.45786 C,724 -93.4 75,0 36.1 43°6 37,3 }97,5_907 5- 6
7 --I0o812 -14._52 2055,87527 -65.g 10.1 -_3.0 25.0 3_,53770 C.77_ -8_.2 73,4 36._ 39°0 36.8 145.66093 6- 7
8 -8,9_0 -17.382 }995,37193 -68.4 A°2 -_2.0 23.7 32.45459 8°839 -86°i 70.3 38*0 33.3 32.0 }08,06534 7- 8
9 -8°747 -12.0H8 2092,_514_ -72.A 9.4 -62.7 20.S 34,0867A C.744 -85.7 75.7 34.3 42.0 41,2 |6A,55710 8- g
l0 -8.498 -5,321 2237.8/6_9 -15.1 10.6 -63,h 1/.6 36o352_9 C.bl6 -85.3 82°A 30°6 52.2 51o7 202.79399 9-10
II -13.L45 -3°647 229_.74438 -67°3 14,7 -87.6 23.5 37.453_7 C.564 -9C,g 84,2 30.4 55.8 5_4 |_g._9_0 _0-_
12 -18.822 -0.6/7 2412._19_9 -59.7 20.4 -94.3 29.7 39.22828 0*474 -97.0 87.3 30°7 61.9 56.0 }92o4509} }}-12
13 -18.270 -9.162 2220.97055 -55.0 17.2 -88°2 33,0 36.1e670 0.629 -96*4 79.2 34°4 51.1 43.0 2AA.21059 12-}3
14 -17.980 -15.556 2107,027g_ -4_.9 1A*3 -85.0 _6.5 34.133C7 0°73? -95°8 73.1 38,1 42.8 32°4 _84°25769 }3-14
}5 -13.108 -16.788 2:)33.89_92 -58.0 }0.7 -83.1 30.0 _3,13947 0.80C -90,8 71,4 37.9 37,0 32.4 }52.07774 14-15
}6 -8°980 -17.5_2 !995,37193 -_R.4 R,2 -82.0 23.7 32.45459 0°83g -E6.1 70.3 38.0 33.3 32,0 127,0507g 15-16
TAB NO 30 ATLAS PHOTO NO 30 POD SEQUENCE NO 63
JULY 31,1964 13 HR il MIN 18 SEC 358 85
TRAJ_CTf'RY OATA SLL TO IMPACT ALT LAI LEN 8 V PTH AZ
875.441 1830.21262 -3._27 -3_.717 3565.668 1.985 -73.962 II6.895
PHOTO D_TA
PT tat LOH RANG_ AZS/C AZN AZSLJN AlA A* H/A AZPHAZ INCU PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-P7
} -|I.937 -17,8_2 19_,i16_8 -89.6 I0.6 -85.2 29.3 34.64928 0.706 -92.5 70.3 38.534°6 30.9 O, 0-
2 -}3.0Hl -ll.OCg Z127,41321 -63.A 12.7 -_4.b 2_.6 34.74216 0.701 -90°8 77.C 34,2 A5,5 42.1 205,58482 I- 2
3 -18,821 -14.566 J(;45.5_264 -65*_ I0.I -83.0 25.0 3_.36899 C,77e -88,2 73.4 36.1 39.0 36.8 }25.68908 2- 3
4 -}0.694 -_*A02 2187.01_8_ -69.8 11.7 -_4.3 21.9 35.33946 0.666 -8_.0 79.4 32,3 48.3 46.8 }83,A8148 3- 4
5 -15.645 -6.653 2_3H°_474 -61,4 16.0 -_8,0 28.1 3_,51339 0.605 -93.7 81.4 32.4 52.8 48°I }58.55913 4- 5
6 -15,465 -I_.382 2!82.31_4 -b6.4 13.5 -_,O 31.4 34.28432 C.725 -93,4 74.9 36.l 43.b 37.3 196.41075 5- 6
7 -I0.821 -14.566 2045.53_84 -68.8 I0.i -H3.(! _5.0 33*36899 0.77_ -88.2 73°A 36.l 39.0 36.8 _44,92237 6- 7
8 -8.99_ -17.581 I)85.323_g -&H.3 8.2 -82.0 23.7 32.291!6 C.839 -86.} 70,3 38.0 33.3 32.0 }05.53729 7- 8
g -8,76C -$2.11( 20181.5/()53 -72._ 9.4 -82.7 20,6 33°9}437 C.TA4 -85.7 75.7 34.3 A2.0 41.2 _63,70014 8- 9
10 -8.518 -5.388 2_?_._I_I _ -15.I I0,6 -83.5 1/,6 3_o16514 C.61_ --85.3 _2.3 30*6 52.1 51.7 201.58556 9-}0
Ii -13.14L -3.126 Z286._I039 -O?.3 14,7 -87.6 23.5 37.25924 0.565 -90.9 84.1 3_.9 55.1 53.3 148.50020 10-11
12 -18.786 -0.784 2400.038_0 -5_).I 20,4 -'_4.2 29.7 39.018_8 0.4/5 -97.0 87°2 30.7 61°8 55.9 Iqi.23091 I}-}2
[3 -18.241 -9,208 22U9.64539 -55.0 17.2 -H_.2 33*0 35,9_2_3 C.630 -96.4 79,2 39.4 5}.} 42°9 242.49695 12-13
IA -17.983 -lh.5_6 2_91,_27()0 -4_.9 14.2 -85,0 36.5 33,960_8 0.137 -95.8 73.i 38.1 42.8 32.3 183.24414 13-14
15 -13.0g'_ -I6o791 2C:23.68008 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 32.97365 0.800 -9C.8 71°4 37.9 3_,0 32,4 151.29222 14-15
16 -_.998 -17,_81 Ig_5.323_g -88.3 8.2 -_2o0 23.7 32.29116 0.83_ -8_.} 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 [28.42004 }5-Ib
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RA-VII CAMERA FB 11
TAB NO 31 ATLAS PHOTO NO 31 POD SEQUENCE NO 65
JULY 3111964 13 HR 11 MIN [8 SEC 478 MS
TRAJECTD8Y DATA $EC T0 IMPACT ALT LA; LUN R V PTH AZ
870.321 1820.44342 -3.847 -34.677 3555.899 L.g86 -73.931 116.889
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LGN MANGE AZS/C _ZN_AZSUN "AZA" " A, ---B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-[L.928 -L7.880 1987.60597 -59.6 10.6 -85.2 29.3 34*47455 0.706 -92.5 70.2 38.5 34.6 30.9 O. O- I
-13.079 -11.040 2116.63281 -03.4 12.7 -8'.8 26.6 34.58611 0.TCI -90.8 77.C 34.2 45.5 "2.0 205.23578 I- 2
3 -10.830 -1"o579 2035.20386 -65.8 10.i -83*0 2b.O 33*200A9 C.778 -88.2 73.4 36.I 39*0 36.8 125.02856
4 -10.704 -8°'48 2155o95746 -69.8 }1.7 -84.3 21.9 35.}5909 C.667 -86°0 79.4 32*3 48.2 A6.8 182.47228 3- 4
5 -15,629 -6,712 2226,82639 -5_,_..16o0 -88,0 28,I 36,32582C,605 -93,T 81°4 32,4 52,8 48oi 157,71438 4- 5
6 -15.450 -13.401 2091.68622 -56.4 13.5 -85.0 31.4 34.11162 0.725 -93.4 74.9 36.1 A3.6 37.3 195.28557
7 -10.830 -[4.579 2035.20386 -65°8 IO.I -83.0 25.0 33.20049 0.778 -88°2 73.4 36.1 39o0 36.8 144.18501 6- 7
8 -9.016 -17o578 1975.28452 -68.3 8.2 -82o0 23.7 32.12768 0o839 -86.I 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 105.01205 7- 8
g -8°785 -12.141 2071.00g3, -72.3 9.4 -82.7 20.6 33°74233 C.7'5 -85°7 75.6 3"o3 42.0 41.2 _62.8"987 8- 9
I0 -8.539 -5.454 22['.79025 -75.L I0.6 -83.5 17.7 35.978C2 0.617 -85.3 82.2 30.6 52.1 51.6 200.39239 9-10
11 -I3.138 -3.802 2274.g19_6 -07.3 lb.7 -87.6 23.5 37.0855L 0.566 -90.9 8410 30.4 55.6 53.2 147.7077g lO__-Ji
I2 -18.751 -0.888 2387.21591 -59.7 20°3 -94.2 29.7 3_.8t045 0.477 -97.0 87. I 30.7 61.7 55.8 190.02330 II-12
13 -18.211 -9.252 2198.34,48 -55.0 17.2 -88.2 33.0 35°79835 C.630 -96.6 79.[ 34.4 51.0 42.9 240°b1281 12-13
14 -17.925 -15.574 2080.83652 -48°9 14.2 -85.0 36.5 33.78906 0.737 -95.8 73.1 38.1 42.8 32.3 182.24047 13-1,
15 -13.096 -16.792 2013.47863 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 32.80_78 C.800 -g0.8 71.' 37.9 37.0 32.4 150.50751 14-[5
[6 -9.016 -17.578 I975.28452 -68.3 8.2 -82.0 23.7 32.12788 0.839 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 125.79003 15-16
TAB NO 32 ATLAS PHOTO NO 32 POD SEQUENCE NO 67
JULY 31.1964 13 HR 11 MIN 23 SEC 598 MS
TRAJECTORY I)AIA gFC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
865,2C1 t_to.c_c_¢ _._L3 _" _ _5A6,122 1.988 -73.900 116.884
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOft -_RX_ -AZS/C_ "" AZN---AzsUN A2A _ --BZA AZPHAZ I'NCD" PHAz EMIS ALPHA SCALE P_PT"
-11.919 -17*8gg I977.08510 -59°6 10*6 -85.2 29.3 34.29963 O°70b -92.5 70°2 38.5 34.5 30.8 O. 0- I
-13.076 -11.072 2[05.84195 -h3.4 12.7 -84.8 26.6 34.38988 0*702 -90.8 77.0 34°2 45.4 42.0 204.88666 I- 2
3 -i0.83g -14.5g2 2024.8647U -65.8 I0.I -83.0 25.1 33.03163 C.778 -88.2 73.4 36.[ 39.0 36.8 124.36768 2- 3
4 -10.713 -8.494 2144.88o81 -89*7 11.7 -8"°3 22.0 34.97857 0.667 -88.0 79.3 32.3 '8.2 46.7 |81.48362 3- 4
5 -15.612 -6.770 _2_5_31_0L-0_._15±? -_8.0 28_I 36_]3811 0.606 -93.7 _8_.3 2_.Q _._7 __0 156.88920 4-__
6 -15..35 -13.421 2081.04767 -56°4 13.5 -85.0 31.4 33.93753 0.725 -93.' 7,*9 36.I 43.6 37.3 I94.16135 5- 6
7 -10.839 -14.5g2 202".86470 -65._ 10.1 -83.0 25.1 33°03183 0.776 -88.2 73.4 36.1 39.0 36.8 143.44695 6- 7
8 -9.03" -17.576 1905.23564 -h8.3 8.2 -82.0 23*8 31.gbQA' 0.839 -86°I 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 I04.68620 7- 8
9 -8.804 -12.167 2080.43835 -?2.2 9," -82.7 20.6 33,57012 0*745 -85.7 75°6 34.3 42.0 41.2 161,99925 8- 9
10 -8*559 -5,519 2203.25928 -75.0 10.6 -83.5 17.7 3_.79078 C.61_ -_5.3 82.2 30.6 52.0 51°5 199.20088 9-10
11 -13.13' -3.879 2283._._ J4.7 -87.5 _3.5 _6.87_68 0*567 -90_9 84.0 _0-4 55.6 53.2 i'6o91512 IO-|L
I2 -18.712 -0.992 237_'139182 -59.7--'20.3 =9_-,i "29_ "--35.60199-'61L7_ _97.0 87T0"30.7 61.6 55.7 188.81889 11-12
13 -18.181 -9.297 2187o03363 -55.0 ll.l -88.2 33*0 3_.61420 0,83| -96.4 79.1 34.4 51.0 42.8 239.13548 12-13
14 -17.891 -i5.583 2070.234_g -_8*9 14.2 -85.0 36.4 33.81696 0.737 -95*8 73.1 38*I 42.7 32°3 181.23707 13-I4
15 -13°094 -16,793 20_3,260'4 -58,0 I0*7 -83,1 _0,0 32,6403_ 0,80_ -90,8 71°4 37,9 37,0 32,6 149,72219 14-15
16 -9.034 -17.576 1965.23564 -68.3 8.2 -82.0 23.8 31.9644' 0o839 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 125.159!1 15-16
TAB NO 33 ATLAS PHOTO NO 33 POD SEQUENCE NO 69
JULY 31eL964 13 HP Ii MIN 28 SEC 718 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAI tCN R V PTH AZ
860.082 18C8,881AA -3.688 -36.595 3536.337 1.990 -73.869 116.879
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 LCN -RA_E--ATS/C----_--iZSUN -'_TA- A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.910 -17.917 1966.554.9 -59.6 10.6 -85.2 29.3 34.12449 0.706 -92.5 70*2 38.5 34*5 30.8 O. O- I
2 -13.073 -11.104 2095*03772 -63,4 12.7 -84.8 _6.6 34,21344 0.702 -90.8 78o9 3'*2 "5.4 "2.0 204.53270 1-
3 -10.847 -14*604 2014.51276 -65*8 10.1 -83*0 25.1 32.86296 0o77_ -88.2 73.4 36.1 39.0 36.8 [23.70599 2- 3
4 -|0.722 -8.541 2133.80304 -69.7 11.7 -84.3 22*0 34.79763 0.666 -88.0 79.3 32.3 48.2 46°7 180°45371
5 -15.598 -6.828 2203.79846 -61.4 15.9 -87.9 26°2 36°95018 C.607 -93.7 81.2 32.4 52°7 67.9 156.02318 '- 5
6 -15o420 -13.'40 2_70.39572 -56°4 13.5 -85.0 31*4 33.76383 0.725 -93.4 74°9 36.1 43.6 37.2 193.03669 5- 6
7 -10.847 -14.60A 2014.51276 -65,8 |OoI -83.0 25,[ 32,86296 0.77_ -88,2 73.4 _8oI 39.0 36,8 142,7078_ 6- 7
8 -9.051 -17.574 1955.17485 -68.2 8.2 -82.0 23.8 31.80081 0°839 -86.1 70°3 38.0 33.3 32.0 103.95944 7- S
9 -8.823 -12.193 2049.85.74 -72.2 9.5 -82.7 20.7 33.39771 0.745 -85.8 75.6 34,3 41.9 41.I 161.14748 8- 9
I0 -8.579 -5.584 2191.?I658 -75°0 10.6 -83.5 1_.8 35.60335 0.619 --85.3 82.1 30.5 51.9 51.5 198.00973 9-10
12 -18,682 -I.0_6 2361.55997 -59.7 20.2 -94.0 29.7 38.39340 0.480 -97.1 86.9 30.7 61.5 55.6 187.61678 11-12
13 -18.152 -_.341 2175,70926 -55,0 17,1 -88,1 32.9 35.42964 C.632 -96.4 79.0 34.4 50.9 42.8 237.46276 L2-13
14 -17o869 -15.591 2059.82021 -49.0 1'.2 -_5.0 38.4 33.',464 0.736 -95.8 73.1 38ol '2.7 32*3 180.23278 13-14
15 -13.091 -16.795 1q93.03256 -68.0 I0.7 -83.1 30.0 32.473_9 0.8CC -90.8 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 148.93591 14-15
16 -9,051 -17.574 1955.17488 -68o2 8.2 -82.0 23.8 31.80061 0,839 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 126.52728 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA Fff 12
TAB NO 34 ATLAS PHOTO NO 34 POD SEQUENCE NO 71
JULY 3111964 13 HR l[ _Ik 33 SEC 838 MS
TRAJECT_3RY L)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA1 LGN R V PTH AZ
854.962 ]791.08844 -3.9C9 -34°554 3526.5R4 1.992-73.838 116.873
PHOTO UATA __---
PT tAT LOb RANGE AZS/C AZN AzsuN AZA A, B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EVIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
I -11.90[ -17.936 1956.01361 -59.6 10.6 -85.Z 2q.3 33.94912 C.707 -92.5 70.2 38.6 34.4 30.8 O. O- I
2 -13.070 -11.136 2084.21970 -63.3 12.7 -84.8 26.7 34.03678 C.702 -90.8 16.g 34.2 45.4 42.0 204.17417 1- 2
3 -I0.856 -14.617 2004.14777 -65.8 10.1 -83.0 25.[ 32.693E8 0.778 -88.2 73.3 36.0 3g.O 36.8 I_3.04339 2- 3
4 -I0.731 -_1.588 2122.70612 -69.7 11.7 -84.3 22.0 34.61668 C.666 -88.0 70.3 32.3 48.[ 46.6 179.44334 3-- 4
5 --i5.580 --6.887 2192.2640_ -0[.4 15.9 -87.9 28.2 35.76204 0.60E -93.7 81.2 32.4 52.6 47.9 155.17648 4-5
6 -15.405 -13.460 2P59.13007 -56.4 13.5 -85.0 _I.R 33.88991 0.72E -93.4 74.9 36.1 43.5 37.2 191.91186 8- 6
7-I0.856 -[4.617 2C04.14771 -65.8 10.1 -83.0 25.1 32.693_8 C.T78 -86.2 73.3 36.0 39.0 36.8 _4! 9E.956 _ 7
8 -9.069 -17._72 [945.10185 -68.2 8.2 -82.0 23.8 _I_ _-9_c_n. C.039 -8_.1 I0.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 |03.43173 7- 8
9 -8.842 -12.219 2n_o.2_521 -72.2 W.5 -82.7 20.7 33.225C9 0.745 -85.8 75.6 34.3 41.9 41.1 160.29476 8- 9
LU -8.599 -5.650 2180.16196 -14.9 TO.6 -83.8 17.8 35.415_3 _.620 -85.3 82.0 30.5 51.9 51.4 196.81876 9-I0
[1 -13.121 -_.032 2239.192_4 -67.2 14.8 -b(.8 23.6 36.483_2 0.569 -90.9 83.8 30.4 55.4 53.0 145.32803 I0-[I
12 -18.647 -1.20(] 2_R_.Z20_2 ->g.l 20.2 -93.9 29.7 38.18468 O.RS1 -97.[ 86.8 30.7 81.4 85.5 186.4|70_ I[-12
[3 -18.122 -9.38_ 2164.37134 -55.0 _7.1 -88.[ 32.9 35.24528 0.632 -96°4 79oC 34.4 50.9 42.T 235.79R73 12-13
14 -17*8RI -18.60C 2048.WW219 -49.0 14.2 -85.0 36.4 3_.27211 0.738 --95.8 73.1 38.1 42.7 32.3 [79.22770 13-14
15 -13.08_ -16.7'36 I'_82._W110 -58°0 10.7 -8_.i 30.0 32.30663 O*@OC -90.8 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 148.1R860 [4-_5
18 -9.06 _) -1T.872 19_8.10185 -68.2 8.2 -_2.0 23.8 31.636g9 0.839 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 123.89R45 15-16
TAB NO 35 ATLA5 PHOTO NO 35 POD SEQUENCE NO 73
JULY 31_196_, 13 HR 11 _lh 38 S£C 958 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SLC TO iMPACT ALl LA] LCN R V PTH AZ
849.842 178[.28745 -3.930 -34.513 35_6.743 1.994 -73.806 116.868
PHOT_ DATA ......
PT LAT LON RANGE ALSIC AZN A/SUM AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ £NIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.892 -[1.954 1948.46268 -59.6 [0.6 -_5.2 2_.3 33.773_.1 0.707 -92.5 70.2 38.6 34._ 30.7 O. O- I
2 -13.067 -11.1h8 2(173.38788 -63.3 12.7 -84.8 26.7 33.85989 C.703 -90.8 76.9 34.2 45.4 41.g 203.81052 I- 2
3 -I0.864 -1_,.63C Ig93.76958 -65.7 10.1 -83.0 25.1 32.52458 0.778 -88.2 73.3 36.C 3g.O 36.8 122.37987 2- 3
4 -10.741 -H.635 2111.59567 -69.1 11.7 -8A.3 22.0 34.43571 0.669 -88.0 79.2 32.3 48.1 46.6 178.43221 3-
5 -15.563 -b.946 2180.7_T25 -bl.R 15.9 -H7.9 28.2 3_.573(7 0.60e -93.7 81._ 32.A 52.& 47,_2_89/_
6 -15.39(] -13.479 20_9.05057 -56.4 13.5 -RS.0 3[°4 33.41577 0.726 -93.4 74°8 3E.I 43._ 37.2 190.7866_ 5- 6
l -10.864 -14.6_(] 19q3.76958 -o8.1 lO.l -83.0 28.1 32.52A58 C.77E -88.2 73.3 36o0 39.0 36.8 14|°22631 6- 7
8 -9°08( -17._70 1935.01683 -68.2 8.2 -82.0 2_.8 3l.47295 0.839 -86oi 70.3 38°0 33.3 32°0 102o90312 7- 8
9 -8.861 -12.246 2028.64884 -72.L 9.5 -82.7 20.8 33.05225 0.7R5 -85.8 T5.5 34.3 41.9 41.1 159.44082 8- 9
[0 -8.620 -5.716 2168.59515 -?4.9 [0.7 -_3.5 17.g 3_.22791 0.62C -88.3 82.0 30.5 51.8 51.4 [95.62809 9-I0
[I -13,123 -4.109 2227°25906 -h7.2 _4.6 -87*4 23.6 36.289C0 0.57C -90,9 83°7 30,4 ___ _51_9 6_/t_/_ _I
12 -18.611 -1.304 2335.8727_ -89.7 20.1 -93.8 _9.7 37.975_3 8.483 -97.1 86.7 30.7 61.3 55.4 185.21943 11-12
13 -18.092 -9.R31 2153.01956 -88.0 [7.0 -_8.1 _2o9 3_.06044 0.633 -91.4 _8.0 34.R 50°8 42.7 23R.13110 _2-13
IA -17.8_% -15.6cg 2058.35060 -_9.0 [4.2 -85.0 36.3 33.09935 0.73_ -95.8 73.1 38.1 42.7 32.3 178.22179 13-14
15-13.0_5 -18.798 [972.53773 -58.0 10.T -83.1 _0.0 32.13g75 0.800 -90.8 7[.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 147.36059 _4-|5
16 -9.087 -17.570 1935.01053 -68.2 H.2 -82.0 23.8 31.47_95 0.839 -86.1 fO.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 123.26063 [5-16
TAB NO 36 ATLA5 PHOTO NO 36 POD SEQUENCE NO 75
JULY 31_Ig64 11 HR 11 8178 44 SEC 78 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ [PPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
844.722 1771.47858 -3.951 -34.R71 3506.934 1.996 -73.775 II6.863
PHOTO DA|A
PT LAT LON RA_CL ALSIC AZN AzsuN AZA A_ UIA AZPHAZ INC(] PHAZ E_[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -I|.88_ -17.972 [934.gC[78 -59.6 10.6 -88.2 29*3 33.59768 0.707 -92.5 TOo2 38.6 34°4 30.7 O. O- [
2 -13.064 -1[.20C 2062.54266 -63.3 12.7 -8_.8 26.7 33.68278 C°703 -90.8 76°8 34.2 _'5.3 41.9 203.44208 I- 2
3 -I0.873 -14.644 1383.378_I -65.7 lO.l -83.0 25.1 32.35507 0.770 -88.2 73.3 36.0 39.0 36.8 121.7155q 2- 3
4 -10.750 -8.682 2100.4721_ -69.6 11.7 -8R.3 22.1 34.25432 C.66_ -88°0 79.2 32°_ 48°0 46.5 177o42031 3- 4
5 -15.547 -7.(]05 2|6q.18707 -61.R 15.8 -87.9 28.2 3_.38510 0.609 -93.8 81.[ 32.4 52.5 47.8 153.48084 4- 5
6 -15.378 -13.499 2038._5802 -56.4 13.5 -85.0 31.4 33.24140 0.726 -93.4 74.8 36.[ 43.5 37.2 189.66113 5- 6
7 -[0.873 -|4.644 1983.37851 -_5.7 10.[ -83.0 25.1 32.35507 0°778 -88°2 73°3 36.0 39.0 36.8 I_0.48420 6- 7
8 -9*l()W -|7o56_ _92_.91_13 -68.1 8.2 -82.0 23.9 31.30873 0.839 -86.[ 70.3 38._ 33.3 32.0 _02.37363 _- 8
9 -8.880 -12.272 _018.02596 -72.1 9°5 -82.8 20.8 32.87920 0.146 -85.8 75.5 _4.3 4_.9 41.1 158.58578 8- 9
10 -8.640 -5*782 2157.01611 -7_.q I0.7 -83.5 |_.9 35.03_89 0.621 -85.3 81.9 30.5 51.8 5[.3 194.43744 9-10
ll -13.119 -4.186 2_i_31_00 -_7._ 14._ -87.4 2_.6 36._I_38 0.571 -90_51 83.7 l(l_ _5.3 _2.9 I_3_131 I(}-II
12 -18.576 -1.4(]8 2_23.01788 -59.7 20.I -g3.l 29.7 37.766_7 C.485 -97.1 86.6 30.7 6)..2 55.2 184.02462 I[-12
13 -18.062 -9.47_ 2141.65503 -85.0 17.0 -88._ 32.9 34.875_2 0.634 -96.4 78.9 34.4 50.8 4_,6 232.47202 12-13
14 -17.78_ -15.618 2t]27.89650 -40.1 IR.[ -S5.O 36.3 32.92640 0*738 -95.8 73.C 38.1 42.1 32.3 177.21820 13-[4
15 -13.082 -16.800 I462.27129 -58.0 [0.7 -83.Z _0.0 3[.97248 0.8CC -90.8 II.4 3T.9 _7.0 3_.4 146.57164 14-18
16 -9.104 -17.568 1924.91915 -68.1 8.2 -82.0 2_.q 31.30873 0.839 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.3 32.0 122.62616 15-16
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TAB NO 37 ATLAS PHOTO NO 37 POD SEQUENCE NO 77
JULY 31,1964 13 HA II PIN 49 5EC 197 MS
TRAJECTORY qlATA S_C TO [MPACI ALT LAT ECN R V PTH AZ
839.602 1761.66162 -3.q72 -34.429 3497.117 1.998 -73.748 116.857
PHOTC DATA
PT EAT t_N _ANG£ AZS/C AZN AZSUN 4ZA A- 8/A AZRHAZ INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE _p_pT-"
I -ii.873 -17._91 1924.33069 -_9.6 I0.6 -85.2 2g.3 33.42179 0.107 -92.5 70. i 38.8 34.3 30.7 O. O- I
2 -13.062 -ii.233 2C51.69162 -83.3 12.7 -84.8 26.7 33.50557 0.703 -g0.8 78.8 34.2 45.3 41.9 203.07746 I- 2
3 -10._82 -i4.6_7 19Z2.97m96 -65.7 I0.i -83.0 25.2 32.18843 C.778 -_6.2 73.3 36.0 39.0 36.7 121.05288 2- 3
4 -10.759 -8.729 20_9.33838 -_9.8 11.7 -84.2 22.[ 34.C7277 0.670 -88.1 79. I 32.3 48.0 46.5 178.40692 8- 4
5 -15.530 -7.084 2157.59844 -61.8 i_.8 -87.b 28.2 35.19151 C.610 -93.8 81.C 32.4 52.5 47.7 152.68694 4- 5
6 -15.360 -13.519 2027.6(409 -56.4 13.4 -85.0 31.4 33.06702 C.726 -98.4 74.8 36.1 43.5 37.2 188.53628- 5_
7 -i0.882 -14.657 I972.97898 -65.7 10.1 -83.0 25.2 32.18543 0.77_ -88.2 73.3 36*0 39.0 36.7 139o74468 6- 7
8 -9.122 -17.867 I914.81192 -08.1 _.2 -82.0 23.9 31.14434 0.839 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 I01.84447 7- 8
9 -8.89q -12.299 2007.39111 -12.I 9.5 -82.b 20.8 32.70596 C.746 -85.8 75.5 34,3 41.9 41.1 157.72873 8- 9
10 -8.660 -8.848 2!45.42322 -74.8 10.7 -_3.4 18.0 34.851_4 0.622 -85.3 81.9 30.5 51.7 51.2 193.24516 9-10
II -13.11b -4.263 2203.36432 -bT.2 [4.6 -_7.4 2_.7 35.89969 0.572 --90.9 83.6 80.4 55.2 52.8 14_.9W852 _Or1_
12 -id.54[ -1.812 2110.17700 -59.7 ZO.O -93.7 29.7 37.85814 0°486 -97.1 88.5 30.7 61.1 55.1 182.84119 11-12
13 -18.032 -q.520 2130.29804 -55.1 17.0 -88.1 32.9 34.69048 0.634 -96.4 78.8 34.4 50.7 42°8 230.82108 12-13
14 -I7./57 -15.627 2017.04596 -w.l 14.1 -85.0 36.3 32.75349 0.73E -9b.8 73.0 38.1 42.6 32.3 176.20947 13-14
15 -13.079 -16.801 1952.00035 -88.0 10.7 -83.2 30.0 31.80512 O._OC -90.8 7[.4 37.9 37.0 82.4 145.78634 14-15
16 -9._22 -17.867 1914.8||92 -68.1 8.2 -82.0 23.9 31.14434 0.839 -86.1 70.3 38.C 33.4 32.0 121.99272 15-18
TAB NO 38 ATLAS PHOTO NO 38 POD SEQUENCE NO 79
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 11 PIN 84 SEC 317 MS
*o^Icrtn_V _ATA SEC TO IMPACT 4LT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
o_._Z 17_1._?_ "a -_-qq_ -_4.387 3487.292 2.000 -73.711 [16.852
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LOW RAkGE AZS/C AZN 4ZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA scALE "PI-PT
I -11.864 -I_.00g 1913.74939 -59.6 10.6 -85,2 29.3 33.24566 0.70_ -92,5 TO,l 38.6 34.3 30.7 O, 0- 1
2 -13.059 -ii.265 2040.82607 -63.3 12.8 -84._ 26.7 33.32813 0,704 -90.8 78.8 34.2 45.3 _1.8 202.70688 I- 2
3 -10.891 -i4.871 1982.58580 --65.7 10.1 --83.0 25.2 32.01556 0.77g --88,2 73.3 36.0 38.9 36.7 120.38915 2-- 3
4 --10.768 --8.776 2078.19052 -69.6 II.7 -84.2 22.2 33.89099 0.870 -88.1 T9.1 32.3 48.0 46.4 175.39270 3- 4
5 -15.514 -7.123 2146.02130 -oi.4 15.8 -87.8 28.2 3_.00770 0.611 -93.8 81.0 AZ_Z.B 97,6_5]._99L_3_5_
8 -15.346 -13.539 2016.95568 -56.5 13.4 -88.0 31.4 32.89240 0.727 -93.4 T4.8 38.1 43.5 37.1 187.WI099 5- 6
I -10.891 -14.871 i962.56580 -65.7 10.1 -83.0 28.2 32.01558 0.77g -88.2 73.3 36.0 38.9 36.7 139.00403 6- 7
8 -9.141 -17.565 Ig04.6918d -68.1 8.3 -82.0 23.9 30.97g75 0.838 -86.1 70,338.0 33.4 32.0 101.31442 7- R
9 --8.91_ -12.328 lgg6.74258 -72.0 9.5 -82.8 20.9 32.83249 0.?46 -85.8 78.5 34.3 41.g 41.0 158.87056 8- 9
[0 -8.681 -5.914 2i33.81744 -74.8 10.7 -83.4 18.0 34.66318 0.623 -85.3 81.8 30.5 51.6 51.2 192.05304 9-10
11 --13.112 -4._4C 2191.40158 -67.1 14.6 -87.3 _3.T 35.70478 8.573 -90.9 83.8 )0._ 5_ )_67_4_,_)9_-_LL -
12 -18.507 -1.615 22w7.32642 -59.T 20.0 -93.b 2g.7 37.34924 0.48_ -97.I 86.4 30.7 bI.O 58.0 181.85958 11-12
13 -18.002 -g.565 2[18.92020 -55.1 16.9 -_8.1 32.9 34.50529 C.835 -98.4 78.8 34.4 50.7 42.6 229.17424 12-18
[4 -17.730 -15.636 2008.3_ID9 -49.1 [4,1 -85.0 36.3 32.58036 0.739 -95.8 73,0 38.1 42,8 32.3 175.20271 13-14
15 -13.077 -18.803 1941.11573 -58.0 IC.T -83.2 3O,A 3].83755 C.80C -90.8 71.4 37.9 37.0 32,4 144.99983 16-15
16 -9.141 -17.565 1904.69188 -88.1 8.3 -82.0 23.9 30.99975 0.838 -86.1 T0.3 38.U 33.4 52.0 121.358_E 15-!6
TAB NO 39 ATLAS PHOTO NO 39 POD SEQUENCE NO 81 -
JULY 31,1984 13 hR ii HI6 59 _CC 437 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT tAT LGN R V PTH AZ
829.312 1742.00330 -4.015 -34.345 3477.459 2.002 -73.679 116.846
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* O/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ-£MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.855 -18.028 1903.15779 -59.8 10.6 -85,2 29.3 33.06910 0.708 -92.5 7O.l 38.6 34.3 30.6 O. I0-
2 -13.086 -11.299 2029,93494 -63°3 12.8 -84.8 26.7 33.15027 0.704 -90.8 76.8 34.2 45.3 41.8 202.31438 1--
3 -10.900 -!4.685 1952.12991 -65.6 I0.I -83.0 25.2 31.84532 0.77q -88.2 73.3 36.0 38.9 36.7 119.72250 2- 3
4 -10.778 -8.825 2067.01578 -69.5 11.7 -84.2 22.2 33.70877 C.671 -88.1 79o0 32.3 47.9 46.4 174.37426 3- 4
5 -15.498 -7.182 2134.41727 -81*3 15.8 -87.8 28.2 34.81841 0.611 -93.8 80.9 32.4 52.4 47,6 150,94450 4- 5
6 -15.331 -13.560 2006.22_18 -56.5 13.4 -85.0 31.4 82.71739 0.727 -93.4 74,8 36. I 43.4 37.1 186.28098 5- 6
7 -[0.90_ -14.6H5 i_52".12991 -65.6 10.I -_3.0 25.2 31.84532 0.779 -88.2 73.3 36.0 38.9 36.7 138.26130 6- T
8 -9.159 -17.568 1694.5521T -68.0 8.3 -82.0 24._ 30.81484 0.838 -86.1 70,3 38.0 33.4 32.0 100.78202
g -8.938 -12,354 Ig_b. O7030 -72.0 9.5 -82.6 20.9 32.35863 0.746 -85.8 78.4 34.3 41.8 41.0 I_6,00875 8- 9
10 -8.701 -5.982 2122.18344 -74,_ 10.7 -83.4 18.1 84.47428 0.624 -88.3 81.7 30.5 51.6 51.I 190,85669 9-10
II -13.108 -4.418 2179.40_b -_I I_,_ -87.I 23.Y __ _,50938 G*57_ -90.9 8_* _ 82.6 14_._&9_I 10-]]
12 -18.472 -1.719 2284.44504 -89.7 19.9 -93.5 29.7 37.13985 0.489 -gT.l 86.3 30.7 60.9 54.9 180.47629 11-12
13 -17.972 -9.6[i 2107.51816 -55.1 16.9 -88.0 32.9 34.31968 0.635 -96.4 78.8 34.4 50*6 42.5 227,52381 12-13
14 -17.702 -15.646 1995.69382 -49.1 14.1 -85.0 36.2 32.406E6 0.739 -95.8 73.C 38.1 42.6 32.3 174.19173 13-14
15 -13.074 -10°806 Ig31.41013 -58.0 10,7 -83.2 30,0 31.46963 0,80C -90.8 71,4 87.9 37,0 82.4 144,21183 14-15
16 -9.159 -17.585 [_94.55217 -68.0 8.3 -82.0 24.0 30.81484 0.83E -86.1 70+3 38.0 33.4 32.0 120.72248 15-16
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JULY 31t196_ 13 HR 12 MIN 4 SEC 557 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
TAB NO 40 ATLAS PHOTO NO 40 POD SEQUENCE NO 83
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
824.242 1732.16187 -4.036 -34.302 3467.617 2.004 -73.647 116.841
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -II,846 -18.046 1892.5559[ -59.5 10,6 -85.2 29.3 32.89106 0.708 -92.5 70,1 38,6 3_.2 30.6 O. O- 1
2 -[3.054 -11,336 2C18.94891 -63.3 [2,b -84.7 2_.7 32.97086 0.704 -90.g 76.7 34.2 45.2 41.8 201.79744 I- 2
3 -10.g08 -14.703 1941.61720 -65.6 10.2 -e3.O 25,2 31.61383 G.TTg -58.2 73.3 36.0 38,9 36,7 [19.04124 2- 3
4 -I0.787 -8.878 2055.73257 -69.5 11.7 -84.2 22.2 33.52478 0.871 -88.[ 79.0 32.3 47.9 46.3 173.33067 3- 4
5 -15.48[ -7.247 2122.69232 -61.3 15.8 -87.7 28.2 34.627[5 0.512 -g3.8 80.8 32.4 52.3 47.5 150.08496 4- 5
6 --15.316 -13.585-1995,_066_ -_5._----13._--:85".O - 31.4 32._41C1 0.72? -93.4 74,7 36.1 43.4 37.1 L85,12093 5-
7 -lO.q08 -I4.703 1941.61720 -A5.6 10.2 -83.0 25.2 31.67383 0.779 -88.2 73.3 36.0 38.9 36.7 137.5[[08 6- 7
8 -9.177 -17,587 1884.34863 -68.0 8*3 -8_.0 24.0 3c.648e8 0.838 -86oi 70.3 38,0 33.4 32.N Nn.gZQ67 7-
9 -8.957 -I2.386 ig75,810Ci -71.9 9._ -82._ 21.0 32,[5335 O,_l -85.8 75,4 34,3 41.8 41°0 [55,12885 8- 9
[0 8.722 -b. Ub_ 2110.4233_ -14,7 I0,7 -83.4 18,1 3_.28331 0,625 -85,3 81.7 30,5 51.5 51,0 189,62843 9-10
11 -13.105 -4.502 2167.27588 -bT.I 14.b -87.2 23.7 35.31171 0.575 -90.9 63.4 30.4 55.0 52.5 140.55126 I0-I|
12 -18.436 -1,830 Z271.39946 -59.6 [g,g -93.4 2g.7 36,92779 0,i91 -97.I 86,2 30,7 bO.T 54,8 I79°27094 I_-12
13 -_T,942 -9,661 2CgG,00925 -55.1 16,9 -88,0 32.g 34,13230 0.636 -96.4 78,7 34,4 50.6 42,4 225,82370 1_-13
[4 -17,67A -15.659 IgUA,g8172 -4g.1 14,1 -85,0 ]6.2 32,2321E 0,739 -9_,8 73.0 38,[ 42.6 32,3 173,18571 13-14
15 -[3,071 -16.812 192_,0_644 -58,0 10.7 -8].2 _0.0 31,30061 0,80C -90.8 71,4 37°9 37,0 32.4 _43,41608 14-_5
16 -9,177 -17,587 1884,34863 -68.0 8.3 -82.0 24.0 30.64888 0.836 -86,I 70.3 38,0 33.4 32,0 120.08163 15-16
TAB NO 41 ATLAS PHOTO NO 41 POD SEQUENCE NO 85
JULY 3[jlg6A 13 H_ 12 MIN q 5EC 617 MS
TRAJECIORY t)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
819.122 1722.31259 -4.C58 -34.259 3457.768 2.006 -73.614 116.835
PHO70 I)ATA
PI LAI LQN RANGE AI51C AZN A/SUN AZA A* _/A AZPHAZ INcD PHAZ EHI5 ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
l -11.837 -I8,065 1861.g4405 -59,5 10.6 -55,2 29,3 32,71279 O.70g -92,5 70.1 38,6 34,2 30.6 O. O- I
2 -13,05I -Ii,374 2007,95021 -63.2 12,6 -84.7 26.8 32,79124 0.705 -90,9 76,7 34.2 45.2 41,7 201,27682 l- 2
3 -I0,917 -I4.721 1931.09207 -65.6 10.2 -83.0 25.3 31,50214 0.779 -88.2 73.3 36,0 38,9 36.7 118,35944 2- 3
4 --10,796 -8.g31 2044.43756 -69,5 11.7 -84,2 22,3 33,JACGO C.A72 -88,1 78,9 32,3 47,8 46.3 172,28694 3- 4
5 -18,464 -7._12 2110,95560 -61,3 15,7 -57.7 28.2 34,43569 0,613 -93.8 88,8 32,4 52,2 _Z 14_49±_5_ '
6 -15,301 -[3,609 ig84,57724 -56.4 [3.4 -_5.0 31.4 32,36441 0.727 -93.4 74.7 36.1 43.4 37,1 183.9612g 5- 6
7 -10,917 -14.721 Ig31.09207 -(_5,6 10,2 -83,0 25,3 31.50214 0.779 -85,2 73.3 36,0 38.9 36,7 136,75989 6- 7
8 -g.195 -Ir,570 [574.1333g -68.0 8,3 -82.0 24.0 30,48274 0,838 -86.1 T0,3 38,0 33,A 32,0 9g,69645 7- 8
9 -8,gTb -12.418 i984,53781 -71.g 9.5 -82,6 21,0 32.00787 0.7_7 -85,8 75.4 34.3 41.8 40,9 154,24819 8- 9
I0 -8.742 -b,[27 2098,65326 -74,T 10.7 -88.4 1H.2 34.09220 8,626 -85.3 8[.6 30,5 51.4 5_,0 188,40118 g-10
11 -[3,101 -4,586 2158.13382 -67.1 14.6 -87,2 23,8 35,113_g 0.57E -90,9 83,3 30_4 54,g 52,5 _g,TA_]_Q--_L_
_2 --18,_00 -1.941 2258,34886 -59.b lq.8 -93,3 29,7 36.715E5 0.493 -97,1 8b.l 30°7 60,6 84,7 _78,06811 II-_2
[3 -17.912 -9.712 Z084,487g2 -55.1 16.8 -88,0 32,8 33.g4473 0.537 -96,4 78.7 34,4 50.5 42,4 224,12960 12-13
14 -_7.646 -15.673 _974.]5669 -49,2 14.0 -85.0 ]6.2 32.05725 0.7_C -95,8 73.0 38.1 42,6 32.3 _72,1193g 13-14
15 -13,08g -_5,819 IgI0.b5022 -58,0 10,7 -83.1 30,0 31,13138 0,800 -90.8 71,4 37,g 37.0 32,_ 142,61967 14-15
[6 -9*lg5 -17,570 I874,1_33g -68.0 8.3 -82,0 24.0 30.4827& 0,8]_ -d6,1 70._ 38,0 33.4 32,0 119,43966 15-16
TAB NO 42 ATLAS PHOTO NO 42 POD SEQUENCE NO 87
JULY 31_LgA_ 13 HR 12 PIN 14 SEC 797 MS
TRAJECTORY L]ATA &EC T0 IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
814.002 1712.45_35 -4.C80 -34.216 3447.910 2.008 -73.582 116.830
PHOT_ OAIA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 81A AZPHAZ INCD P_AZ EMIS AEPHA _CALE PI-PT
L -[[.82H -18.084 I_71,32103 -5g.5 I0.6 -85.1 29.3 32,53A12 0.70g -92.5 70.0 38.7 34.2 30.5 O, 0-
2 -13,047 -L1.413 1996,92180 -63,2 _2,6 -8A,7 26,8 32,61124 0.705 -90.9 76.6 34.2 45,1 41.7 200,73967 1- 2
3 -10.920 -1_.740 192_.58620 -65.6 10.2 -83.0 25.3 31.38010 C.77g -88.2 73.2 36.0 38.9 36.7 [17.67491 2- 3
4 -10.805 -8.954 Zd33,I1_77 -69.4 [[.7 -84,2 22.3 33,15605 E.673 -88,1 78.9 32.3 47,8 46.2 171,2408g 3- 4
5 -15,447 -7,378 2099,19238 -61,3 L5,7 -87.7 28.2 3_.2_3_1 0,614 -93.8 80,7 32.4 52.2 47,4 148,36148 4- 5
6 -15.285 -13,635 1_?3,12363 -56._ 13.4 -85.0 31.4 32,18743 0,725 -93,4 74,7 3A.I 43,4 37.0 182,7g896 5- 6
T -[0,92_ -_,740 1920.54020 -65.6 10._ -b3*0 25.3 31.33010 0.77g -8_.2 73.2 36.0 38.9 36,7 136.00607 6- 7
8 -9.2[3 -17.573 1568.SggT_ -67.9 8.3 -82.0 24.1 3C,3163I C,835 -86.1 TO.3 38,0 33.4 32.0 g9.15121 T- 8
g -8,9g5 -12,450 1953,74525 -71.8 9.6 -8_.6 21.I 31.83206 0,747 -85.8 75.4 34.3 4[,8 40.q 15_,3653¢ 8- 9
10 -8,762 -6.200 2666,861g_ -74.6 10.7 -_3.3 18.2 33.90014 0,626 -85.3 81,5 30,5 51.4 50.9 187,17263 9-10
_ -13,096 -_,670 2142*9_0?7 -67=0 I_,6 _82,2 _,8 _,915_9 C,577 -90,9 83,_ 30._ 54.8 52=_ I_L_.9324_ iO-LI
[2 -18,364 -2,05_ 2245.27139 -5g.b I9.8 -g3.2 29.7 36,50308 0,49_ -9/.1 85,g 30,7 A0,5 54.5 I76,86333 1_-12
_3 -_T.881 -9._63 2072.g39_5 -55.1 1A.8 -88.0 3_,8 33.75672 0,63_ -98,4 _8.6 34.4 50,5 42,3 Z22o43541 [2-13
14 -IT.617 -[5,6_7 1963.35719 -49.2 18.0 -85,0 36.2 31.88_94 C.740 -95.8 /3.C 38._ 42,5 32,2 171,08002 13-14
15 -13.006 -[b.82_ [gOh,2W_bl -88,0 _0,7 -83._ 38,0 3C.951_0 0,800 -90,8 7[,4 37.g )T,0 32,4 141,82048 _4-15
16 -q,213 -[7.573 it163,89978 -87.9 8,8 -82.0 2_.[ 30.31631 0.835 -80.1 70.3 38.C 33.4 32.0 I18,79580 15-16
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RA-V|| CAMERA FE 15
TAB NO 43 ATLAS PHOTO NO 43 POD SEQUENCE NO 89
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
808.883 1702.58835 -4.102 -34.173 3438.044 2,010 -73.569 116.824
..............................
RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A• BIA AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1860.68822 -59.5 10,5 -85,1 29,4 32.35456 0.710 -92.5 70,0 38.7 34,1 30,5 O. O- 1
1985.85272 -63.2 12,6 -84,7 26,8 32.63038 0,706 -90,9 76,6 34,2 45,1 41,6 200.14588 1- 2
1909.95819 -65,5 i0,2 -82,9 25.3 31,15738 0,779 -88.2 73.2 36,0 38,9 36,6 116.98196 2- 3
2021.75021 -69.4 11,7 -d4,1 22.3 32,97066 0.673 -88,1 T8,8 32.3 47.7 46.2 170,18634 3- 4
2087.36206 -61.3 15.7 -87.7 28.2 34.05082 0.6|5 -93.8 80.6 32.4 52.1 47.3 147.48816 4- 8
1962.81621 -56,4 13,4 -85,0 31.4 32.00957 0,728 -93.4 74,7 36,1 43,3 37.0 181,62481 5- 6
1909.95819 -65.5 10,2 -82.9 25.3 31.i5738 0.779 -88.2 73,2 36.0 38.9 36.6 135o24487 6- ?
1853,631_7 -67.9 8,3 -81.9 24.1 30,14931 0.838 -86,1 70,3 38.0 33,4 32.0 98,60012 7- 8
Ig42,91119 -71,8 9,6 -62,6 21.1 31,65557 0,748 -85,8 75,3 34,3 41,7 40,9 152,47639 8- 9
2075,01q23 -74,6 IO*? -83.3 18,3 33.7C845 C,627 -85.3 81,4 30,5 51,3 50.8 185,93504 9-10
2130,73337 -67.0 14,5 -87. I 23,8 34,71634 0.578 -9C,9 83.1 30,6 54.8 52,3 138,11246 10-11
2061.32205 -55.I 16.8 -87.9 32.8 _3.56760 0.639 -96.4 78.6 34.4 50.4 42.3 220.72310 12-13
1952.50214 -49,2 14.0 -85.0 36,1 31.70574 0°740 -98,8 72,9 38.1 42,5 32,2 170,02940 13-14
1889.79210 -58,0 10.7 -83.1 30,0 30,79153 0.800 -90,8 71,4 37.9 37,0 32.4 141,01291 14-15
i_53.63187 -67,9 8,3 -81,9 24,1 30*1493[ 0,838 -86.1 70,3 38.0 33,4 82.0 118,14696 15-[6
TAB NO 44 ATLAS PHOTO NO 44 POD SEQUENCE NO 91
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 12 Mlk 25 SEC 37 MS
T_AJLCT:_Y P_T _ SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
UU_.Ie_ 1632.71]_2 ':_ -_.129 3428,169 2,012 -73.516 116,819
PHOIO DATA
P7 tAT LON -- RANG--E-- AZS_/C--_Z-N-AZS--UN -- AZA .... A* 81A- A_ZPHAZ--_NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11,809 -I8.121 1850.04477 -59.5 10.5 -85.1 29.4 32,17477 O.71C -92.6 70.0 38.7 34.1 30.5 O. O- l
-13,038 -11,493 1976,765LI -63.2 12,6 -84.7 26,8 32.24931 0.708 -90,9 76.6 34,2 45.1 41,6 199.54939 I- 2
-10.940 -14.780 I699.35771 -65,5 10.2 -82,9 25.3 30.98446 0,779 -88°2 73,2 36.0 38,9 36.6 116,28860 2- 3
4 -10,821 -9,095 2010,36905 -09,4 11.7 -84,[ 22,4 32.785C8 0,674 -88,1 78.8 32,3 47.7 46,1 169,13179 3- 4
5 -15.410 -7.514 2075,5206___61,3_ 15.7 -87,6 28,2 33,85786 0,616 -93.8 80,6 32.4 52,0 47.2 146,61428 4- 5
6 -15,25[ -13,689 Ig51,8g592 -56.4 13,3 -85.0 31,4 31,83150_.728 293,4 74,6 36,1 63.3 37,0 180,45162 52
? -10,940 -14,780 1899,3577[ -65.5 10,2 -82,9 25,3 3C.98446 0.779 -88,2 73.2 36,0 38,9 36,6 134.48274 6- 7
8 -9,246 -17.582 1843,35204 -67,8 8,3 -81,9 24.1 29,98212 0.838 -86,1 70,3 38.0 33,4 32,0 98,04825 ?- 8
9 -9,031 -12,518 1932.06511 -?1.8 9,6 -82,6 21,2 31.47889 0.748 -85,8 75,3 34,3 41.7 40+8 151.58673 8- 9
10 -8,800 -6,349 2063,16681 -74,5 10,8 -83.3 [8,3 33,51601 0.628 -85,3 81,4 30,5 51.2 80,7 184,69883 9-10
11 -13,085 -4.844 2118.49076 -67,0 14.5 -87,1 23,9 34,51688 0,58C -90,9 83.0 30,4 54,7 52.2 137,29218 10-|1
12 -18.289 -2,280 2218+93631 -59,6 19.7 -93.1 29.? 36.07499 0.498 -97.I 85,7 80,7 60.3 54,3 174.42414 11-12
13 -E7,816 -9,870 2049.69305 -55,[ 16,7 -87,9 32,8
14 -17,557 -15.719 1941,63435 -49,2 14.0 -85,0 36.1
15 -13,056 -16,842 18?9,32877 -58.0 [0,7 -83.1 30,0
[6 -9.246 -[7.582 1843,35204 -67,8 8.3 -81,9 24.1
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 12 MIN 30 5EC 157 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT
798,643
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-11,800 -18,140 1839,39073 -59.5 10,5 -85.1 29,4
-13.034 -11.536 1q63.66214 -63,2 12.6 -84,7 26,8
33.37828 0,639 -96.4 78.5 34.4 50.4 42.2 219.01751 12-13
31.52933 0.741 -95.8 72.9 38.1 42.5 32.2 168.97883 13-14
30=_7104 0.800 -90.8 71.4 37.9 37.0 32.4 140.20454 14-15
29.98212 0.838 -86.1 70.3 38.0 _3.4 32.G 117.49728 15-16
45 ATLAS PHOTO NO 45 POD SEQUENCE NO 93
ALT LAT LCN R
1682.83112 -4.146 -34.086 3418.286
A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD
31.99475 0.710 -92.6 70,0
32.06799 0.707 -90.9 76.5
V PTH AZ
2.014,-73.483 116.813
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.7 34.1 30.4 O, O- I
34.2 65.0 41.6 198.94377 I _ 2
3 -10.948 -14.801 1888.74191 -65.5 10.2 -82.9
4 -10.829 -9.151 1998.97070 -69.3 11.7 -84.1
5 -15.391 -7.582 2063.66519 -61,3 15.6 -87.6
6 -15.234 -13.717 1940.96239 -56.4 13.3 -84.9
? -10.948 -[4.801 1888.74191 -65.5 10.2 -82.9
8 -9.263 -17.587 I_33.05743 -6?.8 8.3 -81.9
9 -9.049 -12.55_ 192[.Z019_ -7_,T 9.6 -82,5
10 -8.820 -6.425 2051.29605 -74.5 10.8 -83.3
11 -13,080 c4,9_[ 2106.23315 -67.0 14.5 -87.1
i_ -18.251 -2.394 2205.76041 -59.6 19.6 -93.0
13 --17.784 -9,923 2038.05231 -55.1 16.7 -87.9
14 -17.52T -15.736 i930.75577 -49.2 14.0 -85.0
15 -13.052 -16.851 1868,85205 -58.0 10.7 -83.1
16 -9.263 -17.587 1833.05743 -67.B 8.3 -81.9
25.4 30.81129 0.780 -88.2 73.2 36.0 38.8
22.4 32.59922 0.675 -88.1 78.7 32.3 47.6
28.3 33.66427 0.61T -93.8 80.5 32.4 52.0
81.4 31,65321 0.729 -93.4 74.6 36,1 43.3
25.4 30,81129 0.78C -88.2 73.2 36.0 38.8
24,2 29.81469 C,838 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.6
21.2 3g.30193 0,748 -85,8 75,3 34.3 41.7
18.4 33.32327 0.629 -85.3 81.3 30.5 51.2
23.9 34.31717 0.581 --gl.O a2.g 30.4 54.6
29.8 35.86081 0.4gg -97.1 85.6 30.T 60.2
32.8 33._8877 0,640 --96.4 78,4 34.4 _0,3
36.[ 31.35274 O.T41 -95,8 72.9 38.1 42.4
30.0 30.45084 0.800 -90.8 71.4 37.9 )7,0
24.2 29.81A69 0.838 -86,1 70,3 38.0 33.4
36.6 115.59465_:46.1 168.07539
47.1 145.74102 4- 5
37.0 179.27702 5- 6
366 13372056_::32.0 97.49554
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RA-V[I CAMERA F8 X6
JULY 3111964 13 H8 12 MIN 35 SAL 277 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
TAB NO 46 ATLAS PHOTO NO 46 POD SEQUENCE NO 95
SEC TG ISPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
793.523 1672.93991 -4.168 -3A.041 3408.395 2.016 -73.450 116o807
-PT LAI LCN RAhGE AZS/6 AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHA2 IHCD PHAZ 6MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -11.791 -18.158 I828.72817 -59.5 10.5 -85.} 29.4 31.8144A 0o711 -92.6 70.0 38.7 34.0 30.4 O. O- I
2 -13.031 -11.575 1952,53876 -63.1 12.6 -84.7 26.9 31.88633 0.707 -9C.9 76.5 34.2 45.0 41°5 198,31790 I- 2
3 -10.958 -14.82Z 1878.10582 -65.5 10,2 -82.9 25.A 38,63778 0.780 -88.2 73,2 36.1 38.8 36,6 |14.89987 2- 3
4 -10.838 -9.208 1987.54536 -69.3 11°7 -84.1 22.4 32.41291 0.875 -88.1 78.7 32.3 47.6 48.0 16,7.01349 3- 4
5 -15.374 -7,852 2051.79059 -6[.3 15.6 -87,6 28.3 33°47057 0,818 -93,8 80,A 32.4 51.9 67,1 144.87005 4- 5
-6 L15.219 -13,766 1930.01479 -58.4 13.3 -84.9 31.4 31.47470 0.729 -93.4 74.6 38.I 43°2 36.9 178o09856 5- 6
7 -10.956 -14.822 1878.10582 -85.5 10.2 -82.9 25.4 30.63778 0.788 -88.2 73.2 38.I 38.8 36o6 132,95983 6- 7
6 -9.281 -17.592 1822.74326 -o7.8 8.3 -81.9 24.2 29.6469R O.R_ -8_.! 70.3 38,0 33.4 _.U 96.94178 7- 8
9 -9.06A -12.587 I91n.__2_7 -71.7 g.6 -UL.5 21.3 31.12655 0.7Ag -85,8 75.2 34.3 41.b 40.8 149.79819 8- 9
lO -8.840 -6.501 2039.39189 -74.4 10.8 -83.3 lU.4 33.12997 0.630 -85.3 81o2 30.5 51.I 50o6 182.21683 9-10
11 -13.078 -5.019 2093.96697 -86.9 14.5 -87.0 23.9 36.11703 G.582 -91.0 82,9 30.4 54o5 52.0 135o65372 [O-f1
-12_18o215 -2.509 2192.57214 -59.6 19.b -92.9 29.8 38.64843 C.501 -97.1 85.5 30.7 60.1 56.0 172.00533 II-12
13 -17.75_ -g.978 2026.39957 -55.1 16.7 -87.9 32.8 32.99907 0.641 -gb.4 78.4 34.4 50.2 42.1 215o61470 12-13
14 -17.498 -15.753 1919.86943 -49.3 13.9 -85°0 36.I 31,17603 0.741 -95°8 72.9 38,1 42.4 32,2 166.87241 13-14
15 -13.049 -16.868 1858.36066 -88.0 10+7 -83.1 30+0 30.27960 0.800 -90.8 71.4 37.9 3T.O 32°3 138.59133 14-15
16 -9°281 -17.592 1822.7432b -67°8 8,3 -81.9 24.2 29.66694 0.838 -86.1 70.3 38.0 33.6 32.0 116o19733 15-16
TAB NO 47 ATLAS PHOTO NO 47 POD SEQUENCE NO 97
JULY 3111964 13 HR 12 MI_ 40 5E6 396 MS
TRAJEATDRY DATA SEC TO IMPAAT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
788.403 1663.06C13 -4,190 -33°997 3398.498 2.018 -73.417 I16°802
PHOTO DAIA .........
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUH AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ IHCO PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
O- 1
1 -11.782 -18.177 1818.05078 -5_.8 10.5 -85.1 29.6 31.83391 0.711 -92.6 70.0 38.7 34.0 30.4 O. 1--13.027 -11.617 1941.40262 -63.1 12.6 -8A.7 26o9 31.70447 0.708 -90.9 76.4 34.2 45.0 AI.5 197o6894E 2
3 -10.965 -14.844 1U67.65708 -05.4 10.2 -82.9 25.4 38.66407 0.786 -88.2 73.1 36.1 38.8 36.6 114.20468 3
4 --I0.847 -q.2_5 1976.10643 -69.3 11.7 -H4oi 22.5 32.22842 C.678 -88.1 78.6 32.3 67.5 45o9 165.95178 3- 4
5 -15.357 -7.721 2039.90465 -81.2 15.6 -87.5 28.3 33.27888 0.619 -93.8 80.6 32.4 51.8 47.0 _43.99846 4- 5
6 -15o203 -13.774 i_19.05398 -56.4 13.3 -84.g 3[.4 31.29596 0.730 -93.4 74.5 36.1 43.2 36.9 176.92095 5-
7 -10.965 -14.846 1_07.45708 -b5.4 10.2 -82.9 25.4 30.48407 0.788 -88.2 73.1 36.1 38.8 36.6 132o19813 8- 7
8 -9.298 -17.598 1812.41895 -67.7 8.4 -81.9 26.3 29.47899 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 96.38731 7- 8
9 -9,087 -12.823 1d99.41}71 -71.6 9.6 -82.5 21.3 30.96697 0.749 -85.8 75.2 34.3 41.6 40o7 168.90091 8- 9
10 -8.860 -6.578 2627.47791 -76.4 10.8 -83.3 18.5 32.93653 D.631 -85.3 81.2 30.6 51.0 50.5 180.97412 9-10
11 -13.071 -5.107 _0HI.65591 -66.9 [4.5 -87.0 23.g 33.91875 0.583 -91.0 82.8 30.6 54°4 51.9 _34.83486 10-11
12 -18.178 -2.626 2179.3_004 -59.6 19.5 -q2.8 29.8 35.43199 0.503 -9T.1 85.4 30.7 59.9 53.9 170.80265 11-12
13 -17.722 -10.032 2014.T3459 -55.} 16.8 -87.8 32.8 32.80917 0.642 -96.4 _8.3 34.4 50*2 42.0 213.92002 12-13
14 -IT.Abq -15.770 1908.96992 -49._ 13.9 -85.0 36.0 30o99910 0.742 -98.8 72.9 38.1 42.4 32°2 165.81767 13-14
15 -13.046 -16.870 I_47.85637 -58.0 10o7 -63.} 30o0 36.10825 0.800 -9(].8 71.3 37.9 37.0 32.3 137.78499 14-15
[E -9.298 -17.598 1812.41695 -67.7 8.4 -81.9 24.3 29.47899 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33,A 32°0 115.54691 15-16
TAB NO 48 ATLAS PHOTO NO 48 POD SEQUENCE NO 99
JULY 3[t1966 13 HR 12 MIN 45 SE6 516 MS
TRAJECTNRY 9ATA $68 TO IMPA6T ALT tAT LON H V PTI_ AZ
783.283 1653.13202 -4.213 -_3.952 3388.587 2.020 -73.383 116.796
PHOTO E)AIA
PT LAT LDN RANG6 ALS/6 AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAI EMIS ALPHA SAAtE PT-PT
-IT.IT3 -18,196 1807,384q3 -59.4' 10o5 -85,1 29.4 31o45347 0.712 -92.6 69.9 38.7 33.9 30°3 O° O- I
-13.024 -IL.658 1930,27371 -_3.1 12,6 -84°6 26.9 31.52273 0.708 -90.9 76.6 3Ao2 44.9 41.4 197.08739 I- 2
3 -10.973 -16.865 1856.81140 -65.4 10.2 -82,9 25.5 30.2_0_1 0.780 -88.2 73°1 36.1 38.8 36.5 113.51248 2- 3
4 -10.855 -9.321 1964.68297 -69.2 11.7 -84.1 22.5 32.04011 0.677 -88°1 78.5 32.3 47.5 45.9 164°89603 3- 4
5 -15.339 -7,789 2028,03342 -61.2 15.6 -87.5 28.3 33,08303 0.620 -93.8 80.3 32.4 51.8 46.9 143.12916 4- 5
6 -15.18? -13.802 1908.09726 -58._ 13.3 -84.9 31.4 31.11730 0.736 -93.4 74.5 36,1 43.2 36.9 175.75119 5- 6
7 -10.973 -}6.865 1856,81140 -65.4 10.2 -82.9 25.5 30.29041 0.786 -88*2 73.1 36.1 38.8 36,5 131.43707 6- 7
8 -9.316 -ll.6C3 1602.09131 -6r,7 8.4 -81.9 24.3 29,311C5 0.838 -8O.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 95.83417 7- 8
9 -9.106 -[2.657 1_88,51695 -71.6 g.6 -82,5 21.3 30.769_0 0.749 -85.8 75.2 34.3 41,b 40,7 [48,00718 8- 9
10 -8.880 -6.654 2015.88228 -76.4 10.8 -83.2 18.8 32.74337 D.832 -85.3 81.1 30.6 50.9 50.A 179.74050 9-10
11 -13.066 -8._g_ _Q_9 4_-__g I_5 -_LA____L_J_5B_--_-_},O H2.7 30.6 54.3 51.8 134.018A4 10-J_L
12 -18.142 -2,73e 2166.22089 -59.6 19.5 -92,7 29.8 35.21808 0.505 -97.1 85,3 30.7 59,8 53.8 169.80838 11-12
13 -17.691 -10.086 2003.08002 -55.1 16.6 -87.8 32.8 3_.61943 0.643 -96.6 78.3 34°4 50,1 42.0 2_2.2441_ 1_-13
14 -17.440 -i8.788 1898.07231 -49.3 13.9 -85.O 36.0 30.82220 O.742 -95.8 72°9 38.1 42.4 32+1 164°76882 13-14
15 -13.042 -Io.878 i_37.3527_ -58°0 _0.7 -83.1 30.0 29.93710 0.801 -90.8 71.3 37*9 37,0 32.3 _36.979_8 14-15
16 -9.316 -17.603 1802.09131 -67.7 8.4 -81.9 24.3 29.31105 0.836 -86.2 70o3 38.0 33,4 32,0 114o89633 15-16
13O
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RA-VI[ CA_EKA F8 17
TAB NO 49 ATLAS PHOTO NO 49 POD SEQUENCE NO 101
JULY 31_1964 [3 fiR 12 MIN 80 SEC 838 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
778.163 16A3.21533 -4.235 -33.908 3378.671 2.023 -73.349 116.790
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- -- 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ 8NIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.183 -18.214 1796.6882q -59.4 10.5 -65.1 2g.4 31.27340 C.712 -92.6 69.9 38.8 33.q 30.3 O. O- 1
2 -13o020 -11.8q6 1919.1698g -63.1 IZ.6 -84.6 26.g 31.34140 0.7OR -90.9 76.4 34.2 46.9 41.4 196.53875 1- 2
3 -10.981 -14.884 1248.18311 -65.4 10.2 -82.g 25.5 36.I1763 0.786 -88.3 73.1 36.1 38.8 36.5 112.82590 2- 3
4 -|0.88_ -9.376 lg53.zgoo4 -69.2 11.7 -86.0 22.6 31.8543A C.877 -88.1 78.5 32.3 47.4 45.8 163.85156 3- 4
5 -15*321 -7.855 213L6.20050 -61.2 15.8 -87.5 28.3 32.89001 0.821 -93.8 80.2 32.4 51.7 46.8 142.26450 4- 5
8 -15.171 -13.828 1697.16_22 -56.A 13.3 -84.9 31.4 30.g3895 0o736 -g3.4 74.5 3671 43.[ 36.8 174.59571 5_-_
7 -[0.9R1 -14*884 I_46.18311 -65.4 IC.2 -82.g 25.5 30. I1763 8.78C -88.3 73.1 36.I 38.8 36.5 130o67810 6- 7
8 -9.334 -17.607 11glo77780 -67.6 8.4 -_i.9 24.3 2g.14331 C.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 95.28460 7- 8
9 -9.12_ -i2.690 1877.64516 -71.5 9.6 -82.5 21.4 30.59240 0.750 -85.8 75.1 34.3 41.5 40.7 147.12078 8- 9
lO -8.gO0 -8.727 Z003.72986 -74.3 I0.8 -83.2 18.8 32.55092 0.633 -85.3 81.0 30.8 50.9 50.4 178.52294 9-10
11 -13.062 -5.270 2057.16214 -66.9 IA.5 -88.q 2A.0 33.51728 C.585 -gi.O 82.6 30.4 54.2 51.7 133.20700 10-11
IZ -18.105 -2*8A6 2153.1279g -59.6 lg.4 -92.6 2g.8 35.00525 C.506 -91.I 85.2 30.7 59.7 53.6 168.42130 11-12
13 -17.659 -i_.137 19gi.45631 -55.1 16.6 -87.8 32.8 32.43020 8.643 -96.4 78.2 34.A 80.1 41.9 210.59820 12-13
14 -17.411 -15.861 i_87.ig022 -49.3 13.q -85.0 38.0 36.64555 0.742 -95.9 72.8 38.1 42.3 32.1 163.73100 13-14
15 -13.03g -10.886 i_26o8620g -58.0 10o7 -83.1 30*0 29.76617 C.801 -90.8 71.3 37.g 37.0 32.3 138.17572 14-15
16 -g.334 -17.667 I191.77780 -67.6 8.4 -81.g 2A.3 2g.14331 C.838 -86.2 70.3 38.C 33.4 32.0 114.24678 15-18
TAB NO 50 ATLAS PHOTO NO 50 POD SEQUENCE NO 103
JULY 31)ig6A 13 HH 12 VIN 55 SE_ 758 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
77_.n4_ t6_.PBqq5 -A.258 -33.862 3368.745 2.025 -73.315 116.784
PHOTO UAIA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
i -11.75A -18.233 1785.98063 -59.4 I0.5 -85.1 29.4 31.09310 0.712 -92.6 69.g 38.8 33.9 30.3 O. 0- [
2 -13.016 -11.735 1908.05235 -63.1 12.6 -84.6 26.9 31.1598A 0.709 -90.9 76.3 34.2 44.8 41.3 195.98642 I- 2
3 -10.q89 -14.903 1035.54134 -65.3 10.2 -82*9 25.5 2g.g4344 0.781 -8e.3 73.1 36.1 38.8 36.5 I[2.[3875 2- 3
4 -10.872 -9.430 1941.88428 -69.2 11.7 -8_.0 22.6 31.66835 0.678 -88.1 78.4 32.3 47.4 45.8 |62.80892 3- 4
5 -15.303 -7.g21 2004.35486 -61.2_ 15.5 -87.A 28.3 32.89878 0.821 -93.8 80.2 32°4 51.6 46.8 141.39915 6- 5
6 -15.155 -13.854 I_6.20915 -58.4 13.3 -84.g 31.A 36.76038 0.731 -93.4 74.5 3O.l 43.1 36.8 173.44064 5- 8
7 -10.g89 -14.903 1835.54134 -65.3 10.2 -82.9 25.5 2g.94344 0.781 -88.3 73.1 38.1 38.8 38.5 12g.gl7g5 6- 7
8 -g.351 -17.618 1781.45149 -67.6 8.4 -81.9 24.4 22.97537 0*838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 94.73422 7- 8
9 -9.143 -12.723 1868.76036 -71.5 9.8 -82.5 2[.4 30.A1508 0.750 -85.8 75.1 34.3 41.5 40.6 146.23355 8- 9
lO -8.920 -6.800 I)g1.86639 -74.3 10.8 -83.2 18.7 32.35828 0.834 -88.3 80.q 30.6 50.8 50.3 177.30641 9-10
11 -13.057 -5.362 2044.92908 -86.___14.4 -86.9 24.0 33.31837 0.587 :91.0_ 82_5 30.4 54*2 51_b_32.39519 10-11
12 --18.06g -2.g58 2140.02853 --5g.6 lg.4 -92.6 29.8 3A.79231 0°508 -97.1 85.1 30.7 59.6 53,5 167o24860 11-12
13 -17*628 -10.18g 1979*81915 -55.1 16.5 -87._ 32.8 32.24074 0.644 -96.4 78.2 34.4 50.0 41.9 208.g8760 12-13
14 -[7.382 -15.815 i_78.29417 -49.3 13.9 -85.0 36.0 30.46827 0.742 -95.9 72.8 38.1 42.3 32.1 162.69291 13-14
15 -13.035 -!6=8o3 I_]_.35786 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 2g.59562 C.801 -90.8 71.3 37.g 37.0 32.3 135.37111 16-15
16 -9.351 -17.810 1781.4514g -67*6 8.4 -81.9 24.4 28°97537 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 113.59635 15-18
TAB NO 51 ATLAS PHOTO NO 51 POD SEQUENCE NO 105
JULY 31flq64 13 HR 13 MIN O SEE 876 MS
TRAJECTqRY DATA SEC TO I_PACT ALI tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
767.923 1623.35608 -4.281 -33.817 3358.811 2°027 -73.28L 116.778
PHOTG DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE --AZ'_AzN AZ SUN_ AZA- --A* .... B/A AZPHAZ ]NCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE "PT-PT
I -11.?45 -18.252 1775.24239 -59.4 10.5 -85.l 29.4 38.91238 0.713 -92.6 69.g 38.8 33.8 30.3 O. O- 1
2 -13.012 -11.775 1896.90961 --63.0 12o6 -84.6 27.0 3C.97787 0.710 -90.9 76.3 36.2 44.8 41.3 195.41261 1- 2
3 -10.997 -14.q23 Id24*87708 -65.3 10.2 -82.g 25.5 2g.76947 0.781 -88.3 73.1 38,1 38.8 36.5 111.44904 2-
4 -10.881 -g.485 1930°45221 -89.I 11*7 -84.0 22.6 31.48194 0.67g -88.[ 78.A 32.3 47.3 45.7 161.75869 3- 4
5 -15.286 -7.q88 lgq2.48143 -81.2 15.5 -R7°4 28.3 32.50310 8.622 -93.8 80.1 32.4 51,8 46.7 140.53157 4- 8
8 -15.139 -13.881 I_75.23409 -56.4 13.3 -84.9 31.4 36.58141 0.731 -93.4 74.4 38.1 43.1 36.8 172.28190 5- 6
7 -lOogg7 -14.923 Ig24.87708 -65.3 10.2 -82.9 25.5 2go76gA7 0.781 -88.3 73.1 36. I 38.8 36.5 129o15588 8- 7
8 -9.38g -17.614 1771.10507 -61o6 8.4 -81.9 24.4 28.80769 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 94.18168 7- 8
g -g.[82 -12.757 [_55.85201 -71.4 9.7 -R2.5 21.5 30.23738 0.750 -85o8 75.1 34.3 4[.5 40.8 145.34322 8, 9
10 -8*940 -6.874 lg79.g7598 -74.2 10.8 -83.2 18°7 32.16520 0.835 -85.3 80.9 30.6 50.7 50.2 176.08652 9-10
12 -18.032 -3.066 2126.g0109 -5g.6 lg.3 -92.5 2g.8 3A.57892 0*516 -97.[ 85.0 30.7 59.5 53.4 186.06903 I[--12
L3 -17.596 -10.241 1908.15544 -55.1 16.5 -87.8 32.8 32°05085 0.645 -g6.4 78.[ 34.4 49.9 41.8 207.31534 12-13
14 -17.352 -18.831 1665.37544 -49.3 13.8 -85°0 36.0 3c.2glA2 0.743 -95.9 72.8 38.1 42.3 32.1 161.65117 13-16
15 -13*031 -i6.gOl [805*83221 -58.0 10.7 -83.[ 30.0 2g.42352 0.801 -90.8 71.3 37.9 37.0 32.3 I_4156461 _-15
[6 -9.369 -17o814 1771.I0507 -67°6 8.4 -81.9 24.4 28.8076g 0.838 -82.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 112.94417 15-16
13;
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI[ CAMERA F8 18
TAB NO 52 ATLAS PHOTO NO 52 POD SEQUENCE NO 107
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 13 M|_ 5 SEC 996 MS
TRAJECTF]RY (]ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
782.8C3 1613.A1348 -4.3C4 -33.771 3348.869 2,029 -73,24T 116,773
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
O- 1
-11.738 -18.271 1784.51311 -59.4 10.5 -85.0 29.4 30.731|8 0.713 -92.6 69.9 38.8 33.8 30.2 O. 21"-13.008 -Ii.816 [885.73616 -b3,O 12,6 -84.6 27.0 3C.79540 O.TIG -90.9 76,3 34.2 44.8 41.2 194.80g78 2
3 -11.005 -14.944 181_,18585 -65.3 10.2 -82.9 25.b 29,595C7 0,781 -88.3 73,1 36.1 38,7 36,4 110.75590 3
4 -I0,889 -9,541 ]g18.98753 -89,i 11,7 -84,0 22,T 31,29499 0.679 -88.1 78,3 32.3 47,3 45,7 160o705&2 3- 4
5 -15,268 -8,056 1980.57303 -61,2 15,5 -87.4 28,3 32.30884 0,623 -93,8 80.0 32.6 51,5 46,6 139,66123 A- 5
8 -15,122 -13,908 1864.23022 -56,A 13,2 -84.9 31o4 3C.40197 0,731 -93.4 76,6 36.1 43,1 36,# i#i,11755 5_6
T --11,005 -IA.944 1814,18585 -65.3 10,2 -82.9 25,6 29.595C7 0,781 -88,3 73.1 36.1 38.7 36.6 128,39167 8- T
8 --9,386 -17,819 1780,73489 -67,5 8.4 -81.9 24,4 28.83843 0.838 -86,2 70,3 38.0 33,4 32,0 93.826A3 7- 8
g -9,180 -12.792 18A4.91481 -7i,4 q,7 -82.5 21._ _r n_q2! _ 75! -85.8 75.C 34,3 _1.5 _D,_ I-%_,_463_ a-
10 -8,960 -6,950 1968,05099 -74,2 i0,8 -83,2 18.8 31,97156 0,838 -85.3 80.8 30.6 50,7 50. I 174,86122 9-10
|I -13.047 -5,53A 2020,38900 -68,8 14,4 -86.h 24.1 32,91822 0.589 -91,0 82,A 30,A 5_.0 51,5 130,76421_0-I_
12 -17,995 -3.178 2113,735_4 -59,5 19,3 -92.4 2_.8 34.36491 0,511 -97.1 86,9 30.7 59,4 53,3 164.88729 11-12
13 -IT,584 -10,295 1946,45900 -85.1 16,5 -87,7 ]2,8 31.86044 0.646 -96,4 78,| 39.A 49,9 41.7 205.66824 12-13
IA -17,32_ -15,847 1854,42989 -49,& 13.M -85,0 35,9 30,I137A 0.743 -95,9 72o8 38,1 62,3 32.1 160,80426 13--14
15 -_3.027 -16.910 1795,28128 -57,9 I0, T -83,1 30.0 29.251t1 0.801 -90.8 71,3 37.g 36.9 32,3 133,75599 Iq-15
16 -q,386 -47.819 1760.73A89 -67.5 8,A -81,9 2_,4 28.638A3 0,838 -86,2 T0.3 38,0 33,A 32,0 112.29019 15-16
TAB NO 53 ATLAS PHOTO NO $3 POP SEQUENCE NO 109
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 13 HIP, 11 SEC 118 MS
TRAJECIDRY I)ATA SLC TI] IMPACT ALT LAT L_N R V PTH AZ
757.68_ ]603.4_:218 -'t,.32T -33.725 3338.917 2.031 -73,2L2 116.767
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSlC A2N AZSUN AZA A* b/A AZPHAZ INGO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCAL£ PT-PT
-11)726 -18,290 1753.77292 -59.4 I0.5 -85.0 2).5 3C.54g71 0.714 -92.6 69,8 3_.8 33,8 30,2 O, O-
-]3.00A -]1.857 1_74,54950 -63.0 12.5 -84.6 2V.O 30,61272 0.710 -90.9 76.2 34,2 AA.T AI.2 |94,20368 I-
3 -11.013 -14,965 1803.48151 -65.2 10.2 -_2,9 25.6 29.42045 0.78_ -8_.3 73.0 36.1 3_,7 36.4 IL0.06236 2-
4 -I0,898 -9,597 1907._I065 -69,1 I].T -8A,O 22.7 31.10784 0,68C -88.1 78,3 32.3 47.2 A5,6 159,85214 3- 4
5 -15,249 -8.124 Ig68.6527__ 761.2 15,5 -87.3 28,4 32,[IA39 0.82A -93.8 80,0 32,A 51,4 46,6 138,79011 4-- 8
6 -15.108 -i_.938 I853.21278 -56.4 13.2 -_4.9 31.4 3C.22232 0.732 -g3.4 74.4 36.1 93.0 36.7 i69*95391-- 5 _
7 -11,013 -14,965 1803.48151 -65.2 I0,2 -H2.9 25.6 29._2C48 0,781 -88.3 73,0 36.1 38,7 36,6 127,82620 6- 7
8 -9.403 -17.624 1750.35213 -61+5 8.A -81.9 24,5 28.A89_6 0,838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.A 32.0 93.07045 7- 8
9 -9,199 -12.826 1833.96507 -71.4 9,7 -82.4 21.6 29,88084 0.751 -H5.8 75,0 3A.3 41,4 AO.5 143,55332 8- 9
10 -8.979 -T,025 1956,11589 -74,1 LO.9 -83,1 18.8 31,T7776 0.637 -85,3 80,T 30.6 50,6 50,1 173,63738 9-10
11 -13,042 -5,621 2008,08078 -66,8 14.4 -88.H _A,I 32.71769 0.590 -gl.O 82,3 30.4 53,9 5_,4 129,94699 _0-I_
12 -17.958 -3,290 2100,5653 _' -59,5 ig.2 -g2,J 29,8 34.15042 0,513 -9/,I 8A.8 30,7 59,3 53.1 163,T079A 11-LZ
13-17.533 -I0.348 Iq44.74968 -55,1 16.4 -87,7 32.8 3L,669El C,64_ -96,4 78.0 34,A 49.8 41,7 204,02717 12-13
14 -17,293 -15,864 i_43.47072 -49,4 13.8 -85,0 35.9 29,93584 0,743 -95,9 72.8 38,1 42.2 32.0 159,55723 13-14
15 -13,023 -16,919 1784.71707 -57,9 10,7 -d3.[ 30,0 29,079_8 0.801 -9C.8 71,3 37.9 _6,9 32.3 132.9A894 IA-15
16 -9,_03 -17.624 1750,35213 -67,5 8,4 -81.9 24.5 28.A6956 C.838 -86.2 70.3 38,0 33._ 32,0 I_1,63533 15-16
- -" TAB NO 54 ATLAS PHOTO NO 54 POD SEQUENCE NO 111
JULY 31_1964 13 HR I3 MIN ib SEC 236 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC T6 [PPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
752.5t_4 1593.50228 -4.350 -33.679 3328.958 2.033 -73,178 116.761
PHOT[_ DAIA ...........
PT tAT L(]N RANGE A/S/C AZN A_SUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ £MI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11,7|_ -IB.308 i/_3.02184 -59,4 10,5 -85.0 29.5 3C.367_3 0,714 -92,6 69.8 38,8 33.7 30,2 O, O- |
;-13.00,,-,[.0_91,o3.,_601-8_.0_2.8-89.62,.o3_.A2_590.71]-90.976.234.2,4.TA,2 193.57409_-_
-11.021 -14.986 [/92,75331 -65,2 ]0.2 -_2.9 25,8 29,24544 0.78L -88.3 73,0 36,_ 38.T 36,9 109,38592
A -10,906 -9,654 1696,00572 -69,0 11.7 -84,0 22,8 30.g202A 0,881 -88,1 78,2 32,3 47,2 45,5 158,59501 3- 4
5 -15,231 -_.193 1_56.70282 -61,2 [5,A -87.3 28.4 31.91946 0.625 -93,8 79,9 32.A 51,4 46.5 137.91682 4- 5
6 -15,089 -1_,985 I_42.L8989 -_b.4 13.2 -84.g 31.4 3C,04224 0.732 -93,4 74*4 38.1 43,0 36,7 168.78631 5- 6
7 -11,02_ -14.986 1792.75331 -85.2 10.2 -82,9 _5.6 29,24544 0.781 -88.3 73,0 36.1 38,7 36,4 126.85870 6- 7
8 -9,421 -17.630 I739,9_,HI0 -67.4 8,A -_1.9 24.5 28,30035 0.838 -86.2 70,3 38.0 33,4 32.0 92,51219 7- 8
9 -9.217 -12,862 I_22.99020 -71.3 g.7 -82,4 21.6 2g,702C6 0.751 -85.8 75.0 36,3 4],.9 40.5 142.65458 8- 9
10 --8.9g] -l. IOI 1944.15181 -74,1 10.9 -_3.1 18.9 3].58399 0.638 -85,4 80,_ 30.6 50,5 50.0 172.909T8 9-I0
II -13.037 -5, T08 199_,721_/. --66,L_ Iz_._ -86*7 2A,2 _2,51_ Q_591 -91,0 82,___0L_ 51,8 _I,_[ J.2.9_J.2/]_ IQ=II
[2-17,921 -3.A(]2 2087,36432 -59.5 19,2 -92.2 29.8 33,93622 C.515 -97,1 8A,7 30,7 59,2 53,0 162.52750 II-12
13 -IT,500 -_0.403 1933.01213 -55.1 _6.4 -_,7 32,7 3L.47872 C,647 -96,4 ;8.0 3_,4 49.8 4_,8 202,38387 12-13
[A -IT,265 -15.881 1_32,4H_53 -49,W 13.8 -_5.0 35.g 29.75755 0.744 -95,g 72,7 38.1 42,2 32.0 188.50635 13-|A
15-13.019 -lb.928 i?74,1301b -57.9 10.7 -d3._ _0.I 28,90698 0,801 -90.8 71.3 37.9 36,9 32,2 132,13487 _4-_5
16 -9,921 -I7.630 1739.94H10 -&7.4 8.4 -HI.9 24,5 28,30035 0,838 -80,2 70.3 38,(] 33.4 32.0 _i0,97880 15-16
132
DJPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[[ CAMERA FB 19
TAB NO SS ATLAS PHOTO NO 55 POD SEQUENCE NO 113
JULY 31,1964 [3 HR 13 _[N 21 SEC 356 MS
TRAJECT(]_Y 13ATh SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PT_ AZ
747.444 1583.53320 -4.374 -33.632 3318.988 2.035 -73.143 116.755
PHOID O_TA
PT LAT LCN RAKGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 6/A AZPHAZ INCO PHi2 EP|S _LPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.7(_ -Id.3Z7 1732.25938 -59.4 10.5 -85.0 29.5 50.18548 0.714 -92.6 69.8 38.9 33.7 30.I O. O- 1
2 -12.996 -11.g_2 1852.09392 -63o0 12.5 -84.5 27.0 3C.24_00 0.711 -90.9 76.1 34.2 44.6 41.1 192.91889 I- 2
3 -11.02_ -_5.009 1781.9996_ -_.b.2 10.2 -62.9 25.7 29.07002 0.781 -86.3 73.C 36.1 38.7 36.4 108.6665[ 2- 3
4 -I0.914 -9.712 1_84.47079 -69.0 11°7 -83.9 22.8 30.73215 0.681 -80.I 78°2 32.3 47.I 45.5 157.53357 3- 4
5 -15.213 -_.263 1944.72096 -bl.l 15.4 -87.3 28.4 31.72401 0.826 -93.8 79.8 32.4 51.3 46.4 137.04098 4- 5
6 -15.072 -13.994 1_31.09995 -56.4 13.2 -84.9 31.4 29.86173 C.?3J -_3.4 74.3 36.1 43.0 36.6 IbT.&IAl2 5- b
7 -II.029 -15.009 [781.99968 -65.2 10.2 -82.9 25.7 29.07002 0.781 -8d.3 73.0 36.1 38.7 36.A 126.08901 6- 7
8 -9.438 -17.637 1729.52136 -_7.4 8.4 -81.8 24.6 2_.13077 G.83E -86.2 70.3 38.C 33.4 32.0 91.95157 7- 8
9 -9.235 -12.898 i_II.98849 -71.3 9.7 -82.4 21.7 29.522E4 6.752 -85o8 74.9 34°3 41.4 40.4 141.75217 8- 9
10 -9.019 -7.179 I_32.15660 -74.0 I0.9 -83.] 19.0 31.388_2 0.839 -H5.4 80.6 30.6 50.4 49.9 17/.1781C 9-10
11 -13.032 -5.797 i983.34993 -68,7 I4.4 -_6.7 24.2 32._1508 C.5_2 -91.0 82.1 30.4 53._ 51.2 128.30534 I0-11
12 -17.d84 -3.516 2074.13052 -59.5 19.I -92.1 29._ 53.72110 C._16 -97.1 _4.5 30.7 59.1 52.g 161.34564 ii-12
13 -|7.468 -10.458 I921.2&442 -55.1 16.4 -87.7 12.7 31.2871& 0.64@ -98.A 77.g 34._ _q.7 41.6 200.73744 12-13
14 -17.233 -15o899 1821*A7888 -49.4 13._ -85.0 _.9 29.578E4 C.744 -95.9 /2°7 38.1 42.2 32.0 157.45118 13-14
15 -13,015 -16.939 [763.5192'1 -57.9 10.7 -83.1 36.I 2_.73409 0.801 -9C.8 71.3 37.9 36.9 32.2 13[.32125 14-[5
16 -9.436 -[7.637 if29.52136 -67.4 S.4 -_1.8 24.b 2%.[3077 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 _2.0 Ii0.3_051 I5-16
TAB NO 56 ATLAS PHOTO NO 56 POD SEQUENCE NO 115
J_LY 31_1964 13 HR 13 _IN 26 5EC 476 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S6C T_ IMPACT ALT tat LCN R V PTh AZ
7_ _ 1_7_._5_73 -A._g7 -33.5_5 3309.011 2.038 -73.108 I16.7A9
PHOTC D_TA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZ5/C _ZN A2SUN AZA A* 6/A AZPHAZ ]NCO PHAZ tM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11*699 -18.346 1721.4_62A -59.3 10.5 -85.0 29.5 30.00290 C.715 -92.6 89.8 38.9 33.6 30.1 O. O- 1
2 -12.99[ -11.984 i_40.53925 -62.9 12.5 -84.5 27.1 30.C6220 C.712 -90.9 76.1 34.2 44.6 41.1 192.26099 I- 2
3 -II.036 -15.0_2 1771.23340 -65.2 10.2 -82.8 25.7 28.89439 C.782 -68.3 73.C 36.I 38.7 36.3 107.966T2 2- 3
4 -10,922 -9.171 i_72.92436 -69,0 lI.7 -83.9 22.8 30.543_7 C.682 -6_.I 78.1 32.3 47.0 45*4 156.47241 3- 4
5 -15.194 -8,333 1932.72810 -_1.1 [5.4 -87.5 28.4 31.52837 C.627 -93.8 79.8 32.4 81.2 46.3 136.16470 4- 5
6 -15.055 -|4.02A I_20.01692 -56,4 13.2 -84.9 31.4 2_.681C0 C.733 -93.A 74.3 36.1 42.9 36.6 166.44290 5-
7 -11.036 -[5.032 1771.23340 -85.2 IO.2 -_2.8 25.7 28.89439 0.782 -6_.3 73.0 30.1 38.7 36.3 125.31848 6- 7
8 --9.455 -17.643 1719.08247 -6T.4 8.5 -81.8 2A.6 27.96099 0.838 -86.2 T0.3 38.D 83.4 31.9 91.39022 7- 8
9 -9.254 -12.935 1800.97476 -71.2 9.7 -82.4 21.7 29.34343 0.752 -fl5.8 74.9 34.3 41.3 40.4 160.8A92T 8- 9
10 -9.038 -7.256 I_20.15201 -74.0 10.9 -83.1 19.0 31.19379 C.64C -65.4 80.5 30.6 50.4 49.8 169.94785 9-10
11 -13.028 -5.886 1970o96910 -66.7 14°4 -_6.7 24.2 32.11337 0.594 -PI.O 82.0 30.5 53.7 51.1 127.48308 _0-[|
12 -17.84_ -3.629 2060.89243 -59.5 19.1 -92,1 29.8 33.50591 0.518 -91.1 84.4 30.7 58.9 52.7 160.16648 11-12
13 -17.436 -10.514 1909.46_61 -55.1 16.3 -87.6 32.7 31.09536 0.649 -96.4 77.9 34.4 49.6 41.5 199.09T35 12-13
14 -17.203 -18.917 1810.45711 -49.4 13.7 -85.0 _5.8 29.39993 0.745 -95.9 72.7 38.1 42.1 32.0 _56.39616 13-14
15 -i3.011 -16.9A9 1752.69531 -57.q 10.7 -83.| 30.1 28.56099 0.801 -90.8 71.3 3T.9 36.9 32.2 130.50683 1A-15
16 -9.455 -1T.643 1719.08247 -67.4 8.5 -81.8 24.6 27.96099 0.838 -_.2 70.3 38.0 33.A 3!.9 109=8_ 22 18-16
TAB NO 57 ATLAS PHOTO NO 57 POD SEQUENCE NO 117-
J_LY 31,1964 13 HR 13 NIN 31 SEC 595 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
737.204 1563.86900 -4,421 -33o538 3299.024 2.040 -73.072 116.743
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C-'- _ZN AZSUN" AZA -- A_ - "'B/A AZPHAZ IN C0 PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT2-_2.987-_2.026,8_9.88881-62.912., -8,.8 27.1 29._T8420.712-90.976.134.244.64,0 o. 1-2
3
-I_.043 -15.054 1760.46509 -65.1 10.2 -82.8 25.7 28.718T3 0.782 -88.3 73.0 36.1 38.6 36.3 107.26895 2
4 --10.930 -9.828 1861.38229 -68,9 1[.7 -83.9 22.9 30.35566 0.683 -88.1 T8.1 32.3 47.0 48.4 155,41556 3- 4
5 -15.178 -8.403 1920.74196 -61.1 15.4 -87.2 28.4 31.33285 0.628 -93.8 79.7 32.A 51.1 46.3 135.28975 4- 8
6 --15.038 -14.053 _808.93250 -56.4 13.2 -84.9 31.4 29.50025 C.733 -93.4 74.3 36.1 42.9 36.6 165.27751 5- 6
7 -11.043 -15.054 1760.A6509 -_5,1 I0°2 -62.8--25.7 28.71873 0.782 -88.3 73.0 36.1 38.6 36.3 124,54806 6- 7
8 -9.A72 -17.649 1708.63989 -67.3 8.5 -81.8 24.6 27.79118 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 31.9 90.82964 7- 8
9 -9.272 -12,971 1789.96155 -71.2 9.7 -82.4 21.8 29.16402 0.753 -65.8 74.9 34.3 41.3 40.4 139.94872 8- 9
10 -9.058 -?.332 1908.15707 -73.9 10.9 -63.1 19.1 30.99901 C.641 -85.4 80.4 30.6 50.3 49.7 168.72453 9-|0
11 -13.021 -5,973 19_8.60046 -66.7 14.4 -86.6 24.3 31.91185 0.595 --91.0 81.9 30.5 53.6 51.0 126.66234 I0-11
_Z -|7.809 -3,74_ _84T.6[_ -59o5 19,0 -92.0 29,_ 3_919_ _LG_ .:91.L89_3 30.7 58.8 52.6 158.99354 11-12
13 -17.403 -i0.568 1697.68819 -55.1 16.3 -87.0 32.7 30.903E3 0.65C -96.4 77.8 34.4 49.6 41.4 197.47184 12-13
14 -17.172 -15.934 1799,43237 -49.4 13,7 -_5.0 35,8 29.22096 0.745 -95.9 72.7 38.1 42.1 32.0 155.34518 |_-14
15 -13.006 -16.959 1742.26761 -57.9 10°7 -83.1 30.1 28.38783 0.801 -90.8 71.3 37.9 36.9 32,2 129.69265 14-15
16 -9.472 -17.649 1708.63989 -67.3 8.5 -81.8 24.6 27.79115 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33._ 31,9 I09.0016] 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-V|I CAMERA F8 20
TAB NO 58 ATLAS PHOTO NO 58 POD SEQUENCE NO 11-
JULY 311196_ 13 HR 13 PI_ 36 SEC 715 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT EAT LON R V PTM AZ
732,084 1553.87355 -4.AA5 -33.491 3289.029 2.042 -73.O37 116.737
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN MAKGE --AZS/C AZN AZSUN--- AZA A* - B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMI$ ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
2 -12.982 -12,068 18[Ho33034 -62.9 [2.5 -84,8 27,I 29.69462 0.713 -90.9 76.0 34.2 44.5 41.0 Oo [- 2
3 -11.051 -15.075 1749.69301 -65.1 10,2 -82.8 25.8 28.543CI 0,782 -88.3 72,9 36.1 38,6 36.3 [06,87261 2- 3
4 -10.938 -9.885 1H49.84174 -08.9 [i.7 -83.9 22,9 30.187_7 0.883 -88.| 78,0 32.3 @6.9 45.3 [54_o36220 3- 4
5 -15.157 -_.471 }908°75925 -81.1 [8.3 -87.2 28.A 31._3738 C.629 -93.8 79.6 32.4 81.1 46.2 134.41590 A- 5
6 -15.021 -14o082 1797.@44_2 -56.4 13.l -84.9 31.A 29.31g45 0.734 -93.4 74.2 36.1 42.9 36.5 164,[1694 5- b
8 -9.489 -17,658 1698.19229 -67.3 8.8 -81.8 24.7 27,82123 0.83_ -_6.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 31.9 90.28963 8
9 -9.290 -13.006 |778,946b6 -71°i 9.7 -_2,4 21.8 28.98458 0.783 -_5.8 76,8 34.3 41,3 40°3 139.04997 8- 9
10 -9.077 -7.408 _H96.16824 -(3.9 10.9 -83.1 IQ.! _0._3 0.642 -65.N _U.3 30,6 50,2 49,7 167o80696 9-10
ii -13.015 -b.U_U I946.23997 -66,6 14,3 -_6.6 24.3 31,71047 0°596 -91.0 81,9 30.5 53,8 5O.g 128°84297 I0-11
12 -17.172 -3.852 2C34.47_44 -bq.5 19.0 -91.9 29.8 33.07647 C.521 -97.1 84*2 30.7 8_.7 52.5 157,82601 l|-12
13 -17.371 -10.622 18_8.9123_ -bb*l 16-.3--_8--7*6 32.7 3C,71192 0.650 -96'4 ?7.8 34,4 49.5 4i._ I95.85895 12_i3
14 -17.142 -I_.981 ll_._O_8_ -49.5 13.7 -85.0 35.8 29.04191 0.745 -95.9 72.7 38.1 AZ.l 32.0 154.29764 13-14
15 -13.002 -16,969 173[.63460 -57.9 10.7 -83.1 30.1 28,21458 0.802 -90.8 71.3 37.9 36.9 32.2 128.87839 IA-15
16 -9.489 -17.658 1698.19229 -67.3 8.5 -81.8 24.7 Z7.62123 0.838 -8_.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 3i.9 108.34177 [5-16
TAB NO 59 ATLAS PHOTO NO 59 POD SEQUENCE NO 121 _
JULY 31_1968 13 HR 13 PIN AI SEC 835 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA 3EC TO |NPACT ALT LA] LGN R V PTH AZ
720.9E4 1543.58903 -A.469 -33.A43 3279.024 2.OA4 -73.001 116.730
PHOT_ DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ U/A AZPHA/ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
-1_.9_ -_2.110 i_07_06i12 -_2.9 i2_s L_.8- 27.1 29_id_8 0.Tli -90.9 76.0 34.2 LA.8 _.9- O. ......_2-_
3 -11.058 -15,097 L/38.90717 -65.1 10.2 -82.8 25.8 28.36705 0.782 -88.3 72,9 36,1 38.6 36,3 105.87860 2- 3
4 -10.946 -9,942 1_38.28d19 -68.9 Ii,7 -83.9 23.0 29,97908 0.684 -88.1 78,0 32.3 46.9 45.2 153.30874 3- 4
5 -18,138 -B,840 IH96.763_5 -61.I 15.3 -@7.2 28,4 3C.gAI?[ 0.63C -93.8 79.6 32,A 51,0 46.1 133,84153 A- 5
6 -18.004 -14.110 1786.74252 -86.4 13,1 -_4.9 3I,A 29.13841 0.73_ -93.4 74,2 36.1 42.8 36.8 162.95687 5- 6
7 -11.058 -15,C97 173819_717 _ -65.1 I0.2 -82,8 25,8 28,367C6 0,782 -8_,3 72.9 36.1 38.6 36.3 123.00627 _- 7
8 -9.506 -]7.66| 1687,73149 -67.2 8,5 -81.6 24.7 -27,45110 0.838 -86.2 -70,3 38.0 33,A 3_.9 09°70890 7_
9 -9.308 -I_.042 1767.91661 -71*I 9.1 -82.4 21.9 28.80493 0.753 -85,8 74.8 34,3 41.2 40.3 138,18062 8- 9
10 -9.096 -/,4H4 |_4.16843 -73,9 |0.9 -83.0 19.2 30.60948 0.643 -85.4 80.3 30,6 50.2 49,6 [66o29051 9-10
II -13.010 -6.147 193_,8h878 -b8,b 14.3 -86,5 24.3 31.50891 0.597 -91.0 @1.8 30.5 53.A 50.8 125.02297 10-11
12 -17.734 -3.963 2021.26694 -59.5 18.9 -91.8 29.8 32.86177 8.823 -97.1 84.1 30.7 58.6 52.4 156.66078 11-12
13 -17.338 -10.67_ i_74.123_6 _8.l 16.2 -87.6 32.7 30.51998 0.851 -96.4 77,7 34.4 49.5 41.3 194.281501_-_}
14 -17.111 -|5,96g 1777o35913 -49.@ 13.7 -85.0 3_.8 26.862_4 0.?46 -95.9 72.6 38.1 42,0 3[.9 153.24994 13-14
15 -12.9_)7 -16,979 1120,98761 -57,9 I0.7 -83.1 30,1 2_.04110 0.802 -90.8 71.2 37.9 36.9 32.2 128.06312 14-15
16 -9.506 -17,661 lh_7,73149 -67.2 8.5 -HI.8 24.7 27.45110 C.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33°4 3l.q 107.68090 [5-18
TAB NO 60 ATLAS PHOTO NO 60 POD SEQUENCE NO 123
JULY 31_1964 1_ HR 13 M[_ 46 SEC 958 MS .......
TRAJECT[]@Y DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
721,844 1533.58880 -4.693 -33.395 3269.011 2.046 -72.966 116.724
PHOTO DAIA
PT tAT tON RAhUF AZS/C AZN A_SUN AIA A_ B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -12,972 -12,142 1795._50 -_2.9 12._ -84.5 2l.l 29.32927 0.714 -90.9 75.9 34°2 _4.5 40_9 _t___ _--
3 -11,0_5 -15,110 172_.25137 -65.0 18.2 -_2.8 25,8 28.19323 0.782 -88.3 72,9 36.1 38.6 36.3 105.20726 2- 3
4 -ld.983 -_,q89 1_26,9_O6H -68.H ll.7 -83.9 23,O 29.19387 0.685 -88,[ 77.9 32.3 46°8 45,2 152.3DbZq 3- 4
5 -15.11') -t_,59H Ib_4.9_94_ -_[.I 15.3 -_7,1 2_.4 30.74964 0.631 -93.8 79,5 32.4 51o0 46.0 [32*69000 4- 5
8 -14.986 -14.130 |715.7H317 -56,4 13.1 -}14,8 31.4 28°959_9 0.734 --93°4 74.2 36,1 42.8 36.5 16[,85886 5-- 8
7 -IT.Oh5 -ib.llO L778.25137 -o5.0 10.2 -82.8 25.8 28.19323 0.782 -88,3 72.9 _6.I 38.6 36.3 122,2_771 6- 7
8 -9.522 -17.659 I_77.31466 -67,2 8.5 -61.8 24,7 27.ZSZ_5 0.838 -86.2 70,_ 38.0 33,4 31.9 89.16713 7- 8
9 -9._25 -13.089 |/57.04456 -71.1 9,7 -_2.4 21.9 2_.62778 0.754 -86.8 74.8 34.3 41.2 40.3 137,28714 8- 9
It -9._15 -7,64g _672.4C474 -73,_ 10,9 -_3.0 19.2 30.41843 0.644 -85.4 80.2 30.6 50.1 49,5 168.14080 9-10
11 -[3,004 -6,222 1921.75937 -66._ 14.3 -86,5 24.3 31.311_i 0.598 -91.0 81,7 30.5 83.4 50.7 124,22706 10-11
12 -17.697 -_,0_0 2COB.37711 -59.5 18,9 -91._ 29,8 32.65222 C.528 -97.i 84,0 30.7 58,5 5_o3 198.5_273 IT-12
13 -17.305 -[O./2l IHfi2,52_44 -55.1 16,2 -87.h 32,1 3Co33113 0.682 -96.6 77.7 38°4 _9.A 41,3 |92,75155 12-13
IA -17.081 -15,977 1108,_391b -_9,5 i3,6 -85.L _5.7 Z8,6853_ 0,74_ -95.9 12,6 38.1 42.0 31,9 1_2_292_ 13-14
15 -1Z.9_2 _6,98C 1110._5134 -57.9 10.7 -_3,1 3C,I Z7.869_3 0.802 -90,8 71.2 37.9 36.9 32.2 127.26068 1_-15
16 -9.522 -17.659 1677.37466 -6?*2 8,5 -S|,h 24.7 27.Z82_5 0.83_ -E6.Z 70,3 38.C 33.4 31°9 107°02818 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FB 21
TAB NO 61 ATLAS PHOTO NO 61 POD SEQUENCE NO 125
JULY 3t,lgb4 13 HH 13 8[R 52 SEE 78 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
716.724 1523.53299 -4.517 -33.347 3258.988 2.049 -72.930 116.718
PHGTE DATA
P7 LAT L_N RAKGE AZS/C AZN AzsuN AZA - A- " B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EVIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.967 -]2.170 1/84.950_9 -62,9 12.5 -84.5 27.1 29.14950 0.714 -90.9 75.9 34.2 A4.6 40.9 O. I- 2
3 -II.071 -;5.119 1717._b869 -65.0 10.2 -b2.h 28.8 28.02060 0.782 -88.3 72.9 36.1 38.6 36.3 104.55573 2- 3
4 -10.960 -I0.03{_ Ib15.68587 -68.8 11.7 -_3.8 23.0 29.610_0 0.685 -88.1 77.9 32.3 kb.8 45.2 15[.)3416 3- 4
5 -15.100 -8.650 1813.342_5 -61.1 15.3 -87.| 28.4 3C.55gE4 C.831 -93.8 79.5 32.4 80.9 46.0 131.85212 4- 5
6 -14.gbg -14.145 1764.g0W40 -5b,4 13.1 -_4.8 31t3 28.78229 C_734 -93._ 74.2 36,1 42.8 36.5 160.79890 5- 6
7 -11.071 -15.119 1717.66869 -_b.O 10.2 -82.8 25.8 2e.02060 0.782 -88.3 72.9 36.[ 38.6 36.3 121.49674 6- 7
8 -9.83K -17.653 1667.07561 -67.2 8.5 -81.8 24.8 27.11514 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 31.9 88.63642 7- 8
9 -9.34_ -L3.890 1746.25815 -/I.0 9.8 -82.3 Z2.0 2_.45204 0.754 -88.8 74.8 34.3 41.2 40.3 136.44486 8- 9
I0 -9.133 -r.608 I_60.77806 -73o8 10.9 -83.0 19.3 30.22959 0.644 -85.4 80.2 30.6 50.I 49.5 164_03088 9-10
11 -12.9gH -t.2gO 1909.80241 -66°6 14.3 -_E.5 2_.4 31.11680 C.899 -91.0 81.6 30.6 53.3 50.7 123.44526 lO-ll
12 -17.661 -4.149 1995.b7361 -5g,5 18.9 -91,7 29.8 32.44570 0.526 _-97.1 83.9 30.7 58.4 52.2 154.45314 II-12
13 -17,273 -10.759 1851.03811 -55,1 lb.2 -87.5 32,7 3C.14405 0.882 -96._ 77.6 34.4 49.4 41.2 191._1683 12-13
14 --_7._50 -13,98_ 1655.58830 -49,5 13.6 -_5.1 35.7 28.50916 _.746 -95.9 72.6 38.1 42.O 3[.9 151.28500 1_-1_
15 -12.987 -i¢,.978 1099.97649 -57,9 10.7 -83.1 9U.l 27.69875 0.801 -90.8 71.2 37,9 36.9 32.2 126.46548 14-15
16 -9.835 -17.653 1667.07561 -o7,2 8.5 -81.8 24.8 27.11514 C.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33,4 31.9 I06,37996 [5-[6
............ TAB NO 62 ATLAS PHOTO NO 62 POD SEQUENCE NO 127
JULY 3131964 13 HR I_ _IN 57 SEE _95 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEE TC IMPACT ALT tAT LGN 8 V PTH AZ
711.604 1513.50125 -4.342 -3_.298 3248.987 2.051 -72.893 116.712
PT LAT LC_ RANG£_AZS/C __AZN_ZSUN AZA A, B/A AZPHAI I_LU WHAZ C_l_ _ur,_ ........ "
2 -12,962 -12.197 1773.92366 -62,9 12.5 -84.5 27,I 28.96942 0.714 -90.9 75.9 34.2 44.4 40.9 O. 1- 2
3 -11.078 -15.128 1707.06068 -65,0 10.3 -82.8 25.8 27.84788 0.782 -88.3 72.9 36.1 38.6 36.3 I03.90271 2- 3
4 -10.967 -10.072 1504.42223 -68,8 ll.7 -83.8 23.1 29.42882 C.685 -88.1 77.8 32.3 46.8 45.1 150.36014 3" 4
5 -15.081 -_.702 IS01.67592 -bl,l 15.3 -87.1 28.W 38.36983 0.832 -93.8 79.4 32.4 50.9 46.0 13[.01289 4- 5
6 -[4.951 -14.160 1754.00731 -56.4 13.1 -84.8 31.3 28.60458 0.735 -93.4 74.2 36.1 42.8 36.5 159.73363 5- 6
T -11.078 -15.128 1707.06868 -65,0 10.3 -82.8 25.8 27.84788 0.782 -88.3 72.9 36.1 38.6 36.3 120.T4438 6- 7
8 -9.554 -17.647 1656.76054 -67.i 8.5 -81.8 24.8 28.94736 0.538 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 88,10440 7- 8
9 -9.360 -13.112 1735,45118 -71.0 9.8 -82.3 22.0 28.27603 0.754 -85.8 74.7 34.3 41.2 40.2 135.60081 8- 9
10 -9,151 -T.667 i_49.13_06 -73,7 11.0 -83.0 19.3 30.04048 0.645 -85.4 80.1 30,6 50.0 49.4 162.9196_ 9-10
II -12.992 -6.3_9 1897.82616 -66.5 14.3 -86.5 24.4 38,92162 0.600 -91.0 81.6 30.4 53.2 50.6 122.86207 10-11
12 -17.624 -4.238 1982.95219 -59,8 18.8 -gl.b 29.8 32.23889 0.527 -97.1 83.8 38.7 58.3 52.1 153.36341 11-12
13 -17.241 -I0.7g7 1839.8265[__T55,1 16.1 -87,5 32.7 29o956660.683 _98,477_6_4,[49.3 __1.2 [89.88197 12"13
14 -17.019 -15.985 IT44.71982 -49.6 13.6 -85.1 35.7 28.33269 0.746 -95.9 72.6 38.1 42.0 31.9 180.31557 13-14
15 -[2.982 -1_.975 1689.48A7_ -57.9 [0.7 -83.[ 30.[ 27.82781 8°80[ -90.8 71.2 37.9 38.9 32.2 128+66891 [4-15
16 -9.554 -17.647 165h.76054 -67.i 8.5 -81.8 24,8 26,94736 O.E3E -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.4 32.0 105.73071 15-16
TAB NO 63 ATLAS PHOTO NO 63 POD SEQUENCE NO 129
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MIh2 S£8318 MS ........
TRAJECTORY DATA $80 TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH _Z
706.4_5 1803.46842 -4.566 -33.249 3238.916 2.083 -72.857 116.706
PHOTC UATA
PT tAT tEN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.957 -12.223 1762.91_12 262.8 12.5 -84.5 27.2 28.789£3 0.714 -90.9 75.9 34.2 44.4 40.8 O. 1- 2
3 -11.084 -18.I36 18g6.68003 -65.0 10.3 -82.8 25.8 27.674g5 0.782 -88.3 72.9 36.0 38.6 36.3 103.25391 2- 3
4 -10.974 -10.112 1793.1813i -68.8 ii.7 -83.8 2_.I 29.24351 0.688 -88.1 77.8 32.3 46.8 45.1 149.39431 3- 4
5 -15,063 -8._52 1850.03627 -bl.l 15.2 -87.[ 25.4 38.17946 0.632 --93.8 79.4 32.4 50.8 45.9 130,17656 4- 5
6 --1A.9_4 -14.174 1143.12331 -56.5 13.1 -84.8 31.3 28.427_9 0.T35 -93.5 74.1 36.1 42.8 36.8 158.68063 5- 6
7 -1[.084 -15.136 i696.4_003 -68.0 10.3 -52.8 25.8 27.67495 0.782 -88.3 72.9 36.0 38.6 38.3 119.99343 6- 7
8 -9.870 -17.539 1646.45299 -67.1 8.5 -81.6 24.8 28.77971 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.5 32.0 87.57492 7- 8
9 -9.377 -13.133 1724.66589 -I0.9 9.8 -82.3 22,0 26.18026 0.784 -85.8 74.7 34.3 4_.2 40.2 134.76211 8- 9
I0 -9.169 -7,724 1837.51852 -73.7 11.0 -83.0 19.4 29.88180 0.646 -85.4 80.0 30.5 50,0 49,4 161.81992 9-10
11 -12,986 -6.425 i_85.88461 -68.5 14.3 -86.4 24.4 30.72711 8.600 -91.0 81.5 30.4 83.2 50.6 121.88226 10-11
12 -17.5_8 -4.325 1970.27678 -89.5 18.8 -91.6 29,8 92.03283 0.528 -97._ 83.8 30.7 58.3 52,0 152,2824_ 1_-12
13 -17.208 -10.834 1828.03937 -58.2 I_.I -57.5 32.6 29.78962 0.653 -96.4 77.5 34.4 49.3 41.2 188,46769 12-13
14 -16.989 -15.988 1733.861_ r_9_ __._.6 -8_,i 55°6 _B.l_B C.74_ -9__XI_J_2_I*g 149.35618 I_-la
[5 -12.977 -16.971 1679.00099 -57.9 i0,7 -83.1 30.1 27.38899 0.801 -90.8 71.3 37.9 36.9 32.2 124.87378 14-18
16 -9.570 -17.639 1646.45299 -67.i _.5 -81.B 24.8 26.77971 0.838 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.5 )2,0 105,08183 i_-I_
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA F8 22
TAB NO 64 ATLAS PHOTO NO 64 POD SEQUENCE NO 131
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MIN 7 SEC 435 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C TO I_PACT ALE LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
701.365 1493.41037 -4.591 -33,200 3228.866 2.056 -72.820 116.699
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LCN RAM{CE ---AZS/_ AZN AiSUN --AZA - _t 8/A-A2PHA2 I_CD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
-I2.951 -12.249 1751.90182 -62.8 12.5 -84.4 27.2 28.60979 0.714 -90.9 75.8 34.2 44.4 40.8 O. I- 2
-I}.Og} -15.143 I685.88681 -65.0 10.3 -82.8 25.9 27.50214 0.782 -80.3 72.g 36.0 38.6 36.3 102.60614 2- 3
4 -10,981 -I0°|51 1181.94003 -68°7 11.7 -83.8 23,} 29,06019 0.686 -88.} 77,8 32.3 46,7 45*} 148o43117 3- 4
5 -15.044 -8.801 ie38.3q761 -61.I 15.2 -87.1 28.4 29.98960 0,63_ -93.8 79.3 32.4 50.8 45.9 [29.34102 4- 5
6 -14.916 -14,187 1732.23494 -56.5 13.1 -84.8 31.3 2e.24g_3 C.735 -93.5 74,1 36.1 42,8 36.5 157,631}9 5- 6
7 -ti.o9} -15.143i_85.889_i_65_-_6_3--'_2_S.9 2_._021A_.702 _88,3 72_ _67o_8.6 36.3 119.2422_ Y--
8 -9.586 -17.632 1836.13988 -67.} 8°6 -81.8 24.8 26.61197 0.837 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.5 32.0 87.04586 7- 8
g -9.393 -13.153 1713.87477 -70.9 9.8 -82.3 22.1 27°92445 0.754 -85°8 74,7 34.3 41.2 40°2 133.9P4Rn R- q
[0 -9o187 -7.780 1825.9072_ -73:7 3!.0 _2,_ 1;,4 2g,OOJZ/ U,646 -85.4 80.0 30°5 49.g 49°3 [60°72448 9-10
It -12.980 -6,49} 1673.9_766 -66.5 14.3 -86.4 24.4 30,532_2 0.601 -91.0 8l._ 30.4 53.1 50.5 121.10333 10-11
}2 -}7.55} -4.411 }957.61156 -59.5 lB.7 -91,5 29.8 3}°82693 0.529 -97.} 83.7 30.7 58.2 51.9 [51.20500 I[-12
13 -17.1/5 -10.870 1816.55lU3 -_5_}- 16.1 -87_5 32.6 29.58255 0.654 _96.4 77.5 34.4 49._ 41_2-- 187.06238 _2-13
14 -16.958 -15.990 1122.99734 -49.7 13.6 -85,1 35*6 27,97997 0)74( -95,9 72.6 38.I 42.0 32°0 148,39528 13-}4
}5 -12,97| -16.967 1668,51138 -57.9 ID.7 -83.1 30.0 27.[8607 C.80} -90,8 71.3 37.9 36.9 32.2 124,07844 [4-15
}6 -9°586 -[7.632 Ie36.|3988 -67.I 8.6 -81.8 24.8 26.61197 0.837 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.5 32.0 [04.43278 i5-16
TAB NO 65 ATLAS PHOTO NO 65 POP SEQUENCE NO 133
JULY 31,1964 l_ HR 14 MINI-2-SEC _55 MS --
IRAJECTORY [IATA 5EC TU IMPAC7 At7 LA] LCN R V PTH AZ
696.245 1483.35107 -4._16 -33.150 3218.806 2.058 -72°783 116.693
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RAKGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* UIA AZPhAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA _CALE PI-PT
• 3411_.4 4ole o. _'
2 -12.946 -12.274 I_40.86983- -_2.8 }2,5 -84.4 27.2 28.429_3 0.7}5 -9C.9 75.8
3 -11.097 -[5.151 1015._7542 -65.0 10._ -82.8 25.9 27.329C3 0.782 -88.3 72.9 36,C 38.6 36.3 101.95676 _ 3
4 -I0.9R8 -IO.Lg} 1770.67877 -68.7 11.7 -83.8 23.1 28.87655 0.688 -8_.1 77.7 32.3 46.7 _5.0 147.46591 4
5 -15°024 -8.851 i_26.73813 -61.[ }5.2 -87.0 28,4 29.79940 0.633 -93,8 79.3 32,3 50.7 45,8 128.50394 4- 5
6 -14.898 -I_.201 1721.32748 -86.5 13.} -8_.8 _1.3 28.07l_5 C.735 -93.5 74.1 36.I 42.8 36.5 [56.57966 5- 6
7 -11.097 -15.151 1675.27542 -65.0_0,3-8_.0 25.9 27.329C3 0°782 -88.3 72.9 36.0 38.6 36.3 118,A8957 6- 7
8 -9.601 -17o624 1625.81012 -6/.1 8.6 -81.8 24.8 28.44396 0.837 -86.2 70.3 38.0 33.5 32°0 86.51529 7- 8
g -9o410 -1_.174 1703.06_11 -I0.9 9o8 -02.3 22.} 27°7483_ 0.754 -85.8 7A.7 34.2 41.2 40.2 133.08545 8- g
10 -9.205 -7,837 1814.27609 -73,6 ll.O -82.9 19.5 29°47_29 0.647 -85.4 79)9 30,5 49.9 49,3 159°62730 9-10
11 -12,974 -6.557 1861.98994 -66°5 [4,3 -86.4 24.4 30.33780 0*602 -91,0 81.4 30.4 53o[ 50°4 [20*32276 }0-_1
12 -17.515 -4.497 I944.92645 -59.5 18,7 -91,5 29.8 31.82071 0.531 -97.I 83.6 30.7 58.} 51.8 150.12739 11-12
13 -[7o143 -10o907 1805,04234 -55,2 16,| -R7.5 3_.6 29.39515 0.654 -96.4 77o5 34.4 49°2 41,I [85,65676 _2-13
}4 -}6,926 -[5og9_ 1/12.11510 -49.7 13.6 -85.1 36,5 27.80327 0.746 -95.9 72.6 38,1 _2.0 32.0 147.43414 13-14
[5 -_2.96h -16o963 1658.00417 -56)0 |0,7 -83,1 30.0 2_,01487 0.801 -90,8 71,3 37.9 36.9 32.3 _23°28182 14-15
16 -9.60| -_7.824 1625.81012 -67.[ 8,6 -81.8 24°8 26.44396 0.837 --86.2 70.3 38.0 33.5 32.0 [03o78229 15-[6
TAB NO 66 ATLAS PHOTO NO 66 POD SEQUENCE NO 135
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 _Ih 17 SEC 675 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 |PPACT ALl tA7 LCN R V PTH AZ
691.125 14?3.28_41 -4.641 -33.100 3208.738 2.060 -72.746 116.686
PHOTO OAIA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA A* O/A A2PHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.9R0 -12.305 1?29.74060 -62.8 12.5 -84.4 27.2 28.24788 0.715 -90.9 75.8 34.1 44.4 40.8 Q_ _-
3 -11.103 -|b.[62 1664.58374 -65.0 10.3 -82.8 25.9 27,15562 0.782 -88.3 72,9 36.0 38.6 36.3 I01.29334 2- 3
-10.994 -10.236 1759.30797 -68.7 ll.7 -R3.8 23.2 28.691|2 0.687 -8e.1 77.7 32.3 46.7 45.0 146.47702 3- 4
5 -_5.005 -H,_O6 1814.95784 -61.1 15.2 -87.0 28.4 29.60723 C.634 -93.8 79.2 32.3 50.7 45.8 127.65534 4- 5
-14,880 -14.218 111n.33_07 -56.5 13.l -84.8 31.3 27.89236 C.735 -93.5 74.} 36.1 42.8 36.5 155.500}6 5- 6
-}1.103 -15.162 1604.58374 -65,0 }0.3 -82.8 25.9 27°15462 0.782 -88°3 72.g 36°0 36.6 36°3 }17.72923 6- 7
8 -g,617 -}7,62l [615.41290 -67.0 8.6 -81,8 24.9 26*27485 0.837 -8_.2 70°3 38.0 33.5 32.0 85.97484 7- 8
9 -9.427 -13oi98 I092.1648| -70.8 9.8 -82.3 22.1 27.57074 0.754 -85*8 74.7 34*2 4}.2 40.2 132*22846 8- 9
10 -9.223 -7.8g9 1_02.51964 -73.6 11,0 -82°9 19.5 29.28335 0.647 -85.4 79°9 3_.5 49.8 49°2 158.50094 9-10
11 -12.968 -6.629 1849.8g52g -66.5 }_.3 -86.3 24.5 30,|4074 0.603 -9}.0 81,3 30.4 53.0 50*4 }19,53039 10-}}
[2 -17o477 -4.5qC 1_32.08421 -59.5 [8.7 -91o4 29.8 31.41193 0.532 -_7.1 83.5 30.7 58.C 51.7 149.03060 }}-12
13 -17ol09 -10.948 1193o42572 -55.2 16.0 -HT.b 32o6 29.20600 C.655 -96.4 77.4 34.4 49°2 41.} }84.20860 12-13
}A -}6.898 -15o999 17_1.1547_ -_9,7 }3.6 -85°} 35._ 27.h25_ _°747 -95.g 7_.6 38,} 42,0 32,0 146_495_ 13-14
15 -12.96D -16.g63 1_47.42_28 -_8.0 10.7 -83*| 30.0 26.84250 0.801 -90,8 71.3 3/.9 36.9 32°3 [22.47796 14-15
}6 -go617 -17.621 l_15o41290 -67.0 8.6 -_}+8 24.9 26.27485 0°837 -8bo2 70.3 38°C 33.5 32.0 }03._2663 15-16
136
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI! CAHERA FB 23
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 M[_ 22 SEC 794 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA
PHOTC DATA
TAB NO 67 ATLAS PHOTO NO 67 POD SEQUENCE NO 137
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
686.005 1463.20444 -4.666 -33.C50 3198.660 2.063 -72.709 116.680
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPH_Z INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.934 -12.337 1718.56837 -62.8 12.5 -84.4 27.2 28.06543 0.715 -90.9 ?5.8 34.1 A4.3 40.8 O. I- 2
3 -11.109 -[5.[75 [653.85507 -64.9 10.3 -82.8 25.9 26.97960 0.782 -88.3 72.8 36.0 38.6 36.3 100.62473 2- 3
4 -II.001 -10.282 1747.89034 -68.7 11.7 -83.7 23.2 2E.50493 0.687 -86.1 77.6 32.3 46.7 45.0 145.67968 3- 4
5 -34.985 -8.963 1803.12701 -61.1 15.2 -87.0 28.4 29.4142A C.635 -93.8 79.2 32.3 50.6 45.7 126.80234 4- 5
6 -14.861 -14.238 1699.29907 -56.5 [3.1 -84.8 3[.2 27.71242 0.735 -93.5 74.1 36.1 42.7 36*4 154.AI158 5- 6
7 -11.109 -15.175 1633.85507 -64.9 10.3 -82.8 25.9 26.9?960 0.782 -86.3 ?2.8 36.0 38.6 36.3 116.96582 6- 7
8 -9.633 -17.618 It04.98357 -67.0 8.6 -81.8 24.9 26.i0522 0.837 -86.2 70._ 37.g 33.5 32.0 85.43033 7- 8
9 -9.444 -13.224 1681.22420 -70.8 9.8 -82.3 22.2 27.39250 8.75A -85.8 74.6 34.2 4[.2 40.2 131.36479 8- 9
IO -9.241 -7.963 1790.71194 -?3.5 11.0 -82.9 19.6 29.09158 0.648 -85.4 79.8 30.5 49.8 49.2 157.36493 9-10
IE -12.961 -6.703 183?.74548 -66.5 IA.2 -86.3 24.5 29.942?9 0.604 -91.0 81.2 30.A 53.0 50.3 118.733T2 [0-II
12 -17.440 -4.685 Ig19.1818[ -59.5 18.6 -91.3 29.8 31.20218 0.533 -97.l 83.4 30.7 57.9 51.6 147.92797 11-[2
13 -17.076 -10.993 1781.76253 -55.2 16.0 -87.5 32.5 29.01609 0.655 -96.4 77.4 34.4 49.2 41.0 182.74818 12"13
14 -16.863 -[6.007 1690.15788 -49.8 13.5 -85.1 35.5 27.4467T 0.747 -95.9 72.6 38.1 42.0 32.0 145.45648 13-14
[5 -12.954 -16.964 1636.81229 -58.0 [0.7 -83.1 30.0 26.689E8 8.8DI -90.8 71.3 37.9 36.g 32.3 12[.67094 14-15
16 -9.633 -17.618 Ie04.98_57 -67.0 8.6 -81.8 24.9 2E.I0522 C.837 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.5 32.0 102.46844 15-16
TAB NO 68 ATLAS PHOTO NO 68 POD SEQUENCE NO 139
"JULY 31tlg64 i3 HR [4 MIh 27 SEC g14 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAI tON R V PTH AZ
680.885 1453.11691 -4.691 -33.000 3188.572 2.065 -72.672 116.673
PHOT_ DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN ALSUNAZA .... A, . 8/AAZPHAZ _INCD PHAZ£MIS ALPHA SCALE_ PJ'_ET_
2 -_2.928 -[2.369 1707.37747 -62,8 12.5 -84.4 27.2 27,88268 0.715 -90.9 75.7 34,1 44.3 40.7 O. I- 2
3 -|1.[[5 -[5.188 1643.10887 -64,9 10.3 -82.8 25.9 26,80430 0,782 -88.3 72.8 36.0 38.6 36.3 99.95468 2- 3
4 -11.008 -10.329 1736.45416 -68,b [1.7 -83.7 23.2 28.31844 0,688 -88.1 77.6 32.3 46,6 44.9 [44.48086 3- 4
5 -14,966 -9,021 179[.27707 -61.1 15.1 -8T.O 28.4 29,22094 C.635 -93.8 79.1 32.3 50.6 45.7 125.94799 4- 5
6 -14.843 -[4.257 [688o24667 -56.8 13.O -84.8 3J.2 27.532[9 0.735 -93.5 TA.l 36.1 42.7 36.4 153,32145 5- 6
7 -I|.115 -[5°[88 1643.10887 -64,9 10.3 -82.8 25.9 26.80430 0_782 -88.3 72.8 36.0 38.6 36.3 116.20093 6- 7
8 -9.648 -[7.616 [594.53789 -bT,O 8.6 -8[.8 24.9 25.935_2 0.83? -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.5 32.0 84.88455 7- 8
9 -9.460 -13.251 1670.26599 -?0.8 9.9 -82.3 22.2 27.21397 0.754 -88.8 74.6 34.2 41.1 40.2 130.49953 8- 9
IO -9.259 -8.027 1778.88641 -73.5 [l.O -82.9 19.6 26,8995[ 0.649 -85.4 79.8 30.5 49.7 49.[ [56.22799 9-10
_I --12,954 -6.777 1825.57716 -66.4 14.2 -86.3 24.5 29.74453 0.605 -91.0 01.2 30.4 52.9 50.2 117.93560 ID-ll
12 -17.402 -4.779 [906.26277 -59.5 18.6 -91.3 29.8 30.99216 0.534 -97.I 83.3 30.7 57.8 51.5 [46.82584 11"12
13 -[7.042 -11.035 1770.0804[ -55.2 [6.0 -87.4 32.5 28.82588 0.656 -96.5 77.3 34.4 49.1 41.0 [81.28901 [2-[3
14 -[6.832 -16.016 1679.14319 -49.8 [3.5 -85.1 35.4 27.26?94 0._47 -95.9 72,6 38.1 41,9 32.0 [44,46_85 13-14
15 -12.948 -[6.965 1626.18207 -58.0 10.7 -83,[ 30.0 26.49638 0.801 -90.8 7[.3 37.9 37.0 32.3 [20.86261 14-15
16 -9.648 -[?.616 1594.53789 -67,0 8.6 -81.8 24.9 25.93532 0.837 -86,2 70,3 37.9 33.5 32.0 [01.8090[ [5-[6
TAB NO 69 ATLAS PHOTO NO 69 POD SEQUENCE NO 141
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 14 HIN 33 SEC 34 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
675.765 1443.02014 -4.717 -32.949 3178.475 2.067 -72.634 116.667
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ LMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[2.922 -12._04 1896.12?00 -62.8 12,5_ -84t__27. _ __Z.69895_7[_ -90.9 75,7 34.1 44._ 40.7 Q_ 1- 2
3 -11._21 -15.2D4 1632.31229 -64.9 10.3 -_2.8 25.9 26.62818 O.?B2 -88.3 72.8 56.0 38.6 36.3 99.2T690 2- 3
4 -[1.014 -10.378 1724.95219 -68,6 11.8 -83.7 23.3 28.13088 0.688 -88.[ 77.5 32.3 46.6 44,9 143.46923 3- 4
5 -14.946 -9.081 [?79.35541 -6[.I [5.1 -86.9 28.4 29.02646 0.636 -93.8 79.1 32.5 50.5 45.6 125.08722 4- 5
6 -14.824 -14.279 I677.[4018 -56.5 13.0 -84.8 31.2 27.35107 0.736 -93.5 74.C 36.1 42.7 36.4 152.21653 5- 6
7 -[[.121 -[5.204 1632.31229 -64.9 10.3 -_2.8 25.9 26.62818 0.782 -88.3 72.8 36.0 38.6 36.3 I[5.43165 6- T
8 -9.664 -17.616 1584.04910 -67.0 8.6 -81.7 24.9 25.76473 0.837 -86.2 70.3 37.9 35.6 32.1 84.33299 7- 8
9 -9.477 -13.268 1659.2520[ -70.7 9.9 -_2.2 22.2 27.034_4 0.754 -85.8 74.6 34.2 41.1 40.1 129.62430 8- 9
IO -9.277 -8.095 1766.98735 -73.5 ii.0 -82.9 19.7 28.70626 0.649 -85.4 79.7 30.5 49.7 4Q.1 155.07582 9-10
11 -12.948 -6.854 1813.32930 -66.4 14.2 -86.3 24.5 29.54498 0.605 -91.0 81.1 30.4 52.8 50.2 [17.[3097 10-[I
12 -17.364 -4.878 I_93.25500 -59.5 18.5 -91.2 29.8 30.78069 0.536 -97.1 83.2 30.7 57.8 5_.4 145.T|413 II-12
13 -17.009 -11.081 [758.33318 -55.2 16.0 -87.4 32.5 28.6346l 0.65? -96.5 77.3 34.4 49.1 41.0 I79.80906 12-13
14 -16,800 -16,026 •_6JB__Q_-8 13.9 -85.1 35.4 27.ORR_O 0.7_L_*9 7_.6 38.I 4].9 _*0 149=45&&_ |_--14
15 --12.943 --16.969 1615.50609 --58.0 10.7 --83.1 30.0 26.32243 0.801 --90.8 71,3 37.9 37.0 32.3 120,04996 14--15
[6 --9.664 --[7,616 1584,049_0 --67.0 8.6 --81.7 24.9 25.76473 0.837 --86.2 70.3 37,9 33.6 32-I 101,14627 15--16
137
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FE 24
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 14 _lh 38 SEC 154 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO OATA
TAB NO 70 ATLAS PHOTO NO 70 POD SEQUENCE NO 143
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PT_ AZ
670.645 [632.91170 -4.742 -]2.897 3168.38g 2.070 -72.596 116.680
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.916 -12.439 1684.84987 -62*8 12.5 -84*4 27.2 27.5[479 0.7|6 -90.9 75.7 ]4.2 44.9 40.7 0o, 1- 2
3 -1[.127 -15.220 1621.4g164 -6_.9 I0.3 -82.7 26.0 2b.45[66 0.782 -88.3 72.8 ]6.0 38.6 ]6.2 98.59656 2- 3
4 -11.021 -10.429 [71].42247 -68.6 11.8 -8_7 23.] 2T.94_86 0.689 -88.1 77.5 ]2.3 46.5 44.8 162.45199 3- 6
5 -14.928 -9.[42 [767.40456 -0[.[ 15.1 -86,9 28.5 2E.81151 0.83_ -93.8 79.0 32.3 50.5 45.6 124.2240_ 4- 5
6 -14,806 -14,302 1666.O0815 -56.5 13,0 -84,8 31,2 27,16954 0,738 -93,5 74,0 36,0 42.7 ]6.4 151,10790 5- 6
? -11,127 -15,22C 1621,49_64- _64,9 IO. 3 _2_ 26,O --26,451_6_.7_2_8_.] 72,8 36.0 ]8,6 36,2 114,66023 6- 7
8 -9,680 -17.616 157].53860 -66.9 8,6 -81,7 25,0 2_,59378 0.838 -86,2 TO,] 37.9 ]3,6 32,1 83,77919 T- 8
9 -9,494 -13,3C9 1648.21288 -70,7 9,9 -82,2 22,3 26,85470 0.785 -8_.8 74.6 _4._ &I.1 &n.[ I_R.T&_At R- q
I0 -9.295 -8,162 1755,O5980 -/3.4 11,0 -82,8 19.T 28.51255 C.65C -85.4 79,6 30,5 49.6 49,0 153,92012 9-10
11 -12.941 -6,932 1801,05127 -66,4 14,2 -86,2 24,8 29,3_494 0.606 -91,0 81,0 ]0.4 52.8 50,1 116,3241] 10-11
12 -17,32h -4,977 iH50.2172_595 _ 18,5 -91,2 29,8 ]C,56874 O.53T -97.1 8],I 30.8 5T.7 51,] 144,60112 1_-12
13 -L8.975 -11,LZE 1746,55801 -55,3 15,9 -87,4 32.5 28,A4289 0.657 -96,5 77.2 34,4 49,0 40,9 178,32665 12-I]
14 -16,788 -16o037 1658,99103 -49,9 I_,5 -85,[ ]5.6 26,90828 0,747 -95,9 72,6 ]8,1 41,9 ]2,0 142,44332 I]-14
15 -12,9_7 -1_,973 1604,80711 -58.0 10.7 -83,1 30,O 26,14810 0,801 -90,8 71,3 37.8 37,0 32,3 I19,2355] 14-15
16 -9.6U0 -17.616 1573,53860 -66.9 8.6 -81,7 25,O 25,59_78 0.8]6 -86,2 70,3 3T.9 33,6 32,1 100,48178 15-16
............. TAB NO 71 ATLAS PHOTO NO 71 POD SEQUENCE NO 145__
JULY 31,lg64 [3 H8 14 MIN 43 SEC 2T_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
665,525 1422,79791 -4°768 -32.846 3158.253 2,072 -72,558 116,654
PHOTO OATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZSJC _AZN AI SUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE Pt-PT
2 -12.910 -12,475 1673,55511 -62,8 12,5 -84.4 27.2 27,33033 O,716 -90.9 75._ 34,1 44,2 40,6 O, I- 2
] -11,13_ -15.236 1610.65428 -84,9 IO,3 -82,7 26.0 26,274e7 0,782 -88.3 72.8 36,0 38,6 36,2 97,91494 2- 3
4 -11.02/ -10,479 L701.87549 -68.5 [1.8 -83,7 23,] 27.75456 0.689 -88,1 77,4 32,2 46,5 44,8 141,63756 ]- 6
5 -14,905 -9,203 1755,_3608 -61,O 15,1 -86,9 28.5 28.63627 0.8]8 -93,8 78,g ]2.3 50,4 45.5 123.35975 _- 5
6 -14,787 -14.325 1654.85869 -56.5 13.0 -84.8 31,2 28,98TT2 0,73E -9],5 TA,O ]_,0 42,7 36,4 149,99841 5- 6
7 -II.133 -15,236 1610,65428 -64.9 10.3 -82,7 26,0 26,27487 0,78.2 __98,] 72,8 38_038,6 36,2 _3,88749 6- 7
8 -9,695 -17,616 1563.O1296 -66,9 8,7 -81.7 25,0 25,42257 0,836 -_6.2 70.3 ]2.9 33*6 32,l 8],22446 7- 8
9 -9,511 -I].339 1637,15704 -T0.6 9,9 -82.2 22,] _6,67458 0,755 -85.8 T4.5 ]4,2 41.1 40.1 12T,86598 8- 9
I0 -9,313 -8.231 1745.11592 -T3,4 ii,1 -82,8 19,8 28,51857 0,651 -85.4 79,6 30,5 49,6 48,9 152,76405 9-10
11 --12.934 -7,011 [/88,75664 -66,4 14.2 -86,2 24,8 29,14463 0.60T -91,0 80,9 30,4 52.7 50,O 115o5162_ IO-11
12 -17,288 -5.076 1867.16510 -89,5 [8.4 -91,I 29,8 30,55656 0,539 -97,1 8],0 ]0,8 5T,6 51,2 _43,48880 11-12
13 -16.941 -1|,175 1734,76515 -55,3 15,9 187_ 4 _225 28.25087 O.65_ -96,5 77,2 34.9 49,0 40.9 176,84637 |2-1_
14 -16,736 -[6,049 1045,88580 -49.9 13,5 -85.1 35.3 26,72798 0,748 -95,9 72,5 38,I 41,9 52,0 141,43100 I]-14
_5 -12.930 -[6.977 1594.09157 -58,0 10.7 -83.I 30,0 25.97351 0.801 -90,8 71.2 ]7.8 37,0 ]2,3 118.4[971 _4-[5
16 -9.895 a17,616 1563.01236 -66,9 8,T -81,7 25.0 25,42257 0.838 -86,2 70,] ]7,9 ]5.6 32,1 99,81827 15-16
TAB NO 72 ATLAS PHOTO NO 72 POD SEQUENCE NO 147
JULY 31,1964 13 HR [4 MIN 48 SEC 394 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
680,405 1412,67239 -4,794 -32,794 3148o126 2,074 _T2,520 116.64T
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C 'ALN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.90_ -12.511 lbb_-2422_ -6_,2,__J1.4 -84.4 27.2 2T.14559 0.117 -90.9 75.6 3¢-| ¢4.2 40,_ 0, 1- Z
3 -U.139 -I5.253 1599.79959 -64.8 10.3 -82.7 26.0 26.09780 0.782 -8U.3 72.8 36.0 38.6 36.2 97,2]238 2- ]
4 -II*033 -I0,530 1690,31065 -68.5 [1,8 -83,7 23.4 27.565_7 0,690 -88,1 77,A 32,2 48,5 44,7 140,41993 3-
5 -14.885 -9.265 1743.44952 -61.0 15.1 -86.9 28.5 28.64074 0.636 -93.8 78.9 32.] 50.6 45.4 122.49454 4- 5
6 -14,768 -14,348 164_.69121 -56.6 I].O -84,8 31,2 26.80561 0,736 -93,5 74,0 36.0 42,6 36,4 148,88805 5- 6
7 -11.139 -15.253 1599.79959 -64.8 10.3 -_2.7 26,0 26.09780 0,782 -88,3 72.8 36,0 38,6 36,2 113,II]5_ 6- 7
8 -9,710 -17,617 [552.46996 -66.9 8.7 -81,7 25.0 25,25111 0.836 -86,2 70,3 ]7.9 3].6 ]2.1 82,66829 T- 8
9 -9,527 -13.369 ]826.08392 -70.6 9,9 -82,2 22.4 26,49418 0,755 -85.8 7_,5 34,2 41,1 40,I 126,98455 8- 9
I0 -9,33[ -8.299 1731,15521 -T3,3 II.1 -82,8 19.8 28,124_2 0,652 -85,4 79,5 ]0.5 49.5 48.9 _51,60763 9-10
11 -12,927 -7,089 ITT6,44482 -66°4 14.2 -H6.2 24.6 _8.94AC3 0.608 -9[,0 80,9 30.4 52,8 49,9 114,70731 10-11
[2 -17.2St% -5.176 1854.O9_01 -_9.5 18.4 -91,O 29.8 ]C,14413 0,540 -97.1 82,9 ]0,6 57,5 51-I _4_,3769_ I_-I_
13 -16.906 -11.222 1722.95456 -85,3 15.9 -87.4 32.5 28,05856 0,859 -96,5 77.2 ]4,3 48,_ 40,8 IT5,]8815 12-I]
15 -12,924 -16.982 1583.35_93 -b_,O 10.7 -_3,1 30.0 25._9864 0,801 -96,8 71,2 37,8 )7.0 32,3 117,60269 14-15
16 -9,710 -17.617 1552.46996 -66,9 8,7 -_1,T 25.0 25,_5111 0,836 -86,2 70,3 37,9 _3,6 52,1 99,149_2 15-16
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R_-VI| CAMERA F8 25
TAB NO 73 ATLAS PHOTO NO 73 POD SEQUENCE NO 149
JULY 3k_1964 13 H_ 14 _|_ 53 S£C 51_ MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA 5EC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
655.286 14C2.53720 -4.820 -32.742 3137.992 2.077 -72.481 116.640
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ£MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.897 -12.547 1650.91107 -62.7 12.4 -84.4 27.3 26.960_4 0.717 -90.9 75.5 34.1 64.2 A0.6 0. 1- 2
3 -[1,145 _15.289 1508.92751 -64.8 10.3 -82.7 26.0 25.92_A4 0.782 -88,3 72.8 36.0 38.6 36.2 96.54848 2- 3
4 -11.O39 -10.581 It78.72/87 _GB.5 11.8 -83.6 23.4 27.3770g 0.690 -88.1 77._ 32.2 _6._ _.7 139._Ol17 3- 4
5 -14.865 -9.326 17_1.44466 -61.O 15.O -86.8 28.5 2_.2_491 0.o39 -93.8 78.8 32.3 50.3 45.4 121.62788 4- 5
8 -14.749 -14.372 1e32.5C555 -56.6 13.0 -84.8 31.2 26.E2321 C,737 -93,5 73,9 36.0 4216 36.3 167.77678 5- 6
7 -11.14_ -Ib.269 15_0.92751 -_4.d 10.3 -82.7 28.0 25.92044 0.782 -88,3 72.8 36.0 38.6 36.2 112.33817 6- 7
8 -9.726 317.618 1541.91122 -68.8 B.7 -_1.7 ZS.0 25.079_7 0.836 -G8,2 70.3 37.9 33.6 _2.1 82.11098 7- 8
g -9.544 -13.3gg 1614.89347 -/0.6 9.9 -_2.2 22.4 26.31350 0.755 -85.8 74.5 34.2 41.1 40.0 126.10173 8- 9
10 -g.34H -_.368 1719.17746 -/3.3 11.1 -82.8 Ig.9 27.92979 0.653 -85.4 79.6 30.5 49.4 48.8 150.45066 9-10
11 -12,920 -7.168 lr_4,11559 -68,3 14,2 -86.1 24.6 2E.74316 0.609 -91,0 80,8 30,4 52.6 49,9 113,89.729 10-11
12 -17.211 -5.278 1841.01581 -59.5 18.3 -91.0 29.8 29.93146 0.542 -97.2 82.8 30.6 57.4 51.0 1_I_26564 I_-12
13 -16,812 -11.270 I/ii.12457 -55,3 15,8 -87,_ 32,4 27,865@5 0.659 -96,5 77,1 34,3 48,9 40.8 173,89202 12-13
14 -18.671 -16.073 1623.62265 -49.9 13.4 -85.1 _5.3 2E.36_52 0.748 -95J9 72.5 38,0 41,8 31.9 139.402_3 13-1A
15 -12.91_ -16,987 1572.60909 -58.0 10.7 -63.1 30.0 25.62348 0.801 -9C,8 71,2 37,8 37.0 32.3 116.78466 14-15
16 -9.728 -17.618 1541.91122 -66.8 8.7 -81.7 25.0 25.07g_? 0,836 -86,2 70,3 37.9 33,6 _2.1 98.48126 15-16
TAB NO 74 ATLAS PHOTO NO 74 POD SEQUENCE NO 151.
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 14 _Ih 58 SEE 834 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ALr LAI LON R V PTH AZ
A_nl_ 1392,39246 -4.847 -32.689 3127.848 2.079 -72.442 116.636
PHOlO UAIA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Am BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHA/ EMIS ALPfIA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.891 -12.58A 1639.56212 -62.7 12.A _84.3 27.3 26.77520 0.718 -90.9 75.5 3A.I 44.1 A0.6 0. I- 2
3 -11,15_] -15.286 I_78.03847 -64,8 10.3 -H2.7 26.0 25.TA2ul 0.782 -88,3 72.7 36.0 38,6 36,2 95.86349 2- 3
4 -11.046 -10.632 1667,12759 -68.5 11.8 -83.6 23.4 27.18793 0.691 -88.I 77.3 32.2 46.4 44.7 138.38122 3- 4
5 -14.84A -9.389 1719.42212 -_I.0 15.0 -86.8 28.5 28.04879 0.640 -93,8 78.8 32.3 50.3 45.3 120.760_0 4- 5
6 -14.729 -14.395 1621._0223 -56.6 13.0 -84.8 31.2 26.44051 0.737 -93,5 73,9 36.0 42.6 _6.3 146.66477 5- 6
7 -11.150 -15.286 1578.03847 -64,8 10.3 -62.7 26.0 25.74281 0.782 -88_3 721736.039_6 _6.2 111.58148 6- 7
8 -9,741 -17.619 15_i.33655 -66.8 8.7 _81.7 25.1 24.90738 0.836 -86,2 70.3 37.9 33.6 32.1 81.552_5 7-8
9 -9.560 -13,_30 1603.88606 -/0.5 9.9 -82.2 22.4 26.13254 0.756 -85,8 74.5 34.2 41.0 AO.O 125,21743 8- 9
10 -9.386 -8.437 1707._8530 -73.3 11.1 -_2.8 19.9 27.734@9 0.653 -85,4 79.4 30.5 49.4 48.8 149.29343 9-10
11-12,913 -7.247 1751.78964 -66,3 14.2 -86.1 24.7 28.54201 0.610 -91,0 80.7 30.4 52.5 49.8 113.086_2 I0-11
12 -17,172 -5.376 1827.91930 -59.5 [8.3 -90.9 29.8 29./1855 0.5A3 -97,2 82.7 30.6 57.3 50.9 140o155[_ 11-12
13 -I_.837 -11.318 1099.27731 r55.3 15.8-87.3 32.4 27.673C5 0.66C -9885 77.1 34.3 48.8 AO.7 172.4_804 12-_3
14 -16.638 -16.085 1612.46_66 -50.0 13.4 -85.1 _5.2 26.18537 0.748 -95,9 72.5 38.0 41.8 _I.9 138.38649 13-14
15 -12.911 -16.992 1561.8424Z -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 25.44808 0.801 -90.8 71.2 37.8 38.9 32.3 115.96528 14-15
16 -@.741 -17._19 1531._3655 -&6.8 8.7 -81.7 25.1 24.90738 C.836 -88,2 70.3 37,9 33.6 32.1 97.81205 15-16
TAB NO 75 ATLAS PHOTO NO 75 POD SEQUENCE NO 153
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 15 PIN 3SEC 754MS ....
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IYPACT ALT LA; LON R V PTH AZ
645.046 1382.23776 -4.E73 -32.638 3117.693 2.082 -72.403 116.627
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhUE AZS/C AZN AZSU_ AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE "PT-PT
2 -12. 884 -12.62_ 1628. 19455 -62.7 12,4 -89-3 _7.3 28. 58956 6-71_ -90_g 75.534_I 4_4_140.5 Q. _-
3 -11.156 -15.304 1567.13161 -64.8 10.3 -82.7 26.1 25.56488 C.783 -88,3 72.7 36.0 38.8 36.2 95,17734 2- 3
4 -I_.052 -10.684 1655.50899 -68,4 11.8 -83.6 23.5 26,99846 0.691 -88,1 77.2 32.2 46.3 44.6 137.36006 3- 4
5 -LA.823 -9.451 1707.3809E -61.0 15.0 -86.8 28,5 27.85237 0.641 -93,8 78.7 32.3 50.2 45.3 L19,89L47 4- 5
6 -I_./i0 -14,419 16[0.08D35 -56.6 13.0 -84,8 31.2 2t.257_1 G.73_ -93,5 73.9 36.0 42,6 36.3 145,55|88 5- 6
7 -11.156 -15.304 1567.13161 -64.8 10.3 -82.7 26.1 25.56488 0.783 -88.3 72.7 36.0 38.6 96.2 110.783A7 6- 7
8 -@.756 -17.821 1520.74518 -66.8 8.7 -81.7 25.1 24.735|I 0.838 -86,2 70.3 37.9 33.6 32.1 80.99281 7- 8
9 -9.57_ -13.461 15q2.TaOBq -70.5 9.9 -82.2 22.5 Z5.95130 C.75E -85.8 7A.4 34.2 41.0 40.0 124.331_9 8- 9
10 -9.384 -_.50_ 16g5.17178 -73.2 Ii.I -82.7 20.0 27.53991 0.65_ -85.4 79.3 30.5 49.3 48.7 148.13577 9-10
11 -12.905 -7.327 1739.40596 -66.3 14,1 -86.1 24.7 2E.340_7 0.611 -91.0 80.6 30.3 52,4 49.7 112.27400 10-11
12 -17.134 -5.478 IH14.80727 -59.5 18.2 -90.8 29,8 29.50539 0.544 -97.2 82.7 30.6 57.2 50.8 139.045_0 11-_2
13 -16,802 -11,36_ 1687,AIE29 -55,3 15,8 -87,3 32,4 27.4798& 0.681 -96,5 77+0 34.3 _8.8 A0.7 170,946LI 12-_3
14 -16.605 -16.097 1801.28_71 -50,0 L_,_ -_5,1 _5.2 Z6.00392 0.749 -95,9 72,5 _8.G _I.8 _i.9__131_!I(L_
15 -12.905 -16.998 i_51.05817 -58.0 I0.7 -83.1 30.0 25.27234 C.801 -90.8 71.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 I15._4458 14-15
_6 -9.756 -17.621 1520.74518 -66.8 8.7 -81.7 25,1 24,73511 0.838 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.6 32.1 97.14151 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA Fe 26
TAB NO 76 ATLAS PHOTO NO 76 POD SEQUENCE NO 155
JULY 3Iti084 13 HR 15 Mlk 8 SEC 874 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
639.926 1372.07339 -4.g00 -32.583 3107.529 2.084 -72.364 116.620
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[2.877 -12.658 1618.60862 -62.7 12,4 -84.3 27.3 26.40362 0.718 -90,9 75.6 36.[ 64.1 40,5 O. I- 2
3 -11o161 -15,321 1556.20729 -64.8 10.3 -82.7 28.[ 25.38668 0.783 -88,3 72.7 38.0 38.6 36.2 94=49005 2- 3
4 -11.057 -10.736 1643.87238 -88.4 11.8 -83.0 23,5 26.80870 0.692 -88.I 77.2 32.2 46.3 44.6 138.33770 3- 4
5 -14,802 -9.514 1605.32146 -61.0 15.0 -86.8 26.5 27.65565 0.641 -93.8 78.8 32.3 50,1 45.2 119.02159 6- 5
6 -|6.891 -14.466 I598.84027 -56.6 12.9 -86.8 31.2 26.0?622 0.737 -93,5 73.9 36.0 62.5 36.3 146.43815 _5- 6y
7 -II.161 -15.321 1558.20729 -64.8 I0.3 -82.7 26.1 25.38668 0.783 -88.3 72.7 36.0 38.8 36.2 II0,00415 _
8 -9.?71 -17.623 I510.13737 -Gb.7 8.7 -81.7 25.1 24.58258 0.836 -88.2 70.3 37.9 33.6 32.1 80.63192 8
9 -9.503 -13.492 15_1.81832 -70.5 9.9 -_2._ 22_5 25.7_077 0.7S_ -85.8 i_.4 34.2 41.0 40.0 X23.66632 8- 9
10 -g.AOl -_.bt_ IC83.14320 -73.2 ii.I -82.? 20.0 27°34456 0,655 -88°6 79.2 30.5 69.3 48,8 168°97763 9-10
II -12.898 -7.607 1/27.02490 -86.3 14.1 -86.0 24.7 28.13885 0.612 -91.0 80.6 30.3 82.3 49,6 111.66081 I0-II
12 -17.095 -5°576 1_01.88022 -59,5 18.2 -90.8 29.8 29.29109 0.546 -97.2 82,6 30.6 57.1 50.7 137.93575 11-12
13-ia.781-11.615167_.52_7 _:_-I_.Y- _7_ 32:_--_B6_6 0_661_9a.5 77_34.3 68.? 40.6 Ia9.4762912-I_
14 -16,572 -16.110 1590.09503 -50.0 13.4 -85°1 35.2 25.82218 0.749 -95.9 72,5 38.0 41,8 31.9 136,35055 13-16
15 -12._98 -17.003 1540,25881 -58.0 I0.7 -83.I 30.0 2_.09635 0.801 -90.8 71.2 37,8 38.9 32.3 116.32269 16-15
16 -9.771 -1/.823 1510.13737 -88.7 8.7 -81.7 25.1 24.58258 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.6 32.1 96.48984 15-16
TAB NO 77 ATLAS PHOTO NO 77 POD SEQUENCE NO 157
JULY 3L_1984 I_ HR 15 MIN 13-SEC qq3 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
834.808 1361.89008 -4.027 -32.529 3097.354 2.087 -72.325 116.613
PHOTO DAIA
PT EAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A. B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.870 -12.696 I005.40402 -82.7 12.4 -84.3 27.3 2_.21738 O.Tlg -90.9 75.4 36.| _4_I _0.5 O. _-_2
3 -II.166 -15.339 1565.20514 -84.7 10.3 -82,7 26.1 25.20818 0.783 -88.3 72.7 36.0 38.6 36.2 93.80151 2- 3
6 -ll.Ob] -10.188 1_2.21742 -68.4 11.8 -83.6 23,5 26°618E4 0.692 -88,1 TT.l 32.2 46.2 64°5 135o31426 3- 6
5 -14o781 -q.577 1683.24330 -61.0 14,g -86,7 28.5 27.45862 0*842 -93.8 78.6 32,3 50.1 45.I I18,15068 4- 5
8 -14.871 -14.488 1587.58182 -56.6 12,9 -84.8 _1.I 25°89D_2 0.738 -93,5 73.8 36.0 42,5 36.3 _4_,32369 5- 6
7 -II.165 -15.330 1545.28514 -b_.? 10.3 -82.7 28.I 25.20818 0.783 -88.3 72.? 35.0 38.6 18.2 1_2231_ 6_ 7
8 -9.78_ -17.825 1409.51288 -66.7 8.7 -_i.7 25.2 24.38g78 0.83_ -8e.2 70.3 37.933.8 -32.[ 79.86979 7- 8
g -9.b0g -13.524 1570.45700 -70.6 q.g -82.1 22.6 25.58795 0.756 -85,8 74,4 34.2 41,0 39,9 122.55564 8- 9
10 -9.410 -_.846 I871.00732 -73.1 11.1 -82.7 20.1 27.16892 0.656 --85.4 79.2 30.5 49.2 48.6 165.81918 9-10
11 -12.890 -7.487 1114.62613 -66.3 16.1 -86.0 24.7 27.93te8 C.613 -91.0 80.5 30.3 52.3 69°8 II0o64865 10-11
12 -17,058 -5.677 1788.53766 -bg.5 18.i -90.7 29.7 29.07833 0.54_ -91.2 82.5 30.6 57.0 50.6 136.82879 II-12
13 -lb.732 -11.484 i663.62387 -55.3 15.7 -87._ J2.4 27.09253 0.662 -98.5 76.9 34.3 48.7 ___0_6___68.00869 _-|3
14 -16.539 -16.123 1578.88316 -50,I 13.6 -85.1 35.1 25.64015 0.749 -95.9 72.4 38,0 61.7 31°9 135.3_068 13-14
15 -I2,8qi -17.00q 152g.43739 -58.0 lO.? -83.1 30.0 26*920C6 0.801 -90.8 71.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 113.49960 14-15
16 -9.788 -17.625 14q9°51288 -86.7 8.7 -_I°7 25,2 24.38g78 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37.g 33.6 32.1 95.796?3 15-16
TAB NO 78 ATLAS PHOTO NO 78 POD SEQUENCE NO 159
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 15 Mlk 19 SEL 113 MS
7RAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT EAT tCN R V PTH AZ
629.686 1351.71481 -A.g53 -32.475 3087.170 2.089 -72.285 I16.606
PHQIO DATA
PT EAT tGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12o863 -12.733 1503.07559 -62.l 12.4 -84.3 27.3 26.03075 O.71g -g0.9 75.4 34.1 44.0 6Q,_ O* _- Z
3 -Ii._71 -_5._58 1534.30119 -84.7 It.3 -H2.7 28.1 25.02932 0.783 -88.3 72.7 36.0 38.6 36.1 93.11003 2- 3
4 -II.0_ -1U.84_ i_20.5_911 -68.3 Ii.6 -83.6 23.6 26.42820 0.693 -86.1 77.I 32.2 46.2 44,5 134.28871 3- 4
5 -14.760 -9,641 1671.13972 -61.0 14.9 -88.7 28.5 27.26116 0.643 -93.8 78.5 32.3 50.0 45,I I17.27707 A- 5
6 -14.651 -14.493 1576.29001 -58.6 12.9 -84.8 31.1 25.70663 0.738 -93.5 73.8 36.0 42.5 38.2 IA2.20680 5- 6
? -11.171 -I_.358 1534._0119 -_.7 10.3 -82.7 28.1 25.02932 D.783 -88.3 72.7 36.0 38.6 36.1 108.44048 6- 7
8 -9.801 -17,627 14_8.86_46 -_6.7 8.7 -81.7 25,2 26,21665 C.83e -b6.2 70.3 37.9 33.6 32.1 79.30583 7- 8
g -9.62_ -13.556 1559,27502 -70.4 10.0 -82,1 22.6 25°605_8 _.757 -85.8 76,3 34,2 61,0 39.9 121,86481 87 9
10 -9°435 -8.717 i859.02908 -73,1 11,1 -82.7 20.1 26.95292 0.656 -85.4 79,[ 30.6 69.[ 48.5 146.68924 9-_0
II -12.882 -7.567 1702.2C291 -66.2 14.1 -RE.O 24.8 27.73443 C.616 -91.0 80.4 30.3 52.2 49.5 109.83004 10-11
12 -17,018 -5.778 i_75._7007 -59.5 16.I -g0.7 29.7 28.H6627 C,549 -97.2 82,4 30,_ 86.9 50.5 135,71656 II-12
13 -16.60_ -11.514 i851.b9463 -55.3 15.7 -87.3 32.6 26,89829 0.663 -96°5 76.9 34.3 48°6 40.5 166.54046 12-13
I_ -18,505 -16.137 1567.647_3 -50,I 13,3 -85.1 35,1 25.45_73 C.7%g -95,9 72,4 _8.0 _I,_ _I=9 134=30838 13-14
15 -12.883 -I7.D15 1518.59833 -SU.O IO,_ -83.1 _0.0 24.74343 0.801 -90.8 71.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 _12.67427 14-15
16 -9.801 -17.627 1486.86860 -66.7 8.7 -81.7 25.2 26,216t5 C,836 -8¢.2 70,3 37.9 33,6 32.1 95.12195 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA F8 27
TAB NO 79 ATLAS PHOTO NO 79 POD SEQUENCE NO 161JULY 31t1964 13HR 15 HIN 24 SEC 233 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
826.566 1341.52066 -6.g81 -32.621 3076.976 2.092 -72.265 116.599
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA SCALE PT-PTA- B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
2 -12.855 -12.772 1582.52852 -62.7 12.6 -86.3 27.3 25.86381 0.719 -90.9 75.3 36.1 46.0 60.4 O. I- 2
3 -11.176 -15.376 1523.31961 -66.7 10.3 -82.7 26.1 24.85018 0.783 -88.3 72.7 35.9 38.5 36.1 92.41919 2- 3
4 -11.076 -10.893 16O8.84250 -68.3 11.8 -83.5 23.6 26.23767 0.693 -88.1 77.8 32.2 66.2 66.6 133.26192 3- 6
5 -[6.738 -9.TC6 1659.01755 -61.0 14.9 -86.7 28.5 27.06363 0.646 -93.8 78.4 32.3 50.0 65.0 116.60258 6- 5
6 -16.630 -14.519 1564.99789 -56.6 12.9 -84.8 31.1 25.52234 0.738 -93.5 73.8 36.0 42.5 36.2 161.08916 5- 6
7 -11.176 -15.378 1523.31961 -64.7 10.3 -82.7 26.1 24.85018 0_783--£8_73--72,7 35._8_-_1_.65632 6-
8 -9.815 -17.629 1678.20731 -66.6 8.7 -81.7 25.2 24.06325 0.838 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.1 78.76059 7- 8
9 -9.660 -13.588 1568.07616 -70.3 lO.0 -82.1 22.6 25.22331 0.757 -85.8 74.3 36.2 40.9 39.9 120.77220 8- 9
10 -9.652 -8.787 1666.94357 -73.1 11.1 -82.7 20.2 26.75683 C.657 -85.6 79.0 30.4 69.1 48.6 163.69895 9-10
11 -12.873 -7.668 1689.76207 -66.2 16.1 -_5.9 26.8 27.53174 0.615 -91.0 80.3 30.3 52.1 49.4 109.01256 I0-II
12 -16.976 -5.87g 1762.18718 -59.5 18.1 -90.6 29.7 2_.66996 G.550 -97.2 82.3 30.6 56.8 50.6 136.60660 11-12
13 -16.661 -11.563 1639.76693 -55.6 15.6 -87.2 32.3 26.703?6 C.663 -96.5 76.8 34.3 68.6 60.5 165.07457 12-13
16 -16.47[ -16.150 1556.39363 -50.1 15.3 -85.2 35.1 25.27502 0.750 -95.9 72.4 38.0 4[.7 31.9 133.28676 13-16
15 -12.876 -17.022 1507.73759 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 24.56650 0.801 -90.8 71.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 111.84766 16-15
16 -9.815 -17.629 [678.20731 -66.6 8.7 -81.7 25.2 24.06325 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.1 96.64580 15-16
................. TAB NO 80 ATLAS PHOTO NO 80 POD SEQUENCE NO 163JULY 31p1966 13 HR 15 MIN 29 SEC 353 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN V PTH AZ
619.646 13_1.3184T -5.C08 -32.366 3066.772 2.096 -72.205 116,592
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE __AZS/C AAN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA bLALt Fi-P T
2 -12.847 -12.811 1571.05856 -62.7 12.4 -86.3 27.3 25.65669 C.720 -90.9 75.3 36.[ 66.0 40.3 O. _- 2
-11.180 -15.395 1512.31647 -66.7 10.4 -82.7 26.2 24.67069 0.783 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.5 36.1 91.72561 2- 3
-11.079 -10.967 1597.12363 -68.3 11.8 -83.5 23.8 26.06836 0.696 -88.1 77.0 32.2 66.1 66.6 132.23339 3- 6
5 -16.716 -9.769 1666.87131 -61.0 16.9 -86.7 28.5 26.86529 0.645 -93.8 78.4 32.3 69.9 66.9 115.52591 6- 5
6 -16.609 -14.564 1553.67386 -56.6 12.9 -86.8 31.1 25.337L8 C,73g -93.5 73,8 36.0 42.6 3b.2 139.96973 5- 6
7 -11.180 -15.395 1512.31647 -66.7 10.6 __782.7 26.2 24.67069 0.783 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.5 36.!_06.87006 6_ 7
8 -9.830 -17.632 1467.52673 -66.6 8.8 -81.7 25.2 23.86954 0.836 -86.2 fD.337.933_7-- 32_1 78_17365--7--8
9 -9.655 -13.620 1536.85530 -70.3 IO.O -82.1 22.7 25.04051 0.757 -85.8 74.3 36.2 60.9 39.9 119.87780 8- 9
10 -9.669 -8.859 1636.838_3 -73,0 11.1 -82.6 20.2 26,58000 0.658 -85.4 79.0 30.6 49.0 68.6 162.33736 9-10
11 -12.865 -7.730 1677.29805 -66.2 14,1 -85.9 26.8 27.32868 0.616 -91.0 80.2 30.3 52.1 69.3 108.19319 10-11
12 -16.935 -5.981 1/68.98163 -59.5 18.0 -90.5 29.7 28,43527 0.552 -97.2 82.2 30.6 56.7 50.3 133.69597 11-12
13 -16.625 -11.616 1627.775_01 -55.4 15.6 -87.2 32.3 26.50883 0.666 -96.5 76e8 36.3_8j5_0._ 163.60_-1__
16 -16.637 -16.166 1545.11722 -50.2 13.3 -85.2 35.0 25.09196 0.750 -95.9 72.4 38.0 61.7 31.9 132.25907 13-16
15 -12.868 -17.029 1_96.85777 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 24.38923 0.801 -90.8 71.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 111.01926 14-15
16 -9.830 -17.632 1667.52673 -66.6 8.8 -81.7 25.2 23,86954 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37,9 33.7 32.1 93.76802 15-16
TAB NO 81 ATLAS PHOTO NO 81 POD SEQUENCE NO 165
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 15 MIb34 SEC673MS ..........
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
614.326 1321.10220 -5.C35 -32.311 3056.557 2.097 -72.164 116.585
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-12.838 -12.851 1559.53650___-62_7 12.4 __8_._?.___ ._5.6_8}3 pLT_ 0 -90_9 7_.I 63.9 40.3 O. I- 2
-11.183 -15.616 1501.26993 -66.7 10.4 -82.7 26.2 24,69068 D,783 -88.3 72,6 35,9 38.5 36.1 91.02490 2- 3
4 -11.082 -11.002 1585.35303 -68.3 11.8 -83.5 23.7 25.85642 0.694 -88.1 76.9 32.2 66.1 64.3 131.19769 _5 -14.692 -9.835 1636.66235 -61.0 16.8 -86.6 28.5 26.66613 C.666 -93.8 78.3 32.3 69.8 64.9 116.64121
6 -14.588 -14.572 1562.29697 -56.6 12.9 -84.8 31.1 25.15215 0.739 -93.5 73.7 36.0 62.6 _6.2 138._4099 _7 -11.183 -15.416 1501.26993 -66.7 10.4 -82.7 26.2 24.49048 0.783 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.5 36.1 106.07739
8 -9.863 -17.636 1456.80913 -66.6 8.8 -81.7 25.3 23.69522 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.1 77.60160 7- 8
9 -9.670 -13.656 1525.59129 -70.3 IO.O -82.1 22.7 24.85700 0.757 -85.8 76.2 34.2 60.9 39.8 118.97772 8- 9
10 -9.686 -8.931 1622.67850 -73.0 11.2 -82.6 20,3 _6.36255 0.659 -85.6 78.9 _0,6 69,0 68,} 161,168_2 9-10
II -12.855 -7.813 1666.77213 -66.2 16.1 -85.9 26.8 27.12458 0.617 -91.0 80.2 30.3 52.0 69.2 107.36669 10-11
12 -16.896 -6.085 1735.69919 :59.5 18.O -90.5 29.7 28.21935 0.553 -97.2 82. l 30.6 56.6 50.2 132.37389 _1-12
13 -16.587 -11.666 1615.73929 -55.6 15.6 -87.2 32.3 26.31286 0.665 -96.5 76.7 34.3 68.6 40°6 162.13120 [2--13
16 --16.401 -16*180 l_LLT_.2 13._ --85.2 35.0 24.g0799 0.75C --95-9 Y2.4 _8.0 41.6 %1.9 131._?&_N 13-16
15 --12.859 -17.037 1485,9335U -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30,0 24.21124 0,801 -90,8 71.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 110.18368 14-15
16 -9.843 -17.636 1456.80913 -66.6 8.8 -81.7 25.3 23.69522 0.8_6 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.1 93.08576 15-16
141
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RA-VII CAMERA Fe 28
TAB NO 82 ATLAS PHOTO NO 82 POD SEQUENCE NO 167
5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
809.206 13[0.87762 -5.C63 -32.255 3046.333 2.099 -72.124 116,578
LGN RAhGE A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.829 -12.892 1547.99579 -62,6 12.4 -84.2 27.4 25.27986 0.721 -90,9 75.2 3A.[ 43.9 40.3 O. I- 2
3 -11.187 -15.43E 1490.20534 -64.6 10.4 -82.7 26.2 24.30gg9 0.783 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.5 36.1 90,32314 2- 3
4 -11.086 -11.058 1573.56430 -68,2 11.8 -83,5 23.7 25,66218 0,695 -88,1 76,9 32,2 46.0 44,3 130.16056 3- 4
5 -14,669 -9.902 1622.43517 -01.0 14,8 -86.8 28.5 26.46667 0.646 -93,8 78,2 32.3 49.8 44,8 113.75550 4- 5
6 -14.566 -I4.5gg 1530.90152 -86.6 12.9 -84.8 31.I 24.96633 0.739 -93.5 73.7 36.0 42.4 36.2 137_
T -11.187 -15.438 1_90,20534 -64.6 10.4 -82.7 26.2 24.30999 0.783 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.5 36.1 105.28383 6- 7
8 -9.856 -17.640 [446,074_7 -66.6 8.8 -81.6 25.3 23.52062 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.1 77.02842 7- 8
g -9.884 -13.689 1514.30923 -70.2 10.0 -82.1 22.8 24.67_Pn 0_5_ -85.5 74,2 54.2 40.9 _V._ 118,07626 B- 9
10 -q.&nh -9.0_5 _,10.505Z_ -72._ Ll.Z -82.6 20,3 2E.1648I 0.660 -85.4 78.8 30.4 48.9 48.2 139,99934 9-10
11 -12.845 -7.897 [652.22897 -86.2 14.0 -85.8 24.8 26.92022 0.618 -91.0 80.| 38.3 51_9 49.2 106.53885 I0-I[
__12 -16.852 -6.189 1722.80254 -59.8 17.9 -90.4 29.7 28.00318 0.555 -97.2 82.0 30.6 56.5 50.0 131.25270 II-122
13 --16.849 -11.718 1603,68530 -55.4 15.5 -87.2 32.3 26.11859 0.665 -96.5 76.7 34.3 68.4 _0.3 160.65895 _2-13
14 -16.366 -16.196 1_22.43837 -50,2 13.2 -85.2 34.9 24.72375 0.781 -98,9 72.4 38.0 41.6 31.9 130.18841 |3-|6
|8 -12.850 -[7.545 1474.gg135 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 30.0 24.03295 0.80| -90.8 71.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 109.34716 14-|5
16 -9.856 -[7.640 1448,07437 -66.6 8.8 -81.6 25.3 23.52062 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.1 92.40207 15-|6
- TAB NO 83 ATLAS PHOTO NO 83 POD SEQUENCE NO 169
JULY 31,1q6_ 13 HR 15 _IK 44 SEC 713 _S
TRAJECTORy DATA S£C TC IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTH &Z
604.087 1300.68297 -5.Cql -32.199 3036.098 2.102 -72.083 116.570
PHOTO DATA
PT £AT tON RA_G£ A_/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A _ZPHAZ I NCD pHA_E_ _PHA ___E PT-P7
2 -12.820 -12.932 |_36.43839 -62.6 12.4 -84.2 27.4 25,09|12 0.721 -90.9 75.2 34.0 43.9 40.2 O. 1- 2
3-||.|90 -15.457 |479.12446 -64,6 10.4 -82,7 26.2 24.12922 0.784 -88,3 72.6 35.9 38.5 36.| 89.62065 2- 3
4 -11.090 -11.113 1561,76038 -68.2 11.8 -83.5 23.7 25.46970 0.696 -88.1 76.8 32.2 46,0 44.2 129.I2360 3- 4
5 -14.645 -9.969 |610.1919| -61.0 14.8 -86.6 28.5 26.26695 0.687 -93.8 78.2 32.3 4g.T A8.7 112.86856 4- 5
6 -14.54_ -14.627 15|9.48_46 -58.7 12.8 -84.8 31.1 24.78021 0.74C -93.5 73.7 36,0 42.4 36.| 136.58270 5- 6
7 -|l.|gO -15.457J_79_448 -64,6 10.4 -82.7 26.2 24.|2922 0.784 -08.3 72.635._ 38._6._ _04.488||
8 -9.869 -17.845 1435,32419 -66.8 8.8 -81.6 25.3 23.34577 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.| 76.45410 7- 8
9 -9,698 -13.723 1803,01190 -70,2 10.0 -82.1 22.8 24,48915 0.758 -85.8 74.2 34._ 40.8 39.8 117.17398 8- 9
10 -9.51_ -g.078 1598.t1817 -72.9 11.2 -82.6 20.4 25.96687 0.661 -85.4 78.7 30.4 48.8 48.2 |38.83133 9-|0
I| -|2.835 -7.98I 1639.67207 -66.2 14.0 -85,8 24.9 26,7|564 0.619 -91.0 80.0 30.3 81.8 49.1 |05.71002 I0-II
12 -16.810 -8.294 1709.Qq896 -59.5 17.8 -90.3 29.7 27.78682 0.556 -97.2 81.9 30.6 56.4 49.9 130.13205 |1-12
13 -16.51_ -11,771 lSg_,_b [386 -55,4 15.5 -87.2 32.3 25.92004 0.666 -96.5 76.6 34.3 48.3 60.3 59.|844T [2-13
16 -16.329 -|6.2_2 1511.07176 -30.3 |3.2 -85.2 34.9 24.53q21 0.751 -95.9 72.3 38.C 41.6 3|.9 129.15218 |3-14
|5 -|2.84| -17.054 1464.03230 -58.0 10.7 -83.1 29.9 23.85439 0.80| -90.8 7|.2 37.8 36.9 _2o3 108.50880 _4--|5
_6 -9.869 -17.645 |435.32419 -66.5 8.8 -81.6 25.3 23.34577 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37,9 33.7 32.1 9|.7|709 _5-16
TAB NO 84 ATLAS PHOTO NO 84 POD SEQUENCE NO 171
JULY 31,|g64 13 HR [5 ___k495EJ_83_ MS ........
TRAJECTnRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LGN R V PTH AZ
598.967 12q0.39816 -5.1|9 -32.143 3025.853 2.105 -72.042 ||8,563
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11.192 -15.477 1468.03250 -64.6 10.4 -82.6 26.2 23.9_828 0.784 -88.3 72.8 35.9 38.5 36.0 88.91755 2- 3
4 -ll.Oq3 -11.I68 154g.95045 -58.2 ll.8 -83.5 23.1 25.2771l 0.696 -88.1 76.8 32.2 45.9 44.2 128,08954 3- 4
5 -14.62I -lO.0j5 1597.93822 -81,0 14,8 -86.6 28,5 26.06706 0,648 -9J.B 78.1 32,3 49.7 _4,7 l|1.97922 4- 5
6 -14,520 -14.655 1508.05952 -56.7 12*8 -84.8 31.0 24.59384 0.74C -93.5 73.7 36.0 42.3 36.| 138.65678 5- 6
7 -II.192 -I5.477 1468.0325_ -64.6 10.4 -82.6 26.2 23.94828 0.784 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.5 36.0 103.69008 6- 7
8 -9.88[ -17.649 |424.56342 -66.5 8.8 -81.b 25.3 23.17075 C.835 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33,7 32.| 75.879|4 7- 8
9 -g.?|[ -[3.757 i_91.707_6 -70.2 i0.0 -82.1 22.8 24.30498 0.758 -85.8 74.1 34.1 40.8 39.7 It6.27353 8- 9
|0 -9.530 -9.15_ I686,_2779 -T2.9 ||.2 -82.6 20.4 25.76894 0.661 -85.4 78.7 30.4 48.8 48°| |37.66842 9-_0
I_ -|2.824 -8.064 |b27._IIT4 -66.1 14.0 -85.8 24.9 26,5||C0 0.620 -91.0 79.9 30.3 5_.7 49.0 104.87961 |0-11
12 -16.76_ -8.398 _95.77959 -59.5 17.R -90,5 29.7 27.57037 0.388 -9/.Z 81.8 30.6 56.3 49,8 129,0101] i_-_Z
I_ -16.472 -[1.823 1879.52647 -55,4 |5.4 -87.2 3Z,2 25.72322 0.667 -96.5 76.5 34.3 48.3 40.2 [57.72032 _2-13
_4 -16.292 -16.2_B 14g9*_L_z_ __ -___ _4L9 __Z_,_4_._ _l_l_ -9_,_ _ _ __1.8 128.1175| l _-14
15 -12.83| -17.062 I453.05826 -58,1 |0,7 -83.1 29.9 23.67559 0.801 -90.8 7|.2 37.8 36.9 32.3 107.66756 |4--15
_6 -9.88| -[T.649 1424.56342 -66.5 8.8 -8|.6 25.3 23.17075 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32._ 9_,0299_ _-|6
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RA-VII CAMERA F_ 29
TAB NO 85 ATLAS PHOTO NO 85 POD SEQUENCE NO 173 -
JULY 3h1964 13 HR 15 MIK 54 SEC 953 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTM AZ
593.8_7 12_0.14379 -5.1A7 -32.088 3015.598 2.107 -72.000 118.556
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RA_E AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE Pt-Pt
2 -12.799 -13.014 1513.28L71 -62.8 12.3 -84.2 27.4 24.71296 0.722 -90.9 75.1 34.0 43.8 40.2 O. l- 2
3 -11.194 -]5.498 1_58.92289 -84.6 [0.4 -82.8 26,2 23,767C3 0.784 -88.3 72.5 35.9 38.5 36.0 88.21341 2- 3
4 -II.095 -ii.324 1536.1217T -88.2 11.8 -83.4 23.8 2_.08422 C.697 -88.1 76.7 32.2 45.9 44.1 127.05442 3- 4
5 -14.598 -10.102 1585,88602 -61.0 14,7 -86.5 28.5 25.86687 C,84q -93.8 78.1 32.2 49.8 44,6 lll.ORRg6 4- 5
6 -14.498 -14.682 1496.81[83 -56.7 12.8 -84.8 31.0 24.40716 0.74G -93.5 73.8 36,0 42.3 36.1 134,33032 5- 6
7 -II.194 -15.498 i_58.92209 -64.8 10,4 -82.b 28.2 23,78783 0,784 -88.3 72.5 35.9 38.5 36.0 102.89089 6- 7
8 -9.893 -17.853 lg13.78508 -68.5 8.8 -81.8 25.3 22.99544 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33.7 32.1 75.30306 7- 8
9 -9,725 -[3.7gl I_80,3H515 -70.1 i0.0 -82.0 22,9 24.12052 0.758 -85.8 74.1 34.1 40.8 39.7 115.37157 8- 9
I0 -g.544 -q.233 1573,92255 -72.8 I|.2 -82.5 20.5 25.87071 0.683 -85,4 78.b 30,4 48.7 48.0 138.50525 9-10
IT -12.813 -8.148 1614.53374 -68.1 14.0 -85.7 24.9 28.30607 0.62[ -91.0 79.8 30.3 51.7 48.9 104.04841 10-11
12 -16.724 -8.502 1682.45061 -59.5 17.7 -90.2 29.7 27.353_8 0.559 -97.2 81.7 30.6 56.2 49.7 127.88915 11-12
|3 -16.433 -11.878 1567.42059 -55.4 [5.4 -87.[ 32.2 25.526[[ 0.668 -96.5 76.5 34.3 48.2 40.2 155.25867 12-13
[4 -16.255 -16.244 |488.28082 -50.3 13.2 -85.2 34.8 26.16920 0.752 -95.9 72.3 38.0 41.5 31.8 127.88172 13-16
[5 -[2.82_ -i7,071 1442.06609 -58.[ 10.7 -83.1 29.9 23,_9849 C.801 -90.8 71.2 37.8 38,9 32.3 106.82522 16-[5
16 -9.893 -17.853 1413.78508 -08,5 8.8 -81.6 25.3 22.99564 0.835 -86.2 70,3 37,9 33.7 32.1 90.34170 L5-18
...... TAB NO 86 ATLAS PHOTO NO 86 .POD SEQUENCE NO 175_
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR L6 M[_ 0 SEC 73 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
588.727 1269.87741 -5.176 -32.029 3005,333 2.110 -71.959 |18.568
P,u_L_ u_1_
PT LA7 LnN RANGE ALS/E AZN AZSUN AIA AT 81A ALPHA/ INLU v_£ c_iJ _L_ilA -_._ .T nT
2 -[2.TB9 -13.c55 I_01.88327 -_2.6 -12.3-84.2 27.4 26.52322 0.722 -90.9 75,1 34.0 43.7 46.1 0_'_:'}
3 -11o[98 -15.519 1445.78398 -64.6 10.4 -82.b 28.2 23.58534 0.784 -88.3 72.5 35.9 38.5 36.0 87.50838 2- 3
4 -11.097 -11.280 1526.28152 -88.l LI.7 -83.4 23.8 24.89082 0.697 -88.1 76.7 32.3 &5.8 44.1 126.01537 3- 4
5 -14.571 -10.169 1573.36040 -bl.O 14.7 -86.5 28.5 25.68813 0.650 -93.8 78.0 32.2 49.5 44.5 110.19617 4- 5
8 -14.473 -14.71[ [485.13466 -56,7 12.8 -84.8 31.0 26,22080 0.741 -93,5 73.6 36.0 42.3 36.1 133.19957 5- 6
7 -II.198 -15.519 [445.70398 :84,6 10.4 _782.6 26.2 23.5R534 0,784 -88.3 72.5 35.9 38.5 36.0 I02.08933 8- 7
8 -9,904 -17,858 1402.9_[77 -68.5 8.8 -8[.6 25,4 22.81973 0.835 -88.2 70.3 37,9 33.7 32.1 74.72448 7- 8
9 -9./38 -13.826 1_89.03378 -/O,l 10.0 -82,0 22.9 23,93559 0,759 -85.8 74.1 34.1 40.8 39.7 114.46602 8- 9
l0 -g,558 -9,297 1581.68508 -72,8 11,2 -82,5 30,5 25,37197 0.663 -85.4 78.5 30,4 48,6 48,0 135,33834 9-lO
11 -12.802 -8.232 1601.92157 -68.l 14.0 -85.7 24.9 26.10059 0.623 -91.0 79.7 30.3 51.6 48.8 103.21445 lO-ll
12 -[6o881 -6.808 1689.08890 -5g*5 17.7 -90.1 2q.7 27.13662 C.561 -97.2 81,8 30,8 56.1 49.6 126.76840 11-12
13 -16,394 -11,929 1555.28242 -55,5 .15.4 _-87.1_32t2_ .25.328670.668 -96t5 _76_4 34,_48,2 4_ 154,79_00 12-13
14 -16.217 -16.281 1976,84804 -50,4 13,1 -85.2 34.8 23,98359 0.752 -95.9 72.3 38.0 41.5 31.8 126.04194 13-14
15 -[2.810 -17.080 1431.04721 -58.1 10,7 -83.1 29.9 23,318q8 0.801 -90,8 71.1 37.8 36.9 32.2 105.98070 14-15
Ib -9.904 -17.658 1402.q8177 -86.5 8.8 -81.6 25,4 32.81973 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33,7 32.1 89.65133 15-16
TAB NO 87 ATLAS PHOTO NO 87 .POD SEQUENCE NO 177
JULY 311196A 13 h_ ib MIK 5 SEC 192 MS
TRAJECTORY (_ATA SEC TO [MPACI ALT tAT tON R V PTM AZ
583.607 1259.60132 -5.204 -31.972 2995,057 2,112 -71.917 116,541
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LC_ RANGE A/SIC AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.778 -13.099 1489.q890b :82_ __J2_3 -_.__ _7_4 _ _6_ }3_57_0.7_ r90.9_5_0 34.0 43.7 40.1
3 -11.197 -15.542 1434.5978/ -04.6 10.4 -82.6 26,3 23.40288 0.784 -88.3 72.5 35.9 38.4 36.0 86.79282 2- 3
4 -II.i00 -11.338 [514,34218 -88.1 11.7 -83.4 23.8 26*89645 0.898 -88.1 76.8 32.2 45.8 4_.0 124.96660 3- 4
5 -14.545 -10.240 1560.98940 -81.0 14.7 -86.5 28.5 25.46453 0.651 -93.8 77.9 32.2 49.5 44.5 I09.29703 4- 5
6 -[4.448 -14.742 1473*60464 -56.7 12.8 -84.7 31,0 26.03198 0.741 -93.5 73.8 36.0 42.2 36,0 132.05786 5- 6
7 -11.197 -15.542 1434,59787 -84.6 10.4 -82.8 26.3 23,40286 0.786 -88.3 72,5 35.g 38,4 36,0 101.28278 8- 7
8 -9.916 -17,664 1392,13670 -66.5 8.8 -81.6 25.4 22.64333 C.835 -86.2 70.3 37.9 33,7 32.1 74.14077 7- 8
9 -9,750 -13.883 1457,63144 -70°[ [0,0 -82,0 22,9 23.7_983 0,759 -85,8 74,0 34.1 40,7 39.7 113,55272 8- 9
I0 -9°573 -9.374 1549.38455 -72,8 I[.2 -82.5 20.5 25.17230 0.664 -85.4 78.5 30.4 48.6 47.9 _,|6060 9._0
ll -12.790 -8.319 15R9.24007 -66,I 13.9 -85,7 24.9 25,89397 0.624 -91.0 79.7 30.3 51.5 48.7 102.37464 [0-_I
12 -16.83T -8.714 1655,64603 -59.5 17,6 -90._ 29.7 28.9179[ 0.562 -97,2 81,4 _0.8 56,0 49,5 125,83559 II-12
13 -16.354 -11.985 1543.08240 -55,5 15.3 -87.[ 32.2 25,12982 0.669 -96.5 76,4 34.3 48.1 40.1 153.31552 12-13
14 -_6._79 -1_.2_01445.36508 -S0=4 13.! -89.2 34.7 23=79716 0=752 -9_=9 72=3 _R.O 41.5 _[,R 124.q92_R 1_-[_
15 -12.799 -17,091 1419.98289 -58.1 10.7 -83.1 2q.9 23,13868 0.802 -90.8 71ol 37.8 36.9 32.2 105.13133 14-15
16 -9.916 -17.664 L392.13670 -06°5 8.8 -81.8 25._ 22.64333 0.835 -80.2 70.3 37.9 33.? 32°1 88.95735 15-16
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RA-V[[ CAMERA F8 30
TAB NO 88 ATLAS PHOTO NO 88 POD SEQUENCE NO 179
JULY 3111964 [3 HR 16 MIN 10 SEC 312 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
578.687 1249o31685 -5,233 -31+914 2984.770 2,115 -71.874 116.533
PHOTO DATA .......................
PT LAT LOH RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 6/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -12.767 -I3.163 1678.29689 -62.6 12.3 -84.2 27.4 24.14163 0.723 -90.9 75.0 36.0 43.7 40o0 O. }- 2
-1[o198 -[5°566 1423.3g412 -64.6 10.3 -82°b 26.3 23,22009 0,784 -88,3 72,5 35.9 38.6 36.0 86.07812 2- 3
6 -11.102 -11.397 1502.40533 -68.1 11.7 -83°4 23.8 24.50180 0.699 -88.1 76.6 32.2 65.7 44.0 123.91708 3- 6
5 -14.520 -i0.310 1548.60149 -61,0 14*6 -86°6 28°5 25,26224 0,652 -93.8 77,8 32.2 A9.6 64°4 108.39736 4- 5
-14o424 -14.773 1462.056U4 -56.7 [2.7 -84*7 3I,0 23.84367 C.742 -93.5 73,5 36.0 42.2 36.0 130,91595 5- 6
-ZI*198 -[5.566 1425.39412-_64.6 TO.3 -62.6 26.3-- 23.2_009 0.789 '86.3 72.5"35-9 3B.4- 36.0 _00'A7529 6 7
8 -9.927 -17o671 1381o27667 -66.4 8.8 -81°6 25.4 22.66EE6 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 73.55806 7- 8
9 -9.763 -13.900 1446,21155 -70,I I0o0 -82.0 23.0 23.56378 0.759 -65.8 76.0 34.1 40°7 39.6 112.63815 8- 9
l0 -9.586 -9.450 1537.06767 -72.7 ).1.2 -82.5 20.6 24.97717 rt-h/'r" -854 78.": 30.'; %,_.5 47°G ).32.9G35G 9-).0
).i -12.77_ -d,_C_ Lb(6.bAZ6_ -66.1 13.9 -85.6 25.0 25.68710 0.625 -91.0 79.6 30.3 51.6 48.7 101.53601 10-13.
).2 -).6°593 -6.822 1642.19290 -_9.5 17.6 -90,0 29.7 26.69920 0°566 -97.2 81.3 _(].6 55.8 49.4 I24o50623 13.-_12_
).3 -16.314 -12.041 1530o86526_55.5--15.3--6711 "" 32.1 24.93090 0.670 -96.5 76.3 34.3 _8.0 _0,0 _51_840-2112-13
14 --16.).4I -16.29g |453.D6481 -50.4 13.1 -85.2 34°7 23.61046 C.753 -95°9 72.2 38.0 41.6 31°8 123o96156 I_-14
15 -12.787 -[7.102 [408.90109 -58.1 10.7 -63.1 29.9 22.95613 0.802 -90.8 7I.I 37.8 36.9 32.2 104.28090 14-|5
18 -9°927 -I7.671 [381.27467 -66.4 8.8 -81.6 25.4 22.46668 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 88.26237 15-16
............ TAB NO 89 ATLAS PHOTO NO 89 POD SEQUENCE NO 181
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 16 MIN 15 SEC 432 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA] L0N R V PTtt AZ
573.361 1239.O1782 -5.262 -31.856 2976.473 2.118 -71.832 116.526
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ I[_CO PHAZ EM|S A_PHA _A_£ PT-PT
-12.755 -13.188 1466.57556 -62.6 12.3 -86.2 27.6 23.95021 (].724 -90.9 74.9 34.0_3.6- 40.0 --0. _-
-|1°199 -15.590 1612.16383 -64.6 10.3 -62.6 26.3 23.03689 C.785 -88°3 72.5 35.9 38.6 36.0 85.36084 2- 3
A -ll. IO3 -11.457 1690.63965 -66.1 11.7 -83.4 23.9 2A.306E8 0.69g -88.1 76.5 32.2 45*7 43.9 _22o86477 3- 6
5 -14.494 -10°381 1936.18201 -61.0 14.8 -86.9 28.5 25.D59_5 0.653 -93.8 77.6 32.2 49.3 44.3 107.49469 4- 8
6 -14.399 -I4.804 _450.67989 -56.8 12.7 -E4°7 31°0 23.65489 0°742 -93.5 73.8 36.0 42.2 36°0 _29.773.16 5- 6
7 -13..19_ -15.590 1412.163_3 -66.6 _0.3 -62.6 26.3 2_.03689 0.785 -8H.3 72.5 35.9 36.6 36.0 99.66_93 6- 7
8 -9.938 -[7.6781370._a06366.4 e.8 -81.6 2_.4 22.28960,835 --86.2_0.33_.8_3._ 32.1 YZ._6904_- 8
9 -9.T75 -[3.938 [434.76515 -70.0 I0°0 -82.0 23.0 23.377]0 0.760 -85.6 74.0 34.1 40.7 39.6 I[[.72086 8- 9
_0 -9.800 -9.527 i_24.72275 -72.7 11.2 -H2.5 20.6 24.77168 O.66E -D5.4 78.3 30.4 46.4 47.7 133..80318 9-10
11 -).2.786 -8.495 l_63.8145& -66.1 13.9 -85.0 25.0 25.67S73 0.626 -91.0 79.5 30.3 51.3 48.6 100.69073 10-I).
).2 -16.548 -6.g31 1628.70763 -_9.5 17.5 -90.0 29.7 26.47997 0.565 -91.2 8_.2 30.6 55.7 49.3 [23.37471 11-12
13 -16.273 -12.098 1518.616_36 -55t5 15.2 -87°1 32.1 24.73146 C.671 -9_.5 76,3 34±3 9860_0_9 _"13
14 -16.103 -[6.319 1442.33557 -50.5 13.1 -85.2 34.6 23.42329 0.753 -95.9 72.2 38.0 41.4 3)..8 [22.88781 13-14
15 -).2.T76 -[7.I14 1_97.79258 -58.1 10.7 -L_3.1 29.9 22.77514 (].602 -qc.8 7[.1 37.8 3b.9 32.2 103.42781 16-_5
16 -9.938 -17.678 1370.38863 -66.A 8.8 -81.6 25.4 22.28960 0.835 -86.2 T0.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 87.56505 15-).6
TAB NO 90 ATLAS PHOTO NO 90 POD SEQUENCE NO 183
JULY 31,Iq64 13 MR 16 e'[l%.,_O $t.6552 t_S ....
TRAJECTCRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALl LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
566.247 1228.71033 -5.291 -31.797 2966.I66 2.120 -7L.789 ).I6.5|8
PHOTO DATA
PT LA[ LON RA_,GE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A. DIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11°20{] -i5.615 14D0.89775 -64.5 i0.3 -_2.6 26.3 22.85311 0.785 -8_°3 72.A 35.9 38.A 35.9 89°63903 2- 3
6 -ll.104 -II.51d 147_.4_[! -_.i II.7 -_.4 2_.9 24.11069 O.TDC -8_.1 76.A 32.Z 45.6 43.8 121.80766 3- A
5-14*467 -10.45_ 1523.71548 -61.0 14.6 -H6. _, 26.5 24.85629 O.65A -93.8 77.7 32.2 A9.2 64.3 106o5869_ 4- 5
6 -14.374 -I4.837 14_8.h6105 -_8._ 12.7 -84.7 30.9 23.46543 C.74_ -93.5 73.5 36.0 42._ 35.9 |28.62043 5- 6
7 -11,200 -[5.6[5 14G0,_9173 -_4.5 10._ -_2.6 26.3 22._53|1 0.785 -8_.3 72.4 35.g 30.A 35,9 98*85050 6- 7
8 -9.949 -17o886 135_,47113 -06,_ 8,8 -81.6 25.4 22.11203 D.835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 72,37827 7- 8
g -9.781 -[).977 1423.2D290 -I0.0 10.0 -_2.0 23.0 23.19024 C.760 -85.8 73.9 34.1 60.6 39.6 I10.79924 8- 9
I0 -9.61_ -q.606 1%12.33131 -72.7 Ii.2 -62.4 20.7 26.57(354 C.667 -85.6 78.2 30.4 48.4 67.7 130.61886 9-_0
11 -12.754 -M.5_4 I_51.03990 -66.[ I3.9 -_5.(. 25.0 25.27160 0°627 -91o0 79.4 30°3 51.3 48.5 99.84284 10-11
[2 -16.503 -7.041 1615.16927 -59°5 17.5 -89.'_ _9.6 2_.259t7 C.567 -97.2 61,I 30,6 55.6 49oi 122o23719 LI-12
13 -16.232 -12,156 1506,12022 -%5,% IS.2 -_7.0 _2.1 24.53125 C.672 -96*5 76.2 36°3 47.9 39°9 148.88087 ).2-13
L6 -).6.D63 -16.360 1t]0.765(/1 -50.5_ 13°Q -85.2 ._4*6 23°23545 C.754 -9_.9 ]2.2=_,/1 91o_ 31.8 121oJd2816 i3.1 _,
15 -[2.764 -17.127 1386.648_7 -Sfi. I i0.6 -83.I 2_.9 22.59356 0.802 -90.8 71.1 37.8 36.8 32.2 102.57029 14-15
16 -9.949 -L7.686 ).359.41113 -06.4 8.6 -81.6 2_.4 22.11203 0.835 -80°2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.I 86*86642 15-18
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JULY 31j1966 13 HR lb MIh 25 SEC 672 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA FB 71
tAB NO 91 ATLAS PHOTO NO 91 POD SEQUENCE NO 185
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
563.127 1218.39203 -5.321 -31.738 2953.847 2.123 171.746 116,510
PT LAT LCN RAMGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.730 -13.280 1443,03278 -62.6 12.2 -84.1 27.4 23,56576 0.725 -90.9 76.8 34.0 63.5 39.9 O. 1- 2
3 -11.200 -15.641 1389.61377 -64.5 10.3 -82.6 26.3 22.66gc3 G.785 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.6 35.9 83.91645 2- 3
4 -11.105 -11.579 1466.40913 -68.0 11.7 -83.3 23.9 23.91481 0.701 -88.1 76.6 32.2 65.6 43.8 120.74955 3- 4
5 -14.440 -10.526 1511.23227 -61.0 14.5 -86.4 28.5 24.65265 C.655 -83.8 77°6 32.2 48.2 44.2 I05.67887 6- 5
6 -14.348 -14.870 1427_22562-56.8 12.7 _-84.730_9_23.27568 0.743 -93.5 73.4 36.0 62.I 35.9 127.46976 5- 6
7 -11.200 -15.641 1389.61377 -64.5 IC.3 -82.6 26.3 22.66903 0.785 -88.3 72.4 35.g 38.4 35.9 98.03492 6- T
8 -g.959 -17.695 1348.53636 -66.4 8.8 -81.6 25.4 21.93418 C.835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 71.78662 7- 8
g -9.799 -14.016 1411.78287 -70.0 10.0 -82.0 23.1 23.00288 0.761 -85.8 73.9 34.1 40.6 39.5 109.87843 8- 9
10 -9.626 -9.686 1489.93564 172.6 11.2 -82.4 20.7 24.36913 0.66E -85.4 78.2 30.6 48.3 47.6 129.43421 9-10
11 -12.761 -8.676 1538.24963 -66.0 13.9 -85.5 25.0 25.06321 0.628 -91.0 79.3 30.3 51.2 48.4 98.99431 10-11
12 -16.457 -7.151 1601.61931 -59_5 I!_4 -89.8 29.6__ 2_.03959 0.569 -97.2 81.0 30.6 55.5 49.0 12_o10141 II-_2
13 -16o190 -12.214 1484,00714 -55,6 15.2 -87,0 32,1 24.33076 0.673 -96.5 76,2 36.3 47.8 39.9 167.60178 12-13
[4 -16.023 -16.361 1419.17717 -50.6 13.0 -85.2 34.6 23.04732 0.754 -95.9 72.2 38.0 41.3 31.7 120.76795 13-16
15 -12.751 -17.141 1375.48662 -58.1 i0.6 -83.1 29.8 22.41170 0.802 -gO.8 71.I 37.8 36.8 32.2 101.71186 14-15
16 -9.959 -17.6g5 1348.53636 -66.4 8.8 -81.6 25.4 21.93418 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 86.16273 15-16
.......... TAB NO 92 ATLAS PHOTO NO 92 POD SEQUENCE NO 187
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 16 MIN 30 SEC 792 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALl LAT LCN k V PTH AZ
558.007 12C8.0_311 -5.350 -31.678 2943.518 2.126 -71.703 I16.502
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE .......... AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAL INLU P_¢ _ri___,,_.......... _=--rrAl¢ DT-PT
2 -12.718 -13.326 1431.22868 -62.6 12.2 -84.1 27.4 23.37297 0.726 -90.9 _4.8 36.0 43.5 39.9 O. I- 2
3 -11.200 -15.666 1378.30779 -_4.5 10.3 -82.6 26.3 22.68459 0.785 -88.3 72.4 35.g 38.3 35.9 83.19202 2- 3
4 -II.I06 -II.640 1454.36314 -68.0 II.7 -83.3 23.9 23.71838 C.701 -88.1 76.3 32.2 45,5 43.7 119.69061 3- 6
5 -14.412 --]0.599 1498.72432 -61.0 16.5 -06.3 2_.5 24.44861 C.658 -93.8 77.6 32.2 _9.1 44.1 104.76775 6-
6 -14.322 -14.903 14i5.56465 -56.8 12.6 -64.7 30.9 23.08552 0.743 -93.5 73.4 36.0 42.0 35.9 126.31808 5- 6
7 -II.200 -15.666 1378.30779_ -64.5 10.3 -82.6 26.3 22.48459 0.785 -88.3 72,_ _35.9 38.3 35.9 97.21697 6-
8 -9.969 -17.703 1337.58131 -66.4 8.8 -_I.6 25.5 21.75600 C.83_ -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.I 71.19322 7- 8
9 -g.81O -14.056 1400.26208 -69.9 1O.O -82.0 23.1 22.81519 C.761 -85.8 73.9 36.1 40.8 39.5 108.95226 8- 9
I0 -9.639 -9.763 1487,51447 -72.6 11.2 -02.4 20.8 24,16740 0.669 -85.4 78.1 30.4 48.2 47.5 128.24997 9-10
11 -12.727 -8.764 1525.43724 -66.0 13,8 -85,5 25.0 24.85667 0.629 -I.O 79.2 30.3 51.1 68.3 98.14371 10-11
12 -16.411 -7.262 I_8.04631 -59.5 17.3 -89.8 29.6 25.81893 0.570 -97.2 80.9 30.6 55.4 _8.9 119.96411 11-12
13 -16.148 -12.273 1481.66776-55.6 15.1 -87.0 32.0 24.[28e4 0.67_ -96.576_I 34.3 47.8 _9.8 145.92636 12-13
16 -I5.983 -16.383 1407.56345 -50.6 13.0 -85.2 34.5 22.85878 0.754 -95.9 72.2 38.0 41.3 31.7 119.70622 13-14
I5 -12.738 -17.154 1364.30193 -58.2 10.6 -83.1 29.8 22.22946 0.802 -90.8 71.1 37.8 36.8 32.2 100.85077 14-15
16 -9.968 -17.703 1337.58131 -66.4 8.8 -81.6 25.5 2|.15600 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 85.45896 15-16
TAB NO 93 ATLAS PHOTO NO 93 POD SEQUENCE NO 189
JULY 31,ig64 13 HA 16 VI_ 38 SE69_2 MS ....
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO ]_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
552.888 1197.72327 -5.380 -31.618 2933.179 2.129 -71.660 116.495
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.704 -13.37_ _4_9_99 -62.6 }2.2 -84_L_4 2_L__g]5_Z_QgLL74.7 34.0 43.4 39.8 O. 1- 2
3 -11.199 -15.693 1366.97684 -66.5 10.3 -82.6 26.3 22.29975 0.786 -88.3 72.4 35.9 38.3 35.9 82.66510 2- 3
4 -11.105 -11.702 1442.29202 -68.0 11.7 -83.3 24.0 23.52154 C.702 -88.1 76.3 32.2 45.5 43.7 118.63036 3- 6
5 -14.384 -10.673 1686.18655 -61.0 16.5 -86°3 28.5 24.264C9 0.657 -93,8 77.5 32,2 49.0 44.0 IO3.85349 6- 5
6 -14.295 -I_.937 1403.87419 -56.8 12.6 -84.7 30.9 22.88489 0.766 -83.5 73.6 36.0 42.0 35.8 125.16687 5- 6
7 -I1.189 -15.693 1366.97684 -66.5 10.3 -82.6 26.3 22,29975 0.786 -88.3 72.6 35.9 38.3 35.9 96.39551 6- T
8 -9.978 -17.712 1326.60307 -66.4 8.8 -81.6 25.5 21.57745 0.835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 70.59760 7- 8
g -9.820 -14.095 1388.71808 -69.9 10.O -82.0 23.1 22.62712 0.761 -85.8 73.8 34.1 40.5 39.4 108.02656 8- 9
IO -9.651 -9.843 1475.07115 -72.6 11.2 -82.4 20.8 23.96532 0.670 -85.4 78.0 30.4 48.1 47.4 [27.06551 g-I0
ll -12.713 -8.855 1512.59827 -66.0 13.8 -85.5 25.0 24.64529 0,631 -91.0 79.1 30.3 51.0 68.2 97.29006 10-II
12 -16.364 -7.373 1574.44325 -59.6 |7.3 -89.7 2g.6 25.59778 0.572 -97.2 80.8 30.6 55.3 48.8 118.82392 If-12
I3 -16.105 -12,333 1469.29607 -55.6 15.1 -87.0 32.0 23.82840 0.675 -96,5 76,0 34.3 47,7 39.7 144.64759 I2-13
14 -15.942 -I_.40_ I_67 -50.6 12.9 -85.2 34.5 22.6692_ -9_,9 72_I _a.O 41.2 %1*7 11R.64214 13--14
15 -12.725 -_7.168 1353.09065 -58.2 I0.6 -83.1 28.8 22.0467g 0.802 -90.8 71.1 37.8 36.8 32.2 99.98613 14-15
16 -9.978 -17, T12 1326.603_? -66._ 8,8 -81,6 25.5 21,57745 0,835 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 84.75245 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA F8 32
TAB NO 94 ATLAS PHOTO NO 94 POD SEQUENCE NO 191
JULY 31ti964 £3 HR 16 MIh 41 $EC 32 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
547.768 1187.37259 -5.410 -31.558 2922.828 2.£3l -71o616 116o487
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON --CLNGE_s/C---AEN AZSUN AZA-- --At -BIA-AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE RT-PT
2 -12.690 -13,421 1407.54764 -62.6 12.2 -84.1 27.6 22.98624 0.727 -90.9 76.7 36.0 43.6 39.8 0. |- 2
3 -11.198 -15.719 1355.62801 -66.5 I0.3 -82.6 26.3 22.11462 0.788 -88.3 72.3 35.9 38.3 38.8 8[.737§1 2- 3
4 -11.L05 -11.764 1630.20335 -68.0 11.7 -83.3 24.0 23.32441 0.703 -88.1 76.2 32.2 45.4 43.6 117.56954 3- %
5 -14.356 -10.747 1473.63240 -o1.0 14.4 -86.3 28.4 26.03929 0.858 -93.8 77.4 32.2 48.9 46.0 _02.93868 4- 5
6 -16.268 -14.971 1392.16009 -56_8 12.6 -R6.7 30.8 22.70397 0.764 -93.5 73.3 36.0 62.0 35.8 4.0 76 -
7-n.198 -15.7191355._280_-LZ._ IO.T _2._2_3f-22. ii6_20_T86-_S_.3_2_3_._38.3_5.8 95.RT3226- 7
8 -9.987 -17.722 [315.60_66 -66.3 8.8 -_I,6 25.5 21.398_1 0.83_ -88.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 70.00|09 7- 8
9 -9.d31 -14.136 1377.15823 -b.g £0.0 -81.9 23.l 22.638?6 0.762 -88.8 T3.8 34.1 40.5 39.4 _670o967 _- 9
10 -9.662 -9.922 £462.61151 -72.6 11.? -R26 20._ 23.76297 U.Ofl -85.6 77,9 30.6 48.1 47.4 125.88144 9-10
11 -i2.o9_ -_.945 1699.74393 -86.0 13.8 -85.6 25.0 24._3586 0.632 -91.0 79.1 30.3 80.9 48.1 96.43601 10-11
12 -16.317 -7.684 1560.82918 -59.6 [7.2 -89.6 29.6 25.37645 C.574 -97_2 _0-? }Q*6_@L? __ 7_85_2-_
13 -16.061 -12.392 1456.90794 -55.6 15,0 -87.0 32.0 23.72669 0.675 -96.5 76.0 34.3 47.6 39.7 [42.97449 12-13
14 -15.901 -16.427 1_84.25681 -50.7 12.9 -85.2 34.4 22.68061 0.755 -95.9 72.1 38,0 4[.2 31.7 117.57773 13-14
15 -12.711 -17.182 1341.86133 -58.2 10.6 -83.1 29.8 21.86386 0.803 -9_.8 71.0 37.8 36.8 32.2 99*12088 £4-£5
16 -9.987 -17.722 l_15.60866 -66.3 8.8 -81.6 25.5 21.398_1 0._36 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.T 32.[ 84.04480 £5-£6
.................... TAB NO 95 ATLAS PHOTO NO 95 POD SEQUENCE NO 193__
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 16 M[N 46 SEC 152 MS
TRAJECTI]RY DATA S£C TO IMPACT ALT LA1 LDN R V PTH AZ
542.648 1177.01105 -5._40 -31.49T 2912.466 2.134 -71.872 116.679
PHOTC DATA
-£2.676 -13.469 1395.66117 -62.6 12.2 -86.1 27.6 22.79214 0.727 -90.9 76.7 34.0 43.3 39.7 O.
1-Z
-11.197 -15.768 1_44.26623 -66.8 10.3 -82.b 26.3 21.92894 0.786 -88.3 72.3 35.9 38.3 38.8 8[.00685 2- 3
6 -ll. L05 -11.827 1618.07639 -68.0 11.7 -83.3 24.0 2_.126_6 0.706 -88.1 76.1 32.2 45.3 43.5 116.50361 3- 4
5 -£4.327 -L0.822 1461.03896 -61.0 14.6 -86.3 28.4 23.83386 0.659 -93.8 77.3 32.2 48.9 43.9 |02.0213_ 4- 5
6 -14.241 -15.007 1_80.42_04 -56.9 12.5 -86.7 30.8 22.51269 0.765 -93.5 73.3 36.0 41.9 35.8 122.85349 5- 6
8 -9.996 -17.732 1304.58374 -66.3 8.8 -81.6 25.5 21.21929 0.836 -86°2 70.3 3T.8 33.7 32.1 69.40110 7- 8
9 -9.84l -16.lll 1365.55940 -69.9 l_.O -81.9 23.2 22.26983 0.762 -85.8 T3.? 34.1 40.5 39.4 106.16818 8- 9
l0 -9,676 -10.003 1450.[1151 -22.5 11.2 -82.3 20,9 23.55997 0.672 -85.6 77.8 30.6 48.0 47.3 £24.69203 9-10
I[ -12.68_ -9.038 I_86.86811 -66.0 13.7 -85.4 25.l 26.22576 0.633 -91.0 T9.0 30.3 50.8 48.0 98.57923 £0-l[
£2 -16.270 -7.597 1567.17415 -59.6 £7.i -_9.6 29.6 25.15645 0.575 -97.2 80.6 30.6 55.0 68.5 116.54528 11-£2
16 -15.859 -16.650 1372.56340 -50.7 12.9 -85.2 36.6 22.29058 0.756 -95.9 72.l 38.0 41.2 31.7 ££6,50838 £3-16
15 -12.69f -17.197 1330.60136 -_8.2 10.8 -83.1 29.8 21.68038 0.803 -9C.8 71.0 37.8 36.8 32.2 98,25329 14-[5
16 -9.996 -17.732 13_4.58374 -66.3 8.8 -81.6 25.5 21.21929 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.1 83.33530 15-16
TAB NO 96 ATLAS PHOTO NO 96 POD SEQUENCE NO 195
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 16 PIN_51 _L_Z_ ...........
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT CON R V PTH AZ
537.528 1186.63852 -5.471 -31.436 2902.094 2.137 -71.527 116.671
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AL5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A• _IA AZPHAZ INCD RHAZ EMI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11.[96 -15.775 1332.82892 -6_.5 10.3 -82.6 26.3 21.74269 0.786 -88.3 72.3 35.9 38.2 35.8 80.2T234 2- 3
6 -11.106 -11.892 1605.q076_ -68.0 |£.6 -83.3 24.0 22.92823 0.70_ -88.[ 76.1 32.2 48.3 43.5 [15.%)184 3- %
5 -14.29'; -10.899 1648.40250 -_l.O 14.3 -86.2 28.4 23.627T2 0.86C -93.8 T7.3 32.2 48.8 43.8 101.|0108 4- 5
6 -[4.213 -15.063 [368.64531 -56.9 12.5 -86.7 30.8 22.32042 0.745 -93.5 73.3 ]6.0 6[.9 35.7 12£.68923 5- h
7 -11.196 -15.775 1_32.82892 -04.5 10.3 -82.6 26.3 21.74269 0.786 -88.3 72.3 35.9 38.2 35.8 93.92£34 6- 7
8 -£0.005 -17.763 1293.52669 -66.3 8.8 -81.6 25.5 21.03945 0.836 -86.2 70.3 37,8 33.7 32.0 68.79927 _- 8
9 -9.852 -14.2_9 I_53.q2462 -09.9 I0.0 -81.9 23.2 22.06029 0.763 --85,8 73.7 34.[ 40.4 39.3 £05.23144 8- 9
10 -9.686 -_0,086 I_37.5_T23 -72.5 _[.2 -82.3 20.9 23,35_25 0,673 -85.% 77.8 _0,% %7.9 47,2 _23.49651 9-10
I£ -12.670 -9.131 14;3.90660 -_*0 13.7 -85.4 25.1 26.01491 0.636 --9[.0 78.9 30.3 50.7 47.9 94.7[950 £0-11
£2 -£6.223 -7.711 L533.57_6J -59,6 17,i -89.5 29,8 24,93172 0.5_7 -9T,2 80,5 30.6 56.9 48.4 115,60310 IL-L2
13 -15.978 -12.515 ]_2.01787 -55.7 16.9 -86,g 31.g 23.32142 0.677 -96.5 75,9 34.3 67.5 39.6 [40.0£624 _2-13
15 -12.68_ -17.213 1319.30814 -58.2 10.6 -83.1 29.7 21.49638 0.803 -90.8 71.0 37.8 36.7 32.1 97.38350 1_-18
£6 -10.005 -17.7_3 1293.52669 -_6._ 8.8 -81.6 25.5 21.039_5 0.83_ -86.2 70.3 37.8 33.7 32.0 82.62362 L5-16
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RA-VII CAMERA F8 33
-- TAB NO 97 ATLAS PHOTO NO 97 POD SEQUENCE NO 197-
JULY 3[tlg64 13 HR 16 KIN 56 SEC 39[ KS
7RAJACTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
532.408 1156.25516 -5.501 -31.374 2891.710 2.140 -71,483 116.463
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOM RAKGE --Azs/c AzN AzsuN- AZA ..... A'_-- - B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.64g -13.569 1371.7q648 -62.6 12.1 -84.1 27.4 22°40237 0.728 -90.9 74.6 34.0 63.2 39.6 O. I- 2
3 --[1,198 -15,806 [321.396_3 -66.5 10,3 -82.6 26.3 21.55616 0.787 -88.3 72,3 35,g 38,2 35.8 79.53751 2- 3
4 -i|.104 -11.957 1393.72227 -68.0 11.6 -83.2 26.0 22.72952 0.705 -88_I 76.0 32.2 45.2 63.4 I|4.35977 3- 4
5 -[4.270 -10.976 1435,7506g -61.0 14.3 -86.2 28,4 23.42134 C.66[ -93.8 77.2 32.2 48,7 43,7 [00.18043 4- 5
6 -14.186 -15,080 1356,84947-56_9 12.5 -86.r 30.8 22,128C6 0.7A6 -93.5 73,2 36.0 41.8 35.7 120,52544 5- 6
7 -I[.195 -15,806 1321.39423 -66*5 10.3 -82,6 26.3 21.55616 0.787 -88,3 72.3 35.g 38.2 35.8 93.09324 6- T
8 -10.014 -17.755 1282.48255 -66.3 8°8 -61.6 28.5 20.85g_3 0.836 -86.2 70.2 37.8 33.6 32.0 68._g597 7- 8
g -9.862 -16,262 1342,27267 -6g.8 10,0 -81.9 23.2 21.87046 C,763 -85.8 73,7 34.1 40.4 39.3 104,29380 8- 9
]0 --g.69_ -10.168 1425.00772 -12.5 11.2 -62.3 21.0 23.15227 0.676 -85.4 77.7 30.4 47.8 47.l 122.30173 g-lO
11 -12,656 -g.225 1460.g5113 -66,0 13,7 -85.3 25,1 23,80386 C,636 -gl.O 78.8 30*3 50.6 67.8 93.85955 lO-ll
12 -16,[76 -7.825 ib19,7635_ -5g,6 17.0 -Hg.5 2g.5 24,70883 0.579_ =97.2 80.6 30.6 54.8 48.3 114,26273 I|-|2
13 -15.931 -12.576 I_1g,53714 -55,7 l_,g -86.9 31+9 23,11820 0.67_ -96,5 75.8 34.3 47.4 39.5 138.53570 12-13
|4 -15,776 -16,699 1349.09178 -b0.8 12,8 -85.2 36,3 2},g0953 0,757 -95.9 72.0 38.0 41.1 31.6 1_4.35835 13-14
[5 -12,669 -17.230 1307.99768 -58.3 10,5 -83.2 2g,7 21,312i0 0.803 -90.8 71.0 37.8 36.7 32.1 96.51304 14-|5
16 -10.016 -17o755 1282,45255 -66.3 8*8 -81.6 25.5 20.859_3 0.836 -_6,2 70.2 37.8 33.6 32,0 81.91072 15-|6
_ TAB NO 98 ATLAS PHOTO NO 98 POD SEQUENCE NO 199_
JULY 31_1g66 13 HR 17 KI_ 1 SEC 511 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA1 LCN R V PTH AZ
527.286 1145.86050 -5.532 -31.312 2881.316 2.143 -7[.438 116.454
PHOTO DATA
PI tAT LCN RA_Gt .... A_/_ AZN .AZSUN.___ AZA __ A. _/A A/PHAZ INCO PH_ tMI__ALY_ 3C_LE ?T PT
2 -12.635 -13.621 1_59.7g_01 _62_6 12.1 -84.1 27.6 22.20639 0.729 -90.9 76.5 36.0 43.2 _g.6 O. I- 2
3 -11,194 -15.835 [30g,go800 -66.5 10.3 -_2.6 26,3 21°36678 C,787 -88.3 72.2 35.9 38.2 35*7 78,79638 2- 3
4 -|I.104 -12.02A 1361.67331 -AT,g 11,6 -83.2 26.1 22.52978 0,706 -88.1 75,g 32.2 45,I 43.3 113.27727 3- 4
5 -16.261 -11,055 1423,03204 -61.0 16.3 -86.2 28,6 23*21386 0,662 -g3.8 77.1 32.2 48.6 43*6 99,25492 4- 5
6 -14.15_ -15.119 1344,gggT_ -56°9 12.5 -84.7 30.7 21,93683 D,76_ -g3,5 73.2 36.0 41,8 35.7 119.35038 5- 6
7 -ll,[g4 -15.835 13_g,g0800 -64.5 10.3 -82.6 26,3 21,36878 0.787 ?88o3 72.2 35_g_.7 9_6124 6- 7
8 -10.024 -17.768 1271.33292 -66.3 8.8 -81,6 25,5 20,67848 0.836 m86,2 70.2 37.8 33.6 32,0 67.58752 7-- 8
g --g.873 --14,307 [330.56465 --6g.8 10.0 --81.9 23.3 21.67972 0.763 --85.8 73.6 34.1 40.3 39.2 103.34746 8-- 9
lO --9.710 --I0.254 1412.37896 --72.4 11"2 --82.3 21.0 22,g6718 C*bT5 --85.6 77.6 _0.6 67.8 47.0 12[.09513 q--TO
II -12.641 -9.322 IA47.92290 -68.0 13.7 -85.3 25.1 23.59157 C.637 -91.0 78.7 30.3 50.5 47.7 92.99438 10-11
12 -16.128 -7.962 1505og7134 -59.6 17°0 -69°4 2g.5 2A.68471 0.581 -g7.2 8C.2 30.6 54. T 48.2 113.|1688 |l-12
13 -15.888 -12°663 1606,gg490-55,7 16.8 -86.9 31.8 22.g13gg 0,67g r96,5_?___g_oA_7*04386 12-13
14 -15.734 -16.526 1337.29822 -50.8 12.8 -85.2 36.2 21.71608 0.757 -95.g 72,0 38.0 41.0 31.6 [13o27313 13-[4
15 -12.655 -17°24g 1296.b3982 -58.3 10.5 -83.2 29.7 21.12704 0,804 m90°8 71.0 37.8 36,7 32.1 95.63883 |4--15
!6 -_0.026 -17,768 1271o33292 -66.3 8.8 -81.6 25,5 20.67848 0.836 -86.2 70.2 37,8 33.6 32.0 81.19471 15-16
TAB NO 99 ATLAS PHOTO NO 99 POD SEQUENCE NO I'01
JULY 3111964 13 MR 17 KIN 6 SEC 631 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH . AZ
522°168 1135,6566E -5,563 -31,249 2870.9|0 2,146 -7[.392 116.446
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.621 -|3.676 _347.7_05L_-_2.6 _.I_ ,___2__ _.OQg_5_Z__ _Q_ __}_J_ 43.1 39.5 0. 1- 2
3 -11.193 -[5,866 |298.37496 -64.5 I0.3 -82.6 26.6 21.18064 0.787 -88.3 72.2 35.9 38,1 35,7 78.04968 2- 3
4 -11._03 -12,096 1369.16733 -67.9 |1.6 m83.2 24.1 22.32911 0.707 --88.1 75,g 32,2 45.| 43.3 1|2.i8582 3-- 4
5 --14.212 --11.137 _610.25380 --61.0 14.2 --86*2 28.4 23.00541 C.663 --93.8 77.0 32,2 48.5 43.6 98.32480 4- 5
6 -14o|31 -]5.160 [333.I0118 -56.9 12,4 m84,7 30,7 21,74060 0,767 --g3.5 73,1 36.0 41,7 35.6 118,_6582 5-- 6
7 --1|,|93 --[5.866 1298+374_4 --6_.5 10.3 --82.6 26.4 21,1806A 0.787 --88.3 72.2 35.g 38.1 38,7 91,A2558 6-- 7
8 -10,03_ -[7,783|260.1714g -66.3 8.8 -8|.6 25.6 20.AgAg6 0.836 -86.2 70.2 37.8 33.6 32,0 66,g7470 T- 8
g -9.88_ -14.354 1318*80597 -6g.8 10.0 -81.9 23.3 21.48815 0.764 -85.8 73.6 34.1 40,3 39.2 102.39355 8- 9
10 -g.722 -I0._41 13gg.68_6L -72.4 11.1 -62.3 21*1 22.761cg C.676 -85.6 77.5 30._ 47°7 46.9 _19.87873 9-|0
11 -12.527 -g.621 1634,83061 -66°0 13.6 -_5.3 _5.1 23.37827 0.638 -gl.O 78.6 30.3 50°4 47.6 g2,12466 [0-11
12 --16.081 -8,062 1492,12_68 --59,6 16.9 -8g,3 29.5 24°25950 0.582 -97,2 80.1 30.6 54.5 48.0 111.96661 11-12
13 --|5°866 -12,710 13g_°3gTbl -55.7 14.8 -86.9 31.8 22.70868 C.ABG -96.5 75.7 34.3 47,2 39,3 135.54151 12-13
1_ -15.692 -16.555 1325*45959 ,_0.9 12.7 -85.2 3_.2 21.525_g 0,758 -95.9 72._38_0 41_ _l.k 112.tTg_q I_-I_
15 -[2.641 -17,269 12_5,23860 -58.3 10.5 -83.2 29.7 20.gA128 0.80_ -go.8 71.0 37.8 36.7 32.[ 94.76150 14-15
[6 -[0.033 -17,783 1_60.17149 -66.3 8,8 -81.6 25,6 2C.49694 0,836 -80.2 70,2 37.8 33,6 32,0 80._75T0 15m16
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RA-VII CAMERA F8 34
TAB NO 100 ATLAS PHOTO NO 100 POD SEQUENCE NO 203
JULY 31,1964 13 HR i7 MI_ 11 SEC 751 RS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
517.088 1125.03772 -5.594 -31.[88 2860.493 2.149 -71.347 ||6°438
PHOTC OA7A __ __
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA ....... A_ B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -i2.807 -13.731 1335.67105 -62.8 12.1 -84.0 27,4 21.E1245 0.731 -90.9 74.4 34.0 43.1 39.5 O. I- Z
3 -11.192 -15,901 1288.82523 -84,5 10.3 -82.5 26,4 20,99223 0.788 -88.3 72,2 35.9 38,1 35.7 77,30288 2- 3
4 -11.103 -12.18A 1356.84825 -67.9 Ii.8 -83_2 24.1 22.12819 0.708 -88.[ 75.8 32.2 45.0 43.2 111.09483 3-
5 -14.183 -ll.21g 1397.46199 -61.0 14.2 -86.1 28.4 22.79874 C.664 -93.8 77.0 32.2 48.4 43.8 97.39475 4- 5
6 -IA.103 -15.201 1321.18643_56 .g12.A -84.7 30.7 21.546_1 0°748 :93.5 73.1 36.0 41.7 35.6 I16.98231 5-_
7 -11oi92 -15.901 1286.82523 -64.5 10.3 -82.5 26.4 20.99223 0.788 -88.3 72.2 35.9 38.1 35.7 90.58908 b- 7
8 --10.082 -17.799 1248.qg355 -66.2 8.8 -81,6 25.8 20.31513 C.836 -86.2 70.2 37.8 33,6 32,0 66.36130 7- 8
9 --9.894 -14.A02 1307.03110 -69.7 10.0 -81.9 23.3 21.29833 C.765 -85.8 73.5 34.1 4n:3 39.! 101._390_ 8-
I0 -9o73_ -10,429 1386,98500 -72,4 11.i -_:2 2!,1 22,53470 U,617 -85,4 77,4 30o4 47,6 46°9 118°66377 9-10
l! -!2.812 -9.526 i_dl,{2609 -66,0 13.6 -85.2 25.1 23.16_76 0,64C -91.0 78.5 30.3 50.3 47.5 91.25491 10-11
12 -16.033 -8.181 1478_26527 -59_b_16.8 -89.3 29.5 2_.03_1_ C _584 -9/,2 80°0 30.6 54.4 47°9 110.8_866 11-12
13 -|5,800 -12.777 1381.78621 -55,7 14.7 -86.8 31,8 22.50353 C.681 -96.5 75.6 34.3 47.2 39.3 134.04450 12-13
14 -15.651 -1bo584 i_13.60512 -50.9 12.7 -85,2 34,1 21.333_5 0.759 -95*9 71,9 38.0 40.9 31.5 111.08587 13-14
15 -12.62/ -17.290 1273.82074 -58.3 10.5 -83.2 29.7 20.75525 0.804 -90.8 70,9 37,8 36.6 32°1 93*88343 14-15
16 -10.042 -17.799 1248.99)55 -66.2 8.8 -81.6 25.6 20.31513 0.836 -86.2 70,2 37.8 33.6 32*0 79.75588 1_-16
.... TAS NO 101 ATLAS PHOTO NO 101 POD SEQUENCE NO 205_
JULY 311198_ 13 H8 17 MI_ 16 SEC 871 MS
TRAJECTnRY I)ATA SEC T_ |MPACT AL! LAT LON R V PTH AZ
511.928 1114.60941 -5._26 -31.122 2850.085 2.151 -71.301 116o429
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LC_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCOPHAZ E_S ALPHA _L_T-PI
2 -12.593 -13.784 1323.81034 -52'6- 12.0 _8-_0_7._ 21'61549 0.731 -90.9 74.3 34.0 43.0 39.4 O. 1- 2
3 -11.191 -15.933 1275.21882 -84._ 10.2 -82.5 26.4 20.80388 0.788 -88.3 72.1 35.9 38.1 35.6 76.55980 2- 3
4 -11.103 -12.232 1344.53697 -67.9 11.8 -83.2 24.1 21.92747 0.709 -88.1 75.7 32.2 44.9 43.1 110.00931 3- 4
5 -14.155 -11.299 1384.68r76 -61.0 14.1 -86.1 28.4 22.58836 0.865 -93.8 76.9 32.2 48.4 43.4 96.48781 4- 5
8 -14.076 -15.241 1309.27844 -57.0 12.4 -84.7 30.7 21.35233 0.748 -93.5 73.1 36.0 41.6 35.5 115.80665 5- 8
7 -II.191 -15.933 1275.27882 -64.5 10.2 -82._ _8.4_ 20.803_8 0.788 -88.3 72,_ 3_.9 _8_I _ _gL_L}Q-- 6-- I
8 --L0.051 --I/.813 1237.815_1 --66.2 8.8 --81.5 25.8 20.13332 0.838 -86.2 70.2 37.8 33.b 32.0 65.74981 7- 8
9 --9.908 -I_,448 1295.28190 -69.7 10.0 -81,9 23.4 21,10459 0.765 -85.8 73°5 34.1 40.2 39,1 100.48807 8- 9
10 -9.748 -10.516 1_74.79800 -72.3 11.1 -82.2 21.2 22.32874 6.678 -85.4 77,3 30.4 47.5 46.8 117.45690 9-10
11 -[2.59A -9.818 1808.64389 -65.9 13.6 -85.2 25.2 22.95162 0.841 -91.0 78.4 30.3 50.2 47.4 90.38843 I0-11
12 -15.986 -8.2g9 1464.48971 -59°6 16,8 -89.2 29.5 23.809A2 0.586 -97.2 79.9 30°6 54.3 47,8 109o67887 11-12
13 -15.756 -12.843 I_69.18962 -55.7 14.7 -88._ 31.8 22.298_ 3 0.682 -96.5 75.5 34.3 _47_ 39±_ L_?_S6_l_rl}
14 -15.bog -16.012 1301.75633 -%0.9 12.8 -85.2 _4.1 21.14109 0°759 -95.9 71.9 58.0 40.9 31.5 109.99869 13-14
15 -12.514 -17.309 1262,40486 -58.3 10.5 -83.2 29.7 20.56')24 0°808 -90.8 70.9 37,8 36.6 32.0 93.00733 14-15
18 -10.051 -17.81_ 1237.81_1 -66.2 8.8 -81._ 25.6 20.13332 0.836 -8_.2 70.2 37.8 33.8 32.0 79.03658 1_-_6
TAB NO 102 ATLAS PHOTO NO 102 POD SEQUENCE NO 207
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 17 MI_ _ SEC 991 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
506.808 I104.18980 -5._57 -31.058 2839.625 2.154 -71.255 118.421
BHOIC OATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.579 -13.837 1_}}.58_51 -62.0 [2.0 -84,0 _7.4 _1.41853 0.732 -gc.g 74,_ _,O _,0 19,} 0, L- 2
3 -11.190 -15.9_5 1263.72861 -64.5 10.2 -82.5 28.A 20.61546 0.788 -88.3 72.1 35.9 38.0 35.6 75.81902 2- 3
4 -11.I02 -12,300 1332,22_i -67,9 11.6 -83,2 24,2 21.12_18 0,709 -80,1 15,7 32,2 44.9 43,0 108,92778 3- 4
5 -14.126 -11.379 1371.0198_ -61.0 14.1 -86.1 28.4 22.38008 C.E6_ -93.8 76.8 32.2 48.3 43.3 95.54330 4- 5
6 -14.049 -15.280 1297.36900 -57.0 12.3 -84.7 30.7 21.15812 0.7_9 -93.5 73.0 36.0 41.6 35.5 114.63640 5- 6
7 -11.190 -15.985 1263.72_61 -64.5 10.2 -82°5 26.4 2C.81546 0.788 -88.3 72.1 35.9 38.0 35.6 88.92028 6- 7
8 -10.061 -17.827 1228.8312_ -88.2 8.8 -81.5 25.6 19.951_1 0.836 -86.2 70.2 37.8 33.8 32.0 65.13951 7- 8
9 -9.915 -14.494 1283._9057 -69.7 10.0 -81.9 23.4 20.91282 C.785 -85.8 73._ 34.1 40.2 39.0 99.53917 8- 9
10 -9,759 -10,601 L_61.8188_ -72,3 11,1 -82.2 21,2 22,12279 0.679 -85,4 77,3 30.4 47o4 48,7 118,25587 9-10
11 -12.583 -9.715 1395.57156 -65.9 13.5 -85.2 25.2 22.73864 0.642 -91.0 78._ 30.3 50,1 47.3 89.52387 10-11
12 -15°939 -fl._15 1_50.03319 -59.6 18.7 -89.1 29.5 23.58496 C.588 -q7.2 79._ 30.6 54,2 47,? _08.54883 11-_2
13 -15.713 -12.908 1356.597_7 -55.8 14.6 -86.8 31.7 22.09340 0.683 -96°5 75.5 34.3 47.0 3g.l 131.09248 12-13
14 -15,567 -16,039 1_9*90_-_I,0 12,0 -85,2 34,0 ZC,94870 C,780 -95,9 71,9 38,0 _0,_ . _1_5 _9156_ 13-I_
15 -12,600 -17.328 1250.983_3 -58.3 10.5 -83.2 29.7 20.3831E 0.805 -90.8 7C.9 37*8 36o6 32.0 92.13221 14-15
[6 -I0.061 -17.827 1228.63123 -68.2 8.8 -81.5 25.6 ig,951_i 0,836 -86°2 I0.2 37o8 33.6 32.0 78,31742 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FB 35
TAB NO 103 ATLAS PHOTO NO 103 POD SEQUENCE NO 209
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 17 MIN 27 SEC 111 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
501.689 1093.71863 -5.689 -30.993 2829.174 2.157 -71.208 116.412
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSU_ &ZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.566 -13.890 1299.47087 -82.6 12.0 -04.0 27.4 21.22128 0.732 -90.9 74.2 34.0 42.9 39°3 O. I- 2
3 -11.189 -15.997 1252.16017 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26.4 20.42674 C.789 -88.3 72.1 35.9 38.0 35.6 75.07790 2- 3
4 -11,102 -12o369 1319.90555 -67.8 11.6 -83,1 24.2 21.525EC 0.71C -88.1 75.6 32,2 44.8 43.0 107.84614 3- 4
5-14.097 -ii.459 1359.13605 -61.0 14.1 -86.0 28.4 22.17154 0.687 -93.8 76.7 32,2 48.2 43,2 94.61801 4- 5
6 -14.021 -15.320 1285.44168 -57.0 12.3 -84.7 30.6 20.96362 0.749 -93.5 73.0 36.0 41.5 35.5 1_3.46669 5- 6
7 -11.[89 -15.997 1252.16017 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26°4 20°42674 0.789 -88.3 72.1 35.9 38.0 35.6 88.08538 6- 7
8 -10.070 -L7.841 1215o42914 -66.2 8.8 -81.5 25.6 19.76921 0.837 -86.2 70.2 37.g 33,6 31.9 64.52834 7- 8
9 -9.926 -I4.539 1271.70137 -69.7 10.0 -81.8 23.4 20.72075 0,766 -85.8 73.4 34.1 40.1 39.0 98.58935 8- g
I0 -9,771 -10.687 1348.92015 -72.3 11.1 -82,2 21.2 21.91658 0°688 -85.4 77.2 30,4 47.3 46,6 115.05536 9-10
|I -12.569 -9,812 13_2.48_74 -65.9 13.5 -85.2 25.2 22.52542 0,643 -91.0 78,2 30.3 50.1 47,2 88.65908 10-11
12-15.891 -8.532 1436*81657 -59.6 16.6 -89.1 29.5 23.36034 C°590 -97.2 7g.7 30°6 54.0 47.5 107.41222 11-12
13 -15.669 -12.973 1343.98885 -55.8 14.6 -86.8 31.7 21.88810 0.684 -96.5 75.4 34.3 46.9 39.1 129.62649 12-13
14 -15.525 -16.666 1278.03705 -51,0 12°6 -85°2 34.0 20.75682 8.760 -95°9 71.8 38.0 40.8 31.5 107.83251 13-14
15 -12.586 -17.347 1239.54482 -58.3 10.5 -83.2 29.7 20.19878 C.ED5 -90.8 70°9 37°8 36,6 32.0 91.25642 14-15
16 -10.070 -17.841 1215.42914 --66.2 8.8 -81.5 25.6 19.76921 8°837 -86.2 70.2 37.9 33.8 31.9 77.59704 15-16
JULY 31,1964 13 H_ 17 MIN 32 SEC 231 MS TAB NO 104 ATLAS PHOTO NO 104 POD SEQUENCE NO 211
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tUN R V PTH AZ
496.569 1083.25610 -5.722 -30.928 2818.711 2.160 -71.162 116.404
PHUIII U_IA
PK LAT LON RAMGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA Am .... H/A AZPHAI INLU PHAL tel_ ;,,_ .C_,_ _T nT
2 -12.552 -13.945 1287.34076 -62.6 12.0 -84.0 27.4 21.02318 0.733 -90.9 74.2 34.0 42.8 39.20.1-2
3 -11.188 -16.030 1240,54555 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26.6 20,23727 0.189 -88.3 72.8 35.9 38.0 35.5 74.33178 2- 3
4 -11.102 -12.439 1307°52495 -67.8 11.5 -83.1 24.2 21o32392 0.711 -88.1 75,5 32.2 64.7 42.9 106.75563 3- 4
5 -14.069 -11*541 1346.29506 -61,0 18.0 -86.0 28.4 21.96207 0.669 -93.8 76.6 32,2 48.1 43.1 93.68935 4- 5
6 -13.994 -15._82 1273o46748 -57.0 12.3 -84.7 30.6 20.76836 0.750 -93.5 72.9 36.0 41.5 35.4 I12.28789 5- 6
7 -II.188 -16.030 1240.54555 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26.4 20.23727 0.789 -88.3 72.0 35,9 38.0 35.5 87.24740 6- 7
8 -10.080 -17.857 1204.18547 -66.2 8.8 -81.5 25.6 19.58634 C.837 -86.2 70.2 37.9 33.6 31.9 63.91309 7- 8
9 -9.937 -14.587 1259o86157 -69.6 10.0 -81,8 23.5 20.52767 0°767 -85.8 73.4 34,1 40.1 38.9 97.63197 8- 9
10 -9.783 -10.776 1336.16193 -72.3 11.1 -82.2 21.3 21.70938 0.681 -85.4 77.1 30.4 47.3 46.5 113.84520 9--10
11 -12.555 -9.911 1369.33536 -65.9 13.5 -85.1 25.2 22.31119 0.645 -91.8 78.1 30.3 49.9 47.1 87.79039 10-11
12 -15.844 -8.650 1422.93733 -59.6 16.6 -89.0 29.5 25.13470 0.591 -97.2 79.6 30.6 53.9 47.4 106.27666 11-12
13-15.625 -]3.040 1331.32838 -55.8 14.5 -86.8 3_.7 21.68196 0.685 -96.5 75.3 34.3 46.8 39.0 128.15065 12-13
14 -15.484 -18.695 1266.12640 -51.0 12.5 -85.2 34.0 20.58265 0.761 -95.9 71.8 38.0 40.7 31.4 106.74121 13-14
15 -12.572 -17.368 1228.06375 -58.3 10.4 -83.2 29.8 20.00972 0.805 -90.8 70.9 37.8 36.5 32.0 90.37790 14-15
16 -10.080 -17.857 1204.18547 -66.2 8.8 -81.5 25.6 19.58634 0.837 -86.2 70.2 37.9 33.6 31.9 76.87435 15-16
TAB NO 105 ATLAS PHOTO NO 105 POD SEQUENCE NO 213
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 17 PIN 37 SEC 351 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IPPACI ALT LA7 tON R V PTH AZ
491.449 1072.78186 -5,784 -30.883 2608.237 2.163 -71.114 i16.395
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/E AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPlS ALPHA SCARE PT-PT
2 -12.538 -_.002 1275.17708 -62.6 11.9 -84.0 27.4 20.82454 0,734 -90.9 74.1 34.0 42.8 39.2 O. l- 2
3 -11.188 -I6,065 1228.89948 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26.4 20.04729 0.790 -88.3 72.0 35.9 37.9 35.5 73.58317 2- 3
4 "11.102 -i2.511 I295.10901 -67.8 11.5 -83.1 24.3 21.12145 0,712 -88.1 75.5 32.2 44.7 42.8 105.66112 3- 4
5 -14.0_0 -11,624 1333.41904 -61.0 14.0 -86.0 28.4 21.75203 0.670 -93.8 76.6 32.2 48.0 43.0 92.75894 4- 5
6 -13.967 -15.404 1261.48181 -57.0 12.3 -_4.7 30.6 20.57258 0.751 -93.5 72.9 36.0 41.4 35.4 111.10530 5- 6
7 -11.188 -16,065 1228.89948 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26.4 20.04729 0.798 -88°3 72.0 35.9 37.9 35.5 86.40766 6- 7
8 -10.090 -17.874 1192.91264 -66.1 8.8 -81°5 25.7 19.A0299 0.837 -88.2 70.1 37.9 33.5 31.9 63.29544 7- 8
9 -9.948 -14,636 1247.98849 -69.6 10.0 -81.8 23.5 20.33444 0.767 -85.8 73.3 34.1 AO.O 38.9 96.67061 8- 9
10 -9.796 -10.865 13_3.36688 -72.2 11.1 -82._ 21._ 21.50158 Q._B2 -8_.4 77.0 30.4 _7,Z _6,_ 112.6311_ 9=10
II -12.541 -lO.Oll 1356.14925 -65.9 13.5 -85.1 25.2 22.09635 0.646 -91.0 78.0 30.3 49.8 47.0 86.91992 10-11
12 -15.797 -8.770 1409,02390 -59.6 16o5 -89,0 29.5 22,90851 0°593 -97.2 79,_ 30,6 53,_ _7.3 105_14051 11:12
13 -15.582 -13.189 1318.63501 -55.8 14.5 -86.7 31.7 21.47528 0.687 -96.5 75.3 34.3 46.8 38.9 126.67289 12-13
15 -12.559 -17.390 1216.55318 -58.3 10.4 -83.2 29.6 19.82218 0.806 -90.8 70.8 37.8 36.5 31.9 89.49804 14-15
16 -10.090 -17.874 1192.91264 -_6.L 8.8 -81.5 25,7 19.40299 0.837 -86.2 70,1 31.9 33.5 31o9 7_=1_97_ l_-lb
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FB 36
TAB NO 106 ATLAS PHOTO NO 106 POD SEQUENCE NO 215
JULY 31,ig64 13 HR 17 MIN 42 SEC 471 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
486.329 1082,29E17 -8,787 -30.796 2797.751 2.166 -71.067 116.386
PH07C DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA An 6/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.525 -14.058 1262.99670 -62.6 11.9 -84.0 27.4 20.62563 0.735 -90.9 74. I 34.0 42.7 39.1 O. I- 2
3 -II.187 -16. I00 1217.23601 -64.4 I0.2 -82.5 26.4 1g.857C2 0.79C -_8.3 72.0 35.9 37.9 35.6 72.83446 2- 3
4 -II.I02 -12.582 1282.67723 -67.8 II.5 -83.1 24.3 20.91872 0.713 -88.I 75.4 32.2 44.6 42.8 I04.56683 3- 4
5 -14.011 -II.7CB 1320,52656 -61.0 14.0 -86.0 28,4 21.54175 0.671 -93.8 76.5 32.3 47.9 42.9 91.82798 4- 5
6 -13,93g -15.447 1249.43907 -57.0 12.2 -84.6 30.6 20.37653 0.751 -93.5 72.9 36.0 41,4 35.3 I09,92379 5- 6
7 -11.187 -16.100 1217.236D1 -64.4 10.2 -82,8 26.4 19.851C2 0.790 -68.3 72,0 35.9 37.9 38.4 85.56698 6- 7
8 -I0.099 -17.891 1181.62256 -66.I 8.8 -81.5 25.7 19.21936 0.837 -86.2 7O.I 37.g 33.5 31,9 62,67716 7- 8
g -9,95g -14,685 1236.09860 -69.6 10.0 -81.8 23.8 20.14074 0.768 -85.8 73.3 36,1 40.0 38,8 gS.70R_R R- Q
lO -9.80_ -10,955 13L0.55797 -77.; !!.! -82.! 21.4 21,29355 U,OU4 -65,4 76,9 30,4 47.1 46,3 111.41860 9-I0
11 -/Z.526 -I0, I12 1342.95050 -65.9 13.4 -85.0 25.3 21.88131 0,648 -gI,O 77.g 30.3 4g.7 46.9 86.04906 10-11
12 -15,749 -8.890 1395._CZ54_-Sg.6 16_47_8.g 29.5 22.682190.595-97o2 79.3 30.6 53.7 47,1 104,00671 11-12
13 -15.53_ -13.L/T 1305.D2658 -55.8 14.4 -86.7 31.6 21.26835 0.688 -96.5 75.2 34,3 46.7 38.8 125.20009 12-13
14 -15.400 -16,756 1242,22974 -51,I 12,5 -85,2 33,9 20,L7470 0,762 -95,9 71,7 38.0 40.6 31,4 104;55146 13-14
15 -12.5A5 -17.412 1205.02509 -56.3 10.4 -83.2 29.6 19.63435 0.806 -90.8 70.6 37.8 36.5 31.9 88.61725 14-15
16 -I0.099 -17.8gl i181.62250 -66.I 8.8 -81.5 25.7 19.21936 0.837 -86.2 70. I 37.9 33.5 31.g 75.42410 15-16
- TAB NO 107 ATLAS PHOTO NO 107 POD SEQUENCE NO 217 -
JUlY 31tlg64 13 H_ 17 M[N 47 SEC 590 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAI LUN R V PIH AZ
481.209 1051.79661 -5.E19 -3C.730 2787.254 2.169 -71.019 116.377
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANG E A_C AZN AZ SUN _ A2A ....... A____ 6(A A_ P_N_D P HA_ _ {M___ AL PH A _._LE Pt-P_
2 -12,511 -14,114 1260,Ellg6 -62,6 II,9 -83,9 27,4 20,42664 0.735 -90.9 74,0 34,0 42.7 39.0 O. I- 2
3 -11.18_ -16,1_A 1205.56531 -64.4 I0.2 -_2.5 26.5 19,66664 C,79C -88.3 71.9 35.9 37.9 35,4 72.06751 2- 3
4 -11.102 -12.653 1270.24360 -67.7 lI.5 -88.1 24.3 20.71597 0.71_ -86.1 75.3 32.2 44.5 42.7 103.47592 3- 4
5 -13.982 -II.7go 1307.63913 -61.0 13.9 -65.g 28.4 21o33149 0.672 -93.8 76.4 32.3 47.8 42.9 90.89845 4- 5
6 -13.912 -15.48q 1237.41032 -57.0 12.2 -84.6 _0.6 20.18037 0.752 -93.5 72.8 36.0 41.3 35.3 108.74689 5- 6
7 -11,186 -16,134 1205,56531 _764_4 10,2 -82.5 26,5 19.66664 C.TgC -88.3 71,g 35,g 37,g 38,4 84,7_648 6- ?
8 -10.10g -I7.908 ii70,32350 -66.1 8.8 -81.5 25.7 19.03558 0.B37 -86.2 70.1 37.g 33.5 31.g 62.05981 7- 8
9 -g,g70 -14.734 1224.20346 -6g.5 10,0 -81.8 23,6 Ig.g4695 0.768 -85.8 73.2 34.1 39.9 38.8 94.74848 8- 9
I0 -9.82I -El.D43 1297.75134 -72.1 ll.l -82.I 21.5 21.08555 0.685 -85.4 ?6.8 30.4 47.0 46.2 110.21117 9-10
11 -12,512 -I0.212 1329,75665 -b5.q 13.4 -85,0 25,3 21,66635 0.649 -qI,O 77,8 30,3 69,6 46,8 85.17954 10-11
12 -15.702 -9.00g 1381.19295 -59.6 16.4 -88.8 29,5 22,456C5 0.597 -97.2 79.2 30.6 53.5 47.0 102.87698 11-12
13 -15,494 -13,2A5 1293,_677 -55,8 14,4 -86t7 31_6 21,06140 0,68g -96,5 75,1 34,3 46,6 38,8123.73733 12-13
14 -15,358 -_6,78_ 1230.26596 -51.1 12.4 -85.2 33.6 19.96047 C.763 -95.9 71,7 38.0 40.6 31,3 103.46013 13-14
15 -12.531 -17.434 I193.4864_ -58,3 10.4 -83.2 2g.6 Iq.44638 0.806 -90.8 70.8 37.8 36.4 31.9 87.73693 14-15
16 -10.lOg -17.g08 1170,_2350 -66.1 8.8 -81.5 25.7 19.03558 0.837 --86.2 70,1 37.q 33.5 31,g 74,69808 15-16
TAB NO 108 ATLAS PHOTO NO 108 POD SEQUENCE NO 219
JULY 31tlq64 13 HR 17 MIN 5_ SECT_O NS ..............
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN M V PTH AZ
476.089 IOAI.ZEgA6 -5._53 -30,663 2776.745 2.172 -70.971 116.368
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AISLE AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11.165 -16.168 1193.86063 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26.5 Iq.47602 C.791 -88.3 71.9 35.g 37.8 35.4 71.34093 2- 3
4 -11.I02 -12.72A 1257.79927 -61.1 11.5 -83.0 24.3 20.51304 0.715 -88.I 75.3 32.2 44,5 42.6 102.38630 3- 4
5 -13,954 -[i,873 I294,74043 -6'I,0 13.9 -85,9 28.6 21.12107 C.673 -93,8 76,3 32,3 47,7 42.8 89,96908 4- 5
6 -13o884 -15.531 1225,3682i -_7.0 12.2 -84.6 30.6 [q.g84co 0.752 -93o5 72.8 36.0 41,3 35.2 107.57225 5- 6
7 -I[.185 -Ib*166 I193,88063 -64.4 I0,2 -82.5 26.5 1g.476C2 O.TgL -88.3 71.9 35.9 37.8 35.4 83.88533 6- 7
8 -10.119 -i7.924 1159.01003 -bbol 8.8 -81.5 25.7 18.85157 0.837 -66.2 70.1 37.g 33.5 31.8 61.44167 7- 8
g -9.961 -14.782 1212.2q532 -bg.5 IO.O -8|.8 2_,6 1g.75294 0,76g -65.8 73.2 34._ 3g.9 38,7 93.78841 8- 9
10 -g.83_ -11.132 1284,93617 -72.1 11.1 -82,1 _1.5 20.87742 0.686 -85.6 76.E 30.4 46,g 46._ I09,00639 9-I0
11 -12,498 -10.311 1316.55589 -65.8 13,4 -85,0 25.3 21,45127 0o65C -91,0 77.7 30,3 4g,5 46.7 84,31017 10-11
12 -15.654 -g.127 1_67,28177 -59,6 16,3 -88,8 2g.4 22._2qq0 0.599 -g7.2 79,1 30,6 53.A _6,9 I01,7500q I1-12
13 -15.450 -13,31_ 1280.4g65| -55,8 14,3 -86,7 31o6 20.85428 C,6gC -96.5 75.0 34,3 46,5 38,7 122,28103 12-13
15 -12,517 -17.455 1181,93724 -_8.4 I0,4 -83,1 2g,6 19.25817 0.806 -gO.8 70.8 37,8 36.4 31,9 86,85605 14-18
16 -10,11g -17,924 1159,010C_ -66.I 8,8 -81,5 25.7 I_,85157 0*837 -86,2 70,1 37.9 33.5 31,8 73,97119 I_-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FB 37
TAB NO 109 ATLAS PHOTO NO 109 POD SEQUENCE NO 221
JULY 31_[964 13 HR 11 MIN 57 SEC 830 RS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO [PPACT ALT LAT LCN 8 V PTH AZ
470.969 1030.76825 -5.E86 -30.595 2766.224 2.176 -70.923 116.359
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON _A_GE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EP|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[2.483 -14.225 [226,39_31 -62.6 I[.9 -83.9 27o_ 20.02787 0.737 -90.9 73,9 34,I 62.5 38.9 O. I- 2
3 -[1.184 -Ib.2C3 11_2.17731 -64.4 10.2 -82.5 26.5 lg.28511 0.79[ -8b.3 71.g 85.9 87.8 35.3 70.594[I 2- 3
4 -11.102 -12.795 1245.38752 -67.7 11.5 -83.0 24.4 2Q.309_2 0.715 -88.1 75.2 32.2 44.4 42.5 101.29678 3- 4
5 -[3.925 -1[.955 [28[.82578 -6[,0 [8.8 -R5.9 28.4 20,91040 0.674 -93.8 76.2 32.3 47.7 42.7 89.03930 4- 5
6 -[3.856 -15.573 1218.30777 -57.1 12.[ -84.6 30.5 19.78733 0.753 -93.5 72.7 36.0.41.2 35.2 [06.89845 5- 6
7 -1[.184 -[6.203 1182.17731 -64.4 [0.2 -82.5 26.5 19.28511 0.79[ -88.3 71.9 85.9 37.8 35.3 83.04828 6- 7
8 -10.128 -[7.941 [147.67807 -66.1 8.8 -81.5 25.8 18.66726 0.837 -86.2 70.I 37.9 83.5 3[.8 60.82306 7- 8
9 -9.992 -14.881 1200.36_05 -09.5 lO.O -81._ 28.6 19.558_5 0.769 -85.8 73.[ 34.2 39.8 38.7 92.82763 8- 9
[0 -9.845 -11.221 1272.1055_ -72.1 ll.[ -82.1 21.6 20.669C3 0.687 -85.4 76.7 30.4 46.8 46.0 [07.80278 9-[0
IT -12.483 -10.411 1303.34084 -05.8 13.3 -84.9 25.3 21.23596 0.652 -9|.0 77.6 30.3 49.4 46.6 83.44048 10-11
[2 -15.607 -9.2_5 1353.36063 -59.6 16.8 -_8.7 29.4 22.00358 0.60C -97.2 79.0 30.6 53.3 4bt? _ I00_62483 11-12
[3 -15.400 -13.380 [267.75964 -55.9 14.3 -_6.7 31.6 20.64e89 0.691 -96.5 75.0 34.3 46.4 38.6 120.82930 12-13
14 -15.274 -[6.845 1206.29315 ~5[.2 12.4 -85.2 33.7 [9.59127 0.764 -95.9 7[.E 38.0 40.5 31.3 [01.28037 [3-[4
15 -12.503 -17.477 [II0.36737 -58.4 [0.4 -8_.1 29.6 19.06966 0.807 -90.8 70.7 37.8 36.4 31.8 85.97449 14-15
16 -[0.128 -17.941 i[47.67807 -66.I 8.8 -81.5 25.8 [8.66726 0.837 -86.2 70.[ 37.g 33.5 31.8 73.24318 15-16
_ _ _ TAB NO 110 ATLAS PHOTO NO 110 POD SEQUENCE NO 223__
JULY 81,1964 [3 HR 18 HIN 2 SEC 950 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
465.849 [020.23E41 -5.920 -30.527 2755.691 2.179 -70.874 116.350
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAE EMIS ALPHA SLALt Pl-rl
2 -12.468 -[4.282 [214.14511 -62.5 [1.8 -83.9 27.5 19.82785 0.737 -90.9 73.9 34.1 42.5 38.9 O. -- _-
3 -[1.183 -16.288 1170.43947 -04.8 10.2 -82.5 26.5 19.09363 0.791 -88.3 7[.8 85.9 37.8 35.8 69.84366 2- 3
4 -II.I01 -12.868 1232.83846 -67.7 [1.5 -83.0 24.4 2C.106C0 C.716 -88.1 75.1 32.2 44.3 42.5 100.20377 3- 4
5 -13.895 -[2.039 1268.86938 -61.0 13.8 -85.8 28.4 20.69904 0.676 -93.8 76.1 82.3 47.6 42.6 88.10551 4- 5
6 -13.828 -15.616 120[,20860 -57.1 12.1 -84.6 30.5 19.59008 0.754 -98.5 72.7 36.0 41.2 35.1 [05.22084 5- 6
7 -[1.183 -[6.238 [170.439_7 -64.3 [0.2 -82.5 26.5 19.093_8 0.791 -88.3 71.8 35.9 37.8 85.3 8_._97_7 ¢- 7
8 -[0.137 -[7.958 1186.31491 -60.0 8.8 -81.5 25.8 [8.48244 0.888 -86.2 70.[ 37.9 38.4 31.8 60.201_9 7- 8
9 -10.002 -14.881 1188.40868 -09.4 lO.O -81.8 23.7 19.36379 0.778 -85.8 78.1 34.2 39.8 38.6 91.86345 8- 9
10 -9.857 -ll.311 1259.23891 -72.0 11.1 -82.0 21o6 20.460C6 0.688 -85.4 76.6 30.4 46.7 45,9 106.59634 8-[0
IT -12.468 -10.512 [290.08540 -65.8 13.3 -84.9 25.4 21.02000 0.653 -91.0 77.5 30.3 49.3 46.5 82.56705 10-I[
12 -[5.558 -9.365 [339.395_b -59.6 16.2 -88.7 29.4 21,77&54 0.602 -97.2 78.8 30,8 53.2 4b.6 99.49573 11-12
13 -15.362 -18.449 I25_.98022 -55_9 _[4.2 -86_b 3[.520.43880 0.692_90_5 74.9 34.3 46.3 38.5 I[9.37493 [2-[3
[4 -15.281 -16.875 [194.25867 -5[.2 12.3 -_5.2 38.7 [9.39589 0.764 -95.9 71.6 38.0 40.4 31.2 |00.18641 18-[4
15 -12.488 -17.500 [158.76253 -58.4 10.3 -83.1 29.6 18.88058 0.807 -90°8 70.7 37.8 36.4 8[.8 85.08892 14-15
18 -i0.i37 -17._5_ 1!3_.3!_91 -66.0 8.8 -81.5 25.8 18.48244 0.888 -86.2 I0.1 37.9 38.4 31.8 72.5[217 15-16
TAB NO 111 ATLAS PHOTO NO 111 POD SEQUENCE NO 225
JULY 31,1964 13 HR I8 RIN 8 SEC 70 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
460.729 10Cg.b9043 -5.953 -30.458 2745.14b 2.182 -70.825 116.341
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* b/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.453 -14.340 [Z01.86964 -62.5 11.8 -83.9 27.5 19.62788 0.738 -90.9 73.8 34.| 42.4 38.8 O. I- 2
3 -11.18[ -16.274 1158.67944 -64.3 10.2 -82.5 26.5 18.90179 0.792 -88.3 71.8 35.9 37.7 35.2 69.0924[ 2- 3
4 -l[.lO0 -I2.940 1220.31779 -67.7 1[,4 -83.0 2_.4 19.90183 0.7[7 -88.[ 75.[ 82.2 44.2 42.4 99.11012 3- 4
5 -13.865 -12,123 1255.89157 -61.0 [3.8 -85,8 28°4 20.48734 0.677 -93.8 76.1 32.3 47.5 42.5 87.[7063 4- 5
6 -13.799 -15.680 1189.08&67 -57.i 12.1 -84.6 30.5 19.39236 0.754 -93.5 72.6 36.0 41.1 35.! 104.04321 5- 6
7 -11.181 -I6.274 1158.67_44 -64.3 10.2 -82.5 26.5 18.90179 0.792 -88.3 71.8 35.9 37.7 35.2 8[.35018 6- 7
8 -10.146 -17.076 1124.93083 -66.0 8.8 -81.5 25.8 [8.29727 0.838 -86.2 70.1 37.9 38.4 31.8 59.57866 7- 8
9 -10.013 -|4.931 1176.42602 -69.4 lO*O -81.7 23.7 19.16859 0.778 -85.8 73.0 34.2 39.7 38.6 g0.89805 8- 9
[0 -9.869 -11.401 1246.85239 -72.0 1[.1 -82.0 21.7 20.25076 0.689 -85.4 76.5 30.4 46.6 45.8 105.39028 9-[0
I| -[2.453 -I0.613 1276.81012 -65.8 13.3 -84.g 25.4 20.80371 0.654 -9[.0 77.4 30.3 49.2 46.4 81.69270 10-11
12 -15.510 -9.484 1325._1328 -59.6 16.I -88.6 29.4 2|.54922 0.604 -97.2 78.7 30.6 53.0 46.5 98.36720 11-12
[3 -[5.310 -13.518 1242.17879 -55.g [4.2 -86.6 31.5 20.23036 0.693 -96.5 74.8 34.3 _6.3 38.5 [17.92360 [2-13
14 -15o188 -16.900 liEZj2_J_-_l.3 12.3 -85.2 33.7 19.20015 0.765 -95.9 71.6 38.0 40.4 31.2 99.09181 I_-14
15 -12.474 -[7.523 [147.13536 -58.4 10,3 -83.l 29.6 18.69114 0.807 -90.8 70.7 37.8 36.3 31.8 84.20202 [4-[5
18 -[O.14b -17.970 1124.930_3 -66.0 8.8 -8_.5 25.8 IE.29727 0.838 -86.2 70. I 37°9 33.4 3_,8 7_.77962 1_-16
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TAB NO 112 ATLAS PHOTO NO 112 POD SEQUENCE NO 227
JULY 31_1964 15 HR 18 MIh 13 SEC 190 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
455.609 999.[3345 -5.988 -3C.389 2734°589 2.185 -70.776 I16*331
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L0_ RANGE ...... AZ-s/C --AZN -AZSUN AZA Ae .... 8/A AZPHAZ- ]_CO P_AZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.439 -14.397 1189.57617 -62.5 11.8 -83.9 27.5 1g.42662 0.739 -90.9 73.7 34.1 42.4 38.7 0* 1- 2
3 -11.17g -16.310 1146.90123 -64.3 10.1 -82._ 26.5 18.70965 0.792 -88.3 71.8 36.0 37.7 35.2 68.34096 2- 3
4 -I|o099 -13o013 1207.78061 -67.6 11.4 -03.0 24.5 Ig.6g?38 0.718 -88.1 75.0 32.2 44.2 42.3 98.01874 3- 4
5 -13.835 -12.2C7 1242.89_73 -61.0 13.7 -85.8 2d.4 20.27539 0.678 -93.8 76.0 32.3 47.4 42.4 86.23552 4- 5
6 -13.770 -15.704 1176.g4704 _57.112.0 -84.6 30.5 Ig.lg43g 0.755 -93.5 72.6 36.0 41.0 35.0 102.86662 5- 6
7 -11.179 -16.310 I146.g0123 -64.3 10.1 -82.5 26.5 te*70965 0.792 -88*3 71.0 36.0 37.7 38.2 80.50195 8- 7
8 -10.155 -17.9gA I113.52763 -66.0 8.8 -81.5 25.8 lS,ll|_l 0.838 -86.2 70.0 37.9 33.4 31.8 58.g5518 7- 8
9 -10.023 -14.981 1164.42686 -69.4 10.0 -81.7 23.T 18.973C9 0.771 -A_-8 7_.9 34.2 3g.7 $8.5 89.93198 8- 9
10 -g.880 -|1.4g2 1235.4_1]A -T2.0 ZI.I -52*0 ZI.T 20.04122 0.6gC -85.4 76.4 30.4 46.5 45.8 104.18558 9-10
iX -12.437 -10.715 1263.52150 -65.8 13.2 -84.g 25,4 20.58720 0.656 -91.0 77.3 30,3 49.1 46.3 80.81811 10-11
12 -15.461 -g.604 1311.42230_-59_6 16.1 -88.5 29.4 21._21;7 C.606 -97.2 78.6_30.6 52.9 46.3 g7.24_
13 -15.271 -13.587 122g,36166 -55*9 14.1 -86.6 31.5 20.02166 0.694 -g6*5 74*8 34,3 46*2 38.4 116.47702 12-13
14 -15.145 -16og38 1170,12690 -51.3 12.2 -85.2 33.6 19.00411 0.766 -95.9 71.5 38.0 40.3 31.2 97.99752 13-14
15 -12.45g -17.546 1135.48994 -58.4 10.3 -83.1 29.6 IE.50140 0.800 -go.8 70.7 37.8 36*3 31.8 83.31449 14-15
16 -10.155 -17.g94 1113.52763 -66.0 8.8 -81.5 25.8 18.11181 0.830 -86.2 70.0 37.q 33.4 31.8 71.04587 15-16
TAB NO 113 ATLAS PHOTO NO 113 POD SEQUENCE NO 229_
JULY 31,1964 13 HK 18 _l_ 18 SEL 310 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
450.4g0 988.5640g -6.C22 -30.319 2724.019 2.188 -70.726 116.322
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RAKOE AZS/O _ AZN AZSUN AZA A- _/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ E_I.$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.423 -14.456 1177.24838 -62.5 11.8 -83.9 27.5 19.22530 0.74C -90.9 73.7 34,1 62.3 38.7 O. I- 2
3 -11.177 -16.347 1135.090_2 -64.3 10.1 -82.5 26.5 18.5|6gB 0.793 -88.3 71.7 36.0 37.6 35*2 67.58708 2- 3
4 -11.098 -13.087 1195.20822 -_7.6 II.6 -83.0 2A.5 19.49236 0.719 -86.1 74.g 32.2 44.1 42.2 96°91992 3- 4
5 -13.805 -12.292 1229.87010 -61.0 13.7 -85.8 28.4 2C.062_6 O.o7g -93.8 75.9 32.3 47.3 42.3 85.29811 6- 5
b -13=741 -15.748 1154*77426 -57.1 12.0 -84.6 30.5 18.995_9 0.756 -93.5 72.5 36.0 41.0 38.0 101.68681 5- 6
7 -11.177 -16.347 1135.0g082 _65*3 I0.1 _82.S 26.5 18.51698 0.793 -88.3 71.7 36.0 37_6 35*2 79.65143 6- 7
8 -10.163 -18.013 1102.09497 -56.0 8.0 -81.5 25.8 17.g25_6 0.83_ -_e.2 70.0 37.9 33.4 31.7 58.32938 7- 8
g -10.033 -15.032 11S2.39392 -6q.4 10.0 -81.7 23.8 18.777C5 C.771 -85.B 72.q 34.2 39.6 38.5 88.9624A 8- 9
10 -9.892 -11.583 1220.5141g -71.g 11.1 -82.0 21.8 1g.8_111 0.692 -85.4 76.3 30.5 46.4 48.7 102.97782 9-10
11 -12.422 -10.817 1250.1q649 -65,8 13.2 -84.8 2_.4 20.37010 0.657 -91.0 77.2 30.3 4q.o 66.2 79.g4117 10-11
12 -15.413 -q.725 12<)7.39633 -59.6 16.0 -88.5 2g.4 21.09374 0.b0_ -97.2 78.5 30.6 52.8 66.2 96.11300 11-12
13 -15.226 -13.658 1216.50998 -55.9 14.1 -86.6 31.5 lg.81240 0.695 -96.5 74.7 34.3 46.I 38.3 _L_.O_--_
14 -15.102 -16.970 1158.02075 -51.3 12,2 -85.2 33.6 18.80757 0.761 -95.q 71*5 38.0 40.3 31.1 96.89982 13-14
15 -12.443 -17.570 1123.8135] -58.4 10.3 -83.1 29.6 18.31115 O._Ob -g0.8 70.7 37.8 36.3 31.7 82.42482 14-15
16 -lO. lb_ -IH,OI3 1102.094gt -u6.O _.a -81.5 25.8 17.g25H6 0.838 -86.2 70.0 37.g 33.4 31.7 70.3102g 15-16
TAB NO 114 ATLAS PHOTO NO 114 POD SEQUENCE NO 231
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 18 Plh 23 SEC 430 MS _ _
tRAJECI(]RY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH A2
445,310 977.g827C -6.C57 -3C.24g 2713.438 2,191 -70.676 116.312
PHOTO UAIA
PT LAT LON RANG_ AZSIC AZN A_SUN AZA A* 81A A2PHAZ INCO PHAZ _MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -12.408 -14.514 1164.g8_15 -02,5 11.7 -8).8 _1.5 _9,02_66 0.740 -90.9 7},0 _,I 42,2 _B,_ O, _- Z
3 -11.17h -[6.384 112_.26051 -04.3 lO.l -H2.4 20.6 18.32399 0.Ig3 -88.3 71.7 36.0 37.6 35.1 66.83293 2- 3
4 -11.096 -_3.160 11b2.61710 -67.6 11.4 -82.9 _4.5 ig.287C4 0.72C -88.1 74.8 32.2 44.0 42.1 95.82288 3- 4
5 -13.174 -12.318 1216.824C4 -61.0 I_,6 -85,7 28.4 19.85004 0.68C -93.8 75._ 32,3 47.2 42,2 84._6021 4- 5
6 -1_.712 -15.793 1152.582C0 -57.1 12.0 -84.6 30.5 18.79707 0._56 -g_.5 72.5 36.0 40.9 34.9 100.50757 5- 6
7 -11.175 -[6.384 1123.2(0h1 -64.3 10.1 -82.4 26.6 18.323gg 0.793 -88.3 71.7 36.0 37.6 35.1 78.80013 6- 7
8 -10.172 -1_.032 1C90._4210 -66.0 8.8 -_1.5 25.9 |7.73959 0.838 -8_.2 70.0 37.q 33.4 31.7 57.70262 7- 8
g -I0.043 -15._84 1140.34145 -(.g._ lO*O -81.? 23.8 18.58070 0.772 -85.8 72.9 34.2 39.6 38.4 87.99192 8- 9
I0 -9.90_ -11.675 1207.56C_5 -71.g ii.i -82.0 21.8 19.62011 0.693 -85.4 76,2 30.5 46.4 45.6 101.77092 9-I0
11 -|2.40O -10.91g 1236.85545 -6_.R 13.2 -84.8 25.4 2C.15274 C,65g -gl.O 77.1 30.3 48.9 46.0 79.06392 10-11
12 -_5.364 -9._45 1283.358_ -')9.6 15.9 -88*4 29.4 20.86552 0.61C -97.2 78.4 30.6 52.6 46.I 94.9870i [I-12
13 -15.180 -13.728 1203.64044 -bb.(; 14.0 -86.5 31.4 19.60284 0.696 -96.5 74.6 34.3 46.0 38.2 113.58492 12-15
14 -15.058 -17.002 Ii_5.89539 r_l.3 _2.2 _B_*2 33._ 18_61071 C.767 -95.9 II_5 3B.Q _0.2 31_ 95.8021_J-3:14
15 -12.428 -17.5g4 1112.1[/2_ -58.4 I0._ -_3.1 2g.5 18.12058 0.b08 -90.8 70.6 37.8 36.2 31.7 81.53430 14-15
16 -10.172 -i_,032 Icg0.64270 -_6.0 8.8 -HI,5 2S.9 i_.73g_q 0.83_ -86.2 70.C 37,g 33.4 31,7 89,57338 15-16
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TAB NO 115 ATLAS PHOTO NO 115 POD SEQUENCE NO 233
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 18 MIN 28 SEC 550 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT EAT CON R V PTH AZ
440.250 967.38919 -6.091 -30.178 2702.846 2.195 -70.625 116.303
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-12.393 -14.573 1152.53065 -62.5 11.7 -83.8 27.5 18.82174 0.741 -90.9 73.6 34.1 42.2 38.5 O. 1- 2
-11.173 -16.621 1111.41209 -64.3 [0.1 -82.4 26.6 18.13071 0.794 -88.3 71.7 36.0 87.6 35.1 66'07867 2-
4 -11.095 -13.235 1170.00967 -67.6 II.4 -82.9 24.5 ig.08[AA 0.72[ -88.1 76.8 32.2 43.9 42.1 96.72624 3- 4
5 -18.744 -12.463 1203.76324 -61.0 13,6 -85.7 26.4 19.83698 0,682 -93.8 75.7 32.3 67.1 42.1 83.42226 _- 5
6 -[3,683 -15.838 1140.37213 -57.1 11.9 -84.6 30.4 18.59796 0.757 -93.5 72.5 36.0 40.9 34.9 99.32969 5- 6
7 -11.173 -16.421 1111.41209 -64.3 10.1 -82.4 26.6 [8.13071 0,794 -88.3 71.7 36.0 37.6 35.1 77.94780 _Z 7
8 -10.180 -18.051 1079.17224 -65.9 8.8 -81.5 25.9 17.55302 0.839 -86.2 70.0 37,9 33.3 31.7 57.07536 8
9 -10.052 -15.135 1128.27138 -69.3 10.0 -8[.7 23.9 18.38405 0.773 -85.8 72.8 34.2 39.5 38.4 87.02082 8- 9
10 -9.914 -11.767 I194,5_163 -71.9 11.1 -81.9 21,9 19.41008 0.696 -85.6 76.1 30.5 46.3 65.5 100.56553 9-10
II -12.390 -11,022 1_23.50143 -65.7 13.2 -84.8 25.5 19.93517 0.660 -91.0 77.0 30.4 48.8 45.9 78.18652 10-11
12 -15.315 -g.g6¢ [269.31256 -59.7 15.9 -88.4 29.4 28.63717 0,61[ -97.2 78.3 30.6 52.5 45.9 98.86303 11-12
13 -15.135 -13.799 1190.75552 -56.0 14.0 -86.5 31.4 [9.39303 0.697 -96.5 _-6 34.3 45.9 38.2 112.14575 12-13
14 -15.014 -17.034 I133.75269 -51.4 12.1 -85.2 _3.5 18.41357 0.768 -95.9 71.4 38.0 40.1 31.1 94.70485 13-16
15 -12.413 -17.618 1100,40269 -58.4 10.3 -83,1 2q.5 17,92971 0.809 -90.8 70,6 87.8 36.2 31,7 80.64328 14-15
16 -[0.180 -18.051 1079.17224 -65.9 8,8 -81.5 25,9 17.553C2 C.839 -86.2 78,0 37,9 33,3 31,7 68,83538 [5-16
___ TAB NO 116 ATLAS PHOTO NO 116 POD SEQUENCE NO 235_JULY 3[11964 13 HR 18 MI_ 33 SEC 670 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
435,130 956.78311 -6,127 -30,106 2692,238 2,198 -70.574 116,293
PHOT0 DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A" UIA AZPHA!_ JhCC P H_±_pHA $_ALE_I-21
2 -[2.377 -14.631 1i40_i83_2_62?5--[1.7 _)'.8-"27.5 i8.620C1 0.742 -90.9 73.5 34.1 42.1 38.5 O. 1- 2
3 -11,171 -16,457 1099,56956 -64,3 10,1 -82,4 26,6 i7,93752 0,794 -88.3 71,6 36.0 37.5 35,0 65,328_9 _ 34 -11,093 -13,307 1157.41858 -67,6 11,4 -82.9 24,6 [8.87612 0.722 -88.1 74,7 32.2 43,9 4Z.0 93,63675 4
5 -[3,714 -12,547 1190,72324 -61,0 13,5 -85,7 28.6 19,42426 0,683 -93,8 75.6 32,3 47.0 42,0 82,68716 A- 5
6 -13.684 -15,882 1128,17052 -57,1 11,9 -84.6 30,6 18,39898 0.758 -93.5 72,4 36.0 40,8 34,8 98.16033 5-7 -[1.171 -ib,457_,099,5695_-64.3 _Q_._q82.4 26.6 17,93752 0,794 -88_.6 36,0 37.5 35,0 77,09683 6-
8 -10.188 -18.060lo_7_7 :6_._- _18 z_iT_-_sTg---i_66Jg-o_.z _0_037.933.3 31.7 56._5052T- 8
9 -10,062 -15o[85 1116.21097 -69,3 10.0 -81,7 23.9 18.18757 0.773 -85,8 72,8 34,2 39,8 38,3 86,05443 8- 9
18 -9.926 -11,857 1181,64587 -71,8 11.1 -81,9 21,9 lg.19981 0.695 -85.4 76,0 30,5 46,2 45,4 99.36973 9-10
11 -12,374 -11_[23 1210.17435 -65,7 13,1 -84,7 25,5 19.71803 0,661 -91,0 76,9 30,4 48.7 45,8 77,31195 _0-II
12 -15.266 -10,084 1255.30280 -59.7 15,8 -88.3 29.4 20.40940 0.613 -97,[ 78.1 30,6 52,4 45,8 92,74564 11-12
13 -15,089 -13.867 _]77.88899 -_.0 1_9 -86.5 }_4 _9. J8_49 0_69_ -96,fi 74.5 34.3 45.8 38.1 110.72210 12-13
14 -14.970 -17.065 1121.61568 -51.4 12.1 -85.2 _3.4 I_.21651 0.768 -95.9 71.4 38.0 40.1 31.0 93.61471 13-14
15 -12,397 -17,641 1088,69119 -58,4 10,2 -83.1 29,5 17.738_9 0,809 -98,8 70.6 37,8 36.Z 81,7 79,75351 16-_5
16 -10.188 -18.068 1067.70377 -65.9 8.8 -81.5 25.9 17.36_49 0.839 -86.2 70.0 37.9 33,3 31,7 68.09799 15-16
TAB NO 117 ATLAS PHOTO NO 117 POD SEQUENCE NO 237
JULY 31_1964 13 HR JU_I_ 38 SEC T_MS .................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [PPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
430.010 946.16452 -6.162 -30.034 2681.620 2.201 -70_523 116.283
PHOTC DATA
PI LAT LCN RAMGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 818 AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE Pi-PT
2 -12,362 -[4.688 _27_8/374 -62_5_ ,?_83_8 27_99 0,743 -90.9 73,5 34.1 42_0 38,4 O. 1-2
3 --11,169 -i_.493 I0_7,7088Z -64,3 I0.i -82.4 _6.6 17,74484 0,794 -88,3 7[,6 36,0 87.5 35.0 64°57802 2-
4 -11,092 -13,380 I144,81_14 -67,5 I|,3 -82,9 24.6 _8.67053 0.723 -88.1 74.6 3_,_ 43.8 41,9 92_7_ _
5 --13.683 --12,631 1177.66846 -61.0 13,5 -85,7 28,4 Ig,_llAO 0.684 --93,8 75.6 3Z,3 46,9 41.9 81,55197 4- 5
6 --13,624 -15,925 1115,95125 -57,2 11,9 -84.6 _0.4 18,19972 0.758 -93,5 72,4 96.0 40,8 34,8 96,99_3_ _Z
7 -11,169 -18.493 L087.70882 -64,3 10.1 -82,4 26,6 17.74404 0,794 -88,3 71.6 36,0 37,5 35,0 76,24502
8 -10.197 -18,086 IC56,21698 -65,9 8.8 -81.5 25,9 17.17966 0.839 -86,2 70.0 37,9 33,3 31.'6 55.82498 _[ 8g -I0,072 -15.236 1104.13297 -69,2 9,9 -81,7 23,9 17,99079 0,774 -85,8 72.7 34,2 39,6 38,2 85,08754 9
10 -9,937 -11,947 I168,68570 -7_.8 l[.O -81,9 _2.0 18,98930 C,69E -85,4 76,0 )0,5 46,1 45,3 98,_;5_I 9-_0
11 -12,358 -11,223 1196,83424 -65,7 13,I -84,7 25.5 19,5C068 0.663 -9[,0 76,8 30.4 48,6 45,7 76.43731 10-|I
12 -15,217 -10,202 1241,28_53 -59,7 15,7 -88,_ 29,4 Z0,18180 0,615 -97,1 78,0 30.6 52,2 45,7 91,63013 IL-l_
13 -15,043 -13.936 1165.00299 -56,0 13,9 -86,5 31.4 18,97370 0,699 -96.5 74,4 34.3 45,7 38.0 109,30319 12-[3
14 -14.926 -17._9_ 1109.4_]2_ -51.& ]_.n -85=_ _.4 18.0]glr C.7_Q --_.q 7]=a _8.n 4e.n _l.n _2._AqR l_-Ia
15 -12,382 -17,664 1076.96135 -58.4 10,2 -83.1 29,5 17,54778 0,809 -90,8 70.6 37,8 36.1 31.6 78.86824 14-15
16 -10,197 -18,086 1056,21698 -65,9 8,8 -81,5 25,9 17,179E6 0,839 -86,2 70,0 37,9 3_,_ 3_,6 67,35932 I_-16
153
JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964 "
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 18 HI6 43 SEC 909 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAPERA FB 40
--TAB NO 118 ATLAS PHOTO NO 118 POD SEQUENCE NO 239
SEC TO [PPACT ALT LA! LCN 8 V PTH AZ
424.890 935.53369 -6.198 -29.961 2670.989 2,204 -70,472 116,273
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUH AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.346 -[4.746 1115.42461 -62.5 11.6 -83.8 27.5 18.21567 0.743 -90.9 73.6 34.1 42.0 38.4 O. 1- 2
3 -LI.166 -16.529 1075.82845 -64.2 10.1 -82.4 26.6 17.55023 0.795 -88.3 71.6 36.0 37.4 35.0 63.82T4T 2- 3
4 -ll.OgO -13.453 1132.18542 -67.5 11.3 -82.9 24,6 18.46463 0.724 -88.1 74.6 32.2 43,7 41.8 91.45845 3- 4
5 -13.652 -[2.7[4 I164.59674 -61.0 13.5 -85.6 28.4 18.q9887 0.b85 -93.8 T5.5 32.3 46.8 41.9 80.61629 4- 5
6 -13.595 -15.q69 1103.71281 -57.2 11.9 -84.6 30.4 18.00015 O.?5g -93.5 72.3 36.0 40.7 34.7 95.8_49_ _- 6
7 -11.166 -16,529 1075.82845 -64.2 10.1 -82.4 26.6 17.55023 0.795 -88.3 71.6 36.0 37.4 35.0 78_39243 6- 7
8 -10.205 -18.105 1644. t1072 -65.9 8.8 -81.5 25.9 16.99251 0.839 -86.2 b9.g 37.9 33.3 31.6 55.19873 7- 8
9 -10,082 -15,286 1D92.03571 -69.2 9.9 -81.7 24,0 17,79370 D.774 -_5_8 72.7 3_.2 3_.4 30,2 _4,_1978 6- 9
lO -9.92:_ -12.838 iI_5.?0662 -_i*_ 11.0 -81o9 22.0 18.T7852 0.697 -85.4 75.g 30.5 46.0 45.2 96.98205 9-10
11 -12.343 -11._24 I183.4T861 -65.7 13oi -84.7 25.5 19.28308 D.666 -9loO 76.7 30.4 48.5 45.6 75.56224 10-11
12 -15.167 -1(J.321 12_7.25580 -59.7 15.7 -88.2 29.3 19.953AI D°617 -97.177_9 30_6 52._4_-5 9Q.51618 l|-_
13 -14.997 -14.005 1152.1016T -56.0 13.8 -86.5 31.3 18.16362 0o700 -96.5 74.3 34.3 45.7 37.9 107.888|8 12-13
14 -14.882 -17,127 1097.28793 -51.5 12.0 -85,2 33,3 17.82153 0.769 -95.9 71,3 38.1 40.0 31.0 91o43533 13-14
15 -12.366 -17,688 1065.21188 -58.4 10.2 -83.1 29.5 17.35634 0.818 -90.8 70,5 37.8 38.1 31.6 77.97211 14-15
16 -10.205 -18.105 1044.71072 -65.9 8.8 -hi.5 25.9 16.99251 0.839 -86.2 6g.g 37,9 33.3 31.6 66.61972 15-16
TAB NO 119 ATLAS PHOTO NO 119 POD SEQUENCE NO 241_
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 18 HI6 49 SEC 29 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
4|9.770 924.8899E -6_234 -29.888 2660.345 2._08 -70.4_0 116,263
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON .RAhQ____ A_AZN AZ_UN AZA A* B_AAZPHAZ _N_ PHAZ EMIS ALPHA _CALE PT-PT
2 -12,331 -14,805 1102,98H36 -62.5 11.6 -83,8 27,5 18,01258 0",744 -90._ 73,3 34,1 41,9 38,3 O, 1- 2
3 -11.164 -16.567 1C63.q0488 -64.2 10.1 -82.4 26.b 17.355T2 0.795 -88.3 71.5 36.0 37.4 34.q 63.07296 _
4 -11,089 -13.527 1119,50977 -67,5 11.3 -82.9 24.7 18.25793 0,724 -88.1 74,5 32.3 63.6 41.7 90.36284
5 -13.622 -12.800 1151.47412 -61.0 13._ -85.6 28.4 18.78480 0.686 -93.8 75.4 32.3 46.T 41.8 79,677_6 4- 5
6 -13.565 -16.015 1091.43018 -57.2 11,8 -84.6 30.4 17.79965 0.760 -93.5 72.3 36.0 40.6 34.7 94.65116 5- 6
? -11.164 -[6.567 lO¢l._Q_Z_ IQ.J- -_.___2.____?Z Q,2__L-_ 36.0 37._ 34.9 74.53666 _Z 7
8 -10.214 -18.124 I033.16_93 -65.9 8.8 -81.4 2b.O 16.804T2 0.839 -66.2 69. 3T.9 33.3 31.6 54.56894 8
g -10,091 -15,338 107q.89255 -69,2 9,9 -81°6 24.0 17.59587 0.775 -85.8 72.6 34.2 39,3 38.l 83.146|0 8- 9
10 -9.959 -12,130 11_2o67924 -71.7 11.0 -81.9 22.1 18.56689 0.698 -85.4 75.8 30.5 45.9 45.1 95.78204 9-10
11 -12.327 -11.427 1170.D6915 -65.7 13.0 -84.6 25.5 19.06A61 0.665 -gl.O 76.6 30o4 48.4 45.5 T6.68388 [0-11
12 -15.118 -10.441 1213.17180 -_9.T 15.6 -88.2 29.3 19.72_45 0.61_ -9T.1 77.8 30.6 52.0 45.4 89.39933 11-12
13 -14.951 -14.076 Ii_?.15253 -56.0 13.8 --_I.L.___ I_,_J_L_I_-_5 74,3 34.3 45.6 37.9 106.46710 12-13
14 -14.838 -17.160 18_5.07344 -51.5 12.0 -85.2 33.3 17.62322 0.770 -95.9 71.3 38.1 39.9 30.9 90.33953 13-14
15 -12.351 -17.712 1053.42189 -88.5 10.2 -83.1 29.5 17.16424 0.810 -90.8 70.5 37.8 36.1 31.6 7T.07835 16-15
16 -10.234 -18.124 1033o16493 -65.9 8.8 -81.4 26.0 16.80472 0.839 -86.2 69.9 37.9 33.3 31.6 65.67748 15-16
TAB NO 120 ATLAS PHOTO NO 120 POD SEQUENCE NO 243
JULY 31_1964 13 H8 _J__54 $EL 149 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO iMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
414.650 914.23383 -6.270 -29.814 2649.689 2.211 -70,367 116.253
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGF AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.162 -[6.605 1051.96225 -66.2 10.1 -82,4 26.6 17.16090 O.Tg6 -88.3 71.5 36.D 37.4 34.9 62.31822 -
4 -11.087 -13.6_2 _[06.8168_ -67.5 _1.3 -82.8 24.7 18.05094 0.725 -88.1 T6.4 32.3 43v6 4[.7 _9,26749 3- 4
--13._gl -12.886 138.33571 -61.0 _3.4 -85.b 28.4 18.56967 D.68_ -9_.8 75.3 32.3 46.6 41.7 78.73808 4-
6 -13.536 -16.060 [OTg,_go0 -_?._ [1.8 -86,6 30.3 _7.599_5 0.760 -93.5 7_._ _6.1 40.6 _4.6 93.6784_ §-
7 -11.162 -16.605 [051*q6225 -64°2 10.1 -82.4 26.6 1T.16D90 O.Tg6 -88.3 71.5 36.0 3T.4 34.g 73.68005 6-
8 -10.222 -18.164 1021,60008 -65.8 8.8 -81,4 26.0 16.61662 0.84C -86.2 69.9 37,9 33.2 31.6 53.93851 7- 8
g -10.101 -[5.391 1067,?J087 -69.2 9.9 -8[.6 24.0 17.39773 0.775 -88.8 72.6 34.2 39.3 38.1 82.17184 8- 9
10 -9,9T1 -[2.222 [_29.634_2 -71.7 11.0 -8|,8 _2.[ _.35500 0.7OC -85.4 75,7 _0,5 45.8 45.0 94,58336 9-10
11 -12.311 -11.830 1156°64549 -65.7 13.0 -84.6 25.6 18.84590 0.667 -91.0 T6.5 30.4 48.3 45.4 73.80515 [0-I_
12 -15.069 -|0.561 Ii99,0788[ -59,7 15.5 -_8-i 29._ 19.49533 C,O20 -97.1 77.7 3D*_ b_.8 65,3 68.28645 L1-L_
13 -14.90_ -]4.14T 1126.18701 -56.0 13.7 -86.4 31.3 18.34164 G.703 m96"5 74.2 34.4 _5.5 37.8 105.05043 12-13
15 -12.335 -17.T37 ID41.61273 -58.5 10.2 -83.1 29.5 16.97183 0.811 -90.8 70.5 37.8 36.0 31.5 76.18387 1¢-15
16 -10.222 -18.184 1021.6C008 -65.6 8.8 -_1.4 26.0 16.61662 0.84C -86.2 69.9 37.9 33.2 31.6 65.13406 15-16
154
JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA F8 Al
TAB NO 121 ATLAS PHOTO NO 121 POD SEQUENCE NO 245
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 18 _'IN 59 SEC 269 ,_S
TRAJECTCRY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PIH AZ
409.530 9C3.56464 -6.306 -29.740 2639.020 2.215 -?0.315 116.2_3
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LOb RAk(,E AZ_/C AZN AZSUN ATA A i 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.300 -14,925 1078.05765 -62.5 ii.6 -83.8 27.5 17,6054R 0.746 -90.9 73.2 34.[ 41.8 38.2 O. i- 2
3 -11.16_ -16.643 1039.99753 -64.2 i0,0 -82.4 26,7 16.96572 0.798 -88,3 71,4 38.0 37.3 34,8 61,56300 2- 3
4 -11.088 -13.677 i094.10271 -67.4 ).I.3 -82.8 24.7 i?.84361 0.726 -88.1 74.3 32.3 43,5 41.6 88.17174 3- 4
5 -13.560 -12.972 1125.17732 -61.0 13.3 -85.5 28,4 Ie.35502 0.689 -93,8 75.2 32.3 A6,5 41.6 77.79832 4- 5
6 -13.506 -16.106 I(_66.80505 -57.2 11.8 -84.5 30.3 17.39829 0.761 -93.5 72.2 36.1 40.5 34.6 92.30587 5- 6
7 -11.160 -16.643 1059.99753 -64.2 I0.0 -32.4 26.7 I_.96572 0.796 -88.3 7I.A 36.C 37.3 34.8 72.82224 -6_
8 -10.230 -13.164 1010.01347 -65.8 8.8 -_1.4 26.0 [6.42816 0.840 -86.2 69.9 37.9 33.2 31.5 53.30718 7- 8
9 -10.111 -]5.RA3 1655.5_742 -69.1 9.9 -81.6 24.1 17.19924 0.776 -85.8 72.5 3A.2 39.2 38.0 81.19643 8- 9
IO -9.982 -12.315 1116,56947 -[I.7 ll,O -81.8 22.2 18.14280 0,701 -55.4 75.6 30.5 45.? 44,9 93,38817 9-10
II -12.295 -11.633 iI43._0316 -65.7 13.0 -84.6 25.6 I_.626E8 0.686 -91.0 76.4 30.4 48,2 45.3 72,92583 I0-II
12 -18.020 -I0.881 1184.97098 -57.7 15.5 -SBtO 29.3 _ig.26597 0.622 297.I 77.5 30.7 5!.7 45.1 8_!.1705__
13 -14.85_ -14.218 1113.20125 -56.0 13.7 -86.4 31.2 18.13019 0.704 -96.5 74.1 34.4 45.4 37.7 103,63702 12-13
IA -14.750 -17.226 1060.5_655 -b[.6 II.g -85.2 33.2 17.22565 0.771 -gs.g 71.2 38.1 39.8 30.9 88.14827 13-14
I5 -12,319 -17.763 1C29,78[60 -5d.5 10.2 -83.1 29.5 I_.77906 0.811 -90.8 70.5 37.9 36,0 91.5 75,28843 14-15
16 -10.230 -18.164 1010.01347 -65.8 8.8 -81.4 26,0 I{.42816 0.84C -86.2 69.9 37.9 33.2 31,5 64,38940 15-I6
...... TAB NO 122 ATLAS PHOTO NO 122 POD SEQUENCE NO 247_
JULY 3[i196A 13 HR ig MIN 4 S£C 389 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ShC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
404.410 892.88293 -6.343 -29.664 2628.338 2.218 -70.262 116.232
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA _L$_£t _T _T
2 -12.284 -14.986 1065.53532-62'5 11.5 -83.7 27.5 17.A0094 0.747 -90.9 73.2 34.1 41.7 38.I O. I_--2
3 -11.157 -16.683 I027.99052 -64.2 10.0 -82.4 26.7 16.769_5 0.797 -88.3 71.4 36.0 37.3 34.8 60.80398 2- 3
4 -11.084 -13.754 1081.34038 -67,R 11.3 -82.8 28.8 17.635_8 0.727 -88.1 TA.3 32.3 43.4 AI.5 87.070|I 3- A
5 -13,821 -13.080 1111.96930 -61.0 13.3 -85.5 28.4 Ie.13996 o.6gc -93.8 75.1 32.3 46.4 41.5 76.85490 4- 5
6 -I3.476 -16,15& 1054.43935 -57°2 II.7 -84.5 30.3 17.I9662 0.762 -93.5 72.1 36.1 40.5 34.5 91.12745 5- 6
7 -11.I57 -16,683 1027.99052 -64.2 lO.O -82.4 26.7 i{},76985 0.797-88.3 71.4 36.0_37_3 34.8 71.961_ 6- 7
8 -I0.238 -i_.186 998.38811 -65.8 8.8 -81.4 26,0 16.23908 0.84C -86.2 69.g 37.9 33.2 31.5 52.67236 8
g --I0.120 -15.498 1043,81949 -69.1 9.9 -81.6 24.1 17.00002 0.777 -85.8 72.5 54.2 39.2 38.0 80.21562 8- 9
I0 -9.993 -12.410 1103.45451 -7I.(_ ll.O -81.8 22.2 17.92978 0.702 -05.4 75-5 30-5 45,8 44.8 92.I8116 g-IO
II -12.278 -11.738 1129.70900 -65.6 12,9 -84.5 25.6 18.40703 0.670 -91.0 76.3 30.4 48.1 45.2 72.04307 I0-II
12 -14.970 -10.803 1170.81107 -59.7 I5.R -88.0 29.3 ig.03_¢77 0,628 -97.1 77.4 30.7 51.6 45.0 86.05374 [I-t2
13 -14.813 -14,291 1100.16824 -56_i 13.6 -86.W 31.2 17.91796 0.705 -98.5 74.[ 34.A R_.3_.6 02._J_2_T_
14 -14.708 -17.261 1048.29112 -51,6 11.8 -85.2 33.2 17.02602 C,772 -95.9 71.2 38.1 39.8 30.8 87.04675 13-14
[5 -12.303 -17,789 i017.91030 -58.5 10.I -83.1 29.4 18.5856A 0.811 -90.8 70.4 37.9 35.9 31.5 74.39016 14-[5
!6 -]_.238 -18.186 998.38811 -65.8 8.8 -81.4 26.0 16,23908 0.8_C -86.2 6g.g 37.9 33.2 31.5 63.6420I 15-16
TAB NO 123 ATLAS PHOTO NO 123 POD SEQUENCE NO 249
JULY 31,1968 13 HR 19 WI_ 9 SEC 509 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
399,291 882,18814 -6.380 -29.589 2617.643 2.221 -70.208 116.222
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.266 -15.048 1052.99471 -6_._ II,5 -83.7 27.5 17.19_15 Q,747 -90_9__I].J_L__L_]8.0 O.
_-_3 -11.155 -16.723 1015.96420 -64.2 I0.0 -82.4 26.7 18.57366 0.797 -88,3 71.4 36.0 37.2 3_.7 60.04487 2-
4 -11.082 -13.831 1008.56076 -87.4 1[.3 -32,8 24,8 17.42708 0.728 -88,1 74.2 32,3 43.3 41,4 85.9689A 3- 4
5 -13.498 -15,148 1098.(4559 -61.0 13.2 -85.5 2d.4 17.92385 C.691 -93.8 75.0 32.3 46.3 AI.4 78*91142 4- 8
6 -13.446 -16.202 1042.05392 -57.2 11.7 -_4.5 30.3 16.99485 0.762 -93.5 72.1 36.1 40.4 34.5 89.95026 5- 6
7 -11.155 -16.723 1015.96_20 -64.2 I0.0 -82.4 26.T 16.57366 0.797 -88.3 71.4 88.0 37.2 3A.T 71.09977
8 -10.247 -18.207 986.74332 -65.8 8.8 -81.4 26.0 16.0A988 0.840 -86.2 69.8 38.0 33.2 31.5 52,03696 _- 8
g -10.130 -15.552 1031.07291 -69.1 9.9 -81,6 24,L 16,8005D 0.777 -85.8 72.4 3A.2 39.1 37.9 79.23429 8- 9
IO -10.004 -11.504 1090.32425 -71.6 11.0 -81.8 22,3 I7.7[650 0.703 -85.4 75.4 30.5 45.5 44.7 90°9?862 9-10
II -12.262 -11.843 1116.20097 -65.6 12.9 -8A.5 25.6 18.18_94 0.671 -91.0 76.2 30.4 48.0 45.1 TI.I6016 I0-II
12 -14.920 -10.925 1156.64180 -59.7 15.3 -87.9 29.3 18.80541 0.626 -97.1 77.3 30.7 _1.4 A4.9 84.93875 If-12
13 -14.766 -I_.364 1087.11890 -56.1 13.6 -86.4 31.2 I_.70547 C.706 -96.4 74.0 34.A 45.2 37.5 100.80437 12-13
15 -12.287 -17.816 1C06.01950 -58.5 lO,I -83.1 29.4 16.39190 0.812 -90.8 70.4 37.9 35.9 31.4 73.49111 14-15
[6 -LD,247 -18.207 906*74332 -65.8 8,8 -81.4 26.0 lE.OA968 0.840 -86.2 69.8 38.0 33.2 31.5 62°89351 I_-I6
155
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964 °
RA-VII CAMERA FB 42
TAB NO 124 ATLAS PHOTO NO 124 POD SEQUENCE NO 251
JULY 31,1964 13 HR Ig MI_ 14 SEC 629 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTb AZ
394.17I 871o48C4A -6,418 -29,512 2606.936 2,225 -70.154 116.211
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN -RA--NGE _ZS/C AZ_-- AZSUN- - AZA---- A* -_/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.252 -15.109 1040.43826 -62.5 11.5 -83.7 27.5 16.gglcg 0.748 -90.9 73.0 34.1 4|.6 38.0 0o 1- 2
3 -L1.152 -16.763 1003.92067 -6A.2 10.0 -82.4 26.7 16.37719 0.798 -88.3 71.3 36.0 37.2 34.7 59.28612 2- 3
4 -11.088 -13.908 I055.76668 -67.4 11.2 -82.8 24.8 17.21844 0.729 -88.I 74.1 32.3 43.2 41.3 84°86872 3- 4
5 -13o466 -13°236 1085.50926 -61+0 13.2 -85.5 28.4 ).?°70793 0.692 -93,8 T5.0 32+3 46.2 41.3 74,96796 4- 5
6-13.416 -16o2A9 1029.65208 -57,2 11.7 -84.5 30.3 16.79241 0.763 -g3.5 72,C 36.1 40°3 36.4 88°7748_5- 6
7 -11.152 -16.763 10D3.9-206-7_-_()-:b"-'L-B2:4--26°7 16.3771q 0+798 -88.3 71.3 36.0 37.2 34.7 70°23747 6- 7
8 -[0.255 -18.229 g75.08087 -65.7 8.8 -81.4 26.1 15.85q99 0o841 -86.2 6g*8 38.0 33.2 31°5 51o40116 7- 8
g -10.140 -15.6C7 1018.810C4 -69.0 q,9 -81.6 24.2 16.60071 0.778 -85,8 72.6 34._ _q_n 378 78.25253 8
10 -10°015 -12°59g 1{177.18179 -71._, 1!.0 !:}*C ZZ,3 i?.bU_C3 0°706 -85.4 75.3 30.5 45o4 44.6 89.77828 9-10
ii -LZ.Z66 -11°g48 1102.68239 -65.6 12.g -84.5 2_.7 17.96668 0.672 -91.0 76.1 30.4 47.9 66.9 70.27705 10-11
12 -14°871 -11.046 1}42,46081 -59.7 15,3 -87.9 29.3 18,87496 0.62_ -97.1 77.2 30.7 51.3 66.7 83.82603 11-12
" 13 -14.720 -14.631 1074.055_-56.T 13.5 -86.3 31.2 17.49276 0.707 -96.4 73.g 34.4 45°1 37°4 99°39577 12-13
16 -14,b15 -17.330 1023,64667 -51.7 _1.8 -68.2 33.1 [8.625_g C,773 -gS,g 71. I 38.1 39°6 30.7 84.84576 13-14
15 -12.2fi -17.863 g94.Ii110 -58.5 lO.I -83.1 2g.4 16.197_7 0,812 -90,8 70.4 37°9 35.9 31.4 72°59156 14-15
16 -10.255 -18,22g 975.08087 -65.7 8.8 -81.4 26.1 15.85ggg 0.841 -86.2 6g°8 38.0 33.2 31o5 62*14395 15-16
__TAB NO 125 ATLAS PHOTO NO 125 POD SEQUENCE NO 253_
JULY 31_1964 13 HR lg _IN [g SEC 749 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
38g.05I 860.7594g -6.655 -2g.435 2596.215 2.228 -70.I00 I16.201
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RAN_G[ _AZS/C ALN A/SU_N .AZA .... Ae __8_/A __AZPHAI INCO P HAZ E MIS ALPHA $1_At F plr-PT
2 -12°23_ -15.171 1027.87468 -62.5 Ii._ -83.7 27.5 16.78592 0*749 -90.9 73.0 34.1 41.5 37.9 Oo I- 2
3 -11.148 -16.8C2 _I,86713 -64.2 lO.O -_2.4 26.7 16.18C_6 0.798 -8u.3 71.3 36.0 37.1 34.6 58.52890 2-_ 3
4 --11.07_ -13.gH5 1042.q6780 -67.4 11.2 -82.7 24.g 17.00973 0.730 -08.I 74.0 32.3 43.2 41.2 83.71|42 4
5 -13.435 -13.323 1072.2707A -61,0 13.2 -85,4 28.4 17.4gIg7 C.Ag4 -93.8 74°g 32,4 46oI 41,2 T4,02826 4- 5
6 -13.386 -16.2g6 I(]17.26146 -57.3 11.6 -84.5 30._ IA*SgCC2 C.764 -0_.5 72.0 36.1 40.3 34o4 87°(}0353 5- 6
7 -II.[4g -16.802 g91.86713 -64.2 l_.O -82.4 26.7 16.18056 0.7q8 -88.3 71.3 36°0 37.1 34.6 _69q_749_ 6- 7
e -10.263 -18.280 _63.40_,7'_--_._--_._ -,)..,, 2_._ _70_1 0.841-_-e_.2 6_.(3_._ 31.4 s0.765_6 T- a
g -IO.14g -lS.b_l I_0b.53901 -69°0 9.9 -81.6 24°2 18.4007q 0.779 -85.8 72.3 36.2 39o0 37.8 77.27284 8- 9
10 -I0.026 -12.693 1064*UJH22 -71.5 11.0 -81.7 _2.4 17.28953 0°706 -85.4 75.2 30.5 4_o3 44.5 88°88250 9-I0
|I -12.229 -12.052 I08g.|6508 -85.6 12.8 -84.4 25,7 17.74648 0.676 -gIoO 76.0 30.4 47.7 44.8 69.3950? I0-II
12 -14.821 -11.163 112H.2990g -5g.7 15.2 -87,8 29.3 18.34462 0.63C -97.1 77°1 _0.7 51.2 44°6 82.71634 11-12
13 -14°67_ -14.5C9 1060.98H53 -56.1 13.4 -86.3 31.I 17.27g_8 0.706 -96.4 73.8 34._ _5.0 3_/'_4 97°q9560 12-13 __
14 -14.5T0 -17.365 1(]11_0656 51._ li_7 1_5.2 3_.0 - I_.42553 0.774 -95.9 71.I 38.1 39.6 30.7 83.74868 13-14
15 -12o258 -17.H69 g82.1q144 -58.5 10.1 -P3.I 29.4 16.00366 0.812 -90,8 70.4 37,q 35.8 31.4 71.69211 14-15
16 -10.263 -1_.250 96_.4067g -65°7 8.8 -61,4 26.1 15.67011 0.841 -86.2 69°_ 38.0 33.1 31.4 61,39401 15-16
TAB NO 126 ATLAS PHOTO NO 126 POD SEQUENCE NO 255
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 19 MI_ 26 SEC 869 MS _ __ ...........
TRAJ_CTt]RY I)ATA S_E T{_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
383.931 860.0257C -6.4g3 -29.358 2585.481 2.232 -70.045 116.190
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RAAUE AZS/C _N AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [kCO PHAZ EMIS ALP;qA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.21q -I5.232 IOiS.ZgZAl -62.5 11.4 -83.7 27.5 16.58C44 C.750 -qc.g 7_og 16,2 4_,4 . }7.R OL [:
3 -11.140 -16.842 gTg. Tg417 -64.1 10.0 -H2.4 2_.7 I5.g83(2 0.79g -88.3 71.3 36.0 37.1 34.6 57.77164 2- 3
4 -11.07_ -[4.r)_l I0_0.1!_147 -_7.J 11.2 -82.7 2_.g 16.80072 0.731 -8_.I 14.0 32.3 43.1 41.2 82.67449 3- 4
5 -I3.404 -lJ.AlI 1_}_9.0163g -61.0 I3.1 -85,4 2H.4 I7.27575 0.695 -93._ 74.8 32.6 _6.0 41.1 73.0824_ 4- 5
6 -13.3_b -[6.344 l(:Oq.hl2C'_ -_,7._ 11.6 -_4.5 ._O.Z 16.38733 G.764 -g3.5 7l.g 36.I 4O.Z 34.3 86.A3335 5- 6
? -II.I'._ -16.842 glg.lg417 -64.1 10.0 -82. _. 26.7 15.'_tiJtZ 0.79(/ -8_.3 71.3 3b.0 37.1 34.6 68.51166 6- 7
8 -I0.27I -Id.2?l _51.71317 -65.? 8.8 -81.4 Zh.l 15.4?gg2 0.841 -86.2 6g._ 38.C 33. l 31.4 50.33015 7- 8
g -lO,[SH -1_.715 qqA,24_l_) -Ag,O 9.9 -RI.6 26.3 iA.ZOCS_ C,778 -_5.8 72,3 34,3 38.g 37,7 76.29229 8- 9
IO -IO.03l -12.75? 1']50.819(!4 -71._3 ll.O -81.1 22.4 17.07578 0.107 -85.4 75.1 30.5 45.2 44.4 87.38809 9-10
11 -12._I$ -lZ.I57 1C?5.63350 -65.6 12,_ -84._ 25.7 17.525q8 C.675 -gI,O 75.g 3C.4 47.6 44.7 68.5126g 10-11
12 -14.77l -11.288 111_.IZ144 -59.7 15,I -87._ 29.3 18.11413 0.632 -97.I 76,g 30.7 51.0 44,5 81.60845 11-12
13 -14,62h -34,S81 II!47.q_.65 -56.1 13.4 -86.3 _l.l 17.06692 0.70q -96.4 73.8 34.4 44.9 37.3 96.59971 12-13
14 -14.52_ -L7.Jg_ 9g_.9_??? -51.? 11.7 -86o2 33.0 16.22481_ 0.775 -95.9 3_t.C 3t_._Lg.5_0_Z _Z*b_ 13-I_
15 -12.23') -17.8_6 _I?r3.2_227 -58.5 i0.I -8_.I 2_.4 15.80913 0.813 -90.8 70.3 37.g 35.8 31.3 70.79201 14-15
16 -TO.2?[ -18.271 _5|.71317 -65.? _,8 -81.4 26.1 15o47gq2 0.841 -86.2 6q.8 38.0 33.i 31.4 60°64279 15-16
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--TAB NO 127 ATLAS PHOTO NO 127 POD SEQUENCE NO 257
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 19 MIN 29 SEC 988 MS
TRAJECTORY DAtA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
378.811 839.27832 -6.532 -29.279 2574.734 2.235 -69.990 116.|79
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA ...... At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -|2.203 -15.293 1002._0003 -62.5 11.4 -83.7 27.5 16.374E0 0.751 -90.9 72.9 34.2 41.4 37.7 O. 1- 2
3 -11.148 -16,881 967.70859 -64.I IO,O -82.4 26.7 15.78646 0.799 -88.3 71.2 36.0 37.0 34.6 57.01538 2- 3
4 -11.074 -14.138 1017.32758 -67.3 11.2 -82.7 24.9 |6.59160 8.732 -88.I 73.9 32.3 43.0 41.1 81.58020 3- 4
5 -13.372 -13.497 1045.75551 -61.0 13.1 -85.4 28.4 17.05g43 0.696 -98.8 74.7 32.4 45.9 41.0 72.13961 4- 5
6 -13.324 -16.390 992.37000 -57.3 11.6 -84,5 30.2 16,18643 0.765 -93.6 71.9 36,1 40.2 34,3 85.26666 5- 6
7-11.143 -16.881 9_-.70_59-_I----_0.0---_882.4 26.7- 15.78646--0.799----88.8 71.2 36.0 37.0 36.6 67.64765 6_-_
8 -10.278 -18.292 940.00584 -85.7 8.8 -8_.4 26.1 15.28950 0.841 -86.2 69.8 38.0 33.1 31.4 49.49448 7- 8
9 -IO.lbt -15.768 981.94905 -68.9 9.9 -81.5 24.3 l_.OO016 0.788 -85.8 72.2 34.3 38.9 37.7 75.31307 8- 9
I0 -10,047 -12.880 1037.71642 -71,5 11.0 -81.7 22.5 16.86197 C.708 -85.4 75.1 30.5 _5.| 44.3 86.19797 9-10
11 -12.196 -12.260 1082.09944 -65.6 12.8 -84.4 25.7 17,30547 Q.677 -91.0 75.8 30.6 47.5 44.6 67.63059 IO-II
_2 -14.721 -11.407 IC9923453 _ -59t7__ 15.1_ -S?.7 29,3 __ 17.88365 0.633_-97.1 76.8 30.7 5o.g 44.3 80.50262 _I-12
13 -14.579 -14.653 1034.81158 -56.1 13.3 -86.5 31.1 16.85371 0.711 -96.4 73,7 34.4 44.8 37.2 95,21148 12-13
14 -[4.480 -17.433 986.57491 -51.8 11.7 -95.2 32.9 16.02396 0,775 -95.9 71.8 38.1 39.5 30.6 81.55785 13-14
15 -12.222 -17.922 958.29885 -58.5 10.0 -83.1 29.4 15.61437 C.813 -90,8 70.3 87.9 35.8 3_.3 69.89116 1W-18
16 -10.278 -18.292 940.00584 -65.7 8.8 -81.4 28.1 15.28950 0.841 --86.2 69.8 38.0 38.1 31.4 59.89069 [5--16
TAB NO 128 ATLAS PHOTO NO 128 POD SEQUENCE NO 259
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 19 PIN 35 SEC 108 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TU IWPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
373.691 828.51773 -6.570 -29.280 2563.973 2.239 -69.935 I16.[68
rnuiu DATA
P? LAT tON RANGE AZS_iA_A___ AZA A" _/A A/PHA_ |NCU PHAL _A_ _ r" _"
2 -12.185 -15.352 990.11731 -62.5 11.4 -83.7 27.5 16.16931 C.751 -90.9 72.8 34.2 41.3 37.7 O. I- 2
3 -11.189 -16.919 955.62811 --64.1 10.0 -82.3 28.7 15.58939 0.799 -88.3 71.2 36.0 37.0 34.5 56.26212 2- 3
4 -If,070 -14.212 1004,52087 -67.3 11.2 -82.7 24.9 16.38275 C.783 -88.1 73.8 32,3 42.9 41.0 80.49397 3- 4
5 -13.339 -13.882 I032.51202 -61,0 13.0 -85.4 28.4 16.84339 0,697 -93.8 74.6 32.4 45.9 40.9 71.19802 4- 5
6 -13.293 -16.435 979.93[75 -57.3 11.5 -84.5 30.2 15.98159 0.766 -93.4 71.8 36.1 40.1 34.2 84.10918 5- 6
7 -II.139 -16"91_9--5_iI_-m_ _,! 15.58939 0.799 -88.3 71.2 36.0 37.0 34.5 66.78326 6-7
8 -10.285 -18.312 928.30031 -65.7 8.8 -81.4 26.1 15.09911 0.841 -86.2 69.7 38.C 83.1 81.6 48.86085 -Ta-
g -10o175 --15._20 969.66009 --68,9 g*g -81.5 24.3 15.79994 0,78C -85.8 72.2 34.3 38.8 37.6 76.33940 8- 9
IO -10.057 -12.972 1024.57990 -71.4 11.0 -81.7 22.5 I6,64859 0.709 -85,4 75.0 30.5 45.1 44.2 85.01863 9-10
11 -12.178 -12.362 1648.59174 -68,6 12.7 -84,8 25.7 17.08539 0.678 -91.0 75,7 30.4 47.4 44.5 66.75008 lO-II
12 -14o670 -11.525 1085.79928 -59.7 15.0 -87.7 29.2 17.65367 0.635 -97.1 76.7 30.7 50.8 64.2 79,40048 11-12
13 -14.530 -14.723_C2_o72869 -56. _3.3 -86.3 _.6fi067 C,712 -96.4 ?3.6 34,6 44.8 37,1 93.83793 12-13
14 -14.433 -17.465 9?4.20076 -51.8 11.6 -85.2 32,9 15.82384 0.7?6 -95.9 71.8 38.1 89.4 30.6 80.47072 13-|4
15-12.204 -17.947 946.34488 -58.5 lO.O -83.1 29.4 15.41960 0.814 -90.8 70.3 37.9 35.1 31.8 68.98984 14-15
16 -10.285 -18o512 928.30031 -65.7 8.8 -81.4 26.1 15.09911 0°84[ -86.2 69.7 38.0 33.1 31.4 59,13797 15-16
TAB NO 129 ATLAS PHOTO NO 129 POD SEQUENCE NO 261
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 19 PIN 40 SEC 228 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
368,511 817.74387 -6.609 -29.120 2553.199 2.243 -69.879 I16o156
PHOTO DATA
P7 tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-RT
2 -12.168 -_5_4_L977.51414 -62.5 11.4 -83.7 27.5 _96350 0.752 -90.9 72.7 34.2 41.2 37.6 Q, |- 2
3 -11.135 -16.957 943.52643 -64.I 9.9 -82.3 26._ 15.39198 0.800 -88.3 71.1 36.1 37.0 34.5 55.5088| 2
4 --11.067 -14.286 991.69437 --67.3 11.1 -82.7 25.0 1_.17358 0.734 -88.1 73.8 32.3 42.8 40.9 79.40763 _-
5 --13.806 -13.667 1019.25031 -61.0 13.0 -85.3 28.4 16.62706 0.698 --93.8 74.5 32.4 45.8 40.8 70.25591 4- 5
6 --13,261 -18,481 967.47298 -57.3 11.5 -84.5 30.2 15.77842 C,76_ -93,4 71.8 86._ 40.0 34.2 82,95226 5- 6
T -11.135 -16,957 943.52643 -64.1 9.9 -82.3 26.8 15,39198 0.80C -88.8 7_.1 36.1 87.0 34.5 65.91802
8 -10.292 -18.331 916,57365 -65.7 8.8 -81.4 26.2 14.90837 0,842 -86.2 69.7 38.0 33.0 31,3 68.22636 7- 8
9 -10.184 -15.873 957.35033 -68.9 9.9 -81.5 24.4 15.59938 0.781 --85.8 72.1 34.8 38,8 37.6 73.36483 8- 9
10 --10.066 --13.063 1011.42513 --71.4 _0°9 -81.7 22,6 16.43490 C.?IC -85.4 76.9 30.5 45.0 64._ _,8_0_ _-LO
[1 -12.160 -12.463 1035.06703 -65.5 12.7 -84.3 25.8 16,86503 0.679 -91.0 75.6 30.4 47.3 44.4 65.86910 10-11
_2 -14.618 -11o642 107_,b40Z3 t59¢7 14.9 -87,6 29°2 _7._2347 8,637 -97.1 76.8 _0.7 50,_ W_*I _8,_,99._3_ li--_
13 --14.482 --14.793 1008.62724 --56°2 13.2 -86.2 31.0 16.42732 0.713 -96.4 73.8 84.4 44.7 37.1 92.46784 12-13
_4 -IW.387 --171_9__ 961.80883 --81.8 11.6 --85.2 _2.8 15.82179 0.777 --95.9 70.9 38.I 3g=3 38=6 7q.38358 I_-14
15 --12.187 -17.971 934.37006 --58.6 10.0 -83.1 29.3 15.22449 0.816 -90.8 70.3 37.9 35.7 3[.3 68°08777 16-15
16 -10.292 -18.331 91_,57365 r65_7 8,8 -81,4 26,2 1_.90837 0,842 -86,2 69,7 38.0 33.Q 3_3 58.38_Q6._16
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TAB NO 130 ATLAS PHOTO NO 130 POD SEQUENCE NO 263
JULY 3111964 13 HR Ig Mlk 45 SEC 348 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH A'
363.651 8C6.95_12 -6.648 -29.040 2542.411 2.246-6'°8'2 116.165
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT2-12.150-15.470964.9D002-6 .,11.3-83.627.51,.,,,,0.753-,0.9TS.T34.,41.237.6 O. ,-2
3 -11.131 -16.99R 933..410'8 -64.1 g.' -82.3 26.8 15.194R3 0.8OC -88.3 71.1 36.1 36.0 34.4 54.75734 2- 3
4 -11.O64 -14.360 ,78.86593 -67.3 11.1 -R2.7 25.0 15.96437 0.735 -88.1 73.7 32.3 42.8 40.9 78.32465 3- 4
5 -13.273 -13.751 1005.989'1 -61.0 12.9 -85.3 28.3 16.41074 0.70C -93.8 74.4 32.4 48.7 40.7 69.31516 6- 5
6 -13.229 -I0.525 955.00631 -87.3 11.5 -84.5 30.1 15.57515 0.767 -93.4 71.8 36.1 40.O 34.1 81.79987 5- 6
7 -11.13z -z0.994 931.410,8 -64.z 9.9 -82.3 26.8 i5-1,44_ 0_060--_;_ _:i-3_.l 30:_ _._ 6_.0_14 6-
8 -10.298 -1H.350 904.83713 -65.0 8.8 -81.4 26.2 14.717R8 0.842 -86.2 69.7 38.0 33.0 31.3 67.59277 7- 8
9 -10.192 -15.924 _45.03467 -68., 9.9 -81.5 24.4 15.39873 0.781 -85.8 72.1 34.3 38.7 37.5 72.39210 8- 9
10 -10.070 -1_.154 998.27204 -71.4 I_-q -Rt..6 22.6 _6o222_4 0.Til -65._ (_._ _0.b 44.9 44.0 82.00647 g-lO
11 -12.142 -12.564 1021.547C5 -65.5 1,.7 -84.3 25.8 16.64475 0.681 -91.0 75.5 30.4 47.2 44.3 64.98950 10-11
12 -14.567 -Ii.758 1057.49263 -59.7 14.9 -87.6 29.2 17. Ig346 0.639 -97.1 76.5 30.7 50.5 43.9 77.20235.11-12
13 -|4.434 -14.86' 995.52505 -56.2 13.2 -_6.2 31.0 IE.21396 0.714 -,0.4 73,5 34.6 44.6 37.0 91.10664 12-13
14 -14.340 -17.529 949.40549 -51.9 11.5 -85.3 32.8 15.42043 0.777 -95.9 70.9 38.1 39.3 30.5 78.,9990 13-14
15 -12.169 -17.996 g22.38622 -58.6 lO.O -R3.1 29.3 15.02923 0.014 -90.8 70.2 37.9 35.7 31.2 67.18609 14-15
16 -10.298 -18.350 904.83713 -65.6 8.8 -81.4 26.2 14.717A8 0.842 -86.2 69.7 38.0 33.0 31.3 57.62998 15-10
TAB NO 131 ATLAS PHOTO NO 131 POD SEQUENCE NO 265
JULY 3111964 13 HR 19 MIN 50 SEC 468 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT EAT LCN k V RTH 42
358.331 7'6.15509 -6.688 -28.959 '531.810 2.'50 -69.?65 116.|34
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 _CD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA _CA[_ PT-PT
2 -12.133 -15.527 952.31618 -62.5 11.3 -83.6 27.5 15,5-5280 0.753 -90.9 72.6 34.2 41.1 37.5 O. 1- 2
3 -11,127 -17.030 919.31781 -64.1 9.g -8,.3 20.8 14.997C6 0.8CI -88.3 71.1 36.1 36.9 34.4 54.01065 2- 3
4 -11.000 -14.432 966.(_5915 -67.2 11.1 -82.6 25.0 15.7555, 0.735 -88.1 73.6 32.3 42.7 40.8 77.24947 3- 4
5 -13.241 -13.833 992.75655 -61.0 l'.g -85.3 28.3 16.19486 0.701 -93.8 74.4 32.4 45.6 40.6 68°37803 4- 5
6 -13.198 -16.568 942.557'i -57.4 11.4 -84.5 30.1 15.37'10 0.768 -93.4 71.7 36.1 39*9 34.1 80.65699 5- 6
7 --I1.127 -17.030 919.31781 -64.1 9.9 -82.3 26.8 14.997C0 0.801 -88.3 71.1 36°_ 36.9 _._ 0_-_
8 -10.305 -18.308 893.10012 -65.6 8.8 -81.4 20.2 14.5'667 0*842 -86.2 69.7 38.0 33.0 31.3 46°90210 7- 8
9 -I0.200 -15.974 932,73315 -68.9 9.g -81.5 24.4 15.19830 0.78' -85.8 72,0 34.3 38.7 37.5 71.42471 8- '
lO -10.086 -13.243 985.14088 -71.3 10.9 -61.6 22,7 16.0080' 0.71' -85,3 74.7 30.5 44.8 43.9 81.50'93 9-10
11 -12.124 -12.663 1008,059g9 -65._ 1',6 -84.3 25.8 1E,42501 0.082 -91,0 75.4 30.4 47.1 44.' 64,11339 10-_1
12 -14.517 -11.8T2 1043,38780 -59.7 14.8 -S7.5 29,2 16.96414 0.64C -97.1 76.4 30.7 50.4 43.8 76.11214 11-12
13 -1_o386 -14.930 962.44559 -56.2 13.1 -86,' 30.9 16.000'0 0.715 -90.4 73_4 34.4 44.5 36.' _9_76088 _L_"]L_
14 -1_.294 -17.559- 937.01560 -51.9 II.5 -85.3 J2.7 15,219,5 0.778 -95.9 70.9 38.1 39.2 30.5 77.,,401 13-16
15-12.151 -18.O18 910.40977 -58.6 |0.O -83.1 29.3 14.83410 (].815 -9C.8 70.2 37.g 35.6 31.2 66.28655 14-15
16 -10.305 -18.368 H93.10612 -65.6 8.8 -81.4 26.2 14.52667 0.842 -86.2 69.7 38.0 33.0 31.3 56.87681 15-16
TAB NO 132 ATLAS PHOTO NO 132 POD SEQUENCE NO 267
JUCY 31_196_ 13 RR ig R[_ 55 _S_E_C 58_ HS ....
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IRPACT ALT LAI LCN R V RTH AZ
353.211 7@5.34033 -0.728 -28.877 2520.796 2.254 -69.708 116.122
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE A/S/C AZN A/SUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAI EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-12.115 -15.584 g_9,_-_ Jl,3 -_}._6 _21._ _ i_t _,?_4 -90,_ _Z_.I }?,5 OL I, 2
-11.123 -17.066 907.19538 -04.1 9.9 -82.3 26.8 14.79930 0.801 -85.3 71.0 36.1 36.g 34.4 53.26327 ,- 3
4 -11.O57 -16.50 _, 953.22986 -07.2 11.1 -h2.6 25.0 15.54030 0.736 -88.1 73.5 3'.3 42.6 40.7 76.17361 3- 4
5 -13.208 -13.916 979,50,01 -61.1 12.9 -R5,3 28.3 15,97864 0.70' -93.8 74,3 32.4 45.5 40.6 67.44023 4- 5
6 -13.166 -10.012 930.08335 -57.4 1114 -84.5 30.1 15.16867 0.768 -93.4 71.? 36.1 39.9 _4.0 79.51413 _- 6
7 -11.123 -17.066 907.19538 -64.1 9.9 -82.3 26.8 14.79930 0,801 -88.3 71.0 36.1 36.9 34.4 63.32614 6- 7
8 -10.31' -18.386 881.35215 -65.6 8.8 -81.4 26.2 14.33549 0.842 -86.2 6,.7 38.C 33.0 31.3 46.33048 7- 8
9 -IO.20B -10.024 920,40849 -68._ 9.9 -8L.5 24.4 14.99750 0.782 -85.8 72.0 34.3 38.6 37.4 70.4559q 8- 9
I0 -10.095 -13.33, 972.00043 -II.3 10.9 -81.6 22.7 15.79446 0.713 -85.3 74.6 30,5 44,7 43.0 80.33958 9-I0
II -12.107 -12.762 996.55271 -65.5 12.6 -84.2 25.8 16.20494 0,683 -gl.O 75.3 30.4 47.0 44.1 63.2304C I0-11
12 -14.466 -11.986 1029.26027 -_9.7 1_.7 -87.5 29.2 1_.73455 0.642 -97.1 76.3 30.7 50.3 43.7 75.02289 11-12
13-14,338 -14.997 969.34491 -56.3 13.1 -_6.2 _0.9 15.78762 0.716 -96.4 73.3 34.4 44.4 36.9 88.41757 12-13
15 -12.134 -18.041 _98.41028 -58.0 9.9 -43.1 29.3 14.63859 C.815 -90.8 70.2 37.9 35.6 31.2 65.38624 14-15
16 -10.312 -18.386 _81,35215 -05,6 8,8 -81.5 2o,2 14.}3549 0.842 -80,2 69.7 38,0 33.0 31.3 56.L2221 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V[[ CAMERA FE 45
TAB NO 133 ATLAS PHOTO NO 133 POD SEQUENCE NO 269
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 _[N 0 SEC 708 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IPPAC] ALT LAT LCN R V RTH AZ
348.092 774.51166 -6.768 -28.794 2509.967 2.287 -69.680 116.110
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE .... AZS/C AZN _ZSUN'-'AiA---" AW 8/A AZPHA2 [NCD PHAZ E8|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.098 -[5.643 927.03905 -62.8 11.3 -83.6 27.5 15.13928 0.755 -90.9 72.5 36.2 41.0 37.6 O. I- 2
3 -11.119 -[7.103 8g5.02638 -64.1 9.9 -82.3 26.8 16.60079 0.801 -88.3 71.0 36.1 36.8 36.3 52.51185 2- 3
6 -11.054 -[4.578 940.34753 -67.2 11.1 -82.6 25.0 15.33622 C.737 -88o1 73.5 32.3 42.6 40.6 75.09135 3- 4
5 -13.176 -14.000 966.[9333 -61.1 12.8 -85.2 28.3 15.76154 8.703 -93.8 74.2 32.4 45.4 40.5 66.49894 4- 5
6 -[3.134 _16.657 g17.56[H8 _57--411.4 --84_8_ _0.0_ [_96468 0.769 -93_6 _71.6 36.1 39.8 36.0 78.36670 5- 6
7 -II.119 -17.I03 895.02638 -64.1 9.9 -82.3 28.8 14.60079 C.801 -88.3 71.0 36.1 36.8 34.3 62.45879 6- 7
8 -[0.319 -18.405 H69.55530 -65.6 8.8 -81.4 26.2 14.16361 0.842 -86.2 69.7 38.0 33.0 31.3 65.69825 7- 8
9 -I0.216 -16.076 908.03468 -68,8 9.8 -81.5 24.5 [4.79589 D.783 -85.8 71.9 34.3 38.6 37.4 69.48135 8- 9
18 -_0.105 -[3.423 958.79826 -71.3 lO.q -81.6 22.8 15.58000 0.7[5 -88.3 7_.5 30.5 44.6 43.7 79.16953 9-10
II -[2.0_9 -12.863 980.98847 -65.5 12.6 -84.2 25,8 15.98393 0.685 -91.0 75.2 30.4 46.9 44.0 62.35617 10-11
12-14.4[5 -12.102 1015.08773 -59.8 14.7 -83-4 2!. 2 _!6,504039.644 -97.1 76.1 30.7 50.1 43.6 73.93028 |_-_2
13 -14,290 -15.067 956.19308 -86.3 13.0 -86.2 30.9 [5.57345 8.717 -96.4 73.3 34.6 64.3 36.8 87.06794 12-[3
16 -[4.201 -[7.822 912.14673 -52.0 11.4 -85.3 32.6 14.81543 0.779 -95,9 70,8 38.1 39.1 30.4 78.06500 13-16
15 --12.116 -ib.066 886.36879 -58.6 9.9 -83.1 29.3 [6.44238 0.8_5 -go.8 70.2 37,9 35.6 31.2 64.48286 14-15
16 -10.319 -18.405 869.55530 -65.6 8.8 -81.4 26.2 14,14361 8,842 -86.2 89.7 38.0 33,0 31,3 55.36492 15-16
TAB NO 134 ATLAS PHOTO NO 134 POD SEQUENCE NO 271_
JULY 31,[964 [3 H8 20 Plk 5 SEC 828 MS
TRAJECTARY DATA SEC 70 I_PACT ALT LA7 LCN R V PTH AZ
342.972 763.Ebg4C -6.EC9 -28.711 2499.125 2.261 -69.592 116.099
PH01C OAIA
PT LAT LON _ RANGE ___C/_AZN AZSUN_ AZA .... A_ __ _.lA _.AZ _:;_ _!_ rut_ a_PHA SCALE P-[_-T__
2 -12.08U -15.704 g14.30820 -62.5 II.2 -83.6 27.5 [4.93138 0.75_ -90.9 72.5 34.2 40.9 37.3 O. I- 2
3 -1[.11_ -[7.144 882.79673 -66.1 9.9 -82.3 26.8 [4.40128 0.802 -88.3 71.0 36.1 36.8 34.3 51.75429 2- 3
4 -I[.051 -14,655 927.39352 -67o2 11.1 -82.6 25.1 15.12497 0.738 -88.1 73.6 32.3 42.5 40.6 73.99909 3- 4
5 -13.143 -14.088 952.81059 -61.1 12.8 -85.2 28.3 15.54323 0.706 -93.8 74, I 32.4 45.3 40.4 65.55236 4- 5
6 -13.102 -16.704 904.97778 -57.4 11.3 -84.5 30.0 14.75928 0.770 -93.4 71,6 36,1 39,8 33.9 77.20480 5- 6
7 -11.115 -[7.144 882.79673C64e___ %_9_-8_.3_18_4.601280.80[ -88.3 71.0 36.[ 36.8 34.3 61.58706 6- 7
8 -10.326 -18.427 U57.70352 -55.6 8.8 -81.4 28.2 13.950E4 C.862 -86.2 69.6 38.0 32.9 31.2 65.05475 T- 8
9 -I0.225 -lb,13[ _95.89597 -68,8 9.8 -81.5 24.5 14.59323 0.784 -85.8 71.9 34.3 38.5 37,3 68.49797 8- 9
10 -I0.I15 -13.518 945,51962 -71.3 10.9 -_|.6 22.8 [5.36429 0.71E -85.3 74.4 30.646.5 63.7 77.98889 9-I0
II -12.071 -[2.967 967.34518 -65.5 [2.5 -84.2 25.8 15.76164 0.686 -91.0 75.1 30,4 48.8 43.9 61.47042 _0-_1
12 -14.)64 -12.222 i000.82801 -59.8 14.6 -87.4 29.1 18.27220 0.645 -97.1 76.0 30.7 50.0 43.5 72.83243 11-12
13 -14.2&[ -15.139 94Z.97216 -56.3_ 13_Oc86_2 30_8 __ _5.35815 C.718 -96.4 73,2 34,6 44.2 36.7 85.70688 12-13
14 -14._54 -17.657 H99.63177 -52.1 11.4 -85.3 32.6 14.61221 0.78C --95.9 70.8 38.1 39.1 30,4 73,97268 _3--14
15 -[2.099 -18.093 87&.26674 -58.7 9.9 -83.1 29.2 14.26520 0.816 --90,8 70.1 37.9 35.5 31.1 63.57546 |4-15
16 -10.326 -18._27 857.70352 -¢5.6 8.8 -8|.4 26.2 I_.95084 0.842 --86.2 69.6 38.0 32.9 31.2 54.60387 15-16
TAB NO 135 ATLAS PHO_TO NO 135 POD SEQUENCE NO 273
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 MIN I0 SEC 948 85
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
337.852 752.81299 -6.EAg -28.827 2488.268 2.265 -69.533 116.086
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.063 -15.766 901.55_89___¢Z,_IJ.2_ -83,_ 27,__ _4.7239_ Q.756 r90_9_4_)4.2 40.9 37.3 O. l- 2
3 -II.[11 -17.184 870.54494 -64.L 9.9 -82.3 26.8 I_.201_2 0.802 -88.3 70.9 36.1 36.7 34.2 50.99657 2- 3
4 -11.048 -14.732 914.41901 -67.2 11.0 -82.6 25.1 14.91338 C.739 -88.1 73.3 32.3 42.4 40.5 72.90677 3- 4
5 -13.110 -[4.175 939.40890 -61.1 _2.7 -85.2 28.3 15.3246[ C.785 -93.8 74.0 32,6 45.2 40.3 64.68539 _- 5
8 -13.070 -16.752 892.37224 -57.4 11.3 -84.5 30.0 14.55369 0.770 -93.4 71°5 36.1 39.7 33,9 78,04555 5- 8
7 --11._11 -[7.184 870.54494 -64.[ 9.9 -82,3 26.8 16.20162 0.802 --88.3 70.9 36.1 36.7 34.2 60,71460 6- 7
8 -[0.333 -[8.449 845.82955 -85.6 8.7 -81.4 26.2 13.75771 0.843 -86.2 69.6 38.0 32.9 31.2 44.41347 7- 8
9 -[0,233 -16.186 883.13556 -68,8 9,8 -81.4 24.5 14.39022 0.784 -85.8 7_.8 34.3 38.5 37.2 67.51373 8- 9
10 -10.125 -13.612 932.22213 -7_,2 10.9 -8_.5 22.9 |5.16827 0.717 -85.3 78,_ 30.6 44,4 43,6 76.8088_ 9-_0
II -12.054 -13.071 953.68431 -65.5 12.5 -84.1 25.8 15.53907 0.687 -91.0 75.0 30.4 46.7 43.8 60.58422 |0-_I
12 -14.313 -12.341 986.55473 -89.8 14.5 -87.3 29.I 16,04014 0.667 -97.I 75.9 30.7 49.9 43.3 71.7_571 11-12
13 -14.193 -15.212 929.73185 -56.3 12.9 -86.2 30.8 15.14254 0.719 -96.4 73.1 34.4 44.2 36.6 84.34924 12-13
14 -14.107 -17.691 8_.0956_ -52.1 ll._-_ _21____JJL_=78£ --95.9 70=7 _8.1 39._ _0.4 72.RRO_ ]_-l&
15 -12.081 -18.120 862.14451 -58.7 9.9 -83.1 29.2 14.04769 0.816 -90.8 70.[ 37.9 35.5 31.1 62.66724 14-15
16 -10.333 -18.849 845,82955 -65.6 8°7 -_I,4 26.2 I_.75771 C.843 -86.2 69.6 38.Q 32.9 31.2 53.8_153 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FE 46
TAB NO 136 ATLAS PHOTO NO 136 POD SEQUENCE NO 275
JULY 31,1964 13 MR 20 MIN 16 SEC 68 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH 82
332.732 741.94276 -6.891 -26.542 2477.398 2.269 -69.474 118.074
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L0_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ ]NCD PHAZ-EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-[2e045 -1_.82_ _B.78_40 -62.5 11.2 -83.0 27.5 14.51454 0.757 -90.9 72.3 34.2 40.8 37.2 O. 1- 2
-ll.[07 -17.225 668.27063 -64oi 9.8 -82.3 26.8 14.D0127 C.803 -86.3 7c*g 36.1 36.7 34.2 50.23939 2- 3
A -ll.04A -IA.BOg g01.42952 -67.2 II.0 -L2.5 25.1 14.70155 C.74C -8b.l 73.2 32.3 42.3 40.4 71.81524 3- 4
5 ml3.OT/ -14.262 g25.99D35 -bl.[ 12.7 -85.2 28.3 15.10580 0.706 -93.8 73.g 32.4 45.1 40°2 63.65875 A- 5
6 -13.038 -16.RCC 879.75116 -57.5 Ii.3 -HA.5 30.0 IA.3A7E7 0o771 -93.4 71_5 36_I 39.6 33.8 74.88803 5- 6
7 -llolO_ -17.225 868.27563 -64oi 9.8 -82.3 26.8 L4.00127 C.603 -86.3 70.9 36.1 36°7 34.2 59°84138 6-7
8 -10.340 -16.871 633.93(22 -65.b 8.7 -61.4 26.2 13*56428 Co843 -66.2 69.6 38.C 32.9 31o2 43.77205 7- 8
9 -10.242 -]6.241 670.85799 -68.7 9.8 -81.4 24.6 14,18692 C.785 -85.8 7[.8 34.3 38.4 37.2 66.52921 8- 9
I0 -10.135 -13.766 g18.91117 -71.2 10.9 -B].b 22.9 L4.93264 D.TI_ -k5_3 7_.3 36.6 44.3 43.5 Ib.63069 9-10
11 -12.036 -I_.IT_ _406!87! 65.5 i_.5 -_4°l 25.9 15,31631 0o689 -9I.O 74.g 30.4 46.6 43.7 59.69843 IO-[L
[2 -14°262 -I2,460 972.27676 -59._ 14.5 -87°3 29.I 15.8C861 O.6Ag -97.i 75.8 36.7 49.8 43.2 70.641_
[3 -14._4_ -15.2A4 916.47951 -56.3 12.9 -86ol 30.6 1A,g2673 0.720 -96*4 73.0 34.4 44.1 36.6 82.99667 12-13
14 -14.060 -17.72E 674._4_65 -52.1 11.3 -85.3 32.4 14.20485 0.781 -98.8 70.7 38.1 38.9 30.3 71.78926 13-14
15 -12.063 -16.147 650.00896 -56ol 9.9 -63.1 29.2 13.849SO 0.818 -90.8 7O.I 37.9 35.5 31.1 6[.75899 14-15
16 -10.340 -I_.4_I 033.93t22 -65.6 8.7 -81.4 26.2 13.56428 0,843 -86.2 69.6 38.0 32.9 3L.2 53°07857 _5-[6
TAB NO 137 ATLAS PHOTO NO 137 POD SEQUENCE NO 277
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 MI_ 21 SEC 187 HS
TRAJECTORY L)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT /AT LCN R V PTM AZ
327.612 73[.05_07 -6.932 -2E.456 2666.513 2.272 -69.A15 116.062
PHDTC DATA
PI tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA Am 81A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ _HIS ALPHA_LPT-PT
2 -12.021 -15.890 676.06840 -62.5 11.1 -_3.6 21.5 14.30579 C.756 -90.9 72.3 34.2 40.7 37_1 Do I-
3 -11.103 -IT.265 645.98895 -64.1 9.E -82.3 26.8 _.RCOE3 C.b03 -86.2 79,8 36oi 36.6 34.2 49°48299 2- 3
4 -11.041 -14.8d7 _88.425J6 -67.1 ll.O -H2.5 25.2 I_.48948 C.741 -8b.l 73.2 32.3 82.2 40.3 70.?2862 3 m 4
5 -13.04A -14.3DC g12.57057 -61.1 12.6 -85oi 28.3 1A.886_0 0.708 -93.8 73.9 32.A 45.0 40.1 62.71284 4- 5
6 -13.006 -16.84_ 667.11896 -5(.b II.2 -84.4 29,9 I_.141_0 C.772 -93.4 71.A 36.1 39.6 33.8 73.73231 5- 6
7 -11.10_ -17.265 645.90695 -64.1 9.8 -U2.3 26.8 13.6CG_3 C.803 -8E.2 70.6 36._ }6.6_ 34_.,_JL.g_g_
8 -10.347 -18.493 _22.0264_ m65.5 8.? --_1.3 26.3 13.37055 0°843 --86.2 69.6 38.0 32.g 31.2 43.13061 7-- 8
g -10.250 -16.2gE H56.16329 -66o7 g.8 -61.4 24.b 13o983_5 8.785 -65.8 71.7 34.3 38.4 37°[ 65.5444E 8- 9
ID -10.145 -13.801 9G5.58699 -71.2 10.9 -61.5 23.0 IA.TIS_9 G._Ig -65*3 78.2 30.6 48*2 43.4 74._5447 9-I0
II -12.01_ -IJ.27g 926.33106 -55.8 12.4 -_4.1 25.9 15.09340 0.69C -91.0 74o8 30.4 46.5 43.5 58.8|304 10-11
12 -14,210 -12.578 957.g9494 -89._ l&.4 -87.2 29.1 15.57561 0.651 -97,1 75.7 3D.7 49.6 A3.I 69.8498@ 11-12
13 -14,096 -15.356 903.21575 -56.4 12.8 -66.1 30.7 14.710T3 0.721 ~9E.A 73.C 34.4 44.0 36.5 81_64869 _-_}
14 -[4.014 -17,/60 t_61.979It_ -52.2 II.3 -65.3 32.4 [A.OCD_I 0.782 -95.8 7D.6 36.1 38.9 30.3 70.69927 |3-|4
15 -12.O48 -16.174 d37.RG_J3 -56.7 9.9 -83.1 29.2 13.651E2 8.617 -90.8 70.0 37.9 35.4 3I.I 60.85097 14-15
16 -IO,_A7 -16.49_ _22.(12648 -65.5 8.7 -6l._ 26.] 13.370_5 0.843 -86.2 69.6 _B.O J2.9 3[.2 52°31498 15-Ib
TAB NO 138 ATLAS PHOTO NO 138 POD SEQUENCE NO 279
JULY 31,1964 13 H_ 20 _IN 2_ SIC 3QT _S
TRAJECTI:RY DATA hE/ TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN 8 V PTH A/
32_.492 720.18921 -6.974 -26.370 2455.615 2.216 -69.355 116.050
PHOT_ DATa
PT LAT LCN RAKhL A/SIC A/N A/SUN AZA A. t_IA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCAL8 PT-PT
2 -12.O19 -15.952 65_.2_035 -bA.b 1].i -_.5 21.5 LA.0ge_/ C.159 -qC,9 72.2 34.2 40*7 _7,[ 0, _- Z
3 -11.09) -Ii.)_ _3_.61_8 -6&.l 9.8 -52._ _b.8 I_.66662 0.604 -8_.2 70.8 36.I 36.b 3A.I 48.72623 2- 3
4 -11.03_ -L4.06_ HI_._919 -0l.I II.O -82.5 2_*2 14.2776E 0.74Z -86.1 73.1 32.3 42.2 40.2 69.63378 3- 4
5 -13.011 -14.4_7 69_;.126Tb -61.1 12.6 -HS.l 28*3 L4.6t148 C.709 -93.6 73.8 32.4 84.9 40.0 bl,76627 4- 5
6 -12.9f4 -lt. H9_ I_54.456_I -_1.5 II.2 -64*4 2).9 13.93536 0.772 -9_.4 71.4 36.1 39.5 33.7 72.57716 5- 6
7 -IL.099 -II._06 _3)._193H -64.1 9.6 -_2._ _6.6 I_.6OCC2 C.60_ -66.2 7C._ 36.1 36.6 34.1 58.09412 6- 7
8 -10.354 -[6.515 810.D9287 -65.5 8.7 -HI.3 26.3 i_.iIt45 C.E43 -8¢.2 69.6 38.0 )2.9 31.1 _2.48835 7- 8
9 -I0.25_ -lb.551 _45.64620 -_t_.I 9.H -H1.4 24.7 [9.17941 0.78£ -65.8 71.7 34.3 36.) 37.1 64.55685 8- 9
IO -I0.155 -i3.695 a92.2_%(14 -7|.1 1().9 -_1.5 _3.0 14.49_P1 C._26 -88*3 74.| 30.6 44.1 4_.3 7_.27895 9-10
11 -|2°000 -|3.3_3 ';12.630_6 -65.5 12.4 -54.1 2_.9 14.87G18 C.691 -91o0 76.7 3D.5 46.4 43.& 57.92716 10-[I
12 -1&.lSg -[2*697 _83.(9_2 -bg.b 14.3 -87.2 2;.I _5._4_98 C.852 -97.1 75.5 30.749.5 42.9 68.45907 11-12
13 -14.047 -15.426 t_09.9_155 -86.4 12.8 -_6.1 _l).7 14.49596 C.12_ -96.4 72.9 34.A 48.9 36.4 80.30408 12-[3
14 -13.967 I?.195 _49.39Lb5 -bZ.Z IL.2 -_5.3 _2.3 1_.I9841 C./82 -9_.8 70.b 38.I _8.8 _0.3 69.b091_ 13-14
15 -12.02d -I_.202 d25._6876 -58.7 9.8 -H3.1 29.2 I_.4_3_ 0._17 -90.8 70.0 _7.9 3_o_ 31.0 59°98180 i_-15
16 -I0.3_ -18.519 _/0.O92_7 -65.5 8.7 -81,_ 26.3 I_.17C45 0.883 -8_,2 69,E 38.0 32.9 31,1 51,55016 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VIi CAMERA FB 47
--TAB NO 139 ATLAS PHOTO NO 139 POD SEQUENCE NO 281
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 20 HIN 31 SEC 427 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
317.372 7C9.24615 -7.C16 -28.283 2444.70I 2.280 -69.294 116.037
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -ll.gg2 -16.013 850.40382 -62.5 11.I -83.5 27.5 13.88769 0.759 -90.9 72.1 34.2 40.6 37.0 O. I- 2
3 -11.095 -[7.345 821.37285 -64.0 g.8 -P2.3 26.8 13.39927 0.804 -88,2 70.8 36.1 36,6 36.I 47,97306 2- 3
4 -11.035 -15.040 862.38671 -67.1 11.0 -82.5 25.2 14.064@4 0.743 -88.1 73.0 32.3 42.1 40.2 68.54910 3- 4
5 -12.978 -14.522 885.6g775 -61.1 12.6 -85.1 28.3 14.44842 0.710 -93.8 73.7 32.4 44.8 39.9 60.82234 4- 5
6 -12.942 -16.g42 841.80347 -57.5 11.2 -84,4 2g,9 13.72gC2 0.773 -93.4 7[.3 36.1 39.5 33.7 71.42956 5- 6
7 -11.095 -17.345 E21.37265 -64.0 9.8 -82.3 26.8 IJ.39927 0.884 -88.2 70.8 36.1 36.6 34.I 57.22104 6- 7
8 -10.361 -18.536 798.[5847 -65.5 8.7 -81.3 26.3 12.98234 C.844 -86.1 69.5 38.0 32.8 31.1 4[.84833 7- 8
9 -10.267 -16.4C5 833.13538 -68.6 9.8 -81.4 24,7 13.57557 C.787 -85.8 71.6 34.3 38.3 37.0 83.57724 8- 9
10 -10.165 -13,988 _78.91692 -71.1 10.9 -81,4 23,1 14.28232 0.72[ -85.3 74.0 30.6 44.1 43,2 72*11150 9-I0
11 -11.982 -13.485 898.05226 -65.4 12.4 -84,0 25.9 14.64731 C.693 -90.9 74,8 30,5 46.3 43.3 57.04372 [0-I|
12 -14,108 -12.813 929_931_L-59.___1983-87.2 29.1 1_91_[42 C.654 -92.1 75.4 30.7 49.4 42,8 67.37368 11-12
13 -13.999 -15.490 876.66061 -56.4 12.7 -86.1 30.7 14.27828 0.723 -96.4 72.8 34.4 43.8 36.3 78,97185 12-13
14 -13.920 -17.828 836.80782 -52.3 11.2 -@5.3 32.3 13.59206 0.783 -95.8 70.6 38.1 38.8 30.2 68.5251E 13-14
15 -12,010 -18.228 813.48978 -58.7 9.8 -83.1 29.2 1_.25494 0.817 -90.8 7O.C 37.g 35.3 31.0 59.05425 14-15
[6 -[0.361 -18.536 798.15847 -65.5 8.7 -81.3 26.3 12.08234 0.844 -88.1 69.5 38.0 32.8 31.1 50.78576 15-16
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 Hl_ 36 SEC 5_7 MS TAB NO 140 ATLAS PHOTO NO 140 POD SEQUENCE NO 283_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tat LCN R V PTH AZ
312.2_2 898.31827 -7.059 -2_.195 2433.774 2.284 -69.233 116.024
PHO$_ DATA
PT tat LCN RANGE AZS/C AIN AZSUN ATA A- _IA _Lrr, AZ ;:;C_ 9 "A" _I_ ALPHA SCALE PI-Pr
2 -n.975 -16.072 83T._f_-6_Ts_i.V -83._27.5 i3.67R790.768 -98.9 _7 _40,_ 36.9 o. *- z
3 -11.091 -17.383 809.06577 -64.0 9.8 -82.3 26.8 13.19850 0.805 -88.2 70.7 36.1 36.5 34.0 47.22306 2- 3
4 -11.032 -15.114 849.38155 -67.1 11.0 -82.5 25.2 13.85275 0.744 -88.1 72.9 32,3 42.0 40.1 67.46978 3- 4
5 -12.045 -14.607 672,28161 -61.1 12.5 -85.1 28,3 14.22957 O.71[ -93.8 73.6 32.4 44.7 39.8 59.88047 4- 5
6 -[2.910 -I6.987 829.15244 -57.5 11.1 -84.4 29.g 13.52270 0.774 -93.4 71.3 36.1 39.4 33.6 70.28852 5- 6
7 -11.091 -I7.383 809.06577 -64.0 9.8 -82.3 26.8 13%19850 0.805 -88.2 70.7 36.1 36.5 34.0 56.3490] 6- 7
8 -10.368 -18.556 ]86.22025 -65.5 8.7 -8[.3 26.3 12.78816 C.844 -86.1 69.5 38.0 52.8 31.1 41.20998 7_-8
9 -10.275 -16.458 820.82897 -68.6 9.8 -_1.4 24.7 i_.37117 C.787 -85.8 71.6 34.3 38.2 37.0 62.59909 8- 9
I0 -[0.175 -14.08D 865.60360 -71.1 10.8 -81.4 23.1 14.06603 C.722 -85.3 73.9 30.6 44.0 43.1 70.95127 9-10
11 --11.964 -13.588 _85.29017 -85.4 12.3 -04.0 25.9 14.42471 0.604 -gD.g 74.5 30.5 46.2 43.2 56.16235 10-11
12 -14.057 -12.028 gIS.188Ig -50.8 14.2 -87.1 2g.l 14.87966 C.658 -97.1 75.3 30.7 49.2 42.7 66.29307 11-12
13 -13,950 -15.568 863.3783_-56._2.1186_! _30._ 14.0823I_Q.724 -98.4 72.8 34.4 45,7 36.3 77.65077 12-13
14 -13,873 -17.861 824.22407 -52.3 11.1 -85.3 32.2 13.38771 0.783 -_5.8 70.5 38.1 38.7 @0.2 67.44647 13-14
15 -11.092 -18.253 801.30_19 -58.7 9.8 -83.1 29.1 13.05648 0.81_ -90.8 7C.C 37.9 35.3 31.0 58.12774 14-15
16 -10.368 -18.556 786.22025 -65.5 8.7 -81.3 26.3 12.78816 0.844 --86.1 69,5 38.0 32.8 31.I 50.02137 15-16
TAB NO 141 ATLAS PHOTO NO 141 POD SEQUENCE NO 285
JULY 3181964 13 HR 20 PIN 41 _EC_667 _S____
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TC IMPACT ALT tat tON R V PTH AZ
307.132 687.37825 -7.102 -28.106 2422.832 2.288 -69.171 116.011
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EP[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.957 -16.132 8_4!70_|7 __b__ _l.O -83_5 27.5 _3.46949 Q_!6_ -90.9 _.0_9_40_5_ Q, _-
3 -11.087 -17.422 796.73392 -64.0 9.8 -82.2 26.9 12.99733 0.805 -88.2 70.7 36.1 36.5 34.0 46.47244 2- 3
4 -11.028 -15.189 836.35252 -67.1 lO.g -82.5 25.3 13.64027 0.744 -88.1 T2.g 32.3 42.0 40.0 66.38976 3- 4
5 -12.912 -14.691 85_.84270 -61.1 12.5 -85.1 28.3 14.D1034 0.712 -93.8 73.5 32.4 44.7 39.7 58.93776 4- 5
6 -12.8_8 -17.033 816.4_694 -57.6 11.1 -84.4 29.8 13.31599 0.774 -93.4 71.2 36,1 39.3 33.6 69.14737 5-
7 -11.087 -17.422 796.73392 -64.0 9.8 -82.2 26.9 12.99733 0.805 -88.2 70.7 36.1 36.5 34.0 55.47557 6- 7
8 -10.375 -18.577 774.25750 -65.5 8.7 -81.3 26.3 12.59359 0.844 -86.1 69.5 38.0 32.8 31.1 40.57058 7- 8
g -10.284 -16.511 808.09401 -68.6 9.8 -81.4 24.8 13.16756 0.788 -85,8 71.5 34.3 38.2 36.9 61.61962 8- 9
|0 --10.185 -14.[72 852.26_68 -_I.0 10.8 -81.4 23.2 13.84937 0.723 -85.3 73.8 30.6 43.9 43.0 69.79115 9-IO
11 -11.947 -13.687 871.60630 -65,4 12.3 -84.0 26.0 [4.20178 0.695 -90.9 74.4 30.5 46.1 43.1 55.28017 10-[1
[2 -L4.006 -13.043 900.92645 -59.8 14.2 -87.i 29.0 14,64708 0.651 -97.1 75.2 30.7 49_ 4_,6 65,21276 _-12
13 -13.902 -15.637 850.11310 -56.4 12.6 -86.0 30.6 13.84595 0.725 -96.4 72.7 34.4 43.6 36.2 76,33176 12-|3
14 -13,828 -17,89_ _11.61638 -52.31J_8___12_H/_8/qT_5_/i 70.5 3R.I _R.7 _0.2 _a._6716 l_-|&
15 -11.975 -18.278 789.10102 -58.8 9.8 -83.} 29.1 12.85757 0.818 -90.8 6g.g 37.9 35.3 30.9 57.21994 14-15
16 -10.375 -18.577 774.25750 -65.5 8.7 -81.3 26.3 12.59359 0.844 -86.1 69.5 38,0 32,8 31.1 49,_5584 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FB 48
........ TAB NO 142 ATLAS PHOTO NO 142 POD SEQUENCE NO 287
J_LY 31.Ig64 13 HR ZO MIN 46 SEC 7B7 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LA3 LCN R V PTH AZ
302.012 676.41962 -7.146 -26.017 2411o875 2.292 -69.109 115.998
PHOTO DATA _ .
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8iA AZPHAZ IHCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I}.939 -I6.190 _11.99535 -62.5 Ii°0 -63.5 27°5 13o26046 0,761 -90.9 72.0 34.2 40.4 36.8 Oo 1- 2
3 -11.083 -17.459 184.41212 -64.0 9.8 -82.2 26.9 12.79632 O.BO5 -88.2 70.7 36.1 36.4 34.0 45.72630 2- 3
4 -11,025 -15.262 823.34539 -67,0 10.9 -82.4 25.3 13.42814 0.745 -88,I 72°8 32.3 41.9 39.9 65,31773 3- 4
5 -12.879 -14.774 d45.43005 -61.1 12.4 -85.0 26.2 13,791_4 0,713 -93.8 73.4 32.4 44.6 39.7 57.99818 4- 5
6 -12.846 -17.077 803.81414 -)7,6 ii.i -84°4 29.6 13.10948 C.775 -93.4 71*2 36*I 39,3 33.8 68.01567 5- 6
7 -11,083 -17.459 /U4.41212 -64.0 - 9.B -H2.2 26.9 12.79632 0.805 -65°2 -70°7 36.1 36,_ 34.0 54.60385 6--
8 -10.382 -18.595 762.30011 -65°5 8.7 -81.3 26.3 12.39910 C.844 -86.1 59.5 38.0 32.8 31.I 39.93411 7- 8
9 -I0,2g2 -Ib°562 795.57557 -68.6 9.8 -61o4 24.8 12.953_9 G.788 -85.8 7|°5 34,3 38o1 36.9 60.64_7_ 8- P
10 -10.194 -14o261 638°96046 -71.0 10.8 -HI.4 23,2 1_-a_3!_ C.TZ_ -_5.3 f_.[ 30.8 43°8 42.9 68,64118 9-10
11 -11.929 -]_-7_ _?.e551: -65._ [Z.3 -83.9 26°0 13.97938 Oobge -90.9 74.3 30,4 46.0 43*0 54.40114 10-11
12 -|3,955 -I3.155 886.70546 -59._ 14.1 -87.0 29.0 14.41677 C.659 _9l_1 75.1 30,7 49°0 42.5 54°13831 11-12
13 -I3,85_ -15.705 _Jb.84923 -56.5-- 12,6 -86o0 30.8 13.62994 0.726 -9_.4 72.6 34,8 43.6 36°I 75.02746 12-13
14 -13.779 -17.924 T99.01821 -52.4 11.1 -_5,3 32.1 12.97839 O.785 -95,8 70,5 38.1 38,6 30.2 65.29558 13-14
|5 -[I.95t -i8.301 776.90230 -58.6 9.8 -83°1 29,I 12.558_0 0.818 -90.8 69°9 37.q 35.3 30°9 56°31387 14-15
[6 -10,382 -18.5g5 762,3C011 -65.5 8,7 -81°3 26,3 12.39910 0°644 -86.| 69.5 38,0 32.8 31.I 48,49060 15-Ib
TAB NO 143 ATLAS PHOTO NO 143 POD SEQUENCE NO 289_
JULY 31_1964 13 HN 20 _[N 51 SEC 907 MS
TRAJECTORy UATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
296.893 665.4479] -1.189 -27,926 2400.903 2,296 -69.047 115.985
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT L_N RANGL A_/C AIM 41SUN AZA A" 81A AZPHAZ INCD PH_ _I_ ALPHA _TL_L[._
2 -II.921 -I_.246 199.1976@ -62.5 IL.O -83°5 27,5 13.051A6 0.7e2 -90.8 71.9-38.2 40.4-36.8-- O. I- 2
3 -11.078 -17.494 772,0_804 -64.0 9,8 -82.2 26,9 12.59527 G*806 -88.2 70°6 36,1 36.4 33°9 44.98290 2-- 3
8 -11.022 -15.338 NlO.34_gT -67.0 10+9 -82.4 25.3 13o21611 0.746 -88,I 72.7 32.3 41.8 39o9 64.25059 3- 4
5 -12,84b -14.855 _32.021_21 -61.1 12,4 -85.0 28.2 13.572M8 C.71A -93.6 73.4 32.4 84.5 39.6 57.06025 4- 5
6 -12.814 -17.119 791.15079 -57.6 11.0 -84°4 29.8 12.90296 0°775 -93.4 71°I 35.I 39°2 33.5 66.88994 5- 6
7 -1|°078 -17.A94 172o08!_0A -64.0 9.8 -82°2 26,9 12.59527 G.806 -88°2 70_6 36o]_36.8_og 53.73270 6-
8 -10.389 -I_,N13 750.33745 -65.5 6°7 -81.3 26.8 12°20A_2 0°644 -86.1 69._ 3_.0 32.8 31.1 39.29913 7- 8
g -I0,300 -[6.612 _83.05781 -_8°5 9.8 -81.3 24°8 12,75963 0.78_ -85.8 71.4 34,3 38.1 36,8 59.67499 8- 9
I0 -10°204 -14,350 _25*68376 -_i*0 10o8 -81.4 23°3 13,41715 0,725 -85.3 73o6 30.6 43.7 42°8 67.49781 9-_0
11 -Iio910 -13o883 _44.31741 -65,4 12.2 -83.9 26,0 13,75713 D.693 -90.9 7A.2 30*4 45,9 42.9 53°52375 10-11
12 -I_.gO_ -_3._06 h72,50409 -59.8 14.0 -87°0 29°0 14.185_ Co660 -97.1 75°C 30.7 88°9 42,4 _3.06799 11-12
|3 -13.804 -15.771 h23.59097 -56*5 12.5 -86.0 30.5 13.414C2 C.727 =96.4 7_15_4,4 83°5 _6._ 73.73322 12-13
14 -13°_32 -I7.953 78h.41763 -52.4 II.A -85.3 32.1 12.773_5 0.785 -95,8 70.4 38°1 38°6 30._ 64°22877 13-14
15 -II.93_ -18.32A _64o69810 -58._ g.O -83.1 29,1 12,45995 0°81_ -90.8 69,g 37.9 35,2 30o9 55.40849 14-15
16 -10,38q -18.6_3 750.33745 -_5°5 8._ -81.3 20.4 12.20452 0.844 -86,1 69°5 38.C 32.8 31,I 67,72550 15-16
TAB NO 144 ATLAS PHOTO NO 144 POD SEQUENCE NO 291
JULY 31_1964 i_ HR 20 MI_ _57 5EC 27 MS ......
7RAJEC70RY _ATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LA] LCN R V PTH AZ
291.71_ 654.46164 -7.233 -27.835 2389.917 2.300 -68.984 I15,971
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON MANGt ALS/L ALN AZSUN AZA At O/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ 1HIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11,0_4 -17.530 7_qo73606 -hA.O 9.8 -82.2 26°9 12.39377 C.806 -88°2 70.6 36.1 30,8 33.9 44,23838 2- 3
4 -II.018 -15._06 797,31473 -67.0 10.9 -_2.4 25,3 13.003_2 0.747 -86.1 72.7 32.3 41.8 39,8 63.18208 _- 6
5 -12.81_ -14.q_ _JI_.595A3 -61.1 12.4 -_5.0 _6.2 13.35379 C.715 -9_.8 73.3 32.4 88.4 39.5 56,12100 4- 5
6 -12.(_ -17,162 778.45975 -57.6 II.0 -84,4 29,7 12,69599 0.776 -93°4 71.I 36.I 39,2 33.5 _5°76337 5- 6
7 -[I.074 -17,530 /59.7_606 -54o0 9.8 -82.2 26.9 I_.393_7 0.806 -86,2 70+6 36,I 36.4 33°9 52.85990 6- 7
8 -10.395 -16.631 178,34;54 -15.5 8,7 -_I°3 26+4 12,00950 0.844 -86.1 69._ 38.D 32o8 31.1 38,66287 7- 8
g -IO,30H -16.663 7/0.51208 -b8*5 ' 9,B -61.3 2A.8 12.55522 C.789 -85.8 71,4 34°3 38.0 36.8 58.70239 8- 9
iO -10.21_ -14.438 _12.340C5 -/0.9 I0.8 -HI.3 23*3 _3*20066 0,726 -85.3 7).6 30,6 43.7 42,7 66+35375 9-_0
II -11.892 -1_,981 8_0.65324 -65,4 12°2 -83.9 26.0 13,53450 o.6gg -90.9 74.I 30.6 45.8 62.8 52,64519 10-11
12 -13°85_ -I3°377 858,27892 -89,9 14,0 -87.0 29.0 _.95A_0 0.662 -97°_ 74,9 30.7 48.8 _2.2 61,99729 11-12
13 -13.756 -15,837 HI0,30592 -56,5 12.5 -86*0 30°5 13.19767 0.726 -96°4 72*5 34+4 43.4 36°0 72°43989 12-13
i4 -13.684 -17.963 ?/_.79015 _Z*_ ll,O -85,3 _2,0. 12,55869 0,?_ -95,_ _70_ _ 38_5 _]0_/-__ _3_lbDJ_Ld-_-/t
15 -11.920 -I_.347 752.46640 -58.8 9.7 -_3,1 29.1 12°260C5 0.819 -90,8 69+9 37.9 35.2 30,9 54,50188 14-15
16 -10.395 -I_.631 _J8.34754 -55.5 8.7 -81°3 25.4 12.00950 0.648 -86,1 69,5 38,0 32°8 31°I 46,95875 15-_6
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RA-VII CAMERA Fe 49
TAB NO 145 ATLAS PHOTO NO 145 POD SEQUENCE NO 293
JULY 311[964 13 HR 21 M|_ 2 SEC I_7 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACT AL7 tAI LCN R V PTH AZ
266.653 643.4EC72 -7.278 -27.7A3 2378.916 2.304 -68.920 115.958
PHOTD UAIA
P7 LAT tON RAKGE AZS/C AZN AISUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.885 -16.363 173.4e341 -c2.8 11.0 -83.8 27.5 12.63153 0.763 -90.8 71.8 34.2 40.2 36.7 O. l- 2
-11.070 -}7o569 747.32606 -64.0 9.d -82.2 2N.g |2.19133 0._06 -88.2 70*6 36.0 36.4 33.9 43.48875 2- 3
4 -11.015" -[5.481 7d4.2176_ -67.0 10.9 -_2.4 25.4 12.79003 0.747 -8_.0 72.e 32.3 41.7 39.7 62.|0448 3- 4
5 -12.780 -15.020 _05.09679 -01.1 12.3 -85.0 28.2 13.133_8 0.716 -93.7 73.2 32.4 44.3 39.4 55.17781 4- 5
6 -|2.749 -17.208 /65o71070 -5?.7 1|.0 -84.4 24.7 12,48808 0.776 -93.4 71.I 36.1 39.1 33.5 64.62758 5- 6
7 -11.070 -17.509 147.326_ -64.0 9.R -82.2 2O.9 12.19133 0._06 -86.2 70.6 36.0 36.4 33.g --51_98362_/_--?
8 -10.402 -I_.651 726.30420 -65.4 8.7 -81.3 26.4 11.81361 0.844 -86.1 69.4 38.0 32.8 31.0 38.02204 7- 8
g -10.316 -16.716 757.90374 -68.5 9.8 -81.8 24.9 12.34979 0.789 -85.8 71.3 34.3 36.0 36.7 57*72161 8- 9
10 -10.223 -14.530 7_U,94344 -?O.g 10.8 -81o3 23.4 12.98303 0.727 -85.3 73.5 30.5 43.6 42.7 65,|9989 9-10
1[ -II.87_ -14.081 c_16.g1580 -65._ _2.2 -83.9 26.0 i_.31067 0.700 -9o.g 74.0 30.4 45.7 42.7 51.76234 I0-11
12 -13.802 -]3.491 _43.98131 -59.9 13.9 -86.9 29.0 _3.72215 C.663 -9/.I 74.8 30.7 48.7 42.1 _69.9229911_2
13 -13.707 -15.907 796.95847 -56.6 12.4 -86.0 30.5 12.98030 C.729 -96.4 72.4 34.4 43.3 35.9 71.13684 12-13
14 -13*63T -18.015 761.10970 -)2.5 ll.O -85.3 _I.9 12.36276 0.786 -95.8 70.4 38.1 38.5 30.1 62.08409 13-16
15 -11.902 -18.372 740.18121 -58.8 9.7 -83.1 29.0 12.06048 C.Rlg -90.8 69.8 37.9 35.2 30.9 53.59211 14-15
16 -I0.402 -18.651 726.30420 -68.4 8.7 -81.3 26.4 11.81361 0.844 -86.1 69.4 38.0 32.8 31.0 46.18890 15-16
TAB NO 146 ATLAS PHOTO NO 146 POD SEQUENCE NO 295
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 2[ M[N 7 SEL 267 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT AL7 LAI tON R V PT_ AZ
281.533 632.4A427 -7.323 -27.649 2367.900 2.309 -68.856 115.946
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AL_L i;_C_ ?::_Z _t( AlpHA SCALE PT-PT...
2 -I_.868 -16°424 760.54893 -62.5 I0.9 -83.4 27°5 12.42030 0.704 -90.8 71.7 34.2 40.2 $6.6 O. l- £
3 -11.066 -17.609 734.87244 -C4.0 9.7 -82.2 20.9 11.98817 0.807 -8b.2 10.5 36.0 36.3 33.8 42.73618 2- 3
4 -11.011 -_5.557 771.07232 -67.0 10.9 -82.4 25.4 12.57565 0.748 -B_.C 72.5 32.3 41.6 39.7 61o02179 3- 4
5 -12°747 -15,106 791.55045 -6l.I 12.3 -84,9 28,2 12.912E0 0.717 -93.7 73.1 32,4 44,2 39,3 54°23210 6- 5
6 -12°717 -17.265 _52o91837 -57.? 1[.0 -84.4 29.7 12.27946 0.777 -93.4 71.0 36.1 39.1 33.4 63.48688 5- 6
7 -11.066 -I7.609 /34.8/244 -64°0 9.7 -82.2 26.9 ii.98817 0.807 -88.2 70.5 36.0 36.3 33.8 51.10487 6- 7
8 -I0.40g -1_o673 /14.2i979 -65*_ 8.7 -51.3 26.6 I[.61766 0.844 -86.1 69.4 38.0 32°7 31.0 37.37834 7- 8
9 -10.325 -16.770 745.24960 -68.5 9.8 -bi.3 24.9 12.1456i 0.790 -85.8 7].3 34.3 37.9 36.7 56.73590 8- 9
10 -10.233 -}4°624 7_5.49671 -70.9 I0.8 -81.3 23.4 12.76456 0.728 -85.3 73.4 30.5 43.5 42.6 64.04096 9-!0
11 -11°857 -14.184 _03.12844 -65.4 12.2 -83°8 26*0 13.08EC3 C.701 -90.9 73.9 30.4 45.6 42.6 50.87682 10-11
12 --13.750 -|3.606 829.6_8t0 -59,9 [3.g -86,9 28.9 13.48891 0.665 -97.1 74,6 30.7 48.5 42.0 59.84656 11-_2
_3 -13.658 -[5._77 ?_3.56598 -56._ 12.4 -86.0 30*4 12.762|9 0.730 -96°4 72.3 34.4 43.2 35.9 69.82971 _2-13
14 -13.590 -18.048 748.3R860 -52.6 10.9 -85.3 31.9 12.15617 C.78? -95.8 70.3 38.1 38.4 30.[ 61o00275 13-16
15 -11.8_5 -I_.398 /27.854_0 -58.9 9.7 -83.1 29.0 11.85964 0°819 -90°8 69._ 37.9 35.2 30.9 52.68022 14-15
I_ -!o._nq -18.673 714.21979 -65.4 8.7 -81.3 26.4 11.61706 0._44 -86.1 69.4 38.0 32.7 31.0 45.41672 |5-_6
TAB NO 147 ATLAS PHOTO NO 147 POD SEQUENCE NO 297
JULY 31,196_ 13 H_ Zl MI_ 12 SEC__3d6 MS .....
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC T0 [PPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
276.413 621.41309 -7._E8 -27.555 2356.868 2.313 -68.791 115.930
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RAKGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 |hOD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -11.850 -16.486 747.58797___62_5 I0.9_783._4 27.5 _ 12.208_4 0.765-90.8 71.7 34.2 40.1 36.6 O. I-
3 -11.062 -17.650 122.39207 -64.0 9.? -82.2 26.9 11.784_7 0.807 -8_.2 70.5 36.0 36.3 33.8 41.98283 2- 3
4 -11.008 -15.634 757.901_5 -67.0 10.9 -82.3 25°4 12.36085 0.749 -88.0 72.4 32.3 41.6 39.6 59.93835 3- 4
5 -12.713 -!5.192 777°97913 -61.1 12.3 -84.9 28.2 12.69122 6.718 -93.7 73.0 32.4 44.1 39.3 53.28517 4- 5
6 -12.685 -17.302 740.09949 -_7.7 10.9 -84.4 29.7 12.07C_0 0.77_ -93,6 71°C 36,1 39,0 33.4 62,34587 5- 6
7 -11°062 -17.650 722.39207 -64°0 9.7 -82.2 26.9 11.76457 0.807 -88.2 70.5 36.0 36.3 33.8 50.22467 6- 7
8 -10.417 -18.695 702.10899 -65.4 8.7 -81.3 26.4 11.420C7 0.845 -8_.1 69.4 38.0 32.7 31.0 36.73343 7- 8
9 -10.333 -16.825 732.56896 -68.4 9.8 -81.3 24.9 11.93E99 c.7gc -85.8 71.2 34.3 37.9 36.6 55.74870 8- 9
10 -10.243 -14.717 772.02534 -70.8 10.8 -81.3 23.5 12.54570 0.729 -65°3 73.3 30.5 43.4 42.5 62.88204 9-10
11 -ll.d3g -14.286 789.31710 -65.4 12.1 -83.8 26.1 12.86099 0.702 -9E°9 73*8 30.4 45.5 62.5 49.99008 10-11
12 -|3,699 -13.722 815,26875 -59,9 13.8 -86.8 28.9 13.25533 C.667 -97oi 74.5 30.7 48.4 41.9 58.77037 I|-_
13 -13.60q -[6.048 770.14828 -56.0 12.3 -86°0 30.4 12.54368 0.731 -9o.4 72.3 34.4 43,2 35.8 68.52433 12-13
15 -U.86/ -18.425 715.5017_ -58.9 9.7 -83.1 29.0 11.65836 0.82C -90.8 69.8 37.9 35.1 30.8 51.76680 14-15
16 -10.417 -18.695 702.10899 -65.4 8.7 -81.3 26.4 II*42007 0.845 -86.1 69.4 38.0 32.7 3|.0 44,64998 _5-_
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMEKA F8 50
TAB NO 148 ATLAS PHOTO NO 148 POD SEQUENCE NO 299
JULY 3121984 13 HR _I PIN 17 SEE 506 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
271.293 b10.36612 -7.414 -27.461 2345.82l 2.317 -68.726 115.916
PHOTG DATA
PT EAT LCN RAhGE AZs/c AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A- AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ--EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
2 -11.832 -16.547 7_4°81320 -62°5 10.9 -83.4 27.5 11.99875 C.765 -90.8 71,6 34.2 40.1 38.5 O. I- 2
3 -11.05B -17.690 709.89562 -64.0 9.7 -82.2 26.9 11.58072 0.807 -88.2 70.4 36.0 36.2 33.8 41.23032 2- 3
4 -11.O05 -!5.711 744.71821 -66.9 I0,8 -82.3 25.5 12.14586 0,75C -86,0 72,4 32.3 41.5 39.5 58,85677 3- 4
5 -12.680 -15.276 704.39811 -61.1 12.2 -84.9 28.2 12.46967 C.719 -93.7 72.9 32.4 44.1 39.2 52.33842 4- 5
6 -12.652 -17.349 127.26556 -57.7 10.9 -_4.4 29.6 11.86110 0.778 -93.4 70.9 36.1 39.0 33.3 6|.20756 5- 6
7 -[1.O58 -17,690 709.89562 -64°0 9.7 -82.2 26.9 11.58072 0_8OY -88*2 70,4 36o0 36.2 3 _,8 -49.]_390-_--7
8 -_0.424 -18.716 68q.98087 -65.4 8.7 -81.3 26.4 [1.22261 0.845 -86.1 69.4 38.0 32.7 31.O 36.08861 7- q
9 -10.342 -16.880 119.87385 -68.4 9.8 -_1.5 25.O 11.73015 0,791 -H_.A 7!.2 3&.] 57.9 _.b 54.76224 8- 9
I0 -10.253 -14.811 758.54515 -70.8 10_8 -U_.2 _3.8 12._2668 0.730 -85.3 73,2 30,5 43.] 42.4 6[.726|6 9-10
[[ -11._21 -}W.38_ f15.49874 -65.3 [2.1 -_3.8 26.1 12.6358_ 0,704 -90,9 73.7 30,4 45.4 42.4 49.10369 10-11
12 -13.648 -13,837 _00,_9932 -59.9 13.7 -86,8 28.9 I_.021_I O.bb_ -97.1 74.4 30,7 48.3 41.8 57.69593 [|-12
_3 -13.860 -16.119 758.71920 -56.6 12.3 -15.9 _0.4 12.32497 0.732 -96.4 72.2 34.4 43.1 35.7 67.22463 12-13
14 -13.498 -Ib.I]6 722.87861 -52.7 10.g -85.3 31.8 11.74189 0.78_ -95,8 70.3 38.1 38.) 30.0 58,840_7 [3-[4
15 -11.649 -18.452 703,13158 -58.9 9.7 -68.[ 29.0 11.456_1 0.82C -90.8 O9.8 37.9 38.I 30.8 80.85323 14-15
16 --[0.424 -18.716 689.980_7 -55.4 8.7 -81.3 26.4 11.222_i 0.845 -86.1 69.4 38.0 32.7 31.O 43.86822 I_-16
TAB NO 149 ATLAS PHOTO NO 149 POD SEQUENCE NO 301
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 21 _]k 22 S_C bZb MS
TRAJECTORY OATA StC TO I_PACT ALT LA] LCN _ V PTH AZ
26_.17_ 599,30_28 -7,460 -21.365 2334.759 2.321 -68.660 115.902
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LGN RAnCh ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.814 -16.60g 721o61636 -62,5 10,9 -83.4 27.5 11.78450 0.766 -90.8 71.6 34.2 40.0 36.4 0. 1- 2
3 -II.054 -17.73(; 697,_7607 -64.0 9.7 -82.2 26.9 11o37648 0.808 -88.2 70,4 _6.0 36.2 33,7 40.47757 2- 3
4 -[1.001 -15,787 731.51418 -06.9 I0,8 -82,3 26.5 11°93062 0.751 -86.0 72.3 32.3 41.4 39.4 57.77527 3- 4
5 -12.647 -15.364 750.79732 -61.1 [2.2 -84.9 28.2 12.241_0 0.720 -93.7 72.8 32.4 44.0 39.1 51.39105 4- 5
6 -12.620 -17.396 114,40903 -57.7 10.9 -84,4 29.6 11.65143 0.77_ -93.4 70°9 36.i 38,9 33.3 60,O6995 5- 6
7 -II.054 -17.?)O 697.37601 -64.0 9.7 -82.2 26.9 11.37648 0.808 -88.2 70,4 36.0 36.2 33.7 48,46186 6- 7
8 -10.431 -18.738 617,82944 -65.4 8.7 -81.3 26°4 11.025[6 C*_AE -86.1 69,4 38,0 32.7 31.O 35.44315 7- 8
9 -10.350 -16.93_ 7H7.15636 -68.4 9.8 -81.2 25.0 [[.52293 C.791 -85.7 71,! 34.3 37.8 36.5 53.77506 8- 9
[0 -_0.26_ -14.gc_ 745.04575 -70.7 10.8 -81.2 23.6 [2.10735 0.7_I -85.3 73.1 30.5 4_.2 4_.3 60.57129 9-10
[I -[1.802 -14.4'_I 101.6&216 -65.3 12.1 -83._ 26.1 12.41040 0.705 -90.9 73.6 30.4 45.3 42.3 48,_1646 10-II
12 -13.596 -1_.952 7_6.51562 -59.9 [_.7 -86.7 2H.9 12.787_A C.670 -97.1 74.3 30._ 48.2 41.7 56.62216 11-[2
13 -13.511 _16.[90 143.269_8 -_6,6 12.2 -85.9 30._ _2.1C894 0.7_3 -96.4 _2.1 34.4 43.0 38.7 68292787 12-13
14 -[3.44_ -18,149 110.09_29 -52.7 I0.8 -t_5,_ _i.7 II.5_4_5 0.78£ -95.8 70,2 38.1 38.3 30.0 57,76002 13-[4
15 -I[.830 -I_.479 C90.75_0_ -58.9 9.7 -83.1 29.0 11.25A_7 C.820 -90.8 69.7 37.9 38. I _0.8 49.93862 [4-_5
_6 -10.431 -I_.758 _77.H2944 -65.4 8.7 -_i,_ 26.4 11.02516 0._45 -86.1 69.4 38.C 32.7 31.O 43.09214 15-_6
TAB NO 150 ATLAS PHOTO NO 150 POD SEQUENCE NO 303
JULY 3[,196_ 13 HR 21 MIK 27 SEE 746 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SFC TU IMPACT ALT EAT LCN M V PTH AZ
261,O5_ 588.22690 -7._07 -2_.268 2323.662 2.326 -68.893 115.887
PHOTC DATA
P7 EAT LO_ RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN A/A A_ _/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 E_IS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
32[i,...._6671,_59_06_ [0....3_ 2,5 [i,,i,90,6,9_8 ,15,41399364 0 _:_
-II.049 -l/.771 o8_.62_04 -64.0 q.7 -82.2 26,9 II.17178 0.808 -6_.2 70.4 36.0 36.2 33.7 39.72390
4 -[O.99_ -15.P65 718,2_229 -66,9 10.8 -_2°3 25.5 [I.11473 0,752 -Ed.C 72.2 32.3 41,3 39°4 56.69270 3- 4
5 -12.613 -Ib.450 737.1695_) -oL.l 12.1 -84,_ 2_.2 12.02549 0./22 -93.7 72.0 32.4 43.9 39.0 50.A4225 4- 5
6 -12.587 -17.444 78_._2426 -57._ 10,8 -84._ 29.6 11.44130 0,77_ -93.A 70.8 36.1 _8.9 33.2 58.93171 5- 6
7 -11.049 -17.711 68_.828_4 -64.0 9.7 -82.2 25.9 11.17178 0._8 -88.2 7C.A 36.0 36.2 33.7 47.57825 6- 7
8 -[0.431 -16.760 _65._51301 -65._ 8,7 -81.2 26.5 IC.82?C6 0.84_ -86,1 69._ 3_.C 32.7 3[.0 34.79640 7- 8
9 -[0.389 -lh.ggc 694._I05_ -_.8.3 9.8 -H_.2 25.L ll. J1526 0.792 -_5.7 71.[ 34.3 37.8 36.5 82.78621 8- 9
10 -10.27_ -i_.999 7_I.81906 -lO.1 IC,_ -81.2 2_.6 11.88759 0.732 -85.3 73.C 30.5 4_,i 42.2 59.41616 9-10
11 -11.7H4 -14.694 _z_7,79948 -hb.) 12.0 -R3.7 2o.1 12.18453 0.IC6 -90.9 73.5 30.4 48.2 42.2 47.3280_ 10-li
[2 -13.545 -14.068 772.10_28 -59,9 13.0 -_6.7 28.9 12.55_9 0.671 -97.1 74.2 30.7 48.0 41.5 55.54815 11-12
13 -13.4_2 -16.261 729.79401 -56.7 12.2 -Hb.9 30.3 LI.88646 0.734 -96.4 72.0 34.4 42.9 35.6 64.63250 12-13
14 -[3.400 -[8.[83 6_7,28020 -52.8 10.8 -85.3 31.7 11.32616 C.789 -95.8 70.2 38.1 38.2 29.9 56.67873 LA-l_
18 -11.812 -[P,502 O78,_1616 -58._ 9.6 -_3.i 28.9 L1.05247 0*820 -90.8 69.7 37.9 38.O 30.8 49.02238 14-15
16 -10.437 -IH.760 668.650C1 -05._ 8.7 -81.2 20.5 1C.82706 0.845 -86.1 69.3 38.C 32.7 31.0 42.314AC 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FB 51
TAB NO 151 ATLAS PHOTO NO 151 POD SEQUENCE NO 305
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 21 PIN 32 SEC 868 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI 1CN R V PTH AZ
255.933 577.13364 -7.554 -27,170 2312.589 2.330 -68.526 I15.87/
PHOTO D&TA
P7 tAT LCN RAhGE AZST_ AzN AZSUN AZA A* U/A AZPHAZ INCO PH_Z EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.777 -16.734 695.51440 -62.5 10.8 -83.4 27.5 ii.35624 0.767 -90,8 71.4 34.1 39.9 36.3 O. 1- 2
3 -11.045 -17.813 672.23[56 -64.0 9.7 -82.2 20.9 10.96629 C.RCE -8u.2 70,3 36.0 36.1 33.7 38.06663 2- 3
4 -|0.994 -15.043 704,9961d -66.9 10.8 -82.3 25,5 11.498C6 0.752 -88.0 72.1 32.3 41.3 39.3 55.60474 3- 4
5 -12.579 -15.538 723.48740 -61.I 12.1 -84.8 28.2 11.00220 0.723 -93,7 72.7 32o4 43.8 38.g 40,49010 4- 5
6 -12.554 -17.4g3 68_o58987 -57.8 10,8 -84.4 29.6 II.23036 0.780 -93°4 70.8 36.1 38*8 33.2 57.78805 5- 6
7 -11.045 -17.813 672.23156_--64.0 g.7 -82.2 26.9 IC,96629 0°808 -88.2 70.3 36.0 J6.1 33.7 46.691426- 7--
8 -10o444 -18.784 653.4252& -65.3 A.7 -81,2 26.5 IC.62822 0.845 -86*I 69.3 38.0 32.7 30,g 34*14622 7- 8
g -10.367 -17.047 681.61464 -68.3 9.8 -BI.2 25.1 ii.10676 0.793 -85.7 71.0 34.3 37.7 36.4 51.79212 8- 9
I0 -10.283 -15.004 717.03893 -70,7 I0.8 -81.Z 23.? ii.68694 0°?33 -85.3 72.9 30°5 43.1 42°I 58.25567 g-lO
11 -I[.766 -14.699 733.88087 -65.3 12.0 -83.7 26.2 11.95775 0.707 -90.9 73.4 30.4 45.1 42.1 46°43615 10-11
12 -13.493 -14.185 757,64349 -59.9 13.8 -86.7 28.9 12.51844 0.673 -97.0 74,1 30.7 47.9 41,4 54,47086 11-12
13 -13.412 -16,334 716°26408 -56.7 12.2 -85.9 30.2 Ii.66613 C.735 -96.4 72.0 34,4 42.8 35.5 63,3322I 12L13 "
14 -13.35| -18.210 _4.41066 -52°8 10.8 -85.3 31.6 11.11730 0.790 -95.8 70.I 38,I 38.2 29.9 55.59206 13-14
15 -11.793 -18.535 665.84773 -58°9 9.6 -83.1 28.9 10.84931 0.821 -90.8 69.7 37.9 35.0 30.7 48.10312 14-15
_6 -I0.444 -18.704 653°42528 -65.3 8.7 -_1.2 28,5 IC,62822 0,845 -86.1 69.3 38.0 32.7 30.9 41,53363 15-16
TAB NO 152 ATLAS PHOTO NO 152 POD SEQUENCE NO 307
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 21 MIN 37 SEC 986 MS
TRAJECIORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
250.813 566.02_05 -7.601 -27*072 2301.480 2,334 -68.459 115.057
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C _ZN AISUN AIA A_ I_/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA/ cMl_ =U_ _LL ....-
2 -11.759 -16.798 _82.40450 -62.4 10.8 -83.4 27.6 11.14415 0.768 -90.8 71.4 34.1 3_.8 36.3 O. 'I-'2
3 -11.040 -17.856 689.60238 -03.9 9°7 -_2.1 27.0 10.76027 0.800 -88.2 70.3 36.C 36.1 33.6 38.20792 2- 3
4 -lO.@go -16.023 691.67899 -66.8 IO.R -82,2 _5.6 11.28086 0,75_ -88.0 72.1 32.3 41.2 39°2 54.51486 3- 4
5 -12.545 -15.627 709.77214 -61.1 12.1 -84.8 28.2 11.57857 0.724 -93.7 72.6 32.4 43.7 38.8 48.53615 4- 5
6 -I2.521 -17.543 615.62272 -57._ 10.8 -84.4 29.5 II.018Eg C.781 -93.4 70.7 36.[ 38.8 33°i 56.84294 5- 6
7 -11.040 -17.856 659.60238 -63.9 9.7 -82.1 27,0 IC°76027 0.809 -88,2 70,3 36.0 36.1 33.6 45.80250 6- 7
8 -10.451 -18.809 64!.I68H4 -05.3 8.7 -81.2 26.5 IC.428E7 0.845 -86.1 69.3 38.0 32.8 30.9 33.45435 7- 8
9 -10.375 -17.105 06R.?6_7 -68°3 g.8 -81.2 25,1 10.89774 U.193 -85°7 71o0 34.3 37.7 36.4 50.70571 8- g
10 -10.292 -15.151 704.32583 -70.6 10.8 -@l.I 23°7 11.44576 8.735 -65.3 72.8 30.5 43.0 42.0 57.09390 9-I0
II -II.747 -[4.804 719.q3015 -65°3 12.0 -83.7 26.2 11.73044 0.700 -90.9 73°3 30.4 45.0 42.0 45.54252 10-11
12 -13.44! -14,303 743.14977 -55.9 13.5 -@6°6 28.8 12.08279 0.675 -97.0 73.9 30.7 47.8 41.3 53.39300 1|-12
13 -13.362 -16.407 702.70286 -56.7 12. I -85.9 30.2 11.44527 0.736 -96.4 7I,9 34.4 42.7 35.5 62.03211 I2-13
14 -13.303 -18.255 671,52630 -52.8 10.7 -85.3 31.6 IC.90703 O.TgC -95.8 70.[ 38.1 38. i 29.9 54°50348 13-14
15 -11.775 -I_,564 653.34708 -58.9 9.6 -_3.1 28.9 IC.64563 0.821 -9C.8 69,6 37.9 35.0 30.7 47,1821C 14-I5
16 -I0,451 -18.800 641.16884 -65.3 8.7 -81o2 26°5 IC.428_7 C._45 -86.1 69.3 38.0 _2.6 30,9 40.75087 15-16
TAB NO 153 ATLAS PHOTO NO 153 POD SEQUENCE NO 309
JULY 31,1964 13 hR 21 _I_ 43 SEC 106 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT teN R V PTH AZ
245.694 554.90£3C -7.649 -26.972 2290.356 2.339 -68.390 115.842
PHOIC DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPhAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS _LPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.740 -16._63 669°26624 _62.4 I0.8 -83.3 27.6 1D.92059 C.760 -90.8 71.3 34.1 39.7 36.2 O. ..... __2_
3 -11,035 -17,800 646.94448 -63.9 g.T -82.1 27.0 IC.55378 0,800 -88.2 70,2 36,0 36. I 33.b 37.44837 2- 3
4 -10.986 -16.103 678,33310 -66°8 10.8 -82,2 25.6 11.06321 0,754 -88.0 72.0 32.3 41.| 39°| 53.42415 3- 4
5 -12.511 -15.716 696.03135 -_i,I 12.0 -84.8 28.2 11.35440 C,725 -93.7 72.5 32.4 43,6 38.7 47.58090 4- 5
6 -12.487 -17.593 662.62717 -57.8 i0.7 -84._ 20.5 IC.80605 0.781 -93.4 70.7 36.1 38,7 33°1 55.49744 5- 6
7 -11.035 -17.809 646.94448 -63,9 9,7 -82.1 27.0 IC.55378 0.800 -88,2 70.2 36,C 36.1 33.6 44.91203 6- 7
8 -10.457 -18.833 628.88397 -65,3 8,7 -81,2 26.5 IC.22008 0.846 -86,1 69°3 38.0 32.6 30.9 32.84130 7- 8
9 -I0*383 -17.163 655.92870 -68.2 g.8 -81.2 25.2 1C.66825 0.794 -85.7 70.9 34.2 37.6 36.3 "49.79779 8- 9
i0 -I0.302 -15°288 690.6b657 -t0.6 10.8 -81.1 23,8 11o22416 0.736 -85.3 72,7 30,5 42,9 41.9 55°932|3 g-lO
11 -11.728 -[4.910 705.95377 -65.3 12.0 -83.6 26.2 11.50272 O.TIC -90,9 73.2 30.4 44.9 41°9 44,64764 10-11
12 -13.38_ -14.422 728.63322 -_9.9 13°4 -06°6 28.8 11.84678 0.676 -97,0 73.8 30.7 47,7 41.2 52.31494 II-_2
13 -13.312 -16.481 680,11462 -56.7 I2.l -85.9 30°2 11,22358 0.737 -96.4 71.8 34,4 42,7 38.4 60.73371 12-13
14 -13.254 -18.292 658,6086_ -_,_ I0,7 -85,_ 31.5 iC.698C9 0,791 -95.8 70, i _8.I _@,0 _ __u_013-1_
15 -11,756 -18.504 640°81772 -50.0 9.6 -83.1 28,9 IC,44148 0,821 -90,7 69,6 37,9 34.9 30.7 46.25968 14-15
16 -10.457 -18.833 628.88397 -_5.3 8.7 -81.2 26.5 1C.220C6 0.84_ -86.1 69.3 38.0 32.6 30.9 39,96635 15-16
16S
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
JULY 31,I964 13 HR _1 MIh 48 SEC 226 MS
TRAJECTORY 0ATA
PHOTO OATA
RA-VI[ C_MESA FB 52
TAB NO 154 ATLAS PHOTO NO 154 POD SEQUENCE NO 311
S_C TO [MPACT ALl LAT LCN R V PTM AZ
240.5?4 583.76007 -7.197 -26.871 2279.2[5 2.343 -68.322 115.827
PT LAT LON KA_GE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ai 82A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -1I°722 -16.929 656.09857 -62.4 10.8 -83*3 27.6 10.71455 0.770 -90.8 71.2 34.1 39.7 36.1 O. l- 2
3 -[[.031 -17.944 634.25699 -63.9 g.7 -82.1 21.0 10.34679 C.S1C -88.2 70.2 36.0 36.0 33.5 36.68867 2- 3
6 -10.983 -16.184 664.9548G -66.8 10.8 -82.2 25.7 10.84503 C.755 -88.0 7[.9 32.3 41.0 39.1 _2.33079 3- 4
5 -12.478 -15.806 682.26307 -61.[ 12.0 -84.8 2d.2 [l.129EO 0.72E -93.7 72.4 32.4 63.5 38°8 66.62598 6- 5
6 -12.655 -17.644 649_0555_ -5_7°8 10.7 -84_3 29. 5 10.59659 0.782 -93.6 70.6 36.1 38.6 33.0 56.35019 5- 6
7 -ll.D3[ -|7.q64 636.25599 -63.9 9.7 -82.1 27.0 IC.34679 O.81C -88.2 70.2 36.0 36.0 33.5 66.02169 6- T
8 -10.665 -18.859 _16.56843 -65.3 8.7 -8[.2 26.6 IC.02874 0.848 -86.1 69.2 38.0 32.6 30.9 32.18720 7- 8
9 -10,392 -17.223 663.03823 -68.2 9.8 -81.2 25.2 [C.4782[ 0.794 -85.7 70.8 36.3 37.6 36.2 68.79_72 8- q
lO -10.3[Z -_._86 677.(11;17 -/0_ !0.8 _l.l 23.9 11.001_8 U.13t -85.3 72.6 30.5 62*8 6[.8 54.76781 9-10
l| -1[.710 -15.017 _91.94758 -_5.2 [1.9 -83._ 26.2 11,27451 G.711 -90.9 73.1 30.6 64.8 41.8 63.75278 10-11
12 -13.331 -1_.541 714.I)9492 -59.9 1_.4 -86.5 28.8 11.6[041 0.678 -97.0 73.1 30.7 47.5 41.1 51.23896 1|-12
13 -13.263 -t6.556 675.50308 -56.7 12.0 "-85_8 JO.2 1_00230 0.738-_.6 71_? 34.4 42_6 35_3 59.63539 12-13
16 -13.207 -18.329 645.66419 -52°9 10.6 -85.3 31.5 10.48790 0.791 -95.8 70.0 38.1 38.0 29.8 52.32296 13-16
15 -11.738 -l_1.624 62_.2_103 -_g.O 9.6 -83.[ 28.9 10.236e9 G.822 -90.7 69.6 37.9 _4.9 30.7 65.33760 14-15
16 -10,465 -IH.859 618.56_43 -65.3 8.7 -_1.2 26.6 lC.02874 0.86_ -86oi 69.2 38.0 32.6 30.9 39.18122 15-16
TAB NO 155 ATLAS PHOTO NO 155 POD SEQUENCE NO 313 _
JULY 3l,[964 l_ HR 2Z _I_ 5_ 5EL _6 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TC] IMPACT ALT LA1 LCN 8 V PTH AZ
235.656 532.60358 -7.746 -26.770 2268.059 2.368 -68.252 115.811
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 tUN _AN(JE ALS/L AZN AZSUN AZA A_ _/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE P_-PT
2 -11.704 -lb.9_5 _42.9CI_'_ -62.4 10.7 -_3.3 27.6 10.49906 0.770-90.8 71.2 34.1 39.6 36.1 O. 1- 2
3 -lI.02_ -lT.g_q _21._38L5 -_3.9 9.7 -82.1 21,0 IC,13932 0.81C -88.2 70.[ 36.0 36.0 33.5 35.92778 2- 3
4 -[O*HO -[_.266 65[.5479_ -66._ |0.7 -82.2 25.7 10.62638 0.751 -88.0 7[.8 32.3 61.0 39,0 5_.23642 3- 4
5 -12.444 -15.897 68H.467_b --6i.| [|.9 --84.7 28.2 10.90476 0.727 -93.7 72.3 32.4 43.6 38.6 65.67001 4- 5
6 -[2.422 -17.696 636.55527 -57.8 10.7 -84.3 29.5 10.38175 0.782 -93.6 70.6 36.l 38.6 33.0 53.20267 5- 6
7 -11.02_ -17.989 _[.5381_ -63.9 9.7 -82*_ 21.0 18.1_932 0.810 -88.2 70.1 36.0 36.0 33.5 63.12936 6-
g -[0.401 -11.2_2 _30.II_ -68.2 9.8 -8l.l 25.3 10.26770 C.795 -85.7 70.8 34.3 37.5 36.2 67.79396 8- 9
|0 -10.323 -15.685 663.31039 -70.5 10.8 -Sl.l 23,9 1C.77936 0.738 -85.3 72.5 30.5 42.7 61.7 53.60327 9-10
11 -11.692 -15.174 _77.91493 -65.2 II.9 -83.6 26.3 11.045_7 Go712 -90.9 73.0 30.4 44.7 61.7 62.85857 10-11
12 -13.285 -[4.660 699.5334_ -59.9 13.3 -M6.5 2_.8 [1.37366 0.680 -97.0 73.6 30.7 67.4 40.9 50,16301 11-12
13 -13.2[_ -16.631 661._6446 -56.7 12.0 -85.8 30.1 l_.78018 0.739 -96.6 71.7 34.6 42_5 35.2 58.13864 12_-l_
16 -13.[59 -18.367 632.69364 -52.9 I0.6 -H5.3 31.4 [G.27725 0.792 -95.8 70.0 38.[ 37.9 29.8 51.23087 _3-[6
15 -11.72_ -I_.65_ 615.67534 -59.0 g.6 -83.1 28.9 10.031_2 C.822 -90.7 69.6 37.9 36.9 30.6 64.41463 16-15
[6 -[0.47_ -I_,_85 604.22315 -65.2 H.7 -_l.2 26.6 9.82795 0.846 -86.1 69.2 38.0 32.6 30.8 38.39668 15-[6
TAB NO 156 ATLAS PHOTO NO 156 POD SEQUENCE NO 315
JULY 3_t1964 13 HR _[ P]_ 58 SEE 466 MS ........
TRAJECTORY UATA 5EC TO [_PACT ALT tAT L_N R V PTH AZ
230.3_4 521.43121 -7.795 -26.667 2256.887 2.352 -68.182 115.798
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT L_N RANGE AZ5/C AZN A_SUN A_A A- 8/A AZPHA2 [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -11.686 -17.0b2 C29.67712 -62.4 10.7 -_3.3 27.0 10.28307 0.771 -90.8 71.1 36_1 39.5 _6.0 _.. |- Z
3 -11.026 -18.034 _08.791b0 -63.9 9.7 -H2.1 27.0 9.93139 0.811 -88.2 70.1 36.0 35.9 33.4 35.18632 2- 3
4 -10.977 -16.368 638.11362 -66.7 10.7 -82.2 25,7 10.40729 0.757 -86.0 71.7 32.3 60.9 38.9 50.16140 3- 4
5 -12.611 -L5.988 654.6655_ -61.1 11.9 -84.7 28.2 lC.67928 0.728 -93.7 72.2 32.4 63.3 38.5 66.71280 6- 5
6 -12.390 -17.747 623.47641 -57.8 10.7 -86.3 29.5 I0.I6846 0.783 -93.6 70.5 36. l 38.5 32.9 52.05657 5- 6
7 -II.D24 -18.034 608.79160 -63.9 9.7 -H2.1 27.0 g.93139 C.Sll -88.2 70.1 36.0 35.9 33.4 62.23567 6- 7
8 -[0.480 -18.912 59|.850_5 -65.2 8.7 -81.2 26.6 9.626_0 0.846 -86.1 69.2 38.0 32.6 30.8 30.87553 7- 8
9 -10.6[0 -|7.363 617.17051 -68.1 9.8 -81.1 25.3 1C.05673 0.795 -85.7 70.7 36.3 37.6 36.I 66.78989 8- 9
10 -10.33_ -|5.584 649.58279 -_0.5 10.7 -Rl.O 24,0 10.5563[ 0.739 -85.3 72.8 30.5 62.6 6[.6 52.63886 9-10
1l -11.674 -L5.232 663.85699 -65.2 11.9 -83.5 26.3 [C,816_2 C.714 -90.9 72.9 30.4 66.6 6[.6 61,95927 10-11
12 --[3.234 -14.78C 684.96926 -59.9 _3.3 -86.5 28.8 11.13655 0.681 -97.0 73,5 30.7 47.3 40.8 69.08679 1_-_2
[3 -[3.|64 -16.706 648.19867 -56.8 1[._ -85.8 30.1 10.557_2 0.74C -96.6 71.6 36.4 42.6 35.2 56.84366 12-13
15 -11.702 -[H.687 603.06079 -59.0 9.6 -83.1 28.9 9.82628 C.823 -90.7 69.5 37.9 36.8 30.6 63.68953 16-15
[6 -10.680 -18.912 591.85065 -65.2 8.7 -81.2 26.6 9.626?0 0.846 -86.1 69.2 38,0 32.6 30.8 37.60598 15-16
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TAB NO 157 ATLAS PHOTO NO 157 POD SEQUENCE NO 317
JULY 31t1984 13 HR 22 Mik 3 SEC 585 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ArT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
225.214 510.24249 -7.845 -26.563 2245.698 2.357 -68.111 115.780
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT [CN KA6GE A251_ AZN AZSUN 4ZA Ae 6/A AZPMAZ [NCOPHAZ E'V[S _LPHA SCAL_ PT_-T_
2 -11.6_8 -[7.130 616.39197 -62.4 10.7 -83.3 27.6 [C.06612 0.772 -90.8 71.C 34.2 39.5 35.9 O. l- 2
3 -11.019 -18.081 595.9_881 -63.6 9.0 -82.1 27.I 9.72253 0.811 -88.2 70.1 36.0 35.9 33.4 34.40042 2- 3
4 -10.974 -16.433 624.61704 -66,7 10,7 -82.1 25.8 10.18717 0,758 -88.0 71.7 32.3 60.8 38.8 49.03977 3- 4
5 -12.377 -16.0_I 640. I6940 -61.i 11.9 -84.7 28.2 10.45276 0.730 -93.7 72.1 32.4 43.2 38.4 63.78104 6- 5
6 -12.356 -17.801 610.33952 -57,8 10.6 -14.3 29.5 9,95421 C,784 -93.6 70,5 36.| 38.5 32.9 50.89996 5-6
? -11.019 -10.08| 595.98861 -63.8 9.6 -82.1 27.1 9.72253 0.811 -88.2 70,1 36.0 35.9 33.4 61.33798 6- 7
8 -10.687 -18,g40 579.62525 -65.2 8.7 -81.2 26.7 9.62460 0.866 -86.1 69.2 _8.0 32.5 30.8 30.21698 7- 8
9 -I0.618 -17.405 _04.16434 -68.I 9.8 -01.I 25.6 9.844_I 0.796 -85.7 70.7 36.3 37.4 36.1 65.77957 8- 9
10 -10,343 -15,686 635.79119 -70.4 i0.7 -81.0 24.1 IC.33223 0_748 -85,3 72.3 30.5 42.5 41.5 5|.26792 9-10
I| -11.656 -15.342 669.75295 -65.2 11.8 -83.5 28.3 10.58668 0.715 -90.9 72,8 30.6 44.5 41.5 41.05755 I0-11
12 -13.[82 -16.902 670,29783 -59.9 13.2 -86.4 28.8 10.89836 C.683 -97.0 73.3 30.7_67.2 +40,7 48.00638 11-12
13 -13o114 -16,784 634.47107 -56.8 11._ -_5.8 30.1 iC.33405 0.741 -96.4 71.5 34.4 42.3 35,1 55.56221 12-13
14 -13.063 -18.645 006.64010 -53.0 10.5 -65.3 31.3 g.85411 0.793 -95,8 69,9 38.1 37.8 29.7 49.03865 13-14
|5 -11.883 -18.720 590,5921| -59.0 9.5 -83.1 28.9 9.6|9E6 0.623 -90.7 69.5 37.9 34.8 30.6 42,56090 16-|5
16 -I0.481 -18.940 579.42525 -65.2 8.7 -81.2 26.7 9.424_0 0.866 -86.1 69.2 38.0 32.5 30.8 36.81378 15-[6
............ TAB NO 158 ATLAS PHOTO NO 158 POD SEQUENCE NO 319_
JULY 3111964 13 HR 22 MI_ 8 SEC 705 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT 1AT LON 8 V PTM AZ
220.094 499.03702 -7.895 -26.488 2234,492 2.361 -68.040 |15,763
PHOT_ DATA
PT LAT LCN RARGE _ +AZSIC AZN +AZSUN AZA AT_ HIA AZP_AZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA _tALt Pl-_i
2 --11.649 --17.200 603.07657 --62,4 10,7 --d3.3 27.6 9.84867 0.773 --90.8 71.0 36.2 39.6 35,8 O, |- 2
3 -11.015 -18.129 583.15545 -63.8 g.6 -82.1 27.1 9.51318 0.812 -88.2 70.0 36.0 35.8 33.3 33,63352 2- 3
4 -10.970 -16.51_ 811.09109 -66.7 10.7 -82.1 25.8 9.96658 0.759 -88.0 71.6 32.3 60.7 38.7 67.93737 3- 4
5 -12.342 -[b.175 6_6.84455 -61.1 11.8 -86.7 28.2 10.22576 0.731 -93.7 72.0 32.4 63.1 38.3 42.78793 6- 5
6 -12.323 -17.856 597.17206 -57.8 10.6 -86.3 29,4 9.73947 0.785 -93.4 70.6 36,1 38.4 32.8 49.74506 5- 6
7 -11.015 -IB.129 883.15543 -63.8 9.6 _82.1 27.1 9.51318 0.812+ -88.2 70.0 36.0 35.8 33.3 40.438_5 6- 7
8 -10.4_ -i6.969 566._6957 -65.1 B,7 -81.2 26.7 9.22201 0.847 -86.1 69.1 38.0 32.5 30.7 29.55321 7- 8
q -10.427 -_7.467 591,12807 -68,0 9,8 -81.1 25,6 9,63240 0,797 -85,1 10.6 34,3 37,3 36.0 66,76777 R- Q
10 -10.353 -15.768 621.97177 -70.4 10.7 -81.0 26.2 10.10769 0.741 -85.3 72.2 30.5 42.4 4[.4 50.09702 9-10
1[ -11,637 -15,452 635,58155 -65,1 II,8 -_5.5 26.4 10,35611 0,716 -90,9 72.7 30,4 44.4 4|,4 40,15667 10-|I
|2 -13,129 -15,025 655,62152 -59.9 13,2 -86,4 28.8 I0,65972 0,685 -97,0 73,2 30,7 47,0 40,8 46,92559 11-12
13 -13.064 -}6.862 620.71431 -56.8 11.8 -85.8 30.1 10.11001 0.762 -96.4 7_4. 34.4 42.2__35.0 54._49_9_L2_
14 -13,014 -|8.486 593.55520 -53,0 10.5 -85.3 31,3 9,64160 0,794 -95,8 89,9 38,1 37.8 29.7 47,93838 |3-16
15 -11,665 -18.754 577.69270 -59.0 9.5 -83.1 28,9 g,41294 0.823 -90,7 69,5 37,9 34,8 30,5 41,63052 16-15
16 -10.494 -18.969 506.96957 -65.1 8.7 -8[.2 26.7 9,22201 0.867 -86,1 69.1 38.0 32.5 30.7 36.01982 15-|6
TAB NO 159 ATLAS PHOTO NO 159 POD SEQUENCE NO 32!
JULY 3|,1966 13 HR 22 MI_ 13 5EC 825 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI tON R V PTH AZ
214.974 487.81_66 -7.966 -26.352 2223.271 2.366 -67.968 |15,T67
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -|1,631 -[7,269 509,73415 -62,3 _0,7 -83,2 27,7 8,63077 0.776 -90.8 70,9 36_ 3gJ_ }_5_ O, _-
3 -ll,OlO -18,177 570.29429 -63.8 9.6 -82.1 27,1 9,3033T 0,812 -88,2 70,0 36,0 35,8 33,3 32,86619 2- 3
4 -10,966 -16.602 597.53921 -66.6 10.7 -82.1 25.9 9.745_7 0.760 -8_.0 71,5 32.3 60.6 38°6 _6,83468 3- 4
5 -12,308 -16,269 612.90472 -61.1 11.8 -84,6 28,2 9,99836 0.732 -93,7 71.9 32.6 43.0 38.2 41,82362 6- 5
6 -12,289 -17,911 583,97710 -57,8 10.6 -84,3 29,4 9,52428 0.785 -93.6 70,3 36,1 38,3 32,8 48,59035 5- 6
7 -II,010 -18.177 570.29429 -63,8 9,6 -82,1 27.1 9.30337 0.812 -88,2 70,0 36,0 35,8 33,3 3.9.53707 6- 7
8 -10,501 -18,998 554,48618 -65,1 8,7 -81,2 _6.7 9.01896 0,847 -86,1 69, I 38.0 32.5 30,7 28,89042 7- 8
9 -10.635 -17.530 _78.06483 -68.0 9.7 -81.| 25.5 9.619_5 0.797 -85.7 70.5 34.3 37.3 35,9 43.78687 8- 9
|0 -10,363 -15,890 608.|2828 -70.3 10,7 -81,0 24,2 g,88276 0.743 -85.3 72,1 30,5 42,3 61,3 48,92672 9-10
11 -11,618 -15,563 621.40678 -65.1 11.8 -83.4 26.4 IC.12515 0.718 -90,9 72,6 30,6 44,2 41.2 39,25035 lO-11
12 -|3.076 -15,147 640.92461 -59,9 13,1 -86,3 28,8 1C.42078 0,686 -97o0 73,1 30,7 46,9 40,4 45.8_466 11-12
|3 -13,013 -|6.960 606,93185 -56,8 11.8 -85.8 30,0 9.88555 0,743 -96,3 71,6 34,4 42,| 34.9 52,96491 12-13
14 -12,965 -18.527 5_0.462_ r53.0 lOLl__ :65=3.._31.-3 9=_2_E__Q_795__:_5=___9-8 38.1 _7.7 _q._ 6_.R_77_ 1_-14
15 -11,646 -18,788 564.96523 -59,0 9.5 -83,1 28.9 9.20556 0.824 -90.7 69,4 37.9 34,7 30.5 40,69882 16-L5
16 -10.501 -16.998 554,68618 -65.1 8.7 -81.2 26.7 9.01886 0,047 -86.1 b,L 38.0 52.5 30.7 35.22_12 15-_6
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TAB NO 160 ATLAS PHOTO NO 160 POD SEQUENCE NO 323
JULY 31vI96A 13 HR 22 F[N lb S£0 945 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTC OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-11.612 -17.33E 5/6.3/039 -62.3 10.6 -63.2 27.7
-11.00) -IC.225 557.AI013 -63.8 9.6 -62.0 21.i
4 -I0.962 -16.653 5_3.g6777 -66.6 10.! -82oi 25.9
5 -12.273 -16.363 598.qA678 -61.1 11.8 -_4.6 23.2
6 -12.255 -[7.g65 570.75974 -57.8 10.6 -84.3 29.4
7 -11.005 -18.225 557.41013 -63.b g.6 -52.0 2l.l
8 m10,508 --19._21 5_i.9790A --_5.1 8.7 --81.i 26.6
g --I0.44_ --17.593 564.97996 --_;7.9 9.7 --81.1 2_'5
10 --I0.373 --15._g2 5_A.5678_' --7(_._ ln._ -_0.'_ 2_.3
It -11.599 -15.674 (_U7.21623 -O5.1 11.8 -_3.4 26._
12 -13.024 -IS.210 u26.21535 -_;.9 13.0 -6_._ 2_.8
|3 -12._63 -11.61q 593.12_E_ -50._ _1.7 -85.7 _0.0
14 -12.916 -I_.567 567.30765 -b_.l _O.A -_5.3 _1.2
15 -11.62? -I_.822 552.213@4 -59.0 g.5 -_3.1 28.9
16 -10.5Oh -19.027 5_l.g790_ -6_.I _.7 -dl.l 2c.8
SEC I0 IMPACT ALE tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
209.854 476.57742 -7.gg7 -26.2A5 2212.033 2.371 -67.895 115.730
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCU PHAZ £MIS ALPHA-- SCALE PT_PT
go_12_4 0.77A -90.8 70,8 34,2 39°3 35.7 O. I- 2
g.0g31g C.81_ -88.2 69,g 36.1 35.7 33.2 }2.09902 2- 3
9.52424 0.761 -_6.0 71.4 32.3 40.5 38.5 45.73296 3- 4
9,77Uc7 0.733 -93.7 71o8 32.4 42.9 38.1 40.85883 4- 5
9.30872 0.786 -93.4 70.3 36.1 38.3 32.7 47°437255- 6
9.09319 0*813 -8_*2 6g°g 36.1 35.7 33.2 38.6348A 6- 7
8._1553 C.847 -86.1 6g.I 38.0 32.A 30.7 28°22721 7- 8
9.20635 0.798 -85.7 70.5 34.3 37,2 35.g A2.74194 8- g
_.657_5 U.I_Q -_5*3 72.C 30.6 42.2 41.2 _7o75842 9-I0
g. Sg393 0o71g -U°g 12.5 30.A _.I Ai.1 38.3456_ 10-11
IC.18163 C.685 -g/.o 73.0 30.! 46.8 _0.3_ 44.764_8 117E2
9.66076 0.7_5 -96.3 71,_ 34._ 42.0 34,8 51o65147 12-13
g._15_2 0.7g5 -95.8 6g.8 38oi 37.6 29.6 45.73793 13-14
_.gg779 0._J24 -g0.7 0g.4 3_.g 34.7 30.4 3g.76591 14-15
8.81553 O.RG? -86.1 69,1 38.0 32.A 30°7 34,42712 15-16
TAB NO 161
JULY 31_lgb_ 1_ HM 82 MI_ 2A SE6 68 MS
IRAJLC[9RY I)ATA SEA 7_ IMPACT
2OA.73_
PHOT() DATA
PT LAT LI]N RANGF AZS/C A_N AZSUN AZA
2 -LI.Sg2 -17._C_ 562.97781 -62.3 1(_,6 -83.2 27.7
3 -II.000 -18.273 544.49668 -63.1 g.6 -62.0 27.2
4 -10.q5d -16.773 970._6851 -68.5 16.7 -_2.6 26.0
5 -12.238 -l(_.AS? 58A.9619U -61.1 11.7 -HA.6 28.2
6 -12.221 -1_.02C 557.s1312 -57.H 10.5 -8_._ 2_._
7 -11.0(1(} -18.273 5_4.A_64_ -63°7 9.6 -82.0 2?.2
8 -10.51_ -19.056 529.44251 -65.O _.7 -_l.l 26.8
9 -I0.A51 -17.65? _51.H662H -67.9 g.7 -81.0 2J.6
I0 -10.302 -L6,094 _8[).3_i_9 -70.2 10.7 -80.9 24,4
11 -11.580 -15.785 _q3._0022 -65.1 II.7 -H3._ Z6.5
12 -12o971 -1%o3g2 611,_8355 -5g._ 13.0 -86.2 28._
13 -12.912 -17.097 hlg.tOO_2 -b6.8 11.7 -65.7 _8.0
14 -12.86c, -18._0_ 55_.I_326 -5_.i 10.A -_5.3 31.:
15 -Ii.607 -18.856 539.432H6 -5g.o g.5 -83.1 28.9
16 -I0.51_ -I_.05_ h2_._4281 -_5.0 8.7 -81.i 26.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 161 POD SEQUENCE NO 325
ALT LaT LCN R V PTH AZ
4£5.32236 -8.Ch8 -26.137 2200.778 2.376 -67,822 115.713
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
9.19352 0.776 -90.8 70.H 38.2 39.2 35.6 O. I-2
8.88253 C.813 -8_.2 6q,9 36.1 35,1 33.2 31.33126 2- 3
9.30245 0.762 -88.0 71.3 32.3 40,5 38.4 44.63073 3- 4
9,5A253 U.73_ -93.7 71°8 32.4 42.H 38.0 39._9273 4- S
9.092_9 0./_7 -93.4 70.2 36.1 38.2 32.6 46.28416 5-
8.61162 0.8A7 -66,I 69. i 38.0 32.4 30.6 27,55285
8.992_8 o*Tgg -85.7 70*4 34,3 37.1 35°8 41o72776 8- 9
g._3192 0.7_5 -85°3 72.0 30°6 42.1 41.1 46,59052 9-I0
g.66230 0.721 -g0.9 72.3 30.4 44.0 AI.O 37.A3g68 10-_1
g*gA211 0.6gC -9_.0 72.g 30.7 46.6 40.1 43.68421 11-12
_.00151 0._g6 -95.8 69._ 38.L _7.6 29.5 44.63753 _3-14
8o_895& 0.825 -90°7 69.4 37.9 34,6 30.4 38,8316g 14-15
8.61162 0.847 -86.1 og.l 38.0 32*4 30.6 33.62808 15-16
TAB NO 162 ATLAS PHOTO NO 162 POD SEQUENCE NO 327
JULY 31_1964 13 HW 22 PIN 2g _EC 185 MS
TRAJEC[ORY OATA
PHOTU DATA
P7 tAT LCN MANGE AIS/C A_N A/SUN A7A
3 -10.995 -18.522 531.55233 -63.7 9.6 -_2.0 21.2
-I0.95_ -16.85g _56.74020 -66.5 I0.7 -H2.0 2_.0
S -12.203 -I_,551 _I0. )_8d4 -61.1 11.7 -8_.5 28.2
6 -12.181 -18.076 544.23611 -5?.9 I0.5 -84.3 24.4
7 -I0.99_ -16._22 5_1.55233 -63.7 g.6 -U2.U 2?.2
8 -I0.521 -19.066 51_,8756_ -65.O 8.7 -_l.l 26.8
g -I0°_59 -17.721 _8,72272 -67.9 9.7 -HI.O _5.6
10 -I0.3g? -16.197 566._6757 -10.2 L0.7 -80.9 _4.A
11 -II,561 -15.8_6 578.75741 -65.0 ii.7 -83.3 26.5
12 -12.q17 -_5.515 596,/2?i0 -59,9 12,9 -86,2 28.8
13 -12.860 -17.176 _65,Z, AI_6 -_6._ ll.b -85.7 30.0
14 -12.UI6 -18._50 540.9_73 -53.1 10.4 -35°3 31°I
15 -11.58_ -l_._gl 526._210g -59.0 9,5 -83.1 28.9
16 -10.521 -19.0_6 516.67564 -o5,0 8,7 -81,I 26.8
SECT{) [MPAET ALl LAT tUN R V PIH mZ
199.614 45_.050A8 -8.101 -26.028 218g.500 2.381 -67.748 115.696
A* 6/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
e.gl_E2 0,77_ -90,8 70,7 3_.2 }9. L 35.5 0, 1- 2
8,67137 C.HI4 -88.2 89,8 3b.1 35.6 33,l 30.56262 2- 3
g. OROlg 0.763 -8_.0 71.2 32.3 40.4 38._ 43.52785 3- 4
g.31394 0,736 -93.7 71°7 32,4 42._ 37.9 38°92528 4- 5
8.5_616 0°_8_ -93.4 70.2 36._ 38.1 32.6 45,1308g 5- 6
8°67137 0,81A -88.2 69.8 36.1 35.6 33.1 36.82506 6- 7
8.40722 0°848 -8b.l 6g.o 38*0 32.4 30.6 26.897WI 7- 8
8.77852 0.799 -65.7 70.4 34.3 37.1 35.7 40.71220 8- 9
g.20584 C.766 -85°3 71,g 30.6 _2,0 41o0 45.42282 9-10
q,A3024 0.722 -9Uog 72.2 30.4 63.9 AO.g 35°53245 I0--_1
9.70219 0.691 -gT.O 72.7 30.7 46.5 40.0 42.60353 11-12
g.20g@3 0.747 -96.3 71.1 34.4 41.8 34.6 49.07043 12-13
8.7d72L 0.797 -95.8 69.7 3_.I 37.5 2_ _3.536_2 13-_
8.58079 0.825 -90.7 6g.3 37.g 34.6 30.4 37,89572 1A-15
5.40122 O.B_O -86.1 69.0 38,0 32.4 30.6 32.82737 15-16
168
JPL TECHNICAL REPORTNO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA FO 55
JULY 3111964 13 HR 22 MIh 34 SEC 305 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHCIC U%TA
PT LAT LCN RAhGE AZS/C AZN ATSUN AZA
2 -11.554 -17.550 536.09190 -62.3 10.6 -83.2 27.7
3 -10o990 -Ib.372 518.56537 -65.7 g.6 -82.0 27.2
4 -i0.95D -1o.946 543.07[04 -66.5 10.6 -52.0 2_.I
5 -12.168 -16.647 556.89507 -61.0 11.7 -64.5 _0.2
6 -12.152 -IS.132 530.91909 -57.9 10.5 -54.3 29.4
7 -10.990 -15.372 518.56537 -63.7 9.6 -02.0 27.2
8 -10.527 -19.117 %04.27(339 -64.9 8.7 -81.1 25.9
9 -[0.467 -17.786 525.53402 -07.8 9.7 -61.0 25.7
lO -10.401 -16.3CI 652.51531 -70.1 10.7 -80.9 24.5
Ii -11.541 -16.00b b64.47408 -65.0 11.7 -S3.3 Z6.6
[2 -12.564 -15.059 581.93185 -!.9.9 12.9 -D6.2 2_.8
15 -12.809 -17.256 551.54529 -56.8 11.6 -55.7 30.0
14 -12.766 -15.hg2 D27. T1513 -53.2 10.3 -55.3 31.[
15 -11.568 -1H.g27 515.77021 -59.0 9.5 -83.1 25.9
10 -10.527 -19.[17 504.27039 -64._ 8.7 -_1.I 26.9
TAB NO 163 ATLAS PHOTO NO 163 POD SEQUENCE NO 329
SEC TO I_PACT ALT t_T LCN R V P[H A2
194.495 442.76205 -8.153 -25.917 2178.217 2.385 -67.673 115.678
A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
8.75476 0.777 -9C.8 70.6 34.2 39.0 35.5 O. t- 2
£.45956 0.814 -58.2 69.8 36.1 35.6 33.1 29.79199 2- 3
_.d5726 0.764 -88.0 (1.2 32.3 40.3 38.3 42.42232 3- 4
9.(]8468 C.737 -93.7 7[.6 32.4 42.5 37.8 37.95540 4- 5
E.65897 0.788 -93.4 70.1 36.1 38.1 32.5 43.97526 5- 6
£.45g56 0.014 -8_*2 69.8 36.1 35.6 33.1 35.91684 6- 7
8.20220 C.546 -66.1 6g.D 38.C 32.4 30.6 26.22969 7- 8
£.56370 O.dCC -85.7 7(3.3 34.3 37.0 55.7 39.6"_358 8- 9
£.97910 C.747 -85.3 71.8 30.6 41.9 40.9 44.25297 g-10
Q.19751 C.723 -D.g 72.1 50.4 43.8 40.8 35.62275 10-11
G.46164 0.695 -9I.O 72.6 30.7 46.4 39.9 41.52132 [i-12
_.g_J47 0.74_ -90.3 71.C 34.4 41.7 34.6 47.71977 12-[3
_.57228 0.797 -95.8 69*6 38.1 37.4 29.4 42.45260 13-14
£.371,0 C._2_ -gO.7 09.3 37.9 34.5 30.3 36.9_749 14-15
_.20220 C.84_ -86.1 6g.C 38.C 32.4 30.6 32.02410 15-16
JULY 31,1964 13 h_ 22 MIN 39 SOC 425 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHUIU UAIA
PT LA[ L_N RAhCE AZS/L _6N AZSU_ AZA
2 -11.534 -17.622 b22°_9891 -62.3 10.6 -83.2 27.7
3 -i0.385 -18.422 505.553_4 -63.7 9.6 -82.0 27.2
4 -[0.945 -17.033 529._7329 -06.4 10.6 -82.D 25.1
5 -12.132 -16./43 842.51360 -61.0 [1.6 -U4o5 2_.2
6 -[2.115 -I_.189 817.5716J -_7.9 [O.& -84._ 29.4
-[h.985 -[6.422 505.58394 -6_.7 9.6 -82.0 21.2
8 -10.53_ -19.1R_ 491._o7 -04.') £.7 -Sl.l 26.9
9 -10.474 -[7._51 512.325_3 -67.8 9.7 -81.0 25.7
10 -10o410 -!6.406 %38.53233 -ID.l 10.7 -80.6 24.6
I[ -11.822 -16.121 550.16463 -65.0 11.7 -5_.3 26.6
[2 -12.8[I] -15.164 567.11332 -59.9 12.5 -86.1 28.8
13 -12._57 -17.537 _37.6163_, -56.8 11.6 -_5.7 29.9
14 -12.716 -I_.735 _!&.45137 -_3.2 IC.3 -_5.3 51.0
15 -11.545 -18.903 %DO.885_5 -59.0 Q.4 -85.1 _8.9
_6 -[0.535 -lg.!48 491.63_6_ -64.') 6.7 -8[.1 26.9
TAB NO 164 ATLAS PHOTO NO 164 POD SEQUENCE NO 331
s_£ TO I_^CT _LT L_ LCN R V RTH _Z
15_.375 431.45590 -8.2C6 -25.505 2166.91[ 2.390 -67.597 115.661
6. H/A ALFHA£ l,_u ;,;l," LR[ c ^IPNA SCALE PT-PT
8.53441 0.71_ -90.8 IO._ 34.2 39.0 _5.4 O. 1- z
8.2_725 C.815 -8_.2 69.7 36.1 35.5 33.0 29.02079 2- J
8.633_6 0.76£ -88.0 11.1 32.3 40.2 38.2 41.31635 3- 4
£.o5497 0.73_ -93./ 71.5 32.4 42.5 BT.b 36.98430 4- 5
£.4_129 0.709 -93.3 70.1 36.1 3_.0 _2.5 42.01971 5- 6
_.24725 0.815 -8C.2 69.7 3&°l 35.5 33.0 35.0068D 6- 7
].99067 C._4_ -86.1 69.C 3b.C 52.3 30.5 25.56097 7- 8
£._4_40 C.601 6b.T 70.2 34.3 36.9 35.6 38.67375 8- g
£.75193 0.748 -85.3 71.6 30.6 41.8 40.8 _5.08361 9 i0
8.9_436 0.725 -9_.9 (2.0 30.4 43.7 40._ 34.7120C lC-ll
9.22071 c.6g5 -97.0 72.5 3_.7 46.2 39.7 40.43875 [1-12
E.75665 C._49 -9_.3 70.g 34.4 41.6 34.5 46.4_12[ 12--_3
E.35606 0.79£ -95.8 69.6 38.1 37.4 29.4 WI.32827 13-14
8.16150 U.826 -96.7 69.2 37.9 34.5 50.3 36.01756 14-15
7.99617 C._48 -80.i 69.5 38.D 32.3 30.5 31.21910 15-16
JULY 31,1964 13 HR Z2 MI_ 44 SEt 545 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
184.2_6
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LC_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -l[.51A -17.693 609.00_92 -_2_2 10.5 -83.1 27.8
3 -10.979 -18.472 492.51667 -63.6 9.6 -02.0 27.3
4 -10.940 -17.12C 615.65643 -66.4 10.6 -82.0 26.2
5 -[2.097 -16.839 528.71465 -61.0 11.6 -_A.b 28.2
6 -12.083 -18.240 50_.2024C -57._ 10.4 -54.2 29.4
7 -10.979 -Ig.472 492.51667 -_3._ 9.6 -52.O 27.3
8 -I0.539 -19. I19 _8._7521 -64.') 8.7 -_1.1 26.9
9 -10.402 -17.910 4qQ.090_7 -67.7 9.7 -_i.0 _5.8
I0 -10.419 -i6.510 62_.53497 -?0.0 1C.7 -80.8 24.7
II -11.502 -16.254 _55.54008 -65.0 11.6 -03.3 26.6
12 -12.756 -15.888 552.2_307 -_9.9 12.8 -86.1 28.8
13 -12.705 -17.417 523.67031 -68.8 11.5 -85.6 29.9
14 -12.665 -16.777 50i.164_9 -_362 10.3 -85*3 31.Q
15 -11.525 -16.999 467.q63C9 -58.9 9.4 -83.1 28.g
[6 -10.539 -19.1_9 47_.97521 -64.9 _.7 -81.1 26.9
TAB NO 165 ATLAS PHOTO NO 165 POD SEQUENCE NO 333
ACT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
420.13290 -8.260 -25.692 2155.588 2.395 -67.521 [[5.643
A" 6/A AZPHA2 [NCD PHA2 EM|S ALPHA SCALE P7-PT
0.31372 O.77E -96.8 70.5 34.2 38.9 35.3 O. 1- 2
8.034E7 0.815 -85.2 _9.7 36.1 35.5 33.0 28.24995 2- 3
0.41010 C.766 -8_.D 71.C 32.3 40.1 38.] 40.21150 3- 4
£.62497 0.73g -93.7 71.4 32.4 42.4 37.5 36.01268 4- 5
0.22326 0.79C -93.3 70.0 36.[ 37.9 32.4 41.6659C 5- 6
0.03407 C.815 -06.2 6g.7 36.1 35.5 33.0 34.09573 6- 7
7.79076 0.849 -86.1 68.9 38°C 32.3 30.8 24.89186 7- 8
0.[3275 0.801 -85.7 70.2 34.3 36.9 38.5 37.65399 8- 9
E.52448 0.75C -85.3 71.5 30.6 41.7 40.7 41°916_9 9-10
E.730g6 0.726 -90.9 71.g 30.5 43.6 40.5 33.80077 10-11
£.97960 0.697 -97.0 72.4 30.7 46.[ 39.6 39.35688 11-12
_.529_2 0.75C -96.3 90.9 34.4 41.5 34.4 45.20675 12-13
_.141C6 C.799 -95.8 _9.5 _8_i 37.3 _ 8n.2249_ l_-bl
7.95123 8.826 -9C.7 69.2 37.9 34.5 30.2 35.07672 14-15
7.79C76 0.849 -86.1 68.9 38.0 32.5 30.5 30.41279 15-16
169
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA F8
JULY 31,[964 13 HR 22 MIk 49 SEC 665 MS
TRAJECTnRY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
179.[35
PHOTO DATA
PT LA( LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -[1.494 -i/.763 495.58517 -62.2 10.5 -83.[ 27.8
3 -10.97_ -lb.5ZO 479.48703 -63.6 g.6 -82.0 21.3
4 -10.935 -I(.205 201.95907 -C6.4 [0.6 -S[.9 26.2
5 -12.061 -10.'}32 514.63901 -bl*O [1.5 -84.4 2H.2
6 -[2.047 -10.320 490.H4298 -57.9 ]0.4 -_4.2 29.3
7 -[0.g73 -18.520 479.48703 -63.6 9.6 -82.0 2T.3
8 -[0.545 -19.22_ 460.31854 -64._ H.7 -81.[ 26.9
g -10.489 -17.q?g _D5.66834 -67.7 q.7 -60.9 25.8
10 -10.42_ -Io.612 _10.563_1 -TO.I) In.7 -_O.Z 24.T
t! -!!.'._I -[6.3_ _Z[.546[r -64.9 [[.b -_3.2 26.7
12 -12.702 -lO.ocg 53T.489[9 -5q.) [2.7 -H6.O 26.8
[3 -[2.65_ -17.495 90'_.742/1 -*36.9 [1.5 -£_5.b 29.9
[W -[2.6[_ -[H.@[8 4_7.8_10 -53.2 10.2 -_5.J 31.0
15 -11.507 -[g.033 4/5.08100 -_q.O 9.4 -83.0 28.9
16 -[0.545 -[0.228 46_.]185& -AA._ B.T -_[.[ _6.9
56
TAB NO 166 ATLAS PHOTO NO 166 POD SEQUENCE NO 335
ALT tAT LCN 8 V PIH AZ
428.7g272 -8.314 -25.578 2144.248 2.400 -67.4_4 115.824
At B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHA2 EN[S ALPHA 'scALE PT-PT
8.09326 C.77g -9D.8 70.4 34.2 38.8 35*2 O. [- 2
7.8222[ O._l_ -6_.2 69.6 36.[ 35.4 32.9 27.48336 2- 3
8.18676 0.766 -88.0 ?o.g 32.3 40.0 38.0 39.11426 3- 4
8.39536 0.742 -93.7 71.3 32.4 42.3 31.5 35.04368 4- 5
_.D053_ 0.792 -93.3 b.g 36.[ 37.9 32.3 40.520g_-_
7.82221 0.816 -86.2 bg.6 36.[ 35.4 32.9 33.18598 6- ?
7.584g0 0.849 -86.[ 68.g 38.0 32.3 30.5 28.22.556 7- 8
7.917_0 C.AO_ -86.7 7_ 1 3';.3 36.8 35.9 36.63972 8-- 9
_,29146 C.751 -05.2 7|.5 30,6 41,6 40,6 40.75876 q-TO
_.498£4 0.727 -gC.9 7[.8 30.5 45.5 40.4 32.89223 TO-iT
8.73967 O.bqB -97.0 72.2 30.7 46.0 39.5 38.28084_-_2,__
0.}02C8 O.lSl -96.3 7O.R 38.4 4[.8 34.3 43.93523 12-13
7,92537 _.799 -95.8 69.5 38.l 37,2 29.3 39.12087 13-14
1.74[C[ 0.027 -90.7 69.2 3T.q 34.4 30.2 34.1372g 14-15
?,58490 0.849 -86.[ 68.9 38.0 32.3 30.5 29,60685 [5-16
TAB NO 167 ATLAS PHOTO NO 167 POD SEQUENCE NO 337_
JULY 3181964 [3 HR _Z MIN 58 S£C 7H4 MS
TRAJICTQRY DATA 5E0 TO IMPACT AL[ LAT LCN R V PT_ AZ
ll4.O[5 397.43472 -8.369 -25,463 2132,890 2.405 -67,366 [[5.606
PHOTC I)ATA
PT LAT tUN RAkG£ AZS/C ATN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA _ $CA_E_ P[r2T
2 -[1.413 -I/.8_2 _d2.(JbZ03 -62.2 10.5 -_3.1 27.8 7.87225 0.78C -90.8 70.3 34,2 38.7 35.2 O, [- 2
3 -10.967 -[0.569 460.42367 -63.6 9.6 -S2.0 21.3 7.60891 0.81_ -88.2 69.6 36.1 35.4 32.9 26.7157[ _ 3
4 -[0.930 -17.291 4_8,22909 -66,3 10.6 -81.9 26.2 7,96284 0.767 -8_.0 70,8 32.3 40.0 31.9 38.0[593 4
5 -12.02_ -17.026 500.53141 -61.0 11.5 -84.4 28.3 8.16522 0.742 -93.7 71.2 32.8 _2.2 37.4 34.07313 4- 5
6 -[2.012 -[6.355 _7/.&4998 -51.9 10.4 -64.2 29.3 7.786_8 C.Tg_ -93.3 69.g 36.[ 37.8 32.3 39.3752? 5- 6
7 -10.967 -[0.569 406.42367 -63.6 9.6 -82,p Z7.3 7.6089[ 0.81_ -88.Z 69.6 36,_ 35._ _,g _2_14_I
8 -[0.551 -1q.238 453.62850 -_4.8 8.7 -81.1 27.0 ?.37849 0.849 -86.1 68.g 38.0 32°2 30.4 23.55793 7- 8
g -[0.4qb -I8.043 472.6125_ -67.6 9.7 -80.9 28.9 7.101_1 0.802 -65.7 70.1 34.3 36.8 35.4 35.62372 8- 9
[0 -[0.43f -16.715 496.56[44 -69.9 10.7 -80.8 28.8 8.06993 0.752 -85°2 71.4 30.6 81.5 40.5 39°60075 9-10
[I -1[.461 -[o.454 _07.2194T -68.9 11.6 -83.2 26.7 8._68_2 O.?2g -90.9 71.7 30.4 43.4 40.3 3_.g82_7 [0--_
12 --[2.648 -16.130 >22.66686 -5q.) 12.6 -86.0 28.8 8.49808 O.TOC -97.0 72.1 30.7 45.8 39.4 37.20238 [[-12
[3 -[2.60[ -|7.573 49_.7H283 -56.9 11.4 -55.b 29.8 8°0?532 0.752 -96.3 70,7 34,4 8_8 }4°_ 4_]_-_
14 -12.564 -L8.859 474.57205 -%3.3 10.2 -85._ J0.9 7.70913 0._00 -95.8 6g.5 38.] 37.2 29.3 38.03164 [3-14
15 -[l.4U_ -1_.007 462.14634 -59.0 9.4 -85.0 26.8 7.53024 0.827 -90.7 69. I 37.9 34.4 30.2 33.19892 14--15
[6 -10.851 -1q.23_ 453.62650 -64.8 8.7 -81.1 27.0 7.37849 0.849 -86.1 68.q 38.0 32.2 30.4 28.79904 [5-[6
TAB NO 168 ATLAS PHOTO NO 168 POD SEQUENCE NO 339
JULY 3l_1964 13 HR 22 MIh 59 SEE 904 M5
TRAJFCT(IRY I)ATA SAC TO IMPACT
168.895
PHOTC DATA
PT LAI LCh RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -[1.45_ -[7.q03 468.48658 -_2,_ _0.5 -83._ 27.8
3 -L0.9_I -[8.6[8 A53.32/_0 -63.6 9.6 -81.9 27.3
4 -10.925 -17.317 474.46764 -66.3 [O.6 -8[.9 26.3
5 -ll.l;8_ -It.12[ 4_6.39320 -61.0 11.5 -84.4 28.3
6 -l[._T6 -10.41[ 464.82437 -57.9 [0.3 -84.2 28.3
T -i0.961 -I_I._18 453.32750 -63.6 8.6 -81.9 2?.3
8 -10.55_ -I'_.268 440._D589 -64.8 8,8 -81.0 27.0
9 -10.803 -18.107 _59.3_457 -6T.6 9.7 -8(1.q _8.9
TO -10._45 -[6.818 4_2.52918 -69.9 10.7 -80,7 24.9
l1 -IT*441 -[6.566 _92.86_43 -64.9 [1.5 -83.2 26.7
12 -[2.59_ -10.282 807.81760 -59*9 [2.6 -86.0 28,8
ALT LAT LCN r V PTH AZ
386.05899 -8.424 -25.346 2121.514 2.410 -67.288 [15.587
Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7.6507_ 0.78L -90.8 70-3 _4,_ 38,7 35,1 0, _L=_ Z
7.39527 O.Hl? -88.2 69.5 36. l 35.3 32.8 25.94725 2- 3
7.73840 0.768 -88°0 70°7 32°3 39.9 37.8 36.91670 3- 4
7.93458 C.743 -9_.? 7[._ 32.6 42.[ 37.3 33.[0101 6- 5
_.56820 0.792 -93.3 69.8 36o1 31,7 32.2 38.229_5 5- 8
7.3952? 0.8[? -88.2 69.5 36.1 35.3 32.8 3[.360?5 6- 7
7.17155 0.849 -86.1 68.g 38.0 32.2 30.4 22.88890 7- 8
7.48_79 0.803 -85.7 70.0 3_.3 36.7 35.3 34.60615 8- 9
7.84182 0.753 -85.2 71.3 30.6 _1._ 80.4 38.44263 9-10
8.03072 0.730 -90.9 T1.6 30.4 43.2 40°2 3_.07053 [0-11
8.25615 0,701 -97,0 72,0 30.7 45,7 39°2 36,_2411 1_-12
13 -12.548 -17.652 _u1.79182 -56.9 11.4 -_5.6 29.8 ?.84745 0.?53 -96.3 70.6 34.4 41.3 34.2 41.39551 12-13
14 -12._12 -18.900 861.228_1 -_t_.2-- --tlS_2L !0_ - - 7_92_3_0._Q1 _95=_ _9_1a_1_32.1 2_.2 __38_9/3_/t_Lt
[5 -11.46_ -19.102 44Q.17_12 -89.0 9.4 -83.0 28.8 7°31894 0.827 -90.7 69.1 37.9 34.3 30.[ 32.25280 16-15
16 -10.556 -1q.268 _40.q0589 -64.8 8.8 -81.0 2T.0 7.[7L_5 0.84q -86.L 68°q 38.0 32.2 30.8 27.98907 [5-16
170
' JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
JULY 31,1964 1] HR 23 P[f_ 5 SEC 24 MS
TRAJECYGRY t)ATA
PHOTG UATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.432 -17.974 454.89135 -02.Z 10.4 -_3.1 27.8
3 -10.954 -18.h67 440.2PO 17 -63.6 9.5 -8].9 27.4
4 -10.919 -17.467 460.67754 -56.3 10.6 -_1.9 26.3
5 -11.952 -//.216 471.22T42 -61.0 11.4 -84,4 _.3
8 -11.940 -16.4o7 4_0.56852 -57.9 IC.3 -84.2 29.3
7 -10,954 -18.667 _40. 20077 -_3,_ 9.5 -61.9 27.4
8 -10.562 -Lq.2gH '_2_. i 52_5 -_%_. _ 8,b -_l.O 27.0
9 -lO.510 -10.171 _46,0U679 -67.b 9.7 -b0.9 2_.0
lO -10.453 -15.921 468.47010 -69.6 10,7 -_0.7 24.9
II - 11.42(} -L6.6_7 _7_.4_322 -_4.9 11.5 -_3.1 26.8
12 -12.83_ -16.374 =,92. 94482 -59.9 12.5 -_5.9 28.6
13 -12.495 -17.731 467.772_4 -56.9 ll.3 -d5.6 29.8
14 -12.46! -1_._42 _97._5099 -53.4 10.1 -85.3 30.8
15 -11.445 -19. 138 436. 17899 -59.0 9.4 -h3.0 20.8
18 -10.562 -19,2_ 428. 15255 -64._ 8.8 -81.0 27.0
RA-VI{ CAME&A F8 57
TAB NO 169 ATLAS PHOTO NO 169 POD SEQUENCE NO 341
SEC TO IPPACI ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
i83.775 374.6658_ -8°480 -25.228 2110.121 2.416 -87.209 115.568
A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE----PT:P7
7,42870 C.781 -90,8 70.2 34.2 38.6 35.0 O. 1- 2
7.18113 0.817 -86,2 bg.5 36.1 35.3 32.8 25.17809 2- 3
?,51350 0,76_ -88.0 70.7 32.3 39.8 37.7 35,81704 3- 4
7,70350 0,744 -93.7 71.C 32.4 42.0 37.2 32.12757 4- 5
7.34854 0,792 -93.3 bg.8 38,I 37.7 32.2 37.08308 5- 6
7.18113 0.817 -8_.2 69.5 36.1 35.3 32,8- 30.44553 6-
6,98412 C._SC -_.I 68.8 38.C 32.2 30.4 22.21894 7- 8
7,26778 0,80_ -_5.7 8g.g 34,3 36,7 35.3 33.58735 8- 9
7.61346 0.754 -85.2 /1.2 30.8 41.3 40.3 37.28494 9-I0
7.79(40 C.731 -gC.g 71.5 30.4 43.1 40.1 30.15763 lO-ll
8.01483 C.703 -91.0 71.9 30.7 45.6 39,i 35.04559 !I-12
7,61912 0.154 -96.3 70,5 34.4 41,2 34.1 40,12820 12-13
7.27512 8°801 -95.8 69.4 38.1 37.I 29,2 35.83473 13-14
7. i0714 C,828 -90.7 69. I 37.9 34,3 30.1 31,30828 14-15
E.96412 0.b50 -_6.1 68.8 38.C 32,2 30.4 2t.17735 15-16
TAB NO 170
JULY 31,1984 18 HR 23 _lk i0 SEC i44 _S
TRAJECTURY OATA S_C T_ [MPACT
i_.655
PHUIU I]_IA
PT LA[ LEN KAtlOE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA
2 -li.411 -18.045 441.26188 -62°2 10.4 -83.1 27.8
3 -10.94T -18.717 _27°03941 -83.5 9°5 -81.9 27.4
4 -10o91J -17,580 _46,_5393 -06.2 10.5 -81.8 _6,4
5 -11.915 -17.311 458.02882 -bl.O 11.4 -84,4 28,_
6 -[i,g04 -18,523 4_7.07_23 -57°9 10.3 -84,2 29.3
-10.947 -18.717 427.03941 -_.5 9.5 -HI.9 27,4
8 -10.567 -!g.32g _15._6517 -64,7 8.8 -01.0 27.1
9 -10.516 -18.236 432.654_6 -67,5 q.7 -_0.9 26.0
I0 -I0,462 -17,025 454°37895 -09,8 i0.7 -_0.7 25.0
11 -11.399 -16.789 404°07040 -64.8 II.5 -83.1 26.8
12 -12.483 -16.A97 _78.04277 -bg.g 12.5 -88.9 2_.7
13 --[2.442 -17.810 453.71992 -56.9 11.3 -85.6 29.8
14 -12.409 -|8°984 _34.44125 -83.4 I0.I -_5.3 30.7
15 -11.424 -19.173 423,14522 -59.0 9.4 -83.0 28.8
16 -10o567 -19,329 4i5,36_[7 -04.7 8.8 -81.0 27.1
ATLAS PHOTO NO 170 POD SEQUENCE NO 343
ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
383.25478 -8.537 -25.109 2098.710 2._21 -67.128 115°548
1.20612 0.782 -90.8 70.I 34,2 38.5 35.0 O, I-2
t,96_42 0.817 -88.2 69.4 36°I 35.3 32.7 24,40790 2- 3
7.288C5 0.77C -88.0 70.6 32.3 39.7 37,7 34.71623 3- 4
7*47167 0,745 -93.7 70.9 32.4 41.9 37._ 31,15236 4- 5
7.12853 0.793 -93.3 69.7 36.1 31.6 32.1 35.9_628 5- 8
_*98642 8.817 -88.2 69.4 38.I 35,3 32.7 _.5_-___
6.75613 0.850 -88.I 68.8 38.0 32.2 30.4 21.54745 7- 8
7.C5022 C,804 _5.7 69,g 34:3 3_.6 35.2 32.56678 8- 9
7.38448 0,755 -85,2 71.1 30.b 41.Z 40.2 36.12684 9-10
7.56156 0,733 -90.8 71.4 30.4 43*0 40.0 29.24312 I0-II
1.77254 0.705 -97,0 71,7 30+7 45.4 39.0 33.96623 11-12
7.39024 0,755 --96.3 70.8 34.4 41.1 34,0 3_L_8_L- _
7.05731 0.802 -95.8 69.3 38,1 37.0 29,Z--34.73478 13-14
£.894_b C,B2@ -90*7 69.0 37,9 34.3 30*1 30,3b161 14-15
6.75613 0.650 -86.1 68.8 38.0 32.2 30.4 26.36355 18-16
JULY 31,1984 13 HR 23 _[N 15 SEC 264 MS
TRAJECTGRY DATA $8C TO IMPACT
153.5_5
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANG£ AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.390 -18,117 427.59946 -62.2 10.4 -83.0 27.8
3 -IO,gA1 -18.788 413.84441 -83.5 9.5 -81.g 2_.4
4 -10.908 -17.638 432.99768 -66.2 10.5 -81.8 26.4
5 -11.87_ -17.407 443.79924 -61.0 11.4 -84.3 28.3
8 -11.867 -18.5_C 423.55529 -57.9 10.2 -84.2 29.2
7 -10.941 -18.768 413._4441 -63.5 9.5 -81.9 27.4
8 -10.572 -19.36C 402.54409 -64,7 8.8 -81.0 27.1
9 -10.523 -18.302 419.28938 -67.5 9.7 -80.8 26.1
|0 -10.470 -17,129 440.28612 -09.7 10.7 -80.6 _5.1
ll -11.37_ -16.901 449.62720 -64.8 11°5 -83.1 28.8
|2 -12.428 -16.620 463.11373 -59.9 12.4 -85.9 28.7
13 -12.388 -17.891 4_9.63859 -56.9 11.2 -85.5 29.7
14 -12.357 -19.027 4Z0,9996_ -5_,4 _O.l -85=_ 3_.7
15 -11.402 -19.210 410.07819 -59.0 9.3 -83.0 28.8
16 -10.572 -19.360 402.544C9 -64,7 8.8 -81.0 27.1
TAB NO 171 ATLAS PHOTO NO 171 POD SEQUENCE NO 345
ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
351.82571 -8°594 -24.988 2C87.281 2.426 -67.048 115.529
Ae b/A AZPHAZ INED PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C.983C0 0.783 -90,8 70.1 34.2 38.5 34,9 .... O_ __J?.__
6.75117 C.818 -88.2 69°4 36*1 35.2 32.7 23°63693 2- 3
7.06206 0,771 -88.0 70.8 32.3 39.6 37.6 33.61428 3- 4
7.23g74 0,748 -93.7 70.8 32.4 41.8 37.0 30,17601 4- 5
6.907g8 0.794 -93.3 69.7 36.1 37.6 32.1 34.78883 5- 6
6.75|17 0.818 -88,2 69.4 38.1 35.2 32.7 28&60919 6- 7
6*54_59 0.85C -86.1 68.8 38.0 32.2 30.3 20.87478 7- 8
6.83211 0.805 -88.7 69.8 34.3 36.5 35.2 31,5443A 8- 9
7.15499 0.756 -85.2 70°9 30.6 41,I 40.1 34°968_7 9-I0
7.32823 0.734 -90.8 71.2 30.4 42.9 39.9 28.32736 10-11
7.52982 0,706 -97.0 71.6 30.7 45.3 38.9 32.8866_ 11-12
7.1_086 C.756 -96.3 70.4 34,4 41.0 33.9 37.59_56 12-_3
E.83898 C.80_ -95,8 69,_ _=1 3_.0 Zg*J____IK__-_
6.68185 0,829 -90.7 69.0 37.9 34.2 30.I 29,41370 14-_5
8.54759 0.858 -86.I 68,8 38.0 32.2 30.3 25,54798 _5-I_
171
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TAB NO J72
JULY 31,I064 13 HR Z] _IK 20 SEt 384 t_5
TRAJECTQRY I)AT_ SEE TU IWPA03
14_.415
PHDTC $)4TA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZ St)N AZA
2 -11.369 -I_.1_C h13. _D539 -b2.Z 10._ -83.C 27,8
3 -I0,934 -I_.819 L00.61656 -o3.G 9.5 -81o9 2Y.4
4 -10.902 -17.726 41"_. IOqAd -66.2 10.5 -81.8 26,4
5 --11.d41 -[7.509 _29.540_8 -cl.O 11.3 -64.3 28,3
6 -_1.8_[ -18.6J_ _L_.ONIS) -57.9 it.2 -_4.2 2_,2
7 -10.934 -I_.81q 400.6 [6!_t, -63.5 (]._ -81.9 27.4
8 -10.51[ - [9. _'_2 _89.&899J -64.7 M.t; -81.0 2_,1
9 -I0._) -I_. _88 405. FSO'J4 -67.-% 0.7 -_O. _ 26,1
10 -i0.47o -[7.254 _Z_. lOi_O -69.[ I0.7 -_:n _ 28.2
_1 --LL._bt -17.615 4]5.15476 -t, 4 • 8 11.4 -*_ 3.(J 2_,.9
12 -12.]13 -16. 7_4 448.1,.022 -%9.9 12._ _85._ _.7
13 -12.]_5 -17.97_ _2 b. 5,_494 -86._ 11.2 -85.5 29,7
14 -12.30_ -lq. Of O 407.5.!_ f') -!_3.5 IO.O -55.) 3!3,f
15 -11._81 -19.247 _96.'_7'32'_ -,9.8 _).3 -_ 3._' ZS,8
16 -10.')_ - I(3. 592 _H. 611990 -t,4._ H.S -_io0 2_.1
ATLAS PHOTO NO 172 POD SEQUENCE NO 347
ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
340.37_39 -8.851 -24.866 2075.83_ 2.431 -66.966 115.508
A* B/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ £MIS ALPI_A SCALE PT-PT
E.759_7 0.784 -9C.8 70.0 34.2 38.4 34.8 O. 1- 2
£.53538 0.818 -88.1 69.3 36.1 3_.2 ]2.6 22.86546 2-
6.83556 0._72 -88.0 70.4 ]2.3 39.6 _.5 _2.51_09 3- 4
?,00714 C.747 -93._ 70._ 32.4 4|._ _6.9 29.i9878 4- S
_.68694 D.?g4 -93._ Og._ ]6.1 37.5 ]2.0 33.69079 5- 6
£.535_8 0.@18 -88.1 69.3 36.1 35.2 ]2.6 27.6889_ 6- 7
_._38:1 O.BSC -86.1 68.7 38.0 32.1 30.5 20.20102 7- 8
£.61_48 0._09 -85.7 69._ 34.3 3_.5 ]5.1 30.52002 8- 9
C._ZA&5 6.757 -_9.Z /0.8 30.6 WI.O 40.0 33.80905 9-I0
7.09062 C._]5 -90.8 71.1 ]0.4 42.8 39.8 27.41060 10-11
f.288t9 0.708 -91.0 71.9 ]0.7 45.2 ]8.f 31.80741 11-12
_.93103 0.757 -96.3 70.3 34.4 40.9 3].8 36.33_48 12--13
£.62018 0.803 -95.8 69.2 38.1 36.9 29.1 32.5317_ 13-I*
6.&6862 0.829 -90.7 69.C 37.9 34.2 30.0 28.46489 14-15
6.33811 0._50 -86.1 68.7 38._ 32.1 30.3 24.73076 15-16
TAB NO 173
JULY 31,1964 i_ HR _3 _I_ 2_ S_L 5()4 MS
TRAJECT[!RY I'A1 A $1 T(] IVPACI
143.2gb
PHOTC ()ATA
PT tAT LI]_d RA_(,E A/SIC A)N ^_SUN AIA
2 -11.34! -18.2oJ 400. 171,0_ -82.I 10.4 -_3.0 2/,9
3 -10.928 -I_.8/I _ _.3!_11 -t, 3.5 9.% -_i.9 27.5
4 -|0._96 -17._15 40t,.lSt_/l -66.1 I(_.5 -81.8 26.5
5 -11.804 -[(.hOC kLh.2_195 -61.0 11.3 -84.3 2_.3
8 -10.5H2 -19.425 37_._D08(_ -64._ 8.8 -81.0 21,2
9 -10.5_ -I_.43_ _92.33673 -67.4 9.1 -_U.M 2u.2
10 -I0.48_ -17. 340 _[[.'31631 -6].t_ 10.7 -R0.6 2_.2
|1 -11.316 -II.128 4213.049H1 -04.8 11.4 -H].O 2(,.9
1_ -12.31_ -1_.}_8 _33.17o23 -89.g 12.3 -_5._ 28°7
l] -12.282 -It.052 411.31o';t_ -_,l.O 11.2 -,_.5 29.7
14 -12.2_3 -19.114 394.02?82 -5_.% 10.0 -85.3 30.6
15 -ii.380 -19,284 5_3.8448,g -_9.0 9.3 -83.0 2H,S
18 -|0.5_¢2 -19.425 _6.hr_]5<] -6_.6 _._ -81.D 2_,2
ATLAS PHOTO NO 173 POD SEQUENCE NO 349
ACT LAT LCN 8 V PTM AZ
328,91293 -8.7C9 -24.74_ 2064.368 2*43_ -66.883 115.488
A_ D/A ALPHA/ INCGPHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
£.53516 C.785 -90.8 69.9 34.2 38.3 34.8 O. 1- 2
6.319Ci C.819 -88.1 69.3 36.1 35.1 32.6 22.09289 2-
£.60849 C.T73 -Sb°D 70.3 32.3 39.5 37.4 31.40677 3- 4
£.77369 0.748 -9].7 70.6 32.4 41.6 36.8 28.21973 4- 5
6.465)I O.lb -93.3 69.5 ]b.l 37.4 32.0 32.49203 5- 6
6._1901 0.819 -_8.1 09.3 36.1 35.1 32.6 26.76_66 6- 7
_.128_ C.850 -86.1 68.7 38.0 32_i 30.3 19_52574 7-8
6.39423 0._08 -85,7 69.1 34.3 36.4 35.0 29.49_89 _- 9
6._9443 0._58 -85,2 70.7 ]0.6 40.9 ]9.9 32.64949 9-_0
_.8_408 O._]t -90.8 71.C 30.4 42.7 39.6 26.49_08 10-11
7.C430T C.?Og -97.0 71.4 30.7 45.1 38.6 30.72724 11-1_
_.70C63 0.751 -96.3 70.2 34.4 40,8 33.8 35.06924 1_-13
E.40CEO 0.804 -95.8 69.2 38.I 36.8 29.0 31.42848 13-14
6.25440 _._29 -9C.7 68.9 37.9 34,2 30.0 27.51401 14-15
8.12816 C._C -_£-i 68._ 38.C 32°I 30.3 23.91_39 I_-16
TAB NO 174
JULY 31_[964 1_ HR 23 _1_ 30 SEL 624 MS
IRAJhCTCRY [_ATA SuE TG IMPACT
138.17_
PHOIE DATA
PT CAT LCN RANGE AZS/E AZN AtSUN AZA
2 -11.32_ -1_.337 _6.40801_ -_2.I 10.4 -83.0 21.9
I -10.921 -i_.923 _7_.05111 -t_3.4 g.5 -_1.9 27,5
4 -ID.8gO -17.905 3qI.22_47 -66.1 10.8 -hl.l _6.5
5 -11. 166 -I?.69_ 4Oo.c)If(4 -hl.O 11.3 -_.2 28.3
6 -11.758 -16.75% _82.7_6 ->8.0 IO.? -_4.2 29.2
7 -10*921 -18.923 _74,0%117 -t_3.4 9.5 -_l.g 2/,5
8 -I0.587 -!9.45_ 883._331 -(4.6 8.H -_1.n 2Y.2
9 -i0.54_ -18,503 _f_.qO_IO -67.3 9.7 -_D._ 26,3
IG -I0.498 -17._47 _g/.6'_lL_ -09.t_ 10.7 -40.5 2b.3
11 -11.31_ -17.243 _(;h.1[)_',5 -64.7 11.4 -_].0 21:.9
12 -12.262 -16.(}9_ 41_.I_725 -b9.cl 12.3 -85.1 28.7
13 -12.22_ -]8.1 _ _'}T.19_67 -_l.fJ 11.1 -:_5.5 2'w.I
14 -12.200 -lq.15_ 3_0.4/f28 -93,b I0.0 -65._ }0o6
15 -11.]58 -I_)._22 */().6/i16 -5_.0 ').3 -83.0 2_.8
16 -10.887 -[.).458 563.8/3_I -o4.6 8.8 -61.0 27.2
ATLAS PHOTO NO 174 POD SEQUENCE NO 351
ALT LAI LCN k V PTh AZ
317,_2_98 -8.768 -24.818 2C52.884 2.4_2 -66.800 115.467
A* blA AZPHAZ INCU PtIA/ uPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
6.81032 0.785 -98.8 69*_ 34._ _8,_ _4,7 Q. [-
6.10201 0.8[9 -8_.i 19.2 36.1 ]5.1 32.5 21.31887 2- 3
t._SC_l C.7/4 -fiB.0 70.2 32.3 39,4 ]7.3 30._0093 3- 4
_.54022 0.74g -g].? IC.5 32.4 41,5 36.7 27.23852 4- S
6.24304 0.798 -93.3 69.5 30.1 37,4 31.9 31.34_08 5- 6
£.102C1 O.BIg -_.i 69.2 36.i _5.I 32.5 25.84194 6- 7
5.91859 C._51 -_8.0 £8.7 38.0 32.1 30.3 18.84881 7- 8
E.174]g _.807 -85.7 o9°6 34.3 36,4 35*0 28.46568 8- 9
b.46330 0.760 -85°2 70°8 30.6 40°8 39.8 31.48917 9-10
e.61714 C.73_ -90°8 70.9 30.4 42,6 ]9.5 2S,57_56 LO-ll
t*79_6 C.711 -97.C 71.2 ]0.7 44,9 38,5 29.64539 11-12
8.469£0 0.759 -96,3 70°1 34.4 40.7 33°7 33.80638 12-1]
E.18C78 0._04 -95,7 69.1 38.I 56=8 Z9.0 30.32_§2 _3-1_
6.03915 D.8]C -9C°7 68.q ]T*g 34.1 2g.g 26.56079 14-|S
_.91859 C._51 -86o0 60. l 3_o0 32,_ 38*3 23.0d956 15-16
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TAB NO 175 ATLAS PHOTO NO 175 POD SEQUENCE NO 353
JULY 51,1964 13 HR 23 M[_ 35 SEC 744 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T[] IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTP AZ
133.056 305.92E44 -8.628 -24.491 2041.382 2.448 -66.716 115.446
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C Az-N mZSUN AZA A_ _/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -II.304 -28.411 372.59944 -62.1 IC.3 -83.0 27.9 6.OBAEI C.786 -90.7 69.8 34.2 38.2 34.6 O. I- 2
3 -10.913 -18.976 360.70895 -m3.4 q.5 -81.8 27.5 5.88436 C.82C -88.[ 69.2 36.1 35.0 32.5 20.54307 2- 3
4 -10.884 -17.9g5 377.22655 -68.1 10.5 -81.7 26.6 6.15248 C.775 -87.9 70.2 32.3 39.3 57.2 29.19341 3- 4
5 -11o725 -17.796 386.54T48 -62.0 11.2 -84.2 28.3 E.30579 0.751 -93°6 78.4 32*4 41.4 36.6 26.25467 4- 5
6 -II,720 -18.814 569o11443 -55.() iD.l -_4.1 29.2 _.02010 0.79E -93.3 69°4 36.1 37.3 31.9 30*[9070 5- 6
7 -10.923 -28.976 _6_,,70bg5 -63.4 9.5 -_1.8 27.5 5.68436 C.820 -8_.i 69.236.1 35,0 32.5 24.91425 6- 7
8 -[0.892 -19.492 350,9U674 -6_.6 8.8 -81.0 27.2 5.70769 0.851 -86.0 68.6 38.0 32.1 30.2 18.16988 7- 8
9 -[0.549 -18.871 365.37393 -67,3 g.7 -_0.8 25.3 5,953g0 0.807 -85.7 69.5 34.3 36.3 34.9 27.4352_ 8- 9
I0 -10.502 -17.554 383.42992 -69.5 10.7 -80.5 2J.4 _.23155 G.761 -_5.2 70.5 30.8 q0.7 39.7 30.32787 9-I0
11 -11,293 -17.358 391.52872 -64.T 11._ -82.9 2(.0 6.37958 0.739 -90.8 70.8 30.4 42.5 39.4 24.64838 I0-1]
12 -12o206 -17.128 403.1DD55 _-59,@ 12,2 -85.7 28.7 _.58407 C,713 -97,0 71.2 30.7 44.8 38.4--28.56191 11-12
13 -12.173 -18,217 382.g6960 -57.0 ll.l -85.5 29,6 6.237g2 0.761 -96.3 7C.C 34,4 40.6 33.6 32.54348 [2-13
[4 -12.147 -19,203 366.89081 -53.6 g.g -_5.3 _0.5 5.96009 0._05 -98.7 69, I 38.1 36.7 29,0 29.21662 13-14
18 -[1,316 -19.361 357.45765 -59.0 9.3 -_3.0 _o.8 5.82444 0.830 -90.7 68.8 37.9 34.1 29.9 25.60485 14-15
16 -10.592 -ig.492 35D,g0_74 -64.6 8.B -82.0 27.2 5,70769 U,851 -86,0 68.6 38.0 32.1 30.2 22.26496 [5-16
TAB NO 176 ATLAS PHOTO NO 176 POD SEQUENCE NO 355
JULY 31_Ig64 13 HR 23 MI_ 40 SEC 864 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_L TO iMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
127.936 294.40544 -8.688 -24,364 2029._61 2.453 -66,650 115.425
PHUID DATA
PT tAT ION KA_GE AZS/C A_N a/SUN AZA A• 814 AZPHAZ INCU PhAL tPk_ _Lrr1_ _C_L[ n. oT
2 -11,282 -18.487 388.75521-- 262._--10,3 -82.9 27.9 _,85873 0./87 L90.7 69.7 34.2 3H, I 34.5 O. _I--
3 -10.906 -29.030 347.33064 -63.4 9,5 -81._ 27,5 5.66612 C.82C -8o.1 89°I 38.0 35.0 32.4 19,76621 2- 3
4 -[0.877 -18,086 _63.1q203 -66,0 10.5 -82.7 26.6 5.92358 0.776 -87.9 70.l 32°3 39.2 37.1 28.08485 3- 4
5 iil'EgO --17.895 372.1_329 --61,0 11.2 --_4.2 2_.3 E.O?O_2 C.752 --93.6 70.3 32.A 41.3 Bb,5 25,26901 4-- 5
6 -12.683 -18.874 355.40900 -58.0 10.2 -R4.1 29.2 5.79658 C,797 -93.3 69.4 36.1 37,2 31,8 29,03863 5- 6
7 -!0._06 -19,030 347.33064 -63_9_5_-_j .___ 2T_5 5.66612 C.820 -68.1 69, i 36._ J5.0 32.4 23,98480 6- 7
8 -10.596 -ig.826 _37.9D_30 -04.5 8.8 -_O.q 27.3 5,49620 C.851 -86.0 68.6 38.C 32.0 30.2 I_.48954 _--8
g -10.555 -18,640 351.80733 -67.2 9,7 -80.7 2_,.4 5./5264 0.80_ -8_,7 69,5 34.3 36.2 34:8 2_.40304 8- 9
[0 --10.510 -17.662 369.23572 -69._ |0.7 -80.5 25,5 5.99926 0.762 -85.2 70.4 30.6 40.6 39.6 29,16831 9-10
II -11.271 -27.474 376,91626 -64,7 11.3 -82.9 27.0 6.14149 C.740 -90.8 70.7 30.4 42.4 39.3 23,72367 10-[I
12 -12,15U -[7.2_4 _88.01349 -89.9 12.2 -_5o7 28.7 6.30877 0.714 -97.0 71.0 30.7 44.7 38.2 27.47735 [l-12
13 -12.LI_ -18.300 3_8._I012 -57.011.Q__ -_5.4_29_6 _ 6°00507 0.762 __T9_±3 70.O 34.4 40.5 33.5 31,28157 I_-_
14 -12.093 -19.249 353.26867 -53.6 9._ -85.3 30.5 5.T3862 C.806 -95.7 69.C 38.1 36.7 28.9 28,10857 13-14
15 -11.293 -19.4C0 344°206/2 -59,0 9.3 -83.15 28.8 5,60854 0.830 -90.7 58.8 37.9 34.0 29.9 24.64685 14-15
16 -!0.594 -19.526 337.90436 -64,5 8,8 -80,9 27,3 5.49620 0.852 -86.0 68.6 38.0 32.0 30.2 21.43829 18-16
TAB NO 177 ATLAS PHOTO NO 177 POD SEQUENCF NO 357
JULY 31,1964 13 _R 23 _lN45 S EC983MS .....
TRAJECT(]RY DATa SEC TQ IMPACT ALT LA] LCN R V PTH AZ
122,816 282.86540 -8._48 -24.234 2C18.321 2.459 -66.544 115,403
PHOTO UATA
PT tAT LCN RAXGF AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 814 AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.259 -18.563 244.871.49 -62.1 10.3 -82.927.9 5.63199 G.788 -90.7 69.6 34.2 38.0 34.5 O,
3 -I0.89d -!g.085 333.91254 -63._ 9,5 -_I,8 2/.6 5,44722 8.821 -88.1 6g'i 36.C34*g_2"._ _-8811 2- 3
4 -10.870 -18.178 J49.11832 -66.0 lO.8 -81.7 26.7
5 -11.652 -17.g95 557.70093 -60,9 11.2 -84,2 28.3
6 -11.645 -28.935 341.664_8 -58.0 10,1 -84.1 22.2
7 -10.89_ -19,0H5 333.91284 -63,4 9.5 -81._ 27°6
8 -10.600 -19.561 324.86278 -64.5 8.8 -80.9 27.3
9 -I0,580 -18.710 338.20115 -67.2 9.7 -80.7 26.4
10 -10.517 -|7.771 354.8(]335 -69.4 10.6 -80.8 25.5
11 -11,249 -27.891 362._6625 --64°6 11.3 --82.9 27.0
12 -12.093 -17.371 _72.89133 -59.9 12.1 -_5.6 28.7
13 -[2.063 -18.3_4 354._IZ_9 -57.0 12.0 -85,4 2_,6
14 -12.039 -19.295 3_9,_3_L _,_.._-_3 _0,4
15 -11.270 -19.440 230.916g7 -59.0 g.3 -83,0 28.8
16 -I0.600 -i_.561 224.86278 -64.5 8.8 -80.9 2/.3
5,694C5 0.776 -67.9 7C.C 32.3 39.1 37.0 26.97448 3- 4
5.83522 C.753 -93.6 70.2 32.4 41.2 36.4 24.28143 4- 8
5.5724[ 0,79_ -93°3 69.3 36.1 37.2 31o7 27.88523 5- 6
5.44722 0.821 -88.1 69. i 36,0 3_.g 32,4 23.05282 8- 7
5.28407 0.851 -86.0 68.6 38.0 32.0 30.2 L6*80748 7- 8
5.51113 0.809 -85.7 69.4 34,3 36.2 34.8 25.36849 8- 9
5.76635 C.763 -05.2 70.3 30.5 40.8 39.5 28.00359 9-_0
5.90278 0.742 -90.8 70.6 30.A 42.3 39.2 22,79701 10-11
6,06291 C.716 -96.9 70.9 30.7 44.5 38,1 26.39166 1[-12
5.77279 0,763 -96.3 69.9 34.4 40.4 33.4 30.01978 [2-13
5.39260 C.B3I -90,T 68.8 37.9 34.0 29.8 23.68676 14-15
5.28467 0.851 -Sc.O 88.6 38.0 32.0 30.2 20.60928 15-16
173
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-V|E CAMERA F8 60
TAB NO 178 ATLAS PHOTO NO 178 POD SEQUENCE NO 359 -
JULY 31m1964 13 HR 23 MI_ 51 SEC 103 MS
TRAJECTqRY DATA SEE TO IMPACT AL7 LAT LGN R V PTH " AZ
|17.696 271.30641 -9.010 -28.105 2006.762 2.465 -66.457 115.381
PHOTO DATA
PT LA[ LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PTA[
2 -1[.237 -18.639 330.94765 -62.1 10.3 -82*9 27.9 5°40461 0.789 -90.7 69.5 34.2 38.0 34.4 ' 0, l- 2
3 -10.890 -19.140 320.45437 -63.3 9.5 -81.8 27,6 5,227_7 0o821 -88,1 69.0 36.0 36.9 32.3 18,20861 2- 3
4 -10.863 -i8.211 335.00477 -65.9 I0o5 -81.6 26.7 5.46367 C.777 -87.9 69*g 32*3 39.0 36,9 25.86226 3- 4
5 -11.613 -18*og_ 3_3+21g72 -60°9 11°1 -84.1 28.3 5.59899 0.754 -93.6 70,I 32.4 41.1 36.3 23,29193 A- 5
6 -II°607 -18°997 327*87974 -58°0 10.1 -84,I 2q.I 5.34760 0°798 -93.3 69*2 36.13!=_Io7 26.73036 5- 6
7 -10.890 -19.140 3_0.45437 -63.3 9,5 -8[.8--27.6 5.22767 0.821 -88.1 69.0 36.0 34.9 32.5 22.11843 6- 7
8 -10.604 -19.897 311.78146 -64.5 8.8 -80.9 27.3 5.07130 0.852 -86.0 68.5 38.0 32.0 30°1 16.12370 7- 8
9 -10.566 -18.781 324°55473 -67.1 9*7 -80,7 26.5 5*28877 N-RO9 --85,7 69*3 3_*_ 36.1 34°7 24°33148 8- 9
10 --10,524 -17.881 _n:&320_ _.3 _0.o -80.4 25.6 5.53281 0.76A -85.2 70.2 30.5 40.4 39.3 26.85965 9-10
11 -11.226 -17.788 547.57798 -64.6 11.3 -82.8 27.1 5.66345 0.743 -g0,8 10.5 30.4 42.1 39.1 21.86849 10-11
12 -12.036 -17.499 J57,73346-59.8 12.1 -bE.b_ 2_.7 5.81646 0.118 -96.9 70.7 30,7 44.6 38.0 25.30478 11-12
13 -12.008 -18.469 340.0/623 -57.0 10.9 -85.4 _9.6 5.53929 0.?6A -96.3 69.8 34.4 40.3 33.4 28.75800 12-13
14 -11.985 -19.343 325.90818 -53.6 9,8 -85*3 30,4 5°29440 0.807 -95.7 68.9 38.1 36.5 28.8 25.88699 13-16
15 -11.247 -19.481 317.581_5 -59.0 9.3 -83.0 2_.8 5.17481 0.831 -90.7 68,7 37.9 33,9 29,8 22.12478 14-15
16 -10.604 -19.597 311.7d146 -64.5 8.8 -M0°9 2/,3 5.07130 0,852 -86.0 68,5 38.0 32.0 30.1 19*77786 15-16
TAB NO 179 ATLAS PHOTO NO 179 POD SEQUENCE NO 361 _
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 Mlh 56SE1223 Ms ......
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
112.516 259.72833 -9.C72 -23,97[ 1995o184 2._70 -66.370 115.358
PHOT_ DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* _/A AZPHAZ_NED PHAZEM/SALPHA_[ PT-PT
2 -11.214 -]8.717 _i6,98746 -62.0 10,3 -82.9 28,0 5.17663 0.189 -90.7 69.5 34.2 37.9 36.3 0, 1- 2
3 -10.882 -19.196 306.95914 -6_°3 9.5 -81.8 27,6 5.00752 0.822 -88,| 69.0 36.0 34.8 32°3 11.42804 2- 3
4 -10.856 -10.3_6 320.85596 -65.9 10.4 -61,6 26.8 5.2331[ 0.778 -87.9' 6g,B 32.3 59.0 36.9 26*74907 3- 4
5 -11.574 -18,197 ]28.70_00 -60.9 11.1 -84ol 28,3 5.36219 0.755 -93.6 70.0 32.6 41.0 36°2 22.30062 6- 5
6 -11.568 -[9.059 _[4o05838 -58.0 10.0 -84.1 29.1 5.12218 0.799 -93.3 69.2 36.1 87°0 3[.6 25.57492 5- 6
7 -10.882 -19.[96 306.9591____6_!_9,5 -81.8 21.6 5.00752 0.822 -88.1 69.0 36.0 3_.8 32.3 2_.18195 6- 7
8 -10,608 -19.634 298.66334 -64*4 8.8 -80,q 27.4 4.85795 0,852 -86.0 68.5 38.0 31,9 30.1 15.43854 1- 8
9 -10.511 -18.852 310.87212 -67.1 9.7 -80.7 26.5 5.06581 0.810 -85.6 69.3 34.3 36.1 34,6 23.29279 8 I g
10 -10,831 -11.991 326.02721 -69.3 10.6 -80,4 25.7 5.29872 0.765 -85.2 70.1 30.6 40.3 39.2 25,67552 9-i0
11 -11.203 -[7.826 _32.85661 -04.6 11.3 -82.8 27.1 5.42359 0*744 -90.8 70.3 30.4 42*0 38.9 20.93805 10-11
12 -11.97q -1f,827 3_2.54473 -59,8 12.0 -85.5 28.7 5°56950 0.719 -96.9 70,6 30,7 64.5 37.8 24°21706 11-12
13 -11.952 -18.554 325.10412-57.0 10.9 -85.4 29.5 5_30521 0,765 -96.3 69.7 34.6 40.2 33,3 27.69734 12-13
14 -11.931 -19.390 512.17172 -53.7 9.8 -85.3 30.3 5.07127 0.808 -95.7 68.9 38.1 36.5 28.8 24.77414 13-14
15 -11.224 -19.523 304.22050 -59.0 9.3 -83.0 28.8 4.951C[ 0,832 -90.7 68.7 37.9 33,9 29.8 21o76056 16-15
16 -10,608 -19.634 298.66334 -64,_ 8o_ -80,9 27,4 6.85793 0°852 -86.0 68.5 38.0 31.9 30*I 18.94633 15-16
TAB NO 180 ATLAS PHOTO NO 180 POD SEQUENCE NO 363
JULY 31m1964 13 HR 24 Mlh L SEE 343 MS
]RAJECTORY OATA S_C 70 IMPAC1 ALl LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
107.656 248.1310A -9,136 -23.837 1983.588 2.476 -66.281 115.335
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS'/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -11.19[ -[8,795 _02,981_6-62.0 10.2 -82.9 28.0 4.948C1 0.79C -90,7 69*4 34.2 17.8 341_ 0t _ __
3 -10,873 -19.252 293,42421 -63.3 9.5 -81.8 27.6
6 -10.849 -18.458 306.66_ -05.9 10.4 -_l.b 26.8
5 -II.535 -18.3GO 314.15028 -60.9 11.I -8_.1 28.3
6 -11°529 -19.122 300.19765 -58.0 10.0 -84.1 29.1
7 -10.87_ -[9o252 293*42421 -63.3 9.5 -81._ 27.6
8 -10.612 -19.671 285.50592 -64,4 8.8 -80.q 21.4
9 -10,577 -18,924 297*15028 -67,0 9.7 -80.6 26,0
I0 -10.53_ -18.102 311.58513 -69,2 10.6 -80°4 25.8
11 -11.18l -11,965 318.09835 -66,6 11*2 -82.8 21.2
12 -11.921 -17.756 327o32124 -59.8 11*9 -85*5 28.7
13 -1L.Sq8 -[_.641 _II.29691 -57,0 10,9 -85.4 29.5
15 -11.20l -19.565 2g0o81388 -59.0 9.2 -83*0 26o8
16 -10,612 -1q,67L 285,5059_ -64°4 8.8 -50,9 27,A
4.78672 0.822 -68.1 68.9 36.0 34.8 32.2 16.64623 2- 3
5.00172 0.779 -_7.9 69.7 32.3 38°9 56.8 23.63440 3- 4
5*12477 0.757 -93.6 69°9 32.4 40.9 36.1 21.3072_ 4- 5
A.89612 8,80C -93,3 69.1 36.1 37.0 31.5 24,41839 5- 6
4.78612 C*822 -88.1 68°9 36°0 34.8 32.2 20,2432A 6- 7
4.64392 0.852 -86°0 68,5 38°0 31.g 30,0 16.75174 7- 8
4,84221 0.811 -85.6 69.2 34.3 36.0 34.5 22.25197 8- 9
5.064C2 0,766 -85.2 70.0 30.6 40.2 39.1 24,5106_ 9-10
5.18312 0.746 -90.8 70.2 30.4 41,9 38.8 20.00570 10-11
5.321_8 0.721 -9_.9 70.5 30.7 44,1 37.7 23.12792 11-12
5,010_1 0.76_ -96.3 69.6 3_._ 40.1 33.2 26.23707 12-13
8.73856 C.832 -9C.7 68.6 37.9 83,9 29.7 20°79428 14-15
R.64392 0.852 -86.0 68.5 38.0 31.9 30.0 18.10838 15-16
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JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII CAMERA F8
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 WIN b SEC 863 MS
TRAJECTt]RY IJATA SEC TC I_PAC!
102.33o
PHOTO I)ATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AIN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.167 "-18.874 288.94843 -62.0 10.2 -H2.8 20.0
3 -1D.865 -t9.3[C 279.5490h -63.2 9.5 -HI.7 27.7
A -10.841 -16.553 292.44191 -65.8 10.4 -81.6 26.9
5 -II.495 -18.402 299.55822 -60.9 ll.O -84.l 2_.3
6 -ll.AO -I9.186 _66.29h47 -58.0 [0.0 -8A.1 29.1
? -I0.585 -19.310 479.84908 -63.2 9.5 -81.7 27.7
8 -10.618 -19.709 272.30888 -84.3 8.8 -50.9 27.8
9 -10.552 -18.997 283.38578 -67.C 9.7 -80.b 26.7
10 -[0.545 -18.218 297.10561 -69.2 i0.6 -80.3 25.9
11 -II.15T -Id.065 _03.30291 -64. 5 11.2 -82.7 2/.2
12 -ll.Pb3 -I?.885 _12.06272 -59.5 11.9 -85.5 25.7
13 -ll._4d -18.727 29_.84636 -87.0 10.8 -85.4 29.5
14 -ll.8?l -19.458 284.58062 -53.7 9.7 -85.3 30.2
15 -11.177 -19.608 _/7.36700 -5_.0 g.2 -82.9 28.8
16 -i0.615 -19./09 272.30868 -64.3 8.8 -80.9 27.4
61
TAB NO 181 ATLAS PHOTO NO 181 POD SEQUENCE NO 365
ALT LAl LCN R V PTH AZ
236.51411 -9.198 -23.701 1971.969 2.482 -66.191 [15.312
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPtIA SCALE -- -_-
4.71e73 C.791 -9C.7 69.] 34.2 57.7 34,1 O. 1- 2
4,56527 C.523 -88.[ b8,g 36.1 38.7 32.1 15,86316 2- 3
4.78969 0.78C -87.9 69.6 32.3 58.8 36.7 22.5182E 3- 4
4.88673 C.756 -93.6 b,H 32.4 40.8 36.0 20,31168 4- 5
4,669_0 C,80I -93.3 69.0 36.1 36.9 31,5 23.26082 5- 6
_.56527 C.823 -66.1 68,9 36.1 34,7 32.1 19,30219 6- 7
4,42926 C,853 -86,0 68.4 38.0 51.9 30.0 14.06527 7- 8
4.61797 C.811 -_5.6 69. I 34.3 35.9 34.5 21.20910 8- 9
4.82_71 O.16E -65.2 69.9 38.6 40.1 59.0 23.34502 9-I0
4.942CA 0.747 -9U.8 lO.l 30.4 41.8 38.7 19,07135 10-11
5.07390 0.723 -96.9 70.3 30.7 44.0 37*822.0375711_|2
4.83518 C.767 -96.3 6g.5 34.4 40.0 33.1 24.91728 12-13
4,623C8 0.809 -95.7 68,8 38,1 36.3 28.7 22.54376 13-14
4.5[946 0.833 -9C.7 68.6 37,g 33.8 29.7 19.82562 14-15
4.42926 0.853 -88.0 68.4 38,0 31.9 30.0 17.27002 15-16
_ __ TAB NO 182 ATLAS PHOTO NO 182 POD SEQUENCE NO 367 _
JULY 31,196A L3 MR Z8 MI_ il SEC 583 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TL IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
97.216 224.87769 -9.262 -23.564 1960.333 2.488 -66.100 115.288
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ IM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.144 -18.954 274.8T216 -62.0 10.2 -82.b 28.0 4.488_6 0.792 -90.7 --69.2 34.2 37.6 3A.I 0. IZ
3 -10,856 -19.368 26_,23637 -63.2 9,5 -81.7 27.7 4.34320 0.824 -88.1 68,8 36.1 34.6 32.1 15,07914 2- 3
4 -10.833 -I8.64g 278,17968 -65.8 [0,4 -81.5 27.0 4.53708 0,781 -87.9 69.5 32.3 38,7 36.6 21.40129 3- A
5 -I[.A55 -18,506 28_.93126 -60,9 II.O -84.0 28,4 4,6A812 0.759 -93.6 69.7 32.4 40.7 35.9 19.31443 4- 5
6 -11.451 -19.250 2/2.35809 -58.0 10.0 -HA.1 29.1 4.44208 0,802 -93.3 69.0 36,1 36,8 31.4 22.10276 5- 6
7 -i0.5_G lO._Ae 266.2_637__063.2 g.5 -81.7 27.7 .... 4.34320_q.824-88.I 88.8 36.1 3A.6 32.[ 1_.35878 6- 7
8 -10.619 -19.747 259.073_8 -64.3 8.8 -80.9 2?.5 4.21399 G.853 -08,_ 68.4 38.0 31.8 50.0 13.31342 7- 8
9 -10.587 -19.070 209.59054 -66,9 9.7 -80.6 26.7 4,39313 0,612 -68,6 69,1 34.3 35.9 34.4 20.[8458 8- 9
10 --10.552 -16.326 282.59203 -69.[ 10.6 -80.3 26,0 A.592e5 0.769 -85.2 69.8 30.6 40.0 38.9 22.17931 9-10
11 -11.134 -18.I65 288.47A08 -64.5 11.2 -82.7 27.3 4.?0042 0.749 -90.8 70.0 30.4 41,7 38.6 18.13528 I0-II
12 -11.805 -18.015 296.77312 -59.8 11.8 -85.4 28.7 4.82530 0.724 -96.9 70.2 30.7 43.8 37.4 20.94632 11-12
_3 -11.784 -18,815 282.36217 _-_eOlO.8 -85.3 _9.5 ____593260.768-96,5 69.4 34.6 39.9 33.0 23.71863 _-_3
14 -11.765 -19.53? 270.72756 -u3.8 9.7 -85,3 30.2 4.39806 0.810 -95.7 68,7 38,1 36,2 28.6 21.42678 13-14
15 -11.153 -19.651 283.88216 -59.0 9.2 -82.9 28.8 4,29973 0.833 -90.7 68.6 37.9 33.8 29.6 18,85501 [fi-15
16 -£O.bi4 -i_.747 259.0_3_ -64.3 8.8 -80.9 27.5 4.21399 0.853 -86.0 68.8 38.0 31.8 30.0 16.42918 15-16
TAB NO 183 ATLAS PHOTO NO 183 POD SEQU£NCE NO 369
JULY 3_,1964 i_ HR 24 M[N l_ SEC 703 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
92.096 213.22C0E -g.)27 -23.425 1968.675 2.494 -66.008 115.264
PHOIO DATA
PT tat L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.120 -19.0_4 260.75618 -Al.g 10.2 -82.8 28.1A±_5813 0.793 -90.7 69.2 3A.2 37.6 34,0 Q, I- 2
3 -10.847 -19.428 _2.55326 -65.2 9.5 -81.7 27.7
4 -10.825 -18.745 283,57880 -65.7 10.4 -81.5 2_.0
5 -11.815 -IS.610 270.26658 -60.9 10.9 -84.(] 28.4
6 -II.411 -19.315 258.37992 -58,0 9.9 -84.0 29,[
7 -I0,847 -19.426 252.58326 -63.2 9.5 -_I.7 27.7
8 -10.622 -19.756 245.79877 -hA.2 8.8 -80.8 27.5
9 -10.591 -19.145 255.75238 -66.9 9.7 -80.6 26.8
10 -10.55_ -18,440 _68.04105 -69,0 [0,6 -80.3 26.1
11 -11.11! -18.306 273.60856 -64.4 ll.l -d2.7 2T.3
12 -11.74; -18.146 281.A4957 -59.5 [1.8 -_5,4 28,7
13 -11.727 -18,903 267.83990 -57.0 I0.7 -55.3 29,4
14 -II.710 -19.5_7 _L_ _ • 8 9.7 --85.3 3{I_2
15 --11.129 -19,695 280.3569A -59,0 9,2 -82.9 28,8
L6 -10.622 -19.786 245.79877 -64,2 8.8 -80,8 27.5
4.12048 0,824 -88.1 68.7 36.1 34.6 32.0 1A.29405 2- 3
4.30383 0.782 -87.9 b9.4 32.3 38.6 36.5 20.28298 3- 4
4.405g0 0.760 -93.6 69.6 32.4 40.6 35.8 18.31526 A- 5
4,21410 0.802 -93.3 68.9 36.1 36.7 31.3 20,94384 5- 6
4.12048 0,824 -88,1 68.7 36.1 38.6 32.0 17.41335 6- 7
3.998C6 D.85_ -86.0 68.4 38.0 31.8 29.9 12,68208 7- 8
4.16764 0.8[3 -85.6 69.0 34.3 35.8 34,3 19.11809 8- 9
4.35638 0.770 -85.2 69,7 30.6 39°9 38.8 21.01304 9--10
4.A5820 0.750 -90,8 69.9 30.4 41.6 38.5 17.19737 10-11
4.57618 C.72E -96°9 70,1 30.7 A3.7 37°3 19.85392 11-12
4.36273 0.769 -96.3 6g.3 34.A 39.8 32,9 22.46075 _2-13
4.17240 0.811 --9_a7 68.7 38.1 36.2 28.6 20.3084| l_--]&
4,0_9_5 0,834 --90.7 68.5 37.q 33.7 29.6 17.88230 1_-15
3,99806 0.853 -86°0 68,4 38,0 31,8 29.9 15,58622 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA F8 62
JULY 51,L964 13 _q 24 Mlh 21 SEC 823 MS
TRAJECTNRY OAT_
P_OTC OATA
PT LAT L_N RAEG_-- A/S/C _N- AZSUN AZA
-11.096 -[9.115 246.60559 -61.9 10.2 -82°8 26.i
-10.815 -19o4_6 138.89462 -o3.1 9.4 -31.7 21.8
4 -lO.81r -l_._A2 249.34365 -65.7 10.4 -81.5 27.1
8 -II.37_ -18._15 155,86935 -_0,8 10.9 -34.0 20.4
6 -11.371 -19._81 244.36678 -58.0 9.9 -84.0 29.I
7 -10.83_ -19.4_8 238.5q462 -63.1 9.4 -81.7 27.8
8 -[0.625 -19.526 232.8b805 -64.2 8.8 -80.8 27.6
g -10.596 -19.219 181.57g37 -t6.8 9.7 -80.6 20.9
i0 -I0.564 -I_.55_ _=&53_6 6_.3 10.o -8U.2 26.1
11 -11.0_7 -I,_.427 258.711_b -64.4 11.1 -82./ 27.4
TAB NO 184 ATLAS PHOTO NO 184 POD SEQUENCE NO 371
SEC TC [PpACT ALT LAT LCN R v PTH AZ
86.97/ 201.54_46 -9.392 -23.284 1937.001 2.500 -65.915 115.239
A* 8iA AZPHAZ --INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
4.0272A 0.794 -90.7 69. l 3A.2 37.5 33.9 O. I- 2
3.89717 0.825 -8_.i 68.7 36.1 34.5 32.0 13.50816 2- 3
4.07CC4 0.783 -87.9 69.3 32.3 38.5 36.4 19.16388 3- 4
4.16914 0.762 -93.6 69.5 32.4 40.5 35.6 17.31446 4- 5
_.98556 0.803 -93.3 68.8 36.1 36.7 31.3 19.78459 5- 6
_.59717 C._2E -88.1 68.7 36.[ 34.5 32o0 16.46589 6_
3.78156 0.854 -86.0 68.8 38.0 31.3 29.9 I[.98948 T- 8
3.94157 G.RI_ -88.6 C8,¢ 34.3 3_.7 5N.Z 18.07004 8- g
4.119_3 C._TI -85.2 69.6 30.6 39.8 38.7 19.84673 9-[0
4.21548 C.751 -90.8 hg.7 30.4 81.4 38.3 16.25800 I0-11
12 -11.635 -18.277 286.09759 -5_.8 Ii.7 -85.4 2_.7 4.32655 0.728 -98.9 69.9 30.7 A3.6 31.1 18.76087 II-12
[3 -11.669 -1_.991 Z53.2_8_6 -57.0 10.7 -85.3 2_.8 4.125_5 0.771 -96.3 69.2 3A.4 39.7 32.8 21.20412 12-13
14 -Ii.853 -19.655 242.')0_50 -83.8 9.7 -85._ 3J.1 _.94_16 0.811 -95.7 6d.6 38.1 36.[ 28.5 [9.18922 13-14
15 -I1.104 -I_.7_0 _36.?959_ -_9.0 9.? -82.9 28.8 _.858_g 0.83_ -90.6 68.8 37.g 33.7 29.5 16.90779 14-15
16 -I0.625 -19.82_ _32.4_(_5 -04.2 8._ -80._ 27.6 _.78156 C.654 -86.0 68.3 38.8 31.8 29.9 14.74101 15-16
TAB NO 185 ATLAS PHOTO NO 185 POD SEQUENCE NO 373
JULY 31,L964 13 HR 24 MI6 26 SEL 94_ ¥5
TRAJECTFJRY OA[A SEU [(1 lWPACT ALl LAT LCN M V PTh AZ
81.857 189.84984 -9.458 -23.142 1925.805 2.506 -65.822 115.214
PHOTL DATA
PT LAT iON RANG_ AZSIC AZN AZSUN A/A
2 -11.]II -1_.197 232.41824 -61.9 10.1 -H2._ 28.1
3 -10.82_ -19,546 225.16882 -t_.1 9.4 -31.7 Z7.8
4 -I0.8_]; -lH.g3g _35.11025 -65.6 10.4 -bl.5 27.1
5 -11.3_4 -i_,820 2&O.H_433 -80.8 10.9 -38.0 28.4
6 -[1.381 -1q,84_ 2_0.3132H -5_.0 9.9 -84.0 29.1
7 -10.828 -19.54_ 225._6552 -63.1 9.8 -di.7 21.8
8 -I0.623 -19.866 219.13690 -_4.2 8.d -80.h 27.6
9 --i0._00 -19.295 ?Z_.96681 -6_.8 9.7 -80*5 26.9
10 -10.511 -13.668 2_8._;334o -_8.9 10.6 -80.2 2o.2
1[ -1[.063 -18.550 263.77395 -64.g [1.[ -82.6 27.4
12 -11.629 -18.408 _50.71147 -59.8 11.7 -M5.3 2d.7
13 -11.612 -19.031 233.69076 -67.0 10.6 -_5.3 29.4
14 -11o597 -}g,ERg 8Z8.941ui -5J._ 9.6 -85.5 30,1
15 -[1.07_ -19*7_5 2Z3.1)815 -58.9 9.2 -82.9 2_.8
16 -10.623 -Ig.866 /1g.[_690 -64.2 8.8 -80.8 27.6
Ae blA AZP_AZ INCD PHAE [PIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3.79550 0.195 -90.7 69.C 34.2 37.8 33.8 O. I i 2
_.62820 C.825 -88.1 68.6 36.1 34,5 81.9 12.72120 2- 3
3.83561 6.784 -_7*9 69.2 32.3 88.8 36.3 18.04375 3- 4
3.9287? C.763 -93.6 69.A 32.4 40.4 35.8 16.31168 4- 5
3.756_5 0.804 -93.5 68.8 36. I 36.6 31.2 18.02472 5- 6
3.678_0 0.825 -88.1 68.6 86.1 34.5 81.9 _5,5_605 _- 7
3.56419 0.854 -81.0 68.3 33.C 31.7 29.8 [1.29542 7- 8
_./14E7 0.814 -85.6 68.8 34.3 35.6 34.2 17.02023 8- 9
3.83179 C.(73 -85.2 6g.b _0.6 39.; 38.5 18.68017 9-I0
_.9_216 C.753 -90.8 69.6 30.4 41.3 38.2 15.3_660 10-11
8.0_63g 0.750 -90.9 69.8 30.7 43.4 37.0 11.66667 11-12
3.88795 _.772 -96.3 69.2 34.4 3_.6 32,7 |9.94848 I_-_
J.71927 0.312 -95.7 68.6 38.1 36.0 28.5 i_.06881 13-14
3.6)676 U.835 -96°6 68.4 37.9 33.6 29.5 15.93102 14-[5
_.56439 0.854 -86.0 68.3 88.0 31._ 29.8 13.89843 18-16
JULY 31,i964 L3 HR /4 pl_ 32 SEC 63 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA
PHOTO [_TA
PT LAI L(_ RA_'J_ ALS/C ALN AZSUN AZA
2 -IL.OA_ -19.2?9 ?13.17922 -81.9 10.1 -82.8 2_.I
3 -I0.818 -19.606 _II.89085 -_J.1 ')._ -_1.7 2(.9
4 -[O.dO0 -[9.0_8 220.75217 -6_.o 10.4 -81.4 21.2
5 -IL.29_ -[8._26 226.08458 -6O.8 i0.8 -_3.9 25.4
6 -II.290 -19._14 L16.21374 -58.0 9.9 -88.0 29.I
7 -[0.81_ -19.606 211.390_b -63.1 9.4 -bl.l 27.9
3 -10.630 -}9.9C7 _05.74097 -64.1 8.6 -8O.3 21.7
9 -I0.608 -19.371 214.009_8 -_6.7 9.7 -_0.5 27.0
lO -10.87o -I_.783 124.11576 -65.8 I0._ -80.? _6.3
Ll -I1.(]38 -I_.673 _Z8.80258 -68.3 iI.l -_2.6 _7.5
[2 -[1.570 -18.541 2_5.28318 -59.8 ii.6 -85._ 2_1.7
13 -II.8_4 -l'_.lll 224._188 -57.O IU.O -_S.3 2_._
18 -Ii.540 -19._8_ _L8.92_3_ -_._ 9*8 -_5.3 _0.0
15 -11.054 -i_.531 209.5A682 -58.9 9.2 -_2.9 28.8
16 -lO.63n -}9.9C7 _05.74091 -o4.1 8.8 -80.8 27.7
TAB NO 186 ATLAS PHOTO NO 186 POD SEQUENCE NO 375
SFC TO IWPACI ALT LA1 tUN 8 V PTH AZ
76.7_1 178,15_18 -9._25 -22.997 1813,58_ 2._12 -65.727 115.189
A* UlA AZPHAL INCD PHA/ _MIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
3.563C2 C.795 -9C.7 68._ 34.2 31.3 }3.7 O. Z-
_.44_49 C.82_ -8_.1 68.6 36.1 38.4 3[.8 11.93244 2- 3
3.60_46 0.786 -8/.9 69.1 32.3 38°3 36.2 16.92170 3- 4
_,68716 C.764 -93.6 69.3 32.8 40.2 35.4 18.30616 8- 5
5.52E_9 G,SC_ -93.3 68.7 36.1 30.5 31.I 17.4631_ 5- 6
3.84649 C.SZt -_6.1 bS.e 3b.l 3A.4 31.8 14.56321 6- 7
_.34650 0._54 -86.0 68.3 38.C 31.7 29.8 10.59926 7- 8
3.487_3 0.315 -85.6 68.8 _4.3 35.6 38.1 15.96792 8- 9
3.68549 0.774 -85.2 69.3 30.6 39.6 58.4 17.31238 9-10
3.72813 0.754 -90.8 69.5 3C.A 41.2 38.1 1A.37269 10-11
_.82558 C.731 -96.9 69._ 30.7 _3.8 36.9 Ib.5_027 _I-12
3.649_0 0.773 -96.2 69. I 34.4 _9.8 32.6 18.69247 12-13
_,8911_ C.813 -95.7 68,5 _8,1 36.0 28._ I_=94_26 13-18
3.41439 0.835 -90.6 63.4 37.3 33.6 29°4 14.95128 14-15
3.38E50 0.854 -86.0 68.3 38.0 31.7 29,8 13,04287 15-16
176
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VII C_MEKA Fe 63
TAB NO 187 ATLAS PHOTO NO 187 POD SEQUENCE NO 377
JULY 31,1964 13 hR _8 _Ih 37 SEC 182 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACt _LT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
71.617 166.39E61 -9.593 -22.851 1901.852 2.819 -65.631 115.163
PHDTO DATA
PT LAT L0N RA_UE .... AZ--S/C _ZN AZSON AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.021 -19.362 203.90153 -61.8 I0.I -82.7 28.2 3.32986 Q.796 -9C.? 68.6 34.2 37.2 33.6 O. I- 2
3 -10.80_ -19.668 197.57406 -63.0 9.4 -81.7 27.9
4 -I0,791 -19.137 206.29354 -65.5 1n.3 -61.6 27.3
5 -11o252 -19.033 211.23471 -60.8 10.8 -83.9 28.4
6 -11.249 -19.562 2_2.07197 _758.0 9.8 -84.0 29.1
7 -lO.80d -19,668 197.57466 -63.0 9.4 --_I.7 21.9
8 --10.632 --19.948 i92.30315 -64.1 8.8 --_0._ 2?.7
9 -10.608 -19.448 2C0.01064 -66.6 9.7 -_0.5 27.1
10 -10.582 -18.900 209.47437 -68.8 10.6 -80.2 26.4
II -Ii.013 -18.797 213.78705 -04.3 ii.O -82.6 27.5
12 -ii.510 -18.674 219.81_21_ -59.8 11.6 -85.3 28.7
13 -11.495 -19.262 209.37155 -57.0 10.6 -85.2 29.4
14 -11.482 -19.7gA 200.87293 -53.9 9.5 -85.3 30.0
15 -11.028 -19.878 195.85636 -88.9 g.l -82.9 2_.8
]6 -10.632 -19.94_ 192.3(9315 -64.I 8.8 -80._ 27.7
3.223C9 C.827 -88.1 68.5 36.1 34.3 31.8 11.14248 2- 3
3.36664 C.787 -87.9 69.0 32.3 38.2 36.0 15.T9831 3- 4
_.44580 8.765 -93.6 69.2 32.4 40. i 35.3 14.29819 4- 5
_.29575 C.606 -93.3 68.6 36.1 36.4 31.1 16.30068 5- b
_.223C9 0.827 -8_.1 68.5 36.1 34.3 31.8 [3:6678_--_T -
3.12793 0.055 -86.0 68.2 38.0 31.6 29.7 9.90150 7- 8
_.25931 0.816 -65.6 65.7 34.3 35.5 34.0 14.91361 8- 9
3.60457 C.775 -85.2 69.2 30.6 39.5 3fi.3 16.34407 9-10
3.48348 0.756 -90.8 69.4 30.4 41.1 3_.9 13.4265_ 10-11
3.57469 0.733 -9_.9 69.5 30.7 43.1 36.7 15.47253 11-12
3.61039 C.774 -90.2 69.C 34.6 39.4 32.5 17.43703 12-13
3.26331 C.814 -95.7 68.4 38.1 35.9 28.4 15.82224 13-14
3.19132 C.336 -90.6 68.3 37.g 53.5 29.4 13.96913 14-15
3.12793 C._55 -8e.O 68.2 38.0 31.6 29.7 12.18988 15-16
TAB NO 188 ATLAS PHOTO NO 188 POD SEQUENCE NO 379
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24-MI_2--SEC302 FS
TRAIFCTRRY DATA $6C TC IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
A_.AQT 154.63g48 -9.662 -22.703 1890.095 2.525 -65.534 IIS.136
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhC£ AZS/C _ZN AZSON AZA A* B/A AZP_AZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALt et-Yi
2 -I0.995 -!9.446 I_9_5_592-861._ I0.i -_2.7 28.2 3.096C7 C.797 -90.7 68.7 34.2 37. I 33.5 O. I-
3 -I0.791 -19.730 183.11828 -63.0 g.4 -@I.6 27.9 2.99706 C.827 -8_.I 68.R 36.1 34.3 31.7 10.35166 2- 3
4 -i0.781 -19.237 191.7g831 -65.5 10.3 -81.4 2T.3 3.12823 C.788 -87.9 68°9 32.3 38.1 35.9 14.67422 3- 4
5 -11.210 -19.141 196.37928 -60.8 10.8 -83.9 28.4 _. 20357 8.167 -93.6 6g.i 32.4 40.0 35.2 13.28806 4- 5
6 -ii.207 -19.650 I_7.H9159 -5_.O 9.0 -84.0 29.0 3.06447 0.80_ -93.3 68.6 36.1 36.3 31.0 15.13791 5- 6
7 -i0.(97 -19.730 183_ 71_2H -63.0 g.4 -61.6 27.9 2.99706 8.827 -88.1 68.4 36.1 34.3 31.7 12.65022 6- 7
8 -10.634 -[9.990 178.82614 -64.0 8.8 -_0.8 Z7.7 2.g0872 0.85 = -86.C 68.2 38.0 31.6 29.7 9.20238 _-
g -I0.611 -19.526 i85.97393 -66.6 9.7 -60.5 27.1 _.03058 0.816 -_5.6 68.6 3_.3 35.4 33.9 13.85780 8- g
10 -10.587 -19.016 194.73840 -68.7 10.6 -80.1 26.5 _.16508 0.778 -85.2 69. i 30.6 39.3 3_.2 15.17583 9-10
11 -10.988 -18.921 198.73881 -64.3 11.0 -82.5 27.6 _.2382E 0.75_ -90.8 69.3 30.5 40.9 37.8 12.47869 10-11
12 -11.449 -18.808 204.321_0 -59.7 11.5 -85.2 28.7 3.32213 0.735 -96.9 69.4 30.7 43.0 36.6 14.37368 Ii-12
13 -Ii.436 -19.353 194.65504 -57.i 10.5 -85.2 29.3 3.170t9 0.775 -96.2 68.9 34.fl 39.3 32.4 _6.18293 12_13_
14 -11.424 -19.848 186.77888 -53.9 9.5 -85.3 29.9 3.03436 0.814 -95.7 68.6 38.1 35.8 28.3 14.69735 13-14
15 --11.002 -19.925 182.12612 -58.9 g.l -82.9 _8.8 2.967_0 0.836 -90.6 68.3 37.9 33.4 29.3 12.984g6 16-15
16 -10.634 -k.ggG I_8.826!4 -_.O 8.8 -_0.8 27.7 2.90872 C.855 -86.0 6_.2 38.C 31.6 29.7 11.33434 15-16
TAB NO 189 ATLAS PHOTO NO 189 POD SEQUENCE NO 381
JULY 31, 1964 13 HR 24 Mlh 4? 5£0422MS - _.
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V pT_ AZ
61.317 162.86168 -9,731 -22,553 1878.317 2°532 -65o435 115.109
PHOTO DATA
PT LAI LON RAKG_ AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAE EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -i0.969 -_9.530 175.24440 -61.8 10.O -82.7 2_.2 2.86186 0.798 -9C.7 _8..7_8_7.0_____-_
3 -i0.786 -19.792 169.83402 -63.0 9.4 -81.6 28.0 2.77056 0.825 -88.1 68.4 36.1 34.2 31.6 9.56120 2- 3
4 -10.771 -19.337 177.2T928 -65.5 10.3 -_1.4 27.4 2.89143 0.189 -87.9 68.8 32.3 38.0 35.8 13.55132 3- 4
5 -Ii.167 -19.248 181.50202 -60.8 10.7 -83.9 28.5 2.960E7 0.76_ -93.6 69.0 32.4 39.9 35.1 12.27855 4- 5
6 -II.16_ -19.718 173.68396 -58.0 9.8 -84.0 29.0 2.83275 0._07 -93.3 68.5 36.1 36.3 30.9 13.97694 5- 6
7 -10.786 -19.792 189.83482 -63.0 9.4 -81.6 28.0 2.77056 0.828 -88.1 68.4 36.1 34.2 31.6 11.69127 6- 7
8 -I0.635 -20.032 165.31912 -64.0 8.8 -_0.8 27.8 2.68902 0.855 -86.0 68.1 38.0 31.6 29.7 8.50311 7- 8
9 -I0.614 -19.603 171.91048 -66.5 9.7 -80.4 27.2 2.80141 0.817 -85.6 68.6 34.3 35.3 33.8 12.80211 8- 9
10 -10.592 -19.133 179.98157 -68.7 10.6 -80.1 26.6 2.92525 0._78 -85.2 69.0 30.6 _9.2 38.1 14.00977 9-10
II -10.963 -19.045 183.67070 -64.2 11.0 -82.5 27.6 2.992?6 0.758 -90.8 69.1 30.5 40.8 37.7 11.53029 I0-II
12 -11.389 -16.941 188.80987 -99.7 11.5 -85.2 _8.7 3.06992 C.737 -9_.9 69.3 )0.7 42.8 36°4 13.2_537 11--12
13 -11.377 -19.444 179.91>07 -07.1 10.5 -85.2 _9.3 2.93060 0.77T -96.2 68.8 34.4 39.2 32.3 14.93265 12-13
14 -ii.368 -19.901 132--LOS_[Y_--_z___9*/a__r_ 29.9 2.8089_ £.815 _-95.1__._8_-?_2_i.-1--2u5.7 28.2 13.57_52 13-14
15 --10.976 -19.972 168.36748 -88.9 9.1 -82.9 28.8 2.74341 0.837 --90.6 68.2 37.9 33.4 29.5 11.99956 14-15
16 --10.635 -20.032 165.3191_ -64.0 8.8 -80.& 27.8 2.68902 0.055 -86.0 68.1 38.0 31.6 29.7 10.4_733 15--16
177
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-964
RA-VI] CAMEHA FH 64
TAB NO 190 ATLAS PHOTO NO 190 POD SEQUENCE NO 383
JULY 31,Ig6A 13 HR 24 Mlh 52 SEC 542 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALl LA1 LCN R V PTH AZ
56.251 131.06296 -9.801 -22,401 1866.518 2.538 -65.336 115.082
PHOTO DATA .........
PI LAT L0_ RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSU_-- AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.94_ -19.614 I00.66663 -61.8 lO.n -82.7 28.2 2.6270? C.799 -90.7 66.6 34.2 3?.0 33,4 0. I- 2
3 -10.775 -19.854 155.91210 -62.g 9.4 -hl.6 26.0 2.54345 0.828 -86.1 68.3 36.1 34.2 31.6 8.77024 2- 3
4 -10.761 -[9.4_7 16P.72544 -65.4 10.3 -81.3 27.4 2.654C6 o.lgc -B?.g 68.7 32._ 3/.9 35.7 12.42802 3- 4
5 -11.125 -19.355 i_6.59119 -60.7 I0.7 -83.8 28.5 2.71763 C.769 -93.6 68._ 32.4 39.8 35.0 II.26682 4- 5
6 -11.12_ -Iq.7H7 I_g.43923 -56.0 9.? :86.()29.0 2.bO043C_80_ -g_t__bS.A 36.[ 36.2 30.8 12.b[603_- 6
7 -10.775 -lg.654 L55°91210 -62.9 9.4 -HID6 2_.0 2.54_45 0*_2_ -88*1 68.3 36.I 34.2 31.6 10.73033 6- 7
8 -10o636 -20*075 151.77396 -63.9 8°8 -80.7 27*8 2.46870 0.d56 -80.0 68.1 3H.C _!5 29.6 7.G0262 ?-
9 -i0.61/ -19.681 157.81056 -66.5 9.7 -_0._ 27._ Z.57165 O._L8 -85.6 68.5 34.3 35._ 33*8 II.74523 8- 9
10 -10:597 -I_.250 io5.i_II -bH.b 10.6 -80.1 26.7 2.68489 0.779 -85.1 68.9 30.6 39.[ 37.9 12&84416 9-I0
11 -10.937 -[g.lC9 168.57Oo5 -64.2 11.O -_2,5 _l.l 2.74672 C.760 -9U.8 69°0 30.5 40.7 37.5 10.58027 [0-11
12 -11.32_ -[g.075 173.26891 -59.T II.4 -95.[ 2fl°7 2.81724 0.738 -96.9 69.I 30.7 42.7 36.3 _2.17620 11-12
[3 -Ii.317 -19,535 165,1_049 -57.1 IO,A -85.2 2'_.3 2.68995 0.778 -96.2 68.7 34.4 39. I 32.2 13.68409 12-13
14 -11._07 -19.954 158.4974_ -83.9 9._ -85*_ 2_.8 2.57493 C.816 -95.7 68.3 38.1 35.7 26.2 12.44918 13-14
[5 -10*94; -20.0ig 154._6993 -58.g 9.I -82.9 28.8 2.51859 0.837 -90.6 68.2 37.9 33.3 29.2 11.01218 [4-15
16 -[0.6_6 -20.075 151.71396 -63.9 8°8 -_J0.7 27.8 2.46810 C.859 -8_.0 68.i 38*0 31.5 29.6 9.61799 [5-16
........ TAB NO 191 ATLAS PHOTO NO 191 POD SEQUENCE NO 385
JULY 31,1964 I_ H_ 24 MI_ 57 SEC 662 MS
TRAJECT(]RY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN 8 V PTH AZ
51.137 119.2A_39 -9.872 -22.2_7 185_.699 2.845 -65.235 llS.05A
PHOTI10ATA
P7 LAT LCN RANG_ _ AZS/C AZN A ZSUNA?A A_ __ __2_ _AZPHAZ I_CD PHAZ tN_S ALPHA _ SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.9l! -19.699 146.44681 -61.8 lO.O -82.7 28.2 2.39188 O._OC -9D.7 68.5 34.2 36.9 33.3 0. 1- 2
3 -10.764 -39.9[7 L41.94_42 -62.9 9.4 -81*6 28.0 2.315_4 0.829 -Sb.1 08.3 36.[ 34.1 31.5 7.9_805 2- 3
4 -10.751 -19._37 148.[3067 -65.4 10.3 -81.3 2(.5 _.41602 C.791 -8_.9 68.6 32.] 37.8 35.8 11.30341 _- 4
5 -11.087 -19.464 L51.64021 -60.7 10.7 -83.H 28.5 2.47313 0.770 -93.6 68.7 32.4 39.7 34.9 10.25267 4- 5
6 -11.080 -lq._86 L45.15195 -58.0 9.7 -8A.O 29.0 2.36741 0.809 -93.2 68.3 36.1 36.1 30.8 11.65427 5- 6
7 -10.764 -[9.911 141.()414_ -b2.g _ 9.4 _781.6 2_0 _.3156_C.829 -8_.I 68.3 36.1 3A°1 31.5 9.766806- 7
8 -I0.637 -20.116 138.18607 -63.9 8.8 -H0.7 2l.g 2.24769 0.856 -86.0 68.1 38.0 31.5 29.6 7.10066 7- 8
9 -i0.620 -1().75q 143.66869 -66.4 9.7 -80.4 27.3 2.34120 0.819 -88.6 68.4 34.3 35.2 33,7 10.68639 8- 9
10 -I0.601 -19.368 [50.36364 -68.5 10.6 -80.0 26.8 2.443_9 0.780 -88.1 68.8 30.6 39.0 37,8 11.67804 9-I0
II -I0.911 -19.298 153.43233 -6_.2 [0.9 -82.4 27.7 _.500C5 0.761 -90.8 68.9 30.5 40°6 37*4 9.62830 10-11
12 -11.266 -19.209 Ib_.69149 -69°7 11,4 -_5°1 28.7 2,56_96 0.740 -96.9 69.0 30,7 fi2*5 36.2 11,0_562 11-12
13 -11o257 -[9.627 150.3_510 -57. 1_I0.___=H5.2 29.3 2.448t3 0.779 -96.2 68.6 34.4 3g.O 32.2 12.436_2_-_
14 -1_.248 -20o008 144.29558 -8_*0 9.4 -85.2 29._ 2.34422 0,817 -95°7 68.2 38.1 35.6 28.1 11.32361 13-16
15 -I0°922 -20°067 140*72925 -58.9 9.I -82.9 28.8 2.29307 0.838 -90.6 68.[ 37.9 33.3 29.2 I0.02244 14-15
16 -10.637 -20.118 138,18007 -63.9 8.8 -80.7 27.9 2.2fi769 0,858 -86.0 68,[ 38.0 31.5 29°6 8,78616 15-18
TAB NO 192 ATLAS PHOTO NO 192 POD SEQUENCE NO 387
JULY 31,L964 13 HR ,5 MIK Z SEC 782 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SLC TO IMPACT
46.011
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON 8AhGE AZS/C AZN A_SUN A/A
2 -10.890 -[9.784 [31.9869[ -61.7 LO.O -82.6 28.3
3 -I0.752 -[9.980 127.94160 -62.g 9.4 -_l._ 2b.l
4 -10.740 -I_.6_9 I_3.49?16 -_5.3 lO.3 -81.3 27.5
5 -II.038 -19.573 13_.65L48 -60.T 10.6 -8_.8 28.5
6 -11.()37 -19.926 [30.82394 -88.0 9.7 -63.9 29.0
7 -10.752 -iq.980 127.94160 -62.9 9._ -8[.6 26.l
8 -10.638 -20.162 126.556U2 -63.9" 8.8 -80.? 27.9
9 -I0.o22 -t9.839 129.48_74 -66.6 9.7 -80.4 27.4
I0 -I0.605 -_g.486 135.89843 -68.8 L0.6 -80.0 26.9
11 -10.88, -Iq. A20 138.25768 -64.1 I0.9 -82.4 27.7
12 -11.20_ -19.34_ I_2.08033 -59.7 11.3 -85.1 28.?
13 -I1.196 -[_.720 135.4?I01 -_7.L 10.3 -85.2 2).2
ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
iC7.40273 -9.g44 -22.091 1842.858 2.551 -65.134 115.025
A_ 8/A AZPHAZ [NC_ PHAZ EMI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.08716 0.829 -88.1 68.2 36.1 34.0 31.4 7.18501 2 L 3
2.17735 O.792 -87.9 68.5 32.3 37.7 35.5 lO.17808 3- 4
2.22922 0.772 -93.6 68.6 32.4 39.6 3_.8 9.23663 6- 5
2.13372 C.81C -93.2 68.3 36.1 36.0 30.7 10.49205 5- 6
2.08716 0.829 -88.1 68.2 36.1 34.0 31.4 8.80110 6- 7
2.02600 0.856 -86.0 68.0 38.0 31.5 29.5 6.39723 ?- 8
2.11010 0.819 -85.6 68.3 34.3 35.1 33.6 9,62592 8- 9
2.20229 0.781 -85.1 68.7 30.6 38.9 37.7 10.51187 9-I0
2.25279 0.763 -90.7 68.8 30.4 60*4 37.3 8.67621 10-11
2.31014 0.742 -98.9 68.9 30.7 42,4 36.0 9.97396 _1-12
2.20867 0.78C -96.2 68*5 34.4 38.9 32.1 11.18925 12-13
14 -11.188 -20.063 L_0,0_£87--5610__9,___:0_U___ Z9,O 2_L11_86 0_1_ _9_,_ 6_a_ 38.1 35.5 28.1 10.19666 13-14
15 -10.895 -20,116 [_6.BA_9_ -58.9 9.1 -82.9 28.8 2.06667 0,638 -90.6 68.1 37.9 33.2 29,1 9.03046 |4-15
16 -10.638 -20,162 126,856U2 -63.9 8o8 -80.7 2T.9 2.026C0 0.856 -86.0 68.0 38.C 31.5 29.5 7*89187 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA FE
TAB NO 193
JULY 31.1964 13 HR 25 MI_ 7 SEC 902 MS
TRAJECT!]RY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
40.898
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.862 -19.@70 I17._d365 -Of.? I0.0 -d2.6 28.3
3 -10.740 -20.045 113.89163 -62,8 9.4 -81.6 28.1
4 -10.729 C19.741 118.82141 -65.3 10.3 -81.2 27.6
5 -I0.998 -19.682 121.62129 -60.7 I0.6 -A3.8 25.5
6 -10.994 -19.q96 116.45199 -58,0 9.7 -_3.9 29.0
7 -10.740 -20.045 !13.89163 -62.8 9.4 -81.6 28,I
8 -I0.63M -20.206 110.88344 -63.8 8.8 -80,7 _7.9
g -10.624 -19.919 t15.26151 -66.3 9.7 -80.3 27.4
I0 -10.609 -19.605 ]20.592di -68.4 10.6 -80.0 27.O
II -10.857 -ig.sA7 123.04310 -04.1 I0.9 -82.4 27.8
12 -11.142 -19.479 126.43146 -59.7 II.2 -85.0 28.7
13 -11.135 -19.813 120.57_I -57.I 10.3 -85.1 29.2
14 -II.12_ -20.118 115.76632 -54.0 g.4 -U5.2 29.7
15 -10.867 -20.165 I12.42010 -58.9 9.1 -82.8 28.8
16 -I0.638 -20.206 110.88344 -63.8 8.8 -80.7 2_.g
65
ATLAS PHOTO NO 193 POD SEQUENCE NO 389
ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
95.54047 -I0.017 -21.933 1830.996 2.588 -65.031 114.946
A• 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
1.91859 0.802 -40.7 68.3 34,2 36.7 33,1 0. 1- 2
1,85795 0.83C -8_.1 68.1 36.1 34.0 31.4 6.39073 2- 3
1.93749 0.793 -87.9 68.4 32.3 37.6 35.4 9.05139 3- 4
1.98403 C.773 -93.8 58.5 32.4 39.5 34.8 8.2|836 4- 8
1.89932 0.810 -93,2 68.2 36.1 36.0 30.6 9.3289A 5- 6
1.85745 0.830 -88.1 68.1 36.1-34.0 31.4 7.83"262 6_--?
1.80359 0.657 -86.0 68.0 38.0 31.4 29.5 5.69218 7- 8
1.87829 0.820 -89.6 68.2 3fi.3 35.1 33.5 8._634T 8- 9
1.96083 0.782 -85.1 68.6 30.6 38.8 37.6 9.34513 9-_0
_.00488 C.788 -9C.7 bS.b 30.4 40.3 37.2 7.71817 10-11
2.05570 0.743 -96.9 68.7 30.7 42.3 35.9 8.87069 11-12
1.464C4 C.781 -96.2 68.4 34.8 38.8 32.0 9.44295 12-13
|.88075 0.818 -95.7 68.1 38.1 35.4 28.0 9.06848 13-14
|.83444 0.834 -90.6 68.0 37.9 33.2 29.1 8.03600 14-15
1.80359 0.857 -86.0 68.0 38.0 31.4 29.5 ?.02480 15-16
.............. TAB NO 194 ATLAS PHOTO NO 194 POD SEQUENCE NO 391_
JULY 31,1464 13 HR 25 MI_ 13 560 22 MS
;_ECT_Y t'^T^ SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
_.T?2 R_._8_80 -I0.C90 -21.772 1819.112 2.565 -64.926 I14.966
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A• b/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ fMIS ALPHA SCALE P|_PI
2 -10.834 -19.957 i02.93615 -61.7 10.0 -82.6 28.3 1.681C2 0.803 -90.768.2 3_.2 3_'6--33_-0--d. I- 2
3 -10.727 -20.110 99.79669 -62.8 g.4 -81.5 28.1 1.628C2 0.831 -88.1 68.1 36.1 33.9 31.3 5.59518 2- 3
A -10.718 -19.846 104.10252 -65.2 10.3 -81.2 ZI.7 1.69742 0._98 -81.9 68.3 32.3 37.8 35.3 7.92330 3- 4
5 -10.950 "-19.793 106.54878 -60.7 10.6 -83.T 28.5 1.73815 0.774 -93.8 68.4 32.4 39.3 34.5 7.19786 4- 5
6 -I0.950 -20.087 102.03537 -58.0 9.6 -83.9 29.0 1.66419 0.811 -93.2 68.1 36.1 35.9 30.6 8.16478 5- 6
7-10.727 -20. i10 99.79o09 -_.2.8 9.4 -81.5 28.1 1.628C2 0.831 -88.1 68.1 36.1 33.9 31.3 6.86154 6- 7
8 -10.638 -20.251 97.16515 -63.8 8.8 -60.7 28.0 1.580_6 6.857 -86.0 67.q 38.0 31.4 29.4 4.8_554 7- 8
9 -10.628 -19.999 100.99210 -66.3 g.? -_0.3 27.5 L.64576 0.821 -85.6 68.2 34.3 35.0 33.8 7.49892 8- 9
I0 -10.613 -19.725 105.64583 -6d.3 10.6 -79.9 27.0 1.71710 0.78A -85.1 68.4 30.6 38.7 37.5 8.17773 9-10
11 -I0.830 -19.874 107.78760 -64.1 10.q -82.3 27.8 1.75631 0.765 -90.7 68.5 30.4 40.2 37.0 6.75987 10-11
12 -11.080 -I9.615 ii0.74387 -59.7 11.2 -85.0 28.7 1.80063 C.745 -96.9 68.6 30.7 42.1 35.8 7.76597 11-12
13 -11.073 -19.90T I05.63565_257. _ 10.3 -85.I 29.2 1.72070 0.782 -96.2 68_3 34.4 38.7 31.9 8.69703
14 -11.067 -20.174 101.43820 -54.1 9.3 -85.2 29.6 1.6479_ 0.819 -98.7 68.0 38.1 35.4 28.0 7.93873 13-14
15 -!0:8_9 -20.216 98.94799 -58.9 9.0 -82.8 28.8 1.61228 0.839 -90.6 68.0 37.9 33.1 29.0 7.03909 14-18
16 --10.638 -20.251 97.16513 -03.8 8.8 -_D 7 28.0 1.58046 0.857 -86.0 67.9 38.0 31.4 29.4 O.15513 15-16
TAB NO 195 ATLAS PHOTO NO 195 POD SEQUENCE NO 393
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PIN 18 SEE 142 MS
TRAJECTORY t)ATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAI LC_ R V PTH AZ
30.688 71.75166 -10.165 -21.610 1807.207 2.572 -64.821 i14.936
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 mi0.806 --20.045 88.34191 T61.7 9.9 --82"6 28.3
3 -10.714 -20.176 85.65449 -62.8 9.4 -81.5 28.2
4 -I0.707 -19.948 89.33780 -65.2 10.2 -81,2 27.7
5 -10.906 -I9.gc4 91.43122 -60.7 10.5 -83.7 28.5
6 -10.905 -20.139 87.57170 -88.0 9.6 -83.9 29.0
7 -10.714 -20.176 85.65449 -62.8 9.4 -81.5 28.2
8 -10.638 -20.297 83.39983 -6).7 8.8 -80.7 28.0
9 -10.628 -20.081 86.67607 -66.2 9.7 -80.3 2T.6
10 --10.616 -19.846 90.65459 -68.3 10.6 -79.9 2t.l
11 -10.803 -19.803 92.4_824 -64.0 10.8 -82.3 27.9
12 -11.017 -19.742 95.01453 -59.7 ll.I -dE.0 28.7
13 -ll.011 -20.003 90.65093 -57.1 10.2 -85.1 29.2
A• 8/A AZP_AZ [NCU PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.44269 0.804 -90.7 68.1 34,2__16_32.9 O. 1- 2
1.39731 0.831 -88.1 68.0 36.1 33.9 31.3 4.79809 2- 3
1.45711 0.795 -87.9 68.2 32.3 37.4 35.2 6.79347 3- 4
1.49163 0.775 -93.6 68.3 32.4 39.2 34.4 6.17487 4- 5
1.42829 0.812 -93.2 68.1 36.1 35.8 30.5 6.94924 5- 6
1.39731 C.831 -88.1 68.0 36.1 83.9 31.3 5.88764 6- 7
1.35656 C._57 -86.0 67.9 38.O 31.3 29.4 4.27706 7- 8
1.41247 0.821 -85.6 68.1 34.3 34*9 33.4 6.48198 8- 9
1.47345 0.785 -85.1 68.3 30.6 38.6 37.4 7.Q0928 9-|0
1.507C2 C.767 -90.7 68.4 30.4 40.1 36.9 5.79918 10-11
1.54468 C.747 -96.9 68.4 30.7 42.0 35.6 6.65936 11-12
1.47661 0.783 -96.2 68.2 34.4 38.6 31.8 7.45107 12-13
14 -ll.OOb -70.231 87.057_0 rb9*l _q_l _5.Z 29,_____L_193_ _,uT_C_95,Z__[l._8.1 35.3 27.9 6.80712 t_-t4
15 -I0.810 -2(1.267 84.92844 -88.9 9.0 -82.8 26.8 1.383_4 C.840 -90.6 67.9 37.9 33.1 29.0 6.03937 14-15
16 -I0._38 -20.297 _3.34983 -63.7 8.8 -H0.7 28.0 1.35656 0.85? -86.0 67.9 38.0 31.3 29.4 5.28265 15-16
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RA-VI[ CAMERA FB 66
TAB NO 196 ATLAS PHOTO NO 196 POD SEQUENCE NO 395
SEC TO IMPACT ALT CAT LCN R V PTH AZ
25.538 59,8244E -10.240 -21.445 1795.280 2.579 -64.714 114.905
B/A AZPHAZ 2NCD PHAZ £M[S ALPHA bCALE PT-PTRAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A*
2 -10.178 -20.133 73.70250 -61.6 9.9 -82.6 2b.4 1.2C361 0.804 -9C.7 68.l 34.Z 36*4 32.g O. I- 2
3 -lO.?O1 -Z0.243 /1.66629 -62.7 9.3 -81.b 28.2 1.165_6 0.832 -88.1 67.9 36.1 33.8 31.2 3.99987 2- 3
4 -10.695 -20.G53 74,52907 -65,1 10.2 -81.2 27.8 1.21558 c.?gE -87.9 68.1 32.3 37.3 35°1 5.66225 3- 4
5 -10,861 -20.016 76.27051 -60.7 10.5 -83.7 28.5 1.24421 Q.77/ -93.6 68.2 32.4 3q.1 34.3 5.14946 4- 5
6 -10.861 -20.212 73.06235 -58.0 q.6 -_3.q 20.9 1.19164 0.813 -93.2 6B.G 36,1 3b.7 30.4 5.63271 5- 6
? -IO.?OI -2D.243 11_46_%%2_I_g.3--181:5_28.2 --1_-_e58E O.e3L -86.I 67.9 36.1 33.8 31.2 4.91116 6- ?
8 -i0.638 -2U.344 69.588_8 -63.7 8.fl -80.6 2_.i l.l)lqO 0.85_ -86.0 67.8 3_.0 31°3 Pq& 3.56684 7- h
9 -10.629 -20.164 72.31494 -66.2 9.7 -80.3 27.h !.!7144 G.622 -_b.6 68.0 36.3 34,8 33.3 5.36292 8- 9
I0 -10.619 -_g.q_ ?5._211[_ -0o.2 10.5 -7g.g 27.2 1.22811 6.78_ -05.2 68.2 30.6 38.5 37.2 5.84017 9-10
11 -I0.775 -19.g32 17.14719 -64,0 IC.8 -82._ 27.9 1.25705 0.76_ -90,7 08,2 30.4 40.0 36,8 4.83623 i0-11
12 -I0.q5_ -29.890 79.7457( -59.7 ii.I -H4.9 28.7 1.2_849 0.74_ -96.9 68.3 30.7 41.8 35,5 5.55132 11-12
13 -10.949 -20._98 75.62740 =!_?.i 10.2 -85.1 29.1 1.231_J2 C.785 -9_.2 68. I 34.4 38.5 31.7 6.20554 12-13
14 -10.945 -20.28q 72._3378 -54.1 q.3 -_5.2 29.6 1.180C3 0,828 -95.7 87.9 38.1 35.2 27.9 5,67398 13-14
15 -lO,r_2 -20.318 70.E6262 -58.9 g.o -82.8 2_.8 1.154_5 0.848 -90.6 67.9 37.q 33.0 28.9 5.03728 14-15
16 -I0,63_ -20._44 6';.58_46 -6_.? 8.8 -_0._ 28.1 1.131gO 0.85_ -8t,0 eT.B 38.0 32.3 29.4 4.40738 15-16
- TAB NO 197 ATLAS PHOTO NO 197 POD SEQUENCE NO 397
JULY 31tlq64 I_ hR 2b _I_2_ S£C 3Bl MS
TRAJtCICRY I_ATA S£L IC IMPACI ALl LAI LCN k V PTh AZ
20.416 47.8751_ -18.316 -21.278 [783.330 2°586 -64*606 116.874
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LCM RAk(,L A/SIC A?N AISUN AZA AI 8/A AZPbAZ INCD PHAZ tP2S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -lO./Aq -_0.223 59.(]_803 -61.6 9.q -_2.5 2_.4 0.96362 0.805 -90.7 68.0 34.2 36.4 32.8 0 _ ..... i' 2
3 -IC.6_ -28.310 5(.23712 -62.7 g.3 -_1.5 Z8.2 8.933_5 C.832 -8_.0 67.g 36.1 33.7 31.I 3.20035 2- 3
4 -I0.682 -28.15_ _q,6764/ -65,1 IC.2 -81.1 2?.8 0.g/333 C.?ql -H/,q 68.0 32._ _7.2 35.C 4,52978 3- 4
5 -I0.81_ -2{).128 _2.(36_,_4 -bO,O I_.5 -83.7 Z_.5 c,ggAi9 C.Tle -93.8 68.1 32.4 3g.Q 34.2 4,12173 4- 5
6 -18.815 -?_).28_ _8._0/3') -58,0 Q.6 -8_,q 28,9 C,95425 C.814 -93.2 h?.g 36.1 35.6 30.4 4.66522 5- 6
7 -IO.6_H -20._18 %/.23212 -62.7 9.3 -81.5 20.2 C.933_5 0.83Z -88.O 6l.q 36.1 33.7 31.1 3.93191 6- 7
8 -10.637 -20.391 65.7_201 '6_.7 8.8 -_0.6 28.I 0.90650 C.H58 -81.0 67.8 31_.0 _I°3 29.3 2_8550B--7 _ 8
9 -_0.63() -20.24i 57,';0_74 -66.1 9,7 -++0.2 _1.7 0.g43_8 G.823 -85.6 67.9 34.3 34.8 33.2 4.29183 8- 9
10 -10.622 -/O.Q')Q hQ.5456[3 -o8.1 iO.5 -79._ 27.3 8.gHAcg (3.787 -85.1 68.2 30.8 38.4 37.l 6.67049 9-10
11 -IO.147 -2{).0e2 61.7647z -64.0 10.H -_2.2 28.0 l. CO641 O.TIC -90.7 68.1 30.4 3g.8 36./ 3.87115 10-11
12 -10.889 -_0.828 63.4_18_ -59.7 11.0 -_4.9 20.7 2.03148 C.?SC -96.9 68.2 30.7 61.? 35,3 4._156 11-12
1_ -1U.886 -20.195 60.55()1? -_7.2 2[_.1 -85.1 29.1 C.986310.7Ht -96.2 68.0 34.4 3H.4 31.6 4.96050 12-1)
_4 -I0.88_ -2{J.348 _.164_--!,4.2 g.2 -_5.2 2_J.5 C.944g6 ().821 -95.7 67.g 38.1 35.1 2/.8 4.5_939 13-16
15 -10.752 -2r)._71 56.75024 -%8.9 q.o -_2._ 2_.8 [;._2470 C._41 -90.6 67.8 37.9 33.0 28.9 4.03245 14-15
16 -10.6_/ -?t;._ql b5. lJi_{ -O3o/ H._ -_Q._ 2_.1 C._O680 C.858 -8c.0 67._ 38.C _1.3 29.3 3.52944 15-16
TAB NO 198 ATLAS PHOTO NO 198 POD SEQUENCE NO 399
JULY 31,2964 I_ h_ _h _I_ 3_ SEL 501 MS _
TRAJECT_)RY t)ATA SLC If' IWPACI ALT tat tUN 8 V PTH AZ
25.2qH _5.g8401 -10.3q4 -21oi09 1771,359 2.593 -64.49b I14,842
PHOI(] I)AIA
PT LAg L_N (A_,[ AZS/C A_ A/SUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAI 2NC_ PHA_ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.72d -'_l._23 44,_15 -_l.b 9.9 -_2.5 3_.4 C./2327 _.808 -gc,7 67.9 34.2 36.3 32.7 O. I- Z
3 -10.614 -20._?g 92.g',2_4 -62.7 9.3 -81.5 28.3 C.70ceg 0.853 -_8.0 67.8 36.[ 33.1 31.0 2.39972 2- 3
4 -IO.6/0 -)Q.265 44.7_O02 -66.0 10.2 -HI.I 21.9 C.11037 c.?q_ -HI.9 67.9 32.3 37.1 34.9 3.39582 3- 4
b -lO,l/{_ -,!0.24] 45._Z0O5 -60.6 18.4 -83.6 2H.6 C.?4748 C,/7_ -q3.5 67.q 32.4 38.9 34.[ 3.0')185 4- 5
6 -10.7l(3 -28._1 43."U_21 -5o.[) 9.5 -_3._ cd.9 C.11613 C,814 -93,2 67.8 36.i 35.6 30._ 3.49682 5- 6
7 -10.674 -1(}°_9 42.g_20A -6_.7 g.3 -HI.5 2t.3 0.700t9 C.831 -88.0 67.8 36,1 3_.7 31.0 2.95023 6- 7
L -i0.636 -.)0._39 42.82/56 -6_.6 8.8 -_O.L 2H.2 (I.68835 0.85q -8_.0 67.7 38.0 31.2 29.3 2.14162 7- 8
9 -10.6_d -)Q.3_I _3.45/36 -56.,J q.f -HO.2 d?.8 C.?0828 C._24 -85.6 67._ 34.3 36.7 33.i 3.21869 8- 9
10 -10.624 -z(_,214 45.428_z -68.1 10.5 -79._ 27.4 C.738_8 0.78_ -85.1 68.0 30.6 38.Z 37.0 3.50016 9-I0
11 -10.7111 -_H.192 46._4C)97 -6].q 1C.1 -1_2.2 2_.1 0./55C9 0.771 -98.7 68.0 30.4 39.7 36.5 2.90389 IC-11
12 -i0..J25 -_0.168 4¢.'I<#148 -!_9.7 Ii.0 -_4.9 Z_.7 0.773_:i 0.152 -96.9 6_.0 30.7 41.5 35.2 3.33044 11-_2
13 -1_.823 -2'3.2'3Z _8._494 -_7.i lO.l -85.1 29.1 C.7401C 0.787 -96.2 67.9 34.4 38.3 31.5 3.11595 12-13
15 -I0._22 -20.&24 42.591_/ -5_..) 9.0 -02.b 2_.8 c.bq4co C._42 -96.6 67.8 37.9 32.9 28.8 3.02540 14-15
16 -10.6_6 -2().4_9 41.827_6 -63.6 8.8 -80.6 28.2 G.688_5 0.859 -86.0 67.7 38.0 31.2 29.3 2.64867 15-16
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RA-VII CAMERA F8 67
JULY 31.1964 13 HR 25 _I_ 3_ SEC 621 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA
PHOTC OATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A/A
2 -10.690 -20.AOq 29.51313 -61.6 9.g -_2.5 28.4
5 -10.680 -20.448 28.62474 -&2.6 9.3 -81.4 26.3
4 -10.657 -20.372 2g.8365_ -65.0 10.2 -81.1 2_.0
5 -lO._2q -20.35a 30.53023 -60._ i0.4 -d3.6 28.6
6 -10.72_ -20.436 29.26O89 -58.O _.5 -63.9 28.9
7 -10.6_0 -20.448 28.62_74 -12.6 9.3 -81.4 28.3
8 -10.634 -20.488 27._7671 -63._ 8._ -_0.6 26.2
9 -10.631 -20.416 28.95_62 -_6.0 q.7 -60.2 27.g
18 -10.627 -_0._38 30.26776 -68.0 10.5 -79.8 27.5
II -10._89 -20.324 _0.87470 -63._ 10.7 -82.2 28.1
12 -10.760 -20.307 31. TC462 -8g.6 10.9 -_4.8 2d.7
13 -10.75g -20.3gl _0.27456 -57.1 10.0 -85.0 29.1
14 -10.757 -20._6/ 29.08_8_ -54.2 9.2 -88.2 29.4
15 -10.692 -20.478 28.3_571 -58.8 9.O -82.8 2_._
16 -10.634 -20.4d8 27.87671 -_3.8 d._ -_0.6 2_.2
TAB NO 199 ATLAS PHOTO NO 199 POD _EQUENCE NO 401
SEC TC I_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
i0.17_ 23.glC34 -10.472 -20.g37 1759.366 2.600 -64.386 114.809
A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ E_iSALPHA SC=LE PT-PT
C,48197 0.807 -90.7 67.8 34.2 36.2 32.6 O. l- 2
0,46897 8.834 -86.0 67.7 36.1 33.6 31.0 1.59791 2- 3
8.4_6_7 C.7gg -87.8 67.6 32.3 37.C 34.8 2.26062 3- 4
C.498C5 0.781 -93.5 67.8 32.4 38.8 34.0 2.05963 4- 5
C.47723 0.815 -93.2 87,8 36.1 35,5 30.2 2.32748 5- 6
O.A66g7 C.834 -88.0 67,7 36.1 33.6 31.0 1.96575 6- 7
C.45343 0.859 -86.0 67.7 30.0 31.2 29.2 1,42654 7- 8
C.47193 0.824 -85.6 67.8 34*3 34.6 33.0 2.14349 8- 9
o°4glg6 0.790 -85.1 67.8 50.6 38.1 36.g 2.32938 g-lO
C.50308 C.773 -90.7 67.g 30.4 39.6 36.4 1,g3447 10-11
C.51550 C.753 -9b.g 67.g 30.7 41.4 35.0 __2_21755_I-12
C.49315 0.788 -96.2 67.8 34°4 38ol 31.4 2°47187 12-13
C,8?2t0 0.823 -95.7 67.7 38.1 35.0 27.7 2.26581 13-14
C.46252 C._42 -90.6 67.7 37.g 32.9 28.8 2.01588 14-15
C.45343 0.85g -8_.0 67.7 38.0 31.2 29.2 1.76510 15-16
TAB NO 200
JULY 31,1964 15 HR _5 Plk 43 SEC 741 _S
TKAJtCTr]RY DATA SiC TG I_PACI
_.058
PH_TC OATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AL3/L ALN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.660 -_0.g96 14.6q025 -01.5 g.8 -82.5 2_.5
5 -10.645 -20._18 14.24 )22 -_Z.6 g.3 -81.4 28.4
4 -i0.64_ -20.A80 14.85127 -64.g 10.2 -_I.i 26.0
5 -10.677 -20.473 15.19463 -60.6 10.4 -83.6 28.6
6 -10.677 -20.512 14.56486 -5b.0 9.5 -85.b 2H.9
7 -10.645 -28.51_ 14.24922 -62.6 9.3 -81.4 26.4
8 -10.63Z -20.53d !3,877_h -_3.5 8.8 -80.6 28.3
9 -10.631 -20.502 1&.4151_ -65.9 9.7 -_0.2 27.g
10 -10.529 -20.4_4 15.06350 -_7.9 |0.5 -79,7 27.6
iI -10.669 -20.456 15.36494 -63.8 IQ.7 -_2.1 28.2
12 -10.695 -20.44_ 1g.1763l -59.6 10.9 -84.8 28.7
13 -10.694 -20.48g 18.0_806 -57.1 i0.0 -85.0 2g.l
14 -10.694 -?0.527 14.4_021 -54._ g.l -o5.2 2'9.4
15 -10.66I -20.533 14.13072 -98.8 g.o -82.8 28.8
16 -10,632 -20.338 13.87755 -63.5 8.8 -hC.6 28.3
ATLAS PHOTO NO 200 POD SEQUENCE NO 403
AL7 LAI LCN R V PTP AZ
11.0g_72 -iC._51 -20.763 1747.349 2.608 -64.273 114.776
A, _IA AL_Z l_,uo ;,,_Z L:':: "t6! '^ cr^l_ PT-PT
0.23990 0.808 -90.1 67.1 34.2 36.1 32.5 0. 1- 2
8.232_5 C.834 -88.0 67.7 36.1 33.5 30.g 0*79467 2- 3
C.24225 U._CC -87.8 67.7 32.3 36.g 34.7 1.12609 3- 4
C.247_I 0.782 -93.5 67.7 32.4 58.6 33.8 1.02484 4- 5
C.23758 0.818 -93.2 67.7 36.1 55.4 30.I 1.15713 5- 6
C.23245 C.834 -88.0 67.7 38.1 35.5 30.g 0.97828 8- 7
C.22573 C.85g -86.0 67.6 38.0 31.1 29.2 0,70979 ?_-8
C.23491 0.825 -85.6 67.7 _4.3 34.5 33.0 1.06623 8- 9
C.244_A 0.791 -88.1 67.7 30.6 38.0 36.1 1.15786 9-[0
C.25C36 0.774 -gO,7 87.7 30.4 39.4 36.2 0.96248 I0-11
C.28632 0.755 -96.8 67.7 30.7 41.2 34.9 1.10298 11-12
C.24545 0.789 -96.2 67.7 34.4 38.0 51.3 1.22821 12-13
C.23525 0.823 -95.7 67.7 38.1 34.9 27.6 1.1267/ 13-14
C.23025 0.842 -90.6 67,7 37.g 32.8 28./ l°O030g 14-15
C.225?3 0.859 -86.0 67.8 38.0 31.1 29.2 0.87864 15-16
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TIME AND CAMERA-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
RA-V[[ CAMERA P1 l
TAB NO 1 ATLAS PHOTO NO I POD SEQUENCE NO 17
JULY 31,1964 13 MR 12 MIN _0 SEC 381 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAI LCN 8 V PTH AZ
808.419 L?Ol.Ag440 -4.104 -34.16g 3437.150 2.010 -73.546 116.824
PHOTO DATA ......
PT LAT LON rAnGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA " A_ 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ eHI$ ALPHA-- SCALE pT-PT
2 -13.719 -I8.g53 1862.42825 -_1.0 12.4 -80._ 3g.0 17.89920 0.825 -89.2 6g.4 3g.7 3&._ 28.3 O. I- 2
3 -13.151 -20.44? [837.09035 -50.0 11.5 -79.9 39.6 17.65154 0.851 -88.5 67.g 40.8 31.7 25.8 47.27017 2- 3
4 -12.970 -!7.729 1_#4.13393 -54.8 [2.6 -80.6 36.7 18.00662 0.813 -88.4 70.5 38.6 35.6 30.8 80,38128 3- 4
5 -14.35D -17.310 1891.56551 -51.7 13.5 -81.0 38.6 18.[7486 0.796 -sg.g 71.0 38.5 37.3 30.g 43.11996 4- 5
6 -14.454 -20.153 1852o82373 -47.0 12.3 -80,1 81.4 ,7._019_ Q*835 -89.9 68.3 40.7 33.4 25.B __ _l. TZ596 5_ E
7 --13.151 -20.447 [H37.Og035 -50.0 11.5 -79.g 39.6 17.65154 0.851 -88.5 67.g 40.8 31.7 2_.Q 40.4!575 6 7
TAB NO 2 ATLAS PHOTO NO 2 POD SEQUENCE NO 43
JULY 3161964 13 HR 12 MIN 42 SEC 219 MS
786.580 1659.51370 -4.198 -33.981 3394.969 2.019 -73.405 116.800
PHOTC OATA
Pt tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AISUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHA2 [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -[3.68_ -I_.941 1_18.3_560 -51.0 12.4 -80.4 39.0 17.47553 0.825 -89.2 bg.4 3g.7 34.4 28.3 O. l- 2
3 -13.133 -Z0.400 [793.Sq195 -50.1 11.5 -79.g 3q.5 17.233_g 0.851 -8fi.5 67.9 40.8 3[.7 25.8 66.15942 2- 3
5 -14._03 -17,3g6 IH46o76_27 -51.7 13.5 -81.0 3_.5 17.74444 0.796 -89.9 71.0 38.6 37.2 30.9 42.09087 6- 5
6 -[4.405 -2U.I[3 [_08.q43g7 -47.1 12.2 -80.1 41.3 [7.38033 0.835 -89.9 68.6 40.8 33.4 25o8 79.T9069 _- b
T -13.13_ -_0.400 179_.59195 -50.[ [1.5 -79.g 3g.8 [7.2335g 0.851 -88.5 6T.g 40.8 3[.T 25.8 39.45521 6- 7
TAB NO 3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 3 POD SEQUENCE NO 67
JULY 3[t1964 13 HR 13 M]_ _ _ _78 MS ................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
766.42[ [620.44031 -4.288 -33.804 3355.896 2.027 -73.271 116.T77
PH010 OATA
PT LAT LCN RANU_ ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.65q -i_.g25 1777.55890 -51.0 [2.4 -80.8 _9.0 _7.08_55 0.825 -Sg._ 6_m_ _gm_ _4_ 28_ O_ _-_-
3 -13.116 -_0.351 1153.33740 -50.1 11.5 -T9.g 39.5 16.84661 0.851 -88.5 68.0 40.8 31.T 25.9 45.13618 2- 3
4 -12.943 -17,757 |788,72908 -54.7 12.6 -80.0 36.7 [7,18605 0.814 -88.4 T0.5 38.6 35,6 30,8 76*73375 3- 6
5 -14.260 -:7.415 1_(15.33376 -J1.7 13.5 -81*0 38.5 11.34631 O.Tg7 -89.9 70.g 38.6 37.2 30.8 41.[412g 4- 5
6 -14.360 -20*0t0 1768.34113 -41.2 12.2 -60.2 41.3 16*gg022 0,835 -89.9 68,4 40.8 33.4 25.9 78.00763 5-- 6
7 -13,116 -20.351 1153.33740 -50.[ 11.5 -79.9 Jg.5 16.84681 0.85[ -88.5 68.0 60.8 31.7 25.g 38,56818 6- 7
...... TAB NO 4 ATLAS PHOTO NO 4 POD SEQUENCE NO 89
JULY 31_1964 13 HM 13 Mlk 20 SEL 857 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
747,942 1584.50473 -4,372 -33,637 3319,960 2,035 -73,146 116,755
PHOTO OATA -- -- --
PT tAT L_N _ANGE AIS/C AZN AZSUN AzA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.631 -18.q16 1739,q2167 -51.1 12.A -80.4 38.g 16.72188 0.825 -89.2 69.4 39.7 34.4 28.3 O. l- 2
3 -13.10_ -23.312 1716.20blq -50.2 11.5 -7g.g 39.4 16.490C3 0.850 -88.5 68.0 40.8 31.8 28.g 46.18723 2- 3
4 -1_.931 -11.773 ITSO,BSbT7 -54.1 12,6 -_O*b 36,7 16.82218 0.815 -88.A 70*5 38.6 35.5 30.7 75°[_244 _- 4
5 -14.220 -17.438 1767.09505 -51.8 13.4 -81.0 38.5 16.97890 0.797 -8g.g 70.9 38.6 37.2 30.8 40.26409 4- 5
6 -1_,317 -Z0.O37 1730,_8_26 -47,_ [2,2 -80.2 41.2 16,b_0_8 0,_35 -89,9 _.b_.J_tQ,_- 33-4 25.q 76.35_-_=__
7 -13.100 -20._12 1710,2001g -50.2 11.5 -/g,g 3g.4 16.49003 0.850 -8_.5 68.0 40.8 31.8 25.9 3T.74900 6- 7
TAB NO 5 ATLAS PHOTO NO 5 POD SEQUENCE NO 115
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 13 MIK 42 SLL 696 MS
TRAJEUTOHY {IATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
726.104 15AI.88690 -_.473 -33.435 3277.342 2.045 -72.9g5 116.729
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RANI_E A_/C A_N AZ_UN A_A A_ H/A A2PHA_ [NCU PHAI EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.596 -I_.g07 11_95.22859 -51.1 12.4 -80.4 38.9 [6.292_g 0.825 -8g.2 69.4 3g.7 36.4 28.3 O. 1- 2
3 -13.07g -_.2_7 Ie_12.10374 -_0.2 11.5 -RO.O 3g.4 16.06628 0.850 -8_.5 68. I 40.8 31.8 25.g 43.058T4 2- 3
4 -12.g14 -17.793 1105.81161 -54.7 12.6 -HO.6 36.7 16.38gg_ 0.814 -88.4 70.4 38.6 35.5 30.7 73.18564 3- 6
5 -14.[7C -1T.468 1721,67371 _1.8 13.4 -81.0 38.5 16.54248 D.7g_ -6g.g 70.g 38.6 37_0.8 39.22188 _- 5
6 -14.265 -_9.999 1666._q818 -47._ 12.2 -_0.2 41.1 16.2029] 0.835 -_g.9 68.5 40.8 33.4 25.9 74.39065 5- 6
7 -13.0_g -20.207 11_72.[(1314 -_0.2 11.5 -80.0 3g.4 16,06628 0.850 -8_.5 b8.1 40.8 31.8 25.g 36.77554 6- T
TAB NO 6 ATLAS PHOTO NO 6 POD SEQUENCE NO 135
JULY 31.1964 13 HI4 l_ P]_ 5q SEL 495 R5 ........
TRAJECTIJRY DATA SFC TO [MPAC[ ALT LAT LUN _ V PTH AZ
709.305 1508.99237 -4.553 -33.276 3244.448 2.052 -72.877 116.T09
PHOT_ UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA_ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.566 -18.862 L_61.21dU2 -51.2 12,4 -80.5 38.8 15.g6sA3 0.825 -89.2 6g.5 39.7 34._ 28.4 O. __ _r
3 --13.060 -20.197 1538.49281 -80._ 11.5 -80.0 39.3 15._4333 0,84g -8b.5 bS.l 40.8 31.9 26.0 42.22884 2- 3
6 -12.899 -17.771 1611.6q225 -54.7 12.6 -80.6 3o.7 16.06157 0.814 -88.A 70.5 38.6 35.6 30.7 71.76715 3- 4
5 -14.12q -17.45[ 1687.[75_5 -51.8 13.4 -81.0 38.4 16.21101 0.797 -sg.g TO.g 38.6 37.1 30.8 38.43499 4- 5
6 -14.222 -Ig.g34 1652.50_29 -47.4 12.2 -RO.3 41.0 15.8712_ 0.83A -8g.g 68.5 40.8 33.5 26.0 72.94769 5- 6
7 -13.060 -20.197 1838._g2HI -50._ 11.5 -80.0 39.3 15.74333 0,849 -88.5 68.[ 40.8 31.9 26.0 36,03728 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA PI 2
TAB NO 7 ATLAS PHOTO NO 7 POD SEQUENCE NO 155
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MIN }b S£C 294 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IPPACT ALT LAT LON' R V PTM AZ
692.506 1475,99896 -4.634 -33.114 321}.454 2,060 -72.756 116.688
PHOTO U_TA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSDN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.537 -1_.813 1627.13o44 -51.3 12.4 -H0.5 38.7 15.63788 0.824 -89.2 69.5 39.6 34.5 28.5 O. l- 2
3 -13.040 -;'0.122 1_04.80640 -50.4 11.6 -_0.0 39.2 15.419e6 0.849 -68.6 68.2 40.T 32.0 26.1 41.40012 2- 3
4 -12.882 -17.744 1_3To44751 -64.8 12.6 -80.6 36.6 15.73254 D.813 -88.4 70*5 38.5 35*6 30.8 70.35116 3- 4
5 -14.OO7 -L7.43} IcS_.61ZA3 -51.9 13.4 -81.0 38.3 15.87891 0.797 -89.9 70.9 38.5 37.2 30*9 37.6471} 4- 5
6 -14,17U -19.863 1618.53062 -47,6 12.3 -80,3 _0,8 15.55C_4 C.834 -89,9 68,6 40.7 _3,5 26.1_ ZlJSO75L__L
7 -13.O40 -20.122 !eO4.8064i) -50.4 11.6 -80.0 39.2 15.41966 0.849 -88.6 68;2 40.7 32.0 26.1 38.29756 6- 7
TAB NO 8 ATLAS PHOTO NO 8 POD SEQUENCE NO 175
JULY 31_tg64 13 H_ 14 _IN 33 5EL 93 MS
TRAJECFORY _)AT_ _EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON
675.707 1442.90503 -4.?}7 -3_.948 3}78.360 2.067 -72.634 116.667
PHOTO O_TA
PT LAT L_N RANGE ALS/C A_N AZSUN AZA A• 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I_.506 -18.7_1 1D92.68222 -51.3 12.5 -UO.5 3_.7 15.30875 0.824 -89.2 69*6 39.6 34.5 28.5 0. I- 2
3 -13.O2L_ -20.063 lhTO.77724 -50.5 11.6 -80.0 39.I 15.09289 0.848 -8_.6 68.3 40.7 32.0 26.2 40.54877 2- 3
4 -12.865 -17.734 Ib02.80727 -54.8 12.6 -80._ 36.6 15.39972 0.813 -88.4 70.5 38.5 35.6 30.B _ b_.89_2___
5 -}4.044 -IT.42T ih17.64392 -52.0 13.4 -6I.} _b.3 |5.54292 0.797 -89.9 70.9 38.5 37.2 30.9 36.84758 4- 5
6 -14.133 -19.869 1504.20880 -47.7 12.3 -60.3 40.7 15.22108 0.833 -89.9 68.6 40.7 33.6 26.2 70.02864 5- 0
7 -13.020 -20.063 }570.7772_ -u0.5 11.6 -80.0 39.1 15.O9269 0.848 -88.6 68.3 40.7 32.0 26.2 34.54836 6- I
TAB Mn q ATLAS PHOTO NO 9 POD SEQUENCE NO 195
JULY 31,1964 13 HH _4 MIN 4_ SEC @9¢ MS
TRAJECTURY DATA 5_C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
658.90@ 14C9.70874 -4.802 -32.779 3145.164 2.075 -72.508 116.645
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.4T_ -1L!.756 1557.97939 -51.4 12.8 -80.5 _6.6 14.97324 0.82_ -89.2 69.6 39,6 _4.6 28.6 0. _ _- 2_
3 -12.998 -20.0ii 1_36.51410 -_0.6 I].6 -_O.l 39.0 14.76348 0.848 -88,6 68.3 40.7 32.1 26.3 39.68521 2- 3
4 --12.846 -17.732 1567.90805 -54.8 12.6 -60.6 36.6 15.06441 0.8i3 -86.4 70.5 38._ 35.7 30.9 67.42535 3-- 4
5 --[4.000 -17.432 1_82.41116 -52.0 13.4 -81.1 38.2 15.20439 0.TgT -89.9 70.9 38.5 37.2 30.9 36.04092 4-
6 -14.D87 -19.162 1549.64035 -47.8 12.3 -80.4 40.6 14.88902 0.833 -89.9 68.7 40.7 33.6 26.3 68.52896 5- 6
7 -}2.998 -20.01I I5_5.51&I0 -50.6 11.6 -80.} 39.0 14.76348 0.848 -88.6 68.3 40.7 32.1 26.3 33.79289 6- T
TAB NO 10 ATLAS PHOTO NO 10 POD SEQUENCE NO 213
JULY 3L,1964 13 H_ 18 MIN 5 SEC 11 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA &FC TO IMPACT ALT tAT tO N R V PTH AZ
643.789 1379.74292 -_.880 -32._23 31!5.!_8 2.082 -72.394 116.625
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT iON RANGE AZ51C AZN AZSUN AZA A. 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS _LPHA SC_{-_pT--
2 -13.443 -16.736 1526.594_5 -51.5 12.5 -80°5 38.5 14.67}_I 0.823 -89.2 69.6 39.6 34.6 28.6 0. I- 2
3 -}2.977 -Ig.g66 1505.53021 -50.7 11.b -80.1 39.0 14.46577 0.847 -88.6 68.4 40.7 32.1 26.3 38.90240 2- 3
4 -12.829 -1T.732 [_36.34369 -54.9 12.6 -80.6 36.6 14.76114 0.813 -88.4 70.5 38.5 35.7 30.9 66.09094 _- 4
5 -13.959 -I7.438 I55D.54430 -52.1 L3._ -81._ 38.2 }4.89820 0.797 -89.9 70.9 38.5 37.2 30.9 35.31099 4- 5
6 --14.04& -19.722 1_18.39_73 --47.9 12.3 --80.4 40.5 14.58873 0.833 -89.9 68. T 40.7 _.6 _6.} 67.1TD22 5- 6
7 -_2.977 -19.986 1505.5302! -50._ }1.6 --80.1 39.0 14.46577 0.847 -88.6 68.4 40.7 32.1 26.3 33.10953 6- 7
TAB NO 11 ATLAS PHOTO NO 11 POD SEQUENCE NO 233
JULY 31,}964 13 Hr 15 MIN 21 5EC blO MS
TRAJECTDRY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
626.99D 1346.34720 -4.968 -32.447 3081.802 2.O91 -72.264 116,602
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAMCE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Am 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.407 -l_.716 1491._4_56 -51.5 12.5 -80.6 38.5 14.33474 0.823 -69.2 69.6 39.6 34.6 28.6 0. |- 2
3 -12.952 -[9.918 1470.95130 -_0.8 11.6 -_0.1 38.9 14.13333 0.847 -88.6 68.4 40.7 32.2 26.4 38.02606 2- 3
4 -12.807 -17.735 I%01.09039 _.4.9 12.6 -80_6 36.5 14.42243 0.813 -88.5 70.5 38.5 35.7 30.9 64.59790 3- 4
5 -13.9_I -17o44_ 1_14.95166 -52.} 13.4 -61.1 38.1 14.55622 C.797 -89.9 IO.9 38.5 37,2 30.9 34.49527 4J-
6 -[3.994 -Iq.680 19_3.493}6 -48°0 12.3 -80.4 40.4 }4.25340 C.832 -89.9 68.8 40.7 33.7 26.4 65.64984 5- 6
7 --12.952 -19.9}8 1410.93130 -50.8 11.6 -80.1 38.9 14.13333 0.847 -88.6 68.4 40.7 32.2 26.4 32.34576 6- 7
TAB NO 12 ATLAS PHOTO NO 12 POD SEQUENCE NO 249
JULY 31,}96A 13 HR 15 _IN 35 SEC 249 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON K V PTH AZ
613.5_0 1319.5532_ -5.CAO -32.302 3055.009 2.097 -72.158 It6.584
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ ENI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.376 -18.704 I_3.32_13 -51.6 12.5 -80.6 38.4 14.06357 0.823 -89.2 69.6 39.5 34.6 28.7 O. 1- 2
3 -12.929 -}9.883 1443.08571 '50.8 LI.6 -80.1 38.8 13.86578 0.846 -86.6 68.4 40.7 32.2 26.5 37°31739 2- 3
W -12.787 -17.741 }472.71059 -54.9 I2.6 -R0.6 36.5 }4.14975 0.813 -88.5 70.5 38.5 35.7 30.9 63.39268 3- 4
5 -13.870 -17.46C 140b.29425 -52.2 }3.4 -81.i 3_.1 14.28087 0.797 -89.g T0.9 38.4 37.1 30.9 33.83660 4- 5
6 -13.952 -19.649 1455.39995 -88.1 12.3 -80.5 40.3 I_.98348 0.832 -89.9 68.8 40.6 33,7 26.4 64.42209 5- 6
7 -12.929 -19.883 [443.0857! -50.8 11.6 -80.1 38.8 }3.86578 0.846 -88.6 68.4 40.7 32.2 26.5 31.72965 6- 7
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RA-VI [ CAMERA
TAB NO
JULY 31,1_04 13 HR !5 P[_ 50 SCC 368 MS
TRAJECT[/RY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT
59_.43!
PHOTO D_TA
PT tAT L[)N RANGE AZSI6 AZN ALSUN AZA
2-13.336 -18.692 143l._010U -51.7 12.4 -80.6 3B.3
3-12.8qq -Iq._46 141[.5U2q6 -,0.9 i[.6 -dO.1 JA.7
4 -IZ.760 -[7.751 [4A0.59872 -_._ 12.6 -80.6 36.5
5 -13.81 _) -17._76 [_53.H619b -;2.3 [3.3 -_1.[ 3_.O
6-13.89_ -1%618 1423.6107Z -4_._ 12.2 -_0.5 40.2
7 -12.894 -19.8_ [q|[.S82A_, -_0.9 11.6 -80.[ 38.7
TAB NO
JULY 31,[96A 13 H_ Io PIN / SbC loT M9
TRAJECTORY i)A[A _.EC TE' IPPACT
581.6J2
PHOTO UATA
pT LAT tUN R^NG_ A/SIC AZN A/SUN AZA
2 -13.28_ -IP.b_4 13'P,.bo74_ -81.8 12.4 -H0.6 3_.2
3 -12.862 -lg.t_)9 [_7_._59_I -_[.0 i[.6 -HO.2 3_.6
-12.121 -17.766 1_O%b_/i> ->5.0 12.6 -_O.l 36._
5 -lJ./5 t) -17.A')B I_i7.bU706 -52.3 13.3 -81.1 37.g
6 -13.H31 -I'h587 l_dt_.0632h -48._, 12.2 -_O.5 _O.O
7-12.U6_ -19.8(_'; i_16.35_41 -51.0 11.6 -HO.2 J8.6
TAB NO
JULY 3L,196 _, 13 Fi_ 16 MIN ZZ SLY, 2_6 MS
TRAJECTL;RY I)ATA _EC l(} IMPACT
506.513
PHOTO OATA
PI tAT tON PANGE A/SIC AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -13._2 -1_.0_3 I_63.3150_ -51. _) 12.4 -80.6 _b._
-12.82_ I_. l_2 [_4.42233 -51.1 11.6 -60.2 J8.5
5 -13.702 -!1.526 lJhA.b769g -82.4 13.3 -81.1 37.8
o -l).ttt -lv.56_ 1_65.R276_3 -,,8._ 12.2 -HO.b 3g.9
7 -12.82'i -I'#.7_12 I_'4.422J_ -51.1 ll.h -liO.2 36.5
TAB NO
_ULY 3I,[q6 _, 13 HR io _[N _ 5_L 45 MS
T_.AJECTCRY _ATA SEE TO I_'PACT
55A.75_
PHOTO OATA
PT tAT LtIN R AN(_E A/SIC ^/N A/SUN A/A
2 -[_.2Q_ -£H.Chb _ !17. }_4[D -'>I.g 12._ -HO.6 _h.l
3 -12.l'w,, -1 h/_-4 [_[g.4416_J -hi.£ 1[.6 -HO.2 Jb.A
8 -13.O% -l/._'_{: I ,,_.)2_)/d -_?.', 112 -_].l _7._
,5 -i_.72,_ -l_L'r,l l_o._[,L' -,_.o 12.2 -60.e J')._
TAB NO
JUlY )[,l(;bg 13 hit _# MI_ g', Sl( t_)', m_
TRAJECIH_Y I)ATA SI(, T{ IWPACI
PHOT[! i_Alh
PT tAT LCN RAN_,_ AZSIC AU_ AL SU:_ A/A
3-11.761 -l_hH, l I >')g._,_)w -'I._ II.I, -h0.2 _:_.4
A -12.o3g -{l.d_21 l:/l.O_'bI _ -5_,._ 12._ -_0.7 Ih.3
6-13.611 -1L_Y; { _}4.2/u_ -_,H.! I?.I -_0.6 YL7
TAB NO
JULY 31,1}bg [_ h_ !7 MI_, Z _,EC 60_, MS
TRAJECTr_RY I)ATA S_C TO IMPACT
526.196
PHOTO I)ATA
PT tAT LCN KANUE A/_IC AZN A/SUN AZA
2-13.lO_ -[H.I(]_ 12?5.9140_ -'_2.1 12.3 -bO.7 _t.q
3 -12.(14 -19.7_2 12h_.2_2_ -_l._ Ii.5 -_O._ 3_.2
4 --12.br)[ --11.804 12tlA.lll_3 -t>J.2 12.5 -80*I Jb.2
5 -13.533 -]1,623 _2(_5.825H ') -_2.6 13.l -_1.2 _t.6
6-13.604 -1_.530 l,_6_.B_/21 -q8.9 12.1 -_o.I 39.6
7-12.71_ -19.752 125_.26325 -_L._ 11._ -_0.3 3_._
P1
13 ATLAS PHOTO NO 13 POD SEQUENCE NO 267
ALT LAT tON k V PTM AZ
i2Eg.3263g -5.122 -32.137 3024.782 2.105 -72.037 116.562
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAI EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
i}.7567_ C.823 -_9.2 69.6 39.5 _A.6 28.7 O. I- 2
13.56308 C.H46 -88.6 08.5 40.6 32.2 26.5 36.51268 2- 3
13._4122 U.dl_ -8U.5 70.5 3_*_ 35.7 30.9 62.02709 3- A
[3.96925 0.196 -8g.g lO.g 38._ 37.1 30.q 33.0887g A- 5
13.C7805 C.832 -_9.9 b_.B 40.6 33*7 26.5 63.03059 5-
I156308 0.846 -8_.6 68.5 40.6 32.2 26.5 31.03003 6- 7
14 ATLAS PHOTO NO 14 POD RFQIIENCE NO 287
ALT tAT tUN
[256.63644 -5.215 -31.950
Am BIA AZPHAZ INCO
13._1360 C.82_ -bg.2 6q.6
13.22_65 0._46 -86.6 6_.5
I_._g619 C._I3 -B_.5 10.5
IJ.b20?00.19_ -_9.g TO._
13.33651 C.832 -sg.g 68.8
i1224e5 n.846 -8_.6 68.5
1S ATLAS PHOTO NO
R V PTH AZ
29g[,09[ 2.[I3 -71.900 116,538
PHAZ fPlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
)%5 3%6 28.? O. I- 2
40.6 32.2 26.6 35.60920 2- 3
3_._ JS,? 30.9 60._9640 3-
38.A 37.1 30.9 32.25056 A- 5
_0.6 33.7 20.5 61,A7061 5- 6
AO.o 32.2 26.6 30.2_612 6- 7
15 POD SEQUENCE NO 305
ACT tAT LCN
1225.216Bg -5.301 -3i.777
A" b/A AZPHAZ INCD
13,102_8 C.d2J -89.2 69.6
12.91778 0.H_6 -86.6 68,5
13.18320 U._I3 -88.5 70.5
I_._O_Ag 0._9_ -89.9 _0.8
IL02_79 0.83_ -_9.g 68._
[2.9111_ 0._ -6_.6 68.5
16 ATLAS PHOTO NO
R V PTP AZ
2960.6?2 2.12l -71.775 116.515
PHAI EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.5 3%6 2B.7 O. l- 2
40._ 32.3 26.0 34.18_8I 2- 3
38._ 35,6 30.9 59.10160 3- A
38.A 37.0 30.9 31._8819 _- 5
_0.6 33._ 26.6 60.0_829 5- 6
_0.6 L2.3 26.6 29.53369 6- 7
16 POD SEQUENCE NO 319
AL[ LAT LUN
1201.4';37T -5._6g -31._40
A* _)IA AZPHAZ [NCD
12._81_(;_ U.82J -_9.2 69.6
12.6t77H (_._A_ -_.6 08.5
[LOh?l(_ C.Tgg -Cg. (} 70,_ _
12.18_2 0.632 -69,9 b_.g
12.h177_ 0.8_6 -8_.6 68.5
17 ATLAS PHOTO NO
k V PTP AZ
2936.949 2.128 -?L.675 116.497
PHAZ ENIS ALP_IA SCALE PT-PT
3%5 3_.6 28.7 O, [- 2
AU.6 32._ 26.0 3A.13783 2- 3
38.4 35.6 30.9 5_.00_68 3-
38.A _7.O _0.9 30.8gO_ A- S
A0.E 33.1 26.6 5_.93370 5- 6
4C.6 32._ 26.6 28.97514 6- T
17 POD SEQUENCE NO 333
ALl LAI tON
lli/.ll_A4 -5._3_ -31.501
A. t_IA AZPHAZ INCU
12.e[A_ C._2_ -_g.2 6%6
I_._,92_H 0.81_ -_.5 7O.4
12._u862 O.79q -Hg.g TO.8
[2.54112 C.8_3 -_g.g 68.g
[2._36ee 0.84_ -8_.6 o8.6
18 ATLAS PHOTO NO
8 V PTP AZ
2913.169 2.13_ -71.615 ll6.47q
PhAI _PIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3';.5 ?4.6 28.T O. I- 2
_0.6 32._ 26.7 33.48636 2- 3
3_.A _5.6 3O.9 66.gO925 3- 4
38.A 36.9 30._ 30.2_912 4- 8
_O.6 33.7 26.6 57.81235 5- b
40.6 32._ 26.7 28.A132_ 6- 7
18 POD SEQUENCE NO 353
ACT LAT tUN
1143.64124 -5.539 -31.2g8
A- _IA ALPHA/ INCO
12.262_0 0.82A -_9.2 6%6
12.08963 0._46 -B_.6 68._
12.33B_5 0.814 -88.5 70._
[2._50?6 0.80C -Sg.g 70.7
12.[qogq O.833 -Sg.g 68.g
12.08983 0.846 -88.8 68.6
R V PTH AL
287g.Og7 2.1W3 -7l.h28 116.453
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3q.5 3_.5 28.I O. I- 2
_0.6 32.2 26.7 32.54367 2- 3
38.A 35.5 30._ 55.31811 3-
38.A 36.g 30.8 29.4_366 4- 5
_0.6 33.6 26.6 56.1893A 5- 6
A0.6 _2.2 26.7 27.60504 6- 7
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TAB NO 19 ATLAS PHOTO NO 19 POD SEQUENCE NO 369 -
JULY 31,[964 13 HR 17 _IN 16 SEC 43 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
512.756 1116.29672 -5._21 -31.132 2851.752 2.151 -71.308 116.431
PHOTC DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AzN AZSUN----AZA ...... A. --B}L AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-13.056 -18.723 1266.40i15 -52.2 12,3 -60,7 37.8 11.97878 0.825 -89.2 69,6 39.5 34.5 28.7 0. I- 2
-12.676 -19.727 iZ29.16937 -51.5 11.5 -80,3 38.2 11.81038 0.846 -88.6 68.6 40.6 32.2 26.7 31.77992 2- 3
4 -12.555 -17.903 IZ64,47270 -55.2 12,4 -80.7 30.2 12,05294 0.815 -88.5 70,3 38.4 35.5 30.8 56°02870 3- 4
5 -13.478 -17.668 1265.80801 -52.7 13.1 -8[,2 37.5 12.16235 0.801 -89.9 T0.7 38.4 36.8 30.8 28.72637 4- 5
6 -13,545 -1_.530 1239,_1_Q_ :_9,___t2_1__:80_7 39,5 11,908_9 _,833-89=9 _8,9_LJ_J3_J_ 2_=_ _4.R74n_ s- 6
T -12.676 -ig,727 1229,1_937 -51.5 11.5 -80.3 38.2 11.81038 0.846 -88.6 68,6 40.6 32.2 25.7 26.95616 6- 7
TAB NO 20 ATLAS PHOTO NO 20 POD SEQUENCE NO 383
JULY 3L,1964 13 HR 17 MIN 27 SEC 802 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA .......... _L_U IY_ACL _LT LAI _ _L(_N ..... ____ V PTH AI
500,997 1092.30646 -5,694 -30,985 2827,762 2,158 -71,202 116.411
PHDT5 DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae BIA AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -13.015 -18.738 1220,53470 -52.2 12.2 -80,7 37.8 Ii.73017 0.825 -89,2 69.8 39.5 34.4 28.7 Do i- 2
3 -12.643 -19.719 1203.67419 -51,6 11.5 -80.3 38.1 11.56541 0.846 -88.6 68.6 40.6 32.2 26.7 31.11311 2- 3
4 -12.525 -17.934 1228._4(121_-_._J21_4-_0.2 3_2___11.80282 _._15 _88.5___30*31_._._]5_L4_ _0.7 52.90190 _-- 4
5 -13.426 -17.705 1239.50690 -52,8 13,0 -81.2 37,5 11.90964 0.802 -89.9 70.6 38.4 36.7 30.7 28.11671 4- 5
6 -13.494 -19.528 1213.74089 -49,I 12,0 -80.7 ]9.4
7 -12.643 -19.119 1203.67419 -51.8 11.5 -80.3 18.1
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 PR 17 MI_ 61SEC Z_I MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPAC[
487.558
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -12.969 -18.780 !!q0.THRIO -52,3 12,2 -80.7 }l,7
3 -12.605 -19.718 1114.35713 -51.6 11.5 -80.3 _,0
4 -12,491 -[7.976 i198.49113 -55,3 12.4 -80.7 36.1
5 -13.389 -17.754 1209.25017 -52.8 13.0 -_[.2 3T.4
6 -13.435 -|9.531 1184.14874 -69.1 12.O -80.7 39.3
7 -12.605 -[9.718 1174.35713 -5[.6 11.5 -80.3 38.0
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 17 MIN 53 SEC i MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACI ALT LAT LOg
475.799 1040.89305 -5.854 -30.659
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
-12.92/ -_8,780 1164.66789 -52,3 12,2 -80,7 37,7 11.19325 0.826 -89.2 69.5
-12.572 -19.716 i148._1967 -51.7 11.4 -80.3 _8.0 11.03643 0.847 -88.6 68.6
4 -12.460 -]8.013 1172.20172 -55.3 12.3 -80.7 36.1
5 -13.319 -17.7q6 1182.69246 -82.8 12.9 -81.2 37.4
6 -13.384 -19.534 1158.17126 -49,2 Ii.9 -80.7 39.2
T -12.572 -19.T16 i[g8.61961 -51,7 11,4 --80.3 38*0
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 18 MIN J SEC 80 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
465.719
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LDN RANGE ALSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
-12.891 -18.797 I142.19429 -62.4 12.1 -80.8 37.6
-12,543 -19.715 1126,4724_ -51.7 11.4 -PO.4 37.9
4 -12.433 -]M.046 1149.57935 -55.3 12.3 -_0.7 38.1
5 -13,275 -17.834 1159.83905 C52.912.9 _81.2 37.4
6 --13.33_ -ig.537 1135.81723 -4_.3 11.9 -80.8 39.1
7 -12.543 -19.715 I[26.47246 -51.7 11.4 -80._ 37.9
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 18 MIN 16 SEC 519 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT
452.280
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -12.841 -[8.823 1112.08360 -62.4 12.1 -80.8 37.6
3 -12.502 -19.716 1096.80104 -51,8 11,4 -80.4 37.9
4 -12.395 -18.092 1119,26880 -55.4 12.3 -50.7 36.1
5 -13.215 -17.887 1129.21815 -62.9 12.8 -81.2 3T.3
6 -13.276 -19.544 I[05.86784 -49.4 11.9 -80.8 39.0
7 -12.502 -19.716 1096.80104 -51._ 11.6 -80.4 37.9
A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCD
11,64424 0,825 -89.2 89.5
11.28372 0.847 -88.A 68.6
11.51508 0.81_ -88.4 70.3
11.61893 0.802 --Hg.9 70,6
11.37731 0.834 -89.9 68*9
II.28372 0.847 -88.6 68.6
22 ATLAS PHOTO NO
11.66163 0.834 -89.9 68,9 40.6 33,5 26.6 53.72514 5- 6
11.56561 0,846 -88.6 68.6 40,6 32.2 26.7 26.38474 6- 7
21 ATLAS FHOTC NO 2! Pnn _EOUENCE NO 399
ALT LAT LON R V PTH A_
1064.81424 -5.779 -30,812 2800.270 2.166 -71.078 116.388
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-pT
40.6 32.2 26.7 30.34271 2- 3
38.4 35°3 30.7 51.59936 3- 4
38.4 36.6 30.7 27,41598 4- 5
40.6 33.5 26.6 52.39705 5- 6
40.6 32.2 26,7 25,73050 6- 7
22 POD SEQUENCE NO 413
11.26249 0.816 -88,4 70.2
11.36375 0.803 -89.9 70.5
11.12772 0.835 -89,9 68.8
11.03643 0.847 -88.6 68.6
23 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT LCN
1019.96777 -5.920 -30.525
A- 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
1C.97726 0.826 -89.2 69.5
_C.82363 0.847 -88.8 68.6
11.04516 C,817 -88.4 70.2
11.I4417 0.804 -89.9 70.S
IC.91294 0.835 -89.9 b8.8
10.82363 0.84T -88.6 68.6
24 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT LON
9g2.26181 --6.010 --30.344
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
ICo687_8 0,B27 -89,2 69,5
LC.53853 0._48 -88.6 68.8
IC.75391 0.818 -88,4 70.I
IC,84995 C.805 -89.9 70,4
18.62519 C.835 -89.9 68.8
1C.53853 0.848 -88.6 66.6
R V PTH AZ
2776.148 2.173 -70.969 1[6.368
39.5 34.3 28.6 Oo 1- 2
40.7 32.1 26.7 29.66737 2- 3
38.5 35.3 30.7 50.45724 3- 4
38.6 36.6 30.6 26.80167 4- 5
40,6 33,5 Z6.6 _J_23Z83_JL-___
40.7 32.1 26.7 25.15669 6- 7
23 POD SEQUENCE NO 425
R V PTH AZ
2755.423 2.179 -70.873 116.350
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.6 34.3 28.6 O. 1- 2
40.7 32.1 26.7 29.08599 2- 3
38.5 35.2 30.6 49.47436 3- 4
38.4 36.5 30.6 26,27293 6- 5
40.7 33.4 26.6 50.23102 5- 6
40.7 32.1 26.7 24.66287 6- 7
24 POD SEQUENCE NO 441
R V PTH AZ
2727.717 2.187 -70.743 116.325
PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.6 34.2 28.6 _ O. 1- 2 __
40.7 32.1 26.7 28.30605 2- 3
38.5 35.2 30.6 48.15639 3- 4
38.5 36.4 30.5 25.56430 4- 5
40.7 33.4 26.6 48.88756 5- 6
40.7 32.1 26.7 24.00087 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA PI 5
TAB NO 25 ATLAS PHOTO NO 25 POD SEQUENCE NO 453
JULY 31t1864 13 HR 18 PIh 26 SEC 599 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
442.201 971.42709 -8.078 -30.205 2706,882 2.193 -70.645 116,306
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.803 -18,845 1089.39827 -52.5 12-0 -80.8 37.5 10.86988 0,827 -89,2 89,5 39°6 34,2 28,5 0, l- 2
3 -12.471 -19.718 IC14.44759 -61.9 11.4 -80.4 37.8 i0.32375 0.84_ -88.8 68.6 40.7 32.0 26,7 27.71796 2- 3
4 -12,366 -18o128 1096.43175 -55.4 12.2 -80o7 36.| IC.53450 0o818 -88.4 TO,l 38,5 35,1 30,5 47.16246 3- 4
5 -13.189 -17.828 1106.14804 -53.0 12.8 -81.2 37.3 IC.62828 0.805 -89.9 70.4 38.5 36.4 30.5 25.03073 4- 5
6 -13.229 -19,55C I063,30_3_-_9___II=8 _0,8 _9.0 10.40841 Q.836 -88.9 68.8 60,7 33.3 2fz___CZ_Ji145/_-_
7 -12.47] -19.719 1074.44759 -51,q 11.4 -80.4 37.8 iC,32375 0.848 -88.6 68.8 40.7 32.0 28,7 23.50238 8- 7
TAB NO 26 ATLAS PHOTO NO 26 POD SEOUENCE NO 465
JULY 31,1964 13 _R I8 Mlk 36 SEC 678 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R _L__ PIH_--_
432.121 950.54483 -6.147 -30.064 2688.000 2.200 -70.544 116.287
PHOTO DAIA
PT LAT LUN RANGL AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Aa 81A AZPHAL INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.704 -I_.864 IC66.67233 -52.5 12.0 -80,8 JT.5 1D.251_4 0,828 -89.2 69*4 39.6 34°I 28.5 O. I- 2
3 -12°439 -19,120 _U'_2.05096 -51.9 11,3-80.4 3?.8 lC.IO855 0.84_ -88.6 68.6 40,7 32.0 26°6 27.13047 2- 3
4 -12.337 -18,163 1013.5561_ -_5.4 12=2 -@Q,? 36.0 IC,31411 0.819 -88.4 /O,i 38.5 35. L_0_5 _Uh=llhSt2_-
5 -13.123 -17,967 I083.O_O74 -53,0 12.7 -81,2 37.2 IC,40626 0,806 -8g.g 70.3 38.5 36,3 30.4 24.49692 4- 5
6 -13,182 -19,555 I060.10097 -_9,5 11,8 -_O,_ 38.9 10,19123 0,83_ -Bg,q 68,8 40°7 33,3 26,6 46,86264 5- 6
7 -12.439 -19.720 IC_2o0509_ -51.9 Ii.3 -_O,4 31.8 IC.10855 0.848 -8_,6 68.6 40.7 32.0 26,6 23°00351 6- 7
TAB NO 27 ATLAS PHOTO NO 27 POP SEQUENCE NO 475
JULY 31,1984 13 HR I_ PIN 45 _E_ 78 MS -
TRAJECTqRY {)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI ION 8 V PTH AZ
423,722 833.10EO2 -6.208 -2q.945 2688.561 2,205 -70.460 116.271
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANbE AZS/C A_N AZSUN A/A At BIA AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
-12.732 -Lb.881 1047o679_Z -_2,6 12.0 -_0.8 37,4 iC.O68ql 0.828 -89.2 69,6 3q,6 34,1 Z_ _, _- l
-12.413 -Ig.721 iO33.33306 ->2.0 _I,3 -80.4 37.7 9.9287[ 0.848 -88.6 68.6 40.7 32,0 26.6 26.63982 2- 3
4 -12.312 -i_.192 1054.43872 -55.4 I2.2 -eO.7 ]6.0 I0,13103 O.8Ig -88.4 70.O 38.5 35.0 30.4 65.33963 )- 4
5 -13.084 -18.DCI ICU3.7305_3 -_3.0 12.7 -_1.2 37.2 10.22072 0.ROT -89o9 70.3 38.5 36.2 30.4 24.05126 4- 5
6 -13.142 -lq.559 104l.d1006 -49.6 11,8 -80.8 38.8 IC.OO9?3 0.836 -89.9 68.8 40.T 33.2 26.6 46.01766 5- 6
7 -12.413 -I9.721 18_3.333O8 -52,0 11.3 -80.4 37.7 9.92871 0.868 -88.6 68.6 40.7 32.0 26.6 22.58682 6- 7
TAB NO 28 ATLAS PHOTO NO 28 POD SEQUENCE NO 489
JULY 31)1964 13 H8 18 PIN 56 SEC 837 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA S_C ILl IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PT_ A2
411.9E2 908.63443 -6.289 -29.T75 2644.090 2.213 -70.340 116.248
PHOIC DATA
PT LAT CON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -12.881 -18.308 IO20.86662 -52,6 II.9 -80,8 37.4 9.81218 0,829 -89.2 69,4 3g.6 34,O 28.5 O. _- 2
3 -12,376 -18.725 1007o00_51 -b2.O 1|,3 -80.4 37.6 9.67577 0.889 -88.6 68.6 40,7 32.0 26.6 25,94847 2- 3
4 -12.2t8 -1_.236 1027.54T0? -86.5 I2.1 -BO.T 36.0 9.8T2_6 0.82C -88.4 70.0 38.5 34.9 30.& 44.170)6 3- 6
5 -13,02 _) -i_.O51 1_)36.56874 -53.I 12,7 -81.2 ]1.I 9.95974 0.808 -8g.g 70,3 38.5 38.2 30.3 23,62468 4- 5
6 -13.O80 -I_.569 I(_I5._4281 -49.1 11.7 -80.9 38.8 g.75447 0.837 -89.9 68,8 60,I }},_ 26,5 _6,B_Jb33 }_ b
T -[2.376 -I_.725 IOO?.UOR5t -52,0 11.3 -80,4 31,b 9.615T7 0,848 -88.6 68.6 40.7 32.0 26.6 22.00118 6- 7
TAB NO 29 ATLAS PHOTO NO 29 POD SEQUENCE NO 501
JULY 31_1964 13 HR ig _Ik 6 3EL 9_6 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SFC TD IPPACT ALT tAT LON R V PT_ AZ
401.883 887.6C489 -6.361 -29.627 2623.060 2.220 -70.235 116.227
PHOTO L)ATA
PT LAT LON RA_IGE ALSIC AZN AZSUN AZA AI 61A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12,64t -IB.933 (;97.9553/ -_2.7 II.g -80,8 31.3 9.59103 D,829 -89.2 69.6 39*b 34.0 28._ 0. I- 2
3 -12.34) -I9.1_2 ')84.3_181 -_2.1 11.3 -80.5 37.6 9.45790 0.849 -88.6 68.6 40.7 31.9 26.6 25.35197 2- 3
4 -12*24_ -[fi.2ll i(]04.3_d17 -55.5 12,1 -80.7 )0.0 9o65007 0.821 -8_.4 70,0 38.5 34,9 30.3' 43.16140 3- 4
5 -12.982 -l".Oq6 i:)13.16')64 -_3.1 12.6 -81,2 37,1 g.73491 0.806 -89*9 70.2 38.5 38_I 30_3 22.88527 _--
8 -13,O37 -_g. Slg _}_2._5948 -4q.7 11.7 -80.9 38,7 9.53461 0.837 -89.9 68.8 40.7 33.1 26.5 43,79861 5- 6
T -12.343 -19.737 984.]_381 -b2,I 11,3 -80,5 37.6 g.45790 0°848 -86.8 68,6 40.7 31.9 26,6 21.49688 6- 7
TAB NO 30 ATLAS PHOTO NO 30 POD SEQUENCE NO 513
JULY 31,1964 13 HR Lg PIN 16 SE6 996 MS .........
TRAJECTIIRY I)ATA SEE TD IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
391.804 866,52570 -b,435 -29.477 2601.981 2.226 -70,129 116.206
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAL INCD PMAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.60t -18,859 974,86746 -52.7 11.9 -80,8 37.3 9.36914 0.830 -89.2 69,3_38.6 33,g28.4 O. _- 2
3 -12.311 -|9. T_9 961.562_2 -52.1 Ii.2 -80.5 37.6 9.23930 0.849 -8_.6 68.5 40.7 31.9 26.6 24.75395 2- 3
4 -12.211 -_8.3|8 981.13632 -65.5 12,1 -80.7 36.0 9,42875 0,821 -88.4 69,9 38.5 34.8 30,3 42.14951 3- 4
5 -12.934 -1_.142 9_9.69405 -63o2 12,6 -81,2 37.1 9*50835 0.809 -89.9 70.2 38.5 36.0 30.2 22,34448 4- 5
6 -12.98_ -19,5q0 969.40025 -49.8 11.7 -80,9 38,6 9.31402 0.838 -89.9 68.8 40.7 33,1 26,5 42.T6809 5- 6
7 -12.311 -19.739 961.58292 -52.I II.2 -60.5 37.6 9.23930 0.849 -88.8 68.5 40.7 31.9 26.6 20.99122 6- 7
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TAB NO 31 ATLAS PHOTO NO 31 POD SEQUENCE NO 525
dULY 31t[964 13 hk [9 MIN 27 SEC 75 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACY ALT LAT L0N R V PTH AZ
381.724 845.39542 -6.510 -29.326 2580.851 2.233 -70.022 116.185
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AlN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.567 -18,985 95X.7[479 -52.7 11.8 -80.8 37.3 9o14662 0,830 -89,2 89.3 39*8 33.9 28.4 O, 1- 2
3 -[2.277 -19.745 938.7664[ -52.2 11.2 -80.8 37.5 g. O20C7 0.650 -88.5 68.5 40.8 31.9 26.6 24.1'55[3 2- 3
4 -12.186 -18.359 957,82836 -55,8 [2.0 -80°7 35.9 9.20281 0.822 --88.4 69,9 38.6 36.8 30.2 61,13611 3-- 4
5 -[2.886 -18.188 966.15517 -53.2 12.5 -81.2 37.0 9.28316 0.8IC -89.9 T0. l 38.5 35.9 30.1 21.80279 _- 5
6 -12.939 -19.601 948._/53_0 -_9 II._ _80.9 _.5 _092_0_(i.___8_*9__1_7 33.O P&.5 41.7_A29 5- 6
7 -12.277 -19.745 936.78641 -52.2 11.2 -80.5 37.5 9.02007 0.850 -88.5 88.5 40.8 31.9 26.6 20.48465 6- 7
TAB NO 32 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 311196_ 13 HR Ig MIN 37 SEC 155 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ............. _i0 •HPA_L___LI _lA1 .___(1N
371.645 82_.21332 -6.586 -29.168
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
-12.524 -19.007 928.51833 -52.8 11.8 -80.9 3T.2 8.92369 0.831 -89.2 69.3
-12.242 -[9.749 915.90289 -_2.2 1].2 -80.5 37.4 8.80038 0.85_ -88.8 68.5
' -12.153 -18.397 9_W.48152 -55.___:-_0_2 _5._ .... 8.9_49_I. 822 -88.6 69.8
5 -12.836 -18.231 942.57668 -53.3 [2.5 -81.3 37.O 9.05663 0.811 -89.9 ?0.1
6 -12.887 -19.806 g23.30336 -50.0 11.6 -80.9 38.5 8.871i2 0.839 -89.9 68.7
7 -12.262 -19.749 915.9026q -52.2 [1.2 -80.5 37.4 8.80038 0.85C -88.5 68.5
TAB NO _ ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 3L,1964 13 HK 19 _[r_9____zt__M_u_ ...................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON
383.245 8C6.52231 -8.650 -29.C37
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/U ALN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD
Z -12.489 -[9.025 90q._t_Sal__ -_,,3___-80.___.3_.3_9_ _8}1_-89_?___L9.3
3 -12.212 -19.751 H96._0594 -52.3 L1.2 -80.5 37.4 8.61689 G.650 -88.5 68.5
4 -12.125 -18._2T 914.98"25 -55.6 12.0 -80.7 35.9 8.79116 0.823 -_5.4 69.8
5 -12.793 -18.265 922.88706 -53.3 12.4 -8[.3 30.9 8.86744 0.811 -89.9 70.0
6 -12.845 -19.613 )04.03252 -50.0 i[.6 -8[.0 38.6 8.68597 0.839 -89.9 68.7
T -12.212 -19.75[ _96.80544 -52.3 11.2 -80.5 37.' 8.61689 0.850 -88.5 68.5
TAB NO 34 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31.196.4 13 HR 19 MIh 52 SEC 276 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON
356.526 792.34277 -8.102 -26.930
PHOTO DATA
32 POD SEQUENCE NO 537
R V PTH #Z
2559.66_ 2.240 -69.912 116.163
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT--PT
_9.Y _3,8 28,3 O. 1- 2
40.8 31.8 26.6 23.55736 2- 3
38.6 _4.7 30.2 _N.12_15 3- ,
38.6 35.9 30.1 21.26004 4- 5
40.8 33,0 26.5 _0.707D? _-_
40.E 31.8 26.6 19.97679 6- 7
33 POD SEQUENCE NO 547
R V PTH _Z
2541.978 2.246 -69.820 116.145
PHAZ EM]S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.7 33.R 28.3 O. 1- 2
340.8 31.8 26.6 23.05919 2-
38.6 34.6 30.1 39.28240 _:38.6 35.8 30.1 20.80747
40_330 265 3,_4_33 _:_AO.8 31.8 26.6 19.55302
34 POD SEQUENCE NO 555 --
R V PTH AZ
2527.T98 _.251 -69.745 116.130
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD
2 -12.A60 -19.037 893.6_26_ -52.9 11.8 -80.9 37.1 8.58851 0.832 -89.2 69.2
3 -12.[88 -19.750 _81.52057 -52.4 lI.l -80.5 37.3 8.'7003 0.850 -88.5 68.5
6 -12.102 -[8.450 899.38465 -55.6 I[.9 -80.7 35.9 8.66128 0.823 -88.4 69.8
5 -12.759 -[8.291 907.13506 -53.4 12.4 -8|.3 36.9 8.71609 0.812 -89.9 70.0
6 -12o809 -[9.616 888.80W98 -50.A _.5 -EI__-L__U9_839 __-69,9 88.7
T -_2.[88 -[9.750 881.5205T -52.4 [i.I -80.5 37.3 8.47003 0.850 -88.5 68.5
TAB NO 35 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 20 VIA 2 SEC 353 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON
3_6.A46 771.02951 -6.781 -28.768
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ INCD
2 -12.417 -19.058 8T0.28205 -53.0 11.7 -80.9 37.0 8.36480 0.832 -89.2 69.2
3 -12.152 -19.753 858.69039 -82.4 l[.I -80.5 37.2 8.24874 0.850 -88.5 68.5
4 -12.06q -18.466 875.87505 -55.7 1[.9 -80.7 35.8 8.41541 0.824 -88.4 69.7
5 -12.708 -18.332 883.396_3.C 12'4 --_81.3 --36:8- - _'4880OO.812 289'9 70.0
6 -12.757 -19.622 865.37280 -50.2 11.5 -81.0 38.2 8.31453 0.848 -89.9 68.7
7 -12.152 -19.753 858.49039 -52.A 11.1 -80.5 37.2 8.24874 0.850 -86.5 68.5
TAB NO 36 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 20 MIN 9 SEC 73 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAY LON
339.727 756.79056 -6.834 -28.658
PHOTO DATA
P_ LAY LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD
2 -12.388 -19.076 _56.61900 -53.0 11.7 -80.9 37,0 8.21347 0.832 -89.2 69.2
3 -12.128 -19.788 843.05171 -52.5 11.1 -80.6 37.2 8.10040 0.85[ -88.5 68.5
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.7 33.7 28.3 O. 1- 2
40.8 31.8 26.6 22.66215 2- 3
38.6 34,6 30.I 38.61053 _:
38.6 35.8 30.0 20.4457,
40.8 32.9 26.5 39.16567 5- 6
"0.8 31.8 26.6 19.21418 6- 7
35 POD SEQUENCE NO 567
8 V PTH AZ
2506.485 2.258 -69.632 116.107
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.7 33.7 28.3 0. 1- 2
40.8 31.8 26.6 22.06260 _:38.6 34.6 30.1 37.59565
38.6 35.7 30.0 19.90111 _-5
A0.8 32.9 26.5 38.13307 5- 6
40.8 31.8 26.6 18.70398 6- 7
36 POD SEQUENCE NO 575
R V PTH AZ
2492.266 2.263 -69.555 116.091
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.7 33.7 28.3 O. 1-2
40.8 31.7 26.6 2_.65919 _-
4 -12.046 -18.514 860.10923 -55.7 11.9 -80.7 35.8 8.26393 0.824 -88.4 69.7 38.6 34.5 30.1 36.91260 3- 4
5 -12.674 -18.363 867.'7711 -53.4 12.3 -81.3 36.8 8.33505 0.813 -89.9 69.9 38.6 35.6 30.0 19.53579 _L 5
6 -12.722 -19.629 849.79549 -50.2 11.5 -81.0 38.2 8.16486 0.840 -89.9 68.7 40.8 32.9 26.5 37.43806 5- 6
7 --12.128 -19.758 843.0517[ -52.5 11.1 -80.6 37.2 8.10040 0.851 -88.5 68.5 60.8 31.7 26.6 18.36207 6':7
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TAB NO 37 ATLAS PHOTO NO 37 POD SEQUENCE NO 583
JULY 31,Ig6A 13 HR 20 MIN 15 SEC 792 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
333.007 762.52756 -6.888 -20°547 2477.983 2°268 -69°478 116°075
PHOTO DATA .....
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.359 -ig. Oq4 _38,g2213 -53.1 II,7 -80,9 36.9 e.06261 0.833 -8g°2 09,2 39.7 33,6 28,2 O. l- 2
3 -12.104 -iq.763 _27.57913 -62.5 II.I -80.6 37.2 7.g5176 0.851 -86.5 68.5 _0.8 31.7 26.6 21.25516 2- 3
4 -12.024 -18.542 _44.30934 -85.7 1[.g -80.7 35.8 8°I[212 0.825 -88.6 69,7 38.6 34.5 30.0 36.22829 3- 4
5 -12.640 -18.395 _51.52437 -53.5 12.3 -81,3 36.8 8.18177 0.813 -H9.9 6q,9 38.6 35.6 29.g 19.17026 4- S
6 -12.O87 -19.637 834.16677 -50oJ [1,4 -81.0 38.1 8,014e7 0.84C -B9.9 68.7 60.8 32.8 26.6 36.76187 5- 6
7 -12.104 -19.763 8Z7.8/913 -82.5 II.I -60.0 37.2 7.95174 8.851 -88.5 68.5 40.8 31,7 26.6 18.01966 6- 7
TAR NO 39 ATLAS PHOTO NO 38 POD SEQUENCE NO 591
JULY 31.]q_ !} h:_ 2:; Ri;_ 22 3tL 512 MS
TRAJ£CTURY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAI LUN K V PIH AZ
326.288 72R.2RC02 -6.g43 -28.634 2663°695 2.273 -69.399 li6.059
PHnTO OATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AIS/C AZN AZSUN AZA AI 8/A A/PHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12._31 -Ig.[ll t_23.1qRgO -b}.1 11.6 -80.g ]6.9 7.9114/ 0.833 -89.2 6g.2 3g.7 33.6 28.2 O. I- 2
3 -12.080 -19.767 812.07bo7 -52.6 11.1 -_0.( _7,1 7.80278 0._8[ -88.5 b8.8 60.8 31.7 26.5 20.65086 2- 3
6 -12.001 -[b.570 _28._7977 -55.7 i[.8 -80.( _b.8 7.96CC3 _.825 -E_.6 69.7 38.6 16.6 30.0 3§.5_30_ 3-
5 -12°606 -[b*&2b _35._4303 -53,5 12.T -81.3 }6.7 8.02821 0.814 -8g.q 6g.g 38.6 35.8 29,9 18.80450 6- 5
6 -[2.652 -I_.6R4 ,IR.54507 -b0.6 11.4 -_I.0 }0.I T.BAR_I 0.861 -89.9 08.7 60.8 12.8 26.6 36.06689 5- 6
7 -12.080 -19.76/ })}2.07667 -82.6 [l.l -HO.6 3/.1 7.80278 0,_5l -8_.5 68.5 40.8 3[.7 26.8 11.6769g 6- 7
TAB NO 39 ATLAS PHOTO NO 39 POD SEQUENCE NO 599
JULY 31t[96_ 13 hR 20 _I_ 29 _£L 231 MS
TRAJECTDRY hATA S_C l0 IMPACT ALT LAI LCN k V PTh AZ
319.560 713.92_28 -6.998 -28.320 2449.384 2.279 -69.320 116.O62
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LdN RANG[ AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAI INCD PHA/ E_IS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.302 -Iq.129 _Ol.636[O -53.1 11.6 -UO.9 36.9 7.75999 0.8_3 -89.2 69.1 39.7 33.5 28.2 _. I- 2
3 -12.056 -1g.772 196.83857 -%2.6 11.0 -80.6 31.1 7.65348 0.851 -8_.5 68.5 40.8 31.7 26.8 20.6_596 2- 3
6 -11.979 -18,598 _12.61464 -55,8 11.8 -60,7 35.7 7.80760 0.825 -88,6 69,6 38,6 36.6 30,0 34.85666 3- 6
5 -12.572 -18.457 619.52644 -83.5 12,2 -81,3 _6.7 7.87432 0,814 -89.9 69.8 38.6 35.5 29.9 10,43811 6- 5
6 -12.6[6 -19.652 602._6996 -50._ I[.4 -8_.0 }8.0 7,71RO0 U._41 -89.9 68.7 60.8 32._ 26.4 35.36686 5- 6
7 -12.056 -19._72 796.8}H57 -52.6 11.0 -_0.6 37.l 7.65348 0.851 -88.5 68.5 40.8 31.7 26.8 17.33382 6- 7
TAB NO 40 ATLAS PHOTO NO 40 POD SEQUENCE NO 607
JULY }Itlg66 1_ HR 20 MIN 35 SEC q5[ MS
TRAJ£Cr[_RY [)ATA 5EC TO ]MPAET ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
312.84R 699.54158 -T.C56 -28,205 2635.067 2.286 -69+260 116.020
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AIN AISUN A?A Ae 8/A AZPHA_ INCD PHA/ EMI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.273 -19.143 791.681_2 -b}.2 11.6 -80.9 36.8 7.60860 0.8}R -89.2 69.1 39.7 33.5 28.2 O* 1- 2
3 -12.0_3 -lq._14 761.00599 -82.7 11.0 -_0.6 ]_.0 7.50424 0.851 -RH.5 68.5 60.@ 31o6 26.5 20.04333 2- 3
6 -[1.956 -id.623 796,76203 -55,8 11.8 -80.7 3b,7 T,6552q 0.826 -8_,6 6q.6 38.6 34,6 29.9 34,_7382 3- 6
5 -12,53o -18.485 _01,52416 -53.6 12.2 -61.3 36.6 7.72056 0.815 -89.9 6g.8 38.6 35.4 29.8 1R.07273 6- 5
6 -[2.582 -_g.656 167.2017_ -50.5 1|.4 -R[.l 17.9 7.56_46 0.641 -89.9 60.7 60.8 32.@ _6=6 _.65263 §- 6
7 -12,033 -19.774 7Rl.OObg9 -_2.7 II.0 -80.6 37.0 7.50424 D,851 -8_.5 68,5 60.8 31.6 26,5 16°99125 6- 7
TAB NO 41 ATLAS PHOTO NO 41 POD SEQUENCE NO 617
JULY 31_ig6_ 13 HR 20 R]_ 44 }EL JSl MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC TO IRPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
304.669 681.63547 -7.125 -28.059 2AIT.091 2°290 -69o139 1[6°006
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LCN RANU£ A/SIL AIN AZSUN AZA A_ BIA AZPHA/ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.237 -1%162 111.936_% -53.2 11.6 -80.9 _6.8 7,41883 0.834 -69.2 69.1 39.7 33.5 28.2 0. I- 2
3 -12.002 -lg.7ll 161.b_5_1 -52.7 ll.O -80.6 37°0 7.31716 0.852 -88.8 68.5 40.8 }I.6 26.5 19.53895 2- 3
6 -11.92d -lt!.655 I/6.8g118 -55,8 II,6 -80.6 3_,7 7.66437 0.82_ -88.4 6g,6 38,6 34.3 29.9 33,31H16 3-
5 -12.695 -I_.SZ[ Ib3._6645 -53.6 12,2 -81.3 36.6 7.827_4 0.818 -89.9 6g.8 38.6 35.4 29.8 17,61502 6- 5
6 -12.5}8 -[g.662 767.56197 -50,5 11.4 -81.i J7.9 7.37476 0.842 -89.g 6H.7 40.8 32.7 26.6 33.7828[ 5- 6
7 -12.002 -1q.7/7 7_1.53561 -52.7 ll.O -80.6 37.0 7.31716 0,852 -88.5 68.5 60.B 31.6 26.5 16.56205 6- 7
TAB NO 42 ATLAS PHOTO NO 42 POD SEQUENCE NO 623
JULY 31,1904 1_ _R ;0 MIN 49 SEC }gO MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PIH AZ
299.409 670.8R302 -7.168 -2T.971 2406.298 2.296 -69.078 I15.991
PHOTC {)ATA
PT LAT LI_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.2[5 -1q,171 760.10160 -53.3 II.6 -8O.q _6.7 7.305C9 0.834 -89.2 69.1 39.7 33.5 28.2 O. _C
3 -11.q84 -[9,T76 749o86[g5 -82.8 11.0 -80.6 36.9 7.20800 0.852 -86.5 68.5 60.8 31.6 26,6 19.23837 2- 3
A -11.911 -18.671 7_4*q_}Sg -55.9 I1.8 -80._ _5.7 T.}Rgg7 0°82E -88.6 69,6 38.6 34.3 29,g 32.80809 3- 4
5 -12.46q -[H.s3g 7_1.4418g -5_.7 12.2 -81.3 _6.6 T.41236 0.8[6 -8q,9 69.7 38.6 55.4 29.8 17.341|[ 4- 5
6 -12.5[I -1g.66_ 755.78757 -_0,6 11.3 -81.1 17,8 7.26_6} 0.842 -89.9 68.6 40o8 32.7 26°4 33°28448 5-- 6
7 -11.98_ -1R.77_ 769.R6195 -52°8 II,O -HO,6 36.9 7,20500 0°852 -88.5 6R°5 4D,E 31.b 26.6 16o305|I 6- 7
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TAB NO 43
JULY 31,1964 13 H_ ZO _I_ 56 SEC Ii0 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
292.690
PHOTU DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -|2.185 -Ig.153 744.20049 -53.3 [I.8 -80.9 36.7
3 -11.960 -1g.775 73_.25676 -52.8 iI.O -80.0 36.9
6 -Ii.880 -18.693 749.06516 -55.9 11.7 -80.8 35.6
5 -12.634 -18.564 755.3_[59 -55.7 12.1 -81.5 36.5
6 -12.475 -19.665 740.04807 --50.7 II13 -81.1 37.7
T -11.960 -19.775 736.25676 -52.8 [l.O -80.6 36.9
ATLAS PHOTO NO 43 POD SEQUENCE NO 631
ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
656.43048 -7.225 -27.851 2391.886 2.300 -68.998 115.974
A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7. I5386 0.834 -89.2 69.1 3g.7 33.5 28.2 O. 1- 2
7.05505 0.852 -88.8 68.5 60.8 31.6 26.6 18.83668 2-- 3
7.197C2 0.826 -88.A 69.5 38.6 36.3 29.9 32.12601 3- 6
7.257gg 8.816 -89.9 69.7 58.6 35.3 29.8 16.97512 6- 5
7.11061 0.862 -89.9 68.6 40._ 32.7 2a.4 _2=5I_-_
7.05505 0.852 -88.5 68.5 40.8 31.6 26.6 15.96166 6- 7
TAB NO 44
JULY 31,19bA 13 HR 21 MIN 1SEC iSO MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ....... SEC TO IMPACT
287.650
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AIN AZSUN AZA
2 --12.1_6 --Ig.[93 132.36819 --53.6 11.5 --80.9 36.6
3 -IT.gEl -19.776 722.50830 -52.9 II.0 -80.6 36.8
6 -11.871 -t8.712 IA7.07790 -55.9 11.7 -80.8 35.6
5 -12.608 -[_.585 743.28341 -53.8 12.1 -81.3 J6.5
6 -12._69 -19.668 7_8.L9888 -50.7 11.3 -8[.I 37.7
7 -11.941 -Iq.776 722.508_0 -52.9 ll.O -80.6 _6.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 44 POD SEQUENCE NO 637
ALT tat LON R V _Jh __AZ_
645.80431 -7.269 -27.761 2381.060 2.306 -68.932 I15.961
Aa B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
?.03855 0.834 -89.2 69.1 39.7 33.6 28.2 O. I- 2
6.96217 0.852 -88.5 68.8 60.8 31.6 26.8 18.53326 2- 3
7.08185 0.827 -88.6 69.5 58.6 34=3 29_? _iI.6iI0_
/.14175 0.816 -89.9 6g.7 38.6 35.3 29.8 16.69974 A- 5
6.99656 0.842 -89.9 68.6 40.8 32.T 26.5 32.06815 5- 6
6.96217 0.852 -50.5 68.5 60.8 31.6 26.6 15.70333 6- 7
TA_ NO 45
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _i _lh 9 S£C 569 M5
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
279.250
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LUN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -!2.127 -19.214 712.42683 -53.4 11.5 -80.9 _6.6
3 -I[.911 -19.781 102._4351 -52.9 ll.O -80.6 36._
4 -11.843 -18.746 717.00815 -55.9 II.7 -HO.8 35.6
5 -12.365 -IB.623 ?23.02880 -83.8 12.[ -81.3 36.4
6 -[2.405 -i9.876 706.36628 -50.0 11.3 -81.1 _7.6
7 -[1.911 -19.781 702.86351 -52.9 11.0 -80.6 36.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 45 POD SEQUENCE NO 647
ALT LAT LDN R V PTM AZ
627.52835 -7.343 -27.608 2362.986 2.310 -68.827 115.938
A* _/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
_.8_690 G.83_ -89.1 69.0 39.7 33.6 28.2 0. I_-
6.75322 0.852 -88.5 68.5 40.8 31.6 26.6 18.02_32 2- 3
6.88902 O._? -86.6 6g.5 38.6 34.2 29.g 30.76668 3- 6
6.g4713 0.8[7 -89.9 69.6 38.5 35.3 29.7 16.23897 A- b
6.80601 8.862 -89.9 68.6 40.7 32.7 26.4 31.16984 5- 6
6.75322 0.852 -88.5 68.5 60.8 31.6 26.6 15.27108 6-- 7
TAB NO 46 ATLAS PHOTO NO 46 POD SEQUENCE NO 655
JULY 31wlg6A 13 hR 21 MIN 16 SEC 289 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ T_PACT ALT LAT LON R V PTM AZ
272.531 613.03787 -7.403 -27.484 23%8._93 2-_ 6 -68.762 115.919
PHOTO OATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.098 -19.231 696.42_U1 -53.5 11.8 -81.0 3_.5 6.69314 8.835 -89.1 6g.o 3g.6 33.6 28.1 O. I- 2
3 -11.dd7 -Ig.785 687.066CI -53.0 IO.g -80.6 36.7 8.60163 0.852 -88.5 68.5 60.8 31.6 _6.6 17.61660 2- 3
4 -11.820 -18.774 700.90654 -56.0 II.7 -80.8 35.5 6.73432 0.827 -88.6 69.4 38.6 36.2 29.8 30.05352 3- 6
5 -12.530 -iH.653 706.77956 -53.8 12.1 -81.3 _6.4 6.791C0 D.DIT -89.9 69.6 38.5 35.2 29.7 15.86956 4- 8
6 -12.369 -19.682 092.65666 -50.9 [1.3 -8[.I 37.5 _.85313 O.DR2 -89.9 68.E 40.7 _Z_ .2b=4..__3O_5_L_---_z_
7 -[1.887 -19.785 687.06601 -53.0 IO.g -80.6 36.7 6.601t3 C.882 -88.5 68.8 40.8 31.6 26.6 14.92467 6- T
TAB NO 47 ATLAS PHOTO NO 47 POD SEQUENCE NO 663
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _l MI_ 22 _EC 988 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTP AZ
265.8|i 598.52148 -7.463 -27.358 2333,977 2,322 -68.655 115.901
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ b/A AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.068 -19.248 880._g355 -53.5 11.5 -81.0 36.5 8.53904 0.835 -8g.1 69.0 39.6 33.3 28.1 0. 1- 2
3 -11.862 -19.789 6_I.25256 -53.0 i0.9 -_0.7 36.7 £.44968 C.882 -U8.5 68.5 60.8 31.6 Z6.6 17.20793 2- 3
6 -11.797 -18.801 bd_.76960-56.0 IT*7 -80.8 35.5 6.57927 D.826 -88.4 69.6 38.6 36.2 29.8 29.35964 3- 4
8 -[2.295 -[8.684 690.49532 -53.9 12.0 -81.3 _6._ t.b345A 0.818 -Dg.g 69.6 38.5 35.2 29_7 15_9961 6-5
6 -12.333 -19.bEg 676.50731 -50.9 11.2 -_|.I 37.8 6.49991 0.865 -89.9 68.6 _0.7 32.6 26.5 2g.7606| 5- 6
7 -11.862 -lg.789 671.25256 -53.U [o.g -80.7 36.7 6.44968 0.852 -88.5 68.5 40.8 31.6 26.6 16.57728 6- 7
TAB NO 48 ATLAS PHOTO NO 48 POD SEQUENCE NO 669
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 21 MIN 28 SFC 28 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
260.771
PHOTO DATA
PT taT tON RANGE ALSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -12.046 -[q.261 _68.33601 -53.5 [1.5 -81.0 36.5
3 -11.844 -19.792 fDg.30117 -53.1 10.9 -80.7 _0.6
4 -11.779 -18.H22 672.63490 -56.0 II.7 -80.8 35.5
5 -[2.269 -IH. TO7 _7d.25015 -53.9 12.0 -81.3 36.3
6 -12.300 -19.894 o0_.51549 -_I.0 [l.Z -_1.2 37.4
7 -[1.844 -19.792 65g.36117 -53.1 [O*g -80.7 36.6
ALT LAT LCN R V PTP AZ
587.61_64 -7.509 -27.263 2323.072 2.326 -68.590 I[5.886
A* O/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMI8 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
6.42316 0.838 -Dg.[ 6g.0 3g.6 33.3 28.1 O. |- 2
8.335_3 0.852 -88.5 68.5 _0.8 31.6 26.6-- 16.90079--2--3
6.66288 0.82_ -88.4 e9.4 38.6 34.[ 29.8 28.83748 3- 6
6.51688 O.DIE -89.9 69.6 38.5 35.2 29.7 15.22163 4- 5
6.38419 0.843 -89.9 68.6 40.7 32.6 26.5 29.23063 5- 6
6.33543 0.852 -8_.5 68.5 60.8 31.6 26.6 [6.31629 6- 7
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TAB NO 49 ATLAS PHOTO NO 49 POD SEQUENCE NO 679
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 21 PIN 36 $EC 427 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO I_PACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
252.372 569,40836 -7,587 -27,102 2504.864 2,333 -68,479 L15,862
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/_--_ZN-'AZSUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12,00q -19,286 648,15021 -53,6 11,4 -81,0 36.4 6,22916 0,838 -89,I 69,039,6 33,3 28,L O. L- 2
3 -II.812 -19,801 639,45564 -53.1 lo.g -80.7 36.6 8,14416 0,853 -88,5 68,6 40,8 31,5 26,6 16,38564 2- 3
4 -11.750 -18.860 652.31_02 -56,0 II,6 -80°8 35.5 6.26748 0.828 -88.4 69.4 38.6 34.1 29.8 27.96190 3- 4
5 -12,224 -Ib.74g 857.74849 -53,9 12,0 -81,3 36.3 6,31990 0.818 -89,8 69.5 38.5 35,1 Z9.6 14,75603 4- 5
6 -12,261 --19,706 644,4_13.Z_-_ iLZ_81,Z 37,6 --ELI_I_2 0,843_ -B9,9 __B,6_611,2J2.6 _26_3_-
7 -11,812 -19,801 83g,45544 -53.1 10,g -80.7 36°6 6,14416 0.853 -88,5 68,4 40,8 31.5 26,6 13,8794g 6- 7
...... DM_TTAB NO 50 ATtA_ ..... O NO 50 I"UD SEQUENCE NO 687
JULY 31,1q6q 1_ w_ 21 _IN 43 $EC 147 _3
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC IU I_PACT ALE LAT LON R _ .... P_J_- --_ -
245.652 554.8107g -7.64g -26.9TI 2290.266 2.339 -68.390 115,842
PHOI_ DAIA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUH AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.978 -i9.306 _31,94466 -63*6 ll,4 -81,0 3b.4 8,07342 0.838 -89.I 68.g 39.6 33.3 28.1 O. I- 2
3 -11.787 -Ig.808 623,47469 -53.1 10.g -80.7 36.6 5.ggc61 0.853 -88,5 68.4 _0.7 31.5 26.6 15,97213 2- 3
4 -11,726 -LU,891 636,0_(04 -bb,L II,6 -80,7 35,5 6,11076 0.829 -88,4 69,3 38.5 34,1 29_7 21,25890 _: _6
5 -12°189 -18.783 641,28g70 -54.0 12.0 -81.3 36.2 8.16175 0.819 -89.8 69.5 38.5 35.0 29.6 14.38254 4- 5
6 -12.224 -I9.718 62_.32650 -5|*I 11,2 -81o2 37,3 E.03699 0°843 -8go9 68,6 A0.7 32.5 26,4 27.62711 5- 6
7 -11,78r -Ig. B08 623.4746g -55,1 IO,q -80.7 36.6 5,990_1 0,853 -8_,5 68,& 40.7 31.5 26,6 13,52902 6- 7
TAB NO 51 ATLAS PHOTO NO 51 POD SEQUENCE NO 695
JULY 31,1964 13 HR Zl MI_ 49 S_C 86T M_
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TO [PPACE ALT LAT tON K V PTP AZ
236.933 540.18852 -7,713 -26.839 22t5.642 2,345 -68.299 115.822
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA A* _IA AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.94') -19.32U _15.U94_9 -b_.6 11.4 -81.0 Jb.4 _.91124 0.837 -89.1 68.9 3g,6 33.2 28.1 0, I:
3 -11.762 -1g.817 _07.44_78 -63.2 10,g -80,7 3b.5 5,83664 0.853 -8_.5 68.4 40.8 31,5 26.6 15.55742 2- 3
4 -II,I03 -I8.g2_ _19.64g25 -66,I 11,6 -80,7 35,5 5,95360 0,82g -86,4 69,3 38,6 34,0 29,7 26,55311 3- 4
5 -12,154 -18,81g 624.78594 -54,0 II,g -81._ 36,2 8.00318 0,819 -t49,8 69.4 38,5 75*0 29.6 14,00884 4- 5
6 -12.18_ -lq,?2T 612,16879 -51.i ii,2 -81,2 _,3 5,88174 0,844 -89,9 68.6 40.7 32.5 26.4 26.91049 5- 6
? -11.752 -!9.817 60T.44970 -53.2 IO*g -80,7 36,5 5°8)664 0,853 -88*5 68.4 40,8 31,5 26.6 13,17828 6- 7
TAB NO 52 ATLAS PHOTO NO 52 POD SEQUENCE NO 701
JULY 31,1984 13 _R 21 _IN _4 SEC g06 MS
TRAJECTORY iJATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAr L_N R V PTH AZ
233,893 52g.lgg58 -?.761 -26°738 2264,655 2.349 -68,231 115.807
PHOIO DAIA
PE tAT L_N RANGE AZSIC ALN AZSUN AZA A- 81A AZPHA2 [NOD PHAZ EMIS _LPHA SCALE "-PVZPT
2 -11,q27 -1q,345 CO3,473/g -_},7 11,4 -81.0 Jo,3 b,79979 0,837 -8q,1 68,g 39,6 33,2 28,1 0, I- 2
3 -11./44 -Ig,824 5'75.39852 -b_.2 10*q -80.I _6.5 5.72C85 0,853 -88,5 68.4 40,8 31,5 26,6 15.24566 2- 3
4 -11,686 -18,948 (_07,3676U -56.I II.6 -80,7 35,5 5,83540 0.829 -88,4 69,3 38,6 34,0 29,? 26,02235 3- 4
5 -12.128 -I_1.846 _12.3/505 -54,0 ii._ -81.3 36.2 _.88393 0,820 -89.8 69.4 38,5 35,0 29,5 13.72785 4- 5
6 -12.102 -19.738 600.01_03 -51,_ 11,2 -81,2 37.2 9,76500 C.844 -89,8 68,_ _Q. 7 32._ 26.4 2_11_ _
7 -11.744 -19,824 595,39852 -53.2 lO.q -80.I _6,5 5.72085 0.853 -88.8 68,4 40,8 31.5 26,6 12.91467 6- T
TAB NO 53 ATLAS PHOTO NO 53 POD SEQUENCE NO 713
JULY 31,1984 13 HR 22 PIN 4 SLC q_6 MS
TRAJECT(IRY DATA S_C TO IMPACT ALE tAT LCN R V PT_ A2
223,814 507.17q17 -1.859 -26.55_ 2242.634 2.358 -68.092 115,TT5
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A7A A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.882 -19.381 _8,92010 -53.7 11.4 -81.0 _6,3 E.56381 0.837 -89.1 60.9 39.6 33.1 28.0 O. I- 2
3 -11*707 -19.840 _?l.l_bSZ -53.2 IO,q -80,7 36.5 5.48821 0.853 -8U°5 68.4 40,8 31.4 26.5 14.61858 2- 3
4 -11.651 -[9.001 582,62996 -56.1 11.6 -80.7 35.5 5.SgTg2 0.830 -88,4 6g.2 38.6 33,g 29.6 24,_954T3 3- 4
5 -12,075 -_8._IC3 5_7.43/8U -54.0 11.9 -81,3 36.2 5°64432 0,_2C -89,8 6g.4 38,5 34.q 29,5 13,16358 4- 5
6 -12,1OT -lg,756 575.60622 -51.2 ll.I -oi.2 3T.2 5.53045 0.844 -8g,8 68.5 40.7 32,4 26,_ 28.28T6g 5- 6
7 -11,T07 -Ig,840 5_I,1_652 -53.2 I0.9 -dO.7 36,5 5,4_821 C.853 -88,5 68.4 40,8 31,4 26*5 12,38510 6- T
TAB NO 54 ATLAS PHOTO NO 54 POD SEQUENCE NO 721
JULY 31_1964 13 _R _2 M|N 11 S_C 705 MS .....
TRAJECTORY I)ATA S_C TO IMPACT ALT tAT LDN R V PTH AZ
217.0_4 492.46402 -7.g25 -26°396 2227.91g 2.364 -67.998 115.754
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.852 -Ig,407 _62._77_ _53,7 11,3 -Bl,O 36,3 5,4067q 0.838 -89,1 88,8 39.7 33,128.0 .. 0_ __- _L
3 -11.681 -1g.853 _54.9731_ -53,3 10.8 -UO.7 30,4 5.33242 0.854 -88,5 68.A 40.8 31.4 26.5 14.19845 2- 3
4 -11.627 -In. G38 _66.07722 -56,1 11,6 -80,7 35,5 5,43888 0.830 -88,3 69,2 38.6 33,9 29*6 24,23945 3- 4
5 -12.03q -IH.q42 570.73856 -64,1 II.g -81.3 36.2 5*483e7 C,821 -89,8 6g,3 38.5 34,8 29.4 12,78595 4- 5
6 -12.070 -19.77! 65g.25935 -51.2 11,1 -81.2 37.1 5.37339 0.845 -89.8 68.5 40.7 32.4 26.4 24.56158 5- 6
7 -11,681 -1g.853 _54.g7315 -53,3 10,8 -80,7 36.4 5.33242 0,854 -88,5 68,4 40.8 31,4 26,5 12,03076 6- 7
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TAB NO 55 ATLAS PHOTO NO 55 POD SEQUENCE NO 727
JULY 31r1964 13 HF 21 HIN 16 SEC 745 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
212.054 48!.40863 -7.975 -26.291 2216.864 2.369 -67.928 I15.737
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT tEN - RANG_AZS_C---AZN- A_SUN - AZA - A; _/AAZP_AZ -INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.829 -19.426 550.11582 -58.7 11.3 -81.0 36.3 5.28698 0.838 -89.1 68.8 39.7 33.1 28.0 D° I- 2
3 -11.662 -19.862 542,76298 -53.B 10.8 -80.7 38.4 5.21529 0.854 -88.5 68.4 40.8 31.4 26.5 13o88280 2- 3
4 -ll.bOg -Ig.065 553.63271 -56.1 11.5 -80.7 35.5 5,31931 0.831 -88.3 69*2 38.6 33.8 29.5 23.70205 3-
5 -I2.011 -16.972 558.16617 -54.1 II.8 -81.3 36.2 5.36324 0.821 -89.8 69.3 38°5 34.8 29.4 12,50195 4- 5
T -11.662 -19.862 542.78298 -53.3 10.8 -80.7 36.4 5.21529 0.854 -88.5 68,4 40.8 31.4 28.5 ii,T6432 6- 7
TAB NO 56 ATLAS PHOTO NO 56 POD SEQUENCE NO 735
JULY 31y1984 13 HR 22 MIK 23 SEC 465 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ..... SEE TO IMPACT ALT _ LAT IQN ........ /t .... V PTH AZ
205.335 4_6.84313 -8.042 -26°150 2202.098 2°375 -67.830 115.715
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.798 -19.452 533,59155 -53.7 II,3 -81.0 36.3 5.12818 0,838 -89.1 68.8 39.? 35.0 27.9 O. I- 2
3 -11.636 -ig.875 52N.48804 -53.3 10.8 -80.7 36.4 5.05872 0.854 -88.5 68.4 40.8 31.4 26.5 13.46119 2- 3
4 -11.584 -19.1C2 536.99865 -56_1 11.5 _80.7 35°5 5.15949 0.831 -88.3 _59_i_321_33.R 29.5 22.g_41_ _-
5 -11,975 -19,012 541.40379 -54,1 11.8 -81.3 38.1 5.20201 0,822 -89,8 69.2 38,6 34.? 29._ 12,12278 4- 5
6 -12.005 -19,798 )30,54070 -51,3 11,I -81,2 _7,1 5,09746 0,845 -89°8 68,5 40,8 32.3 26,3 23,28741 5- 6
T li.L3t -la aT_ _2N.4_04 -53.3 10,8 -80.7 36,4 5.05872 0,854 -88,5 68.A 40,8 31,4 26.5 [I,40819 6- 7
TAB NO 57 _iLA_ FHGTC NO E7 POD SEOUENCE NO 739
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 22 PI_ Z_ _C 81_ MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT tAT L0N R V PTH AZ
201,973 459.249A8 -8,077 -26.078 2194.705 2.378 -67,782 115,704
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11,782 -19,4C5 825,31025 53,T !i,3 -81,0 38,3 5°04859 0,839 -89,1 68,8 39,3 3_0 2l=9___ _____
-[1.623 -19.882 518.32140 -53.3 i0.8 -80,7 36,4 4.98_28 6.85_ 88.5 _8,4 _0.8 31.4 26.5 13.25000 2- 3
A -11.572 -19,121 528.66231 -_6,1 I[,5 -80,7 35,5 5,079_0 0,E32 -88,3 69,1 38,6 33,8 29,5 22,62_46 3- 4
5 -11.956 -19.033 532,99432 -54,1 11,8 -81.3 36,1 5.12121 0.822 -89.8 69,2 38.8 34,7 29.3 11.93289 4- 5
6 -11.988 -19,8U6 522,30734 -51,3 Ii,1 -81,2 37,I 5°01835 0,845 -89,8 68,5 40,8 32°3 26,3 22.92235 5- 6
7 -11,623 -19,882 518.32140 -53,3 10,8 -80.7 36.4 4.98026 0,854 -88.5 68,4 40,8 31.4 26.5 11,22983 6- 7
TAB NO 58 ATLAS PHOTO NO 58 POD SEQUENCE NO 745 -
JUIY 31,196A 13 HR 22 FIN 31 SEE 884 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LC_J F V PTH AZ
196.935 448.14560 -8.128 -25.9T0 2183.601 2.383 -6T.T09 Iib._ET
PHDTD DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE Azs/c" AZN AZSUN AZA A* b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11,758 -I9.486 512,85880 -53,8 11,3 -81.0 36.2 4.92892 0,839 -89.1 68,8 39,7 35,0 27,9 0. i- 2
-11.603 -19.892 506,0A251 -53.5 10,8 -80,7 3o,4 4,8622T 0.854 -88,5 68.3 40,8 31.3 26.5 12.93236 2- 3
4 -II,553 -19,150 516.12788 -56,1 11.5 -80,7 35.5 4,95897 0,832 -88.3 89,1 38.6 33,7 29,4 22,08345 3- 4
5 -[1.928 -19,0_4 520.35007 -5W.i 11,8 -81,3 36,1 4.999?2 0.823 -89,8 69,2 38.8 34,7 29.3 11.64728 4- 5
6 -11,958 -19,016 _09,_28221--C_5_-4__I*I r81,2 _7,0 _L89941 0"84_ :89"_ _ _ _0_ 26._ _2._7_ 5-- 6
T -11.603 -19.892 506.04251 -53,3 10.8 -80,7 36.4 4,8622T 0.854 -88,5 68.3 40.8 31,3 28,5 10.96182 6- 7
TAB NO 59 ATLAS PHOTO NO 59 POD SEQUENCE NO 751
JULY 3L,1964 13 MR 22 FIN 36 SEC 904 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEE TO I_PACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
[91.896 437.02475 -8,180 -25.860 2172,_80 2,388 -67.635 115,669
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.734 -19.507 800*37420 -53,8 II.3 -81,0 3_,2 _.80893 0,839 -89°1 68,7 39.7 32.9 27,9 O, 1- 2
3 -[1.583 -19.903 493,73082 -53,3 10,8 -8O,T 36.6 4,74398 0,855 -88.5 68,3 40.8 31.5 2&,5 [2.6[388 2- 3
4 -11,53_ -19,179 503.56002-56.1 11.5 qEOt7" 35.5 4_83821 0.832 -88.3 69. 0 38,6 33,7 29,4 21,54102 3- 4
5 -II,900 -19.095 5_7,67239 -54.1 [1,8 -81.3 36,1 4,87791 0.823 -89,8 89,2 38.6 34.6 29,3 [1,38114 4- 5
6 -|[.929 -19.831 497,51843 -51,4 11.0 -81.2 37,0 4,78016 0.846 -89,8 88.4 40.8 32,5 28.5 21,82288 5- 6
7 -11,583 -19,903 W93.T3092 -53,3 10.8 -80,7 38,4 4.74388 0,855 -88.5 68,3 AO.8 31,3 28.5 10,69380 6- 7
TAB NO 60 ATLAS PHOTO NO 60 POD SEQUENCE NO 757
JULY 3[,1964 13 HR 22 M I_=AI SEC_ MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT
186.856
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT teN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.710 -19,529 48T,86051 -53-8 11.3 -81.0 36.2
3 -11,563 -19,g15 _81,39034 -53,4 10,8 -80.7 38,_
4 -11,515 -19,2C9 490,96507 -58._ 11,5 -80,7 35,5
5 -11,872 -19.127 _9A.98565 -54°[ II,7 -81.3 36.1
6 -[I.900 -19.844 485.07581 -51,6 11,0 -81.2 37,0
T -11o563 -]9,915 _81.39034 -53.4 10,8 -80.7 36.4
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
425.88745 -8.233 -25.750 2161.343 2.393 -67.560 115.652
A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
4,68867 0.840 -89,1 68,7 39.7 32,9 27.8 O. _- 2_
4,6254[ 0,855 188,5 6803 40,8 31.3 26.4 12_294T8 2- 3
A.71718 0.833 -88.3 69,0 38,6 33.6 29,4 20.99755 3- 4
4,75582 0.82A -89,8 89,] 38,6 34.6 29,2 11.07433 4- 5
4.660E3 C.846 -89,8 68,4 40,8 32,2 26,5 21,27141 5- 6
4,62541 0,855 -88,5 88,3 40.8 31.3 26,4 I0.42368 6- T
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TAB NO 61 ATLAS PHOTO NO 61 POD SEQUENCE NO 763
JULY 3161984 13 HR 22 MIN 46 SEC 983 MS
TKAJ£CTORY DATA S£C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
181.816 414.73358 -8.286 -25.638 2150*189 2.398 -67.484 I15,634
PHOTO OAIA ._
P| tAT LON RANGE_ AZS/C - AZN- kzsUN AZA A" 8/A AZPhAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11o686 -Ig.549 4/5.34064 -55.8 iI._ -81.0 36,2 4.56535 0.84C -8g*i 68.7 39.7 32.9 27,8 O, I- 2
3 -11.542 -Iq.925 489,0418_ -53.4 10.R -80.7 56°3 4.50676 0°655 -8_,5 68.3 40.8 31.3 26°4 11o97645 2- 3
4 -I],496 -!9,237 418.36133 -56.1 11.5 -80,7 35,5 4.59611 0.833 -8b,3 69,0 38,6 33°8 29,4 20.45527 3- 4
5 -IIo94_ -19.156 482.?5471 -54,i 11o7 -81.3 36.1 4.633_8 0.824 -69°8 69.1 38.6 34.5 29.2 I0,78775 4- 5
8 -11.871 -19.856 472*527_5 -_I,4 ll,O -61,2 30.9 4.541C3 C,646 -89°8 68°_ 4_,8 32=2 26.3 2_12_12_ -5_
7 -11.542 -Iq. OZ5 460.04188 -53°4 IO*R -_0.7 3_.3 4.50676 C.855 -86,5 68.3 40.8 31.3 26.4 10.15433 6- 7
TAB NO 62 ATLAS PHOTO NO =..2 POD SEQUENCE NO 771
JULY 31j1984 13 HR 22 MI_. _ _EC ;C,_, ;'_
TRAJECEfJRY I)ATA _[L TO I_PAL[ ALt LAI LO_ K V PTJ_ .... AZ
175.09_ 399.83530 -8.357 -25.487 2135.291 2.404 -67.383 115.610
PHOT_ D_IA
PT LAT ICN HA_(,t AZO/C AZN A/SUN AIA Am H/A AZPMAZ [NCO PHAZ tMIS ALPUA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[1.653 -19.575 45_.61661 -53,6 11.2 -61.0 36.2 4,40761 G.84C -89,1 88,7 39.? 32.8 27.8 0. i- 2
3 -[io515 -lq,qJB 4_2.444g0 -',3.4 10.8 -hO.T 36.3 4.34825 0.855 -_H,5 68.3 4_,8 31.2 26.4 11.55206 2- 3
4 mli.4TU -I_,274 461.51_48 -56.1 11.4 -80.7 35.4 4.4343_ 0._35 -88.3 68.9 58.6 3J.6 29_3 19.73200 3_
5 -11.805 19.I(J_ 965.276_3 -_4.2 ll.l -_1.5 36,i 4.47055 0.824 -89.8 69.0 38.6 _4.5 29.2 10.40502 4- 5
6 -11.831 -13*871 45%._39753 -51,b iI.O -_1,2 36,9 4.38125 0.847 -89.8 68,4 4C.5 32.2 26.3 19.98758 5- 8
7 -11.5l_ -19.93_ 452.54490 -'_3.4 10,8 -t_O.? 3o.3 4.34825 C.855 -8[_.5 68.3 40,8 31*2 26.4 9.79478 6- 7
TAB NO 63 ATLAS PHOTO NO 63 POD SEQUENCE NO 775
JULY 31_1964 13 HR ZZ MIh 67 _C 6_ Mh
7RAJhCT(IRY [IATA _tC TO IFPACI ALT 1AI LON R V PIH AZ
_TI.73_ 392.37494 -8.394 -25.411 2127.830 2.408 -67.331 115.597
PHOTO DATA
P? tAT tON RAhJ{ A[8/C AZN AISUN AZA A, 81A AZPHAL INCD PHAZ EPlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.63_ -19.56_ 450.23248 -55._ 11.2 -81.0 39.2 4,327C4 0.84C -89.[ 68.6 39,1 32.8 27.8 O. 1- 2
3 -11.501 -]9°944 %44.2T526 -_3.4 10,8 -80.7 36.3 4.26879 O.BS5 -86.4 68.3 40.8 31°2 26.4 11,33932 2- 3
4 -11,_5_ -19.2(_ ,_3,0_861 -56.1 11.4 -80.7 36.4 4,35331 C.834 -88.3 68,9 38.6 35.6 29.3 19.36949 3- 4
5 -11.18O -1g.218 456.76617 -54,2 11.7 -_1.3 _6.0 4,38878 0,_25 -89.8 69.0 38.6 34.5 29. I I0,21335 4- 5
6 -_1.812 -19.8?g 4_7.661_*0 -%1.b 11,0 -_1.2 36.9 4.30115 0.84/ -89,8 68.4 40.8 32.2 26.3 19.61987 5- 6
7 -II.501 -19.944 444.2752U -53.4 I0.8 -_0.7 36,3 4*26879 0.855 -86,4 88.3 40.8 31,2 26.4 9,61454 6- T
TAB NO 64 ATLAS PHOTO NO 64 POD SEQUENCE NO 779
JULY 31_Ig64 13 HR 23 MIh 0 SEL 4Z2 MS
TRAJEC[URY OATA S_C TO IMPACT ALE LA! L_N R V PTI. AZ
16_1.377 384,g0T07 -8.430 -25°334 2120.362 2./.11 -67,280 I15,585
PHOTO DA[A
PI LA[ LO, N RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSU_ AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EV|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,620 -_9.602 44_.83559 -63.9 11.2 -61.0 36,1 4.24634 0.84C -89oi 68,6 39.7 32,8 27.8 O. I- 2
3 -11o486 -I_.951 _5.99244 -53.4 10,8 -80.7 30.3 4.18920 0.855 -88.4 88,3 40.8 31.2 26.4 11.12629 2- 3
4 -11.443 -19.312 444.63_47 -56.i _1.4 -80.7 35,4 4.272]I 0.834 -88,3 68.9 38.6 33,5 29.5 19.00652 3- 4
5 -11.766 -19.239 446.24244 -54,2 11.7 -_1.3 36.0 4.30688 0.825 -89,8 69,0 38.6 34.4 29.1 i0°02128 4- 5
6 -11.792 -19.887 430.JIZZ._ -51,5 _I,0 -_l.J 16,8 4,22093 0.847 -89,8 68.4 40,5 32°I 26.3 19.2_I?0 5- 6
7 -[I.4bh -19.951 455,99244 -)3.4 I0.8 -80.7 )6.3 4.18920 C,855 -88,4 68,3 40,8 31.2 26.4 9.43409 6- 7
TAB NO 65 ATLAS PHOTO NO 65 POD SEQUENCE NO 787
JULY 31,196 _' ).3 PR 2_ MIN ? SLL, 14Z MS
7RAJECTI]RY UA7A SiC TO IPPACI ALT 1A7 LCN R V PTH AZ
161.651 369.94101 -8,5C3 -25.179 2105.403 2,418 -87,175 I15,560
PHOI_ DATA
PT EAT LON RAhbE A/SIC A/N AISUN AIA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -II._86 -19,629 _24,99969 -_3,9 11.2 -_I.0 _.I 4.0_454 C.b41 -89.1 68.6 39.7 32.8 27.8 O. I- 2
3 -_1,45H -|9.q_5 _9.%84_3 -_,5 10.7 -80.7 _b.2 4,02963 0°856 -89.4 88.3 40*8 31.2 26.4 _0.69945 2- 3
4 -11.41o IIV. _5i 427.69493 --S6.1 11.4 -80.7 35.4 4.I09_0 C.834 -88.3 88.9 38.6 33.5 29.3 _8_27895 _- _5
5 -11.727 -Ig.2¥0 q_I.1%2_ -54.Z 11.7 -61.3 36.0 4,14268 0.825 -89.8 69.0 36.6 34.4 29.I 9.63855
6 -I[.T53 -|9.g04 _22.5_[_0 -61.£_ [l,O -h_,] 36,8 4.060C9 0.847 -89.8 68.4 40.E 32.1 26.2 18.51381 5- b
7 -I_°458 -19.9/35 419._H483 -U3.5 10.7 -80.T 36.2 4.02963 C.856 -88.4 68.3 40.8 31.2 26.4 9.07249 6- T
TAB NO 66 ATLAS PHOTO NO 66 POD SEQUENCE NO 793
JULY 31_I96_ I_ HH _3 MIN 12 SLC 182 MS
TRAJECTORY t)ATA SFC [D [MPACT ALT l_l LON R V PTH AZ
156°61_ 358,70637 -8*559 -25.061 2094.164 2*423 -67*096 115°540
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON KANUL A/S/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -Ii,561 -iq,650 412o33378 -53.9 11.2 -81.0 36.1 3.96281 0.841 -89.I 68.6 39.7 32,7 27.7 O, __- 2
3 -11o43#) -19.976 406,89()4_ -53°5 I0.7 -80.7 56.2 3,90958 0*856 -8b.4 68.3 40*8 31.2 26,4 I0.37839 2- 3
A -11.39o -IN.38C 4|4.94729 -56,1 11.4 -80.7 35.4 3,988H2 C.834 -88°3 68.8 38.8 33.5 29,2 IT*TJ[68 3- 4
5 -11.697 -19._12 418.29_8 -54.2 11.6 -81.3 36.0 A.Olgl5 0.826 -89.8 68.9 38,6 34.3 29.I 9.347[5 4- 5
6 -II,721 -19,917 469,977T (_ -SI,6 I0.9 -6I._ 36.7 3,939C9 C.847 -89.8 68,3 40.8 32.I 26°2 17,95882 5- 6
7 -11.436 -19.976 _05.89048 -53.5 I0,7 -80°7 36.2 3.90958 0.856 -88.4 68.3 40.8 31.2 26.4 8,80043 6- 7
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TAB NO 67 ATLAS PHOTO NO 67 POD SEQUENCE NO 797
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 MI_ 15 SEC 542 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
153.258 351.20572 -8.597 -2A.982 2C86.661 2.426 -67.043 115.527
PHOTO DATA ........
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AzN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,544 -19,665 803,87333 -53,9 11,2 -81,0 38,I 3,88150 8,BAl -89,1 68,6 39,7 32,7 27,7 O. I- 2
3 -II,422 -19.98A 398.54&46 -63,5 10,7 -80.7 36,2 3,82939 0.858 -88,4 68,2 40,8 31.2 26,4 10,16408 2- 3
4 -11,382 -19,400 406,43206 -56,1 II,W -80,7 35,4 3,90501 0.835 -88,3 68,8 38,6 33,4 29,2 17.36611 3- 4
5 -II,677 -19,335 409.70894 -54.2 1[.6 -81,3 36.0 3,93664 0,826 -89,8 68.9 38,6 34,3 29,0 9,[5412 A- 5
6 -11,701 -19,926 401,585_2 _ i_,9 -813 36_T __ 3=8582_ O_EJL rB_=B__._ 4n.A _9.1 2_.2 ]7-_AS1_ _-
T -11,422 -19,984 _98.8_446 -55,5 10,7 -80.7 36,2 3,82939 0,858 -88,4 88,2 40,8 31,2 26,4 8,61899 6- 7
TAB NO 68 ATLAS PHOTO NO 68 POD SEQUENCE NO 803
JULY )l,196A 13 H8 23 MIN 20 SEC 581 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ..... SEC IO I_PA_L ALT . LAT _ ..... __ V PTfl A7
148o218 339,93686 -8,653 -2A,861 2075,392 2,432 -66,963 I15.508
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -II.518 -19.686 )91.15659 -53.9 _1.2 -81.0 36.1 3.75928 0.841 -89.1 68.5 39.7 32.7 27.7 O. 1- 2
3 -11.401 -19.995 985*99962 -53,5 10,7 -80,7 36,2 3.70885 0,858 -88,4 68,2 AO,8 )1.2 26,4 9,8419A 2- 3
A -Ii,362 -19,430 393,63281_ :56,111_4-_0,_o _15__4__ !_/8203 Q,8=3___--88,I___8-R--_18_/_3=I 29._ )_.sl_ 3-
5 -11.648 -19.366 396.8CLT5 -EA,) 11.6 -81.3 36,0 3,81262 0.828 -89,8 68,9 38.6 )4,3 29.0 8,86613 6- S
6 -II,671 -19,939 388.92_77 -51,7 10,9 -81,3 36,7 3,73678 0,848 -89.8 88.) 40,8 32,0 26,2 17,03101 5- 6
T -11.401 -19,995 5_5.99952 -53,5 10.7 -80,7 36.2 3,70888 0,85_ -88,4 68,2 60.8 31.2 26,4 8,34632 6- T
TAR Nn 6q ATLAS PHOTO NO 69 POD SEQUENCE NO 805
JULY 31,1964 13 _R 23 MIN 22 _J_lEl MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S£C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
146.538 336.17682 -8,672 -24,821 20TI,632 2,433 -66,936 115,50]
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A- BIA ALPHSZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -II,510 -19,694 _86,91026 -53,9 11,2 -81,0 3O,L 3,71847 0,842 -89,1 68,5 3_32-_L 2Z=Z__O_
3 -11,393 -t9,999 381.81050 -53.5 I0.7 -80.7 36.2 3.6_8_0 0.856 -88,4 68.2 40.8 31.2 26.4 9,736A0 2- 3
A -11,355 -19.441 389,35893 -56,1 11,4 -80,7 35,4 3.74097 0,83_ -_,3 68,8 38,6 33,4 29.2 16,63319 3- 6
5 -11,638 -19,377 3g2.49190 -54.3 II.6 -81.3 36,0 3.77121 8.827 -89,8 68,9 38.6 34,3 29,0 8.7673A 6- 5
6 -11.660 -19,9AA 384,69977 -51,7 10,9 -81,) 38,7 3,69622 0,8AB -89,8 68,3 48,8 32,0 26,2 16,86502 5- 6
7 -11,393 -19.999 381o81050 -53.5 10,7 -80,7 36.2 3.86860 0.856 -88,4 68.2 40,8 31,2 26,4 8,25526 6- 7
TAB NO 70 ATLAS PHOTO NO 70 POD SEQUENCE NO 807
JULY 31t1964 13 HR Z) MI_ 23 SEC 941 MS
TRAJECTDRY OATA SEC Tl] IMPACT ALT CAT LDN zuo _ V PTH AZ
14_,858 332,41661 -8,692 -26,18_ "_'T,870 2,_35 -6_.909 _[5.A94
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C- AZN AZSUN AZA --A; B/A AzPHAz INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -|1,50L -19,701 382,65981 -54,0 II.2 -81,0 56,0 ).877_2 C,842 -89,1 68,5 39,7 32,T 27,7 O, I- 2
3 -11,386 -20,004 377.617_1 -53,6 10,7 -80.7 36.2 3,62831 0,886 -88.A 88,2 40.8 31,2 26.4 9,62678 2- 3
A -I_,348 -19,A51 385,08092 -56,I 11,6 -80,7 35,4 3.69987 C,835 -88,3 68,8 38,8 33,_ 29,2 16,44955 3- 4
5 -11,628 -19,388 388.17790 -54,3 11,6 -81.3 36.0 3.72976 0,827 -89,8 68,8 38,6 34.3 29,0 8,67044 4- 5
6 -11,650 -19,949 3801_7_(_----_b A _lOt_ --8|_i _*_ 3,655EI 0,848 -@_,8 68,1 _0_8--_L_ -2_'2=_81--_
7 --11.386 --20.004 _77,61741 --53.6 10.7 --80.7 36.2 3,6283I 0.858 -88,A 68,2 40.8 31,2 26.4 8,16409 6-
TAB NO 71 ATLAS PHOTO NO 71 POD SEQUENCE NO 809
JULY 31,196A 13 _R 23 MIN 25 SEC 621 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
143.178
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANbE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.493 -19.?Cg 378.40383 -54.0 11.2 -81.0 36.0
3 -11.379 -20.008 373.42082 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.I
A -11.342 -19.A61 ?80.79935 -58.1 II_4 -80.7 35.4
5 -II.618 -19.39g 383.86035 -54.3 I1.6 -81.3 36.0
6 -II.640 -19.g54 376.24408 -51.7 10.9 -81.3 36.7
7 -II.379 -20.008 373.42082 -53.6 IO.? -80.7 36.1
ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
328.65073 -8.711 -24.7A0 2066.106 2.437 -66.881 115.488
At BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3.63674 0,842 -89.1 68,5 39.7 32.7 27.7 O. 1- 2
3,58799 0,856 -88,4 68.2 60,8 31,1 26.4 9,51909 2-- 3
3,88828 O,827 -89.8 68,8 38.6 34,2 29,0 8.57364 4- 5
3,61497 0,8_8 -89,8 68.3 &8,8 32,0 26.2 16,AT25T 5- 6
3,58799 0,888 -88,4 68.2 40.8 3|.I 26.4 8,07292 6- T
TAB NO 72
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _3 MIN 27 SEC 301 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
141.499
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-II.48A -19.716 3f_.14741 -54.0 11.2 -81.0 36.0
-11.372 -20,012 3_9.21982 -83.8 10.7 -80.7 36.1
4 --11,335 -19.472 3_6.51336 -86,1 ll.A -80.7 35.A
5 -11,608 -19.fifo 3_9.53835 -54,3 II,6 -81.3 35,9
6 -11.630 -19.958 372.01011 -51.7 10.9 -81.3 36.7
7 -11,372 -20.012 369.21982 -53,6 10.7 -80.7 30,i
ATLAS PHOTO NO 72 POD SEQUENCE NO 811
ALT EAT LGN R V P,._ AL
324,88437 -8.730 -24.899 2C60,340 2.639 -66,884 115.481
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3.595El 0.842 -89,I 68.5 39.7 32.7 27,7 0. 1-2
3.54782 0,856 -88.4 68,2 40,8 31.1 26.4 9.-A1127
3.61755 0.835 -88,3 68.T 38,6 33.4 29.1 16,08187 3- 4
3+64675 C.827 -89.8 68.8 38.6 34.2 29.0 8.4762A A- 5
3.57429 0.848 -89.8 68.3 40.8 32.0 26.2 16.28609 5- 6
3,54782 0.856 -88,4 68,2 40.8 31.1 26.4 7,98165 6- 7
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JULY 31,1966 13 HR 23 _[_ 28 SEE 981 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
gArY11 CAMERA P1 13
TAB NO 73 ATLAS PHOTO NO 73 POD SEQUENCE NO 813
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LKIN R V PTH JLZ
139.819 321.11638 -8.749 -2A.658 2056.572 2.461 -66.827 115.474
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EEl5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,476 -19,726 369,88520 -58,0 11.1 -81,0 36,0 3,55685 0,8¢2 -89,1 68.5 39,7 32,T 27.7 0, 1- 2
3 -11.384 -20.O16 365.01500 -53.6 [O.T -80.7 36.[ 3.50722 C.856 -88.6 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.6 9.30360 2- 3
6 -11.328 -19o682 372.22356 -56.2 11.6 -80.7 35.6 3.57633 0.835 -88.3 68.7 38.6 33.6 29.1 15.89777 3- 6
5 -11.598 -[9.621 375.21251 -56.3 11.6 -81.3 35.9 3.605[8 0.827 -89.8 68.8 38.5 36.2 29.O 8.37913 6- 5
6 -11,620 -19o963 367j_77_2 -_t.7 IO.g -RI._ _._ _._fiR _.RAR --Rq.R _R._ _O_R _?.N _-_ Ik_NqqAk 5-- k
7 -11.364 -20.0[8 365.01509 -53.6 [0.7 -80.7 36.[ 3.50722 0.856 -88.A 68.2 60.8 31.1 26.6 7.89037 6- T
TAB NO 74 ATLAS pHOTN ...... Mn 7A ,_ $[QUENCE NO 8i5
.IHIV _1:!9_ !_ :_:} 23 N[N 30 SEC 661 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SJEf_LLI_.P_f_[_._ ALI .... LAI ..... LI_L _____ R _ _.PTH A7 __
138.139 317.34613 -8.769 -26.617 2052.801 2.A42 -66.799 115.467
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUH AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,467 -19.732 365.61697 -58.0 1[.1 -81.0 36.0 3.51383 0.842 -89.1 68.5 39.7 32.6 27.7 O. 1- 2
3 -1[,357 -20.02[ 360,80650 '-53,6 [0,T -80.7 36.1 3,86877 0,856 -88.4 68,2 40,8 3[,1 26,6 9.19528 2- 3
5 -11.588 -19.632 3?0.88052 -8A.3 [1.6 -8[.3 35.9 3.563_6 0.827 -89.8 68.8 38.5 34.2 29.0 8.28190 A- 5
6 -11,609 -19,968 363.52U58 -51.7 10.9 -81,3 36,6 3.49280 0.868 -8q,8 68,3 40.8 32.D 26.2 15,91254 5- 6
7 -1[.357 -20.021 360.80650 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.[ 3.46677 0.85_ -88.A 68.2 40.8 31.[ 26.6 7.79887 6- 7
TAB NO 75 ATLAS PHOTO NO 75 POD SEQUENCE NO 817
JULY 31,1866 13 HR Z3 MLk2L2_L._ .............................
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PIH AZ
136.489 313.57637 -8.788 -26,376 2069,030 2,4_4 -66.772 115,660
PHOTO 0ATA
PT tAT L_N RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EEIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2-11,_58 -19,780 361,3t*538 =,_6,Q 11,1 ,ELO__3_,Q 3=_7277 0.8q2 -89,1 _8_5._':_2_.._6 2.3_Z_1. _L-_Z_3 -11.3_9 -20.025 356.5q084 -83*6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.62628 0.856 -88.8 68.2 _0.8 31.[ 26.6 9.0871_ 2-3
6 -[1.316 -19._03 363.62848 -56.2 11.4 -80.7 35._ 3._9375 0.836 -88.3 88.7 38.6 33.3 29.1 15.52890 3- 6
5 -11.577 -Iq.AA4 _66.8A815 -86.3 11.6 -81.3 38.0 3.521qO 0.827 -89.8 88.8 38.5 34.2 28.9 8.18_56 A- 5
6 -11.599 -19.973 _59.28147 -51.7 I0.9 -81.3 36.6 3.65200 0.888 -89.8 68.3 _0.8 32.0 26.2 15.72550 5- 6
7 -1[,3_q -20.025 _56.5g05_ -83,6 [0.T -80.7 _h.[ 3.42628 0.856 -88,_ 68,2 _0,8 3[,[ 26,6 7.TOT37 6- 7
....... TAB NO 76 ATLAS PHOTO NO 76 POD SEQUENCE NO 819
JULY 31,196A I] HR 23 MI_ 3_ $EC 20 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEE TO IMPACT ACT LAT LON R V PTH A[
[3_.779 309.79898 -8.808 -2A,836 2045.255 2.446 -66.744 135.453
PHOTO DAIA
PI LAT L_N 8AhGE--_ZS/C --AZN AZSUN AZ-A .... A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA'Z E_S AL--PH_ SCJLE PT-PT
2 -11,64g -19,1_8 35T,06919 -_6.0 _1,1 -81,0 ]6,0 ],_3188 0,8_2 -89.1 68,5 39,7 32*6 27,7 O, 1- 2
3 -[I,3A2 -20,029 352,37204 -83.b 10,7 -80,7 ]6,[ ].38574 0.856 -88.4 68.2 80.8 31,| 26.6 8.97886 2- 3
A -11.307 -I9.8[_ 359.3266_ -_6.2 [[.6 -80.7 35.4 _.45260 C.836 -88.3 68.7 38.6 33.3 29.E 15.3_419 3- 6
5 -11.561 -19.q55 362.2051_ -54.3 1[.8 -61.3 35.9 3.48020 0.828 -89.8 68.8 38,5 34.2 28.9 8°08693 A- 5
7 -11.362 -20.029 _52.37206 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 3_.1 3.38576 0.856 -88.4 68.2 A0.8 31.1 26.6 7.61556 6- T
TAB NO 77 ATLAS PHOTO NO 77 POD SEQUENCE NO 821
JULY 313196_ 13 HR 23 PI_ 35 SEE 700 MS
TRAJECT[}RY ()ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA7 LGN R V PTH AZ
133.099 306.02618 -8.827 -2A.493 2061.679 2.668 -66.716 135.A66
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[l.6_O -19.756 352.7_918 -5_.0 lI.1 -81.O 36.0 ].39055 0.842 -89.1 68.5 39.7 32.6 27.6 O. 1- 2
3 -11.33_ -20.036 _A8.15033 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 ].8ASL8 0.856 -88.8 68.2 60.8 31.1 26.3 8.87052 2- 3
4 -[[.2gg -19.525 _55L01756 -56.2L1,__ -_0.735._ 3.81302 0.836 -88.3 68.7 38.6 33.3 _9.1 15.15960 3-
5 -11.557 -Ig,667 357,86[02 -5_.3 11.6 -81.3 35.9 3.83867 0.828 -89.8 68.8 38.5 36.2 28.9 7.989A9 4- 5
6 -11.578 -Ig.g84 350.TTABg -81.8 [0.g -81.3 36.6 3.37026 0.8_8 -89.8 68.3 40.7 32,0 26.2 =|5.35092 5- 6
7 -11.334 -20.036 348.15033 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.I ].3_518 0.856 -88.6 68.2 _0.8 31.1 26.3 7.52385 6- 7
TAB NO 78 ATLAS PHOTO NO 78 POD SEQUENCE NO 823
JULY 3[_[966 [3 _R _3 EI_80 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN 8 V PTH A[
131.639 302.2AE02 -8.8_7 -2A.651 2037,701 2.A50 -66.688 [15.639
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/E AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EEIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -1[._32 -19.764 348.50604-5_0 11_1 -81.O36.0].3A9380,8_2-88._68.5 39.7 32.6 _ 27-6 O. !-_L_
3 -[1.327 -20.039 _63.02636 -53.6 10.T -80.7 36.1 3.30457 0.856 -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 8.76209 2-3
A -[1.292 -19.536 350.70616 -50.2 [[.A -80.7 ]5.6 3.36959 0.836 -88.5 68.7 38.8 33.3 29,1 _4,97441 _- 4
5 -[[.5_7 -19,478 353,53437 -5_.3 I|.6 -8[.3 ]5.9 3.39670 0.828 -8q.8 68.8 38.5 34.1 28.9 7.89|85 4- 5
8 -11o56_ -ig,q89 366.51573 -5[°8 10.9 -81.3 36.6 3.32934 O.8Ag -8q.8 68,5 40.7 32.0 26.Z _5.[6360 5- 6
7 -[1,327 -20,03q 3_3,92_36 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36,1 ],30AST 0,856 -88.4 68.2 60.8 3[,1 26.3 7,43206 6- 7
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TAB NO 79 ATLAS PHOTO NO 79 POD SEQUENCE NO 825
SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT L0N g V PTH AZ
129.739 298.46565 -8.866 -24.409 2033.921 2.451 -66.661 115,432
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.423 -19.772 344.21815 -54.0 II.I -81.0 36.0 _.30817 0.842 -89.1 68.5 39.7 32.6 27*6 0. I- 2
3 -11.319 -20.043 339.69423 -53.6 lO.T -80.7 36.1 3.26393 0.857 -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 8.65355 2-
4 -11.285 -19.547 346.39059 -56.2 ii.3 -80.7 35.4 3°32813 0.836 -88.3 68.7 38.6 33_3 29.i 16.78927_- 4
5 -11.536 -19.490 349.16263 -54.3 11.6 -81.3 35.9 3.35489 0.828 -89.8 68.7 38.5 34.1 28.9 7.79411 6- 5
-11.557 -19,994 3_2.P5)43 -51*_i_Q_9__1*_ _h._ _*PRR_R 0.849__r_9_ _._ _A.7 _P_N PA._ ]4.g7_7& _- A
-11.319 -20.043 339.69423 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.26393 0.857 -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 7.34022 6- 7
TAB NO 80 ATLAS PHOTO NO 80 POD SEQUENCE NO 827
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 2_ MI_ 40 SEC 740 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _FC Tn IMPACT &iT IAT I_N R V PTH A7
128.059 294.68358 -8.886 -24.367 2030.139 2.453 -66°633 115.425
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA A* B/_ AZPHAZ INCD PHA[ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
-11.414 -19.780 339.92675 -54.0 11oi -81o0 J6*O 3.26693 0,843 -89.1 68=4 39.7 32.6 27.6 0. I-2_
-11.311 -20.048 335.46061 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.22325 0.857 -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 8.54498 2- 3
5 -11.526 -19.502 344.80736 -54.3 11.5 -81.3 35.9 3.31304 0.828 -89.8 68.7 38.5 34.1 28.9 7.69637 4- 5
6 -11,546 -20.000 337°98562 -51.8 10,9 -81.3 36*6 J.24738 0*84_ :89.8 (_8.2 _0*7 31.9 26.2 1_.78792 .5-_
7 -11.311 -20.048 335,46061 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.22325 0.857 -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 T.24830 6- 7
TA_ NO _1 _T'.._,S PHOTO _n R1 POD SEOUENCE NO 829
JULY 31=1964 13 HR 2._ MI__S .........................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R _ PTH __
126.379 290.89925 -8.906 -24.325 2026.355 2.455 -66.604 115,618
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11.30_ -20.053 331.22277 -63.6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.18253 0:857 -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 8.43621 2- 3
4 -11.271 -19.569 _37,74806 -56°2 11.3 -80,_ 35.4 3°24509 0,83E .88°3 68°6 38.6 33,3 _9=I i4=418_b _=
5 -11.516 -19.513 340.44763 -56.3 11.5 -81.3 35.9 3.27115 0.828 -8R.8 68.7 38.8 34.1 28.9 7.59852 4- 5
6 -11.535 -20,005 333,71460 -51.8 10,9 -81.3 36.6 3.20635 0°849 -89.8 68,2 40.7 31.9 26°2 14o59996 S- 6
7 -11°304 -20.053 331,22277 -53.6 10°7 -80.7 36,1 3.18253 0.857 -88,4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 7.18618 6- T
TAB NO 82 ATLAS PHOTO NO 82 POD SEQUENCE NO 831
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 M[N 44 SEC _00 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _tC TO iRPACT ArT L_T EON R _ PTH
124.700 287.11314 -8.926 -24,282 2022.568 2.457 -66.576 115*411
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.396 -19.796 331,_31_8 -54°0 11.1 -81°0 36,0 3°18432 0.843 -89.1 68.4 _9,7 32.6 27.6 _. 1-2
-11°296 -20.058 326.98104 -53.6. 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.14177 0.857 -88.4 68.2 40.8 _I.I 26.3 8.32747
_-_
4 -11o263 -19.58U 333.42072 -56°2 11.3 -80.7 38.4 3.20352 0.838 -88°3 68.6 38._ _3.3 2@=0 14l?-329_ _- 4
8 -11°505 -IR.525 336.08434 -54.3 11.5 -81.3 35.9 3.22923 0.828 -89.8 68*7 38°5 34oi 28.9 7.50069 4-
7 -11o296 -20.058 326.98104 -53°6 I0.7 -80.7 36°I _.14177 C.857 -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 7.06416 6- 7
TAB NO 83 ATLAS PHOTO NO 83 POD SEQUENCE NO 833
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 MIN 45 SEC 780 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LUN R V PTH AZ
123.020 283.32484 -8.946 -24.240 2018.780 2°459 -66.548 115.404
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AzN AZSON AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA- SCALE PT--PT
-11.387 -19.805 _27.02658 -54°0 11.1 -81.0 36.0 3.14295 0.843 -89.1 68.4 39.7 32.6 27,6 O. I- 2
-11°288 -20.063 322,73412 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.10097 0.857 -88°4 68.2 40.8 31°1 26_3 8.21853_2- 3
4 -11*256 -19.591 329.08788 -56.2 II*3 -80.7 35*6 3.16189 0.837 -88.3 68.6 38.6 33.2 29.0 14.04699 3- 4
5 -II.495 -19.537 331.71540 -54.3 11.5 _81.3 35.9 3.18725 0.828 -89*8 68.7 38.5 34.1 28.9 7.40256 4- 5
6 -11.514 -20.016 325.15966 -51o8 10.9 -81.3 36.5
7 -11°288 -20.063 322.73412 -53.6 I0.7 -80.7 36oi
TAB NO
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 23 PIN R7 SEC 460 MS
3.12415 0.849 -89.8 68.2 40.7 31.9 26.2 14.22336 5- 6
3.10097 0,85T -88.4 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 6.97205 6-7
84 ATLAS PHOTO NO 84 POD SEQUENCE NO 835
TRAJECTORY UATA _ SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
121,340 279.53461 -8°966 -2Ao197 2014.990 2°461 --66.819 I18.397
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZ SON AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAz EPiS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.378 -19.813 322.71782 -54.0 II.I -81.0 36.0 3.10154 0.843 -89.1 68.4 39.7 32.5 27.6 O° 1- 2
3 -11o281 -20°068 318.48338 -53.6 10.7 -80.7 36.1 3.06013 0.857 -88.4 68.2 40°8 31.1 26.3 8.10948 2- 3
4 -11.249 -19.602 324.75119 -56.2 11.3 -80.7 35.4
5 -11o484 -19o54g 327.34265 -54°3 11o5 -81o3 35.9
6 -11°503 -_0.022 320,87576 -51.8 10.9 -81.3 36.5
7 -11.281 -20.068 318.48338 -53,6 10°7 -80.7 36.1
3°12022 0.837 -88.3 68.6 38.6 33.2 29.0 13.86092 3- 4
3.14523 0.829 -89.8 68.7 38.5 34.1 28.8 7.30453 _- 5
3°08299 0°849 -89°8 68°2 40.7 31.9 26.2 14.03476 5-
3.06013 0.857 -88.A 68.2 40.8 31.1 26.3 6.87973 6- 7
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TAB NO 85 ATLAS PHOTO NO 85 POD SEQUENCE NO 837
JULY 31:1g64 13 HR 23 MIR 49 SEC 140 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT /ON R V PTH AZ
119.660 275.74210 -8.986 -24.154 20li.197 2.462 -68.491 I15.389
PHOTC DATA ............................................................................
PT LAT LON RANGE A/S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A/ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.369 -[q.822 318.40486 -54.0 11.1 -UI.O 36.0 3.06009 0.843 -89,1 68.4 39,7 32.5 23.6 O. [- 2
3 -11,273 -20,073 314.22846 -53,7 10.7 -HO.7 3h,l 3,01924 C.857 -88.4 68,1 40.8 31,1 26.3 8.00037 2- 3
4 -II.241 -19.614 320.41028 -56.2 11.3 -80.7 35.4 3.07851 0.837 -88,3 68.6 38,6 33.2 29,0 13.6T4TO 3- 4
5 -11.474 -19,561 522.96563 -54.3 11.5 -81.3 35.9 3,10318 C.829 -89.8 68.7 38.5 94.0 28.8 7.20639 4- 5
-11,493 -20,02E 316,SBTTO -SI*B I0,9 -81,} 36,5 3,08179 C,849 -8_,8 68,2 §O=] 21_9 26,1 _B_ _-- b
7 -I1.2T3 -20.073 3L4,22_46 -53,7 10_7 -80.7 36.1 3,01924 C.857 -88,4 68, l 40.8 3L°l 26,3 6,78742 6- 7
TAB NO 86 ATLAS PHOTO NO 86 POD SEQUENCE NO 8_q
JULY 31)Ig64 13 HR 23 Hik 50 SFC Q!q _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPAC|
llT.gBO
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANbL AZS/C ALN A2SUN AZA
-11.360 -lq,B30 _1_,08815 -64,0 II.i -81,0 30.0
-II.265 -20,078 _09.91_9_2 -63,7 10.7 -_0.7 36,1
4 -I[,234 -19,625 J16o00563 -66,2 _I°3 -80,6 :15,4
5 -II.463 -[9,5/4 _I_.58490 -_4._ ll._ -81,3 35.q
6 -II,482 -20.033 312,2_592 -51,'_ 10,9 -01,3 36,5
7 -IL°265 -20,07_ _09.96962 -53.7 L0,7 -80.7 36,1
ALT LAT LUN E _____I_L __ AZ
271.94777 -9.006 -24,lll 2007.405 2.464 -66.462 115,382
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA! EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3,018_0 0.843 -89.1 68.4 39.7 32.5 27.6 0o 1- 2
2.97832 0.85/ -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 7.89116 2- 3
3.03677 Q.837 .88.3 68.63_b 33.2 Zg=Q J3_ a_88-32--3_-_
3.08108 0,829 -89.8 68,7 38.5 34.0 28.8 7,10817 4- 5
_*OOOSE 0,849 -89°8 68.2 40,7 31,9 26.1 13*65711 5- 6
2.97832 0.857 -88°4 68.1 40,8 31,0 26,3 6,69500 6- 7
TAB NO 87 ATLAS PHOTO NO 87 POD SEQUENCE NO 841
JULY 31p_964 I_ HR 23 HJN 52 _ _99 MS .- -....
TRAJECTURY I)ATA bEC TC IHPACT ALT .LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
llo,30D 268,15137 -9,027 -24,068 200_,607 2.466 -66.434 II5*375
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AIN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11o258 -20*083 305.70717 -53.7 10.7 -bO./ 36,0 2,93737 0.857 -88.4 68,1 40.8 31.0 26.3 7,78189 2- 3
4 -11.227 -Iq.637 311,71695 -56.2 11,3 -80.6 35.4 2,9949g 0,83T -8_,3 68,6 38,6 33.2 29,0 13o30178 3- 4
5 -11°453 -19,586 314,20012 -54,3 Ii,5 -81.3 35.9 3,01895 0,829 -89.8 68,6 38.5 34,0 28.8 7.00983 4- 5
6 -ii.471 -20.039 308.00013 -51.9 10.9 -81.3 36.5 2.95928 0.849 -89.8 68.2 40.7 31.9 26.I 13.46808 5-
7 -11.25_ -20.0_3 305.7071? -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36,0 2,93737 0.857 -88.4 68°1 40°8 31.0 26,3 6.60247 6- 7
TAB NO 88 ATLAS PHOTO NO 88 POD SEQUENCE NO 843
JULY J.,_64 13 HR 23 MIN 5_ _EC 179 MS
TRAJECTORY $1ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V P]H AZ
114.620 264.35289 -9,047 -24.024 1999.808 2.468 -66.405 115.367
PHOTO DATA .....
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* O/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 .342 _84_ 305.44268,_o 111 810 360 293_510.84389, 68A397325 _76 0 _ 2
3 -11,250 -20,088 301.44055 -53°7 10.7 -BOOT 36,0 2.89637 O,857 -88°4 68,1 40.8 31,0 26.3 7.67249 2- 3
4 -11.21_ -19.648 30T,36_25 -_6.2 11.3 -60.6 35.4 2°95317 0.837 -88,3 68.6 38,6 33.2 29,0 13,11511 3- 4
5 -11.442 -19.59_ _09.81135 -54°3 ll.5 -81.3 35°9 2.97678 C.B2q -89°8 88.6 38.5 34.0 28.8 6°91140 4- 5
6 -ll.AbO -_0,045 303*70033 -bi,9 10,9 -81,} _0,5 2,91797 0,_9 -_9_B _2__ _.L. 9 _L._ZI_iSLQ _- 6
7 -11,25,] -20°088 30_.44055 -53,7 i0,7 -80.? 36,0 2°89_37 0,857 -88,4 68ol 40.8 31,0 26,3 6,50g95. 6- 7
TAB NO 89 ATLAS PHOTO NO 89 POD SEQUENCE NO 845
JULY 31_196_ 13 HH 23 MI_ 55 S_C 859 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
112,940 260.55228 -9,067 -23.981 1996,008 2,470 -66,376 115,360
PHOTO ()ATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.332 -19._56 301.I1384 -54.1 lI.l -8t.O 35.9 2.89391 0.843 -89.1 68.4 39.7 32.5 27.5 O. 1- 2
3 -11.242 -20,994 297.16982 -'_3.7 10.7 -80.1 36.0 2.85534 C.057 -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 7.56304 2- 3
4 -ii.212 -]9.6_0 _03.06742_56.2 11.3 -80.635.4 2.91131 0.837 -88.3_ 68.5 38.6 33.2 29.0 12.92828 3- 4
5 -11.432 -19*GIO 305.41843 -54._ 11.5 -81.3 35.9 2.93458 0.829 -89.8 68.6 38°5 34.0 28.8 6.81306 4- 5
6 -_1.450 -20.051 299.39646 -51.9 10.8 -BI.3 36.5 2.87662 0.85C -89.8 68.2 40°7 31.9 26ol 13.08954 5- 6
7 -11.242 -20.094 _97.16982 -53.7 i0.7 -80,7 36.0 2.85534 0.857 -88,4 68.1 40,8 31.0 26.3 6.41732 6- 7
TAB NO 90 ATLAS PHOTO NO 90 POD SEQUENCE NO 847
JULY 31,I96_ 13 HH 23 M IN_TSEC539 MS ....
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
111.260 256.74965 -9.088 -23.937 1992.205 2.472 -66.347 115.352
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGC AZ$1C AZN A/SUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-II,323 -19.865 296,78104 -54.1 ll.l -81,0 35,9 2,85227 0_844 -89,1 _68,4_9,7 32,5 27,5 O*11.2 4 20oO99 2.895 6 _3*7 _10.7 80,7 _6.0 2°81426 .857 88°4 68.1 40.8 1°0 6.3 "?_45353
4 -11.204 -19._71 298.64601 -56.2 11.3 -80.6 35.4 2.86941 0.837 -88.3 68.5 38.6 33.1 28.9 12°T4128 3- A
5 -11.421 -19.623 _01,02151 -54.4 11.5 -81.3 35.9 2.89233 0.829 -89°8 68,6 38.5 34.0 28,8 6.71443 A- 5
6 -11.439 -20.057 295.0_8C3 -51.9 10.8 -81.3 36.5 2.83523 D.850 -89.8 68.2 40.7 31.9 26.1 12.90006 5- 6
7 -11.234 -20.0gg 2g2.89516 -53.7 10.7 -80*7 36°0 2.81426 0.853 -8_o4 68°1 40.8 3l°0 26.3 6,32459 6- 7
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RA':ViL CAHEgA P/ .... _6
TAB NO 91 ATLAS PHOTO NO 91 POD SEQUENCE NO 849-
JULY 3L,1964 13 HR Z_ P/_ 59 _EC 21_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _EC TO IPPAC[ ALT LAT LON _ Y. PIH _Z
109.580 252.94489 -9.108 -23.893 1988.400 2.67A -66.3|8 115.365
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.314 -19.874 292.44,15 -5_,L 11,1 -8_.0 ,5.9 Z._O'O 0.86_ -89.0 68.3 39.7 "2_5 27_5 Ok 1--2
-11.226 -20.105 288.61609 -53.7 10,7 -80.7 36.0 2.77315 0.857 -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 7.34384
4 -11.197 -19.683 294,2_I_3 -56,?_ 11.3 -80,6 35.4 _,82746 Q,838 -88.3 68,_ 38,_L_3_i 18_ 12.55_]_ 3- A
5 -11.410 -19.635 298.62018 -54.4 11.5 -81.2 35.9 2.85004 0.830 -89°8 68.6 38.5 34.0 28.8 6,61578 V
r_L_8--20.063 290.77639 --51.9 |O.R --8_.3 36.S 2.79380 0.850 -89.8 68.2 &O.7 31.8 2_.1 12.7103R _-
7 -11.226 -20.|05 288.61609 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0 2,77315 0.857 -88.A 68.1 60°8 3|.0 26.3 8,23166 6- 7
TAB NO 92 ATLAS PHOTO NO 92 POD SEQUENCE NO 851
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 2_ P_ O _EC 899 NS
-_J_GTOR__[_ATA SFC TO IPPACT ALT I AT InN R Y PTH AZ
107.901 249,1381T -9.129 -23.849 1984.593 2.676 -66.288 118o337
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.305 -19.883 288,101.58 _5_.1 11.1 -81,0 35,9 2.76885 Q,844 -89.0 68.3 39.7 _2.5 27._5 D_ 1-2
-11.218 -20.110 284.33221 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0 2,73199 0.857 -88.4 68.1 60.8 31.0 26.3 7.23608
-_-_1,1_9 rJ_g5 289.91106 -56.2 11.3 -80.6 35.4 2.78548 0.838 -88.3 _R.5 _8._ _.1 2A.g 12.3_670 _- 4
5 -11.400 -19.648 292.21383 -54.4 11.5 -81.2 35.9 2.80770 0.830 -89.8 68.6 38.5 33.9 28.7 6.81703 6- 5
6 -11.417 -20,069 288,_5934 -5L,9 10,8 .81,3 36,_ 2,75232 0,850 -89,8 _8_2 40,7 31.8 _6.1 LZ_2_=_L
T -11.218 -20.II0 28_.33221 -53.7 I0.7 -80.7 36.0 2.73199 0.857 -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 6°13891 6- 7
TA6 NG ;3 _T'J,_ PHOTO Nn _ POD SEOUENCE NO 853
IULY__31,196_ L_B 2_ MIN 2 S_C 579 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC_TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R _ PTH _]_
106.221 245.32909 -9.1SO -23.806 1980.786 2.478 -66.259 115.330
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA scALE PT-PT
--11°295 -19°89_ 283.75506 -56.1 11.1 -81.0 35.9 2.72708 0_9.0 68.3 39.7 32.4 27.5 0. 1- 2
-11.21D -ZO, LI6 280.04398 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0 2,6q078 0.857 -8_.A 68.1 40,8 31.0 26.3 7.|2421 2- 3
4 -11.182 -19.707 285.536_5 -86.2 11.3 -80.6 35.4 2.74344 0.838 -88.3 68.5 38,6 3_,1 28,9 12,1791_ 3- 4
5 -11.389 -19,661 287.80312 -56.4 11.5 -81.2 35.9 2.76532 0.830 -89.8 68.6 38.5 33.9 28.7 6.61818
6 -11.406 -20.076 282,13794 -51°9 10,8 -RI,3 36.4 2.71080 0.850 -89.8 68.2 _0,7 31.8 26.1 12,33040 5- 6
7 -11.210 -20.116 280,04398 -53.7 10,7 -80.7 38.0 2,69078 0.857 -88.A 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 6.06596
TAB NO 94 ATLAS PHOTO NO 94 POD SEQUENCE NO 855
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 _IN 4 SEC 259 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [_PACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
104.541 2A|.51810 -9.170 -23.760 1976.973 2.480 -86.230 115.322
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.288 -19.901 279.40468 -54,1 11.1 -81.0 35.9 2.68527 0.864 -89,0 68.3 39_7 32.4 27*5 0. 1- 2
3 -11.202 -20.121 275.75191 -53.7 10,7 -80.7 36.0 2.66956 0.858 -88.6 68.1 40.8 31,0 26.3 7.01428 2- 3
A -li.17A -19.719 281.15796 -56.2 11,3 -80.6 35.4 2.70138 0.838 -88.3 68.5 38.6 33.1 28°9 11.99162 3- 6
5 -11.378 -|9,873 283.38857 -5A,4 11,5 -81.2 35.9 2.72290 0.83C -89.8 68.5 38.5 33.9 28.7 6.31933 6- 5
6 -11.395 -20.082 _7_.Z._O -51.9 10,8 -_--_L__OJ_9_ -_9.8 68.2 4D.7 31.8 26.1 12.1_021 _-
7 -11.202 -20.121 275.75191 -53.7 |0.7 -80,7 36.0 2,84954 0.858 -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 5.95291 6- 7
TAB NO 95 ATLAS PHOTO NO 95 POD SEQUENCE NO 857
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 PIN 5 S_C 9_9 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
IO2.861 23T.TOAg9 -9.191 -23,7|5 1973.160 2.481 -66.200 115.314
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.277 -19.911 275,05020 -54.1 11.1 -81.0 35.9 2.64342 0.844 -89.0 68.3 39.7 32.4 27.5 O, 1- 2
3 -11.194 -20.127 271,45579 -53,7 10.7 -80.7 36.0 2.80826 0.858 -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 6.90620 2- 3
A -11,167 -19,731 278.77538 -56.2 11.3 -80.8 35.4 2.65927 0.838 -88.3 68.5 38.6 33.1 28.9 11.80355 3- 6
S -11.36T -19.686 278.96992 -54,6 11.5 -81.2 35.9 2.68045 0.830 -89.8 68.5 38.5 33.9 28.7 6.22028 4- 5
6 -11.384 -20.088 273,48339 -51.9 10.8 -81.3 36.4 2.62764 0.850 -89.8 68.1 40.7 31.8 26.1 11.94984 5- 6
7 -11.194 -20.127 271.45579 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0 2.60826 0.852 -88,6 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 5.85975 6- 7
TAB NO 96 ATLAS PHOTO NO 96 POD SEQUENCE NO 859
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 NIN T SEC 618 RS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTh AZ
101.181 233.88980 -9.212 -23.670 1969.365 2.683 -86.170 115.308
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2-11.26_ -19._20 _06_|_T S_.| |1.| -8|0 359 2_01530.8A. 89c 88., 39.T32.* 27.5 o. ,--
3
-21.186 -20. i_3 267.15_6_.._i0_ :_d.T- _.6 ....%_&_9_-o.ese -88._ 68.1 40.E 31.0 26.3 _,T9410
6 -II.159 -19.763 272.38874 -56.2 i_.3 -80,6 35.4 2.61712 0,838 -88.3 68.5 38.6 33.1 28,9 11.61556 3- k
5 -II.357 -19,899 274.54722 -54.4 11.5 -81.2 35.9 2.63795 0.830 -89.8 68.5 38.5 33.9 28.7 6.12132 A- 5
6 -11.373 -20.095 269.150G5 -51,q 10.8 -81.3 36.6 2.58601 0.850 -89.8 88.1 40,7 31.8 26.1 11.75933 5- 6
7 -11.186 -20.133 267.15562 -53,7 LO.T -80.7 36.0 2.56_95 0.858 -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.3 5.76860 6- 7
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-- _-JLLL_£dLMERA P_L! _ 17
TAB NO 97 ATLAS PHOTO NO 97 POD SEQUENCE NO 861
JULY 311196'. 13 _ 2Ji MI__
TRAJECTORY DATA ...... SECL T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LON E V PTH AZ
99.501 230.07254 -9,233 --23.625 1965.528 2.485 -66,141 115,299
_010 _AIA_
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.258 -19.929 266.32907 -56-1 LLql -81,O 35.9
3 -1L.178 -20.139 262.85140 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0
4 -ll.151 -19.755 287.99804 -56,2 LI.3 -80,6 35.4
5 -IL.346 -19,712 270.12043 -84.4 11.5 -BI.2 38.8
___Llo3_O.101 264.81265 -51.9 10.8 -81.3 36.4
7 -11.178 -20.139 262.85140 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0
TAB NO
JULY 31_1964 L3 HR 24 M|N 10 SEC 978 MS
__ IRAJECTORY DAI&____ SEC TO IMPACT
97.821
PHDTO DATA
PY LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-11,249 -19.939 261.96210 -56.1 11.0 -BL.O 35.9
-11.170 -20.165 258.5,281 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0
5 -11.335 -19.725 265.68927 -54.4 11.4 -81.2 35.8
6 -11.351 -20.108 260.,7088 -52.0 10.8 -81.3 36.6
7 -11.170 -20.145 258.5,281 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0
TAB NO
--JULY _311196' 13 _B___L_ 12 _EC 658 N_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
96.161
Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.55960 0,84, -89.0 66.3 39,7 32.6 27.5 0, l- 2
2.52559 0.858 -88.4 68.1 60.8 31.0 26.2 6.68389 2- 3
2.57'93 0,836 -88.3 68.4 38.6 33.1 20,9 11,42761 3- 4
2.59542 0.83i -89.8 88.5 38.5 33.9 28.7 6.02216 6- 5
2.54434 0.850 -89.8 68. l 40.7 3_]_8.2.JSJJ_J.J_
2.52559 0.858 -88.4 68.1 40.8 31.0 26.2 5.67325 6- 7
98 ATLAS PHOTO NO 98 POD SEQUENCE NO 863
226.25298 -9.254 -23.580 1961.708 2.487 -66.111 115,291
A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.51763 0.8'5 -89.0 68.3 39.7 32.' 27.5 0. 1- 2
2.48,19 0.858 -88.4 68.1 40.8 30.9 26.2 6.57359 2- 3
2.55284 0.831 -89.8 68.5 38.5 33.8 28.7 5.92291 4- 5
2,502_2 0.950 -89.8 68.1 _0.8 31.8 26.1 11.37789 5- 6
2.48,19 0,858 -88.4 68.1 40.8 30.9 26.2 5.57998 6- 7
99 ATLAS PHOTO NO 99 POD SEQUENCE NO 865
ALT LAY LDN 8 V PTH AZ
222.431'3 -9.275 -23,535 1957,887 2.489 -66,081 115.283
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA
__2 -11.239 -19.96___257.59123 -54.1 11.0 -81.0 35,_
3
-11.162 -20+151 254.23035 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 38.0
6 -11.138 -19.780 259.20395 -56.2 11.3 -80.6 35.4
5 -11.32_ -19.738 281.25423 -54.4 11.4 -01.2 35.8
6 -11,339 -20.114 256.12523 -52.0 10.8 -81.3 36.6
7 -11.162 -20.151 254.23035 -53.7 10.7 -80.7 36.0
---- TAB NO
JULY 31v1964 13 HR 24 MIN 16 SEC 338 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
94.461
___ PHDTD DATA
A- 81A AZPHAZ ]NCO PHA2 EMIS
2.47563 0.845 -89.0 66.3 3q.7 32.4
2.44275 0.658 -88.4 88.1 40.8 30.9
2.490A4 0.839 -88.3 68°' 38,6 33.0
2.51023 0.831 -89.B 68.5 38.5 33.8
2.46087 0.851 -69.8 68.1 60.8 31.8
2.44275 0.858 -88.4 68. I 40.8 30.9
100 ATLAS PHOTO NO 100
ALT LAT LON R
218.60778 -9.297 -23.'89 1954.O63
ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
27.5 O. 1- 2
26.2 6.46319 2- 3
28,8 11.05063 3- 6
28.7 5.82366 4- 5
_61 iL1_696 _:26.2 5*48652
POD SEQUENCE NO 867
V PTH AZ
2.491 -66.051 115.275
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11,230 -19.957 253°21616 -54.1 11.0 -81.0 35.9
3 -11.154 -20.157 249.91370 -53.7 10.8 -80.7 36.0
, -II.128 -19.792 254.80072 -58.2 11.3 -80.6 35.4
5 -11.313 -19.751 256.81496 -54.4 II.4 -81.2 35.8
_6 -11.328 -20.I_I 251.77543 -52.0 I0.8-81.3 36.4
7 -11.154 -20.157 249.91370 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 38.0
TAB NO
JULY 31_196, 13 HR 2' MIN 16 SEC 1_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
92.781
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.220 -19.967 248.83681 -5'.1 11.0 -81.0 35.9
3 -II.1_5 -20.163 245.59279 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0
4 -11,121 -19.805 250.39315 -56.2 11.3 -80.6 35.4
-11.302 119.764 252.37141 -54.4 11.4 -81.2 35.8
B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMISA*
2.43358 0.865 -89.0 68.3 39.7 32.,
2.40128 0.858 -88.4 68.1 40.8 30.9
2.4,813 0.839 -88.3 68.6 38.6 33.0
2.48758 0.831 -89.8 68.5 38.5 33.8
2.41907 O.851 -89._8.1 40.8 31.7
2.40128 0.858 -88.4 68.1 60.8 30.9
101 ATLAS PHOTO NO 101
ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
27., 0. l- 2
26.2 6.35275 2- 3
28.8 10.86200 3- 4
28.6 5.72430 6- 5
_6.I I0.99_R4 _- 6_
26.2 5.39297 6- 7
POD SEQUENCE NO 869
ALT LAT LON R V
214.78185 -9,318 -23.,64 1950.237 2.493
A" 8/A AZPMAZ INCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA
2.39149 0,845 -89.0 68.2 39.7 32.3 27.4
2.35976 0.858 -88.4 68.1 40.E 30.9 26.2
2.40579 0.639 -88.3 66.6 38.8 33.0 28.8





10.67317 _5 45.62486 5
6 -11.317 -20,128 247.42141 -52.0 10.8 -81.3 36.4
7 -11.145 -20.163 2'5.59279 -53.7 I0.6 -80.7 36.0
TAB NO
JULY 31t1966 13 HR 2' NIN 17 SEC 698 MS
2.37724 0.851 -89.8 68.1 40.8 31.7
2.35976 0,858 -88.' 68.1 40.8 30.9
102 ATLAS PHOTO NO 102
26.0 10.80456 5- 6
26.2 5.29950 6- T
POD SEQUENCE NO 871
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
91,102
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.211 -19.977 244.45344 -56.1 11.0 -81.O 35.9
-- 3 -11.137 -20.169 2'1.26790 -53.7 10.6 -B0.7 36.0
4 -II.113 -19.817 245.98158 -56.2 11.3 -80.6 35.4
5 -11.291 -19.777 247.92385 -54.4 11.4 -81.2 35.8
6 -11.306 -20.134 243.06339 -52.0 10.8 -81.3 36.4
7 -11.137 -20.189 Z,1.26790 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0
ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
210.95398 -9.339 -23.398 1946.409 2°495 -65.990 115°259
A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.34936 0.845 -89.0 68.2 39.7 32.3 27.4 0. 1- 2
2.31821 0.858 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.9 26.2 6.13158 2-
2.38340 0.839 -88.3 68.6 38.6 33.0 28.8 10.48422 3- 4
2.38215 0.831 -89.7 68., 38.6 33.8 28.6 5.52532 4- 5
2.33537 0.851 -89.8 68.1 40.8 3z.t 26.0 10.61312 s- 6
2.31821 0.858 -88.4 68.0 a0.8 30.9 26.2 s.20s75 6- 7
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TAB NO 103 ATLAS PHOTO NO 103 POD SEQUENCE NO 873 --
JULY 31,1966 13 _R 26 Hlft_/9_._C_2L?RJL_ .............
TRAJECTORY DATA __ _ _ .._LE_O_P_A_ J_LT LAT 1.DN_ L _ _°T_____
89.422 207.12384 -9.361 -23.352 1962.579 2,497 -65.960 115,251
__P_ZTL_[_TA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EH[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.201 -19.986 240.0857_-_¢_1 _11_0 _8J_O 35._ _.307_9 Q._h5 -89.0 _8o_3_.Z_32.3 2_.____._
3 -11.129 -20.17_ 236.93872 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.27681 0.858 -88.6 68.0 60.8 30.9 26.2 6.02087 2- 3
4 -11.105 -19.830 241°Sb_Tl_-56,2_tJ,_3 _80_6___ _Z_Z09? 0._9 .-88.3 68._38°_3_0 26_B_
5 -11.280 -19.791 263,47202 -54.4 11.4 -81,2 35.8 2.33937 0,832 -89.7 68.4 38.6 33.8 28.6 5.62577 6- 5
__Ah__J,J_29__--20.141 2_8.7010q -52.9 ln.8 -Rl.3 3_.4 2.2q34_ n.851 -89.R 68. l AO.r 31.7 26.0 10.4_1_ _--
7 -11.129 -20.175 236.93872 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.27661 0.858 -88.4 68.0 60.8 30.9 26.2 5°11209 6- 7
TAB NO 104 ATLAS PHOTO NO 104 POD SEQUENCE NO 875
JULY 31j1966 13 HR3._ M];_I_..J_P._ __ . _
_LF.CTO_YDATA SEC TA IMPACT _LT LAT ION R V PTH AZ
87.762 203.29152 -9.382 -23.305 1938.767 2.499 -65.929 115.243
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON - RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSDN AZA Ae 8/A - AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS-ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.191 -19.996 23_-_J_0 _L,O____ 2,_._9 0._5 -89,_68,Z139_7_Z_3_27__
3 -11.121 -20.181 232.60531 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.23497 0.858 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.9 26.2 5.91002 2- 3
5 -1lo269 -19,80_ 239.01592 -54,4 1_,4 -81,2 35,8 2,29656 0,832 -89,7 68,4 38,6 33,7 28,6 5,32612 4- 5
7 -11.121 -20.181 232.60531 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.23497 0.858 -88.4 68.0 60.8 30.9 26.2 5.01813 6- ?
TAB NO 105 ATLAS PHOTO NO 105 POD SEQUENCE NO 877
_L___L}_h4 13 HR 74 _IH 27 SFC T_ _
TRAJECTORY OA_A _G_ A_T _AI _ ___ R _ ___
86.062 199.65724 -9.604 -23.259 1934o913 2,501 -65,899 115.235
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LO_ _An_e AZS/c AzN AZSON AZA A* B)A AzPHA2 IfiCD P_Z-£R|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11.112 -20.188 228.26788 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.19330 0.858 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.9 26.2 5.79910 2- 3
8 -11.258 -19.817 234.55577 -56.4 11.A -81.2 35.8 2.25370 0.832 -89.7 68.4 38.6 33.7 28.6 5.22627 A- 5
6 -11.272 -20.155 2_9_63__-_5J__10_81_3_36_ 2_2G951 0°_51__-89.8 _8_1 _Q._1*7_0 J_Z,_319_-_5_
7 -11.112 -20.188 228.26788 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.19330 0.858 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.9 26.2 6.92626 6- 7
TAB NO 106 ATLAS PHOTO NO 106 POD SEQUENCE NO 879
JULY 31,1966 13 _R Z__J._S_ ....
TRAJECTORY DATA _pPA_,T _L_ _A_ _(_1 __P_ _
86.382 1_5.62085 --9.428 -23.212 1931.076 2.503 -65.868 115.227
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INtO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,172 -20,01_ _2(_L873_ -5._J._1,0_8_L_0_3.%_9 _d.BO_5 0._4_ -89_0 68,2 39,7_32,3 27_ O.
3 -11.104 -20.194 223.92606 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.15158 0.859 -88.6 68.0 60.8 30.9 26.2 5.68816 2- 3
4 -11.081 -19,868_2_-_(_,_L_,.Z__.5 2d9_6_ 0,_Q_-88.3 _8.3 _8.6 32.9 2_ 9__
5 -11.267 -19.831 230.09124 -56.4 11.6 -81.2 35.8 2.21080 0.832 -89.7 68.4 38.6 33,7 28.6 5.12643 6- 5
L __ _11_260_-20.1&2 225.58902 -52.0 10.8 -81.3 3&._ 2.16747 0.851 --89.8 &8.l 6Q.R 31.7 2_.O 9.8_gR 5--
7 -11.104 -20.196 223.92606 -53*7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.15158 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.9 26.2 4.83029 6- T
TAB NO 107 ATLAS PHOTO NO 107 POD SEQUENCE NO 881
JULY 31t1966 13 HR__9_H,_ ....
TRAJECTORY DATA S8C TO I_PACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
82.702 191.78180 -9.447 -23.165 1927.237 2.505 -68.837 115.218
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At "--8/AAZPHAZ INtO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.162 -29.025 222.67285 -54.1 11.0 -81.0 35.9 2.13811 0.846 -89.0 68.2 39.7 32.3 27.4 O, 1- 2
3 -11.096 -20.200 219.57984 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.10982 0.859 -88.6 68.0 40.8 30.9 26.2 5.57711 .2- 3
6 _11.073 -19.880 223.85990 -86.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5 2.15085 0.840 -88.3 68.3 38.6 32.9 28.7 9.53716 3- 6
5 -11.235 -19.844 225.62231 -56.4 11.4 -81.2 35.8 2.16786 0.832 -89.7 68.6 38.6 33.7 28.5 5.02657 6- 5
6 -11.249 -20.169 221.20967 -52.0 10.8 -81.3 36.3 2.12540 0,851 -89,8 68.1 40.8 31.7 26.0 9.653765- 6
T -11.096 -20.200 219.57986 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.10982 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.9 26.2 _.73622 6- 7
TAB NO 108 ATLAS PHOTO NO 108 POD SEQUENCE NO 883
_J_L¥. 31_1964 13 HR 26 HIN 27 SEC 777 RS
TRAJECTORY DATA _ SEC TO IMPACT . ALT LAT L0N _ R V PTH AZ
81,022 187,96087 -9,669 -23,118 1923,396 2,507 -65,806 115,210
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C AZn AZSUN AZA-- A* " e/a AZPHAZ INC0 PHAi EMIS AEPHA SCALE_
--2 _11.153 -20.035 218.06396 -54.1 11.0 -81.0 35.9 2.09574 0,846 -89.0 68.2 39.7 32.3 _7.4 Q. 1- 2
3 -11.087 -20.207 215.22952 -53.7 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.06802 0.859 -88.4 68.0 60.8 30.9 26.2 5.66597 2- 3
4 -11.065 -19.893 219.42279 -56.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5 2.10822 0.840 -88.3 68.3 38.632.9 28.7 9.36727 3-_
-11.226 -19.858 221.14925 -54.6 11.4 -81.2 35.8 2.12689 0.832 -89.7 68.A 38.6 33.7 28.5 6.92663 6-'5
6 -11.238 -20.176 216.82621 -52.0 10.8 -81,3 36.3 2.08328 0.851 -89.8 68.0 40.8 31.7 26.0 9.46166 5- 6
T -ll,087 -20,207 215,22952 -53,7 10.6 -80,T 3_.0 2,06802 0,859 -88.4 68,0 40,8 30o9 26,2 4,64215 6- T
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RA-V[[ CAMERA P£ 1_
TAB NO 109 ATLAS PHOTO NO 109 POD SEQUENCE NO 885
JULY 31J1964 13 HR 2_ M|h 29 SEC 457 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S£C TG IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
79.342 184.09781 -9.491 -2].071 1919.553 2.509 -65.775 115.202
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.163 -20.045 213,64964 -54,1 ll.O -81.0 35.9 2.05332 0.846 -89.0 68.2 39.T 32.2 27.3 O. L- 2
3 -11.079 -20.213 210.87386 -53.8 10.6 -60.T 36.0 2.02617 0.859 -88.A 68.0 40.8"30.8 26.2 5.35467 _[ 3
4 -11.057 -19.906 214.9802) -56.1 li,2 -80,0 35.5 2.0E554 0.840 -88,3 68,3 38.6 ]2,9 28.7 9.15716 4
5 -11.21] -19.872 216.67067 -54.4 11.W -81.2 35.8 2.08185 0.833 -89.7 68.] 38.6 33.7 28.5 4.82646 4- 5
6 -11.226 -20.183 Z12*_3/_L_- /9_8 -81.3 3_-_ __*U_III 0_8_IZ_ c89_ 6810 4_E_31,d_6_O _q.2]SBa_ _-_
7 -11.079 -20.21] 210.87]_6 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 36.0 2.02E17 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.2 4.54796 6- 7
TAB NO 110 ATLAS PHOTO NO 110 POD SEOUENCE NO 887
JULY 31.19_ 13 H_ Z_ _!_: _ S_C L_7 M_
S£C TfiJ_tAIT_I_ AL_ LAT__-- _ .... K --_ pill ___TRAJECTORY DATA
77.662 180.25256 -g.513 -23.02] 1915.708 2.511 -65.744 115.19_
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOP RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
2 -11.133 -20.056 209,22931 -5_.i 11,0 -81.0 35,9 2.0108_ 0,846 -89,0 68.2 39.7 32.2 27.3 O. 1- 2
] -11,OlO -20.220 206.51227 -53.8 10.6 -RO.7 ]6.0 1.98426 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 50.8 26.2 5.24318 2- 3
5 -11.202 -_9.885 212.18595 -54.4 11.4 -81.2 ]5.8 2.018T6 0.83] -89.7 68.3 38.6 ]3.6 28.5 4.72609 4- 5
6 -11,214 -20,191 208.04256 -52.0 10.8 -81.3 36.3 1.99889 0.852 -89.8 68,0 _0.8 ]1.6 26.0 9,07802 5- 6
? -11.070 -20.220 206.51227 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 ]6.0 1.98426 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.2 4.45347 6- 7
TAB NO 111 ATLAS PHOTO NO 111 POD SEQUENCE NO 889
JULY 3L,196_ 13 HR Z_ /51/_/2._,%£f_B13 MS
TRAJECTORY OAT6 S£C TD IFPACT
75.982
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-11.123 -20.066__LQ_.B0474 -54.1_1_0_L,_1 35.9
-11.062 -20.227 202.14648 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 36.0
4 -11.061 -lq.932 206.07871 -56,1 11.2 -80.6 35.5
5 -11.190 -19.899 207.69702 -54.4 11.4 -81.2 35.8
6 -11.203 -20.198 203.64353 -52,0 10.7 -81.3 36.3
7 -11,062 -Z0.227 202.14648 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 36.0
ALT LAT L0N R V Plh AZ
176.40512 -9.535 -22.976 1911.860 2.513 -65.713 115.185
A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.9683J_Q*_-_9_n 68.1 39.7 32.2_7_-t__-_
1.94231 0.859 -88.4 68.0 48.8 30,8 26.1 8.13165 2- 3
1.98001 0.840 -88.3 68.3 ]8,6 32.8 28.7 8.77622 3- A
1.99583 0.833 -89.7 68. ] 38.6 33.6 28.5 4.62581 A- 5
1,95662 0.852 -89.8 68,0 40.8 31.6 26.0 8.88301 5- 6
1.94231 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.1 4.35908 6- 7
TAB NO 112 ATLAS PHOTO NO 112 POD SEQUENCE NO 891
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 2_ Mlfl 34 S£C 497 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [PPACT ALT LAT LDN k V PTH AZ
74.303 172.55559 -9.558 -22.928 1908.011 2.515 -65.681 115.176
PHOTQ DATA ............ --
PT LAX LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 826 AZPHAZ INCO PHAZEM[S ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -11.113 -20.076 200._7610 -54.1 11.0 -81.0 35.9 1.92575 0.846 -69.0 68.1 _9.7 32.2 27.3 0. 1- 2
3 -11.053 -20.234 197.77661 -5].8 10.6 -80.7 36.0 1.90012 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.1 5.02003 2- 3
4 -11,033 -]9,946 201.62179 -56.1 11,2 -80,6 35,5 1.91719 0.SAC -88.3 68.3 38.6 32.8 28.7 8.58556 3- 4
5 -11.179 -|9.q13 _03,20404 -54.4 11.4 -81.2 ]5.8 1.95246 0.8]3 -89.7 68.3 ]8.6 ]3.6 28.5 4.52544 4- 5
-11.053 -_0.234 197.77661 -53.8 10.6 -RO,7 36.0 1.90032 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.1 4.26448 6- 7
TAB NO 113 ATLAS PHOTO NO 113 POD SEQUENCE NO 893
JULY 31,1964 13 H_ 24 MIN 36 SEC 177 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LDN R V PTH AZ
72.623 168.70151 -9.580 -22.880 1904.159 2.518 -65.650 115.168
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOP RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.103 -20.087 198.9_278 -54.1 11.0 -81.0 35.9 1.88314 0.846 -89.0 68.1 39.7 32.2 27.3 0. 1- 2
3 -II.044 -20.241 193._020f -53.8 10.6 -DO.7 35.9 1,85829 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.1 4.90834 2- 3
4 -11.025 -19.959 197,1601T -56.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5 1.89432 0.841 -88.3 68.2 ]8.6 32.8 28.6 8.39473 ]- 4
5 --11.167 -19.927 198.70638 -54.4 11.4 _81_2 35.8 1.90925 0.833 -89.7 68.3 38,6 ]].6 28.4 4.42487 4- 5
6 -11.179 -20,213 [94.83265 -52.1 18.7 -81.3 36.3 1.87196 0.852 -89.7 68.0 40.8 31.6 25.9 8.49663 5- 6
T -11.046 -20.241 193.40207 -53.8 10.6 -80,7 35.9 1.85829 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 ]0.8 26.1 4,16987 6- 7
TAB NO 114 ATLAS PHOTO NO 114 POD SEQUENCE NO 895
JULY 31_1q64 13 HR 2_ PIN 31SEL 857 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
70.943
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.O93 -20.097 191.50562 -54.1 11.O -81.0 35.9
3 -11.036 -20.248 189.02169 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 ]5.9
4 --11.016 -19.972 192,69472 -56.1 11.2 -RO.6 35,5
5 -11.156 -19.941 I94.20489 -54.4 11.4 -81.2 35._
6 -11.167 -20.22l 190.42102 -52.1 10.7 -81.3 36.3
7 -11.036 -20.248 189.02169 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 ]5.9
ALT LAT LQN R V PTH AZ
164.84953 -9.602 -22.832 1900.305 2.520 -65.618 115.159
At 81A AZPHAZ iNCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.84050 0.847 -89.0 68.1 39.7 32.2 27.3 0. _j
1.81622 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.1 4.79653 2- 3
1.85142 0.841 -88.3 68.2 ]8,6 32.8 28.6 8.20376 3- 4
1.86599 0.833 -89.7 68.3 38.6 33.6 28.4 4.32429 A- 5
1.82958 0.852 -89.7 68.0 40.8 31.6 25.9 8.30320 5- 6
1.81622 0.859 -88.4 68.0 _0.8 30.8 26.1 4.07517 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P1 20
JULY 31,1964 I] NR 24 NIh _9 SEC 5}7 M5
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
TAB NO 115 ATLAS PHOTO NO 115 POD SEQUENCE NO 897
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
69.263 16G.9932R -9.625 -22.783 1896o449 2.522 -65.586 115.151
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.083 -Z0.108 187,0640] -54.1 11.0 -81.0 35.9 1.79781 0.847 -89.0 68oi 39,7 32,2 27°3 O. I-Z
] -11.027 -20.255 184.64088 -53,8 i0.6 -80.7 35.9 1,77All 0.889 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26,1 4.68469 2- 3
4 -11.008 -19.986 188.22486 -58.I 11.2 -80.6 35.5 1.80847 0.841 -88.3 68.2 38.6 32,8 28.b 8.01281 3- 4
5 -11.144 -19.956 189.69899 -54.4 ii.3 -81.8 35.8 1,82270 0.834 -89.7 68.3 38.6 33.6 28.4 4.22353 4- 5
6 -11.156 -Z0.228 -185_19_I_99 -52.[ IO.__-_/..3 3(_.3__ _Z_.8_2 r_Lg*L_.O 40.8 31*6 2_.9 8.I09&6 _- &
T -11.027 -20.255 184.64088 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.77411 0.859 -88.4 68.0 40.8 30.8 26.1 3.98037 6- 7
TAB NO 116 ATLAS PHOTO H0 116 POD SEQUENCE NO 899
JULY 3111964 13 HR 24 MIN At SEC 216 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ............. _ ID IF_KC.L_ __LI ___LAT .... J3_L_ R V PTH AZ
67.58] 157.1348] -9.667 -22.735 1892°590 2.524 -65.554 I15.142
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A. B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.073 -20. I18 182.81831 -84,I ll,O -81.0 35.9 1.75509 0.847 -89.0 68._ 39.7 32.I 27.3 0, 1- 2
3 -11.018 -20.262 180.25196 -53.8 10.6 -60.7 35.9 1.73196 0.859 -88.4 67.9 _0.8 30.8 26.I 4.57271 2- 3
5 -11.133 -19.970 185.|8900 -54.4 ii.3 -81.2 35.8 1.77937 0.834 -89,7 68.2 38.6 33.5 28.A 4.12285 A- 5
6 -11.144 -20.236 181.58485 -_Z._ i0.7 -81.) 36.3 1.74468 0.852 -89.7 68.0 _0,8 31°5 25,9 7.91596 5- 6
7 -11.018 -80.262 180.25396 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.73196 0.859 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.8 26.1 3.88546 6- 7
TAG NO ll7 _I,_aS PHOTO Nn 117 POD SEOUENCE NO 901
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IVPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
65.903 153.27414 -9.670 -22,686 1888.729 2.526 -65.522 I15.133
PHOTO DATA
PT LAI LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.063 -20.129 17_.IO_20_-_JI__I_O -_I,O 35.9 _,/I232 0,8___-B___I 39.7 32.1 27.2 O. l- 2
] -ll.OO9 -2U.2_9 175.86203 -53.8 10.6 80.7 35.9 1,68q7_ 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.8 26.I 4.46070 2- 3
4 -I0.991 -20.013 |79,27247 -_6-I 11.2 -80.6 35.5 1.72246 0.8AI -88.3 68.2 38.6 _2o7 28,6 7,6_996 }- 4
5 -11.121 -19.984 180,67460 -54.4 II.3 -81.2 ]5.8 |,73599 0.834 -89.7 68.2 38.6 33.5 28.4 4.02208 4- 5
6 -11.132 -20.244 177.16031 -5_.I _0.7 -81.3 _6.2 _.70217 0.853 -89.7 68.0 _0,8 _1.5 25.9 7,72211 _-6
T -11.OO9 -20.269 175.86263 -53.8 I0.6 -80.7 35.9 1.68976 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.8 26.1 3.79056 6- T
TAB NO 118 ATLAS PHOTO NO 118 POD SEQUENCE NO 903
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 MlN 44 SEC 576 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT ALT L_T ION R V PTH _Z
64,223 149,41115 -9.692 -22.637 1884.866 2.528 -65,490 115.12A
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.O52 -20.139 173.71583 -54.1 11.0 -81.0 _5.9 1.66953 0.847 -89.0 68.1 39.7 32.1 27.2 0o I- 2
3 -ll.OOO -80.276 171.46891 -5].8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.64755 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 4.34874 2- ]
4 -10.983 -20.026 174.79194 -56.1 11.2 -80.6 _8.5 _._7941 0.841 -88.3 68._ _8°6 32.7 28.6 _,43856 3- 4
5 -E[*EO9 -19.998 1T6.15812 -54.4 E1.3 -81.2 35.8 1.69259 _.83A -89.7 68.2 38.6 33.5 28.4 3.92122 4- 5
7 -11.000 -20.276 171.46891 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.64755 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 3.69567 6- 7
TAB NO 119 ATLAS PHOTO NO 119 POD SEQUENCE NO 905
J_LY 31,196A 13 HR 2N N|h _6 SEC 256 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO ]VPAC7 ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
62.5_3 I_5.54607 -9.715 -22.587 1881.O01 2.530 -65.458 115.115
PHOTE DATA
Pl EAT LCN _ANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN _ZA A* b/A AZP_AZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P_
2 -11.042 -20.150 I_9.26158 -84.1 II.O -81.O 35.9 1.62672 _.8_7 -89.0 68.I 39.7 32.1 27.2 O. 1- 2
3 -I0.991 -20.282 167.07515 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 _5.9 1.60531 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30._ 26.1 A,23674 2- 3
4 -10.974 -20.039 170.30962 -56.1 11_2180_635.5 __!.63634 O.842 --88.2__88_2 38.6 32.7 28.5 7.24723 3-._
5 -I|.098 -20.012 ]71.53993 -54,4 11.3 -81.2 95.8 1.64918 0.834 -89.7 68.2 38.6 33.5 28.4 ].82038 A- 5
6 -11.108 -20.259 168.30&57 -52_1 10.7 -81.3 36.2 1.61708 0.883 -89,7 68.0 40.8 31,5 25.9 7.33455 5- 6
T -10.991 -20.282 I87.07315 -5].8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 _.60531 0.860 -88.4 bT.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 3.60088 6- 7
TAB NO 120 ATLAS PHOTO NO 120 POD SEQUENCE NO 907
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 [lh 478EC936 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C TC [PPACT
60.883
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.032 -20.1_0 IOA_802_1 -_I 10.9 -81.0 3_.9
] -10.983 -20.289 162.67271 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
4 -I0.968 -20.083 L65.88257 -56.1 I1.2 -SO.b 35.5
5 -11.086 -20.026 167.11705 -54.4 i1.3 -81.2 35.8
6 -LL.096 -20.266 163.87102 -52.1 LO.T -81.3 36.2
7 -I0.983 -20.2_9 )62.67271 -53.8 10.6 ¸-80.7 35.9
ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
141.67_62 -9.738 -22.538 1877.134 2.532 -65.428 115.106
A_ B/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.58386 0.847 -89.0 bS.C 39.7 32.1 27.2 O. |- 2
1.56]C] 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 4.12470 2- ]
1.59323 0,842 -88,2 68.1 38.6 32.7 28.5 7.0557A _- 4
1.60572 0.834 -89.7 68.2 38.6 33.5 26.3 3.71945 R- S
1.57448 C.853 -89.7 67.9 40.8 3L.S 25.9 7.LA066 5- 6
1.$63C3 0.860 -88,4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.I 3.50551 6- T
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-_tIJ_EP, J_P L 21-
TAB NO 121 ATLAS PHOTO NO 121 POD SEQUENCE NO 909
JULY 31,1964 1t H#_?J_ MIR _.__6JLS __ __
TRAJECTORY DATA _Q JLMPACT _LT LAT LON ............... jPTH _17_
59.183 137.80898 -9.761 -22.488 1873.264 2.536 -65°3?3 115.097
_4Q IQ UAIA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.022 -20.171 1_0.339_6 -56,1 10,9 -_l,O 35.9 1o56097 0,867 -89J0 6B.D 39.7 32.1 27.2 _L 1_ 2
-|0.974 -20.296 158.26770 -53.8 10.6 -B0.7 35.9 1.52070 0.860 -88.6 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 6.01257 2- 3
4 -10.957 -20.066 161.}3096 -_6,L 1L.Z _80°6 35*5 1°55007 0.842 -88°2 6B.L }B.6 32.7 28,5 b.B6405 3_ 4
5 -11.074 -20.040 162.58955 -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.56222 0.835 -89.7 68.2 38.6 33.4 28.3 3.6183] 4- 5
_ 6 =11,D8_ -20.274 159.4_290 -52.| 10.7 -81.3 _.? 1.53184 0.85] -Rg.7 6719 4n.8 _|.5 _.q 6-q_q _--
7 --10.976 --20.296 158.26770 --53.8 10.6 --80.7 35.9 1.52070 0.860 --88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 3.41042 6-- T
TAB NO 122 ATLAS PHOTO NO 122 POD SEQUENCE NO 911
JULY 31m1964 13 HR 26 NIN 51SEC 296 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _ _I_/KJ_ ALT LAT ____ R _____T_L_--
57.504 133.93695 -9.784 -22.438 1869.392 2.536 -65.360 115.088
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1-22 -11.011 -20.181 155.87076 -56.1 10.9 -81.0 35.9 1.69802 0.868 -89.0 68.0 39.7 32*1 27.2 0.
3 -10.965 -20.303 153.85796 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.47833 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 3.90031 2- 3
5 -11.062 -20*055 1_8.0573_ -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.51867 0.835 -89*7 68.2 38.6 33°6 28.3 3.51737 4- 5
6 -11.072 -20.282 156.g90Db -52.1 10.7 -81.3 36.2 1.48915 0_853 -89.7 67.9 60.8 31.5 25.9 6.75232 5- 6
7 -10.965 -20.303 153,85794 -53o8 10.6 -80*7 35*9 1.47833 0.860 -8H.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 3.31523 6- 7
TAB NO 123 ATLAS PHOTO NO 123 POD SEQUENCE NO 912
JULY }I,[964 13 HR 26 VIA 52 _£_ I_6 PLS ....... -- -
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [_PACT ALT LAI LUN H V PTH AZ
56.6_4 132.00038 -g.796 -Z2.413 1867.456 2.538 -65.344 115.084
PHOTO DAIA
pT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.006 -20.186 153.63519 -5_,1 IO,9 r81.0 }_°9 _,_7654 C.8_B -89.0 68._ _t9_12-.0 27.2___-
3 -10.960 -20.307 151.65165 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.45713 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30*7 26.1 3o84417
4 -10.944 -20.086 [54.58495 -_6.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5 1.6852E 0.842 -88._ bO,1 38.6 32.7 28.5 6.57623 3- 4
5 -11.056 -20.O62 15_.78979 -56._ 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.49689 0.835 -89.7 68.1 38.6 33*4 28.3 3.46666 4- 5
-11.066 -20.285 _52*767_ -5_.i 10.7 -61._ _6.2 1.46780 C.853 -89.7 67.9 40.e 31.5 25.9 6.65516 5-
-10.960 -20.307 151.65165 -53.8 10*6 -80.7 35.9 1,45713 0.86E -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.T 26.1 3.26764 6-
..... TAB NO 124 ATLAS PHOTO NO 124 POD SEQUENCE NO 913
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 24 _lh 52 S£6 976 RS
TRAJECTORY OATA 56C T(] IPPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
55.824 130.06297 -9.807 -22.388 1865.518 2.539 -65.327 115.079
PHOTO DATA .......
PT LAT LOr RANGE A_S/C AZN AZSdN AZA A;'" u/A AZpHAZ -INC0--PHAZ--EMIS A'[P.A--'SCALE pT-_pT
Z -11.001 -20.192 151.39_14 -54,2 [0.9 -8I.O 35.8 I._5504 0.848 -89.0 68.0 19.7 32.0 27,2 O. L- 2
3 -10.955 -?0.311 149,44391 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1,43592 0.860 -86.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.1 3.78797 2- 3
4 -10.940 -20.093 152.33386 -56.1 11.2 -80.6 35,5 |.46363 0.842 -88.2 68,1 38.6 3_.7 _8.5 6*48019 :_
5 -11.050 -20.069 153.52078 -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.47509 C.835 -89.7 68.1 38.6 33.4 28.3 3.41604 5
T -10.955 -20.311 149.44391 -53.8 10.8 -80.7 _5.9 1.63592 0.860 --88.6 67,9 40.8 30.7 26.1 3.21983 6-- 7
TAB NO 125 ATLAS PHOTO NO 125 POD SEQUENCE NO 914
JULY 31,196_ 13 H8 24 VIA 53 SEC 816 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC 70 IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PT_ AZ
5_.984 128.12514 -9.819 -22.363 1863.580 2.540 -65.311 115o075
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LOH RANG_ AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.996 -20.197 149.16010 -54.2 I0.9 -81.0 35.8 1.43353 0.848 -89.0 68.0 39.7 32,0 27.2 O. I- 2
3 -10.951 -20,314 147.23517 -53.8 I0,6 -80.7 _5.9 1._1470 C.860 -88.4 67,9 40.8 30,7 2b.O 3.73175 2- 3
4 -10._36 -20.100 150,08177 -56.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5 [,44199 _.842 -88.2 68.1 38.6 32.7 28.5 6.38414 3- 4
5 -11.0_4 -20.076 151.25077 -54.J-11.3 _81_2 35.B 1.%5327 0.835 UB9.7--68:_3_633_ 28_3 3.36541 6- 5
6 -11.054 -20.293 148.31762 -52.1 10.7 -81.3 36.2 1.42505 0.853 -89.7 67.9 40.8 31.5 25.9 6.46068 5-
7 -10.951 -20.314 147.23517 -53.8 I0.6 -80.7 35.9 1.41470 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3.17214 6-
TAB NO 126 ATLAS PHOTO NO 126 POD SEQUENCE NO 915
JULY 31,1964 13 HR2_MIK 54 5EC_56 MS ..............
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALl LAT LON R V PTM AZ
54.144 126.18643 -9.830 -22.338 1861.642 2,541 -65.295 115.070
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.990 -20.203 146.92055 -54.2 10.9 _HO.9 35.8 _ 1.41201 0.848 -89.0 68.0 39.7 32.027_2 O, ___
3 -10.946 -20.318 145.02489 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.39348 0,860 -88.467.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3.67556 2- 3
6 -10.931 -20.107 147.82815 -56.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5 1.42034 0.842 -88.2 68.1 38.6 32.6 28.5 6.28802 3- 6
5 -11.038 -20.083 148.97923 -54._ 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.43145 0.835 -89.7 68.1 38.6 33.4 28.3 3.31479 6- 5
6 -11.048 -20.297 146.09079 -52.1 10.7 -81.3 36.2 1.40365 0.853 -89.7 67.9 40.8 31.5 25.g 6.36335 _ 6
T -I0.9_6 -20.318 145.02489 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.39346 0.86C -88.4 67.9 60.8 30.7 26.0 3.12445 T
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RA-VI! CAMERA
TAB NO
JULY 31J1964 13 HR 24 MIN 55 SEC 496 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
53.304
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AEN AZSUN AZA
-10.985 -20.208 144o68018 -_4_2 10.9 -80.9 35.8
-10.942 -20.321 142.81383 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
Pl ...... 2Z
127 ATLAS PHOTO NO 127 POD SEQUENCE NO 916 -
ALT LAT LON R _ PZH __
124.24750 -9.842 -22.312 1859.703 2.542 -65.278 115.066
Ao B/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1,39047 0.848 -89.0 68.0 39.7 32,Q 27_Z___QL _-_
1.32222 0.86C -88*4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3.61932 2- 3
4 -10.927 -20.114 145.57_75 -_.1 _1.2 =80.6 _.5
5 -11.032 -20.091 146.70891 -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8
6 -11.041 -20.301 143.8_318 -5_.1 10.7 -81.3 _A,?
7 -10.942 -20,321 I42.81383 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
TAB NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 MIN 56 _EC 336 MS
|RAJECTORY DATA SEC TN IMPACT
52.464
PHOTO DATA
P[ LAT LCN RANGE AZS)C AZN AZSUN AZA
z -10.980 -20.213 z42.43834 -_.2 zo.9 -80.9 35.8
3
-10.937 -20.325 140.60129 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
4 -10,923 -20.121_._17_4 -_A.l I1._ -QO.A 35.5
5 -II.026 -20.098 144.43307 -5_.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8
6 11.035 -20.305 141.63406 =52°2 10.7 -8L3 36.2
7 -10.937 -20.325 140.60129 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
1_39868 _.842 -88.2 68.1 3_.b__32_6 28.5 _L.J_gJ_5_-_
1.60962 0.835 -89.7 68.1 38.6 33.4 28.3 3.26407 4- 5
1._2_5_n.853 -89.7 A7-q 40.8 _t.4 _.q _._A_N1 _-- 6
1.37222 0.860 --88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3°07675 6-- 7
128 ATLAS PHOTO NO 128 POD SEQUENCE NO 917
AIT IAT I_N R V PT_ &7
122.30771 -s.854--22.287 1857.763 2.543 -65.262 115.061
At 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAz EMIS ALPHA SCALE--PT_PT
1.36893 0.848 -89.0 68.0 39.7 32.0 27.2 O .... -_
1.35096 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3.56303 2- 3
1.38777 0.835 -89.7 68.1 38.6 33.4 28.3 3.21335 4- 5
1.36083 0.853 -89.7 67.9 40.8 31.4 25.9 6.L6_2__-_
1.35096 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3.02885 6- 7
TAB NO 129 ATLAS PHOTO NO
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON
51.624 120.36766 -9.865 -22.262
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
3 -10.953 -20,32q 138.38794 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.32969 0.860 -88.4 67.9
4 -10.918 -20.127 141.06113 -56,1 11,2 -80.6 3_°5 i._5532 0.842 _88.2 68.1
5 -11.020 -20.105 162.15845 -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.36591 0.835 -89.7 68.1
-11.029 -2_.309 139,40417 -52o2 10.7 -81.3 36.2 1.33940 0.853 -89.7 67.9
-I0.933 -20.329 138.38794 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.32969 0.860 -88.4 67.9
TAB NO 130 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 24 MIk 58 SEC _ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C
129 POD SEQUENCE NO 918
K V PTH AI
1855.823 2.54_ -65.245 115.o56
PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.7 32.n _7._ n. 1-
40.8 30.7 26.0 3.50674 2- 3
38.6 32.6 28.5 5.999_*Z _3__
38.6 33.6 28.3 3.16263 4- 5
40.8 31.4 25.8 6.07118 _- 6
40.8 30.7 26.0 2.98115 6- 7
130 POD SEQUENCE NO 919
_EC _0 [MPACL A_T LAT L_ R V _ P_H L
50.784 I18.4Z_8_ -9.87T -22.236 1853.882 2,_45 -65.228 115.082
AZN AZSUN AZA PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.7 _2.0 2Zo2 Q_-_2 -10.969 -20.220 137.95159 -54,2 i0.9 -80.9 _5.8
3 -10.928 -20.332 136.17318 -53.8 10.6 -80o7 35.9
4 -10°914 -20o134 138,80298_6._ _1_ -80.6 _5.5
5 -11.014 -20°112 139.88241 -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8
6 -11.023 -20,31313_j17286 -52.2 lO. 7 -81.3 36.2
7 -10,928 -20.332 136,17318 -53.8 10o6 -80o7 35°9
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 24 MIN 58 SEC 855 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
49.944
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.964 -20.230 135.70650 -54.2 10.9 -80.9 35.8
3 -10.923 -20.336 133.95743 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
4 -I0.910 :20.141 136.54388 -56.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5
5 -11.008 -20.120 137.60537 -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8
6 -11.017 -20.317 134.94055 -52.2 10.7 -81.3 36.2
7 -10.923 -20.336 133.95743 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
ALT LAT [ON
116.48558 -9.889 -22.211
Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD
1.30423 0.848 -89.0 68.0
1.28712 0.860 -88.4 67.9
1.31192 0.843 -88.2 68.1
1.32218 0.835 -89.7 68.1
1.29652 C.854 -89.7 67.9
1.28712 0.86D -88°4 67.9
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD
1.32581 0.868 -89.0 68.0
1.30841 0.86C -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3.45041 2- 3
1.33363 0.843 -88.2 88.1 38.6 32_6 28°5 _goJJJL_-_
1.344C4 0.835 -89.7 68.1 38.6 33.4 28.3 3.11191 4- 5
I=_*_7_97 0.853 -8_J1 67.9 40.8 31.4 25.8 _.q7_7_ _- fl
1.30841 0.860 -88.4 67.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 2.93335 6- 7
131 ATLAS PHOTO NO 131 POD SEQUENCE NO 920
R V PTH AZ
1851.941 2.546 -65.212 115.047
PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT_PT -
39.7 32.0 27.1 O. 1- 2
40.8 30.7 26._ 3.39_0_ 2- 3
38.8 32.6 28.4 5.80_8_ _- 438.8 334 282 3.06108 4- 5
408 314 258 5.87619 _- 6
40.8 30.7 26.0 2.88545 6_ 7
TAB NO
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 24 MIN 59 SEC 695 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
49.104
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.959 -20.235 133._8032 -54.2 10.9 -80.9 35.8
3 -10o919 -20.340 131.74053 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
4 -10.905 -20.148 134.2836_ -56.1 11.2 -80.6 35.5
5 -11.002 -20.127 135.32724 -54.4 11.3 -81.2 35.8
6 -11.011 -20.321 132.70710 -52.2 10.7 -81.3 36.2
7 -I0.919 -20.340 131.74053 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9
132 ATLAS PHOTO NO 132 POD SEQUENCE NO 921
ALT LAT LON
114.5434_ -9.901 -22.185
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
1.28264 0.848 -89.0 68.0
1.26582 0.86C -88.4 67.9
1.29020 0.843 -88.2 68.0
1.30028 0.836 -89.7 68.1
1.275C6 0.854 -89.7 67.9
1.26582 0.860 -88.4 67.9
R V PTH AZ
1849.999 2.547 -65.195 115.042
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.7 32.0 27.1 O. _:40.8 30.7 26.0 3.33771
38.6 32.6 28._ 5.71047 3- 4
38.6 33.3 28.2 3.01036 6_
40.E 31.4 25.8 5.77864 5- 6
40.8 30.7 26.0 2.83765 6 _ ?
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RA-V[[ CAMERA P1 2_
TAB NO 133 ATLAS PHOTO NO 133 POD SEQUENCE NO 922
JULY 31t1964 13 H_ Z5 MIN 0 SEC 535 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LDN k V PTH AZ
48.264 112.8813E -g.gl2 -22.180 1848.057 2.548 -85.178 115.038
PHOTO DATA ................
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -IO.g53 -20.241 131.21362 -54.2 10.9 -80.9 35.B 1.26105 0,848 -89,0 68,0 3g.7 32.0 27.1 O. I- 2
3 -TO.g14 -20.343 129.52312 -53.8 10.6 -b0.7 35.9 1.24451 0.880 -88.4 87.9 40.8 30.7 26.0 3.28137 2- 3
4 -[0.901 -20.155 132.0229L -56.I 11.2 -50,8 35.5 1.26848 0.883 -85.2 bS.C 38.8 32.6 28.4 5.81411 3- 4
5 -10.996 -20.134 133.0485g -54.4 11,3 -81.2 35.8 1.27838 0,838 -89.7 68,1 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.gSg54 A- 5
6 -li,O05 -20,325 130.47_1_ .:52,2 IO,T -_Io3 38,1 _253_0 0,85q -89,7 67,9 40,_ 31,_ 25_8__ 51,_81]_I-_
7 -18.914 -20.343 12g*52312 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.g 1.2A451 C.88C -88.4 67.g 40.8 30.7 28.0 2.78975 6- 7
TAB NO 134 ATLAS PHOTO NO 134 POD SEQUENCE Nfl q_3
JULY 31)1964 13 HR Z_ MI_ _ S_ _75 _
TRAJEC TDRY DATA _LC I_ [_PACI ALl LAI LCN _ _ __ p_Jd__ A]_
47.424 110.85797 -g.g24 -22.134 1846.113 2.549 -85.162 115.033
PHOTO UAIA
PI LAT LON RANGL AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ai BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.948 -20.246 128.g6489 -54.2 10.9 -80.9 35,8 i.23944 0,848 -89,0 88.C 39.7 32,0 27.1 O. I-
-10.910 -20.347 127.30369 -53.8 10.6 mOO'7 35,g 1.2231g 0,860 -88,4 67.g 40,8 30.7 26.0 3.22496 2-
3
4 -10.896 -20. L_2 129.7CUL_ ,_0._ ll.Z -_O.C 25.5 L.2_l_ C.843 _BB.2_AB.Q 38.6 32.6 28_6 _5_1766-_
5 -lO.gqo -20.142 130.76791 -54,4 LI.3 -_1.2 35.8 1.25847 C.83_ -89.7 68.1 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.90862 4- 5
6 -Io.ggB -20.329 128.23718 -52o2 I0.7 -81.3 36.1 1.23211 C.854 -89.7 67,9 40,6 31,4 25._ 5.58348 5- 6
7 -I0.910 -20.347 1_T.30_69 -53,8 10.6 -80.7 35.g 1.22319 O.BAC -88.4 67,g 40.8 30.7 26.0 2./4186 6- 7
TAB NO 135 ATLAS PHOTO NO 135 POD SEQUENCE NO 924
JULY 3i)1964 13 HK _ M]_ _ _C 2_ MS
TRAJFCTDRY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
46.58A 108.71446 -q.938 -22.108 1844.170 2.551 -65.145 115.028
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT I_N RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-I0._43 -20.252 128,715_6 _54,Z 10.9 -_0.9 35.8 L,217_2 0.84_ -89,0 _8,0 39._3_.Q _L _ _-L-_
-10.905 -20.351 125.0_357 -53.8 TO.6 -80.7 _5.9 1.2Olb6 0.881 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 28.0 3.16852 2- 3
4 -_0.8D2 -20.169 127,Agb6_ -58. i 11.2 -80,6 35.5 1,224gg 0.843 -88.2 88.0 38,6 32°6 28,4 5,4212i 3- 4
5 -_0.984 -20.14g 128.48854 -54.4 11.3 -81._ 35.8 1.23455 0.838 -89.7 88,1 38.6 33,3 28.2 2.85780 4- 5
-10,992 -2D.333 126,00050 -52.2 lO.7 -81,3 38,[ 1,21062 0,854 -bg,7 87.9 40,8 3i,4 25,8 5,48582 5-
-10.905 -20.351 I25.08357 -53,8 10.8 -80.7 _5.g 1o201_ 0o861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.89395 6-
TAB NO 136 ATLAS PHOTO NO 136 POD SEQUENCE NO 925
JULY 31t1964 13 ttR 25 MIN 3 5EC 55 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
45.744 IC8.TTC18 -9.948 -22.082 1842.225 2.552 -65.128 IIS.O2A
PHOTO DATA .....
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ LMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -1D.937 -20.257 I24.46458 -54,2 [0.9 -80.9 35.8 I._gAI9 0.848 -8g.o 67.g 3got 32,0 2T._ O, 1- 2
3 -10.900 -20.355 122.86201 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.18051 0.881 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 3.i1208 2- 3
A -10.888 -20.176 125.23172 -56.1 II.2 -80.o 35.5 1.20323 0.843 -88.2 68.0 38.6 32,6 28.4 5°3247l _ 4
5 -i0.978 -20.158 126.20371 -54.5 ll.3 -81.2 35.8 1.212_I 0.83E -89.7 88.0 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.80T08 5
6 m10.986 --2D.337 iZ3,TOZ_O --b2'Z L0"7 --_1"3 3_'i l'L_gl2 0"855 --89"7 _7.9 4_'8 31"_ 25_B 5,3881_ 5-- 6
7 -I0.900 -20.355 122._620[ -53.8 10.8 mSO.'l 35.9 1.18051 0.861 m8_.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.64605 8-- 7
TAB NO 137 ATLAS PHOTO NO 137 POD SEQUENCE NO 926
JULY 31t1984 13 HM Z5 MIN 3 SEC 895 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTM AZ
44.904 IC4.82_6I -9.g60 -22.057 1840.28l 2.553 -65.Lli 115.019
PHOTO I)ATA
PT LAT LIJN RANGE AZS/C AZN AISUN AZA A* 82A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -i0,g32 -2D.263 122,212_T -54,2 10.9 -80.9 35,8 1,17455 0.848 -89,0 6?.g 3g.7 32,0 27,1 O, I- 2
3 -IO,8g(, -20.358 120.83962 -53,H I0.6 -80.7 35.9 1.15gI8 D,86[ -8_,4 67.8 40._ 30.6 26.0 3.05561 2- 3
4 -10.883 -20.183 122.96599 -56,1 11.2 -80.6 35.5 1.18146 0.843 -88.2 88.0 38.6 32.6 28.4 5.22815 3- 4
5 -10.972 -2D.164 123.92_0--7-L--54.5 II.3 -8IT2 35,8 1.190_7 0.83E -89.7 68.0 38,6 33.3 28.2 _.75608 6- 5
8 -10,980 -20.3A1 121,52346 -52,2 10.7 -81,3 36.I 1.187El 0.854 -8g.7 67,9 40.8 31,4 25,8 5,2904l 5- 6
7 -10,896 -20.358 120.&3962 -53,8 10.8 -80,7 35.9 1.15916 0.881 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.59805 8- T
TAB NO 138 ATLAS PHOTO NO 138 POD SEQUENCE NO 927
JULY 31,ig64 13 HR 25 MIN 4 SEC_735 M_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
44.064 1C2o88014 -g.g72 -22.031 1838.335 2.554 -65.OgA 115.0|A
PHOTO OAIA
PT tar LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A A2PHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.927 -20,268 II9,95955 -54_2 _ 10.9 -80.9 35_8 _ 1.15289 0,848 -89.0 67.g 39.7 32.0 27._ O, I- 2
3 -10.8gl -20.382 II_,41503 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.q 1.13779 0.881 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.99918 2- 3
4 -L0.879 -20.190 120.69863 -58.1 II.l -80.6 35.5 1.15g_8 0.843 -88.2 68.0 38.6 32.6 28.4 5.13154 3- k
5 -10.968 -20.171 121.83481 -54.5 11.3 -81.2 35.8 l.i6871 0.83E -8g.T o8.C 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.70513 A- 5
6 m10"974 --20.345 119.28292 --52.2 lO.T -81.3 36.1 1._4E08 0.854 -89.7 67,9 40.8 31.4 25.8 5.19259 5- 6
T -10,891 -20.382 118,41583 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.137Tg 0.861 m88.4 67.8 40.8 30,6 26.0 2,55004 6 m T
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RA-VI[ CAMERA P1 24
JULY 31,196A 13 HR 25 MIN 5 SEC 575 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
TAB NO 139 ATLAS PHOTO NO 139 POD SEQUENCE NO 928
5EL TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R ¥ PTH AZ
63.224 100.93437 -9.g84 -22.005 1836.390 2.555 -65.078 115.009
_T LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.921 -20.276 117.70535 -56_Z 10,9 =8019 35,8 1.13123 0,869 -89,0 67,9 39.7 31.9 27.1 0. 1-
3 -10.888 -20.386 116.[9076 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.11643 0.861 -88.4 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.96259 2- 3
6 -10.874 -20.197 118.6103_ -56_I ll,l _B0_6 J5.5 1,13T88 0,863 -88,2 68,8 38.6 32=5 28.6 _=03_1_ 6
5 -10.960 -20.178 119.34866 -56.5 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.14875 8.838 -89.7 68.0 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.85621 6- 5
6 -|0,96T -20=350 117=04150 -52.? 10.7 -8I._ 36.1 ].1P4_4 n.8_6 -8g.7 &7=g 40.8 3].4 25.R _-nq47R _- A
T -10.886 -20.366 116.19076 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.11661 0.861 -88.6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.50214 6- 7
TAB NO 140 ATLAS PHOTO NO 140 POD SEQUENCE NO 929
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 MIN _ 5EC _15 _
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LA_T L_N R V PTH AZ
62.384 gB.RBT6g -g.gg6 -21.979 1836.663 2°556 -65o061 115o005
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE - AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BiA AZPHAZ INOD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA" SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.916 -20.279 115.6495_ -56,Z I0.9 -00.9 35.8 1.10955 0,869 -89.0 67.9 3g,7 31,9 ZZ, I D= _
3 -[0°882 -20.370 113.96630 -53.8 [0.6 -80.7 35og 1,09502 0.861 -8_.6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2°88606 2- 3
6 -10,070 -20,2_._116.16051 -56.1 11.1 -80.5 35.5 1.11608 0.843 -88.2 68.0 88._ 32.5 28°6 6=g_R_O _-
5 -10.956 -20.186 117.06092 -56.5 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.12677 0.836 -89.7 68.C 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.6031g 6- 5
6 -10.961 -20.356 116.79867 -52.2 _0,7 -81,3 _8, I 1.10299 0.856 -8%7 67.9 60,8 31._ 25,8 _,99691 5- 6
7 -10.882 -20,370 113.96430 -53.8 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.09502 0.861 -88°6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.65403 6- 7
TAB NO 141 ATLAS PHOTO NO 141 POD SEQUENCE NO 930
JULY 3111966 13 HR 25 MI_ _['15
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH _Z
61.545 97.06076 -18.008 -21.953 1832o696 2.557 -65.046 115.000
PHOTO DATA
Pt LAT LON RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.911 -20.285 113,1929_0_9:8_)_9 __5_B ...... 1_D818_ O_O_9 =BcZ._ _7._ _.7 3l.q _7.1 n. 1-
3 -10.877 -20.376 111.73697 -53°9 10*6 -80.7 35°9 1,07382 0.861 -88.6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.82950 2- 3
6 -10.865 -20.211 113o88986 -5_._ 11°1 80.5 35.5 1.09426 0.863 -88.2 88.0 38.6 32°5 28.6 6°8%1_9 3- 6
5 -10.968 -20.193 116.77236 -54.5 11.3 -81.2 35.8 1.10278 0.836 -89.7 68.0 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.55216 6- 5
6 -10.955 -20.358 112,55686 -52,2 10,7 -81.3 36.1 1°08163 0,85_ -89.1 67,8 60,8 31°4 25.8 6.89900 5- 6
7 -10.877 -20.376 111.73697 -53.9 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.075_2 0.861 -8_.4 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.40603 6- 7
TAB NO 142 ATLAS PHOTO NO 142 POD SEQUENCE NO 931
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 HIN 8 5EC 95 M _
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LDN R V PTH AZ
60°705 95.0929! -_O.C?O -21o927 1830o568 2.558 -65*027 116o995
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.905 -20.291 110.93467 -54°_ 10.g -80.g 35.8 1.06616 0.869 -89.0 67.9 39.7 31.9 27.1 O. 1- 2
3 -10.872 -20.378 109.50809 -53,9 I0,6 -80.7 35+9 1.05220 0.861 -88=6 67.8 40.8 30.6 26,0 2°77290 2- 3
4 -10.861 -20.218 111°61753 -56.1 1|.1 -80.5 35.5 1.0726_ 0.863 -88.Z 68.0 38°6 32,5 28,4 6.76669 3- 6
5 -10o942 -20.2DI I12.68216 -56.5 11.2 -81.2 35.8 1.08077 0.838 -89.7 88.0 38.6 33*3 28.2 2.50114 6- 5
7 --10.872 -20,378 109,50809 -53,g 10,6 -80o7 35.g 1.05220 C,861 -88°6 67.8 60,8 30.6 26,0 2.35802 6- 7
TAB NO 143 ATLAS PHOTO NO 143 POD SEQUENCE NO 932
JULY 31,1966 13 H8 25 MIN 8 SEE g35 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
39.885 _3.16478 -10.032 -21.901 1828.600 2.559 -65,010 116.990
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.900 -20.2g6 108.67550 -56.2 lO.g -80.9 35.8 1.06445 C.8_g -89.0 67og 39.7 31.9 27.1 O° I- 2
3 -10.867 -20.381 107.27827 -53°9 10.8 -80.7 35,9 1,03078 0.861 -88°6 67.8 60.8 30,6 26.0 2.71622 2- 3
6 -10.856 -20.226 109.36633 -56.1 II.I -80.5 35.5_.0505g 0.863 -88.2 88.0 38.6 32.5 28.6 6.64788 5- 4
5 -10o935 -20.208 110.19104 -56°5 II.2 -8[.2 35°8 1.05876 0.838 -8g°7 68.0 38.6 33.3 28.2 2.65011 6- 5
6 -10.962 -20.368 108.06283 -52.2 10.7 -81.3 36.1 1.03828 0.854 -89.7 67.8 60.8 31,6 25.8 6*70303 5- 6
I -10.887 -20o381 107,27827 -53.9 I0.6 -8O.T 35.9 1.03078 0,861 -88.6 67.8 60.8 30,6 26°0 2,30982 8- T
TAB NO 144 ATLAS PHOTO NO 144 POD SEQUENCE NO 933
JULY 31_1966 13 H8 25 MI_ 9 SEC 775 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA bEC TO IMPACT ALl LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
39.025 gl°lg58g -10.C66 -21.876 1826.651 2,561 -66,993 116,985
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN R_NGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 --10o894 -20.302 106.61697 -5_.2 10.9-80.9 J5.8 1.02212 O.RCg _T89.0 __0!.9 39t7 3I.g 27.1 O. _-
3 -10.863 -20.385 105.04709 -53.9 10.6 -80.7 35.9 1.00934 0.881 -88.6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.65959 2- 3
6 -10,852 -20.233 107.06972 -56.1 II.I -80.5 35.5 1.02873 0.863 -88.2 68.0 38.6 32.5 28.6 6.55101 3- 6
5 -lO.g2g -20.218 107.89855 -54.5 II.2 -81.2 35.8 I.03873 0.837 -8g°7 68.0 38.6 33.2 28.2 2.39909 6- 8
6 -10,936 -20,370 105o81510 -52.2 10.6 -81.3 36.1 1.01668 0.856 -8g°7 87,8 40°8 31.6 25,8 6,60496 5- 6
7 -10.863 -20.385 105.06709 -53.9 10,6 -b0°7 35.g 1,00934 0.881 -88.4 87o8 60.8 30,6 26*0 2°26171 6- T
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J_ -A_Y_J_ CJ_qER A PL_ .-- --
TAB NO 145 ATLAS PHOTO NO 145 POD SEQUENCE NO 934-
TRAJECTORY DATA _(_lP_LC..'r_ ALT L_T LON _ ¥ PTJi _ _,_
38.185 89.26666 -10.056 -21.868 1824.702 2.562 -66.976 116.980
PHDTO DAIA_
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,889 -20,308 10_,15J62 _56J2 10.9 -aO,9 3_.8 1,00099 0*869 -89.0 67.9 39=7 _[.9 27._ OL 1- 2
3 -10.858 -20.389 102.81690 -53°9 10.6 -80.7 35.8 0.98789 0.881 -88.6 67*8 60.8 30.6 26*0 2.60295 2- 3
6 -10.86T -20.260 10_.7_612 -56.L 11.1 -80.5 3_.5 1.00687 0.8¢¢ -88.2 68.0 38.6 32*5 28.6 6165410 3_ 6
5 -10.923 -20.223 105.60507 -56.5 11.2 -81.2 35.8 1.016E9 0.837 -89°7 68.0 38.6 33.2 28.2 2.36807 4- 5
7 -10.858 -20.389 102.81690 -53.9 10.6 -80.7 35.8 0.98789 C.861 -88.6 67,8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2*21360 6- 7
TAB NO 146 ATLAS PHOTO NO 146 POD SEQUENCE NO 935
JULY 3l=1966 13 HR 25 _Ih 11'SEG 6P5 HS
__ TRAJECTORY DATA _Ec TO I_PACT ALT LA1 tON _ v PTH At
37.3_5 87.29E54 -IO.068 -21.822 1822.752 2.563 -66.958 116.976
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.886 -20.313 101.09037 -56.2 10.9 -80.9 35.8 0.97926 0.8¢8 -8Q.O 67.9 39.7 31.9 27.1 0. 1- 2
3 -10.853 -20.393 100.5_121 -53.9 10,6 -80.7 35*8 0.96663 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30*6 26.0 2._6623 2- 3
5 -10.9|7 -20.231 103.31005 -86*5 11.2 -81.2 35.8 0.99266 0.837 -89.7 68.0 38.6 33.2 28.1 2.2968¢ 6- 5
6 -10°923 -20.379 101.31612 -52.2 10.6 -BE.3 36.1 0.97365 0,856 -89.7 67,8 60.8 31.3 25.8 6.60873 5- 6
7 -IO.853 -20.393 100,58121 -53.9 10.6 -80.7 35.8 0.96663 0.861 -88.6 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2,16539 6- 7
TAB NO 147 ATLAS PHOTO NO 147 POD SEQUENCE NO 936
_ JULY 31,196_ _lk )2 _EC 29_$_ _
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
36.505
PHOTO 0ATA
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.878 -20.31__ 9g._2_2_ -_Z__ _.R
3 -IO.868 -20.397 98.3¢6¢7 -53.9 10.6 -80.7 35.8
4 -10.838 -20.25¢ L00.23883 -58.1 11.1 -60.5 35.5
5 -10.911 -20.238 101.01_01 -5¢.5 11.2 -81.2 35.8
6 -10.917 -20.383 99.0668_ -_2.2 10.6 -81.3 36.1
7 -10.868 -20.397 g8.3_667 -53.9 10.8 -80.7 35.8
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 28 MIN 13 SEC 135 RS
TRAJECTORY 0ATA
__pHOTO DAIA ....
ALT tAT LCN N V PTH AZ
85.34602 -10.080 -21.795 1820.801 2.566 -66.961 116.971
A_ 8/A AZPHA2 [NOD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C.g57_8 G.869 -sg._ 67.q _9.7 _l.q _7.1 n. 1-
0.946q6 0.861 -88.6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26*0 2.48q50 2- 3
0.96310 0.864 -88.2 67.9 38.6 32.5 28.3 6.26016 3- 6
0.97058 0.837 -89.7 68.0 38.6 33.2 28.1 2.26572 6- 5
0.95182 0.85_ -89.7 67.8 60.8 31.3 25.8 6.31055 5- 6
C.g4696 0.86| -88.6 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.11718 6- 7
TAB NO 148 ATLAS PHOTO NO 148 POD SEQUENCE NO 937
SEC TU [HPACT ALT LAT LQN R V PTH AZ
35.6_5 83.39676 -1D*092 -21.769 1818.850 2,565 -66.926 116.966
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,873 -20.325 97.36071 -56.2 10.9 -80°9 35.8 C.93570 0.869 -89.0 67°9 39.7 3L.9 27.1 0. 1- 2
3 -IO.866 -20._01 gE.1102g -53.9 10.6 -80.7 35.8 0.923_7 0.861 -88.6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.63278 2- 3
6 -10.836 -20.261 97,95gZI -56,1 1_,| -OO._ 35._ 0,96120 0.866 -88.2 67,9 36.6 32.5 28.3 6.[630q 3- 6
5 --10.906 -_O.266 98,71_52 --56.5 11.2 --81.2 35.8 O*g¢851 0*837 --89.7 68,0 38.6 33.2 28.1 2._9460 6--
6 --_0,9_1 -20=J88 96.81212 _-_ 10.6 -81.3 36.1 O.g_018 0.854 -Rg.? 67.R 40.R _l._ _.R 4._1_ _- &
7 -10.864 -20.601 gE. llO2g -53.9 10.6 -80.7 35.8 0.92367 0.861 -88.6 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.06907 6- 7
TAB NO 149 ATLAS PHOTO NO 149 POD SEQUENCE NO 938
JULY 3LeL966 13 HR 25 _Zk 13 SEC _76 NS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO [NPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
36.825 81.64325 -10.106 -21.762 1816.899 2,56_ -66.907 1_6.961
PHOTO OATA
PT tAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHA2 ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -IO.867 -20.331 95.09628 -56.2 10.9 -80.9 35.8 0.91392 0*869 -89.0 67*9 39.7 31.9 27°1 O. |- 2
3 -10.839 -20.605 93,87_22 -53.g 10,5 -80.7 35.8 C.90197 0.861 -88*4 67.8 60.8 30.6 26*O 2o37600 2- 3
4 -10.829 -20.26g 95.67872 -56.1 1L.1 -80.5 35.5 0*9|929 0.866 -88.2 67.9 38*6 32.5 _*5 4t06600 3- 4
--5 _|O.898 -20.256 96._1811 -5¢.5 11.2 -81.2 35.8 0.926¢2 0.837 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.2 28.1 2.16336 6- 5
6 -10.g06 -20.392 96.55851 -52.3 10.6 -81.3 36.1 0.90853 0.856 -89.7 67.8 60.8 31.3 25.8 6.11606 5- 6
7 -10.859 -20.605 93.87322 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.90197 D.861 -88.6 67.8 60.8 30.6 26.0 2.02076 6- 7
TAB NO 150 ATLAS PHOTO NO 150 POD SEQUENCE NO 939
J_LY 31_1964 13 HR _5 MIh [6 SE_ 816 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
33.985 79.69086 -10.116 -21.716 1816,966 2.567 -66.890 116.956
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA As 8/A AZPHAZ INOD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
.... 2 -10,862-20.336 92.82596 -56.2 10.9 -80.9 35.8 0.89212 0.869 -89.0 67.9 39.7 )_.9 27.1 O- 1- 2
3 -10.836 -20.409 91.63632 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.880¢6 0.861 -88.¢ 67.8 60.8 30.6 26,O 2,31918 2- 3
4 -10.82_ -20.276 93.39630 -56.1 11.1 -80.5 35.5 0.89736 0.84¢ -68.2 67.9 38.6 32.5 28.3 3.96882 3- 6
5 -10.892 -20.261 96.11785 -56.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 0.90652 0.837 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.2 28.1 2.09223 6- 5
6 -10.898 -20.396 92.30306 -52,3 L0.6 -81.3 36.1 0.88685 0.855 -89.7 67.8 60.8 31.3 25.8 6.01571 5- 6
7 -10.836 -20.409 91,_3632 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.880¢6 0.861 -88.6 67.8 60,8 30.6 26.O 1.97256 6- 7
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R/L-VII CAMERA P1 ...... _._
TAB NO 151 ATLAS PHOTO NO 151 POD SEQUENCE NO 940"
JULY 31,1966 13 H8 25 PJJ_;_LS_E_b_4_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC_IQ I_PAC_ ALT LA] _ R _ _ PTH A7
33.145 77.53793 -10.128 -21.689 1812.993 2.568 -64.872 114.951
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA PT-PTAt B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE
Z -10.856 -20.342 90.55651 -_2 IQ*? -B0.9 _.B 0.87031 0.849 -69.0 67.9 _9.7JL.9 _T.O 0.___-_
3 -10.829 -20.413 89.39427 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.85894 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.26235 2- 3
4 -10.820 -20.283 91.1127_ =56.1 11.1 -80_.5_ 0*87542 O.BAA ,88.2 67.9 35L6 32._ _5.3 _811_
5 -10.886 -20.269 91.81641 -54.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 0.88221 0.837 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.2 28.1 2.04091 4- 5
7 -10.829 -20.413 89.39427 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.85894 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 1.92423 6- 7
TAB NO 152 ATLAS PHOTO NO 152 POD SEQUENCE N ° 941
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 I_/_LL_LE_t_9_
IRAJECTQRY DATA .... _z TN IMPACT AIT IAT [_N R v PTH A7
32,305 75.58443 -10,141 -21,662 1811.040 2,570 -64,855 114,946
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.851 -20.348 88._.8581_I¢_Z_(_9 _B___ _tB_L9 O_B_9 _89_0 6_.E3_7_I_7_ _m-_
3 -10.824 -20.417 87.15299 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.83740 0.86_ -88.4 67.8 60.8 _0.6 26.0 2.20548 2- 3
5 -10.880 -20.277 89.51376 -54.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 0.86008 0.837 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.2 28.1 1.98968 4- 5
7 -10.824 -20.417 87.15299 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.83740 0.861 -88.4 67.0 40.8 30.6 26.0 1.87591 6- 7
XAR Nn lS3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 153 POD SEQUENCE NO 942
JULY 31_964 _3_ ;_ XlN I • _c _ M_
TRAJECTORY DATA ..... _Q_J)/_.] ALl I.AT LD_ _ IL V __. ___]_. _______
31._E5 73.63C3_ -10.153 -21.636 1809.086 2.571 -66.838 114.941
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AzsuN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 ]NCOPHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
_.2 -10,845 -20,3}4 86.0139_ -54.2 lO.g -80.9 35._ 0.826_5 0,849 -89.0 67.8 39.7 _l.q 27.0 O. I- 2
3 -10.820 -20.421 84.01052 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.81586 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.14860 2- 3
4 -10.811 -20.298 86.54ZQO _fi_.l 11.1 ,50.5 _fi._ 0.83150 0.844 -_8.2 _7.g 36.6 3Z_ 25.1 3_7304 3- 4
5 -10.873 -20.284 87.20989 -54.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 0.83795 0.837 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.2 28.1 1.93835 4- 5
6 -10.879 -20.409 55.57_96_ _52_3 LQ,6 _81._ J6.D 9_82177 0.855 -89,7 67.8 40.6 31,3 25.8 3._20_L--5_L
7 --10.820 -20.421 84.91052 -53,9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.81586 0.861 --88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 1.82750 6-- T
TAB NO 154 ATLAS PHOTO NO 154 POD SEQUENCE NO 94_
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 MIN LB ,_,74 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA ALT LAT . LO_ . _ J pT_ AZ
30.625 71.67569 -10.165 -21.60_ i807.131 2.572 -_A.820 114.93'6
PHOTO DAT_
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ |NOD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.840 -20.360 83,74083 -54._ 10.9 -80.9 35.8 0.80481 0.849 -89.0 _7.B _9._. 31,_ Z__ O. 1- 2
3 -10.815 -20.425 82.66680 -53._ 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.79430 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 2.09171 2- 3
4 -10,806 -20.305 8_.2_479 =_U,_ _80,5 _5_5 _._9_ 0._6_ -55,2 67.9 _ _Z_ZL 2._L____7969 3- 6
5 -10.867 -20.292 84.90481 -54.5 _1.2 -81.2 35.7 0.81580 0.837 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.2 28.1 1.88702 4- 5
6 -10,872 _20,41_ 83.26935 -52.3 10.6 -81.3 36.0 O.ROOC& fi.R55 -89.7 67.8 40.8 3].3 25.R _._lRq _- &
7 -10.815 -20.425 82.66680 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.79430 0.861 -88o4 67.8 40.8 30.6 26.0 1.77918 6- 7
TAB NO 155 ATLAS PHOTO NO 155 POD SEQUENCE NO 944
JULY 31_1964 13 HR Z5 PI_ _9 SE_ 14 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT EAT LON R V PTH AZ
29.785 E9.72058 -10.178 -21.582 1805.176 2.573 -6_.803 114.931
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE--- AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A; B/A AZPHAZ'--[NCD PHAZ EMI8 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.83_ -20.866 81.46663 -84.2 10.9 -80.9 35.8 _ 0.78295 0.85C -89.0 67.8 39.7 31.8 27.0 O. 1- 2
3 -10.810 -20.430 80._220_ -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.77233 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.6 25.9 2.03474 2- 3
4 -10.801 -20.313 81,g6652 -56.1 11.1 -80.5 35.5 0.7875_ 0.844 -88.2 67.9 38.6 32.4 28.3 3.482313-_
5 -10.861 -20.300 82.59866 -54.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 0.79384 0.837 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.1 28.1 1.83579 4- 5
6 -10.866 -20.418 81.00803 -52.3 10.6 -81.3 36.0 0.77833 0.855 -8g.7 67.8 40.8 31.3 25.8 3.52333 5- 6
7 -10.810 -20.430 80.42204 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.77273 0.861 -88,4 67.8 40.8 30.6 25.9 1.73077 6- 7
TAB NO 156 ATLAS PHOTO NO 156 POD SEQUENCE NO 945
JULy 311!9_4_13 HR 25 MIN 19 SEC 85_ N_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
28.945 E7.78457 -10.190 -21.555 1803.220 2._74 -64.785 116.926
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE- _ZSIC AZN AZSUh---'AZA A* 8)A AZPHAZ IHCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
_2 -10.829_20.372,.1,084 -54.210., -80., 35.8 0.,61, 0.850-,.0 67.83,.731.827.0 0. ,-
3
-10.805 -20.634 78.17567 -53.9 10.5 -80°7 35.8 0.75115 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.5 25.9 1.97783 2- 3
-10.797 -20.320 79.67665 -56.1 11.1 -80.5 35.5 0.76554 0.844 -88.2 67.9 38.6 32.4 28.3 3.38489 3- 4
5 -10.854 -20.308 80.29090 _54.5 11.2 -81_2 -35.7 0.77147 0.838 -89.7 67.g 38'6 33.1 28.1 1.78636 _--5
6 -10.859 -20.423 78.74513 -52.3 10.6 -81.3 36.0 0.75659 0.855 -89_7 67.8 40.8 31.3 25.8 3_42671 __5_,6
7 -10.805 -20.634 78.17567 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.75115 0.861 -88.4 67.8 40,8 30.5 25.9 1.68245 6- 7
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RA-VI[ CAMERA P1 27
TAB NO 157 ATLAS PHOTO NO 157 POD SEQUENCE NO 946
JULY 31,L964 13 HM 25 Mlh 20 SEC 694 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
28.105 65.80832 -10.202 -21.528 1801.264 2.575 -64.768 114.921
PHO70 DATA
PT LAT LCN " RANGE---Azs/-c- kzN--AZSJN- AZA - A; .... B;L AZPH--AZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.823 -20.378 76.91423 -_4.2 10.9 -80.9 35.8 0.73920 0.850 -89.0 67.8 39.7 31.8 27.0 O. 1- 2
3 -10.800 -20.438 75.92848 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 G.72955 0.861 -88.4 67,8 40.8 30.5 25.9 1,92082 2- 3
4 -10.792 -20.528 77,38503 -56,1 II.I -80.5 35.5 0.74353 0,844 -88.2 67,9 38.6 32.4 28.3 3.28740 3- 4
5 -10.848 -20.315 77.98233 -54.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 C.74928 0.838 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33,1 28.1 1.73303 4- 5
6 -10,853 -20,427 76,48139 :b_ i0J6 :81L3 36L0 C,7348_ C,855 -_9=Z _7,_ _LQ, E3J_3 25_ _._607 5-_
7 -10.800 -20.438 75.g2H48 -53.g [0,5 -80.7 35.8 C.72955 0.86[ -86.4 67.8 40.8 30.5 25.g 1,63393 6- 7
TAB NO 158 ATLAS PHOTO NO 158 POD SEQUENCE NO 947
JULY 31t[96_ I3 He 25 MIk Zl $E6 534 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SLC TC IPPA_T ALT LAI LCN K __ _ FIL-_
27.256 63.85132 -10.215 -2[.501 1799.307 2.576 -64.750 114.918
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 tON RANGE AZ_/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.817 -2[),38_ 74,6361g -54.2 [n.q -80,9 3_.8 C,71730 0.850 -89,0 87.8 39,7 31.8 27,0 O, 1- 2
3 -10.795 -20,442 73.67985 -53,9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 Q.70785 0.862 -88.4 67.8 40.8 30.5 25.g 1.86386 2- 3
4 -10,788 -ZU,3J5 75,09360 -b_l LI,I -80,5 35,5 0o72150 0,84_ -_8,2 bT,_L_Lt,_ 32,_ 28=.3_B_: 6
5 -10.842 -20,323 75,67233 -54,5 i[.2 -81.2 35.7 0.7270g 0,838 -89,7 67.g 38.6 33.1 28.1 [.68160 6- 5
6 -10,8_7 -20.432 14.2L622 -52,3 /0,6 -8[,3 36,0 0,71307 0,85_ -89,7 67,8 40,8 31,3 25,7 3,22739 5- 8
7 -[O.Tgb -20,442 /3.67985 -53.9 10.5 -80,7 J5.8 0.107_5 0.862 -88.4 67.8 40,8 30.5 25,9 1.58552 6- T
TAB NO 159 ATLAS PHOTO NO 159 POD SEQUENCE NO 948
JULY 31s1764 13 HR Z_ M[_ 2_ _J_7_ MS
TRAJECTORY OATA 5CC Tq IMPACT ALl tAT tON R V PTH AZ
26.425 e1.89366 -10.227 -21.474 1797.349 2.578 -64.733 114.911
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN A?SDN AZA A- B/A AZPHA2 [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.812 -20._gO 72._5684 :58_ I0_9 -_0.9 _.8 0,69550 0,850 -89.0 6___/L9./33__ 2_0 ___ .....
3 -10.790 -20.446 7[.42994 -b3.g [0._ -80.7 35.8 C.68653 C,862 -88.4 67.7 40.8 30.5 25.9 1.80679 2- 3
4 -10.783 -20.343 72.80035 -56.[ 11,1 -80.5 35.5 0.69947 0.865 -88,2 67,8 38,6 _2.4 28.3 3.09232 _- 6
5 -10.835 -20.331 73.36[C2 -54.8 11.2 -81._ 35.7 0.70488 0.838 -89.7 87,9 38.6 33,I 28.1 1.63017 A- 5
8 -10.840 -20.436 71.94976 -52.3 _0,6 -81,_ 36.0 0.69[30 0.855 -89.7 67,8 60,8 31,_ 25.7 3.12865 5- 6
7 -10.790 -20.446 7[.42994 -55.9 10.5 -80,7 35.8 0.68833 C.862 -88.4 67.7 40.8 30,5 25,9 1.55709 6- 7
TAB NO 160 ATLAS PHOTO NO 160 POD SEQUENCE NO 949
JULY 31tIg64 13 HR 25 PIN 23 SEC _14 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
25.585 59.93552 -10.239 -21.447 1795,391 2,579 -64.7[5 114,906
PHOTO DATA ....................
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZ8/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ ]NCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.806 -20.396 10,07634 -54,2 i0.9 -_0,9 35,8 0.67348 0.850 -8g,o 67.8 39.7 31.8 27.0 O. I- 2
3 -10.785 -20._50 69.178_5 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.66470 0.862 -88e4 67.7 40.8 30.5 28.9 1.74977 2- 3
4 -10.778 -20.350 70.50576 -56,1 11.1 -80.5 35.5 0,67742 0.855 -88,2 67,8 38,6 32.4 28.3 2.99472 3- 6
5 -10.829 -20.339 71.04856 -54.5 L1.2 -81.3 35.7 C.68268 0.838 -89.7 67.9 38.6 33.1 28.0 1.57873 4- 5
7 -10,785 -20,450 69.17885 -53.9 10,5 -80,7 35,8 0,86470 0,862 -88.4 67,7 40,8 30,5 25,9 1.4885_ 6- 7
TAB NO 161 ATLAS PHOTO NO 161 POD SEQUENCE NO 950
JULY 31_1964 13 H8 25 MIh 24 SEC 54 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
24,746 57.97676 -10,252 -21,419 1793,432 2,580 -64,697 116.901
PHOTO DATA
PT EAT tON RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.801 -20.402 67.79459 -54.2 10.q -80,9 35.8 0.65155 0.850 -89.0 67.8 39.7 31.8 27.0 O. 1- 2
3 -10.780 -20.455 66.q2656 -53,9 }O,5 -80.7 35.8 0,64_06 0.862 -88,4 67,7 40.8 30.5 25.9 1.69287 2- 3
4 -10.773 -20.358 68,20992 -56.1 [[.I -80.5 35.5 0.65536 0.845 -88.2 67.8 38.6 32.4 28.2 _.89706 3-
5 -10.823 -20.3_7 68.7348T -5_.5 ll.2 -81.2 35.7 0.66043 0.83_ -89.7 67,8 38.6 33.1 28.0 1.52731 6- 5
6 -10,827 -20.445 67,41331 -52,3 10,8 -81,3 36.0 0,64771 0.855 -89,7 67,6 40.8 3[,2 25,7 2,93105 5- 6
7 -[0.780 -20.455 66,92656 -53.9 [0,5 -80.7 35.8 C.663C6 0*862 -88.4 67.7 40.8 30.5 25.9 1,64015 6- 7
TAB NO 162 ATLAS PHOTO NO 162 POD SEQUENCE NO 951
JULY 31_1984 [3 HR 25 MI_ 24 SEC 894 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT L0N R V PTH AZ
23.906 56.01715 -[0.264 -21,392 1791.¢72 2,581 -6A.880 116.895
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHA2 EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.795 -20.408 65.51128 -54.2 IO.9 -b0.g 35.8 0.62961 0.850 -89.O 67.8 39.7 3L_--_L_.L_t 1-_
3 -10,775 -20,459 64,67267 -53,9 10,5 -80,7 35.8 0,82140 0,862 -88.3 67,7 40,8 30,5 25,9 1,63556 2- 3
4 -lO.7bq -20.365 65.9125L -_6.1 11.1 -80.5 35.5 0.63329 0.845 -88.2 67.8 38.6 32.4 28.2 2.79936 3- 4
5 -10.816 -20,355 66,_1960 -54.5 [1,2 -81.2 35.7 D,63818 0,836 -89,7 67,8 38,6 33,1 28,0 1,47578 4- 5
6 -10,82[ -20,_50 65.14288 -52.3 10.6 -81.5 36.0 0.625R0 0.855 -89,7 67.7 40.8 31.2 25.7 2.83219 5- 6
7 -10.775 -20.459 64.67267 -53.9 [0,5 -80.7 35.8 0.62160 0.862 -88.3 67,7 40.8 30.5 25.9 1.39156 6- 7
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RA-VI[ CAMERA P1 28
TAB NO 163 ATLAS PHOTO NO 163 POD SEQUENCE NO 952
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PIk 25 SEC 734 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
73.066 24.05748 -10,277 -21.365 1789,513 2.582 -64.662 114.890
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.789 -20,414 83,22725 -5A,2 10,9 -80.9 35.8 C,60?E6 0,850 -89.0 6T,d 3g,7 31.8 27,0 O. |- 2
3 -10.(71 -20.463 62.41810 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35,8 C.59974 0,882 -88.3 67.7 AO.8 30,5 25.g 1.57862 2- 3
4 -10.764 -20.373 63.61640 -56.1 11.1 -80,5 35.5 C._I121 0.845 -88,2 67.8 38.6 32.4 28.2 2.70163 3- 4
8 -10.810 -20.363 66.10364 -56.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 O.b1593 0.838 -8g.7 67.8 38.6 33.1 28.0 1.42625 4- 5
6 -10.816 -20.656 62.871_ -_.3 10.6 .81.3 !6.0 C._0688 8.855 -89.7 b7.]_._ 31_ 2-5.__
T -10.771 -20.463 62.41810 -53.9 i0.5 -80.7 35.8 C.59974 8.862 -88.3 b7.T 40.8 30.5 25.g 1.34301 6- 7
TAB NO 164 ATLAS PHOTO NO 164 POD SEQUENCE NO 953
JULY 311196A 13 HR 25 MIN 2b SEC 574 MS
TRAJECTDRY OATA ..... _£C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R __ _ _--_--
22.226 52.09682 -10.289 -21.337 1787.552 2.583 -64.644 114.885
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- _/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA S_ALE PT-PT
2 -10.784 -2U,_20 60,94168 -54,2 lO,g -_0,9 35.8 C,585_9 Q.85C -89.0 67,8 3g.7 31.8 2T.O O. I- 2
3 -10.766 -20.468 60.16197 -53,9 10o5 -80.7 35.8 C.578C6 C.862 -88.3 67,7 _0,8 30.5 25,9 1,52127 2- 3
4 -10,759 -20,388 61,31473 -56,I 11,1 -80,5 35.5 Q,58912 0,645 -86.2 _7,_._ 32__ 28,_2___2._3_-_
5 -10.806 -20.371 61.78611 -56.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 0.59366 0.838 -8g.? 67.8 38.6 33.1 28.0 1.37272 4- 5
6 -10.808 -20.659 60.59909 -52.3 10.6 -_1.3 36.0 C.58224 C.855 -89.T 67.7 60.8 31.2 25.7 2.63434 5- 6
7 -I0.766 -20.668 60.16197 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.57886 0.862 -8_.3 67.7 60.8 30.5 25.9 1.29439 6- 7
TAB NO 165 ATLAS PHOTO NO 165 POD SEQUENCE NO 954
JULY 31jlg6_ 13 HR _b MI_ 21 SEC 41_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
21.3_6 50.13568 -10.302 -21.310 1785.591 2.585 -64.626 114.880
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE HI-HI
2 -10,778 -20,426 58,66491 -_4,2 10,8 -_0,9 35,8 0,56371 0,858 -89,0 67.8 39,7 31.8 27=0 ___ -_
3 -!0.761 -20.A72 57.90464 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.55637 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.5 25.9 1.4640g 2- 3
4 -10.755 -?0.388 59.01_87 -56.1 II.i -80.5 35.5 0.56781 0.8A_ -88.2 67.8 38.6 32.3 28.2 2.50600 3- 4
5 -10.797 -20.37g 5g.46761 -5A.5 ii.2 -81.2 _5.7 C.57139 0.838 -89.7 67.8 38.6 33.1 28.0 i.3210g 4- 5
6 -10,801 -20,464 58,32526 -52,3 10,6 -81,3 36,0 C,5603g 0,655 -89,7 67.1 60,8 31,2 25,7 2,53834 8- 6
7 -10.761 -20.672 57.g0466 -63.9 10.5 -DO.7 35.8 C.55637 C.862 -88.3 67.7 6C.8 30.5 25.9 1.24577 6- 7
TAB NO 166 ATLAS PHOTO NO 166 POD SEQUENCE NO 955
JULY 31,1964 13 HK 25 PIN Zb SEC 254 MS
TRAJECTORY DaTA SEC TO |MPACT ALT tAT LCN _ V PTH AZ
ZU,5_O _8,17360 -10.3!4 -21.782 1783.629 2.586 -64.609 114.875
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA scALE---PT-PT
2 -10.772 -20._32 56.36659 -54,2 10.8 -80.9 35.8 0,54172 0,850 -89,0 67.8 39.7 31.8 27.0 0. I- 2
3 -10.756 -20.A76 55.66577 -b3.g 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.53667 C.862 -88.3 67.7 60._ 30.5 25.9 1.60687 2- 8
4 -10,750 -20,395 56,71164 -56,1 11,i -_0.5 35.5 C,5446g C,865 -88,2 67,8 38,6 32,3 28.2 2,60814 3- 4
5 -10.79i -20.387 57.14713 -56.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 C.5498g 0.832 -89.7 67.8 38.6 33.0 28.0 1.26955 A- 5
6 -10,TgA -20,6b8 56,049_2 -52,3 10,6 -81.3 36.0 C,53853 0,855 -89.7 67,7 40.8 31.2 28.7 2°_629 --5.___
I -10.756 -20.676 55.64577 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.53667 0.862 -88.3 67.7 60.8 30.5 25.g 1.19715 6- 7
TAB NO 167 ATLAS PHOTO NO 167 POD SEQUENCE NO 956
JULY 31t196_ 13 HR 25 Mlk 29 SEC 96 MS
TRAJECTDRY OATA 56C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH 4Z
19.706 46,21152 -10.327 -21.255 1781,66/ 2.587 -64.591 II6.870
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ I_CC PHAI EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.767 -20.638 54.07752 -56,2 10.8 -_0.9 _5,8 C.51972 C._5C -_g.O 67.e 39.7 31.8 27.0 D, I- 2
3 -10.151 -20.A_I 53.3861_ -53.9 10.5 -_0.7 35.8 0.51296 0.862 -8_.3 67.l AC,8 30.5 25.g 1.3696T 2- 8
4 -10.765 -20.A03 54.40_28 -56.1 11.1 -B0.5 35.5 C.52276 D.865 -8_.2 67.8 38.6 32.3 28.2 2.31021 3- 4
5 -10.78_ -20.3)5 56.82613 -56°5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 C.5227g C.83g -8g.7 67.8 38.6 33.0 28.0 1.21793 4- 5
6 -10.78_ -20.473 53.77366 -52.3 10.6 -61.3 36.0 C.516_6 C.656 -89.7 67.7 60._ 31.2 25.7 2.33721 5- 6
T ~10.751 -20._EI 53.38614 -5_.g 10.5 -_0.7 35.8 C.51296 C.862 -60.3 67.7 60.8 30.5 25.g 1.16863 6- ?
TAB NO 168 ATLAS PHOTO NO 168 POD SEQUENCE NO 957
JULY 3l*Ig6_ 13 HR ;5 Plh 29 SEC _54 MS
TRAJECTCRY DATA S_C TC IMPACT
18.866
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LC_ R_(;E AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA
2 -10.761 -2H.664 51.7_6_3 -5_.2 10.8 -_0._ 35.8
3 -10.766 -30._5 _1.12669 -53.q 10.5 -HO.7 35._
A -10.760 -20._11 _2.10346 -56.1 11.1 -_0.5 35.5
5 ~I0./7_ -70.603 52.5036d -5_.5 11.2 -_I._ 35.7
6 -I0.7_i -20._78 _1.69591 -52.3 IC.6 -81,3 36.0
7 -10.746 -20.686 51.12669 -53.g 10,5 -80.7 35._
ALT LA? LCN R V PTH AZ
h4.24_37 -IO.3AO -21.227 I77g,78_ 2.588 -64.573 I14.866
A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCH PHAI EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C.A9771 0._58 -89.0 67.7 39.7 31.7 26.9 O. I- 2
0.4q123 C._62 -86.3 67,7 6C.8 30.5 25.9 1.29244 2- 3
C,50661 C._65 -8_.2 67.8 3_.6 32.3 28.2 2.21223 3- 4
C.504_7 C.83g -gg.7 67.5 38.6 33.0 28,0 1.16638 A- 5
0.49AT8 C._56 -_g,7 67.7 6C.8 31.2 25.7 2.23808 5- 6
C,69123 C.662 -86,3 67.7 60.8 50.5 25.9 1.09980 6- 7
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JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 BIN 30 SEC 714 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P1 29
TAB NO 169 ATLAS PHOTO NO 169 POD SEQUENCE NO 958
SEC TO IMPACT ALI LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
18,026 42,28503 -10.352 -21,199 1777.740 2,589 -64,555 L14,859
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -i0.755 -20.451 AD,A9534 -54oZ |0,8 -80°9 35°8 C,47568 0.850 -89,0 67.7 39,7 31,7 26.9 O, 1- 2
3 -10.741 -20.489 48.86285 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.46950 0.882 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.5 25.9 1.23518 2- 3
4 -10,736 -20,A18 49,79785 -56,1 lI,l -80,5 3b,5 0,47846 0,845 -88°2 67,8 38,6 32,3 28,2 2,11422 3- 4
5 -10,772 -20,411 50,18006 -54.5 11,2 -81,2 35,7 0,48215 0,839 -89,7 61,8 38.6 33.0 28,0 1,11458 4- 5
6 -10,775 -20,482 _ 49,21735 -_2,3 lO,b -81,3 3&,O C,47288 0,85& -8@_Z 67,7 _Q__31_Z _,J__/LQJ._5_-
7 -I0,741 -20.489 _8.86285 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.46950 0.882 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30,5 25.9 1.05109 6- 7
TAB NO 170 ATLAS PHOTO NO 170 POD SEQUENCE NO 959
JULY 3111964 13 HR 25 Hlk 31 SEC 613 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _EC T0 IPPACT
17,180
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10,750 -20,457 47,2022_ -54,L 10,8 -80,g 35,8
3 -10,736 -20,Ag4 _8.5992A -53,9 10,5 -80,7 35,8
4 -1O,731 -20,426 47,490_ -56,1 11,1 -8fl,5 3_,5
5 -10,765 -20.419 47.85507 -54,5 11.2 -dl,2 35,7
6 -lO,TG_ -20.487 45,9372.2 -52,3 10o8 -81,3 _6,0
7 -10.738 -20.494 45,5992A -53,9 10.5 -80,7 35,8
ALT LAI LGN . _ ........ _ _-J_--
40.32085 -10.385 -21.171 1775.776 2,590 -64.537 114,854
A- _/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C,453_ 0,851 -89,0 57,7 39,7 31,7 26,9 O, l- 2
C,44775 0.862 -B_,3 57.7 AC.8 30,5 25,9 1,17786 2- 3
0,45629 0,845 -88.2 _7,8 38,_ 32.3 2_ _._J_IJ_L_ 4
0,459_1 0.839 -89.7 67,8 58,6 33,0 28.0 1,05294 4- 5
G,ASCg8 C,856 -88,7 07,7 40,8 31.2 25,7 2,03970 5- b
C.44775 0,862 -88,3 87.7 40,8 30,5 25.9 1.00238 6- 7
TAB NO 171 ATLAS PHOTO NO 171 POD SEQUENCE NO 960
JULY 3111964 13 HR 25 H[_ 32 _EL453 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SbU TC IMPACT AtI LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
16.346 38.35_08 -10.378 -21.144 1773.811 2,592 -64.519 114.848
PHOTO DATA
PT tat tON RANGE AZSIC AZN AISUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.144 -20,_63 44.90/9_ -54.2 iO.8 -_0.9 J5.8 O.431EO 0.851 -89.0 67.7 39.7 31.7 2b.Q O. . 1:_2
3 -IU.I31 -20._98 44.33433 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.42598 0,882 -88.3 67.7 4C.8 30.5 25.9 1.12056 2- 3
4 -10.725 -20.434 45.18222 -_6.1 II.i -80.5 _5.5 0°43411 C.845 -85o2 67.8 38.6 32.3 28,2 1.91807 3- 4
5 -10.759 -Z0.427 45.528_0 -5_.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 C.43748 0.839 -89.7 67.8 38.6 33.0 28.0 l.Oll31 4- 5
6 -10,762 -20,492 44,65)83 -52,3 lO,b -81,3 38,0 C,42gc6 0,_5_ -59,7 67,7 40,8 31.2 25,7 [.94045 5- b
7 -10.731 -Z0.498 44.33433 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 )b.8 C,42598 0._6_ -88.3 bT.T 40,8 30.5 25.9 0.95364 6- 7
TAB NO 172 ATLAS PHOTO NO 172 POD SEQUENCE NO 961
JULY 31*196_ 13 HR 25 PI_ 33 S_C 293 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TO IPPACT ALl LAI LCN K V PTH AZ
15.506 36.39C53 -10.390 -21.116 1771.846 2.593 -64.501 114.843
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* ilia AZPHAZ iNCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA -- SCALE -PT'PV
2 -lO.738 -20.Ab_ 42.(,1215 -54,2 _0.8 -80,9 _5,8 C,A0953 0.851 -89,0 67.7 39,7 31.7 25.9 O. I- 2
3 -10.726 -20,503 42,06799 -53.9 I0.5 -80,7 _5.8 D.40A_l 0._62 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.5 25.9 1.06319 2- 3
4 -10.721 -20.442 42,_7230 -56.1 ll.l -80.5 _5.5 C,Allg2 0.84E -88.2 67.7 38.6 32,3 28.2 _,fl1992 3- 4
5 -I0.752 -20oA35 4_,20187 -54.5 11.2 -81.2 35.7 0.415C9 0.839 -89.7 67.8 38.6 33,0 27.9 0.95949 4- 5
6 -10.755 -20.497 42,37_95 -52,3 I0,6 -_I,3 36,0 0.40712 C.65_ -89,7 67.7 40,B 31.2 2-5.l _ I_B_LLII- _ b
7 -10.726 -20.503 42.06799 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.40421 C.882 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.5 25.9 0.90482 8- 7
TAB NO 173 ATLAS PHOTO NO 173 POD SEQUENCE NO 962
JULY 31_lgbA 13 HR 25 PIN 34 5EC 133 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA 3EC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
IA.66_ 34.42470 -10.403 -21.088 1769.88_ 2.594 -64.483 114.838
PHOTC _ATA
PT taT tON RANGE AZSIC AZN A/SUN AZA A t b/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.733 -20.476 40.31536 -54.2 10.8 -_0.9 35.8 Co38746 0.851 -89,0 b7.T 39.7 31.7 26.9 O. 1- 2
3 -10.721 -20.507 59.H0_)¢q -53.9 10.5 -80°7 3).8 0.3_2A2 0.862 -88.3 67,7 40.8 3C,5 25.9 1°0058C 2- 3
A -lO,TLb -20,449 40,561._4 -5b,1 11,1 -80.5 _5,5 C.38912 C.bA_ -88.2 67_7 38_6 32,328.2 .... 1,7_7_.._ 4
5 -10.746 -20.443 40.87238 -54.5 11,2 -81.2 35.7 C.39272 0.839 -89,7 67,7 38.6 33.0 27.9 0,90775 4- 5
6 -10.748 -20.501 40,0_915 -52.3 10,8 -_I,3 36.0 C,38518 0.858 -89.7 57.7 40.8 31.2 25.7 1.74178 5- 6
7 -10.721 -20._07 39.80069 -_,9 i0.5 -80,7 35.8 0.38242 G.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.5 25,9 0.85599 6- 7
TAB NO 174 ATLAS PHOTO NO 174 POD,SEQUENCE NO 963
JULY 31*1964 13 HR 25 MIN 34 SEC 973M5
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
13.826
PHDTC UATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/L AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.721 -2U.482 38.C1705 -54,2 I0.8 -_0.9 35.8
3 -I0.715 -20.512 37.53183 -53,9 10.5 -80.7 ¸]5.8
4 -10.712 -20.457 38.2_902 -56.1 II.I -80.5 35.5
5 -10.739 -LO.ASl 38o5421A -5A.5 II.2 -81,2 38.7
6 -10.742 -28.506 37._03T8 -52.3 lO,b -81.3 36.0
7 -I0.715 -20.5[2 37.53183 -53.9 10.5 -_0.7 35.8
ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
32,45801 -10,416 -21,060 1T67.913 2,595 -64,465 114,833
Ae _/A AZHHAZ INCC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
8.3_062 C.862 -88.3 67.7 4O.E 30.4 25.9 0.94839 2- 3
0.36750 C.846 -88.2 67.7 38.6 32.3 28.1 1.62349 3- 4
0.37033 0,839 -89.7 67.7 38.6 33.0 27.9 0.85592 4- 5
0,36322 0,858 -89,7 b7,7 40,8 31,2 25,7 1,64238 5- 6
C.36082 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.9 0.80726 6- 7
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JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIN 35 SEC 6L3 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO OATA
RA-VII CAMERA P] 30
TAB NO 175 ATLAS PHOTO NO 175 POD SEQUENCE NO 964-
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
12.986 30.49107 -10.429 -2[o031 1765.946 2.596 -64.447 114.827
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.721 -20.488 35.71704 -54.2 10.8 -_0o9 35,8 0,34327 0.851 -89.0 67.7 39.7 31.7 26.9 0. |- 2
3 -10.710 -20.516 35.26209 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 8,33881 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.9 0.86100 2- 3
4 -]0.707 -20.465 35.93570 -86.1 ]1.1 -80.5 35.6 0.34527 0.846 -88,2 67.7 38.6 32.3 28*1 1o52522 3- 4
5 -10.733 -20.458 36.21[02 -54.8 11.2 -81.2 35.7 C.347g3 0.839 -69.7 67.7 38.6 33.0 27.9 0.804]9 4- 5
7 -[0.7]0 -20.516 35.26209 -53.9 10.5 -00.7 35.8 C.33881 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.9 0.75834 6- 7
TAB NO 176 ATLAS PHOTO NO 176 POD SEQUENCE NO 965
JULY 31t1964 ]3 HR 25 MIN 36 SEC 653 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ................. ___ACT ALT LAT _-- L_N R V PTH A7
12.146 28.52318 -10.442 -21.003 I763.978 2.598 -64.428 ]14.822
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.7i5 -20.494 }8.4]694 -54.2 10.6 -80,9 35.8 C.32116 0,851 -89.0 67.7 89.7 31.7 26°9 O. I- 2
3 -10.705 -20.52[ 32.99066 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.31699 0.862- -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25,9 0.83355 2- 3
5 -10.726 -20.467 33.87820 -54.5 It.1 -8h2 35.7 0.32551 0.839 -89.7 67.7 38.6 33.0 27.9 0.75236 4- 5
6 -]0.728 -20.516 38,22956 -52.3 10°6 -E],3 36.0 0.31927 G.BS_ -89.7 67,7 40.8 31,L 25.7 1.44349 5- 6
7 -10.705 -20.521 32,99066 -53.9 10,5 -80,7 35.8 0.31689 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40,8 30.4 25,9 0.70951 6- 7
TAB NO 177 ATLAS PHOTO NO 177 POD SEQUENCE NO 966
JULY 31,[964 L3 HR 25J_.____ .................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LQN R V PTH AZ
11.306 26.55478 -10.454 -20.975 1762.030 2.599 -64.410 [[4.8]6
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 6/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -]O.TO0 -20.525 30.71803 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.29515 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.9 0.77607 2- 3
4 -]0.697 -20.481 31.30449 -56.] ]l.l -80.5 35,6 U.3UOT8 0.846 86.2 67.7 38.6 32.2 28.I 1.32851 3- 4
5 -10.720 -20.476 31,54417 -54.5 11.1 -81.2 35,7 0.30309 0.839 -89.7 67°7 38.6 32.9 27.9 0,70053 4- 5
6 -I0.722 -20.521 30.94041 -52,4 ]0.6 -_1,_ 36°0 0,29728 0°856 -89.7 67.7 40.8 3L,l 25.7 L.34396 5- 6
7 -10.700 -20.525 30.71U03 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 8.29515 0.862 -86.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.9 0.66089 8- 7
TAB NO 178 ATLAS PHOTO NO 178 POD SEQUENCE NO 967
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PI_ 3_ SEC 333 MS
IRAJtLT_RY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LQN R ¥ PIH AZ
10.466 2_.5_9_ -i0.467 -20.g_7 I_60.0_I 2.600 -64°392 [14.8]]
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LGN RANGE AZSIC A2N AZSUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
Z -[0.704 -20,507 28.81_ -_4,2 LO.8 -80.9 35t8 0.27690 0.85] -89.0 67,7 _9,7 3],7 26.9 0. I- 2
3 -10.695 -20.530 28.4443[ -53°9 10°5 -80.7 35.8 0,27331 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.71854 2- 3
4 -]0.692 -20,488 28,9872_ -86._ _._ -80,5 _5,6 0,2785] 0°848 -88,2 67.7 38°6 32°2 28.1 [.23010 3- 4
5 -]O°T]3 -20°484 29.20910 -54,5 _1.1 -8].2 35,7 C.28065 0,838 -89.7 67.7 38.8 32.9 27.9 0.64870 4- 5
6 -10,715 -20,52__ ;a._50|7 -_).4 10.6 -81.3 _S.9 C.27_27 n.R5_ -88.7 67=7 _.8 3].t ?s._ 1.244_q fl-
Y -10.695 -20.530 28.44431 -53,9 10.5 -80.7 35°8 0.27331 0.862 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.81166 6- T
TAB NO 179 ATLAS PHOTO NO 179 POD SEQUENCE NO 968
JULY 3[,1964 13 HR 25 MIN 39 SEE 173 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH A2
9.626 22.61629 -10.480 -20°938 [758.072 2.601 -64.373 ][4.806
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA ScAEE PT-PT
2 -]0.698 -20.514 26.50690 -54.2 _O.R -80,9 35.8 0.25475 0.851 -89.0 67,7 89.7 81.7 26.9 O. [- 2
3 -10.690 -20,534 26.1690] -53.9 10.5 -80,7 36,8 C.25144 0.863 -88.3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.66107 2- 3
4 -]0.687 -20.496 26.66833 -56._ 11.I -80.5 35.6 C.25623 0.846 -88.2 67.7 38.6 32.2 28.] h13164 3- 4
5 -10.70_ -20,492 _6.87241 -_4.5 11,1 -81.2 35.7 0.25820 0.840 -89,7 67.7 38.6 32.9 27.9 0,5967T 6- 5
6 -10.708 -20.531 26.35835 -52.4 [0.6 -81.3 35.9 0.25325 0.856 -89.7 67.7 60.8 31.1 25.6 ].1647T 5- 6
7 -iO.6gO -20,534 26.16901 -53.9 10°5 -80°7 35.8 0.25144 0°863 -88,3 67.7 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.56273 6- T
TAB NO 180 ATLAS PHOTO NO 180 POD SEQUENCE NO 969
JULY 3]_1964 13 H___3 NS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH A_
8°786 20°64612 -10.493 -2G.SqO 1156.101 2°602 -64°355 [14.800
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCB PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.692 -20.520 24.20096 -54.2 10_8 -00.9 35±8 _ 0.23259 0.851 _89.Q_7.739s7_7 26.9 O. l- 2
3 -I0.6_5 -20.539 23._9258 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 0.22957 0.863 -88.3 67°6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.60349 2- 3
4 -10.682 -20.504 24.34832 -56.i II.1 -80.5 35.6 C.2339_ 0.846 -88.2 67.7 38.6 32.2 28.1 [.03315 3- 4
5 -lO.TO0 -20.500 24.53457 -54.5 ][.l -81.2 35.7 0°23574 0.840 -89.7 67.7 38.6 82.9 27.9 0.54484 4- 5
6 -lO.70l -20.835 24°06538 -52=4 10.6 -81.3 35.9 0.23122 0.856 -8g°T 67.7 40.8 31.1 25.6 [.04533 5- 6
T -10.685 -20.539 23.89255 -83°9 [0.5 -80.7 35.8 C.22957 C.863 -88.3 67.6 40,8 30°4 25.8 0.5]370 8- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA PI 31
TAB NO 181 ATLAS PHOTO NO 181 POD SEQUENCE NO 970
JULY 31*1964 13 HR 25 PIN 40 SEC 853 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5£C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
7,947 18.67517 -10,5C6 -20,861 175_.130 2.604 -64.337 I14.T95
PHOTO DATA ........................................................
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA _CALE PT-PT
2 -10.686 -20.526 21,89350 -54.2 10.8 -80.9 35.8 0,21041 0,851 -89.0 67.7 39.7 31.6 26.9 O. I- 2
3 -lO.b@O -20.543 21.61455 -53,9 i0.5 -80.7 35.8 C.20768 C.863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.54597 2- 3
4 -I0.677 -20,512 22.02674 -56. I II.I -80,5 35,6 C.211_3 C,846 -8@.2 67.7 38.6 32.2 28.1 0.93459 3- 4
5 -I0.693 -20.50g 22.19520 -54.5 ll.l -bi.2 35.T C.21326 0.840 -89.7 67.7 38.6 32.9 27.9 0.49281 4- 5
b -10.695 -20.540 21,77086 -52.4 18.6 -BI.3 35.9 C.20918 0.856 -_9.7 bT.6 40*@ 31.1 25=b Q=9_k___5-_
7 -lO.bSO -20.543 21.61465 -53.9 10.5 -80.T 36*8 0,20768 0.863 -88,3 6T.6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.46487 6- ?
TAB NO 182 ATLAS PHOTO NO 182 POD SEQUENCE NO 971
JULY 31,1984 13 H_ Zb PIN 4L SIC 693 KS
TRAJECTORY UATA S£L TU IMPACT ALT LAI LON R _ PIH AZ
7.1C/ 16.783H_ -i0.519 -28.833 1752.159 2.605 -64.3[8 I[4.789
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AISUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -IO._SO -2"0.533 19.58_9/ -54.2 10.8 -_0.9 36.8 C.18d23 C,851 -89.0 bT,? 39.7 31.8 26.9 O. I- 2
3 -[0.674 -20°5_H 19o_3352 -53,9 10,5 -80°7 ]5.8 C*i_578 C.863 -8H.] 67*6 40,8 30.4 28.8 0.48834 2- 3
4 -10.b72 -20.520 19./041b -56.1 Ii.i -80.5 3_.b C.18932 0.84_ -8_.2 67.? 38.6 32.2 28.I 0.8359_ _-_
5 -i0.68/ -2D,SI? 19._5479 -54,8 ll.l -HI.2 _5.7 C.19077 C,840 -89.7 67.7 38.6 32.g 27.g 0.44078 4- 5
6 -10.688 -20,5_5 19.47533 -5Z.4 lO,b -51.3 3_.9 C.18712 C.856 -8g.7 87.6 40.8 31.1 25.6 0,84568 5- b
? -lO.bT_ -?O.54H 19°3_552 -53.g 10,5 -80.7 ]5.8 C,18578 0,883 -88.3 bT.b 48,8 30.4 25.8 0,41584 6- 7
TAB NO 183 ATLAS PHOTO NO 183 POD SEQUENCE NO 972
JULY 31,1954 13 H8 25 HIM 42 SEC 533 N_
TRAJECTURY lIATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
b.267 14.73192 -10.532 -2C.804 IlSO.IS7 2,606 -64.300 I14.784
PHOTO DATA
PT LAI tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ _MI_ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.674 -20.539 17.27519 -64,2 10,8 -80.9 35,8 C.166C3 C.@51 -89.0 67.b 39.7 31_b 26.8 0. - l- 2
3 -IO.6_q -20.583 IT.OS_?3 -bT.q 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C,18387 0.883 -88.3 67,6 40,8 30.4 25.8 0.43067 2- 3
4 -10.6b/ -20.528 17.38027 -56.I Ii.I -80.5 35*6 C.16E99 O.HSt -88,2 67.7 38.6 32.2 28.1 0.73736 3- 4
5 -I0.680 -20.526 17.5]310 -84.5 11.i -81.2 J5.7 0.16827 0.840 -89.7 67.7 38.6 32.9 27.9 0.38884 4- 5
6 -10,681 -20.55C 1(,I7849 -32.4 10.8 -81.3 35,9 0,165C5 C.856 -8g,7 67,6 4D.@ 31.1 25.6 0.74590 5- 6
T -10,b69 -2Q.55] 17,{)55Z3 -_3,g 10,5 -80.7 35,8 C.163_7 0,863 -88.3 67.6 40,8 30.4 25.8 0.36861 6- 7
TAB NO 184 ATLAS PHOTO NO 184 POD SEQUENCE NO 973
JULY 31,196_ I_ HR J5 MI_ 43 $LC 373 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
5.42T I2.75826 -10.545 -2C.775 1748.215 2.607 -64.28l 114.778
PHOIC DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AIS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHA/ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
2 -I0.668 -20,546 14.g6395 -64,2 10.8 -80.9 35.8 C.143_I C.851 -89.0 67.6 39.7 31.6 26.8 O. l- 2
3 -|0.664 -Z0.567 I@,77_4T -53,9 I0,5 -SO.T _5o8 C.141g5 C.863 -88°3 67.6 40°8 30.4 25.8 0°3730| 2- 3
4 -I0.662 -20,536 15,05494 -_6,I 11,1 -@0.5 35,b C,14465 0.84t -88.2 6_.7 38.6 32.2 28,| 0.63867 3- 4
5 -10.87{ -?(!.534 18.16995 -54.8 11.1 -81.2 35.7 C.14576 6o84C -8g.7 67.7 3@°6 32.g 27.8 0.33681 4- 5
b -I0.674 -20.555 14.88Q20 -52,4 _0,6 -81,3 _,9 0,142_7 C.85_ -89._ 67*6 40=8 3[=I 2-5,J5 Q_4_O_ 5- 6
T -10,664 -20.557 I_.77341 -53,9 10.5 -80,_ 35.8 0.14185 0.863 -88.3 67.6 40,8 30.4 25.8 8.3175T _- T
TAB NO 185 ATLAS PHOTO NO 185 POD SEQUENCE NO 974
JULY 3_,1964 l_ H8 25 PIN 44 3EC 213 MS
TRAJECTI]RY DATA 561 TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH _LZ
4.5_7 10.78586 -10.558 -20.746 1746.241 2.608 -64.263 114.773
PHOTO DNTA
PT LAT L_N RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS AlPhA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.663 -28.552 12.65IIu -54.2 10,8 -80.9 35.8 0.12159 0._52 -89.0 67.6 39.7 31.6 26.8 O. I- 2
3 -_0,658 -20.562 12,4901T -83.9 10.5 -80.7 _5.8 C.12OOl 0,863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25,8 0.3|537 2- 3
4 -I0.65_ -20,544 12.178(_T -56.I iI.] -80.5 35.6 C.1222g C.847 -88.2 67.6 38.6 32.2 28.1 0.539_ _-- 4
5 -10.667 -Z0.542 12.8252_ -64.5 ll.l -Sl.2 35.7 C,12323 0.846 -89.7 67.6 38.6 32.9 27.8 0.28468 _
6 -|0.667 -_C.56C 12.58038 -52._ 10.6 -_1.3 35.9 C.12087 0.857 -89.7 67.6 40.8 31.1 25,6 0.54618 5- 6
7 -10.859 -20.562 [2.49017 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.12DCI 0.863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.W 25.8 0.26854 6- 7
TAB NO 186 ATLAS PHOTO NO 186 POD SEQUENCE NO 975
JULY 31_[964 13 H8 25 8IN 45SEt 53 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C TO 18PACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
3.747 8.81204 -10.571 -20.718 1744.267 2.610 -64.24% l14.T67
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LON RANu£ AZ$/C AZN AZ_UN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,657 -70.559 10.33129 r54.2 _IO.8 -SO,q 35,8 0,08935 0.852 -Sq,O 67_E]9.7_*6 _6,@ O, _ _
3 -I0,654 -20.567 10.20576 -63,9 10.5 -80._ 35.8 C.098C6 0,863 -88.3 67,6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0,25769 2- 3
4 -10.652 -20.552 I0.40009 -56.1 II.1 -80.5 ]5.6 C.09gg2 0,847 -88,2 b7.b 38.6 32.2 28.0 0.441_4 3- 4
5 -|O,bbO -20.550 I0,47980 -84.% _I.[ -8|.I 35,7 O.lOOt9 0.84C -8g.7 67.6 38.6 32.g 2T,8 0,23264 6- 5
6 -|0.661 -2D.585 i0._7946 -52._ 10.8 -_1.3 35.9 C=OgST7 C.@ST -89.7 67,6 40.8 3].[ 25.6 0.44624 5- 6
T -I0.654 -20.567 10.20570 -53.9 TO.5 -80.7 35.8 C.098C6 0,863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25,8 0.21951 6-- ?
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JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 MIN 45 SEC 893 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA p! 32
TAB NO 187 ATLAS PHOTO NO 187 POD SEQUENCE NO 976
SEC TD IMPACT ALT LAI LGN R V PTH AZ
2.907 6.83772 -10.584 -20.689 1742.293 2.611 -64.226 114.761
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.651 -20.565 8.02225 -54.2 10.8 -80.9 35.8 O*OTTlO 0.852 -89.0 87.6 3g.T 32.6 26.8 O. I= 2
3 -10.648 -20.572 7.92021 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.07610 0.863 -88.3 87,6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.19996 2- 3
4 -10.647 -20.580 8.07096 -58.1 11.[ -80.5 35.6 G.07755 0.847 -88.2 87.6 38.8 32*2 28.0 0.34233 3- 4
5 -10.653 -20.550 8.13258 -54.8 ll.l -81.1 35.7 0.07814 0.840 -89.7 67.6 38.6 32.9 27.8 0.18061 4- 5
T -10.648 -20.572 7,92021 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8 C.OT610 0.863 -88.3 67,6 40.8 30.4 25,8 0.17027 6- 7
TAB NO 188 ATLAS PHOTO NO 188 POD SEQUENCE NO 977
JULY 3|,1964 [3 HR 25 PIh 46 SEC 733 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC Tn IMPACT
2.067
PHOTO DATA
"T tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.645 -20.572 5.70564 -54.2 10.8 -_0.9 35.8
3 -10.643 -20.576 5.63308 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8
4 -10.642 -20,568 SA74029 --56.] 1].1 -H0.5 _.h
5 --10.647 -20.567 5.78408 --54.5 11.1 -81.1 35.7
6 -10.647 -20.575 5.67374 -52.4 10.5 -BI.3 35.9
T -|0.643 -20.576 5.63308 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8
AIT IAT__ I_N -_-- V PTH 47
4.88256 -10.598 -20.660 1740.318 2.612 -64.207 114.756
Ae 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
G.05484 0.852 -89.0 6T,6 39.7 31.6 26.8 O. 1- 2
0.05413 0.863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.14221 2- 3
C.05558 0.84C -89.7 67.6 38.6 32.8 27.8 0.12837 4- 5
C.05451 0.88T -89.7 67.6 80.8 31.1 25.6 0.24627 8- 6
G.05413 0.863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.12104 6- 7
TAB NO 189
JULY 3L,1964 13 hR _5_]J___] _( 57_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT
1.227
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.639 -20.578 J,_BTh7 -54.2 lO.B -SN._ _5.R
3 -I0.838 -20.581 3.34481 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8
4 -10.637 -20,576 3.40884 -56.1 II,0 -80.5 _5.8
5 -10.640 -20.576 3.43443 -54.5 11.1 -81.1 35.7
6 -10.640 -20.581 3*36895 -52.4 I0,5 -81.3 35.9
7 -10.638 -20.581 3.38481 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 189 POD SEQUENCE NO 978
ALT LAT LON R V PIH AL
2.88692 -10.611 -20.631 1738.342 2.613 -64.188 I14,750
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C.03214 0.863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.08442 2- 3
G.03275 0._47 -38.2 67.6 38.6 52.1 28.0 0.14454 _- 4
C,03300 0.840 -89,7 67.6 38.6 32.8 27.8 0,07624 4- 5
C.C323T D.85T -89,T 67.6 40.8 31.1 25.6 0.14622 5- 6
C.03214 0.863 -88,3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.07190 6- T
TAB NO 190 ATLAS PHOTO NO 190 POD SEQUENCE NO 979
ULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIN 48 SEC 412 MS
TRAJECTORY OAT4 SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
0.387 U._CS_ -10.624 -20.601 !73_.386 2-_ 4 -_4.|69 1_4.745
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* _/A AZPHA2 [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-I0,633 -20.585 1,06867 -54,} I0,8 -80,9 _5,7 C,01O27 0,852 -89.0 67.6 39.T 31,6 26.8 O. I- Z





1.07514 -_6.I 11.0 -80.5 35.6
1.08335 -54.5 ll.l -81.1 35.7
1.0626Q -_7.4 10.8 -81.3 3_.g
1.05508 -53.9 10.5 -80.7 35.8
0.01033 0.847 -88.2 67.6 38.6 32.1 28,0 0.04580 3- 4
0.01041 0.841 -89.7 67.6 38.6 32.8 27.8 0.02410 4- 5
0.01014 0.863 -88.3 67.6 40.8 30.4 25.8 0.02267 6- T
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TIME- AND CAMERA-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
RA-Vll CAMESA P2 1
TAB NO 1 ATLAS PHOTO NO 1 POD SEQUENCE NO 17
JULY 311196_ 13 HR 12 Ml_ 20 SLC 7_1 MS
TRAJECTP_RY DATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
806.019 1700.92328 -4.105 -34.166 3436°379 2.010 -73.546 I16.823
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_i_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A A* "8/A AzPHA2 INCD PHAZ EM[5 ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
I -11.817 -18.105 1858.89355 -_6,4 8.9 -03,0 33.2 13,02411 0,832 -90.9 70,C 38,7 36.1 30.5 O, O- I
2 -12.509 -I_.72_ 1856.78680 -57.4 9.1 -83.0 32.6 1=.o02434 0.832 -90.6 69.5 39.3 33.7 29.2 27.90291 I- 2
3 -11.719 -19.85_ I_32.92680 -58.1 8.3 -82.6 32.2 |2.86856 0.855 -89.7 68.3 60.1 31.3 27.3 4i.12521 2- 3
4 -J.[.690 -17,856 I_61,799Di -&O°g 9.0 -83,1 30.4 13.07024 0.825 -89°7 70,3 38.5 36,6 3].°0 59.37605 3- 6
5 -13,41:_ -].7,523 1880,].6370_-_1 =83,5 33,1 13o19952 C,_C_ -91,6 70.7 _l_.5_b_J_ 3J._0--___--
6 -13.617 -19.569 l_50._8217 -53.6 9.3 -82.9 34.9 ].2.99025 0.837 -91.6 68°6 40.I 33.2 27.3 60.26708 5- 6
7 -11o7].g -19.858 ].U32.926_0 -58.1 8.3 -82.6 32.2 [2.88854 0.855 -89.7 68._ &O:! 3!.3 27.3 52.135_ 6- 7
TAB NO 2 ATLAS PHOTO NO 2 POD SEQUENCE NO 43
JULY 31Jlg84 13 HR 12 MI_, 42 SEC 619 M5
TRAJECT[]RY DATA .......... SEc 71] IMPACT ALT LAT LDN M V-- PTh--_Z "
786,18U 1658,73878 -4,200 -3_,978 3394,195 2o019 -73,602 116,799
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 LON 8ANGE A/S/C A_N AZSUN A2A A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -IL.778 -lB.|H5 [613.41307 -66.4 8.A -83.0 33.2 _2.715_5 C.832 -90.9 69.9 38.7 34.0 30.6 O. 0- l
2 -12,608 -1_,721 i_L0,863_t =57_4 9,2 -83,9 -_Z.6 12=715S2 C.832 -90,6 69,5 39=3 33,7_ 2.9_L 2]_-_
3 -11.735 -_9._25 [78_.50305 -58.0 8.3 -82°6 32.2 12.563_7 0.854 -8g.T 68.3 60.1 31.3 27.6 40,16086 2- 3
6 -I[.706 -].7.870 ]._.|7,69246 -60°9 9°]. -83°]. 30,5 IZ,76119 D,825 -89,7 70.2 38,5 36°4 31.0 57,96789 3- 6
5 -13.391 -17.545 1H35.8291_ -56.6 lO.I -83.5 33.i 12.88126 0.807 -91.6 70.7 38.5 36.2 31.0 5|.93038 4- 5
6 -[3.39_ -19.542 ].808.54036 -53.6 9.3 -82.9 34.9 12.68260 C°837 -9i.6 6d.8 4O.L 33.2 27.3 58.83614 5- 6
7 -I]..735 -19.825 [789.50305 -88.0 8.3 -82.6 32.2 ].2.56367 0.854 -89.7 68.3 40.I 31.3 27.6 50.90584 6- 7
..... TAB NO 3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 3 POD SEQUENCE NO 67
JULY 31p1g6_ 13 H_ 13 NIN 2 SEC 778 MS
TRAJECIORY L)ATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAl LCN 6 V PIP AZ
766.021 1619,E6345 -4,290 -33.800 3355.1].9 2.028 -73.268 116.776
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANG_ AZS/C " AzN AZSUN AZA -- A* UIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMI5 ALPHA S_CAL_E_T-PT
[ -II,741 -18,259 1771,2576_ -56.4 8.8 -83.0 33.2 [2.43064 0,832 -90,9 69.9 38,8 33.8 30.2 O. O- ].
2 -12.503 -18.710 1770.22408 -5/.6 9.2 -83.0 32.6 12.43054 0.832 -90.6 69.5 39.3 33.7 29.2 26.66438 1- 2
3 -II./50 -19.789 lT4g.31dTO -58.0 8.3 -82.6 32.3 12.28154 0.854 -89.8 68.4 60.1 31._ 27.6 39.27222 2- 3
4 -11.722 -17,879 I/7_.887_2 -60.8 9.1 -83.1 30.6 12.47471 0.825 -89.7 70.2 38.5 36.6 30.9 56.67222 3- 6
5 -13.369 -L7,5_0 L19_,433_8 :_56._a 10,1 -d_.5 3_.1 12.59803 C.BG7 :91.6 70=7__8._5___d1._ 50.7a875 _- 5
6 -13,371 -1q,512 1765.99179 -53.6 9.3 -82.9 _,8 12.397q6 0,83_ -91.6 68.8 60.1 33,2 27,3 57,51818 5- 6
7 -].1.750 -Ig,789 1749._i870 -_8.D 8,3 -82.6 32.3 _2.28154 0.854 -69.8 68.4 60.1 3_.o4 27.4 69.769[2 6- T
TAB NO 4 ATLAS PHOTO NO 4 POD SEQUENCE NO 89
JULY 3_,196_ 13 HR 13 N[_ 21 St.C 257 MS
TRAJECTCRY DATA SEC T_ IWPAC1 ALl LAT LCN -'K- V --P_AZ
7_.7.5_2 1563.72556 -4.373 -33.633 3319.}.81 2,035 -73.163 1].6.755
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AISUN A2A A* 81A AZPHA2 [NCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.708 -18.327 1732.46707 -56.3 8.8 -83.0 33.2 12.16748 0.832 -91.0 69.8 38.9 33.7 30.1 O. Q- |
2 -12,500 -1_.706 I?._2.7Z(_ZO -_7,4 9.2 -83,0 32,6 12,16723 0,032 -90*6 69,5 39.3 33.7 Z.Z 26._1b99 L- 2
3 -11.767 -19./62 1712.2_, _, -St_.O 8._ -_2,b 32.3 12.02128 0.854 -8q.8 68.4 60.1 31,4 27.6 38°46833 2- 3
4 -J),73_ -17.892 ).139.23309 -60.7 9,1 -83.1 30.8 i2.21036 0.825 -89.8 70.2 38,5 34,4 30,9 55.47].23 3- 6
5-].3.3_7 -17.581 1156,_143 _, -56.6 10.1 -83.5 33.1 12.33112 C.807 -91.7 70.7 36.5 36,2 30.9 69.69538 4- 5
6 -13.349 -19.4ql 1128.5_202 -5_.6 q.3 -83.0 _.8 ].2.13531 0.83_ -91.6 68.8 40.1 33.3 27.3 56.29630 5- 6
7 -11.762 -19.762 1112.2A_,/_ -5_.0 8.4 -_2._ 32.3 12.G2128 0.854 -89.8 68.4 60.1 31._ 27.4 68,71921 6- 7
JULY 31tL96_ 1_ HR 13 PIN 43 SEC 96 PS TAB NO 5 ATLAS PHOTO NO 5 POD SEQUENCE NO 115
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN _ V PTh 62
725.704 15_I.IC461 -4.475 -33.431 3276.560 2.065 -72.993 116.729
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LOf_ 8ANGE ALS/C AZN _ZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INcc PHAZ 8MIS ALPHA SCALE Pl-PT
]. -].I.869 -I_.AO8 Ie)8_.43o26 -_8.3 8.8 -_3.0 _3.3 11.85_88 C.83Z -91.0 69.7 38.9 33.5 30.0 O. 0- 1
2 -12,494 -18.702 11._H.1_925 -57.3 9.2 -83.0 3_.7 ii.85A49 C.832 -90.6 69.8 39.3 33.7 29.1 26.4785t 1- 2
3 -11,175 -[9.732 1668.22176 -57.9 8.4 -62.6 32,3 11.71218 C._153 -89.8 68.4 40.1 3!.4 27.6 37.46844 2- 3
6 -11.148 -]/.qlO 1696.51154 -60.7 0.1 -H3.0 30.7 11.89639 0.225 -89.8 70.2 38.5 34.4 30.9 54.06427 3- 6
5 -13.31g -17,606 II].1.25T31 -56.6 IO.l -83.5 _3,1 12.014C9 0.8C2 -91.7 ?0,7 38.5 36.2 30.q A8,_1971 4- 5
6 -13.321 -19.4_7 I_84.1492_ -53./ 9.3 -H3.0 J4.8 11.823_7 C._38 -91.6 68.9 60.1 33.3 27.A 5_.84466 5- 6
7 -11.775 -19.73Z 1668.22176 -5_.9 8._ -62.6 32.3 11.71218 0._53 -89.8 68.A 4C.1 31.4 27.4 6T.47117 6- 7
TAB NO 6 ATLAS PHOTO NO 6 POD SEQUENCE NO 135
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR L3 MI_, 29 5EC U95 MS
TRAJECT(!RY JATA S_cC 7U [PPACI ALT LA] LCN 8 V PTP AZ
708.902 15C8.2C779 -4._25 -33.272 3243.663 2.C52 -72.876 116.708
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LCN RAN(;L AZSIC AZN A/SUN A/A A_ dlA AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.6_H -Ib.470 1650._2780 -_6.4 8.8 -83.0 33.2 II.81711 C._31 -91.0 69.7 39.0 33.6 29.9 O. O- l
2 -12.4_I -l_._hl I_b_.3_/21 -57.6 9.2 -H3.0 32.6 11.61871 C.231 -90.7 69.6 39.3 33.8 29.2 26.33108 I-
3 -ll,783 -L9.671 |634,70613 -SH.O t,A -_2,6 32.3 11.47688 C.853 -89.8 68.5 60,1 31,5 27.5 36,74525 2- 3
6 -11.75/ -17.88A IC_0.5_,')68 -60.7 g,I -83.0 _U.7 II.65793 0*825 -89,8 70.3 38.5 34.5 31.0 52,99731 3- 4
5 -13,296 -17,SH_. ]¢7h.9712| -58.6 _0,i -83.5 _,| 11.773._8 C.807 -91.7 70.7 3u.5 36.2 30.q 67.45458 4- 5
6 -13.79U -Iq.411 I_b0.33237 -53.8 9.3 -83.D =_.7 11.58596 C.838 -91.6 68.g _O.l 33.3 27.4 53.78137 5- 6
7 -11.78_ -19.671 I{3_,70613 -bU.O 8,A -82.0 32.3 II._,766#3 C,853 -89o8 68.5 AD,] 31.5 27.5 46.5238"/ 6- 7
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TAB NO 7 ATLAS PHOTO NO 7 POD SEQUENCE NO 155 -
JULY 31w1966 13 HR ISL_LhL__6_MS .......
TRAJECTORY DATA _EJ_2AC_L_ AL_ J-AL _ _ ___
692.106 1475.21210 -4.636 -33.110 3210.667 2.060 -72.754 1L6.688
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ 1NOD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.608 -18,532 1615J21503 -J6.5 8.T -83_1 33.1 11.37881 0_830 -91.D _9_9._3..%.1 2_L O____-_O_L
2 -12.479 -18.617 1620.37500 -57.A 9.2 -83.0 32.6 11.37830 0,831 -90.7 69.6 39.2 33.8 29.3 26.51017 1- 2
3 -11.789 -19.608 1601.09933 -58.0 B.4 -82.7 32.2 11.24093 0.852 -89.8 68._ 40.0 3l.b 12_ .31L.01i24_2-
4 -11.763 -17,856 1626._9281 -60.7 9.2 -83.0 30.7 11.41886 0.824 -89.8 70.3 38.4 34.5 31.0 51.95031 3- 4
6 -13.273 -19.351 1616.42262 -53.9 9.3 -83.0 34.6 11.34790 0.835 -91.6 69.0 40.1 33.4 27.5 52.71819 5- 6
T -11.789 -19.608 1601.09933 -58.0 8.4 -_2.7 32.2 11.24093 D.852 -89.8 68.6 40.G 31.& 27._ 45.5/3/7 6-J
TAB NO 8 ATLAS PHOTO NO 8 POD SEQUENCE NO 175
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MIN 33 SEC _93 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LUN R V PTH AZ
675.30T 14_2o11560 -4,719 -32.944 3177.571 2.067 -72.631 IJ.6=666
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Aw E/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[1.578 -18.595 1579.41576 -56.5 8.7 -83.1 33.1 11.13786 0.830 -91.0 69.5 39.1 33.1 29.7 O. O- I
3 -11.795 -19.560 15_7.14349 -58.1 8.5 -82.7 _2.2 11.00254 0.851 -89.0 68.6 40.0 31.7 27.7 35.27911 2- 3
4 -11.770 -17.8_ 1592.05232 -60.7 9.2 -83.0 30.7 11.17707 0.824 -89.8 70.3 38.4 34.6 31.0 5U.875_6 3- 4
5 -13.246 -17.557 1607.824_0 -50.7 I0.I _83.5 33.0 11.28792 0.807 -91.7 70.7 38.4 36.3 31.0 45.50572 4- 5
6 -13.247 -19.308 1582.15509 -53.9 9.3 -83.0 34.5 11.10733 0.835 -91.6 69.0 40.0 33.5 27.6 5L°62599 5- 6
7 i_._ q_ -Iw._A_ I_7._4_49 -_8.1 8.5 -82.7 32.2 11.00254 0.851 -89.8 68.6 AO.0 31.7 27.7 A4.61181 6- T
TAB NO 9 ATLAS PHOTO NO 9 P_D 3EQUENC[ NO !9_
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MIN 50 SEC 292 MS
TRAJECTORY qATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT L_N R V PTH AZ
658.508 1408.91690 -A.804 -32.775 3144.372 2.075 -72.505 [16.645
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE -- AZS/C AZN AZSON AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCDPHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.547 -18.657 1_Ab._881i -56.5 8.7 -_3.1 33.0 10o_9_18 0.830 -91.O 69.5 39.1 33.0 29.5 O. 0- I
2 -12.460 -18.569 1551.47963 -57.5 9.3 -83.1 32.5 10.89452 0.83C -90.7 69.7 39.2 33.9 29.4 27.786]5 I- 2
3 -11.800 -19.519 1532.95285 -58.1 8.5 -82o7 32.2 IC.762_9 C.85L -89.8 68.7 40.0 31.7 27.7 34.52694 2- 3
4 -11.775 -17.840 I_57.35899 -60.T 9.2 -83.0 30.7 IC.93350 0.E23 -89.8 70.3 38.4 34.6 31.1 49.78595 3- 4
6 -13.220 -19.272 I_A7.AA740 -54.0 9.3 -83.1 34.5 10.86507 C.834 -91.6 69.1 40.0 33.5 27.7 50.51853 5- 6
7 --11.800 -[9.519 15_Z.95285 -58.1 8.5 -82.7 _2.2 IC.76249 C.851 -89.8 88.7 40.0 31.T 27.T 43.64212 6- T
TAB NO 10 ATLAS PHOTO NO 10 POD SEQUENCE NO 213
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 15 MI_ _ _EC _li _S
TRAJECTORY OATA ............ SEC" TO-I'MPACT-- "ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
6_3o389 1378.9491U -4.682 -32.619 3114.404 2.083 -72.391 116.624
PHDTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.52D -18.714 1511.041;7 -56.6 8.7 -83.[ 33.0 1C.67569 0.829 -91.0 69.4 39.2 32.9 29.4 O. O- 1
3 -11.803 -19.484 1502.03_3_ -58.[ 8.5 -82.7 32.2 IC.54542 0.85C -89.8 68.7 40.0 31.8 27.8 33.84526 2- 3
4 -11.779 -17.838 1525.9822_ -60.6 9.2 -83.0 30.7 10.71322 C.823 -89.8 70.3 38.4 34.6 31.I 48.79881 3- 4
5 -13.193 -17.563 1541.10945 -56.8 10.1 -83.5 32.9 10.81954 0.806 -91.7 70.7 38.4 36.3 31.0 A3.62056 4- 5
6 -13.195 -19.242 1516._4061 -54.1 9.3 -83.1 34.4 10.64599 0.834 -91.6 69.1 40.0 33.5 27.7 _9.51508 5- 6
7 -11.803 -19.484 1502.N3_38 -58.1 8.5 -82.7 32.2 10.54542 0.850 -89.8 68.7 40.0 31.8 27.8 42,T6474 6- T
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 15 MIN 22 SEC 210 MS TAB NO 11 ATLAS PHOTO NO 11 POD SEQUENCE NO 233
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
626.590 13_5.55075 -4.970 -32.4A2 3081.O06 2.O91 -72.261 116.602
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -[I.AB9 -[8.777 IA74.86313 -56.6 8.7 -83.1 33.0 1C.43057 0.829 -91.0 69.4 39.2 32.7 29.3 O. 0- I
2 -12.438 -18.537 1485.29678 -5T.5 9.3 -83.1 32.5 10.42978 C.829 -90.7 69.7 39.2 34.0 29.4 29.58105 I- 2
3 -11.805 -19.447 1467.50760 -58.1 8.5 -82.7 32.2 10.30302 0.850 -89.8 68.7 A0.0 3[.8 27.9 33.08200 2- 3
4 --11.781 -17.839 1490.93919 -60.6 9.2 -83.0 30.7 10.46720 0.U23 -89.8 70.3 38.4 34.6 31.1 47.69422 3- 4
5 --13.163 -17.870 1505.72092 -56.8 10.1 -83.6 32.9 10.57109 0.fi06 -91.7 70.7 38.4 36.3 31.1 42.61958 4-
6 --13.168 --19.211 1481.5_926 -54.2 9.3 -85.1 34.3 IC.40132 0.834 --91.6 69.[ 40.0 33.6 2T.8 48.39224 5-
7 -11.805 -19.447 1467.50760 -58.1 8.5 -82.7 32.2 10.303C2 D.850 -89.8 68.7 4D.0 31.8 27.9 41.78386 6- 7
TAB NO 12 ATLAS PHOTO NO 12 POD SEQUENCE NO 249
JULY 81,1964 13 HR 15 MIN 35 SEC 649 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
613.150 1318.75473 -5.042 -32.298 3054.210 2.097 -72.155 116.583
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.465 -18.827 I_45.82341 -56.6 8.7 -83.1 32.9 IC.2332A 0.829 -91.0 69.3 39.3 32.6 29.2 O. O- 1
2 -12.424 -18. 528 1A57.18927_ --57.6 __ 9.3-83,___ 32_ .10 ._32410.829_n90.7 69.7 39.2 _4°0 29.5 30.36950 I- 2
3 -11.8OA -[9._21 1A39.72050 -5R.[ 8.6 -82.7 32.1 10.I0793 0.849 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.9 27.9 32.4644T 2- 3
4 -11.180 -17.843 1462.73091 -60.6 9.2 -83.0 30.7 IC.26916 0.823 -89.8 70.3 38.4 34.6 31.I A6.80239 3- 4
5 -13.136 -17.579 I_77.22852 -56.9 I0.I -83.6 32.8 IC.37166 0.806 -91.7 70.T 38.4 36.3 31.1 41.81155 4-
6 -13.158 -19.189 I_53.53520 -54.2 9.3 -H3.1 _4.3 10.20437 0.833 -91.6 69.1 40.0 33.6 27.8 47.48537 5- 6
7 -11.80A -19.421 1439.72050 -58.1 8.6 -82.T 32.1 IC.107R3 0.849 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.9 27.9 40.99268 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2 3
TAB NO 13 ATLAS PHOTO NO 13 POD SEQUENCE NO 267
JULY 3111966 [3 HR 15 PIN 80 SEC 768 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
590.031 1288.52545 -5.124 -32.133 3023.981 2.105 -72.034 [16.562
PMOTC DATA
PT LAT LOW RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAI EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
I -11.438 -18.883 1413.06_57 -56,7 8.7 -83,1 32.9 IC,010C0 0.829 -91.0 69,3 39,4 32.5 29,1 O, 0- I
2 -12,408 -18.520 I_25.39166 -57.6 9,3 -83.1 32,4 IC.00912 0,829 -90.7 69,7 39.2 34.0 29.5 3[,21362 [- 2
3 -[[.795 -[9.305 1_08.29078 -58.2 8,6 -82,7 32,I g,88727 0,869 -89,8 68,8 40,0 31,9 27.9 31,76315 2- 3
4 -II.775 -17.D5C 1630.82178 -60.6 9.2 -83.0 30.7 1C.06516 0.823 -U9.8 70.3 38.3 34.7 31.1 45.79219 3- 4
6 -13.103 -19.167 1421.79559 -56.3 9.3 -83.1 34.2 9,98154 C.833 -91.6 69,2 _0.0 33.6 27.8 46.4577A 5- 6
7 -[I./98 -19.395 1508.29078 -5_.2 8,6 -82,7 32,1 g.88727 C,b_9 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.9 27.9 _0.0948D 6- 7
TAB NO !4 ATLAS PHOTO NO 14 POD SEQUENCE NO 287
JUtY _!:!96_: I_ :_ _ F;6 7 _LL bbr MS
7RAJEcTOSY OAtA -- sEc-T_ IppAct ALt LAT LoN .... R v PTh . Az
581,23_ 1256.83170 -5.218 -3[.9_5 2990.287 2.11_ -71.897 116.53T
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AISIC ALN AZSUN AZA A" 81k AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EF|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -1[.40_ -18.946 [376,499b0 -56.8 8.6 -B3.I 32.8 _.T6035 0.82g -91.0 69,2 39.r 32._ 29.0 O. O- 1
2 -12.381 -18,5L_ 13_9_L_33_ _51_ 9._ -_=l 3Z=_ 9=759_ G=829 -90=7 b9.3 39_1 J_=O 2915 32=_-1-_
3 -1|.lBg -19,369 1373,]_028 -bH.2 8.b -r2.7 32.0 9.66055 0.86_ -89.8 68,8 39.9 3[.9 28.0 30.9T541 2- 3
r -[1./66 -17.863 1395,[3_96 -60,7 9,2 -u3.O JU.7 9.79463 0.823 -89.8 70.3 3_.3 3_.6 3|.1 _6,65956 3-
5 -13.059 -17.612 1_08,93173 -57°0 lO.| -H3.6 32.7 9.89|57 0,807 -9|.7 TO,7 38.4 36.2 31.[ 39.86681 4- 5
6 -13.061 -lg.lA7 1_86,30219 -54.4 9.3 -83.2 3_.1 9.73237 0.833 -91.6 69.2 40.0 _3.6 27.9 _5.30527 5- 6
7 -[1.789 -1q._69 137_.1b028 -bS,_ R.6 -82./ 3Z.O 9.66055 0,869 -89.5 68.8 39,9 31.9 28.0 39.08869 6- 7
TAB NO 15 ATLAS PHOTO NO 15 POD SEQUENCE NO 305
JULY 31.1966 13 HR 10 Mlh 22 SEL b86 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
566.11_ 1224.6IC7A -5._03 -31.?72 2959.868 2.122 -71.771 116.515
PHOTU UAIA
PT LAT ION RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* HIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.355 -L8.519 1357.58473 -57°7 9.3 -83,1 32.3 _.9_298 G°E2g -90°7 69.7 39.1 34.0 29.5 O= 1- 2
3 -I[.777 -]9.352 I341.288_3 -58.3 8.6 -82.7 32.0 9.616_6 0.869 -89.8 88.8 39.9 32°0 28.0 30.25664 2- 3
A -11.T55 -17.881 1382.77314 -60.7 9.2 -83.0 30.7 9.56762 0.823 -89.8 70.3 38.3 36=6 31.I _3.62724 3- A
5 -13.01_ -17.636 1376.22162 -57.0 10.0 -83.6 32.7 g.66193 C.8C7 -91.7 70.6 38.3 36.2 31.0 38.93269 4- 5
7 -[1.777 -19.352 1341.2HSH3 -58.3 8.6 -82.7 32.0 9.616_6 O.84g -89.8 68°8 3g.g 32.0 28°0 38.176AI 6- 7
TAB NO 16 ATLAS PHOTO NO 16 POD SEQUENCE NO 319
JULY 31,Iq66 13 HR lO M|N _ _C 4_ MS
TRAJECIURY DATA _ _CC T_ [_PACT ALE LAT LON _ ______AZ__
55A.354 12C0.68585 -5.371 -31.635 2936.[41 2.I28 -71.672 116.499
PHOTO DATA
PT tat tUN RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA A_ 81A AZP_AZ INC_ PMAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[2.333 -18,526 [_32,36159 -51._ 9.2 -03.1 32.2 9.35bE7 0.829 -90,7 69,7 39.1 3_.0 29.5 O. 1- 2
3 -L1.766 -iq.341 I_16.37233 -hS._ 8.6 -_2.7 32.0 9.2A193 0,84_ -89.8 68.9 39.9 32.0 28.0 29o692_0 2- 3
5 -12.984 -17.658 1_b0.63333 m_7.i lO00 m83"6 32"6 9.68228 0.808 --91"7 70"_ 38"3 36"2 3100 38.[9990 6-- §
6 -[2.985 -_9.129 1328.q3068 -54.6 9.3 -_3.2 33.9 9.329_5 0.833 -91.6 69.2 39.9 33.6 27°9 _3°_3136 5- 6
7 -I[.766 -19.341 lH6._7233 -88.) 8.6 -_2.1 32.0 g.2AI93 0.849 -89.8 68.9 39.9 32.0 28.0 37.45770 6- ?
TAB NO 17 ATLAS PHOTO NO 17 POD SEQUENCE NO 333
JULY 3[tlqb4 13 HR lh MIN 4b SEC 205 MS
TRAJECT[_RY I)ATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT tat LCN R V PIN AZ
842.595 11T6o90372 -5.A40 -31.496 2912.359 2.134 -7[.57E 116oa79
PHDTO UATA
PT LAT ECN RANGE A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 81A A2PHAZ INCU PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-12.30_ -l_,bJl 1J91.0195_ -57.8 9.2 -83.1 32.2 9.177ql 0.829 -90.7 69.7 39.1 36.0 29_5 O. __
-[[.T52 -19.333 129I._410_ _58.6 8.5 -82.1 3_.9 9'06_ig 0.849 -89.8 68'939.9 32.0 28.0 29.12417 2- 3
A -[1.732 -17.916 1312.031_b -bO,l 9.2 -_3.0 30.6 9.21117 0.823 -89.8 TO.2 38.3 34.6 31oi A2.00482 3- 6
5 -[2.947 -17.6_2 I_24.q2220 -57oi [O.O -83°6 32.6 9.30177 O.EO_ -9].7 70,6 38.3 36.[ 31.0 37.46304 A- 5
6 --[2.948 -19.125 1303.663_4 -84.6 9.3 -_3.2 33*g g.152C7 C.833 -9[°6 69o2 39.9 33.6 27.9 42.60286 5- E
7 -11.752 -19._33 [_gl.341CU -58.4 8*_ -82._ 3[.9 g.06E19 C.849 -89.8 68.9 39.9 32.0 28.0 36.736_7 6- ]
TAB NO 18 ATLAS PHOTO NO 18 POD SEQUENCE NO 353
JULY 31,1964 1t H5 II plk 3 S_C 4 MS
TRAJECT()RY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tat LGN R V PTH AZ
525.796 1162.82_3r -5.541 -31.293 2878.284 2.IA_ -71.424 116.r52
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tUN RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA -SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.274 -18.55C 1270.55Ib[ -57.9 9.2 -83.1 32.[ 8,92183 0,830 mgO.7 69.7 39.1 33.9 29.5 O. I-- 2
3 -II.733 -IV.329 1255.32745 -58.4 8.5 -82.8 31.8 8.81335 0.849 -89.8 68o9 39.9 32.0 28.0 28.302A5 2- 3
4 -1[.713 -17,qb2 1275.42841 -60.7 9.2 -83.0 30.6 8.95620 0.826 -89,8 7C.2 38.3 34,6 31.[ 40.82683 3- 4
5 -12.894 -17,725 1287.91577 -57.2 9.9 -83.6 32,5 g.04197 0.809 -91.7 7O.S 38.3 36.1 3[.0 36.40240 A m 5
6 -12.895 -I().128 1267.25098 _-54.7 9.2-83.2 33.7 8.89658 0.834 -91.6 69.2 39.9 33.5 _7_A_ _036__5=._
7 -[[.73_ -19.329 1259.32745 -58.4 8m5 --82.8 51.8 8.81339 0.86g --89.8 68.9 39.9 32.0 28.0 35.699?7 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2 4
TAB NO 19 ATLAS PHOTO NO 19 POD SEQUENCE NO 369
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 17 MI_ 16 S£C 448 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
512.356 II15.48181 -5.628 -31.127 2850.937 2.151 -71.305 116.430
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAKGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AipHAZ _[NEo PHAZ--EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.246 -I_,572 IZAI.16365 -57,9 9,2 -83.1 32.I 8.715_7 0.83C -90.7 69,7 39.1 33.9 29.5 O. I- 2
3 -II.718 -19.332 1226.51091 -58.5 8.5 -82,8 31.8 E.60963 0.849 -89.8 68.9 3g.g 31.9 28.0 27.63768 2- 8
4 -11.698 -17.988 1245.92621 -60,8 9.1 -83.0 30.6 8.74707 0,824 -89.8 7C.2 38,3 34*5 31,0 39°87247 3- 4
5 -12.852 -17,767 izSR.08939 -57.2 9.9 -83.6 32.4 8.83257 C.809 -91.7 7C.5 38.4 36.0 30.9 35.54782 4- 5
6 -12.853 -19,136 1237°92940 -59,8 9.2 -83.Z 35.7 8°69073 0.834 -91.6 69.2 _0._ 33_ 17_ ___cC_/_/I/_
7 -11.718 -19,332 1226.31091 -58,5 8.5 -82.8 31.8 8.609£3 C.849 -89.8 68.9 3g.g 31.9 28.0 34.86446 8- 7
TAB NO 20 ATLAS PHOTO NO 20 POD SEQUENCE NO 383
JblY 3L,1q64 13 HR 17 M[k Z_ SEC 202 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA $EC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R _ _ _I/i____L_
500.597 1091.48935 -5._96 -3C.979 2826.945 2.158 -71.198 116.4E0
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCn RA_OE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* _/A AZPHA2 I_CO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.222 -18,589 1215.40363 -58.0 9.1 -_3.2 32.0 _.534_8 0.83C -90.7 69._ 39.i 33.9 29.5 0. l- 2
3 -11.705 -19,533 1200.871H7 -58,5 8.5 -82._ 31.8 _.431C3 0.849 -89.8 68.9 3g.g 31.9 28.0 27.05700 2- 3
A -I[.686 -!£,017 1/Z0,U6683 -6C,8 9,1 -83,0 30,6 E,56553 0,825 -89.8 7Q.i 38._ 3_,5 31.Q I_,_5___A=_
5 -12.815 -17,8CI 1231._94939 -51.3 9.8 -83.6 32.4 _.64905 0.81C -91.7 70.5 38.4 35.9 30.9 34,79993 4- 5
6 -[2.816 -19,142 1212.22(,03 -5_,9 9,2 -83,3 3J,b E,51C29 C.b34 -91.6 69.2 40.0 33.5 27.9 39;58305 5- 6
7 -11.705 -Iq.333 1200.H7167 -%8.5 8.5 -82.8 33.8 _.451C3 G.849 -89.8 68.9 39.9 31.9 28.0 34,13311 6- 7
TAB NO zl ATLA3 F;;OTC tAC 2! m_n RFQIIFNCE NO 399
J_LY 31,196_ 33 HR I? Vln 41 SEC b41 MS
TRAJECTORy I_TA 8EC TU IMPACT ALT LAT tON R _ PTH AZ
487.158 i063.99_00 -5.781 -3C.807 2799.450 2.166 -71.075 110.387
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -L2-1g_ -18,615 1185.76859 -58,U 9.L -83,2 32.0 5.32_49 0.831 -9_.7 69.6"39.2 }3.8 29=4 0 .... I- 2
3 -11.89] -19,348 I171._ii97 -b_.5 8.b -82.8 31.8 8.22560 0.849 -Rq.R 68.9 40.0 31.9 28.0 26.38655 2- 3
4 -11.672 -18,057 11_0.31302 -00.8 9.i -83,0 30.6 8.3566A 0.825 -89.8 7C.I 38,3 34._ 30.9 38.0_413 _-
5 -12.774 -17.84_ 1201.h7431 -57.3 9.8 -83,6 _2.4 8.43790 _.811 -91.7 70.4 38.4 35.9 30.8 33.94019 4- 5
6 -12.775 -39,15A 1182.683_2 -5A.9 9.I -_3,3 33,6 _.30275 0.835 -9_.6 89,1 AO.O 33.6 27.9 38.60155 5- b
7 -ll.6ql -19.34¢ 1171.61197 -58.5 8.5 -82,8 81.8 _.226_0 0.849 -89.8 68.9 40.0 31.9 28.0 33_29255 6- 7
TAB NO 22 ATLAS PHOTO NO 22 POD SEQUENCE NO 413
JULY 31,196_ 13 H_ 17 RIR 53 S_C 401 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ L_ACT _LT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
475,399 1039.87137 -5.857 -3C.65_ 2775.327 2.173 -70.965 I16.367
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ Into PHAZ E_[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.171 -18.837 1159.756_9 -58.0 9.1 -83.2 32.0 8.14383 0.831 -90.7 69.6 39.2 33.8 29.4 O. l- 2
3 -11.878 -19.346 1145.92676 -58.5 8.5 -82.8 31.7 _.045_7 0.849 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.9 28.0 25.79893 2- 3
4 -11.660 -18.092 1164.19696 -60,8 9.I -HJ.O 30,6 8,17329 0.826 -89.8 70,I 38.4 34.4 30.9 37.22886 _- 4
5 -12.737 -17.8_7 i175.47768 -67.3 9.8 -83.6 32.3 8.25258 C.811 -91.7 70._ 38.4 35.8 30.8 33.E8596 4- 5
8 -12.736 -19,165 1156,71599 -55,0 9.1 -83,3 3_,5 8,_2057 C,d35 -91,6 69,1 40*0 33._ 22___3LZ_7_/_13_
7 --11.678 --19.346 3145.92676 --58.5 8.5 --82.8 31.7 8.04527 C.849 --89.8 68.8 4C.0 31.9 28.0 32.55A97 6- 7
TAB NO 23 ATLAS PHOTO NO 23 POD SEQUENCE NO 425
JULY 31e196_ 13 hE 18 HIE 3 SEC 4_0 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
_65.319 1019.14_32 -5.923 -3C,520 2754.600 2.|79 -70°869-I_6o349
PHOTD DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZ_ AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12o150 -18.657 iI_7.37056 -58.0 9.1 -83.2 32.0 7.98684 C.831 -90.7 89.6 39.2 33.8 29._ 0. I- 2
3 -ll.bb6 -19.553 1123.82323 -58.6 8.4 -82.8 31.7 7.890C9 0.849 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.9 28.0 25.29290 2- 3
4 -31.648 -18.122 11_1.72240 -60.8 9,1 -83.0 30.6 8.01551 0.826 -89.8 70.0 3919 34±3_ 30.8 36.50_38 3- 4
5 -12.70& -17.923 1152.76085 -57.4 9.7 -83.6 _2.3 8.093C9 0.812 -91.7 70.3 38.4 35.8 30.7 32.53669 4- 5
6 -12._05 -19.175 1134.38200 -55.0 g,l -83.5 33.5 7.963_0 _.836 -91.6 69. I 40.0 33.3 27.8 37,00135 5- 6
7 --11.666 -19._53 1123.82323 -88.6 8.4 --82.8 31.7 7.89069 0.849 -89.8 68.8 _0.C 31,9 28.D 31,92004 6- 7
TAB NO 24 ATLAS PHOTO NO 24 POD SEQUENCE NO 441
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 18 VI_ 16 _EC 919 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LGN R V PTP AZ
451.880 991.43570 -6.C13 -30°338 2726.891 2.187 -70,739 116.324
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.119 -18.6_7 1107.37885 -58.1 9,0 -83,2 5[,9 7,77603 0.832 -90.7 69.5 39,2 33.7 29_3 ____2,_
3 -11.64_ -19,3_3 1G94.21138 -58._ 8.4 -82.8 31.7 7,68219 0.850 -89.8 68.8 4C.C 31,8 28.0 24.61402 2- 3
4 -11.651 -18.166 lill.61168 -60.8 9,0 -RJ.0 30.6 7,80412 C.827 -89.8 7D.0 38.4 39.3 30.8 35°52592 3- 4
5 -12o659 -17.973 1122,32420 -57.4 9.7 -83.6 32°3 7,87941 C.813 -91o7 70.3 38°4 35°7 30.7 31,66636 4- 5
6 -12.860 -19.191 11_4.46263 -55.1 9.0 -83.3 33.4 7,75375 D.83e -91.6 69*1 40.0 33°3 27.8 36,00888 5- 6
7 -11.048 -19.363 1C94.21138 -58.6 8.4 -82.8 31.7 7.68219 0.85C -89.8 68.8 40.8 31.8 28.0 31,06889 6- 7
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TAB NO 25 ATLAS PHOTO NO 25 POO SEQUENCE NO 453
JULY 31,196R 13 HR 18 P|N 26 $EC 999 PS
TRAJECTORY DATA StC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LOW R V PTH AZ
441.801 970.59937 -6.C81 -30.199 2706.055 2.194 -70.641 116.306
PHOT0 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA ..... A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCU PHAl EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
Z -12.096 -18. T[0 1084.78351 -58.1 9.0 -83.2 3[.9 7,61737 0.832 -90.7 69.5 39,2 33.7 29.3 O. 1- 2
3 -11.635 -1D.373 1071.g0280 -58.6 8.4 -82.8 31,7 7.52557 0.85G -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.8 27.9 24,10224 2- 3
4 _11.018 -I_.200 1U88.92596 -60.8 9.0 -83.0 _0o6 7°64485 0.827 -89.8 70.0 36.4 34.2 30o7 34.79035 3- 4
5 -12.625 -i_.012 1099.3q352 -57._ 9,7 -83,6 _2°2 7°718_2 0.813 -91.7 70.2 38.4 35.6 30.6 31.01082 4- 5
6 -12.62o -19.2C5 10_1.92279 _,1 9,0 -83,4 33.3 7.fi9fl_L 0,83_ -91,6 69.1 4C._ 33,3 27_8 __35.2_
7 -I[.635 -Iq.373 IO?I.qO2HO -58.6 8.4 -82.U 31o7 7,52557 0.85C -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.8 27.9 0.42784 6- 7
TAB NO 26 ATLAS PHOTO NO 26 Poo SF.t_IENCE NO z_-5
JULY 31_1g6_ 13 HR ]fi PIN _7 5_C 78 PS
TRAJECTORY OATA SLC TO I_PACT ALT LAI LOW B ¥____P_I_ ___ _.
431.721 9_9.7149A -6.150 -3C.058 2685.170 2°200 -70.540 [16.286
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AtS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAl JNC_ PHAl EMIS ALPHA SCALE Pr-pT
2 -12.072 -18.7_2 1062.[_4_ -58.1 9.0 -83.2 31.9 7,45842 0._33 -90.7 69.5 39._ 33.6 29.3 0. 1- 2
3 -[1.621 -1_.381 [C49.552_7 -58.6 8.4 -62.8 31o7 7,368e5 0.85C -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.8 27.9 23.59097 2- 3
4 -11.60_ -18.233 1060o20221 -60._ 9,0 -63.0 30.6 7,48532 G.827 -89,8 69_9 3fi,_ 3_.2 30_/-- 3_.O§SAZL_3---&_
5 -12.5qO -18.049 1076.425_7 -_?.5 9.6 -83.6 32.2 1,55718 0.814 -91.7 7C.2 38.4 35.6 30.6 30.354B8 4- 5
6 -12.59[ -19.216 I059.34201 -55.2 9.0 -_3.4 33,3 7,43699 C.837 -91.6 69.1 40.0 33.2 27.8 34.51337 5- 6
T -11.621 -|9.381 1049.55247 -68.6 8.4 -82.8 31*7 7,368_5 O.850 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.8 27.9 29.78599 6- 7
TAB NO 27 ATLAS PHOTO NO 27 POD SEQUENCE NO 475
JULY 31wlqAA 13 HR L_ M|h _SJ_C_Z_ MS .........
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LOW R V PTH AZ
A23.322 932.27448 -6.209 -29.939 2667.730 2.205 -70.456 116.270
PHOTO oArA
PT LAT LON RAWGE AZSIC ALN AZSUW ALA Ae 6/A AZPHAZ IWCO PHA_ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -12.053 -IH.151 1043.22_L_:_B, 1 9,0 r8_ 3L*q 1,32557 Q,833 -90,7 69_5_9[_3.6 29_-- -d_--
3 -11.609 -19._88 |030.87050 -58.7 8.4 -R2.b 31.6
4 -]1.592 -18.26l 1_7.20_9 -_0.8 9.0 -83.0 30°6
S -12.Sbl -18.080 1057.22893 -57.5 9.6 -83.6 32°2
6 -12.562 -19.227 1_40.4_800 -65.2 8.9 -83.4 33,2
7 -11.609 -19.388 1030,87050 -88.7 8.4 -82.8 31°6
................ TAB NO
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 18 Vlk 57 SEC 237 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
411.562
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -12.025 -lB.7_[ 1018.61937 -58.2 8.9 -63.2 31°8
3 -11.592 -19._01 1004.59o69 -58,7 8.4 -82.8 31.6
4 -1[.576 -I_.303 [020.49274 -60.8 a.9 -83.0 30.6
5 -12.520 -lb.128 1U30.22836 -57.5 9.8 -83.6 32.2
7°23749 G.85C -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.6 27.9 23.16376 2- 3
7°35[97 0.828 -89.B 69.9 38.4 34.1 30.7 33°44170 3- 4
T,42240 0.814 -91.7 70.2 38.4 36.8 30.5 29.80667 4- 5
7,30449 0.837 -91.6 69.1 _0.0 33.2 27.8 33.88903 5- 6
7.23749 G.85C -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.8 2T.9 29.24968 6- ?
28 ATLAS PHOTO NO 28 POD SEQUENCE NO 489
ALT LAT LON H V PTH AZ
907.800_0 -6.292 -29.769 2643.256 2.213 -70.336 |16,247
A* BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EN|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7,13872 0.834 -90.7 69.4 39.2 33.5 29.2 O. . 1- 2
?,053C3 0.851 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.7 27,9 22.56215 2- 3
T,16442 0.828 -89.8 69.9 38.4 34.1 30.6 32.57659 3- 4
7.23284 0.815 -91.7 70.1 38.4 35.4 30._ 29.03602 4- 5
7 -11.592 -19.401 1004.59_69 -58.7 8.4 -82.8 31.6 7,053C3 0.851 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.7 27.9 28.49587 6- 7
TAB NO 29 ATLAS PHOTO NO 29 POD SEQUENCE NO 501
JULY 31,1964 L3 HR 19 _Ih 7 $EC 316 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA $EC rO |MPACT ALT tat LGN R V PTH A2
401.483 886.76944 -6.364 -29.6_[ 2622.225 2.220 -70.23[ 116.228
PHOTO DAIA
PT LAT LOW RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.000 -1H.809 993.69452 -58.2 8.9 -83.2 _1.8 6°97774 0.834 -90.7 69.4 39.2 33.5 29.2 O. |- 2
3 -11.578 -_9.A14 981.96246 -5_.f 8.3 -82.8 31.6 6°89412 0.851 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.7 27.9 22.04312 2- 3
4 -11.562 -18.342 997._7501-_60._ 8.9 -83.O30_.6 _7100282 0.829 -89.8 69.8 38.4 34.0 30.6 31.82995 3- 4
5 -12.48_ -18.171 1006.98555 -57.6 9.5 -83.7 32.1 7.06952 O.81E -91.T 70.1 38.5 35.4 30.4 28.37223 4- 5
6 -[2._85 -19.262 991.O5875 -55.3 8.9 -83.4 33.1 Eo957_2 0.838 -9i.6 69.0 40.1 33.1 27.7 32.25022 5- 6
7 -11.578 -19.414 981.96246 -58.7 8.3 -82.8 31,6 6°89A12 0.851 -89.8 68.8 40.0 31.7 27.9 27.84641 6- 7
TAB NO 30 ATLAS PHOTO NO 30 POD SEQUENCE NO 513
JULY 31,196A 13 HR I__ P[k 17SEC 396 MS ..................
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT tat tOW R V PTH AZ
391.404 865.68808 -6.438 -29.471 2601.143 2°227 -70.125 116.205
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.975 -18.837 9TOs69_g5 -_8.2 8.9 -83.2 31.8 6°81624 0.835 -90.7 09.4 39.3 33.___29._ O. _ _L
3 -11.563 -19.428 959.25368 -58.7 _.3 -82.8 31.6 6,73419 0.851 -89.8 68.8 40.1 31.7 27.8 21.52282 2- 3
4 -11.547 -1_.381 974,38287 -60.8 8.9 -83.0 30.6 6.84C70 0.829 -89.8 89.8 38.4 34.0 30.5 31.08137 3- 4
5 -|2.448 -18.215 983.62826 -57.6 9.5 -R3.7 32.1 6.90568 _.816 -91.7 70.0 38.5 35.3 30.4 27.70670 4- 5
6 -12.449 -19.280 968.11824 -85.4 8.9 -83.4 33.1 6*79657 0.838 -91.6 69.0 40.1 33,0 27.7 31.48927 5- 6
7 -11.563 -[9.428 959.2536b -58.T 8.3 -82.8 31.6 6°73469 0.851 -89.8 68.8 40.1 31.7 27.8 2T.195_6 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2
........... TAB NO
JULY 3111964 13 HR 19 MIN 2? SEC 475 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT
381.324
PHOTO OA7A
PT LA7 LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.950 -18,886 947,62968 -58.2 8,8 -63.2 31.8
3 -11.547 -1_.642 936.47860 -58.7 8.3 -82.8 31.6
4 -11.532 -18.420 951.22491 -60.8 8.9 -83.0 30.6
5 -12.411 -16,_59 960.22635 -57.6 9.4 -83,7 32.1
6 -12,412 --_g.298 945,11177 -55,4 8,8 -83,4 JJ,O
7 -11,547 -19,442 936.47860 -58.7 8.3 -82.8 31.6
31 ATLASPHOTONO 31 POD SEQUENCENO 525
ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
8_4.55589 -6.513 -29.318 2580.011 2,236 -70.017 116.186
At 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
6.65427 0.835 -90.7 69.6 39.3 33.6 29.1 O. l- Z
6.57¢79 0.852 -89.8 68.8 ¢0.1 31.6 27.8 21.00183 2- 3
6.67812 C,83C -89,8 69.8 38.5 33,9 30,5 30,33175 3- 6
6.7¢138 0.817 -91.7 70.0 38.5 35.2 30.3 27.03980 6- 5
6.63505 0.839 -91,6 69,0 ¢0,1 33,0 27=7__3_._-_h_
6,57679 0.852 -89,8 68,8 _0o| 31.6 27,8 26.54237 6- 7
TABNO 32 ATLASPHOTONO 32 POD SEQUENCENO 537
JULY 3111966 13 HR 19 Mlk 37 SEC 555 MS
TRAJECTORy DATA _EC TO IMPACT ALT LA1 LON R_ V PTH A7
371.2_5 823,37195 -6.589 -29.162 2558.827 2.261 -69.908 116.162
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.923 -18.d90 924.52537 -58.J 8.8 -83.2 31.7 6.¢9203 0.835 -90.6 69,3 39.3 33,3 29.0 Oo I- 2
3 -11.530 -19.¢52 _13,66237 -58.8 8.3 -82.8 3L.5 6.61660 0.852 -89.8 68.7 60,I 31.6 27,8 20°68136 2- 3
¢ -11,515 -18.¢56 928,03251 -60,8 8.8 -03,0 30,6 6.51530 0.83C -89,8 69._ _B_5 33_9 _30.4 29.58432 _- 4
5 -12.372 -1_.299 936.76799 -57.6 g.6 -83.7 32.0 6.57683 0.818 -91.7 69.9 38,5 35.2 30.3 26°37133 6- 5
6 -12.37_ -19.312 922.06226 -55.5 8.8 -83.¢ 33.0 6.¢7326 0.839 -91.6 69°0 40°1 33.0 Z7o6 29°96780 5- 6
7 -11.530 -19.¢52 913.66237 -58.8 8.3 -82.8 31.5 6.414e0 0.852 -89.8 68.7 60,I 31.6 27.8 25.88806 6- 7
TAB NO 33 ATLASPHOTONO 33 POD SEQUENCENO 547
JULY 31t196¢ 13 HR 19 HIN ¢5 SEC 954 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PIH AZ
362.865 dC5.67876 -6.653 -29.030 , 2561.136 2.267 -69,815 116.166
PHOTO DATA
P7 LA7 LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AESUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -iI.899 -18,910 905.229¢9 -58.3 8,8 -83.Z _I.7 6,35654 0.83_ -90,6 69*3 39,3_13_3 29=0 .... O. I- 2
3 -1|.515 -|9.A_O 894.605_5 -58._ 8.3 -82.9 31.5 6.28081 0.852 -89,8 68.7 ¢0.1 31.6 27.8 20.06768 2- 3
6 -11.50[ -18.¢85 908.66615 -60.8 8._ -_3.0 30.6 6.37932 0.831 -Rg.R 69.7 38.5 33.8 30,6 28*96161 3- 6
5 -12.340 -18.332 9i7.71528 -67.7 9.4 -83.7 32.0 E*¢3942 0.8|8 -91.7 69.9 38.5 35.1 30.2 25°81367 6- 5
6 -12.341 -19.323 002.81135 -55.5 8.8 -83.4 32,9 E.33809 0.840 -91*6 69.0 60.1 32*9 27,6 29.33687 5- 6
7 -11.515 -I9,¢60 896.605¢5 -58.8 8.3 -82.g 31.5 6.28081 0.852 -89.8 68.7 40.1 31.6 27.8 25.36172 6- 7
TAB NO 34 ATLAS PHOTO NO 34 POO SEQUENCE NO 555
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 19 MIk 52 SEC 676 MS
TRA.E_T_QY nATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
3_6.i20 791.49760 6.705 -28.924 2_26.953 2.251 -69.761 116.129
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE - _ZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,881 -18.92¢ 869.78660 -68.3 8.8 -83.2 31.7 6.26810 0.836 -90.6 69,3 39.3 33°3 29°0 O. [- 2
3 -11.503 -19.465 879.351¢5 -_8.8 8.3 -82.9 31.5 6.17371 0.852 -89.8 68.7 60.1 31.6 27.8 19.7016¢ 2- 3
6 -11.689 -18.506 _93.16A67 -60.g 8.8 -83.0 30.5 6.27051 0.831 -89.8 69.7 38°5 33,8 30.6 28.66672 3- 6
5 -12.314 -18,356 901.55366 -57.7 9,3 -83.7 3[.9 6.32946 0.819 -91.7 69.9 38.5 35.1 30.2 25.36756 6- 5
6 -12o315 -19.330 887._0_27 -55*6 8.7 -83,5 32.9 6,22992 0,860 -91=_ 68_9_(I. 1 32.q _7=6 28.R_n_4 _- 6
7 -11.503 -19.¢65 879.351¢5 -58.8 8.3 -82.9 31.5 E.17371 0.852 -89,8 68.7 60*I 31.6 27.8 24°90676 8- 7
TAB NO 35 ATLAS PHOTO NO 35 POD SEQUENCE NO 567
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 20 Plk 2 SEC 753 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
346.0¢6
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LDN 8AkGE AZS/C AZN 6ZSUN AZA
2 -11.853 -18.949 866.51098 -58.¢ 8.7 -83.2 31.6
3 -11.685 -19.475 856.36243 -58.9 8.2 -82.9 31.6
6 -11.472 -18.571 889.89!6 _ -_0_9 888__ 783._0 3U.5
5 -12.276 -18.396 _77.94671 -57,8 9.3 -83.7 31.9
6 -12.275 -19.3_¢ _64.18246 -55.7 8.7 -83.5 32.8
7 -11.485 -19.675 856.36263 -58.9 8.2 -82.9 31.6
ALT LAI L0N R V PTH AZ
770.18231 -6.784 -28.761 2505.638 2.259 -69.627 116.106
Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA sCALE_PT_-PT -
6.08668 0.836 -90.6 69.3 39.3 33.2 29.0 0. 1- 2
8.01231 0.852 -89.8 68.7 60.1 31.5 27.8 19.17898 2- 3
6.108¢9 C.B31 -89.7 69.6 38.5 33.8 30.3 27.716|_ 3- 6
6.16373 0.819 -91.6 69.8 38.5 35.0 30.2 26,69570 6- 5
6.06690 0.840 -91.6 68.9 60.1 32.9 27.6 28.06796 5- 6
6.01231 0.852 -89.8 68.7 60.1 31.5 27.8 2¢.24658_£ _-
TAB NO 36 ATLAS PHOTO NO 36 POD SEQUENCE NO 575
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20__tN_. 9SEC__73y _ ............
TRAJECTORY DATA SEt TO IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTM AZ
339.327 755.9¢211 -6.838 -28.651 2491.397 2,266 -69.550 |16,090
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.835 -18.968 850.90658 -58.4 8.7 -83.2 31.6 5.97508 0.837 -90.6 69.3 39.3 33.2 29.0 0. 1-2
3 -11.673 -19.487 860.95208 -58.9 8.2 -82.9-31_ ..... 5.gO_12 0.853 -89.8 68.7 60.1 31.5 27.8 1_.82766
6 -11.660 -18.568 854.13670 -b0.9 8.8 -83.0 30.5 5.99651 0.832 -89.7 69.6 38.5 33.7 30.3 27.20905 3- 6
5 -12.248 -16.426 862.11839 -57.8 9.3 -83.7 31.9 6.05260 0.820 -91.6 69.8 38.8 35.0 30.2 26.24520 4- 5
6 -12.249 -19.356 8¢8.81691 -55.7 8.7 -83.5 32.8 5.95762 0.860 -91.6 68.9 60.1 32.8 27.6 27.55490 5-
7 -11.473 -19.684 860.95208 -58.9 8.2 -82.9 31.4 5°90612 0.853 -89.8 68.7 60.1 31.5 27.8 23.80533 6- 7
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RA-V|I CAMERA P2
TAB NO 37
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 MIN 16 SEC 192 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
332,601
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/-C--AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.816 -18.987 835.26871 -68.4 8.7 -63.2 31,6
3 -11.461 -19.494 825,5U801 -58.9 8,2 -82.9 31.g
4 -If,A48 -18.595 _3B,43d03 -60,9 8,7 -_3,0 30,5
5 -12.222 -16.455 E46.25703 -57.8 9.3 -83.7 31.8
6 -12.223 -19.309 _33.01_21 :_5_7 H.7 -63.5 _2_7
T -ll.4bl -19.4q4 825°50801 -58.9 8.2 -82.9 31.4
ATLAS PHOTO NO 37 POD SEQUENCE NO 583
ArT tAT LCN R V PTh AZ
7_1.67783 -6.892 -28.540 2477.133 2.269 -69°473 116.074
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
5.86527 0.837 -90.6 69.2 39.3 33.2 28.9 O. I- 2
5.79569 0.853 -89.8 68.7 40,I 31.5 27.8 18.47600 2- 3
5.886_0 0.832 -89.7 69.6 38.5 33.7 30.3 26.70317 3- 4
5.9_125 0.820 -91.6 69,8 3_.5 34.9 30.1 23.79406 4- 5
5.8_811 O.a_l -91,6_ _8.9 _I_L32_a _21.JS_Z_EllL_= 6
5.19569 D._53 -89.8 68.7 40.1 31.5 Z7.8 23.36348 6- 7
TAB NO 38 ATLAS PHOTO NO 38 POD SEQUENCE NO 591
TRAJECTCRY DATA _E_C TO [PPACT ALl tAT LCJ% .__ _ B__ _-- pJJ=L__ __
32_.888 727.38901 -6.gAb -28.427 2462.844 2.274 -69.395 116.058
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ H/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALe PT-PT
2 -11.798 -19.007 819.59982 -58.A 8.7 -83.2 31.6 5.75524 0.837 -90,6 69.2 39.3 33.1 28.9 O. l- 2
3 -11.449 -19.5OA d10.03245 -58.9 8.2 -_2.9 31.4 5.6870A 0.853 -69.7 68.7 40.1 31.5 27.7 18.12410 2- 3
4 -11.437 -18.621 822.70_06 -_0.9 8.7 -83.0 3Q.5 5*17586 0.833 -89.7 b9_5 _B,5 33_7 31_3__ 26,_196_9_/-
5 -12,196 -IH.4_5 U30.36546 -5T.8 g.2 -83.7 3[.8 5.82968 0.820 -91.6 69.8 38.5 34.9 30.1 Z3,34256 4- 5
6 -12.197 -19.381 817.38898 -65.8 8.6 -83.5 32.7 5.13839 0.8_I -91.6 68.9 40.1 32.8 27.6 26.52676 5- 6
7 -11.449 -19.504 810.03245 -58.9 8.2 -82,9 31.4 5.68704 0.853 -89.7 68.7 40.I 31.5 27.7 22.9212A 6- 7
TAB NO 39 ATLAS PHOTO NO 39 POD SEQUENCE NO 599
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 20 MIK 29 SLL 631 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SLC TO IMPACT
319.188
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LEN 8ANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.779 -19.028 _03._979_ -58.5 8.7 -83.2 31.5
3 -II.437 -19.513 Iq4.5236_ -59.0 8.2 -8_.9 31.3
A -11.425 -I_.64_ _06.94538 -b0.9 8.7 -_3.0 30.5
5 -12.169 -i_.515 814.4_140 -5/.9 9.2 -_3.7 _1.8
6 -12.170 -19.393 _01.7267_ -55.8 8.6 -83.5 32.6
7 -ll.43t -iq.513 794.52566 -59.0 8.2 -82.9 _1.3
ALT tAT tON H V PTH AZ
713.01558 -?.C02 -28.314 2448.531 2.279 -69.315 I16.041
A. BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
5.6_499 0.838 -90.6 69.2 _9.33-3_L__JB_9-_____
5°57816 0°653 -69.7 68.7 40,I 31.5 27.7 17,77186 2- 3
5,6652D 0.8_3 -89.7 69.5 38,5 33.6 30.2 25,689_4 3- 4
5.717_8 0.821 -91.6 69°7 38.5 34.8 30.l 22.890_0 4- 5
5,8288A 0.8_I -91.6 88.9 40.1 32.7 27.5 26.0E186 5- 6
5.57816 0,853 -89.7 68.7 40.l 31.5 27.7 22.478]0 6- 7
TAB NO 40
JULY 31eJqb_ 13 HR ZO M|_ 36 _EC 351 MS
TRAJECI[_RY OATA SE_ TO IMPACT
312.448
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RAN'_;L AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.760 -19.043 788.7026_ -5_*5 8.7 -_3.3 31.5
3 -11.42_ -19,520 719.01836 -_9.0 8.2 -82.9 31.3
4 -11.413 -18.672 _9_,[g0q3 -b0.9 8.7 -83.0 30,5
5 -12.143 -18.5_2 79H,52726 -57.9 9.2 -_3.7 31.8
6 -12.14_ -19,803 7_6,0_93_ -!i_,9 8,6 -83,5 _Z.6
7 -LI.426 -lq.52C 179.01_5_ -59,0 8.2 -82.9 3L.3
ATLAS PHOTO NO 40 POD SEQUENCE NO 607
ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
698.73734 -7.057 -2d.198 2434.193 2.284 -69.235 116,O25
5.53477 0.83b -90.6 69.2 39.3 33._ 28.9 O. 1- 2
5._930 G._53 -89.7 68.7 40.1 31.5 27.7 17.42122 2- 3
5.55_0 0.833 -89.7 69.5 38,5 33.6 30.2 25.18478 3- 4
5.80616 C.U2I -91.6 69.7 38.5 34.8 30.0 22.43887 4- 5
5,51852 0,892 -91._ _ _B.J_2-_ Z1.5 25.49965 5- 6
5.48930 C.853 -89.7 68.7 &O.l 31.5 27.7 22.03565 6- T
TAB NO 41 ATLAS PHOTO NO 41 POD SEQUENCE NO 617
JULY 3L_I96_ 13 HR Z0 PI_ _8 SiC 751 MS
TRAJECIRRY I}ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
304.049 680.77933 -7.128 -28.052 2416.235 2.291 -69.134 116.003
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LUN RANGE AZSIC A_N A{SUN A_A A_ b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -ll.13l -lg. Ob5 168.53210 -58.5 8.6 -_3.3 31,5 5.396_5 0.838 -90.6 69,2 39.3 33.[ 28.9 O. 1- 2
3 -_|.411 -19.529 789.5£5&6 -59.0 8.2 -82.9 _|.3 5.3_286 0.853 -89._ 68.7 40._ 31.4 27,7 16,982|0 2- 3
4 -_L._9_ -IH.7C2 111.44682 -60.9 8.7 -_3.0 30.5 5.41598 0._3_ -89.7 89.5 38.5 33.6 30.2 24.55279 3- 4
5 -12.ilO -I_.975 7_8.583TI -57.9 9.2 -H3.? 31.7 5.46614 0.822 -91.6 69.7 38.5 34.8 30.0 21.81327 6- 5
6 -12.111 -i'9.415 766.4464_ -55.'# 8.6 -83.5 32.5 5.380?6 0*842 -91.6 68.8 40.1 32.7 27.8 24.85823 S- 6
7 -ii.411 -Ig.529 759.585h0 -59.0 8.2 -82.9 31.3 5.33286 0.853 -89.7 68.7 40.I 31.4 27.7 21.A8137 8- 7
TAB NO 42 ATLAS PHOTO NO 42 POD SEQUENCE NO 623
JULY 31,196_ L_ HR ZO MIN 49SEC 790 NS . _ _
TRAJECTIIRY r)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
_99.009 669.98580 -7.171 -27.964 2405.441 2.295 -69.073 115.990
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT [_N RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ [NCD PHA2 ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11._ -[9.Q_ 756.73969 - -58,6 _ 8_6 -83,3 3|.6 5.31384 0.838 --90. 0 69,239.333.0 28.9 O. |-
3 -11.407 -I9.532 747.93301 -59.0 8.2 -82.9 31.2 5.25106 0.853 -89.7 68.7 40.1 31.4 27.7 16.72012 2- 3
4 -[I,390 -18.717 159.61206 -61.0 8.7 -83.0 30.5 5.33290 0.834 -89.7 69.5 38.5 33.5 30.2 24.17595 3- 4
5 -12.090 -18.593 7_6.53026 -58.U 9.I -83.7 31.7 5.38222 0.822 -91.6 69.6 38.5 34.7 30.0 21.53477 4- 5
6 -12.09[ -19.419 7_4.68076 -36.0 8.6 -83.5 3_.5 5.29816 0.842 -9[.6 68.8 40._ 32.7 2T.S 24,47593 5- 6
7 -11.403 -[9.932 747.93301 -59.0 8.2 -82.9 31.2 5,251O6 0.853 -89.7 68.7 40.1 31.4 27.7 21.14917 6- 7
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JULY 3[,1964 13 HR 20 MIR 5b SEC 510 RS
TRAJECTORY OATA
PHOTC DATA
_A-V[i CAMERA P2 8
TAB NO 43 ATLAS PHOTO NO 43 POD SEQUENCE NO 631
SEC TO IMPACT ArT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
292.290 655.57178 -7.229 -27.844 2391.D27 2.300 -68.990 115.973
PT LAT LDN RANGE _ZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.704 -19.087 740.97364 -58.6 8.6 -83.3 31,4 5.20314 0.838 -90.6 69.1 39.3 33,0 28*9 O, i- 2
3 -11.389 -19.336 732.35618 -59.I 8.1 -82.9 31.2 5.16169 0.853 -89.7 68.7 40.[ 31.4 27.7 16.36983 2- 3
4 -II.378 -18.738 743.79126 -61.0 8.7 -85.0 3U.4 5.22[@3 0.838 -89.7 69.4 38.5 33.5 30.2 23.67208 3- 4
5 -12.063 -18.617 _50°65116 -58.0 9.1 -83.7 31.6 5.2TDC4 0.822 -91.6 69.6 38.5 34.7 30.0 21.08208 4 ° 5
7 -11.389 -Ig.536 732._5618 -59.1 8.1 -82.g 31°2 5.14188 0.853 -89.7 68.7 40.I 31.4 27.7 20.70516 6- 7
TAB NO 44 ATLAS PHOTO NO 44 POD SEQUENCE NO 637
JULY 31,Z964 13 HR 21 PIN I SEC 558 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC JO 3_PACI ALT LAT LOl_ ...... _ V PTH AZ
287.250 644.74438 -7,273 -27.753 2380.200 2°304 -68.927 115.959
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae _/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -|1.690 -19.100 729.10233 -58.6 8.6 -83.3 31.4 5.11877 0.839 -90.6 69,l 39.3 33.0 28.9 0. l- 2
3 -11.380 -19.541 720.62484 -59.1 8.1 -82.9 31.2 5.05833 Co853 -88.7 68.7 60.I 31._ 27.7 16.10556 2- 3
4 -II.369 -18.757 731.8T323 _i_0 B.7 -83.0 30._ 5.13816 0.834 -B_Z 69_ _a.5 _.5 _o.1 p_.pgl_q _- 4
5 -12.043 -18.637 7_8.614g7 -58.0 9.1 -d3.7 31.6 5.18553 0.822 -91.6 69.6 38.5 34.7 3O.O 20.T4131 4- 3
6 -[2.084 -19.433 727.10834 -56.0 8.5 -83.5 32.4 5.10459 0.842 -9/.6 68.8 40.1 32._ 27.5 23.57851 5- 6
7 -11.380 -18.541 120.62484 -59.1 8.1 -82o9 31.2 5.05833 0.853 -09.7 68°7 40.1 3i.4 27.7 20.37097 6- 7
TAB NO 45 ATLAS PHOTO NO 45 POD SEQUENCE NO 647
JULY 31_1964 13 HR Zl M|N 9 _L_ MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA 5EC TU [MPACT ArT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
278.850 626.66656 -7.347 -27.600 2362.122 2.311 -68.822 115.937
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN A_SUN AZA A_ 81A AZPHAZ INOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.666 -19.123 709.22968 _58.7 8._ -83.3 31.3 4.98022 0.839 -90.6 69_1 _9_-_______ .......
3 -!!.365 -]9.552 700.89107 -59.I 8.1 -82.9 31.2 4.92|49 0.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.4 27.7 15.66253 2- 3
4 -11.35A -1_,789 /11,02519 -61.0 8,6 -_*0 3D.4 4.99811 0.834 -8q.7 69.4 38.5 33.5 _0.i 22.65269 3- 4
5 -12.010 -18.673 llB.46875 -58.1 9.1 -63.7 31.6 5.C4408 0.823 -91.6 69.6 38.5 34.6 29.9 20.11120 4- 5
6 -12.011 -19.447 707.28599 -56.1 8.5 -83.5 32.3 4.96543 0.842 -91.6 68.8 40.I 32,6 27.5 22°93062 8- 6
7 -11.365 -19._52 /DO.gglO7 -5g.l 8.1 -82.9 5[.2 4°92149 0.854 -89*7 68.6 40.1 31.4 27.7 19.81287 6- T
TAB NO 46 ATLAS PHOTO NO 46 POP SEQUENCE NO 655
JULY 31,I864 13 HR 21 PIN 16 SEC 669 MS
TRAJ[CTORY DAT ^ SEC TO IMPACT
272.13L
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA
2 -11.647 -19.142 693.2_670 -58.7 8.6 -_3.3 31.3
3 -11o353 -19.56[ 6_5.2392U -59*2 8.1 -82.9 31.I
4 -II.342 -18.816 885.9215_ -61.0 8.6 -83.0 30.4
5 -11.983 -18.702 702.30710 -58.1 9.I -83.7 _1.6
6 -II.784 -_g.459 6gi.3853_ --56.1 d.5 -_3.6 32.3
7 -ii.353 -19.56[ _S.23920 -58.2 8.i -82.9 31.1
ALT taT tON R V PTH AZ
612.17465 7.'_06 -27:47_ 2347.630 2.316 -68o736 115.918
A. _A AZPHAZ_NOORHAZEpzS_L_H_ S_AEE----p}ZRT
4.86827 0.838 -90.6 69.1 39.3 33°0 28.8 0. I- 2
4.81080 0.854 -8g.7 68.6 40.I 31.4 27.7 15.30732 2- 3
4.88576 8.836 -89°7 89.4 38.5 33.5 38.I 22°14066 3- 4
4.83863 0.823 -91.6 59.5 38.5 34.6 29.9 19.71408 4- 5
4.85378 0.843 -91.6 8.8 40.I 32.6 27.5 22.o_L129 5:__
4.81080 0.854 -89.7 88.8 40.I 31*4 27.7 [9.36368 8- 7
TAB NO 47
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 21 PIN _3 SEC 388 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C T£ IPPACT
265,411
PHOTO O_TA
PT tat LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -II.628 -19.161 t77.30675 -58.7 8.6 -83.3 31.3
3 -11.341 -19.810 t69.45015 -59.2 8.1 -82,9 51,i
4 -11.330 -_8,d42 679.88115 U61.0 8.6 -83.0 30.4
5 -II._57 -18.752 6_6.188_4 -58.1 9.0 -85.7 31.5
6 -11.958 -Ig.470 _75._4357 -58.2 8.5 -83.6 32.2
7 --II.341 -19.570 689.45015 -59._ 8.1 -82.9 31.1
ATLAS PHOTO NO 47 POD SEQUENCE NO 663
_LT LAT tEN K V PTH AZ
587.65856 -7.467 -27.350 2333.112 2.322 -68.650 115.899
A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
4.75606 0.838 -90.6 69.1 38.3 32.9 28.8 O. I- 2
4.70005 0.854 -b9.7 68.6 40.1 31.4 27.7 14,95168 2- 3
4.77314 0.835 -89.7 69.3 38.5 33.4 30.1 21_62791 3- 4
4.81691 8.824 -91.6 69.5 38,5 J4.8 29.9 19.25620 4-- 5
4,74188 C._43 -9_.6 68.8 40.1 32.6 27.5 2_.89123 5- 6
4.70085 0.854 -i9.7 68.6 40.1 31.4 27.7 18.91450 6- 7
TAB NO 48 ATLAS PHOTO NO 48 POD SEQUENCE NO 669
JULY 31,Ig64 [3 HR zl PIN 28 SEC 428 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
260.311 586.75058 -7.8]3 -27.255 2522.206 2.326 -6_.584 115.885
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMI8 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.614 -19.175 L05.29015 -58.7 8.5 -83.3 31.3 4.671b8 0.88g -90.6 69.C 39.3 32.9 28.8 O. I- 2
3 -11.331 -19.577 657.5(t00 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.I 4.61ec9 8.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.4 27.7 I_.68430-2-
4 -11.321 -18.862 067.81903 -61.0 8.6 -83.0 3D.4 4.68846 C.835 -89.7 69.3 38.5 33.4 30.1 21.24236 3- 4
5 --11.938 -18.754 673.92831 -58.1 g.o -83.7 31.8 4.73|39 0.824 -91.6 69.5 J8.5 34.5 29.9 18.91187 4- 5
6 -11.937 -19.480 66B.45(37 -56.2 8.5 -83.6 32.2 4.65773 0.843 -9_.6 68.8 40.I 32.8 27.5 21.50024 5- 6
T -11.331 -19.577 657._770_ -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 4.81669 C.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.4 27.7 18.5T682 6- ?
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-- TAB NO 49 ATLAS PHOTO NO 49 POD SEQUENCE NO 679
JULY 31j1964 13 HR 21 Mlh _6 SEE 827 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO [NPAGI ALT LAT LQIB _ V PTH AZ
251.972 568.54010 -7.590 -27.094 2303.995 2.333 -68.474 IL5.861
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOt RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.589 -19.202 645.17025 -58.0 6.5 -83.3 31.2 4.53040 0.840 -90.6 69.D 39.3 32.9 28.8 0. 1- 2
3 -11.315 -lq.592 637.69897 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 4.47713 0.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.4 27.7 14.23579 2- 3
4 -11.305 -18.898 647.62157 -61,0 8,6 -83°0 30,4 4,54666 0,835 -89,7 69*3 38.5 33*4 30.0 20.59535 3- 6
5 -11.902 -18.794 653*53253 -58.2 9.0 -83.7 31.5 4.58820 0.824 -91.6 69.4 38.5 34.5 29*8 |8.33531 4- 5
7 -11.315 -19.592 637.69897 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 4.477[3 0.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.6 27.7 [8.0l[39 6- T
TAB NO 50 ATLAS PHOTO NO 50 POD sEQUENCE NO 687
JULY 3[,1964 13 HR 21 NIt 43 $EC 547 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA $EC TO ]EPACT _L1 ._LA] _ .... JL __L___J_L JLZ
245.252 553.94107 -7.653 -26.963 2289.396 2.339 -68.385 115.841
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA Ae 8/A ALPHA/ INCO PHAZ EH|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,569 -19,225 629,0[880 -58,8 8,5 -83°3 31,2 4,41698 0,840 -90°6 69o0 39,3 32,9 28,8 O* 1- 2
3 -11.302 -19.605 621.74145 -_9.2 8.1 -H2.9 31.1 4.36510 0.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 3[.3 27.7 [3.87587 2- 3
4 -[[.292 -18.929 531._077_ -_1,0 8.6 -83*0 30,4 5,_32_3 9=836 -89,7 69_2 321=5 33*3 30=0_O_07606 ]-
5 -11.874 -18.827 637.16006 -58.2 9.O -83.7 31.4 4.47328 0.825 -91.6 69.4 38.5 34.5 29.8 17.87273 4- 5
6 -11.875 -19.513 627.28074' -56.3 8.4 -_3.6 32.1 4._0376 0.043 -91.5 66.7 60.1 32.5 27.5 20.31757 5- 6
T -1[.302 -19.605 6Z1.74145 -$9.2 8.1 _82.9 31.[ 4.365[0 0.854 -89.7 68.6 40.[ 31.3 27.7 17.55779 6- T
TAB NO 51 ATLAS PHOTO NO 51 POD SEQUENCE NO 695
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 21 _]h 50 $EC 267 HS ...........
TRAJECTnRY OATA 5_C T_ I_PACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
238.533 5_9.31500 -T.?lT -26.831 2274.770 2.345 -68.294 [15.82|
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AlN A/SUN AZA A= 8/A A/PHA2 INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.55[ -19.249 612.e2044 -56.8 8°5 -83.3 J1.2 ¢.30324 0.840 -90.0 69,,_ _9._ 3Z. 8 26.7 0 .... _
-11.291 -19._19 005.73697 -59*2 8.[ -82*9 3[.| 4.25273 0.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.3 27.7 13.51520
4 -11.281 -IH.961 _15.14510 -61.0 8.6 -_3.O Jo.4 _.318_6 G.83¢ -89.7 69.2 36.5 33.3 30.0 [9.55464 3- 4
5 -11.847 -18.862 620.74104 -58.2 9.0 -83.7 31.4 4.35799 0.825 -91.6 69.4 38.5 34.4 29.8 17.40965 4- 5
-[1.849 -19.529 611.1268_ -56.3 8.4 -83.6 32.[ 4.29035 0.844 -91.5 68.7 40.1 _2.5 27.5 19.78899 5- 6
-[1.291 -19.619 605.73691 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 JL. 1 _.25273 0.854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.3 27.7 17.10353 6- 7
TAB NO 52 ATLAS PHOTO NO 52 POD SEQUENCE NO 701
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR Zl @IN 55 SEE 306 HS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEE TO ]NPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
233.493 528.32700 -7.765 -26.730 2263.782 2.349 -68.225 115.805
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RA_E--_ZS/C AZN ALSUN -_A'ZA A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ E_I S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.531 -19.267 600.6388A -58.8 e.5 -83.3 31.2 4.21770 0.840 -90.6 68.9 39.3 32.8 28.7 0, 1- 2
-11.282 -19.630 593.70103 -59.2 6,I -82.9 _1.1 4.16823 0.856 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.3 27.7 13.24403 2- 3
4 -11.272 -18.985 _02.91515 -61.0 8._ -83.0 ]0.4 4.23280 0.836 -89.7 69.2 38.5 33.3 29.9 [9*16_59 _ 4
5 -11,821 -18.888 _08.39379 -58.2 8.9 -63.7 31.4 4.27130 C.825 -91.6 69.3 38.5 34.6 29.7 17o06152 5
6 -11.829 -19.542 598,_7_0 -56.3 8.4 _8_,b 3_ol 4,20507 0o84_ -9_,5 68°7 40.1 _2.5 27_§ 19._160 5- b
7 -11.282 -19.630 593.70103 -59.2 8.[ -82.9 31.1 6.16823 0,854 -89.7 68.6 40.1 31.3 27,7 16.7620C 6- T
TAB NO 53 ATLAS PHOTO NO 53 POD SEQUENCE NO 713
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 22 _[N 5 $EC 386 _S
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IRPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
223.414 506.30488 -7.8_3 -26.526 2241.759 2.358 -68.086 115.774
PHOTO 0A1_
PT LAT LCN RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ ENI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -ll.50U -[9.307 576.18063 -58,8 8,5 -83.3 31,2 4,04581 0.841 -9G,6 68,9 39,3 32.8 28.7 O. 1-
3 -1[.263 -19.664 569.51675 -59.3 8.1 -82.9 31.1 3.99844 0,855 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.3 27.6 12.69854 2- 3
4 -11.254 -19.036 578.33887 -61.O 8.6 -83.0 30.4 4.06026 0.837 -89.7 68.1 38.5 33.2 29.9 18.37378 3- 4
5 -11._86 -[8.9_3 583.5_[78 -:se_2" 8.9-83.7 _i.g _.09711 G.82_ -91.6 69.3 38.5 _4.3 19.7 z6_3eiee 4- 5
6 -11,788 -[9,5T0 51_,56915 -56.4 8,4 -83.6 32.0 4.03370 0,844 -91,5 68,7 40,1 32,4 27,4 18,59206 5- 6
7 -ll.263 -19.654 569.51675 -89._ 8.1 -82.9 31.1 3.998_4 0.855 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.3 2T.6 16.07582 6- 7
TAB NO 54 ATLAS PHOTO NO 54 POD SEQUENCE NO 721
JULY 31)1964 13 HR 22 PIN 12 _E6 IO5 MS .........
TRAJECTORY t)ATA 5EC TO [_PACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
216.694 49[.58691 -7.929 -28.388 2227.042 2.365 -67.992 115.732
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN A/SUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-[[.488 -19.335 589.7693_ -58.8 8.5 -83.3 3[.2 3.930_[ 0.841 -90.6 68.9 39.3 32.T 28.6 O. _,
-11.250 -_9.672 553.32242 --59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 - 3.88474 0.855 -89.7 68.-5 _0.1 31.3 27.6 12 _33316 2- 3
4 -11.241 -19.072 _61.88172 -61.0 8.6 -83.0 30.4 3.94472 0.837 -89.7 69.1 38.5 33.2 29.8 17.84545 3- 4
5 -11.759 -18*982 566.96T06 -58.2 8.9 -83.7 31.4 _.98046 0.82T -91.6 69*2 38.5 34.3 29.6 [5.89348 4- 5
-11.760 -19.591 5_8.22408 -56.4 8.4 -83.6 32*0 3.91896 0.845 -91.5 68.7 40.1 32.4 27.4 18.05655 5- 6
-11.250 -19.672 553.32242 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 3.88474 0.855 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.3 27.6 15.61633 6- T
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JULY 311Lg64 13 HR 22 MIN 17 5EC L45 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P2 1._
TAB NO 55 ATLAS PHOTO NO 55 POD SEQUENCE NO 727
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN 8 Y PTh
211.654 480.53055 -7.979 -26.283 2215.986 2,369 -67.921 115.736
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 818 AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA 'SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.473 -19.356 547.44675 -58.8 8.5 -83.3 31.2 3.84418 0.842 -90.6 68.9 39.3 32.7 28.6 0o 1- Z
3 -11.241 -19.686 541.14753 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 3.79926 0.855 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.2 27.6 12.05867 2- 3
4 -11.232 -19.098 849.50990 -61.0 8.5 -82.9 30.4 3.85767 0.837 -89.7 69.1 38.5 33.2 29.8 11.64854 3- 6
5 -11.738 -19.011 554.47710 -58.2 8.9 -83.7 31.4 3.89277 0.827 -91.6 69.2 38.5 34.2 29.6 15.54152 4- 5
6 -II,73g -19,60_._45.9361_ -56.4 8.4 -4%.& 37.0 _.832_g 0.845 -gl.5 68.6 40.1%2.4 _7.4 17._4_A _- 6
7 -IL.241 -19.686 541.14753 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 3.79926 0.855 -89.7 68.5 40.1 3h2 27.6 15.27112 6- 7
TAB NO 56 ATLAS PHOTO NO 56 POD SEQUENCE NO 735
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 22 RIM 23 $EC 865 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ... _FC Tfl IMP ACT
206.935
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.452 -19.384 530.97422 -58.8 8.6 -83.2 31.2
3 -11.227 -19.704 524.87200 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1
4 -II.219 -19.134 5_2.q7142 -61.0 R.5 -R_.g _0._
5 -11.709 -19.050 5J7.78143 -58.2 8.9 -83.7 31.4
6 -11.710 -19.627 5_9,50974 -56,4 8,4 -83,6 32,0
7 -11.227 -19.704 524.87200 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1
ALT LAT LON R V PTH &Z
4_5.7633T -8,046 -26,141 2201.219 2.375 -67.825 115.716
A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3.72851 0_842 -90.6 68.8 39.J 32.7 28.6 O. 1- 2
3.68500 0.855 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.2 27.6 11.69202 2- 3
3.7_L1_6 0.438 --89.7 _q.O 3R.R _.1 ?q.R |_.918%_ %- &
3.77556 0.828 -91.6 69.2 38.5 36.2 29.6 15.07112 4- 5
3,71737 0.845 -91.5 68,6 40.1 _2,3 2?.4 17,11705 5- 6
3.68500 0.855 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.2 27.6 14.80959 6- 7
TAB NO 57 ATLAS PHOTO NO 57 POD SEQUENCE NO 739
JULY 31_196A 13 MR ZZ MI_ _t_:J., __n_ ..............
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO I_PACT ALT LAT LON 8 V PT_ AZ
201.575 658.36859 -8.081 -26.070 2193.824 2.379 -67.776 115.703
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A* B/AAZA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -11.220 -19.713 516.71478 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 3.62773 0,856 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.2 27.6 11.50827 2- 3
4 -IL.Zi2 -19.153 524.68320 ,6[.0 8_5 -82.9 30.5 3.68357 0.838 -89.7 69.0 38.5 33.i 29.8 [6.6527L _
5 -11.695 -19.069 529.41399 -58.2 8.9 -83.7 31.6 3.716_1 0.828 -Dl.b 69.2 38.5 34.1 29.5 !4.83538 4- 5
6 -11.696 -19.637 521.27702 -56.4 8.4 -83.6 32.0 _,65957 0.845 -91.5 68.6 40,I 32,3 27,4 16,84789 _- _L
T -11.220 -1q.713 5i6.71478 -59.2 8.1 -82.9 31.1 3.62773 0.856 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.2 27.6 14.57835 6- 7
TAB NO 58 ATLAS PHOTO NO 58 POD SEQUENCE NO 745
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 22 RIM 32 S_C _64 RS
TRAJECTORY DATA $[C TO [RPACT ALT LAT L_N R V PIH
!_-_5 487.26324 -8.132 -25.961 2182.719 2.383 -67.703 115.685
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.426 -19.420 510.30_4_ _B.8 B.6 -_.2 _1.2 3.58337 _.842 -90.6 68.B 39.3 32.6 28._ Qo 1, Z
3 -11.210 -19.728 504.44928 -59.2 8.0 -82.9 31.1 3.54162 0.856 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.2 27.6 11.23196 2- 3
4 -11.202 -19.181 51_.21983 -61_0 8.5 -82.9 30.5 3.59607 0.838 -89.7 69.0 38.5 _3.1 29.7 16o25313 3- 6
5 -11.673 -19.099 516.83220 -58.3 8.8 -83.7 31.4 3.62848 0.828 -91.6 69.1 38.5 34.1 29.5 14.48093 4- 5
6 -_.874 --19°65_50_LL_9412 --56.5 8.3 -_j___ 3J_,_72_70L_J,5 _R.6 _.I 32._ 27._ 16.44302 _-- 6
7 -11,210 -19.728 504.44928 -59.2 8,0 -82.9 31.I 3.54162 0.856 -89.7 68.5 60.I 31.2 27.6 14.23056 6- 7
TAB NO 59 ATLAS PHOTO NO 59 POD SEQUENCE NO 751
JULY 31_1964 L3 HR 22 NIN _7 5EC 304 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT tEN R V PTH AZ
191.496 436.14160 -8.184 -25.852 2171.597 2.388 -67.629 115o668
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -LL.AlO -19.443 497.85889 -58.8 8.4 -83.2 31.2 3.495g7 0.843 -90.6 68.8 39.3 32.6 28.5 O. 1- 2
3 -11.200 -19.743 492.1824_ -89.2 8.0 -82.9 31.1 3.45528 0.856 -89.7 68.5 60.1 31.2 27.5 10.95503 2- 3
4 -11.191 -19.209 _99.72_71 -bl*0 8.5 -82.9 30._ 3.50835 0.839 -89.7 69.0 38.5 33.0 29.7 15.85258 3- 4
5 -11.651 -19.130 504.21855 -58.3 8.8 -83.7 31.4 3.53993 0.829 -91.6 69o1 38.5 34.1 29.5 14.12567 6- 5
6 -11.652 -19.671 496.48772 -56.5 8.3 -83.6 31.9 3.48554 0.846 -91.5 68.6 40.1 32.2 27.3 16.03719 5- 6
7 -11.200 -19.743 A92.18242 -59.2 8.0 -82.9 31.1 3.45528 0.856 -89.7 68.5 40.1 31.2 27.5 13.88202 6- 7
TAB NO 60 ATLAS PHOTO NO 60 POD SEQUENCE NO 757
JULY 3[t1964 13 HR 22 RI_ _2 SEC 364 RS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALI LAT LON R V PTH AZ
186.456 425.00284 -8.237 -25.741 2160.458 2.393 --67.554 115'650
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.394 -19._66 _85.38350 -58.8 8.4 -83_2 _31,2 .3_9837 Q_843 ..:.90_6 ._8.7_9_3 32.5 28.5 O. I- Z
3 -Ll.18q -19,758 479.825_7 -59.2 8.0 -82.9 31.1 3.36874 0.856 -89.7 68.4 40.1 31.1 27.5 10.67753 2- 3
4 -11.181 -19.238 _87.19977 -60,9 8.5 -82,9 30,5 3.42042 0.839 -89.7 68.9 38.5 33.0 29.6 15.45126 3- 4
5 -11.629 -I9.161 491.57510 -58.3 8.8 -83.7 31.A 3.45116 0.829 -91.6 69.1 38.5 34.0 29.4 13°76971 4- 5
6 -11.630 -1g.688 484.02756 -56.5 8.3 -83.6 31.9 3.39821 0.846 -91.5 68.5 40.1 32.2 27.3 15o63063 5- 6
? -11.189 -1_.758 479.82587 -59.2 8.0 -82.9 31.1 3.36874 0.856 -89.7 68.4 40.1 31.1 27.5 13.53268 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2 11
TAB NO 61 ATLAS PHOTO NO 61 POD SEQUENCE NO 763
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 22 RIN 47 SEC _83 MS
TRAJECTORY r_ATA SEC TO IPPAC1 ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
181.R16 AI3.BR769 -6,290 -25.629 2[49.303 2.398 -67.478 I15.63_
PHOTO L)_TA
PT LAT LCN KAkGE AZS/C AZN Azsur, AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ lhCO PHA2 £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.37H -19.R66 472.90513 -58°6 8.4 -R3.2 3i-2 _.32075 0.643 -90.6 66.7 39*3 32.5 28.5 O, I- 2
3 -11.176 -19.772 467.49_66 -D9.3 _,0 -67,9 31.1 3.26217 C,856 -89.7 68,4 40.[ 31.1 27.5 [0.40071 2- 3
4 -II.170 -19*2_6 474._7_O2 -CO.g 8.5 -62.9 30.5 3.33247 C,839 -89,7 b8.g 38.5 33.0 29,b 15.05111 3- 8
5 -Ii.607 -19.191 478.9_033 -58°3 8.8 -6_.6 _1.4 3.362_9 C.829 -91.6 69*0 38.5 34.0 29.4 13.R1378 8- 5
6 -11.006 -I_.70_ 47|,60537 ->b,b 8,3 -_;3.6 31.9 3,31065 U,84_ -91.8 _8,5 80,I _Z.2 27=_ 15,22528 5-
T -11.17_ -10.172 _67.49_68 -59.3 6,0 -h2,g 31.i 3.282iT 0.856 -_9.7 68°4 40.I 31.1 27.5 13°18343 6- 7
TAB NO 62 ATLAS PHOTO NO 62 POD SEQUENCE NO 771
JULY 311196_ 13 HK 22 WI_ 5A SEC 103 M5
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC T(T IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PIP AZ
174.697 398°94769 -6.3_2 -25,478 213A.403 2,405 -67.377 115,608
PHOTO DATA
RT LAT LI]N RANG( AIS/C AZN A/SUN AIA A* 6/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -Ii°356 -19o516 _56.23196 -$8,6 6._ -63.2 3[.2 3°20_67 C*CR4 -90.6 66*7 39.3 32,5 28.4 O, I- 2
3 -Ii.16_ -19.790 461.011/4 -69,_ 8.0 -_2.9 _I.O _.166_9 C._5_ -69°7 66._ 40.1 31,I 27.5 10,03132 2- 3
4 -11.I_b -14._02 457.935_ -00,9 8.5 -_2,9 _b.5 _,21_97 C.CRC -89,7 68.9 38,5 32.9 29o_ 1_.51719 3- 4
5 -11.57/ -I0.230 462.U_699 -'>6.3 H.8 -_3.6 31.3 3.24378 0.8_C -_I.6 69.0 36.5 3_.9 29.4 12.9_856 4- 5
b -ii.5/8 -I_.725 _6_._Tb_U -5_.6 8.3 -63._ 31.9 _.19_Ii 0.647 -91.5 68.5 80.[ _2.2 27.3 IR._OR50 5- 6
7 -[1.16J -lq.?gC &51.Oil?4 -_9°3 8.0 -_2.9 31.0 3,16649 C.OSE -_9.7 68,4 40,1 3[.1 27.5 12.71679 6- 7
TAB NO 63 ATLAS PHOTO NO 63 POD SEQUENCE NO 775
JULY 31_1964 13 HR Z_ VIE 57 ShC 463 MS
TRAJELTgRY i}ATA SEE TU IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH A?
171.33/ 391.RBEA8 -6.398 -25.402 2126.942 2.608 -67.325 115.596
PHOTU DATA
PT tAT LON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* UIA ALPHA? INCD PHA/ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.345 -i9,530 _47,87406 -_0.6 8,A -_.2 31,2 3.14498 G.BRR -9G.5 68.7 39=3 32.5 28_ _ (l= __ _L-_
3 -11.155 -[9.800 442.75860 -59.3 6,0 -62,9 31.0 3.10650 0.857 -89.7 68,4 40.1 3[.i 27.5 9°84616 2- 3
4 -11.146 -19._20 449o5_667 -_,0,9 8,5 -_2.9 30°5 _,LSbC6 C,84C -89.7 68,9 38.5 _.9 29*6 _8.Z_959 3- 4
5 -Ii,561 -19.2_9 453.56/5g -66._ H.6 -_3.6 31.3 _.184_2 C._3C -9i.b 69*0 36.5 33.9 29.3 12.10037 4- 5
6 -Ii,_63 -19.735 _46._()_ -56.5 8,3 -83,( _1.9 3,13559 C.847 -91.5 68.5 80.1 32,1 27,2 14.41_80 5-
7 -11.155 -19.8C0 _42.75H80 -59.3 8.0 -62.9 Jl,O 3.10850 8._57 -69.7 68o4 40.1 _1.I 27.5 12.4828_ 6- 7
TAB NO 64 ATLAS PHOTO NO 64 POD S2QUENCE NO 779
JULY 3l_[g6A 1_ HR d3 MIN 0 SEC 622 MS
TRAJECTORY I]ATA SIC TC IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
lb7.9/( 38_.01730 -8.434 -25.325 2119,_73 2.411 -67.274 115.884
PHOTO UAIA
PT LAT LCN RAKGL AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPIiA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.334 -19.545 _39.50254 -58._ 8.4 -t, 3.2 31.2 3.08619 0.6R4 -9U.5 68.7 39.3 32.5 28.4 O, I- 2
--11,14_ -Iq,809 43_.4b_?0 -bg._ 6.0 -02°9 _l.O _._041 C.887 --_9.7 66.4 40.1 31.1 27.8 9.6b083 2-- 3
4 -11.140 -L_.339 _41.1423Z -_0.9 8.8 -_2.9 30.5 _.09707 C.840 -89.7 08.8 38.5 32.9 29.6 I_o9816O 3- 8
5 -II.546 -19.269 445.0R_21 -58.3 8.8 -63.6 31.3 3.12477 C.63C -91.6 69.0 38.5 33.9 29.3 12.46176 A- 5
6 -11.547 -19.746 R_,_9139 -56.6 8._ -d3.6 31,8 3,07698 0,_7 -91,_ _8,5 _O,l 3Z.I ZT._ I_=I_21_ 5-
7 -11.148 -19.609 434.46_I0 -5g.3 8.0 -62.9 31.0 3.05041 C.857 -89.7 68.4 AO.I 31.1 27.5 12.28871 6- 7
TAB NO 65 ATLAS PHOTO NO 65 POD SEQUENCE NO 787
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 23 MIh ? SEC 542 MS
TRAJECICRY OATA SEC TO I_PACI ALT LAI LCN R V PTP A?
161.257 369.05658 -8.508 -25.170 2104.512 2.418 -67.[69 115.558
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* R/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11._11 -19.575 422.71793 -b6.g 6.4 -_3.2 3[.I 2.966J3 O.ERR -90.5 68.6 39.3 32.4 28.4 O. I- 2
3 -II.132 -19.829 _17°89074 -59._ 8.0 -62.9 _1.0 2.93395 0.657 -89.7 68.A 40.1 31.1 27.5 9.269_I 2- 3
4 -11.12_ -!9._76 426.29350 -60.9 6.5 -62.9 30.5 2.97878 0.846 -69.7 68.6 36.5 32.9 29.9 13.A4864 3- 4
5 -11.515 -Ig.%IC 428.07914 -_R.3 8.7 -S3.h 31.3 3.O05_8 0.831 -91.6 66.9 38.5 33.9 2g.3 11°98361 4- 5
6 -|1.516 -19.768 421.55232 -b6.6 8.3 -83.6 31.8 2.95947 C.847 -91.5 08.5 40.1 32.1 27.2 13.89810 5- 6
7 -1[.132 -[9.629 417.89674 -59.3 8.0 -62.9 Tl.O 2.933_5 0.85? -89.? 68.4 fiO.[ 31.1 27.5 11.77908 6- 7
TAB NO 66 ATLAS PHOTO NO 66 POD SEQUENCE NO 793
JULY 31,[964 _] HR _3 MIk 12 ShC 582 MS ....
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT EAT LCN X V PT_ AZ
156.21U 357.81555 -8.56A -25.052 2093.271 2.423 -67.090 115.539
PHOIO L)ATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -II.294 -|9,697 _I0.09030 -58,9 8.4 -83.2 _I.| 2°87966 0.844 -90.5 68.6 39*3 32.A 28.4 O. [- 2
3 -11.120 -19,844 405.416_T -69.3 R*O -82.9 31.0 2.8_633 0.687 -_9.7 68.4 40.1 31.0 27.4 9°00989 2- 3
4 -|1,11_ -19.405 R11.61//3 -00.9 6.6 -_2.9 30.5 2._89/9 C.640 -89.6 68._ 38.5 32.8 29.5 13o04071 3- 4
5 -Ii.492 -19.341 415.26622 -58.) _.7 -_3.b 31.3 2.9[556 0.831 -91.5 68.9 38°5 33.8 29.3 11o62395 4- 5
6 -11.493 -[9.765 408.95902 -56.6 8.3 -63.6 31.8 2.87106 0.847 -91.5 68.A AO.I 32.1 27.2 13.18931 5- 6
7 -11,129 -19.844 405,41687 -59.3 6o0 -82.9 31.0 2.8A638 0.657 -89.7 68.R 40.1 31.0 27.4 11,R2606 6- 7
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RA-VII CAPEKA P2 12
TAB NO 67 ATLAS PHOTO NO 67 POD SEQUENCE NO 797
JULY 3111964 13 HR 23 PIN 15 SEt 942 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN 8 V PTh AZ
152.858 350.31189 -8.601 -24.972 2085.767 2.427 -67.037 115.526
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN _ZA .... A*- BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -1}.282 -19.613 401.85531 -38.) 8.4 -83.2 31.I 2.82043 0.844 -90.5 68.6 39.3 32.4 28.4 O. |- Z
3 -11.[12 -19.854 397.08035 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.78780 0.857 -89°7 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 8.82336 2- 3
4 -ll.lO5 -1q.425 403.15031 -60.9 8.5 -82.9 3U.5 2.83034 0.841 -89.6 68.8 38.5 32.8 29.8 12.77091 3- 4
5 -11.476 -|9.361 406.73952 -58.5 8.7 -83.6 ]1.3 2°85556 0.831 -91.5 68.9 38.5 33.8 29.3 11.38395 4- 8
8 -11.477 -19,797 48_,_5412,__ _:56._ _ _,L_-_3*_ 31.8 _ 2_812L0 0._4_ -91._ b_._ 4_,D._3_.2 12.91614 8- 6
7 -[].112 -19.854 _97.08035 -59.3 8.0 -82.q 3l.O 2.787E0 0.857 -89.7 68.3 40°1 31.0 27.4 11.19031 6- T
TAB NO 68 ATLAS PHOTO NO 68 POD SEQUENCE NO 803
JULY 3[,L964 13 H8 23 MIN 20 SEC 9_[ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SE_ _0 [P_A_T_= ALl LAT L_ ....... ______ V PTH _/ __
147,818 339.04172 -8.658 -24.852 2074.497 2.432 -68°956 115.506
PHOTO i)ATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ E_[S ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
-11.265 -19.637 3_8.97682 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 31.1 2.73140 0.845 -90.5 68.6 39.3 32.4 28.3 O. _- 2
-[L.IOI -|9.870 384.54884 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.69982 C.857 -89.7 68.3 40.1 3l.O 27.4 8.54313 2- 3
4 -LI.094 -19.454 _RQ,_Z_ -_CJg _L5 -_3LL,_2_,_809E _ad4t_ -8_=6 __OLI 3_2-_8__ 12.36537 3- 4
5 -Ii.453 -19.393 393.89422 -58.3 8.7 -_3.6 31.3 2.78538 0.832 -91.5 68.8 38.5 33.8 29.2 1i°02338 4- 5
6 -Ii.454 -19.814 387,90319 -56.6 8,2 -83.0 31.8 2.72324 0,88_ -gl,5 68.4 40,I 32,0 27.2 12o50560 5- 6
7 -11.[0! -19.870 384.54884 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.69982 C.857 -89.7 68.3 40.1 31°0 27.4 10.8362A 6- 7
TAB NO 69 ATLAS PHOTO NO 69 POD SEQUENCE NO 805
JULY 3[_1964 13 H8 13 M|h _ bLL _OL _
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACE ALT taT tON R V PTH AZ
148.138 3_5.28122 -8.677 _24.8L[ 2070.737 2.434 -68.929 115.499
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 I_CD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA sCArE PT-PT
-[I.259 -19.845 _84=_4209 T8_.9 8.3 _-_.2 3_.I _ _.TOl_7 0.845 -90=_ _B___9_32.4 28.3 _. I- 2
-II,097 -[9,876 J80,3_422 -59._ 8.0 -82.9 3|,0 2.6T044 0.857 -89.7 68.3 40.1 31.8 27°4 8.44953 2- 3
4 -ii.090 -i_.464 _86.171_ -80.9 b.5 -_2.g _0.6 2.7ilia C.841 -89.6 68.7 38.5 32.8 29.4 12o22998 3- 4
5 -[1.445 -19.404 _89.60490 -58.3 _.7 -83.6 3|.3 2.73527 0.832 -91°5 68.8 38.5 _._ 29.2 10.90290 4 5
6 -11.446 -19.820 385.68099 -56.6 8.2 -83.6 31.7 2.693_0 0.848 -91.8 68.4 40.[ 32.0 27.2 12.36853 5-
7 -IL.097 -19.876 380,36422 -59°3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2,670A4 C,85i -89.7 88.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 I0.71791 6- 7
TAB NO 70 ATLAS PHOTO NO 70 POD SEQUENCE NO 807
JULY 31,1gb4 1) HA 23 _IN 24 SEt 341 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IVPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
14_45_ _I.81E52 -8.696 -24.771 2066.974 2.436 -66.902 115.493
PHOTL DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C aZN AZSUN AZA A' 8/A AZPHAZ-[NC_ PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.253 -19.853 _80.50407 -58._ 8.3 -83.2 31.1 2.67191 C.845 -98,5 68.6 39.3 3_.3 28.3 O. |- 2
3 -11.093 -19.881 376.|7554 -59.3 8.0 -FI2._ 31.0 2._4184 0._57 -89.7 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 8.35598 2- 3
4 -ll.O_8 -19.474 381.91764 -_0.9 8.5 -82.9 30.6 2.88128 C,_4I -8g°6 68.7 38.5 32.8 29.4 12.09447 3- 4
5 -11o437 _.414 385.31148 -58.3 _.7 -03.6 31.3 2.70512 C.832 -91.5 ES._ 38.5 33.7 29.2 10o78231 4- 8
6 -11.438 -._2_ 379.45474 -_6.7 8.2 -83.6 31.7 2.86393 0.84_ -91o5 _8.4 40.I _.0_2 12.23134 5-6
7 -[1.093 -[S.'!_' 376.17554 -59.J 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.64184 C.Sb/ -89°7 68.3 40.1 31.0 27°4 |0.59959
TAB NO 71 ATLAS PHOTO NO 71 POD SEQUENCE NO 809
JULY 31,1984 13 HR 23 PI_ 20 SEE 21 MS
TRAJLCTQRY DATA SEt TO IPPACI ALT tat LCN R V PT_ AZ
142.778 _27.75385 -8.115 -2A.730 2C63.209 2.437 -60.875 |15,486
PHOTO DATA
;T [AT LS_: .... r_ AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA A- B/A AZPhA/ I_CC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2
-11.248 -19,681 _16.28218 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 _l.l 2.64212 0,845 -90.5 68.5 39.3 32.3 28.3 O. [- 2
3 -[1.089 -19.887 J71.9_301 -59.3 8.0 -_2.9 5|.0 2.81180 C._5_ -89.7 o8°3 40.1 31.0 27.4 8.26220 2- 3
4 -11.082 -19.494 _7,65931 -ho.g 8.5 -82.9 3_.6 2.65138 0.841 -89.8 68,7 38.5 32.8 29.4 [1.85884 3- 4
5 -11.429 -19.425 381.01415 -58.4 8.7 -83.6 31.3 2.67495 C.832 -91.5 68.8 38.5 33°7 29.2 I0.66161 A-5
6 -11.431 -19.@_5 375.22460 -56.7 8.2 -83.6 31.7 2.63423 C.848 -91.5 68.4 40.i 32.0 27.2 12.89407 5- 6
7 -II.089 -19._U7 _1.98301 -59._ 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.61160 0._57 -89.7 68.3 40.i 31.0 27.4 10.48105 6- 7
TAB NO 72 ATLAS PHOTO NO 72 POD SEQUENCE NO 811
JULY 31,1964 13 _R 2_ MIK 27 St_ 701 _S
TRAJECTORY ()ATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTP AZ
14[.099 323.9873T -8.735 -2A.689 2859.443 2.439 -66.848 1L5,479
PHOTC DATA
Pt tAT LCN RANGE A_S/C AZN A/SUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA sCArE PT-PT
2 -[1.2A2 -_g.669 372.01656 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 _!.1 2.61231 G.845 -9C.5 68.5 39.3 32.3 28.3 O. l- 2
3 -11.085 -19.882 _67.78680 -59._ 8.0 -_2.9 31.0 2.58214 8._57 -89.7 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 8.16839_L3
4 -Ii.07_ -I_.494 J73.39737 -_0._ _.5 -82.9 30.6 2.L2146 0.84| -89.6 68.7 38.5 32.7 29.4 [1,82312 3- 4
5 -[1.421 -1_.436 )76.71318 -58.A 8.7 -_3.6 31.3 2.64476 0.83L -91,5 08,_ 38.8 33.7 29.2 10.54100 4- 5
8 -11.423 -19.839 J70.90076 -56.7 8.2 -_3.6 _1.7 2.60451 C.848 -91.5 68.A 48.I 32.0 27.2 1|.95667 5- 6
7 -II.DH_ -19.892 367.7808(i -59._ 8.0 -62.9 31.0 2.58214 8.657 -89.7 68.3 40.I 31.0 27.4 10.36251 6- 7
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R&-VII GAJ_EP_6 PZ 13
-- TAB NO 73 ATLAS PHOTO NO 73 POD SEQUENCE NO 813
JULY 31,1964 13 HR_3 Mlh 29_EC 381 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R ¥ PTH AZ
139.419 320,21872 -8.754 -24,648 2055,674 2,441 -66,820 115,472
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ai 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,236 -10,677 367,76616 -58,9 8,3 -83,2 31,1 2,58266 0,865 -90,5 68t5 39,3 32,3 28*3 Q, 1- 2
3 -11o080 -19.8q8 363.88587 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.55265 0.857 -89.T 88,3 60.1 31.0 27,4 8.07647 2- 3
4 -11.07q -19.505 369.13007 -60,9 8.6 -82.9 30.6 2.59151 0.861 -89,6 68.7 38.5 32.7 29.6 J_1.68723 3- 6
5 -11.413 -Ig. ART 372oR0717 -58.4 8.7 -83.6 31.3 2,61453 0.832 -91.5 68.8 38.5 33.7 29.2 10.61998 6- 5
6 -11.415 -19.865 Jbb_Z52.-L1 ":--,_EL_L'2--____--83Ob 3L.T 2.57675 £,888 --_Ll_._ bE*4_O._ 32.Q_ 2Z_Z--_LL.BL9_5--b_
7 -11.080 -19.898 363.58587 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 _1.0 2.552_5 0.851 -89.7 68.3 60.1 31.0 27.6 10.24385 6- 7
TAB NO 74 ATLAS PHOTO NO 74 POD SEQUENCE NO 815
JULY 31,196_ 13 hH 23 M|N 31 SEC 61 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TU IMPACT
131.7]g
PHOTO D_TA
PT LAT LCN _ANGE AZS/U AZN AZSUN AZA
3 -11.23D -19.685 363.51071 -58.9 8.3 -03.2 31.1
-II.076 -19.qOA _Sq. 3_002 -59.3 8.0 -_2.9 31.0
4 -11.070 -i_.515 _66,05_q_ -60,9 0,6 -82,9 _0.6
5 -II.606 -19,458 368.09609 -58.4 8.7 -_3.6 31.3
6 -II,607 -19.852 3bZ, 50t_g7 -66.1 8.2 _oJ.6 31.7
7 -11o076 -19.gC4 369.38002 -59.3 8.0 -82,0 31,0
ALl LAI LCN _ _ _ _ _ f
310,46_24 -8.773 -24.607 2051.904 2.443 -66.793 115.465
A* B/A AZPHAL [NCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2552,8 c84: 9c.5 68 8 39.3 323 28.3 o. 1- z
2.52312 0.85? -89.6 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 7.98044 2- 3
2,56152 C.841 -89.6 68,7 _B,5 32,7 29,4 __ LL,.5_LLB ._- 4
2.58426 C.832 -91.5 68.8 38.5 33.7 29.2 10.29904 4- 5
2.34_6 0._4_ -91.5 68.4 40,I 32.0 27,2 II.68139 5- 6
2.52312 0.85? -89.6 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 10.12488 6- 7
TAB NO 75
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 23 MI_ _2 _ 7_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC Tf_ IMPACT
136.0_g
• PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE ALSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
3 -11,224 -lg,bg_ 3bQ, 25127 -5_,9 8_} -83,_ }1,1
-11.072 -19.909 355.17021 -59.3 8.0 -82.', )l.O
4 -11.066 -Ig,525 360.58317 -80.g 8.4 -d2.8 I-0.6
5 -11.391 -19.469 363.78100 -58._ 8.7 -83.6 31.3
6 -11.399 -19,R58 358.26080 -56,7 8.2 -H3.b _1.T
T -11.072 -19.909 _55.17021 -59.3 ' 8.0 -82.g Jl.O
ATLAS PHOTO NO 75 POD SEQUENCE NO 817
ALT LAT LDN P V PTH AZ
312.6756_ -8.793 -24.566 2048.131 2.445 -66.765 115.459
Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.52_70.8R_ -90.5 68,5 39,3 _2,} 28__ _,-- ----£_
2.493_6 0.857 -89.6 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 7.88630 2- 3
2.53150 0.842 -89.6 68.7 38.5 32.7 29,4 11o_1503 3- 4
2.55397 0.832 -_1.5 68.7 38.5 33.7 29.2 10.17790 6- 5
2.5151_ 0.648 -9_.5 68,4 40.1 32,0 27°2 11,54356 5- 6
2.49356 C.857 -89.6 68.3 40,1 31,0 27.4 10.00590 6- 7
- TAB NO 76 ATLAS PHOTO NO 76 POD SEQUENCE NO 819
JULY 31elqb_ 13 HR 23 Ml8 _4 $EU 420 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA 5EL TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PIN AZ
134.37'_ 308,90111 -8,812 -24.524 2044,356 2,646 -66,737 115,452
PHOTO DATA ....
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA A* _/A AZPHAZ 1NC0 PHA2 ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT_PT
2 -11.218 -1_.702 356,987_5 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 J1.1 2._q273 0.845 -90.5 68.5 39.3 32,3 28.3 0. 1- 2
3 -11.068 -19.q15 _50._5654 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.463_8 C.858 -89.6 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 7.79206 2- 3
4 -11,062 -19.530 356.30354 -60.9 8.4 -82.8 30.6 2.50145 0.842 -69.6 68.6 38.5 _2.7 29.6 11.27874 3- 4
5 -11.38q -1q.480 35q. R6203 -58.4 8.7 -83.6 31.3 2.52365 0.832 -91.5 68.7 38.5 33.7 29.1 10.05656 A- 5
6 -11.390 -1_,885 _5_,QO_.ZZ _:_,T 8,2 -8},8 31,7 2,58529 C,_4_ -91,5_ 68,8 _0,1 32,0_J_/_ _ b
7 -11.068 -19.915 _50.96654 -59._ 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.463q8 0.858 -8q.6 68.3 40,1 31.0 27.4 9.88672 6- 7
TAB NO 77 ATLAS PHOTO NO 77 POD SEQUENCE NO 821
JULY 318196k 13 HR 23 M[N 36 SEC 100 85
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA1 LCN R V PTH AZ
132.699 305.12445 -8.832 -24.483 2040.580 2.448 -66.710 115.645
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.212 -19.711 350.72062 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 31.1 2.46277 0.845 -90.5 68.5 39.3 32.3 28.3 O. 1- 2
3 -ll.ObA -19.921 346.73889 -5g.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.434_7 0.858 -89,6 OR.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 7.69782 2- 3
4 -II.057 -19.646 362.01990 -60.9 8,4 -82.8 30.6 2.47138 0.842 -8q.6_68._38.5 32_7__4_7 3- 6
s -1_.381 -tD,492 358.i_3-:s_-8.t _ _1._ 2.4_330 0.833 -91.8 68.7 38.5 33.T 29.1 _._3531 4- s
6 -11.382 -19,871 349,7_315 -56.7 8.2 -83,6 J1,7 2,45541 0.648 -91,5 68,4 40,1 32,0 27,1 11,26786 5- 6
7 -11.064 -19.921 346.73889 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 _1.0 2.43437 0.858 -89.6 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 9.76763 6- 7
TAB NO 78 ATLAS PHOTO NO 78 POD SEQUENCE NO 823
JULY 31_lq6_ 13 HR 23 MIK 37 S E.C_80 MS ...................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IPPACT ALT LAI LDN R V PTH AZ
131,01_ 3CI.361CA -8,851 -24,641 2C36,801 2,450 -66,682 115,838
PHDTD DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE ALS/C AZN A_SUN AZA Am _/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAl EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
.206 1_71_ 34044_o_._ 83 _32 3., 2.432780.848 ,05 6053_.332_,. 0 _:
4 -11.053 -19.557 347.73264 -60.9 8.4 -82.8 30.6 2.4_128 0.842 -89.6 68.6 38.5 32.7 29.6 11.00588 3- 4
5 -11.37_ -19.503 350.81241 -68.4 8.7 -83.6 31.3 2°46292 0.833 -91.5 68.7 38.5 33.6 29.1 9.81377 4- 5
6 -11,374 -19,878 345,49463 -56,T 8,2 -83,6 31,7 2,62551 0,849 -91,5 68,3 40,1 32,0 27,1 11,12941 5- 6
7 -11.059 -lq.g27 342.51764 -5q.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.40473 0,858 -89.6 68,3 40.1 31o0 27.4 9.64825 6- 7
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JULY 31t1964 13 HR 23 MIh 39 SEC 460 KS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P2 14
TAB NO 79 ATLAS PHOTO NO 79 POD SEQUENCE NO 825 -
SEC TO [PPACT ALT LA] LDN R Y PTh AZ
129,339 297,56537 -8,871 -24,399 2033,021 2,452 -68.654 115.431
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EKIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -II.200 -19.728 J42.17455 -58.q 8,3 -83.2 31.1 2.40276 0.846 -90.5 68.5 39.3 32.3 28.3 O. 1_ 2
3 -11.055 -lg,933 338,29222 -59.3 8,0 -82,9 31,O 2.375C7 C.858 -89,6 68,3 40,1 31,0 27.4 7°50903 2- 3
4 -11.049 -19.568 343.44117 -60.9 8.4 -82.8 30.6 2.41115 0,842 -89,6 68.6 38.5 _2.7 29.4 10.86926 3- 4
5 -11,365 -19,514 346,48156 -58,4 8,7 -83.6 31,3 2,43251 0,833 -91.5 68.7 38,5 33.6 29,1 9,69222 4- 5
7 -11.055 -19.933 _38,29222 -59,3 8,0 -82.9 31.O 2,37507 C,858 -89,6 68,3 40,1 31,0 27,6 9,52886 6- 7
TAB NO 80 ATLAS PHOTO NO 80 POD SEQUENCE NO 827
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 23 Klh 41 SEC 140 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA .............. _EC_T_I___L_ .... LAI ...... _N E v PTH A7
127,659 293,78262 -8.891 -2_,357 2029,238 2,456 -66,626 115,424
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 82A AZPHA2 INCD PHA2 EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.193 -19.737 337.89540 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 31.1 2.37271 0.845 -90.5 88.5 39.3 32.3 28.2 O. I- 2
3 -II.051 -19.939 334.06282 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0 2.34537 0.858 -89.6 68.3 40.1 31.0 27.4 7.41452 2- 3
4 -11,045 -19o578 339,14568 _bQ,_ 8,_ _-82,8 _0,6 2,J8099 0°842 -_9,6 _8-_ _R.5 _P.? 29._ IO.7_P_4 _-
5 -II,356 -19.526 342.14669 -58.4 8.7 -_3.6 31.3 2,40208 0.833 -91.5 68.7 38.5 33.6 29.1 9.57056 4- 5
6 -11.358 -19,891 336,96401 -56,7 8,2 -83°6 31,7 2,365_2 0,849 -91,5 68,3 4O,1 31,9 27,1 10,85276 5- 6
7 -11,051 -19,939 3_4.06282 -59,3 8.0 -82,9 31,0 2.3453T 0.858 -89,6 68,3 40,1 31,0 27,4 9,40946 8- 7
TAB NO 81 ATLAS PHOTO NO 82 POD SEQUENCE NO 829
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 KIN 42 _C _20 M_ ......
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA| LON R V PTH AZ
125,979 289,99799 -8,_11 -26.314 2025.653 2,456 -66,598 115,416
PHDTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Au B/A AZPHAZ [NDD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,18T -19,746 333,61246-$8,9 8,3 -83,2 31*1 2,34263 0,848 -90,5 _68,5 39_ 28_2__ n. I- 7
3 -ii.0_6 -L9.946 329.82063 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0
4 -11.040 -19.589 334.84640 -60.9 8.4 -82°8 30,6
5 -11.348 -19.537 337.80801 -58.4 8.7 -83.6 31.2
8 -11.349 -19.898 332.69290 -56.7 8.2 -83.6 31.7
7 -11.046 -19.946 _29.82963 -59.3 8.0 -82.9 31.0
............. TAB NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 23 MIh 64 SEC 500 85
TRAJECTURY _AT_ SEC TO |RPACI
124,300
2,31565 0.858 -89.6 68,2 40.1 30.9 27,# 7.31991 2- 3
2,35081 0.CA2 -89,6 b8,6 38,5 32.? 29,3 10,59573 3- 4
2.371_2 C.833 -91.5 68.7 38,5 33.6 29,1 9,44890 4- 5
2.335_4 0.649 -91.5 88.3 40,1 31.9 22.1 10.71428 5- 6
2,31565 0,858 -89,6 68,2 40,1 30,9 27,4 9,28976 6- 7
82 ATLAS PHOTO NO 82 POD SEQUENCE NO 831
ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
286.21133 -8.931 2_.2T2 2_7i.667 2,457 -66.569 115.409
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC ALN -AZSUN --_A .... A-m------_TA--A_PHAZ 1NCO PHA2 EMI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,181 -19,754 329,32490 -58,9 8.3 -83,2 31,1 2,31253 0,84_ -90.5 68.4 39.3 32,2 _8,2 0, _- 2
3 -11,042 -19.952 325.59191 -59,3 8,0 -82.8 31,0 2,28590 0,858 -89,6 68,2 40,1 30,9 27,6 7,22523 2- 3
4 -11,038 -19,600 330.54245 -60.9 8,4 -82,6 30.6 2.32059 0,842 -89.6 68.E 38,5 32,8 29.3 10,45873 }- 4
5 -11,340 -19,5_9 333,_6471 -58.4 8.7 -83,6 31,2 2,34113 0,833 -91,5 68,7 38,5 33.6 29,1 9,32696 4- 5
7 -11,042 -19,952 325,59191 -59,3 8.0 -82.8 31,O 2,285_0 0,858 -69,6 68,2 40,1 30,9 27,_ 9,17006 8- 7
TAB NO 83 ATLAS PHOTO NO 83 POD SEQUENCE NO 833
JULY 31_1964 13 H8 23 8Ih 46 SEC 180 85 -
TRAJECTORY DATA $8C TO IMPACT ALT EAT LCN 8 V PTH A2
122.620 282.42256 -8.951 -24.229 2017.878 2.459 -66.541 115.402
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AL_U_ _Z_ _ _A ^7_A/ INCO PHA2 EMlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.175 -19,763 325.03239 -58.9 8.3 -83,2 31,1 2,28258 0,84_ -90,5 68,4 39.3 32,Z _,_ _, __
3 -11.037 -19.958 321.34929 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 2.25612 0.858 -89.6 68.2 40.I 30.9 27.3 7.13044 2- 3
-11.032 -19.611 326.23345 -60.9 8.4 -82.8 30.6 2.290_4 0.842 -89.6 68.6 38.5 32.6 29.3 10.32154 _- 4
5 -11.331 -19.561 329.11632 -58.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2 2.310_0 0.833 -91.5 68.7 38.5 33.6 29.1 9.20491 4- 5
6 -11.333 -19.912 324.13680 -56.7 8.2 -83.6 31.7 2.27557 0.849 -91.5 68.3 40.1 31.9 27.1 10.43679 5- 6
7 -11,037 -19,958 321.34929 -59.3 8.0 -82,8 31,0 2.25812 0.858 -89,6 68,2 40.1 30,9 27,3 9,05027 8- 7
TAB NO 84 ATLAS PHOTO NO 84 POD SEQUENCE NO 835
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 23 _I_ 47 SEC 860 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LON 8 V PTH AZ
120.940 278.63182 -8.971 -24.187 2014.O87 2.461 -66.513 115.395
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA AI 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ LH15 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.169 -19.773 320.73602 -58.9 _.3 -83.2 31.1 2.25221 0.848 -9C.5 68.4 39.3 32.2 28.2 O. I- 2
3 --11.033 -19.965 317.10281 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0
4 -11.027 -19.622 321,92056 -60.9 8.4 -82.8 30.6
5 -11.323 -19.572 324.76416 -58._ 8.6 -83.6 31.2
6 -11.324 -Ig.glg 319.85244 -58*7 8.2 -H3.6 31.7
7 -11.033 -19*985 317.10281 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0
2,22630 0,858 -89.6 68.2 40.1 30.9 27.3 7,03553 2- 3
2.26006 0.842 -89,6 68.6 38,5 32,6 29.3 10.18_24 3- 6
2,28C05 0,833 -91,5 68,6 38,5 33,6 29.1 9,08286 4- 5
2,24549 0,849 -91,5 68,_ 40,1 31,9 27,1 10,29783 5- 6
2,22630 0,858 -89.6 68,2 40.1 30.9 27.3 8,93028 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2
TAB NO 85 ATLAS PHOTO NO 85 POD SEQUENCE NO 837
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 23 _|N 49 SAC 540 MS
TRAJECT{?RY UATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAN6_ A/S/C A2_J A/SuN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCD_HAZ EMIS
2 -II.162 -19,7_2 J16.43560 -58.9 B.3 -83.2 J|.l 2.222C2 0.846 -90.5 68.4 39.3 32.2
3 -11.029 -19.971 3i2,88223 -_9.3 8,0 -82.8 31.0 2.19646 C.856 -89.6 88.2 40.1 30.1
4 -11.023 -19.633 J17,60358 -60.9 8.4 -82.8 M].6 2.22976 0.843 -89.6 68.6 38.8 32.6
8 -II.315 -I_,584 520.40/_2 -5_.4 8.8 -83,6 _I,2 2.24946 C.B34 -91.5 68.6 38.5 33.8
6 -11.316 -19.926 515.5_396 -56.7 8,2 -_3.6 31,b 2.21529 0._49 -91,5 68.3 40_1 31.9
7 -II.02U -19.971 312.88223 -59.3 b.O -82,8 Jl*O 2.19646 0.858 -b_.8 68.2 40.I 30*9
SEC TO IPPAC7 ACT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
119.260 274.83E88 -8.991 -24.144 2010.294 2.483 -66.484 II5.388
ALPha SCALE PT-PT
28.2 0. 1- 2
27.3 6.94057 2- 3
29.3 I0,04684 3- 4
29.0 8.96060 4- 5
27. • 1_.1.5_7Z --_L-_J_
27.3 8.81028 6- 7
86 ATLAS PHOTO NO 86 POD SEQUENCE NO 839
ALl LA1 LCN
271.0440| -9.CII -24.101
A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO
2.19119 0.846 -90.5 68.4
2.16659 C.85_ -69.6 80,2
2.19942 C.84J -89,8 68,_
2.2|8h5 0.634 -91.8 58.6
2.18525 0.849 -91.5 68.3
2.16669 O.HS_ -8g.8 68.2
87 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT LON
267.24112 -9.091 -24.057
A* b/A AZPHAZ INCU
2,ib158 0._4_ -90,5 08,4
2.13E69 0.886 -89,6 68.2
2.16906 0.64_ -89.6 80.5
2.18821 C.634 -9|.5 68.6
2.15809 0.849 -91.5 08,3
2.13669 0.858 -89.6 68.2
88 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT LON
263.44_03 ~q.052 -24,014
A* 81A _ZPHAZ INCD
2.13125 0.846 -90.5 68.4
2.10677 C.858 -89.6 68.2
2.13867 C,843 -89.6 68._
2.15754 0.834 -91.5 68.6
2.12490 G.849 -qi.5 88.3
2.10677 8.856 -89.8 88.2
89 ATLAS PHOTO NO
TAB NO
JbLY 3111964 13 HR 23 Fib 8l SiC 219 MS
T_AJLLIIIRY DATA _VC TC IMPACT
I17.5_0
PhOT_ DATA
PT LAT CON RAN(,L A?S/C AZN _/SUN AIA
2 -Ii.186 -19.791 312.13113 -88.9 8.3 -_¢3.? 31.I
3 -i[.024 -19.978 ACs.hgT?9 -59.3 8.0 -_2._ Jl.O
5 -11.30t, -[9.896 _16.04?5_ -%8.4 8.6 -_3.6 31.2
6 -ii._08 -[W.033 _11.27164 -56.7 8.2 -_J.h Jl.b
7 -11.024 -l(_.976 J08,89_79 -59.3 8,0 -82.8 JI.O
TAB NO
JULY 31_196A 13 hk _J M[_ 82 _6_ 899 PS
TRAJECTI}RY OATA S_C TU IMPACT
11_.900
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN 8A_t;E AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.150 -_9.800 _(_7,_22_0 -58.9 8.3 -_.2 31,I
-Ii.020 -19.984 _04._JWAA -59,_ 8.0 -82.8 31.0
4 -11.014 -[(),_56 5(}8.99_9 -60.9 8°4 -h_.8 _(].8
5 -II.2_8 -19.bQ_ _Ii.6_340 -b6,4 8.6 -83.b 31.2
6 -11.29(; -[q.941 )06.978_6 -8_._ 8.2 -83._ _I._
7 -11.020 -19.984 _C4.3_944 -59,_ 8.0 -82,8 Jl,O
TAB NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR £3 "|_ 54 SEC %19 MS
TRAJECTHRY DATA SLC T_ IMPACT
11_.220
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RA_(,[ A/SIC AZN A/SUN A/A
2 -Ii.143 -19.809 303.8[032 -5_.9 _._ -83.2 31.1
4 -ll.OlO -i_._t>7 _04.62_U9 -00.9 8.4 -_2._ ](}.6
5 -11.2'_0 - 19.820 J(/7. _I>C'_ -58.4 8._ -_3,6 _1.2
6 -11.29! -19.946 )02.67492 --86.b 8.2 -_3.6 )1.6
7 -11.015 -]9.991 _d0.07h93 -bg._ 8.0 -62.d _[,0
TAB NO
J_LY 31,1964 i3 HR 23 _I_ 5_ SEt d89 MS
r_ Y P_ AL
2006.499 2.465 -66.455 ).15.380
PEAl EMIS ALPHA SCALA PT-PT
39.3 32.2 28.2 O. l- 2
40.1 30.9 27.3 8.84557 2- 3
_.5 _2,8 29.2 _51_i 3-
38.8 33.5 29.0 8.83835 4- 5
40.1 31.9 27.1 10,01961 5- 6
40.1 30.9 27.3 8.69011 8- 7
87 POD SEQUENCE NO 841
R V PTH AZ
2002.702 2.467 -66.427 I15.373
PHA/ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
40.i 30.9 27.3 6.78046 2- 3
38.5 32.0 29.3 9.77171 3- 4
38.5 33.5 29.0 8.71899 4- 5
40.1 31.9 27.1 9.88034 5- 6
40.1 30.9 27.3 8.56987 8- 7
88 POD SEQUENCE NO 843
R V PTh AZ
1998.903 2.469 -66.398 115.365
39.3 _2.2 28.2 O. 1- 2
40,I 30.9 27.3 6.85530 2- 3
38.5 32,6 29.3 9.63398 _- 4
_8.5 33,5 29.0 8.59343 A- 5
40. l 30.9 27.3 8.44946 6-7
89 POD SEQUENCE NO 845
TRAJACfHRY DATA SIC Tfl IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH kZ
I12.540 259.64705 -9.072 -23.970 1995.102 2.4?0 -66*_69 115.358
PHOtC DATA
PT tAT tUN RAbbi ALS/C AZN A/SUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCU PHA_ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -ll.13T -19,819 299.19400 -58.9 8.3 -_3.2 31.1 2.10095 0.847 -90.5 68.4 39.3 32.2 28.2 0. I- 2
3 -ll.Oll -19.998 295.H1001 -b9.J 8.0 -82.8 _l.O 2.07681 C.858 -89.6 b8.2 40.1 30.9 27.3 6.56009 2- 3
A -I[.005 -II.619 HJ_.2_601 -o(;.'_ o.A -¢$2,_ 30.6 2.10825 0.843 -89.6 08.5 38.5 32.6 29.2 9.4981A 3- 4
5 -ll. Z8_ -19.,,_2 _02.94_8 -_.4 8.s -_.6 _l.Z 2._26_5 0.8)4 -91.8 68.6 38.s _ 2976 aT_f096 _- S
6 -II.282 -19.955 _g8._ldhl -56.H 8.2 -_3._ 31.6 2,094_8 G._SC -91.8 68.3 40.1 31.9 27.1 9.60149 5- 8
7 -i[.!)ii -19,99P 296._i061 -59.j 8.0 -t_2._ 51.0 2.07681 C*_5_ -89,6 68.2 40.1 30.9 27.3 8.32914 6- 7
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 ]_ H_ 2_ MI_ 5? SEt 9J9 MS
TRAJECTIIRY HATA S[(I T(] IMPACT
II0.860
PHOT_ DATA
PT CAT LCN RANGL AZS/C AIN A/SUN AZA
2 -11.131 -19.H2_ 294._1_42 -58.9 _.3 -_3.2 31.i
3 -II.006 -2{].005 291.8400A -59._ 8.0 -82,8 3_.0
4 -ll. UOl -Lq,690 295._59U0 -o0,8 8.4 -_2,8 3U.b
5 -11.27) -19.644 ,:98,566_8 -_8.4 _.6 -_3.6 31.2
6 -11.274 -1(_.963 294.06217 -56.8 8.2 -83._ _1.6
7 -II.000 -20°005 291.54004 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0
90 ATLAS PHOTO NO 90 POD SEQUENCE NO 847
ALT LAY LCN R V PTH AZ
255.84381 -9.093 -23.926 1991.299 2.472 -68.340 115.350
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA? kMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2.070_1 0.847 -90.5 88.A 39.3 32,2 28.2 0. 1- 2
2.042_3 0.858 -89.6 68.2 40.1 30.9 27.3 6.46477 2-
2.07780 0.84J -89,8 68.8 38.5 32.6 29.2 9*35820 3- 4
2.09612 0.834 -91.5 68.6 38.5 33.5 29,0 8.34810 4- 5
2.08644 0.880 -91.5 68.3 40.I 31.8 27.1 9.46188 5- 6
2.046_3 0,858 -89.6 08.2 40.1 30.9 27.3 8,20862 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2
TAB NO 91 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 81_1964 13 HR 23 PIN 89 SIC 619 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SIC TO IvPACT ALT tAT LON
109.180 252.03856 -9.I13 -28.882
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LO_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN---AZA-- A* ----B/A AZPHA2 INCD
2 -11.124 -19.838 290.54820 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 31.I 2.04023 0.847 -90.8 68.A
3 -ll.O01 -20.012 287.26491 -59,3 8.0 -82.8 31,0 2.01682 0,858 -89,6 68.2
A -10.996 -19.701 291.61725 -60.8 8,4 -82,8 30.6 2.04732 0.843 -89.6 68.5
5 -11.264 -19.656 294.18528 -58.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2 2.06536 0.834 -91.8 68.6
7 -11.001 -20.012 287.26491 -59.3 8.0 -82,8 31.0 2.01682 0.858 -89,6 68.2
TAB NO 92 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 81_196A 13 HR 24 PIN I SIC 299 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _LC_!_O_IM_L= .... ALT ...... t_ .... _._'_J___
I07.5Ci 248.23131 -9.134 -23.838
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD
2 -11.118 -19.847 288.21883 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 31.I 2.00983 C.847 -90.8 68.4
3 -10.997 -20.019 282.98516 -59,3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.98677 C.859 -89.6 68.2
5 -11.255 -19.689 289.79937 -58.4 8,6 -88.6 31.2 2.03457 0.834 -91.5 68,5
6 -II.257 -19.978 285.43134 -56.8 8.2 -83.6 31.6 2.O03EA C.85C -91.5 68.2
? -i0°997 -20.019 282.98516 -59°3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.98677 0.859 -89.6 68.2
TAB NO 93 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 3I_196A 13 HR 28 M[_ Z _L 979 M_
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
PT taT LON RANGE AZS/C
Z -II.lll -19.857 281,88_36 -58,9
8 -10.992 -20,026 278,70134 -59.3
A -10.987 -19.1Z5 Z02.92U29 -60.8
5 -11.247 -19.681 285,40943 -58.4
6 -11.248 -19.986 281.10952 -56.8
7 -10.992 -20.026 2/8.(013Q -59.3
JULY 31plg6A i_ HR 24 PI_ 4 SIC 659
TRAJECTORY _ATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C
2 -11.105 -i9.867 277.54622 -58,9
3 -10.987 -20.033 274.41337 -59.3
4 --10,982 -19.737 278,56559 -60.8
5 -11.238 --19.694 281.01531 -55.4
6 --II,240 --19.993 276,78355 -56.8






JULY 31,L96A 13 HR _4 Rib 6 SIC 3_9 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SIC TO IMPACT
102.461
PHOTO DATA
-11.098 -19.876 2/3.20A07 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 31.1
-10.983 -20.040 270.121AI -59.3 8.0 -82.8 81.0
A -10.978 -19.748 274.20688 -60,8 8.4 -82.8 30*7
5 -11.23D -19.TCE 276.61716 -58.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2
SIC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN
105.821 24_.A2191 -9.155 -23.79_
AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD
B.} _83,2 }_,_ 1.9?9AO 0.84? -90°5 68.3
8.0 -82.8 31.0 1,95669 0.859 -89.8 68,2
8.A -82.8 30.6 1.98626 0.843 -8q,6 AH.5
8,6 -88,6 31.2 _.C_375 0.835 -91.5 68.5
8.2 -83.6 81.6 1.97350 0.858 -91.5 68.2
8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.95669 0.859 -89.6 68.2
TAB NO 94 ATLAS PHOTO NO
MS
SEC TO IMPACT ALT tat tON
iON.iAi 240.61C32 ?.175 -2_.749
_ZN AZSDN _ZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD
8.3 -83.2 31.1 1.9_893 0,847 -9D.5 68.3
8.0 -62.8 31.0 1.92659 0.859 -89.6 68.2
I.95569 0.84_ -89,6 68._
1.97290 8.835 -91.5 68.5
_)gAJl8 C*88C -91,5 68°_
1.92659 C.859 -89.6 6E.2
95 ATLAS PHOTO NO
91 POD SEQUENCE NO 849
R V PTH AZ
1987.494 2.47_ -66.311 115.368
PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39., _2._ 28.1 o. _:
40°I 30.9 27.8 6,36936
38._ n._ 29.z _.2200_ _-
38.5 33.5 29.0 8.22533 4- 5
40.1 31.8 27.0 9.32215 5- h
_0.I 30.9 27.3 8.08789 6- 7
92 POD SEQUENCE NO 851
R V PTH AZ
1983.687 2._76 -66.281 115.335
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.3 82,i 28.1 O. _:40*1 30.9 27.3 6.27882
_R=5 _2.5 29.2 9.0a]84 _- 4
88.5 33.5 29.0 8._0224 A- 5
40.I _I.8 2'.0 9.18226 5- 6
40.1 30.9 27.3 T.gAT06 6- 7
93 POD SEQUENCE NO 853
R V PTH AZ
1979.817 2.478 -66.252 115.828
PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
40.1 30.9 27.3 6.17822 2- 3
3H.5 32.5 29.2 8°94347 3-
38.5 33._ 28.9 7,97916 A- 5
AO.l 31.8 27.0 9.0_224 5- 6
_0.1 _0.9 27.3 7.8_622 6- 7
94 POD SEQUENCE NO 855
R V PTH AZ
1q76066 2,&RO -6&.22] 115.320
PHAZ EMiS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.3 32.1 28.1 O. I- 2
4D.i 30.8 27.3 6°08252 2- 3
38.5 32.5 29.2 8.80498 3- 4
38.583._ 28.9 7.8860? 4- 5
4C,I 31=_ iLQ___k_Qll2_r_
40.1 30.8 2T._ 7.72517 6-
95 POD SEQUENCE NO 857
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
236.79671 -q.196 -23.705 1972.252 2.W82 -66.198 115.312
^_ _/A AIPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l.gl8AA 0.84? -90.5 68.3 39.3 _2.1 28.1 O. i- Z
1.89646 U._59 -89,6 68,2 4D.1 30.8 27.3 5,98678 2- 3
1.925C9 0.844 -89.6 68.4 38,5 32.5 29.2 8.666_D 3-4
1.942C2C_835 _91.5 68.588.8 33.4 28.9 T,73279 _-
b -11.281 -20.001 2/2._5856 -56.8 8.2 -83.6 3i.6 1.91274 C.85C -91.5 68.2 _G.l 31.8 27.0 8.76191 5- 6
7 -10,983 -20.0_0 270*121_1 -59*3 8.0 -82.8 81.0 1.896_6 0.859 -89.6 68,2 40.1 30.8 27._ 7,60_02 6- T
TAB NO 96 ATLAS PHOTO NO 96 POD SEQUENCE NO 859
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 24 _I+h 8 SEt _18 MS ....
TRAJECTORY DATA SIC TO IMPACT AlI LAI LCN R V PTh AZ
I00.781 2_2.98109 -9.217 -23.660 1968.4_6 2,A8_ -66.163 115.305
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCC P_AZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.092 -19.886 268.85796 -58.9 8.3 -83,2 31.I 1.88793 0,847 -90.5 68.3 39.8 32.1 28.1 O. I- 2
-I0.978 -20.0_7 265.82550 159.3 8°0 -82.R -31.0 1.86630 C,859 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 2].3----5_8_12 ?-3
4 -10.973 -19.760 269.84_2 -60.8 8.4 -82.8 30.7 1.89A_6 0.644 -89.6 68.4 38.5 82.5 29.2 8.52770 3- A
5 -II.22I -19.719 272.215C6 -D8.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2 1.91112 0.835 -91.5 68.5 38.5 33.4 28.9 7.60939 4- 5
6 -II,222 -20.0C9 268.1196_ -56.8 8.1 -83.6 31.6 1.88231 0.85C -91.5 68.2 40.1 31.8 27.0 8.62158 5- 6
7 -10.978 -20.0_7 265.82550 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.86620 C.859 -bg.6 68.1 AO.l 30.8 27.8 7._8277 6- 7
229
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_.VLL J_k_2_ IZ
TAB NO 97 ATLAS PHOTO NO 97 POD SEQUENCE NO 861
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 _[i_ 58_ 698_5
TRAJECTORY DATA _.T_I_A_L __AL_ LAT L(21N R V _TH _Z
99.101 229.16310 -9.238 -23.615 1964.6'18 2.486 -66.134 115.297
_ PHO I(] UAT.A
P] LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ KNCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.085 -19.896 264150T46 -58.9 _.3 -03.2_ 31.1 1.85738 0.847 -90*5 J58*3 39.3 32.1 2._.1 (]_ _ 2_'2
3 -10.973 -20.054 261.52520 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.83610 0.859 -89o6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 5.79508 2- 3
4 -10.968 -19.772 265.477]_6 -60.8 8t4 -82*8 30.7 1.86380 0,844 -89.6 68,4 38,5 32.5 29.1 8.38892 3- 4
5 -11,212 -19.731 267.80854 -58.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2 1.88018 0.835 -91.5 68.5 38.5 33.4 28.9 7.48589 4- 5
._ 6 -11.214 -20.017 _6:I,7R129 --56.B ft.! -A3.6 31.6 I.RRIhqr_ 13.R_C --9|.5 68.2 40.1 31.R ?7.N R.&RII_ _- &
7 -10.973 -20.054 261.52520 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.83610 0.859 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 7.36142 6- 7
TAB NO 98 ATLAS PHOTO NO 98 POD SEQUENCE NO 863
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 MIN 11 SEG 378 HS
_ .. TRAJECTORY 0ATe- _.FC TO I._PACr ALT LAT _ __ _8 _L PTH AZ
97.421 225.34322 -9.259 -23.570 1960.799 2.488 -66.106 115.289
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/C ALN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.078 -19.906 260,15306 -58.9 8,3 -83.Z 31.1 1.82680 0,847 -90,5 68,3 39.3 32.1 28.1 0. 1- 2
3 -10.960 -20.062 257.22104 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.80589 0.859 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 5.69911 2- 3
-]_0o96_ -j.9.784 2_).10672 -60.8 B.4 -_2.8 30.7 1.8331l 0.844 __-89_,___-5- _ B.251_Ol _- 4
-11.204 -19.74_ 263.39815 -58.4 _.6 -83.6 31.2 1.84922 G.835 -91.5 68.5 38.5 33.4 28.9 7.36230 4- 5
6 -11.205 -20.025 259,_3909 -_6.8 8.L -_3.6 31.6 1.821_7 0.8SG -91.8 68,2 40.1 32.8 27.0 8,34060 5- 6
_7 -10.960 -20.062 257.22104 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.80589 0.859 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 7.24007 6- 7
TAB NO 99 ATLAS PHOTO NO 99 POD SEQUENCE NO 865
JULY 31,1964 L3_HR 24 _IN l_ _EC 58 H.._ .....
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
95.74l 221.52121 -9.280 -23.524 1956.977 2.690 -66.074 115.281
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ U/A AZPHAZ [NC0 PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -10._6_ -20.069 252.<11274 -59.3 8.0 -82.t_ ]1.0 1.77564 C.85g -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 2T.Z 5.60300 2- 3
4 -10.959 -_9.796 256.731_ -60,8 8.4 -8Z.8 30.7 1.80_40 0,844 -89*6 68_6 38,_ _.4 29.1 8.11100 3- 4
5 -11.195 -19.757 258.98362 -58.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2 1.81823 0.835 -91.5 68.5 38.5 33.4 28.q 7.23860 4- 5
6 -1L.L96 -20.0._3 255,09Z72 -:>6.8 8,1 -83.6 ._1.6 1.79006 G.850 -91,5 68.2 40.1 31.8 27.0 8.19991 5- 6
7 -10.964 -20.06g 252.91274 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.77564 0.85_ -8g.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 7.11841 6- 7
TAB NO 100 ATLAS PHOTO NO 100 POD SEQUENCE NO 867
JULY 31_1964 13 HF_ _4 _IN 14 SEC T_8 /45
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TG |PPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
94.O61 217.69693 -9.302 -23.479 1953.152 2.492 -66.044 115.273
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EM|5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PTRANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ae
2 -11.U65 -19.926 ZSI,43160 -58.9 8°3 -83.2 31.[ 1.76556 0.848 -90.5 68.3 39.3 32,0 28,1 O. L- 2
3 -10.950 -20.076 248.60010 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1,T4536 0.859 -89*6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 5.50683 2- 3
4 -10.954 -19.808 252o35165 -60.8 8.4 -82*8 _O.T 1.77165 0.844 -89°6 68,4 38,5 32,4 29,1 7,97186 3- 4
5 -11.186 -19,770 254.56470 -58.4 8.6 -_3.6 31.2 l. TBT20 0.836 -91.5 68.4 38.5 33.3 28.8 7.11480 4- 5
8 -11.187 -20_Q41 2_0.74207 -561_ _jL__L_._:LLL6__-L_Z(_3J-_]_iSL_-gJ._ _8.2 40.1 3l._ 2J_O__ _ZL
T -10.959 -20,076 248.60010 -89.3 8.0 -82._ 31.0 1.74536 0.859 -89.8 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 6.99675 6- T
TAB NO 101 ATLAS PHOTO NO 101 POD SEQUENCE NO 869
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 24 _|_ Lb 5_C 418 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO [NPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
92.381 213.8705T -9.323 -23.433 1969.326 2.494 -66.013 115.265
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.058 -19._36 _47.06455 -58.9 8._ -83.2 31.1 1.73489 0.848 -90.5 68.3 39.3 32.0 28.0 O. 1- 2
3 -10.954 -20.084 244.28329 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.71505 0.859 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 5.41075 2- 3
4 -10.94_ -|_.82| 247,96794 -60.8 8.4 -82.8 30.7 1°74088 0.844 -89.6 68.4 38.5 32.4 29.1 7,B3256 _- 4
-5 -11.177 -19.783 250.14164 -58.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2 1.75615 0.83_ -91.5 68.4 38.5 33._8 6.99091 4- 5
6 -11.178 -20.04g 246.38728 -56.8 8.l -83.6 31.6 1.72974 0.851 -91.5 68.2 40.1 31.7 27.0 7.91833 5- 6
T -10.954 -20.084 244.28329 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.71505 0.85_ -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 6.87509 6- T
TAB NO IO2 ATLAS PHOTO NO 102 POD SEQUENCE NO 871
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 24 MIN 1_ SEC 98 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO [PPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
90.702 210.04216 -g.344 -23.387 1945.497 2.496 -65.983 115.257
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.052 -19.946 242.6_362 -58.9 8.3 -83.2 31.1 1.70420 0.8¢8 -90.5 68.3 39.3 32.0 28.0 O. [-
3 -10.949 -Z0.092 23_.96246 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31*0 1.68472 0,859 -89.6 68.| 40.1 30.8 27.2 _.51437 2- 3
4 -10.945 -19.833 Z43.58021 -60.8 8.4 -82.8 30.7 1.71007 0.844 -89.6 68.4 38.5 32.4 29.1 T.69320 3- 4
5 -11.168 -_9.7_5 245,71451 -58.4 8.6 -83.6 31.2 1.72507 0.83_ -91.5 68.4 38.5 33.3 28.8 6.86692 4-
6 -11.170 -20.057 242.02843 -_6.8 8.1 -83.6 31.6 1.69914 0.851 -91.5 68.2 40.1 31._ 27.0 7.77733 5- 6
7 -I0.94_ -20.092 239.96246 -59,3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.68472 0.85_ -09.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 2T.2 8.753|3 6- 7
230
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RA-VII CAMERA P2 18
TAB NO 103 ATLAS PHOTO NO 103 POD SEQUENCE NO 873"
JULY 31t1964 13 H8 Z6 MJ_ 19 5EC 778 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _ _ SEC ]_3PPACT ALT LAT LDN R V , PT_ _ AZ
89.022 206.21161 -9.366 -23.361 1941.667 2.698 -65*953 115.249
PHOTC OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.045 -19.957 238.31808 -56.9 8°3 -03.2 31.1 1.67347 0.868 -90.5 68.2 39.3 92.0 28_0 O. _],-_?,
3 -10.966 -20.099 235.63742 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.65435 0.859 -89.6 68.1 40.[ 30.8 27.2 5.21813 2- 3
6 -10.960 -19.845 239.18828 -60.8 8.6 -82*8 30.7 1.67926 0.865 -89.6 6813 3845 32.6 29,1 _=_76 _- 6
5 -11.160 -19.808 241.28317 -58.6 8.6 -83.6 31.2 1.69396 0.836 -91.5 68.6 38.5 33.3 28.8 6.76292 6- 5
6 -11.161 -20._63_7.66537 -56.B 8.1 -83._ _1.6 1.6_8511__._151 -91.5 68._1 4e.t 31.7 2_-q 7._4 _- 6
7 -10.966 -20.099 235.63r62 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.O 1.65635 8.859 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 6.63|26 6- 7
TAB NO 104 ATLAS PHOTO NO 104 POD SEQUENCE NO 875
JULY 3111966 13 HR _4 MIN 21 5EC 658 MS .......
TRAJECTORY DATA ..... SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI ...... LDN R V PTH AZ
87.342 202.37878 . -9.388 -23.296 1937.836 2.500 -65.922 115.261
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AEA A. 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMI$ ALPHA .... SCALE-- PT-P--T_
2 -11.O38 -19.967 233.93039 -58.9 8.3 -83.Z 31._ 1.66272 0.868 -90.5 68.2 39*3 _290 2a_0 _L ___1_2--
3 --IO.939 --20.107 231.30803 --59.3 8.0 --82.8 31.O 1.62396 0.859 --89.6 68.1 60.1 30.8 27.2 5.12165 2-- 3
6 --10.935 --19.858 236.79199 --60.8 8.6 -82.8 30.7 1.64837 0.___=_89m& 68.3 38.fl 321_ 29.1 7m41414 3-- &
5 --11.151 -19.822 236.84746 -58.6 8.8 -83.6 31.2 1.66282 0.836 -91.5 68.6 38.5 33.3 28.8 6.61862 6- 5
6 -II.152 -20.076 233.29797 -56.0 8.1 -03.6 _1.6 1.6)785 0.851 -91.5 6_.I 6Qtl _I,7 26_L9 _._9502_
7 --10.939 -20.107 231.30803 -59.3 B.0 -82.8 31.0 1.02396 0.859 -89.8 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 6.50910 6- 7
TAB NO 105 ATLAS PHOTO NO 105 POD SEQUENCE NO 877
JULY 31s[964 13 H8 _6 MJ_ 2_S .............................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V P[H J_L
85.662 198.56378 -9.409 -23.248 1933.999 2.502 -65.891 115.233
PHOTO DATA
pt LAT EON RANGE Azs/c AzN AzsUN AzA A- 81A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ 8MIS AEPHA SCALE pT-PT
3 -10.936 -20.115 226.97662 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.0 1.59353 0.86_ -89.6 68.1 60.1 30.8 27.2 5.02514 2- 3
6 -10.930 -19.870 230.391_6 -60,8 8.6 -82°_ 30°7 1.8!768 0+845 -89°6 68.3 38*5 32°6 29.0 7,276_5 _¢L
5 -11.162 -19.835 232.60751 -58.6 8.6 -83.6 31.2 1.631E4 0.836 -91.5 68.4 38.5 33.3 28.8 6.69621 6- 5
6 -11.163 -20.082 228,926_I _56,8 _*I -_,6 _I.6 1.60716 0.851 -91.5 68.1 60.I 31.7 26.9 7.35_71 5-_
7 -10.934 -20.115 226.976_2 -59.3 8.0 -8218 31.0 1.59353 0.860 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.8 27.2 6.38683 6- 7
TAB NO 106 ATLAS PHOTO NO 106 POD SEQUENCE NO 879
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 PIN 2_ _C _17 M_
T_AJECTnRY DATA $E_ TO _MPA_T A_T LAT LDN R V PTH A_
83.982 I_4.70_76 -g_ -23.201 |930.162 2.506 -65.861 115.225
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LoN RANGE AZS/_ AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.024 -19.988 225.166_ -58.9 8.2 -83.2 31.1 1.58112 0.848 -90.5 68.2 39.3 32.0 28*0 O. 1- 2
3 -10.929 -20.122 222.63674 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.1 1.56308 8.860 -89.6 68.1 60.1 30,7 27.2 6.92857 2- 3
6 -10.925 -19.883 2_5.98685 -60.8 8.6 -82.8 30.7 1.58656 0.865 -89.6 68.3 38.5 32*3 29.0 _.1_66_ 3-
5 -1_.133 -19.848 227.96347 -58.6 8.5 -83.6 31.2 1.60066 0.83? -91.5 68.6 38.5 33.2 28.8 6°36971 6- 5
6 -11.136 -20.091 226.55057 -56,8 8_L_L_]J_(_]_,_._51-_1.5_3_40.1 31.7 26.9 7.21229 5-
7 -10.929 -20.122 222.63676 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.1 1.56308 0.860 -89.6 68.1 60.1 30.7 27.2 6,26665 6- 7
TAB NO 107 ATLAS PHOTO NO 107 POD SEQUENCE NO 881
JULY 31*1966 13 HR 24 MIN 26 5EC 697 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
82.302 190.86_54 -9.453 -23.156 1928.323 2.506 -65.830 115.216
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 L_ _c "_,._ _._ _,d_* ^_A A* B/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA - SCALE PT_PT
-11.018 -19.998 220.77410 -58.9 8.2 -83.2 31.1 1.55028 0.848 -90.5 ou._ _._ _._ _.C ^ '- _
-10.926 -20.130 218.29476 -59.3 8.0 -82.8-- 31.1 1.53259 0.860 -89.6 68.1 60.1 30.7 27.2 _83195 _-3
_ 6 -10.920 -19_895 221. 57795 -60.8 8.6 -82.8 30.7 1. 55560 0.845 -89.6 68.3 38.5 32.3 29.0 6.99673 3- 6
5 -11.126 -19.861 223.51513 -58.4 8,5 -83.6 31.2 1.56921 0.837 -91.5 68.3 38.5 33.2 28.8 6.26520 6- 5
6 -11.125 -20.099 220.17052 -56.8 8.1 -83.6 31.6 1.56569 0.851 -91.6 68.1 60.1 31.7 26.9 7.07079 5- 6
7 -10.926 -20.130 218.29_76 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.1 1.53259 0.860 -89.6 68.1 40.1 30.7 27.2 6.16217 6- 7
TAB NO 108 ATLAS PHOTO NO 108 POD SEQUENCE NO 883
JULY 31_1964 13HR 26 MI_ 28 SEC 177 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
80.622 187.02_02 -9.675 -23.107 1922.481 2.508 _65.799 115.208
PHOTO DATA
PT CAT LDN RANGE -AZS/_ AZN AZSUN AZA a* B/a AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT_PT
2 -11.011 -20.009 216,37736 -58,9 8.2 -83.2 31,1 1.51961 0.869 -90.5 68.2 39.3 31.9 28.0 O, 1- 2
3 -10.919 -20.138 213.94839 -59.3 8.0 -82.8 31.1 1.50208 0.860 -89.6 68.1 60.1 30.7 27.2 6.73515 2- 3
6 -10.915 -19.908 217.16661 -60.8 8.6 -82.8 30.7
5 --11.115 -19.874 219.O6236 -58.4 8.5 -83.6 31.2
6 -11.116 -20.108 215.78606 -56.8 8.1 -83.b 31.6
7 -10.919 -20.138 213.96839 -59.3 8o0 -02.8 31.1
1.52462 0.845 -89.6 68.3 38.5 32.3 29.0 6.85670 3- 6
1.53795 0.837 -91.5 68.3 38.5 33.2 28.7 6.12059 6- 5
1.51691 0.851 -91.6 68.1 60.1 31.7 26.9 6.92915 5- 6
1.50208 8.86C -89.6 68.1 60.1 30.7 27.2 6.01969 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2 19
TAB NO 109 ATLAS PHOTO NO 109 POD SEQUENCE NO 885
JULY 31t1964 13 HR ZA MEN 2g SEC 857 MS
TRAJECTnRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
78.942 183.182AC -9.497 -23.060 1918.638 2.510 -65.768 115.200
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RA_GEA_/C _Z--N--AZSUN--AZA_---- A. B/AAZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -II.004 -20.028 211.97455 -58.9 8.2 -R3.2 31.I 1.4884g 0.84g -qO.5 68.2 3g.3 31.9 28.0 O. 1- 2
3 -Io.gIA -20.146 209.59607 -5g.3 8.0 -82.6 31.1 1.47152 0.860 -89.6 08.0 40.1 30.7 27.1 4.63831 2- 3
4 -10.9L0 -1g.92C 212.74521 -60.7 8.4 -82.8 30.7 1.49359 0.845 -89.6 68.3 38.5 32.3 29.0 6.71468 _-
5 -11.I00 -19.8_8 _14.603_2 -58.4 8.5 -83°6 31.2 [.50et5 0.837 -g[.5 68°3 38.5 33.2 28.7 5.99566 4- 5
6 -[[.107 -2(.I16 211.39556 ,_O,U _.i -63.6 _I.5 1.48608 0.8_2 -91._ 68.1 gO.i 31.0 2bJ_ _78328_ _L-_
7 -10.g14 -20.[_6 Z09.59_07 -59.3 8.0 -82._ 3].1 1.47152 0.868 -89.6 68.0 4D.I 30.? 27.1 5.896gg 6- 7
TAB NO 110 ATLAS PHOTO NO 118 POD SEQUENCE NO 887
JULY 31,1964 13 hR 24 Plk 31 SEC 537 MS
TRAJECTORY dA[A _EC TU |MPA_I
77.262
PHOTO UATA
PT tAT LON RANGe AZS/L AZN A/SUN AZA
2 -lO.g_i -2D.030 ;87.56_[ -58.9 _.2 -_3.2 _l.l
3 -lO._O_ -20.[54 205.2384_ -59.2 8.O -_?._ 31.1
6 -lO.g05 -[q.q33 _08._20_T -L0.7 8.6 -_2._ 30.8
6 -II.09! -2D.[25 206.'19q/_ -56.8 8.! -_3.0 _I.5
7 -[O.909 -28.[54 Z86.2_48 -59.2 8.0 -62._ _l.[
ALT LAI LCN K V Plh AL
179.33_55 -9._19 -23.012 lglA°792 2.512 -65.736 115.191
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1,45753 O.H_g -90.5 68.2 3g.3 31.9 27,9 0° 1- 2
1.44093 C.868 -6g.6 68.C AO.l 30.7 27.1 6.5_131 2- 3
1°46_5_ 0,885 -_9,6 08,3 _B,5 32.3 29.0 _._5Z80_ 3- 6
1.47531 0.837 -91.5 68.3 38.5 33.2 28,7 5¸.87072 4- 5
[,45J22 C.852 -91.4 68.1 40.1 31.6 26.9 6,6_527 5- 6
[.AAC93 C.868 -69.6 68.0 _0.[ 30.7 27.1 5.77_16 6- 7
TAB NO 111 ATLAS PHOTO NO 111 POD SEQUENCE NO 889
JULY 31_1964 13 H_ 24 MIh 33 _L 217 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PT_ AZ
75,5_2 175,4886_ -9.541 -22,964 [910.qA4 2.51A -65.705 |15°113
PHOTU DATA
PT LAT LON RA_CE ALSIC AZN A/SUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -i0.9_9 -20.041 203.154ZL -58.9 8.2 -83.1 3_.I _.42_55 0.8_g -90.5 68.2 3g.3 31.9 Z/_?_ _ _- 2
3 -I0.904 -20.163 _00.876H7 -_g.2 7.q -82._ 31.1 i._I031 C.RbD -89.6 68.0 _0.1 30.7 27.1 4.4_421 2- 3
4 -10.900 -19.946 203.89[69 -O0._ 8._ -BZ.7 30.H [°_3144 0.84_ -89.6 68.2 38.5 32.3 2g.0 6o_335_ 3- 6
5 -[i.087 -19.015 Z_JS.b?OlL -58,4 8,5 -_3,5 _1.2 l.A4394 C.837 -91.5 68.3 38.5 33.2 28.T 5.76558 6- 5
6-11.08_ -20.19 & ZOA*59992 -56._ 8.1 -83.6 _1.5 1.42233 0.852 -91.& 68.1 _0°I 31.6 26.g 6°50316 _-
7 -10.904 -20.[63 200.H76_Y -69.2 7.q -82.8 31.i 1.41031 0.860 -89.6 68.0 40.1 30.T 27. I 5.65117 6- 7
TAB NO 112 ATLAS PHOTO NO 112 POD SEQUENCE NO 891
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 MIk 3A SEC _g7 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEL TO IMPACT
73.903
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE- A/S/C A_N AZSUN AZA
2 -10.982 -20.052 198.7377Z -58.9 8.2 -_3.1 3[.1
3 -lO.dq9 -2D.171 igA.S109_ -59.2 7.q -62.H Jl.L
A -I0.898 -[9.qSg i99.4585g -00. I 8._ -82.7 3O.8
8 -11.078 -19.929 201.19801 -b_.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2
7 -lO.Rgg -AD. ITI 196.51094 -59.2 7.q -_2.H 3[.1
ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
171.636_7 -9.583 -22.917 lgO7.0gA 2.516 -65.676 115.176
A' _/A AZP_AZ INcd PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SC_LE_ PT_PT
[.3955A 0.8_g -90.5 68.1 3g.3 31.g 27.9 O. I- 2
1,37966 O,UbC -89.6 68.0 6C, l 30,7 27,I 6o3_706 2- 3
1.40831 0.6A6 -89.6 88.2 38.5 32.3 28.9 6.29_91 3-
io41253 0.837 -91.5 68.3 38.5 33.1 28.7 5°62035 6- 5
1.37966 0.86C -89.6 68.0 _0,1 30.7 2T.1 8.52805 6- 7
TAB NO 113 ATLAS PHOTO NO 113 POD SEQUENCE NO 893
JULY 31,196_ 13 ftR 24 Mlh 36 SEC 577 MS
TRAJECT_IRY I)ATA SLC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH * AZ
72.223 I_7.78_0g -g.585 -22,868 1g03.241 2°518 -65,662 I[5.166
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT L_N RAhGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA A_ _/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,q75 -20.063 [9_.3109_ -58.9 8.2 -83.[ 31.1 [.36450 C.849 -90.5 bR,l 3g,3 31.9 27.g O, l- 2
3 -10.8g3 -2O.17g 192.140T& -h9.2 _.q -£2._ 31.I 1.34697 0.860 -89.6 68.0 40,1 30.7 27.1 _.24986 2- 3
4 -I0.8g0 -19.972 195.02123 -60._ R.4 -_2._ 30.8 1.36916 0.846 -89.6 68.2 38.5 32.2 28.9 6.15220 3- 6
5 -11,06q -[9.943 Xg6.72ID_7 ---58o4 ".5 -83.5 3t.2 "---L-.38110 "C _83_ _g_5 68.3 38.5 33,1 28o7-- "-5,49_0_- 5
6 -11.070 -_0.152 193.?[1730 -56.8 _.1 -R3.O 31.5 1.36D47 0.852 -91,4 68.1 40. I 31.6 26.8 6.21861 5- 6
-10.R9_ -AD.IIg Ig2.14GI4 -59.2 7.q -_2,8 31.1 [*34897 0.860 -89.6 68.0 40.1 30.7 27.1 5.40_94 6- 7
TAB NO 114 ATLAS PHOTO NO 114 POD SEQUENCE NO 895
JULY 31,1964 1_ HR 24 M[_ 36 SEC 257 MS __
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC T[] IMPACT ALT tAT L_N R V PTH AZ
70.5_3 163.93150 -9.608 -22.820 1899.387 2.820 -65.610 115.15T
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANOE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ 6MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0._66 -?O.OlAi_g_qigg-58.9_.2 -83.1 31°1 1,33342 0.849 -gO.5 68*I 39,3 31.9 27.g O. I- 2
3 -10.888 -20.188 187.766_5 -59.2 l.q -_2.8 3].1 1.31826 0.860 -89.6 68.0 40.1 30.7 27,1 4.15257 2- 3
4 -10.884 -19.985 190.5796_ -o0.7 8.4 -_2._ _0°8 [.33796 0.846 -8g°6 68.2 38.5 32*2 28.9 6.01136 3- 6
S -[1.059 -[9,956 [92.23992 -58,4 6,5 -83.5 3[.2 1,3Ag64 0.838 --91.5 68°2 38,5 33,1 28°6 8°36966 6- 5
6 -11.060 -2D.[_[ [89.31466 -56.8 8.1 -83.6 31.5 1.3294g 0.852 -91o4 68.0 60.] 31.6 26.8 6.07618 5- 6
7 -10.888 -20,188 187.76635 -59.2 7.9 -H2.8 31.1 1.31826 0.860 -89.6 68.0 60.[ 30.7 27.1 5.28162 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P2 20
TAB NO 115 ATLAS PHOTO NO 115 POD SEQUENCE NO 897
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 24 PIN 39 SEC 937 MS
TRAJECTORY nATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
68.863 160,07484 -9,630 -22,772 1895,530 2,522 -65*579 115.148
PHOTO DATA
Pl tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN- AZA --A_ B/A-AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-RT
2 -10.961 -20.085 183.46286 -58.9 6.2 -83,1 31.1 1.30232 0.849 -9C,5 68.i 39.5 31.8 27,9 0° I- 2
3 -10.883 -20,196 1_3.36782 -b9,2 7,9 -82,6 31,1 1,28752 0,86C -69,6 b8.O 40.1 3D,7 27,1 A,05523 2- 3
A -10.879 -ig,9gg 186.134C0 -60.7 8.4 -62.7 30.8 1,30E77 0.84E -89.6 68,2 38.5 32,2 28.9 5.87045 3- 4
5 -11.050 -19.970 I87.75464 -88.4 8.5 -83.5 _1.2 1.31815 0.838 Igl.5 68.2 38.5 33.1 26.6 5.24412 A- 5
6 -ll.OSI -20. i/0 I_.95787 _5_8 8.1 ,83.6 _I.5 _.Z9848 0,652 -91.4 68.0 40.I _.____9____
7 -10.883 -20. i96 I83.3_762 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 1.28732 0.860 -89.6 68.0 40.1 30.7 27.1 5.15829 6- 7
TAB NO 116 ATLAS PHOTO NO 116 POD SEQUENCE NO 899
JULY 31_lgbA 13 HR 24 PIN 41 SEC 616 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ........ SEC TQ IMPACT
67.1_3
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.983 -20.096 181.02921 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 }I.2
3 -10.877 -20.20_ 179.00476 -39.2 7.9 -62.b 31.1
4 -I0.87A -20.012 l_l.6838D_p.l 8.4 -82.7 _O._
5 -ii.040 -19.98A 183.26484 -58.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2
8 -II.04I -20.179 180,5368_ -56.d 6.1 -33°6 _1.5
7 -10.877 -20.204 179.00476 -59.2 7.9 -82.6 31.1
TAB NO
JULY 311196_ 13 HR 24 PIN 43 _J___96 H_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
65.5C3
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AISUPI AZA
2 -10.946 20.108 i!6.59137 -88.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2
3 -10.872 -20.213 174.61f52 -59.2 7.9 -H2.8 31.1
4 -10.868 -20.025 177.22940 -60.7 8.3 -82.7 30.8
5 -11.031 -19o998 178.77085 -58.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2
6 -11.032 -20.188 176.11104 -56.8 8.1 -83.6 31.5
7 -10.872 -2D.213 i74.61r52 -59.2 7.9 -82._ 31.1
TAB NO
JULY 31,196A 13 HR 24 PIN 44 SEC 976 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IPPACT
63.823
PHOTD DATA
ALT _ LA] LQN ..... _____ V PIH AZ
156.21576 -9.653 -22.723 1891.671 2.52A -65.547 115.140
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.27119 0.85C -90.5 68.1 39.3 31.8 27.9 O° I- 2
1.25675 C.861 -89.6 68.0 40.1 30.6 27.1 3.95773 2- 3
1.27552 0.846 -89.6 68t2 3_.5_._2_ i_9_ 5.72941 3- 4
1.286e3 0.838 -91.5 68.2 38.5 33.1 28.6 5.1183"I 4- 5
1,267_4 C.852 -91°4 68.0 40.1 31.5 26,8 5,79106 5- 6
1.25675 C.861 -89.6 68.0 40.1 30.6 27.1 8.03457 6-- 7
117 ATLAS PHUIU NU **i FGD GEQUENC_ _O 901
ALT LAT LCN R V
152.35452 -9.6?5 -22.674 1887*810 2.526
Am 6/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
I*_40C3 0,85C -90.5 68.1 39,3 31,8 27,8
1.228Sb 0.601 -89.6 68.0 40.1 30.6 27. I
1.24425 0.846 -89.6 68.2 38.5 32.2 28.9
1.256C8 0,836 -91.5 68.2 38.5 33.1 28.6
1.23637c65_ 914 680 401 318 268 5.64832 5 6
1.22595 0.661 -89.6 68.0 AO.I 30.6 27. I 4*91104 6- 7







ALT LAT LbN R V PTH AZ
148.49110 -9.698 -22.625 1883.946 2.528 -65.482 115.122
PT LAT LCN RANGE-- -AZS/C AZN -AZSUH AZA A* B/A _ AZPHAZ iHCD PHAZ E_S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.939 -20.119 172.15247 -58.8 8.2 -_3.1 31.2 1.20886 O.85C -go.5 68.1 39.3 31.8 27.8 O. _3 -10.866 -20.221 I70.22_02 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31,I 1.19514 0.861 -89.6 66.0 40.1 30.6 27.0 3.76284
4 -10.863 -20.038 172.774D4 -60.7 8.5 -82.7 30.8 1.21297 0.847 -89.6 68.1 38.5 32,2 28.8 5.44724 3- 4
5 -11.022 -20.012 I74.27399 -5_.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2 1.22353 0.836 -91.5 68.2 38.5 33.0 28.6 4,86690 4- 5
6 -11.022 -20.197 171,684.36 -_56.8 8.i -63,6 31.5 _._0530 C.853 -91.4 _8.0 _0,I _,5 _*_____SJ_Q____Ti
7 -10.866 -20.221 170.22902 -39.2 7.9 -_2.8 31.1 1.19514 0,861 -89.6 68,0 40.1 30.6 27.0 A*78763 6- 7
TAB NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 MIN 46 SEC 656 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPACT
62.1A3
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C
2 -10.93l -20.130 167.71030 -58.8
3 -10.861 -20,23D 165,83722 -59.2
4 -10.857 -20,051 168,31547 -_0.7
5 -11.012 -20.926 169.77(97 -38.4
6 -l].OlJ -20.206 I_7.25441 -86.8
7 -10,861 -20.23C I65.63722 -59.2
JULY 31.i96_ 13 HR 24 PIN 4BSEC 336
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C
-10.924 -20.141 163.26341 -58._
-10.855 -20.238 161.44073 159.2
4 -10.852 -ZO.06A 163.85218 -60.7
5 ~II.002 -20.039 165.27521 -58.4
6 ~II.003 -20.215 162.81974 -86.8
7 -10.855 -20.238 161.44073 -89.2
119 ATLAS PHOTO NO 119 POD SEQUENCE NO 905
ALT LAT tEN R V
144.62541 -9.721 -22.575 1880.081 2.531
AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
8.2 -_3.1 31.2 1.17766 0.850 -90.5 68.1 39.3 31.8 27.8
7.9 -82.b 31.1 1.16A30 0.861 -89.6 68.0 AO.I 30.6 27.0
8.3 -82.7 30.8 |.18167 0.847 -89.6 68.1 38.5 32.2 28.8
8.5 C83.5 31'2 1.19135 0.839 -91.5 68_238.5 33.0 28.6
8.1 -83.6 31.5 1.17420 C.853 -91.4 68.0 40.1 31.5 26.8





















120 ATLAS PHOTO NO 120 POD SEQUENCE NO 907
ALT tAT LON R V
140.75735 -9.744 -22.526 1876.213 2.533
Ae b/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHlS ALPHA
1.14644 0.850 -90.5 68.1 39.3 31.8 27.8
1.1334A 0.861 -69.6 68.0 40.1 30.6 27.0
1.1503A 0.847 -89.6 68.1 38.5 32.1 28.8
1.16033 0.839 -91.5 68.2 38.5 3_.0 28.6
1.14306 0.853 -91.4 68.C 40.1 31.5 26.8
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_L
• A-VH CAMERA P2
-- -- TAB NO 121 ATLAS PHOTO NO 121 POD SEQUENCE NO 909
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 P[N 50 SEC 16 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH #Z
58,783 i36.88710 -9.767 -22.476 1872.342 2,535 -65.385 115.095
PHOTO DATA __
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-_f
2 -10.917 -20.152 158.81197 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 1.11518 0.850 -90.5 68.0 39.3 31.8 27.8 O. 1- 2
3 -10.850 -20,246 157.03969 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 1.10254 0,861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 3.67022 2- 3
6 -10.847 -20.018 159.38433 -60.7 8.3 -82.7 30.8 I.I1897 0.847 -89.6 68.1 38.5 32.1 28.8 5°02367 _Z
5 -10,993 -20,053 160.78789 -58.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2 1.12869 0.839 -91.5 68.1 38.5 33.0 28.5 4.48914
6 -10.994 -20,2_A 158_ 0_L_2_-___L :_3_ 31,5 hLLLDO 0,853 _91=_ _)J,3]_,l 31.5 26.8 5.O7761 -_5_dL
? -10.850 -20.2_6 157,03g69 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 1.10254 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 4.41600 6- 7
TAB NO 122 ATLAS PHOTO NN !22 i_ln SE_UENC£ M_ *,,
JULY _lrlq_ !) H8 21; Hl_ 51 $[C 6_6 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA ___ _A_L ALT LA] _L_J_i __ H _ _ _----
57.106 [33.01671 -9.7q0 -22.426 1868.470 2.537 -65.352 115°086
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPhAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.90_ -20.163 154.35605 -58.8 8.2 -83.L 31.2 1.08389 0.85C -90.5 68.0 39.3 31.8 27.8 O. _
3 -10.844 -20.255 152.63419 -69.2 7.9 -82.8 _1.1 1.071_1 0.861 -89.6 67.9 60.1 30.6 27.0 3.37242
4 -L0.841 -20.0%L_54.91202_ -_1_=7 8.3 -02.1 JQ=B + i.08757 0.8_? ,8_._ ]5_.-5 _32_1___._.8 5.A8223 3-_
5 -10.983 -20.O67 156.25608 -58.6 8.5 -83.5 31.2 1.09701 0.839 -91.5 68.1 38.5 33.0 28.5 4.36291 A- 5
6 -10.986 -20.233 153.93685 -16.9 8.1 -83.6 31.5 1.08010 0.853 -9Z.4 68.0 40.1 31.5 26.8 4,93440 _ 6
7 -10.844 -20.255 152.63419 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 1.07161 0.861 -89.6 67.9 60.1 30.6 27.0 4.29189 7
TAB NO 123 ATLAS PHOTO NO 123 POD SEQUENCE NO 912
JULY 31,196_ 13 H_ _M|_h_52.___ _ .........................
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC 70 IPPACT ALT LAT LOH R V PTH AZ
56.266 131.07185 -9.601 -22,401 1866.533 2.538 -65.336 115.082
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LGN RANGE AZSIC ALN AZSUN AZA A* _IA AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EH|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.905 -20.169 lfiZ.[Z_-___ _8_.1 _1.2 1._24 0._50 -90.5 08.C _9._._1_8 Z_,8__ 1-_2
-10.861 -20.259 150.62989 -59.2 7,9 -82.8 31,1 1.05613 0.861 -89.6 67.9 _0.1 30.6 27.0 3.32358 2- 3
4 -10,838 -20.098 152.67629 -60.7 8.3 -82.7 30.8 1.07186 0.867 -89.6 68.1 38.5 32._ 28.8 _,61147 _
5 -10.978 -20.074 153.99862 -58.6 8.5 -83.5 _1.2 1.08117 0.839 -91.5 68.1 38.5 33.0 28.5 4.29979
6 -10.979 -20.238 151.71344 -56.9 8,1 -83.6 31.5 1.065C9 0.85) -9_.4 68.0 40,_ 31*) Z6°8 4°86285 _
7 -10.8_I -20o259 150._2969 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 1.05613 0.861 -_9.6 67,9 40.1 30.6 27.0 6.22983
TAB NO 124 ATLAS PHOTO NO 124 POD SEQUENCE NO 913
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 24 MI_ 53 SEC 376 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO |PPACT ALl LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
55.426 129.14C01 -9.113 -22.376 1864.595 2.5_9 -65.320 115.077
PHOTO DATA -- -- -
PT LA[ LON RANGE AZS/C AZfl AZSUN AZA "--A_-- B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PE-P7
_-1o.9o2,_o.17,_49.8956,-,8.88.2-83.i31.2 1.052570.85°-,0.568.0,9.33,7 27., o. ):
-10.838 -20.266 168,22A04 -59.2 7,9 -82.6 31.1 1.06066 0,861 -89.6 61.9 40,1 30.6 27.0 3.27462
A-10.835-20.,0615 .,,02-o0.78.3-82.,0.8 1.05,40.84,-89.668._38.532.,28.8 4.7406._:5-10.974 -20.081 151.73958 -58o6 8.5 -83.5 31.2 1.06531 0.839 -9h5 68. 38.5 33.0 28.5 4.23658
T -10.838 -20.26A 148.22406 -59.2 7.9 -82.6 31.1 1.04006 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 4.16767 6- 7
TAB NO 125 ATLAS PHOTO NO 125 POD SEQUENCE NO 914
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 _IN 54 SEC 216 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAl LCN R V PTH AZ
54.584 127.20198 -9.824 -22.351 1862.657 2.540 -65.303 |15.073
PHCTC UATA
P[ LAT LON RANGE AZS/C A_N AZSUH AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.898 -20,180 147.66352 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 1.03890 0.850 -90.5 68.0 39.3 31.7 27.8 O. 1- 2
3 -10.836 -20.2_ /_6.01731 -69.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 1.02515 0.861 -89.6 67.9 60.1 30.6 27.0 3.22570 2- 3
4 -10.833 -20.111 148.19489 -60.7 8.3 -82.7 30.8 1.06041 C.847 -89.6 68.1 38.5 32.1 28.8 4,66987 3- 4
5 -10.969 -20.088 149.47970 -58.6 8.5 -83.5 31.2 1.04964 0.839 -91.5 68.1 38.5 33.0 28.5 6.17346 4- 5
6 -10.970 -20.2_7 147.20266 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.5 1.03384 0.853 -91.A 88.0 40.1 31.5 26.7 4.71966 5- 6
7 -10.836 -20.266 146.017_1 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 3i.l 1.02515 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40,1 30.6 27.0 4.10551 6- T
TAB NO 126 ATLAS PHOTO NO 126 POD SEQUENCE NO 915
JULY 31,1,96_ 13 HR 24 Rib 55 SEC 56 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
53.766
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANG_ A/S/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.894 -20.186 145.43014 -5_,8 8.2 -83,1 31.2
3 -10.83_ -20.272 143.80917 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1
A -10.830 -Z0.118 145.95331 -60.7 8.3 -82.7 30.8
5 -10.964 -20.cg6 167.21838 -58.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2
6 -I0.965 -_0.252 145.03542 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.5
7 -10.833 -Z0.272 143.80917 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1
ALT LAT LCN H V PTH AZ
125.26311 -9.836 -22.328 1860.718 2.541 -65.287 115.068
A" 8/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.02121 0.851 -90.5 68.0 39.3 31.7 27.8 O.__ [- 2
1.00965 0.861 -89.6 67.9 _0.1 30.6 2T.O 3.17670 2- 3
1.02A18 0.847 -89.6 68.1 38.5 32.1 28.8 4.59900 3- 4
1.03356 0.839 -91.5 68.1 38.5 32.9 28.5 4°11024 4- 5
1.01821 0.853 -91.4 68.0 40.1 31.5 26.7 4.6480C 5- 6
1.00915 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 4.04335 6- 7
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RA-¥11 CAMERA P2 22_
TAB NO 127 ATLASPHOTONO 127 POD SEQUENCENO 916-
JULY 3111964 13 HR 24 NIN 55 SEC 896 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TQ JJ_PAC[ ALT L_| L(_I R __ PTH AZ
52.904 123.32385 -9.848 -22.300 1858.779 2.542 -65.2?0 115.063
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.890 -20.191 143.19502 -58,8 8,2 -83,1 31,2 1,00552 0,851 -'9D,5 68,0 _9.L3 3l, l' 2]_B___
-10.830 -20.277 141.60009 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.99414 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 ]0.6 27.0 3.12780 2-3
4 -10.827 -20.124 143o71080 -60°7 8.3 -02.] 30.8 1o00893 0°8_7 -89°6 88.1 3815 32_J. _ 4_§?-BJ.Z_
5 -10.959 -20.103 _44.95611 -58.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2 1.01768 0.839 -91.5 68.1 38.5 32.9 28.5 4.04693 4- 5
_.6.-10,900 -20,2_L7._42.80773 -56.g R.o -R_._. _].5 1.002=.70.R=_ --ql.4 _7.q 40-I _1.4 2A.7 4.¢$7A'_4 =i--
7 -I0,830 -20,277 141,60009 -59,2 7.9 -82,8 31.I 0,99414 0,861 -89,6 67,9 40,1 30,6 27,0 3,98118 6- T
TAB NO 128 ATLAS PHOTO NO 128 POD SEQUENCE NO 917
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 Mlh 56 :_EC 736 MS
___TRAJECTORy OAT_ SF£ TD IMPACT AI T LAI InN R V PTH A?
52.06_ 121.38382 -9.059 -22.275 1856.839 2.543 -65.254 115.059
PHOTO DATA
PT taT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AzsUN AZA Ao B/A'AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA - SCALE PT-P_--
-10.886 -20°].97 140,9(_Q_ _e,8 8,2 -83,1 31.2 C,90982 0.651 -90.S 68.0 39,3 _1_? _27=_ _ ___
3
-10,827 -20.281 139.38958 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.978(:2 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 3.07879 2- 3
___t-].0,824 _2=0.131 141.46685 -A0.7 8._ -R).7 _A.R (].9931R C.R4"/ --Bg.6 6R.I _.R._ _).1 )R.R 4=kSTIR "%-- &
5 -10.984 -20.110 142.69242 -88.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2 1.00179 0.839 -9[.8 68.]. 38.5 32.9 28.5 3.98371 4- 5
6 -10o955 -20.261 14(l. 577_;LQ -_ B.D -_3.6 _1.5 C.98691 0*05_3 -9J..4 67.9 _O._LL_ _ _5_L_
? -10.827 -20.281 139.38958 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.978(:2 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 3.91892 6- 7
"A', = _'_0 129 ......A-nA¢ m-lnTn Nn 1;'9 POD SEOUENCE NO 918
JULY 31,19__ J.__J_R_?.___IN 57 _FC 575 M5
TRAJECTORY DATA -- SEC "[0 I_PACI ALl LAT LON _ V J_IH__
51.224 119.44354 -9,871 -22.250 1854.899 2.545 -65.237 115o05/-,
PHOTO OATA
PI LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* elA AZPHAZ lNOO-PHAZEMI SALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.883 -20.203 138.72_54 -58.8 H.2 -83.1 ]1.2 0.97412 0.851 -O0.5 68.0 _q._ _1-7 27.8 ft. I- 2
3 -10.824 -20.285 137.1782_ -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.963]0 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 3.02975 2- 3
4 -10.821 -20.138 139.2221. _, --_0L7 8°3 --82.7 30.9 0°91l'42 Q. 8_l' --_9.6 68.0--38_5 32_L 2_,_ _._,R,_6 3- 4
5 -10,949 -20,117 140.42794 -58.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2 0.98589 0.84C -91.5 68.1 38.5 32.9 28.5 3.92029 4- 5
6 -10,950 -20,266 138,ZL_TZO r5(_,9 8,0 -O_°b 31°_ 0,971_ 0_85_ --91,6 8_(I_ 2_*/_
7 -10.82_ -20,285 137.17829 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.96310 0,861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.6 27.0 3.85865 6- 7
TAB NO 130 ATLAS PHOTO NO 130 POD SE_RJENCE NO 919
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 74 MI/_ _l_E_ 415 M,$
TRAJECTORY DATA _r_C T_ J_MpA_I ALT LA. T LON _ V PTH AZ
50.38_ 117.50229 -9.883 -22.224 1852.958 2.546 -65.220 ii5.050
P_OTQ 0 ATJL__
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,879 -20,200 130,'_652L6 -_8,6 E,?_ --_3,1 Z_L,2 (_,95640 0,851 -90°5 6_=E]9_3 31,_ 27.7 n. 1- 2
3 -10.82L -20.290 134.96533 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.94756 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 2.98076
4 -10.819 -20.145 136.93_3 -60°l' _.3 _82_?__.9 (1_961C5 0_848 _89.6 88_38_5 37-._ _3_1-52-_
5 -10,944 -20.124 138,16180 -58,4 8,5 -83,5 31,2 0,96998 0.84D -91,5 68,1 38,5 32°9 28,5 3,85T07 4- 5
8 -_0.945 -2_=2_1 1_6.1151_ -5A.9 8.0 --R_.A _1.5 C.955_8 C.R_ --91._ _7.q &C.I _1._ 2A.7 &._tl_ 5-- A
7 --10.821 --20.290 13_.96533 --59.2 7.9 --82.8 31.1 0.94758 0.861 --89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 3.79449 6-- 7
TAB NO 131 ATLAS PHOTO NO 131 POD SE(_HJENCE NO 920
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 MIN 59 SEC 255 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD [_PACT
49,544
PHOID UAIA
PT LAT LON RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2
-10.875 -20.214 134,24674 -58,8 8.2 -83,1 31,2
3 -10,818 -20,294 132,75194 -59,2 7,9 -82,8 31,1
4 -10,816 -20.152 134,72892 -60,7 8.3 -82,7 30,9
5 -10,939 -20.131 135.89523 -58,4 8,4 -83,5 31.2
6 -10,940 -20,275 i33,88263 -56,9 8,0 -83,6 31o5
7 -ID,818 -20,294 132,75194 -39,2 7,9 -82,8 31,1
ALT LAI teN R V PTH AZ
115.56C9G -9,895 -22,199 1851.016 2.547 -65,204 115,045
0,942E8 0,851 -98.5 68.0 39.3 31.7 _;:7 0:_-" 1- 2
c.93202 0.869 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 _T.6 Z,9319i Z-_
0.94887 0,848 -89.8 68.0 38.5 32.1 28.7 4.24429 3- 4
C.95_C7 C.840 -91.5 68.1 38.5 32.9 28.5 3°79365 6- 5
C.93991 0,853 -91.4 67.9 40.1 31.4 26.7 4.28939 5- 6
0.93202 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 3.73202 6 _ 7
JULY 31,1964 13 HR ;_5 GIN 0 SEC 95 NS
TAB NO 132 ATLAS PHOTO NO 132 POD SEQUENCE NO 921
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI tON R V PTH AZ
48.704 113.61855 -9.906 -22.[73 1849.076 2.5k8 -65.187 115.040
PHOTO DATA
Pt LaT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* B;A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EElS ALPHA sCALE PT-PT
2 -E0.871 -20.220 132.00665 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 0.92E95 0.851 -90.5 68.0 39.3 3_.7 _7.7 q_ _-
3 -10.815 -20.299 130.53710 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.91847 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 2.88258 2- 3
4 -10.813 -20.158 132.48065 -60.7 8.3 -82.7 30.9 C.93009 0.848 -89.6 68.C 38.5 32.1 28.7 4.17327 3-
5 -10.934 -20.138 133.62721 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.93815 0.840 -91.5 68.1 38.5 32.9 28.5 3.73033 4- 5
6 -10.935 -20.280 131.6_868 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.5 C.92423 0.854 -91.4 67.9 40.1 31.4 26.7 4.21759 5- 6
? -10.815 -20.299 130.53710 -59.2 7o9 -82.8 31.1 0.91847 0.861 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 3.66965 6- 7
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HA-VII CAMERA P2 23
TAB NO 133 ATLAS PHOTO NO 133 POD SEQUENCE NO 922
JULY 31_1984 13 HR 25 FIN C SEC 935 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
67.864 lll.ATSq5 -9.918 -22.147 1847.131 2.549 -65.170 115,036
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOk RANGE AZSIC AZN'AZS_--_-- Ae B}A AZPH4Z INCC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[0.867 -20.226 12q,76574 -58,8 8,2 -83.1 31,2 0.91122 0,851 -90.5 b8,C 39.3 31,7 27.T O, L- 2
3 -10.813 -20,303 12_.32[43 -59.2 7.9 -_2.8 31.I C.900gl C.861 -89°6 b7.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 2.83356 2- 3
4 -10.810 -20.165 130.23158 -cO,7 8.3 -82.7 50.9 C.91430 C.860 -89.6 88.0 38.5 32.0 28.1 6.10224 3- 6
5 -10.q29 -20,1_5 131.38839 -58l_ 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.92222 0.840 -91.5 68.1 38,5 32.9 28.5 3.86681 6- 5
6 -10.9_0 -20.285 £29,41/_0 -_b.9 _.0 -B3.b 31.5 C.90854 0._54 -91,4 87,9 40.1 31.4 28_7-- __1(L5/8_5=_
7 -I0.81_ -20.)03 128.32143 -_9.2 7.9 -82._ 31.I c.gocgl 0.881 -89.6 87.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 3.80768 6- ?
TAB NO 134 a.TL_S PHOTO NO 134 POD SEQUENCE NO 923
J_LY _!,l_&_ 15 _R 2_ _i_ I _tL 775 MS
TRAJECTORY IIATA _£C T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCfl R .....................
_7,024 IC9.73256 -9.g30 -22.122 1845.188 2.550 -85.154 115.031
PMOIG DATA
PT LAI L_N RANG£ AZS/C AZN AZSUN A/A A* blA AEPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMl5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.8_3 -20.Z32 127,523_9 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 C.89547 Co85l -90.5 88.0 39.3 31.7 27.7 O. 1- 2
3 -10.810 -20._0? 128. I0433 -89.2 7,9 -_2.8 31.I 0.88535 0.882 -89.6 67.9 40.l 30.5 27.0 2.78642 2- 3
4 -I0.801 -20.112 121,98104 -bO.T 8,3 -_2.T JO.9 CoBg_50 O.BAU -89,b _.0 38.5 32.0 2_
5 -10.925 -20.153 129.088C9 -5_._ 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.90628 0.84C -91.5 08.0 38.5 32.9 28.4 3.60339 4- 5
6 -10.925 -2U,290 127,I_764 -86.9 8,0 -_3._ 31.5 C.89284 0.854 -9i.4 87.9 40oI 31.4 26.7 4.07392 5- 6
7 -10.810 -20.307 126. i0433 -59.2 7.9 -82,H _1.1 0.88535 0.862 -89.6 07.9 40.I 30.5 27.0 3.5_92 6- 7
TAB NO 135 ATLAS PHOTO NO 135 POD SEQUENCE NO 924
JULY 31Dlg6_ 13 MR Z5 MIh 2 S£L hi5 _S
TRAJECTORY UATA S£C TO IMPAC;
46.18_
PHOTC UATA
PT LAT LO_ _ANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -I0,859 -20,2]7 125.2799_ -_°8 8.Z -83.1 3L.Z
3 -10.807 -20.312 123.88609 -_9.2 7.9 -82.8 _I.1
-10,804 -20.179 _Z5.729_9 -O0,b B,3 -82.7 30.9
5 -10.920 -20.180 12_.81670 -58._ 8.4 -83.5 31.2
6 -10.920 -20.294 124.940_2 -50,9 8.0 -83.6 31.5
; -I0._07 -Z0.312 !23,_8609 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1
ALT tAT LCN R V PTM AZ
107.78866 -9.9_2 -22.098 18_3.244 2,551 -65.137 I15.026
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0.8_97_ Q.8_L -90.5 bSLO 39°3__171T--_-- -- _
C.86977 0,862 -89,6 07.9 _O.1 30.5 27.0 2.T3537 2- 3
0.882_9 0,848 -89.6 88.0 38°5 32.0 28.7 3.96005 3- 4
C.8903_ 0.840 -91.5 68.0 38.5 32.9 28.4 3.53987 4- b
C.8771_ 0.854 -91._ 67.9 _0.1 31.4 28.7 _.00205 5- 6
C.86977 0,862 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 3.4_264 6- 7
TAB NO 136 ATLAS PHOTO NO 136 POD SEQUENCE NO 925
JULY 31,19_4 13 HR 25 MI_ 3 SEC _55 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA S£6 TO IMPACT ACT tAT LOk R V PTh AZ
45.344 IC8.8_13 -9.g54 -22.070 1841.299 2.552 -65.120 115.021
PHOIC DATA
PT LA[ LON RAMGE----_AZS_ AZN AZSUN AZA A*- - H>A AzPHAz INCD ;HAZ £MIs ALPHA SCALE PT-P[
2 -I0.85_ -20._ z_3._35_ -_e.8 8.z -8_.I _1.z 0.88_9_ 0,8_i -90.5 ee.o 39._ 31.7 _7.T O. 1-
3 -10.804 -20.3}6 L21.6085_ -39.2 7.9 -82._ 3l.l C.8541_ 0.862 -89.6 87.9 40.1 30.5 27.O 2.68613 2- 3
4 -10.801 -20.186 123.47645 -60.0 8.3 -82.7 JO.9 0.8868_ 0.84_ -89.0 08.0 $8o5 _2.0 2B.T 3.8889L 3- 4
5 -10.915 -2_.167 124.54399 -08.4 H.4 -83.5 31.2 0.87_38 0.840 -91.5 68.0 38.5 32.9 28.6 3°47634 4- 5
? -_0.80_ -?0.%16 121.&6658 -59.2 ?,q -U2.8 _1.1 C.85419 0.862 -89,6 b?.g 40o1 30.5 27,0 3,62007 6- T
TAB NO 137 ATLAS PHOTO NO 137 POD SEQUENCE NO 926
J_LY 31_19b_ 13 HH i_ MI_ 4 SEC 295 MS
TRAJECTORY I_ATA StC T_ IMPACT ACT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
44.504 IC3.899_5 -9.965 -22°044 1839.354 2.553 -65.103 115o017
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE A_8/C AZN AZSUN A_A At 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHA/ FMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.882 -28.249 ]20.789_5 -_H.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 C.848[8 U.851 -90.5 67.9 39.3 31.7 27.7 O. I- 2
3 -10.80! -20.321 119.4_601 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.838_0 0.862 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 2.63705 2- 3
A -IO./qH -20.1_3 121.2224_ -60.6 8.3 -82,7 )0,9 0.851C5 0.84_ --89.688.0 38.532,0_8.73.81774 3- 4
b -10.910 -20. I74 122.2/U24 -_8.4 8,4 -83.5 31.2 0.85841 C.S&C -91.5 68.0 38°5 32.9 28.4 3.41282 4- 5
6 -Io.gI(l -20._0_ 120,4619_ -56.9 8.0 -_3.0 31.5 C.84569 0.854 -91._ 67.9 40.1 31.4 26.7 3.85817 5- 6
7 -IG.80I -2_.321 I[9._601 -59.2 7.9 -82._ 31.I 0.838_0 0°862 -89.6 07+9 40.1 30.5 27.0 3,35760 6- 7
TAB NO 138 ATLAS PHOTO NO 138 POD SEQUENCE NO 927
JULY 31,1964 l_ H_ 25 MI_ 5SEE 135 M S ...... _
TRAJECTCRY OATA SEC T[) IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
43.664 101.95_51 -9*977 -22.018 1837.409 2.55_ -65,086 115.012
PHOT_ OATA
PT tAT LCN RANCh AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.84_ -20.255 118.54220 -bH,R 8.2 -83.1 3_2 C.832_1 0._51 -90.5 67.9 39.3 31.7 27_7 O. _-_2_
3 -10.798 -_0o325 117.22_12 -59+2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 Co82300 0.86_ -89.8 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 2.58779 2- 3
4 -I0.7')5 -20.2C0 118._111 -60.6 _.3 -82.7 30.9 0.83522 0.848 -89.6 68.0 38.5 32.0 28,7 3.74654 3- 6
5 -10.905 -20.[82 119,9951& -58._ 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.84246 0.860 -91.5 68.0 38.5 32.9 28.6 3.36930 A- 5
6 -10.q05 -?_,309 ][8,22094 -50.9 8.0 -83.6 31.5 0.829g6 0.854 -91.4 b7.9 40.1 31.4 _.T 3.T8618 5- 6
T -10,79_ -20.325 1[7.224[2 -59.2 7.9 -_2.8 31.I 0.82300 0.862 -89._ 67.9 40.1 30.5 27.0 3.29_93 6- 7
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JULY 31t19bA 13 HR 25 MIN 5 SEC 978 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P2 24
TAB NO 139 ATLAS PHOTO NO 139 POD SEQUENCE NO 928
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
42.824 lC0.00737 -9.989 -21,992 1835.463 2.556 -65.069 115.007
PT LAT LCN RAhGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.844 -20.261 116,29394 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 C,81662 0.851 -90,5 67,9 39,3 31.7 27,7 O. I- 2
3 -10.795 -20.330 115.00113 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.i C.80740 C.862 -89°6 67°9 40.1 30.5 26.9 2°53856 2- 3
4 -10.793 -20.207 116.71068 -bO.6 8.3 -82.7 30.9 C.81g3E 0.848 -89.6 68.0 38.5 32.0 28°7 3.67529 3- 4
5 -I0.900 -20.!89 117.71896 -58.A 8.4 -U3.5 31.2 C.82646 0.840 -91.5 68.0 38.5 32.8 28.4 3.28568 4- 5
7 -10.795 -20.330 115.00113 -59.2 7.g -82°6 3[.1 C.80740 0.862 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 26.9 3.23256 6- 7
TAB NO 140 ATLAS PHOTO NO 140 POD SEQUENCE NO 929
JULY 31_Iq64 13 HR 25 PIk b SEC 815 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA ....... _ [D ]J'_ACL ALI LAI _CbL ........ __ V PIH A7
41.984 58.CEC50 -IO.CGI -21.966 1833.516 2.557 -65.053 115.002
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tO_ RANGE A/S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81& AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT_PT
2 -10.840 -20.267 i14.04429 -58._ 8.2 -83.1 31.2 C.800_2 0.851 -90.5 67.9 39.3 31.6 27.7 O. I_ 2
3 -10.792 -20.335 112.77675 -59.2 7.9 -62.8 31.1 C.79178 C.862 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 26.9 2.48933 2- 3
5 -10.895 -20.196 115.44136 -98.4 8.A -83.5 ]1.2 C.81047 0.840 -91.5 68.0 38.5 32.8 28.4 3.22205 4- 5
8 -10.895 -20.319 113.75532 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.4 C.79847 0.854 -91.4 67.9 40.I 31.4 26.7 3.64213 5- 6
7 -10.792 -20.335 112.77675 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.79178 C.862 -89.6 67.9 40.1 30.5 26.9 3.16988 6- 7
TA_ NC l_l ATLAS PHOTO NO 141 POD SEQUENCE NO 930
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 Fl_ Z_i_
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC TO IMPACT ALT tat LCN R V PTh AZ
41.145 96.11333 -10.013 -21.940 1831.569 2.558 -65.036 114,998
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 6/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ 8MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
Z -I0.836 -20.273 ILI=793Z_t_-/_tU __2 -_.i_Jl.Z C.7850Z 0.851 -90.5 67.9_9=2L31.6 ZLT____
3 -10.789 -20.339 110.55147 -59°2 7o9 -8Z.8 31.I C.77616 0.862 -89.6 67.9 40.i 80.5 26.9 2°A4014 2- 3
4 -10.787 -20.220 112.1941_ -60.6 8.3 -82.7 JO.9 C.787C7 G._AE -89.6 68.C 58.5 32.0 28.7 3.5_274 3- 4
5 -10.890 -20.204 113.16289 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.79447 C.bAC -91.5 68.0 38.5 32.8 28.4 3.15832 4- 8
6 -I0._90 -20.324 111.49092 -56.9 8.0 -83.e 31.4 C.78271 0.855 -91.4 67.9 40.I 81.4 2_.7 3.5T007 5- 6
7 -10.789 -20.339 110.55147 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.77616 0.862 -89.6 67.9 40.1 50.5 26.9 3.10730 8- ?
TAB NO 142 ATLAS PHOTO NO 142 POD SEQUENCE NO 931
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 _IN 8 SEC 495 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5_C TO I_PACT AL T LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
40.305 94.16525 -10.025 -21.914 1829.621 2°559 -_5.0!q I|4.993
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/6 AZN AZSUN AZA- A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -i0°832 -20.279 _69.54160 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 C°76920 C._51 -9C°5 67.9 39.3 31.6 27.7 O. I- 2
3 -10.7_6 -20.344 1D_.32460 -59.2 7.9 -_2.b 31.1 C.76052 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 2.39081 2- 3
4 -10.784 -20.227 109.93380 -60.8 8.3 -82.7 30.9 C.771_0 _._48 -89.6 68.0 38.5 32.0 28.7 3.48140 3- 4
5 -[0.885 -20.211 110.88279 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.77847 0._40 -91.5 68.C 38.5 32.8 28.4 3.09470 4- 5
8 -10.885 -20.32_ I09.1_ _.3__ c_=_ !i._ C.18894 C.854 -91._ bl*9_AC_i2Li=_ 26.7 3.&9799 5- h
? -10.786 -20.344 108.32460 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.76052 C.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 3.04463 6- ?
TAB NO 143 ATLAS PHOTO NO 143 POD SEQUENCE NO 932
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 29 MIK 9 StC 335 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO I_PACI
39.4_5
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10°82_ -20.285 107.28854 -58.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2
3 -10.783 -20.548 106.09683 -59.2 7.9 -_2.8 31,I
4 -I0.781 -20.234 107.67257 -60.6 _.3 -82.7 3O.9
8 -10.880 -?O.Zl8 IC8._C179 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2
6 -10.880 -20.833 106.99800 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.4
7 -10.783 -20.3_8 IC6.09683 -59.2 7.9 -82._ 31.1
ACT LAT CON R V PTM AZ
92.21886 -1D.C37 -21._88 1827.672 2.560 -65.002 11A.988
A* _/A _L_n_L _;,03 7::tZ [=,c ^_p_a SCALE PT-PT
C.75338 C.851 -9C.5 67.9 39.3 81.6 27.7 O. t-
C.74488 C._b2 -89°6 67.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 2°34153 2- 3
C.75592 0.848 -_9.6 68.0 38.5 32.C 28.7 3.39004 3- 4
C. 76245 C.841 -9i.5 68.0 38.5 32.8 28.4 3.03086--_
C.T5117 0.854 -91.A 67.9 40.1 31.4 26.7 3.42582 8- 6
C.74468 C.882 -_9.6 67.8 40.I 30.5 26.9 2.96205 6- 7
TAB NO 144 ATLAS PHOTO NO 144 POD SEQUENCE NO 933
JULY 31_1964 13 H_ 25 MI_ lO SEC 175 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TU IHPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
38.625 90.26;61 -10.C49 -21.862 [825.723 2*561 -64.984 114.983
PPOTO DATA
PT taT tO_ RAthE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 61A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPha SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.824 -20.2g0 [C5,038gi -_8_@ 8.2 -83.I 31.2 C.73755 0.852 -90.5 b7.9 39.3 31.6 27.7 O, Ir 2
3 -10.780 -20.353 103.867_ -59.2 7.9 -82.8 Jl.l 0.72923 0.882 -_9.6 67.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 2.29223 2--3
4 -10.7_8 -20.242 105.40975 -60.0 R.8 -82.7 30.9 C.;4004 O.OA8 -89.6 67.g 3_.5 32.0 28.7 3.81865 3- 4
5 -I0.87_ -20.226 106.3192P -58.4 8._ -83.5 31.2 C.74643 0._41 -91.5 68.C 38.5 32.8 28.4 2.96713 4- 5
6 -10.875 -20.338 ID4.(4950 -56.9 8.0 -83.8 31.4 C.73539 0.854 -91.4 67.9 40.I 31.4 26.7 3.35363 5- 6
7 -I0._80 -20.353 103.86748 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 _l.I 0.72923 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.8 26.9 2.91927 6- 7
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- " TAB NO 145 ATLAS PHOTO NO 145 POD SEQUENCE NO 934
JULY 31s1964 13 HR 25 HIl_ J.L S_ _5 _LS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
37.785 88.31812 -10.061 -21.835 1823.773 2.562 -64.967 114.978
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCD P_tAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -IO.820 -20.297 102.77849 -_8.8 8,2 -_3.l 31.2 C.72171 0o852 -90,5 67*9 39,3 31.6 27,7 0, 1- 2
3 -10.777 -20.358 101.63734 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.71357 0.862 -89.6 67.8 ¢0.| 30.5 26.9 2.24288 2- 3
4 -10.775 -20.2Aq 103.11,615 -60.6 8.3 -82.7 30.9 0.72615 0.848 --89.6 67.9 38°5 32.0 28°6 3*24720 3-- 4
5 -IO.869 -20.233 1D4.03583 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.730¢0 0.86l -91.5 68.0 38.5 32.8 28.4 2°90321 4- 5
-10.870 -20.3_02.5c_(17_ -56.9 8.q -83.b 3J.._L _,_ZLR_9_._5_c- _.9 4C].I _1 ._ 2a.7 3.7nl44 5_
-10,777 -20.358 101,63734 -59.2 7,9 -82,8 31,1 0.P1357 0,882 -89,6 67,8 60,1 30,5 26.9 2,85669 8- 7
TAB NO 146 ATLAS PHOTn _40 !'!,5 r"GD SEQUENCr" rAU 935
JULY 311196A 13 HK ;'5 M[k II SEC 8_ M _"
TRAJECTL)SY L)ATA ,_Ef.._ _ _KPA_] AL'[ ]AT L_L .... _ ----_--J_
36.945 66.38772 -1Q,C73 -21.809 1821,823 2,563 -64,950 114,973
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LI_N RANGE, AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCU PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2-,0.,6-20.30, 100.,2_4,-,.8 8._-83.1 3,2 c.70_800.8,_-90., 67.9,9.3_,.6 27., o. _:_
-[0.77_ -20.362 99._0558 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.697%0 0.862 -89.6 67.8 _0.1 30.5 26.9 2.19340
4 -10.772 -Z0.256 LO_8_(aO_L_*3 -_2. l JQ_9 C.70824 8.8_9 -89.6 67_9 31_SJZ.E _ 3__LTfi]J_L
5 -10.86_ -20.240 101.75084 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.71635 0.841 -91.5 b8.C 38.5 32.8 28.4 2.83948 4- 5
6 -10,865 -20,3_ 100,24931 -56,9 8,0 -83°6 31,6 C,70379 C,SSZt -91,A 67°8 40,1 31,3 26,7 3,20920 §- 6
7 -lO,?7_t -Z0.3/:2 99,60558 -59,2 7.9 -82,8 31,1 0,EgTgO 0.862 -H9,6 67,8 40.I 30,_ 26,9 2,79371 8- 7
TAB NO 147 ATLAS PHOTO NO 147 POD SEQUENCE NO 936
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR Z_ H[h _ S[_ 69_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO |SPACT ALT LA[ LCH K 9 PTH AZ
36.1(15 84.41689 -10.086 -21.783 1819.872 2.564 -64.933 116.968
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON 8ANL;E AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10._12 -20.309 98.263_2 _-88._ 8.2 -83.1 31.2 0.69001 0.852 -90._ 67_9 -19.3 _LL._7__O. 1-__-Z
-10,771 -20.387 97,17276 -59.2 7,9 -82.8 31,1 0,68223 0,862 -89,6 67,8 40,1 30.5 26,9 2*14415 -2-3
4 -10.769 -20,26_ 98,61.463 -60,6 8,3 -82,7 30,9 0,692_3 C,849 -89,6 67,9 _8,5 32,0 2B,b 3,10427 3- 6
5 -10.859 -20.2_8 99.46_78 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.69830 0.841 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.8 28.4 2.77565 4- 5
6 -10.860 -20.353 97.99735 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 _1._ 0.68798 0.85_ -91.4 67.8 40ol 31.3 26.6 3°13694 5- 8
7 -10,771 -20.367 97,1.7276 -59,2 7,9 -82,8 31.l 0.68223 0,882 -89,8 67.8 4(3.1 30,5 26,9 2,73092 6- 7
........................... TAB NO 148 ATLAS PHOTO NO 148 POD SEQUENCE NO 937
JULY 3h196_ l_ HR 25 Vl_ 13 SE(; 535 MS
TRAJEC7DRY [_ATA $_C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LOH R V PTH AZ
35.265 82.46544 -10.098 -21.756 1817.921 2.566 -64.916 11A.983
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA Ae BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.808 -20.315 98,00_94 -88.8 8.Z -83,1 31.2 C.6741_ 0.852 -90,5 67.9 39.3 31.8 27.7 0. 1- 2
3 -10.768 -20.372 94.93869 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.88654 0.862 -89.6 67.8 _0.1 30.5 26.9 2.09466 2- 3
6 -10.768 -_0.270 98.34707 -60.6 8°3 -82.7 30.9 0.67641 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.5 32.0 28,6 3.03273 3- 4
5 -10.85_ -20.255 97.177_5 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.68225 C.8_1 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.8 28.4 2.71171 4- 5
7 -10.768 -20.372 94.93_69 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.666_ C.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 2.8680_ 6- T
TAB NO 149 ATLAS PHOTO HO 149 POD SEQUENCE NO 938
JULY 31._196_t 13 HR _5 M[_i 14 SEC 374 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
34.425 80.51358 -10.110 -21.730 18_5.969 2.567 -64.899 114.959
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LC_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ [NCU PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE P7-PT
2 -10.804 -_0.321 93.7_,326 -_8.8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 C.65827 0.852 -9O.5 67.9 39.3 31.6 27.6 0. 1- 2
3 -10.765 -20._,71 92.7033A -_9.2 I.q -82.8 31.1 C.65D85 0.862 -89.8 67.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 2.04523 2- 3
4 -10.763 -20.277 94.07821 -o0.6 8.3 -82.7 30.9 C.660_8 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.5 31.9 28.6 2.96116 _- 4
§ -lO.t_Ag -2(3.263 94,888t_3 -58,_* 8.4 -83.5 31,2 C.68618 C,8_- -91,5 67,9 38.5 32,8 28,3 2,64778 4- 5
6 -10.850 -20.363 93.41_96_ -56.9 8.0 -83.8 31.4 C.656_4 _.856 -91.4 67.8 40.1 31.3 26.6 2.99230 5- 6
7 -10.765 -20.377 92.703_ _, -59.2 7.9 -82._ 31.1 C.85085 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 2.60516 6- 7
TAB NO 150 ATLAS PHOTO NO 150 POD SEQUENCE NO 939
JULY 31.e1.966 13 HR Z5V|I_ )5_S_EC 21.6 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 18PACT AL7 LAT LON R V pTt_ AZ
33,585 78.56091 -10.122 -21,703 1814.016 2,568 -64.881 11_.954
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LC_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A A2PHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -10,800 -20,_27 _/1,48IOA -58,8 8.2 -83.1 31.2 0,64238 0,8.52 -90,5 67.9 39,3 31.6 27,6 O* |-
-10.782 -20.381 " 90_4-664-4--'_9.2--7:_-_82,-8--31.1 '0-._3514 0.862----e9.6 67.8 _o.l 30.5 28.9 1.99578 2- 3
4 -10.760 -20.284 91.8077_ -60.8 8.3 -82.7 30.9 0.6445A 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.5 31.9 28.6 2*889§4 3- 4
5 -10.844 -2_.270 92.59861 -58.4 8.4 -83._ 31.2 C.65010 0.8_1 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.8 28.3 2.5838A 4- 5
6 -10.8_5 -20.369 91.23355 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.4 C.64050 C.85_ -91.4 67.8 40.1 31.3 26.b 2.91990 5- 6
7 -10.762 -20._81 90.466A _, -59.2 7.9 -82,8 31,1 0.6351A C.882 -89.6 67.8 4O.l 30.5 26.9 2.54227 6- 7
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TAB NO 151 ATLAS PHOTO NO 151 POD SEQUENCE NO 940-
JULY 31t1984 13 H8 25 MIN 16 SEC _4 MS
TRAJECTORY L)ATA SEC TO IMPACt ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
32.745 76.60783 -10.134 -21.676 1812.063 2.569 -64.864 [14.949
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.798 -20.333 89.21776 -58,8 8,2 -83,1 31.2 0.626_9 0.852 -90.5 67.g 39.3 31,6 27.6 O. ' I_
3 -[0.758 -20.386 88.22847 -59,2 7,9 -82.8 31.1 0.61943 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30°5 26.9 [.94631 2- 3
4 -[0.757 -20.291 89.5_03[ -80,6 8.3 -82.7 30,9 C,62860 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.5 31.9 28.6 2.81789 3_
5 -[0.839 -20.278 90.30737 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.83401 0.841 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.8 28.3 2.51981 4- 5
7 -[0.788 -20.386 88.22847 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.61943 C.882 -89.6 07.8 40.1 30.5 26.9 2.47938 8- 7
TAB NO 152 ATLAS PHOTO NO 152 POD SEQUENCE NO 941
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 Mlh Lb SEC 894 MS
TRAJECTORY DAT_ ..... .__LO___A,F..I_ALJ [AT LCN R . V PTH A7
31.905 74.65401 -I0.147 -21.850 1810.109 2.570 -64.847 114.944
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT_PT
2 -10.792 -20.339 _6,9_30_ -58_8 8.2 -_3.1 31,2 0.6[059 C,852_ -90.5 67.9 39.3 31.6 27.6 0, 1- 2
3 -10,755 -20.391 85.98911 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.60371 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 1.89677 2- 3
4 -10.754 -20.299____7.26_47 -_0._ 8.3 =82__O.849 -_q.6 67.q _a._ _1.9 2R._ 2.74_4 _-- &
5 -10.834 -20.286 88.01470 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.61792 0.841 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.7 28.3 2.45577 4- 5
6 -10.834 -20.379 86,717_2 -56,9 8.0 _83.6 31.4 0,60880 0.855 -91.4 67.8 40.1 31.3 26_6 2.73503 5-
t -=u.;_ 2_. TM A5,98911 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 C.60371 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 2.41639 6- 7
TAB NO 153 ATLA_ PHOTO NO 153 POD SEQUENCE NO 942
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _ _J_ 17 S_C 7_4 N_ ........................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT [AT LON R V _TH AZ
31.065 72.69965 -10.159 -21.623 1808.155 2.571 -64.829 114.939
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMI5 _LPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -[0.752 -20.398 83.74859 -59.2 7.9 -82,8 31,1 0.587_8 C.862 -89.6 67.8 40.[ 30.4 26.9 [.84720 2- 3
4 -10.751 -20.306 84,989}7 -60.6 8,3 -82,7 30,9 0+59667 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.5 _i.9 28.6 2.67452 3-
5 -10.829 -20.293 85.72087 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.60181 0.841 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.7 26.3 2.39164 4- 5
6 -10.829 -20.384 84,4582_ -_6.9 B,O -83.0 31.4 0,59293 C.855 -91.4 67.8 40,[ }_._ 26*6 2.Y02_? _
7 -10.752 -20.398 83o7485_ -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.[ 0.58798 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 2.35330 6- 7
TAB NO 154 ATLAS PHOTO NO 154 POD SEQUENCE NO 943
JULY 3!- 964 13 H8 25 MIN 18 $EC 574 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R c V PTH AZ .
30.225 70.74866 -10.171 -21.596 1806._00 ".572 -84.8!2 114.934
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Ae BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.784 -20.852 82.42007 -_8,8 8,I -83.1 31,2 C.57876 0.852 -90.5 67.8 39._ _1.6 27,6 O. _-_
3 -10.749 -20.401 81.50678 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.57224 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30,4 26.9 1.79770 2- 3
4 -10.747 -20.313 82.71404 -60.6 8.3 -82.7 30.9 0.58070 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.5 31.9 28.6 Z_bOZl_ _-_
5 -10.823 -20.301 83.42577 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.58570 0.841 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.7 28.3 2.32760 4- 5
6 -10.824 -20._9 82.19724 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.4 _P._(_6 0.855 -91.4 67.8 40.1 31.3 2&.6 2.6_005 5-
7 -10.749 -20.401 81.50678 -59.2 7.9 -82.8 31.1 0.57224 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 2.29021 6- 7
TAB NO 155 ATLAS PHOTO NO 155 POD SEQUENCE NO 944
JULY 3181964 13 HR 25 MI_ 19 SEC 414 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
29.385 88.78920 -10.183 -21.569 1804.244 2.574 -64.794 114.929
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 L_N RANGE AZS[C --_ZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAL i,,_u _,,L: Z? "_ "_& SC_EE PTLP7
2 -10,780 -28.358 80.15185 -58.8 8,1 -83,1 31.2 0,58283 0.852 -90.4 87.8 39.3 31_6 27.6 O. 1-
3 -10.746 -20.406 79.26391 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 C.55649 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 1.74810 2- 3
4 -[0.744 -20.320 80.43704 -60.6 8.3 -82.7 30.9 0.88472 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.8 31.9 28.6 2.53100 3- 4
5 -10.818 -20.308 81.12958 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.56958 0.841 -91.5 67.9 38.5 32.7 28.3 2.26356 4- 5
6 -[0.819 -20.3g4 79.93522 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.4 0.56118 0,855 -91.4 87.8 40.1 31.3 26.6 2.55782 5- 6
7 -[0.746 -20.406 79.26391 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.55649 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 2.22721 b- 7
TAB NO 156 ATLAS PHOTO NO 156 POD SEQUENCE NO 945
JULY 3[_[964 13 HR 25 HIM 20 SEC 254 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TO IMPACT
28.585
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-10.776 -20.364 77.88206 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2
-10.743 -20.410 77.01946 -59.2 7.9 -02.7 31.1
ALT LAT LON R Y PTH AZ
66.83289 -10.196 -21.542 1802.288 2.575 -64.777 i14.924
A_ B/A AZPHA2 1NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0.54888 c.852 -90.4 67.8 39.3 3[.5 27.6 o. z-
C.54073 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 1.89851
4 -IO.741 -20.328 78.15967 -60.6 8.3 -82.7 30.9
5 -10.813 -20.316 78.83185 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2
6 -I0.814 -20.400 77.67161 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.4
T -10.743 -20.410 77*01946 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1
0.54873 0.849 -89.6 67.9 38.5 31.9 28.6 2.45920 3- 4
0.55345 0.842 -9[.5 67.9 38.5 32.7 28.3 2.19942 _- 5
0.54529 8.855 -91.4 67.8 40.1 31.3 26.6 2.48494 5-6
0.54073 0.862 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.9 2.16413 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMESA P2 27
TAB NO 157 ATLAS PHOTO NO 157 POD SEQUENCE NO 946
JULY 31elg6A 13 HR 28 PIN 21 SEC g4 MS
TRAJECTCRY DATA SEC TO If'PACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
2?.705 E4,87C63 -10.208 -21.518 1800,832 2.576 -66.780 |14.919
PHOTO UATA ................
PT LAT LCN RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPtIAZ INCO PHAZ _MIS ALPfIA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.772 -20.370 75.61156 -88.8 8.1 -83.i 31.2 0.530_5 0.852 -90.6 67.8 39.3 31.5 27.6 O, I- 2
3 -10.740 -20.4]5 76.77430 -59,2 7.9 -H2.7 31.1 C.52497 0.862 -89.6 67.b 60.1 30,4 28.9 [.648gi 2- 8
4 -10.138 -20.335 78.88099 -00.6 8.3 -02.7 30.9 C.53273 0.869 -8g.6 67.g 38.5 3i,9 28.6 2°38738 3- 4
5 -[0.808 -20.324 76.53337 -58._ 8.4 -83.5 _1.2 C.5373! 8.862 -gl.5 67.g 38.5 32.7 28.3 2.13518 6- 5
6 -10.808 -20.405 75.6U720 -56,9 B.Q -_J*_ _i.6 C._29_9 C,855 -gl.Z_ _7.B _L(_.I _t.l _.___3J_
7 -10,740 -20._I5 74.77430 -5g.2 7.g -82.7 31.L C.524g7 0.062 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.4 26.g 2o[0093 6- 7
TAB NO 158 AT'..A*S PHOTO NO 158 POD SEQUENCE NO 947
JULY 31_lg64 i] HR 25 PIN 21 SEC '23_, _:_
TRAJECTORY DATA _EC TC [_ACI ALT LAI LLN K _/ _J___/k/--
20.d6_ 62.91002 -10.220 -21.688 i798.376 2.577 -66.742 [IA.gl3
PHO T(] DATA
PT LAT LUN RAr_UE AZS/U AZN AZSUN AZA Ae blA AZPHAZ INCD PHAL EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,76/ -20,3r7 /)._304P -bS.B 8,1 -83,1 31,2 C,516gg 0,852 -gO,6 67.8 3g.3 31,5 27,6 O° I- 2
3 -IO,?_7 -20.420 ?2.52750 -5g.2 7.9 -H2.7 31,1 0.50920 _.863 -89.6 07.8 4C.I 30.6 26.9 1,59922 2- 3
6 -10,735 -20,362 7._,_0062 -uO,6 _,3 -_2,7 30.9 Q,51t?2 0,8_t9 -89,6 _7.E _B,5 ._I,9 2_B_d___ 2.315_.9 _- 4
5 -10.88_ -20.3_1 1_*.23_28 -58.6 8._ -83.5 _l.2 C.52116 0.862 -91.5 67.9 _8.5 32.7 28.3 _.0709_, 6- 5
6 -10,_0) -20.410 (3.1_129 -56,9 8.0 -83.6 $[.6 C.5_3_8 0.855 -91.6 67,8 60. I 3_.3 2O,b 2,_3970 5- 6
T -IO.7_l -20*420 12.52?50 -89.2 7.9 -_2._ 31.1 C.50g_O C.86_ -8'_.6 67.8 60.1 30.6 26.g 2.03776 6- 7
TAB NO 159 ATLAS PHOTO NO 159 POD SEQUENCE NO 948
TRAJECT[]RY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
26.025 60.g_12 _, -10.233 -21.661 1796.417 2.578 -64./2A ll6.gO8
PHOTO DAIA
PT LAT L_N RANbE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* D/A AZPhAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -LO.I6_ -20.383 71.06626 -;,_.0 8._ -83.], _],.2 C.SggC3 C.852 -90.6 67.8 19._ _1.5 27.6. 0 ..... i-_Z
3 -10o733 -20.625 {0.27970 -89.2 7.9 -82.7 31,1 C,_,9362 0.863 -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.6 26.9 1.54959 2- 3
6 -IO.l_2 -20.356 71,31931 -60.6 8.3 -82.? 30.9 C.500?O 0.869 -89.6 67.8 38.5 31.9 2(J,8 2,2_t36| 3- 4
5 -10._97 -20.339 71.93216 -58.6 8.6 -83.5 31.2 C.50501 0,862 -9[.5 67,g 38,5 32.7 28.3 2,00670 6- 5
8 -10._98 -20.6L5 70.87631 -56.9 6.0 -_3.6 _1.4 C,_9757 G.855 -gl.4 67.8 60.1 3i.3 26.6 2.26706 5- 6
7 -10._33 -20.425 ?O.Z?g/o -8g.2 7,9 -82,7 31,1 C.49362 0.803 -89.6 67.8 60.1 30,4 26.g 1.9765_ 6- 7
TAB NO 160 ATLAS PHOTO NO 160 POD SEQUENCE NO 949
JULY 3[,196_ 13 H8 ,5 VIN 23 SEC 616 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TU IMPAC| At? LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
25.105 59.00261 -10.265 -21.636 1704.458 2.579 -66.707 L14.903
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* U/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA--- SCAL_PT_PIPI
2 -10.75g -20.380 68.79156 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 0.68306 0.852 -90.A 67.8 39.3 31.5 27.6 O. 1- 2
3 -£0.730 -2(),630 68.03035 -59.2 7,9 -82.7 31,1 0,47762 0.863 -89.6 67.8 _O.[ 30.6 26,g 1.4g986 2- 3
6 -|0.72g -20,357 69.03661 -60.6 8.3 -82.7 30.9 0.48A_8 0.86g -89.6 67,8 38.5 31,g 20.5 2,17166 3- 4
5 -TO.?q2 -20,347 69.62946 -88. _, 8.(, -83.8 31.2 0.488E4 0.862 -91.5 67.8 38.5 32.7 28.3 L.q4246 6- 5
6 -10.793 -20.621 68,60_79 -56.9 8.0 -83.6 31.4 0,681¢4 C.859 -91,8 67,8 80_I ._t_3 _b_ _-_ -_
7 -10.730 -20.430 68.03038 -5g.2 7.g -82.? 31.1 0._77_2 0.863 -8g.6 67.8 6C.I 30.4 26.g 1,91|25 6- ?
TAB NO 161 ATLAS PHOTO NO 161 POD SEQUENCE NO- 950
JULY 3_)Ig6A _3 HR 25 MI_ 24 SEt 454 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TC [NPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
26.348 57.0_366 -10.258 -21.406 1792.499 2.580 -64.689 11_,.898
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.755 -20._6 86.SL592 -58.8 8.[ -83.] 31.2 C.46708 0.85_ -90.4 67.8 3g.3 31.5 27.6 0. I- 2
3 -10.727 -20._38 65.78008 -5_}.2 7.9 -82.7 31.| 0.66le3 0.863 -8q.b 67.8 60. l 30.6 26.9 l._501_ 2- 3
-!0.726 -20.365 88.75260 -00,6 8.3 -82.h 30.9 C.488_4 C.850 -8g.6 67.8 38.5 31.9 28.5 2.09g?I 3- 6
5 I0.78_ -20,355 67.3258_-88.4 8_6 _3_5 _L.2_._72670_84_2 "_125 67.6 38.5 32.7 28.3 1.87812 _Z
6 -16.781 -20.426 60,33635 -bA.g 8.0 -83.6 31.4 C.46571 0.855 -91,A 67.8 40.1 31.2 26.6 2.[2163 5- 6
7 -[0.727 -20._35 05,78008 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 3i.l C.68183 C.863 -8g.6 67.8 60.1 30,4 26.':/ [.84804 6- 7
TAB NO 162 ATLAS PHOTO NO 162 POD SEQUENCE NO 951
JULY 31,1964 13 H_ 25 PEN 28 SEC 2g_, MS ......
TRAJECTORY DATA SEU TC IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
23.506 55.08382 -10.270 -21.379 1790.539 2.582 -86,671 1_.6.893
PHOTO DATA
P1 LAT LON RANGE A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ _P|_ ALPHA 8CAKE PT-PT
2 -lO*#SL -20._,02 64.23882 -58.0 8.1 -83.1 3L.2 C.45|cg 0.853 -96.4 67.8 3g.3 3[.5 27.6 0. ).-2
3 -I0.724 -20.440 83.52832 --5g.2 7.9 -82./ 31 l C'44602 0.863 -89.6 -67.7 6O.1 30.6 26.8 _'_0046 2-
6 -10.123 -20.312 66.46732 -60.6 8.3 -82.6 30.9 0.65280 0.85C -89.6 67.8 38.5 31.8 28.5 2.02772 3- _'
5 -10.782 -20.362 68.02081 -58.4 8.4 -83.8 ]1.2 C._564g 0.842 -gl.5 67.8 38.5 32.7 28.2 1.81377 6- 5
6 -10.782 -20._31 6_.065_Z -56.9 8.0 -83.8 3L.6 0.66977 0.855 -91.4 67.8 40.1 31.2 26.6 2.06886 5- 6
7 -I0.724 -20.840 63.52832 -5g.2 7.q -82.7 31.I C.64602 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.6 26.8 1.78675 6- 7
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TAB NO 163 ATLAS PHOTO NO 163 POD SEQUENCE NO 952
JULY 31tI96A 13 HR 25 Mlk 26 SEC 134 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
22.666 53.1237£ -10.283 -21,352 1788.579 2,583 -64,654 114.888
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0,747 -20.408 61.96085 -58,8 8,1 -83,1 JI.2 C,A35C9 0.853 -90.A 67.8 39,3 31,5 27.6 0, L- Z
3 -I0,721 -Z0.445 61,27553 -58,2 7,9 -82.7 31,1 C.43020 0.863 -89.6 67,7 40,I 30.4 26,8 I,35065 2- 3
4 -lO°Y19 -20.379 62.18096 -60.6 8.3 -82.6 30.9 C.43655 0.85C -89.0 67.8 38.5 31.8 2815 I_955_9 3- 4
5 -10°776 -20.370 62,71468 -58.4 8.4 -53,5 31°2 0.44030 0.842 -91o5 67°8 38.5 32.7 28.2 1,74943 4- 5
7 -I0.721 -20.445 61.27553 -89.2 7.9 -52,7 31.1 8,43020 0,863 -89,6 67°7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1,72135 6- 7
TAB NO 164 ATLAS PHOTO NO 164 POD SEQUENCE NO 953
JULY 31,1964 13 6R 25 MIN _8 5EC 974 MS
IRAJECTGRY DATA _=,__.LO_IP_LC____J_L_ ..... LA] ...... LON R V PTH A7
21o826 51,16293 -10.295 -21.324 1786o618"2,584 -64,636 I14,883
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZ SUN AZA A" D/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ E HIS ALPHA scALE PT-PT
2 -10.743 -20,418 59.£8117 -58,8 8,1 -83,1 31,2 0,41908 0,853 -90,_ 67,8 39L3 31_5 27=6 0o 1-2
3 -10o717 -20,450 59.02141 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 3i,I 0°41437 0.86_ -89°6 67o7 AO.I 30.4 26,8 1,30093 2- 3
6 -10,716 -20.387 5_=_9330 -6A.6 B°3 -KP.6 _N.g C.A2C49 C.850 -Bq.& 67.8 38.5 _l.fl 28._ 1.RHea4 _-- 4
5 -10o771 -20.3?8 _0.40123 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31°2 C.42410 0.842 -gl.S 67.8 38.5 32°6 28.2 L.68499 4- 5
6 -10.772 -20.442 59.52013 -57.0 E.O -83.6 31.4 C._178£ G.855 -91.4 67.8 _0.I 31.2 26.b I=90/27 5-- 6
7 -10.717 -20.450 59.02141 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.i 0.41437 0.863 -89.6 87.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 I°65805 6- 7
TAB NO 165 ATLAS PHOTO NO 165 POD SEQUENCE NO 954
JULY 3111904 I) HR _5 _I_ 27 _CC.Ei4 P3 ....
TRAJECTORY DATA S£6 TO I_PACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
20.9_8 49.20149 -10.308 -21.297 1784'657 2.585 -64°618 114.877
PHOT_ DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.738 -Z0.421 5T.48040 ,_8.8 8.I _83_i //L.Z __C.'_C3C_ _.85±_r90._ _L7.8 39._ _1.5 27.5 O. l- 2
3 -10°714 -20.655 56.76598 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 C.39854 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 26°8 1.25116 2- 3
4 -10.713 -20.394 _7.b0454 -6U.6 8.3 -82._ _0.9 0._442 0.850 -89°8 67.8 38.5 31.8 28.5 I.8_L58 3- 4
5 -10.166 -20.386 58.09849 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.40789 0.842 -91.5 67.8 38.5 32.6 28.2 /.82054 4- S
6 -10.766 -20.447 57.24553 -57.0 8.0 -83.b 31.4 C.40189 0.855 -91.4 67.7 AO._ 31_2 26.6 1.83042 5- 6
7 -10.714 -20.455 56.7£598 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 3i.1 0.39854 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1.59465 6- 7
TAB NO 166 ATLAS PHOTO NO 166 POD SEQUENCE NO 955
JULY 31_1964 13 H8 28 HIM 28 SEC 054 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
20.158 47.23932 -!n._ -21.269 1782.695 2.586 -64.600 11A°872
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN- AZSUN " AZA "- Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10o734 -20.428 55.11519 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 C.38704 D.853 -90.4 67.8 39.3 31.5 27°5 O. L- 2
3 -10.71[ -20.460 54.50916 -99.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 C.38270 0.863 -89.6 b7.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1.20136 2- 3
4 -10.710 -20.402 55.31397 -60.6 8.3 -82.6 30.9 0.38894 0.550 -89.6 67.8 38_5 31.8 28.5 L°73942 3- 4
5 -10.761 -20*394 55.7B834 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.39187 0.842 -91o5 67.8 38.5 32.6 28.2 1.55610 4- 5
6 -10.761 -20.453 54.9£_53 --57.9 8tO -8_.6 Ii.__ 0.}8591 C.855 -91._ _7_3__40.I 31.2 26.6 ].759_2 &-
7 -10.711 -20.460 54.50916 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.38270 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1.53125 6- 7
TAB NO 167 ATLAS PHOTO NO 167 POD SEQUENCE NO 956
JULY 31,1964 13 HR L5 MI_ 2q SEC 494 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
19.306 45.27£72 -10.333 -21.241 1780.732 2.587 -64.582 114.867
PHDT_ DATA
_l u_ _,, .%L;;_Z "_E.'C *'_, _,._ AIA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10o730 -20.434 52.83501 -58.8 8.1 -_3.1 31.2 0.37101 0.853 -90.4 Or.5 _._ _*°_ (,._ "
3 -10.708 -20.465 52.25134 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.36684 0.86_ -89.6 67.? 40.1 30.4 26.8 _15149 21
4 -10.702 -20.409 53.02259 -60.6 8.3 -82.8 31.0 0.37225 0.85C -89.6 67.8 38.5 31.8 28.5 1.66728 3- 4
5 -10.755 -20.402 53.47121 -)8.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.37544 0.842 -91.5 67.8 38.5 32.6 28.2 1.49158 4- 5
6 -10._56 -20.458 52.69256 -57.0 8.0 -83.6 _1.4 0.36982 0.855 -91.4 67.7 40.1 31.2 26.8 1.68461 5- 6
T -10.705 -20.465 52.25134 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.I C.36664 C.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 28.8 1.46775 6- 7
TAB NO 168 ATLAS PHOTO NO 168 POD SEQUENCE NO 957
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 _[h30 5E_=_3485 .............
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
18.466 43.31345 -10o346 -21.214 1778.769 2.589 -64.564 114.882
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.726 -20.441 50.55049 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 C.35497 0.853 -90.4 67.7 39.3 31.5 27.5 O. I- 2
3 -10.705 -20.47E 49.99218 -59,2 7.9 :82_.7_i:1---- 0;35098 0.863 :89;6 67.7 46:1 36;_ _ Z.i0168 2_--3
4 -10.703 -20.417 50.72989 -60.6 8.3 -82°6 31.O 0°35615 0.850 -89.6 67.8 38.5 31.8 28.5 1.59508 3- 4
5 -10.750 -20.409 51.16&76 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.35921 0.843 -91.5 67.8 38.5 32.6 28.2 1.42711 4- 5
6 -IO.7SO -20.464 80.41424 -57.0 8.0 -83.6 31.4 C.35393 0.856 -91.4 67.7 40.1 31.2 26.5 1.61166 5- 6
7 -10.705 -20.471 49.99218 -59.2 7.9 -82°7 31.1 0.35098 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1.40425 6- 7
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" TAB NO 169 ATLAS PHOTO NO 169 POD SEQUENCE NO 958-
JULY 31,Ig64 13 MR 25 PIN 31 SEC 134 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACI ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
17.626 41.34969 -10.358 -21.186 1776o805 2.590 -64.546 114.857
PHOIO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.722 -20,/,47 48,26482 -58°8 8,1 -83,1 31,2 C,33892 0°853 -90,4 67,7 39,3 31*5 27,5 O, 1- 2
3 -10,701 -20,476 47,73188 -59.2 7,g -82,7 31,1 C,33511 0,863 -89.6 67,7 40.1 30,4 26.8 1,05178 2- 3
4 -10,700 -20.425 48,43603 -60,6 8,3 -82,6 31,0 0°34005 0,85C -89,6 8T,E 38,5 31,8 28,5 1,52288 3- 4
5 -10.745 -20.417 48.85112 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.34297 0.843 -91.5 67.8 38.5 32.6 28.2 1.36247 4- 5
7 -10.701 -20.476 47,73181_ -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 C.33511 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1.34074 6- 7
TAB NO 170 ATLAS PHOTO NO 170 POD SEQUENCE NO 959
JULY 31_1R64 13 HR 25 PIN 32 SEC [3 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _[C _A_._I ALT L_tl LCN p_ y_ ___JZ
16.766 39.38525 -10.371 -21.158 1774.841 2.591 -64,528 114.851
PHOTO UATA
PT tAT LDN RANGE, AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.717 -20.454 45,97778 -58,0 8,1 -83,1 31,2 0,J22_8 0,85J -90,4 67,7 39,3 31,5 27,5 O, 1- 2
3 -IO.698 -20.481 45.47022 -5g.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.31924 0.863 -8g.6 67.7 40.1 30.6 26.8 1.00188 2- 3
5 -10.739 -20.425 46.53615 -58._ 8.4 -83.5 31.2 C.]2671 D.843 -91.5 67.8 38.5 _2.6 28.2 1.29792 6- 5
b -I0.T40 -20.474 45,85395 -ST.O 8,0 -83.6 31.4 0.321_;1 0.85_ -91.4 67.7 40.1 31.2 26o5 1.46568 5- 6
T -[0.698 -2D.481 45.47022 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.31924 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1.27724 6- 7
TAB NO 171 ATLAS PHOTO NO 171 POD SEQUENCE NO 960
JULY 31,196_ 13 J_ _._J_L_ 32_L85.__=l__ -
IRAJECIURY OATA SEC TD IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH At
15.946 37,42C23 -10.384 -21,130 1772.876 2.892 -64.810 114.846
PHOTU DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ESIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -10.695 -20.486 43.2C729 -59.2 7.g -82.7 31.1 C.30335 0,863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.6 26.8 0.95190 2- 3
4 --I0,69_ -20,4#*0 43*844J0 -EO.6 8,3 -82,6 _i,0 0o307_I 0,85C -8g.6 6T,_ 38,5 3].,e 28,5 _,37833 3- 4
5 --10.734 -20.433 44.21988 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.31045 0.843 --91.5 6T.8 38.5 32.6 28.2 1.23327 4- 5
6 -10.734 -20.48C 43.57184 -57°0 8.0 -83.0 31.4 0._0589 C.858 -91.4 67.7 40.1 31.2 26.5 L.39264 5- 6
7 -10.695 -20.486 43.20729 -69.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.30335 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.4 26.8 1.21353 _- 7
........ TAB NO 172 ATLAS PHOTO NO 172 POD SEQUENCE NO 961
JULY 31.1964 13 h_ _5 _[_ 33 5EC 693 MS
TRAJLCIGRY DATA SEC TO I;_PACT ALT tA] LCN R V PTP AZ
15.10b 35.45445 -10.396 -21.102 I770.910 2.593 -64.492 114.841
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON -'RA_C,L----A-_/'C AZN- AZSLJN AZA A; 8;A AZPH"AZ INCD pHAZ LplSALpHA SO.ALE pT'_pT
2 -10.709 -20.467 41.39968 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 C.29071 0.853 -90.4 67.7 39.3 31.4 27,5 O° 1- 2
3 -10.691 -20,491 40.94286 -5q.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.28745 0.863 -89.6 67.7 60.1 30,3 26.8 0.90196 2- 3
4 -lO.6gI -20.447 41.54633 -60.6 8.3 -82.6 31.0 0,29168 0.85C -89.6 67.7 38.5 31.8 28°4 1.30603 3- 4
5 -10.729 -20.441 41.90216 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 0.29418 C.843 -gl.5 67.7 38.5 32.6 28.2 1.16863 4- 5
8 -[0.729 -20._86 _I.Z_B_-_Z.O 8.0 -_.6 3J_ 9. Z8986 0,85_ -91,__d_7.7_0.1 31.2 26.5 _LL95e §- 6
7 -I0,691 -20,491 40.94286 -59,2 7.9 -82.7 31.I 0,28745 0.863 -89,6 67,7 40,1 30,3 26,8 1,14993 8- 7
TAB NO 173 ATLAS PHOTO NO 173 POD SEQUENCE NO 962
JULY 31.1964 13 HR 2.5 MIh 34 $EC 533 HS
TRAJECT_]RY DATA 5EC TD [SPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PIH AZ
14.266 33.48810 -10.409 -21.074 1768.943 2.595 -64.474 114.835
PHOTO DATA
PI tAT LflN RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" B/A A2PHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.705 -20.473 39.10877 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 0.274_2 0.853 -90.4 67.7 39.3 31.4 27.5 O. 1- 2
3 -10.688 -_0._q6 38.67733 -59.2 7.g -_2.7 31.1 0.27156 0.863 -89.8 67.7 40. 30.3 26.8 0.88201 2- 3
4 -10.687 -20.455 39.24722 -60.6 8.3 -8_.6 31,0 C.27554 0.850 -89._67.7 38.5 31.8 28.4 1o23367 3- 4
5 -10.723 -20.449 39.58328 -58.4 8.4 -83.5 31.2 D.277gO 0.843 -01.5 67.7 38.5 32.6 26.2 1.10398 4- 5
6 -10.724 -20.491 3g. O0354 -87.0 8.O -M3,6 tl.4 0.27382 D.858 -91.4 87.7 40.1 31.2 26.5 1.24645 5- 6
T -IO,68_ -20,4g6 38.67733 -59,2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.27154 0.863 -89.6 67.1 40.1 30.3 26.8 1.08633 6- 7
TAB NO 174 ATLAS PHOTO NO 174 POD gE(_JENCE NO 963
JULY 3181966 13 H8 26 PIN 35 SEC 373 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TI_ IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
13.4_6 31.52150 -10.422 -21,046 1766.977 2.596 -64.456 114.830
PHOID DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AzN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
--10.7OO -20.480 36.8161_ -88.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 0.25853 0.853 m90.4 67.7 3g.3 31.4 27.5 O_ _--
-10.688 -_0.502 36._i37__.0 _§2.-7_ 31,1-- 0.255_3 0.863 _9.6 67.t 40.1 30.3 ZC_s 0.80208 2- 3
4 -I0.6_4 -20.463 36.94705 -60.5 8.3 -82.6 31.0 0.25939 0.850 -8g.5 67.7 38.5 31.8 28.4 1.16131 3- 4
5 -10.718 -20.457 37.26334 -58.4 8.3 -83.5 31.2 0.26161 0.843 -91.5 67.7 38.5 32.6 28.1 1.03923 4- 5
6 -10.718 -20.497 36.71773 -57.0 8.0 -83.6 31.4 C.25777 0.856 -91.4 67.7 40.1 31.2 26.5 1,117334 5- b
7 -10.685 -70.502 36.41011 -_g.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.25563 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.3 26.8 1.02262 6- 7
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TAB NO 175 ATLAS PHOTO NO 175 POD SEQUENCE NO 964-
JULY 51t1964 13 HR 25 Ml_ 36 SEC 213 PS
TRAJECTnqY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V P]H AZ
12,5_6 29,55388 -10,435 -21,018 1765,009 2,597 -64,438 114,825
PHOTO DATA .....
PT LA[ L0N RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCU PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.696 -20.486 34.52310 -5_.8 8.1 -83.1 JL.2 C.24242 0.853 -90,4 67,7 39.3 31.4 27.5 O, l- 2
3 -10,882 -20.507 36.14241 -59,2 7.9 -82,7 31,1 C.23971 0,863 -89,6 67,7 60,1 30.3 26,8 0,75207 2- 3
4 -10.681 -20.470 34.64521 -b0.5 8.3 -82°6 31.0 0.24323 0.850 -89.5 67.7 38,5 31.8 28°4 L.08888 3- 6
5 -LO.TI3 -20.465 34.96173 -58.4 8.3 -85.5 31.2 C.24531 0.863 -91.5 67.7 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.97439 6- 5
6 -10o713 -20*502 34=63027 :_ZJO _°0 :83=b __LLJ_L C,24172 G,85_ -91_ _Z,_7_40-] 31._ _._ ].lnO17 _-
7 -10.682 -20.507 54.14241 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 0.23971 0.863 -89.6 67.7 60.1 30.3 26.8 0.95901 6- 7
TAB NO 176 ATLAS PHOTO NO 176 POD SEQUENCE NO 965
JULY 51,1964 13 HR 25 Vl_ 37 SEC 53 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA _C T0 I_A_U_ AL_ LA[ LQ_ R V PTH A?
11,7_6 27.58588 -10.448 -20.990 1763,041 2,598 -64,420 114.819
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANG_ AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 0/A AZPHAZ |riCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.692 -20.993 32._2037 -58,8 8.I -83.L 31.2 G.2263I 0.853 -90.4 67.7 39.3 31.4 27.5 O. L- 2
3 -10.678 -20.512 31._7308 -59.2 7.9 -_2.7 31.1 0.22377 0.883 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.3 26.8 0.70201 2- 3
5 -10.707 -20,473 32.61905 -58.4 8.3 -83.5 31.2 C.22901 0.843 -91.5 67.7 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.90954 4- 5
E -10,707 -20,508 _2,16175 -_7.0 8.0 -63.6 3L.4 0.22565 0.85_ -91.4 67.7 40.1 3i°1 26.5 1.02697 5- 6
7 -[O.6T_ -20.512 31.8730_ -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.1 C.2237T 0.863 -89.6 6T.T 40.1 30.3 26.8 0.89520 6- 7
TAB NO 177 ATLAS PHOTO NO 177 POD SEQUENCE NO 966
JULY 31m196_ _3 H_ 25 MIh _ SLC 09_ M_ .....
TRAJECTORY [)ATA 5tC TO IVPACT ALT LA] LCN R V PTH AZ
10.906 25.61717 -I0.461 -20.961 1761.072 2.599 -64,401 114.814
PHOT_ DATA
PX LAT tON HANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* _/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,687 -20,500 29,93224 =._,0 8_I -_3, L 31.2 C,_lfil8 0,854 -_0_ _61_9_:3_3d_ _7._ o. 1- ?
3 -10.675 -20.518 29.60236 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 _l.1 0.20T_3 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.3 26._ 0.65202 2- 3
6 -10,674 -20,486 30,038CZ -60°5 8,_ -02,6 _L,0 0,2i088 0.851 -89,5 67.7 38,5 31,7 28o4 0,94398 3- 4
5 -10,702 -20,481 _0,29500 -58,4 8.3 -83.5 31,2 C.212_9 0,843 -91,5 67.7 38,5 32,5 28,1 0,84488 4- 5
6 -10.702 -20.513 29.05182 -57.0 8.0 -83.6 31.4 0.20957 0.856 -91.4 67,7 40.1 31.1 26.5 0.95373 5- 6
7 -10.675 -20.518 29.60236 -59.2 7.g -82.7 31.1 C.20783 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.3 26.8 0.83139 6- 7
TAB NO 178 ATLAS PHOTO NO 178 POD SEQUENCE NO 967
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 2_ Pih 3H SEC 733 MS
T_JECTOnV _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT CON R V PTH AZ
iO.Ueb _5.64793 -10._73 -20.933 ]?_9.103 2.600 -64.383 114.808
PHOTO DATA
PT CAT CON _ANGE .... AZS/C---_fN--AZSUN " AZA .... A* ...... 82A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.683 -20.506 27.63490 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 _1o2 C.19405 0,854 -90.4 67o7 39°3 31o6 27.5 O. 1- 2
3 -L0.671 -20.523 27.33060 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.I 0.191_8 0.863 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.3 26.8 0.60193 2- 3
4 -10.671 -20.49_ 27.73250 -60.5 8.3 -82.6 31.0 0.19470 0.851 -89.5 67.7 38.5 31°7 20.4 0°87147 3- 4
5 -10.696 -20.489 27.96971 -58.4 8.3 -85.5 31.2 0.19636 C.843 -91.5 67.7 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.78003 6- 5
T -10,671 -20.523 27,33040 -59,2 7,9 -82,7 31,1 0,19188 C,863 -89,6 67°7 40ol 30.3 26,8 0,76758 6- T
TAB NO 179 ATLAS PHOTO NO 179 POD SEQUENCE NO 968
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 MIN 39 S_C 573 MS
TRAJECTORY 9ATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
9.226 21.67807 -10.486 -20.905 1TST. 133 2.602 --64°365 I14o803
PHOTO DATA
Pl tAT LON ga_uc a_a,_ _:, _2_U_: "Z" _ R/A ATPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.679 -20.513 25.35621 -58.8 8.I -83.1 31.2 0.17791 0.85_ -90.4 67.7 39.3 31.6 ZI._ u. _- 2
3 -10.66_ -20.528 25.05710 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.2 0.17592 0.865 -89.6 67.7 60.I 30.3 26.8 O.551TT 2-
4 -10.668 -20.501 25.42566 -60.5 8.3 -82.6 31.0 0.17850 0.851 -89.5 67.7 38.5 31.7 28.4 0.79892 _- 4
5 -I0.691 -20.498 25.64307 -_8.4 8.3 -83.5 31.2 0.18003 0.863 -9L.5 67.? 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.71508 4- 5
6 -I0.691 -20.525 25.26819 -57.0 8.0 -83.6 31.4 0.17759 0.858 -91.4 67.7 40.I 31.1 26.5 O.80TIT 5-6
7 -10.888 -20.528 25.05710 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.2 0.17592 0.863 -89.6 67.7 60.1 30.3 26.8 0.70366 6- 7
TAB NO 180 ATLAS PHOTO NO 180 POD SEQUENCE NO 969
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 25 M[_ 40 _EC 413 MS ...........
TRAJECTCRY DA_A SEC TO I_PACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTb AZ
8.386 19.70760 -10.499 -20.876 1755.163 2.603 -66.366 114*798
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.674 -20,520 23_056___ -58.8 8,1 -83.1 31,2 0.16176 0,854 -90,4 67,7 39,3 3_.4 _T,4 Q_ 1- 2
3 -10.665 -20.534 22.78256 -59.2 7.9 -82.7 31.2 0.15995 0.864 -89.6 67.7 40.1 30.3 26.7 0.50160 2- 3
6 -_0.664 -20,509 23,11753 -60,5 8,3 -82,6 31.0 C,16230 0,851 -89,5 67,7 38,5 31,T 28.4 0,72634 3- 6
5 -10.685 -20.506 23.31516 -58.4 8.5 -83.5 31.2 C.16389 0.846 -91.5 67.7 38.5 32.5 28.1 0*65013 4- 5
6 -10.680 -20.530 22.97443 -57.0 8.0 -83.6 31.4 0.16129 0.856 -91.4 67.7 40.1 31.1 26.5 0.73386 5- 6
? -10.665 -20o534 22.T8256 -59.2 T.9 -82.7 31.2 0,15995 0.864 -89.6 67.7 40,I 30.3 26.7 0.63975 6- 7
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TAB NO 181 ATLAS PHOTO NO 181 POD SEQUENCE NO 970
JULY 31w1964 L3 HR 25 Pl_ 41 SEE 253 MS
TRAJECTCRY DATA S£C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
7.5_7 |7.73£_C -10._12 -20.848 1753.[92 2.604 -6_.328 11_,792
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RA_G_ZS/C-- AZN AISUN AZA A*-8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,670 -20,527 20.73480 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 C.14580 0°854 -90.4 67.7 39.3 31°4 27°4 O° 1- 2
3 -Z0.661 -20.53g 20.50651 -59.2 7.g -82.7 31.2 0.14397 0.864 -89.6 67.6 40.1 30.3 26.7 0.45|49 2- 3
4 -I0.661 -20,517 20,b0796 -O0*S 8,3 -V2.6 2L,O
5 -L0,680 -20,514 20,9_580 -58,4 8,3 -83,5 31,2
6 -I0°680 -20,536 20,h_9/__r_7,0 _ 1=9 -83,6 31,4
7 -10.661 -20.539 20.50651 -59.2 7.9 -_2,7 Jl.2
TAB NO
JULY 3lflgG_ 13 HR 25 PIN 42 SEE 9_ MS
TRAJECTURY OAIA ....
PHO1D DATA
PT LAT LGN RAhGE AZS/C AZN
-L0.666 -20.53_ 18,43235 -_B,U 8,1
-I0.658 -2_.544 18.22945 -59.2 7.9
4 -10.b51 -20.52b 18.49t3_ rbO_5 8.3
5 -I0.674 -20.522 18.655_L -5_._ 8.3
6 -I0.675 -20.547 18.5_793 -57,0 7.9
















JULY 31.196% 13 HR Zb MiN 4_ SiC933 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
5.867
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANbE AZS/C AZN AISUN AZA
-lO,bUl -20,540 16.12._3Z -_,8 _ Ll -_,i _I,_
-i0,644 -20,55C [5.g5080 -5g.2 7,g -82.7 31.2
4 -I0,654 -20.533 16.18514 -60,5 8,3 -82,6 _I,0
5 -I0.66) -2O,%3O Ib,323_2 -68.4 8.3 -83,5 31,2
6 -I0,66_ -20.547 _6.08506 -57,0 7.9 -83,6 _1.4
7 -I0.654 -20.580 18.q80_0 -_9.2 1,9 -82.7 3L.2
TAB NO
JUlY 31,196_ 13 HR 25 PI_ 43 SEC 773 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA S_C TO [PPACT
5.021
C.851 -89.5 67.7 38.5 31.7 28.4 0.65376 3- 4
0.844 -91.4 67.7 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.58517 4- 5
_,858 rgl. 4 _7.I 40.I 31_i_ _4_ _- 6
0.864 -89.8 b7.6 4D.l 3C.3 26.7 0.57584 6- 7
ATLAS PHOTO NO 182 POD SEQUENCE NO 971
ALT LA] LgN R _ 27H
15.7b_83 -I0.525 -2C.819 1781.220 2.605 -64.310 114.787
8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0.854 -90.4 67.7 39.3 31.4 27.4 O. l- 2
0.864 -89.6 67.6 40.1 _0.3 26,7 O.A014O 2- 3
0,844 -91.4 67.7 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.52022 4- 5
C.856 -91.4 67.8 40.I 31.1 26.5 0.58111 5- 6
0.864 -8q.6 67.6 _0.1 30.3 26.7 0.51202 6- 7
ATLAS PHOTO NO 183 POD SEQUENCE NO 972
ALT LAT L0N R V PTH AZ
13.79242 -I0.538 -28.790 1749.248 2.607 -64.291 114.781
At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
_,11325 0.85_ -90.4 67._ 39_3/I_4 _7_ o. 1-
C.ll]g9 0.864 -89.6 67._ 40.[ 30.3 26°7 0°35120 2- 3
C.LI3E3 0.851 -89.5 67.7 38.b 31.7 28.4 0.50845 3- 4
C.I1460 C.84_ -91.4 67.7 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.45517 4- 5
0.11292 0.85£ -91.4 67.6 40.1 31.i 26.8 0.51369 5- b
0.11199 0.864 -89.6 67.6 40.1 30.3 26.7 0.44790 6- 7
184 ATLAS PHOTO NO 184 POD SEQUENCE NO 973
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
11.81964 -10.551 -ZC.762 1747.275 2.608 -64.273 114.776
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LOW RANGE llSIC AZN A_SUN AIA A" fi/A A)PHAI INcD PHA/ EMIS £LPHA --SCAL_ PT-PT
2 -10.657 -20.547 13.82324 -58.8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 G*09707 0.85_ -90.4 67.6 39.3 31.4 27.4 O. I- 2
3 -10.651 -20.55_ 13.6711_ -59.I 7.9 -82.7 ]1.2 0.09598 G.864 -89.6 67.6 40.l 30.3 26,7 0.30097 2- 3
4 -10.651 -20.54D 13.8;Ig3 -00.5 8.3 -82.6 _I.0 C.09739 C,851 -89.5 67.8 38,5 31,7 28,4 0.43875 3- 4
S -10.683 -20.538 13.99041 -58.4 8.3 -83.5 31.2
6 -lO.063 -20.5_3 i_°7_L9 -87.0 7.9 -83.6 31.4
T -I0.65_ -Z0.555 13.67114 -69.1 7.9 -82.7 31.2
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 2b _lk 8_ SLC b13 MS
TRAJECTt]RY DATA SEE TO I_PACT
_.187
PHOT0 DATA
P[ tAT LCN RANb8 AZS/C AZN AZSUN A/A
2 -10.652 -20.554 11.81669 -58._ 8.1 -S3.1 31.2
3 -10.047 -20.561 IL.SWO00 -59.1 7.q -82.7 31.2
4 -18.84 ? -2D.5_8 11.55722 -o0.5 8._ -_2.b _i.0
5 -10.658 -_0.547 LI,6559L -58.4 8.3 -83.8 JL.2
6 -I0.65_ -'6_.559 11._u5o_ -57.0 7.q -H3.6 31.4
7 -18*647 -20._61 11.390061 -5g.l 7. () -82._ 31.2
TAB NO
JULY 31e196_ 13 HR 25 MIN 45 ShC 453 _S
TRAJECTORY [IATA SEC T0 [MPACT
_.347
PHOTO DATA
PT EAT LDN RAN,;E ALSIC AZN A/SUN AZA
2 -10.b48 -20.561 9,2085_ -58.8 8.1 -h3.1 ?1.2
3 -I0.84_ -20.5_6 g. I0731 -'.9.I 7.9 -82.1 _1.2
4 -i0.64_ -70.556 q.24()9t_ -(.O.b 8._ -82.0 3L.O
5 -18.652 -20.555 9.313d? -'_8,4 8.3 -83.8 3[.2
6 -i0.65_ -20.565 9.[_392 -57.0 7.9 -H3.N 31.4





0.844 -91.4 67.6 38.5 32.5 28.1 0.39018 4- 5
0.856 -91°_ 67.E _0.1 31=I 26=4 0_4_022 5_--b
C.86A -89.6 67.8 40.1 30.3 26.7 0.38389 6- 7













A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD
0.06466 0.854 -90.4 67.6
C.06394 0.064 -89.6 67._
0.064_8 0.851 -89.5 67.6
0.065_3 C.H44 -91.4 67.6
C.08447 0.85T -91.4 67.6
C.06394 0.864 -89.6 b7.6
LAT LON _ V PTH A2
-10,864 -2C.733 1745.301 2.609 -64.254 114.770
8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ E_IS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
0,854 -90.4 67.6 39.3 31.3 27.4 O. 1- 2
8.884 -89.6 67.8 _O.l 30.3 26.7 0.25067 2- 3
8.881 -89.5 67.6 3_.5 31.7 28,3 0,36_02 _-
C.844 -91.4 67.6 3_.5 32.8 28.1 0.3?495 4- 5
C._57 -91.4 67.6 40.1 31.1 26.4 0.36677 8- 6
0.864 -89.6 67.6 _O.l 30.3 26.7 0._1986 6- 7
ATLAS PHOTO NO 186 POD SEQUENCE NO 975
R V PTh AZ
1743.327 2.610 -64.235 114.764
PMAZ tHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
39.331.3 274 o j:40.1 30.3 26.7 0.20041
38.5 31.7 28.3 0.29025 3- 4
38.5 32.5 28.0 0.25999 4- 5
40.1 31.I 26.4 0.29324 5- 6
40.1 30.3 26.7 0.25574 6- 7
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TAB NO 187










ATLAS PHOTO NO 187 POD SEQUENCE NO 976
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI L£N R V PIH AZ
2.507 5.89720 -10.591 -20.675 1741.352 2.611 -64.217 114.759
RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* _IA AZPHAZ INcD PH_Z £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
6.89946 -5B.b 8.1 -83.1 31.2 0.04845 0.854 -90.4 67.6 39.3 31.3 27.4 O. |- 2
6,82361 -59,I 7.9 -82,1 31.2 O.OATgl C.864 -6g,6 67.6 40.i 30,3 26.7 0.15019 2- 3
6.92373 -60,5 8.3 -82.6 31.0 C.04861 0.851 -8g.5 67.6 38.5 31.7 28.3 0.21745 3- 4
6.g8263 -58.4 8.3 -83.5 71.2 C.04q02 C.844 -gI.4 67.6 38.5 32.4 28.0 0.19473 4- 5
6.88099 ._7.0 7.9 -S3.8 31.4 0.04831 0.857 -91.4 _7._ 40=i 31_I _ O_IJ__SI__T
6.82361 -59.1 7.9 -_2.7 _1.2 C.047gl C.864 -89.6 67.6 40.1 50.3 26.7 0.19162 6- 7
TAB NO 188 ATLAS PHOTO NO 188 POD SEQUENCE NO 977









JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIR 47 SEC 973 MS
TRAJECTORY O_TA SEC TO I_PACT
0.827
PHOTC DATA
PT L_T LCN RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.634 -ZO.5_I 2.2i71U 5d._ _.i -83.1 31,2
3 -I0.633 -2D.5_ 2._20(J -%g.l 7.9 -82.7 _1.2
4 -10.633 -20.5_0 2.2_511 -00.5 8.3 -_2.6 31.1
5 -I0.636 -20.580 2.30461 -50.4 _.3 -_3.b _1.2
6 -1D.636 -20.582 Z.2/IC_ -_7.0 7.9 -63.6 31.4
T -i0.63_ -Z0.5_3 _._5209 -Sg.l 7.g -_2.7 _1.2
5EC TC IFPACI ALl LAT LCN K __ .... _IB EZ_
1.6E7 3.92178 -[0.604 -2G.646 1739.377 2.b13 -64,198 114.753
RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- _/A AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
4._8868 -58,8 8.1 -83.1 31.2 C.03222 D.854 -90.4 67.6 39.3 31.3 27.4 ¸ O. 1- 2
4.53845 -Sg.l 7.9 -82.7 31.2 0.031E6 0.864 -8g.6 67.6 4D.I 30.3 26.7 0.09985 2- 3
4.605U3 -o0=5 8.3 -_2.b 31.I C.03Z33 C.B51 -69.5 67.6 38.5 31.? 28=3 _4t_,/_2_i=_
4.64431 -_6.4 8.3 -_3.5 _.Z C.C3Z_I C.844 -91.4 67.6 38.5 32.4 28.0 0.12937 4- 5
4.576c0 -57.0 7.9 -63.6 31.4 C.D3ZI3 C.857 -91.4 67.6 40.1 31.1 26.4 0.14611 5- 6
4.53_45 -59.1 7.9 -_2.7 _t.2 C.031_6 C.864 -_9.6 67._40.I 30.3 26.7 0.12740 6- ?
TAB NO 189 ATLAS _HUlU HG i_3 _,nn _FQIIENCE NO 978
ALT tAT tON M V PTh AZ
I.g4583 -IC,617 -26.617 1737.401 2.614 -64.179 I14.748
A_ _/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C.OISg9 C.d54 -90.4 67.6 39.3 31.3 21.4 0. _ 2
0.016_I 0.864 -D9.6 67.6 4t.t 30.3 26.7 C.04955 2- 3
0.01604 C.ESI -89.5 67.6 38.5 31.6 28.3 0o0717/ 3- 4
C.01618 C._44 -91°4 67.6 3_.5 32.4 _8.0 0.06431 4- 5
C.015S4 C._57 -91.4 _7.6 4O.I 31.I 2_.A 0.07249 5- 6
C.OlSal 0.864 -89.6 _7.6 40.I 30.3 26.7 0.06328 6- 7
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TIME- AND CAMERA-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
RA-VI[ CAMERA P3
TAB NO ! ATLAS PHOTO NO 1 POD SEQUENCE NO 17
JULY 31,1964 [3 HR 12 PIN 20 SEC 58[ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [PPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ "
808.219 1781.30e81 -4.[04 -34.167 3436.764 2.010 -73.548 116.823
PH070 DATA ....
PT LA7 LON RANbE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -1[.817 -i8.105 L_bq.30907 -52.3 [0.3 -82.2 36.6 37.72696 0.806 -9[.3 70.0 38.7 34.1 30.5 O. 0- [
2 -13.410 -II.715 [877.586e7 -Sfi.l 11.3 -82.2 3A.9 37.709_A 0.80g -90.8 70*6 38.6 36.0 30.7 49.59457 I- 2
3 -10.953 -21.035 18L2.47031 -57.4 8.7 -81o0 33.6 36.34277 0.878 -87.6 67.1 41.0 28.8 25.4 123.29465 2- 3
4 -10.721 -15.258 1898.63200 -68°0 10.7 "82*2 28.8 38.05760 0.7qC -87.4 72*7 36.4 38.0 35.8 172.O0580 3- 4
5 -[6,143 -13,7gE 1967,600g___-_._3=6 14,7 -84,3 36=0 3g,A5332 C,723 -93,4 74,6 36,4 43=fl 36_4 J.69_15_ 4-
6 -16.112 -20.044 1871.09192 -46.6 11.7 -81.9 61.3 37.805V_ 01_!7 eJ.i 68.6 _L.U $5.3 25.2 181.73658 5- 6
7 -10,953 -21,035 1_1;._703! -57._ a.7 -_1o0 33o6 38.34277 0.878 -_7.6 67*[ 41.0 28.8 25.4 [88.96812 6- 7
TAB NO 2 ATLAS PHOTO NO 2 POD SEQUENCE NO 43
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 12 MIN 42 SEC 419 KS
7RAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA1 tON R V PTH --AZ
786.380 1659.12_68 -4.199 -33.980 3394.582 2.019 -73.403 I[6.799
PHOEC DAIA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At _/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
[ -11.778 -IH.184 I_13.83_26 -52.4 I0.2 -82.2 36.6 36.83581 0.80_ -91.3 6q.g 38.7 3A.0 30.4 O. 0- I
2 -13,385 -17,732 18JJ,iZ7g_ -_5,[ L1,3 -82,Z 34,9 36.81663 C,8IC -90,4 70.5 38,6 35,9 30=6 _.5_1=3_Tlb-_-_Z
3 -[0.987 -20.975 [76q.49040 -57.3 8.7 -81.0 33.7 35.48112 0.877 -R7.6 67.1 61.0 28.8 25.4 [20.40173 2- 3
4 -iO.T60 -16.336 1_63.55208 -64.9 10.7 -82.L 2d.7 37.15480 0.798 -67._ 72.6 36.4 37.9 35.7 167.88923 3- 4
5 -16.05_ -13.g16 [g20.T_24g -53.0 16.6 -84.3 ]b.9 38._1316 0.726 -g].4 74.5 36.4 63.7 36.2 165.64609 4-
6 -/6.023 -20.007 1826./134T -44.7 11.6 -81.9 41.2 36.61630 0.817 -93.1 68.7 4[.0 35.3 25.2 17T.3[445 5- 6
T -IO.987 -20.975 [/69.49848 -57.3 R.7 -81.0 33.7 3_.48112 0.877 -87.6 67.1 41.0 28.8 25.A 155.18982 6- T
TAB NO 3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 3 POD SEQUENCE NO 67
JULY 31tlg66 [3 MR 13 MIh 2 $_C 578 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C 70 IMPACT AtT LAT LCN R V PTH A2
76_.221 1620,_5197 -4,28g -33,802 3355,501 2,027 -73.270 116.776
PHOTO DATA .......
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMiS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -1[.7A2 -18,256 [T71,67700 -52.4 10.2 -82.3 36,6 36.00983 C.809 -91.3 69.9 38.8 33.8 30.2 0. 0- [
2 -[3.363 -L7.743 1792.00085 -55.1 11.5 -82.2 34.9 35.99063 0.81C -90.4 70.5 38.6 35.9 30.6 5[.42388 I- 2
3 -ll.018 -28.915 112_,726_6 -57.3 8.8 -81.0 33.7 34.68363 0.877 -87.6 67.2 41,0 28.9 25.5 117.7360_ 2- 3
4 -[0.797 -15.AC2 18il.8_418 -6A.8 L0.7 -_2.1 28.8 36.3L839 0.791 -8/.4 72.6 36.4 37.g 35.7 [64.09856 3- 4
5 -[5,968 -14,0[8 1677,83945 _=_,6 14,6 -84,_ _5,9 37,68685 _,726 -93,4 75,5 _6,___ -_b_1 _t._L,_71._L___-__
6 -15.94I -I_.g67 17d5.65025 -66.8 11.6 -82.0 41.1 35.79332 0.818 -93.I 68.7 41.0 35.3 25.2 173.25109 5- 6
7 -II.01_ -20.q[5 1729.726_6 -57.3 8.8 -61.0 33.7 34.683_3 0.877 -87.6 67.2 4[.0 28.9 2_.5 [5[.69985 6- 7
TAB NO 4 ATLAS PHOTO NO 4 POD SEQUENCE NO 89
JULY 31,1g66 13 HR 13 KIN 21 SEC 57 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA .... SEC T0"I_PAcT ALT LAT L0N -- R .... V PTH _AI -
747,742 158_,[1505 -4,373 -33*635 3319.570 2.035 -73.145 116.755
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANbL ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* d/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -Ll./0_ -18.326 1732.8_754 -52.4 10.2 -82.3 36.5 35.24829 0.809 -91.3 69.8 38,9 33.7 30.1 0. 0- l
2 -i3,342 -17o759 1754,081.20 -_,1 11,3 -02,Z J4,9 35*22836 0=81C -90,4. .70,5 38,7 35=? 3Q_b _Z,2333J_E-
3 -II.046 -20,865 1693,04538 -57.3 8,8 -81.0 _3,7 33.94812 0.876 -87.6 67.3 4_.0 29.0 25.5 115.26481 2- 3
4 -IO.62') -15.469 1773.38530 -04.7 10,T -82.[ 28.9 35.54711 0.791 -87.4 72.5 36.4 37.8 35.6 160.58614 3- 4
5 -15,Bgl -l_.l[g 1_37.46037 -53.6 14.5 -84,2 Js.g 36.8A3_[ 0.727 -93.4 74.3 36.4 43.4 36.0 158.38427 4- 5
6 -15,865 -L9,937 1747,78087 -6_,0 [[,6 -82,0 61,0 35.03413 0*818 -93.[ 68,7 41,0 35.3 25,3 [69,A8492 5- 6
7 -[1.048 -20.865 I893.06838 -57,3 8.8 -81.0 33.7 33.94812 0.876 -87.6 67.3 41.0 2g.0 25.5 148,47742 6- 7
JULY 3l,1966 13 HR 13 _ln 42 SEC 896 MS TAB NO 5 ATLAS PHOTO NO 5 POD SEQUENCE NO 11S
TRAJECTORY DATA SIC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PtH AZ
725.904 158[.49576 -4.474 -33.433 3276.g51 2.045 -72.994 116.729
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANG[ AZS/C AlN AZSUN AZA A* B/A A2PHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE P7-PT
[ -11.669 -18.407 16_6.85HbO -52.4 L0.2 -_2.3 36.5 36.34368 0.809 -91.3 69.7 38.g 33.5 30.O O. 0- l
2 -13.316 -17.78C 1708.g6671 -55.1 11.3 -_2.2 34.9 34.322q7 0.81C -90.4 70.5 38.7 35.9 30.6 53.16853 1- 2
3 -11.O78 -20.807 I_.48384 -57.2 8._ -81.O 33.8 33.01465 0.876 -81.6 67.3 41.O 29.0 25.6 I[2.32609 2- 3
4 -10.866 -lb.551 1727.68817 -6A.5 10.7 -82.6 2g.1 34.63115 0.792 -87.N 72,5 36.4 37,7 35.5 156.4148_ 3-- 4
5 -15,796 -16.2A0 1789,q_079 -hJ,b 14,4 -84.2 ]5,9 3_.89178 0,728 -93,4 74,2 36,4 43_} .)____4J_L_ _
6 -15.772 -19.902 1102.79514 -_5.1 11.5 -82.1 60.8 34.13241 0,818 -93.1 68.7 41=0 38.2 25.3 165.01477 5- 6
7 -11.078 -_0.8C7 1649.483_4 -57.2 8.8 -81.0 33.8 33.07465 0.876 -81.6 67.3 41.0 29.0 25.6 [44.64849 6- 7
TAB NO 6 ATLAS PHOTO NO 6 POD SEQUENCE NO 135
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 13 MIN 5q SEC 695 MS
TRAJECTOEY DATA ........ SIC TC IMPACT At7 LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
709.106 15C8.60016 -4.554 -33.274 3244.058 2.052 -72.876 116.709
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA A_ U/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
-11.63g -18.669 1651.31195 -52.5 10.2 -82.3 36.4 33.65613 0.809 -91.3 69.7 3g.0 33.4 29.g 0. O- I
3 -[1.099 -20.727 1616.27504 -57.2 6.9 -81.0 33.7 32.60875 0.875 -87.6 67.4 41.0 29.1 25.7 110.15392 2- 3
5 -I0.8q2 -15o573 1693.086_0 -64.5 10.8 -82*0 29.1 33.93753 0.792 -87.4 72,4 36.6 37*8 35.5 [53.3604g 3- 4
5 -15.723 -16.2_g 1/54.06g55 -53.7 14.4 -H4o2 35.8 3_o17210 0.738 -93°5 74.1 36.4 43.2 3_.8 15[.[329q 4-
6 -15.698 -Ig.837 100H.52q77 -48°3 Iio5 -U2.1 40.7 33.445_A 0.8[8 -93.1 68.8 41.0 35.3 25.4 _61.76410 5- 6
7 -ll,099 -20.727 |616.2750_ -57.2 8.9 -81.0 33.7 32.40875 0.878 -87,6 67.4 41.0 29.[ 25.7 [4[*74149 6- 7
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JULY 31,1964 13 hR 14 _I_ 16 SEC 494 MS
TRAJLC70RY UATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P3 2
TAB NO 7 ATLAS PHOTO NO 7 POD SEQUENCE NO 155"
SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH . AL .
692.306 1475,6C550 -4.635 -33.112 3211.061 2.060 -72.755 116.688
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ ENCD PHAZ EMES ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.608 -18.531 1615.64047 -52.6 i0.I -82.} 36.} }2.96694 0*808 -91.3 69°6 39.0 33.3 29.8 O. O- l
2 -13.267 -17,731 1640.401_3 -55.2 [1.3 --_2.2 34.8 32.94590 0.809 --90.4 70.5 38.6 36.0 30.7 55.53269 1-- 2
3 -11.120 -20.643 1582.983i4 -57.3 8,9 -81.0 33.7 31.74120 0.874 -87.6 67.5 40.9 29.3 25.8 107,98104 2- ]
4 -10.916 -15.591 1658,41960 -54.4 lO,8 -82,0 2g.2 33,24263 0.791 -87.4 72.4 36.3 37,8 35.5 [50.31098 3- 6
5 -15.647 -14. 334 1 _L_L_LT___L_-J_t_u___?_J_l_L_SJ.20_L73_-5 74. I 36.6 _3.2 35. R l_a.n203R 4-
6 -15.624 -19.769 [634.17886 -_5.5 11.5 -82.2 40.5 32,75695 0.8[7 -93.1 68.9 41.0 35,3 25.5 158.52169 5- 6
7 -11.120 -20.0A3 1582.98314 -57.5 8.9 -81.0 33.7 31.74120 0.874 -87.6 67°5 40.9 29.3 25.8 138.82728 6- 7
TAB NO 8 ATLAS PHOTO NO 8 POP SEQUENCE NO 175
JULY 31,1964 13 HP i_ MEN 33 SEC 293 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO EPHACT AL7 tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
675,5C7 1442.51041 -4.718 -32.946 3177.966 2.067 -72.632 116.667
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EPES ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
1 -11.578 -18.5g4 1579.84294 -52,7 10.1 -82.4 36.3 32.26990. 0.808 -91.3 69.5 39.1 33.1 29.7 O. O- [
2 -13.241 -17.721 160_,_8_Z192 --55.3 ll.3_Ll2._ZjA_7 _ 32*248E5 0.809_ _90.4_ _'1_.6 36.0 _O.7 5a._Na14 t-
3 -11+[39 -20.574 1549.36491 -57,3 q.O -81.0 33.7 31.06710 0.873 -87.7 67.6 40,9 29.A 25.9 105,75450 2- 3
4 -10.940 -E5.627 1623,315g5 -64.4 IO.8 -82.0 29.2 32.53893 0.791 -87.4 72.4 36.3 37.8 35.5 147.17836 3. 4
S _ _71 -|4.399 1681.70314 -53.8 14.3 -8_.2 35.7 33.720C_ 0.731 -93.5 76.0 36.4 43.1 35.8 144,85691 4- 5
6 -15._47 -i9.717 [Sqg,A/_O -._.u L_.S 07 9 4_._ 32.06[29 0.817 -93.1 68,9 41.0 35.3 25,6 155.18299 5- 6
7 -11.139 -20.574 1549.364gE -51.3 g.O -8E.O 33,7 3[.Ob/EO U._I_ -0_.7 L7. f _n q _g.4 25.9 [35°8778[ 6- 7
TAB NO 9 ATLAS PHOTO NO 9 POD SEQUENCE NO 195
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MEN 50 SEC 92 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA] LCN 8 V PTH AZ
658.708 14C9.31281 -4._03 -32./77 3144.768 2.075 -72.507 116.645
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAkGE - AZS/C AZN AZSUN A_A A* 8/A AIPHAZ [NCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
1 -I[.548 -E8.657 1543,91664 -52.7 10,1 -82.4 36,2 3[.567_8 0.80_ -9[,3 69.5 _9.[ 3_*0 29.5 O. O- 1
2 -13.214 -17.719 1570.70978 -55.3 I[.3 -82.2 34.7 3E.54621 0.809 -90.4 70.6 38.6 36.0 30.7 57.59751 l- 2
3 -11.15_ -_0.512 1515,52280 -57.3 9.0 -al.l 33.7 30.38851 0.872 -87,7 67.6 40.9 29.4 26.0 103.49789 Z- 3
4 -10.963 -[5.672 1587.93219 -64.3 10.8 -82.0 29.3 31.82971 C.792 -87.4 72.4 36.3 37.8 35.5 144.00236 3- 4
6 -15.470 -19.672 156_.52975 -_5.8 I[,5 -82.3 40,2 3E,36083 C.817 -93.1 68.9 40.9 35.3 25.7 151,79562 5- 6
7 -11.158 -20.512 1515.52280 -57.3 9.O -81.1 33.7 30.3885[ C.872 -87.7 67.6 40.9 29,4 26.0 132o90522 6- 7
TAB NO i0 ATLAS PHOTO NO 10 POD SEQUENCE NO 213
JULY 3[,1964 [3 HR 15 MEN 5 SEC 211 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SE(TCIMPACT_----_LT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
6_3.589 1379.34_98 -4.881 -32°621 3114.801 2.082 -72.392 1L6.625
PHOTO DATA
P7 tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A A£PHAZ INCO PHAZ EPES ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
1 -11.520 -18.713 1511.47122 -_2.8 lO.l -82.4 _6.1 30.93254 0.808 -91.4 69.4 39.2 32.9 29.4 O. O- 1
2 -13.189 -17,720 15_9.0_IL-_,_.i_ r_2.3_-_ 3(I_910189 Q.809 r90._Iz_38_3/i.7 _R._aTqa I- )
3 -II.175 -20.458 I_84.92285 -57.3 9.0 -81.1 33.b )9.77A93 0.872 -87.7 67.7 40.9 29.5 26.0 101.45289 2- 3
4 -10.983 -15.714 1555.93100 -64,2 10.g -81,9 29.4 ti.18826 0.792 -87.4 72.3 36.3 37.8 35.5 141.12587 3-
5 -15.420 -14.541 1611.74687 -53.9 14.2 -84.2 35.6 32.31790 0.733 -93.5 73.8 36.3 43.0 35.7 138.77492 4- 8
6 -15.398 -19.63A 1532.92950 -45.9 1[.5 -82.3 40.0 3C.72740 0.817 -93.2 69.0 40.9 35.3 28.7 148.72808 5- 6
7 -11.175 -20,458 1484.92285 -57,3 9.0 -81.1 33.6 29.77493 0.872 -87.7 67.7 60.9 29,5 26,0 [30.21609 6- 7
T6R NO 11 ATLAS PHOTO NO 11 POD SEQUENCE NO 233JULY 31,1964 13 HR 15 PIN 22 SEC lO MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
626.790 13A5.gAEg7 -4.569 -32.444 3081.404 2.091 -72.262 116.602
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE _ZSIC AZN AzsuN AZA - At - DIA AZPHAZ E_CD PhAZEMIs ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.490 -18.776 1475.29460 -52.9 I0.I -82.4 _6.I 30.22310 0.808 -91.4 69.4 39.2 32.7 29.3 O. O- I
2 -13,159 -17.723 [503.74593 -55,4 11.3 -82.3 _4.6 30.20130 G.80g -90°4 70.6 38.5 36.0 30.7 59,38613 1- 2
3 -ll.}91 -20.400 [450.75658 -57.4 9.0 -81.1 33.6 29.08984 0.871 -87.7 67.8 40.9 29,6 26.I 99.1633[ 2- 3
4 -11.003 -15.764 1520.18910 -64.2 10.9 -Bl*g 29.4 3C.47182 0.792 -87.4 72.3 36.3 37.7 35.4 137.90825 3- 4
5 -15.338 -14.620 157_,63403_-53_9 14.[ -MAt2 __5.6 31.57373 0_73A -g3,5 73,8 36.3 42.9 35.6 135.54660 4- 5
6 -15.317 -19.594 1497,64027 -_6.1 11.5 -82.4 39.9 3Co02003 0.817 -93.2 69.0 40.9 35.3 25.8 145.29706 5- 6
7 -11.191 -20.400 [450.75658 -57.4 9.0 -81.[ 33.6 29,089_4 0.871 -8f.7 67.8 40.9 29.6 26.1 127,21110 6- 7
TAB NO 12 ATLAS PHOTO NO 12 POD SEQUENCE NO 249
JULY 31,[964 13 HR 15 MEN 35 SEC 449 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA ........ SEC TO IMPACT - ALT LAT LCN .... R V PTH AZ
613.350 1319.15393 -5.041 -32.300 3054.609 2.097 -72.157 116.583
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tUN RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At b/A A2PHAZ INCD PHAZ EMES ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 --11.466 -18.826 1446.25616 -52,9 10.I -82.4 36.0 29.65168 C.HO8 -91.4 69.3 39.3 32.6 29.2 0. 0- I
2 -13.[32 -17.729 1475_30147755.__11.3-_2.3 ?A.6 29.63002 C.80_ -90.4 70,5 38.5 36.0 30.86_0.0123_
3 -II.201 -20.356 1423.26651 -57,4 9.I -01.1 33.6 28.53863 0.87C -U7.7 67,8 40.9 29.7 26.2 97.31155 2- 3
4 -I[.017 -15.807 [491.41656 -04.1 I0.9 -81.9 2g.5 29.8950g 0.792 -87.4 72.2 36.3 37.7 35.4 135.31160 3- 4
5 -[5.269 -14.688 1544.73993 -54.0 14.1 -84.2 35.5 30.974_1 0.735 -93.5 73.7 36.3 A2.0 35.5 132.93988 4- 5
6 -15.249 -19.566 1_69,23032 -46.2 ll,5 -82,4 39.8 29.45056 C.817 -95.2 69.0 40.q 3_.3 25.8 142.52594 5- 6
7 -11.201 -20.356 [423.26651 -57.4 9.1 -81.1 33.6 2e.53863 Q.870 -87.7 67.8 40.g 29.7 26,2 124.78682 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P_
TAR NN
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 15 PIN 50 SEE 568 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEE TO IMPACT
598.231
PHOTO DATAPT LAT LCN RA_E[---AZSTC _N _iS;N AZA
i -Ii.438 -18.883 1413.48288 -53,0 10.1 -82.4 35.9
2 -13,O98 -17.?39 1443.11598 -55.5 ii.3 -H2.3 34,5
3 -11.209 -20,310 I192.17763 -57.4 9.i -81,I 33.6
4 -ii.029 -15*860 1458.87027 -64.1 10.9 -81,9 29,5
5 -15.184 -14.768 1210,90015 -bg,Q l_,Q -84.1 _5,4
6 -15.167 -19*536 1437.07H06 -&6.3 i|.4 -82,4 39.6
7 -11.209 -20.310 i_92.17763 -57.4 g.l -81.1 33.6
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 H_ 16 PEN I SbL 367 _S
7RAJECrlI_Y DATA SEC TO IMPACT
PHOTO DATA
Pl LAT , LON RANGE
1 -11.408 -t8.045 IJlb.')_5b8
2 -13.856 -I/.755 140r.ll_J2
-II.214 -R(}.2_l I_5/.42_4_
4 -II.03'_ -15._22 1422.47440
5 -15.091 -14.862 1473.0_H48
6 -15.072 -19.50_ 1401.Ii)_
7 -II.214 -70.261 I_f._2642
JULY 31,iq6_ 13 H_ 16 _I_ 22
TRAJECTORY I)ATA
PHOTU DATA
PT LAT LCN RANCE
-II.381 -;9.002 1343.921_5
-13.015 -17.771 tj74.46841
3 -11.210 -g0.224 1325.92659
4 --11.04_ -15.986 i_89.45499
-15.001 -l_.gb5 I_38.67018
6 -I_.983 -19.4_9 1366.50838
7 -II.216 -g0.224 1325.926_g
JULY 31,Iq64 13 HR 16 _[N 34
TRAJECTORY OATA
581.432
ALSIC AIN AZSUN AZA
-_J.I 10.0 -H2.5 35.8
->b.5 1t,3 -_2.3 J4.5
-_i7.5 9.1 -_:i.l 33.5
-&4.0 10.q -81.8 2_.8
-:,4.1 13.g -64.1 35._
-46.8 II._ -_2.5 3').4





AZS/C AZN AZSUN A/A
-5_.2 I0.O -82.5 35.8
-55.0 Ll.2 -82.3 34.4
-57.5 g.1 -_1.1 93.5
-64,0 IQ.g -_1,8 2';.6
-59.2 13,8 -_4.1 J_.3
-46,7 11.4 -H2.b 39.3






PT tAT LOh RANGE A/SIC _ZN A/SUN AZA
I -II._60 -Iq.046 1318.16409 -53.2 10.0 -82.8 15.7
-Ii.21_ -gO.IT/ 1301.2967_ -57.5 9.I -HI.l J3.5
4 -Ii.04? -I_.038 I_.62_79 -6_.0 10._ -81.8 _9.7
5 -14.';2'_ -I_.0_i 1411.776_3 -5_.2 13.8 -_4.1 35.2
6 -14.911 -_.477 I_42.qg028 -46.8 11.3 -82.6 J9.I
7 -II.215 -ZO.Iq7 1301.2967_ -67.8 9.1 -_I.i 33.5
JULY 31,t_}64 13 HR 16 MEN 46 S_C 5 _S TAB NO
TRAJECTCRY I}ATA 5_C TC; IPPALI
5_2.7q5
PHOTC UATA
P[ LAT LON RAN6E A/S/C AZN AZSUN AZA
i -II.33'_ -!9.0';0 iZ92.33447 -5_.3 lO.O -82.5 _5.6
2 -12.944 -17.816 I_23.26505 -85.7 11.2 -82.3 _A.3
3 -[1,212 -20.I12 12/6.556_5 -_1.6 9.t -81.I 33.4
4 -II.047 -I_.C)2 IJ_7.68324 -64.0 lC.9 -_1.8 29.7
5 14.858 -15.10_ I_84.74957 -54._ [3.7 -_4.1 J5.2
6 -14.837 -1%418 IJ17._628_ -_6.g Ii.3 -02.6 39.0
7 -ll.Zi2 -21].172 1276.55688 -51.6 9.1 -t_l.l 33.4
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 1} HR [7 PIN 2 SFC 804 MS
TRAJ[CTI_RY OATA SEC T_ [_P&CT
525.996
PHOIC UAT6
PT LAT L_N RANG_ AZSIC AZN A/SUN ALA
-II.30g -l%152 1265.30902 -53.4 9.q -82.5 _5.5
--12.891 -1_,856 1286.3157_ -55.8 ii,I -t_2.3 3A.2
3 -11.20_ -20._45 1240.97205 -_7._ 9_I -81.I 33.4
4 -11.048 -16.180 i_00._2225 -b3.g I0.8 -81o8 29,7
5 -14.747 -15.231 1345.83438 -54.4 13.6 -HA.l 35.I
6 -14.730 -19,412 1280.49348 -47.i 11.2 -82,6 3_.8
7 -II.20_ -20.145 1240.97208 -87.6 9.| -81.1 33.4
13 ATLAS PHOTO NO 13 POD SEQUENCE NO 267
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
1268.92587 -5.123 -32.135 3024.381 2.105 -72.036 116.562
A* b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
29.005R4 0.808 -91.4 b9.3 3%4 32.5 29.1 O, O- 1
28.g83_1 0.80q -90.4 70.5 38.5 36.0 30.8 60.59098 1- 2
27.91524 0.87C -87.7 67.8 40.8 29.7 26.2 95.20760 2- 3
29.242_2 0.793 -87.4 72.2 36.3 37.7 35.4 132.37128 3- 4
3C.295_7 _.73E -93,5 73,_ _,,3_Z.7 35_5 _1Z9_gB_lll _
28.80608 _.817 -93.2 bg.O 40.9 35.3 25.9 139.38549 5- 6
27.91524 0,870 -8_.7 67.8 40.8 20-7 2_.2 _22,035_2 6-
14 ATLAS PHOTO NO 14 POD SEQUENCE NO 287
ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
1258.23J58 -5.216 -31.947 2990,689 2.114 -71.899 116.538
A, b/A AZPHAL INCD PHAZ £M[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
28.2823_ (}.8O8 -91.4 69.2 39.4 32.4 29.0 0. O- 1
Z_,2_C15 C.B09 -90.4 70, 5 3_*5 _b=D _0_ _1_Q9_12_1= Z
27.2_843 0.869 -87.7 O7.9 40.8 29.8 26.3 92.84525 2- 3
28.81319 C.793 -87.R 72,1 36.2 37.7 35.3 129.07635 3- 4
29.53_59 0.737 -9J.5 73.5 36.3 42.6 35.4 126.66328 4- 5
2_.0_8_2 C.817 -93.2 69.1 40.9 35.3 25*9 138.86434 5- 6
27.21_43 O.889 -87.1 07.9 40.8 29.8 26.3 118.95347 6- 7





At[ tAT LCN H V PTP AZ
1224.81378 -5.302 -31.775 2960.269 2.122 -71.773 116.515
A. _IA AZPHA/ [NCD PHAZ tMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
27,62640 0.808 -91.4 69,1 39.5 32.2 28.9 O. 0-
27.604_2 C.81C -90.4 70.5 38.5 35.9 30.7 61.37300 I- 2
26.58680 0.809 -87.7 67.9 40.8 29.8 26.3 90.68972 2- 3
27.851_5 0.79_ -87.4 72.1 36.2 37.b 35.3 126.OT_26 3- 4
0,738 -93,5 73.4 3_.3 42,5 _5.2L _2A.b_SJ_2 _ 5
0.811 -93.2 69.1 40,9 35._ 26.0 132.65373 5- 6
0.869 -8(.7 67.9 40.8 29.8 26.3 _Ib,15270 8- 7
ATLAS PHOTO NO 16 POD SEQUENCE NO 319
ALT tAT LCN R V PTM_Z -
1201.08q_I -5.370 -31.638 2936.548 2.128 -71,674 I16.497
At HIA AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
27.11319 0.809 -91.4 69.1 39.5 32.1 28.8 O. O- I
27,091E0 C,81G -90,_ 10,5 38,5 35,9 30=_ 6L,4_blB l=_?_
26.09284 0.869 -_7.7 68.0 40°_ 29°8 26.4 88,99763 2- 3
27.33371 0./94 -87.4 72.0 38.2 37,6 35,2 123,72313 3- 4
28.30819 0.740 -9_.5 73.3 36.3 42.4 35.2 121.27975 4- 5
26.92028 0.81_ -93.2 09,1 40,9 35.2 26.0 130.13819 5- 6
26.09294 0.869 -87.7 68.0 40.8 29.8 26.4 113.95746 6- 7
17 ATLAS PHOTO NO 17 POD SEQUENCE NO 333
ALT LAI LCN R V Pfh AZ
1177.30E59 -5.039 -31.499 2912.76_ 2.i_4 -71.573 I16.479
A* UIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2_.59/49 0.809 -91,4 69.[ 39.6 32.0 28.T O. O- I
26.57631 C.810 -90.4 70°5 38.5 35.9 30.7 61.52554 1- 2
25.59686 0.869 -8_.7 68.C 40,8 29.9 26.4 87.29352 2- 3
26.813e4 C.794 -87.4 72.0 36.2 37.5 35.2 121.35836 3- 4
27.76_2b C.741 -93.5 73.3 36.3 42.3 35.2 |_8.90008 4- 5
26._0688 C.81g -9}.2 69_1 40.g 35.2 26.0 f27.60#8I 5 L 6-
25.596_6 C.869 -87.7 68.C 40.8 29.9 26.4 III.14970 6- 7
18 ATLAS PHOTO NO 18 POD SEQUENCE NO 353
ALT EAT L_N - R V PTH - A[
I14_.23495 -5.540 -31.296 2878.690 2.144 -71.426 I16.452
Ae 81A AZPHA2 [NCO PHAZ 6MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
25.85533 0.81C -91.4 69.0 39.6 31.9 28.6 O. O- 1
25.83442 0.811 -90.4 70,4 38.5 35.8 30.7 61.41619 1- 2
2A.88_ o._69- -s?:7gs_4b;8 29.9 2e?._-8_o_e--i_
26.06479 0.795 -81.4 71.9 36.2 37.4 35.1 117.93525 3- 4
26.98595 0.743 -93.5 73.1 36.3 42.1 35.0 115.47457 4- 5
25.667_7 0.819 -93.2 69.1 40.9 35.1 26.0 123.94518 5- 6
24.88333 0.869 -81.7 68.0 40.8 29.9 26.4 108.57685 6- 7
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JULY 31t1964 13 HR 17 MI_ Lb SEC 243 MS
TRAJECTORY UAT4
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P3 4
TAB NO 19 ATLAS PHOTO NO 19 POD SEQUENCE NO 369
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
512.556 1115.88931 -5.622 -31.130 2851.345 2.151 -71.307 116.430
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* E/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
i -11.285 -19.202 1225.5e000 -53.5 g.g -82.5 35.4 25,25713 0.810 -91.4 68.9 39.7 31,8 28.5 O, O- I
2 -12.849 -17.895 1256.54077 -55.8 Ii.1 -82.3 34.2 25,23642 0.812 -90.4 70.4 38.5 35.8 30.6 61.19502 I- 2
3 -11.205 -20.124 1212.30386 -57.? 9.I -81.1 33.3 24.30844 O.B6g -87.? 68,0 40,8 29,9 26.4 82,83713 2- 3
4 -11.049 -16.258 1270.19284 -03,9 i0.8 -81.6 29.8 25,46089 0.796 -87.4 71.8 36.2 37.3 35,0 115.16138 3- 4
6 -14.645 -Ig.4e5 1250,79263 -47.2 11,2 -_2.7 38.7 25.07216 0.820 -93.2 69.0 40.9 35,1 26.0 120.97811 5- 6
7 -11.205 -20.129 1212.303_6 -57,7 9.1 -61oi 33.3 24.30849 0.869 -67.7 68.G 40.8 29.9 26.4 106.01764 6- 7
TAB NO 20 ATLAS PHOTO NO 20 POD SEQUENCE NO 383
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 17 RIk 28 SEC 2 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTM AZ
500.T97 Iogl.SQTBC -5.695 -30.902 2_27.35_ 2.158 -71.200 I_6,_I
PHOTO DATA
PI LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* O/A AZPHAI INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.264 -ig.246 1149.48672 -53.5 9.9 -82.6 35.4 24.73286 0.811 -91,4 68.9 39.8 31.7 28.4 O. O- I
2 -12.812 -17.926 12_O_Ab_-_Lll. O_ _2.3 d_.2___.112_ C.8L2__90.4 70.3 _8.5 %5.7 BD.6 61-08R_g l- P
3 -11.203 -20.113 1187.16788 -57.7 9.1 -81.1 33,3 23,80447 C.86_ -67.7 68.1 40.8 29.9 26.5 81.09629 2- 3
4 -11.050 -16.323 1243.79317 -63.g 10.8 -81.U 29.8 24°93174 C,797 -87.4 71.7 36.2 37,3 3_.9 I12,73872 3-
5 -14.585 -15.426 1286.97801 -54.4 13.4 -84.1 35.0 2_.60579 0.746 -93.5 72.9 36,3 41.9 34,8 110.30311 4- 5
6 -14.bill -I"._ i_Z..:L_Lt -,7 _ 11.1 -H2.7 38.6 24.55041 C.820 -q3.2 69,0 40.9 35,0 26.0 I18,39081 _- 6
? -11.203 -20.113 II_.167_8 -57.7 g,l -bI.l 33._ LJ*ou..7 C._CC _7 ? _R.I 40.8 29.9 26.5 103.78033 6- 7
TAB NO 21 ATLAS PHOTO NO 21 POD SEQUENCE NO 399
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 17 MI_ 41 SEC 441 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALI tAT LON
R V PTH AZ
487.358 10_4.40475 -5.780 -30.810 2799.860 2.166 -71.077 116.388
PHOTO DATA
"T LAT LON RANGE --AZS_-C- A_N-AZSU{_ AZA--- A* - O/A --AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT112OD_.2_511_,72_2536 ,_ 62°o,5, 2,12_T60.811_i, 60,,_315 2°3 0 0 1
Z
-12,771 -17.969 1200.42641 -J5.9 ii.0 -82.3 34.1 24.10942 C.815 -90.4 70.3 38.5 35.6 30.6 60.78071 {
3 -II.201 -20.102 1158,26320 -57.7 9.I -81.2 33.3 23.22_89 C.86e -87.7 68,1 40.8 29.9 26.5 79.08711 Z- 3
4 -11.051 -16.406 1213.40599 -63.9 i0.8 -81.7 29.8 24.32267 0.748 -87.4 71.7 36.3 3?.2 34.8 109.93721 3- 6
7 -II.201 -20.I02 29.9 26,5 101.20995 6- 7
TAB NO 22 ATLAS PHOTO NO 22 POD SEQUENCE NO 413
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 17 M[N 53 SEC 201 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TC IPRACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
475.599 I040.28220 -5.856 -30.656 2775.737 2.173 -70.967 116.367
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.219 -19.339 1143.31537 -53.6 9.8 -82.6 _5.3 23.60036 0,812 -91.4 68.8 39.9 31.4 28.2 O. O- [
-12.734 -18,006 I17_LQ_600 -55.9 IL-___-_z_ft___,_Q_,_l_9_,4 70.8 38.5 35.6 30.5 60.53402 I-
-ii.198 -20,091 1132.88725 -bT.7 g.l -81.2 33.3 22.71607 C.66_ -87.7 68.1 40.9 29.9 26.5 77.32590 2- 3
4 -11.053 -16.477 iI_6.13714 -63.8 10.8 -RI.7 29,9 23.78812 O.7gg -87.4 71.6 36.3 37*I 34,7 107.48242 3- 4
5 -14.423 -15.631 1227,61430 -54.5 13.3 -84.0 34.9 24.615A6 0.749 -93.5 72.7 36.3 41.6 34.6 105.10225 4- 5
6 -14._I0 -19.475 i168.56614 -47.5 11.0 -62.8 38.3 23,42401 0.822 -g3.2 6g.0 40.9 3_.9 26.0 112.78215 5-7 -11.198 -20.091 1132.88T25 -57*T 9.I -81.2 33.3 22.11607 C.86E -87.7 68.1 60.9 29.9 26,5 98.95549 6-
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 18 MIK _ _cc _ou ,+,+ TAB NO 23 ATLAS PHOTO NO 23 POD SEQUENCE NO 425
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN
R V PTH AZ
465.519 1019.55EOC -5._22 -30.522 2755.011 2.179 -70.871 116.349
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN _ZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
I -II.201 -19,376 1120,7_658 -53.7 9.8 -82.6 35.2 23.14475 0.812 -91.4 68+8 39.g 31.3 28.1 O. 0- 1
SCALE PT-PT
2 -12.701 -18.039 1151.40012 -55.9 10.9 -82.4 34.1 23.12477 0.814 -90.4 70.2 38.5 35.5 30.5 60.27653 1- 2
3 -11.196 -?0.082 1111,05182 -57.8 g.l -81.2 33.2 22.27e23 C.868 -87.7 68.1 40.g 29.9 26.5 75.80937 2- 3
6 -11.053 -16.540 1163.76972 -63.6 I0.7 -81.7 29.9 23.32817 C.798 -87.4 71.5 36.3 37*I 34.7 105.37055 3- 6
5 -14.357 -15.714 1203.74Z_5 -54.6 13.2 -84.0 34.9 24.136_0 0.75C -93.5 72.6 36.3 41.5 34.5 103.012_3 4- 5
6 -14.344 -lq.48G I145._6-056--i47_6 II_0 '82_8 38*2 22.97090 C.822 -93.2 69.0 40.9 34.8 26.0 110.53075 5- 6
7 -11.196 -20,082 1111.05182 -57.8 g.l -81*2 33.2 22.27823 6.868 -87.7 68.1 40.9 29.9 26.5 97.01487 6- 7
TAB NO 24 ATLAS PHOTO NO 24 POP SEQUENCE NO 441JULY 31_1964 13 HR 18 MJk 16 SEL 719 MS
TRAJECTORY OAT4 ......... SECTC'IVPECI ALT - tAT LCN_ V PTH AZ
452.080 qgl.84e79 -6.C11 -3_.361 2727.304 2.187 -70.741 116.325
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.178 -19.425 1090.56425 -53.7 9.8 -82.6 35.2 22.53428 0.813 -91.4 68.7 40.0 31.2 28.0 O. 0 _ I
-12.650 -18.085 1121.01817 -56.0 I0.9 -82.4 34.0 22.51458 0.815 -90.4 70.2 38.5 35.4 30._ 59.84183 I- 2
-Zl.190 -20.074 IC8i+,80i-38----'-_718 . g'I+_172---3-3.2 21.69172 0.86g -87.7 68.1 4C.9_9.g 26.5 73.77476 _-
4 -11.051 -16.626 1133.048g0 -63.8 10.7 -81.7 30.0 22.71195 0.8CC -87.4 TI.5 36,3 37.0 34.6 102,53954 3- 4
5 -14.267 -15.82T 1171.75888 -54.6 13.1 -84.0 34.8 23.49548 0.752 -93.5 72.5 36.3 41.3 34.4 100.21223 4- 5
6 -14.255 -19.484 1115.67471 -47.8 10.9 -82.8 _8,1 22o36J86 0.823 -93.2 69.0 40.9 34.8 26.0 107.51368 5-- 6
T -11.Lg0 -20.074 1081.80138 -57.8 g,I -_1.2 33.2 21.69172 Co88g -87.7 68,1 40.g 29.9 26.5 94,41401 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P3 5
TAB NO 25 ATLAS PHOTO NO 25 POD SEQUENCE NO 453
JULY 3[w1964 [3 HR [8 M[N 26 SEC 799 MS
TRAJECTORY I_ATA SEC TO iMPACT ALT LAT L0N R ¥ P]H AZ
442.001 971.0131E -6.C79 -30.202 2706°668 2.193 -70o643 116.306
PHOTO DATA .............
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao "B/A-AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.[60 -[9.462 1067.85828 -53.8 9°7 -82°6 35,1 22.07433 0.814 -9[°4 68.7 60,0 31.1 28.0 O. 0- L
2 --[2.622 -[8.122 1098.[2790 -56.0 [0.9 -82.4 34.0 22.05485 0.815 -90.4 70.[ 38.6 35.4 30.6 59*66633 [- 2
3 -[[.[88 -20.068 I059.76535 -57.8 9°0 -81.2 _3.2 2[.24986 0.869 -87°7 68°[ ¢0°9 29°9 26*5 72=26[00 2- 3
4 -[[.050 -[6.693 [[09.5818[ -63.7 10.7 -H1.7 JO.0 22.247E5 0.80[ -87.4 7[.4 36.3 36*9 36.8 [00.40530 3- 4
5 -[6,198 -[5.9[4 1167o6__-f6_z_1].0 -8_.0 54.8 23.0[235 0.753 -93,5 72.8 _6.3 _L=2--3LIL=3-_LQ-_-- _-5-
6 -[6.[87 -19.4_8 1092.86086 -47.5 10.9 -82.9 38.0 2[.908_8 0.824 -93.1 69.C 40.9 34.7 26.0 [05.24053 5- 6
7 --[[,[86 -20.06E [05_,76535 -57,8 9,0 -81,2 _3,2 2[°24988 0,869 -87,7 68o[ 40,9 29°9 26,5 92,65560 6- 7
TAB NG 26 ATLAS PHOTO NO 26 POD SEQUENCE NO 465
JULY _1:!Q_ !_ :;R i_ 8i_ _ SEC 878 _S
TRAJECTCRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA] LON R V PTH AZ
'_31.921 9_0,[3010 -6.169 -30°06[ 2685,585 2,200 -70,562 [[6,287
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCC PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.[43 -19.4_8 [045.09282 -53.8 9.7 -82.6 35.1 21.61360 0.814 -91.6 68.7 40.1 31.0 27.9 O. O- [
2 -[2,587 -18,[57 [0_5,20027_ -56,0 10,8 -82,_ 34,0 2[°59437 0°8[E -90,4 70,[ 38,6_,3 _30,_3 __L_L_tJ=2_
3 --[[,[82 -20,062 _(137,88597 -57,6 9.O -81.2 35.2 20,80714 G,869 -87,7 68,1 40,9 29,9 26.5 70,70884 2- 3
4 -[1,048 -16,758 1086,65578 -63,7 10,7 -8[,7 JO,[ 2|.T8272 0,802 -87,4 7[°3 36,3 36,8 36,4 98,27622 3- 6
5 -16o[30 -L5,999 [123.54578 -54,7 [3,0 -84,0 3_,7 22.52873 0.755 -93*5 72,3 36,3 _[,[ 36,2 98,99738 4- 5
6 -14*[[q -19.505 1070.00685 -47.9 10.8 -82.9 37*9 21.46849 0.82_ -93.1 69*G 40.9 36.6 26.0 102.97312 §- 6
7 -[[.182 -20.062 10_7.68597 -57.8 9.0 o8[.2 3J.2 20.80714 C.889 -87.7 68.1 60.9 29.9 26.5 90.49536 6- 7
TAB NO 27 ATLAS PHOTO NO 27 POD SEQUENCE NO 475
JULY 3[_1964 [3 HR IU Mlh 65 SEC 278 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO |_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
423,52_ 932.6903[ -6,207 -29.942 2668,146 2,20_ -70,458 1_6,270
PHOT_ DATA ....
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[[,[29 -19,529 1026,0750[ -53,8 9,7 -_2,6 35,0 21,22852 0,E[5 -9[°6 68,6 40,1 30,9 27,5 O, 0- [
2 -[2,558 -18,187 1056,03772 -56.1 10.8 -82.4 33.9 21,20951 0,81_ -90.4 70,1 38,6 35,3 30,3 58,80681 [- 2
3 -[1,17_ -20,058 [019,2_[19 -57,8 9,0 -8[,2 J3,2 20,437C9 0,56_ -87,7 68,[ 40,9 29,8 26,5 69,62834 2- 3
4 -[[,04_ -16,813 1_67._9_59 -63,7 [0,7 -el,_ _0,[ 2[.39_14 0.802 -H7,4 71,3 36.3 36,8 34,4 96,49407 3- 4
5 -[4,072 -[6,070 [[D3,39256 -5_,7 12,9 -84,0 34,7 22,[26E3 C,75_ -93,5 72,_ 36°4 _LL,Q-_-_,J_ _6,_&-_6-_
6 -14.062 -[9.5[[ [050._0718 -48.0 10.8 -82.g _7.8 21.0_5E5 0.825 -93.[ 68.9 40.9 34°6 26.0 [0[.08036 5- 6
7 -1L.[75 -20.056 1019.23119 -57._ g.O -61.2 33.2 20.43709 0.869 -87.7 68.1 40.9 2g.8 26,5 88.85786 6- 7
TAB NO 28 ATLAS PHOTO NO 28 POD SEQUENCE NO 489
JULY 3[_196_ IR HR 18 _IN 57 SEC _T MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN ........ _ - V PTH AZ
811°702 908.21759 -6.290 -29.772 2663.673 2.2[3 -70.338 116.267
PHOTO OA|A
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C A_ A2SUN AZA Ae 8/A A_PHA2 INCO PHAZ [VIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -1[.108 -19.571 999.37_9 -53.9 g.7 -_2.b 35.0 20.68690 0.8|8 -91.6 68._ 60.2 30.8 27.7 0. 0- [
2 -12.517 -18.231 1029.0_434 -56.1 10.7 -82._ 33.9 2Q.66818 0.817 ,90.6 .70.G 36.635.2 .30.2__58.-tQ.Q_L2__.-
3 -11.[72 -20.052 993.27764 -57.9 9.0 -_1.2 33.1 19.91668 C.869 -87.7 68.1 60.9 29.8 26.5 67.62559 2- 3
6 -11,045 -16,892 [(_40,02704 -63,7 10,6 -81.6 30.1 20.8_1_9 0,603 -87,6 7[,2 36,3 36o7 38,3 93*98583 3-
5 -13.992 -16.174 1075.04556 -5_.7 12.8 -84.0 34.6 21.55823 C.757 -93.5 72.2 36.4 40.9 36.0 9[.76605 6- 5
6 -[3.982 -19.522 i026.04951 -48.1 [0,7 -82°9 37.7 20°527_2 0.825 -93.1 68.9 4[.0 36.5 25.9 98.4[663 5- 6
7 -[[.[72 -20.052 993.2776_ -57.9 9.0 -81.2 J3.[ 19.9[E_8 0.869 -87,7 68.1 40.9 29.8 26.5 80.55652 6- 7
JULY 31,196, [_ _ ;_ V;N 7 SEG Z16 P5 TAB NO 29 ATLAS PHOTO NO 29 POD SEQUENCE NO 501
TRAJECTORY [)ATA SEC TO IHPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
401.6_J 887*18767 -6.363 -29,624 2622,643 2,220 -70,233 [[6,227
PHQT_ DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN-- AZA A* _/A AZPHAZ iNCO PHAZ EMIS ALP'HA SCALE PT-PT
I -[[.091 -19.607 _16.42873 -53.9 q.6 -82.1 34.9 20.2202E 0.816 -91.6 68.5 40.2 30.7 27.6 O. O- [
2 -12,481 -1_,272 1005,88405 -56,1 10.7 -82,4 33,9 2_.20182 0.Ell -90.4 70.0 38,6 35,1 30,2 57,79320 1- 2
3 -1[.[67 -20.051 g70.92262 -57.9 9.O -8[,2 3J.[ [5.468_3 0,86_ -87,6 68,[ 60,9 29,8 26,4 66,07057 2- 3
-11.U_2 -16.964 1,;16.5287L -63.6 10.6 -81.6 J0.2 20.37650 0.804 -87.6 71.1 36.3 36.6 36.2 91.82160 3- 6
5 -13.922 -16.285 IC50.62677 -54.8 12.7 -E4.0 34.6 21.06656 0.759 -93.5 72.1 6_._ A0_7 3_3.9 ___
6 -13.913 -19.534 1000._1732 -48.2 LO.7 -83.0 37.6 20.06365 C.82_ -93.1 68.9 _1.0 36.5 25.9 90.11563 5- 6
7 -[1.[67 -20.0'.. 970.92262 -57.9 9.0 -8[.2 33.[ 19.86E43 0.869 -E7.6 68.[ 40.9 29.8 26._ 86.57490 6- 7
TAB NO 30 ATLAS PHOTO NO 30 POD SEQUENCE NO 513
JULY 3[_196_ 13 HR 19 PIN 17 SEE [96 RS
TRAJECTORY DATA .......... SEC TO IHPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
391.604 866.[0_84 -6._37 -29.47_ 2601.562 2.227 -70.[27 116.206
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA AI B/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EP|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ --[[,076 -]9,643 953,4[566 -54,0 9,6 -82,7 _6,9 [9,752[2 0,8[7 -9[,6 68,5 60.3 30*6 27,_ O, 0- [
-[2,4_5 -[8.315 952.56734 -56,_ [0,7 -82,4 _3.9 [9,73393 0,8[8 -90,_ 69,9 38,6 35_____-_.___5_6_-_ -_
-[[,[61 -20.050 948.49193--57.9 9,0 -81,2 33,[ [9,0[886 0,869 -87,6 68,[ 4[,0 29,8 26,4 64,5[[50 2- 3
4 -11.0_0 -17.038 g92.g5451 -63.6 10.6 -81.6 30.2 19.90398 C.805 -87.4 71.1 36._ 36.5 36.[ 89.6_213 3- 4
5 -[3,852 -16,357 1026.1310_ -5_.8 12.7 -83,9 3_.6 2C,57562 0,760 -93,5 72,0 36.4 40.6 33,8 87°50650 A- 5
6 -13,843 -19,547 _77,71027 -48,3 [0,6 -83,0 37.5 [9,59849 0,827 -93,[ 68,9 4[,0 34,6 25,9 93,8[269 5- 6
7 -11.161 -20.050 948._9193 -57.9 9.0 -81.2 _3.[ [g.01886 G.869 -87.6 68.1 4[.0 29.8 26.4 82.58797 6- 7
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TAB NO 31 ATLAS PHOTO NO 31 POD SEQUENCE NO 525
JULY 31mJ966 13 HR !9 PIi_ 27 SEC 275 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
381.526 844.97563 -6.511 -29.3ZI 2580.431 2.233 -70.019 116.185
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE" AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae - 814" AZPH-A_-- INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11,057 -19,679 950,33885 -5¢,0 9,6 -_2.7 34,8 19,28265 0,816 -91,4 68,5 60,3 30,5 27,5 04 0- 1
2 -12.609 -18.355 959.20646 -56.2 10.6 -82.4 33.8 19.26475 0,819 -90°4 6q.q 38.6 35.0 30.I 56.72664 I- 2
3 -11.156 -20.098 _25.99523 -_T.9 9,0 -81.2 33.1 18.56757 C.869 -87.6 68.1 61.0 29.8 26,6 62.95036 2- 3
6 -11.037 -17.108 969.318/.7 -63.6 I0,6 -61.6 JO.3 Ig.43022 0.806 -87.6 71o0 36.4 36.6 36.0 87.68036 3- 4
5 -13,181 -16,469 1001,5_003 -54,8 12,6 -83,9 36,5 20,08314 0,762 -93,5 71,9 36,4 60,5 33_Z_ _85._q17 ,,_ m;
6 -13,773 -19,559 956./*390g -48,6 10,6 -83,0 37,6 19.13206 0,827 -93,1 68,9 61,0 36,3 25,9 91,50931 5- 6
7 -11,156 -20,0/*8 925,99523 -57,9 9,0 -81,2 33,1 18,56757 0,869 -81,6 68,1 61,0 29;8 26,6 80,59702 6- 7
TAB NO 32 ATLAS PHOTO NO 32 POD SEQUENCE NO 537
JULY 31_196/* 1_4 HR 19 P[k 37 SEC 355 MS
TRAJECTORY D_TA SEC TO IRPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
371,645 823,79272 -6.587 -29,165 2559,248 2,240 -69.9_0 116._63
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -11,060 -19,714 907,19172 -54,1 9,6 -82,7 3/*,8 1_,81236 0.81e -91,_ 68,4 40,6 30,4 27,4 0, 0- 1
2 -12,370 -18,395 ")35,80765 -56,2 10,6 -82,4 33,8 18,79480 0,820 -90,6 69,9 38,6 35,0 30.0__ ci_-?OO40 l- :)
3 -11,168 -20,0/*4 903,65/*78 -57,9 9,O -81,2 33,1 18.115(:O 0.869 -81,6 68,1 /*l,0 29,8 26,4 61,39038 2- 3
6 -11.032 -17.176 945.65t;13 -63.6 10.5 -81.6 30.3 18.95596 0.807 -67.6 70.9 36.4 36.3 33.9 85.31591 3- 6
_ 7n_ -16.537 977.00305 -5/*.9 12,5 -83.9 ]6.5 I_.59033 0.763 -93.6 71.8 36.4 40.6 33.6 83.23153 6- 5
6 -13.701 -19.568 9._l.tx_o .C._ l'_ _ -R_.O 37.3 18.66461 0.828 -93.1 68.9 41.0 36.3 25.9 89.21512 5- 6
7 -11,168 -20,0/.4 903,z+5676 -57,9 9,O -81,2 33,1 l_,lt_c_ C.C;6C _7 _ AR.I 41.O 29,8 26,4 78,60098 6- T
TAB NO 33 ATLAS PHOTO NO 33 POD SEQUENCE NO 547
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 19 _'[h 65 SEC 754 _S
TRAJECTORY QATA 5EC TO [_PACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
363,065 806,10C58 -6,652 -29,036 2541,556 2.266 -69,818 116,166
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHAZ |NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11,026 -19,764 087,86346 -56,1 9,6 -82°7 36,7 18,41957 0,819 -91,6 b8,*t ";0,6 30,3 27,3 Do 0- l
2 -12,338 -18,/.24 q16,36711 -56,3 IO,6 -82,6 33,7 18,40235 0,820 -90,/4 69,8 38,6 36.9 30,0 55,76968 1- 2
3 -[1o161 -20,039 886,62650 -58,0 9,0 -81,2 33,O 17o73806 0,869 -87,6 68,1 61,0 29,8 26,4 60,08984 2- 3
6 -11,02? -17,232 925,90308 -63,5 IO,5 -81,6 30.3 le,55999 0,807 -81,4 70,9 36,4 36,3 33.9 83,51259 3- 6
5 -13,646 -16,609 _J56,48798 -54,9 L2,5 -83,9 34, _, 1c;,17898 0,784 -93,_ 71,7 36o_ 60,.3 3-t,5_6_(__-_-_
6 -13,660 -19,575 911,6/.3_6 -_8,6 10,5 -83,0 37o2 18.27422 0.828 -93,1 68,8 41,0 34,2 25,9 87,30523 5- A
7 -11.161 -20.039 886.62650 -58.0 9.0 -61.2 33.0 17.73806 0.869 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.8 26.4 76.95483 6- 7
TAB NO 34 ATLAS PHOTO NO 34 POD SEQUENCE NO 555
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 19 Hlh 52 SEC 676 MS
7RAJECTORYDATA ................ sEcT0 [_PAET- AL_ LAT LU_ R V PTH AZ
356.326 791o92C67 -6,706 -28.927 2527,376 2,251 -69,743 116.129
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON R_t_GE AZS/C A_N AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHA_ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.015 -19.767 872.36292 -56,2 9.5 -_2.7 36.7 J8._0529 0.819 -91.4 68.4 40.5 30.3 27.2 O, O- 1
3 -11,135 -20,034 869,55¢*49 -58,0 9,0 -81.2 33,0 17,63585 0,869 -87,6 68,1 61,0 29,8 26,4 59,05290 2- 3
4 -11,O26 -I7,275 910,10123 -63,5 10,5 -_1,6 30,3 18,26325 0,808 -87,4 70,8 36,6 36,2 33,8 82,07560 3- 6
5 -13.598 -16.666 960.06680 -55.0 12.6 -83.9 36.6 18.85007 0.765 -93.6 71.7 36.6 40.2 33.5 80.02606 6- 5
6 -13,591 -19,578 896,05711 -48*7 10,5 -83,1 37,1 17,96181 0,829 -93,1 68,8 61,0 36,2 25,9 85,78673 .5- b
7 --11.135 --20.034 869.55/*/*9 -58.0 9.0 -81.2 33.0 17.63585 0.869 --87.6 68.1 41.0 29.8 26.4 75.60285 6- 7
JULY 31,1q6/* 13 H8 20 _IN 2 SEC 55_ _ "rAn NO 35 ATLAS PHOTO NO 35 POD SEQUENCE NO 567
7RAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTH _¢
366.2/*6 770,60593 -6.783 -28.766 2506,061 2,259 -69,629 116,106
PHOTC 0A74
PT LAT LON " _A_G8 AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10,999 -19,802 649.05669 -56,2 9.5 -82.7 34.6 17,63161 0,820 -91,6 68,4 40,5 30,2 27,1 0, 0- 1
2 -12.273 -18.483 877.06763 -56,3 10.5 -82.4 33.7 17.61506 0.821 -90.6 69*8 38.6 36.8 30.0 54.96031 1- 2
3 -11.127 -20.029 866.84293 -58.1 8.9 -81.3 33.0 18.980/*5 0.869 -87.E 68.1 _1.0 29.8 26.6 57.68754 2- 3
6 -11.019 -17.3/.3 886.27911 -63.5 10.5 -81.6 30.3 17.76575 0.808 -87.6 70*8 36.4 36.2 33.8 79,90612 3- 4
5 -13,526 -16,751 915,_3_5898 -55_0 12,3 -_83,q 3_;3 __18_35/.280,786 T93,6 ___;3(2_6 /*O,I 33,6 77.88213 A- 5
6 -13.518 -19.586 672.57267 -/*8.8 10.6 -83.1 37.0 17.49107 0.829 -93.1 68.8 61.0 34.1 25.9 83.68819 5- 6
7 -11.12;' -20.029 866.8/*293 -58.1 8.9 -81.3 33.0 16.98045 0.869 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.8 26.4 73.59671 6- 7
TAB NO 36 ATLAS PHOTO NO 36 POD SEQUENCE NO 575
JULY 31_1964 13 HM 20 MIH 9 SEC 273 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT -EAT LON R V PTH AZ
_39.527 756.36642 -6.836 -28.655 2491.822 2.266 -69.553 116.090
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -).O.988 -lq,825 833,68140 -56,3 9,5 -82,? 34,6 17,316Cl 0.82C -91,6 68,3 40,8 30,1 27.1 0o 0- 1
2 -12.266 -18.511 _61.__6640_0__5 -8_2s_ 33.6_ 1"/.29771 0.821_ -90.4 _9.7 38.6 36.8 29.9 54.50969 1- 2
3 -11,122 -20,028 831,61979 -58,1 8,9 -81,3 33,0 18,67520 0,870 -87,6 88,1 41,0 29,8 26,6 56,43504 2- 3
4 -11.015 -17.392 870.30021 -63.5 10.5 -81.6 30.6 17.4/.5/.7 0.80g -87.4 70.7 36.4 36.1 33.7 78°66275 3- 4
5 -13.475 -16.813 t_98.77492 -55.1 12.3 -63.9 3_,.3 18.02174 0.767 -93.6 71.5 36.4 60.0 33.3 76.44454 4- 5
6 -13.469 -19,595 856.83218 -48.8 10./* -8).i 36.9 17.17556 0.830 -93.1 68.8 41.0 34.1 25.9 81.94266 5- 6
7 -11.122 -20.028 831.61979 -58,1 8.9 -81.3 33.0 18.67520 0.87C -87,6 68.1 41.0 29.8 26.4 72.25240 6- 7
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TAB NO 37 ATLAS PHOTO NO 37 POD SEQUENCE NO 583
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 P[h 15 SEE 992 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC [0 IMPACT ALT LAT LEN R V PTH AZ
332.807 742,10269 -6.890 -28.543 2477.558 2.269 -69.475 116.075
PHDIC DATA
PT EAT LCN RAkGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -I0.977 -19.848 _17.87596 -54.3 9.5 -82.1 34.5 16.99574 0.821 -91.4 68.3 40.6 33.0 27.0 D. O- 1
2 -12.220 -IB.SAC _45.43177 -_o.4 10.5 -82.4 33.6 16.97969 0.822 -90.4 69.7 38.7 34.7 29.9 54.07297 |- 2
3 -II,118 -20.025 _ib.36293 -58.1 8.9 -81.3 32.9 16,36927 0.87C -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.8 26.4 55.38126 2- 3
4 -11.012 -17.440 _54.28725 -63.5 10.4 -81.5 30.4 17.12450 0.51C -87.4 70.7 36.4 36.1 33.7 76.97915 3- 4
5 -13.425 -16,875 _82.16300 :55,I 12=2 -83.9 34=2 17.68859 0.766 -93=4 71,4 36°4 A9.9 3_L=3 _Z_.A_QCQ4 _--5.
6 -13.420 -19.604 841.05948 -48.9 10,3 -83.I 36.8 16.85941 0,63C -93.1 68,8 41.0 34.D 25.9 80,39577 5- 6
7 -11.116 -23.026 816.36243 -56.1 8.9 -81.3 32.9 16.36927 O*CTC -_7 _ _.I 41.0 29._ 26.4 70.90628 6- 7
TAB NO 38 ATLAS PHOTO NO 38 POD SEQUENCE NO 591
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 MIk 22 SEC 712 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATI SEE T_ IMPACT ALT tAT LDN R V PIH _Z
326.056 727.81461 -6.$45 -28.431 2463.270 2.274 -69.397 116.058
PHDTC DATA
PT tAT L{]N KA_GL AZS/L AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA/ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| -10.906 -[9.871 dO2.2Jqg6 -54.4 9.5 -82.7 _4.5 16.67687 0.621 -91.4 88.3 40.7 33.0 27.0 O. 0- [
2 -12.194 -18.668 629.567_ -_6o4 10.4 -82°4 _3,6 16.86107 0.822 -90.4 69.7 38.Z 3_o7 29.9 53.63_=-?_
3 -ll. Lll -20.C2/ _UI.0737_ -58.1 8.g -_1.3 32.g te.06271 0.87C -87.6 b8.1 41.0 29.7 26.4 54.32883 2- 3
4 -11.00d -17.489 !_38.24392 -63.5 10,4 -81.5 30.4 I_+80292 O.BIC -8/.4 73,6 36.4 38,0 33.8 75°51388 3- 4
5-13.376 -16._36 _65.8]950 -55,1 12.2 --H3.9 _4,2 11.35492 0,769 -93.4 71,4 36.4 39.8 33.2 73.58709 4- 5
-13,371 -19.612 _25.25_d2 -49,0 10.3 -83.1 36.8 16.54269 0.83C -93.1 68,8 41.0 34.0 25.8 78.84824 5- 6
-El. LiT -10.027 _01.07379 -58.L 8.9 -61.3 _2.9 16.06271 C.87C -87.6 68.1 41.0 _9.7 28.4 69.55907 6- 7
TAB NO 39 ATLAS PHOTO NO 39 POD SEQUENCE NO 599
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _O Mlk 29 SEL 431 MS
TRAJEOTURY UATA SF.O TD IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH A2
319.3_ 713,50189 -7.C00 -2_.317 2448.957 2.279 -69.318 116.D42
PHDIC DATA
PT tAT tON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A. B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EP[S ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
I -I0,95_ -19.8q3 786.57309 -_4.4 9,5 -82.1 34,4 16.351_0 0.621 -91°4 68*3 4G.7 29°9 26.9 O. O- 1
2 -12.16H -I_.596 _13,6_96 -56.4 10,4 -82.4 _3.6 16.34176 0.823 -90.4 69.6 38.7 34.8 29.8 53,19386 1- 2
3 -11.105 -20.021 ?_5./5050 -56.1 8,9 -81.3 32,9 15,75545 0.87C -67,8 68.1 41.0 29°7 28.4 53.27109 2- 3
4 -11.00_ -l/,b_5 122.1_700 -63.5 ID.4 -8L,8 30.4 16.480_7 O._Ll -87.4 70.6 36.4 36.0 33.6 74.04673 3- 4
S -13.326 -16.998 _b. SqlJi -30.1 12.1 -83.9 34.2 17.02062 0.770 -93.4 71.3 36.4 39.8 33.1 72.L2654 4- 5
6 -13.32_ -19.620 _09.42441 -49,I 10.3 -83.2 _6,7 16.22530 C.831 -93.1 68.8 41.0 JA.0 25.8 77,29955 5- 6
7 -ll.lDb -2U.027 785.75050 -)8.1 8.9 -_I.3 32.9 15.155_5 G.BIC -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.7 26.4 68.20982 6- 7
TAB NO 40 ATLAS PHOTO NO 40 POD SEQUENCE NO 607
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 2O HIN 36 SEE 15l PS
IRAJECT_RY [IATA 5EL I(] IMPACT ALT tAT LGN R V PiH AZ
31Z.bA_ 699.16446 -7.C56 -26.202 2434.620 2.284 -69.238 1].6.025
PHOTO UAIA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
I -10.945 -Lg._l_ (/O*UIS13 -54,A g.4 -82.7 J4,4 15.03795 0.822 -91*4 68,2 A0.7 29.8 28.8 O* D- L
2 -_2.i42 -1_._21 797.1_107 -56._ LO.4 -82.4 33.5 16.02268 0°623 -90.4 69.6 38°7 34.6 29._ _2.81331 I_
3 -11.100 -ZU.024 /7(}.A29_1 -'38.2 8.9 -HI.) _2.9 15.84824 C.67C -87.6 68.2 41.0 29.7 26.4 52.22034 2- 3
4 -11.001 -il.bU_ b06.10?J4 --63,5 i_°4 -_l.b 30,4 16.i5876 0.811 -87.4 70.5 36.4 35°9 33.5 72.58777 3- 4
5 -13.217 -17.056 _2.199_4 -55.2 12,1 -H3.9 _A.I 16._8652 0,771 -93.A 71.3 36.4 39,7 33,1 73,69034 4- 5
6 -13.27_ -19.620 193._96/( -49.1 ID,3 -H3.2 _6.6 15,93804 0.831 -93,1 68.8 41.0 33.9 25o8 75.78116 5- 6
7 -ll. IDO -?0.024 /10.42'_3_ -58.2 8.q -_I.3 _2.9 15.44824 O.8TC -87.6 66.2 4|.D 29.7 26.4 66.8623C 6- T
JULY 31,1964 13 HH _I_ ,'IN ,,4 SEC 551 MS TAB NO 41 ATLAS PHOTO NO 41 POD SEQUENCE NO 617
TRAJkCTDRY I_ATA SFL TU IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
304.249 6_1.207A9 -7.127 -25.056 2416°683 2.29D -69.137 II6.004
PHOT(_ DATA
PT LAT L('N KA_wUL AZ5/C AIN A?SUN AZA A" 8/A AZPNAZ INC_, PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.932 -[9.9A3 1_I.2C852 -54.5 q.4 -_2.1 ._4.3 15.63768 0.822 -91.4 66.2 40.8 29.7 26.8 D. O- I
2 -12.10_ -[_.hb_ I_7._69h9 -'_.'_ 10.4 -_2.4 J3.5 15.62277 0.823 -96.4 69._ 38.7 34.6 29.8 52.32193 l- 2
) -11.09_ -2(I,('2(] 151.22hll -68.2 R,9 -61.3 32.9 15.06316 C.87C -_7.6 68.2 41.0 29,7 26.4 50.90431 2- 3
4 -10.997 -17.642 /85.98035 -6_.b [C.A -hl.5 JO.8 15.75532 C.812 -h7.4 70.5 36,4 35.9 33.5 70.76056 3- 4
5 -13.21'_ -17.129 _II.340C_ -55.7 12.0 -8_.9 !4.1 18.26695 C.772 -93.4 71.2 36.4 39.6 33.0 68,89221 _- 9
6 -13.211 -[q,_)_ 1/),76029 -49.Z IO.? -_3.2 _6.5 15.51042 0.832 -93.1 68.8 4L.O 33.9 25.8 73.835A6 5- 6
7 -ll.Og_ -_0.02() 151.?_[[ -58.2 8.9 -81.3 _Z.9 15.06316 0,87C -87.6 68.2 41°0 29.7 26.4 65.1_454 6- 7
TAB NO 42 ATLAS PHOTO NO 42 POD SEQUENCE NO 623
JULY 31_L964 }3 I_R _'0 _IN 49 SEU 590 _S
TRAJtCTiJRY IIATA StL 7CJ IMPACT ALT EAT LCN R V PTH AZ
299*209 670.41A25 -7.169 -27.967 2405.870 2.294 -69o075 115.991
PHOTC OATA
PT tAT tEN RA_t.5 AZS/C AZN ATSUN AZA A. B/A A2PHAZ INCO PHAZ £P[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.924 -lq.gbo 739.3H459 -54.5 9.4 -_2.7 34.3 15.39777 0.822 -91*A 68.2 40.8 _9.7 26.T O. D- l
2 -12.06') -I_.669 _ob.93567 -56.6 10.3 -62.4 33.4 15.383C9 0.824 -90.4 09._ 38.6 34,5 29,8 _2,D7902 i- 2
3 -11.D8_ -20,C18 139.7C836 -58*Z 8.9 -P},3 3_.8 lA.83224 0.87C -_7.6 68+2 41.0 29.7 26.5 50,1192| 2- 3
4 -I0.994 -I/.673 773.92311 -63.5 IU.4 -_l.5 3{).5 1_.51314 C.812 -87.A ?D*_ 36.4 35.8 33.4 69.67185 3- 4
5 -13.17_ -17,[7C /q8.8485_ -55.3 12,0 -_3.9 34.1 IE.OLSC7 C.772 -93,4 71.1 36.4 39.5 33,0 67.61676 4- 5
6 -13.174 -19,634 781.86704 -49.3 10.2 -d3.2 )6.4 15.272C2 0.832 -93.1 68.7 41.C 33.g 25.9 72,68924 5- 6
7 -11.084 -ZO.OI5 739.70836 -56.2 8.g -81.3 32.8 14.8322 _, D.87C -8/.6 68.2 41.0 29.7 26.5 64.16329 6- T
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TAB NO 43 ATLAS PHOTO NO 43 POD SEQUENCE NO 631
JULY 3[,1964 13 HR 20 M[_ 56 S£C 310 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
292.490 656.00110 -7.227 -27.848 2391.456 2.300 -68.992 115.973
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON R_NGE---- AZS;C --_-AZSUN;ZA ..... AI-- -- B}A- AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10,914 -19.982 723,89165 -54,b 9,4 -_2,8 34,2 15.077C6 0,823 -91,4 68,2 40,9 29.6 26.7 O, O- l
2 -12.062 -18.691 749.98308 -56.6 10.3 -82.4 33.4 15.C6269 0.824 -9C,4 69.5 38.6 34.5 29.8 51.73445 1- 2
3 -Ii.083 -20.009 724.3132_ -58.2 8.9 -81.3 32.8 14.52354 0.870 -87.6 68.2 41.0 29.B 26.5 49.06961 2- 3
4 -I0,990 -[7.717 757.80604 -63.5 10.4 -81.5 30.5 15.19057 0.012 -87.4 70.4 36.4 35.8 33.4 68.21619 3- 4
5 -13.12_ -17.225 762.15193 _05_3 _12._0o r_3.9_ 3_.0 15._8328 _223-_3_L ]1.1 3uS.Q 301_5_32.0 ___nn_ _- 5
6 -13.[25 -[9.637 7_5,g6993 -49.4 [0.2 -83.2 30.3 14.95336 0.832 -93.1 68.7 41,0 33.8 25.9 7[°15715 5- 6
7 -11,083 -20.009 724,31322 -58.2 8.9 -81.3 32.8 14.52354 D.870 -82.6 68,2 41.0 29.8 26.5 62.81220 6- 7
TAB NO 44 ATLAS PHOTO NO 44 POD SEQUENCE NO 637
JULY 31_196A 13 HR 21 PIN [ SEC 350 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA - S'Ec-T_ "|vPACT ALT LA| LCN _ V PTH AZ
287.450 645.17426 -7.27I -27.757 2380.63C 2.304 -68.930 115.960
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* O/A AZPHAZ 1NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
I -10.906 -19.998 711.72553 -54.6 9*4 -82._ 34.2 14.83554 C.823 -9[.4 68.2 40,9 29.5 26.6 O. O- 1
2 -12.042 -i_o71C 737.96836 :66.6 I0_/_ J3.4 14.82139 0.824 -90.4 _9.5 3_ 2q.7 S1.4_1_ 1- 2
3 -11.079 -20.007 (12.72109 -88°3 8.9 -81.3 32.8 14.2g1[0 0o870 -87.6 68.2 41.0 29,8 26.5 48.27778 2- 3
4 -10.987 -17.751 145.66341 -63.4 10.4 -81.5 30.5 14.94717 0.813 -_7.4 70.4 36.4 35.8 33°4 67.11668 3- 4
5 -13.091 -[7o268 769.57512 -55.3 11.9 -83.6 34.0 15.A3110 0.774 -93.4 71.0 36.4 39.4 32.9 65,29848 4- 5
6 -13.08t -19.641 734.00163 -49.4 10.2 -83.2 36.3 14.71346 COE32 -93°1 68.7 41.0 33.8 25.9 70.00016 5- 6
7 -1[.079 -_U.UU¢ ILL.,_C; ;_._ o o -RI._ 32.8 1A.29110 0.870 -87.6 68.2 4[.0 29.8 26.5 61.79556 6- 7
TAB NO 45 ATLAS PHOTO NO 45 POD Sk_U£_Lt .0 647
JULY 31,196_ 13 h8 21 PIN 9 SEC 749 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ArT tAT LCN R V PTH A2
279.050 627.09744 -7.345 -27.604 2362.553 2.311 -68.824 115.937
PHOTD DATA
Pl LAT LCN _aN_F AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZa A* B/A AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE - P_-PT
I -10.093 -20.025 691.90846 -54,7 9.4 -8Z.8 34*2 14.43125 0°R23 -91.4 68.1 41.0 29.5 26.5 0° 0- 1
2 -12.009 -[8.744 717._5605 -56.7 10.3 -82.4 33.3 14.41795 0.825 -90.4 69.5 38.6 3Q.5 29.7 50.86642 I- 2
3 -1[.072 -20.005 t93.31989 -58.3 8.9 -81*3 32.8 13*90208 0*87C -67.6 68.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 46.95049 2- 3
4 -10.983 -[7.811 725.33110 -63.4 10.4 -81.5 30.5 1%.539t2 _.813 -87.3 70.3 36.4 35.7 33.3 65.27142 3- 4
5 --13.029 -17.343 748.51965 -55.4 ii.9 -83._ 33.9 15.00890 0.775 -93o4 71. C 36.4 39.3 32=_ _ _912_ 4-_
6 -13.026 -IW.650 713.973_ -49.5 IO.l -83.5 36.2 [4.31200 0.833 -93._ 68.7 41.0 33.8 25.9 68.05900 5- 6
7 -11.072 -20.005 693.51989 -58.3 8.9 -81.3 32.8 13.g0208 0.870 -67.6 68.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 60.09523 6- 7
TAB NO 46 ATLAS PHOTO NO 46 POD SEQUENCE NO 655
JULY 31,tg64 13 HR 21 M[N 16 SEC 469 MS
TRAJECTDRY _ATA SEC TD IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
272.33[ 6[2.60648 -7.4C5 -27.480 2348.062 2.316 -68.738 115.919
PHOTC _ATA
PT CAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am O/A AZPHAZ INC_ PHAZ,EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.863 -20.047 676.01764 -54.7 9.4 -82.8 34.1 14.10691 C.824 -91.4 68.1 41.0 29.4 26.5 O. 0- I
2 -11.982 -I_._72 701.72111 -56.7 10.3 -82.4 33.3 14.09380 0.825 -90.4 69.5 3_*6 34.4 29.7 __/I_52_/____-_
3 -II.067 -2O.GC4 677.75399 -_8._ 8.9 -81.3 32.7 13.58996 0.870 -87.6 08.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 45.88635 2- 3
4 -10.980 -17.860 709.02075 -63.4 10.3 -81.4 30.5 18.21268 C.814 -87.3 70.3 36.4 35.7 33.3 63.79233 3- 4
5 -12.9_9 -17.404 73|.63224 -55.4 [1.0 -83.8 33.9 14.67028 C*776 -93.4 70.9 36.4 39.3 32.8 62.03893 4- 5
6 -12.976 -[9.657 697.90721 -49.6 10.1 -83.5 36.1 13.90995 8.833 -93.1 68.7 41.C 33.7 25.9 66.50379 5- 6
7 --11.067 -20.004 677._5699 --_0*} 8.9 -g1.3 32.7 13.58996 0.87C -07.6 68.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 58.73179 6- 7
_L, ]2,:::" _ -. _ e_N 23 SEC t_8 MS TAB NO 47 ATLAS PHOTO NO 47 POD SEQUENCE NO 663
TKAJECTDRY DATA S_C TC IMPACT ALT tAT tUN _ ,, oT. A?
265.611 598.08893 -7.465 -2/.354 2333*544 2.322 -68.653 115.900
PHOTC DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10.873 -20.0_E 660.09348 -64.7 9.4 -82.8 34.1 13.78183 0.824 -91.3 68.1 4[.I 29.3 26.4 O. O- 1
2 -11.955 -18.800 6_5.54961 -b6.7 10.2 -82.4 33.3 [3.76861 0.825 -90.4 69.4 38.6 34.4 29.7 49.91809 I- 2
3 -II.061 -20.003 O62.15087 -68.3 8.g -81.3 32.7 [3.277C9 0.87C -87.6 68.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 44.82090 2- 3
4 -10.976 -17.909 592.67480 -63.4 10.3 -81.4 30.6 19.88503 0.814 -87.3 70.2 36*4 35.6 33.2 62.31149 3- 4
5 -12.92_ -[7.4_5 7[4.71099 -55.4 11.8 -_3._ 33.H 14*33099 D.7?E -93.4 70.8 36.4 39.2 32.7 60.58693 4- 5
6 -12.926 -[9.665 h61.80405 -49.7 10.1 -M3.3 _6.0 13.66716 0.833 -93.1 68.7 41.0 33.7 25.9 64.94756 5- 6
7 -[1,061 -20.0C3 o62.1_0U7 -50.3 8.9 -HI,3 32.7 13.27709 0.870 -81.6 60.2 4I.C 29.8 26.5 57.36580 6- 7
TAB NO 48 ATLAS PHOTO NO 48 POD SEQUENCE NO 669
JULY 31,1964 13 H_ 21 PIP; 20 SEC 22d MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IVPAC] ALT LA[ LON K W PTH AZ
260.571 567.I_353 -7,511 -27.259 2322.639 2.326 -68.587 IL5.886
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A_A Am oIA AZPHAZ INCD PHA/ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I --[0.866 -_0.083 648.12_65 -54.8 9.4 -62.8 34.0 13.53738 0.824 -9[.3 68,| 41.[ 29.2 26.4 O. O- 1
2 --11.935 -[8._21 623.3d93[ -56.7 10.2 -82.4 _3.3 13.52438 C.825 -90.4 69.4 38.6 _4.4 29.7 49.54217 1- 2
3 --11.057 -_0.082 6b0.417_3 -5_.4 8.9 -Hi.3 32.7 1_.04183 C.870 -87.6 68.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 44*01963 2- 3
4 -10o973 -17.946 680.38336 -63o4 10.3 -_[.4 30.6 13.63865 C°81A -87.3 70.2 36.4 35.6 33.2 61.19807 3- 4
5 --12.891 -[7.510 701.q8843 -55.5 11.8 -83.8 33._ 14.075_8 D.777 -93.4 70.E 36.A 39.[ 32._ 59.49575 4- 5
6 -12.d88 -[9.670 _69.69590 -_9.7 lD.O -_3.3 35.9 13.42445 C.d33 -93.1 68.7 41.0 33.7 25.9 63.77780 5- 6
7 -11.057 -20.002 650.41783 -58.4 6.9 -61.5 32.7 13.04183 0.870 -87.6 68.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 56.33890 6- 7
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TAB NO 49 ATLAS PHOTO NO 49 POD SEQUENCE NO 679
JULY 31j]'964 13 HR 2_ HJ_JS__EC_J52-T JL_ .....
TRAJECTORY DATA ........ _EC_ -IHP_ AL7 _ U]/l .... _ _ _ii:L Jb7_
252.].72 568.97397 -7.588 -27.098 2304.429 2.333 -68.477 1],5.861
PHOTO nAT_
PT LAT LON RAHDE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EI_|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-].0.85¢ -2D.],09 628.14465 -54.8 9.4 ,B2_B 3_.Q 13.12809 01825 -91.3 68. L_LI.2 29.2 26.3 D* _1
--]'[.901 --].8.859 853.02884 --56.8 ].0.2 --82.6 33.2 ],3.1]'568 0.826 --90.3 69.6 38.6 34.3 29.6 48.83224 E- 2
-1],,049 -20o004 630,77666 -58.6 8.9 -81.3 _2.7 12.64799 0.BIG -87.6 68*2 41.0 29.8 26L5 42.6262] 2- 3
-10.968 -].8.0].0 659.79973 -83.4 ].0.3 -81.4 30.6 ],3.226C5 0.8].5 -87.3 70.]. 36.4 35.5 33.]. 59.330].6 3- 6
-_.2.827 -IZ.._ FL(_-AR_f,_ -¢;6.s 11.7 -._.R _l_.Pi |'_.f_AF4F, q N.'/'7R -Q':1.6 T(}.7 ]_.4 _q.f_ '_.t.. ftT./,F,R&n _,_ i1_
-].2*825 -19.6_3 649.42709 -_9.8 ]'0.0 -83.3 35.8 ],3.0]'817 0.836 --93*]. 68.7 4]..0 33.6 25.9 6],.81§63 5- 6
-].]..069 -20,006 830.77666 -58.6 8.9 -_1,3 32,7 12.64799 0.870 -87.6 68.2 41.0 29.8 26.5 54.62036 A- 7
TAS NO 50 ATLAS PHOTO NO 50 POD SEQUENCE NO 687
JULY 3;._1964 i.s" e_l< 21 HIN 43 SEC 347 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [_PAC1 ALT LAT LDN R V PTh AZ
245.452 556,37592 -7.65]. -26.967 2289.83]. 2.339 -68.387 11§.842
PHOTO DATA
PT EAT LON RAhGE ALS/C A/N AISUN AZA A • 8/A A-ePHA2 INCD PHA2 EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-|0.844 -20.]'30 612._1922 -54.9 9.4 -_2.8 33.9 12.79952 0.82§ -91.3 68.D 41.2 29*]. 26.2 0. 0- ]'
-],1.873 -18.890 _3_i._a_/8 -s_..q lq_.l.._=_..__ __ IZ..28219_ £_tZt,--_-_LD*-_ _L,q*--t--.tB_:L--t4-'; ;q-a t._.;,'a,;,;,_ 1- ;'
-1]'.0A3 -20.006 b]'5.00920 -58.6 8.9 -81.3 32.7 12.33]'83 0.870 -87.6 68.2 AI*0 29.8 26.5 6]..59790 2- 3
4 -]..0.963 -18.063 663*27618 -63.6 ].0.3 -81°4 ]D.b ]'2.89614 0,B18 -87.3 70.]' 36.6 35.5 33.]' 57.83092 3- 4
-]'2,775 -17.855 66_.58382 -55.5 ]'1.7 -83.8 33*7 13.30581 0*779 -93.6 70*6 36.'; 39.0 32.5 56.20306 4- 5
b -_2.774 -19.696 633.L_7A2 -69,9 10,0 -83.3 35.8 ii2.69204 0.836 -93,_ 68.7 *tl.0 33.6 25.9 60.24[46 §- 6
7 -]']'.OA3 -20.006 6].5.00920 -58.6 8.9 -81.3 32.7 12.33]'83 0.870 -87.6 68*2 41.0 29*8 26.5 53.24121 6- T
............. TAB NO 51 ATLAS PHOTO NO 51 POD SEQUENCE NO 695
JULY 3],_1966 ].3 HR 2]. MEN 50 SEC 67 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT ALl" LAT LCN R Y PTH AZ
238.733 539.75049 -7.7]'5 -26*835 2275.206 2.365 -68.297 115.82]'
PH07D DATA ......................
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA A_ 8/A -AZPHAz INCD PHAZ LHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-]'0.835 -20.]'50 5_6,05939 -54.9 9,3 -82.8 33.9 12.67006 0.826 -91.3 68.0 41.3 29.D 26.2 D. D- ]'
-].].*866 -18.923 820.29212 -58.8 10.2 -82.A 3J.2 12.65798 0.827 -90*3 69.3 38.6 3A.2 29.6 47*620_2 ]'- 2
3 -],],.038 -20.010 599.],9450 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 12.01672 D*870 -87.6 68.2 61.0 29.7 26.5 ¢0.51766 2- 3
4 --_0.960 -18.1]'7 8_6.70004 -63.3 10.3 -81.6 30.7 ]'2.562_7 0.816 --8_.3 70.0 36.A 35*4 33.0 _6.32_66 3- A
5 -]'2,725 -17.720 6_6.439_L6 -_5.__ 11,6 -83.8 33.7 12.96205 Co78_ -93.4 _0_6_3J_.-_ 3KL_ _.6 _.7_aZ(L__6=--,__
6 -]'2.72_ -|9.706 816.84737 -50*D [O.0 -83.3 35.7 12.36511 0.835 -93*]. 68.6 4[.0 33*6 25.9 $8.66229 5- 6
7 -]']'*038 -20.0]'D 599*]'9A50 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 ].2*01672 0.870 -87,6 68.2 6],,0 29._ 26.5 _L.86]'13 6- 7
TAB NO 52 ATLAS PHOTO NO 52 POD SEQUENCE NO 701
JULY 31_196¢ 13 HR 2]. MIN 55 58C 106 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ............ SEC TO IPPAOT ALT LAT " " LGN R V PTH AZ
233.693 528.76352 -7.763 -26.734 2266.2]'9 2.349 -68,220 115.806
PHOTO DATA
PT LAl" LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A e U/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.828 -20.165 583.99195 -5A.9 9.3 -82.8 33.9 ].2.22228 0.826 -91.3 68.0 4]..3 28.9 26.]' 0. O- 1
-],L.82o -18.948 607.BJ_xL0_ -_.h_._d 10.2 -82.6 3_.Z 12.21062 D.82_ -90._L_(z_4._ _()-fl _7.1&_Rq
-],1.036 -20.0/3 587.30193 -58.4 8.9 -_]'.3 32.7 ],1.77626 0.870 -87.6 68.2 AI.C 29.7 26.5 39.70527 2- 3
-10.958 -18.158 6].6.23567 -63.3 10.3 -81.'_ 30.7 12.31272 0,816 -87.3 7D.C 36.6 35,4 33.0 55.19396 3- 4
-12.687 -).7.770 b:_3.54935 -55.6 11.6 -83.8 33.7 ].2.70358 0.780 -93.4 70..5 36.4 38°8 32.4 53.63494 4- 5
-].2.686 -19.7],5 604.58360 -50°0 9.9 -83.6 35.7 ],2.1],927 0.835 -93.]. 68*8 _1.0 33.5 25.8 57.475S3 5- 6
-],[.034 -20.0_3 587.30193 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 ],1.77626 0.87C -87.6 68.2 41.0 29.7 26.5 50.82391 6- 7
JULY 3]., 1964 ].3 HR 22 MIN 5 SEC ].86 RS TAB NO 53 ATLAS PHOTO NO 53 POD SEQUENCE NO 713
7RAJEC|I3RY OATA SEC T(I IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
223.6]'_ 506*76179 -7.861 -26.530 2242.].97 2.358 -68.089 115.775
PHD1C DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA -_-- A* _/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA/ EH|S ALPHA SCALE Pl"-PT
-].0.8].6 -20.195 559.79694 -56.9 9.3 -82.8 33.9 ]'1.7246]' 0.827 -9].*3 68.0 4]..6 28*8 26.0 O. 0- 1
-1]'.788 -19.001 5H3.]'9689 -_6.8 10.1 -82.A 33.2 ]'1*7]'295 0.828 -90.3 69.2 38.6 34.]. 29.5 46.09083 ]'- 2
-]'1.026 -20._22 563.40707 -58.6 8.9 -81.3 32.7 ]'1.29713 0.870 -87.6 68.2 4].*0 29.7 26.5 38*071A9 2- 3
-]'0.952 -1_.266 589*18591 -63.3 ].0.3 -81.3 30.8 ].]..8].060 0.8].7 -87.3 69.9 36.6 35*3 32.9 52.9].765 3- 4
-12.61l -17.873 _O7;84597 .--55_6 _.1,5 -83.B 33.7 ).2.186],8 0.782 -93.6 ___TQ_._jL_ _8__1_,_
-],2.610 -1_.737 579.94289 -50.]' 9.9 -83.4 35.6 ],1.62535 0.836 -93.]. 68.6 4]..0 33.5 25.8 55.08870 5- 6
-11.026 -20.022 563.40707 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 1],.29713 0.870 -87.6 68.2 41.C 29.7 26*5 _8o73982 6- 7
TAB NO 54 ATLAS PHOTO NO 54 POD SEQUENCE NO 721
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 22 MIN 11 SEC 905 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ........ S_C TU'[HPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTH A2
2|b.896 692.02563 -7.927 -26.392 2227.481 2.364 -67.995 ].].5.753
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAN[;E AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A A2PHAZ [NCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-ID.805 -20.214 5_3.62288 -55.0 9.3 -82.8 33.8 11.39],0], 0.827 -91.3 68.0 41.4 28.7 25.9 O. O- ],
-],],.758 -19.037 566.61037 -66_.8 ],0.1 -82.6 33.2 ].]..37983 0.828 "?90.3 69.2 38.6 34.1_ 29,6_5._ 4_0_
-],1.020 -_0.029 567._0681 -58.4 8.9 -8],.3 32.7 ],0.976_0 C.870 -87.6 68.2 4]..0 29.7 26.5 36.9771], 2- 3
-10.94B -18.302 572.61184 -63.2 10.3 -81.3 30.8 ],],.A7636 0*8].8 -87.3 69.8 36.4 35.3 32.8 5],.39279 3- 4
-],2.559 -17.963 590.30],96 -55.8 11.5 -83.8 33.7 11.83641 0.783 -93o4 70.3 36.4 38.6 32.2 A9.93958 4- 5
6 -12.559 -1g.753 563.A6382 -50.1 9.9 -83.A 35.5 1],.29463 0.836 -93.]. 68.6 41.0 33.6 25.8 53.A9077 5- 6
T -].]..020 -20.029 567._0661 -58.6 8.9 -81.3 32.7 10.97630 0.870 -87.6 68.2 6]..0 29.7 26.5 47.36463 6- 7
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TAB NO 55 ATLAS PHOTO NO 55 POD SEQUENCE NO 727
JULY 31t[964 13 HR 22 HI_ 16 SEC 995 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALI LAT LCN K V PTH AZ
211.854 480.96954 -7.977 -26.287 22[6.425 2.369 -67.924 1!5.737
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LnN RAN_ .... AiS/C-" AiN'-AZSUN AZA ..... A_ --B/A AZPH;Z_-INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT"
I -10.798 -20.228 531.6684_ -55.0 9,3 -82,8 33,8 11,1_035 0.827 -91.3 67.9 _1.5 28.7 25,9 O, 0- l
2 -[I.737 -19.065 554.14074 -56.8 I0.1 -82.4 33,2 11.12939 0.829 -90.3 69.2 38.6 34.0 29.4 44.75374 1- 2
3 -11.015 -20.034 535.37646 -58,4 8,9 -81,3 32.7 10,735C8 C.870 -87.6 68.1 _1.0 29,7 26.5 36.15496 2- 3
4 -10,945 -IB.346 559.80[93 -63.2 10,3 -81.3 30.9 11.22160 0.81E -87.3 69.8 36,4 35.2 32.8 50.24763 3- 4
5 -12o520 -17.996 577.26559 _J=5.JS__lt-___BLL./L 33.6 11.875010o78_ -93___0_3_--_16_3_5 _-_ 4A.R_AA_ 4--
6 --12.520 --19.765 551.03997 --50.2 9,9 --83.4 35.5 [1.04599 0.836 --93.0 68.6 41.0 33.4 25.8 52.29101 5-- 6
7 -11.015 -20.034 535.37646 -58._ 8.9 -81.3 32.7 10.73508 0.870 -87.6 68,1 41.0 29.7 26.5 66.29612 6- 7
TAB NO 56 ATLAS PHOTO NO 56 POD SEQUENCE NO 735
JULY 3171964 13 HR 22 PIN 23 SEC 665 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ................. SEC¥0_I_-" ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
205.235 4_6.2030E -8,044 -26.145 2201_658 2.375 -67.828 115.716
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ I_CD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
I -[0.789 -20,247 515.23098 -55.0 9.3 -82.8 33.8 1C.8053[ 0.828 -91o3 67.9 41.5 28.6 25.8 0. 0- 1
3 -1[.008 -20,0_2 5[9.29488 -58.4 8.9 -8[.3 32.7 IC._12_2 0.870 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.7 26.5 35.05666 2- 3
-10.941 -18.405 542.9_797 -63.2 10.3 -81.3 30.9 IC.88376 0.819 -87.3 69.7 36.4 38.2 32.7 _71806 _
5 -12.468 -I8.067 559.84360 -55,6 11.6 -83.7 33.6 11.22567 0.785 -93.4 70.2 36.4 38.4 32.[ 47.33982 4- 5
6 -12.468 -i_.tut _..C_;_ _.2 Q-_ -83.4 35.4 10.71365 0,837 -93,0 68.5 41.0 33.3 25.8 50.6891_ 5_
7 -11.008 -20.042 5L9.29488 -58._ 8.q -81.3 32.1 i_._Z_2 C.072 -9 _ _ _R.1 41.0 29.7 26.5 44.89496 6- 7
TAB NO 57 ATLAS PHOTO NO 57 POD SEQUENCE NO 739
JULY 31_1964 13 HH 22 MIN 27 SEC 2_ MS
TSAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA1 LUN 8 V PTH AZ
20[.775 4_8.80905 -8.079 -26.07_ 2196,264 2.378 -67.779 115.703
PHOTG DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE "--'AZS_C-- AZ-N--AZSUN_ZA -- A* -8)A--AZEHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10.785 -20,256 507.09865 -55.0 9.3 -82.8 33,8 10.63739 0.828 -91.3 67.9 41.5 28.6 25.8 0. 0- 1
2 -[1,694 -19,121 529,11984 -56,9 10,1 -82,4 33,1 10,62687 0,829 -90,3 69,1 38,6 34,0 29.3 43,54897 1- 2
3 -11.005 -20.0_6 _11.23521 -58,_ 8,9 -81,3 32,7 10.25101 0.870 -87,6 68ol _1,C 29,7 26.4 34,50667 2- 3
4 -10.938 -18.435 534,50195 -63.1 10.2 -81.3 30.9 10.71446 0.8[9 -87.3 69.7 36.4 35.1 32.7 67.95191 3- 4
5 -12,442 -18,102 551,1J.319 -55.6 11.4 --%B}_]_L JJ._050_. _]85 _9-_J____.,'_5_
6 -12.442 -19.789 526.15128 -50.3 9.8 -83.4 35.4 10.54710 0.837 - 93 . 0 68 . 5 _ 1 • 0 33.3 25 . 8 69.88699 5 I 6
7 -11,005 -20,0A6 51[.2352[ _8_4 8,9 -BI,3 32,7 10.25101 0,870 -87,6 68,1 _1,0 29,7 26,6 _,19300 6- T
TAB NO 5S ATLAS PHOTO NO 58 POD SEQUENCE NO 74S
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 22 MIN 32 SEC 64 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PIH AZ
196.735 _A7.70450 -8.130 -28.966 2183.160 2.383 -67.706 115,686
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN 6ZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
[ -[0.778 -20.270 494.88311 -55.0 9.3 -82.8 33.8 [C.38492 0.828 -91.3 67.9 41.6 28.5 25.7 0. 0- 1
2 -11,672 -!9.150 516,$5_75__,9_10,1_-82,__33_11G,37_61 _.B3C__-_O_3__B-J_9 _q-_ 4_._llOq 1-
3 -11.000 -20.053 499.11663 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 10.00802 0.870 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.7 26.4 33.67896 2- 3
4 -[0.934 -18.480 521.80185 -63.[ [0.2 -81,_ 31,0 10.45989 0,82C -87,3 69.7 36.6 35.1 32.7 46.79956 3-
5 -12.402 -18.157 537.98784 -55°6 11.4 -83.7 33.6 10.78744 0.786 -93.4 70.1 36.4 38.3 32,0 45.47573 4- 5
6 -12._03 -19.802 513.6585[ -50.3 9,8 -83,4 35,3 [0.296C8 0.837 -93.0 68,5 41.0 33.3 25.7 48.68079 5- 6
7 -11.000 -20.053 A99.11663 -58,4 8.9 -81,3 32.7 1D.00802 0.870 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.7 26.4 63.13T65 6- 7
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 22 PIN 3T _ _u_ _ TAB NO 59 ATLAS PHOTO NO 59 POD SEQUENCE NO 751
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AL
191,696 636.5830[ -8.182 -25.856 2172,038 2.388 -67.632 [15.669
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.772 -20.284 482.64626 -55.0 9.3 -82.8 33.8 10.13177 0.829 -91.3 67.9 4[.6 28.4 25.7 O. O- 1
-11,651 -19,179 503,96662 -56,9 [0.0 -82,4 33,1 [C.121E9 0.830 -90,3 69,0 38,7 33,9 29,3 42*25082 1 _
3 -10.994 -20.060 486.96603 -58.4 8*9 -81.3 32.7 9.76438 0.870 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.7 26.4 32.8_938 2- 3
4 --[0,931 -18.526 509.06861 -63.[ 10.2 -81.3 31.0 [C.20465 0.820 -87.3 69.6 36.4 35.0 32.6 45.64442 3- 4
5 -12.362 -18.211 524.82880_-55.711.3 -83.7 __33.6 _1C.52358 0.787 -93.4 70_1336._ 38.3_.9 44.353_P 4-
6 -12,363 -X9.8116 501.13346 -50.3 9.8 -83.4 35.3 10.04561 0.838 -93.0 68.5 41.0 33.2 25.7 47.47[94 5- 6
7 -10.994 -20.060 486.96603 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 9.76438 0.870 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.7 26.4 42.07990 6- 7
TAB NO 60 ATLAS PHOTO NO 60 POD SEQUENCE NO 757
JULY 31_1964 13HR 22 MIN 42 SEC 144 MS
T8AJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT - tAT " LON 8 V PTH AZ
186.656 425.44528 -8.235 -25.745 2160,90[ 2.393 -67.557 [15.65[
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ESIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 --10.766 --20.297 470.38889 --55.0 9.3 --82.8 33.7 9.87804 0.829 --91.3 67.9 41.7 28.4 25.6 O. O-- 1
2 -11.629 -19.209 491.34_7J__5_.9 10.O -82.4 33.1 _9.86819 0.830 -90.3 69.0 38.733.9_29.2 41.57332 1- 2
3 -10,989 -20,067 474,78695 -58,4 8,9 -8[,3 32.7 9,52017 0.871 -87,6 68,1 41,0 29,6 26,4 32,0[822 2- 3
4 -[0.927 -18.572 _96.30686 -63.1 10.2 -81.3 31.0 9.94884 0.821 -87.3 69.6 36.4 35.0 32.5 44.48732 3- 4
5 -12.322 -18.266 511.64175 -55.7 11.3 -83.7 33.6 10.25916 0.787 -93.4 70.0 36.4 38.2 31.9 43.22996 4- 5
6 -[2.323 -19.830 488.57992 -50.4 9.8 -83.4 35.2 9.79397 0.838 -93*0 68.5 41.0 33.2 25.7 46.26142 5- 6
7 -[0.989 -20.067 674,78695 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 9.52017 0.871 -87.6 68.1 41.0 29.6 26.4 41.01991 6- T
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TAB NO 61 ATLAS PHOTO NO 61 POD SEQUENCE NO 763
JULY 31w196_ 13 HR 22 MIN 67 SEC 183 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA[ LCN K V PTM AZ
181o616 614,29059 -8,288 -25.636 2169.766 2,398 -67.481 115.633
PHOTO DATA .......
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ_IC AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ" INCD PHA2 ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -I0.760 -20.310 A58.11010 -55.I g,3 -82.8 33.7 g*62423 0.83C -9L.3 67.9 61.7 28,3 2_.6 O* O- L
2 -II,606 -19o237 _78,71q02 -56°9 IO°O -82.4 33oi g,61461 0,831 -90,3 6g,0 38.7 33,8 2q.2 60,91911 I- 2
3 -|0,983 -Z0,073 462,00012 -68,4 8.q -81,3 32.7 9,27581 C.871 -87.6 68. I 41,0 2q,6 26,6 3£°18885 2- 3
4 -I0.g22 -!8.617 483*54475 -63.0 10,2 -81.2 31.1 9.69302 0,821 -87,3 69.5 36,4 34.9 32.5 43.33380 3-
5 -12,28I -18,320 Aq8,456gA -65°7 11,3 -83,7 33,6 9,994?80,TSe -g3,3 69,9 36,_ 38,1 3£,_ _Z_ID]1_ -6_
6 -12.28_ -1g.862 476.02006 -50,4 g.7 -83,4 35.2 g.54221 0.838 -q3.0 68,5 41.0 33.2 25,7 68.O5501 5- 6
7 -10,983 -20.0/3 _62,6C012 -58,4 8,g -8[.3 _2.7 g,27581 0.871 -87,6 68,1 4_,C 29,6 26,4 39,95976 6- 7
TAB NO 62 ATLAS PHOTO NO 62 POD SEQUENCE NO 771
JULV 3_,i_o_ 13 H_ _2 FIN 5_ SEC g03 M_
TRAJECTORY PATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH--
174.897 399°3q162 -8,360, -25,483 2136,84T 2°404 -67,380 115o609
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT [ON RANGE ALSIC ALN NLSUN AZA Ai 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.751 -20.328 &AI.TO_2_ -55,1 g,_ -B2.8 33,7 g.28516 0.83C -gl*3 67,8 4_.8 28°2 28.5 0, O- I
-Ii.576 -19.27_ 461._624[ -5_,9 iO,O -82,_ 33.£ 9.21Set 0,831 -90.3 68,9 38.7 33.8 29.2 _LO_IL_I_3__=_
-I0.975 -20.081 _,_6.310gI -_8._ b.9 -81,3 32.7 8.gAg3| C*87_ -87*6 68._ _1.0 2g.6 26.A 30,08236 2- 3
4 -i0.91#, -I_.616 _66.4')8JI -63.0 i0.2 -HI.Z Jl*l g.35132 0.822 -87.3 69.5 36,4 34.9 32°4 41.79669 3- 4
5 -12.22t -IB,3gC _0.84_76 -55.7 [1.2 -_3.7 33.5 g.6_iti 0.789 -93°3 6g°g 36._ 38°0 31.8 40°60863 6- 8
6 -12,229 -I_,858 459.240_0 -50.5 9,7 -8_._ 35.1 g.20685 0,839 -93.0 68._ Ai,O 33.1 25.? 43.46679 5- 6
7 -10.976 -ZIJ,OR1 q46.31091 -bBe4 8.9 -81,_ 32.7 8.9_g3E 0.871 -81.6 b8. I 61,0 2g,6 26.4 38.54423 6- 7
TAB NO 63 ATLAS PHOTO NO 63 POD SEQUENCE NO 775
JULY 31_196_ i_ HR _2 F[_ bl SEC 263 MS
TRAJECTURY L_ATA S_C TO IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
iTl.b_l 391,93C51 -8.396 -25.406 2127.386 2.608 -67.328 I15.597
PHOTU DATA
PT LAI LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -I0.747 -?O._3b _33._8861 -55,i 9.3 -82._ 3_.7 g,11518 0.83C -91.3 67.8 41.8 28,2 25,5 O, O- l
2 -I|°561 -Igo293 453.39764 -56,g [0.0 -62._ 33.1 9.10606 0,83_ -gO.3 68.g 38,7 33.8 29.2 39°58823 l- 2
3 -10.971 -20.085 _38.1_424 -58,_ 8.9 -_I.3 32.7 8,78563 C.871 -8t.5 68. I 41,0 2g.6 26°4 29°52T83 2-
6 -I0.913 -I_°7C6 _5_.g536_ -63.0 I0,2 -81o2 31.I 9.180CA 0.822 -67.3 6g,6 36,4 36.g 32.4 4_,02354 3- 6
5 -12._O0 -18.426 _72,0_3_I -_,7 _I,2 -83,T 33,_ g.46_ 0,189 19_._ 69=_6= _38.0 _]_JL_BL-6_
6 -12.201 -Iq.866 450.82924 -50,5 q.7 -83.5 35.1 9.03725 0.83g -93.0 68._ 61.0 33.1 25.7 62.66112 5- 6
7 -I0,97l -20.085 43a.15_2_ -_8,4 8,9 -81,3 32*7 8,785e3 C.871 -8T,5 68,1 41.0 29,6 26,6 3_o8367£ 6- 7
TAB NO 64 ATLAS PHOTO NO 64 POD SEQUENCE NO 779
JULY 31)1964 13 HR 23 MIN _ SEC 622 MS
TRAJECT(]RY I)ATA SEC T(I IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
lb8.1_? 38_.46222 -8.432 -25.330 2119.918 2,611 -67.277 1L5.584
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/G AZN AZSUN AZA A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -I0*143 -2(1,34_ 425.26250 -55,1 g,3 -82,B 3_.T 8.g4495 0.83C -91o3 67,8 4|.8 28.2 25,4 0* 0- |
-11,540 -19°312 _4,g_97_ -_b,g _0,0 -_2,_ J_,£ B,g3999 0,_32 -90,3 60,g _8,_ 33,T Z_L __3_b ._1-_
-10.96T -?D.OSg _29,g1863 -_8._ 8,g -_i,3 _2,7 H,02l?O 0,871 -81.8 68,1 61,0 29,6 26.4 28,97263 2- 3
4 -lO.91O -I_.737 _.30596 -b3.O I0.2 -81.2 J1°l g,OOSEO 0.812 -87,3 6q.A 36,4 34,8 32.6 _0.25152 3- 4
5 -12.173 -1_._62 4o3°18616 -55,T _I,2 -83.7 3J,5 g°2_763 G.TOC -93,3 6q,8 36.4 38.0 31,7 39._0611 6- 5
6 -12oll_ -Ig,875 _2,40527 -50.6 q.7 -83,5 _5,0 8,86838 0,839 -93,0 68.4 41,0 33,1 25.T 41,83466 5- 6
T -10.967 -3O.OSg _29.g78(3 -_8,A 8.9 -SI,J _2,7 8.62170 0.871 -81,5 68,1 41.0 29,6 26,_ 37,12437 6- T
JULY 31,lg6_ 13 HR _3 MIN 7 SEC 3_2 MS TAB NO 65 ATLAS PHOTO NO 65 POD SEQUENCE NO 787
TRAJECIOMY UATA SIC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
161.457 3_9,50217 -8.5C6 -25*174 2106.957 2.A18 -67,172 E15,559
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANCE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA - A_ _ 61A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCAL8 PT-PT
i -10.736 -20.361 405.78086 -55.1 9.3 -82.8 33.6 8,603_2 0,831 -91.3 67.8 61.9 28.1 25,4 O, O- 1
2 -ii,515 -19°351 427.q5132 -56.9 lO.O -82.A 33.I 8.SgAg9 0.832 -90.3 68.g 38,6 33,7 29.1 38.17864 |- 2
3 -TO.g58 -20.oq7 _13.585_1 -88,A 8.9 -81*3 32.7 8*292gg D.871 -87.5 68.1 61,0 29.6 26.4 2T.8§978 2- 3
4 -10,903 -18.7g7 432,23H15 -63.0 10.2 -81.2 31,2 8.66_56 0.823 -87.3 6g.4 36.4 34,8 32.3 38,70430 3- 6
5 m12,117 -18.534 _45.66_8_-85.7 II°2 -83,7 _3*5 8,q3226 O.7g_ -93.3 69,7 36.637og 31,6 3T.59972 6- 5
6 -12.119 -19,8g2 425,51526 -50°6 g.7 -8_.5 35,0 8.52982 0.860 -93,0 68.6 41.0 33.0 25.7 40.21890 5- 6
7 -I0*g58 -?O,Og7 _13.585_I -58,_ H.9 -83,3 _2,7 8,29299 0.871 -87,5 68,1 41,0 29.6 26.6 35,70030 6- 7
TAB NO 66 ATLAS PHOTO NO 66 POD SEQUENCE NO 793
JULY 3_1966 13 HR _ FIN 12 SEC 382 MS
TRAJSCTCRY I)ATA ............. SEC Ti] IMPACT ALT LAI tON R - V PTH AZ
156.418 358.26205 -8.56[ -25.056 2093.717 2°423 -67.093 115,560
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN A_SUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ mlO,730 --20,313 596,39413 --55,2 9,3 --82.8 33°6 8.36683 0,831 --gl,3 67,8 41.9 28,0 25*3 0, O-- I
2 -II.491 -Ig,3Bl 415,17863 -56°9 .g.g -82.A ]_.I 8.338_7 0,832 -90°3 68t8 38.6 33,7 29_I 3T,_O_-_
3 -I0,951 -20.I05 _01.25251 -58.4 8,9 -81.3 32.7 8.0_670 0.87I -81.5 68, I 41,0 29.6 26°4 27,02290 2- 3
4 -10o898 -18.8_3 _1_,3J093 -62o9 10,2 -81,2 31.2 8.60583 0.823 -87.3 69.3 36*4 34,7 32,3 37.54077 3- 4
§ -12.0?6 -18.588 432.13958 -65.8 lI.l -83.7 33.4 8.665C2 0.791 -g3.3 6g,7 36.4 37.8 3|.6 36,46721 4- 5
6 -12.078 -19.g05 412.8Dqb! -50.7 g.6 -83.5 3_.q 8,27513 0.84C -93.0 68._ 41,0 33.0 25,7 39.00421 5- 6
7 -10.951 -20.105 _01.25251 -58.4 8, <) -81,3 32.7 8,04970 8.871 -81,5 68,1 61.0 29,6 26,4 34,62938 6- 7
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TAB NO 67 ATLAS PHOTO NO 67 POD SEQUENCE NO 797
JULY 31t1964 13 HR _3 M[_ [5 SEC 742 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI tON R V PTM AZ
[53.058 350,75676 -8,599 -24.977 2086,214 2.427 -67.040 115.527
PHOTO DATA
PT LAI tON RANGE-- AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.726 -20.381 388.1238b -55.2 9.3 -82.8 33.6 E.[7531 0.831 -91.3 67.8 42.0 28.0 25.3 O, Q- I
-11.476 -19.401 806.64661 -87.0 9.9 -82.4 33.0 8.16711 0.833 -90.3 68.8 38.6 33.6 29.1 36.94004 I- 2
-10.947 -20,110 _93.01356 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 7.88850 0,871 -87.5 68.1 Al.O 29.6 26.4 26,4641Q 2- 3
4 -10.895 -18.875 410,70847 -62.9 10.2 -81.2 31.2 8,23299 0.823 -87.3 69.3 36.4 34,7 32,3 36.76358 3- 4
5 -12.048 -18.625 423.238¢1-5_,8 il,l -83o_ 33,4 8,38655 0.792 .93.3 09,0 36,4 37,8 31_5 _5_Z/J_
6 -i2.050 -19,914 404,32331 -50.7 9.6 -83.5 3%.9 8.10501 0.848 -93.0 68,4 41,0 33.0 25.7 38.19320 5- 6
T -I0.947 -20,II0 393,01356 -58.4 8,9 -81.3 32.7 7.88050 0,871 -87.5 b8.1 41.0 29.6 26.4 33,9145_ 6- 7
TAB NO 68 ATLAS PHOTO NO 68 POD SEQUENCE NO 803
JUlY 31t1964 13 HR 23 MIN 20 5£C 781 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA1 LCN R V PIH A2
148.018 339.48956 -8.656 -24.857 2074.945 2,432 -66,959 I15,507
PHCTC DATA
PT [AT tON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 82A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10.721 -20.393 375.70038 -55.2 9.3 -82.8 33.6 7.91751 0.832 -91.3 67.8 42.8 27.9 25.2 O. O- 1
-11.453 -19.431 59_,82267 -_I,O 9t9-82,4 33,0 7.90955 0,833 -90,3 68,8 _8.J_ 3_,_0 36.17457 1- 2
-10.940 -20.117 360,62925 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7 7,63217 C,871 -87.5 68.1 41.0 29.6 26.4 25.b2485 2- 3
4 -10.890 -18.922 397.74812 -b2.9 [0.2 -81.2 31.3 7.97320 0.824 -87.3 69.2 36.4 34.7 3_.2 35,59555 3- 4
5 -12.007 -18,600 409.86206 -55.8 11.1 -83.6 33.4 _.21833 0.793 -93,3 69,6 36.4 37.7 3|.5 34.57646 4- 5
-12.009 -19.929 391.56916 -50.7 9.6 -83.5 34,8 ?.84935 0,840 -93.0 68.4 41.0 33.0 25,T 36,97475 5- 6
7 -10.940 -20.117 _60.bZwZ) -_,_ 6,3 gi.] 12.? • _17 _.87I -87,5 68.1 41.0 29.6 26.4 32.84099 6- 7
TAB NO 69 ATLAS PHOTO NO 69 POD SEQUENCE NO 805
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 PIN 22 SEC 461 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT
146.338
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhO£ AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
I -10.719 -20.397 371.55405 -55,2 g._ -82.8 33.6
2 -II.445 -19.441 389,54012 -57.0 9.9 -82.4 33.0
3 -I0.93_ -20.120 J76o49346 -58.4 8.g -81,3 32.7
4 -10.888 -18.937 395.42016 -62.9 10.2 -81.2 31.3
5 -11.993 -18.699 405.39539 -_5._ l[-I -83.6 33.4
6 -LI,995 -19.933 3d7.31000 -50.8 9.6 -83.5 34.8
7 -10.938 -20.120 376.49346 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7
TAB NO
JULY 31_i964 13 HR 23 MI_ 24 SEC 141 MS
TRAJECTORY ()ATA SEC TO IMPACT
144.658
PHOTO DATA
PT tat LON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
1 -10.717 -20.400 367.40534 -55.2 9.3 -82.8 33.5
2 -11.437 -i9.451 5d5.25379 -57.0 9.9 -82.4 33.0
3 -10.936 -20.123 372.35394 -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32,7
4 -10.886 -18.953 389.08836 -62.9 10.2 -81.2 31.3
5 -11.979 -18.718 400.92488 -55.8 11,1 -fl3.6 33.4
6 -11.961 -19.938 383.04707 -50.8 9.6 -83.5 34.8
7 -10.936 -20.123 372.3539% -58.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7
TRAJECTQRY DATA SEL TO IMPACT
142.978
PHOTO DATA
PT taT LON RAkG_ A_S/C AZN AZSUN AZ A A' 8/A AZPHAZ--[NCD PH_Z EMIS AlPHa SCALE PT-PT
I -10.716 -20.404 _63,25399 -55.2 9.3 -82.8 33.5 7.E58gg C.632 -91.3 67.8 42,0 27.8 25.2 O. O- I
2 -11.429 -19.462 _80.96_44 -97.0 9.9 -82.4 33.0 7.65129 0.833 -90.3 68.8 38.6 33.6 29.0 35.38388 1-
3 -10.934 -20.126 368.2105U -58.4 8.9 -_1.3 32.7
A -10.885 -1a.969 384.75264 -h2.9 10.2 --81.1 31.3
5 --[1.965 -[6.737 396,4504t -55.8 ll.[ -83.6 33,4
6 -11.967 -19,943 378.78020 -50._ 9.6 -b3.5 34.8
7 --10.934 -20.126 368.21050 -98.4 8.9 -81.3 32.7
TAB NO
JULY 31.L964 13 H_ 23 _I_ 27 SEC 50[ _S
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
141.299
PHOT_ DATA
PT LAT LCN RAKGc AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.421 -19.472 376.66932 -57.0 9.9 -_2,A 33.0
3 -I0.931 -d0,129 564.06336 --98m4 8,Q -d1.3 32,7
4 --10.883 --18.985 _80.41311 --62.9 10.2 -81.1 31.3
5 -[1.451 -1h.755 _9[,97219 -55.8 11.0 -_3.b _3.4
6 --11.953 -19.948 37A,50961 -50.8 9.6 -b3.5 3A.8
7 --10.931 -20.129 364.06338 -58.4 _.9 -81.3 32.7
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
3_5.72906 -8.675 -24.E16 2071.184 2.434 -66.932 I[5.500
A* 81A AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7.83141 U._2 -91.3 67.b %2.0 27.9 25.2 0. O- 1
_.823_4 0.833 -90.3 68.8 38.6 33.6 29.0 35°91383 1- 2
75A9240.871 875 681 41.o 296 264 25_445% z-
7.8864A C.82A -87.3 69.2 36.4 34.7 32.2 35,20559 3- 4
_.12877 C.793 -93.3 69°6 36,% _7o7 _IL_ __9_--_
7.76397 8.840 -93.0 b8.% 41,0 33.0 25.6 36.56806 5- 6
7°54924 0.871 -87.5 68, I 41.0 29.6 26.4 32.48247 6- 7
70 ATLAS PHOTO NO 70 POD SEQUENCE NO 807
ALT LAI tON R V - PTH _--
3_1.96C64 -8.694 -24.776 2067.A22 2.435 -66.905 115.493
A* _IA AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7,74524 C.832 -91.3 67,8 42.0 27.9 25.2 O. O- 1
7.737A5 _.833 -90.3 68.8 _8,6 33,8 Z9,O__L_Q._ _-_
7.46624 0.871 -87.5 b8.[ 41.0 29.6 26.4 25.06410 2- 3
7.79961 0.824 -87.3 69.2 36.4 34.6 32.2 34,81533 3- 4
_.03913 C.793 -g3.3 69.5 36.4 37.7 31.5 33.81827 4- 5
7.67852 D.841 -93,0 68.3 41,0 32.9 25.6 36.1610% 5- 6
7.46624 0.87[ -_7,5 68,1 %1°0 29.6 26.4 32,12356 6- 7
71 ATLAS PHOTO NO 71 POD SEQUENCE NO 809
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AI
328.20218 -8.713 -24.735 2063.657 2.A37 -66.878 115.%87
7.38316 0.871 -87.5 68.1 41.0 2V.6 26.4 24.78337 2- 3
7.71270 0._24 -87.3 69.2 36.4 34.6 32.2 34.424T6 3- 4
7*9%9A1 0.793 -93.3 69.5 36.4 37°6 31.4 33,43878 4- 5
7.59299 0.641 -93.0 6a._ 41_0 32.9 26_Z--_5._37_--_L--_--
7.38316 0.671 -8/.5 68,1 41.0 29.6 26.4 31.76452 6- 7
72 ATLAS PHOTO NO 72 POD SEQUENCE NO 811
ALT tAT LCN R V PTH-- _Z
324.43579 -8.732 -24.694 2059.891 2.439 -66,851 115.480
A* _/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ £M[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7.56504 C.83_ -90.3 68.7 38.6 33.6 29.0 O. 1- 2
7.30000 0.871 -87.5 68.1 AI.C 29.6 26.4 24.50243 2 3
7.625(1 0.824 -87.3 69.2 36.A 3A.6 32,2 34.03389 _L 4
7.859_1 C°793 -93.3 09.5 36°% 37.6 31.4 33.05908 4- 5
7.50738 C.8%1 -93,0 68.3 41.C 32.9 25.b 35.34619 5- 6
7.30000 0.871 -87.5 68.1 4I.C 29.6 26.4 51.40506 6- 7
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TAB NO 73 ATLAS PHOTO NO 73 POD SEQUENCE NO 813
JULY 3[_1966 13'HR 23 MIN 29 SEC ].81, MS
TRAJECTORY OATA $EC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V pTH AZ
139.619 320.66768 -8.752 -2A.653 2056.[23 2.66[ -66.823 [15.673
PHOIC DATA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AL$/C AZN AZ$UN AZA AQ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -1[.61_ -[9.683 372.37080 -57.0 9,9 -82,6 33+0 7.6787[ D,833 -90.3 68.7 38.6 33.5 29.0 O. [- 2
3-[0.929 -20.[31 359.9[206 -_8.4 8.9 -8[.2 32.7 7.2[676 0.87[ -87.§ 68.[ AI.0 29.8 ZE.A 26.22109 2- 3
A -[0.88[ -[9.001 376.06926 -62.9 10.2 -8[.I 31.3 7.53863 0.82¢ -87.3 69.2 36.6 36.6 32.]. 33.66266 3- 6
5 -11.937 -18.776 387.A8951 -55.8 11.0 -83.6 33.6 7.769]3 D.796 -93.3 69,5 36.A 37.6 31.6 32,67896 6- 5
6 -[1.939 -[9.953 370.236J_0_ _0,8 _.9.6 -53.5 _.? 7,621_9 G,561 -9_,0 68,3 ¢[.0 32*9 2.5_93822 _-_
7 -10o929 -20.[31 359.9[206 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 7.2[676 D.8?l -87.5 68,1 61.0 29.6 26.6 3[.06528 6- 7
TAB NO 74 A TLA.$ ..m'_'.TO _ 74 _D SEQUENCE NO 8i5
TRAJECTI)RY DATA ......... SJ_C 1"0 IMPAr_J_ . ALT LAI L(_N .... J'_ ..... V .__PTH . _Z.
137.93_ 316.89773 -8.771 -2_.612 2052.352 2.6A3 -66.796 115.666
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,605 -19.693 368.06662 -.57.0 9.9 -H2.6 33.0 7.39227 0.836 -90.3 68.7 38.6 33.5 29,0 O. [- 2
3 -[0.927 -20._35 3_5.7_6 -_8.6 8.9 -8_.2 32._ T.13362 0.8_| -ST.S 68.1 61.O 29.6 26.6 23.9J938 2-- 3
"6 -10._13 -[9.018 371,719_1.'L_"02.8 10_2 -81*1 _L. 3 7.¢_[65 0.825 -a?,_ 69,1 50.6 _._ -32.J-__09(1- _-_JL
-[1.923 -[_.793 383.000_5 -_.8 _|.0 -83.6 33.6 7.6_972 0.796 -93.3 69.5 36.4 3_.0 3|.A 3_.29803 A-
6 -[[.925 -19.958 365+q5397 -_0.8 9.6 -83.5 36*7 7°33_88 0.861 -93.0 68.3 6[.0 32,9 2.5.6 36°_2977 _- 6
7 -[0.927 -20.[35 355.75566 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 7.133_2 0.871 -87.5 68.1 61.0 29.5 26.6 30.68693 6- 7
TAB NO 75 ATLAS PHOTO NO 75 POD SEQUENCE NO 817
JULY 3[,196_ 13 f_R _3 twIt_ 3_.._E._ _61 MS .......................
TRAJECTURY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
136.2_9 313.[2_00 -8.790 -2A._7[ 2068.580 2.666 -66.768 [[_.6_9
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON KANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Au B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAL EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -10.92_ -20.138 351.59531 -58.6 8.9 -81,2 32.7 7.05000 0.871 -8T.S 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.4 23.657_3 2- 3
A -10.8?T -19.036 367.36681 -62.8 [0.2 -8[°_. 31.3 T.36619 0.825 -87.3 69.1 36.6 36.6 32.1 32.85887 3-
5 -11.908 -18.812 378.50846 -55.8 11.0 -83.6 33.** 7.5896_ 0,794 -93.3 69.6 36.4 37.5 31.A 3[.91705 A- 5
6 -11.911 -19.906 361.65973 -_0.8 9.6 -83.5 34.7 7.25000 0.86[ -93.0 08.3 6[.0 32.9 25.6 3_.12103 5- 6
T -10.926 -20.138 35[.59531 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 7.05000 0.871 -81.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.A 30.32637 6- 7
TAB NO 76 ATLAS PHOTO NO 76 POD SEQUENCE NO 819
JULY 3[_1964 13 HR 23 HIM 34 $EC 220 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T{] IMPACI ALT LAT LCN R V PTH A2
13A._79 309.3_0_6 -8.D[O -26.529 206A.806 2.666 -66.76[ [15.A_2
PHOTO DATART LAT LON 8ANGE AZSlC AZN AZSUN-_-Z_ - A_-- .....8/* AZPHA_-_CD _H_ZE_'AL--PH_-SCA_-- PT_-
2 -[1.38g -19.515 359.A6672 -57,0 9.9 -82.4 33.0 7.21914 0.836 -90,3 68,7 38.6 33°5 29,0 O, 1- 2
3 -10.922 -20.141 367.63096 -58.A 8.9 -81.2 32.7 E.96650 C.871 -87.5 68.0 _[.0 29.6 26.6 23.37528 2- 3
A -10.875 -19.050 363.00952 -62.8 10.2 -81.1 31.6 7.27685 0.825 -87.3 69.1 36.6 36-6 32.[ 32,666_3 3- 6
8 -11.896 -18.831 _74.0111_9 -55.8 [1.0 -83.6 33.6 7._9968 0.796 -93.3 69.6 36.6 37.5 3[.3 3[.5358A 6- 5
T -[0.922 -20.141 367.63096 -58.A 8.9 -8[.2 32.7 6.96650 C.B71 -87.5 68.0 _l.O 29.6 26.6 29.96339 6- 7
TAB NO 77 ATLAS PHOTO NO 77 POD SEQUENCE NO 821
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 RIM 35 SEC 900 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
132.899
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -[1,381 -19.526 355.13088 -57.0 9,9 -82.4 33.0
3 -[0.9[9 -_0.166 3_3.26292 -58.6 8.9 -8[,2 32.7
A -[0.873 -19.067 358.66866 -62.8 10.2 -81.1 31.A
5 -[1.880 -18.851 369.51162 -55.8 [1.O -83.6 33.6
6 -1[.882 -19.97_ _53.0890b -50.9 9.6 -83.5 36.7
T -10.91g -20.166 343.26292 -58.4 8.9 -8[.2 32,7
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH Am
305.37_2C -8.829 -24,688 20A1.029 2.668 -66,713 115,466
Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7.23266 0.836 -90.3 62._ 38.6 33.s 29.0 o. 1- 2
6.88292o.871 -_T.S 68.0 _[.o 29.6 26.A 23.09290 a- 3
T.18943 C.825 -87.3 69.1 36.6 3_.5 32.1 32.07386 3- A
7.AO92A 0.79S -93.3 69.A 36.6 37.5 3[.3 31.15616 6- 5
7.07800 0.SA1 -93.0 68.3 _1.0 32.9 25.6 33.30271 3- 6
8.88292 0.87[ -57.5 68.0 41.D 29.6 26.4 29.602[C 6- 7
TAB NO 78 ATLAS PHOTO NO 78 PO0 _EQUENCE NO 823
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 23_MIN 3_? S_C 580 MS ............
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tat tON R V PTH AZ
131.219 30[.79585 -8.869 -24.AA6 2037.231 2.650 -56°68S [|5°639
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A A2PHAZ [NOD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.373 -19._36 __35OjBLlll -_7_0 ?._q -82.__33.0 7.06571 0.u3_ -90.3 68.7 38.6 33.5 28.9 O.
3 -10.9[7 -20.[A7 339.09103 -58.6 8.9 -8[.2 32.7 6.79927 0.87[ -87.5 68.0 _1.0 29.6 26._ 22.8[025 2- 3
A -10.87[ -19.083 35_.28350 -62.8 10.2 -DI.I 31.4 7.101_3 0.825 -87.3 69.1 36.4 34.5 32.[ 31.68090 3-
3 -11°866 -18.870 365.00765 -55.8 l[.O -83.6 33.A 7.31893 0.795 -93.3 69.A 36.4 37.5 31.3 30°77236 4- 5
6 -[[°868 -19.980 368.79300 -50.9 9.6 -83.5 34.7 E.99188 O.8AI -93.0 68.3 41.0 32.9 25.6 32.8931[ 3- 6
7 -[0.977 -20.|67 _39.09103 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.79927 0.871 -87.5 68.0 4[.0 29.6 26°_ 29.2_05[ 6- 7
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TAB NO 79 ATLAS PHOTO NO 79 POD SEQUENCE NO 825
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA] LDN R V PTH _ AZ _
129.539 298.01553 -8.869 -24.404 2033.671 2.652 -66.687 115.431
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENXS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.365 -19.567 366.68765 -57°0 9.9 -82.6 3_o0 6o95887 0°83¢ ,90.3 60.7 38.6 33.5 2819__ ___1_
3 -10.916 -20.151 336.91533 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.71556 0.871 -67.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.6 22e52739 2- 3
6 -10.869 -19.100 349.91668 -62_8 10_2 +81.1_ 31_6 7o01635_.825 -_7.3 69_ 36.6 36.5 32.O 3_.28767 3_L
5 --11.851 --18.889 360.69967 --55.6 11.0 --83.6 33.4 7*22856 0.795 --93*3 69.6 36.6 37.5 31+3 30.39027 6-- 5
-10.916 -20.151 334.91533 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.71556 8.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.6 28.87870 6-
TAB NO 80 ATLAS PHOTO NO 80 POD SEQUENCE NO 827
JULY 31t196_ 13 HR 23 MI_ 60 SEC 960 MS
TRAJ_CTORY DATA. .S._JJ'LP_LL___J.A]______J_ R V PTH &7
127.859 296.23309 -8.889 -26.362 2029.688 2.653 -66.629 115.626
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOB RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA AI 6/A AZPHAZ ]NOD PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE " PT-PT
-11.356 -19.558 362.15976 -57.0 9.9 -82.6 33.0 6.87195 0.836 -90.3 68.7 38.6 33.5 28.9 0. 1- Z
-10.912 -20.156 330.73563 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.63173 0.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.6 22.26633 2- 3
5 -11.837 -18.909 355.98765 -55.8 11.0 -83.6 33.6 7.138D7 0.795 -93.3 69.3 36.6 37._ 31.3 30.00779 6- 5
6 -11.839 -19.991 360°18926 -50.9 9.5 -83°5 36.6 6.81961 0.8_2 -93*0 68.3 61.0 32.8 25.6 321013141 5_
7 -10.912 -20.156 330.73563 -58.A 6.9 -81,2 32.7 6.63173 0.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26°6 28°51669 6-- T
I_u NO 81 A'T, LAS PHOTO .NO 81 POD SEOUENCE NO 829
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 23 PJJt_42 _FC _o B_ ........................
TRAJECTORY OATA $EC TO [RPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ_
126.179 290.44888 -8.908 -26.319 2025°906 2.655 -66.601 115.617
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHA2 EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.909 -Z0.i57 326.5523_ -58.6 8.9 -81.2 _2.7 6.56785 0.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.6 2_.96101 2- 3
6 --10.865 -19.133 _61°16525 -62°_ 10o2 -81.1 _1.6 6.83897 0.826 -87°3 69°Q 36.6 36o_ 32*0 30_580Z9 _-_
5 -11.82_ -18.928 351.67179 -55.8 11.0 -63.6 33°6 7.06752 0.796 -93.3 69.3 36.6 37.6 31.3 29°62511 A- 5
6 -11.825 -[9°996 _35.8817[ -50°9 9°5 -83.5 36°6 E°73307 0.862 -93°0 6_.3 _°0 32.8 2_.6 J1_662_ __-_
T -10.909 -20.157 326.55231 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.56785 0.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.6 28°15617 6-- T
TAB NO 82 ATLAS PHOTO NO 82 POD SEQUENCE NO 831
JULY 31_1966 13 HR _3 _[B 66 $EC 300 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA _v_c_ _ ........_uO_CT _1 T LAT L_B R V _[H ..... AZ_
126.500 286.66225 -8.928 -26.277 2022.118 2°657 -66.573 _i5o610
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LOB RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EN]$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.34_ -19.580 333.69202 -57,0 9.9 -82.6 _3.0 6.69787 0.83¢ -90.3 68.6 38.6 33°6 28.9 O. _-_
3 -10.906 -20°161 322.36622 -58.4 8.9 -61.2 32.7 6.66387 0.871 -87.5 68.0 6[.0 29.6 26.4 21.67766 2- 3
6 -10.863 -19.150 336.78365 -62.8 10.2 -81°_ 31.6 6°75116 0.826 -87°3 69°0 36.6 36.5 32.0 30_1059& 3-
5 -11.808 -18.968 366.95118 -55.9 10.9 -_3.6 33.3 6.95688 0.796 -93°3 69.3 36.6 37.6 3_.2 29.26205 6- 5
T -10.906 -20°161 322.36622 -58.6 8.9 -61,2 32.7 6.66387 0.871 -87°5 68.0 41.0 29.6 26,4 27*79155 6- 7
TAB NO 83 ATLAS PHOTO NO 83 POD SEQUENCE NO 833
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 23 HIN 65 SEC 980 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [RPACT
122.820
P7 LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.332 -19.592 329.15078 -57.0 9.9 -82.4 33.O
3 -10.90A -20.165 318.17141 -58._ 8.9 -81.2 32.7
6 -10.861 -19.167 332.39685 -62.8 10.2 -Hl.l 31.4
5 -11.794 -18.967 3_2.42553 -55°9 IO.9 -83.6 33.3
6 -11.796 -20.008 327.25264 -51.0 9.5 -83.5 36.6
T -10.906 -20.165 318.17161 -58._ 8.9 -81°2 32.7
k
AL7 LAT LCN R V PTH JZ
282.87370 -8.968 -26,234 2018.329 2.659 -66.544 115.603
6.610_8 0.835 -90.3 68.6 38.6 33.6 28.9 O: - 1- 2
6.37980 0.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.6 21.39353 2- 3
6.663200±826 -_7.3 69.0 36._ 34.5 32.0 29.71109 3- 6
6.86613 0.796 -93.3 69.3 36._ 37.6 31.2 28.85863 6- s
6.56009 0.862 -93.0 68.3 61.0 32.8 25.6 30.84050 5- 6
6.37980 0.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.6 27.62846 6- T
TAB NO 84 ATLAS PHOTO NO 84 POD SEQUENCE NO 835
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 23_[_7S_EC660MS ...................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [HPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
121.160 279.08321 -8.968 -26.192 2016.538 2.661 -66.516 11_.39b
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZB AZSUN AZA Ae BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENI5 ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
-11o323 -19.603 32_.80566 -57.0 9°9 -82.6 33.0 6.52361 0.835 -90.3 68.6 38.6 33.6 28.9 O. 1- 2
-10.901 -20.168 313.97478 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.29565 0.871_8-7.5--68.0-4_.0 29.6 26.3 21.10961 2-
6 -10.859 -19.186 328.00619 -62.8 10.2 -81.1 31.6 _.57519 C.826 -87.3 69.0 36.6 36.4 32.0 29.31591 3- 6
5 -11.779 -18.98T 337.89608 -55.9 10.9 -83.6 33.3 6.77531 0.796 -93.3 69.3 36.6 _T.3 31.2 28.47502 6' 5
6 -11.782 -20.013 322.93196 -51.0 9.5 -83.5 36.6 6.47368 0.862 -93.0 68.3 41.0 32.8 25.6 30.42886 5- 6
T -10.901 -20.168 313.97678 -58.6 8.9 -81°2 32.7 6.29565 0.871 -87.5 68.C 61.0 29.6 26.3 27.06506 6- ?
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JULY 3[t1966 13 HR 23 MIh 49 SEC 340 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOIC DATA
TAB NO 85 ATLAS PHOTO NO 85 POD SEQUENCE NO 837
SEC TO 18PACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
119.460 275.2gC77 -8.g89 -26°|69 20|D.766 2.663 -66.688 115.388
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.315 -19.615 320.45668 -57.0 9.9 -62.3 33.0 _,_3607 0.835 -90.3 68.6 38.6 33f6 28.9 O. I- 2
3 -I0.89g -20.172 309.77435 -58.4 8.g -81.2 32.7 6.21143 0.871 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.6 26.3 20.82503 2- 3
4 -I0.857 -1U.201 _23.6116g -02°7 10.2 -81.1 31.5 6°48710 0.826 -87.3 69.0 36.6 36.6 31°9 28.92066 3- 6
5 -11.r65 -Ig. O0? 333.36280 -55og [O.g -83.6 33.3 8.68461 C.Tg? -93.3 6q.2 36.4 37°3 31.2 28.09112 6- 5
6 -[1.767 -20.019 J18.60(_0 -51.0 9.5 -83.8 36.5 6.38679 0.862 -93.0 68.2 _I*_ 32.8 25_6 3Q.0169_5_-_
7 -10.899 -20.172 309.77435 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.21143 D.871 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.6 26.3 26.70161 6- T
TAB NO 86 ATLAS PHOTO NO 86 POD SEQUENCE NO 839
JULY 3[)196_ 13 HR _3 MIh 51 SEC 19 MS
TRAJtCTIJRY I IATA SLL TD IMPACT ALT LAI L_N R _ PIH A?
117.760 2TI.49_08 -9.C09 -24.106 2006.951 2°465 -66.659 115.381
PHOTU DATA
PT tAT tUN RANGE ALS/C AZ_ AZSUN AZA A* U/A AZPHAZ [NCU PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.30! -i'_.62_ 316.10360 -_7.0 9.9 -_2.3 33.0 _.348E4 0.83_ -90.3 68.6 38.6 33.6 28.9 O. I- 2
3 -[0.896 -20.176 38_.56477 -58.4 8.g -bi.2 _2.7 E.12712 C._?I -8_.5' 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 20.86038 2- 3
6 -I0.85_ -IV.2I_ JIg*2130q -t2.7 lO.l -81.i 31.5 6.39892 8.82_ -87°3 68°9 36°6 36.4 31.9 28.52667 3- 6
5 -[[°750 -Ig. G2? J_H.H253q -55°) l_.O -H3.6 3_.3 6.5g343 D.797 -g3._ 6go2 36.4 37.3 3[°2 27.70681 6- 5
6 -ll.tb3 -_U.D25 316.2_8_7 -51.0 9.8 -83.5 36.5 6.300G2 8.84_ -93.D 68.2 6l.O 32.8 25°6 29°60476 S- 6
-10.696 _C.176 305.56g_? -_b.4 8.g -_[,2 3_.7 E.127Z2 0.87[ -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.5 26.3 26.3376g 6- 7
TAB NO 87 ATLAS PHOTO NO 87 POD SEQUENCE NO 841
JULY 31,1964 13 _4 23 PIN 52 SEL 6_9 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEU TG IPPACI
I16.100
PHOTC UATA
PT LAT L[)N RAk_E AIS/C AZN AZSUN A/A
2 -[i.29_ -I_.6J/ 311.74_17 -5?.0 9.8 -82,3 33°0
3 -I0.8_3 -_0.180 _01.36113 -58.4 8.9 -_I.2 32.7
6 -I0.85_ -Ig.235 314._I025 -62.? 10.I ~8[.1 _1.5
5 -[1.735 -I_.047 324.28389 -55.9 L0.9 -83.6 33,3
6 -[I.73_ -20.031 309,9_615 -bl.O 9.5 -83.5 36.5
7 -10.8_3 -?0.I_C 301.3_I13 -bH.4 8.9 -HI.2 32.7
ALT tAT LCN R V PTH A?
267.69923 -g. C29 -24.062 2003.I55 2.¢66 -66.630 115.376
A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
_.26112 0.835 -90.3 68.6 38.6 33.6 28.8 O* I- 2
6.04273 G.871 -Rl.5 68.C 41.0 29.5 26.3 20.25557 2- 3
E.310E7 0._27 -H?.2 68.9 36.4 36.6 31.9 28.12_6Q 3- 4
E.50236 C.7g7 -93.3 69.2 36.6 37.3 3[.1 27°3223[ 4- 5
6.21317 0.842 -93.0 68.2 61.0 32.8 25.6 29.19228 5- 6
t.06273 0.871 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 25.97326 6- 7
TAB NO 88 ATLAS PHOTO NO 88 POD SEQUENCE NO 843
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 23 MIN 56 SLC 379 MS
TRAJECTHRY IJATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
114.620 263.g0051 -q.cAg -24.019 1999.356 2.668 -66.401 115.366
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 --[1.290 -Iq.669 307.38506 -57.0 g.8 -_2o3 33.0 _.17384 G.835 -90.3 68°_ 38.6 33.6 28.8 O. I- 2
3 -[0.890 -20.18_ 2g7.I_876 -b_.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.95821 O.871 -87.5 68°0 41°0 29.5 26.3 19.97051 2- 3
4 -I0.858 -L_.262 310.40370 -62.7 [0.I -81.1 31.5 E.22234 0.827 -81.2 bs.g 36.4 36.6 31.9 27.73225 3- 4
5 -I[.721 -lg.06T 319.73866 -_5.g 10.9 -83.6 33.3 _.41122 0.7q? -93.3 6g.2 36.4 37.3 31.I 26.93761 6- 5
6 -11.724 -20.037 305,C0966 -_L.O 9.5 -03.5 36.5 _.12_24 C.862 -93.0 68.2 61.G 32.7 25.6 28.71956 _f_-_
7 -[0.8gO -20.[84 297.1_76 -_8.4 8.9 -81.2 32.? 5.95827 0.871 -87.5 68.0 4l+O 2_.5 26.3 25.6086g 6- T
TAB NO 89 ATLAS PHOTO NO 89 POD SEQUENCE NO 845
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 EI6 56 b_C 59 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SPC TU IMPACT ALT LA1 LCN R V PTH AZ
112.740 2Eo.ogg66 -g.C?O -23.g75 1995.585 2.470 -66.372 115.359
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE A?S/C AZN AISUN AZA A* _/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EEIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -li.281 -lq. Eel 303.019fi0 -!.7.0 9.8 -82.3 33.0 6.085E6 0.838 -90.3 68.6 38.6 33.3 28.8 O. I- 2
3 -10.8H8 -20.188 i)qA.q322_ -_.4 8.9 -31.2 3_.T 5.87372 0.871 -8/.5 68.0 61.0 2g.5 26°3 19°68518. 2- 3
4 -10.848 -_9.270 _C)_.9q305 -_2,7 i0.[ -81.1 31.5 6.13392 0.82? -_7.2 68.g 36.4 34o_ 3_.__ _-_
5 -11.]06 -lq,o_/ _15.1_9_2 -bS,g 10.o -83._ 3_.3 E.320C0 C,798 -93.3 6g.2 36°6 37.2 31.1 26°55242 6- 5
6 _[I.709 -20.0_3 301.2690! -61.0 g.5 -83.b J4.5 E.O3924 D.843 -93.0 68.2 61.0 32.7 25.6 28.36655 5- 6
7 -[0,888 -_D.I_H 392.g322H -b8,4 8.q -BI.2 J2.7 5.87372 0.871 -87.5 68*0 41.0 29.5 26.3 25,24373 6- 7
TAB NO 90 ATLAS PHOTO NO 90 POD SEQUENCE NO 847
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR _3 EIN 57 SEt T_g ES
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTM A?
111.060 256.2gE78 -9.CgO -23.932 1991.752 2.472 -66.3_3 115.351
PHOTC UATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMI8 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.273 -19.672 298.65058 -5?.0 g.8 -82.3 33.0 8.99811 0.836 -90.3 68.5 38.6}3.} 2_.B _, _,_
3 -1D.88_ -20. iq2 288.71191 -68.4 8.g -81.2 32.7 5.789[0 0.871 -87.5 68.C 41°0 29.5 26.3 19°39971 2- 3
6 -10.846 -1g.287 3D1,57844 -62.7 10,1 -BI,I 31,5 E.04543 0.827 -87.2 68.9 36.6 36.3 31,9 26.g3867 3- 6
5 -1[.69l -1g.107 JlO.636Og -bS,g lO,q -83.6 3_.3 6.22871 0,798 -93°3 69.1 36.6 37.2 31.1 26.16703 6- 5
6 -11.694 -_0,050 296.g?456 -51.1 g.5 -83.5 34.5 5.95215 0.863 -93.0 68.2 61.0 32°7 25.6 27.9533[ 5- 6
7 -10,88_ -20.192 2_8,71191 -58,_ 8.g -81.2 32.7 5,78910 0.871 -87,5 68°0 61.0 29.5 26°3 26.87855 6- 7
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8A-Vll CAMERA P3 16
JULY 31*1966 13 HR 23 MIh 59 SEC 619 t'LS
TRAJECTORY DATA
_ PHOTO DATA
TAB NO 91 ATLAS PHOTO NO 91 POD SEQUENCE NO 849
SEC TO IMPACT
109.380
ALT LA] LCN R V PTH
252.69]79 -9.111 -23.888 1987.967 2.676 -66.316 115.366
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.264 -19.684 296.27074 -57,0 9,8 -82,3 33,0 5.91027 01836 -90.3 68°5 38.6 33.3 28,8 0, L- 1
3 -10.882 -20.196 286.68706 -58.6 8.9 -81,2 32.7 5.70638 00872 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.5 26.3 19.11396 2- 3
4 -10.846 -19.306 297.15919 -02 LT I0.I _81,0 31.5 5.95684 0.827 -87.2 68.4 36.4 34._ 3[,8 _.54131 i-
5 -11.677 -19.127 306.07822 -55.9 10.9 -83,6 33.3 6.13731 0.798 -93.3 69.1 36.6 37.2 31.1 25.78_62 6- 5
7 -I0.882 -20.196 286.68706 -68.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.70638 0.872 -87.5 68.0 _I.0 29.5 26.3 26.51305 6- 7
TAB NO 92 ATLAS PHOTO NO 92 POD SEQUENCE NO 851
JULY 31t196_ 13 HR 26 M[_ I SEC 99 MS
I_ECIORY DATA ...... SF_ Tn IWPACT &IT t_I InN R V P_ A7
107.701 248.68671 -9.131 -23.863 1984.140 2.676 -66.285 115,338
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT fOR _ARGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ B/A AZPHAZ ENCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,256 -19.696 289.89793 --57L0 9"8 --82"3 33.0 5"82232 0"836 --90.3 68.5 38.6 33"3 28"8 0= [-- 2
3 --10.879 --20"200 280"25761 --58.6 8.9 --81"2 32"7 5"61957 0"872 --87.5 68.0 61.0 29.5 26"3 18"82782 2-- 3
5 --II,662 -19.148 301.51527 -55.9 10.8 -83.6 33.3 6.06582 D.Tg8 -93.3 69.1 36.6 37.2 31.0 25.39528 A-
6 -11.6o5 -20.062 288.22169 -51.1 9.5 -83,5 36.6 5._7769 D.863 -93.0 _8.2 41.0 32.7 25.5 _7.12554 5-
7 -10,879 -2O,2DD 280.25_61 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.61957 0,872 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.5 26,3 _6,1_712 6- 1
TAB NO 93 ATLAS PHOTO NO 9_ POD SEQUENCE NO 85_
J_LY 31_1966 13 _R 24 MIA 2 _EC 779 R_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
106.021 266.8756[ -9.152 -23.799 1980.331 2.478 -66.256 115o329
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHA2 [NCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -iI_247 _19._087_51512 -57.0 9.8 ,82_3_ _].0 5.7_43_ C.836 -9(I=_8.5 38_ _-_ _.R n. I-
3 -10,876 -20.206 276.02_83 -58,6 8.9 -81.2 _2.7 5.53668 0.872 -8_.5 88.0 _i.O 29.5 26.3 _8.54[68 2- 3
4 -10,839 -19.3_0 288.30657 -62.7 10.1 -81.0 31.6 5.77939 G.828 -87.2 88.8 36.4 34.3 31.8 25.76536 ]- %
5 -11,667 -19.168 296.94862 -55.9 10.8 -83.6 33.3 5.95625 0.799 -93.3 69.1 36.6 37.1 31,0 25.00895 4- 5
6 -II,650 -20.089 283,86392 -51,I 9.5 -83°5 _6,4 5.69034 0,843 -93.0 68.2 41.0 32.7 25.5 26.71i17 §- 6
7 -10.876 -20.206 276.02383 -58._ 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.53668 0.872 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 23.78097 6- 7
TAB NO 94 ATLAS PHOTO NO 94 POD SEQUENCE NO 855
JULY 31_1964 13 MR 26 MIN 4 SEC 659 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT tAT tUN R _ P_ AI
106.381 2_1.06621 -9.173 -23.755 1976.520 2.A80 -66.226 115.321
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AIA A_ BIA AZPHAZ iNCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[1,239 -19.720 _81.12805 -57.0 9,8 -8213 3_.0 5.66819 0.836 -90.3 68.5 38.6 33.3 28.8 O. I- 2
3 -10,876 -20.2C9 271.78606 -58.6 8.q -81,2 _2°7 5.66971 0.872 -81.5 68.0 61.0 29.5 26.3 18.25488 2- 3
4 -10*637 -19.357 283.874C5 -82.7 10._ -6_,0 _1,6 5.69G53 O.826 -8_.Z 66.8 36.4 _4°3 31.8 25.3_69A 3-
5 -11,633 -19.189 292.37737 -55.9 10.8 -83.6 33.3 5.86259 0.799 -93.3 69.0 38._ 37.[ 31.0 26.62223 4- 5
6 -11,635 -20,07_79.5_19D -51.] 9,_ -fl3.6 341_{_.84_ -93._ _A._ 41._ _2.7 _=5 _.2_ _-
T -I0,874 -20.209 27_.78606 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 E.6_971 G.872 -87.5 68.0 _I.O 29.5 26.3 23._1462 6- 7
TAB NO 95 ATLAS PHOTO NO 95 POD SEQUENCE NO 857
JULY 31.1966 13 HR 26 PiN 6 SEC 139 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO I_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PT_ A2
102.661 257.25C98 -9.196 -23.710 1972.706 2.482 -66.197 115,313
PHDIC DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,23_ -19.732 276.73720 -57.0 9.8 -82.3 33.0 5.558C0 0.836 -90.3 68.5 38.6 33.3 28.7 O. 1- 2
3 -10,871 -20.213 267.56_51 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.36666 0.872 -87.5 68.0 61.0 29.5 26.3 17.96815 2- 3
6 -10.83_ -19.375 279.63778 -62.6 10.1 -81.0 31.6 5.60160 0.82_ -87.2 68.8 36.6 36.3 31.8 24.96825 _-
5 -II,618 -19.209 287,802ei -55.9 10.8 -83.6 33.3 5.77C_6 0.799 -93.3 69.0 36.6 37.1 31.0 26.23561 _- 5
6 -11,621 -20.082 _/5o13615 -51.1 9.5 -83.6 36,_ 5.5[538 D._63 -93.0 68.2 _l.O 32,7 25.5 25.88166 5- 6
7 -10.871 -20.213 267°56651 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.36486 0.872 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 23.06767 6- 7
TAB NO 96 ATLAS PHOTO NO 95 POD SEQUENCE NO 859
JULY 31e1966 13 HR 26 MIN 7 SEC 8_8 M5
T_AJECT_RY bATA SEC 70 I_PACT ALT tAT tON R _ PT_ AZ
lO0.gEl 233.63538 -9.215 -23.665 1968.891 2.686 -66.167 115.306
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LO_ _A_OE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A_ B/A AZP_AZ |NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,221 -19,766 272,36193 -57,0 9.8 -82,3 53.0 _ 5,46973 0,83e. -9D_.3 _ 68_5_8,6 33-2 _8,7 O, 1- 2
) -I0,868 -20.217 263.2986_ -58._ 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.27952 0.872 -87.5 68,C 61.0 29.5 26.3 17.68107 2- 3
-10,832 -19.3g3 _7_.99715 -62._ 1O.E -81.0 31.6 5.51259 O.828 -87.2 68.8 36._ 36.2 31.8 2_.54926 3- 6
5 -11,603 -19.230 283:2_369 -55._ 10.8 -83.6 33.3 5+6TgC6 0.799 -93.3 69.0 36,6 37,1 30,9 23.8_809 4- 5
6 -11.606 -20.088 270.76601 -51.1 9.4 -83.6 36._ 5.62778 0.8_3 -93.0 68.2 61.0 32.6 25.5 25.666_6 5- 6
7 --I0,868 -20.217 _63.2986_ -88.6 8.9 -_1.2 32.T 5,27952 0.872 -87.5 68.0 61,0 29.5 26.3 22.68049 6-- 7
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TAB NO 97 ATLAS PHOTO NO 97 POD SEQUENCE NO 861
JULY 3111966 13 HR 2_ _1_L 9 SEC tga_ ........
TRAJECTORY DATA _EC_T__IEPAC_ AL_ _LAT J-ON k _. R _ V __ dPIH _ .AZ _
99.301 229.61780 -9.236 -23.620 1965.073 2.686 -66.137 115.298
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11o213 -19.756 267*94273 _-57.0 9,8 -82.3 33*0 5,38137 0.836 -90.3 68.5 38.6 33.2 28.7 _ 0. _11- 2_
3 -10.865 -20.222 259.04885 -58.¢ 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.L9431 0.872 -87.5 68.0 61.O 29.5 26.3 IT.39382 2- 3
4 -10.830 -19.411 ZTO,55262-62.6 10,1 -81._ 31,6 5.42350 0.828 -67.2 68.8 36*4 34.2 31.7 24.16997 3- 6
5 -11.588 -19.251 278°66053 -55.9 10.8 -83.6 33.3 5.58715 O.BO0 -93.3 69.0 36.4 37.0 30.9 23.66069 6- 5
6 -11.591 -ZQ.Oq5 266.%q197 -51.1 q.4 -R_._ _4.4 _.3401fl n. Ha4 -q_.o _H.2 41.fl _.A _6.5 _5.fl%iN_ _-
? -10,865 -20.222 259.06885 -58.6 8.9 -81o2 32.7 5.19631 0.872 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 22,31302 6- T
TAB NO 98 ATI k_ manTn _^ ^- POD SEQUEhic:L _ 863........ ._ ,iv :m
tl_LEv 3_,!9_ L_ ;I_ 2% _ih il btL 178 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA ____[_J[J_PJLC___ALT 167 _N 8 _
97.621 225.79803 -9.257 -23.575 1961.253 2.488 -66.107 115o290
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,206 -19.769 263,53931 -57.0 9,8 -82.3 33*0 5°29298 0*83? -90.5 68.8 38.6 33,2 28.T O. 1- 2
3 -10_862 -20.226 254,79688 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.10901 0°872 -87.5 68,0 41.0 29.5 26.3 17.10637 2- 3
5 -11,573 -19,271 274,05339 -55.9 10,8 -83,6 33,3 5,_9517 0,800 -93,3 69,0 36,6 37,0 30,9 23,07269 6- 5
6 -11,576 -20.101 262.013_3 -51.2 9°6 -83.6 36.3 5,25236 0,864 -93.0 68°2 41.0 32.6 25.5 26.63534 5- 6
7 -10.862 -20,226 256.79688 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32,7 5.10901 0.872 -87.5 68.0 _1.0 29.5 26.3 21,94523 6- T
TAB NO 99 ATLAS PHOTO NO 99 POD SEQUENCE NO 865
JULY 31,196_ 13 HE _I__J-Z__ ....................
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC EU IMPACT ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
95.961 221.97638 -9.278 -23°530 1957.432 2.890 -66.077 115.282
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EM[$ ALPHA SCALE PT*PT
3 -10.859 -20.231 250.53712 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.02364 0.872 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 16.81871 2- 3
4 -10,825 -19.487 261,65135 -62,6 10,1 -81,0 31,6 5,24506 0.829 -87,2 68.7 36,_ 34.2 31.7 23,35055 3- 4
5 -11°558 -19.292 269.46252 -55.9 10.8 -83.6 33.3 5.40312 0.800 -93.3 68.9 36.4 37.0 30,9 22.68860 A- 5
6 -11o561 -20o108 257,63168 -51.2 9._ -_3,6 36.3 5;16449 0,88_ -95.0 68.1 _hO 32o6 25.5 24.21962 5- 6
7 -10,859 -20.231 250.53712 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 5.02364 0.872 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 21.57724 6- 7
TAB NO 100 ATLAS PHOTO NO 100 POD SEQUENCE NO 867
JULY 51.1964 13 HR _ MIN 1_ SIC 538 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5_C TD IMPACT ALT LAT L0N R V PTH AZ
96.261 218.152A0 -9.299 -23.484 1953.608 2.491 -66,067 115.274
PHOTO DATA ....
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EMI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11°186 -19.T93 25%,72030 -57,0 9.8 -02*3 33,0 5.115_I 0°837 -90.2 68.6 38°6 33.2 28.7 O. I- 2
3 -10.856 -20.236 2%6.27695 -58.6 8.9 -81,2 32.7 4.93817 0.872 -87.5 68.0 41.0 29.5 26.3 16.53081 2- 3
4 -10°822 -19°465 257,19429 -62,6 10,1 -8_.0 _1*7 5,[5572 0*629 -87°2 68, T 36,6 36.2 31.7 22.95036 3- 6
5 -11o543 -19.313 26%.86726 -55.9 10.8 -83.5 33.3 5.31097 O.BOC -93.3 68.9 36.4 37.0 30.9 22,29622 4- 5
7 -10.856 -20.236 246.27_95 -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 4.93817 0.872 -87.5 68.0 81.0 29.5 26.3 21.20885 6- T
TAB NO 101 ATLAS PHOTO NO 101 POD SEQUENCE NO 869
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 2_ MIN 16 SEC 218 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EG TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
92.581 2|6.32_29 -9.321 -23.438 1969.T82 2.693 -66.017 115°266
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A A_ 81A A2PHAZ |NCO PHAZ ENKS ALPH_ SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.178 -19.806 250.30_37 -57.0 9.R -82.3 33.0 5.02712 0.837 -90.2 68.A 38.6 33.2 28.7 O. 1- 2
3 -10o853 -20.240 262.00860 -58.A 8.9 -81.2 32.7 A*852_3 0.8T2 -8T°5 67.9 61.O 29.5 26.3 16.24265 2- 3
A -10.820 -19._83 252.73292 -62.6 10.1 -81.0 31.7 5°06629 0.829 -87.2 68.7 36.A 34.1 3_.7 22.54977 3- 4
5 -11.528 -19.33A 260.26793 -55.9 10.8 -83.5 33.3 5.218T5 0.801 -93.3 68,9 36.4 36.9 30.8 21.90768 6- 5
6 -11.531 -20.122 248,85_96 -51.2 9.4 -83.6 34.3 4.98856 0.8A4 -93.0 68.1 61.0 32.6 25.5 23,38658 5- 6
7 -10.853 -20.24_ 282.0086_ -58.4 8.9 -81.2 32.7 4.85263 0.872 -87.5 67.9 61.0 29.5 26.3 20,84016 6- T
TAB NO 102 ATLAS PHOTO NO 102 POD SEQUENCE NO 871
JULY 31_1965 13 HA 2_ MIN 1_ SEC 898 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO IPPACT
90,902
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RA_GE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.169 -19.818 245.88629 -57.0 9.8 -82o3 33.0
3 -10,850 -20.2A5 237.73816 -58.6 8.9 -81.2 32°7
6 -10.817 -19.501 248.267N6 -62.6 10.1 -81,0 31,7
5 -11°513 -19.355 255.66650 -55.9 lO.T -83.5 33.3
6 -11.516 -20.129 2_4,660_6 -51.2 9.4 -83,6 36,3
7 -10.850 -20.265 237,73814 -58.4 8.9 -81°2 32.7
ALT LAT LON R Y PTH AZ
210.69806 -9.342 -23.392 1945.953 2.695 -65o987 115.258
A_ B/A AZPHA2 INtO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
4,93835 0,837 -90.2 68°4 38,6 33o_ _8,7 O,
4,76700 0°872 -87°5 67.9 41.0 29*5 26.3 15.95630 2- 3
q.q767T 0.829 -87.2 68.7 36*6 34.1 31*b 22°16892 3- 4
5.12665 0.801 -93.3 68°9 36.4 36,9 30,8 21.51866 4- 5
4.90047 0,844 -93.0 68.1 41.0 32.6 25.5 22.96974 _- 6
4,76700 0.872 -87.5 67,9 61.0 29.5 26.3 20.6711B 6- 7
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TAB NO 103 ATLAS PHOTO NO 103 POD SEQUENCE NO 873
JULY 31s1966 13 HR 24 _LN_L9_E_ _8_ ......
TRAJECTORY OATA . _SEC TQ IPaPAC[ __LJ _AI LQN _ __ E__ ]L____ET___
89,222 206,66769 -9,363 -23,346 1962,123 2,497 -65,956 115,250
PHDTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A! 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.160 -19.831 241,_60_Q__-_5710___ _62.3 33,0 4,_9_(L. 837 m90,2_68_6 33.1 28.6 " -
3 -10.847 -20.250 233.46351 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 ]2,7 4.68129 0.872 -87.5 67,q 41.0 29.5 26.3 15.66580 2- 3
4 -10.815 -19.520 243.79782_ -62.6 J_O_l _61_0 _1.7 __ _.8971_ Q, 629 -87.2 66,_Z_6_--3_L.I_J-_JJ]_
5 --11.498 --19.378 251.05693 --55.9 10.7 --83.5 33,3 5.03406 0.801 --93,3 68.9 36.4 36.9 30.8 21.12942 6-- 5
6 --11,501 --20,136_1_.0617_ --51.2 9.6 --8_-_ t4._ 4.A1_9 0.A44 --q_.n aN.1 41-n _2._ _._ _._aa _-
7 -10°847 -ZO. Z50 233.46351 -58.3 8.9 -81,2 32,7 4,88129 C.872 -87.5 67.9 41°0 29,5 26.3 20.10207 6- 7
TAB NO 104 ATLAS PHOTO NO 104 POD SEQUENCE NO 875
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 HI_ 21SEC 258 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SFC _P_._T_J.___.J_____..._.J]N R v PTH &7
87,542 202,83513 -9,385 -23,300 1938,290 2,499 -65,926 115,242
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* e/A AZPHAZ tNCDPHAZ-EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,151 -19,8A3 237,0315_ ,57,0 9,8 -82,] 33,0 4°76055 0,837" -90,2 68,4 38,6 33,1 28,6 0, __1-_.-
3 -10,844 -20,255 229,18467 -58.3 8,9 -81,2 32,7 4,59549 C,872 -87,5 67.9 41,0 29,5 26,3 15,37698 2- 3
5 -11.483 -19.397 246._4519 -55.9 10.7 -83.5 33.3 A.94159 0.801 -93.3 68.8 36°% 36.9 30.8 20.73989 _- 5
6 -11,466 -20,143 235,_8_--=51,2 9,4 -_3,6 3_,3 4_72_03 _,8_4 -93,D 68,1 41,0 32,5 25_ 2_13_
7 -10,844 -20,255 229,18467 -58,3 8,9 -81,2 32,7 4,595_9 0,872 -87,5 67,9 41,0 29,5 26,3 19,73246 6- 7
TA_ ,NO :05 _.._ _NATn NO lOS _D SEQUENCE NO 877
JULY 31,1964 13_JdP._.MIN _ SFC 938 MS ___
T_AJECTGRY DATA ....... SE_.._PkCT ALT L#T LO_ _ _ PTI"L . JLT_ __
85.862 199.00C41 -9,607 -23.253 1934.656 2.501 -65.895 115.236
PHOTO DATA ...........
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -10._0 -20.26G 224.90166 -58.3 8.9 -8|.2 32.7 4.50961 0.872 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29.5 26.2 15.08791 2- 3
4 -10,810 -1_,556 234,8459_ -62,5 IQ, L -81,0 3_L.7 k,TOT_ 0,830 -87,2 68_ 36,_3_,i 31,6 _-_94_5_3- A
5 -11,468 -19,418 241,82931 -55,9 10,7 -83,5 33,3 4,84903 0,802 -93,3 68,8 36,4 36,8 30,8 20,35016 4- 5
8 -11,470 -20,150 231,25170 -51,2 9.4 -83,6 34.2 4,63569 C,845 -93,0 68,1 41,0 32,5 25,5 21,T1_62 5- 6
7 -10,840 -20,260 224,90166 -58,3 8,9 -81,2 32,7 4,50961 0,872 -87,5 67,9 AI,0 29,5 26,2 |9,36254 6- 7
TAB NO 106 ATU_ PHOTO NO 106 POD SEQUENCE NO 879
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 MI_ 24 SEC 617 MS ,
TRAJECTORY _AIA _C TO _uPACT ALT LAT LOH R V _ PTH _ AZ
84,182 195,16376 -9,428 -23,207 1930.619 2,503 -65,864 115,226
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,133 -19.869 Z28,_6L91 _52*0 9,8 -82.3 33o0 4o5824L 0,830 -90,Z _B_ 38*6 33_L 28,_ Q.... _-_
3 -10,837 -20,265 220,61467 -58,3 8,9 -81.2 32,7 6,42385 0,872 -87,5 67,9 41,0 29,4 26,2 14o79869 2- 3
4 -10.807 -19,575 7..30,_6392 _62,5 _0,1 -81,0 _1,8 A,61789 0,830 _87*2 68,6 36.4 34,1 3_._ _0,S4255 3- 4 _
5 -11.452 -19.639 237.20951 -55.9 10.7 -83.5 33.3 4.75640 0.802 -93.3 68.8 36.4 36.8 30._ 19.96005 4- 5
7 -10,837 -Z0,265 220,61_67 -58,3 8,9 -81,2 32,7 4,42365 C,872 -87,5 67.9 41,0 29,4 26,2 18,99231 6- 7
TAB NO 107 A_ PHOTO NO 107 POD SEQUENCE NO _1
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24__1_,_EC_297 _S .......
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO |PPACT ALT LA] LCN R V PTH AZ
82,502 191.32A68 -9,A50 -23,160 1926.780 2.505 -65.833 11_.217
2 -11,124 -19,882 223,7205fi-57,0 9,8 -82_3 33,0 4,49321 0,838 -90,2 68o 3 38,6 33,1 28,6 0, 1- 2
3 -10.834 -20.270 216.32316 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.7 A.337_0 0.872 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29._ 26.2 14._0914 2- 3
6-10,80A -19,594 225.87748 -62,5 10, l -81,O 31,8 4,52795 0,830 -87,2 68,6 36,4 36,0 31,5 20,1_023 3- 6
5 -1|,437 -19,661 232,58522 -55,9 10,7 -83,5 33,3 4,66367 0*802 -93,3 68,8 36,4 36,8 30,7 19,56954 4- 5
6 -11.440 -20.166 222.42496-51.3 9.4 -83.6 36.2 4.45875 0.865 -93.0 68.1 41.0 32.5 25._ 20.88159 5- 6
7 -10.834 -20.270 216.32318 -58.3 8.9 _81.2 32.7 4.33760 0.872 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29.4 26.2 18.62177 6- 7
TAB NO 108 ATLAS PHOTO NO 10_ POD SEQUENCE NO 883
JULY 31_196A 13 H_ 24 _|N 2T SEC 977 _S
TRAJECTURY DATA ....... SEC TO IHPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH _ A Z
80,82_ 187.68363 -9.672 -23.113 1922.939 2.508 -65.803 115.209
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN-- AZA - A_ -- fi/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT_-PT
2-11.115-19.894 210.27518 -57.0 9,8 -82.3 33.0 A._0393 0.838 -90.2 68.3 38.6 33.1 28.6 O. .|-
3 -10.831 -20.275 212.02767 -58.3 8°9 -81o2 32.7 4.25147 0.872 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29.4 26.2 16.21952 2- 3
6 -10,802 -19,612 221,38697 -62,5 10jl -81,0 31,8 A,43794 O,830 -87,2 68,6 36,4 34,0 31,5 19,73762 3-6
5 -11.422 -19,_82 227,95695 -55,9 10,7 -83°5 33,3 A,570E7 0,802 -93,3 68,7 36,4 36,8 30,7 19,17883 4- 5
6 -11,425 -20,171 218,00530--51,3 9,4 _83,6 36,2 4,37015 0,865 -93,0 68.1 41,0 32,5 25,4 20,463165_6
7 -10,831 -20,275 212,02767 -58,3 8,9 -81,2 32,7 4,25147 0,872 -87,5 67,9 41,0 29,4 26,2 18,25092 6- 7
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JULI 3111964 13 HH 24 PIN 29 S_C 657 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOT0 DAIA
RA-VI[ CAMERA P3 19
TAB NO 109 ATLAS PHOTO NO 109 POD SEQUENCE NO 885
SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
79.162 183.84008 -9.494 -23.065 lq19.095 2.510 -65.773 115.201
PT LA7 LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 |HCO PHA2 EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.106 -19.907 214.82366 -67.0 9.8 -82.3 33.0 6.31653 C.835 -gC.Z 68.3 30.6 33.L 28.6 0. 1- 2
3 -IO.827 -20.28C 207.72625 -68.3 5.9 -81.2 _Z.7 6.16522 0.872 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29.4 26.2 [3.92937 2- 3
4 -IO.79_ -19.63! 2_6.89022 -62.5 LO.[ -81.0 31.8 4.347?9 0.830 -87.2 68.5 36._ 3_°0 31.5 19.33_1 3-
5 --11.406 -L9.506 223.32221 -55.9 10.7 -83.5 33.3 4.47794 C.803 -93.3 68.7 36._ 36.7 30.7 18.78747 _- 5
6 -1[.4D9 -20.[79 213*5794L_LL.3 9._ _B_*6___.2 4.281_3 0.8_5 -9t.Q _8_1_L._ 32.5_
7 -10.827 -20.280 L07.72625 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.7 6.[6522 0.572 -57.5 67.9 41.0 29.4 26.2 [7.8?952 6- 7
...... HOT ruu SEQUENCE NO 887TAB NO !!0 AT,*_ b 0 _O 110 ----"
JULY 3L,[g64 13 _R 26 M[N 31 SEC 337 MS
TRAJ_CIORY _ATA __ _ S_C TO [_PA_[ ALl LA] LO_ _ IL________IY=-____
77.462 179.79485 -9._16 -23.O18 1915.250 2.512 -65.740 115.192
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA AT 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EM[_ ALPHA SCAL_ PT-PT
2 -11.09! -L9.921 210.36654 -51°0 9.7 -82.3 _3.0 4.22501 0.83_ -90.2 68.3 38.6 33.0 28.5 0. l- 2
3 -[0.824 -20.2_5 203.4|970 -68.3 8.9 -Bl.2 32.7 6.07858 C.872 -87.8 87.9 4|.0 29._ 28.2 13.63875 2- 3
-10°796 -19.650 212.38_09 -_Z_5 10.1 -8[.0 31.8 4o2575_ 0.831 -87.2 68.5__6._3_._ 3L_5 __g3ItT_
5 -1|,39l -1_.525 218.6_193 -55,9 lO,? -83,5 33,2 4,38489 0,803 -93,3 68.7 36.4 36,7 30,6 [8,39578 4- 5
6 -11°394 -20.186 Z09.14834 -51.} 9._ -83.6 34.2 6.192_[ 0.865 -93.0 68.1 41.Q 32.R 25._ 19.82_62 5- 6
7 -10,_26 -20,285 203.41970 -58.3 8.9 -8_,2 32,7 6,07888 0.872 .-87.5 67,9 41.0 29.4 26,2 [7,50759 6- ?
TAB NO 111 ATLAS PHOTO NO 111 POD SEQUENCE NO 889
JULY 31_1966 13 NR 2_ MI_ 3_ _._J_17 MS ................
TRAJECTORY _ATA _EC TU IMPACT ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
75.782 175.96888 -9.538 -22.970 19[1.402 2.514 -6_+709 |15o184
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -10.82L -20.29} 199.10879 -68.3 8.9 -U_.2 32.8 3.99242 0.873 -87.5 87.9 ¢1.0 29.4 26.2 [3.34795 2- 3
4 -10.793 -19.6_g 207.88162 -62.b iO.l -80.9 31.8 4.16721 0.5_I -B?.Z 68.5 36o_ 3_.0 31.5 18.52675 _- 4
5 -11,375 -|9,547 214,03738 -55.9 10,7 -83,5 33.2 4,29176 0,803 -93,3 68.7 36,6 36,7 30.6 |8,00379 6- 5
8 -IL.378 -20.194 20_.71287 -51.3 9.3 -83.6 34.2 4.10370 0.845 -93.0 6B.C 41.0 32.¢ 25.¢ 19°20_83 5- 6
7 -10,82| -20,291 199.10879 -58.3 8,9 -81,2 32.8 3*99262 0,873 -87.5 87,9 41,0 29,6 26,2 17,[3544 6- 7
TAB NO 112 ATLAS PHOTO NO 112 POD SEQUENCE NO 891
JULY 31_|96A 13 HR 26 MIN 36 SEC 697 MS
TRAJECIORY UATA SEC TO |PPACI ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
74.103 |72.09694 -9.560 -22.922 1907.552 2._18 -65.677 115°|75
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAh_E- AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCC'-PHAZ EMI_ ALPHA -- SCALE 8T-PT
2 -13.078 -19.947 20[.43980 -57.0 9.7 -82.3 33.0 4.04872 0.5_9 -90.2 68°3 38.7 33.0 28.5 0. 1- 2
3 -10.817 -20,298 19_.79372 -5_.8 8.9 -8|.2 32.8 3*90590 C.873 -87,5 67.9 41.0 29.6 26.2 13.05697 2- 3
4 -10.790 -[9.bHB 203.37105 -62.5 10._ -80.9 31.9 6.07879 0.831 -87.Z 68.5 36°_ 33°9 3_.4 18.12251 3- 6
5 -11.380 -_9.569 _d9._U_19 -_5.9 10.6 -83.b 3_.2 6.|9855 0.506 -93.3 68.7 38.4 36.6 30.6 17.61142 4- 5
7 -|0.837 -_O.296 194.79372 -58.3 8.9 -B1.2 32.8 3.90590 0.873 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29._ 26.2 16o76290 6- 7
TAB NO 113 ATLAS PHOTO NO 113 POD SEQUENCE NO" 893
JULY 31_1966 13 H8 24 PIN 36 SEC 3?7 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT |AT LCN R V PTH AZ
72.423 168,2448E -9,583 -22,876 1903,700 2,518 -65.646 115,167
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT |ON RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCAL8 PT-PT
2 -Zl.Ohq -39.960 198.96985 -57.0 9,7 -82.3 _3.0 3*95595 0.839 -90.2 68.2 38.? 33.0 28.5 0° l- 2
3 -|O.BI_ -20.302 190._7_49 -68.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 3.81929 0,873 -87,5 67.9 61.0 29.4 26.2 12.76582 2- 3
4 -[0.757 -19.707 198.85635 -62.4 10.| -80.9 3|.9 _ 3_98629 0.531 -87.2 68.5 36.A 33.9 3[.4 1?.71796 3- 6
5 -11.344 -19.591 Z04.73810 -55.9 10.6 -83.5 33.2 4,10526 0,804 -93.3 68.6 36.4 36.8 30.b 17.21875 6- 5
6 -1|.34l -20.209 195.82945 -51.3 9._ -83°0 34.1 3.92562 0.84_ -93.0 68.0 41.0 32._ 2§.4 18.36458 5- 6
? -10.814 -20.302 L90.47_49 -58.3 8.9 -8_.2 _2.8 3.81929 0.873 -87.5 67.9 4[.0 29.4 26.2 16.39014 6- 7
TAB NO 114 ATLAS PHOTO NO 114 POD SEQUENCE NO 895
JULY 31_1986 13 HR 24.MIN.3_. SEC_57 MS ..................................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI _ON R V PTH AZ
70.743 184.19058 -9.605 -22.826 1899.846 2.520 -65,614 115,158
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA A* B/A AZpHAZ INCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE #T-P?
2 -11.O60 -19.974 192._9590 -57.0 q_7 -82.3 33.0 3.86610 0.839 -90.2 68.2 38.7 33.9 28.5 0. 1"-_
3 _0.810 -_0._07 186.15184 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 _2.8 _o732_0 D.573 -87.5 67.9 4|.0 29.4 26.2 [2.67441 2- 3
4 -10.785 -19.726 194.33747 -62.4 10.1 -80.9 _|.9 _.89571 0.831 -87.2 68.6 36.4 33.9 3[.4 17.31318 3- 4
5 _11.329 -39.813 2OO.0793_ -55.9 10.6 -03.5 33.2 6.01188 O.804 -93.3 68.6 38.A 36.6 30.5 [6.82590 6- 5
6 -1|.331 -20,2L7 L9|,35[_5 -51,3 9,3 -83.6 34.| 3.83646 0,868 -93,0 68,0 41,0 32,6 25,4 17,96408 5- 6
7 -10,_10 -20,307 186.15104 -58,3 8.9 -8[,2 32.8 _,73280 0,573 -87,5 67,9 41,0 29,4 26,2 16,O[697 6- 7
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_A-VII CAMERA P3 20
TAB NO 115 ATLAS PHOTO NO 115 POD SEQUENCE NO 897
JULY 31_I964 13 Hf_ 24 WI_ 39 SEC 737 _S
TRAJECF_RY UATA _EC T[] IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTh AZ
69.063 160.534C6 -9.627 -22.777 1895.989 2.522 -65.582 115.169
PHCTC 0%TA ....
PT LAT LCN _AhGL AZS/C AZN AZSUh AZA AQ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPI$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -Ii.051 -19.987 158.QIT63 -57.0 9.7 -52.5 33.0 3.77815 0.839 -98.2 68.2 38.7 33,8 28.5 O. I- 2
3 -IO.H07 -20.313 181.82333 -_8.3 8.9 -81.2 3_.8 3.64582 0,873 -87.5 67.g 41.0 29.4 26.2 12.18273 2- 3
4 -10./82 -19.745 :89.81_33 -62.4 10.1 -50.9 31.9 _.80584 C,831 -87.2 68.4 36.4 33.9 31,4 16.90818 3- 4
8 -II.313 -19._35 195°4183_ -58.9 i0.6 -_3.5 33.2 _.91842 C,804 -93,3 68.6 36.4 36.6 30.5 16.43275 4- 5
6 -11.316 -20.225 186._2917 -51.4 9.3 -53.6 3_.i 3.74721 C.846 -93.0 68.0 4I.C 32.4 25.4 17.52335 5- 6
7 -IC.807 -Z0.313 151.82333 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 3.64582 C.873 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29.4 26.2 18.64350 6- 7
TAB NO 116 ATLAS PHOTO NO 116 POD SEQUENCE NO 899
JbLY 31,I96_ 13 hR 24 PI_ 41 SEC 416 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 78 IPPACT ALT LAI ICN R V PTH AZ
67.383 156.67532 -9.550 -2_.129 1892.131 2.52_ -65.550 I15.1_I
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LC_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ INC8 PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SEAL8 PT-PT
2 -II.0_I -26._CI 183.53511 -57.0 g.7 -52.5 33.0 _,68_13 _°839 -gC._ 65.2 38.7 32°9 28,4 O. %- 2
3 -I0.803 -20.31g 177.49151 -_.3 8.9 -HI.2 _2.8 _.588_6 0,873 -87.5 67.9 _I.C 29.4 26,2 II.89091 2- 3
4 --I0.779 --19,784 [D_°28702 -02.4 IC.l -b0,9 _l.q 3,71_28 0,832 -87.2 68.4 56.4 33.9 31,3 16,50271 3- 4
5 -11.297 -19,657 _q0.75325 -55.g i0.6 -_3.5 _3.2 _.82488 0°805 -93.3 68.6 56.4 36.5 30*5 16.03912 W- 5
6 -II,380 -20.2)2 I_2.47_67 -bi.4 9.3 -83.6 3_.I _._5787 C.84_ -93.0 68,C 41,0 32,) 28,4 17.10234 5- 6
7 -I0.80_ -_0.3_g I17.49137 -58.3 8.9 -_I°2 32._ 3.558_6 C°873 -87.5 67.q 4_.0 29.6 26,2 18.26983 6- 7
T_ NO 117 ATLAS PHOTO NO 117 POD SEQUENCE NO 901
JULY 31,19o6 13 HR 2_ HIE 43 SLC 96 PS
TRAJECTORY I;ATA S_C TP I_PACT
65.783
PHOTC OATA
PT LAT LO_; RAh;E AZS/C AZN _SUN AZA
2 -ii.032 -20.G14 179.0_810 -57°0 9*7 -82,_ _3.0
3 -In._o_) -2O.324 173.15_99 -_8.5 8.9 -BI,2 32.B
4 -I0.7(6 -19.7_A 180.7_533 -62.4 IO.i -_0.9 Ji.9
5 -11.282 -I_._79 156.08380 -85.9 10.6 -83,b _3.2
6 -ll.2_A -2(1.240 L_8.01178 -51.A 9.3 -83.6 3_.I
7 -I0._00 -28.32A 173.15499 -_8.3 8.9 -81,2 _2.8
ALT CAT LCN R V PTH AZ
152.81427 -9.e72 -22.680 1888.270 2.526 -65.818 I15.132
A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3.59681 C*539 -98,2 68.2 38,7 32°9 28,4 O. I- 2
_._7281 C.87J -87.5 67.g AI.O 29.4 26°2 II.59885 2- 3
_.62_ C.832 -57.2 68.4 36.4 33.8 31.3 16.09708 _-
3.73125 O°BC_ -93.3 68.5 36°4 36.5 30*5 15.64829 4- 5
_.568_8 fl°846 -93.0 68.0 41.0 32.8 25,3 16.68109 _- 6
_.A7281 0.072 -81.5 67.9 AI.C 29.4 26,2 14.89565 8- 7
TAB NO 118 ATLAS PHOTO NO 118 POD SEQUENCE NO 903
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 24 _I_ _4 SEC 776 _S
TRAJECTC_Y ,)^T_ SEC TP IMPACT ALT LAT LCN _ V PTP AZ
64.023 148.95103 -9._98 -_2.o3i IEaA.AG6 2.52_ 65._88 1!5.123
PHOTC [t_]A
PI LAI LCN RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -11.022 -20.027 II_.55975 -_7.0 9.7 -_2.3 33.0 _.50587 0.848 -98.2 68.2 38.7 32.9 28,_ O. I- 2
-i0.195 -20._38 168.81o74 -58.3 8.9 -81°2 32.8 3.385C2 C._73 -87.5 67.9 A1.C 29.4 26.2 11.30896 2- 3
4 -10,773 -19°883 176.222_3 -62.4 I0.I -80°9 31.9 _.5325_ C.832 -87,2 68.A 36.4 33.8 31°3 15,69163 _- 4
5 -II.26_ -Ig.7CO 181._1353 -_5.9 i0.6 -83.5 33.2 _.6_7fi C.805 -93.8 68.5 36.4 36,5 30._ 15.25156 _- 5
6 -Li.269 -20.248 i/3.5_921 -91.4 9.3 -03.6 _A.I 3.478_g C.8A_ -q3,C o8.0 4h0 32.3 28,3 16,26012 5- b
7 -I0,796 -20.33C 168.8167A -58.3 8.0 -_I°2 32.8 _.38582 C.873 -87.5 67.9 41.0 29.4 26.2 14.52162 6- 7
TAB NO 119 ATLAS PHOTO NO 119 POD SEQUENCE NO 905
JUlY 31_196. 13 HR 24 "Ik 46 SEC 456 _S
TRAJ£CTGRY _ATA _FC TO IMPACT
62.3_3
PHDTC [_ATA
PT LAT LC_ RA_G_ AZS/L _IN A_U_ _C_
2 -ll°Ol_ --20.C41 170.0_895 -57.0 9.7 -82.3 33.0
3 --I0./92 -/{I.335 LAA.A7562 -5_.3 8.q -81.2 _2.8
4 -IC.769 -I_._22 171.68731 -_2.4 10.1 -80.9 3_.0
5 -II.258 -19.722 176.74131 -65.9 tO.6 -83°5 33.2
6 -II.25_ -20.288 169.0C417 -51.4 9.3 -83.6 _4.0
7 -IO,19Z -20.338 i64._78_Z -58.3 8.q -81.2 _?.8
ALT LAT tEN R V PTH AZ
145.08_65 -9.718 -22.581 1880.541 2.530 -65.A54 115o114
_._1567 C.848 -98.2 08.2 38.7 32.9 28.A O. I- 2
3.297_8 0.873 -_7.8 67.9 41.0 29.A 26.1 11.01698 2- 3
_.AA1t6 _.83_ -87.2 68,A 36.4 33.8 31.3 15.2882_ 8- 4
_.84392 C.d06 -93.3 08.5 36.4 36.5 30.4 ]4.85778 4- 8
_.389_9 0.847 -93.0 68.G Al.O 52.3 28,3 15.83927 8- 6
_*297_8 0.873 -87._ 67.9 4l*C 29.4 26.1 14.14722 6- 7
TAB NO 120 ATLAS PHOTO NO 120 POD SEQUENCE NO 907
JblY 31,1969 L_ hR _4 _IN _8 S_ 136 MS
TRAJ_CTHRY ()ATA SEU TU I_PACT ALT LAI tC& R V PTH AZ
60.6c3 i_1.21e02 -9.7_I -22.532 1876.673 2.532 -65.A22 I15,I05
PHOTt DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae _IA AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMI8 ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -ll,O0_ -2(;.C5A Ih5,57352 -57.0 9.7 -52.3 33.0 3,32539 C.8&C -90.2 68.i 38.7 32.9 28.4 Oo |- 2
-IO.?HW -20.3&I [_O.13O_b -38.3 8.9 -_1.2 32.8 _.216_8 C.87_ -67.5 67.B 41.0 29.4 26.1 10.72283 2- 3
4 --I0*_66 -l_._Al IO7.14762 -62.4 10.1 -80-q _2.0 _.350t6 C.H32 -_7.2 68.3 36.A 33.8 31.3 14.88049 8- 4
5 -11°23& -19,74A 172,06_58 -9=.9 I0*6 -83.5 3_.2 3,45815 8._86 -91.3 68.5 36.& _6.A 30.4 1Wo46361 A- 5
6 -11,23! -_C.263 16&.bI45& -51.4 9.3 -83.6 _.0 3.29g69 C.847 -gA.O 68.0 41.0 32.3 25.3 18.41813 5- 6
7 -10,_89 -21_.341 [&0.13035 -_8._ 8.9 -_1.2 _2.8 3.21065 G.873 -87.5 67.8 AI.0 29.A 26.I 13.77261 6- 7
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.... TAB NO 121 ATLAS PHOTO NO 121 POD SEQUENCE NO 909
JULY 31t1964 13 MR 24 MIk 49 $£C 816 MS
TRAJECTI)RY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTP AZ
88.983 132.34807 -9.764 -22.482 1872.803 2.535 -65.389 I15.096
PHOIC UATA
PT LAT LEN RAN_I ALS/C AZN AzSuN AiA- A* B/A AZPHAZ iNco PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.9w4 -20,068 181.07339 -57.0 9.7 -82.3 33.0 3,23501 O,B4C -90,2 68.1 38,7 32.9 28,4 O. 1- 2
3 -I0.185 -20.346 I_5.78022 -58.3 8.g -81.2 32.8 3.12382 0.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 I0.4304C 2- 3
4 -10.763 -19o861 182.h0326 -12.4 i0.I -80,9 32,0 _.29957 0,83_ -87.2 68,_ 36.4 33.8 31.3 _4,41442 3- 4
5 -11.218 -19.76E 1_I.3_315 -55.9 10,6 -_3.5 33.2 3.35628 C,808 -93.3 68,4 36.4 36.4 30.4 14.06904 4- 5
8 -II.221 -ZO.2ll I_0.14028 -51,4 9,3 -83,6 34.0 3.21020 0,847 -93.0 68.0 41.Q _2,3 25,3 14.9<3861 5- 6
T -10.785 -20,348 155,78022 -58.3 8.9 -61.2 32.8 3.123E2 0.8T3 -E7,5 _?.8 41.0 29o3 26.I 13o39769 6- 7
TAB NO 122 ATLAS PHOTO NO 122 POD SEQUENCE NO 911
JULY 31,1964 i_ MR _4 NIL 51 SEt _96 MS
TRAJECTURY )A3_ St_ TC IVVACI
57.30_
P_OIU _}A[A
PT LAT Lt_ RA_Gt AtS/L AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -I0._4 -,'(J.C_I 15_.%8_8J -87.0 9.7 -_2.3 33.0
3 -I0.?_I -2_.352 i_1.428_3 -5_._ _,9 -_I.Z 32.b
4 -I0.180 -19,880 Ib_.0542_ -_2.3 }0,I -80.g 32.0
5 -II.292 -}_).78E Io2.69/IL -bS.g I0.5 -83,5 33.2
6 -11.zt)_ -,'0.279 I_5.6_13 _) -51.4 9.3 -83,6 3_.0
? -I0.281 -20.352 I_1.42551 -5_._ 8.q -_1.2 32.8
ALT LAI LCN R V PIP AZ
133.4758_ -g.?E? -22.432 1808.931 2.537 -65.356 115.087
A* _/A AZPMAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPMA SCALE PT-PT
3.14453 q._'AC -9C.2 08.I 38.7 32.8 _8.4 O. t- Z
3.03820 0,873 -82,5 67.8 41,0 29.3 26.1 10.I3773 2- 3
3.16e3_ C.E3J -87.2 08.3 30.4 33,8 3i.2 _4,08_01 3- 4
3.262_2 C.808 -9_.3 68.4 36.4 36.4 30.4 13,6?426 4- 5
3.12041 C.847 -93.0 67.9 41.C 32.3 25.3 14.57489 5- b
3.030_0 C._73 -81.8 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 13.0222E 6- 7
TAB NO 123
JULY 31_g64 13 HR Z4 M[_ _Z b_C _30 MS
tRAJ£CIURY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
56.484
PHOIC I)_]A
PT LAT LCN RANGE AIS/C AZN AZSUN ALA
2 -i0.'_/9 -20.0_8 154.31414 -57,0 9.7 -82.3 33.0
3 -10.I7_ -20._55 149,246b_ -58.3 8.9 -61.2 32.8
4 -IC./SH -19._0 ;55.7/83_ -62.3 i0.I -eO.9 _Z.O
5 -II.iq4 -19.799 160.352?5 -85.9 10.5 -83._ 33.2
6 -11.191 -2t)._83 153.42048 -81.5 9.3 -_3.6 34.0
7 -lO.l/g -?(1,_55 149.2486_ -b_._ 8.9 -81.2 38.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 123 POD SEQUENCE NO 912
ALT tAT LCN R V PIP AZ
133.53_32 -9.798 -22.401 1868.994 2.538 -65.340 115.083
A, _/A AZPMAZ INCB PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3.09926 C._4C -90.2 88o_ 38,P 32.8 28.6 Q. L- 2
2.99282 C.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.I 9.99124 2- 3
3.12275 C,_3_ -_7.2 68.3 36.4 33.7 31,2 13.86470 3- 4
3.21531 C.EC_ -93.3 68.4 36,4 36.4 30,3 13.47669 6- 5
3.075_9 <1.841 -92.9 _7,9 41.G 32°3 25.3 _4.30392 5- 6
2._9262 C.873 -87.5 62._ 41,0 29.3 26.1 12.83448 6- 7
TAB NO 124 ATLAS PHOTO NO 124 POD SEQUENCE NO 913
JUlY 31,1964 13 MR _4 MI_ 53 S_C 116 MS
TRA,J£CTORY t_ATA 5EC Ill I_PACI ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
5_.624 I_9,60152 -9.810 -22.382 1868.057 2°539 -65°324 118.078
PMOIU [I&TA
PT EAT LQN RAKGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INC_ PHA/ £PlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
2 -10._14 -.?_).cg5 152.059_4 -_?.O g.7 -_2._ 3_.0 3.05397 0.840 -98.2 68.1 38.7 32.8 28.6 O, I- 2
3 -10.717 -20,358 L47.0o034 -88,3 8.9 -81,2 32.8 _.94890 0.873 -87.5 67.P 41.0 29.3 26.1 9°84474 2- 3
4 -lO.lhl -19.8_9 153,_C10P3 -62,3 lO,I -_0.9 32,0 3.01TIC 0.@33 -87,2 6_.3 36.4 33.7 31,2 13,66_28 3- 4
5 -11.1_o -[')._¢10 I_,00611 -55.9 ln._ -83.b 33.2 3.188_7 C.807 -9_.3 68.4 36.4 36.4 30.3 13.27910 4- 5
-II.IH'I -;0.2_7 _I.}7_C4 -51,_ 9.3 -83.6 _.0 3,03054 C.847 -92.9 _7.9 41,0 _2.2 25.3 14o18282 5- b
7 -I0,7l? -?C.358 147.01034 -58.3 H.9 -_I,Z 32.8 2.94890 0,873 -M7.5 07.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 12.84661 6- ?
TAB NO 125 ATLAS PHOTO NO 125 POD SEQUENCE NO 914
JULY 31,190_ 13 _R _4 M[_ %4 SLC 16 MS
TRAJE¢[(,RY I'ATA S_L TD IMPACT
54.78_
PHC Tr: I)_TA
PT LA[ Lt_ _A_U6 AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA
2 -I0.9o _ -,C_. I(_? _4<_. 8029 t -_, t. 0 9.7 -82.3 33.0
3 -lO.tt'_ -;'(;._61 144._8_04 -_H.3 _._ -HI.2 ]2.8
4 -i0.7_5 -}'/.')Cq 151.2223'_ -_2.3 i0.i -_0.9 32.0
8 -If.it!! -I_._21 i88._9_t -!_,.9 10.5 -83._ _3.2
6 -II.1_t -++_).?'_l 148.')_463 -51.5 9.3 -83.6 34,0
? -I0.77% -'_,. }_] 144._v5_4 -_b.3 8.g -81.2 32,8
ALT LAT LCN R v PT_ AZ
127.68350 -9.822 -22.357 1863.119 2.540 -65.307 I15.074
A* 8/A AZPM_Z INCU PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3.00888 0.840 -90.2 68.I 38.7 32.8 28.3 O. 1- ?
2.9051£ C.873 -_P.5 61.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 9.69823 2- 3
3.03143 0,833 -87.2 68.3 38.4 33.7 31.Z 13.45779 3- 4
3.12121 C.E07 -93.3 68.4 36.4 36.3 30.3 13.08142 4- 5
2.98551 C._47 -92.9 67.9 41.C 32.2 25.3 13.9416/ 5- 6
2.90516 C.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 12.45853 6- 7
TAB NO 126 ATLAS PHOTO NO 126 POD SEQUENCE NO 915
JULY 31,19_ I_ M_ J_ elk 54 SIC _56 MS
TRAJ_CT_RY _AT_ SFC T_ [VPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PIP AZ
83.944 125.72485 -9.E33 -22.332 1861.180 2.541 -65.291 115.069
PMOTC t:_TA
pt tAT tCN _AK_;c AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA Ae d/A AZPHAZ INCD PMAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.9¢_5 -/O. ICH 147.545_3 -_1.0 9.7 -82.3 33+0 2.96331 G.84C -90,2 68*1 38.7 32,8 28.3 O+ 1- 2
3 -30.17_ -?J.$84 |42.?0247 -_8.3 8.9 -_1.2 32.8 2.88139 C.873 -87.5 67*8 41.0 29,3 26.1 9.55160 2- 3
4 -10*[_4 -[_.gig 148.94269 -o2._ 10.1 -80.9 32.0 2.98573 0.833 -87.2 08.3 36.6 33.7 31.2 13.28422 3- 4
5 -11.1?0 -19.833 1b3.11173 -5_.9 10.5 -83.5 33,2 3.0_412 G.807 -93.3 68.4 36.4 36.3 30°3 12.88364 4- 5
A -11.17J -2(I.299 148._99'_ -51.5 9.3 -83._ 3_.0 2.94057 0.847 -92.9 67.9 41+8 32.2 25.3 13,73044 5- 6
7 -10.175 -20._64 142.10247 -5t_._ 8.9 -_1.2 _2.8 2.86139 C.873 -87.5 87.8 41.0 29,3 28.1 12.27055 6- T
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JULY 31,198A 13 KR 24 PIN 58 SEC 696 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE
2 -10.960 -20.115 145.2R664
3 -I0,771 -2_.367 140.518o7
A -10.I52 -19.029 146.66196
5 -11.162 -19.844 _50.96253
6 -11,10_ -20.299 144.44431
7 -10.771 -20.367 IGO.51H67
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 PIN 50
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOT[ DATA
PT tat LON RAhGE
2 -10.955 -20.122 IA3.02658
3 -10.770 -20.370 138,33393
4 -i0.750 -19.938 144,37985
5 -11.154 -19.855 i_8.81199
6 -ll,15l -20,3C3 142.19726




AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
-57.0 9.7 -82.3 33.0
-58.3 8.9 -51,2 32.8
-02.3 10.1 -80.q 32,0
-56.0 10.5 -83.5 33.2
-51.5 9.3 -_3.6 34.0





AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-57.0 9.7 -02.3 33.0
-58.3 8.9 -81.2 32,8
-62.3 I0.I -80.9 32.0
-56.0 10.5 -83.5 3_,2
-51.5 9.3 -83,6 33.9
-58.3 8.9 -81.2 32,8
TAB NO
JULY 31rig64 13 HR 24 MIh 57 SEC 3?5 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT
51.424
PHOTO DATA
PT LAr LON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.950 -_0.!29 140.7_551 -57.0 9.7 -82.3 33.0
3 -10.768 -20.373 138.14799 -8d.3 8.9 -bi.2 32.8
4 -10.749 -19.948 142.0967_ -_2.3 10.I -80.9 _2.1
5 -ii.146 -i'_.866 148.26047 -_8.0 I0.5 -83.8 33.2
6 -II.14_ -20.307 1_9.94921 -81.5 9.3 -_3.6 33.9
? -I0.766 -20.373 138.14799 -58.5 8.9 -61.2 31.8
TAB NO
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 _IN 58 SEC 215 MS
TRAJECTORY ,)ATA SEL [C I_PACT
50.5_4
PHOTO DATA
P7 tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.945 -20.136 I}8.50308 -57,0 9.7 -82,3 33.0
3 -10.763 -20.376 133.96069 -58._ 8.9 -81.2 32.8
4 -10.747 -19.958 13q.81228 -62.3 i0._ -S0.9 32.1
5 -11.138 -19.877 143.90759 -56.0 IC.5 -83.5 33.2
6 -11.149 -20.311 139.69981 -51.5 9.2 -83.6 33.9
7 -10.76o -20,378 ]_3.96069 -88.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8
T&@ NO
JULY 31e1964 13 Hi_ 2_ M[_ 59 SEC 55 MS
TRAJEC[_RY DATA S_C 70 IMPACT
40.744
PHOTO DATA
PT taT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.940 -20.143 !36,23983 -57.0 9.7 -_¢2.3 33.0
3 -I0.764 -20.37q 131.77256 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8
4 -10.?45 -19.968 137.52r03 -h2,3 I0.I -_0.9 32.1
5 -11.130 -i9.H88 141.55394 -06.O I0.5 -83.5 33.2
8 -11.132 -20._15 i35,4_960 -51.5 9.2 -83.6 33.9
? -10.764 -20.379 131.77256 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 24 MIN 59 SEC 895 MS
TRAJECTORY qATA SEC 70 I_PAC7
48.904
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -I0._3_ -20.150 133.97553 -57.O 9.7 -82.3 33,0
3 -10.782 -20.382 _29.58335 -58.3 8.9 -_1.2 32.8
4 -10.144 -19.978 I_5.2407& -62.3 10.i -80.9 32.1
5 -11.122 -L9.900 139.19931 -56.0 10.5 -83.5 33.2
8 -|1.124 -20.519 !38.19831 -51.5 9.2 -83.6 33.9
7 -10.762 -20.382 129.58335 -_8.3 8.9 -_1.2 32.8
22
127 ATLAS PHOTO NO 127 POD SEQUENCE NO 916
ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
123.78574 -9.845 -22.306 1859.241 2.542 -85.274 115.065
A* 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE- -PT_PP{
2.91794 0.841 -90.2 68. I 38.7 32.8 28.3 O. I- 2
2,81761 0.873 -87.5 67.8 41,0 29,3 26.1 9.40494 2-3
2.94001 0.833 -87.2 68.2 36.4 33.7 31.2 13+05057 3- 4
3,02702 0.807 -93.3 68.4 36.4 36.3 30.3 _2.68575 4- 5
2._9556 C.847 -92.9 67.9 41,0 32,2 2_*_ 13.5191_ __-_6
2.817E1 0.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 12.08237 6- 7
128 ATLAS PHOTO NO 128 POD SEQUENCE NO 917
AlI LAT LCN R Y PTU .. AZ
121.84589 -9.157 -22.281 1857.301 2.543 -65.258 115.060
A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPha SCALE PT-PT
2.87215 0.841 -9C.2 68.1 38.7 32.8 28.3 0. I- 2
_.77310 C.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 9.25815 2- 3
2.89426 0.853 -87,2 _8.2 38._ 33,7 31,Z 12_6_ _z___
2.97989 0.80? -93.3 68.4 36.4 36.3 30.3 12.48777 4- 5
2.85051 0.847 -92.9 87.9 41.0 32,2 25.3 13.30774 5- 6
2,/73_0 0,_73 -87.5 67.8 41,0 29.3 26.1 11.89419 6- 7
_z_ ATLA_ PHOTO _n 1_ POD SEQUENCE NO 918
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
I19.g0561 -9.868 -22,256 1855.361 2.544 -65.241 115.055
A* 8/A AZPHA2 [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.82714 0.841 -90,2 68.I 38°7 32,8 28.3 O ...... i- Z
2.72997 0.873 -87.5 69.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 9.11136 2- 3
2,84849 0.833 --87.2 88.2 36.4 33.7 31.2 12.64299 3--
2.932_4 0.807 -93.3 68.3 36.4 36.3 30.3 12.28979 4- 5
2.80545 0.84_ -92.9 87.g 41.0 32.2 25.3 [3.09630 5- 6
2.12997 0.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 11.70580 6- 7
130 ATLAS PHOTO NO 130 POD SEQUENCE NO 919
ALT IAT LCN R V PTM AZ
117.96458 -9.880 -22.230 185A.420 2.545 C5.224 !!5.051
A- 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMis A_HA SCAL£---PT:PT
2.78170 0.841 --90.2 68.1 38.7 32.8 28.3 0. 1- 2
2.68611 0.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 8.96443 2- 3
2.80270 0.833 -87.2 68.2 36.4 33.7 31.2 12.43906 3- 4
2.88556 0.807 -93.3 68.3 36.4 36.3 30.3 12.0916_ _- 5
2.TeO3e 0.84_ -92.9 67.9 41.0 _z.2 29,3 Iz.8_ 5_ 6
2.68611 C.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 11.5173D 6- 7
131 ATLAS PHOTO NO 131 POD SEQUENCE NO 920
ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
118.02321 -9.892 -22.205 1851.479 2.546 -65.208 115.046
A* B/A ALV_ *,,C .... t" _u,¢ ^,ow^ SCALE PT-PT
2.73625084z 902 68;_; _2_8 283 0 i
2.64223 0.873 -87.5 67,8 41.0 29.3 26.1 8.81757 2- 3
2.?5_89 0.834 -87.2 68.2 36.4 33,7 31.1 12.23509 3- 4
2.83836 C._OE -93,3 68.3 36.4 36.3 30.3 11,89344 A- 5
2.71525 0.848 -92.9 67.9 41.0 32.2 25.3 12°67317 5- 6
2.64223 0.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 11.32892 6- 7
132 ATLAS PHOTO NO 132 POD SEQUENCE NO 921
ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
114.08110 -9.963 -22.179 1849.536 2.548 -65.191 115.041
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.6g077 0.841 -90.2 88.0 38.7 32.8 28.3 0. 1- 2
2.59834 0.873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29:3 2&\[--" B:g7662 TZ-3 "-
2.711C6 0.834 -87.2 68.2 36.4 33.7 31.1 12.03108 3- 4
2.19115 0,808 _93,3 68.3 36.4 36.3 30,3 11.69517 4- 5
2.67012 0.848 -92.9 67.9 41.0 32.2 25.3 12.46156 E- 6
2.59834 0,873 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29,3 26.1 11.14032 6- 7
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TAB NO 133 ATLAS PHOTO NO 133 POD SEQUENCE NO 922
JULY 31,Lg64 13 hR ,_5 _Ii_ 0 SEC 735 PS
]RAJECTCRY H,_TA SFC T_ [FPACT ALT CAT LCN _R V PTH Am
4H.064 112.13E57 -9.g15 -22.153 1847.594 2.849 -85o174 115.037
PHOIU UATA
PT LAT LCN RAkGE ALS/C AZN ALSUN AtA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -i0._ -b_.l_7 IJI.71020 -_7.0 _.7 -_2.3 33.0 2._52_ c.8_! -g_.2 _.0 38.7 32.8 28.3 o. L- 2
3 -10.16q -?0.3_5 [L7.39313 -_bo3 8. _ -_i.2 }2.8 2.55442 U._73 -HI.5 67.8 41.0 2g.3 26.1 8.52358 2- 3
6 -10./42 -_9.g88 132.9_34_ -82.3 _O._ ->_O.g J2.1 2.865_| C.834 -0/*2 _8.2 36.4 33.7 31.I 11.82702 3- 4
5 -11.I14 -19.911 136.8_370 -56.0 I_.5 -PA.b .+3.2 2.74392 0.80_ -93.3 66.3 36.4 36.2 30.2 11.49690 4- 5
6 -11,11( -28,_2_ 130.945gg -51o5 9,Z -_J3,6 33,9 2.024_7 C,BA_ -92*9 bT,g 41)C 32.2 25.3 12=24989 5- 6
7 -10.7_,) -213._ _27.3_)J13 -')_.S _.9 -(_1.Z J2.8 2°55442 C.873 -_7.5 67,8 41.C 2g.3 26.I 10.95164 6- 7
TA- R NO 134 ATLAS PHOTO NO 134 POD SEQUENCE NO 923
JLLY _i,};6. i_ r,_ ,_ vl'_ 1 SEC 5?5 MS
T_AJIC)L'_Y _)ATA SiC 1U IPPACI ALl LAI LCN K V pill AZ
47.224 llC.Ig_C -g_g27 -22.128 1845.651 2.550 -65.158 I15.032
Phi! [( [}A[A
PI tAT [GN RAN_)t AZSI( AZN A/SUN AZA A_ t_IA AZPHA_ [NeD PHAI EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.92_ -_g. It_ I/9.4,,3_/ -3/.0 g°7 -_2.J :_.0 2.5997h 0,_4| -90°2 68.0 )_.1 32.8 28.3 0. I- 2
3 -10. tb_ "-2(),}_H l?h.2c)LO_, -',_.J 8.') -_1.2 32.8 2.t1048 C.873 -87,5 bl,H 41.0 29.3 26.1 8.37648 2- 3
4 --LO,_AI) -Lq.)9/ L_U.bO_f'_ -#:Z,_ 10.1 -_0. _) JZ,i _,6L9J_ 0*834 -81°2 08,2 3E._ 33,6 3L.i LL.62285 3-
5 -11.}(I_, -U_.322 _4.qd_ol, -_6.(I I().5 -83°b J3.2 2._.)E_ C.8O_ -O3.3 68.3 36.4 36.2 30.2 11.29843 6- 5
6 -lI.IOd -:o.}_t t?_.6_2q -_[.b g.2 -H3.(, _.q 2._797g C.848 -92.9 6l.q 41.0 32.2 25.3 12.0J811 5- 6
7 -I0.?_ -z(}. _4_ 12b.21:lbq -_._ _.9 -h1.2 J2.8 Z.SlCq8 C.873 -87.5 bT.H 41.C 29.} 26,1 I0.1628_ 6 + ?
TAB NO 135 ATLAS PHOTO NO 135 POD SEQUENCE NO 924
JULY 31,1<)b'_ 11 F_ _ NI'_ 2 bLL _15 M5
TRAJELTI_Y I)ATA SF_C IU IPPAC1
4_. 384
PHI! T( L)ATA
PT LAT LKN RAkGt AZ_/t AZN 4ZSUN AZA
2 -IC. ¢2,) +Z_I. i?_ IZ/,115?i -.h 7.0 9.7 -_2. _3.0
3 -I0. 15_ -;'(I. _ql 123.C(I_')I -_8.3 8,9 -t_Io2 _2.8
4 -lO. ? _+_ -!0.0o? 128. }?BIG -_2._ iU.l -_0.9 J2.1
5 -11.d) +_ -I_o933 132. Id8_4 --,b. 0 10.5 -83ob 3_.2
6 -11,10u -?(;. 3 _t 126.4_7_9 -'_ I. b g.2 -83,_, 3_.9
7 -lO.7h_ -,'0. 3_ I [23.00_91 -_8._ 8.q -HIoZ _2.8
ALl LAT LCN W V PTP AZ
IC8.25168 -g.g3g -22o107 1843.707 2.551 -65.141 115o027
A+ 8/A AZpHAZ INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.55428 0._41 -q0.2 08._ 3_.7 3_.7 20,} O, I- Z
2.406_1 0.873 -8(,5 67._ 41.8 29.3 26.1 8,2292q 2-
2.573_3 C.834 -01.2 68.2 36.4 33.6 31.1 _°41858 3- 4
2.86937 8.80E -93°3 6_°3 36.6 3b°2 30.2 11o09998 6- 5
2°5345g _.8_E -92.g 67.g 41*0 32.2 25.3 _1.8262@ 5- 6
2.46651 C.873 -H7.5 67.8 41.0 2q.3 26.1 10.5740_ 8- 7
TAB NO 136
JULY 31,1984 I_ _+_ ,_ _I_ _ SEC 285 _S
TRAJFCTCRY d_TA _tC TO IMPACT
_5.544
PHQT( L)ATA
P[ tAT tC,_ _(AKC;I AZS/C A_N A/SON AZA
2 - I0,'_I'_ -?f;. 178 i 21,° 90o(_3 -')7.0 g°? -_2,_ _°0
3 -10.(5 _* -_O._g4 ldO._I6qq -'>8,3 8, <) -u1,2 3d°_J
-IU,t_/ - (),01/ 12'_.Ob_C_ -t_2, } lO.! -_,0,8 3_°I
5 -11,0qC) -I +.945 _2'_. 76,328 -h&.O 10,8 -83,5 33.2
-11.0q2 -d0.335 124.lblb7 -hl.t_ _},2 -b_.(_ ._3°0
7 -IU. lUG ->o,394 120.h1499 -b_.) 8.9 -81.2 12.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 136 POD SEQUENCE NO 925
ALT Lal LCN R V 8IH AZ
IC6.3_124 -q.gsi -2_.076 18_I.763 2.552 -65*12A 115.023
A. _/A AZPHA/ [_80 PHAZ 8MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.50863 C°84_ -90.2 6_.C 38.7 32.7 Z8.3 O. _- 2
2.422_2 C.873 -_7.5 67.8 41.0 _g.3 26.I 8.08211 2- 3
2o527b0 0°834 -H7.2 68.2 36.4 33.6 31.1 11+21422 3- 4
2.60_LE 0.808 -93.3 68,3 36.A 36.2 30°2 !0.90130 _- 5
2.48gj7 C._4_ --g2,g 07)g _l,0 _Z,Z 25._ 11.61433 5- b
2.42252 C._73 -87.5 b7.8 41.0 29o3 26°1 10.3850A 6- 7
TAB NO 137
JLLY 3L,lgb4 !3 h_ /h FIN 4 SiC 95 PS
TRAJtLT(dY t,ATA S_C T_ IMPACT
44.7C4
PhO[I DATA
PT LAI LCN RA_bl A/SIC AZN ALSUN A/A
2 -10.910 -,_'.!85 122.63¢+_3 -bT.0 _.7 -h2.J 3_.0
A -to. l_J -,:_.o27 £23. 1)1<:7 -_2.3 lO.l -so.t, 12.1
7 -lO.t'>2 -_u.3<_7 118._1_') -,_._ B.9 -_1.2 ]2.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 137 POD SEQUENCE NO 926
ALT LAI LCN 8 V PTH "AZ
1C4.3_238 -9.q63 -22.080 1839.818 2.553 -65.107 115.018
AI _IA ALPHAI /NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.46304 C.841 -98.2 68.C 38.7 32.7 28.3 O. l- 2
2.3/880 0.871 -87.5 _7._ 41.0 2g.} 26.1 7.93685 2- 3
2.481_ C.83A -87.2 68.2 36.4 33.6 31.1 11.00980 3- 4
2.55473 0.80_ -93.3 68.3 38.4 36.2 30.2 10.7026A _' 5
2._6412 0.848 -92.9 67.q 41._ 32.2 2_.3 11.40235 _- b
2.37850 U,872 -b7.5 67.+ 41.0 29.3 26.1 10.19613 6 ~ 7
TAB NO 138 ATLAS PHOTO NO 138 POD SEQUENCE NO 927
JULY _i,I';6_ iJ H8 _ PIK 4 SLL t38 PS
TSAJFCT"_Y ;'ATA SFC TI! lePACT ALT LAT LCN R V 8TH+ AZ
43.8_4 lC2.41c_7 -g.g75 -22.025 1837.872 2.554 -65.OgO 115.013
Ph_ [(' DATA
8T LAT IC_ RAhOt A_S/C AZN A/SUN AZA A_ 8/A A_PHAI INCU PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
3 -lO.t'_:) -,'_}._CC [16.A2340 -_._ 8._ -Sl.Z ]2.8 2.33446 C,874 -81.5 _7.8 41.0 2_.3 26.1 7.78765 2- 3
4 -lO.?_ -_I}._t 121.49832 -62._ lO.l -t,(l.H _2.1 2.435_8 0.8_4 -87.2 68.1 38.A 33.b 31.1 10.80528 3- 4
5 -11.07_ -19.'+_l 12b. CA_ql -_,.0 lC.8 -_3.4 _.2 2.5C7_7 0,80_ -93.2 68.2 36.4 36.2 30.2 10.50386 4- 5
6 -11.07_ -_(I._44 119.6_b79 -M.6 9.2 -_.6 }3.g 2.3qE_5 0.84_ -92.9 67.9 41.0 32.2 25.3 11.19023 5- 6
7 -10.183 -dC._(;O 11h.42340 -_8.} 8.9 -_1.2 _2.8 2.33446 0.874 -81.5 67.8 AI,O 2g.3 26,1 10.00693 6- 7
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TAB NO 139
JULY 31,1964 13 HR Z5MIN 5 $EC 775 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
43.024
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSDN AZA
2 -10.901 -20.199 118.09241 -57.0 9.7 -82,3 33.0
3 -10.748 -20.403 114.22626 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8
4 -10.732 -20.047 119.20408 -62.3 I0,1 -80.8 32.1
5 -11.065 -19.978 122.68440 -58.0 10.5 -83.4 33.2
6 -11.06/ -20.348 ill.40_-_uL.b 9=2 -83,6 33.8
7 -10.748 -20.403 114.22826 -58.3 8.9 -81,2 32.8
ATLAS PHOTO NO 139 POD SEQUENCE NO 928
ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
ICO.47EDO -9.$86 -21.999 1835.926 2.555 -65.074 115.008
Ae fi/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
2.37177 0.841 -9C.2 68.0 38.7 32,7 28,3 O. [- 2
2,29840 0.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 7.64011 2- 3
2.38959 0.834 -87.2 68.1 36.4 33.6 31,1 10.80067 3- 4
2.46080 0.809 -93.2 68.2 36.4 36.2 30.2 10.30510 4- 5
2,35356 C.845 -92,9 67.9 41=0 _2,,J_ 25_ _5__
2.29040 0.874 -87.5 87.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 9.81781 6- 7
TAB NO 140 ATLAS PHOTO NO 140 POD SEQUENCE NO 929
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PIN 6 SEC 615 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA ........ _EC TO IMPACT ALI tAT LCN E .... _ __-EJJcL__ _L_
42.154 95.52415 -9.998 -21.973 1833.979 2.556 -65.057 115.003
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tON RANGE ALSIC AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.896 -20.206 115.81835 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0 2.32610 0.841 -90.2 68.C 38,7 32,7 28.3 O. 1- 2
3 -10.746 -20.406 112.02742 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.24632 0.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 7.49264 2- 3
5 -11.05/ -19.9g0 120.32017 -56.0 10.5 -83.4 33.2 2.41260 0.809 -93.2 68.2 38.4 36.2 30.2 10.10613 4- 5
6 -11.059 -20.352 115.14562 -51.6 9.2 -83.6 33.8 2.30823 8.848 -92.9 67,g 4|.0 32,1 25.3 10,76582 5- 6
T -10.746 -20.406 112.02742 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.24632 C,874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.} 9.62850 6- 7
TAB NO 141 ATLAS PHOTO NO 141 POD SEQUENCE NO 930
JULY 3i_1965 13 HR _5 PIN ] S_C 585 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
41.345 96.57704 -10.C10 -21.947 1832.O32 2.557 -65.040 114.999
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Am BIA AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.891 -20.213 113,55317 -_.Q 9,6 r_2A3 33,0 2,28041 0.852 -90_2 _8,0 }_.]J2_? 28=2 D= t-_
3 -In 74_ -20.489 109._2766 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 J2.8 2.20221 0.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 7.34508 2- 3
4 -10.728 -20.067 114.61127 -b2.Z i0.I -50.8 32.I Z.2q75P 0.83_ -87.2 68. I 36.4 33.6 3L.I 10.19119 3- 4
5 -11,049 -20.001 117.95505 -56.0 10,5 -83,4 33,2 2.36517 8.509 -93.2 68.2 38.4 36.1 30.2 9.90717 4- 5
6 -11.051 -20.356 112.88376 -51.6 9.2 -83,6 33.8 2,26289 0,84e -92.9 67.9 41,0 32.1 25,3 10.58383 5- 6
7 -10.743 -20.409 109.82766 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.20221 C.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 9.43909 6- 7
TAB NO 142 ATLAS PHOTO NO 142 POD SEQUENCE NO 931
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PIN 8 SEE 295 MS
TRAJECTORY IlATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
_0.585 _4._2q0! -!C:r?P -21.920 1830.084 2.559 -65.023 114.994
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,885 -20.228 111.26676 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0 2.23469 C.842 -90.2 68.0 38.6 32.T 28.2 O. _- 2
3 -10.741 -20.412 107.62627 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.15807 G.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 7.19746 2- 3
4 -10.726 -20.077 112.31275 -62.Z iO.l -80.8 32.1 2.25144 0.834 -_7.2 68.1 36.4 33.6 31.0 9.98628 3- 4
8 -11.040 -20.013 115.58826 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.2 2.31771 C.80g -93.2 68.2 36,4 36.1 30.1 9.70790 4- 5
6 -11.042 -20.360 110.62027 -51.6 9.2 -83.6 33.8 2.21752 C,848 -92,9 87,9 _.Q _2.1 J?.5,2 1_9 -_
7 -10.741 -20,412 107.62627 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.15807 0,874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 9,24956 6- 7
TAB NO 143 ATLAS PHOTO NO 143 POD SEQUENCE NO 932
IULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PIN 9 SEC 135 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
39,665
PHOTn DATA
PT tAT LCN 4A_c _J,C _Z:; ,',ZSU'! _^
2 -10.880 -20o227 108.98941 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0
3 -10.739 -20,416 105.42416 -_.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8
4 -10.724 -20.087 110.01351 _62.2 lO.I -80.8 32.1
5 -11.032 -20.024 113.22080 -_6.0 10.4 -83.4 33.2
6 -11.034 -20.365 IC8.3b607 -51.6 9,2 -83.6 33.8
7 -10.T39 -20.416 105.42416 -58.3 8._ -51.2 32.8
ALT LAI tIN R V PTH AZ
92.68082 -10.034 -21.894 1828.136 2.560 -65.006 114.989
A* b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PE-PT
2.18895 0.842 -90.2 OU.u _.o _c.T ZS.2 C_ _-
2.11391 0.574 -87.5 67._ 41.0 29,3 26.1 7.04976 2- 3
2.20535 0.838 -87.2 68.1 36.4 33.6 31.0 9.78133_4
2.27024 0.809 -93.2 68.2 36.4 36.1 30.1 9.50874 4- 5
2.17213 0.848 -92.9 67.8 41.0 32.1 25.2 10.12868 5- 6
2.11391 C.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 9.06004 6- 7
TAB NO 144 ATLAS PHOTO NO 144 POD SEQUENCE NO 933
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 Mlk _g S EC_975 MS ..........
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
38.825 90.73175 -10.846 -21.868 1826.187 2.561 -64.989 114.984
PHOTC DATA
PT tAT tEN MANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A. 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.875 -20.234 I06.710_9 -STtO _ 9.6 -82.333.0 2.14318 0.842 -90.2 68.0 38.632_7 28.2 O. I- 2
3 -10.737 -20.419 103.22050 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.06972 C.874 -81.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.90207 2- 3
4 -10.723 -20.097 107.71272 -62.2 10.I -80.8 32.2 2.15923 0.835 -87.2 68.1 36.4 33.6 31.0 9.57627 3- 4
5 -11.024 -Z0.035 110.85177 -56.0 10.4 -_3.4 33.2 2.22274 0.809 -93.2 68.2 36.A 36.1 30.1 9,30948 4- 5
6 -11.020 -20.369 106.09031 -51.6 9.2 -83.6 33.8 2.12671 C.848 -92.9 67.8 41,0 32.1 25.2 9.91601 5- 6
7 -I0._37 -20.419 103.22050 -_.3 R.9 -81.2 32.8 2.06972 0.874 -87,8 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 8.57042 6- 7
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TAB NO 145 ATLAS PHOTO NO 145 POD SEQUENCE NO 934
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MI_ 10 $8C 815 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
37.965 68.78238 -10.858 -21.842 1824.238 2.562 -64.971 114.979
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE--_Z_S/C---AZN--6ZSUN--AZk ..... A_ ..... 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ 6HIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -10.870 -20.242 104.43067 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0 2.09739 0.842 -90.2 68.0 38.6 32.7 28.2 0, |- 2
3 -10.735 -20.422 101.01594 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.02562 0.87_ -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.75421 2- 3
4 -10.721 -20.107 105.41!04 -62.2 10.1 -80.8 32.2 2.113C9 0.835 -87.2 68.1 36,4 33.5 31.0 9*37115 3- 4
5 -11.010 -20.047 108.48187 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.2 2.17522 0.809 -93.2 68.2 38.4 36.1 30.1 9.11022 4- 5
6 -11.018 -20,373 103,82_ _.L,b 9,2- _83_6 33,8 2,06127 Q,646 -92,9 67,8 _I.Q 32,1 .25_Z____9_Z_
7 -10.735 -20.422 101.01594 -88.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 2.02552 0.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 8.68059 6- 7
TAB NO 146 ATLAS PHOTO NO 146 POD SEQUENCE NO 935
JULY 31w1966 13 HR 25 MIN _l SEC 655 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_L TQ I_PA_T ALT L_T LCN ... R _ E]_ -_ AZ__
37,145 66,_3209 -[0.071 -21,815 1822,287 2,563 -64.956 114,974
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAkGE AZS/C AlN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.865 -20.249 102,14_2_ -_7,0 9.6 -82,3 23,0 2,05157 0.842 -98.2 67.9 38.6 32.7 28,2 O. 1- 2
3 -10.733 -20.425 98.80979 -_8.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 1.98128 0.874 -87.8 67,8 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.60636 2- 3
4 -10.119 -20.118 L03.1C77_ -02.2 10.1 -80.B 32.2 2.86692 C.835 -87.2 68.1 36,_ 31.5 31.0 9.111589_¢--
5 -[1.007 -20.058 I06.11035 -56.0 10.6 -83.4 33.2 2.12767 0.810 -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.1 30.1 8.91068 4- 5
6 -11.009 -20.378 101.55538 -51.6 9.2 -83.6 33.8 2.035_0 0,848 -92,9 67,8 41,0 32,1 25,2 9,49062 _- 6
7 -10.733 -20.425 98.80979 -58*3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 1.98128 C.874 -67.5 67.6 41.0 29.3 26.1 8.49076 6- 7
TAB NO 147 ATLAS PHOTO NO 147 POD SEQUENCE NO 936
JULY 31,196_ 1_ HE _5 HIN 12 SE_ 495 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TC I_PACT
36.305
PHOTO DATA
PT [AT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -[0.860 -20.256 99.86691 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0
3 -10.731 -20.429 96.60275 -_8.3 6.9 -81.2 32.8
4 -I0.717 -20.128 100.80355 -62.2 10.I -80.8 32.2
8 -10.999 -20.070 i03.73796 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.2
6 --11.001 -20.382 99.28622 -51.6 9.2 -83.6 _3.8
7 -10.731 -20._29 96.60276 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8
ALI LAI LON K V PTH AZ
89.88152 -10.D83 -21.789 1820.337 2.564 -64.937 114.970
Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2.00573 0.842 -90.2 67_9 16.6 32,_ 28.2_ _ ..... _-l
1.93703 8.874 -87.5 67.6 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.45843 2- 3
2.02013 0.835 -87.2 68.1 36.4 33.5 31.0 8.960_8 3- 4
2.08010 0.81C -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.1 30.1 8.71109 4- 5
1.99031 0.849 -92.9 67.8 41.0 32.1 25.2 9.27702 5- 6
1.937C3 0.874 -81.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.30082 6- 7
TAB NO 148 ATLAS PHOTO NO 148 POD SEQUENCE NO 937
JULY 3111964 13 H_ 25 PIN 13 SEC 335 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
35.4E5 82.93819 -10.895 -21.763 1818.385 2.565 -64.920 114.965
PHOTO DATA ..........
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA - A; B/A AZPHAZ -iNCO PHA2-E_is ALPHA-- SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.855 -20.263 97.58315 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0 1.95966 0.642 -90.2 67.9 38.6 32.6 28.2 0. 1- 2
3 -10.729 -20.432 94.39431 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 1.89274 0.874 -81.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.31039 2- 3
4 -10.715 -20.138 98.49795 -62.2 10.0 -80.8 32.2 1.97451 0.835 -87.2 68.0 36.4 33.5 31.0 8.75518 _- 4
5 -I0.991 -20.081 101.36418 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.1 2.03250 0.8lC -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.1 30.1 8.51143 4- 5
6 -10.993 -20.3_6 97,0156_ _5_ 9-2 -_3.6 33,8 1_9_4_0 0,_9 -92,_ 67._ _1._ .3_,_ _,2 _(Z_49_ ____
7 -10.729 -20.432 94.39431 -58.3 8,9 -81.2 32.8 1.89274 0.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 8.11069 6- 7
TAB NO 149 ATLAS PHOTO NO 149 POD SEQUENCE NO 938
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 25 PIN 14 5EU 174 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
34.625 60.97845 -10.107 -21.736 1816.434 2,566 -64.903 114.960
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPPtA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.850 -20.270 95.29820 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0 1.91397 0.'842 -90.2 67.9 38.6 32.6 28.2 O. 1- 2
3 -10.727 -20.435 92.184_8 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 1.84844 0.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.16236 2- 3
4 -10.114 -20.148 98.19114 -62.2 10.0 -80.8 32.2 1.92827 0.835 -87.2 68.0 36.4 33.5 31.0 8.84966 3-_
5 -10.983 -20.093 98.98920 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.1 1.98488 0.816 -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.0 30.1 8.31177 4- 5
6 -10.98_ -20.391 94.74394 -51.6 9.2 -63.6 33.8 1.89926 0.849 -92.9 67.8 41.0 32.1 25.2 8.85191 5- 6
7 -10.727 -20.435 92.18468 -58.3 8.9 -81.2 32.8 1.84844 0.874 -87.5 67.8 41.0 29.3 26.1 7.92065 6- 7
TAB NO 150 ATLAS PHOTO NO 150 POD SEQUENCE NO 939
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 8IN 15 SEC 14 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
33.785 79.02565 -10.119 -21.709 1814._81 2.568 -64.885 114.955
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -10.845 -20.278 93*011_6 -57.0 9.6 -82.3 33.0 1.868C5 0.842 -90.2 67.9 38.6 32.6 28.2 0. [- 2
3 -10.124 -20.43_ 89.97333 -58.3 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.60410 0.874 -81.5 67.7 41.0 29.3 26.1 6.01411 2- 3
4 -10.712 -20.158 93._8253 -62.2 10.0 -60.8 32.2 1.88199 0.835 -87.2 68.0 36.4 33.8 31.0 8,34399 3- 4
5 -10.974 -_0. I_5 96,61241 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.1 1.93722 0.8IC -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.0 30.1 8.11190 4-
6 -10.976 -20,395 92.470_6 -51.6 9.2 -83.6 33.8 1.853E9 0.849 -92.9 67.8 41.0 32.1 25.2 8.63876 5- 6
7 -10.72_ -20.4_8 89.97_33 -58.3 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.80410 0.874 -87.5 67.7 41.0 29.3 26.1 7.73029 6- 7
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JULY 31flg64 13 HR 25 MIh 15 SEC 854 MS
TRAJECrnRY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT
32.945
PHOTO DATA8T LAi LON RA_G_---AZs_----_7_ AZSON AZA
2 -lO.dAO -20.285 90.72391 -57.0 9.6 -82,2 33.0
3 -10.722 -20.442 87.76116 -58.3 8.9 -B[.I 32.8
4 -I0,710 -20,16g 91,57314 -62.2 [0.0 -80.8 32.2
5 -10.966 -20.116 94,23485 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.1
6 -10.968 -20.400 90,19620 -51,? g.2 -03,6 33,7
7 -10.722 -20.442 87,76116 -58.3 8.g -8],1 32.8
RA-VI[ CAMERA P3 2b
TAB NO 151 ATLAS PHOTO NO t51 POD SEQUENCE NO 940-
ALT LAT tON 8 V PTH AZ
77.07300 -10.131 -21.683 1812.528 2.569 -64._68 114.950
A+ B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.82210 0.842 -90.2 67._ 38,6 32.6 ze.z o. I, 2
1.759?4 0.874 -87.5 6i.7 41.0 29.3 26.L 5.86591 2- 3
1,83870 0.835 -87.2 68.0 36,4 33,5 3i,O 8,13827 3-
1.88955 0.810 -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.0 30.0 7.91193 6- 5
1,80810 0,849 -92t_ _7=8 _I.D _2. I 25.2 8.4_55¥ 8- 6
1o75974 0.87_ -87,5 b7.7 _1.0 29,3 26.1 7,54014 6- 7
TAB NO 152 ATLAS PHOTO NO 152 POD SEQUENCE NO 941
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 MIN 16 5EC 694 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LON H V PT_____Z___
32.1C5 75.11g13 -10.14_ -21.656 1810.574 2.570 -64.881 114,945
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RA6GE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8IA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -10.835 -20.292 88,43463 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 1.77813 0.842 -90.2 67.9 38.6 32.6 28.2 O. I- 2
3 -10.720 -20.445 85,54728 -58.3 8.q -81.1 32.8 1.71538 0.874 -87.5 67,7 AI.C 29.3 26.1 5.71754 2- 3
-10,708 -20.[79 89.26ZQ0_-6_+_ 10.0 -_0,8 J2.Z 1,78937 0,83_ -87,2 68,0 36._ 33m5 30,9 7,9}2___: __
5 -10,958 -20.128 91,85565 -56.0 10.5 -83,_ 33.1 1,84184 0.810 -93.2 68.1 36.5 36.0 30.0 7,71186 A- 8
6 -I0.959 -20.404 87.92017 -51.7 9.2 -H3.6 33.7 1.78247 0,849 -92.9 67,8 41.0 32._ 25.2 8.21224 5- 6
7 -[0,720 -20.445 85.54728 -58.3 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.71538 0.874 -87.5 67.7 51.0 29.3 26.1 7.3494_ 6- 7
TAB NO 153 ATLAS PHOTO NO 153 POD SEQUENCE NO 942
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _5 MI_I7 _f.___3_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LA7 LON R V PTH AZ
31.265 73.16513 -10,156 -21.629 1808.620 2.571 -64.833 114.950
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.830 -20.300 86.14_68_--,_LT_LQ_ 9_+6 -82,Z _.0 __I.7301_ 0,8_2 -90_7._ _E,_,_.__ O. I-
3 -10,718 -?O._4g 83.38272 -58.3 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.67094 0.874 -87.5 67.7 41.0 29.3 26.0 5.56926 2- 3
4 -10.706 -20,189 86.95020 -62.2 10.0 -80.8 _2.2 i.74302 0.835 87.2 68°0 36.4 _3.5 30.9 7.7265_ 3. 6
5 -10.949 -20,139 89,_7561 -56,0 10.4 -83,4 33.1 1*79812 0.810 -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.0 30.0 7,51180 4- 5
6 -10.951 -20,408 85.64380 -51.7 9.2 -83.6 38.7 [.71683 0.849 -92.9 67.8 41.0 32.0 25,_ 7.998_9 _- 6
7 -I0.718 -20,449 83.33272 -88.3 8,9 -81.1 32.8 1.67098 0,874 -87,5 67.7 41,0 29,3 26.0 7.159L3 6- 7
TAB NO 154 ATLAS PHOTO NO 154 POD SEQUENCE NO 943
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIN 18 SEC 37_ MS
TRAJECTORY D_T _ SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
30.425 /1.2iC2i -I0.168 -21.602 1808.665 2=572 -_.816 114.935
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN -RANGE AZS/C • AZN AzsuN _ZA---A_-- B/A A'ZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -I0.824 -20.307 83,85305 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 1.68411 0.842 -90.2 67.9 38.6 32.6 28.2 O, I- 2
3 --10,716 -20,_52 81.11652 -58,3 8.9 -8[,1 32,8 1.62681 0.874 -87.5 67,7 AI.O 29.2 26.0 5.52074 2- 3
6 -10.70_ -20,2D0 84.63675 -62,2 10.0 -80.8 _2.2 i.696E5 0.83E -87.2 68,0 36.4 33.5 30.9 7.52056 _-
5 -10.941 -20.151 87.09404 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.1 1.78636 0.811 -93.2 68.1 36.4 36.0 30.0 7.31163 4- 5
7 -I0,716 -_0,482 81.11652 -58,3 8.9 -81.1 32,8 1.62651 0,874 -87.5 67.7 41,0 29.2 26.0 6.96837 6- 7
TAB NO 155 ATLAS PHOTO NO 155 POD SEQUENCE NO 944
JULY 3111964 13 HR 25 NIN Ig SEC 214 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
29.585 89.25493 -10,180 -21.576 1804.710 2.573 -65.799 116.930
PH_T_ DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE _L_/L _L_ _u_+ _Z_ .- n#_ ATp_A7 TNC_ PHA_ EHIS AEPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,819 -20.315 81.56051 -57.0 9,6 -82.2 33.0 1.63807 0.8_3 -90.2 67.9 38.6 32.6 28.1 O. 1-
3 -10.714 -20.455 78.89988 -58.3 8.9 -8[.1 32,8 1.58208 0.874 -87.8 67,7 Ai.O 29.2 26.0 5.27233 2- 3
4 -10.703 -20.210 82.32237 -62.2 10.0 -80.8 32.2 1.68028 0.836 -87.2 68,0 36.4 33.5 30.9 7.31466 3- 4
5 -10.933 -20.163 84.71156 -56.0 10.4 -83._ 33.1 --1.69889-0.81[ -:93.2 68.0 36.4 36.0 30.0 7.11127 _-
6 -10.934 -20.A[7 81.0889_ -51,7 9,2 -83.6 33.7 1.62867 0.849 -92.9 67.8 51.0 32.0 25.2 7.57191 5- 8
7 -10.714 -20.455 78,89938 -58.3 8.9 -81,1 32.8 1.58205 0.874 -87.5 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 6.77781 6- 7
TAB NO 156 ATLAS PHOTO NO 156 POD SEQUENCE NO 945
JULY 31,[964 13 HR 25 MIN 20 SEC 54 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
28.745 67.29884 -[0.193 -21.559 1802.754 2,574 -6_.781 114.925
PHOTO DATA
PT LA7 tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.814 -20.322 79.26655 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 1.59199 0.843 __-90_2 67°9 38.6 32.6 28.1 O. 1- 2
3 -10,711 -20.459 76.68076 -5_.3 8.9 -81,I 32.8 1,53786 0.874 -87.5 67.7 41.0 29,2 26.0 5.L2373 2-3
5 -I0.701 -20.220 80.00669 -62.2 10.0 -80.8 32.2 1.60383 0.836 -87.2 68.0 36.4 33.4 30.9 7.10829 8- 4
5 -10.925 -20.175 82.32759 -56.0 10.4 -83.4 33.1 1.65079 0.811 -93.2 68.0 36.4 35.9 30.0 6.91101 4- 5
6 -10.926 -20,422 78.80519 -51.7 9,2 -83,6 33.7 1.57975 0.869 -92,9 67.8 41.0 32,0 25.2 7.35829 5- 6
7 -10,711 -_0,_89 76.68076 -58,3 8,9 -81.1 32,8 1,53786 0.874 -87.5 67.7 5[,0 29.2 26.0 6.58685 6- 7
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HA-VII LAMERA P3 2?
TAB NO 157 ATLAS PHOTO NO 157 POD SEQUENCE NO 946
JULY 31_1964 [3 HR 25 PIN 20 SEC 894 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
27.905 65.36235 -10.205 -21.522 1800.798 2.576 -64.764 114.920
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ_MI-S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.80_ -20.329 76.97138 -_7,0 q.6 -82.2 33.0 1.5A590 0.843 -90.2 67,9 38.6 32.6 28,1 O. I- 2
3 _[0.709 -20.A_2 74,_6112 -58.3 8,9 -81.[ 32.8 1.49306 _.87A -87.5 67.7 61,0 29.2 26.0 4.975[0 2- 3
4 -10.699 -20.231 77.6_963 -62.2 IO.O -80.8 32.3 1.55739 0.836 -87.2 ,67.9 36.A 3_,4 30.9 6.90206 3-
5 -10,916 -20.186 79.94266 -58,0 [0,4 -83.4 33.1 1.60297 C.81[ -93.2 88.0 36.6 35.9 30,0 6,71055 6_ 5
6 -10.317 -20.627 7_,5235_ __1,7 9,2 -8_.b 33,7 1,53_01 0.8_9 *92.9 bl,_ _1.0 }Z=O 25.2 l_1_163 §_ 6
7 -10.709 -20.482 74._6112 -58,3 B,g -81.1 32.8 1.69306 0.87_ -87.5 67,7 61.0 29.2 26.0 6.39608 6- 7
TAB NO 158 ATLAS PHOTO NO 158 POD SEQUENCE NO 947
JULY 3IelqAA I_ HR L5 PIN 21 SEC 734 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPAC] AL| LAI LC_ R _ _ P_ AZ
27.065 63.38516 -10.217 -21.495 1798.840 2.577 -64.7_6 116.915
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LEN RA_GF AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.804 -20,337 7A.b7_g4 -57,0 9,8 -82.2 33.0 1,49970 0.843 -90,2 67.9 38.6 32.6 28.| O, I- 2
3 -I0,707 -20,A66 72.24014 -58,3 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.44852 0.874 -87.5 67,7 _l,O 29.2 26.0 4.82637 2- 3
4 -[O.6gT -_U.241 75,371_1 -O2,Z _0,0 -_0,8 32.3 1,51091 0.83_ -87,2 67,9 36._ 33._ 30.9 6=69§69 1-
5 -10.908 -20.[gB 17.55634 -56,0 10,4 -83.4 33.[ 1.55512 0.8[I -93.2 68.0 36.4 35.g 30.0 6.50989 A- 5
6 -10.909 -20.431 74.240)5 -51,7 9.2 -83.6 33.7 1._8824 0,849 -92,9 67.8 _1.0 32.0 25.2 6,93085 5- 6
7 -10.707 -20.A66 72,24014 -58.3 B.9 -_I,[ 32,8 1.44852 0,87_ -81.5 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 6.20502 6- T
TAB NO 159 ATLAS PHOTO NO 159 POD SEQUENCE NO 948
JULY 3181966 13 HR _5 PIN 22 _E_ _74 M_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
26.225
PHOTO DAIA
PI LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.798 -20.366 72,37742 -57,0 9,6 -82,2 33,0
3 -10.705 -20._69 70.01807 -68.3 8.9 -81.[ 32.8
4 -10.695 -20.252 73.05211 -62,1 10.0 -R0.8 32.3
5 -10.899 -20.21C /5.16900 -56.0 [0,6 -83,4 J3.1
6 --10,q01 -_D._36 71.95618 -51.7 q.2 -83,6 33.7
7 -10.705 -20._89 70.01807 -58.3 8.9 -81,1 32.8
ALT LAT LCN 8 V PTH AZ
81.42752 -10.230 -21.467 1796.883 2.578 -6_.728 Ilq,910
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1,65363 0.863 -9C,Z 67,8 3_,_ 32._ 2_ _ 1_ 2
1.A0397 G.BTA -87.6 67.7 Al,0 29.2 26.0 4.67761 2- 3
I.A6AA2 0.838 -87.2 67.9 36.A 33.4 30.9 6,68928 3- 6
1.50725 C.8I[ -93.2 68.0 36.A 35.9 30.0 6.30933 6- 5
1.A42_5 O.8Ag -92.9 67.8 _1-0 32.0 2_+2 6,7_703 5- 6
1.40397 0.874 -87.A 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 6.01395 6- 7
TAB NO 160 ATLAS PHOTO NO 160 POD SEQUENCE NO 949
JULY 3IelqAA I3 HR 25 VIM 23 SEC _I4 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5LC TO IMPACT ALI LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
25.385 _9._6_06 -10.242 -21.AAO 1794.924 2.579 -64.711 114.904
PHOTO O_TA
PT LAT ION RANGE-- AZS/C AZN AzSuN AzA A_ BIA AZPHAZ iNCD PHAZ _MiS ALPHA SCALE- PT-PT
2 -10.793 -20.352 70,07U38 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 _.0 1.607A6 0.843 -90.2 67.8 38.6 32,5 28,1 O* I- 2
3 -10.70_ -20.4?3 67.79449 -58.3 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.35938 0.874 -87.4 67,7 A[.O 29.2 26.0 6,52878 2- 3
A -10.69_ -20.262 70.73129 -62,I lO.O -80.8 32.3 l.AlT_O 0.836 -87.2 67,9 36.4 33,4 30,9 6,28276 3- 6
5 -IO.RqI -20.222 72.78014 -56.0 IO.A -83.A 33.1 I.ASqJ5 0.811 -93.2 68.0 36,A 35.9 29.q 6.10857 "A- 5
7 -10.103 -20._73 67.79449 -58.3 8.q -81.1 32.8 1.35938 O.876 -87.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 5.82277 6- 7
TAB NO 161 ATLAS PHOTO NO 161 POD SEQUENCE NO 950
JULY 31,1966 I3 HR _5 PIN _A SEC 254 MS
TRAJECTORY DAT_ SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
24.5_6 57.51024 -10,255 -21.A13 1792.966 2.580 -64.693 114o899
PHO70 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUH AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.7H8 -20.359 67.77836 -57.0 g.6 -82.2 33.0 1.36126 0.863 -90.2 67.8 38.6 32.5 28.1 O. |- 2
3 --10.700 -ZO.476 65,56996 -58,3 8.9 -81.1 32,8 1.31_77 0.87_ -67.4 67.7 41.O 29.2 26.0 4.37993 2- 3
A -lO.6ql -20.272 68.40953 -62.1 [0.0 -00.8 32.3 1.37136 0.836 -81.2 67.9 36.4 33.4 30.9 6.07616 3- 4
5 -I0.d82 -P_.233 70.39035 -58.0 I0.3_-83.4--33.[ -- I.AI143 0.812 -93.2 6_.0 36._5.9 29.9 5.90772 4- 5
6 -10.884 -20.465 67.3_381 -51,7 9.[ -83.8 33.7 1.35_79 0.850 -g2.9 67.8 41.0 32.0 25.2 6.28909 5- 6
7 -I0.I00 -_0._76 65,56996 -58.3 8.9 -8[.[ 32.8 1.31A77 0.876 -87.4 67.7 61.0 29.2 26.0 5.63149 6- 7
TAB NO 162 ATLAS PHOTO NO 162 POD SEQUENCE NO 951
JULY 31_Ig64 13 HR _5 _I6 25 SEO 94 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEO T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
23.706 55.55C57 -10,267 -21.386 1791.006 2.581 -64.675 114,896
PHOIO DATA
PT LAT L0N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.783 -20._67 _5.47683 -57.0 9.6 -_2.2 33.0 [.315C40.843-90_2 67.8 38.6 32.5 28.1 O. ____-
3 -[O.6gd -20,480 63.3_390 -58,3 8.g -8[.[ 32.8 1.27014 0.874 -87.4 67.7 41.O 29.2 26.0 6.23097 2- 3
A -10.689 -_0.283 66.0_623 -62.[ 10.0 -B0._ 32.3 [.32478 0.836 -87.2 67._ 36.4 33.6 30.8 5.86946 3- 4
5 -[0.876 -20,265 87.gqg03 -56.0 [0.3 -H3.A 33.1 [.36368 0.812 -93.2 68.0 36.6 35.9 29.9 5.70686 4- 5
6 -10.875 -20.650 65.09565 -_1.7 g.[ -83.6 33.7 1.30493 0.850 -92.9 67.8 41.0 32.0 25.2 6.07499 5- 6
-10.69_ -20._8C 63.34390 -58.3 8.9 -8[.1 32.8 1.27014 0.874 -87.6 67.7 kl.O 2q.2 26.0 5.4_O11 6- 7
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JULY 31s1964 13 HR 25 MIN 25 SEE 934 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P3 28
TAB NO 163 ATLAS PHOTO NO 163 POD SEQUENCE NO 952
SEE TO IMPACT ALT LA7 LCN R V PTH AZ
22.866 53,59C71 -10.280 -21,358 1789,046 2,582 -64.658 114o889
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10o778 -20.374 63.17449 -57.0 9.6 -82,2 33.0 ].26880 C.843 -90.2 67°8 38.6 _2.5 28. I O, I- 2
3 -10.696 -20°484 61,11704 -58,2 8,9 -81,I 32.8 1,22549 0.874 -87.4 67,7 41.0 29,2 26,0 4o08194 2- 3
4 -10,687 -20.293 63.76217 -62,1 I0,0 -80,8 _2.3 1.27819 0,836 -87.2 67,9 38°_ 33.4 30,8 5,66271 3- 4
5 -10,865 -20.257 65.60690 -56.0 10,3 -83.4 33.1 1.31552 0.812 -93.2 67.9 36°4 35.8 29.9 5°50581 4- 5
7 -10.696 -20,488 61,11704 -58,2 8.9 -BI.1 32.8 i°22549 0.878 -81°4 67,7 41.C 29.2 26,0 5,24863 6- 7
TAB NO 164 ATLAS PHOTO NO 164 POD SEQUENCE NO 953
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIN 26 SEE 774 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5JL_!_J._PLLI_I_. ALL LA] __LCR ..... R V PTH a7
22,026 51,62888 -10,292 -21.331 1787,085 2,584 -64.640 114.884
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.772 -20,382 60,87047 -57,0 9.6 -82,2 33,0 1,22252 0.843 -90,2 67,8 38,6 32,5 28,1 O, I- 2
3 -10,694 -20.487 58.88850 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.18080 0.874 -81.4 67.7 4[.0 29.2 26.0 3.93290 2- 3
5 -10.857 -20.269 63.21323 -56.0 10.3 -83,4 33°I 1.26752 0,812 -93.2 67.9 36,4 35.8 29.9 5.30476 4- 5
6 -i0,858 -ZO._5g 80,51606 -51,7 g,I -83,6 33°6 1,21312 0,850 -92,9 67°7 _I,O 32,0 25*2 5°64661 5- 6
7 --I0o69_ -20.487 58.88850 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.18CEO C.87A -87.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 5.05715 6- 7
TAR NO 165 ATLAS PHOTO NO 165 POD SEQUENCE NO 954
JULY 312196_ 13 _R._._ P,IJ'k_.]_.ca__C__H_ .......
TRAJhCTCRY _ATA SEE TD IMPACT ACT tAT LON R V PTH 82
21,186 _9,66862 -10.305 -21,303 1785.124 2.585 -64,622 114,879
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,767 -20,}gc _._t_L,_____2=Z 3_,0 _ [,17_23 G,843 -90,2 6Y,fi _flo_ 32L5_8. I N. 1=3_
3 -10.691 -20.491 56.6_Ag] --58,2 8,9 -81,1 32,8 1.136C9 0,874 -67,4 67.7 41.0 29,2 26.0 3,78372 2- 3
4 -10.683 -20.315 5g,[0958 -62,1 IO.O -80._ 32.3 i.X_g3 0.837 -87.2 67.9 36._ 33,4 30.8 5.24892 3- 4
5 -10.848 -20.281 60.P1846 -56.0 10.3 -83.4 33.1 1.21950 0.812 -93.2 67.9 36.4 35.8 29.9 5.10371 4- 5
6 -10.850 -20.464 58,22435 -51,7 9.1 -83.6 33°6 1.16718 0.85C -9_.9 67.7 4[,032,0 28,2 5,43231 5- 6
7 -10.6gi -20.491 56.65891 -58.2 8.g -81.1 )2,8 1.136C9 0.874 -87,4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 4,86557 6- T
TAB NO 166 ATLAS PHOTO NO 166 POD SEQUENCE NO 955
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 PIN 28 S£C 454 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT CON R V PTH AZ
20.3_6 _T.70663 -iU._i7 -21.276 1783.!62 2.586 -6_._04 114.874
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ 6PIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.762 -20,397 56,25885 -57.0 9,6 -82,2 33°0 1.128Si 0,843 -90°2 67.8 38,6 32,5 28,1 O, I- 2
3 -10*68g -20.494 54,42792 -58.2 8.9 -81,1 32°8 1o09136 0.874 -87,4 67,7 4|.0 29.2 26*0 3.63447 2- 3
4 -[0.681 -20°325 56.78[38 -62,1 IO.O -80._ 32.3 1.13825 0,83? -8?.2 67°g 36,4 33,3 30,8 5,04186 3- 4
5 -I0,840 -20.293 58,42229 -56,0 10.3 -83°4 33°1 1,171_5 0,812 -83,2 67,g 36.4 35.8 28°9 4°90236 4- 5
7 -10o689 -20.494 54.42792 -58.2 8.9 -81.I 32,8 1.09136 0.874 -87°4 67.7 41.0 29°2 26.0 4°67368 6- 7
TAB NO 167 ATLAS PHOTO NO 167 POD SEQUENCE NO 956
JULY 31,1968 13 HR 25 PIN 29 SEO 294 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ACT LAT LEN R V PTh AZ
19.506 45.74422 -10._30 -21,248 " 1781.200 2.587 -64.586 114.868
?"C T'2 ,^T_
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AL3UN _ ,_. _... -_-_,_ I_r_ P_A7 FMI_ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.756 -20.405 53.g5134 -57,0 g.6 -82.2 33.0 1,08356 0.844 -90.2 67,8 38.6 32.5 28,1 O. [- Z
3 -10.687 -20.498 52.19588 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.04660 0.87_ -87.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 3._'8527 2- 3
-10.679 -20.336 54.45211 -_2.1 I0.0_-80_8 32.3 1.09156 0.837 -87.2 67.8 36.4 33.3 30.8 4°83474 3- 4
5 -10._31 -20.3C5 56.02514 -56.0 I0.3 -83.A 33.1 _.12339 0.812 -g3.2 67.g 36,4 35,8 29.9 4.70L02 _- 5
6 -10.833 -20.473 53,63717 -51.8 g.l -83.6 33.6 1.07523 0.85C -92.9 67,7 41.0 31.9 25.2 5.00341 5- b
7 -10.687 -20.498 52.19588 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.8 1.046EO O,874 -87.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 4.48189 6- 7
TAB NO 168 ATLAS PHOTO NO 168 POD SEQUENCE NO 957
JULY 31_i864 13 HR 25 PI_.30 SEE 13_ MS
TRAJECTORY f)ATA S£C TC IMPACT AL7 LAT tON R V PTH AZ
18.666 43.78101 -10.343 -21.220 1779.236 2.588 -64.569 114.863
PHOTO DATA
)T LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,751 -20,413 51.64236 -57,0 0.6 -82,2 _3.0___ 1.03719 0,844 -go.2 67,6 38,6 32.5 28,1 O, _-
3 -10.68_ -20.502 49.962_2 -58.2 8.g -81.1 32.8 1.00182 0.874 -87.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 3.3359C 2-
4 -10.677 -20,3_6 52.12139 -62.I 10.0 -80.8 32.3 [.044_4 0.837 -87.2 67.8 36.4 33.3 3(].8 4.62751 3- 4
5 -10.823 -2(],317 53.62660 -56.0 10.3 -83.4 _3.1 1.07529 0.813 -93.2 67.g 36,4 35.8 29.8 4._9968 4- 5
6 --10.824 -20.478 51.34171 -51.8 g.l -83.6 33.6 1.02g21 0.85C -92.9 67.7 41.0 31.9 25.[ 4.78884 5- 6
7 -10.684 -2C.502 49.g62_2 -58.2 8.g -81.1 32.8 1.00182 0.874 -87.4 67°7 _1.0 29.2 26.0 4.29011 6- 7
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-- TAB NO 169 ATLAS PHOTO NO 169 POD SEQUENCE NO 958
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 Plh 30_EC 9_6_S
TRAJECTORY OATA _EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
17.826 41.81728 -10.355 -21.193 1777.2._3 2.590 -64.551 116.858
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -10.766 -20.42C 69.33217 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 0.99079 0.864 -90.2 67.8 38.6 32.5 28.0 O. _- 2
3 -10.682 -20.505 67.72773 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.8 0.95701 0.874 -87.6 67.7 61.0 29.2 26.0 3.18655 2- 3
4 -10.675 -20.357 49.789_8 -62.1 10.0 -80.8 32.3 G.99809 0.837 -87.2 67.8 36.4 33.3 30.8 6.42020 3- 6
5 -10.814 -20.329 51.22685 -56.0 10.3 -83.4 33.1 1.02717 0.813 -93.2 67.9 36.4 35.8 29.8 4.29815 6- S
6 -I0._15 -20.682 _9_4500 -51.8 9.1 r_L3_b___L3_=9_I3L]__Jib_L__9_9 63_Z_83_IL31_9 _L- -_
7 -10.682 -20.505 47.72773 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.8 C.95701 0.874 -81.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 _.09802 6- 7
TAB NO 170 ATLAS PHOTO NO 170 POD SEQUENCF NO 959
JULY 31,1964 13 HR ;_ M1k 3[ SEE ._!_ H c
TRAJECTORY DATA .......... SEE I_ IY.PA_]
16.986
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT tEN RAhG_ A/S/C JZN A/SUN A/A
2 -10.741 -20.428 47.02078 -67.0 g.6 -82.2 33.0
3 -10.080 -20.509 46.49187 -58.2 B.9 -81.1 32.8
4 -10.673 -20.360 47.45637 -_2.1 lO°O -80.8 32._
5 -10.806 -20.341 48.8_b94 -56.0 10._ -83.4 33.1
6 -10.807 -20.4_7 _6.?_712 -51.8 9.1 -_3.6 33.6
7 -10.680 -20.509 45.491_ -58.2 8.o -RL.I 32.8
TAB NO
JULY 31,190_ 13 H_ 25 P[h 32 S[.L 653 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [PPAC1
16.146
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT Lf]N kANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AlA
3 -i0.735 -20.436 46.70_C2 -_7.0 9,6 -82.2 33.0
-10.677 -20.513 43._5462 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.8
4 -IO.6TI -20. 378 45.12189 -62oi 10.0 -80,8 3_.6
5 -10.79? -20._83 46.4236? -66.0 10.3 -83.4 33.1
6 -i0.798 -20.4g2 44,64784 -51,8 9.I -83.6 _3,6
7 -I0.677 -20.513 43.25662 -56.2 8.9 -81.I 32.8
TAB NO
JULY 31,196 zl 13 HR _5 V[_ 33 SEE 493 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IPPACT
1_.306
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT tEN RANGE - AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -I0.730 -20._43 42. 39414 -57,0 9.6 -82.2 33.0
3 -10,675 -20,517 41.()1029 -58.2 8,9 -81,l 32,8
4 -I0.669 -_0. 389 42°78635 -62,1 10.0 -80.7 32.4
8 -I0.789 -20. 365 _4.02032 -56.0 10,3 -83.4 _3.1
6 -IO.T90 -20.597 42o14161_ "_5_.B 9,1 _-83,6 _3ob
7 -I0.675 -20.517 41.01629 -58.2 8.9 -8_,1 32.8
TAB NO
J_LY 31,196_ 13 HR _5 _Z_ 34 SEE 333 MS
TRAJI_CTtlRY DATA SEC T[_ IPPACT
16.466
PHOT_ DATA
ALl LAT LCh R V B_ AZ
39.85294 -10.368 -21.165 1775.308 2.591 -66.533 116.853
A* B/A AZPHAI INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
0.9443T 0.84_ -90.2 67.8 38.6 32.s 28.0 o. z- 2
0.91218 8,874 -87.4 67.7 41,0 29.2 26,O 3.O3699 2- 3
C*95132 0.837 -87.2 67.fl 36._ 33=3 3O._ -_:_
0.97903 0.813 -93.2 67.9 36.4 35.8 29.8 4.0966_ 4- 5
G.93711 C.85C -92,9 67.7 61.0 31.9 25._ 4.35966 5- 6
C.91218 0o87_ -87.4 67, T 41.0 29.2 26.0 3.90593 6- 7
171 ATLAS PHOTO NO 171 POD SEQUENCE NO 960
ALl LA1 tON R V PTH AZ
37.88?95 -[0.381 -21.137 |773.363 2.59_ -64o5_5 _14,867
Aa 8/A AZPHAZ INCB PHAZ E_IS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C.89792 C.844 -90.2 67.8 38._ 32*5 Zfl_Q Q .... _-_
C.86732 0.874 -8?.6 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 2.88151 2- 3
0.9o68_ 0.83? -8_.2 67.83_.433.3 30.? 4.00530 3- 4
C.93086 0.813 -93.2 67.8 36.6 35.7 29.8 3.89689 6- 5
C.BIC1 0,850 -92.9 67.7 61.0 31.9 25.1 6.16687 fi- 6
0.86732 0,87_ -87.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 3.7|374 6- 7
172 ATLAS PHOTO NO 172 POD SEQUENCE NO 961
ALT LA1 tON R V PTH AZ
38.92255 -10.393 -2l. L0g 1771.378 2.593 -66.49T 116.862
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0.85145 0.845 -90.2 67,7 38.6 32.6 28.0 O. 1- 2
0.82244 0.674 -8_.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 2.73787 2- 3
0.85771 0,637 -8i.2 67.8 36.4 33.3 30.7 3.79776 3- 6
C.88267 0.813 -93.2 67.8 36.4 35.7 29.8 3.69315 6- 5
c.864_o o._sc -9z,9 67.1 4z.c 31,9 Zs.L _ q_R_ _
C.8224_ 0.87_ -87.4 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 3.521_4 6-7
173 ATLAS PHOTO NO 173 POD SEQUENCE NO 962
ALT tAT LCN R V
33.95647 -10.406 -21,081 1769.412 2°596
PT tAT tON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA
2 -10.725 -20.451 40.01d92 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 C.804q5 0.84_ -90.2 67.7 38.6 32.6 28.0
3 -I0.67_ -_0.520 38.77661 -58.2 8.9 -81.I 32.9 C.71753 0.874 -87.6 67.7 61.0 29.2 26.0
4 -10,667 -20,400 60.44946 -62.1 10.0 -80.7 32.6 C.81086 0,837 -87.2 67.8 36.4 33.3 30.7






3°59009 63_- 63.69131 5
5 -10.780 -2_.377 41.61566 -56.0 10.3 -83.4
6 -I0.781 -10.502 39.84578 -51.8 9.t -83.6 33.6
7 -10.673 -20.520 38.77661 -58,2 8,9 -8[.1 32,9
TAB NO
JULY 3},1966 13 HR 2b PIN 35510._73 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO [HPACT
13.626
PHOT_ _ATA
PT LAT LON 8AhGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10,719 -20.459 37.76266 :5].0 q.6 -82.2 33.0
3 -I0,670 -20.524 36.53568 -58,2 8.9 -81.1 32.9
4 -i0.665 -_(].4[i 38.11133 -62.0 10.0 -80.7 32.4
5 -10._2 -20.389 _9,2_972 -56.0 10,3 --83.4 33.1
6 -|0.772 -20.507 37.54278 -51,8 9.1 -83.6 _3.6
7 -10.670 -20.524 36.53568 -58,2 8.9 -8|.1 32,9
0.798?6 0.85C -92.9 67.7 61.0 31.9 25.1 3.71483 5- 6
0.77753 0.874 -87.6 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 3.329|4 6- 7
174 ATLAS PHOTO NO 174 POP SEQUENCE NO 963
ALT tAT LCN R V PTH &Z
31.98q79 -10.419 -21.053 1767.¢65 2.595 -66.460 116.831
A* 81A AZPHA2 [NCC PHAZ E_IS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
C.15842 0.844 290.2 6].7 38_6_Z_ _Z_,O O, I- Z
0.73259 0.875 -87.6 67.7 _l.O 29.2 26.0 2.63850 2- 3
0.763g9 0.837 -81.2 67.8 36.4 33.3 30.7 3.38237 3- 6
C.7802| 0,8|3 -93.2 67.8 36.6 35.7 29.8 3,28928 _- 5
0.75259 0.85C -92.9 67.7 61.0 31.9 25.l 3.69979 5- 6
0.73259 0.87E -87.6 67.7 4|.0 29.2 26.0 3.1365A 6- 7
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TAB NO 175 ATLAS PHOTO NO 175 POD SEQUENCE NO 964
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LGN R V PIH AL
12.786 _0,02255 -10.432 -21,025 1765,478 2,597 -66,662 116,826
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA STALE PT-PT
-10,714 -20,467 35,44467 -57,0 9,6 -82,2 33,0 C,71167 0,844 -90,2 67,7 38,6 32,6 28,0 0J
-10.668 -20.528 34.29347 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.68783 0.875 -87.4 67.7 61.0 29.2 26.0 2.28867 2- 3
4 -10,603 -20,421 35,77194 -62,0 10,0 -80,7 32,4 0,71710 0.838 -87,2 67,8 36,4 33,3 30,7 3,17453 3_
5 -10.763 -20.A01 38.80257 -56.0 10.3 -83.4 33.1 C.73795 0.814 -93.2 67.8 36.6 35.7 29.8 3.08726 A- 5
6 -10,764 -Z0,511 55,238_5___t,_9_1 _--83,6_ _3,6 C,70640 0_L_92_9 _Z,__L,o _].q _S-1 _._AAaA 5-- 6
7 -I0.668 -20,528 34,29347 -58,2 8,9 -61,1 32,9 C,68763 0.875 -87.6 67,7 41,0 29,2 26,0 2,94406 6- 7
TAB NO 176 ATLAS PHOTO NO 176 POD SEQUENCE NO 965
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PIh 36 5EC 853 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC IC I_PACI ALT LAT LCI_ _ .__ R V PTH A7
11.946 28.05452 -10.445 -20.996 1763.510 2.598 -64.424 114.821
PHOTO OATA
PT tAT LCN RAkGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ lhCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.T08 -20.R75 33.12544 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 0.66529 0.844 -90.2 67.7 38.6 32.4 28.0 O. I- 2
3 -10.666 -20.532 32.04979 -5b.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 C,64265 C.875 -87.4 67,7 41.0 29.2 26.0 2.13885 2- 3
4 -10.661 -20,432 33,R3107 -_2=0 10,0 -_0,7 3Z.R C*67017 C,838 -87,2 67,8 38,_3_-2_30.7 P.q_ _- 4
5 -I0.754 -20.413 34.39395 -56.0 10.3 -83.4 33.1 C.6_965 0.814 -93.2 67.8 36,6 35.7 29.7 2.88522 6- 5
6 -I0.755 -20.516 52*93281 -51.8 9.1 -_3.7 33.6 C.66018 0.851 -92.9 67.7 _1.0 31.9 25.1 3.069_8 5= 6
7 -10.666 -20.532 32.04979 -58.2 8.g -81.1 32.9 0.64265 0.875 -87.6 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 2.75133 6- 7
TAB NO 177 ATLAS PHOTO NO 177 POD SEQUENCE NO 966
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
11,106 26,08607 -10,457 -2C,968 1761.541 2,599 -64,606 116,815
RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
29.605(32 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.59763 0.875 -87.6 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 1.98887 2- 3
3|°08913 -82,0 10,0 -_0,7 32,4 0,62322 0,836 -87,2 67,7 38,4 33=2 30.7 2*75861 _- 4
31.98423 -56.0 10.3 -83.6 33.1 0.64133 0,814 -93.2 67.8 36.6 35.7 29.7 2.68289 6- 5
50,62599 -51°8 9,1 t83,7 33,6 0,61394 0*851 -92,9 87,7 41,0 31,9 25,1 2,85_20 5- 6
29.80502 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.59T63 0.875 -87.6 67.7 41.0 29.2 26.0 2.55852 6- 7
TAB NO 178 ATLAS PHOTO NO 178 POD SEQUENCE NO 967










JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 Plh 38 SE£ 533 MS
IKAJECT_Ry L)ATA
PHOTO DATA
SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT L_N R V PTH A2
10.266 24,11688 -10,470 -20,940 1759.572 2,600 -a6.887 114,810
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN
2 -_0,698 -20,490 28,48327 -57,0 9,6
3 -|0.661 -20.539 27.55880 -58.2" 8.9
R -I0,657 -20,454 28,74572 -62,0 I0,0
5 -10.737 -20.438 29.57307 -56.0 10.3
6 -IO.t3d -Z0,526 2hL,2LI76_ -51.8 9.!
7 -10.661 -20.539 27.55880 -58.2 8.9
AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-82,2 33,0 C,57206 0,844 -90,2 67,7 38,6 _2,4 28.0 O, 1- 2
-81,1 32.9 0.55260 0,875 -87,6 67,6 61.0 29,2 26,0 1,83892 2- 3
-80.7 32.4 0.57625 0.838 -87.2 67.7 36.6 33.2 30.7 2.5505L 3- 4
-_3,6 33.1 0,592R8 0.814 -93,2 67.8 36,6 35.6 29,7 2,68056 6- 5
-81.1 32.9 0.55260 0.875 -87.6 67.6 41.0 29.2 26.0 2.36561 6- 7
TAB NO 179 ATLAS PHOTO NO 179 POD SEQUENCE NO 968
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _5 PIN 39 SEC 373 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TO IMPACT
9.426
?:::TC _''*
PT tAT tEN RANGE AZS/C AZN ALbUN _
-10.892 -20.R98 26.16024 -57.0 9.6 -82.2 53.0
-I0.65H -20.543 25.31137 -58.2 8.9 -81,1 32.9
4 -10,655 -20,665 26.40114 -62,0 10,0 -80,7 32.4
5 -I0.728 -20.450 27,16075 -58,0 10,3 -83.4 _,I
6 --10.729 -20.53_ 26.09820 -51.8 9.I -83.7 33.5
7 -10.658 -20.5_3 25.31137 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9
ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
22.14714 -10.A83 -20.911 1757.602 2.601 -64.369 116.806
_- 3.',', ._n_ l_cn _HA? FMIL ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0,52560 0.844 -90,2 67.7 38.6 32,4 28,0 O, i-
0,50753 0,875 -87.6 67.6 4|*0 29,2 26.0 1,68884 2- 3
0.52925 0.838 -87.2 67.7 36.4 33._ 30.7 2.34234 5- 6
0.5446I 0,814 -93.2 67.7 36.6 35.6 29,7 2,27823 6- 5
C,52137 0.851 -92.9 67,7 41.0 31,8 25,1 2,_2338 5- 6
C.50753 0,875 -87,4 67.6 41.0 29,2 26.0 2.17279 6- 7
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 PIN 40 SEC 2_ M S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
8,586
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10,687 -20.506 23,83600 -57,0 9.6 -82,2 33,0
-10.656 -20,547 23.06271 -58,2 8,9 -81,1 32.9
4 -10,652 -20.476 24,05534 -62,0 10,0 -80,7 32,5
5 -10,720 -20,462 24,7472I -56.0 10,3 -83,4 33,1
6 -I0,720 -20,536 23,69748 -51,8 9,1 -83,7 33,5
7 -10,656 -20.547 23.06271 -58,2 8,9 -_I,l 32,9
180 ATLAS PHOTO NO 180 POD SEQUENCE NO 969
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
20.17686 -10.496 -20.883 1755.632 2.603 -64.351 i14.799
A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0.47872 0.845 -90.2 67.7 38.6 32.4 _.0 Q, Z- 2
C,46246 0,875 -87,4 67.6 41,0 29.2 25.9 1,53869 2- 3
0,48222 0,836 -87,2 67.7 36.4 33.2 30.6 2.13407 3- 6
0.49_22 0.814 -93.2 67.7 36.4 35.6 29.7 2.07560 A- 5
0.47505 0,851 -92,9 67,7 41,0 31,8 25,1 2,20785 5- 6
0.46244 0.875 -87.4 67.6 41.0 29.2 25.9 1.97967 6- 7
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TAB NO 181 ATLAS PHOTO NO 181 POD SEQUENCE NO 970
JULY 31,196A 13 HR 25 PIN 6I SEC 53 MS
TRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALE LAT LON R V PTH AZ
7.767 18.20598 -10.509 -20.854 1753,661 2.606 -6A.332 116.793
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN _ANGE AZS/C--'AZN AZSUN AZA A; - _/A AZPHAZ [N00 PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -10.681 -20.516 21,510AL -57,0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 0,A3202 0.8A5 -90.2 67.7 38*6 32.4 2T.9 O. X- 2
3 -10.653 -20,551 20,81276 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32,9 0.41733 0.875 -87.4 67.6 41.0 29.2 25.9 1.38848 2- 3
4 -iO.o50 -20.486 21,7_)R22 -62.0 10.O -80.7 32.5 C.43517 0.830 -87.2 67.7 36.4 33.2 30.6 1.92573 3- 6
5 -10.711 -20,676 22,33239 -56.0 10.3 -83.4 33.1 0.64780 0.016 -93.2 67.7 36.4 35.6 29.7 1.87307 6- 5
6 -10.711 -20.541 ZI,38543 -51o8 9,1 -83,7 3J,5 C,42870 G.851 -92,9 67.6 41.0 31.8 25.1 1.9922Z 5-
7 -10.653 -20.551 Z0._127_ -_8.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.61733 0.875 -87.4 67.6 61.0 29.2 25.9 1.78665 6- 7
TAB NO 182 ATLAS PHOTO NO 182 POD SEQUENCE NO 971
JULY 31,1966 15 HR _5 PI_ 41 5EC 893 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TD IMPACT ALT LAT L_N R V P_h _
0.907 16.23_47 -10.522 -20.826 1751.690 2.605 -64.314 114.788
PHOTO DAT'A
PI LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.676 -_0.522 Iq.[8353 -b/.O 9.6 -_2.2 33.0 C.38528 0.845 -90.2 67°7 38.6 32.4 27.9 0. [- 2
3 -10.651 -2(1.555 18.56148 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.37219 0.875 -87.4 67.6 41.0 29.1 25.9 1._3817 2- 3
6 -I0*648 -20,497 1t),35_2 -02.0 10.0 -60.7 32,5 C.3B809 0,038 -_7.2 67_] 36°4 3_=2 _0=_ J_]122_9 _ &
5 -I0.702 -2().68_ 19.9162O -_6.0 10.2 -83.6 33.1 C.39935 8.819 -93.2 67.7 36.6 35.6 29.7 1.67034 A- 5
6 -lO.?O_ -2r).566 19.07_07 -_L._ 9.1 -83.7 3J.5 C.38233 0.851 -92.9 67.6 61.0 31.8 25.£ 1.77658 5- 6
7 -10.681 -20.555 18.86148 -58.2 8.9 -El.l 32.9 C.37219 0.875 -81.6 67.6 41,0 29. I 25.9 1.59312 6- 7
TAB NO 183 ATLAS PHOTO NO 183 POD SEQUENCE NO 972
JULY 31,1966 13 HR Z5 Mih 42 _LP.C ]3_ MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACI ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
6.061 16.26222 -10.535 -2C.797 1749.718 2.606 -64.295 11_.782
PHOTO 0A_A
PT LA7 LCN RANGE AZ_/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 0/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.670 -20.530 16._5516 -_7=0 9.6 -_Z.2 33=0 0.33B52 0.845 -90.2 67=7_8_Z_ 27_9____ .... 1_2
3 -I0.66_ -20.559 _6.30076 -58.Z 8.9 -81.1 32.9 C.32701 0.875 -87.6 67.6 41.0 29.1 28.9 1.08789 2- 3
4 -10.646 -20.508 17,00995 -62.0 10.0 -80.7 32,5 0.36099 0,_38 -87,2 67.7 36,6 33,2 30.6 _,50876 3- 4
5 -10.6_)6 -20.69g 17.49_69 -56.0 10.2 -83._ 33.1 0.35007 0.815 -93.2 67.7 36.4 35.6 29.7 1.46752 6- 5
6 -10.696 -20.551 16.75720 -_L.8 9.1 -83.7 33.5 C,33592 C,851 -92.9 67,6 41.0 31.8 25.1 1.56081 5- 6
7 -10.668 -20.859 16.3(]_14 -58.2 8.9 -_1.1 _2.9 0.32701 0.875 -87,4 67.6 41.0 29.1 25.9 1,39979 6- 7
.... TAB NO 184 ATLAS PHOTO NO 184 POD SEQUENCE NO 973
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR _5 HI_ 43 SEC 573 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO [MPAC7 ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
5.227 12.28938 -10.568 -20.768 1747.745 2.607 -64.277 114°777
PHOT_ DATA _. •....
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA Ae 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -10.665 -20.538 14.52553 -57,0 9.6 -82.2 33.0 0.29[73 0.865 -90.2 67.6 38.6 32.3 27.9 O. I- 2
3 -10.666 -20.563 14.05474 -68.2 8.9 -H'L.I 32.9 0.28182 0.875 -87.4 67._ 41.0 29.1 25.9 0.93748 2- 3
4 -|0.64_ -_0.51_ _4.658b_ -62.0 10.0 -80.7 32.5 0.29306 0.838 -87.2 67.7 36.4 33°2 30.6 [.300_2 3- 4
5 -10.685 -20.511 15.079_7 -56.0 10.2 -83.6 33.1 C.30237 0.815 -93.2 67.7 36.4 35.6 29.6 1°26469 4- 5
6 -10.605 -20,556 I_.461£6 -_L.U 9.I -83.7 33.5 . 0.289_9 C.851 -92_9 67._ 41.__2_L I_9-5__
7 -10.646 -20.563 16.05674 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.28182 0.875 -87.4 07._ 61.0 29._ 25.9 [._0626 6- 7
TAB NO 18S ATLAS PHOTO NO 185 POD SEQUENCE NO 974
JULY 31,196_ 13 H8 _5 M[_ 64 SEC 413 kS
7RAJFCTORY OATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT L_N R V PIH AZ
6.387 10.31599 -10.561 -2C.740 1745.771 2.609 -64.258 ||4°771
PHOTO OATA
PT EAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ B/A ALPHAZ INCO PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.68q -21].546 12.1q656 -57.0 9.5 -82.2 33.0 C.24492 0.845 -90.2 67.6 38.6 32.3 27.9 0. l- 2
3 -10.6_ -_!D.567 11.79961 -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 C.236_0 0.875 -87.4 67.6 41.0 29.1 25.9 0.78699 2- 3
5 -10.676 -20.523 12.65974 -h6.0 10.2 -_3._ J3.1 0.25385 0.815 -93.2 67.7 36.4 35.5 29.6 1.06166 4- 5
6 -10.676 -20.561 12,12376 -51.8 9.1 -83.7 33.5 C.26304 0.851 -92.9 67.6 41.0 31.8 25.1 |.1290_ 5- 6
7 -10.66_ -20.867 11.799_1 -88.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.23660 0.875 -87.4 67.6 41.0 29.1 25.9 1.01272 6- 7
TAB NO 186 ATLAS PHOTO NO 186 POD SEQUENCE NO 975
JULY 31t1964 13 HE _5 MJ_5___25_ MS .......
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
3.567 8.34204 -10.574 -20.711 1743.797 2.610 -64.240 114.766
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAN_;_ AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
2 -10.654 -20.586 9.86237 -57.0 9.5 -82.2 33.0 0.19808 0.845 -90,2 67,6 38,6 32._ _7_9 _ _- '
3 -10.641 -70.571 "915628_--_58Z2--816---8f,i J_'9 ..... d;ZE135 01875 _87,4 67,6 6|,0 29.1 25,9 0,63666 2- 3
4 -10.639 -20.561 9.95277 -62.0 10.0 -80.7 32.5 C.19952 0.839 -87.2 67.6 36.4 33.1 30.6 0.88261 3- 4
5 -10.067 -20.5_6 i0.238_2 -56.0 10.2 -83.6 33.1 0.20529 0.815 -93.2 67.7 36.4 35.5 29.6 0.85853 4- 5
6 -lO.bb7 -20.866 9.80510 -51.9 9.1 -83.7 33.5 0.19656 0.851 -92.9 67.6 61.0 31.8 25.1 0.91298 5- 6
7 -10.641 -20.511 9.562_H -58.2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 0.19135 0.875 -87.4 67.6 41.0 29.1 25.9 0.81898 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P8 32
TAB NO 187 ATLAS PHOTO NO 187 POD SEQUENCE NO 976
SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
2.707 6.36743 -10,588 -2C.682 1741.823 2.611 -64.22I 114,T60
RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7,5288i -57,0 9,5 -82.2 35.0 0.15121 0,845 -90.2 67.6 38.6 32.3 27.9 O. I- 2
7.2849_ -88.2 8,9 -81.1 32.9 C.14607 0.875 -87.4 67.6 41.0 29.1 25.9 0°48586 2- 3
7.59778 -62.0 10,0 -80.7 32.5 0.}5231 0.839 -81,2 67.6 36.4 33.I 30.6 0.67372 3- 4
7o81573 -56.0 I0,2 -_8.4 33.I C.I5672 0.815 -93.2 67,8 36.4 35.5 29.6 0.85531 4- 5
7,48819 -51,9 9,1 -88,7 33,5 C,150C5 0,85I -92,9_Z,_I,/1--_I_E )_n n._q_Q1 _- 6
7,28498 -58.2 8*9 -8I.i 32.9 C,iAAC7 0.875 -87.4 67.8 41.0 29.I 25.9 0.62526 6- 7
TAB NO 188 ATLAS PHOTO NO 188 POD SEQUENCE NO 977
JULY 31j196_ 13 _R Z5 _IN 46 SEC 933 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA ............. S£C_TQ_IMEAC3 _L ..... J-A__ _ -J_____ R V PTH AZ
1.867 4,89209 -10.801 -20.653 1739,847 2,612 -84,202 114,755
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* E/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-I0.8_2 -20,570 5.19380 -57,0 9,5 -82.2 33°0 C,[0431 0.865 -90.2 67.6 38.6 32.3 27.9 0, I- 2
-I0.638 -20.579 5.02566 -58.2 8,9 -81.I 32.9 C.IOO?7 0.875 -87.4 67.8 41.0 29. I 25.9 0°33511 2- 3
5 -10,650 -20,560 5.39165 -56.0 I0°2 -83,4 33.1 O.IOBII 0.815 -93.2 87.6 38.6 35*5 29.6 0.65208 4- 5
6 -I0.650 -20.577 5,16364 -51.9 9.1 -83.7 33.5 C.I0351 0°852 -92.9 67.6 41.0 31.8 25.0 Q.680_2 _- 6
7 -I0.636 -20.579 5,02564 -58,2 8.9 -81.1 32.9 C.I0077 0.875 -87.4 67,6 41°0 29.I 25.9 0,43120 6- 7
T_,_ HO ! _ ATLAS PHOTO NO 189 POD SEQUENCE NO 978
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 2-5 P_J___%l_SJ:_L_13 M__
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTE AZ
1.027 2.41638 -I0.614 -20,624 1737.872 2,616 -64,184 I14.749
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LUN RAEGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EM|S ALPIIA scALE PT'PT
2 -10,637 -20,578 2,fi578Z -_5Z.0 9.5 r_2.2 3_.U _ 0,057_0 0.845 -90.2___Z. _38_L]LZ_3_27.g o. _- 2
3 -IO.b_ -70.5_3 2.76531 -58.2 8.9 -_I.I 32.9 0.05545 0.875 -87.4 67°6 41.0 29.1 25.9 0.18660 2-
4 -10.633 -20,574 2,88395 -0_.9 EO,O -_0,7 32,5 0,0578[ 0,839 -87.2 67.0 36°4 33._ 30.5 0.25570 3- 4
5 -I0.64I -20.573 2.96662 -86.0 10.2 -83.4 33.1 0.059_9 0.816 -93.2 67.6 36°4 85.5 29.6 0.24867 4- 5
6 -I0.641 -20,582 2,84122 -51,9 q-I -83*7 33.5 C*05Egb 0.852 -92,9 67,6 41._ 31.8 25.0 0°26449 5- 6
7 -10,833 -20.583 2.78531 -58,2 8,9 -81.1 32,9 C.05545 0,875 -87.A 67,8 41.0 29.I 25°9 0,23728 8- 7
TAB NO 190 ATLAS PHOTO NO 190 POD SEQUENCE NO 979
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 _IN 48 SEC 612 MS
TRAJECTORY OAIA _EC T_ _PACT ALT LAT L_N R V PTM AZ
0.187 0,43993 -10.627 -20*594 1/_5,895 2.618 -64.165 II_.743
PHOTO D_TA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A- EIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.65L -20.586 0,52035 -57,0 9.5 -B2,2 33.0 0.01045 0.845 -90*2 67.6 38.6 32.3 27.9 0. I-2
3 -I0.631 -20.587 0.50351 -58.2 8,9 -_I.I 32.9 0.01010 0.875 -87.4 67,6 41.0 29.1 25.9 0,03357 2- 3
4 -10,631 -20.586 0,52510 -61,9 10,0 -60,7 32.5 C.01053 0,839 -87.2 67,6 36.4 33.1 30.5 0.04656 3- 4
5 -I0.632 -20.585 0.5_015 -56.0 I0.2 -83.4 33.1 0.01088 0.816 -93.2 67.8 36.4 35.5 29.6 0.04524 4- 5
7 -10.631 -20,587 0.50351 -58.2 8.9 -81.I 32,9 0.01010 0,875 -87,4 67.6 AIoO 29.1 25.9 0*04321 6- 7
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TIME- AND CAMERA-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
RA-VII CAMERA P4 1
TAB NO 1 ATLAS PHOTO NO 1 POD SEQUENCE NO 17
JULY 3[,|964 [3 _R 12 MI_ 20 SEC 981 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 [PPACI ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
80f.819 1700,53157 -A.108 -3¢.[84 3435.993 2.011 -73.562 118.823
PHOTO DATA .................
PT LAt LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.817 -18,106 1858,47768 -55,0 [1,1 -81,} 33,9 37,56385 0,818 -89,2 70,0 30,7 34,1 30,5 O, O- 1
2 -12,204 -|(,508 1670.43530 -_7,8 11.5 -61.2 32.2 37.56501 0.616 -88,2 70.8 38.3 35,3 31.5 21,23992 1- 2
3 -9,848 -20.826 [507,695S8 -60,7 9,1 -80,2 30,6 36,24683 0,882 -85,8 67,2 40,7 28,3 26,0 121,76886 2- 3
4 -9,491 -15.073 1804.85984 -bT,T [0,7 -_[.0 26,8 3T,97868 0,793 -85,1 72,8 36,1 37,7 ]6.6 172,10569 3- 4
6 -14,913 -|9.803 1_60.T553[ -47.L 12,0 -_1,0 36,6 37,30000 0,827 -91,1 68,7 40.6 38,4 26._ IRn.Q_71 5- 6
7 -9.846 -20.526 [d07.69_6 -60.7 °.! -_0.2 90.0 3_.2_6_ _.88Z -85.6 87,2 60.7 28.3 26.0 158.44318 6- 7
TAB NO 2 ATLAS PHOTO NO 2 POD SEQUENCE NO 43
JULY 3111964 [3 HR 12 M]h 42 SEC 819 MS
TRAJEOTCRY UATA - SEC" TD [_PACT ALT -- LAT LCN R V PTH A[
785,980 1658.3525¢ -4.201 -33.976 3393,808 2,019 -7_.401 116.799
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAL EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.77/ -10.156 1612.q'3541 -_5.0 11.1 -61.3 33.9 36.87540 0.816 -89.2 69.9 38.7 34.0 30.4 O. 0- 1
2 -12.208 -17.531 1826.11_17 r_?,_ 11.5 -RL.Z 3Z.Z _,_757_ 0.81_ _88.3_._=_lB_135.]L3_ _.31_
3 -9.906 -20.77| 170_.7797r -60.6 R.2 -H0.2 30.7 35.38631 0.882 -85,6 67.2 40.7 28.3 26,0 118,91988 _- 3
4 -g,559 -[5,156 16_9,55J72 -67,6 10,8 -81,0 26,0 31,07514 0,793 -85,I 72,7 36,1 37.6 36.3 167,96690 3- 4
5 -14.750 -[3.743 1010.55525 -55.8 IA.6 -83.1 33.6 38.30923 0.733 -91.2 74.5 36.0 42.9 37.2 162.69578 6- 5
6 -14,853 -19,771 1616,67699 -47.2 12,0 -81,0 38,6 36,415_4 0,827 -91,1 68,7 40,6 34,4 26,2 176,54618 5- 6
7 -9.908 -20,771 1164,77977 -60,8 9.2 -60,2 30.7 35.38831 C.582 -85.8 67.2 40.7 28.3 26.0 152.75229 b- 7
- -- TAB NO 3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 3 POD SEQUENCE NO 67
JULY 31,198_ 13 _R 13 MIN 2 5EC 97B MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 [MPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
765.821 [619.27505 -4.290 -33.798 3354.730 2.028 -73.267 116,776
PHOTO U_TA
P7 LAT LON RANC_ AZSIC AZN -AZSUN- AZA ...... A*"- B/A -A'iPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11,7_1 -[8,260 [770,83U61 -55,0 11,1 -81,_ 33,9 35,85344 0,816 -89,2 69,9 38,6 33,8 30*2 O, O- l
2 -12.212 -17.547 1155.11635 -57.7 11.5 -81.2 32.3 35.85238 0.8[6 -88.3 70.6 38.3 35.3 31.4 25.49981 1- 2
3 -9.961 -20.716 [12S.06[L[ -60.5 9.2 -80.1 30.8 3¢,58990 0.881 -85,6 67.3 40,7 28.6 26.1 116,29687 2- 3
4 -9.622 -15.227 1_07.903_6 -67.4 10.8 -81.0 26.2 36.23966 0.794 -88.1 72.7 36.1 37.6 36.2 164.15319 3- 4
5 -14.696 -13.848 1867._9_12 -_5,_ _.5 -_c3.i 33.6 _I_4583 0*735 -91.2 74._ 3J_._ 3]_Q_(12_
6 -14.798 -[9,737 [175.866Tb -@7,3 12,0 -8|*[ 38.5 ]5.59778 0,827 -91.1 6_,8 40,6 34.6 26.3 172,6971'_ _- 6
7 -9.96[ -ZO. ll8 1725.08111 -80._ 9.2 -HO.I 30.8 3¢.88990 0.881 -85.6 67*3 40,7 28,4 26.1 149.34106 6- 7
TAB NO 4 ArLAS PHOTO NO 4 POD SEQUENCE NO 89
JULY 3[,1964 13 HR 13 MIN 21 SEC _57 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA - -- SEC TIT IMPACT - ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
74/.342 1583.33594 -A.374 -33.631 3318,791 2,035 -73,142 116.755
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C _IN AZSUN A/A A* 8/A AZPHA_ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11,70_ -|5,_28 1732.0463_ "84,9 [1,0 -81.3 34.0 35.09483 0,8[6 -89.2 69,8 38,9 33.7 30,1 0, O-- |
2 -12,218 -[7,567 1747,27_93 -_7,7 I[,5 -81,2 32,3 35,092_3 0,816 r8_,3 ___B_ -&5,3 _L____._Z_9_
3 -10.01[ -20.6/i I_8.42565 -60.4 9.3 -HO.[ 30.9 3_.85527 0.881 -88.6 67.¢ 40.7 28.5 26.1 113.86611 2- 3
4 -9.679 -[5.209 1769.4_116 -87.2 10.8 -80.9 26.3 35.46889 0*79¢ -85.L 72,_ 36.1 37._ 36.2 260*62133 3- 4
5 -14.6_6 -13.982 1527.T3558 -55.8 14.5 -53.0 33.6 36.64_80 0.736 -91.2 74.3 36.0 42.7 ]6.9 1_5.83008 4- 5
6 -14.748 -19.711 17_5,21521 -47.4 12.0 -81.1 38.4 34.84305 0.827 -91.1 68.8 40.8 34.3 26.3 168.74361 _- 6
7 -10,0[| -_0.671 |6_8.628_ -60,4 9,3 -80.| _0,9 33.88537 C,88[ -8S.6 67.4 40,7 28,5 26.1 146.190_0 6- 7
JULY 31, 1964 t3 ' 13 MIN _3 SEC 296 MS TAB NO 5 ATLAS PHOTO NO 5 POD SEQUENCE NO 115
TRAJECTORY I_ATA SEO TO IMPACT ALl LAT tON R V PTH AZ
725.504 15¢0.713S9 -4.476 -33.429 3276.169 2.045 -72.991 116.729
PHOI6 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE -- AZS/C AZN AZSUN_'AZA-- " A* "8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -[|.668 -I_.408 1686.01379 -b¢.9 11.0 -51.3 34.0 3A*[g37T 0.516 -89.2 69.7 38.9 33.5 30.0 O* O- I
2 -12.216 -17.593 1702.3_076 -57.6 11.5 -81.2 32.4 34.18989 0.818 -88.3 70.6 38.3 35.3 31.3 29.31796 1- 2
3 -10.069 -_0.619 [_4*9292H -60,3 9.3 -80.1 31.0 32.98318 0.880 -88,6 67.4 40.7 28.5 26.2 110.97149 2- 3
4 -9.745 -[5.3_6 1123.749_R -87,1 10.9 -80.9 28.5 34.88281 0.795 -85,1 72.8 36.1 37.4 36.1 |58.42902 3- 6
5 -14,584 -[¢.076 1780,51098 -55.8 [¢.4 -83.033.6 35,701e7 0,738 -91,2 74,2 36.0 42.6 36_L_I,_9774 4- }
6 -14.682 -lg,681 1693,49884 -_7.5 11.9 -8[.1 38.3 33.94688 0.827 -91.1 68.8 80,8 34.3 26.3 164*28972 5- 6
7 -10.069 -20.610 1644.92926 -60.3 9.3 -80.1 31.0 32.98315 0.88C -85.8 67.4 40.7 28.5 26,2 142.44598 b- 7
TAB NO 6 ATLAS PHOTO NO 6 POD SEQUENCE NO 135
JULY 3[_196¢ 13 HR |4 PIK 0 SEC 95 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ................. SEC_TOIMPACT-- ALT- [AT- LON R V PTH A[
708.705 1507.81873 -4.556 -33.270 3243.271 2.052 -72;873 116.708
PHOTO I)ATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 81A AZPHA2 [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE Pt-PT
1 -11.638 -18.471 [650.464_5 -55.0 [1.0 -BI.3 33.9 33.50944 0.815 -89.2 69.7 38.0 33.4 29.9 O. O- I
-12,215 -17,$73 1688.23145 -57,7 Ll,6 -81,2 32.3 33.504_4 0,816 -88.3 70.8 38.335.3 3[_4 31,832_}_
-IO.1]l -70.842 16[1.79059 -00.3 9.4 -80.1- 31.0 - 32.31867 0.878 -85.6 67.5 _0.7 2B_T- 26.3 108.83599 2- 3
4 -g.793 -15.411 1659.18973 -87.0 10.9 -80.9 26.6 33,86002 0.705 -85.1 72.5 36.1 37.5 36.1 153.36536 3- 4
5 -14.535 -1_.126 174_.858_1 -55.8 14.4 -83.0 33.6 3¢.98680 0.738 -91.3 74.2 36.0 42*5 36.8 148.571S8 4- 5
6 -14.63[ -10.620 1659.45/62 -47.6 11.g -8[.2 38.2 3].26¢31 0.827 -gl.1 68.9 40.8 34.4 26.4 161.08842 5- 6
7 -lO.lll -20,542 1611,79050 -60.3 g.4 -80.1 31,0 32.31867 0.878 -85.6 67.5 40,7 28.7 26.3 139.60640 6- 7
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RA-_LL_AHERA P6 Z
TAB NO 7 ATLAS PHOTO NO 7 POD SEQUENCE NO 155
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 14 MI_ 16 SEt 894 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
691.908 1676.81887 -6.637 -33.108 3210.274 2.060 -72.782 116.687
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 JNCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.608 -18.533 1614.78957 -55.0 [[.0 -81.3 33.9 32.82305 0.815 -89.2 69.6 39.0 33,3 29,8 O, O- 1
2 -12.213 -17.551 1636,02332 -57.7 11.6 -81.2 32.3 32.8[780 0.815 -88.3 70.8 38.2 35.4 31.4 34.39905 1- 2
3 -I0.151 -20.A63 1578.55345 -60.3 9.4 -80,I 31.0 31,65221 D.878 -85.6 67.6 40.7 28.8 26+4 106o69572 2- 3
4 -9.840 -15.434 1654.54184 -68,9 lI.O -80.8 26.7 33.16547 0.795 -85ol 72.5 38.1 37.5 36.1 150.30077 ]-
5 -14.484 -14o174 1709_L021__6.6 __r_3___-t3.5 _Z699_C.?3E -91o3_26.3 _ 36.7 14S.5_7_A &- 5
6 -16.579 -19.558 1625,31473 -47.8 12.0 -81.2 38.0 32,579_7 C.826 -91.1 68.9 40.5 36.6 26.5 157.82372 5- 6
7 -10.151 -20.A63 1578.55845 -60.3 9.4 -80.1 31.0 31.65221 0.878 -85,6 67.6 40.T 28,8 26.4 136.75326 6- 7
TAB NO 8 ATLAS PHOTO NO 8 POD SEQUENCE NO 175
JULY 3|_198A 13 HR [4 P|_ 33 SEC 693 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SECTO-'IMPACT- ALT - tAT LGN R V PTH AZ
675,107 1441.72104 -4.720 -32.942 3177.176 2,D68 -72,629 116.666
PHOTO DATA
PT CAT LON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -II._7T -18,595 1578.98888 -55.1 ii.0 _81.3 33.9 32.12884 0.815 -89.2 69.5 39.1 83.1 29.7 O. O- [
-12.209 -17.545 IS99.6ZJ._9__-_l___Ll..6 -81.2 _2.3 32.122E5 0.815 -88=3 70._8.Z 35,_ 31__ _-_6 /- 2
-10.192 -20.398 I_44.99071 -60.3 9.4 -80.1 31.0 30.97923 0.877 -85.6 67.7 40.6 28,9 26.5 104.50280 2- 3
6 -9.888 -15.474 1619.45732 -66.8 11.0 -80°8 26.8 32.A6219 0.795 -85.1 72.5 36.1 37.5 36.1 147.15392 3- 4
5 -14.432 -14.242 i_72.87380 -55.8 14.3 -83.0 33.5 33.56340 C.739 -91.3 74.0 35.9 42.5 36.7 162.65356 6- 5
8 -16.525 -19.509 1590°81f38 -47.9 12.0 -81,3 37.9 31.88834 0.828 -91.I 69.0 60.5 34,5 26.6 156.6962E 5- 6
T -I0.191 -zu._gO 1544.33071 tO.3 a _ -aA.l _l.O 30.97923 0.877 --85.6 87.7 40.6 28.9 26.5 133o86673 6- 7
TAB NO 9 ATLAS PHOTO NO 9 POD SEQUENCE NO 195 _
JULY 31,1964 13 hR 14 Plh 50 SEC 492 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
658.308 1AC8.52096 -4.805 -3E.773 3163.976 2.075 --72.506 116.666
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA" A* "8/A AZPHA2 iNCC PHAz-EM'i'SALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.547 -18.658 1543.05943 -55.1 11.0 -81.J _3.8 31.42949 0.814 -89=2 _9.5 39.1 33°0 29.5 O° O- |
2 -12.205 -17.548 1564.56339 -57,7 11.6 -81.2 32,3 31.42278 0.815 -88.3 70.6 38.2 35.4 31.5 38.48_19 b
3 -I0.231 -20.3AI 1511.20634 -60.2 9.5 -80.1 31.0 30.30181 0.876 -85.6 67.7 40.6 29°0 26.6 102o28056 2- 3
4 -9.932 -15.523 1584.10094 -66.7 11.0 -80.8 26.9 31.75365 0.795 -85oi 72.4 36,0 37.5 36.0 143.96465
5 -14.379 -14,318 16_6.34659___5_,9 I_°3 -83,0 3_ 5 _2._I099 0,740 -91.3 74.Q_5_ _2_6 _b_.339_%_-_
6 -14.470 -19.A69 1556.08096 -48.0 11.9 -61.3 37.8 31.19203 0.825 -91.2 6g.0 40.5 34o5 26.6 151.12125 5- 6
7 -1D.231 -20.341 1511.20634 -bO.2 9.5 -80.1 31.0 30.301_1 0.876 -85*6 67.7 40,6 29.0 26,6 130o95716 6- 7
TAB NO 10 ATLAS PHOTO NO 10 POD SEQUENCE NO 213
JULY 31e1964 13 HR _5 P[_ 5 SEC 611 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA .......... SEC T_--I-M_ACT'-- ALT -'LAT - LCN R V PTH AZ
643.189 1378.55212 -4.E83 -32.617 3|14,007 2.083 -72.889 116.626
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
1 -11.520 -18.714 1510.61151 -55.1 11.0 -81.3 33.8
2 -12.200 -17.552 1533.03697 _-_71_ 13.6 -81_2 _ 32.}
3 -E0.268 -20.29_ 1480.6_987 -60.2 9.5 -80ol 31.1
A -9°973 -15.569 1552.12488 -66,6 11.1 -80°7 27.0
5 -14.330 -14.389 1603.30696 -55.9 14.3 -82.9 33°5
-16.4L9 -19.434 _52A.66801 -48.1 11.9 -81.3 37.7
--10.266 -20.291 1A80o65987 -60.2 9.5 -80.1 31.1
?'_'t v _',_ 1_ HR 18 MIN 22 SEC 610 MS TAB NO
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [NPACT
626.390
PHOTC DATA
Pt LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
1 -11.489 -lB.777 1474.43172 -55.1 10.9 -81.3 33.8
Ao B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
30.79694 0.816 -89.3 69.4 3g.2 32.9 29.6 O. O- 1
29.68931 0.876 -85.6 67.8 40.6 29.0 26.6 100.26640 2- 3
31.112A8 0.795 -85.1 72.6 36.0 37.5 36.0 161.07678 3- 4
32.16850 0.741 -91.3 73.9 35.9 42.3 36.6 136.52213 6- 5
30.56234 0,825 -91.2 69°0 60.5 36.5 26.7 148.06507 5- 6
29.68931 0.876 -85.6 67.8 40.6 29.0 26.6 128.32421 6- 7
11 ATLAS PHOTO NO 11 POD SEQUENCE NO 233
ACT tAT LON H v _7;; _Z
1345.15259 -4.971 -32.440 3080.608 2.091 -72.259 E16,601
Aa 8/A AZPHAZ IHCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
30.09041 0.814 -89.3 69.4 39.2 32.7 29.3 O. O- I
2 -12.193 -17.559 1497.82539 -57.7 11.6 -81.2 32.3 30.08239 0.815 -88.3 70.6 38°2 35.5 31.5 41.93947 I- 2
3 -10.303 -20.237 14A6.55420 -60.1 9.6 -80.I 31+1 29.00544 0.875 -85.6 67.E AO.6 29.1 26.7 98,01121 2- 3
6 -10.016 -15,623 1516.41315 -66.5 11.1 -80.7 27.1 30.39666 0.795 -85.1 72.3 36.0 37.4 36+0 137.84712 3- 4
5 --14.273 -14.471 1566.39941 -55.9 16.2 -82.9 33.5 31.A0845 0.761--91_3 73.835_ g_._ 3_.5 133.37188 6-6 -16.361 -19.3991%89_8641_7_ _I_--_e_?_T_---19.a5911_.825 -91.2 69.160.53_.5 26.8 164.666885- b
7 -10.303 -20.237 1446.55426 -60.1 9.6 -80.l 31.1 29,0054A 0.875 -85.6 67.8 4D.6 29ol 26.7 125.88181 6- T
TAB NO 12 ATLAS PHOTO NO 12 POD SE(_HJENCE NO 249
JULY 31,I964 13 HR 15 R[_ 35 SEC 869 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tON V PTH AZR
612.950 1318.35541 -5.043 -32.296 3053.811 2.097 -72.153 116.583
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.465 -18.827 1445.39056 -55.1 10.9 -81.3 33.8 29o5215A 0.814 -89.3 69.3 39.3 32.6 29.2 O° O- 1
2 -12.184 -17.5681469.47766 -57.7 11.6 -81.2 32.3 29.51306 0.815 -88,3 70.6 38.2 35.5 3L.8 43,22158 1- 2
3 -10.330 -20.197 1_19.11_38 -60.1 g.6--_80._3i.1 _28._5523 018T6 _85'6 %T:9 _0_629.2 26.8 96.18700 2- 3
4 -10.068 -15.670 1487.66716 -66.4 11.1 -80.7 27.2 29.82042 0.795 -85.1 72.3 36.0 37.6 35.9 135.26126 3- 6
5 -14.224 -[4.541 1536.67029 -55.9 14.2 -82°9 33.4 30.81236 0.742 -91.3 73°7 35.9 42.2 36.4 180.82786 4- 5
6 -14.310 -Ig.374 1461.3_283 -48.3 11.9 -81.4 37.5 29.29296 0.825 -91.2 69.1 40.5 34.5 26.8 161.88625 5- 6
7 -10.330 -20.197 1419,11438 -60.1 9,6 -80.1 31.1 2E.45523 0.874 -85,6 67.9 40.6 29.2 26.8 123.00700 6- 7
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TAB NO 13 ATLAS PHOTO NO 13 POD SEQUENCE NO 267
JULY 31,1964 I_ HR 15 MIN 50 SEC 968 MS
TRAJECtORy DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
597.831 1288.12503 -5.125 -32.131 3023.580 2.[05 -72.032 116.561
PHO[O OAIA
PT LAT LOK RAhGE--AZC>_--AZN--AZ_U_--AZA---A*_ B/A AzPHAz INCO PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE --PT-PT
I -[L.438 -i_.8_4 L_[2.61433 -65.2 10.9 -dl.3 33.7 28.87790 0.814 -89.3 69,3 39.4 32.5 29.1 0. 0- 1
2 -[2.170 -17.582 14_7.40059 -57.7 11.6 -81.2 32.3 28.86900 0.815 -88.3 70.0 38.2 35.5 31.5 44.53862 [- 2
3 -[0.356 -20.154 1388.08945 -60.I 9.6 -80.1 31.1 27.83314 0.874 -85.6 67.g 40.6 29.3 26.8 94.11533 2- 3
-10.081 -15.725 1455.16078 -66.3 11.I -80.7 27.3 29.168fi3 0.796 -85.1 72.2 36.0 37.4 35.9 132.29250 }- 4
5 -[4,165 -14.623 1503.02J_03_-55____ i_=L -82.B_33_4 30.L33_3_7_3 -91.3 ]3.7 35___2_I_36=_ L27.9_029 _- 5
6 -14.250 -19.348 1429.38510 -48.9 11.9 -81.4 37.4 2E.652_6 0.825 -91.2 69.1 40.4 34.5 26.8 138.75962 5- 8
7 -10o356 -ZD./5A /_88.0894S -b0.1 9.6 -80.1 _1,1 27.83314 0.874 -85.6 b7.g 40,6 29.3 26,8 i20.][300 6- 1
TAB NO 14 AILA5 PHOTO NO 14 POD SEQUENCE NO 287
JULY 31,1964 13 HR L6 _[_ 7 SEC 767 MS
TRAJECTQRY I)ATA -- " - SEC-{O |MP;ET--- ALT- LAT LCN --- R V PTH AZ
581o032 [254.42999 -5.219 -3[.943 2989,885 2.114 -71.895 116,537
PHOTO DATA
P7 tAT LC_ RASGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/4 A2PHAZ IMCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PI
I -Ii.407 -18.047 IJ76.06378 -55.2 10.9 -8[.4 33.7 28.15797 0.814 -89.3 69.2 39.4 32.6 29.0 O. O- [
2 -12,[52 -17.601 1401_54_bZ _7=7 ll.6 rBl=2 _-._- I_I_B_.SL5 -BB.3 ]0.6 38.1 35.4 31=5 45_I_J--_
3 -[0,_8_ -20.110 1J5_.41104 -60.[ g.6 -80.1 3[.[ 27.[3779 0.873 -85.6 68.0 AC.6 29.3 26.9 91.78868 2- 3
4 -[0.i14 -[_./gl I418.81120 -66,2 £1.1 -80.6 27.4 2E.44022 C.79_ -85.[ 72.2 36.0 37.4 35.8 128.9883[ 3- 4
5 -I4,098 -IA.720 [465.3_[9g -58.0 [A,I -82.9 33,4 29,3829[ 0.74A -9[.3 73,8 35,8 42.0 36.3 124.70231 4- 5
6 -14.178 -19.324 1393.64348 -48.6 11.9 -81,5 37.2 27.935_2 0.825 -91.2 69.1 40.4 34.5 26.9 [35.25370 5- 6
7 -I0o383 -20.110 1353,4IiO4 -60.1 g.6 -80.[ 31.[ 27.1377g 0,873 -85.6 68.0 40.6 29.3 26.9 [[7,29404 6- 7
TAB NO 15 ATLAS PHOTO NO 15 POD SEQUENCE NO 305
JULY 31_1964 [3 MR 18 M[_ 22 SEC 886 MS
TRAJECTDRY I)ATA SEC TU IWPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
585.913 122_.00778 -5.305 -3[.770 2959.463 2.122 -71.770 116.514
PHOIC DAIA
PT LAT tON rAnGE ..... AZS/C - AzN -AZ-SUN - AZA Ao - B/A AZPHA/ INCD PHAZ EElS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-Ii._80 -_9.003 _4_,04695 -55.5 10.q -B_.4 33.b 27,50400 0._14 -89,3 bg.1 39°5 32.2 28.9 0. O- 1
-12.132 -[7.625 [_69.01274 -57.8 II.6 -81.2 32.2 27,49531 0.815 -8_.3 70.8 38,| 35.4 31.5 46.7740A 1- 2
3 -10.404 -20.077 _21,q8007 -¢0.[ 9°6 -80.1 _1.1 28.50755 0.873 -85.6 08.0 40.5 29.4 26.9 89.66561 2- 3
-I0.14] -15.858 [_85.83842 -66.2 11.2 -90.6 27.5 27.779_9 0.797 -85.1 72.1 36.0 37.3 35.8 125.97898 3- 6
5 -14,030 -L4.0L5 L_31.21306_ -56._ 14,0 -b2_9 _.3 28._9778 0.74E -91.3 73.5_5.8 _I_9 /h_.2___12_9 E-_
6 -14,111 -[g._Og 1361.22023 -48.7 11.8 -81.5 37.1 27.28_18 0.825 -91.2 69.[ 40.4 34.5 26.0 132.05777 5- 6
7 -10.404 -20.07? 1321.98007 -6D.i 9.6 -80.1 JI.I 2E.50755 C,873 -85.b 08.0 40.5 29.4 26.9 114.55051 6- T
TAB NO 16 ATLAS PHOTO NO 16 POD SEQUENCE NO 319
JULY 31_|964 13 _R 16 Elk 34 SEt 645 MS
TRAJECTDRY I)ATA 5FC TO IMPACT ALT "LAT .... LCN- - R " V PTH At
554.1_4 1200.2818E -5.373 -31.633 2935.737 2.128 -71.670 116.497
PHOIC OAIA
P[ tAT ION RANG[ A/S/C AZN AZSUN AIA A" 8/A AIP_AZ INCO PHA2 EElS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
I -[I,3_'_ -Ig,047 [I[7.28613 -5_.3 10.8 -t_[.4 33.6 2_.99402 0.814 -89,3 bg,[ 39.5 32.1 28.8 0. O- I
2 -[2°113 -il.b47 1343.Sb/bO -D?o_ [_.b -_1.2 32.2 2b.98427 0.815 -88.3 70.5 38.1 _L5.4 31_5 47._/1038 1- 2
3 -IO.41_ -20.063 1241.40749 -bO.[ g*7 -UO*I 31.[ 26.01483 0.873 -85.6 68.0 40.5 29.6 26.9 87.99946 2- 3
4 -IO*I60 -[5._[3 I_80.0545_ -_6.1 11.2 -80.0 27.5 27.26247 0.79_ -85.1 72. L 36.0 _7.3 35.7 12_.62320 3- 4
5 -13°g7b -[4.892 [404.47HW4 -_6.[ [4.0 -82.9 33.3 28,16I/1 0.747 -91.3 73.4 35.8 41.8 36.1 [[9,44659 4- 5
6 -14.055 -19,300 1336.87329 -_8.8 11, R -_1.5 37,0 28,77793 0.826 -91.2 69.1 40.4 34.5 26,9 120.5544_ 5- 6
7 -_0.418 -20.053 _2D7.40149 -hO.1 g.7 -80.[ 3I.I 26.01A6_ 0.873 -85.6 b8.C A0.5 29.4 26.9 112.40004 6- 7
JULY 31,[964 13 _R 16 MIN 46 SEE _05 MS TAB NO 17 ATLAS PHOTO NO 17 POD SEQUENCE NO 333
TRAJECTORy _)ATA SEE TO IMPACt ALT tAT tEN R V PTH AL
5_2.305 i176.49_60 -5.442 -31.494 2911.q54 2.I34 -71.560 I[6.478
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RAKGr AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.33_ -19.091 1291,4544_ -55._ 10._ -6_.4 33.5 2E.480_6 0.815 -89.3 69.] 39.6 32.0 28.7 0. 0- I
2 -I2.0g4 -_7.h71 1318.0_055 -_7.H l[.h -_[.2 32.2 28.47078 0.8[5 -88.3 70.5 38.1 35.4 31.5 47.94309 [- 2
3 -i0,430 -?0.030 [272,72549 -_O,l 9.7 -_O.l 31,I 25.51902 0.872 -85.6 68.1 40,5 29.A 27,0 86,32128 2- 3
4 -[0.11_ -1_.970 1_34o_5002 -66.1 L[.! -_0.6 27.6 26.T4323 U.Tg8 -65.[ 72.0 36.0 )7.2 35.7 121,25377 3- 4
5 -13._Iq -l_.O?2 l_77.610Hi -66.[ 13.') -_2._ 33.2 27.622_8 0.74_ -01.3 73.3 35.8 41.7 36.[ _1.[2_85 _- 5
6 -13*99d -19.293 1310,3964T -4_.9 11.8 -8[.5 _6.9 28.26128 0.826 -91.2 69.[ 40._ 34.5 26.9 [2/.03615 5- 6
7-I0.430 -2O.O_U 1_72.7254g -bC.l q.7 -80.1 3l.I 25.51992 C.872 -85.6 66.1 4C.5 29.4 27.0 110.2371[ 6- 7
TAB NO 18 ATLAS PHOTO NO 18 POD SEQUENCE NO 353
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 17 PIN 3 SEC 204 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ACT LAI LCN R V PTh AZ
525.598 [142.42208 -5.542 -31.291 2877.877 2.144 -71.423 116.452
PHOTO DATA
PT CA7 LON RANGE A_S/C A_N AZSUN AZA A_ B/A AZpHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.30_ -[9,154 [_54.4254q -55.5 10,8 -bi.4 33.4 25.74177 0.815 -89.3 6g.C 39,6 31,g 28.6 O. O- l
2 -12°065 -[7.714 kLdI.2OO09 -57.8 11.5 -81.2 32.2 25.73168 0.816 -88.3 70.5 _8.1 35.3 31.4 48.469_9 _- 2
3 -10.448 -20.007 123/.22133 -_O.l 9.7 -80.1 31.I 2A.8080_ 0.872 -85.8 68.[ 40.5 29.4 27.0 83.89450 2- 3
4 -I0,20_ -l_.OeI 1206.84685 -Ob.O ft.[ -80.5 27.6 25.995_I 0.798 -85.1 71.9 _6.0 37.L 35.6 I[7.82370 3- 4
5 -13.8_ -|5,007 1J38,g1_44 -56.2 _3.8 -82.b 33.2 28.847_4 0.750 -91.3 73.2 _5.8 4_.b 35.9 ]13.77590 _° 5
6 -[3.qL5 -[9.292 IZ/3.74643 -49.1 _I*T -_l.b 36*7 25.532t3 C.826 -91.2 6g.l 40.4 34.A 27.0 [23.39026 5- b
7 -I0.448 -20.C07 1237.2_L33 -60.1 g.7 -80.1 31.1 24.8U801 C.872 -85.6 68.1 40.5 2q.4 27.0 I0/.12403 6- 7
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TAB NO 19 ATLAS PHOTO NO 19 POD SEQUENCE NO 369
JULY 31n1964 13 HR 17 MIN 16 _EC 643 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LON R V PTH AZ
512,156 1115.07404 -5,624 -31,125 2850,529 2,151 -71,303 116.430
PHOTO DATA ............
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_- --BiA -AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11,2U4 -19,204 1224,69347 -55,5 10,8 -81,4 33,4 25.14627 0,816 -89,3 68,9 39,7 31,8 28,5 O, 0- l
2 -12.042 -17.756 I251.56031 -57.9 11.5 -81.2 32,1 25.15599 0.817 -88.3 70.6 38.1 35.3 31.6 48,70688 l- 2
3 -10,463 -19,gg5 1208,62119 -60,1 9,7 -80,1 31,1 2_,2345¢ C,872 -85,6 68,1 40,6 29,5 27,0 81,93122 2- 3
4 -10.223 -16.1AI 1Z66.76982 -66.0 11.I -80.5 27.7 25.39265 0.799 -85.1 71.9 36.0 37.1 35.5 115.04581 3- 4
5 -[3,774 -15,208 LSOZ,?ZZ_D_._=b_2 13,7 -62,6 33,i 26,22163 0o751 -91,3 _23_1_5,_1.4 _.R IIL=DZa_
6 -13.849 -19.298 1244.22365 -49.2 11.7 -81.6 36.6 24.94OE6 0,827 -91.2 69.1 40,4 34.3 26.9 120.43810 5- 6
7 -10,463 -19,g95 1208,62119 -60,1 9,7 -O0,i _l,l 2_,23454 0,872 -85,6 60,1 40,6 29,5 27,0 104,61823 8- 7
TAB NO 20 ATLAS PHOTO NO 20 POD SE(_HJENCE NO 383
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 17 MI_ 26 S£C A02 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
500.397 1091.08C75 -5.698 -30.977 2826.536 2.158 -71.197 1L6._10
PHOTO O_TA
PT LAT LC_ RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ 1NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.263 -19.247 1198.59798 -55.5 I0.7 -81.4 33.4 2A.62430 0.816 -89.3 68.9 39,8 31.7 28.4 O. O- l
2 -12.022 -17,790 1225_5_19J___:51_9 _11.5-81.2 32.1 2_.61388 0.817 -88o3 I_135.2 3]_ 4R_qT_ I-
3 -10,476 -19.981 1183.54301 -60.I 9,7 -80.1 3|.I 23.73169 0.872 -85.6 6E.l 40.6 29.5 27.0 80.21575 2- 3
4 -10,241 -16.2C9 1240,41365 -65.9 11,1 -80.5 27.8 24o86436 0.800 -85.1 71o8 36.0 37.0 35o4 I12o61929 3- 4
5 -[3,718 -15.295 1280.40053 -56,2 13.7 -82.8 33.1 2_,673T8 0.752 -91,3 73.0 35,8 41.3 35.7 [08.72022 4- 5
6 -L_.¢_t -_.5_C _ZI:._ '_ -_o._ 11,6 -81.6 36,5 2_.42215 0.827 -91o2 69,1 40,4 34,3 26,9 117,86292 5- 6
T -10.476 -19.981 I183.5A301 -60,i 9.7 -80.1 Ji.L _.731_ :.272 -_-_ _R.I 40.6 29,5 27.O [02.42382 6- 7
TAB NO 21 ATLAS PHOTO NO 21 POD SEQUENCE NO 399
JULY 51_1964 13 HR 17 Mlh 41 SEC 841 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPAC] ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
486.958 1063.58527 -5.783 -3C.805 2799.041 2.166 -71.073 116.387
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT CON RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPMAZ INCC-PHA'ZEMIS ALPHA SCALE P7-PT
I -II.239 -19.297 1168.68100 -55.5 10.7 -81.4 33.3 24.C2371 C.8I? -89.3 68.9 39.8 31.5 28.3 0, O- L
2 -12.000 -I7._36 II95.63025 -57.9 11.4 -81.2 32.1 2_.013C9 0.818 -88.3 70.3 38,_ 35.1 31.3 49.10057 1- 2
3 -10.49I -19,97_ 1154.69998 -60.1 9.7 -80.L 31.1 23.15335 0.872 -85.6 68.1 4C.6 29.5 27.0 78.23482 2- 3
4 -10.263 -16.295 [210.070_6 -65.9 11,I -80,5 27.8 2A.25816 C.801 -85.| 71.7 36.0 36.9 35.3 109.81253 3- 4
5 -13.653 -15.407 1248.9_9_9__ :_JS.,_ 13_6__ -82_ 33.1 25.04315 Q.754 -91_3 72.9 35_I_2_-A lOA.nnTJ__ &-- _
6 -15.725 -19.31C iI_8.58580 -49.4 [1.6 -81.7 36._ 23.82565 0.82@ -91.2 69.1 40.4 34.2 26,9 114.88479 5- 6
7 -10.491 -I9.973 1154.6999_ -60,1 9.7 -80,I 31,I 2_.15335 0.872 -85.6 68.1 40.6 29.5 27.0 99.90117 6- 7
TAB NO 22 ATLAS PHOTO NO 22 POD SEQUENCE NO 413
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 17 M]_ 53 SEC 601 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA ........ SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN'- R V PTH AZ
475,199 1039,46057 -5,_58 -3C,651 2774,916 2,173 -70,963 116.367
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE P7-PT
1 -11.218 -19.34C IKA2.4207E -55.6 I0.7 -81.4 33.3 23.49_56 0.81_ -89.3 68.8 39.9 31.6 28.2 O. O- 1
2 -11.980 -17.875 i169.37_4 -_7.9 11.4 r81.2 32.I 23.485_0 0.8iE -88.3 70.3 38.2 35z_L_2-- /_9.///92_L_
3 -10.505 -19.9t5 1129,3_i00 -60.[ 9.7 -80.1 31.[ 22.6456? 0.8T2 -_.6 68.1 40.6 29,5 27.0 76.49842 2- 3
4 -[O.2UI -16.369 I183.A4554 -65.8 11.1 -80.5 27.9 23.72248 C.802 -85.1 71.6 36.0 36.8 35.3 107.35627 3- 4
5 -13.596 -15.504 1221.35_63 -56.2 [3.5 -82.8 33.0 24.A8991 C.755 -91.3 72.8 95.9 41.I 35.5 103.62977 4- 5
6 -13.66( -10.318 1162,46523 -A9,4 11.6 -BI.7 36.3 23.302C6 0.82_ -91,2 69.[ 40.5 34.2 26.9 I_2.27876 5- 6
7 -10.505 -19.965 1129.581C0 -60.1 9.7 -80.1 31.1 22.6A567 0.872 -85.6 68.1 40.6 29.5 27.0 97.68805 6- 7
JULY 51,196A 13 MR 18 Ml_ _ _:b uvo ::: TAB NO 23 ATLAS PHOTO NO 23 POD SEQUENCE NO 425
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC 70 IMPACT ALT LA? tON R V PTH AZ
465.119 1018.73257 -5.924 -3C.517 2754,I88 2,179 -70,867 116,369
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE --PT-PT
1 -11.201 -Ig.577 i119.8497_ -55.6 10.7 -81.4 35.5 23.042E5 O*8IE -89.3 68.8 39,9 31.3 28.1 O. O- 1
2 -II.g63 -17,91D 1146,7811_ -57.9 11,4 -81.2 32.1 23.05260 0,819 -88.3 70.3 38.2 35.0 51.2 49.26023 l- 2
3 -10.515 -|g.959 i_07.59566 -60.1 9.7 -80.1 31.1 22.208e0 O.ET2 -@5.6 68.1 40.6 29,5 2?.0 75.00270 2- 3
4 -10.290 -16.433 I160.554A8 -65.8 11.1 -80.5 28.0 23.26325 0.802 -85.1 71.6 36.0 36.8 35.2 I05.23922 3- 4
5 --13.547 -15.589 i197.61449 -56.3 13.5 -H2.7 33.0 2A.01381 0.756 -91.3 72.7 35.9 41.0 35.4 ____
6 -13.616 -i_.325 I139.984_2 -49.5 11.5 -_I.7 56.3 22.851A5 0.829 -91.2 69.1 40.5 34.2 26.9 110.03710 5- 6
7 -10.515 -19.959 i107.59366 -6O.I g.7 -80.1 3I.I 22.20880 0.872 -85.6 68.1 40.6 29.5 27.0 95.78234 6- 7
TAB NO 24 ATLAS PHOTO NO 24 POD SEQUENCE NO 441
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 18 MIN I? SEC [19 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SE6 TU IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V - PT6 ..... AZ_-
451.680 991.02271 -6.C14 -3C.335 2726.A78 2.I87 -70.737 116.324
PHOTO D_TA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* H/A AZPHA2 I_CD PHAZ EPIS ALPFIA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.177 -19.A26 1089.66412 -55.6 LO.6 -81.4 33.2 22.43A95 0.819 -89.3 68.7 40.0 31,2 28.0 O. O- 1
2 -11.937 -17.960 i116.50911 -57.9 II.4 -81.2 32.1 22.424C2 0.819 -88.3 70.2 3E.2 35.0 31.1 49.22657 _=Z
3 -10.528 -19.953 [07874092A -AC.I 9,7 -HO.I 31.1 2[.62361 C.872 -85.6 68. I 40.6 29.5 27.0 72.99606 2- 3
4 -10.315 -1_.523 1129.8_181 -65.7 11.1 -80.A 28.0 2E.648C4 0._03 -_5.[ 71.5 56,0 _6.7 35.1 102.40461 3- 4
5 -13.479 -ib.7C_ ]165.8C238 -66.3 [3.4 -82.7 33.0 23.3789A 8.75_ -91.3 72.6 35.g AO.8 35.3 98,84002 4- 5
6 --13.546 -19,338 1109.86723 -49.6 I_.5 -81.7 36.2 22.2A776 0.828 -91,2 69.1 40.5 54,1 26.g 107.03329 5- 6
7 -10.528 -Iq,95_ IU18.AO92A -AO.I 9.7 -80.I 31.I 21.6236[ 0.872 -85.6 68.1 40.6 29.5 27.0 93.22802 6- 7
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TAB NO 25 ATLAS PHOTO NO 25 POD SEQUENCE NO 453
JULY 3111964 13 HK 18 H1NZ7 SEC 199 MS ....
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC _Q EMPACT ALT LAI LON g V _I_ _-
441.601 970.18549 -8.082 -30.196 2705.641 2o196 -70.639 116.305
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -11.160 -19.463 1066.95615 -55.7 10.6 -81.4 33.2 21.97695 0.819 -89.3 68.7 80.0 3L.l 27,9 0. 0_ l
2 -11.9z8 -17.999 1093.70232 -57.9 11.3 -81.2 32.1 21.96597o.ezc -88.3 70.2 3_.2 3,.9 31.1 ,9.1_21' j:3 -10.537 -[9.9_[ 1056.62393 -60.1 9.7 -80.1 31. 11.182780.872 -85.6 68.2 60.6 29.5 27.0 7L.68_33
4 -10.329 -16.59[ 1106.71797 -65.7 11.1 -80.6 28.1 22.[8656 0.804 -85.1 71.6 36°0 36°6 35.0 100.26806 3- 4
6 -13.494 -[9.369 1087.17978 -49.7 11°4 -8[.7 36.1 2[°7930[ 0.830 -9[.2 69.0 60.5 34°0 26.9 106.77036 5- 6
7 -10.537 -19.951 1086.42393 -bO.l 9.7 -80.1 31.1 21.18278 0.872 -85.6 68.2 60.6 29.5 27.0 91.30623 6- 7
TAg _ 2_ ATLAS PHuXO NO 26 POD SEQUENCE NO 465
UL v 31,1_4 13 HR L_ _i_ 3/ SEC 278 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC _0 iPPACT ALT LAT -LON .... R--- V--_h--_Z----
431.511 9_9.38011 -6.15x -30.0_5 1686.7s5 2.200 -70.s38 116.286
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAL [NCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.142 -19.500 [044,[8787 -55.7 10.6 -8[,4 33.2 2|.51818 0.820 -89*3 68.7 60.1 31.0 27.9 0. 0- l
2 -11,898 -18,036 1070,85913 -57,9 lL,3 -81,2 3Z,L 21,5011B 0,820 -88,3 70=2 38,2 _19 3L.,Q 6__L, QgZ6_q_I
3 -10.546 -[9.966 10_4.398_3 -80.1 g.6 -80.1 3[,1 20.74[09 0.872 -85.6 68.2 60°6 29.5 27.0 69*97171 2- 3
4 -[0.342 -18,858 [003.56389 -85.6 11.1 -80,4 28.2 21.72063 0.808 -85.1 71.6 36.0 36.5 36.9 98.13511 3- 4
5 -13°375 -[5.880 1117.84866 -86.3 13.3 -82.7 32.9 22.41440 0.76[ -91.3 72.4 35°g 40.6 35.1 94,70942 6- 5
6 -13.643 -[9,359 1086,45241 -49,8 [1,4 -81,U 36,0 21,33745 0,83C -91,2 69,0 40,5 36,0 26,9 102,51335 5- 6
7 -[0.548 -19.946 [034,3963_ -60.1 g.6 -80.1 31.1 20.741C9 0.87_ -85.6 68.2 40.8 29.5 27.0 89.37818 6- 7
TAB HO 27 ATLAS PHOTO NO 27 POD SEQUENCE NO 475
JULY 3[e[966 [3 HR IB PIN 45 SEE 678 NS
TRAJECTGRY DATA SAC TO IMPACT ALT 1AT LCN R V PTH AZ
423,1_2 93[.85895 -6.2[0 -2q.936 2667°314 2°206 -70.454 |16.270
PHOTC DATA ..........
PT LAf LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.12_ -19.830 IC25.16826 -55.7 10.6 -81.6 _3.1 21.134E80.E2C -89.3 68.6 80.1 30.9 27.8 O. O- L
2 -11.881 -[8.0_8 1051.7_618 -58.0 11.3 -Sl.Z ]2.0 21.12368 0.821 -88.3 70.1 38.2 36.8 31.0 69.03762 1- 2
3 -10.55_ -19.943 1015.9_275 -80.I 9.6 -80.1 31.I 20.37188 0.872 -_5.6 68.2 40.6 29.5 27.0 68.70861 _ 3
4 -10.353 -16.715 1064.2099G -65.6 11.1 -80.4 28.2 21.332_9 0.805 -85.1 71.3 36.0 36.5 36.9 96.35287 4
5 -13,_31 -15,9_3 1097,79971 -_6,_ 13,2 -82,7 ]2,9 22,01239 0,762 -91,3 72,3.35,9 60,5 3_J____2._q_u_-__6-_
6 -13.396 -_9.367 _U45.45846 -49._ 11.6 -8[.8 35.9 20.95686 0.83[ -9[.2 69.0 60.5 36.0 26.8 100.62843 3- 6
7 -10.55_ -19.943 1015.9_275 -60.1 9.6 -B0.1 31.1 20.37188 0.872 -85.6 68.2 40.6 29.5 17°0 87,76870 6- 7
TAB NO 28 ATLAS PHOTO NO 28 POD SEQUENCE NO 489
JULY 31,1964 [3 HR L8 _Ih 57 SEC 637 NS
TRAJECTDRY DATA -- S=EC TO |VPACT AL7 LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
411.362 907.3E403 -6.293 -29.766 2662.839 2,213 -70.33_ 116.266
PHOIC UAIA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -11.108 -19.573 998,46904 -85,7 10.5 -81.5 33,1 20,59529 0,82| -89,3 68,6 40,2 30,8 27°7 O, O- 1
2 -11.857 -10.115 I024.9069_ -58.0 11.3 -8/,Z 32.0 _0,5842E D.821 -88.3 70,I _8.2 }4,L_ 30,,9_____B_Bb/B_ _-_
3 -10.564 -lq.qA1 990.0_839 -b0.1 9.6 -8C.I _L.2 19.85266 0.872 -85.6 68.2 40.6 29.4 27.0 66.92922 2- 3
6 -10.369 -16.797 1036.98499 -65.5 ll.0 -80.4 28.3 20.78679 0.806 -85.1 71.2 36.1 36.8 36.8 93.86235 _ A
5 -13.270 -16._8 [069.60007 -56.4 13.2 -82.7 32.9 21.44695 0.763 -91.3 72°2 35.9 40°4 36.9 90°55929 5
6 -13.333 -19.381 1018.74206 -49.9 11.3 -81.8 35.8 20.42120 0.831 -91*I 69,0 60.5 33.9 26.8 97.97616 5- 6
7 -I0.564 -19.941 990.08839 -60.[ 9.6 -80.1 31.2 19.85266 0.872 -85.6 68,2 40.6 29.6 27.0 85,80589 6- 7
TAB NO 29 ATLAS PHOTO NO 29 POD SEQUENCE NO 501
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 19 PIN 7 SEC 516 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
401.283 886,35165 -6,366 -29,618 2621.807 2*220 -70.229 116.226
PHOTO DAIA ......... -- ....
PT tAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ iNCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
l -11.091 -Ig.60g 975.51646 -55.8 10.5 -81.5 33.1 20.13053 0.821 -89.3 68.5 60.2 30.7 27.6 O. O- 1
2 -11.837 -lH.158 1001,76637 -58.0 I[.2 -81,2 32.0 20*I[952 0.822 -88.3 70,0 38.2 36.7 30.9 68.62115 1- 2
3 -10.872 -_9.94_ 967.78218 -bO.O 9.6 -80.[ 3[.2 19.40539 0.872 -85.6 68.2 60.T 29.4 27.0 65.39407 2-- 3
4 -10.382 -[_.871 I013.52524 -65.5 li.0 -80.3 28.3 20.31655 0.807 -85.1 71.2 36.1 36.3 3_.7 91.67591 3- 6
5 -[3.2_6 -10.152 _5.30_80 -56j4 i}._782j7_.9_ 20.95979 0.765 791_} 72.1 35.9 40.2 34.81_t_7024 6- 5
8 -13._79 -19.397 995.73039 -50.0 11.5 -8[.8 _5.8 19,95998 0.832 -91.[ 69.0 _0.5 33.8 26.8 95.68441 5- 6
7 -10.572 -19.943 967.78215 -bO.O 9.b -80.1 31.2 19,40539 0.872 -88.6 68.2 40,7 29.6 27.0 83.55686 6- 7
TAB NO 30 ATLAS PHOTO NO 30 POD SEQUENCE NO 513
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 19 V|8 17 SEC 596 MS
IRAJECTURY DATA SEC TO iMPACT ALT LAT LDN R V PTH --AZ--
865.26907 -6.439 -29.668 2600.724 2.227 -70.123 116.205391.204
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AISUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -I[.074 -|9.645 952.50091 -55.8 [0.5 -8[.5 33.1 19.66428 0.822 --89.3 68.5 60.3 30.6 27.5 O. O- I
-l|.8[h -lS.202 978,55202 -58.0 11.2 -8[,2 32.0 19°68328 0,8823 188.3 7_._ 38.) )6_6 30.8 4_9_
-i0.881 -19._44_4_02_--?K0.0 _.6 -e_.f _V._-_V._%_6_.87_--:as.668.26o.729.6 27.0 63.855o6a- 3
4 -[0.394 -16.945 q89.9q3i7 -65,4 [l*O -80.3 28.4 19.84487 0.808 -85.1 71,I 36.1 36°2 34.6 89.50693 _[ A
5 -13.163 -16._46 [_20.q3320 -56.4 13.0 -82,b 32,9 20.47112 0,766 -91,3 72°0 35.9 60.1 34.7 86.37666 5
8 -13.226 -19.412 9/2.84560 -50.0 _[.2 -HI.8 35.7 19.49722 0.832 -91.1 69.0 60.5 33.8 26.8 93,39136 5- 6
7 -10.581 -19.944 945.40273 -60.0 9.6 -80.1 Jl.2 18.98665 0.872 -85.6 68.2 60.7 29.4 27.0 81.60236 6- 7
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JULY 3111964 13 HR 19 M|N 27 S£C 675 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTD DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P4 8
TAB NO 31 ATLAS PHOTO NO 31 POD SEQUENCE NO 525--
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LEN R V PTH A_ .
381.124 844.13583 -6.514 -29.315 2579,591 2.234 -70.0'15 116.184
PT LAT tEN RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -I[.057 -19.680 929.42180 -55.8 I0.5 -81.5 33.0 19.19670 0.822 -89.3 88.5 40.3 30.5 27.4 0= 0- I
2 -11.794 -18.246 955.27285 -58.0 [1.2 -81.2 32.0 [g.18574 0.823 -88.3 69.9 38.3 34.6 30.8 48.09255 I- 2
3 -I0.589 -19.945 922.95712 -80.0 9.6 -80.£ 31.2 [8.50858 C.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27=0 62.3136[ 2- ]
4 -10.407 -17.019 966.39909 -65.4 ll.O -80.3 28.5 |9.37194 0.809 -85.1 7[.0 36.[ 36.1 34.5 87.33169 3- 4
5 -13.109 -16.3_9 @_(z*5_Q_Yt__J_-_2J____/2_l_gBl_J_z_rgl.3 71.g _.0 4D.o _4.5 84.2797e 4-
6 -[3.169 -[9.427 949.49551 -50.1 [1.2 -81.9 35.6 19.03319 0.833 -gl.[ 68.9 40.6 33.7 26*7 91.09758 5- 6
7 -10.589 -19.945 922.95712 -60.0 9.6 -80.i 31.2 [8.50658 0.87_ -85.6 88.2 40*7 29._ 27.0 79.6_332 E- 7
TAB NO 32 ATLAS PHOTO NO 32 POD SEQUENCE NO 537
JULY 3111964 13 HR 19 MIN 37 SRC 755 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ..................... _EC--tO_I_ACT--'" ;CV-- LA_ _6N r V PIn AZ
371.045 822.95C99 -8.590 -29,[59 2558,406 2,2'1 -69.906 216.162
RHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ ]NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -1[.040 -19.716 906.27803 -55.8 10.4 -81.5 33.0 18.72837 0.823 -89.3 68.4 40.4 30.4 27.4 Oo O- I
2 -11,770 -18,286 931,9598B. c_B,Q _ll,-L -81_Z 32°0 18,71753 D,82_ -88,3 69,9.38=3 _4.5 t0.7 47.R741_ 1--
3 -10.594 -19.943 900.47169 -60.0 9.6 -80.1 31.2 18.05572 0.873 -85.8 88.2 40.7 29.4 26.9 60*77346 2- 3
4 -10.417 -17.089 942.7d609 -65°4 11.0 -80°3 28.5 18.89863 0.81E -85.I 71.0 36.1 36.1 34.4 85°16687 3-
5 -13.052 -16.429 972.05663 -58.5 12.9 -82.6 32.8 [9.49[08 0.769 -91.3 71.8 36.0 39.9 34.5 82.18038 4- 5
-I_.[iI -[9.439 928.29999 -50°2 11.2 -8[.9 35.5 18o56824 0.834 -91.1 68.g 40o8 33.7 26,T 88.81384 5- 8
7 -[8.594 -19,943 _UU,_//O_ -ou,G 3,v ........ 1= n_T? _.873 -85.6 68.2 40,7 29,4 26,9 77,67907 6- 7
TAB NO 33 ATLAS PHOTO NO 33 POD SEQUENCE NO 547
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR [g M[_ 46 SEE 154 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT tUN R V PTH AZ
362.8_5 8C5.25702 -6,855 -29.027 2540.712 2.247 -69o813 116.[A3
PHOTO DATA
PT LAV LON RANGE Azs/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.028 -19.745 886.94147 -55.9 10.6 -81.5 32.9 [8.33727 0.823 -89°3 66.4 40.4 30.3 27°3 O. O- I
2 -Xl.750 -X8.318 912.49242 -58.0 ll.[ -81.2 32.0 [8.32654 0.824 -88.3 69.9 38.3 34.5 30.7 47°70826 i" 2
3 -10.599 -19.940 581.69070 -80.0 9.6 -80.1 31.2 [T.67913 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 59.48967 2- 3
4 -[0.425 -17.147 923.07236 -65.3 11.0 -80.3 28.5 [8.50347 0.810 -85.1 70.9 36.1 36.0 34.4 83.36358 3- 4
6 -13.063 -19.447 g06.92856 -50.3 II.I -81.9 35.4 18.17995 0.834 -91.1 68.9 40.6 33.6 26.7 86.91289 5- 6
7 -[0.599 -19.940 881.89070 -6O.O 9.6 -80.1 31.2 [7.67913 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29°4 27.0 76°03952 6- 7
TAB NO 34 ATLAS PHOTO NO 34 POD SEQUENCE NO 555
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 19 PIN 52 SEE 874 MS
TRAJECTDRY _ATA ....... _EC-'TO-IMPACT -- ACT ..... LAT ........ LON ........ R V PTH AZ
_55.926 7_I.07562 -6.707 -28.920 2526.531 2.252 -69.738 116.L2B
PHOTO DATA
pT tAT LGN KAEGE AZS/C A_N AZSUN AZA Aw B/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -11.015 -19.768 871.43929 -55.9 10.4 -81.5 32.9 18.02427 0.824 -89.3 68.4 40.5 30.3 27.2 O. O- I
2 -11.735 -i_.3_3 _96._I_2 -5_.1 II.I -EI.2 31.9 18.02305 D.825 -88_3 89.8_B_3_34=_7_47._ t-
3 -10.603 -19.938 866.6545_ -_0.1 9.6 -80.1 3[.1 17.37784 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 58.46552 2- 3
4 -10.432 -17.[gi _07.30080 -65.3 ll.O -80.3 28.6 18°18734 0.810 -85.1 70.9 36.1 36.0 34.3 81.92587 3- 4
5 -12.967 -[6.580 935.32892 -_6.5 [2.8 -82.6 32.7 18.75A63 0.770 -91.2 71.7 36.0 39.7 34.3 79.03145 4- 5
6 -13.024 -1_.453 _91.423_8 -50.3 ll.l -8[.9 35.3 [7.86915 C.834 -91o_ 68.9 40.6 33.6 26.7 85=39874 5- 6
7 -[0.603 -19,938 866,65459 -60.1 9.6 -80,[ 31,1 17,37784 C,873 -85,6 68,2 40,7 29,4 27,0 T4,72838 6- 7
JLL, :=,;co' :? _,o _ _t_ p _F< 953 MS TAB NO 35 ATLAS PHOTO NO 35 POD 5EQUEMCE NO 567
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT tat LON R V PTH A£
345,848 789.75885 -6.786 -28,758 2505,2[4 2,259 -69.625 116.105
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RA_GE-_C_--_'Q-_Zs_--AZA ....... -Am ..... B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10,998 -19,803 848.13008 -56.0 [0.4 -8[.5 32*9 17.55242 0.824 -89.3 68,4 40.5 30.2 27,1 O, O- 1
2 -11.711 -18.382 873.42723 -58.1 lid -81.2 31.9 17.54195 0.825 -88.3 69.8 38.3 34.4 30.6 47.38841 I- 2
3 -10o609 -19.934 843o99305 -60.1 9.6 -80.i 31.1 16.92324 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 56.91854 2- 3
4 -10.443 -17.261 883.51918 -65.3 11.0 -80.3 28.6 17.71064 C.811 -85.1 70.8 36.1 35.9 34.3 79.7829[ 3- 4
5 -12.911 -]8.649 910.72056 -56. _ _2.8 -82_6 32.7 18.26120 D.772 _91.2 71.6 36.0 39.6 34.2 76.92363 4- 5
6 -12.966 -19.46A 868.05578 -50.4 l[.[ -81.9 35.2 1_.40075 0.83_ -91.[ 68.9 40.6 33.6 26.7 83.11051 5- 6
T -10.609 -19.934 843.99305 -6O.1 9.6 -80.[ 31.1 16.92324 0.873 -85.6 88.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 72=75249 6- 7
TAB NO 36 ATLAS PHOTO NO 36 POD SEQUENCE NO 575
JULY 3[,1964 13 HR 20 RIk g SEE 673 MS
TRAJECIORY DATA S'EC TO iMPACT - ALT" " LAT LON R V PTH AZ
339.127 755.51791 -6.839 -28.648 2490.973 2.264 -69.548 116.089
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RAhG£ AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10.987 -19.826 _32.55323 -58.0 10.4 -81.5 32.8 17.23688 0.825 -89.3 68.3 40.6 30.1 27.1 O. O- I
2 -11.695 -18.412 857.68088 -58.1 [I.0 -8[.2 31.9_ 17.22570 0.826 -88.3 69.838.3 34.4 30.6 47.14093 |- 2
3 -10.612 -19.935 628.80516 -60.1 9.8 -80.1 31.i 18.61870 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 55.8786[ 2- 3
4 -10.450 -17.3[[ 867.57022 -65.3 10.9 -80.2 28.6 17.39095 0.8[2 -85.1 70.7 36.1 35.9 34.2 78.2911[ 3- 4
5 -12.813 -16,712 _94.21741 -56.6 12.7 -82.6 32.7 17.93029 0.772 -91.2 71.5 36.0 39.5 34.2 15.5_02[ 4- 5
6 -12.921 -19.474 _52.39456 -50.5 II.0 -8[.9 35.2 17.08682 0.835 -91.1 68.g 40.6 33.5 26.T 81.57133 5- 6
7 -10.612 -19.935 _28.80516 -60.1 9.6 -80.1 31.| _E.81870 0.873 -85.6 68.2 4D.7 29.4 27.0 71.42824 6- 7
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TAB NO 37 ATLAS PHOTO NO 37 POD SEQUENCE NO 583
JULY 3[_L96_ 13 H8 20 PIN 16 SEC 392 MS
TRAJEGTCRY OATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
332,407 741,25278 -6,893 -28.537 2476,708 2.269 -69,471 X16.074
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUH AZA A* BiA AZPMAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| -10.977 -[g.8_g 816.94596 -56.0 I0.3 -81.5 J2.8 16.91906 0°825 -89.3 68.3 40.6 30.0 27.0 Oo O- L
2 -[1.679 -18,442 84[,90123 -68,1 [l.O -81,2 31.9 [6.90878 D.826 -88.3 69.7 38,3 34,3 30.6 46.88726 |- 2
3 -I0.616 -[9.)36 813.58335 -60.1 9.6 -80.[ 3I.I £6.31348 0.873 -85.6 88.2 60.7 29,6 26,9 54.83739 2- 3
4 -10.457 -17.362 851.58773 -65.2 [O.q -80.2 26.7 17.07059 C*812 -85.1 70.7 36,[ 38.8 34.2 76.82719 3- 4
5 -[Z,d34 -16,775 U77,b8356 -56,6 12,7 -8 2.6 32,6 L7,59877 0,773 -91,2 71,5 36=0 39,5 36,J. 7_=09521 _
6 -I2.888 -Ig.485 8_6,?CI[7 -50.6 [l.O -82,0 35,[ [6.77225 0,835 -91.[ 68.9 60,6 33.5 26,7 80.03080 5- 6
7 -10.616 -19,936 _[3,5_335 -O0,1 g,b -80,1 3i,i [6,313_8 C,873 -_5.6 68.2 60,7 29,4 26.9 70.I02i2 6- 7
TAB NO 38 ATLAS PHOTO NO 38 POD SEQUENCE NO 591
JULY 31t1964 13 MR 20 Plk 23 SEL 112 KS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO I_PACT ALT tAT LCN _ V PTM AL
325,688 726,9_317 -6,_48 -2E,426 2A6Z,418 2,274 -69,392 116.057
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LUN RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA Aa 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ _MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.466 -Ig.877 b_1.30812 -56.0 I0.3 -RI.5 32.8 16._01_2 0.625 -89.3 68.3 60.7 30.0 27.0 0. 0- |
2 -|l,663 -18._72 826.09038 -_B.l il.O -81.2 31.9 16,_912_ 0.826 -88.3 69.7 38.3 34.3 30._ _./_3153 I- Z
3 -10.620 -19.9_8 198._291g -bO.[ 9.6 -80.1 31.1 16.007_2 Co873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 26.9 53.79527 2- 3
4 -10._6_ -17._12 _35.5?362 -65,Z 10.9 -_O.Z 28.7 [_,769S9 0,813 -85.1 70,6 36.l 35.8 3_.1 75,36i46 3- 4
5 -12.T96 -16,8_8 _6l,I/[b5 -56,6 12.6 -82.6 32,6 17,266_8 C.774 -9[.2 7|.4 36.0 39,6 36.0 72.67969 6- 5
6 -12.8_g -!q.495 820._7803 -50.6 I].0 -62.0 35.0 16.45708 0.836 -91.I 88.8 60.6 33.4 26.7 78.48927 5- 6
7 -10.620 -I9.93_ 798._2919 -bO.i 9.6 -80.1 81.[ [6.007_2 C.873 .85.6 bE*2 40.7 29.4 26.9 88.77666 6- 7
TAB NO 39 ATLAS PHOTO NO 39 POD SEQUENCE NO 599
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 20 FIN 29 SEU 83[ MS
TRAJECTORY IJATA SEC TO [MPACI ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
318,968 712.64911 -7.003 -28.310 2648,106 2,279 -69,313 I16.041
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHA/ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
I -10.955 -19.895 185.6_950 -56,0 _0,3 -81,5 32.8 _6,28316 0.828 -89,3 88.3 60,7 _9,9 _6,9 0. 0-
2 -[[.647 -lfi. SCl 810.2A87_ -58.I 11.0 -81._ 3[.9 [6.27307 0.827 -8_.2 69.7 38.3 3_.2 30.5 46.37456 I- 2
3 -10.624 -_g,939 7_3.04334 -60,l 9.6 -80.! 31.I [_.70111 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.6 26.9 52.78202 2- 3
4 -IO._7D -17.N_2 819.530D5 -65.2 iO.9 -_0.2 28.8 16.428C0 D.813 -_5.1 7C.6 36.1 35.7 36.1 73.89672 3- 4
5 -12.758 -16.q01 S44.53_6 -66,6 12,6 -82,5 32.6 16,936C6 0.77_ -9[°2 _1.6 36°0 39.3 36,0 . 71=2_39 6- 5
6 -[2.8[0 -19.505 _05._2389 -50,7 |0,9 -d_.O 35.0 16,14129 0._36 -91.[ 68.8 _0.6 33.4 _6.7 76°94767 5- 8
7 -10,624 -_9,g39 /83,0_334 -oO.L g.6 -80.1 31.I 15.70111 0,873 -85.6 68,2 40,7 29.4 _6.9 67.66482 6- 7
TAB NO 40 ATLAS PHOTO NO 40 POD SEQUENCE NO 607
JULY 31,[96_ [_ HR 20 MI6 36 SEC 55[ MS
TRAJELT_MY DATA SEU TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
312._A8 698.31C21 -7,C59 -2E,195 2433,766 2,284 -69,233 116,024
RHOTC DAIA
PI tAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10.945 -19.g17 169.93670 -56.| [0.3 -81.5 32o7 [5.965C3 0.626 -89.3 68.2 40.7 29.8 26.8 0. O- |
2 -lL.631 -l_.5_8 I_4._1670 -50oi II.0 -8 i.2 3L.9 15.95506 0.827 -86.2 69.7 36.3 36.2 30.§ _6_LB_ I- 2
3 -[0.62F_ -I9.g37 767.758_0 -60.1 9.6 -80.1 31.[ 15.39460 0.873 -85o6 68.2 60.7 29.4 26.9 5[.71330 _- 3
4 -10._I_ -17.509 _03._999L -65.[ 10.9 -80.2 28.8 16.i0668 C.61_ -85.1 70.6 36.1 35.7 34.0 72.4354i 3- 4
8 -[2.f20 -16.961 827.96285 -56.6 12.6 -82°5 32.6 [6.60180 0.776 -91.2 7[.3 36.0 39.2 33.9 69.84888 6- 5
6 -12.771 -19._13 7_0._7305 -50.7 [0.9 -62.0 3_.9 15.82556 0.836 -9[.1 68,8 40.6 33.4 26.7 75.41492 5- 6
7 -10.628 -19.937 167,756)_U -bO,l 9.6 -80.I 31.1 15.39460 0.873 -85,6 68.2 40.7 19.4 26.9 66°11668 _- 7
JULY 3[,t96_ 13 HR 20 Mln 6_ S_U 951 MS TAB NO 41 ATLAS PHOTO NO 41 POD SEQUENCE NO 617
TRAJECTCRY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
303.849 680.35129 -7.130 -2E.049 24[5.807 2,291 -69o_82 116o003
PHO[C OATA
PT LAT L_N RANUE AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIs ALPHA_SCALE -- PT-PT
I -[0.93L -L9,945 750.21064 -56.L ID,3 -HI.5 32.7 15.56636 0.82E -89.3 08.2 60.8 29.7 26.8 O, O- 1
Z -[l.61! -18.56_ 774.57310 -58.2 ll.O -_l,2 31.8 15.55056 C.827 -88.2 69.6 38.3 36.2 30.4 45.93670 I- 2
3 -10.633 -[9,935 748,59925 -6O,I 9.6 -60,1 31.l 15.01046 0.873 -85.6 68.2 AO.7 2g.4 26.9 50.41265 2- 3
4 -[0.6_0 -17.5_g I_3.41460 -65.[ 10.9 -60.2 28.8 i5.704C7 C.8|A -85.1 70.5 36.1 35.6 84.0 70.60878 3- 4
5 -12.672 -17.036 _07,20460_ -56.7 12.5 -8Z,5 32.5 [6.|8557 0.777 -91.2 71.2 86.0 39.[ 83.8 6_J_.OTBgA 6- 8
6 -12.723 -19.522 769.73550 -50.8 10.9 -82.0 34.8 15.A2992 0.837 -9l.l 68.8 40.6 83.3 26.7 73.49751 5- 6
7 -10.633 -19.q35 7_8.5992_ -oO.l 9.6 -BO,I 31.[ 15.010A6 0.873 -85.6 68.Z 40.7 Z9.6 26,9 64.45_67 6- 7
TAB NO 42 ATLAS PHOTO NO 42 POD SEQUENCE NO 623
JULY 3_)196_ 13 HR 20 MIN 49 SEC 990 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH AZ
298.809 669.55710 -7.173 -27.960 2405,012 2.295 -69.070 |15-990
PHOT_ DATA
PT tAT LON RANUE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A, 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
[ -10.924 -19.q61 738,A_553 -56.l 10.3 -81.5 32.7 15.32737 0.827 -89.3 68.2 40,8 29.7 26.7 0. O- I
-_[.598 -18.580 /62.6795[ -58,2 10,9 -81,2 3[.8 [5,31769 0,826 -86.2 69.6 38,3 34_2 3Q,4 65,8A858 [-2
3 -[0*636 -Iq.93_ 737.10906 -60.[ 9.6 -B0.I 31.[ 14.78007 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 49.63625 2- 8
4 -[0.4q[ -I?o602 /7[.3_067 -65.1 [G*9 -80.2 28og [5.46284 C.814 -85,1 70.5 36.1 35.6 33,9 69°51992 3- 4
5 -[2°844 -17.077 794.77155 -56.7 [2.5 -82.5 32.5 [_.9362T 0.777 -9[.2 7_.2 36.0 39.1 33.8 67.0[999 4- 5
6 -12.693 -19o525 757,89977 -50.9 [0.9 -82°0 34,8 15,19267 0,837 -91,1 68,8 40*6 38.3 26,7 72,35560 _- 6
7 -ID.63_ -[q,q32 737.10906 -60.I 9.6 -80.[ 3|.I 16.78007 0.873 -8_.6 68._ 60.7 29.4 _7.0 63.45553 6- 7
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JULY 31.196A 13 HR 20 MI_ 56 SEC 710 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTC DATA
RA-V[I DAPERA P4 8
TAB NO 43 ATLAS PHOTO NO 43 POD SEQUENCE NO 631
SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
292.090 655.14209 -7.231 -27.840 2390.597 2.300 -68.988 115.972
PT LAT tCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.913 -I9.983 722.65022 -58.2 I0.3 -81.5 32.6 [5.00788 0.827 -89.3 68.2 40.9 29.6 26.7 O* O- Z
2 -11.582 -18.804 746.77943 -58*2 I0.9 -81.2 31.8 14.99835 0.82E -88.2 69.6 38.3 34.I 30.4 45.70652 I- 2
3 -10.840 -[9.928 721.74859 -O0.l 9.6 -80.[ 31.[ 14.47207 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 48*59819 2- 3
4 -10.498 -17.646 755.29289 -63.1 i0.9 -80.2 28.9 15.|4036 0.815 -85.1 70.4 38.1 35.6 33.9 68.06413 3- 4
6 -12.653 -19.530 742.07818 -50.9 10.9 -82.0 34.7 14.87552 0*837 -91.1 68=E 40.6 33.3 26.7 70*82924 5- 6
7 -10.640 -1g.928 721.74_59 -60.| 9.8 -80.1 3|*I 14.47207 0.873 -85.6 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 62.12295 8- 7
TAB NO 44 ATLAS PHOTO NO 44 POD SEQUENCE NO 637
JULY 31,Ig64 13 HR 21 MIN I SEC 750 MS
TRAJECTOOY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT ---tON R V PTH AZ
28T.050 644.31427 -7.274 -27.750 2379.770 2.304 -68.925 115.959
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.908 -20.800 710.78294 -_6.Z 10.3 -81.5 32*6 14.76720 0.827 -ug.3 68.2 40.9 29.5 26*6 O. O- 1
2 -11.570 -18.624 73_._0llC -58.2 iO,_q:OJ..Z 31.__14.75738_.82_8=___9_J_ 38._ 34.1 30._ 4_._47_ I-
3 -I0.643 -19.927 710.17995 -O0.l 9.8 -80.I 31.1 14.24010 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 47.81455 2- 3
4 -10.503 -17.682 743.16899 -85.1 I0.9 -80.1 28.9 14.89734 0.815 -85.1 70.4 38.1 85.5 33.9 66.96376 3- 6
5 -12.576 -1T.179 /65.62780 -56.8 12._ -82.5 32*4 15.35189 0.778 -91.2 71.1 36.0 39.0 33.7 64.53895 4- §
6 -12.624 -19.536 730.[638_ -51.0 10.8 -82.0 34.6 14.636e9 C.83T -91.1 68.8 40.6 33.3 26*7 89*67568 5- 6
7 -ln.h_ -_9.927 710.i/995 -60.1 9.6 -80.1 31.1 14.24010 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 81.1|972 8- 7
TAB NO 45 ATLAS PMUIU mO 45 POD SEQUENCE Nn K47
JULY 31,1964 15 HR 21 MIk 10 SEC 149 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
278.650 626.2356C -7.348 -27.597 2361.691 2.311 -68.819 115.936
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE ALs/C AZN AZSUN AZA -A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P1
I -10.893 -20.02T 690,96346 -56,2 i0,3 -81,8 32,6 14.36439 0.82T -_9,3 68.1 41,0 29,5 26,5 O, O- 1
2 -11.549 -t8.661 714.75308 -58.2 10.9 -81.2 31.8 14.35513 0.828 -88.2 69.5 38.3 34.1 50,4 45.19011 I- 2
3 -10.648 -19,927 690,82103 -bO,l 9.6 -80,I 31.1 [3,85|93 0,872 -85.5 88.2 40.7 29.4 27,0 46.50144 2- 3
4 -I0.512 -1/.r45 722.87302 -65.0 [0.9 -80.1 28.9 14.49050 0.816 -85.1 70.3 36.1 35.5 33.8 65.11823 3- 4
5 -12,528 -17o257 744=68_.Q_-58_ 12,4 r82,_ _,4 14,93157 0,779 -91,2 71,_._36*OJ._ 33.6__J_-_.5_SJB.0-_
6 -12.575 -19.547 710.22795 -51.[ 10.8 -82.1 34.6 14.23707 C.838 -9I.I 68.8 40.6 33.3 26.7 67.74142 5- 6
7 --10._48 --_q.927 690.82103 --_O.i 9.6 -80.1 31oi 13.85193 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27*0 59.44189 6- 7
TAB NO 46 ATLAS PHOTO NO 46 POD SEQUENCE NO 655
JULY 31_198_ 15 HR 2I MI_ 16 SEC 869 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ........... SEC'TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
271.931 611,74298 -7,408 -27,472 2347,198 2,316 -68,734 115,918
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 81A AZPHAZ [NCC PHAZ EM!S a_pHA SCALE PI-PT
I -10.883 -20.048 _75.07056 -56.3 i0.2 -81.5 32.5 14.04124 0.OZE -89.3 88.1 41.0 29.4 28.5 O* O- I
3 -10.652 -19.928 675.28980 -60.I 9.6 -80.1 31.1 13.54050 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 45.44876 2- 3
4 -10.519 -17.795 706.59302 -85.0 10.9 -80.1 29.0 14.1641T 0.81_ -85._ 70,3 36._ 35*4 33.8 63.83924 3- 4
5 -12.489 -17,319 T27.85341 -56,8 12.4 -82.5 _2.4 14.59446 0.78C -91.2 70.9"36.0 38.8 33.6 81.32645 4- 5
6 -12.535 -19.557 _94.23535 -_1.I 10.8 -82,1 34.5 13.91650 0.838 -91,1 68.8 40.6 33.2 26.7 66.19200 5- 6
7 -I0,65_ -19.928 675.28980 -60.I 9.6 -80,1 31.1 13.54050 0,872 -85.5 68.2 60.7 29.4 27.0 58.09621 6- 7
JULY 31,198A 13 HR 21 MIN 23 SEC 588 MS TAB NO 47 ATLAS PHOTO NO 47 POD SEQUENCE NO 663
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC IU t_L_ _T t'T '_ R V PTH AZ
265.211 597.22394 -7._69 -27.347 2332.679 2.322 -O_.oq_ _.o;;
PHOTO DATA .......
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AEA A- B/A AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -_0.873 -20.069 659.14451 -56.3 10.2 -81.5 32.5 13.71733 0.828 -89.3 68.1 41.I 29.3 26.4 O. O- |
2 -|I.517 -1_.719 682.55017 -58.3 10.9 -81.1 31.7 13.70837 0.829 -88,2 69.5 38*3 34.0 30.3 44.58857 _- 2
3 -10.656 -19.g28 659.720Z0 -O0.1 9.6 -80.1 31,1 13.22832 C.872 -85.5 68.2 40*7 29.4 27.0 44.39434 2- 3
4 -10.526 -17.8_5 690.27651 -65.0 t0.9 -80.1 29.0 13.83710 0.81E -85.1 70.2 36.1 35.4 33.7 62.15832 3- 4
5 -12.450 -_7.381 711,00589 -58.8 12.3 -82.5 32.4 14.256_5 C.781 -91,2 70.9 36.0 3_.8 33_5 _9_@967____t___
6 -I2.496 -19.567 678.20508 -51.2 10,8 -82.1 34.4 13.59517 0,838 -91.I 68.7 40.5 33.2 26.7 64.64122 5- 6
7 -10,656 -19.928 659,72070 -60,[ 9.6 -80.1 31.1 13.22832 0.872 -85*5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 56.74782 6- 7
TAB NO 48 ATLAS PHOTO NO 48 POD SEQUENCE NO 669
JULY 31,198A 13 HA 21 MI_ 28 5EC 628 MS
TRAJEGTCRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V'- PTH AZ
260.171 58_.31717 -7.5]5 -27.251 2321.772 2.326 -68.582 115.885
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPhAE INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10,865 -20,085 847.17799 -56.3 10.2 -81,5 32.5 13.A7375 0.828 -89,3 88.1 41.1 29.2 26*4 O* O- I
2 --11.50_ -18.742 _TOaA2805 -58,3 10.9 -81.1 31.7 |3.484q1 0.829 -80.2 69.4 38.3 54,0 30.3 44,3_039 _ [T__
3 -10.659 -19.929 tW8.01300 -60.1 9.8 -80.1 31.1 12.99356 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 43.60147 2- 3
4 --10.531 -17.883 _78.00709 -65.0 10.9 -80.1 29.0 13.59116 C.817 -85.1 70.2 36.1 35.4 33.7 61.04490 3-- 4
5 -12._21 -17,429 698.33818 -56.e 12,3 -82.5 32.3 14.00284 C.781 -91.2 70,8 35.9 38.7 33.5 58.81873 4- 5
8 --12.460 -19.574 6_6.15112 -51.2 10.8 -82,1 34.6 13.35354 C.838 -91.1 68. T 40.5 33.2 26.7 83.47555 5- 6
7 -I0,659 -19.929 C48.01300 -80.I 9.6 -80.1 31.1 12.99356 0.8?2 -85.5 68.2 40,T 29.4 27.0 55.73403 8- T
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-PJ_Y_LL_ULERA _6 9--
TAB NO 49 ATLAS PHOTO NO 49 POD SEQUENCE NO 679
JULY 31m1964 13 HR 21 MI_ 3] ,TLE_ _7 M_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE IQ II_PAICT ALr LAI LDN R V PIH AZ
251.772 568.10608 -7.592 -27.090 2303.561 2.333 -68.471 115.860
PHOTO DATk
- PT LA| LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INEQ PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.853 -20,111 627.19209 -_5.3 10,2 -_1.5 32.5 L].06569 0.629 -69.2 68,1 41.2 29,1 26.3 0. _- l
2 -11.483 -18.783 650.12974 -58.3 10.8 -81.1 31.7 13.05723 0.830 -88.2 69.4 38.3 33.9 30.3 63.82976 1- 2
3 -10,663 -19.934 628,61340 -60,1 9.6 -80.1 31,1 _2.60057 0.872 -85,5 68,2 60.7 29.6 27°0 62.27166 2- 3
4 -10.539 -17.950 657.45921 -64.9 10.9 -80.1 29.1 13.17927 0.817 -85.1 70.1 36.1 35.3 33.6 59.17678 3- 4
6 -12.415 -19.590 645.97124 -51.3 10.7 -82.1 34.3 12.94903 0.839 -91.1 68.7 60.5 33.1 26.7 61.51990 5- 6
7 -10.663 -19,936 628.61340 -60.1 9.6 -80.1 31.1 12.60057 0.872 -85.§ 68,2 40.7 29.6 27.0 54.03662 6- 7
TAB NO 50 ATLAS PHOTO NO _ _" SEQUENCE NO 687
JULY 31w1964 13 H_ 21 MIN 43 SEE 7_7 _5
TRAJECTORY UATA SEE TO I_PAC_--- ALT .... LAT-- LCN R V PTH AZ
245.052 553.50620 -7.655 -2e.959 2288.961 2.339 -68.382 115.860
PHOTO DAT4
PT LAT LON RANGE A2S/C AZN AZSUN A2A A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.844 -20.131 611.16_34 -56.4 10.2 -81.5 32.4 12.73848 0,829 -89.2 68.0 41.2 29.1 26.2 0. O- 1
2 -11.465 -18.816 633_tJJ-5_3 _:5_,_ _0_8 -_1.1 3_.7 12.72996 _.630 -8_.2 69_6 38.3 33=5L 30_? 43._RRq4 J-_
3 -10.666 -19.938 612.67963 -60.1 9.6 -80.1 31.1 12.28508 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.6 27.0 41.20603 2- 3
6 -10.545 -18.C04 640.96521 -64.9 10.9 -00*0 29.1 12.848_5 0.818 -85.0 70.1 36.1 35.3 33.6 57.67769 3- 4
5 -12.332 -17.517 660.09538 -56.9 12.2 -82.5 32.3 13.23582 0.783 -91.2 70.7 35.9 38.5 33.3 55.57051 4- 5
6 -12,374 -19.603 629.77274 -51.6 10o7 -82.1 34.2 12°62433 0.839 -91.1 68.7 40.5 33.1 26.7 59.95117 5- 6
7 -IO.666 -19.938 612.67963 -60.1 9.6 -80.1 31.1 12.28508 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.6 27.0 52.67460 6- 7
TAB NO 51 ATLAS PHOTO NO 51 POD SEQUENCE NO 695
JULY 31_1964 13 H_ 21 PIN 50 SEE 467 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
238.333 538.8Tq00 -T.Tlq -26.827 2274.336 2.36_ -68.291 11_.820
PHOTO _ATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C _ 4ZN ='A T SUN 4ZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 ]NED PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.83_ -20.151 598.10233 -56.4 10.2 -61.5 32.6 12.¢1011 0.829 -89.2 68.0 _1.3 29.0 26.1 O. O- 1
2 -11.450 -1_.850 b17.49229 -_8.3 10.8 -81.1 31.7 12.40176 0.830 -88.2 69.3 38.3 33.9 30.2 42.92051 1- 2
3 -10.671 -19.q43 596.8q704 -b0.[ 9.6 -80.0 3_.1 |1.968_2 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 40.13416 2- 3
6 -10.55_ -18.060 _24.816_8 -64.8 _0.9 -80.0 2g.2 12.51693 0.8_ -b_.O 70.0 36.1 3_.2 33.8 _6.17217 3- 4
5 -12.293 -17.6_5 163,02077 -_,9 12.2 -62.4 _Z.3 12,89_45 0.764 -91.2 70.6 35.9 38.5 33_3__6-1_q &-
6 -12.335 -Iq.617 _13.53196 -_1.4 10.7 -82.1 34.2 12.29877 0.83_ -91.1 68.7 40.5 33.1 26.6 58.37701 5- 6
7 -10.b71 -19.943 596.897_ -00.1 9.6 -80.0 _1.1 ll.q68E2 0.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 _1.3111b 6- 7
TAB NO 52 ATLAS PHOTO NO 52 POD SEQUENCE NO 701
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _1 PIN 85 SEE 506 MS
TRAJECTORY 04T4 SEE TO ]MPAUT ALT L4T LCN " -- R V PTH AZ
2_3.293 527.8905_ -7.367 -26.726 2263.346 2,350 -68.223 115.805
PHOYC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGL ALS/C 4LN AZSUN AZA A* _/A AZPH4Z INCD PH4Z ESIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10.827 -_0.166 583.03298 -b6.4 10,2 -81.b 32.4 12.16318 0.83C -89.2 68.0 41.3 28.9 26.1 O. 0- 1
2 -11.631 -1_.877 _OS.ZOZA_ _5_.3 10.6 -81,1 31.7 12.1_491 G,831 -_8.2_ b9._ 3_3 33_8 30=2 ___.55J)J_L --_1_
3 -10.675 -lq.947 585.02R_3 -b0.1 9.6 -80.0 31.1 11.730_6 C.872 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 39.32979 2- 3
4 -10._5q -1_.102 _11.97288 -b4._ 10._ -80.0 2q.2 12.26749 0.819 -85.0 70.0 36.1 35.2 33.5 55.04052 3-
5 -12.26_ -IT.696 _0.18245 -4U.9 12.2 -82.4 32.3 12.63603 C.788 -91.2 70.5 35.9 38.4 33.2 53.03563 6- 5
6 -12.305 -1_.628 _01°31921 -51._ 10.7 -_2.1 34°2 12o05397 0.839 -91.1 68.7 60.5 33.1 26.6 57.19607 5- 6
7 -10.O75 -19.947 5_5.O2843 -60.1 q.6 -80.0 31.1 11.73066 0.872 -85.5 68.2 60.7 29.6 27.0 50.28591 6- 7
JULY 31,1964 13 H8 22 VIN 5 SEL 586 HS TAB NO $3 ATLAS PHOTO NO 53 POD SEQUENCE NO 713
TRAJELT_SY U4TA SEE TO I_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PIH AZ
223.216 505.86E52 -7.866 -26.522 2241.322 Z.359 -68.083 115.773
PHOTO DATA ...............
PT LA[ L_N RANGE AZS/C 4ZN AZSUN A2A 4" 8/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ E_]S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
| -lO.R13 -20.1q6 558.83_D7 -56.4 10.2 -81.8 32.4 11.66_q3 0.83C -89.2 68.0 6[.4 28.8 Z6.0 O. O- 1
2 -11.612 -18.933 580.50423 -88,3 _0.8 -81.1 31.7 1|.6_8_7 0.831 -88.2 69.3 38.3 33.8 30.[ 41.69851 1- 2
3 -10.681 -19.959 _b1.180_9 -60.1 9.6 -80.0 31.1 11.28246 0.873 -85.8 68.2 40.7 29.6 27.0 37.7113T 2- 3
6 -10.570 -18.190 586.qb4_2 -64,7 10.9 -80.0 2_.3 11.76618 0.82C -85.0 69._ 36.1 3_.1 33_6 82.76386 3- A
5 -12.20_ -17.802 604.3_086 _86.9 12.1 -82.4 32.3 12.118_7 0.786 -91.2 70.4 36.0 38_3 _*_ _9_,__ _
6 -12.245 -19.653 576.77943 -51.5 10.6 -82.1 34.1 11.562U6 0.840 -q1.1 68.6 40.8 33.0 26.6 54.816_6 _- 6
7 -10.681 -19.qsq 561.1808g -60.1 9.6 -80.0 31.1 11.25246 0.873 -8_.5 68.2 60.7 29.4 27.0 68.22580 6- 7
TAB NO 54 ATLAS PHOTO NO 54 POD SEQUENCE NO 721
JULY 3_t1_66 [3 HR 22 _|N 12 SEC _0_ RS
TRAJECTORY 04TA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT ......LON R_-- "V- " PTH " Al
216.494 4q1.16867 -7.931 -26.386 2226.604 2.36_ -67.989 |1_.7_2
PHOTO OATA
P7 LAT LCN RANOE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ ER|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I --10.804 -_0.215 _A2.b5865 -56.4 10.2 -81._ 32.4 11.336_3 0._31 -89.2 68.0 41.A 28.7 25.9 O. O- 1
2 -11.398 -L8.971 863.96601-58.| IO.8 -81.1 31.7 11.32632 0.832 ,88.2 69_2_38_O,L _L0_(109_ --]_L
3 -10.685 -19.968 545.21288 -60.0 9.6 -80.0 31.2 10.93228 0.873 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 27.0 36.62735 2- 3
4 -10.577 -18.250 510.21855 -64.7 10.q -80.0 29.4 11.43051 0.820 -85.0 69.9 36.1 35.0 33.3 51.23962 3- 4
5-12.165 -17.874 587.10529 -56.9 12.1 -82.4 32.3 11.77227 0.787 -91.2 70.4 36.0 38.2 33.0 A9.38629 6- 5
6 -12.204 -19.671 860.34829 -51.5 10.6 -82.1 34.0 11.232_9 0.860 -91.1 68.6 40.6 33.0 26.6 53.22175 5- 6
7 -10.688 -19.968 _45.21288 -60.0 9.6 -80.0 31.2 10.93228 0.873 -85.5 68.2 60.7 29.6 27.0 46.86686 6- 7
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JULY 31,I964 L3 HR 22 MIN 17 SEC 345 MS
TRAJECTGRY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-Vll CAMERA P_ 10
TAB NO 55 ATLAS PHOTO NO 55 POD SEQUENCE NO 727
SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
211.454 480.09122 -7.981 -26.279 2215.547 2.369 -87.918 115.735
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT"
I -10.797 -20.229 530.50275 -56.4 I0.2 -81o5 32._ 11.08482 0o831 -89.2 67.9 41._2_I.7 25.9 O. O- L
2 -11.382 -19.000 551.53338 -58.3 10.8 -81.1 31.7 11.07702 0.832 -88.2 69.2 38.3 33.7 30.0 40.59733 1- 2
3 -IO.687 -19.975 533.20786 -60.0 9.6 -80.0 31.2 1C.69156 0.873 -85.5 66.2 40. Z 29.4 26.9 35.81294 2- 3
4 -10.581 -18.296 557.63134 -64.8 10.9 -80.0 29._ 11.17820 0.821 -85.0 69.8 36.1 35.0 33.3 50.09460 3- 4
5 -12,134 -17,920 574_J.?1NB -56.9 .L2_D_.4 _2-_ 11.SIIQ2C.?_B/L _-._91.? 70. _ _-N _.1 X_-O 48.?R_7q 4-
6 -12.173 -19.685 547.99574 -51.6 10.6 -82.1 34.0 10.98508 0.841 -91.1 68.6 40.6 32.9 26.6 52.02599 5- 6
7 -10.687 -19.975 533.20786 -60.0 9.6 -80.0 31.2 10.69156 0.873 -85.5 60.2 4_ 29.4 26.9 _.80975 6- 7
TAB NO 56 ATLAS PHOTO NO 56 POD SEQUENCE NO 735
JULY 31tI964 13 HR 22 MIN 24 SEC 65 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
_06.735 465,3Z339 -8.0_8 -26.J.3_(_Z29_-(_7._IIZ.7_15.713
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAL INC.D_HAZ EMI$ ALPH& _CALE PT,PT
I -|0.789 -20.248 514.28358 -56.4 10.2 -81.5 32.4 10.75089 0.832 -89.2 67.9 41.5 28.6 25.8 O. O- I
3 -10.691 -19.984 517.15965 -60.O 9.6 -80.0 31.2 IC.38978 0.873 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.6 26.9 34.72478 2- 3
4 -10.588 -18.356 540.80723 -64.6 10.9 -79.9 29.5 10.84096 0.821 %85.Q _L__ _8.56550 3= 4
5 -12.094 -18.D01 556.76793 -56.9 12.0 -82.4 32.3 11.16397 0.789 -91.2 70.2 36.0 38.L 32.9 66.81797 6- 5
6 -12.131 -19.703 531.48373 -51.6 10.6 -82.L 34.0 10.65409 0.841 -91.1 68_L40_6 32_9 26_5 50_42_7 _r6
7 -IO.691 -L_._N pLT.I_;C_ CO.0 o _ -RO.0 31.2 10.36978 0.873 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 26.9 44.42426 6- 7
TAB NO 57 ATLAS PHOTO NO 57 POD SEQUENCL NU _3_
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 22 8LN 27 S_C 424 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PI_ AZ
ZO1.375 457.9286T -8.083 -26.065 2193.384 Z.379 -67.773 I15.702
PHOT_ DATA ._
PT LAT LON RANGE AES/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* "'8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
I -10.784 -20.257 _06.1301L .56°4 10.2 -81.5 32.4 1C.58352 0.832 -89*2 67.9 41.5 28.6 25.8 0_ 0. l
2 -11.355 -19.059 526.58563 -$8.'3 10.7 -81.1 3L.7 10.57597 0.833 -88.2 69.1 38.3 33.6 30,0 39.59490 _- 2
3 -10.692 -19.989 509.11646 -60.0 9.6 -80.O 31.2 10.20850 0.873 -85.5 68.2 40°7 29.4 26.9 34.119§8 Z- 3
4 -10.591 -18o387 532.37598 -64.6 10.9 -79.9 29.5 10.67198 0.822 -85.0 69.7 36.1 34.9 33.2 47.79957 3- 4
6 -12.110 -19.713 523.20840 -51.6 10.6 -82.2 33.9 10.48821 0.841 -91.1 68.6 40.6 32*9 26°5 49.62978 5- 6
7 -L0.692 -19.989 509o11646 -60°0 9.6 -80.0 31.2 10.20850 0.873 -85.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 26._ 43.7_9_ 6- 7
TAB NO 58 ATLAS PHOTO NO 58 POD SEQUENCE NO 745
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 22 MIN 32 SEC 464 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
196.338 446.82239 -8.134 -2_.$57 2182.2_ 2.304 -67.700 £15_6_L5
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At U/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPH& SCALE PI-PT
I -10.778 -20.271 493.91265 -56.4 10.2 -81.5 32.4 LC.33185 0.832 -89.2 67.9 41.6 28.5 25.7 O. 0- 1
2 -1L.342 -19,090_ fil_.O_o8_ -58.3 10.7 -81.1 31.7 10.32442 0.833 -88.2 69.1 3R._ 33.6 29.9 39.0_49_ 1- 2
3 -10.694 -19.997 497.02183 -60.0 9.6 -80.0 31.2 9.96599 0.873 -85.8 68.2 40.7 29°4 26.9 33.35951 2- 3
4 -10.595 -18.434 519.69711 -64.5 10.9 -79°9 29.6 10.41780 0.822 -85.0 69°? 36.L 34.8 33_1 4_._426E 3_
5 -12.042 -18.093 534.99601 -56.9 12.0 -82.4 32.3 10.72741 0.790 -91.2 70.1 36.0 37.9 32.8 44.97567 4- 5
6 -12.079 -19.728 510.76490 -51.6 10.5 -82.2 33.9 10.23877 0.842 -91.0 68.6 40°6 32.8 26_5 _8_(_272__5__6
7 -10.694 -19.997 497.02183 -60.0 9.6 -80.0 31.2 9.96599 0.873 -8S.5 68.2 40.7 29.4 26.9 42.68588 6- 7
JULY 31,1964 _ "_ _ MI_ 37 SEE 504 MS TAB NO 59 ATLAS PHOTO NO 59 POD SEQUENCE NO 751
TRAJECTORY DATA ._ SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON _ _ ._: ...... _T_ ..... _
191.296 435.69974 -8.186 -25.847 217L.155 2.388 -67.626 115.667
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
L -10.771 -20.285 _81.67430 -86.6 10.2 -81.5 32.4 10.07953 0.832 -89.2 67.9 41.6 28.4 25.7 O. O- 1
2 -11.328 -19.121 501.50421 -58.3 10.7 -81.1 31.7 10.07223 0.833 -88.2 69.1 38.3 33.6 29.9 38._9306 L- 2
3 -10.696 -20.006 484.89629 -60.0 9.6 -80o0 31.2 9.72285 0.873 -85_5 68.1 60.7 29.4 26.9 32.53736 2- 3
4 -10,600 -18.481 506.98653 -64.5 10.9 -79°9 29.6 10.16301 0.823 -85.0 69.6 36.1 34.8 33.1 45.49280 3- 4
5 -12.011 T1B.150 521.88799 -56.9 1_.9 -82.3 32.2 10.46458 0.791 -91.2 70.1 _6.0 _7_9 _,7 _,_ _-
6 -12.047 -19.743 498.29002 -51.7 10.5 -82.2 33.9 9.988T1 0.842 -91.0 88.5 40.6 32.8 26.5 47.22235 5- 6
7 -10.696 -20.006 484.89629 -60.O 9.6 -80.0 31.2 9.72285 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.4 26°9 41.63942 6- 7
TAB NO 60 ATLAS PHOTO NO 60 POD SEQUENCE NO 757
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 22 MIN 42 SEC 544 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO [MPACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH AZ
186.286 424.56067 -8.239 -25.737 2160.016 2.393 -67.551 115.650
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
L -10.765 -20.298 469.41522 -56.4 10,2 -81.5 32.4 9.82663 0.833 -89.2 67.9 41.7 28.4 25.6 O. O- 1
2 -11.314 -19.152 488.91855 -58.2 10.7 -81.1 31.8 9.81946 0.834 -88.2 69.0 38.3 33.5 29.9 37.91374 1- 2
3 -10.698 -20.015 472.74214 -59.9 9.6 -80.0 31.3 9.47915 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.9 31.71362 2-
4 -IO.604 -1_.528 _94.24738 -64.5 10.8 -79.9 29.7 9.90765 0.823 -85.0 69.6 36.1 34.7 33.O 44.33617 3_ 4
5 -11.980 -18.206 508.75154 -56.9 11.9 -82.3 32.2 10.20118 0.791 -91.2 70.0 36.0 37.8 32.7 42.75587 4- 5
6 -12.015 -19.759 485.78623 -51.7 10.5 -82.2 33.8 9.73806 0.842 -91.0 68.5 40.6 32.8 26.5 46.01570 5- 6
7 -10.698 -20.015 472.74214 -59.9 9.6 -80.0 31.3 9.47915 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.9 40.59061 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P4 11
TAB NO 61
JULY 51t1964 13 HR 22 PIh 47 SEC 583 MS
TRAJECTORY 0ATA SEO T0 IPPAC;
181.216
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AzsuN AZA
1 -10.759 -20.311 457.13475 -58,4 10.2 -81.5 32.3
2 -11.300 -19,181 476.33249 -58.2 10.7 -81.1 31.8
3 -10.700 -20.022 460.58_17 -sg.q 9.6 -80,0 31,3
4 -10.608 -18.574 4di,£I178 -64.4 10.8 -79.9 29.7
8 -Ll.g&8 -18.281 495.82114 -56.9 11.9 -82.3 32.2
6 -11.982 -I9,773 473,27905 -51.7 10.5 -82.2 33.8
7 -10,700 -20.022 460,58317 -59.9 9,6 -80.0 31.3
ATLAS PHOTO NO 61 POD SEQUENCE NO 763
ALT LAT LCN K V PIH AZ
413.40463 -8.292 -25.625 2168.860 2.398 -67.475 115.632
Ae U/A AZPHAZ INCC-PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
g.57370 0.833 -89,2 67.9 41.7 28.3 25,6 0. 0- I
g.56668 0.834 -88.2 69.0 38.3 33.5 29.8 37.36953 I- 2
9,23534 0,873 -85,5 68.1 40,7 29,3 28.9 30,89202 2- 3
9.65238 0.823 -85.0 89,5 38.1 34.7 33.0 43.18357 3- 4
9.93789 0,792 -91,2 70.C 36,0 37_J_ _.t2-.J_ _L_b_62.___!L_TL
9.48735 0.843 -91.0 68.5 40.6 32.7 26.5 44,81389 5- 6
9.23534 0.873 -85.5 88.1 40,7 29.3 26.9 39.54209 8- 7
TAB NO 62 ATLA.S PHOTO NO G2 POD $EQULNCE NO 771
JULY 31,1964 _ _ 22 M!_ 5% _[C 305 mS
TRAJECTnRY UATA SEC TO IffPACI ALT LAT LGN R V'-- -PIH - -AZ_
174.497 398.50369 -8.364 -25.474 2133.959 2.405 -67,374 115.808
PHOTO J]ATA
PT tAT LC_ RANGL ALS/C ALN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1 -10o_51 -20*329 4_0,72772 -56,4 10,2 -dI,5 32.3 9,23572 0,834 -89,2 67,8 61,8 28,2 25,5 O. O- 1
2 -11.280 -1_.221 _59.5145C -_.2 10.? -81.1 31.8 9.22891 0.834 -88.2 69.0 38.! 33_ 29_L __--
3 -|0.102 -20.n31 444,33374 -59.9 9.b -80.0 31.3 8.90952 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.9 29.79528 2- 3
4 -10.6[3 -IU.635 404.49611 -64.4 10.8 -79.8 29.8 9.31127 0.824 -88.0 69.5 36.1 34.7 32.9 41.64554 3- 6
5 -II.gO_ -18.333 _78.08020 -56.9 11.9 -_2.3 32.2 9.58617 0.793 -91.1 69.g 36.0 37.7 32.5 60.16439 6- 5
-I[.939 -19.7_1 456.56544 -_I.8 10.5 -8Z.2 33.7 9.15232 0.843 --91.0 68.5 40.6 32.7 26.4 43.21081 5-
-10.702 -20,031 _SW.333T4 -59.9 9.6 -80.0 51.3 8.90952 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.9 38.14114 8- 7
TAB NO 63 ATLAS PHOTO NO 63 POD SEQUENCE NO 775
JULY 31,[964 I_ HR 22 MIN 57 SEC 682 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH A2
171.137 391.04199 -8.400 -25.397 2126.497 2.408 -67.322 115.595
PHOT_ OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA A" B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ-EMiS ;LPHA s_CE_--_
2 -11.271 -[9.241 451o08403 -58.3 10.7 -81,1 31.7 9,05959 0.835 -88,2 69.0 38.3 33.4 29.8 0. I- 2
3 -10.703 -20.036 436.|8812 -59.9 9.6 -80.0 31.3 8.74819 0.873 -85.5 68, I 40.7 29.3 28.9 29.24550 2-- 3
4 --I0,616 -[8.66_ 455.9670_ -64.4 10.8 -79.8 29,8 9,14030 0.824 -85,0 89.5 36.1 34.8 32.9 _0.8_486 _- 4
5 -11.884 -18.370 469.2d836 -58.9 11.8 -82.3 32.2 9.40989 0.793 -9[.I 69.9 36.0 37.6 32.5 39.42190 4- 5
6 -11,917 -19.801 448.18748 -_I°8 10,5 -82=_ ]_,7 8.984_7 _.8_3 --9_.0 6_=8 4(1=_[ 1_=._ &7.4077_ _-
T -10.703 -20.036 _36.188|2 -59.9 9.6 -80.0 31.3 8.74619 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.9 37.43903 8- 7
TAB NO 64 ATLAS PHOTO NO 64 POD SEQUENCE NO 77S
JuLY 31,1964 13 H_ 23 _IN I SEC 22 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SCC TO I_P_I _ ALT _ LAI L_ ..... R ___ _IH__--
167.777 383.57242 -8.436 -25.320 2119.028 2.412 -67,271 115.583
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 81A AZPHAi INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.261 -19,281 442,64019 -58,3 10,7 -81,1 31,7 8,890C1 0,835 -88,2 68.9 38,3 33*_ 29,8 O, 1- 2
3 -10.703 -20.041 428.02923 -59.9 9.6 -80.0 31.3 8.58259 0.873 -85.5 88.1 40.7 29.3 26.9 28,69505 2- 3
4 -10.618 -18°897 4_7,42_ -6_,} I0,8 -79,8 29,_ 8,989_0 0,82_ -85,0 69_AJ_.I 3_*_ 32._i 40./_132-B_-_3_
5 -11.863 -1_.407 4_O.48343 -56.9 11.8 -82.3 32.2 9.23334 0.794 -91.1 69.8 36.0 37.6 32.5 38,67845 4- 5
6 -11,895 -19.810 439,79612 -51,8 10.5 -82,2 33,7 8,81616 0,843 -91,0 68,5 40,6 52,7 26,4 41,60385 5- 6
7 -10.703 -20,041 428.02923 -59.9 9.6 -80.0 31.3 8.58259 0.873 -85.5 68.I 40.7 29.3 26.9 36.73580 6- T
TAB NO 65 ATLAS PHOTO NO 65 POD SEQUENCE NO 787
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 23 MIN 7 SEC 742 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
161.D57 388,61078 -8.510 --25.165 2104.066 2.418 -67.166 115._58
PHOTC OATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPMAZ INOO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.241 -tg,301 _25, 71046 -b8,3 10,7 -81.1 31,7 8,549q9 0_835 -88,2 b8_9 38,3 33,4 29,7 0___
3 -10.708 -20.052 _11.67027 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 31.3 8.25457 0.873 -85.5 68,1 40.7 29.3 26.9 27.59177 2- 3
4 -10.022 -I_.759 430.29851 -64.3 10.8 -79.8 29.9
5 -11.819 -18.481 _42.83197 -58.9 11.8 -82.3 32.2
6 -11.851 -19.830 422.97182 -51.9 10.4 -82.2 33.6
7 -|0.705 -2_.052 411.67027 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 31.3
..... TAB NO
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 23 MIN 12 SEC 782 MS
TRAJECTORY OAT_ SEC TO IHPACT
156.018
8.62578 0.825 -85.0 69.4 36.1 34.5 32.8 38.55705 3- 4
8.87940 0.794 --91.1 69.7 38.0 37.5 22.4 37.18837 4- 5
8.47891 0.843 --91.0 68.4 40.6 32.8 28.4 39,99324 5- 6
8.25457 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.9 35.32621 6- 7
66 ATLAS PHOTO NO 66 POD SEQUENCE NO 793
ALl tAT LON R V PTH A2
357.36908 -8.566 -25.047 2092.824 2.42A -67.087 115.538
PHOTC UAIA ......... -
PI LAT LON RANUE - AZS/C AZN A_ZSUN -AZA-- A_ - BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11,225 -|9.333 412,97379 -58,3 10.7 -81,0 31.7 8,29418 0,835 -88.2 68,9 38.3 33.3 29.7 O, 1- 2
3 -10,70b -20,0_0 399.36265 -59,g 9.7 -80,0 31.3 8,00778 0,873 -85,5 68,1 40,7 29,3 26.9 26,76192 2- 3
4 -10.626 -18.807 417.41463 -64.3 10.8 -79.8 29.9 E.36749 0.825 -85.0 69.3 36.1 34.5 32.7 37,39427 3- 4
5 -11,787 -I_,537 _29.55411 -56.9 11.8 -82.3 32.2 8.61316 0.795 -91.1 69.7 36.0 37.5 32.4 36.06785 4- 5
6 -11.817 -19.845 410.3|412__51.9 10.4= -82_2 33.b __ 8__.22519 0.844_-9|.Q 68.4 _0.6_2.6 26._4_.78_
7 -10.706 -20.0_0 _99.36265 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 31.3 8.007?8 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.9 34.26584 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P4 12
TAB NO 67 ATLAS PHOTO NO 67 POD SEQUENCE NO 797
JULY 31_1964 13 HM 23 MIh 16 SEC 142 MS
7RAJECTQRY _ATA SAC TC IMPACT ALT LA7 LDN R V PTH AZ
152.658 349.86511 -8.603 -24.967 2085.320 2°427 -67.036 115.525
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA - -A; - _/A iZPHAZ -[NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT2,215 19,, ,0,,863, _88 1D.7810 317 8.123320.838°88.2688,83333 297 0 L,
3
-10.708 -20.068 391.14108 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 31.3 7.84293 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 28.9 26.20798
-10.828 -18.839 408.80823 -64.2 10.8 -79.8 29,9 8,19497 0.826 -85o0 69.3 36.1 3_,5 32,7 36.61758 3- 6
5 -11.785 -18.575 420.66662 -56.9 11.7 -82,3 32.2 8.43535 0.796 -91.1 89.7 36.0 37,4 32.3 35o32009 4- 5
6 -11.795 -19.858 401,86139 cSZ,O 10.4 -82.2 3_.6 8.0557_ 0.844 -91.0 68,_ 40_J_ 32=6 I____L_q2392._
7 -10.706 -20.088 391.14188 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 31.3 7.84293 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.9 33.5582| 6- 7
TAB NO 68 ATLAS PHOTO NO 68 POD SEQUENCE NO 803
JULY 31p1964 13 HR 23 PIN 21 SEC 181 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA __ $EC TO I_PACT__ ALT LAT LON _- _ ..... L
147.618
PHOTO OATA
P? tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
-11.200 -19.385 391.67744 -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8
-10.707 -20._75 378.78140 -59,9 9.7 -80.0 3].3
-10.631 -18.887 395,87057_ -64oZ 10.8 -79°8 _0.0 __
5 -iI.732 -18.832 407,35817 -56.9 II.7 -82.3 32.2
6 -11.761 -19,872 389,15458 -52,0 10.4 -82.2 33.5
7 -10.707 -20.075 378.78140 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 31.3
TAB NO
JULY 31t198_ 13 H8 23 PIN 2251_ 861 P5
TRAJECTCRY DATA SEE TO [PPACT ALT LAT LCN
145.938 334o8335D -8.679 -26.807
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AIPHAZ INCD
2 -11.195 -19.396 387.40699 -58*2 10.6 -81.0 31.8 7.78C70 0.83_ -88.2 68.8
3 -10.708 -20.079 3?4.85422 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 3i.3 ?.51235 0.873 -85.5 68.[
4 -10.632 -18.903 391,55062 -84.2 I0,8 -{9.8 30.0 7,849C3 0.826 -85.0 69.2
5 -11.72[ -18.652 _02.90791 -56.9 11.7 -82.3 32.2 8.07867 0.796 -91.1 69,6
6 -11.750 -Iq,877 384.91154 -52.0 i0._ -82.2 33°5 7,71596 0.844 -91o0 68,4
7 -10.708 -28.079 374.65422 -59.9 9.7 -80.0 J1.3 ?.51235 0.873 -85.5 68.1
TAB NO 70 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JUL_ 31t1964 I_ HR 23 _|_ 24 SEC 541 MS
TRAJECTDRY ()ATA
PHO70 DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C
2 -ii.i90 -I_._C7 383.!822_ -_8.2
3 -IO.TO8 -20.0_2 370.52285 -69.9
4 -10.634 -IE.920 387.22637 -64.2
5 -11.710 -18.671 398.45330 -56.9
6 -11.739 -19.883 380.6842_ -52,0
7 -I0.708 -20.082 370.52285 -59.9
JULY 31,196_ 13 PR 23 PIN 26 SLC 221
TRAJECTCRY _)ATA
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN
2 -11.185 -19.418 318.85394 -58.2 10.6
3 -10.10_ -?O.D_5 366.38880 -59.8 9.7
4 -10.635 -18.936 282.89883 _-6A,2 10.8
5 -11.69_ 18.6q0 393.99516 -58.9 11.7
6 -11.728 -19.888 378.41341 -52.0 10.4
7 -10.70_ -20.085 386.388D0 -89.8 9.7
JULY 31t1964 13 HR 23 _[N 27 SEC g01 MS
IRAJECTORY OATA
PHOT_ UATA
PT tAT LC_ RANGE AZS/C AZN
-11.180 -19._29 374.57140 ¸¸-88.2 1C.6
-10.?09 -2_.089 _62.24902 -59.8 9.7
-10.638 -18.952 378.58667 -64.2 10.8
5 -11.688 -18.709 389.53278 -56.9 11.7
6 -11.716 -19.89_ 372.15837 -_2.0 10.4
7 -10.109 -20.089 _62.24902 -59.8 9.7
338.59421 -8.660 -24.847 2074.049 2.432 -66.953 115.505
A_ 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
?.88647 0.836 -88.2 68.8 30.3 33._ 29.6 o. 1- z
7.59510 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 25.37549 2- 3
7.935E3 0.826 -85.0 69o136.1 3_._ 32.Z__/5_4SQ_
8.16810 0.798 -91.I 69.6 36.0 37.4 32.3 34.19675 4- 5
7,801C2 C.844 -91,0 68.4 40.6 32°6 26.4 36.75918 5- 6
?.595|0 0.873 -85.8 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 32.49478 8-- 7
69 ATLAS PHOTO NO 69 POD SEQUENCE NO 805
R V PTH Am
2070.289 2.434 -66.928 115.499
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.3 33=3 29.6 0 .... _1_
40.7 29,3 26.8 25.09746 2- 3
36.1 3_.4 32.7 35.06082 3- 438.8 37.3 32.2 33.821,6 4- 5
40.° 32.8 26.4 36.3s372_- ,
40.7 29.3 26.8 32.13962 6- 7
70 POD SEQUENCE NO 807
SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTM AZ
144.258 331.07063 -8.698 -24.766 2C66.526 2.436 -66.899 118.492
AZN AZSUN AZA A- 82A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZeP_S ALPG_CAL_ -P_--PT
10.6 -81.0 31.8 7.09485 0.836 -88.2 68.8 38.3 33.3 29.6 O. I- 2
9,7 -79.9 31.3 7._295i 0.673 85.5 88.1 40.7 2q.3 26.8 24;81933 2- 3
10.8 -79.8 30.0 ?.76235 0.82_ -85.0 69.2 _6,1 34.4 32.6 34.67061 3- 4
ll.7 -82.3 32.2 7.98955 0.797 -91.1 69.6 36.0 37.3 32.2 33.44637 4- 5
10,4 -82,2 _3.5 ?.03D82 0°844 -91.0 68.q _0.6 32.5 26.4 __t5t_94]@[ --5_-__
9.7 -79.9 _1.3 ?.42951 0.873 -85.5 68.1"40.7 29.3 26°8 3_.78425 6- 7
TAB NO 71 ATLAS PHOTO NO 71 POD SEQUENCE NO 809
8S
SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN
142.578 327.30569 -8.718 -24.725
AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD
-81.0 _i.8 7.608_2 0.83_ -88.2 68.8
-79.9 31.4 7.34680 0.873 -85.5 68.1
-79.7 30.0 7.67580 0.826 -85.0 69.2
-82.3 32.2 7.900[5 C.797 -91.1 89,5
-82.2 33.5 7.54561 0.844 -91.0 68.4
-79.9 31.4 7.34660 0.873 -85.5 68.1
TAB NO 72 ATLAS PHOTO NO
SEC TO [MPACT ALT LAT LCN
140.89q 323.53E87 -8.731 -24.684
AZSUN AZA A- u/A AZPHAZ INCD
-81.0 3|.8 7.52291 0.836 -88.2 68.8
-79.9 31.4 7.263_D D.87_ -85.5 68.1
-79.T 30.0 7.58876 0.827 -85.0 69.2
-82.2 32.2 7.81068 C.797 -91.1 69.5
-82.2 33.5 7.46032 0.845 -9|.0 88.4
-79.9 31.4 7.26360 C.873 -85.5 88.1
R V PTH A2
2062.761 2.438 -66.872 115.685
PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
38.3 33.3 29.6 O. 1- 2
40.7 29.3 26.8 24.54079 2- 3
36.1 34.4 32.6 34.28032 3- 4
38.0 37.3 32.2 33107o6_=_
40.6 32.5 26.4 35.54194 5- 6
40.7 29.3 26.8 31._2848 6- 7
72 POD SEQUENCE NO 811
R V PTH AZ
2058.994 2.439 -66.844 115.478
PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PE-PT
38.3 33.2 29.6 O_ ...... -L-2
40.7 29.3 26.8 24,26216 2- 3
36.I 34.4 32.6 33.88972 3- 4
36.0 37.3 32.2 32°69476 4- 5
40.6 32.5 26.4 35.13559 8- 6
40.7 29.3 26.8 31.07248 6- 7
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JULY 31e1966 13 HR 23 MI_ 29 SJ_C 581 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTG DATA
P_A-_11 GAMERA P6 J.3
TAB NO 73 ATLAS PHOTO NO 73 POD SEQUENCE NO 813
SEC TO 1PPACT AL7 LAT LON R v PTH AZ
139.219 319.76990 -8.756 -24.643 2055.2Z5 2,441 -66.817 115.472
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.175 -19.440 370.28423 -58,2 10.6 -81.0 31o8 7.63681 0.836 -88.2 68,8 38.3 33.2 29.6 O. 1- 2
3 -10.709 -20.092 J58.10572 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 7.18053 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 23.98306 2- 3
4 -10.637 -[8.969 376.23021 -66.1 10t8 -79.7 30.1 ?,501E3 0.827 -85.0 69.2 36.1 )6.6 32.6 )).49874 3- 4
5 -11.677 -18.729 385.06558 -56.9 11.7 -82.2 32.2 7.72110 0.797 -91.1 69.5 36.0 37.3 32.2 32.31829 4- 5
-11.705 -19.899 _jj_7.e9870 -52._Q_J_O_Z.l._.,-5 .... 1*-,t259.'_.865__.-9J.*0 6n.,_ 60._ 32.s 2_** 3..728_
-10.709 -20.C92 358.10572 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 7.18053 D.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.8 30.71596 6- 7
TAB NO 74 ATLAS PHOTO NO 74 POD SEOUENCE NO 815
JULY 31tLg66 13 HR 23 M|_ _l SEC 261 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEf.,_IO IMPACt____ ALT.. LAT L(lhL ........ E _L_ --J]'----
137.539 315.99921 -8.776 -26.602 2051.456 2.463 -66.789 115.665
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ_/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ EN|5 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
,-11.16_-10.651_65.992_6-50._10.6-81.031.8 _.,OEO0.,T-88.1 ,., 38.333.229.6 O. _
-10.709 -20.096 353.95781 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 7.09735 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.8 23.70366
5 -11,666 -18.769 380.59322 -56,9 11,7 -82,2 32,2 7,63143 0,79_ -91,1 69.5 36,0 37.2 32,1 31,94137 4- 5
6 -11.696 -19.905 363.63607 -52.1 10.4 -82.2 33.4 7.28966 0.865 -91.0 68.3 60.6 32.5 26.6 36.32166 5- 6
7 -10.709 -20.096 353.95781 -59.8 9.7 -79.g 31.6 7.09735 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.8 30.35902 6- 7
TAB NO 75 ATLAS PHOTO NO 75 POD SEQUENCE NO 817
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 23 R[h 32 _[C 961 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ |_PACT
135.859
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE A2S/0 AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.166 -19.662 )61.69811 -58,2 10.6 -81.0 31.8
3 -10.709 -20.099 3_9,80598 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31._
4 -10.639 -19.002 36_.56_66 -6_.1 10.8 -79.7 30.1
5 -11.655 -18.768 376.11687 -57.0 11.7 -82.2 32.2
6 -11.682 -19,911 359.36568 -52.1 10.4 -82.2 33.6
7 -10.709 -20.099 3_9.80598 -59._ 9.7 -79.9 3i.6
ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
312.22663 -8.795 -2_.561 2067.682 2.665 -66.762 115.458
Ae U/A AZPHAZ [HCO PHAZ EH|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
7.26632 0.837 -88.1 68,7 38.) 33_2 29.6 _ D__ .... L-_
7.01_10 0.873 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.8 23.42398 2-- 3
7.32711 0.827 -85.0 69.1 36.1 34.) 32.6 32.71555 3- 4
7.561_7 C.798 -91.1 69.5 36.0 37.2 32.1 31.56406 4- 5
7.20387 0.865 -91.0 68.3 40.6 32.5 26.4 33.91418 3- 6
7.01610 0.873 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 30.00170 6- 7
- TAB NO 76 ATLAS PHOTO NO 76 POD SEQUENCE NO 819
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 23 _IN )_ SEC 620 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA $EC TO I_PACT ALT LAT LCN 8 V PT_ AZ
136,179 308,65156 -8.815 -26,519 2043,907 2,647 -66,736 115,451
PHOTO DATA ........
PT LAT LON RANGE - -Azs/c AZN AZSUN AZA A* iliA AZPHAZ I_D PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -11,159 -19.476 357,39598 -5_,2 10,6 -61,0 31,8 7,17796 0,837 -88,1 68,7 38.3 )3,2 29,6 O, 1- 2
3 -10.709 -20.1C3 345.65020 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 6.93077 0.876 -85.3 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 23.14402 2- 3
6 -10.630 -_9.019 361.19461 -66.[ 10.8 -79.7 30.1 7.26052 C.827 -8S.O 69,1 36.1 34.3 32.8 32.32353 3- 4
5 -11,646 -18,788 371,63652 -57,0 11,7 -82,2 32,2 7,45183 0,798 -91.I 69,4 36,0 37,2 32,1 31,18680 A- 8
-11,671 -19,917 355,09290 -52,1 10,6 -82,2 33,4 7,11823 0,845 _91,0 68_3_4{_6 _Z.SL--16_L-- 3_._n_ S- 6
-10.709 -20.103 345.65020 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 6.93077 C.87A -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 29.64416 6- 7
TAB NO 77 ATLAS PHOTO NO 77 POD SEQUENCE NO 821
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 23 HIM 36 SEC )OO MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
132.699 3C6,67671 -8,836 -26.678 2040,130 2.4_8 -66,706 115o466
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EHIS ALPH_ SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.153 -19.485 353.092D3 -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8 7.09152 0.837 -88.1 68.7 38.3 33.2 29.6 O. 1- 2
3 -10.709 -20.107 341.49065 -_9.8 g.7 -79,9 31.4 6.86737 0.876 -85.5 68.1 60.7 29.3 26.8 22,86386 2- 3
4 -10.660 -19.036 356.8_13_ -66.1 10.8 -79.7 30.1 7.15326 C.827 -85.0 69.1 36.1 34.3 32.8 3 .9312 - 6
5 -11.632 -l_.8C8 367.1523_ -57.0 11.7 -82,_ 32,2 7,361920,798 -91,1 69,6 36,0 37,2 32,1 30,80877 A- 5
6 -11.659 -19.923 _50.81669 -52.1 10._ -82.2 33.4 7.03250 0.865 -91.0 68.3 _0.6 32.5 26._ 33.09837 5- 6
7 -10,709 -70.1C7 361._9065 -59,8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 6,86737 0,876 -85.5 68,1 40.7 29,3 26,8 29,28631 6- 7
TAB NO 78 ATLAS PHOTO NO 78 POD SEQUENCE NO 823
JULY 31_1966 13 HR_23Ml_37 SE_ 980 MS .....
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAt LON R V PTH AZ
130,819 300,89594 -8,854 -26,436 2036.351 2,650 -66,679 115.437
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C A2N A_SUN AZA A_ 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.168 -19.696 368.78627 -58.2 10.6 .-81.0 31.8 T.O05CO 0.837 -88.1 68.7 38.3 33.2 29.5 O_
3 -10.709 -20.110 337.32738 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 6.76389 0.87_ -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 22.58355 2- 3
A -10.6_1 -19.053 352.68668 -66.1 10.8 -79.7 30.1 7.06593 0.827 -85.0 69.1 36.1 34.3 32.5 31.53860 3- 4
5 -11.6_1 -18,827 362.66639 -87.0 _1.6 -82.2 32.2 7.27193 0.798 -91.1 69.4 36.0 37.1 32.1 30.63063 A- 5
6 -11,667 -19,929 3_6.53629 -52,1 10.4 -82,2 33,6 6.96670 0.865 -91,0 68,3 60,6 32,5 26,3 32,69007 _ 6
7 -10,709 -20.110 337,32738 -59,8 9,7 -79,9 31,4 6,763_9 0.876 -85,5 68,1 60,7 29,3 26,8 28,92805 7
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RA-Vll CAMERA P4 14
TAB NO 79 ATLAS PHOTO NO 79 POD SEQUENCE NO 825
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 MIN 39 SEC 660 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAI LON R V PT_ AZ
129.139 2g7.I1494 -8.E74 -24.394 2032.570 2.452 -66.651 [15.430
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT CON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.142 -19.508 344.47228 -58,2 10.6 -81,0 31.8 E.91840 0.837 -88.1 68.7 38.3 33.2 29,5 O. [- Z
3 -10.705 -20.114 333.15998 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4 6.68033 O,ElA -85.5 68.1 40.7 29,3 26.8 22o30289 2- 3
4 -10.642 -19.070 348.12346 -64.1 I0,8 -79,7 3O,i 6.97851 0.828 -85.0 69.1 36,1 34.3 32.5 31,14566 3- 4
5 -II.610 -i8.847 358.17222 -57.0 11.8 -82.2 32,2 7.18188 O.Tgg -91.I 69.4 36.0 37.1 32.1 30.05220 4- 5
6 -1[,636 -19,535 _47._L_192 --52.1 10.3.___2___ _'8_082 0.845 --91.Q 68,3_8_b_2"5 2_._ _2.2_I_7 5-
7 -10.709 -20.114 333.15908 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4 6.68033 0.874 -85.5 68.1 40.7 29.3 26.8 28,56957 6- 7
TAB NO
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 MIN 41SEC 340 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_--._.__ALT
127.459
PHOTO DATA
PT tat LON RANGE AZ$1C AZN AZSUN AZA
-11.137 -15.519 3A0,15608 -58,2 I0,b -81,0 31.8
-10.709 -20.118 328.98903 -59,8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
4 -I0,843 -19.0_7 343.75RR_ -_4.1 to.r -79,7 __n._
5 -11.598 -18.867 353.67647 -57.0 11.6 -82.2 32.1
6 -11.624 -19,941 337.963_7 -82.1 10,3 -82.2 33.4
7 -I0.709 -20.118 328.98903 -59,8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
TAB NO
80 ATLAS PHOTO NO 80 POD SEQUENCE NO 827
ALT __l-AT __E ..... _ V PTH A7
293.33220 -8.893 -24.352 2028.787 2.454 -66.622 115.423
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
6,83172 0,837 -88.1 68,7 58.3 33.2 29.5 0, 1- 2
_.59870 0.874 -85.5 68.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 22.02209 2- 3
6.AglCt C.E2_ -RS.N _q.I _.1 _4_.3_(L.15_
7.09171 0.799 -9|.1 89.4 36.0 37.1 32.0 29.67356 A- 5
6.77486 0,845 _ -91.0 68.3 40.6 32.4 26,3 31.87263 5- 6
6.59670 0,874 -85.5 68.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 28,21077 6- 7
81 ATLAS PHOTO NO 81 POD SEQUENCE NO 829
JULY 31,1984 13 HR _Z} FL_-_l_._ .
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT AtT LAT tON
125o779 289.54726 -8.g13 -24.309
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A*
-11.131 -19,531 _3_,Q369dL_-_E=2___/-(IL___-_LL, Q____tT_496
-10.709 -20.122 3Z4.81400 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
4 -10.643 -19.104 339.39007 -64,0 10,8 -79,7 30°2
5 -11.587 -18.887 349.17659 -57.0 I1.6 -82.2 32.1
6 -11.615 -19.947 333.87188 -52.1 10.3 -82,2 33°4
7 -10.109 -20.122 324.814E0 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
TAB NO
JULY 31wI564 13 HR 23 NIN 44 SEC 700 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
124.100
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N - RANGE AZSIC AZN
2 -11.126 19.543 33!:S!267 -58.2 10.6
3 -10.109 -20.126 320.634_4 -59.8 9.7
81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS
6.51298 0.674 -85.5 68.0 40.7 29.3
6°80344 0,828 -85.0 69°0 36,_ 34,3
7.00148 0.799 -91.1 69.3 36.0 37.1
_,68883 0.845 -91.0 68,3 40.6 32,4
6.51298 0.874 -85.5 68,0 40.7 29.3
82 ATLAS PHOTO NO 82
ALT LAT LCN
285.76062 -8.933 -24.267
AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD
-81.0 31.8 6.65811 0.837 -88.1 68.7
-79.9 31o_ e,_29i8 _.874 =85.5 68.0
R V PTH AZ
2025.003 2.456 -66.594 115.416
ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2q.5 O. I- 2
26.8 21.74103 2- 3
3Z.5 30.35895 3- 4
32.0 29.29442 4- 5
26.3 31.46369 5- 6
26.8 27.85157 6- 7
POD SEQUENCE NO 831
R V PTH A_
2021.216 2.458 -66.566 115.408
4 -10.644 -19.121 535.01659 -64.0 10.8 -79.7 30.2
5 -11.578 -18.908 344.67207 -57.0 11.6 -82.2 32.1
6 -11.601 -19.954__2_J_3_-___ -82.2 33.3
7 -10.709 -20,126 320.68464 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
TAB NO
JULY 31_1984 13 HR 23 FIN 48 SEC 380 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEE TO IMPACT
122.420
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -11.120 -19.554 327.18299 -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8
3 -10.709 -20.130 316.45013 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
-10.645 -19.139 330.63762 -64.0 10.8 -79.7 30,2
-11.564 -18.928 340.16215 -57.0 11.6 -82.2 32.1
6.71577 0.828 -85.0 69.0
6.91116 0.799 -91.1 69.3
6.42918 0.874 -85.5 68.0
83 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LAT tUN
281.97161 -8.953 -24.224
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
6.57116 0.838 -88.1 68.6
6.34527 0.874 -85.5 68.0
6.62799 0.828 -85.0 69.0
6.82073 0.800 -91.1 69.3
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.3 33.1 29.5 Q. 1- 2
40=7 _g.3 26.8 21.45955 2- 3
38.1 36_2 3Z+A 29,96495 3- 4
36.0 37.1 32.0 28.91521 6- 5
40 ..... 4 2 ........... _:40.7 29.3 26.8 27.49208
83 POD SEQUENCE NO 833
R V PTH AZ
2017.427 2.459 -66.538 115,601
PHAZ EE|S ALPHA sCALE Pi_PT
38.3 33.1 29.5 O, 1- 2
40.7 29,3 26.8 2L.i7786 2- 3
38.1 34.2 32.4 29.570_8 }-
36.0 37.0 32.0 28.58553 4- 5
6 -11.589 -19.980 325.07408 -52.1 10.3 -82.2 33.3
7 -10.709 -20.130 316.45013 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
TAB NO
JULY 81_1964 13 HR 23 MIR 48 SEC 60 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT
120.740
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA
-11.115 -I_.566 322.84946 -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8
-10.709 -20.134 _ -59.8 9;7 -79.9 31.4
6.51648 0.846 -91.0 68.3
6.34527 0.874 -85.5 68.0
84 ATLAS PHOTO NO
ALT LA] LUN
278.18024 -8.973 -24.181
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO
6.48412 0.838 -88.1 68.6
6.26129 0.874 --88.5 68,C
40.6 32.4 26.3 30.64370 5- 6
40.7 29.3 26,8 27.13230 6- 7
84 POD SEQUENCE NO 835
R V PTH AZ
2013.636 2.461 -66.509 115.394
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.3 33.1 29.5 O. |- L
40.7 29.3 26.8 20,89589 2- 3
4 -10.648 -19.156 326.25477 -64.0 10.8 -79.7 30.2 6.54013 0.828 -85.0 69.0 36.1 34.2 32.4 29.17555 _ 4
5 -11.553 -18.948 335.84835 -57.0 11,6 -82.2 32.1 6.73022 0.800 -91.1 69.3 36.0 37.0 32.0 28.15555 5
6 -11.577 -19.967 320.78875 -52.2 10.3 -82.2 33.3 6.43017 0.846 -91.0 68.3 40.6 32.4 26.3 30.23332 5- 6
7 -10.709 -20.134 312.26179 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4 6.26129 G.874 -85.5 68.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 26.77220 6- 7
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RA-VII CAMERA P4 15
TAB NO 85 ATLAS PHOTO NO 85 POD SEQUENCE NO 837
JULY 31,196A 13 HR 23 Mlh 69 SEC 760 MS
TRAJECTORY CATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
119.060 27_.38719 -8.993 -26.138 2009.8A2 2.463 -86.481 115.387
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCh RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA --A_-- B/A-AZPHAZ_[NCDPHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2-1[.I09 -19.57_ 318.51220-58.2 10.6 -el.o _1.8 e.39TCl0.838 -80.Z 68.638.333.1 29.5 o. L- 2
3 -10.709 -20.138 308.08974 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4 E.17723 0.874 -85.5 68.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 20.61375 2- 3
4 -10.647 -1g.176 321.86822 -69.0 10,8 -7?.7 30.2 E,65220 0*828 -85.0 69,0 36.1 34.2 32.4 28.78046 3- 4
5 -11.541 -18.069 331.13085 -57.0 11.6 -82.2 32.1 6.83g66 0.800 -91.1 69.3 36.0 37.0 31.9 27.77517 6- 5
E -1[.566 -19.975 316.45q_9 -_Z*_ _O.3 _2.2 _3,3 _,3_79 C,866 -91.O 68,3 6(1_ 32._ lJ_.3L _!9.8226_
7 -10._09 -20.138 308.06974 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4 6.17723 C.876 -85.5 68.0 60.7 29.3 26.8 26.41179 6- 7
TAB NO 86 ATLAS PHOTO NO 86 POD SEQUENCE NO 839
JULY 31,1964 13 PR 13 PIN 51 SEC 419 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SLC TO IMPACT
117.380
PHOTO L)ATA
PT LAT LCN _ANGE AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA
2 -11.104 -I_.59C _l_.lTOgR -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8
) -lO.TO_ -20.143 _0_.87383 -69.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6
4 -10.66? -lq.lgL _17._7?77 -0_.0 10.8 -_9.7 _0.3
5 -11.530 -18._80 3_6.60993 -_7.0 II.6 -82.2 32.1
6 -11.55_ -19.980 312.1A66_ -52.2 10.3 -82.2 )).3
7 -10.709 -20. I_3 303.87383 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.4
ALT LAl LCN B _ __EI____J_L__
270.59213 -9.C14 -24.098 2C06.047 2.485 -68.452 115.37_
A, 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
6.)0982 C.U3E -8_.I 88.6 38.3 33°l 29.6 Oo |- 2
E.09)lO 0.874 -65.5 88.0 60.7 29.3 26.8 20.3313[ 2- 3
6.30619 0.829 -US.0 69.0 3_._ 3_=Z 32_._ 21_5Q6_-_
6.5AB_8 0.80C -91.1 69.2 36.0 37.0 31.9 27.39459 6- 5
_.25734 0.84_ -9[.0 68.3 60.6 32.6 26.3 29.61175 5- 6
6.09310 G.874 -85.5 88.0 60.7 29.3 26.8 26.05007 6- 7
TAB NO 87 ATLAS PHOTO NO 87 POD SEQUENCE NO 841
JULY 31*196_ [3 HK Z_ PIN _ _ 9_ MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH A2
115.700 288.79500 -9.C34 -24.052 2002.250 2,667 -66.623 |15.372
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAAGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[1.098 -19.602 _09.8256_ -5_.Z 10.6__81.0 .LL. fi (_222_5 0._8 _86.1 _8_38=3_2_3_____ I- 2
3 -10.700 -20.1_7 799.C7394 -89.8 9.7 -79.g 51.6 E.00889 0.874 -85.5 88.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 20.06867 2- 3
4 -10.668 -19,2C9 J13.08332 -69,0 10,8 -79°7 30.3 E.27610 0.829 -85,0 68.9 36.1 34.2 32.4 27.98936 3- 4
5 -11.51_ -I_.OIC 322.08_00 -87.0 11.6 -82.2 32.1 6.65826 C.801 -91.1 89.2 36.0 36.9 31.9 27°01370 4- 5
6 -11.542 -19o986 )07.82968 -_2.2 10.3 -82.2 33.3 6.17080 0.866 -91.0 68.3 40.8 32.6 26.3 29.00055 5- 6
7 -10.709 -20.1_7 299.6739_ -59.8 9.7 -79.9 Jl.4 6.00889 0.8T4 -85.5 68.0 60.7 29.3 26.8 25.69003 6- 7
TAB NO 88 ATLAS PHOTO NO 88 POD SEQUENCE NO 843
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR _3 PIN 5_ 5EC 779 M3
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT L_N R V PTH AZ
I14,0_0 262.99585 -9.C56 -26,009 [998.651 2.469 -66.394 115.365
PHOTO DATA .................
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -1[.092 -19.61_ 305.47620 -58.2 10.6 -81.O 31.8 E.13520 0.838 -88.1 68.6 38.3 33.1 29.6 O. l- 2
3 -10.708 -20.152 _95.46994 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.6 5.92659 0.876 -85.5 88.0 40.7 29.5 26.8 19.7858T 2- 3
4 -IO.bR9 -19.228 308.68_r6 -63.9 [0.8 -79.6 30.3 6._8793 0.829 -85.0 68.9 3_.I 34.I 32,3 27,_9338 3- 4
5 --11._06 -19.03C _17.55_92 -57.0 [1.6 -82.2 32.1 6.367_[ 0.801 -91.1 89.2 36.0 36.9 3[.9 26.8324I 6- 5
7 -10.70H -_0.1_2 _95.66094 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 _1.4 5.9_659 0.876 -85.5 68.0 60.7 29.3 26.8 25.32867 6- 7
TAB NO 89 ATLAS PHOTO NO 89 POD SEQUENCE NO 845
JULY 3[t198_ 13 HR _3 MI_ 56 SEC 459 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT AL3 LAT LCN R V PTM AZ
112.360 259.19431 -9.075 -23.965 1996.650 2*47I -66.365 I15Z357
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I1.087 -1_.o26 301.12277 -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8 6.06778 0.838 -88.1 68.8 38.3 33.0 29.4 O. 1- 2
3 -[U*70d -?U.15_ 291.26204 -59.7 9.7 -79.g _1.6 5.66022 0.ET_ -_5.5 68.0 40.7 29.3 28.8 19.68274 2- 3
-IO.bA9 -19.2_6 30_.2B225 -63.9 10.8 -79.6 _0.3 _ 6.099E8 0.829 -85.0 68.9 36.1 34.1 32.3 27.19713 _- 6
5 -11.695 -19.051 313.02093 -57.0 11.8 -82.2 32.1 6.278¶1 0.801 -91.1 69,2 36.0 36.9 31.8 26.25102 A- 5
6 -11.519 -_0.000 299.183_7 -82.2 10.3 -82.2 33.3 5.997_8 G.BAE -91.0 68.2 60.6 32.3 26.3 28.17737 5- 6
7 -[O.TO_ -20.156 291,2620R -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.4 5.86022 0.874 -85.5 88.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 24.96691 6- 7
TAB NO 90 ATLAS PHOTO NO 90 POD SEQUENCE NO 847
JULY 318196_ 13 H923 Mlh 58 SEC [39 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
110.660 255.39078 -9.C95 -23.921 1990.866 2°473 -66.336 115°350
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZSIC A/N AZSON AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2-11.081 -19._9 296.7851_ -58.2 10._ _-_1_0 _1_.. 5.9_3%0.838 -e_,_ 68.8 38.3 33_o_.._,_._ L__Z_
-10.108 -20.160 287.05008 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.755T6 0.879 -85.5 68.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 19.19934 2-3
6 -10.650 -19.262 299.87584 -63.9 10,8 -79.6 30,3 6.01134 0.829 -85.0 68,9 36.1 34.1 32.3 26.80056 3- 4
5 -11.68_ -19.072 308.48333 -57.0 11.5 -82.2 32.1 6.18552 0.801 -91.1 69.1 36._ 36.9 31.8 25.86913 4- 5
6 -11.5C6 -20.007 294.85A13 -52.2 10.3 -82.2 33.3 5.910_9 0.846 -91.0 68.2 40.6 32.3 26.3 27.76535 5- 6
7 -10.708 -20.I60 287.05008 -59.7 9.7 -79.q 31.5 5.75576 0.879 -85.5 68.0 40.7 29.3 26.8 24.60A92 6- 7
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CA-VII CAMERA P4 16
TAB NO 91 ATLAS PHOTO NO 91 POD SEQUENCE NO 849
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 23 MIN 59 SEC 819 HS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R ¥ .PTH
IO8.980 251.88553 -9.116 -23.877 1987.O61 2.676 -66.307 115.342
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PTAt
2 -11.075 -19o651 292.60303 -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8 5.87288 0.839 -88ol 68.5 38.3 33.0 29.4 0o ___-_
3 -10.708 -20.165 282.83372 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.67122 0.878 -85.6 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.8 18.91568 2- 3
6 -10.650 -19°280 295.46661 -63.9 10.8 -79.6 30°3 5*92292 0°829 -85°0 68.9 36.1 36.1 32.3 26.60358 _- 6
8 -11.471 -19°092 303.94106 -87.0 11o5 -82.2 32°1 6.09445 0.801 -91.1 69.1 38.0 36.9 31.8 25.68700 6- 8
6 -[1.494 -20.016 290._2043 -52.2 10.3 -flZ_Z___-Z__J.B2382 (l*8_LE--_RI_Q__SJ_2 40.a 32._ _6._ 27.3_Q_ _- 6
7 -10.708 -20.165 282.83372 -59.7 9°7 -79.9 31.5 5.67122 0.874 -88.6 88.0 60.7 29.2 26.8 26.26251 6- 7
TAB NO 92 ATLAS PHOTO NO 92 POD SEQUENCE NO 851
JULY 3111966 _3 H8 26 M|h 1 _EC 699 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA . 5EC T_ IMPACT JL_ ..... L_J._N R V PTH AZ
107.301 2_7.77789 .-9.136 -23._33 1983.233 2.676 -66.278 115.334
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE - PT-PT
2 -11.070 -19°663 288o03596 -_8.2 _Q.6 ,81.0 31.8 5.78693 0.839 -86.1 68.5 38.3 33.0 29.6 O_ _- ?_
3 -10.708 -20°170 278.61262 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 S.58658 0.876 -85.6 68.0 60.7 29.2 26.8 18.63173 2- 3
5 -11.660 -19.113 299.39381 -57.0 11.8 -82.2 32.1 6.00327 0.802 -91.1 89.1 36.0 36.8 31.8 25.10636 6- 5
6 -11.682 -20.021 286o181cl2 _-_2o2 10=3 -82.2 _3.2 5°73685 0.8_ -91.0 68.2 60°6 32.3 26.3 26.96008 _- 6
7 -10.708 -20.170 278.61262 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.58658 0.876 -85.6 88.0 60.7 29.2 26.8 23.87975 8- 7
T,'_, NO 9_ _ZLa.9 ¢_lnTO NO 93 POD SEOUENCE NO 853
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR Z_ Ml__--3_--l/_
TRAJECTORY DATA _EC TO I_PACT ALT LAT tON R ¥ PTH _ AZ
105.621 2_3.96820 -9.157 -23.789 1979.623 2.678 -66.269 115o327
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE "AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ 1NOD PHAZ EMIS" ALPHA SCALE " PT-PT
2 -|1.O64 -19.676 Z_9 -58*2 10.6 _L_._0___ZJ___L_q_J_8.5 38°3 33.0 29.4 O. I-
3 -10.707 -20.t75 276.38756 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.50186 0.876 -85.6 68.0 60.7 29.2 26.8 18.36755 2- 3
6 -10.652 -19.316 286.6_807 -6_.9 _0.8 -79.6 JO.4 5_74578 0.83C -85°0 68,8 36,1 3_°1 32°2 25=6086_ 3_
5 -11.668 -19.136 296.86261 -57.0 11.5 -82.2 32.1 5.91201 0.802 -91.1 69.1 36.0 36.8 31.8 26.72151 6- 5
6 -11.670 -20.028 281.839_0 1-52._ |0.3 -8_.Z _3-Z 5.66980 0.867 -9l.0 68.2 60.6 32.3 26.3 26o5269_ _ &
7 -10.707 -20.175 276.38756 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.50186 0.874 -85.6 68.0 60.7 29.2 26.8 23°51668 6- 7
TAB NO 94 ATLAS PHOTO NO 94 POD SEQUENCE NO 855
JULY 31_1964 13 HA 24 MIN 6 $E_ _9 R$ _____
TRAJECTORY DATA __ _EE TO IMPACT A_T LAt tON R V P_H __ AZ_
103.941 240.15630 -9.178 -23.766 1975.612 2.680 -66.219 115.319
'HOT0 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EEIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PTA*
2 -11.058 -i9.689 279.28969 -58_2 _[0.6 -81.0 3[.8 5,60926 0.819 -88.1 68.5 38._ 33.0 Z9o3 O* [- 2_
3 -10.707 -20,179 270.15833 -59.7 9.7 -I9.9 3[._ 5.61706 0.874 -85.6 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.8 18.U6319 2-- 3
6 --10.652 -19.334 282.20377¸-63.9 IQ.8 -79.6 30.6 5.85710 0.830 -85.0 68,8 36o1 36.0 32,2 25,21060 _
5 -11o636 -19.156 290.28724 -87.0 11.5 -82.2 32.1 5.82067 0.802 -91.1 69.1 36.0 36.8 31.7 26.33836 6- 5
6 -11.658 -20,035 __9268 -S2.3 10.3 -82°2 _3.2 ..... LS_Z_7_L_J_P 68.2 40.6 32._ _a._ _a.113_ _- a
7 -10.707 -20.179 270.18833 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.41706 0.874 -85.6 68.0 60.7 29.2 26.8 23o[5331 6- 7
TAB NO 95 ATLAS PHOTO NO 95 POD SEQUENCE NO 857
JULY 31_1966 13 H8 26 MIN 6 _EC 539 XS
TRAJECTORY DATA 5EC TO I_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
102.261 236.34258 -9.199 -23.699 1971.798 2.682 -66.190 115.311
PHOTG DATA
PT LAT LOH RANGE _ZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A_ 81A AZPHAZ [HOD PHAZ EM|S _LPHA SCALE- PT-PT
2 --11.082 --19,701 2T6.91054 -88.2 10,6 -81.0 31.8 _.52132 0.8_9 -88.1 68._ 38.3 33.0 29.3 O. 1- 2
3 -10.707 -20._84 268.92843 £59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.33218 0.874 -85.6 68.0 60.7 29.2 26.7 17.77864 2- 3
6 -10.653 -19.353 277.77579 -63.8 10.8 -79.6 30.4 5.56833 O.8_C -85.0 68.8 38.1 36.0 32.2 26.81215 3- 4
5 -11.626 -19.177 285.72820 -57.0 11.5 -82.2 32.1 E.72925 0.802 -91.1 69.0 36.0 36.8 31.7 23.95692 6- 5
6 -11.666 -20.062 273.16225 -52.3 10.3 -82.2 33.2 5.4?548 0.84_ -91.0 b8.2 40.6 32.3 26.2 25.69998 5- 6
7 -IO.707 -20.184 285.92543 -59°7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.3_218 0.876 -85.4 68.0 60.7 29.2 26.7 22.78953 6- 7
TAB NO 96 ATLAS PHOTO NO 96 POD SEQUENCE NO 859
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 24 81N 8 SEC 218 MS .....................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
100.581 232.52860 -9.220 -23.656 1967.982 2.686 -66.160 115.306
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE "AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 --_1.048 -19.714 _70._272_ --58.2 10.6 --81.0 31.8 5.63328 0.839 --88.1 68._ 38.3 32.9 29.3 O. 1-- 2
3 -IO.706 --20.189 261.68832 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5
6 -10.653 -19.371 273.34357 -63.8 10.8 -79.6 30.4
5 -11.613 -19.198 281.16690 -57,0 11.8 -82.2 32.1
6 -11.634 -20.049 268.78783 -82.3 10.3 -82.2 33.2
7 -10.706 -20.189 261.68832 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5
5.24722 0.87_ -85.4 68.G 40.7 29.2 26.7 17.49358 2- 3
5.67949 C.830 -85.0 68.8 36.1 36.0 32.2 26°61356 3- 6
5.63775 0.803 -91.1 69.0 36.0 36.7 31.7 23.57117 6- 5
5.38816 0.867 -91.0 68.2 60.6 32.3 26.2 25.28607 5- 6
5.24722 C.874 -85.4 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.7 22.62552 6- 7
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TAB NO 97 ATLAS PHOTO NO 97 POD SEQUENCE NO 861
SEC T0 IMPACT ALT LAT LON R ¥ PTH AZ
98.901 228.70642 -9.241 -23.609 1964.164 2.486 -66.130 115.296
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
_ 110601972T 2661]9T,82 108 8,0 318 5.]45160.83988, 685383329 293 0 _:
-10.706 -20.194 257.44705 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.16218 0.874 -85.4 68.C 40.'7 29.2 26.7 17.20843
4 -10.654 -19.3_g Z68.90722 -63.8 10.8 -79.6 30.5 5.39055 0.83C -85.0 68o8 36.L 34.0 32.2 24.01_72 3- 4
5 -11.401 -19.21g 276.59748 -67.0 11.5 -82.2 32.1 5.54617 0.803 -91.1 6g.0 36.0 36.7 31.7 23.18704 4- 5
6 -11.422 -20.057 26_.42066 _-_Z.3 _(b2L :82.2 3_ 5.38019 _L8_T -gl.Q_ _a.2 _L{l_ _12._2 24.87192
7 -10.706 -20.194 257.44705 -59.7 9.T -79.9 31.5 5.16218 0.876 -85.6 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.7 22.06111 6- 7
TAB NO 98 ATLAS PHOTO NO 98 pun _Ft_lr_r¢ Mn Q:_
JULY 31tlgb4 13 _R 24 MIN 1[ SEE 578 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SECT(! IMPACI ALT _.LA! L0N _ ¥ _11_ _L
97.221 224.88829 -9.262 -23.564 1960.344 2.488 -66.1OO 115.288
PHOTO DA]A
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ £M18 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.035 -19.739 261.74824 -58.2 10.6 -81.0 31.8 5.25696 0.839 -88.[ 68.5 38.3 32.9 29.3 0. l- 2
] -10.706 -20. I99 253.20168 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.077C6 0.874 -85.4 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.7 16.92312 2- ]
5 -11.389 -19.260 272.02618 -57.0 11.5 -82.1 32.1 5.45451 0.803 -91.1 69.0 36.0 36.7 31.7 22.80269 4- 5
6 -ll.410 -20.064 260.065_3 -52.3 10.3 -82.2 33.2 5.21333 0.847 -91.0 68.2 60.6 32.2 26.2 2_.6575_ _ 6
7 -10.706 -20.199 253.20168 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 5.07706 0.874 -85.4 68.0 60.7 29.2 26.7 21.69649 7
TAB NO 99 ATLAS PHOTO NO 99 POD SEQUENCE NO 865
JULY 31t1964 13 _8 26 MI_ 1] _E_ Z58HS .......
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ I_PACT ALT LA3 LCN R V PTH AZ
95.541 221.06596 -9.283 -23.519 1956.521 2.490 -66.070 115o280
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -_I.02_ -Ig.752 287.35256 -5_.2 _0.6 -81.0 _1.8 5.168_8 0.84C -88._ 68_ _3_.9 29.__ 0*__ _- Z
] -10.705 -20.204 248.9525H -59.7 9.7 -79._ 31.5 4.99185 0.874 -85.4 68.0 40.7 29.2 26. T _6.63754 2- 3
4 -L0.655 -19.426 2_0.02258 -63.8 10.8 -79.6 30.5 5.21246 0.831 -85.0 68.7 36.1 34.0 32.1 23.21619 _- ¢
5 -11.377 -19.262 267.45071 -57.0 11.5 -82.1 32.1 5.362_6 0.803 -91.1 69.0 36.0 36.T 31.6 22.41795 6- 5
6 -_1.397 -20.071 255.69880 -52.3 10.2 -82.2 33.2 5.12579 0.84T -91.0 68.2 40.6 32.2 26.2 24,04285 _- 6
7 -_0.705 -20*204 248.95258 -59.7 9.7 -79.g 31.5 4.99185 0.874 -85.4 68.0 W0.7 29.2 26.7 2_.33135 6- 7
........... TAB NO 100 ATLAS PHOTO NO 100 POD SEQUENCE NO 867
JULY 31,1964 13 HE 2_ M[_ 14 SEC 938 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
93.861 21T,24152 -9.304 -23.473 1952.697 2°492 -66.040 ||5.2?2
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE ALS/U AZN AZSUN AZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA2 EHIS ALPHA SCALE PI-PT
2 -11.O23 -19.765 252.95258 -58.2 10.6 -80.9 31.8 5.08031 O.84C -88.1 68.4 38.3 32.9 29.3 0. 1- 2
3 -10.705 -?N.209 244.69901 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 31.5 4.90656 C.874 -85.4 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.7 16.351_7 2- 3
4 -10.655 -19._45 255.57377 -63.8 10.8 -79.6 30,5 5.12328 O.831 -85.0 68.7 36.1 33.9 32.1 22.81639 3- 4
5 -11.365 -t9.283 262.87105 -56.9 11.5 -82.1 32.1 5.27094 O.80_ -91.1 68.9 36.0 36.6 31.6 22.033G5 4- 5
6 -11.385 -20.079 4_1.32766_j_3 l_8_._2__l_Q)_i_rP_J-o 68.2 40.8 32.2 __3
7 -10.TO5 -20.209 244.69901 -59.1 9.7 -79.9 31.5 4.90656 0.874 -85.4 68.0 40.Y 29.2 26.7 20°96613 6- 7
TAB NO 101 ATLAS PHOTO NO 101 POD SEQUENCE NO 869
JULY 31_1964 13 MR 24 Mlh 16 SEC 618 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEL ,0 IMPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH 82
92.181 21].41492 -9.326 -23.42T 1948o870 2.494 -66.010 115.264
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.017 -19.778 248.5,840 -58.2 10.6 -80.9 31.8 4.99186 0.84C -88.1 68.4 38.3 32.9 29.3 O. I- 2
3 -10.704 -20.215 Z40.44|3| -59.T 9.7 -79.9 ]1.5 4.821|9 0.874 -85.4 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.7 16.06574 2- 3
4 -I0.655 -[9.463 251.12074 -63.8 I0.8 -79.6 30.5 5.034Cl 0.831 -85.0 68.7 36.1 33.9 32.1 22.41628 _: 4
5 -11.353 -19.305 251.2_7_22 -56.9 _1.5 -82.1 ]2.1 5.119C2 0.8_4 -91.1 68.9 36.0 36.6 ]1.6 21.64775 5
6 -11.373 -20.086 246.95263 -52.3 |0.2 -82.2 33.1 4.95086 0.848 -91.0 88.1 40.6 32.2 26.2 23".21254 _-- 6
7 -10.704 -20.215 240.44131 -59.7 9.7 -79.9 _l.S 6.82119 0.8T6 -85.4 68.0 40.T 29.2 26.7 20.60050 6- 7
TAB NO 102 ATLAS PHOTO NO 102 POD SEQUENCE NO 871
JULY 31,|964 13 HR 24_Ih 18 SEC 298 MS __ _
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 |PPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
90.502 209.58632 -9.347 -23.381 1945.042 2.496 -65.979 115.256
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C A2N AZSUN AZA At 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-11.011 -19.791 2_4.14021 -58.2 10.5 -80.9 31.8 4.90332 0.84C -88.1 68.6 38.3 32.9 29.2 O. _2
-10.704 -20.220 236.17963 -%9.6 9.7 -79.9 31.5 4.73574 C.ET6 -85.4 68.0 W0.7 29.2 26'? I_JT79_5
4 -I0.656 -|9.482 246._6377 -63.7 10.8 -79.6 30.6 6.94467 0.831 -85.0 68.7 36.1 33.9 32.1 22.01589 3-
-11.341 -19.326 253.69947 -56.9 11.5 -82.1 32.1 5.08703 0.804 -91._ 68.9 ]6.0 36.6 31o8 21.28226 4- 5
-1|.360 -20.09_ 242.57315 -52.3 10.2 -82,2 33.1 4.86267 0.848 -91.0 68.1 40.6 32.2 26.2 22.7969T _- 6
7 -10.704 -20.220 236.17963 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 31.5 4.735?4 0,874 -85.4 68.0 40.7 29.2 26.7 20.23456 6- 7
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TAB NO 103 ATLAS PHOTO NO 103 POD SEQUENCE NO 873--
JULY 3111964 13 HR 24 M|_ 19 SEC 978 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
88.822 205.75533 -9.369 -23.335 1961.211 2.698 -65.969 |15.268
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA AQ B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -11.005 -L9.8DA 239.72751 -58.2 _0.5 -80.9 31.8 4.81470 0.840 -88.1 68.4 38.5 32.8 29.2 OL l- 2
5 -10.704 -20.225 23|.9|352 -59.8 9.7 -79.9 31.5 4,65020 0.874 -85.4 67.9 60,7 29,2 26.7 15.49293 2- 3
6 -10.656 -19,5C1 242.20235 -63,7 10,8 -79.6 30,6 4,85523 G,831 -85,0 68,7 36.1 33,9 32.1 21.61518 _ 45 -11.329 -£9.368 249.10727 -56.9 11.A -82.1 32.| 4,99695 0.804 -91.1 68.9 36.0 36.6 31.5 20.87637 5
6 -L1.348 -2O.lUL_ 238_18_A1 -52._ iO.?_--B2_-.L _LZZA_Q_{L_flAL_:9_L_.I 40.6 32.2 26._ ))._el13 _ 67 -10.704 -20.225 231,91352 -59,6 9.7 -79.9 31.5 4.65020 D.874 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.2 26.7 [9.86831 7
TAB NO 104 ATLAS PHOTO NO 104 POD SEQUENCE NO 875
JULY 31,1964 13 HR _4 MI_ 21 SEC 658 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA -_SJEC_TO_I_A/.J____ _ALl .... J_T_ - _ R V PTH A7
87.142 201.92235 -9.390 -23.289 1937,378 2.500 -65.918 115.260
PHOT0 DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At 81A AZPHAZ |NOD PHAZ EHI8 ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-lo.ggq -19.817 235.3_075 -58.2 10.5 -80.9 31.8 4.72599 0.860 -88.I 68.6 58.3 52.8 29.2 O. [- 2
-10.703 -20.231 227.64339 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 31.6 4,56457 0.874 -85.4 67.9 60,7 29.2 26.7 15.20622 2- 3
A -10.657 -19.519 Z_7.L_qb__d_I._-l_a-Z_6 _0_ .... _7_572.__.832._ rB_LL0___hJB_ 36.1 _3.q 32.O 21.21621 _-
5 -11.317 -19.370 246.51105 -56.9 11.6 -82.1 32.1 4.90279 D.805 -91.1 68.8 36.0 36.5 51.5 20.49018 6- 5
6 -11.336 -20.109 233.80160 -52.3 10.2 -82.2 33.1 4.68684 0.860 -91.0 68.1 60.6 32°2 26.2 21.96502 _7 -10.703 -20.231 227.64339 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 31.6 4.56457 0.876 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.2 26.7 19.50176
TAB NO 105 ATLAS PHOTO NO 105 POD SEQUENCE NO 877
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 24 MX_ Z1_.Ef.__L}a M_
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
85.462 Lg8.08TO8 -9,412 -23.242 1933.542 2.502 -65o888 115.232
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-£0.993 -19.831 230.8696_ _._ _0._-_0.9 31.9 8o6_20 0.84C ,80.1 68.6 _8_32_ _29._0. I- 2
-10.702 -20.236 223.36902 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 31.6 4.478E7 0.874 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.2 26.7 14.9|928 _- 3
4 -10.657 -19.538 233.2673| -63.7 _0.8 -79.6 30.6 4.67612 0.832 -84.9 68.6 36.£ 33.9 32*0 20.8_29_ 3- 4
5 -11.30_ -19.3g2 239.9106| -56.9 11.4 -82.1 32.1 6.01055 0.805 -91.1 68.8 36.0 36.5 31.5 20.10569 6-
_-11.323-_0.1|7229.A09,-52.3£0.2-82.2 ,.1 4.598,0.840-9,0 68.140.,,.2 2,2 21.5,, _:
-_0.702 -20.236 223.36902 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 3£°6 ¢.67887 0.874 -85.4 67.9 60.7 29.2 26.7 19.|368_
TAB NO 106 ATLAS PHOTO NO 106 POD SEQUENCE NO 879
JULY 3L*1964 13 HR 24 HIN 25 SEC _7 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
83.782 194.24963 -9.453 -23.195 1929.705 2,506 -65.857 115.22A
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN " -RANGE .... AZS/C-""_ZN AZ-SUN-'--AZ'A ..... A;- B/A-'-'AZPHAZ INCC PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.986 -!9o8_ 22_.46432 -58.1 £0.5 -80.9 31.9 4.54832 0.841 -80.1 68.3 38.3 32.8 29.2 O. _ 2
-i0.702 -20.261 219.0904! -59.6 9.7 -79.9 _|.6 4.393C1 0._15 -85.6 67.9 AD.7 29.2 26.7 !4.63208
6 -10.657 -19.557 228.79343 -63.7 10.8 -79.5 30,6 6.58644 C.832 -84°9 68*6 36.1 33°8 32.0 20.41135 3-
5 -ll.293 -19.413 235.30590 -56.9 11.6 -82.1 32.1 6.71822 0.805 -91.1 68.8 36.0 36.5 31.5 19°71679 6- 5
-11.311 -20.125 -22_,QL3JlE_Za_l___10.2__-82._3.L ..... _.51066_.8_8 -91,0___8_1__0_ 32.1 2_.? ?1-115o4 5- 6
-10.702 -20.241 219.09041 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 _1.6 4.393C7 0,875 -85°4 67.9 60.7-29.2 26.7 18.76766 6- 7
TAB NO 107 ATLAS PHOTO NO 107 POD SEQUENCE NO 881
JULY 51_1964 13 HR 26 PIN 26 SEC 697 MS
IRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
82.102 190.41023 -9.455 -23.148 1925.866 2.506 -65.826 115.215
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A2A A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 --10.980 -19._57 _2.03693 -_8.| 10.5 -80.9 _1.9 4.45936 0.841 --88.1 88.3 38.3 32.8 29.2 0, 1- 2
3 --10.701 -20.247 214.80783 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 31.6 4.30720 0.875 --85.4 67.9 60.7 29.2 26.7 16.36663 2-- 3
4 -10.657 -19.576 22_.315_61 -63_T 10_8 _79e5 _30.6 4.496_8 0.832 -84.9 68.6 36.1 38.8 32.0 20.00954 3- 6
5 -11.280 -19._35 230.69727 -56.9 |I.A -82.1 32.1 4.62581 O. 80_ _91_i_8_8-36.0 56.5 31.4 19.32970 A- 5
6 -11.298 -20.132 220.61263 -52.8 10.2 -82.2 33.1 6.42245 0.848 -91.0 68.1 60.6 32.1 26.1 20.71515 5- 6
7 -10.701 -20.247 216.80783 -59.6 9.7 -79.9 31.6 4.30720 0.875 -85.4 67.g 40.7 29.2 26.7 18.39995 6- 7
TAB NO 108 ATLAS PHOTO NO 108 POD SEQUENCE NO 883
JULY 31.1964 13 HR 24 RI_ 28 SEC 377 MS ............
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
80.422 186.56853 -9.477 -23.10l 1922.026 2.508 -65.795 115,207
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C A£N AZSUN A2A A_ B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ERIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-I0.974 -L9.871 217.60112 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 4.37031 0.841 -88.1 68.3 38.3 32.8 29.2 0. _- 2
-10.701 -20.253 210.52085 _59.6-----9.T" -79.9 31.6 - 4.22124 0.875---85.4 67.9 40.7 29.2 26.7 16.05702 2- 3
6 -10.658 -19.595 2|9.833_3 -63.6 10,8 -79.5 30.7 4.40683 0,832 -86*9 68,6 36.1 53.8 32.0 19.60742 3- 6
5 -11.268 -19.457 226.08428 -_6.9 11.4 -82.1 32.1 4.53331 0.806 -91.1 68.8 36.0 36°4 31.4 18.96221 6- 5
6 --11.288 -20.140 216.20779 -52.4 L0.2 -82.2 33.1 4.33415 C.84E -91.0 68.| 40.6 32.1 26.1 20.29800 5- 6
7 -10.701 -20.253 210.52085 -59,6 9.7 -79.9 31.6 4,22124 0.875 -85.4 6T.9 40.7 29.2 26.7 18.032_3 6- T
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TAB NO 109 ATLAS PHOTO NO 109 POD SEQUENCE NO 885
JULY 31,1964 13 Hi{ 24 M[H _0_._EC_ ._7 MS
_ SEC TO IPPACT AL]" LA'[ LCN R V PTH AZTRAJECTORY OATA
78.742 182.72473 -9.499 -23.054 1918.180 2.510 -65.764 118.199
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LUN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AEPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
_10968 ,9., .31600s58_ 10, .. 3.9 4.2..8._., 683,83328 ., 0 _:
-10.700 -20.286 206.22786 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.6 4.13516 0.875 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.2 26.7 13.76883
4 -10.658 -19.615 2_5o_477 -63.6 20.8 -79.5 30*7 4.3166_ 0.8]2 -84.9 68.5 36,1 33.8 31.9 19.20463 3- 4
5 -11.256 -19.479 221.46442 -56.9 II.4 -82.1 32.1 4.44067 0.806 -91.1 68.7 36.0 36.4 31.4 18.55616 4- 5
6 --[1.273 r2_¢148 211.79656 -52.4 ].0.2 -82.2 33.1 4.24573 0.848 _91__32JJ_2-_L I_.RR017 _ 6
T -10.700 -20.258 206.22786 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.6 4.13516 0.875 -85.4 67.9 40.729.2 26.7 17.66364 6- 7
TAB NO 110 ATLAS PHOTO NO 110 P09 SEQUENCE NO 887
JULY 31.196_ [3 HR 24 Hlh _1 SEC T37 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA _FC_ ALT___ LJLT_ __ _K_I__ _ ___ _Jd:L___
77.062 178.87857 -9.521 -23.006 1914.334 2.512 -65.733 115.190
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.961 -19.898 Z08.71541 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 3L.9 _.19185 0.841 -88.1 68.3 38.3 32.1 29.1 O. _ 2
--10.699 -20.264 20_.92986 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.6 4.04898 0.875 -85.4 67*9 40.7 29.2 26.7 13.48034 3
4 -10.658 -19.634 ZIO._O_b rb3*b 10.8 -_9_ __--_7 4,,12877 G.833 -B4.9 _ JJ_J_3J_8 ILI._ IJ3.8014_ 3:4
5 -11.243 -19.5D2 216.83936 -66.9 L1.4 -82.1 32.2 4.34794 0.806 -91.1 68.7 36.0 36.4 31*A [8.16566 4- 5
6 -[[.260 -20.157 207.38019 -52*4 10.2 -82.2 33.0 _.15720 C.869 -91.0 68.1 40.6 32.1 26.1 I9.46[92 5- 6
7 -_0.69_ -20.264 20[.92986 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 3[*6 A*OASg8 0.875 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.2 26.7 |7.29462 6- 7
TAB NO 111 ATLAS PHOTO NO 111 POD SEQUENCE NO 889
JULY 31,196_ 13 HE 24 _1R3_417 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA $_C TO IPPACT ALT CA1 LCN R ¥ VIH AZ
75.382 [75.03044 -9.543 -22.959 1910.486 2.514 -65.701 115.182
PHDTC DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ E_IS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.698 -20.270 197.62795 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.6 3.96272 0.875 -88.6 67.9 40.7 2q*l 26.6 13.19159 2- 3
4 -10.65_ -19.653 206.35333 -63.6 10.8 -79.5 3U.7 _.13_I 0.833 -84.9 68.5 36.1 33.7 31.9 18.3980I _ 4
5 -11.231 -19.524 212.21045 -56.9 II.4 -62.1 32.2 6.25512 C.807 -91.1 68.7 36.0 36.6 31.3 17.77686 8
6 -11.248 -20.[65 _0Z.95988 -52.4 _0.2 -82.2 33.0 4.06859 0.849 -91.0 68.1 48.6 32.1 28.1 19.04347 5- 6
7 -1_ _ _n _70 197_79_ -59.6 9.7 -79- _ 31.6 _.96272 0.875 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.1 26.6 16.92540 6- 7
TAB NO I12 ATLAS PHOTO NO ll2 POD SEQUENGE NO S9!
JULY 31t1964 _3 H_ Z_ MIN _5 SEC 97 MS
TRAJtCTO_Y OATA SEC TO |PPACT ALT EAT LDN R V PTH AZ
73.703 171.1800l -g*566 -22.91| 1906.635 2.516 -65.670 |15._73
PHOTO UA|A - SCALE PT-PT
PT tAT LO_ -_NG_;_ZN AzsuN AZA - A, 8;A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
2 -10.949 -19.926 199.81229 -58.[ i0.5 -80.9 31.9 4.01304 0.841 -88.1 68,3 38.3 32.7 29.1 0. I- 2
3 -10.698 -20.276 193.32170 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 3[.6 3.876_ 0.878 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.1 26.6 12.90267 2- 3
4 -10,658 -19.673 201.85139 -63.6 10.8 -79,5 30.7 A.04636 0.833 -8_.9 68.5 36.1 _3.7 31.9 17.99628 3- 4
5 -II.21g -1g.546 207.57730 -56.9 11.4 -82.1 32.2 4.16222 0.807 -91.I 68.7 36.0 36.3 31.3 I7.38789 4- 5
6 -11.235 -20.173___2_ -_2.4 LQ.2 =82.2 3t.0 3.979E9 C._149 _9_L_Q _bBLLAC.b3Z.J_- _tJ_.JS.?.63/___5_-_
7 -10.698 -20.276 193.32170 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.6 3.87638 0.875 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.1 26.6 I6.55576 6- 7
TAB NO 113 ATLAS PHOTO NO 113 POD SEQUENCE NO S93
JULY 31,196_ 13 HR 24 MIE 36 $EC 777 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN R V PTH A2
72.023 167.3273_ -9._88 -22.863 1902.783 2.518 -65.638 115.165
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae H/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.942 -19.939 195.3543_ -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 3.9235[ 0._42 -88.1 68.3 38.3 32.7 29.1 O. L- 2
3 -I0.697 -70.282 189.0[_30 -59._ 9.7 -79.8 31.6 3.76995 0.875 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.1 26.6 12.61352 2- 3
4 -[0.658 -lg.6g2 197.34534 -63.6 10.8 -79.5 30.8 3.956C3 0.833 -84.9 68.5 36.1 33.7 31.8 17.59029 3- 4
5 -11.206 -19.569 202.94003 -56.9 11.4 -82.1 32.2 4.069240_807 -91._ 68.8 36'_ 36.3 31.3 16.99841 A- 5
6 -11.222 -20.181 194.10635 -52._ 10.2 -82.2 33.0 3.89111 0.849 -91.0 68.0 40.6 32.0 26.1 18.20580 5- b
7 -10.691 -20.282 189.01130 -59.6 9.7 -19.8 31.6 3.78995 G.875 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.[ 26.6 16.18591 6- T
TAB NO 114 ATLAS PHOTO NO 114 POD SEQUENCE NO 895
JULY 31,196A 13 HR 24 M|_38 SEC 457 MS ..... -
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TC IPPACT ALT LAT LOH R V PTH AZ
70.343 163.47249 -9.610 -22.814 1898.928 2.520 -65.607 115.156
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.g36 o19.953 190.89209 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 3.833_9 C.842 -88.1 68.2 38.3 32.7 29.1 O. |- 2
3 -i0.696 -_0.288 184.-b9658 _g:5--- 9.7--=79_8 31.fi 3.70343 0.875" "-85'_ 67'9 40.7 29.1 26.6 12.32407 2- 3
4 -10.658 -19.712 192.83503 -63.6 10.8 -79.5 30.8 3.865_2 0.833 -84.9 68.4 36.1 33.7 31.8 17.18603 _ 4
5 -II.193 -19.591 198.29852 -56.9 11.3 -82.1 32.2 3.97617 0.807 -91.1 68.6 36.0 36.3 31.3 16.60865 5
6 -11.209 -20.190 189.67316 -52.4 [0.2 -82.2 33.0 3.80224 0.849 -91.0 68.C 40.6 32.0 26.1 17.78658 5-
7 -10.696 -2_.288 184.69658 -59.5 9._ -79.8 31.6 3.703_3 0.875 -85.4 67.9 40.7 29.1 26.6 15.81565 6-
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RA-VII CAMERA p_ 20
TAB NO 115 ATLAS PHOTO NO 115 POD SEQUENCE NO 897
JULY 311196_ 13 HR 26 MIR 60 SEC 137 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT L_N R V PTH __ AZ
68.663 159.61560 -9.633 -22.766 1895.071 2.522 -65.575 115.147
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT kEN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
-10.929 -lq,g6T 186,62560 -88.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 3,76610 0.842 -88.1 68.2 38,3 32,7 29,0 Ol '- 2
-10.695 -20.2g6 180.37767 -89.5 9.7 -79.8 31.6 3.81683 0.875 -85.4 67. g 60.7 29.1 26.6
6 -I0.658 -19.732 188.32058 -63.5 10.8 -79.5 30.8 3,77512 0.836 -86*g 68.6 36,1 33,7
5 -11.181 -19.616 193,65290 -56.9 11,3 -82.1 32.2 3.88302 0.808 -91.I 68.6 36.0 36.3
-11,196 -20,198 I85._575 -_2,4 lO.P --R_.L_2L,__ 3.7l_2q O._g --gl.N 6R.0 40._ _.N
-10.698 -20.294 180.37767 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.6 3.61683 0.875 -85.6 67.9 AO.7 29.1
TAB NO 116 ATLAS PHOTO NO 116
JULY 31,1966 13 HR 24 M[_ 41 SEC 016 MS
]RAJECTORY OATA ._EC-_J_tEA_,.I_LL .... LAL__L.=_LON
66.983 155.75620 -9.655 -22.717
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO
-10.923 -19.981 181.g5_g2 -58.1 10.5 -80.q ]1.9 3o65_39 0.8_2 -88.1 68°2
-10,694 -20.300 176.05458 -89.5 9.7 -79.8 Jl.7 3.83018 0,875 -85,6 67.9
4 -LQ.658 -19.]51 183.H_2_1 --63.5 10.B -79.5 _0.8 3.fl_4_6 _.B_4 --_6.g _R-4
5 -11,168 -19,637 189.00319 -56.9 11.3 -82.1 32.2 3.78978 0.808 -91.I 68.6
6 -11.183 -20.207 180.79_16 -52.6 10.2 -82._ 33.0 3.62425 C.869 -91.0 68.0
7 --10.696 -20,3D0 176.05458 -5qo5 q.7 -79.6 31.7 3°83018 0.875 -88.6 67.9
TAB NO 117 ATLA_ PHOTO NO
JULY 31,1966 13 H_ 2_.J_:L_._E__gLB.S_ ..........................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN













31.8 16.78150 3- 4
31.2 16.21868 4- 8
26.6 15.46499 6- 7







26.1 16.9474_ 5- 6
26.6 15.07411 6- 7
POD SEQUENCE NO 901
R V PTH AZ
1887.350 2,527 -65.511 115.130
PT LAT LEN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 814 AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA
-IO.q16 -19*995 _7T,_Z98Z_-_B,L_ _Q=_ _-.80,9 31,9 __,5b651 0,8_2 ,88_1._6_._'3_8.,.._3__2.6 29.O
-10.693 -20,306 i/1.72713 -59,5 9,7 -79.8 31.7 3,66337 0.878 -88.6 67.9 60.7 29.[ 26.6
6 -10.680 -19.771 177.27909 -63,8 10.8 -79,5 30.8 3,893e8 _,836 -86,9 68.6
5 -11,156 -19,650 18&.34914 -56.9 11.3 -82.1 32.2 3.69666 0°808 -91,1 68.8
6 -11.1T0 -20.215 176.3_812 -52.6 10.I -82.3 33,0 _,53513 0.850 -91.0 68,0
T -10.693 -20,306 171,72713 -5g°5 9.7 -Tg._ 31.7 3,6_337 0,875 -85o6 67.9
TAB NO 118 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 26 MIN 65 SEC 176 MS
TRAJECTORy DATA SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LON
63.623 I_8.03087 -g. TcI -22.619
PHOTO DAIA




36._ 33._ 3.8 1_._1_7 _-436.0 36.2 31.2 18.437_8 4-
_,0.6 32.0 26.0 }.6.52746 5-6
60.7 29.1 26.6 14.70283 6- 7
11S POD SEQUENCE NO 903 l
R V PTH AZ
1883.486 2.529 -65.A79 115.121
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -1O.gOg -2O.00g 173.OOk3Z -88.1 10.5 -80.9 3!.9
3 -I0.692 -20,312 167.59869 -5g.5 g.7 -79o6 31.7
A -10.658 -19.?ql 174.75613 -63,5 10,8 -79.8 30.9
5 -11.1_3 -19.682 179.69551 -56.9 11,3 -82.1 32.2
6 -11.157 -20.226 171Lg01___--_52___I_ _-82.3_3,0
7 -10.692 -20.312 167.39869 -59.5 g.7 -79.8 31.7
TAB NO
JULY 31_1q66 13 HR 2_ MIN 66 SEC 856 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LEN
61.g45 I_6.16_8T -9.T23 -22.570
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT LON RANGE 6ZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO
2 -IO._O3 -20.023 168.52513 -58.1 10.5 -PO.g 31.9 3.386E7 0.862 -8_.I 68.2
3 -10,691 -20.318 163.U0668 -50.5 9.7 -79,8 31,T 3.26972 C.8T8 -85.6 67,9
6 -10.65H -19o810 170,22g60 -63.5 10.8 -79.5 30*g 3.61247 0.836 -8_.9 68.6
8 -_1.130 -lg,70_ 175.0583_ -b6.g 11.3 -82.i --32.2- _.50977 0.809 -91.1 68.5
6 -ll.l_A -20.232 167.65103 -52.6 10.1 -82.3 32.9 3.35677 C.85C -gl.O 68.C
7 -10.6gl -20.318 163.06668 -Sg.b q.7 -7g.8 31.7 3.26972 0.875 -85.6 67.g
TAB NO 120 ATLAS PHOTO NO
JULY 3131004 13 HR 2_ M[_ 68 SEC 536 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT LCN
60.263 I_0.20669 -9.766 -22.520
PHOTC DATA
3=674_3 C.B62 -8_.1 68.2 38.3 32.6 29.0
3.35658 0.875 -85.6 67.g 60.7 29.1 26.6
3.50321 Co83_ -8_.9 68.6 36.1 33.6 31,7
3.60315 C.8D8 -gl.l 68.8 36.0 36.2 31.2
3.44599 O,B_C _-91._ 6_L____LCL___32.0 26.0
3.35658 0.875 -85.6 67.9 40.7 29.1 26.6
119 ATLAS PHOTO NO 119 POD
o _:i1.16482




R V PTH AZ
1879.620 2.531 -65.666 115.112
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.3 32.6 2g.o O. 1- 2
60.7 29.1 26.6 10.87690 2- 3
3..I83.6_,.7 15.1620p }- 4
36.0 36.2 31.2 16.65665 6- 8
.0.6 3_.0 26.0 18.68RAs s- 6
60.7 29.1 26.6 13.96022 6- 7
120 POD SEQUENCE NO 907
R V PTH AZ
1875.752 2.533 -65.416 115.103
PT LAT ICN RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.896 -20.0_7 L66.061RI -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 3.29662 C.843 -88.1 68.2 38.3 32.6 29.0 O. _
-10.690 -20.324 158°72gB4 -59.5 g.7 -79.8 31.7 3.18276 0°878 -85.4 67.g40.7 29:1 - 26:6_0.5-8_-_ 2- 3
4 -10.658 -19.830 165.69_60 -63.8 10.8 -T9.5 30.9 3.32164 0.835 -8_.g O8.3 36.1 33.6 31.7 14.75687 3- 4
5 -11.I17 -lq. T27 170.37680 -56.9 11.3 -82.1 32.2 3.61630 0.805 -91.1 68.5 36.0 36.1 31.1 16.265_6 A- 5
6 -11.151 -20o2_0 162,99611 -52.5 IO,I -82*3 32.9 3.26_67 C.85C -gl.O 68.0 60,6 31.9 26.0 15,26887 5- 6
T -10.690 -20.32_ 158.72984 -5g.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 3.18276 0.875 -85,6 67.g 60.7 29.1 26.6 13.88830 6- 7
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8J_.lll CAMERA P4
TAB NO 121 ATLAS PHOTO NO 121 POD SEQUENCE NO 909
JULY 31t[964 13 HR 24 MIN SO ._EC 216 MS
TRAJECTORy OATA .... SEC 10 IMPACT ALl LA7 LON R V _ _TH AZ
58.583 136.A2632 -9.769 -22.470 1871.882 2.535 -65.381 115.O94
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE pT-PT
2 -10.889 -20.051 L59.55_14 ,56.1 10.5 -00.9 31.9 3.20667 0.843 -88.1 68.1 38.3 32.6 29.0 0. I- 2
3 -10.689 -20.331 154.38868 -59.5 q.T -79.8 31.7 3.09571 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.6 10.29415 2- 3
4 -10.657 -19.850 161.16312 -63.6 10.8 -79.5 30t9 3.23072 0.835 -84.9 68.3 36.1 33.6 3L.7 14.35139 _ 4
5 -11.[05 -19.749 165.71072 -56.9 11.3 -82.[ 32.2 3.322?4 0.809 -9[.1 68.5 36.0 36.1 31°1 13.87403 5
7 -10.684 -20.331 154.38868 -59.5 9.7 -79._ 31.7 3.09571 0.875 -85.4 67.8 60.7 29ol 26.6 13.21608 6- 7
TAB NO 122 ATLAS PHOTO NO 122 POD SEQUENCE NO 911
JULY 3[wlg6_ 13 _R 24 NIN 5[ SEC 096 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ____E_TJI_[_P_LI_[___ ELi .... _AT _____QR R V PTH AZ
56.904 132.55368 -9.792 -22.420 1868.009 2.537 -65.34q 115.085
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AEN AZSUN AZA As B/A AZPHAZ |NCO PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.883 -20.065 155.0602[ -58.[ 10.5 -80.9 3[.9 3.[[424 0.843 -88.1 68.1 38.3 32.6 28.9 0. 1- 2
3 -10.68_ -20.337 150.0¢29A -59.5 q.T -79.8 31.7 3.00858 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.1 29.1 26.6 [0.00342 2- 3
4 -10.657 -19.869 15_.J523_2_-_L._.__LO.B__-79._ 3_9 __3113971 O.E3__-_9_B._A,_I-_2L_.--3I-T 1_.q45_ _-_
5 -11.092 -19.772 161.04004 -56.9 11.3 -82.0 32.2 3.22908 0.809 -91°[ 68.A 36.0 36.[ 31.1 13.48232 4- 5
6 -11.105 -20.257 15_.07257 -52.5 I0.l -82.3 32.9 3.08859 0.850 -91.0 68.0 40.6 31.9 26.0 14.42793 5- 6
7 -10.688 -20.337 150.04294 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 3.00858 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.6 12.84353 6- 7
TAB NO [23 ATLAS PHOTO NO 123 POD SEQUENCE NO 912
JULY 31_[96¢ _3 HR Z_ M_._._,__._._J_-_ .....................................
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IPPACI ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
56.06¢ 130.61_34 -9.EO4 -22.395 1866.072 2.538 -65.332 115.O81
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NOD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SOALE PT-PT
2 -10.879 -Z0.072 15Z.81L88 _5_*_ LO.5 -80._ 3L,,3 3.0_90B 0.843 -88.1 _ _8.1 3_,,_._____E_9_ 0. ..... _2_
3 -10.687 -20.340 147.86823 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.96697 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29*1 26.6 9.85803 2- 3
4 -10.657 -19.879 154.3511[ -63.4 I0.8 -79.4 30.9 3.09_17 0.835 -8_.9 68.3 36.1 33.S 31.7 [3o74250 3- 4
8 -11*085 -19.783 158.70284 -56.9 11.3 -82.0 32.2 3.18222 0.81C -91.1 68.4 36.0 36.[ 31.1 13.28632 4- 5
6 -11.098 -20.262 181._3867 -82.$ 10.1 -82.3 32.9 3.04381 0.850 -91.O 68.0 60.6 31.9 26.0 14.21757 _
7 -10.687 -20.340 147.868Z3 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.96497 C.875 -85.4 61.8 40.7 29.1 26.6 12.65720
~
............... TAB NO 124 ATLAS PHOTO NO 124 POD SEQUENCE NO 913
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 PIN 53 SEC 576 MS
TRAJECTORY _ATA SEC TO [_PACT ALT [AT LON R V PTH AZ
55.224 128.67860 -9.616 -22.370 1864.134 2.539 -65.316 115.076
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN_A ..... k' _/A --JZpHAZ INCD PHAZ EMI S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.876 -20.079 180.562_2 -58.1 10.5 -B0.9 3L.q 3.02390 0.8¢3 -88.1 68.1 38.3 32.5 28.9 0. 1- 2
3 -10.687 -20.3_3 145.69241 -59.5 q.7 -79.8 3[.7 2.92134 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40*7 29.1 26.6 9.71242 2- 3
4 -I0.657 -19.889 152.07812 -63._ 10.8 -79.4 31.0 3.04860 0.835 -84.9 68.3 36.1 33.5 31.6 13.53939 3- 4
5 -11.079 -19.795 156.36_54 -56.9 11.3 -_2.0 32.2 3.13533 0.810 -ql.l 68.4 36.0 36.1 31.1 13*09011 4- 5
7 -10.687 -20.343 145.69241 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.T 2.42134 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40°7 29.1 26.6 12.47057 6- T
TAB NO 125 ATLAS PHOTO NO 125 POD SEQUENCE NO 914
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 2A MIN 54 SEC 416 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T0 IPPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
54.384 126.7AC40 -9.827 -22.365 1862.196 2.540 -65.299 115.072
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.872 -20.086 148.31200 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 2.97870 0.8A3 -8_.1 68.1 38.3 32.5 28.9 0. 1- 2
3 -10.6_6 -_0.346 IA3.51562 -59.5 9.7 -79.B 31.7 2.877¢9 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.6 9°56689 2- 3
4 -IO.657 -19.899 149.80416 -63._ 10.8 -79.4 31.O 3.00302 0.835 -84.9 68.3 36.1 33.5 31.6 13.33620 3- 4
5 -11.072 -19.806 154.02229 -_6.9 11.3 -82.0 32.2 3.088_3 0.810 -gl.L 68.A 36.0 36.0 31.1 12.89400 6- 5
6 -11.085 -20.270 147.36765 -22.5 10.1 -82.3 32.9 2.95418 0.850 -91.0 67.9 40.6 31.9 26.O 13.79662 5- 6
7 -10.686 -20.346 143.51562 -59.5 9.7 -7q.B 31.7 2.87769 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.6 12.28403 6- 7
TAB NO 126 ATLAS PHOTO NO 126 POD SEQUENCE NO 915
JULY 31.1964 13 HR 24 RIN 55 SEC 256 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTN AZ
53.544 124.80147 -9.839 -22.320 1860o257 2.542 -65.283 115.067
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN A_A Ae 8/A AZPHAZ 1NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.869 -20.094 146.06020 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31._ 2.93368 0.843 -88°1 68.1 38*3 32.5 _8_9 0" .---_
4 -[0.657 -19.909 147.528_4 -63.4 10.8 -79.4 31.O 2.9574! 0.835 -84.9 68.3 36.1 33°5 31.6 13.13290 3- 4
5 -I1.O66 -19.818 151.68469 -56.9 11.3 -82.0 32.2 3.04149 0.810 -91.1 68.4 36.0 36,0 31.0 12,69770 4- 5
6 -11.078 -20.274 1_5.13030 -22.5 10.1 -82.3 32.9 2.90933 G.B50 -91.0 6T.q 40.E 31.9 26.0 13._8603 5- 6
7 -10.686 -_0.349 1_1.33751 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.83402 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.6 12.O9729 6- T
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JULY 3111964 13 HR 2_ PIN 56 SEC 96 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA
PHOTO DATA
RA-VII CAMERA P4 22
TAB NO 127 ATLAS PHOTO NO 127 POD SEQUENCE NO 916 -
SEE TO IMPACT ALT tAT LON R V PTH AZ
52.706 122.86215 -9.850 -22.294 1858.317 2,543 -65.266 115.062
PT LAT LON RANGE AZSIC AZN &ZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.866 -20.101 143.80746 _58,L I0.5 -80.9 31.9 2.88824 0.843 -88,1 68.1 38.3 32.5 28,9 O. 1--
3 -10,685 -20.353 139.15843 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2,79033 0.875 -85.4 67,8 40.7 29.1 26,6 9,27551 2- 3
4 -10.656 -19.91g 145.25259 -63.4 I0,8 -79.4 31.0 2.91178 0.835 -84.9 68.2 36.1 33,5 31,6 12o92956 3- 4
5 -II.059 -19.829 149.34315 -56.9 II.3 -82,0 32.2 2.99454 0.810 -91.1 68,4 36.0 36.0 31.0 12.50E40
6-11.072 -20_2_9 142.89199 -52.5 10.1 -82.3 32.9 2.86446 0.850 -91.0 67.9 40.6 31.9 26.0 13.37538 5- 6
7 -10,685 -20.353 139.15R43 -59*5 9,7 -79.8 31.7 2.79033 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.6 11.91065 6- 7
TAB NO 128 ATLAS PHOTO NO 128 POD SEQUENCE NO 917
JULY 3111964 13 HR 24 NIN 56 SEC 936 MS
T_AJECTORY UATA SEC TO IMPACT
51.864
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10o862 -20.108 141.55300 -_,I 10.5 -80,9 31°9
3 -10.684 -20.356 I36.97768 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7
-I0,656 -19,q29 142.97464 -63.4 10.8 -79.4 31.O
5 -II.053 -19.8A0 146.99989 -56.9 11.3 -82.0 32°2
8 -11.065 -20.283 140,65199 r52.5 _Q.l =dZJ3 JZ.9
T -10.684 -20.356 136.97768 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7
ALT LAT LQN R v PTH AZ
120.92181 -9.862 -22.269 1856.377 2.544 -65.250 115.058
A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PTSPT
2.84296 0.843 -BB,Z 68.1 38.3 32.5 28.9 O, 1- 2
2.74660 0.875 -85.4 67.8 60.7 29.1 26.5 9.12971 2- 3
.... 1, 0.835...... 82 361.5 31.......... __,
2.94758 0.810 --91.1 68.4 36.0 36.0 31.0 12.30688
2,81956 0.850 -9[.0 67.9 40,6 31,9 26.0 13°16_61 5- 6
2.74660 0.875 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.5 11.72360 6- 7
TAG NO 129 _TLAS punTn NO 129 POD SEQUENCE NO 918
JULY 31,1964 13 HR__._4 _LN 57 SEC 775 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
51.O24 118.98141 -9.874 -22.243 1854.437 2.545 -65.233 115.053
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE Azs/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.859 -20.115 139._Zg_J_,..__Q_5_O_L_2._! Q_LA_-__8_L_._,_38.3 32.5 28.9 O. 1- 2
3 -10.684 -20.359 134.79634 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.70286 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.5 8.98390 2-- 3
4 -10.656 -19.939 140.69613 -63.4 10.8 -79.4 31.0 2.82044 0.835 -84.9 68.2 36.1 33.5 31.6 12.52256 3-- 4
5 -11.046 -19.852 144.65609 -56.9 11.3 -82.0 32.2 2.900_6 0.81C -91ol 68.3 36.0 36.0 31.0 12.10837 6-- 5
6 -11.058 -20.288 138.41141 -52.5 I0.I -82.3 32.9 2,774E4 8.851 -91.0 67.9 40.6 31.9 26.0 12,95381 5- 6
7 -10,684 -20.359 134.79634 -59.5 9,7 -79,8 31.7 2.70286 0.87_ -85,4 67,8 40.7 29,1 26.5 11.53665 6- 7
TAB NO 130 ATLAS PHOTO NO 130 POD SEQUENCE NO 919-
JULY 3111964 13 HR 24 MIN 58 SEC bE5 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
50.184 117.04004 -g.886 -22.218 1852.495 2.546 -65.216 115.048
PHOTO DATA
pT tAT tON RANGE A(S/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.855 -20,122 ]37.0A129 -68,i i0.5 -80.9 31.9 _,7523A 0.863 -88,1 68.1 38.3 32.5 28.9 O. 1- 2
--10.683 -20.362 132.61340 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.659C9 0.87E -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.5 8.83790 2- 3
4 -10.656 -19.949 138.41598 -63.4 10.8 -79.4 31.0 2.77473 0.83e -84.9 68.2 36.1 33.5 31.6 12.31898 3- 4
5 -1E.OA0 -19.863 142.31065 -86.9 11.2 -82.0 32.2 2.85353 0.818 -91.1 68.3 36.0 36.0 31.0 11.91177 6- 5
6 -11.052 -28.29___36.16920 -52.5 1O.l -82.3 32.9 2.72989 0.851 -91.O 67.9 40*6 31.9 26.0 12.74292 _- 6
7 -10.683 -20.362 132.61340 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.659C9 C.87E -85.4 67.8 40.? 29.I 26.5 11.34950 6- ?
TAB NO 131 ATLAS PHOTO NO 131 POD SEQUENCE NO 920
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 24 Rib 59 SEC 455 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
49.344 115.09836 -9.897 -22.192 1850.554 2.547 -65.200 115.044
PHOTO DATA
PT EAT LEN RANGE ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.852 -20.129 134.78409 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 2.707Cl 0.84J -88.1 68.1 38.3 32°5 28.9 0. 1- 2
3 -10.683 -20.365 130.42988 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.61531 0.878 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.5 8.69203 2-3
4 -10.656 -19.959 136.13536 -63.4 10.8 -79.4 31.0 2.729CI 0.836 -84.9 68.2 36.1 33.5 31.6 12.11531 3- 4
5 -11.033 -19.875 139,96477 -56.9 11,2 -82.0 32,2 2.80649 8.811 -91.1 68.3 36.0 36.0 31.0 11.71507 6- 5
6 -11.045 -20.296 133.g264Z -52.5 10.1 -82.3 32.9 2.68473 0.851 -91.0 67.9 40.6 31.9 26.0 12.53201 5- 6
7 -10.683 -20.365 130.42988 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.61531 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.I 26.5 11.16245 6- 7
TAB NO 132 ATLAS PHOTO NO 132 POD SEQUENCE NO 921
JULY 31_196A 13 HR 25 RIN 0 SEC 295 MS
TRAJECTORy DATA SEC TO IHPACT ALT tAT LDN R V PTH AZ
48.504 113.15617 -9.9C9 -22.167 1848.611 2.548 -65.183 115.O39
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,848 -20.137 132.52586 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 2.68166 0.843 -88.1 68.1 38.3 32.5 28.9 O° 1- 2
3 -10.682 -20.369--i28.24533 -59.5 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2,57150 0.87E -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.5 8°54602 2- 3
4 -10.655 -19.969 133.85374 -63.4 10.8 -79.4 31.0
5 -II.027 -19.886 137,61790 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.2
6 -11.038 -20.301 131.68262 -52.5 I0.I -82.3 32.8
7 --I0,682 -20.369 128,24533 -59*5 9.7 -79.8 31.7
2.68327 0.836 -8A.9 68.2 36.1 33.4 31.6 11.91162 3- 4
2.75943 0.811 -91.1 68.3 36.0 36.0 31.0 11.51836 4- 5
2.63975 0.851 -91.O 67.g 40.6 31.9 26.0 12.32108 5- 6
2.57150 O.8?E -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.5 10.97519 6- 7
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TAB NO 133 ATLAS PHOTO NO 133 POD SEQUENCE NO 922
JULY 3L_lg6_ _3 HR _5 M[_ l SEC 138 NS
TRAJECTQRY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
47.664 111.21315 -9.921 -22.141 18467668 2.549 -65.166 115.034
P_OT_ DATA ...........
PT LAT LDN RANGE AZS/C AZN AESUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHA'Z "|NCO PHAz EM]S ALPHA _CALE PT-PT
2 -10.845 -20.144 130.26611 -58.1 10.8 -80.g 31.9 2.61627 C.844 -88.1 68.0 38.3 32.5 28.9 O. !- 2
3 -10.681 -2_.372 126.05931 -59.4 9.7 -79.6 71.7 2.52767 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.1 26.5 8.39999 2- 3
A -IG.655 -lg,gaC 131.57062 -C3.3 10.8 -79.4 31.0 2.63781 0.836 -64.9 68.2 38.1 33.4 31.6 [I.70783 3- 4
5 -11.020 -ig.g_ lJS.2bgSl -56.9 Ii.2 -82,0 32.2 2.712_5 C.811 -91.I 68.3 38.0 35.9 31.O 11.32156 4- 5
6 -11.031 -?_.305 !_g,43732 -_2.5 I0.[ -_.3 32.8 _,59_74 C*_SI -91,0 67,9 _0,¢ 31,B 26°0 IZ,llO01 6
T -10,6H] -_11.372 126,D5_31 -sg.A g. 7 -79.8 31.7 2.52767 0.876 -85.4 67.8 4C.7 29.1 26.5 10.78803 6- 7
...... DM_ v-m.TAB NO 134 ATt a¢ .... TO NO 1 _" POD _EQUEN_L NU 923
JULY 31,196_ t_ H_ 25 u!*. 1 _EE _;5 MS
TRAJECTDRY t)ATA SE_ TU [_PAC1 ALT LAT tON 8 V __P_H___Z__
A_.B2A 109.26964 -9.933 -22.116 18_4.725 2.550 -65.150 115,030
PHOTD DATA
PT LA[ LCN RAnge ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Aw 81A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.841 -?G.151 IZ9.0(J827 -9_.I I0.5 -80.9 31.9 2.57088 0.84A -88.1 68.0 38.3 32.5 28.q O. 1- 2
3 -I0.681 -2Oo3T5 123.87220 -b.A 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2,48382 0,87E -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 8,25382 2- 3
5 -11.O14 -19,910 132.92OCA -56.9 Ll.? -H2,0 32.2 2.66524 0.8[1 -91.1 68.3 36.C 35.9 31*0 11.12458 4- 5
6 -11.O25 -IU.31_ 127.1909[ -52.5 10.1 -82.3 32.8 2.5_971 0.851 -91.O 67.q 40.6 31.8 26.0 11.89889 5- 6
7 -10.0_1 -20._75 123,87220 -59,4 q,T -Tg.8 31.7 2.483E2 C,87e -85.4 67.8 40,7 29.0 26.5 10.60047 6- 7
TAR NO 135 ATLAS PHOTO NO 135 POD SEQUENCE NO 924
JULY 31_1964 13 HR _5 Vl_ _ _t_ 815 MS
TRAJECTERY DATA SEC TO [MPAC1 ALT LAT LCN R V PTH 82
45,984 107.32570 -9._5 -22.O90 1842.781 2.55[ -65.133 115.025
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT L_N RAhGE A/S/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ai B/A AZPHAZ [NCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.836 -20.15_ 125.7A342 -58_I _0,5 -80.9 3l.g 2.5254A 0.8_4 -88.I b8.Q 18.} }_._ 28,8 Qt_ ----_-_
3 -10.680 -Z().379 121.6_07 -59.4 9.7 -79,8 31.7 2,A3994 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40,7 29.0 26,5 8,10767 2- 3
A -10.655 -?0.OCC 127.00120 -63.3 10.8 -79.A 31.I 2.548qi 0.836 -84.9 68.2 36.1 33.4 31.5 11.30001 3- 4
b -II*007 -|g.g21 _30,56957 -96,_ 11.2 -82.0 32.2 2,61811 0.811 -91.1 68,3 36,0 35.9 30.9 10.92756 4- 5
6 -II.01U -20.314 12_,94350 -52°5 10,I -82._ 32.8 2.50A66 0.851 -90.9 67.9 40.6 31.8 26.0 11.68770 5-
7 -10.68D -ZO.31g 121.68_07 -sg.A 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.439g4 0.876 -85.4 67.8 60.7 29.0 26.5 10,61300 6- 7
..... TAB NO 136 ATLAS PHOTO NO 136 POD SEQUENCE NO 925
JULY 31,19b4 13 HR 25 Plk 3 SEL 655 MS
TRAJECTORY IIATA SEE TO 18PACT AL7 LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
AS.1A4 1C5.38103 -9.956 -22.064 1840.836 2.552 -65,116 [15o020
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT ECN RANGE -Azs/c" AZN AZSUN AZA At - B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -iO.83A -20.166 123.AS01A -_8.I 10.5 -60.9 31.9 2.A7998 0.844 -88.1 68.0 38.3 32.5 28.8 O. " _- 2
3 -I0.67_ -2D.3_2 119.49A58 -5g.A q.7 -79,8 31.7 2,3qECA 0,876 -85,_ 67,8 40.7 29.0 26.5 7.96140 2- 3
A -10.689 -2(1.010 12A.71459 -b3.3 I0.8 -Tg.A 31.1 2.50007 0.836 -8_.q 68.2 36._ 33.4 31.5 11.09596 3- 4
5 -LI.OOL -L9.g_3 128.21769 -b6.g II,2 -H2.O 32.2 2*57095 0.811 -91.[ 68,3 36.0 35,9 30.9 10.73036 4-- 5
6 -11.011 -20,319 122,bg_69 -52.5 I0.1 -H2,3 32,R _.45g58 0.85_. -90,9 _g_0t___ _I_0 _L/_Z_-
T -10,679 -20.382 119.49458 -Sg.A q,7 -7g.B 31.7 2.396C4 0.878 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 10.22543 6- 7
TAB NO 137 ATLAS PHOTO NO 137 POD SEQUENCE NO 926
JULY 31elq6_ I_ HR 25 MIN 4 SEC 495 MS
TRAJLCTURY _/ATA SEC TO [_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
4A.304 103.43593 -9.968 -22.038 1838.891 2.554 -65.099 115.016
PHOT_ DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN A2SUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ ]NOD PHA2 EMl$ ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.831 -20.173 121.215_ -58.1 i0.5 -80.9 31.g 2.434_0 0.844 -88.1 68.0 38.3 32.5 28.8 O. • 1- 2
3 -10.61(_ -_0.385 117.30402 -59._ 9.7 -79.8 31.7 2.35211 0.876 -85._ 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 7.81510 2- 3
4 -10.65_ -20.020 122.A26qA -63.) 10.8 -Tg.A 31.1 2.45A21 O.838 -8A.9 68.1 36.1 33.4 31.5 10.89183 3-
5 -10.qA -19.944 125.86479 _56.9-11.2 -82.0 32.1 --2_52377 0.811 - -91.0 68.3 36.0 35.9 30.9 10.53325 _5
6 -11.094 -20.323 120.44_3 -52.6 10.1 -82.3 32.8 2.41448 0.851 -90.9 67.9 40.6 31.8 25.9 11.26504 5- 6
7 -I0.67_ -20,385 I17.30A02 -59,4 g.7 -79.8 31.7 2.35211 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29,0 26.5 10.03768 6- 7
TAB NO 138 ATLAS PHOTO NO 138 POD SEQUENCE NO 927
JULY 31,Iq64 13 HR 2_ MI_ 5 SEC 335 MS _
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO [PPACT ALT LAT tON R V PTH A2
43.46A IC1._9028 -g.g80 -22.012 1838.946 2.555 -65.082 115.011
PHOTC DATA
PT tat tUN RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Am B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PI
2 -10.827 -20.1_0 118.951)33 -58.i 10._ -80.9 31.9 2.38900 0.84A -8_.L 68,0 38.3 32.4 28.8 O. I- 2
3 -lO.67_ -2_._Hq 115,[1z3_ _ _.7 _)_78 _i._ 2_o8_ 6.8_ -85.__29_ 26.5 7.8887t _z_
A -10.654 -20.O_C 120.13815 -63.3 10.8 -79.A 31.1 2.A0833 0.83¢ -84.9 68.1 36.1 33.4 31.5 10,88768 3- 4
5 -10.gH_ -Ig.956 123.510T5 -56.9 11.2 -82,0 32.1 2.47657 0.8_1 -g[.0 68,2 36.0 35.9 30.g |O,33605 4- 5
6 -I0.998 -/0.328 I16.19381 -52.b 10.1 -82.3 32.8 2.36936 0,851 -9C.9 67.q 40.6 31.8 25.9 11.05361 5- 6
7 -10.618 -20.389 [15.11232 -5g,_ g.7 -79.8 31.7 2.30817 0.876 -85,4 67.8 40.7 29,0 26.5 9.84988 6- 7
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R V PTH AZ
1831.105 2.558 -65.032 116.996
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
40.7 29.0 26.5 7.22916 2- 3
38.1 33.6 8z.5 z0.07648 3- 4
38.0 35.9 30.9 9.76353 6- 5
60.6 31.8 25.9 10.61881 5- 6
40.7 2g.0 26.5 9.28612 6- 7
TAB NO 139 ATLAS PHOTO NO 139 POD SEQUENCE NO 928
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIN 6 SEC 175 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
62.626 $9.54396 -9.992 -21.986 1834.999 2.556 -65.065 115.006
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN ---'_N_--AZS_"--_-ZN"-AZSUN" AZA .... A; B/A" AZPHAZ-'INCD PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.826 -20.188 116.68353 -58.1 10.5 -80.9 31.9 2.36348 0.864 -88.1 88.0 38.3 32.4 28.8 O. l- 2
3 -10.677 -20.392 112.91934 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 2.26419 0.876 -85.6 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 7.52219
4 -10.654 -ZO.D4O 117,848D6 -63.3 10.8 -79.4 31.1 2.36242 0.836 -84.9 68.1 36.1 33.6 31.5 10.68336 3- 6
5 -I0.981 -19.968 121.I8539 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 2.42934 0.812 -91.0 88.2 36.0 35.9 30.9 10.13866 6- 5
7 -10.677 -20.392 I12,91934 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.8 2.26619 0.876 -85.6 67.8 60.7 29.0 26.5 9.66209 6- 7
TAB NO 140 ATLAS PHOTO NO 140 POD SEQUENCE NO 929
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIN 7 SEC 15 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA ..... _E_ IO [_PAGI__ AJ.T tAT Lg_ _ _L. V PTH AZ
41.784 97.59_80 -IO.CO4 -21.960 1833.052 2.557 -65.049 115.001
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUH AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT21082020195116.61519_80 105 809 320 2.29,920.864881 880383326 288 0 1 2
3
-10.677 -20,395 110.72482 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.8 2.22019 D.876 -85.6 67.8 60.7 29.0 26.5 7.37567
4 -10.656 -20.051 !_55_4Q_ 76_±___}0__719_4 _i_i .... _._48 ___ :_9_J_L._L_.4 31.5 10.27893 3- 4
5 -10,974 -19.979 i15.79849 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 2.38208 0.812 -91.0 68,2 36.0 35.9 30.9 9,94106 6-- 5
6 -I0,984 -?0.337 113.68762 -52.6 10.1 -_2.3 32,8 2,27902 0*851 -90.9 67,9 60.6 31.8 25.9 10.63067 5-
7 -_D.677 -20.395 li0,72482 -59,4 9.7 -79,8 31,8 2.22019 0.876 -85.6 67.8 40,7 29.0 26.5 9.67401 6- 1
TAB NO 141 ATLAS PHOTO NO X41 POD SEQUENCE NO 930
JULY 31,1966 i3 148 25 M_ _ _L_85_ MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN
40.945 95.64963 -10.C16 -21.934
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* U/A AZPHAZ INCO
2 -10.816 -Z0.202 I12._4627 -5_.0 LO,5 -80.9 _,0 2.25235 0._64 -88._ 68j0
3 -10.676 -_0.3gg 108.52975 -59.6 9,7 -79.8 31.8 2.17618 C,87E I85.4 67.8
4 -I0,65_ -2O.Otl 113.26422 -63.3 _0.8 -79,4 31.1 2.27053 0,83_ -86°9 68,1
5 -10.968 -19.991 116.44106 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 _.33481 C.812 -91,0 68.2
6 -10.977 -20.341 111.43320 -52.6 10.1 -82,3 32.8 2.23383 0.851 -gc.9 67,g
7 -10.676 -20.399 108.52975 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.8 2.17618 0.876 -85.6 67.8
TAB NO 142 ATLAS PHOTO NO 142 POD SEQUENCE NO 931
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 25 PIN 8 SEC 695 MS
TRAJECTORY I)ATA SEC TC IPPACT ALT tAT tON R V PTH AZ
60.105 93.70135 -10.C28 -21.900 1829.157 2.559 -65,015 116.992
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAKGE AZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PH_Z EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.813 _0.210 !Oq,n7_5_ -58.0 10.5 -80.9 32.0 2.20675 C.846 -88.1 68._ 38.3 32.4 28.8 O. 1- 2
3 -10.675 -20,602 i06.3329D -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 2.13213 0.87_ -85.4 57.8 A0.7 29.0 26.5 7.08268
4 -10.653 -ZO.OTI 110.97024 -63.3 10.8 -79.6 31.I 2.22455 0.831 -86.9 68.1 36.1 33.6 31.5 9.86990 3- 4
5 -10.961 -20.003 116.08183 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 2.28750 0.812 -91.0 68.2 36.0 35.8 30.9 9.54592 4- 5
6 -10.970 -20.34E 109.17697 -52.6 10.1 -82.3 32.8 2._88_0 0.851 -90.9 b7.9 40,0 _i,_ _9_ _J_0_2_-_
7 -10,875 -20.402 106.33290 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.8 2,13213 0.876 -85.6 67,8 40.7 29*0 26.5 9.09793 6- 7
TAB NO 143 ATLAS PHOTO NO 143 , POD SEQUENCE NO 932
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 2b Mlk 9 SEC 535 _S
TRAJECTORY I)ATA
SEC TC IMPACT ALT LAT LCN
39.2_5 91.75272 -10.060 -21.882
PHOTO UATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C A_N _ZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCC
-10.809 -20.217 1C7.60366 -58.0 10.5 -80.9 32.0 2.16112 0.844 -88.1 68.0
-10.674 -20.406 104.13506 -59.6 9,7 -79._ 31.8 2,08806 D,BTE -85.6 67,8
4 -10,653 -20.C82 108.67529 -63.3 10,8 -79.4 31.1 2.17854 0.837 -84.9 68.1
5 -10.956 -20.014 I11o72103 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32,1 2.26018 0.8i2 -91.0 68.2
6 -10.964 -20,350 _08,91977 -52,8 10.1 -82.3 32.8 2.16335 C,851 -9C.9 67.9 60.6 31°8 25.9 9.99519 5- 6
7 -I0.674 -20,406 104.13506 -59,4 9,7 -79*b 31.8 2.088C6 0.87e -85.4 67,8 40.7 29.0 26.5 8.90963 6- 7
TAB NO 144 ATLAS PHOTO NO 144 POD SEQUENCE NO 933
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 Vim IO SEC 375 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN P V PTH AZ
38.625 89.80367 -10.052 -21.856 1825,259 2.561 -66.980 116.982
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE 6ZSIC AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.806 -20.225 105.33089 -58.0 10.5 -80.9 32.0 2.I1547 C.844 -88.1 68,0 38.3 32.6 28.8 O. I- 2
3 -10.874 -20.409 101.93598 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31,8 2.04398 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.Q_6_5 _;7889-_'--2_3
4 -10.652 -20.092 106._7907 -63.3 10.8 -79.4 31.1 2.13251 0.837 -8_.9 68.1 36.1 33.3 31,5 9.46052 3- 4
5 -10.948 -Z0oC26 |09°36017 -56,9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 2.19283 G.812 -91.0 68.2 36.0 35.8 30.8 9.15031 6- 5
6 -IO.95T -20.355 104,86129 -52.6 IC.I -82.3 32.8 2.09808 0.851 -9G.9 87.9 40.6 31.8 25.9 9,78325 5- 6
7 -10.674 -20.409 101,93598 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 2.04396 O.87E -85.6 67.8 40.7 2g.o 26°5 8.72133 6- 7
R V PTH AZ
1827.208 2.860 -64°997 116.987
PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
38.3 32.6 28.8 O. I- 2
40.7 29.0 26,5 6.93568 2- 3
36°1 33.6 31.5 9.66526 3- 6
36.0 35.8 30.g 9.34812 _--5
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JULY 31m1964 13 HR 25 MIN 1L SEC 215 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEE TO IMPACT
37.585
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.802 -Z0.232 103.05684 -58.0 10.5 -80.8 32.0
3 -10.673 -20.412 99.73564 -5g.4 g.7 -79.8 31.8
4 -10,652 -20.102 104.08181 -b3.3 10.8 -79.4 33.1
S -10.961 -20,038 106.gg765 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1
6 -10.95o -20.360 1_-_9176__-_2.6__}0.1 -82,3 _Z,8
T -10.673 -20._12 99.73584 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8
TAB NO 145 ATLAS PHOTO NO 145 POD SEQUENCE NO 934
ALT LAT LDN R V PTH AZ
87.85374 -10.C66 -21.829 1823.309 2°$62 -64.963 116.977
A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2.06980 0.844 -68.1 68.0 38.3 32.4 28.8 O. 1- 2
1.99985 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 6.84205 2- 3
2.08646 0.837 -84.9 68.1 36.1 33.3 31.4 9.25570 3- 4
2.14546 0,812 -91.0 68.2 36.0 35.8 30.8 8.95240 6- 5
1.99985 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 8.53292 6- 7
TAB NO 146 ATLAS PHOTO NO 146 POD SEQUENCE NO 935
JULY 31oi964 13 HR 25 MIN 12 SEC 55 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LC_ 8 ¥__ _TJ:L_ A[ _
36.745 85.90334 -10.076 -21.803 1821.359 2,564 -64.946 114.972
PHOT_ UATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ao 8/A AZPHA2 [NCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[O.Tqg -70.240 100.78142 -_8.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 2.02_10 0.844 -88.1 67.9 38.3 32.4 Z8.8 O. l- 2
3 -10.672 -20.418 97.53434 -5_.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.95570 C.87_ -65.6 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 6.49510 2- 3
4 -10.652 -20.113 LOI,ZEJIT__-6_L_ L_,_ -19_ 3_,2 2,C50_ O,B}T -8_,9 _B.I _6,L ._._._ _LL_ 9=JlSQJiLl-__
5 -10.934 -20.050 104.63378 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 2.098C6 0.812 -91.0 68.1 36.0 35.8 30.8 8.75440 4- 5
6 -10.983 -?C.364 IC0,1_084 -_2.6 10.I -82,3 32.8 2,00748 0.852 -98.9 67.8 68,6 31.8 25,9 9,35917 5- 6
T -10.672 -20.416 97.5343_ -59.4 9,7 -79.8 31.8 1.95510 C.878 -85.4 67,8 40.7 2g,O 26.5 8.34421 6- 7
TAB NO 147 ATLAS PHOTO NO 147 POD SEQUENCE NO 936
JULY 31,1964 13 HR Zb PI_ [2 _C _ MS ............
TRAJECT08Y I)ATA SEE TO IMPACT
35.905
PHDTC DATA
PI LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -|0.795 -20.24T 98.5046_ -hS_O [0.4 -80.8 32.0
3 -10.671 -20.419 95,33153 -59._ 9,7 -79,8 31.8
4 -10.652 -20.123 99.48322 -63.2 10.8 -79,4 31.2
5 -10.928 -20.0_2 102.26857 -96.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1
6 -10.936 -20.369 97.87862 m52._ TOil -82.3 32.8
7 -10.671 -20.41q 95.33153 -bg.4 g,7 -79,8 31.8
ALT LA! LCN R V PTH AZ
83.95226 -I0.C_8 -21.776 1819.408 2.565 -64.929 114.967
A* _/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.97837 0.845 -88._ _7,9 }_*) 32,_ ZO,O 0= _. I_
1.91153 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 6.34811 2- 3
1.99428 0.83T -84.9 68.0 36,1 33.3 31,4 8.84578 3- 4
2.05083 0.813 -91.0 68.1 36.0 35.8 30.8 8.55628 6- 5
1.96211 C,852 -90,9 67.8 40.6 31.8 25.9 9.|469T 5- 6
1.91153 0.876 -85.4 67.8 48.7 29.0 26.5 8.15570 6- 7
........ TAB NO 148 ATLAS PHOTO NO 148 POD SEQUENCE NO 937
JULY 31_196_ 13 HR 25 MIN 13 SEC 735 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA 5EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTM AZ
35.065 82.00070 -10.101 -21.750 18_7.656 2.566 -66.912 114.962
PHOTO DATA .....
PT LAT EON RANGE -'Azs/c-AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.791 -20.258 96.22680 -b_.O 10,4 -80.8 32.0 1.93262 0.845 -88.1 67.9 38.3 32.4 28.8 O. 1- 2
3 -IO.671 -20.423 93.12760 m_9._ 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.86734 0.87_ -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 6.20102 2- 3
4 -10.651 -20.133 97.18216 -63.2 10.8 -79.4 31.2 1.94815 0,837 -84.9 68.0 36.1 33.3 31.4 8,64069 3- 4
5 -10.921 -20.073 99.90228 -56.9 11.2 -_2.0 32.1 2.00318 0.813 -91.0 68.1 36.0 35.8 30.8 8.35808 _I 5
6 -10.929 -20.374 _5.6152_ -52.6 I0.1 -82.3 32.7 1.916T4 0.852 -90.9 87._ 48,6 31,_ Z_,9 B._]_LIL _-
7 -10.671 -20._23 q3.12760 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1,86734 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 7.9668_ 6- 7
TAB NO 149 ATLAS PHOTO NO 149 POD SEQUENCE NO 938
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 MIN 14 SEC 57_ MS
TRAJECTURY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
34.22_ 80.04865 mlO.113 -21.723 1815.504 2,567 -64.894 114o957
PHOTC DATA
PT tAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.78_ -20.262 93.q4785 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 1.88685 G.845 -88.1 67.9 38.3 32.4 28.8 O. _- 2
3 -10.670 -_0.427 90.q2227 -_q.4 9.7 -7g.8 31.8 1.82312 0.876 -_5.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 6.05391 2- 3
4 -10.65[ -_0.144 94.87961 -63.2 10.8 -79.4 31.2 1.90199 0.837 -84.9 68.0_6.1 33.3 31.4 8.43546 3- 6
5 -10.914 -?0.085 97,534_8 156_g 11.2 -82.0 32.1 1.95571 0.813 -91.0 68.1 36.0 38.8 30.8 8.15976 4- 5
6 -10.922 -20.37q 93.35049 -52.6 I0.1 -82.3 32.7 1.87134 0.852 -90.9 67.8 40.6 31.7 25.9 8.72_32 _- 6
T -10.670 -20.42_ 90.92227 -59.4 9.7 -Tg.d 31.8 [.82312 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 7.77806 6- 7
TAB NO 150 ATLAS PHOTO NO 150 POD SEQUENCE NO 939
JULY 31.1964 13 HM 25 MINI5 SEC 414 MS ..........
TRAJECTORY OAT_ 5EC TU IMPACT ALT LAI LDN R V PTH AZ
33.385 78.09581 -10.125 -21.697 1813.551 2.568 -64.877 _4.952
PHOTG DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AIS/C AZN AISUN AIA A* 8/A AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.784 -20.270 _1.66663 -58,0 [0.4 -80.8 32.0 - _.84104 0.845 --88.1 67.q 38.3 32.4 28,7 O. |-- 2
3 -10.66q -20.430 88,7_8 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.77887 0.876 -85.4 67.8 60.7 29.0 26.5 5-_90663 2- 3
4 -18.651 -20,154 92.57559 m63"2 10.8 --79.4 31.2 1.855E0 0.837 -84.9 68.0 36.1 33.3 31.4 8.23013 3- 4
5 -10.907 -20.097 95.16519 -56.9 ll.2 -82.0 32.1 1.90820 0.813 -91.0 68.1 36.0 35.7 30.8 7,96124 4- 5
6 -10.915 -20.383 91.08626 -52.6 I0.I -82.3 32.7 1.82591 0.852 -90.9 67.8 40.6 31.7 25.9 8.50982 5- 6
7 -10.6_9 -20.430 88.71548 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.77887 0.876 -85.4 67.8 40.7 29.0 26.5 7,58913 6- 7
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TAB NO 151 ATLAS PHOTO NO 151 POD SEQUENCE NO 940
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIR 16 SEE 254 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TQ IMPACT ALT LA7 LON R Y PTH AZ
32.5¢5 76.16272 -10.137 -21.670 1811.598 2.569 -66.860 114.967
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON "- RANGF.--'--_Z-_C----_ZN AZSUN--A_" .... %; .... B/A_'AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
32-10.780-20,277 89,36495-58,0 10,4-80,8 32,0 1,79521 0,845-88,1 67,9 38,3 32,4 28,7 0o I: _
-10,668 -20,434 86,50784 -59,4 9,7 -79,8 31,8 1,73661 0,876 -85,4 67,7 40,7 29,0 26,5 5,75932
4 -10,650 -20,165 90,27076 -63,2 10,8 -79,_ 31,2 1,80980 0,837 -86,9 68,0 36,1 33,3 31,6 8,0_76 3-
5 -10.901 -20.109 92,79510 -56,9 11,2 -82,0 32,1 1,860_7 0.813 -91,0 68,1 36,0 35,7 30,8 7,76282 6- 5
6 -10,908 -20,388 _8.81_1_ __52.JJ_ _LQ_ _8Z*_. _2_ __ _,780_6 0,_ -90°9 _7,B__Z,_.3J._Z_2.5_9 8.2972_ 5-
7 -10,668 -20,¢34 86,50784 -59,6 9,7 -79,8 31,8 1,73461 0,876 -85,¢ 67,7 40,7 29,0 26,5 7,40009 6- 7
TAB NO 152 ATLAS PHOTO NO 152 POD SEQUENCE NO 941
JULY 31w1964 13 HR 25 MIN 17 SEC 96 MS
TRAJECTORY UATA ........... SEE TO.|_PA__,_T_ .... ALT LA_ LCN ........ ___. V PTH AZ
31,705 76.18866 -10.169 -21.643 1809.644 2.570 -64,843 114.962
PHOTD DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ5/C AZN AZSUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ EMIS "ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10,777 -20,285 87,10163 -58,0 10,6 -80,8 32,0 1,74935 0,865 -88,1 67,9 38,3 32,3 28,7 0, 1- Z
3 -10.667 -20.637 86.29857 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1,69031 0.876 -85.6 67.7 _0.7 29.0 26.5 5.61195 2- 3
6 -10,650 -20,175 _7,9_._------_L'_,2..--_J_L_----79,_---._1-2_L176_:_1__0,_33 _,9 _T_,03_L1_3_3_ 31.4 7.81926 _- 6
5 -10.89_ -20.121 90.¢2335 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 1.81312 0.813" -91.0 88.1 36.0 35.7 30.7 7.56610 6- 5
6 -10,901 -20,393 66,56841 -52,6 10.0 -_,3 32,7 1,73698 0,852 -90,9 67,8 _0,6 31,7 25,9 8,08463 5- 6
7 -10,667 -20,437 86,29857 -59,6 9,7 -79,8 31,8 1,69031 0,876 -85,6 67,7 60,7 29,0 26,5 7,21085 6- 7
lAB NO _53 _,..,_,S PHOTO Nr} 153 POD SEQUENCE NO 942
JULY 31_1966 13 HR ZSM|_L_ SEC 936 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO [_PACT
30.865
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10,773 -20,293 84,817_ -_,0 10,_ -80°0 32_0
3 -10,667 -20,641 82,08839 -59,4 9,7 -79,8 31,8
4 -10.669 -20.18_ 85.65686 -63°2 10.8 -79.3 31.2
5 -I0.887 -20.133 88.05072 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1
6 -10.894 -20.398 86.27876 -52,6 10.0 -82.3 32.7
7 -10,667 -20,641 82,08839 -59,6 9,7 -79,8 31.8
ALT LAI LGN R V PTH AZ
72.23628 -10.162 -21.617 1807.690 2.572 -64.825 116.937
A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ E_IS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.7_66 Q.8_ __-_88,1___7_,_9 38.3__2.32a. Z___ O. 1- 2
1,64599 0.876 -85,4 67,7 40.7 29,0 26,5 5.66449 2- 3
1.71711 0._37 -86.9 68,0 36,1 33,3 31,4 7,61369 3-
1.76554 0.813 -91.0 68.1 36.0 35.7 30.7 7.36548 6- 5
1.68949 0.852 -90.9 67.8 40.6 31,7 25,9 7.87190 S- 6
1.66599 0.876 -85.6 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.5 7,02172 6- 7
TAB NO 154 ATLAS PHOTO NO 154 POD SEQUENCE NO 943
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 MIN 18 SEE 776 _5
TRAJECTDRY OATA SEC TO [HPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
30.025 70.27919 -10.176 -21.590 1805.736 2.573 -64.808 114.932
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C _ZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ ENIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.769 -20.300 82.53175 -58.0 10.6 -80.8 32.0 [.657_7 0,8_5 -88.1 67,9 38.3 32.3 28.7 O. 1- 2
3 -10.666 -20.665 79.87683 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 3].8 1,601_5 0.87_ -85.6 67.7 40.7 29.0 Z6.5 5.31699 2- 3
4 -10.66_ -20.196 83.3_808 -63.2 10.8 -79.3 31.2 1.67083 0.838 --86.9 68.0 36.1 33.3 31.6 7.60803 3-- 6
5 -10.880 -20.145 85.67670 -56.9 11.2 -82.0 32.1 1.71796 0.814 -91.0 68.1 36.0 35.7 30.7 7.16666 6- 5
6 -10.887 -20.¢03 82.00771__-52.6_0.0.. 782.3 _32,7 1.64396 0,852 -90_9___7___.,] Z_9 7.6591C 5- 6
7 -10,666 -20.¢¢5 79,87683 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.60165 0.876 -85.4 67.7 60.7 29.0 26.5 6.83237 6- T
TAB NO 155 ATLAS PHOTO NO 155 1300 SEQUENCE NO 944
JULY 31_1966 13 HR 25 MIN 19 SEE 614 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO I_PACI
29.185
PHOTO DATA
P7 LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.766 -20,308 80.24490 -58.0 10._ -80.8 32,0
3 -[0.665 -20.448 77.66408 -59.6 9.7 -79.8 31.8
4 -10.669 -20.207 81.03811 -63.2 10.8 -79.3 31.2
5 -10.876 -20.157 83.30151 -56.9 11.1 -82.0 32.1
6 -10.881 -20.607 79.73545 -_2.6 10.0 -82.3 32.7
7 -10.665 -20,668 77,66608 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31,8
ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
68.32353 -10.186 -21.563 1803.779 2.576 -64.790 114.927
A. 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.61164 0.845 -88.1 67.9 38.3 32.3 28.7 O. _- 2
1.55728 0.878 -85.4 67.7 60.7 29.0 26.5 5.16943 2- 3
1.62452 0.83___ _84.9 68.0 36.1 33.2 31.3 7,20228 3- 6
1,67031 0.816 -91.0 68.0 36.0 35.7 30.7 6.96786 6- 5
1,59841 0.852 -90,9 67.8 40.6 31.7 25.9 7.44622 5- 6
1,55728 0,876 -85,6 67,7 60,7 29,0 26,5 6,66292 6- 7
TAB NO 156 ATLAS PHOTO NO 156 POD SEQUENCE NO 945
JULY 31,1966 13 H8 25 M[N 20 SEE _5_ HS ......
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO IMPACT AL7 LA7 L_N R V PTH AZ
28.345 86.36710 -10.199 -21.536 1801.822 2.575 -64.773 114.922
PHDTG DATA
P7 LA7 LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ [NED PHAZ EM[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.762 -20.316 77.95661 -58.0 10,4 -88.8 32.0 1.56568 0.865 -88.1 67.9 38.3 32.3 28.7 O. 1- 2
3 -10,66_ -20,_52 75,66991 -59.6 9,7 -79,8-_31_6 ..... 1_51288 0'87_-;85,6 67,7 60,7 29,0 26,5 5,02177 2- 3
4 -10,648 -20,218 78,72673 -63,2 10,8 -79,3 31,3 1,57819 0,838 -84,9 68,0 36,1 33,2 31,3 6,99663 3- 4
5 -10.867 -20.169 80.92488 -56.9 11.1 -82,0 32.1 1.62266 0.814 -91.0 68.0 36.0 35.7 30.7 6.76881 4- 5
6 -10,876 -20,412 77,46178 -52,6 10,0 -82,3 32,7 1,55283 0,852 -90o9 67,8 40,6 31,7 25,9 7,23325 5- 6
7 -10,666 -20,_52 75,46991 -59,6 9,7 -79,8 31,8 1,51268 0o87_ -85,6 67,7 60,7 29,0 26,5 6,65337 6- 7
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tAB NO 157 ATLAS PHOTO NO 157 POD SEQUENCE NO 946
JULY 31*1964 13 HR 25 MIN 21 SEC 294 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
27.505 64.41835 -10.211 -21.509 1799.866 2.576 -64.755 114.917
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAkG_--A[S/C --AZN-_AZSUN--AZA .... Ae - BIA AZPHAZ INCD-;HAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.75H -20.324 75.66739 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32,0 1.51971 0.8A5 -88.1 67.9 38.3 32.3 28.7 O. 1- 2
-10.663 -20.456 73,23480 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1,@6846 0,876 -65.4 67,7 40.7 29.0 26.5 4.87408 2- 3
4 -[0.648 -20.228 76.41442 -63.2 10.8 -79,3 J1.3 1.53[E3 0.838 -84,9 67.9 36.1 33.2 31,3 6,79051 3- 4
5 -10.860 -20.181 78.54736 -56.9 Ii.1 -_2.C J_.[ 1.57499 0,814 -91,0 68.0 36,0 35,6 30.7 6.56979 4- 8
6 -I0._67 -20,417 75,18716 -}2,7 I0,0 -82,3 _2.7 1,50723 0,852 -90,9 67,8 40.6 3[.7 25.9___2D22 _-6
7 -10.663 -20.456 73.234_0 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.46846 0.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.5 6.26381 6- 7
TAB NO 158 ATLAS PHOTO NO 158 POrt SEQUENCE NO 947
JULY ]I,1964 13 HR 25 M[k 22 SEC 134 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TQ I_PACT
26.665
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAkG_ AZS/C AZN ALSUN AZA
2 -i0.754 -ZO.AJI /3._76/3 -_.0 10.4 -80.U 32,0
3 -10.662 -20.460 71.01826 -59.4 9.7 -79.6 31.8
4 -I0.6_ -20,239 74,1006_ -OJ.2 I0.B -79,3 31,3
8 -I0.85_ -20.193 76.16839 -56.9 11.1 -82.0 32,1
6 -I0._59 -2D.422 72.911C9 -_2.7 I0.0 -H2.3 32.7
7 -10.662 -20._60 71.01826 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8
ALT LAT L_N R V ___ _ A]..___
62.45282 -10.223 -21.482 1197.908 2.577 -64.738 114.912
A* 8/A ALPtIAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
1.4T370 8.645 -_b.i 67.9 38.3 32.3 28.7 O. I- 2
1.42AC2 0.876 -_5.4 67.? 4C.T 29.0 26.5 4.T2628 2- 3
1.40545 C.8]8 -84,9 o7.9 J6.1 _],Z 31._ ___,,__
1.52729 0.61_ -91.0 68.0 36.0 35.6 30.T 6.3T068 4- 8
i._6181C.65_ -9C.9 67.8 4C.6 31.7 25,9 6.80710 5- 6
1.42_C2 C.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.8 6.07396 6- 7
TAB NO 159 ATLAS PHOTO NO 159 POD SEQUENCE NO 948
JULY 31e_964 L3 HR 25 MIN 2_ _ 974 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TU IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
25.825 60*49503 -10.236 -21.454 1795.950 2.878 -64.720 114.907
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAE EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2
-10.751 -2U.339 Tl.O_J_L_-_,9_ 10,8 -8_,8 J2,_ 1,427_0 C._ -B_,1 _ 67,6 3_3 }Z_3 _ O. I- 2
3 -18.661 -20,463 68._OO83 -89,4 9.7 -79.B 31._ 1.37956 0.876 -R5,4 67.7 40.7 29,0 26,5 4.57845 2- 3
4 -10.647 -20.250 71.78608 -6_._ 10.8 -79._ 31.3 1.43905 0.836 -84.9 67.9 36.1 33.2 31.3 6.37849 3- 4
5 -10.846 -20.205 73.78886 -_.9 11.1 -82.0 ]_.I 1.47957 0.814 -91.0 68,0 36.0 35.6 30.7 6.17146
6 -10.852 -20,427 70.63416 -52.7 10.O -82.3 32.7 1.415_6 C.852 -90.9 67.8 40.6 31.7 25.9 6,5939_ 5- 6
T -10.661 -20.463 68.800d3 -59._ 9.7 -79.b _1.8 1.37956 0._76 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.5 5.88419 L-
..... TAB NO 160 ATLAS PHOTO NO 160 POD SEQUENCE NO 949
JULY 3L_1964 13 HR 25 MIN 23 $EC 814 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PTH AZ
24.985 58.53_33 -10.248 -21.427 1793,992 2.580 -64.702 114.902
PHOIC DATA
PT LAT tON RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN --AZA Ae - - BIA AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ ENlS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.747 -20.34? 68,79204 -S8.0 10.4 -80.8 ]2.0 1.38162 0.845 -88.1 67.8 38.3 32.3 28,7 O. I- 2
3 -10.661 -20.467 66.58185 -59._ 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.335C6 0.876 -88,4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.5 4.43051 2- 3
-10.647 -20.260 69._6991 -63.2 10.8 -79.3 31.3 1.39262 0.83E -84.9 67.9 36.1 33,Z 31,3 6.17227 3- 4
-10.839 -20.218 71.40718 -56.9 II.l -82.0 32.1 1.43182 0.814 -91.0 68.0 36.0 35.6 30.7 5,97204 4-
6 -10.845 -20._32 0O=_ _-2._L_Z0.O -_2_ _2t7 L. 37029 _,a52 -__0,_ _TJ_ 3L0_ 31.7 25.9 6.38065 5-6
7 -18,661 -20,467 66.58186 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 [.33886 0.876 -88.6 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.8 5.69423
TAB NO 161 ATLAS PHOTO NO 161 POD SEQUENCE NO 950
JULY 31e1964 1] HR 25 MiN 24 SEE 684 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TO I_PACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
26.146 56.57715 -10.261 -21.400 1792.032 2.581 -64.685 114,897
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT21074_ _ _58 66.49776.0 184808 320 .33884°8..1 .8 38332, .T 0 _ 2
3
-10.660 -20,471 64.36174 -59,4 9,7 -79.8 31.6 1.29055 0.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 4.28259
4 -10.646 -20,271 67.15261 -63.1 10.8 -79.3 ]1.3 1.34617 0.836 -8_.9 67.9 36.1 33.2 31.3 5.96602 3- 4
5 -10.83_ -20.230 69.02467 -56.9 1[.1 -82,0 32,1 1.38404 0.814 -91.0 60.0 36,0 35.6 30.6 5.77262 4-
6 -10.838 -20.437 66.07699 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32.7 1.32459 0.853 -90.9 67.8 40.6 31.7 25.8 6.16729 5- 6
7 -10.660 -20.471 64.36174 -59.4 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.29055 0.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 5.50436 6- 7
TAB NO 162 ATLAS PHOTO NO 162 POD SEQUENCE NO 951
JULY 31e196_ 13 MR _5 MT_ 25 SEE _94 MS __ _
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
23.306 54.61_17 -10.273 -21.373 |790.072 2.582 -64.667 114.892
PHOTO OATA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ 8NIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -[0.73_ -20._53 64.20202 -5_*0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 1.28944 0.846 -88°[ 67,8 38.3 32,3 28.7 O. _- 2
3 -10.659 -20.475 62.1_0_---59._- 9.7--£79.b _1.8 1_246C0 0.87_-£85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 4.13449 2-
4 -10.640 -20.282 64.83_86 -63.1 10.8 -79.3 31.3 1.29969 0.838 -84.9 67.9 36.1 33.2 31.3 5.75966 3- 4
5 -10.826 -20.242 66.64070 -56.9 11.1 -82.O 32.1 1.33624 0.818 -91.0 68.0 36.0 35.6 30.6 5.57310 4- 5
6 -10.831 -20,442 63.794_b -52.7 10.0 -62.3 3_.7 1.27886 0.883 -90.9 67.6 40.6 31.7 25.8 5.98385 5- 6
T -_0.659 -80.475 62.14017 -59.3 9.7 -79.8 31.8 1.246C0 C.876 -85,4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 5.31409 6- 7
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TAB NO 163 ATLAS PHOTO NO 163 POD SEQUENCE NO 952
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MI_ 26 SEE 334 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TG IMPACT ALT LAI LCN R V PT_ AZ
22.466 52,656?5 -10.286 -21.345 1788.112 2.583 -66.649 114.887
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhG£ AZ_/C AZN AZSUN AZA A- 8/A AZPHAZ INCDPHAZ EMIS ALPHA - -SCALE--P--_PT-
2 -10.73b -20,378 61.90542 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32,0 1.24351 0,846 -88.1 67.8 38.3 32.3 28.6 O. I- 2
3 -10.655 -20.47g 59.91775 -59.3 g.7 -79.8 31.8 1.20144 0.876 -85.4 87.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 3.98638 2- 3
4 -10,645 -20,292 62,51427 -63.1 10.8 -79,3 51.3 1.25319 0.83_ -B4.9 6T.9 36.1 33,2 31.3 5.55326 3- 4
5 -lO.81g -20.254 _4.25591 -56.9 II.i -82.0 32.1 1.28842 0.815 -gl.O 67.g 36.0 85.6 30.6 5.37339 4- 5
6 -10.824 -_0.447 61.51289 :52. T IO.O -82.3 32.7 1.23311 0.853 -go.q 87.8 40,6 _1.6 2_L_-- _,7_3L_-_6
T -10,658 -20.47g 5g,91775 -59.3 g.7 -79.8 31.8 1.20144 0.876 -85,4 67,7 40.7 29.0 26.4 5°12392 6- T
TAB NO 164 ATLAS PHOTO NO 164 POD SEQUENCE NO 953
JULY 31,1064 13 _R 25 MI_ 27 SEE 174 MS
TRAJECTORy DATA _ _. _£C TO IMPACT ALT LAT LGN ...... _. _ L__ PIH A2
21.626 50.695B8 -10.298 -21.318 1786.15L 2.584 -64.632 114.881
PHOTO DATA
PT tAT LEN RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.732 -20.378 59.60r27 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 1.19718 0.846 -88.1 67.8 38.3 32.2 28.6 Oo I- 2
3 -10.557 -20.482 57.69378 -5g.3 g.7 -79.8 31.8 I.L5664 D,876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 28.4 3.83821 2- 3
4 -10.845 -20.303 60.19314 c6_,_ _IO.8 -7g,3 31.3 _,ZD66_ C.@Jg -84.9 67,9 _6.1 53,2 _I,/__,_4_7____r
5 -I0.812 -20.266 81.86959 -56.9 II.I -_2.0 32.1 1,24057 0.815 -gl.C 6T.g 36.0 35.6 30.6 5.17377 4- 5
6 -10.817 -20.452 59.22936 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32.6 1.187_4 0.853 -go.g 67.7 40.6 31.6 25.8 5.52675 5- 6
T -10.657 -20.4_2 57.693T8 -59.3 9.7 -79._ 31.8 1.15884 C.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.fi 4.93365 6- T
TA_ NO !_5 ATLAS PHOTO NO 165 POD SEQUENCE NO 954
JULY 31,Ig64 13 HR _5 RIM 28 StC 14 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEE TC IMPACI ALT LAT tON R V PTH AZ
20.786 4E.7_438 -10,311 -21.2gO 1784.190 2.585 -64.614 114.876
PHOTC DATA
PT tAT LON RAkGE AZ_/C AZN AZSUH AZA A- 6/A AZPHAZ IkCO PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.728 -20.3b6 57.30804 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 1.15098 C.84_ -88.1 67,8 38,3 32.2 28,6 Q, __].c__2
3 -10.856 -20.486 55.46876 -59.3 g,7 -79.7 31.8 1.11225 0.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 3,68995 2- 3
4 --10.644 -20.314 57.87096 -65.1 ]0.8 -79.3 31.3 |.18010 C.83g -84.9 67.g 36.1 33.1 31.2 5.14015 3- 4
5 -10.805 -20,27g 59.48222 -56.9 11.l -82.0 _2.1 1.19270 0.815 -gI.O 67,9 36.0 35.5 30.6 4,97395 4- 5
6 -10,810 -20.457 86.g_77 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32,6 1.14154 0.853 -9C.9 67.7 40.6 51.6 25,8 5.31310 5- 6
7 -I0.856 -20.486 55.46876 -59.3 g.7 -79.7 31.8 1.11223 0.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 4,74327 6- 7
TAB NO 166 ATLAS PHOTO NO 166 POD SEQUENCE NO 955
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 MIR 28 SEC 854 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEE TO IVPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
19.946 46.77220 -10.323 -21.263 1782.227 2.587 -64.596 114.871
PHOTC DATA ..........
E" LAT tON RAkGE "AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* U/A AZPHAZ [NCO P HA2 £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
-10.724 -20.3g_ 55.A0749 -58.0 i0.4 -80.8 _2,0 1.10477 0.846 --88.1 67.8 38.3 32.2 28.6 O. 1- 2
3 -10.655 -20o49C 53.24240 -59.3 g.7 -19.7 31.8 1.067_g 8.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26-4 3.54171 2- 3
4 --10.644 --20.325 55.54744 -65.1 10.8 -79.3 31.3 1.11353 0.83g --84.9 67.g 36.1 33.1 31,2 _.g53A7 3-- 4
5 -10,798 -2O.ZS1 57.09352 -56.9 11.1 -82.0 32.1 1.14481 0.815 -91.0 b7.g 3&.O 35.5 30.6 4,77414 4- 5
6 -10.803 --20.462 94.65_84 -52.7 ID.D -82.3 32.6 1.09571 D.85_ -gC.9 67.7 40.6 31.6 25.8 5,0993_ _-_ _
T -10.655 -20.49C 55.24240 -5g.3 g,7 -79.7 _1.8 1.C675g _.876 -85.4 87.7 9_.7 29.0 26.4 4.55279 6-
TAB NO 167 ATLAS PHOTO NO 167 POD SEQUENCE NO 956
JULY 31_Ig64 13 HR 25 Pl_ 29 SEC b94 MS
TRAJECTORY dATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT tAT tEN R V PTH AZ
lg.lOb 44.809_2 -10.336 -21.235 1780.265 2.588 -64.578 114.866
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LO_ RAN(;E ALS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.720 -20.402 52.70572 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 1.05854 0.846 -_8.I 67.8 38.3 32.2 28,6 O. I- 2
3 --10.654 -20.494 51.01485 -5g.3 9.8 --Tg._ 31.8 1.022_2 D.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 3.39329 2- 3
4 --10.644 -20.336 53.22270 -63.1 10.8 -79.3 31.4 1.06692 C.83g -8A.g 67.8 36.1 33.1 31.2 _.72670 3- 4
5 -lO.Tgl -20.303 5&.70371 156,9 11.1 -82.0 32.1 I.Og66g C.815 -9].O 67.g 36.0 35.5 30.6 4.57423 4- 5
6 -10.796 -20.467 52.37180 -52,7 1_.0 -82.3 32.6 1.04gE7 C,853 -90.9 67.7 4C.6 31.6 25.8 4.8_552 5- 6
7 --10.654 -20.494 51.014_5 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.8 1.02292 0.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 4.36221 6- 7
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 ¥1_ 30 SEE 534 HS TAB NO 168 ATLAS PHOTO NO 168 POD SEQUENCE NO 957
TRAJECTORY 9ATA SEE TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
Ib.266 A2.DAEg_ -10.549 -21.207 1778.301 2.589 -64.560 114.861
PHOTO DATA
P7 tAT LCN RAkGC AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 81A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.716 -20,410 50.40260 -5_.0 10.6 -_0,_ ]2,0 1.01229 0.846 -88.I 67.8 38.3 32.2 28.6 O. I- 2
3 -I0.653 -20.498 48.78593 -59.3 g.8 -79.7 3L.9 C.97823 C.876 -85.4 67.7 4C,7 29,0 26,4 3,24485 2- 3
4 -10.643 -20.547 50.8965g -63.1 10.8 -79.3 31,4 L.02029 C.83g -84.9 67.8 36.1 33.1 31.2 4.51982 3- 4
5 -10.784 -20.315 52.31252 -_6,9 11.1 -82.0 32.1 1.04894 0.815 -91.0 67.9 36.0 35.5 30.6 4.37423 4- 5
6 -10.789 -20,472 80.08337 -52.7 LO.O -82.3 32.6 1.00399 C.853 -90.9 67.7 40.6 31.6 25.8 4.67160 5- 6
T --|0.653 -20,498 48.78593 -59.3 g,8 -79.7 31.9 0.97823 C.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 29.0 26.4 4.17153 6- ?
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TAB NO 169 ATLAS PHOTO NO 169 POD SEQUENCE NO 958
JULY 3111964 13 HR _ M[h .31 SEG _7et MS
TRAJECTORY OATA $EC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
17,426 40,8819C -10,361 -21,179 1776,337 2,590 -66,542 114,855
PHGTG OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZ$/C AZN AZS_JN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -10.713 -20.418 48.09819 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 0.96601 0.866 -88.1 67.8 38.3 32.2 28.6 0. 1- 2
3 -10.652 -20.5C2 46,55574 -59.3 9,8 -79,7 31,9 0.93351 0.876 -85,4 67.7 40,7 28,9 26,4 3,09640 2- 3
4 -10,643 -20.357 48.56924 -63,1 10,8 -79,3 31,4 0,97364 0,839 -84,9 67.8 36,1 33,1 31,2 4,31284 3- 4
5 -10,777 -20,328 49,92005 -56,q 11,1 -81,9 32,1 1,00097 0*818 -91,0 67,9 36,0 35,5 30,5 4,17402 4- 5
6 -10,782 -20,477 47,79_3_5 -52,7 J.0,O -82,3 32,6 C,95809 0,8_53 -90,9 67,7 /10,(_ _1_251_*_'5_59 5- 6
7 -10,652 -20,502 46,5557A -59,3 9,8 -79.7 31.9 0,93351 0.876 -85,4 67.7 40.7 28,9 26,4 3,98074 6- 7
TAB NO 170 ATI-AS PH.OTO ,NO 170 POD SEQUENCE NO 959
JULY 31vlq6A [3 hR 2_ _!_ 32 SEE 213 H$
TRAJSCTORY OATA _ $_C TC IMPACt
16.586
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LGN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA
2 -10.709 -20,42_ 45.792,70 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0
3 -10.651 -20.50_ _4.32448 -N9.3 9.8 -79.7 Jl.9
4 -10.642 -20.368 _6,240b_-6_,1 IO,B ¸ -79.3 31,4
5 -10.770 -20.34C 47.52655 -_6.9 ll.l -81.q 32.1
6 -10.774 -20.4_3 45.50286 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32.6
7 -10.651 -?0.506 44.3244H -59.3 9.R -79.7 31.9
ALT LAT LCN R ¥ _ _TH AZ
38.9174C -10.374 -21.152 1774.373 2.591 -64.524 114.850
A. 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
0.91970 0.846 -8_.1 67.8 38.3 32.2 28.6 O. |- 2
0.88877 C.876 -85.4 67.7 40.7 28.9 26.4 2.94783 2- 3
C.9Z696 0.839 -84.9 67.8 36,1 33,1 _I.Z 4,1058Z 9- 4
0.95298 0.818 -91.0 67.9 36.C 35.5 30.5 3.97381 4- 5
0.91217 0.853 -90.9 67.! 40,6 31.b 25.8 4.24353 5- 6
C.88877 C.87_ -85.4 67.7 40.7 28.9 26.4 3.78986 6- 7
TAB NO 171 ATLAS PHOTO NO 171 POD SEQUENCE NO 960
JULY 31*196_ 13 HR 25 MI_ 33 SEC 53 KS
TRAJECTORY PATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
15.146 2_.95218 -10.387 -21.124 1772.407 2.592 -64.506 114.845
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN _ZSUN AZA A* 8JR AZPHA2 INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -|0.705 -20.434 43.4_579 -_H.O 10.4 -HO._ 32.N C.87_37 0.848 -88.1 67.8 38.3 32.2 28,6 0. l- 2
3 -10.650 -20.510 42.09182 -59.3 9,8 -79.7 _1.9 C.84400 0.8_ -85.4 67.7 40.7 28.9 26.4 _.79919 2- 3
4 -10.6A2 -20.379 43.91101 -63.l IO.H -79._ 31.4 0.88026 0.839 -84.9 67.8 36.1 33.1 31.2 3.69869 3- 4
5 -10.763 -20.352 _5.13164 -66.9 11.1 -81.9 _2.1 C.9C4_5 C.818 -91.0 67._ 36.0 35.5 30.5 3.77341 4- 5
6 -[0.76_ -28,488 43,21067 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32,6 C.86822 0,853 -90.9 67.7 _0,6 31,6 25.8 4,02937 5- 6
7 -10.650 -20.51C 42.09182 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 C.84400 0.877 -85.4 67.7 40.7 28.9 26.6 3.59896 6- 7
TAB NO 172 ATLAS PHOTO NO 172 MOO SEQUENCE NO 961
JULY 311_96_ 13 HQ 25 MI_ 33 SEC 893 KS
TRAJECTORY _ATA S_C TC IMPACT AL_ LAT LON R V PTH AZ
14.90O 34,9_40 -10.399 -21,096 1770,442 2.594 -64.488 116.839
PHOTO tlATA
PT LAT ION RANG[ AZS/C AZN ALSUN 6ZA A" 8/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ---EMIS_PHA_- SCALE PT_PT
2 -10.701 -20.442 41.17765 -5_.0 [0,4 -80.b 32.0 C.82701 0.846 -8_.1 67.7 38.3 32.2 28.6 0. 1-
3 -10.649 -20.514 39.857_4 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.799_1 0.87? -85.4 67.7 40.7 28.9 26.4 2.65046 2- 3
4 -10.641 -20.390 41.57999 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.4 _.83353 0,839 -64.9 67.8 36.1 33.1 31.2 3.69150 3- 4
5 -10.756 -20.365 42.73551 -56.9 11.1 -_1.9 32.2 0.85_1 C.el_ -91.0 67.8 36.0 35.5 30.5 3°57300 4- 5
6 -10.760 -20.493 40°q172__752.7 10.0 -82,3 32.6 0.82024 C,85_ _90,967.740,_'3___Z.5_8 __J_uS[_ _
7 -10.649 -_0.514 39.85794 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.79921 0.877 -85.4 67.740.7 28.9 26.4 3.40787 6- 7
TAB NO 173 ATLAS PHOTO NO 173 POD SEQUENCE NO 962
JULY 3_1964 13 HR _5 Vlh 34 S_L 733 KS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
14.0_6 _3.01_98 -10.412 -21,068 1768.475 2.595 -64.470 114,834
PHOTG DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN A_SUN AZA A. 8/A AZPHAZ INCO PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.697 -20.450 _U.86814 -58.0 10.4 -80.6 37.0 C.780_3 0.846 -88.1 67.7 38.3 32.2 28.6 0. 1- 2
3 -10.64_ -20.518 37.62270 -69.3 9.8 -79,7 31.9 0.75439 0.877 -85.4 67.740.7 28.9 26.4 2.50167 2- 3
4 -10.641 -_0.*01 39.24763 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.4 0.78677 0.839 -84.9 67.8 36.1 33.1 31.1 3.48419 3- 4
5 -10.74'_ -20.377 40,_656.9 11./--_8_.9--32.2 0.808e40.818 -91.0 67.636.035.4 30.5 3.37249 4- 5
6 -10.7_3 -_0.498 _8.6223q -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32.6 0.77424 0.853 -90.9 67.7 40.6 31.6 25.8 3.60083 5- 6
7 -10.64_ -20.518 37.6227_ -59._ 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.75439 0.877 -85.4 67.7 40.1 28.9 26.4 3.21666 6- 7
TAB NO 274 ATLAS PHOTO NO 274 POD SEQUENCE NO 963
JULY 31,1964 13 h_ 25 MIN35 SEC 573 KS
TRAJECTORY [IATA 5EC TO IMPACT AL7 LAT LON R V PT_ AZ
13,226 _1,05310 -10,425 -21,039 1766.508 2,596 -64,452 114,829
PHOTO OATA
P[ LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-P7
2 -10.693 -20.458 36.55757 -58,0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 0.73422 0.846 -88.1 67.7 38.3 32.2 28.6 0.1- 2
3 -10,64? -20,522 35,3b640 -_9.3 9,8 -79,7 31,9 0,709550,877_-85_ 67,7 40,7 28,9 26,4 2,35291 2- 3
4 -10.640 -20.412 36.91421 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.4 0.740000.839 -84.9 67,836.1 33.1 31.1 3.27682 3- 4
5 -10.742 -20.390 37.93953 -56.9 11.1 -81.9 32.2 C.76074 0.816 -91.0 67.8 36.0 35.4 30.5 3.17189 4- 5
6 -10.746 -20,503 36,32652 -52.7 10,0 -82,3 32,6 C,72822 0,853 -90,9 67,7 4C,8 31,6 25,8 3,38645 5- 6
7 -10,647 -20.522 35,38640 -59,3 9.8 -79.7 31,9 0,70955 0,877 -85,4 67,7 40,7 28.9 26,4 3,02546 6- 7
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TAB NO 175 ATLAS PHOTO NO 175 POD SEQUENCE NO 964
JULY 31_1964 13 HR 25 PIN 36 $EC 413 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEE TC |_PACT ALT LAI LEN R V PTH 42
12.386 29.08543 -10.438 -21.011 1764.541 2.597 -64.434 114.823
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* ..... B/A AZPHAZ |NOD PHAZ E_|S ALPHA SCALE PT-_T
2 -10.689 -20.A66 3A.245A6 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 C.68779 0.847 -88.[ 67.7 38.3 32.2 Z8.5 O. L- 2
3 -10.646 -20.526 33.14_5g -_9.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 C.66668 0.877 -_5.4 67.7 40.7 28.9 26.6 2.20399 2- 3
4 -10.634 -20.623 34.57928 -63.0 I0.8 -79.3 31.5 0.69319 0.86C -84.9 67.8 36.1 33.0 31.1 3.06935 3- 6
5 -10.735 -2O.AC2 35.53951 -56.9 11.1 -H1.9 32.2 0.712_2 C.81E -91.0 67.8 36.0 35.6 30.5 2.9_117 4- 5
6 -10.738 -20.509 34.02909. _2.7 10.0 -82._..32.6 .... 0.6_216 Q.853.._-gQ.9 _69.7 60.6 31.6 25,8 3.17199 s-
T -10.666 -20.526 33.16859 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.664_8 0.877 -85.6 67.7 AC.7 28.9 26.6 2.83405 6-- 7
TAB NO 176 ATLAS PHOTO NO 176 POD SEQUENCE NO 965
JULY 3111966 13 HR _5 _]N 37 SEC 253 MS
TRAJECTDRY DATA SEC TO IPPA__ ALT ...... _AT _L_ .... ___ V PTH___
11.5¢6 27.11722 -10.651 -20.983 1762.573 2.598 -64.415 1'16.818
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AlN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NCO PHAZ EHIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.685 -20.67_ 31.93212 -58.0 10.6 -80.8 32%0 C.64133 0.867 -88.1 67.7 38.3 32.2 28.5 O. [- Z
3 -10.645 -20.530 30.90957 -_9.3 9.8 -79.7 _1.9 C.61978 0.877 -85.6 67.7 40.7 28.9 26.4 2.05494 2- 3
6 -10.639 -20.436 32.24316 -_3.0 10.8 -79.3 3L_5 C.6A6_b 0,84C7_4_9 _67_ 36,1 3__ 31.1 2.8&179 3- 6
5 -10.728 -20.615 33.13828 -56.9 ll.1 -81.9 J2.2 C.66647 0.816 -91.0 67.8 36.0 35.4 30.5 2.77037 6- 5
6 -10.731 -20.516 31.73064 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32.6 C.63608 0.853" -90.9 67.7 48.6 31.6 25.8 2.95743 5- 6
7 -10.665 -20.530 30.90957 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 3log C.61978 0.877 -85.6 67.7 60.7 28.9 26._ 2.6_254 6- 7
T_B NO 177 ATLAS PHOTO NO 177 POD SEQUENCE NO 966
JULY 31_1966 13 H_ 25 _18 _8 _E_ 93 PS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
10.706 25.14835 -10.6_4 -20.955 1760.604 2.600 -64.397 114.813
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C A_N A_SUN AZA Ae 8/A AZPHAZ |NOD PHAZ EN[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.681 -20.682 _9.61762 -58.0 10.4 -80,8 J_.O C.594e4 0.867 _-_8,Jj7_7 _.___2. L_ __0_J,-_2,_
3 -10.64_ -Z0.53A 28.66919 -89.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.574_6 C.877 -85.6 67°6 A0.7 28.9 26.4 1.90592 2- 3
6 -10.038 -20.665 29.90569 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.5 C.59950 0.860 -8_.9 67.7 36.1 33.0 _|._ 2.654[_ ]- 4
5 -10.721 -20.627 30.73570 -56.9 11.1 -81.9 32.2 C.61E29 0.817 -91.0 67.8 36.0 35.4 30.4 2.56946 4- 5
6 -10_724 -20.519 29.43063 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32.6 C.58998 0.854 -90.9 67.7 60.6 31.5 25.8 2.7_27§5_6
7 -10.666 -20.5_6 28.66919 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.57486 Co877 -85.6 67.6 AO.7 28.9 26.6 2.45102 6- 7
TAB NO 178 ATLAS PHOTO NO 178 POD SEQUENCE NO 967
JULY 31_196_ 13 H8 25 _Ik 38 SEE 933 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC TO I_PACT ALT LAT LGN R V PTH _Z
9.86_ 23.17897 -10.676 -20.926 1758.63_ 2.b01 -64.379 116.807
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN &ZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ [NOD PHAZ EH[S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.677 -20._91 27.30156 5_.0 I0.4 -R_.H 32.0 0.56833 0.8_7 -8_.1 67.7 38.3 32.1 28.5 O. 1-- 2
3 -10.6_3 -20.538 26._2761 -59._ 9.8 -79.7 ]I.9 C.52991 0.877 -85.e 67.6 60.7 28.9 26.6 1=75680 2- 3
6 -10.638 -20.656 27.56709 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.5 C.552_2 0.840 -86.9 67.7 36.1 33.0 31.1 2_64_4_ _
5 -10.716 -20.640 28.3319_ -56.9 11.1 -81.9 32.2 C.56810 0.817 -91.0 67.7 36.0 35.4 30.6 2.36835 4- 5
6 -10.717 -Z0.526 27.12925 _ ,5_7 10_0 -8_ __J_4_5 _,656_ -90._(17J__40.6 _1.5 2_J8 2.52R09 S-
T -10.6_3 -20.538 26.42767 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 C.52991 0.677 -85.6 67.6 40.7 28erg 26.6 2.25930 6-- 7
TAB NO 179 ATLAS PHoTo NO 179 POD SEQUENCE NO 968
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 25 WIN 39 SEC 773 MS
TRAJECTDRY _)ATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH 42
9.026 21.20896 -10.689 -20.898 1756.666 2.602 -64.360 114.802
PHOTO DATA
P| LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* 8/A AZPHAZ ]NOD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.67_ -20.499 26.98_36 -58.0 10.4 -80.8 32.0 D.50179 0.867 -88.1 67.7 38.3 32.1 28.5 O. 1- 2
3 -10.662 -20.5_2 24.18677 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.48694 C.877 -85.6 67.6 40.7 28.9 26.6 1o60763 2- 3
4 -10.637 -20._67 25.22712 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.5 0.50571 0.860 -84.9 67.7 36.1 33.0 31.1 2.23862 3- 6
5 -I0.707 -20.452 25.92691 -5_9- 11.0 -81.9 32_2 _0.51987_C.817--291.0--67_736.0 35.4 30.4 2.16734 4--
6 -10.709 -20.530 26.82670 -52.7 10.0 -82.3 32.6 0.49769 C.85A -90.9 67.7 40.6 31.5 25.8 2.31330 5- 6
7 -10.662 -20.5A2 26.18477 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 8.48494 0,877 -_5.6 67.6 60.7 28.9 26.4 2.06758 6- 7
TAB NO 180 ATLAS PHOTO NO 180 POD SEQUENCE NO 969
JULY 31,1964 13 HR Z5 M[_ 40SECbI3__S ..............................
TRAJECTORY OAT_ SEC TO [RPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
8.180 19.23828 -10.502 -20.869 1754.696 2.603 -66.362 114.796
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN - AZA A* B/A AZPHA2 INCD PHA_ ESIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.670 -20.507 22.66576 -58.0 10.4_80_8__ 32.0 0.45522 0.867 -88.1 67.7 38.3 32.1 28.5 O. 1- 2
3 -10.661 -20.567 21.94055 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 _1.9 0.63996 0,877 -85.6 67.6 _0.7 28.9 26.4 1.45837 2- 3
4 -10.637 -2C.479 22.88585 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.5 C.45878 0.860 -86.9 67.7 36.1 33.0 31.1 2.03072 3- 4
5 -10.700 -20.665 23.52051 -56.9 11.0 -81.9 32.2 C.ATle2 D.817 -91.0 67.7 36.0 35.3 30.4 1.96602 A- 5
6 -10.702 -20.535 22.52281 -52.7 IC.O -82.3 32.6 0.65150 0.854 -90.9 67.7 40.6 31.5 25.7 2.09843 5- 6
7 -10,641 -20.547 21.96055 -59.3 9.8 -79.7 31.9 0.43996 0.877 -85._ 67._ 60.7 28.9 26.4 1.87565 6- 7
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TAB NO 181 ATLAS PHOTO NO 181 POD SEQUENCE NO 970
JULY 31e1964 13 HR 25 Mlh 41 SEG 453 MS
TRAJECTORY nATA SEC TO IPPACT ALT LA7 LCN R V PTH AZ
?.347 17.26703 -10.515 -20.841 1752.722 2.604 -64.324 114.791
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RAkGE AZS/C AZN AZSON AZA Am 8/A AZPHAI INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.666 -20.$15 20.34593 -58.0 L0.4 -80.8 32.0 C.408C3 0.R47 -08.1 67.7 38.3 32.1 28.5 O. I- 2
3 -10.640 -20.551 19.6950_ -69.2 9.G -7g.7 31.9 C.39492 0.871 -85.4 67.6 40.7 28.9 26.4 1.3090S 2- 3
4 -10.036 -20.490 20.5_333 -63.0 10.8 -79.3 31.5 0.41182 C,84C -04,9 67,7 36.1 33.0 31.1 1.82275 3- 4
5 -10.693 -20.477 21.I1289 -_6.9 1[.0 -01.9 32.2 C.423_4 0.817 -91.0 67.7 30.0 35.3 30.4 1.76491 4- 5
6 -I0.695 -20.540 20.217_5 -32.7 IC.O -82.3 32.6 C.40529 0.854 -90.9 67.6 40.6 31.5 25,7 1,00348_- 6
7 -10.640 -?C.551 1_.6q508 -59.2 q*8 -Tq.7 31.9 C.39492 0.877 -85.4 67._ 40.7,28.9 26.4 1.68362 6- 7
TAB NO 182 ATLAS PHOTO NO 182 POD SEOUENCE NO 971
JULY 31,196_ 13 hR 25 PIN 42 SEC 293 MS
TRAJICT_RY DATA SEC T(I I_PACI ALT LAT LCN R V PTH _L
6.50? 15.2q52I -10.528 -20.812 IT50.751 2.606 -64°305 116.785
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AZN AZEUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.662 -20._23 18.(]2_84 -57.9 10,4 -8U._ 32.1 C.36201 0.8A7 -8_.I 67.1 Jd.3 32.1 28.5 O, |- 2
3 -I(].639 -20,5_5 11.44837 -59.2 9.8 -79.7 31.9 C.34986 0.817 -U_.4 07.6 AC.7 28,9 26.4 1.15958 2- 3
4 -10.635 -20.501 iR.19_f,q -_3.0 10.8 -79.3 31.5 C.36484 C.eAC -84.9 07.7 36.1 33.0 31.0 1,61469 }- 4
5 -10.08(, -20.490 IH.7()405 -66._ II,0 -P1,9 32.2 C.57506 0.817 -91.0 _7.7 30.0 35.3 30,4 1,56349 4- 5
6 -10.687 -20.540 /7.91124 -52.7 10.0 -fi2.3 32.6 C.35906 0.854 -90.9 _?.e 40.6 31.5 25.7 1.66844 5- 6
7 -10,639 -20,555 17.4A_37 -59.2 9.8 -79.7 3[.9 C.34986 0.871 -H5.4 07.6 40.? 28.9 26.4 1.49169 6- 7
TAB NO 183 ATLAS PHOTO NO 183 POD SEQUENCE NO 972
JULY 31,1964 1_ HR Z5 PI6 _3 SEC 133 _S
TRAJECTORY DATA SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTh AZ
5.661 13.32274 -I0._41 -20.783 1748.778 2.607 -64.287 114.780
PHOTC OATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AISUN AZA At B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA _CALE PT-PT
2 -10.658 -20,532 15.?0236 -57.g I0.4 -80,8 32.1 C.3L537 0.847 -86.I 67.7 38.3 32.1 28+5 O, 1- 2
3 -I0,03H -20.559 15,20027 -59.2 9,8 -79,7 31.q C.30419 C.877 -85,4 67. b 40.7 28.9 26.4 1.01018 2- 3
4 -10.635 -2_.512 15.85_48 -_L.q 10.8 -79.2 31.5 C.311e3 C.84C -84.9 67.7 36.1 33.0 31.0 1.A0654 3- 4
5 -10.619 -20.502 16.2q379 -56.9 11.0 -81.9 _2.2 C.32671 C.81/ -91.0 67.7 36.0 35.3 30.4 1.36198 4- 5
6 -ID.bSO -20.551 15.80_A3 -52.1 10.0 -82.7 32,6 0.312_9 C.654 -90.9 07.6 40,6 31.5 25.7 1.45332 57 6
7 -10.638 -20.559 15.?O(J2r -59.2 0,8 -77.7 _1.9 C.30479 C.877 -_5.4 67.6 40.7 28.9 26.4 1.29935 6- 7
TAB NO 184 ATLAS PHOTO NO 184 POD SEQUENCE NO 973
JULY 31,1964 13 HR 2_ P[_ 43 SEC 973 PS
TRAJECTnRY OATA SEG 70 IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
4.827 11.34982 -10.554 -20.755 1746.805 2.608 -64.268 114.774
PHOTO DATA
PT LA( LCN RANGE AZS/C ALN AZSUN AZA At b/A AZPHAZ INCD PHA/ EHIS ALPHA SCAL_ PT-PT
2 -I0.b5_ -20.54C 13.37876 -57.9 |0.4 -80.8 32.1 C.26870 0.847 -88.1 67.6 38.3 32.1 28.5 O. 1- 2
3 -10.637 -20,563 12.95107 -59.2 9.8 -79,7 31.9 0,25969 0.877 -85.4 67.0 4C.7 28,9 26.3 0.86062 2- 3
4 -10.634 -20.523 13.50827 -02.9 10,8 -79.2 31.6 C,2707g 0.84C -fi4.9 67.7 36.1 33.0 31,0 1.19829 3- 4
5 -10.671 -20.S15 13.882A7 -56.9 11.0 -_1.9 J2.2 0.27836 0.818 -91.0 67.7 36.0 35.3 30.3 1.16037 4- 5
6 -10.013 -20.55? 13.29451 -52.7 10.0 -H2,3 32,6 C.26651 0,85A -90,9 67,6 40,6 31.5 _,7 _=2.,_6___,_=
7 -10.637 -ZC.SO3 12.95107 -59.2 9.8 -7q,7 J1.9 C.25969 0.877 -85.4 67,6 40.7 28.9 26.3 1,10710 6- 7
TAB NO 185 ATLAS PHOTO NO 185 POD SEQUENCE NQ 974
JULY 31e1964 13 H8 26 PIN A4 SEL 813 MS
TRAJECTI_RY l)ATa SEC T_ IMPACT ALT LAT L_N R V PTH AZ
3.987 9.37E07 -10.568 -2C.726 1744.831 2.609 -64.250 114.769
PHOTC I_ATA
PT LAT LCN RANOE AZS/C AZN A/SUN AZA Ae B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPha SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.649 -71).54H 11.05151 -57.9 LO.4 -_0.8 32.1 0.22200 C.847 -88.1 67.6 38.3 32.1 28.5 O. 1- 2
3 -10.636 -20.568 10.70024 -59.2 q._ -79.7 3].9 C.21450 0.877 -85.4 67.6 4C.7 28.9 26.3 0.71099 2- 3
4 -I0.03_ -70,_i_ 11.16043 -62.9 10.8 -19.2 31.6 0.22373 0.841 -_4.9 67.6 36.1 32.9 31.0 0.98996 3_.6
5 -I0.664 -_0.528 11.46949 -56.9 11.0 -_l.g 32.2 0.22998 0.816 -91.0 67.7 36.0 35.3 30.3 0.95868 4- 5
6 -10.665 -?L).502 10.g_92 -52.7 I0.0 -_2.3 32.6 0.22019 C.854 -90.9 67.6 40.6 31.5 25.7 1.02285 5- 6
7 -10.636 -c'0.56_ 10.7(;0_4 -69.2 9.8 -79.7 31.g 0.21456 0.877 -85.4 67.6 40.7 28.9 26.3 0.91465 6- 7
TAB NO 186 ATLAS PHOTO NO 186 POD sEQUENCE NO 975
JULY 31,1q64 13 HH _ PI_ _5 SEC 653 MS
TRAJECTURY I)ATA SEC TO IMPACT ALT LAT LCN R V PTH AZ
3.147 7.40182 -10.581 -20.697 1742.857 2.610 -64.231 114.763
PHOTC DATA
PT LAT LCN RANGE AZS/C AIN AZSUN AZA Ae _IA ATPHAZ INCU PHAZ EPIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.645 -20.557 8.72715 -57.9 10.4 -80.8 32.1 0.17528 0.847 -88.1 67.6 38.3 32.1 28.8 _ O. 1- 2
3 -10.614 -2().572 8.44830 -_9.2 9.8 -79.1 32.0 C.16940 0.877 -85.4 6"7.6 40.7 28.9 26.3 0.56128 2- 3
4 -10.033 -20,546 8.81150 -62.9 10,8 -79,2 31.6 C.17666 0.841 -8_.9 67.6 36.1 32.9 3|.0 0.78155 3- 6
5 -10.657 -20.540 9.05545 -56.9 11.0 -81.9 32.2 0*18157 O.81E -91.0 67,6 36.0 35.3 30.3 0°75694 4- 5
6 -10.658 -20.567 8.67222 -52.8 10.0 -82.3 32.5 0.17385 0.85_ -90.9 67.6 40.6 31.5 25.7 0.80750 _- 6
7 -10.634 -20,572 8.AAB3D -59.2 9.8 -79.7 32.0 C°16940 C,877 -85.4 67.6 40.7 28.9 26,3 0°72210 6- 7
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TAB NO 187 ATLAS PHOTO NO 187 POD SEQUENCE NO 976
JULY 31.1964 13 HR Z8 M]N 46 SEC 493 MS
TRAJECTORY OATA SEC TO I_PACT ALT LAT LUN R V PTH AZ
2.307 5°42683 -10._94 -20.668 1740.882 2.612 -64.212 I14.757
PHOTO DATA
PT LAT LON RAhG_ZS/C---_Z'fi" AZSUN_A ..... _; " B/_AZPHAZ |NCD PHAZ £MIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -I0.641 -20.5_5 6.39931 -57,9 10.4 -80.8 32.1 C.12852 0.848 -88.1 67.6 38.3 32.1 28.4 _, 1- 2
3 -10.635 -20.576 8.19487 -89.2 9.8 -79.7 32.0 0.18422 0.877 -85.4 67._ 40.7 28.9 26.3 0.41159 2- 3
4 -10.632 -_0.557 6,&6111 -62.9 10.8 -79.8 31.6 C.[2952 0.841 -84.9 67.6 36,1 32.9 3_.0 0.57305 )- 4
5 -10.650 -20.553 6.65992 -86.9 11.8 -81.9 32.2 C.13314 G.81E -91.0 67.6 36.0 35._ 30.3 0.5549_ 4- 5
6 -10.650 -20.5T3 6,_q0_ -52_8 10.0 -82,3 _2,5 C,12748 0.85_ r90,9 _7,_4_25.7 0.59205 5- &
7 -I0.63_ -20.5T6 6.19487 -59._ 9.8 -79.7 32.0 C,12422 0.877 -85.4 67.6 40.7 Z8.9 Z6,3 0.52955 6- 7
TAB NO 188 ATLAS PHOTO NO 188 POD SEQUENCE NO 977
JULY 31_1964 13 HR _5 MI_' 47 SEC 333 MS
TRAJECTURY _)ATA SEC [0 IMPACT _ ALT LAT LCN .... ___ Y PTH AZ
1.467 3.45137 -10.607 -20.639 1738.907 2.613 -64.194 114,752
PHDTO DATA
PT LAT LON RANGE AZS/C AZN AZSUN AZA A* BIA AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EMIS ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
8 -10.637 -20.573 4.07035 -57.9 10.4 -80,8 32,I 8.08178 0.848 -8_.I 67.6 38.3 3Z.O 28.4 O, I- Z
3 -I0.632 -20.880 5.94034 -59.2 9.8 -79.T 32.0 D.oTgcI 0.877 -85.4 67.6 40.7 28.9 26.3 0.26180 2- 3
4 -I0.631 -2D.568 4.1096_ -6Z,9 IQ,8 cZ_ _¢ _ Q,082_8 C,841 -84,9 _*_ 36. l 32.9 31.D 0.36446 B- 4
5 -10.643 -20.566 4.22333 -56.9 ii.0 -81.9 3Z.2 C.08468 0.818 -91.0 67.6 36.0 35.Z 30.3 0.35301 4- 5
6 -10.643 -20.578 4,04474 -52,8 IO.O -88.3 32.5 Co08108 O,85& -90.9 67.6 4D.6 31.5 25,7 0_76_ 5:6
I -[C.L3? -?n_N 3.94034 -59.2 9.8 -79.7 32.0 0.07901 0.877 -85.4 67.6 40.7 28.9 26.9 0.33680 6- 7
TAB NO 189 ATLAS PHOTO NO _Rq POD SEQUENCE NO 978
JULY 31_1964 [3 HR 25 M[N 48 _£_ _73 MS
TRAJECTORY DATA S_C TD IMPACT ALT LAT LON R V PTH AZ
0.627 1.47523 -10.620 -20.6|0 1736.931 2.614 -64.175 114.7_6
PHDTO DATA
PT LAT L_N RANGE AZS/C A_N A_SUN AZA A* B/A AZPHAZ INCD PHAZ EM|S ALPHA SCALE PT-PT
2 -10.633 -20.582 [.7_002 -87.9 10.4 -80,8 _2._ 0.03495 C.84_ -8_.I 67,___.}_,Q_ZD._ O. I- 2
3 -10,631 -20.585 1.6_46 -59.Z 9.8 -79.7 32.0 C.03378 0.8?7 -_8.4 67.6 40.7 28.9 26.3 0._[189 2-
4 -10.631 -20.8_0 i. T56_I -62.9 10._ -79.2 31.6 0.03522 0.84[ -84.9 67.6 36.1 32.9 31.0 0.15977 3- 4
8 -10.635 -20.578 1.8054D -56.9 ii.0 -_1.9 32.2 0.03620 C.818 -91.0 67.6 36,D 35.2 30._ 0.15089 4- 5
6 -10,636 -20,584 1.72909 -52.8 9.9 -82°3 _2.5 C.03468 C,854 -90.9 67,6 40.6 31.5 _5.7 0,_6095 5- 6
7 -[0.63L -20.585 1.68_46 -89.2 9.8 -79.7 32.0 0.03378 0.877 -88.4 67.6 4D,7 28.9 26.3 0.14403 6- 7
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